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Mount Prospect mothers will
no doubt he cheering but many
northwest suburban motorists will he looking
for "weeping
towels" soon, if the continuing trend of radar traffic arrests
in
the village persists

bet of the Mount Prospect force for 12 years. and "about 10 of
them' on radar traffic control
A man of affable mien, Hooten appears to have the ' just right"
personality for successfully presenting a bitter pill, with the least
obtection from the 'patient " (motorist )
Police Chief Newell Esmond and Village Manager Virgil Barnett both expect a big improvement in_traffic control from use of

north from Council Trail where the speed limit changes abruptly
from 35 mph to 25 mph
Hooten pointed out that the speed limit sign figure at Council
Trail is ' three times larger than normal ' in -a move to flag the
motorist's attention.
The new unit works only from a stationary vehicle, and can he
transferred from one car to another.
the new unit.
It also can "read" a car that is corning from either the.front or
?erm-tritftic dontrtil" to speed trap".4- rear -Of -the patrol car, and it can "read" up to a 45 degree angle
"That's not what we arc trYingl'tO .eat up here," said -Barnett.)
and up to 1,000 feet.
Barnett looks upon the unit as a preventive device. Esmond is
Hooten displayed a folder on the unit, that guarantees an accertain that its use will cut down on speeding along such regular
curacy of plus or minus 2 per cent up to 100 mph. raceways as III. 83 (Elmhurst Rd.)and Main St. (all the same road)
The folder contains a "factor" table that gives the proper mul-

The Mount Prospect Police
Department s new radar unit. taxpayer cost $ L400,
unquestionably pay for itself in short order.
In use just a month, Patrolman
Eugene Hooten explained Friday that it is "a far more sophisticated unit'' thanithe uneafiiithe:
formerly operated.
Lest any village residents should
question the credentials of the
operator (Hootenh it can be dZicumented that he has been a meta-
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Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low 30. Tomorrow: Partly
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untying motor and an accompanying table for various vehicle
speeds depending -upon the angle of the radar unit's beam to the
axis of the vehicle be.og read '
Chief Lsmond said that the unit is checked each day 'before iti3 placed in the car by means of a tuning fork whose vibrations give
off waves the same as those of an auto being driver) 65 mph.
'In addition, said Hooten he cheeks his unit by having another
sq.:ad car"drive through" as an accuracy check each day after he
sets up, and upon taking a new location.
A third motorist safeguard is an electronic device 'on the unit.
which by the push da button is Used to insure the unit's accuracy
before and after a stop of a motorist that results in an arrest.

ap

sunny, no temperature
change.
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Norman slated by Dems
happen for county board seat -

Elk Grove fire claims
its 3d victim, girl 5
cent of her body in the fire in
her home at 1806 Landmeier.

west suburbs.

Two of her sisters, Christ-

Although

ine, 3, and Sylvia, 2, were dead
on arrival at St. Alexius Hospital Saturday.

municipalities

regularly check apartment buildings for fire hazards, persons who choose to
rent single-family houses do
not receive the same regular
have

The parents, Juan Arenas,
20,

By Bob Casey

ing's fire in an unincorporated
area east of Elk Grove Village.
That combination could kill
again this winter in the north-

uffering burns over 90 per

were

treated at St. Alexius Hospital
for injuries they received as
cuing two other daughters
Michelle, 4, and Irene,
I
months, who were not injured.

officials seems to I,: that

ALSO. INJURED were
three Elk Grove Village po-

if he's paying monthly rent for
it. Code violations go un-

licemen, Sgt. William Kohnke
and Patrolman Robert Salva-

checked unless a specific complaint is made.
Arlington
Heights
Fire

"ITIE ATTITUDE of local

1

a

man's house is his castle, even

tore and William Lancaster,

Chief Harvey Carothers said
his department will inspect

who were overcome by smoke.

Three firemen Fred Rohrer,
Bernard Goss and Paul Pet-

single-family houses. but only

zold suffered burns and smoke

on a voluntary basis. Apart-

inhalation. All were taken to

ment

buildings.
Carothers
said. are checked at least twice
a year for fire code violations.
According to Carruthers,
single-family residences can-

St. Alexius Hospital.

According to hospital
spokesmen all were released by
yesterday afternoon.
Elk Grove V..ip
l sire
,

Chief Allen W. HUI

iv, -.;.)e

fire began when the

space

not lie regulated even if they
are not owner -occupied. Installation of space heaters in
houses does not require a license or a fire department in-

heater in the kitchen of the story -and -a -half
frame
farmhoUse "malfunctioned."

spection. he said.

By the time police and firemen arrived on the scene, the
fire had spread from the kitchen into the room used by the
Tamily as both living room and

il n g t on Heights Building

bedroom.

occupied houses for huikling
code violations unless a com-

ARENAS AND his wife
had been able to flee the home

with two of their children by
going through the kitchen.
When the parents returned for

the other children they were

driven hack by

the

flames.

Arenas said.

Hulett said, "There was no

exit. If it wasn't for the plywood that blocked the front
exit, they all would have escaped. The flames blocked
their exit to a side door. They
Couldn't get out of the two bed-

room windows because they
were screened with a heavy
mesh netting."
The first three policemen on
the scene, Kohnke, Salvatore.

screening.

bedroom and found Maryanne
lying on the floor between two
beds. He carried her out of the
building. He went hack to the
bed where Christine lay. pick-.
eel her up and carrier her out.
Sylvia was then taken from her
bed by fireman John Serbee.
I (Welt said that as far as he,
the Mount Prospect Fire chief

Edwin Habercamp and the
state

firemarshal

are

con-

'

and Lancaster were told the
three girls were still trapped in
the home and they immediately tried to rescue them.

THE POLICEMEN tried
to enter the bedroom by going
through a doorway leading
from a utility room to the bedroom. The doorway however,
was blocked by a piece of ply Wood that had been nailed over

it to keep in the warmth from
the space heater.

They attempted to kick in
the plywood but because they

had no smoke masks,

the

smoke drove them back.

The first group of firemen,
was led by Lt. JOhn Henrici.
Immediately they turned their
hose onto the fire and two firemen wearing masks tried to enter the building.

Finally, the firemen were

able to get the wood off the
doorway.

.

HENRICI ENTERED the,
ri 4

cerned, their investigation
closed.

-

Arenas told him that they
had had a lot of trouble with
the space heater.
.

HuLIAT SAID ARENAS

was trying to make do with the
heater because he was plan-

ning to move Monday if he
could find a place in Elgin.
Hulett estimated the total
damage at $7,000. He said this

is the first fatal in the township
since Christmas Eve, 1967.
The bodies of Christine, Sylvia and Maryanne were taken
to Lauterburg and Oehler Fu-

neral Home, 2000 E. North
west Hwy. Visitation will he
Tuesday until p.m.
The family has not selected
a spot for burial because they
said they do not have the monI

ey.

Alleged ties between syndicate,
2 Elk Grove firms probed
Elk Grove Village Manager
Charles Willis and Detective
Sgt. Raymond Min-inee gave
testimony last Tuesday concerning two companies allegedly connected with syndicate activity in a special hear-

Commission

ing before the Illinois CriMe

lance at both companies for

Investigating Commission

in

Chicago.

Elk Grove Village was selected by the commission to
demonstrate the involvement
of "organized crime" in legitimate businesses.

Sgt. Marinec and Willis as
well as other witnesses were

police station to -post

both in Elk Grove Village.

SGT. MARINIC told the
that

his

in-

vestigation division at the Elk
Grove Village police department had conducted a surveilthe last six months.

During the surveillance of
International Fiber Glass. he
win.

seen Joseph Lombardo. IrWeiner.
Felix "Mil-

waukee Phil" Alderisio, Mitchell Caplan and other known
or alleged criminals -and syndicate members.

called on to discuss the involvement of known syndicate
personalities in the Shak-Ur-

Marincc told the
Commission of the actions of

Corn Co. at 2451 American
I,n.. and the International Fi-

Mariner said he had first met
Cantazaro in 1967 when he
came to the Elk Grove Village

ber -Glass Co: at 340 Bennett.
s.

Also,

Robert

Joseph

Cantazaro.

cash

bonds for two men who had
been arrested on charges of
burglary.

11E SAID that on Sept. 30
this year. he had. seen Camazaro again. At that time. Mai-ince said. he met him in a coffee

shop near the Niles Circuit
Court.

Auto stolen

Grove,

Miles

cumbents. Floyd T. Tulle of
\Villitim

N.

Erickson of Evanston. Charles

F. (.'haplin of Winnetka and
Charles Grupp of Berwyn.
The fifth Republican candidate is expected to be Sheriff
Joseph I. \Voods of Oak Park.
who is also the Republican en-

seph C. Kreuci of 105 Weller
En.. Mount Prospect. was stoFriday night from the
driveway of his home. The car
was recovered early Saturday
morning at Westbrook School
at- 105. S. Busse, by Mount
Prospect police.
len

Donald L. Norman

SIMON

F.

SUBURB

kove and Mrs. Patricia L. Siebert, both of Evanston.
The Democratic endorsees.
virtually assured victory in the
March primary because of
their organization backing.
are expected to be opposed in
the November regular election
by
four
Republican
inPlaines,

SAYS
An income is what yon cannot live without or within.

Church tut
by burglars,
vandalized

-

C'hur'chnil.

Nlount Prospect, at hi r:' W.
Golf Rd.. tsas burglarized ;mil
vandalized Sauirday night.
Police said the interior of
the

building was extensivel

"If a man is in then) and
he's renting that home. ou'cl
have to be invited in
make
any
inspection."
koeppen

ment checks apartment buildings often, he said, no checks

were announced Friday after-

signs weir knocked lours and
h risen. Floor mile was pulled up

he was home sick.

and smashed. and the outer of

Off -duty patrolmen and extra supervisory personnel were
called to work and Police

Evergreen

Park

a(

the

classroom

IZev. Robert I-. Isdatiliew, tut
ransacked.

"It's kind of a hard question
(Continued on pone 2)

tions has become one of the top

It) publishers in circulation in
Illinois. Advertising has been

I

Mount Prospect
School
District 57, 701 W. Gregory: 8
p.m.
School District 59, Mark
Hopkins School, 231 S. Shady -

wood Ln., Flk Grove Village;
8 p.m.

this field Will make a major
contribution to our continue(

Charles F. Nan

1955 as real estate advertising

began

in

January, 1966, with publication of The Arlington Day, followed in April by The Prospect Day.

The Des Plaines Day was
founded in 1968 anal this year

N.

working in the grease pit when

the Chicago Daily News in

Inc..

1)11 I

of Solo mining Oil Co. was

Field Enterprises, Inc., joined

terprises,

shift, said he received the first
sick call shortly before ill p.m.
A two-hour meeting of the Des

pect. Saturday.
Police said that Legg. owner

of the newspaper division of

Day Publications. it wholly
owned subsidiary of Field En-

Schwiesow,

Sell/liming Oil Co.. 3(12 E.
Northwest Htsy.. NI ount Pros-

/
Nati.
formerly assistant
classified advertising manager
success.'.

advertising.

August

Jack Legg. 39. 01

and ('harles F. Nau with his

vertising department and as

t

Vail. Arlington Heights. was
reported in serious condition
at Holy FainiF, Hospital last
night after being hurried in a
tire in the grease pit of

background and experience in

supervisor. Since then he has
served in the national food ad:

I.

commander of the midnight

Oil company
owner hurt in
grease fire

an integral park of this ,growth

Meetings

to man the city adequately."

hail broken up ,.11.:11t before
the sick call started

ban journalism. John F. Stanton. president of Day Publications. said, "Since our begin nine in 1966, Day Publica-

said:

Chief Arthur Hintz said shortly alter midnight. "vie have
enough personnel on the street

Plaines chapter of the Cook
County Police 1ssin. (( CPA)

Welcoming Nau to subur-

are made on rented houses.
When asked if rented houses
need
regulation,
Koeppen

I

to 7 a.m. shift failed to report
for Work. Each of the six said

Plastic

C'harles F. Nall became advertising director today of Day
Publications,
publishers of
four suburban newspapers.

ALTHOUGH HIS depart-

Des Plaines [tau hit by a police sick -in late yesterday when
six or the eight patrolmen
',Chet:1111,2d to work the
I p.m.

damaged.

Day ad director

said.

Des Plaines
police on
`sick in'

before hitting the campaign
trail after the endorsements

C.F. Nau Named.

when the house is built."

r.

named.

Krejci of Lyons, Milton 1(a-

Des

at

the next few weeks after a earn -

dates for the suburban board
posts are James P. Hillard of

sales manager of rotogravure

An auto belonging to Jo-

.

Norman told 'The Day his
campaign will ' take shape in

THE OTHER lour candi-

in

them. except to some extent
is

look forward to a great Democratic victory next November."

pa.:!!) manager Mit' snail are

He spoke briefly that night

Wheeling Hre ('lief Ber-

at the county level, we can

nod frn,o the fi11111.1.1kt.M.

noon.

nhardt K.oeppen said ''You actually have no control over

dent). P. J. Cullerton ICounty
assessor) and Richard Elrod
(candidate for County Sheriff)

tion to one of the five suburban
Cook County Board seats traditionally occupied by Republicans.
Norman was endorsed as a
board candidate Friday by the
County Democratic Central
Committee after getting the

Norman wasted little time

plaint is received.

Dunn (County Board presi-

"sweep" will include his elec-

Board President.

Commissioner. said his department does not inspect renter -

venson heading the state ticket
and candidates such as George

lington Heights attorney,
hopes t h e Democratic

Nlorton

Ar

With a man like AJlai Ste-

victory at the polls."
Norman, a 45 -year old Ar-

dorsed candidate for County

MARTY MUNSEN, Ar-

Elk Grove Village Fireman Paul
Patzold (right), injured in the blaze that took the lives of the
three girls, is being guided away front
the hunting house by acting Lt. Randall Scott. Fireman
Thomas Castiirton is framed by the window from which there
was no escape because of wire mesh

cratic Organization's annual
dinner -dance and told the
gathering, "1 ant extremely
proud to be a small part of the
party ticket for the coming
election.

already convinced that the
Democratic Party has "the
greatest chance in years to
sweep to an overwhelming

pre!c,.:tion -Of Inca, fire. buila
Mg
sailtation codes.

they left the house after res-

Worth Twp. Regular Demo-

Democrat slated for the county ticket in the 1970 election, is

combination that killed three
children in Saturday morn-

7'
t , where she was taken after

Sulema,

Donald L. Norman, the
n I y northwest suburban

faulty space heater, a doorway
boarded up against the late autumn cold that was the deadly

day morning claimed a third
victim last night. Maryanne
Arenas, 5, died in the Cook
County Hospital Burns Con -

and

again

A dilapidated old house, a

The fire that swept a home
in Elk Grove Township Satur-

29,

It can

a light that he was using fell.
and spark ignited the gas from

the Northwest 1)ay. serving
Chicago area suburban
communities. began publishing. The four papers base a circulation in excess of 60.000

the, piup.

13

and reach 90 per cent of the
homes in the area they serer.
Nall succeeds Robert
Smith. who has resigned to go
Into business for himself. Nau
and his wile Gloria have three
children.and live in La Grange
Park.

Gripe
Of The

-

Day
'Traffic signals that
changeloo quickly.

W.K,

HF Del

Shanyfelt faces Graham
for 3d Dist. Senate seat

Tragedy
could hit
again

Paul A Shontlylt al Ell
Grose A ill 60 will We Dee S

boostas. I t

ts moss

rtmssr Ike nn ills jo.
- --scould like to 1,41

on the Dema'. tieket for

to mond all the Id Menlo

0 ite senator in the 3d Doom

tie 1 ear

-

'Sal -lulen Oulu= Dart -

Ills (ROM %ill, be

to

-pirwwn at BMW. and Lon

ounehr
dottyt hot

ode to
run eloon

ram s opposed an the A4tch

Ihtl pould lit

hoe

slid

Rettenhicher

unne so. ell,

poll hewn,

hut th

Puree Ronan. Mo. Pretr
peas director of building and
mining. mid his village docs

not cheek eat. houws for
Makin, credo: violations.

In the Plaines. which has
several areas of older home,

Immo:non of ...homes is
to a complaint basis. accord.
Richard Arhtur:
am inspector fax the Ik
objetm

Pluinw. lire Depot..
-If it's a rental apartment

unit. yes:. Arthur said. "hut
when you got into
private
hotise. u man's home is hh
astle."

-

IL.
-WI' 'J6' P
aid Bern,. end Eton

Des

Plaines Pined with county
health ands tate fire officials in

cleaning up some of the bra:

ardour tented homes in Me
Des Plaines arm thoc years
'They're renting ma chicken CO. and and gamest to
theme people." he said.
went through in a joint effort
Inchon this lin and closed alot
of them. If they followed the

codes as they are writ. you
wouldn't

have

prob.

these

tem."

Iles spew ha nor z lol nod for the lire that caused the Oaths
or the ihrty trees o yak

Christmas art
contest open
Wouldn't tau like 10 see
your child he a winner m
Day's Chrimms an contest,

Wouldn't he be oohed to
see a picture he dren printed in
the newspaper!

'And wouldn't he be. thrilled
to go a check made out to hint
from The Day!

<Associations

Heights.

of the

RonaW Bun

1=1J.

olWLakeHriownees Mole

IF THE answer to these

IOW Demme Denumi ets
eompleted then I no mi.,. of
c ended m met the weekend

-

-_

.

Be h ( R WM.

111
4
-

-

,' Iv' l.....4.

sours

100. as tiny as they really do
the drawing themselves. For
obvious reasons. no children
of Day employees can take

mit.
Have your chikl draw a

:whepichexants for
Christmas. lone entry. please.
tu re:

of

been

general

zens for Shanyfelt Committee.

Shunyfelt. a Chien° teachcr his been prominent in the
Elk Grove Township Demo creek Organisation for several

t

per child: lie shots toe

a

black marking pen, and should
draw hispireare on a white MY

a

Z iler", t.'

In the spring of 19611.he was
candid, for Elk Grove

L'.

Whet.,

loons'

Demo

ix. 1.011111 [[[[[ a 111

mambo ea the t ook

Demo Mc
mom.

the et

( LoIr al

Ina

1

e ou,
(ism

I hurt hog pull

1

to be postponed for Conn,
non Elect Philip hl. Cram.
rimmed of leaky. lic win he
swum in on Wednesday morn -

The election must first he
tortified hr' the State of Il-

satisractorily in the
ewsgaper. and we want to print his
drawing if he wins.

of Mount Prospect.

the notification took longer
then usual because of the

TWO l/F the three candidata to he named by the
Democrats in the 3d District

Thanksgiving Holiday.

5 cud. That's all be mods to
our second anneal
Chrisemus can stout,

ON TIIE BACK of his pie lure. he should put hl, same

ahemr11 VI 11714111Vnig.

age. address telephone nilm-

ono contest in which neatness.

and a
brief mplanation of what he

and anistic talent
positively. m ill NOT count in
detwmining winners.

her. school lone

wants foe Christnies---Barbie

doll." 'lay truck.- eic.

This isa contest in which es,

ery child has an opal chance
no moor howoell he draws.

Heshouldalso fill out a 3x 5
file card all which he alsouuM

cumbent. William Rohlwing

their intention to run in 1970.1n addition to Shanyfell. Rep. Eugenia Chapman 1E1,11001OP
Heights) 6u announced That
she will seek rwelection to the
Illinois House neat year.
have

lading universities and cullegs in Me surrounding
arcstCCouncil

their help in con.
ducting the ,inely and possibly
to solicit

haw a graduate student in
Political Science del the study
as his thesis work. Ihmon said.

the survey may lake

12

months or Intiger 10 conplele.
he said. but when it it reedy it

willhepnxntedliesallthntiJarnataseriesnfptlllicmen-

pointed to organ, the pr j-

and discussions will he held on

Al trot time the NSCA will
dechion to vote on action to
be taken by the area. Burton

V.'''. ' 1'

doom new year
Illt.

Donna the Denim st

h lee

endorsed

en

d, or .jun 171 varV on

a., Pro/ aa.131,0 111
al III mg

d

L

and ]um. Then turn flight
Wednesday will kave moningot around 8 p. m.

hot lunch proam

lot will he none other than
Unified Air Line Captain

llte bogd mopen
nM
eeting.
the public. will Is heed at
p.m. at Mark Hopkins School.
231
Shadywood Cm. Elk

g,,,,=, n,or=T,0,..

he

subjected

no

Center Sr.. Des Plaims: Prospect Day. 117 S. Main. Mount
Prospect: Arlington Day and
Northenot Doe. 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.. Arlington
Heights.
Be

laced in a hot with other en irks. His Mc card will he kept
ith file cards from other children.

Each they, melt pick Inn file

cants from en, set of entries
ion winners nom
Des
Plaines.

two from

Prospect

Day subscribers. two from A,

lington Day rean:
do
and on
from Nofthwest tote readers.'
We send each winner a 52
check. and well prim winning
pictures in the newspaper.

The sooner your child's entry reaches us rho bigger his
chums are to vain. becume his

entry will stay in the hos till

nine

is

formed of
form

home:Avner,:

that were all represent-

ed al the meeting but Ilurtem
said there were no Emmen,
Pvie of the taxing distrids of

rospect

Heights (park.

school. library and fire).

HE SAID

these

gimps

would be greatly concerned
affected by any plans
once they were set in motion.
Of 1.01, he.
The NW
odd. that would he better to
keep ohe district boundaries
M they now exist.
and

He

said

the council will

be

da a sury ey
taken in 1963 byguithe village of
u sing as

baste

Arlington Heights of the old
Men section of Enspect.
Heights.

Warty

an to oppose C-ranc

THIS SURVEY

includes

n

Warman oared

'

though Hmeintrt giving alp

NIsdr. Bets, Ross and Am Rd Ivan schools in District 23)

)tipaghellt with mon MUM.
seusupied hond, salad, toffee
hum milk.

CONGRAlltIATIONS el

mess mee

My hubby attended a bustin Jamestown.

Dave Amling of 719 N. Forest
on winning a special award in
the annual Kodak Tenn -age
Alovic Moan's! HA entry was

N.Y.. retly.
centingHe was wear-

a super S odor Elie -Alpha

ing name tag that. identified

and Omega."

his Chicago office.

A litmus. ithuseM execto

Dave Is well known in the

five asked if hoolOy happened

aroe for his show business el forts. He has Isom involved

Mrs. Eugenia I loco. of
Arlington Height, and Mn

Ilemey high schoob in District
9:

Main Dish tone choice) veal
cutlet. beef liver. OM Wiwi..
wiener in bun. Vegetable tone

choico whipped maims. Metered corn. Salad tone choice)
huh juice. tossed saled. lettuce
mideo. molded:
raspberry.

.. Mod on Emerson

hi..

whcrc the Worm' now make
home. Population then
all of 1,300.
was
' vc bloarnt Pr,
The

nb
or is Harold IHRI C. Bolton.
nonip an Alijal of me Ant him-

upon We, were recognized for
their films: Roger Kuhns. 9 N.
Parkway: Blake 'Rodin. 2306
Rho:mood, and Ken Laughlin.
107 N. Parkway

IT WAS Dan Congress's

wallas mat estate vnines,c-

eninly was named vice prtsi-

him a

dent in charge of manufaw

According to thc rook, or
survey ialmn by Arlington
Heights. he said, the 'Increase
wade be nominal.
H

17IE NSCte WILL be eon-

wring for the office furniture
gem,

ggiop,

i

card!

NOW THAT Thanksgiving
is over, get ready for Christ.

, MEM There are only 24 more

thrtfiarter menthe, of Smith days until the big one. Rand.
hum is all set! Ifs healthfully
Church.Community
gum
pogo.%
shot.

Steve

n

punting

decorated. Christmas carolers.

who hot beamie e tredition
at the quipping center. stan

Both Alm Clayman and
Mrs. Dyer arc members or the
Illinoh Kane or Remmenta-

That

numentus

nude ir eshibets
moon old. 0mples dupla. Ms
eqe.uipment
ote 11

Wm

end

moue

1 ending

15 omen have

11CCI1

group also toured
graphite reactor nestled
:intone
her reactors end On
phisticated research facilities

atm see

And so the 1(.110,
hone

opinion that the mom, and

Mrs. Dyer have arranged a
put conference let follow the
Itiminton.
The Chic:, press and tele

tile 177 mcmherhof th011inuis

noon.

surprising

Holiman Estate, and Palatine
men third fourth and filth re

norto,l)

TO ENTIRE metropolt
tan area reportyd 2 111 span
mynt units against 1 976 amt..

Sunday mormng

southern
folk.
mography.
cities. climates:end people
Bloom lap
gladly es.

ha

pany in
spring.

Indianapolis.

in October. 1968,parements
decreased six per cent in the

suburbs and more than 90 per
cent in unincorporated areas.
The value of all building
pc
t s residential, combats:DI and industrial)
i

John 1., Frielniry Jr..
Conk Ca

er lulti. 131I3 E. Eastman. Arlkolun Heights, umelininnun niche North
ror the Salystlion Army's illetropelhun Service Enit ()moon. und Edgar al.

will also give the delegates an
opportunity tothe learn some,
thing
press an
Loupe of Me convention will he
handled by hod) 'icy and local

pm. represent:Om.
The luncheon for the Con Con delegates will he held at
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I feel I want to condone trying to patch this up, but I dm.I see

It workInn nut. I feel you :Mould not rennet to Florida at the
arse.. time.

time for Disola

Dear bin lb:Louise:
have bronchial asthma and haw been wanting to move to a

most

a

few

More decades. Therefore, that

.

have

an

and

Do you see lb:

an

Also. l lice to p

Hideaword

continued inflating and loss of
Ma buying passer sr, the cur.
rency.

PERHAPS this difference in

cimg

imagine
That the "sheep who are being

role of scientific inquirers and
reporters.
Our job ends when we have

In our studies of the circumstance? that have existed

ailed, we rand only one

reported what has happened
and what probably wit/ lopped
if various courses of action nfe
followed in specified circuny

paadbly Sighlfleant difference

fiances.

Wench" bulletins on radio
and television to alert the pub.
lit that a severe storm may be
appomehing and "warning"

bulletins when immdiate melion Should he taken to protect

life and proper, When such a
bulletin
received,
you
and
check your flash0ights
and battery -powered radios 10
make sure Mar we working.

your tank one If a storm
traps you on the rood. you
should avoid overexertion and
exposure through attempts to
mil your
or shovel mow.
Unless shelter is close by. you
Mould remain its sthe ear an.
til help arrives. month. heater

sparingly and oy with a win-

don' partly open downwind.
Exercise by clapping your
hands and storming your

if it ph elanke han on your

.1 irregularities of Mc palm
canna
paroxysmal tech,

Grown Up Little Girl

NW much. It moot surely be lbe worst age In the world. Out,
wow, welt until next year.

"Tell It like it is," ye, people my toWWb.
Muth They love an

h omely dot k delightfullY Weeding.

117 S. Man 5'I., Mnnnl Pnwprrm. Brien a 611!1.55.

30 grad.

311

excellent

mad diem: the paddler asf Mir renders in this eniamo.
Letters may re arm: problem droner ter laity Fif c do m (veneer -nix,: ESP orrooseasery perception. reincemetior, Old.
Lewes should be signed to,, nearer will Ire maned if the wirer
requests It. Write to DeLonise, in cure of 011y
722 Crater Sr., Dor Heine, Ill.60010.

Answer an Centre Page

,twy4itc,cet
don

W

n(eti'Versrne

S
15% OFF 0 7
DEC. 1s1-13

773-1177
COMER Of APCPIT

IS °RONA

krat4444* .4* -64-11r4

Intoriortletiyn

Ameria.n In ohm.' of Interior
Design. . vy.ng lime. talent
and
'o overall plonning for the imam and initme
Mate improvement of key
spots in the hospital.
When
yOU
Write

FREE SHOO AT HOME SERVICE: ND 255.6060.

terim, some novels

Ithle week of to

I

mon-1 ths.

am 17 and have worn
abeam for six years. Would
(?

contact

lenses

scratch

my

eyes?

A -Not If they are clean and
ere properly inmrtml. Out they
may caum same mirror

Virginia Lynn Levers

Mr. and Mn. Frederick W.
Diniels of Ma,vood announce

the complement of
their daughter. Ruth E. Dan-

iels, to James W. Neihuhr, on

I

W Mr. and Mrs Waller 1t Nilbuhr of Mann Promera.
Miss Daniels is a 11.6

Former rmidents of Mount
Prospect Mr. and Mrs. :sirloin
N. Levers. of Dunwoody.
a suburb of Atlanta. announce
the
mgagment of their
daughter, Virginia LMni.

'of Pnwiso

East grad
HighSchool. She is student -teaching in Downers Gunn. In
January. 14111. she will madae
from Nonhern Illinois

University in DeNalb.

Her fiance is a IYM ...-

Michael Handwerker. Handwerker is the son of AIL and

Mrs. Alvin Al. Handwerker of

Arline,. Heights.
Miss levers attends Illinois
Nam University at Normal.
where she is majoring in spe-

ate of Pramect High School.
Hewn gradanwd from NM. CM Illinois University in ION

cial

and since has been employed

joring in imlustrill engineer-

nit the audit staff of Arthur
Andersen ea ('o. Chicago.

A spring wedding

is

education.

Handwerker

attends the lenivoisity of Illinois m ChonNign. He is maBoth aro graduates ol
Prospos High 0011001.
ing.

A June weakling in Arline,
Ion Heights it being planned.

How to
go

broke

Garrett Bergin. h.

age

li

rotection.

P ni
tr
i

uan

ou

ham named Brandon Beck.
He was born Oct :9 at Holy
Family Hospital to Mr. end

celebrating tbv birth of their

Mrs.
Mount

°akin.. Calif.. and Mr and

who weighed 4 pounds
amass at birth in Lutheran
General Hospital. is doing Dm
fine. Proud grandparents ore
Alr. and Airs. Gerold hide end
Mr. end Mrs. John Below. all

Mrs.

ot Cho no

G. D ',gawk of

Preopm Brandon
.1111. 15 tamers.
Grandparents of the children
weighed

are Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Beck of
Francis

Bergmai k

or

Millbrae. Calif.
Proudly amnuncing the
of their flrsi baby an Mt
and Mrs. Richard Edmund Pa
terson of klount Pnnput
Brian Richard. weighing 7
pounds. r ounces, arrive I

Holy le .

Heypitat Oa r

His .yandparents are Mr ind
Mrs., . Spaulding of Cul. alo

Springs, iota, and Mr. nal
-Mn. Edmund Peterson of

By Dolores Ileamh

Over 300 guests and mem

It, of the Girl Scout Council
of Northwest Cook Count,
gothered at the Camelot Pal
laurant in Des Plaines on Ni,

y Com.
s

24.

highly

The council, which dery

sine. in-

over 17.0181girb. boasts a sal

e loaves how

unicer adult leader raster ant

mnriner ship leh prosekst
the clever owl conterpitms
Skokie troops, the hoste,,a,
Senior Scums, conducted the

Ng ceremony. the cover de
sign for the programs wm b,
Mrs. Mitchell Goldgcho tam
vim unit chairmen.'
resident of the council called
be dinner meeting to order
in it the invocation was
manned by Rabbi Ernest M

Country

Companies.

Lorp. Temple Bah IRO
Skokie.

Mount
Prospect
Maloof
Robert Teichcn welcomed the
group and a brief business

{tint iixpemo.

meet i n g -followed. Senor
scouts [Wise Sargol, Edal
Potroski and Murcia Blame

NEBEL

212 E. Nomni
rah

,

OUNPON AVE

Arlington Nigh

P.HN.C1.3.6441

Small jigsaw punks 250

Small speccoble toys

HANIRCARFT
Spools of =remind thread
ctonoNG
-in all colors
Mm's *OM all sires. but
Black and white snap fas.. especially sixes II and up.
MUT .laming for adult.
te110111
Bias tape

-

-

and children
Menk underwcor and sacks

Womenk underwear

and

Boots and nebbers

hose

Erse child, a hop. Craig Step -

hen. horn on Nov. 2. Craig.

dbirth

01 then tint h it. us Mr and

hunt Ulm Meson

use

ties for the

Deeenther

OD: TO E lull 01 hrl.nMon

lI I M I/ ,ear flu

I

Seniors plan December events

tl

Mount Onnmat Mn leuans
ela Ina to an 1 pound bob

otl

Holy I mei, How
Nos 1 I he ant am On Ave
Fumed I r
I in. %le and

Mrs NI can Lefton. et Pda
eine end Me end Mrs S 1
Semen, al 1rlincton Hoehn
ire the eranalp emit

Ilochts will begin oath a buy
1,
1,1111.
II 11 1111 on

I hued t, Du 4 I ollausem,
luneh then son he a deft pen
Douala
111
Smiles nut

SunI and

L11

Moment Run leaving Pin
he 111,1.111111, Do st

The

elan

t hficm

wall

hold

Firm Do

as

Nam n, Club Da 1, Jet

11

a

Dom

10

ram won

1-0e loon in ir al rhIn to

irk

Pionaat

I

trk

m infirm arms
be.ric"a

ha

Donn

mu in,

i DI pm

to mednicht Des Mani lamp
In Centel des with the Juno,

,Aer, toad

vh seed

niched

neer Park In has a Ill e m On
Sru,tdam Ike 11 there oil!

r drspha wt SonarDrt
ese noel, oloal ern pm
Ceramc Damon, somata

CoWeir. eat 'ha ,roup

unman dun,
mmiee, I eh

14 to Alvah I Floral a oath

arum. nN
,lanh Ix to
2! Dalt Maui I rum on tht.

Miss..

April

1 to 12
kept P1 to

obi:eosin D L

Out ID Ker. !Wolin!. the
P main PI e

to +ot1 tfip

(As

ind

Mesim

report on Inter
tional Opportunity,
and
elersion of officers was held
The guest speaker, Gordon
Gilkey Jr., assistant vice man

n

tin. ,uhtt.,1o1 Asannas,
um
oath soma il
cum
mend mono lor then
Don m
he°

p tamp i

Prouut
The Lor I Tel de Prone, bill

1,151 hunt mpereenees to cirls
Ironed Ind p rents el the

moe

*MO pt mm,,

end

"rued out aeli, nos oith Iho

orls End horn ho h fik

Inrant nnIC Ind seam.
hakuroural, from then own

Coils md adults nesu re eked

Daum,

tau I

.

Sums ind leak, Alost ot
ODD U.
114
11.111

Lome cut ol the l Me no Cori
Swat t coned ind other. seal

ulded to the los do. al

IN IMY there ewe Licht

dos of CM.. Samar nth
them Northam! Cook C oust,

tool suppho tor Imam I'D

o hub lento.

sr am

nes

olds heeled a bead, welcome to the

Mount Prospect Mayer Robert Telehers and fib the Mkt ans Inhumed by Mn. Chester Peed.
president of the Girl Smut Coundi of NW. Cook Comfy. The memo welcomed the goons and
council mem.rs on heheIT of them:on of the 14 Milerrest cenumMtitsrepresested by tbe MEC.

tept of Carson, NY Scott

MO) M. Mt the Girl burnt hood dinner

Dimes mum soul Loot nu.
and ice re m done to moo
ors striata in Ch,wwa but
en Park and Wicker Pad

Am, the adult Girl Seoul volunteers Menthes were Nested, Mn, Miehml khonnain ond
bred `stemma Manton ThiMand istendiamMn Richard Miller of Sado roue

asex This piobram attraeted
man, m 1,0 children dit

suburb led
finnd,hms

and

tour

new amp, w so.

formal

to any !Mae Pram. 11 os mulled n Mod

bps.,td nwlawaanwa pa

the

JIM DRAKE
POI

small

NW Cook County Girl Scouts hailed

ll no lire insurance.

no

Picturebooks-for

children
Small muss. 'Ducks. boats.
planes in good condition.

J.

blehe of Mount PrOM,C1 are

Ilumard's Bay, Mars

Or have a customer

e stairwith

em eldldreol
Coloring books -new only

Jigsaw puzzles on miming mdtb

If leRTATIONAL ITEMS jumbo sixes Macs 8 la 15 and
(for adonl
jumbo)

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald

2,

es. A. have a fire-

o

Safety pins

RECREATIONAL ITEMS

Knitting needles large and.

hes a bahy b.. who has

It's easy. Own a bush

on

Rick rack

Playing cards please see that
W152 cards are in the deck

Shavingcmam

Bassinet set

011111 L.- Minn

MRS. CHTSIVII Pad

nn miry

Shampoo
Deodorant

Kimonos

Q. -When a doctor speaks of

CALL 763.5590

Seurhlnnd Shopping Cramer IhtmCoortlinator
At Wilke Rd., Rolling Meadows

Olesseol

Samoa

Minns 500 -Weddings

HAROLD

Paperback
books mostly
seiencefiction, westerns, mho- -

Cotton shirts

LUNCH -DINNER

Mb Algonquin

Mukha -when

Laid

ovulation.

trIANNIIVA

do

veal,,.

COMFORT ITEMS
Mrmmines-not over two
Scuffs Onall. medium and months old except for Nation large aims)
al Geographic, which can he
Larp sturdy combs
lily haul

font six.

AP HIGGINS

Mains

yair

Christmas en. this

Approved gifts

the

ia most likely to occur in the
MO or ihree days following

(For a good deal on auto,
file and H. insutance)

A

As a c.od project

Rubber orplastic pants On-

bolt tromping broke.

E
L WIG

or any let] over. That is why
the auxiliary volunteers are
working 10 hard to provide a
Monier
brighter aunts Oen( for 010 dients,° Mrs.
Woormulde. :tr.

menstrual periods. Pregnancy

they have stopped for 10 or

for all patients, Over 2,000 patients are admitted dally.

Dam to the esmsential operation
of the hospital and there is nov-

LAYETTE ITEMS

So call me soon.
break my bath to keen

(Ow

(lawyer.

Christmas mean giving and n gin of money to the Auxiliary or
Cook County Hospital will guarantee the spirit of the holiday all
year long. The newly formed group Mum faro Netter atmosphere

and frames are in 'perfect eonCheckers and Chinese chic- pieces or lam
cation)
ken
Gomm if no instructions
Leather tits
and pans ere included

businessman's
worrie with a proles.
pep ckage that plugs
all the loopholes.

SERVICE WITH A PER ONAL TOUCH!
FROM OUR
RATORS.

County Hospital dunk you for
your consideration,.
Mn.
Weltermrildcr said.

Diapers

the

foe my

oosuyion

patients. The volunteer department and the auxiliarytaCook

Eyc slur. (only if lenses piano, please

to cut

JOSEPil DE LOUISE. manly kennel psychic, wig an -

happy

Om= Lund' Packals1

take a au lion.dullar tell

A LEE JANSONISNE

Vine far the Sid.

supported.

may',

1

each pear to make Christmas

Page 5

planned.

Whenever my boyfriend and I go to it party, we have to have
116' dad or his dad take us and bring it home. Itkpot awhl. Next
year we will both have driver training. but until then, its a ass.feel
like such a juvenile, My parents won't let us ride with anyone
Mat hasn't driven a year. Even if we could do dam, it would help.
What can we do?

tioo and presentation:
All gifts must be appro.

tax

-Presbyterian
church
which gives a monthly birth
day. warty for the Children's
Hcopital and supply Mari volunmet, I fist Presbyterian
Church.
Smtl.
Church
Mount Prospeet, Christ's E
and R Church, First Connivrational, Pint Methodist. all
nines Plaines.
'Gem again. we ogees".
our deep appreciation fur the
understanding warMh and for
the generally that helps m
ratty

A -The ovary discharges an

nun untr I you get used to them.

NEEDS WHEELS

pm

heapital has reesPied

ovum RN. midway between

Ice Janson

Dam Lee Sans.

acceptable,

is

-This ha

hospitalised during theholi
day season.

income tax. es the

my period UM MN likely na
income mama?

A -It b ma unlikely Met

Forgiven?

All cosh donations are de.

Q -Whet day before or after

0-13 ft pondble for a woman to become pregnant after
her pedals have stopped for
net mare,

Mune. IN start with you.

prOvidnd In r mom prudent on

ductible
hooded

I.20. adults and 350 children

The

aid Irmo SC Paul and Schist*

headache. faintness and Moly
inn of thc bee.

A -The time of probably

1/ear Linda,
As you Mow, sometimes you rant see the foram for the trees.
When 1 wrote the response to the later asking about girl spun
writers, I completely forgot the sports ed.! of The Day. t apolo.
gin. On sorry. In sad. Please forgive iv.
You. a great job and should bow due credit. A lip of the hat
to you, and if someone asks about women spurts writers in the

she all wanted gift is money.
With this money gifts can he

celTD 0000000000 nblcanannnefl

canna or very fast lima beak
Ndc effects include nausea

keep

nomber nearly 2.000 a day.

you a little help in their mke-

for?What are its side effects?
A-Thls drug Is used to conm

to

is

holiday semen.

GIFTS ARE

Spring Brides-to-be

"OUR AIM

Christmas and the thoughts of
sharing and giving all year
long." said Mrs. Louis F. Wa.
firmulder. auxiliary president.
This year the Christmas
Program is berth, changed and

ih to promote and improve the
eondort of the patients, which

but the auxiliary wishes to

calm see you.

conception.

Open Letter to The Sporn Editor of The Day

&Mt mills on ewer. in the Sunk Co unty Children% Hospital. Gifts In
he at the hospital by
cm. 5 this year. Them are :Mout 1,200 adults and 3S0 children hospitalized at Chrishuax WWI
you send a gill or a cheek to get hot fur the real meaning of Christmas giving?

'

commitment or this auxiliary

every ward with special parties
for the children.
Them are usually phut

dome light so that work crews

Q.-Whot b pinidhis given

Deadline on onr this year is

an ladivolual xelmtion
all year round. not just at the

tow service. EP a very special

mastime. Imes am plat. in

doe he figure hack to the first
day of the last menstrod pefi.
odor the time of anbable conceutionehout 14 days later?

C.D.. Prospect Heights

is

not our responsibility In our

and the me lo such causes w
home bre, carbon monoxide
poisoning in stalled cars, falls
on the ice, electrocution from
Downed power lines and collame of buildings,
In an attempt to prevent
them accidents, Weather Bur ea u sotions new issue

cold snap you should slay indoors unless you am in good
physical condition. When you
do go out, remember trial sm.
end layers of loose -fitting.
will
lightweight but warm clothing
give you the hest proteclid against the cold. Mittens.
mut at the wrists are wanner
than finger glove..
Your ear should he win.
'mired well before Me season
Poplin. If possible you should
avoid traveling alone. Keep

On Withhifthe next two years I seedoughter.

letters.

banking.
However, any attempt to influence legislation is a res.

the dollar will become worthIo seems all too probable.

when currencies have depr-

Dear Mn C.D.:

wing all seven of these

commercial

ponsibilitY of the citizen: it

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
My bothered and I hove been monied for almost six years. We
have boy 344 years old. Do
am um another child fie m in the
near future?

In addition. find the word

shorn" will am more lihe men.
will dcumnd that their legislators stop the inflating and
restore a sound currency and
and

M.S. Mount Prospet

iherimer.., the money you spend on lottery tickets and eerier
chances could hp mmy Map for your grenddanghtene Ilan
even you will combine in live In a dream wodd. I see move for
ye...laths west tloveysarsm. 1 fed ye, goal with IL lloweeer,
coy MP, Irmo the has Vegas orea.

wen

outcome. One can

..

Item MA.:

Make ae many four letter
or more words out of
these letters as you can.

.

don, fundraising aod robin.

An active program flubeen
mi.:mien by thexc interested
vOlUnlears. A ChrisIngls program provides a oft for each
patient hospitalized at Christ-

e

once in hi, amounts that are

currency. Nome Intern bow
the greet mamity of the chi.
mos of any country been my
lain to kne
gmatlY be

over -exertion. 12 to exposure

.son for us?

riding games. espechdly the New York
!Eatery. or Me Mx eh
on automobiles. etc. Do you sue my
camtinuing the' halth and hitting it Mg °exc.°, n..Hy aiming to
my Senses and tittitttue
I hove two married children and three lovely granddaughters.
all of whom I love to buy for. I guess my thinking is that if I ever
do hit [can do so much for them.

Alderman
Dm Plaines

insur-

denomiaced in then ation's

MS FUNCTIONS are the
usual one, of public inform oo

Change will be.

West and my I,- lond loom it. l am the one who wend to an.

PRES DE A

today. For the first time in the
history of the world. hy En the
most of the Amities in a nation

h ota attacks brought on by

Be sum you ham enough
to last you through an
emergency. You Mould alsu
keep s stock of foths Mat sequire no cooking or refrig.
cration. During the corm or
fuel

wanner. Imo humid climate. We ham always Owed in the Middle

an,, that slonold he hilINIght fel the dllentiOn

finer readers.

Sorry. Elk Grove

Des Sorry:

because someone disliked the
scbeol sm. 1 just
not,gnor
nk that
taxpayers are
of what's going on anoint us.

Ed

The following is an memo firm an angle in the September
Luke of Me Economic Education Bulletin df the dineriCall In.
sage Jeor Bumm,ir Hmenigh. The article is entitled, ..Stop
Thief?, or ifie President's Plan to Combat inflation:.
It Is brio published by The Day al rile maim
n grodp
Maint
Norilovest.C.n
businessmen who believe that. ominous an

...cr.

oacksa?

ast necessurily a vote

Ali

out of ,

trying to communicate with him by writing letters an will it be

5Y staff members to show their
mettle and mvforre like the top
nranamment pummel that
they're supposed to he.

Inflation seen deflating
dollar to worthless state

the message

ewer he hack together and happy? Will any good conic

A vote am'a (Inc reffien.

Nowk

Ewe ft to apply this advise or

1

1 flint think any one Ed the
parents dislikes the school or

dune

Tut these are adult men that
are paid profemional %armies.

to hove the he5 we

Crsir Mr. Oecouism
foe recently broken up with my N'yfriensl of six months. Nye
were planning on being merriest hut because of some foolish
actions of mine. fought often and mew were open 1.500 miles,
left Florida. and came Kane to Chicago Inn am still in love
with him and Metha. I'm non woke, and saving to return to
Florida. but don't know when Ill gut the chance.
When will !intern to Florida? If I do. will my boyfriend and

in certain areas.

children. telling them certain

advantX rho welfare of pedants
and personnel.

Anal you just know who

there-

Paden..

auxiliary w,d estate;

Hsi. under the leadership of
the Board of Directors of the
Cook County School of Nuning a little over a year ago to

1.et George do it.

THE SOLUTION

The

Polk f hew, 60612

Law.. churches, Comma

See Special lin given for sus.

year.
..

the suPolors of Cook Count,
Hmpu, Checks may hi. Elide
eel 10 Mr anchor, Ind mailed
dtractly to the hospital WI W

Dandy.
.

your Christmas gift will bet all

put together to work on this

To no avail. So we person.
ally discovered that many
itenta in thennelves trivial,
may loom monstrous large m

how one's time
better employed,

Lakein follows his eon ad, ices.

excuse to play cards. or may. he Met SOMOO/Se else.

and rum On going to hurt you

promote highway
traffic safety. ethilrol yam
deltas.
rhc !noble with that
thought is This: mre as La Mink Law. tae summitlm you
tos,

proposal will recOMniend that
their time is too imporeant to
he haiggal dawn with such petty affairs.
They'll probably choose
some luckless member of the

THIS WHOLE matter of

storms don't have to bromic any

Ill teem. Huh. Rd.. Amapa Ileums tie mom

arc way out of line when whey

king those damned shingles
on the roof and oiling a
squeaky door hinge

Dual become a statistic

Robert C. Smith. General thearmer

'Tall took away my lollipop

a crilleal date We also
avoided tout, outdoors with
the prises, 'Ming up Manse
at

nunther dcvico

Lokeink clients. he, Juno.

Dear Mr. Delnuise:

what we have,. Ihetha saying.

be driven away
from viewing a football game
t

lass fortunate by remunbaring
NI

oon Chemin. Eve
No used toys. tray lavers.
prishable fond or unarapped

e

prro rftrlie can boon

WE UNI/EASTAND that

e

to ode this

se t

boor MI year through.

W.A. BRANDSTADT M.D.

to x. ho4%l,ii mosmu.nkaasTs

think District 59 officials

tried nodoing the annual task

Get

Chris...11.11111 In rum..

Sonic safety precautions
against winter's rigors

Edina

I

to the rest of the family. We

oak for tiha same cod
but lined up in Mlle net sets al
harness. why not instead
them together to concentrate

DOCTOR SAYS

William J. KN.,.

Editor:

I

(re

flux

C et

vole a little cheer for those

ha a to he unwrapped th so/
in -rabbi who
,omom., monk wall Into [bur

See

The vilely footled emiliary

records to be killer, taking a

Ommurent A. mall ..... layaeo *score Waltbr

inn emu all

elm er en m to,

quirements. Since it works for

Monday, December I. 1%a
n. Edneu and Polaiolow

s I loom them es h

(Malmo Meted

of tho'Cook County 110Spitalis
onemeoup that will make sure

klan of Royeron. whose Imo Message To Garcia" is

Alsrthell Flebi III
(Min h.S

Inste

von the loot to

MIN tn. altrnmend
GI M Dewed peek.,

(,(Snead so a nano 'On loo

lni
n rthoestern surhs,

mold

DInp-rom coon loan 10,

Br Dolores Haugh

the', efforts to stamp oul poi

now that winters here.

the pager freedom end tourilerma Ine

ehmk
b

the

of putt. up the seam wim lotion. abate noises from jets

suggesting

Zbe VroEpect Dap
oluot ,icol.mdc Arm

he
N

,sone

Mout

thought on to the sog
elomention of Lemma.,
et:Interimsµ dubs olops aed
other ore mir mon
en
our

telling mch other by word of
,system
mouth tat tho laketn system.

-so MANY grownups participated!"

rnnl,lr

sea

Hum dun, sham,' se.
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.
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package. LoCafion.

We will train you to wind small electronic parts for a major
Industry. If you have guod eyesight, we have a well paying

Na wag, NI. PG*.
Nice boss.
Explore these
openings:

interesting job will, MANY, MANY Company benefits.

966

000

5,51

Node.

7,2.2300.

Clark Typist.Goneral
Met, StenOgroPher
Como in or call for an
ePPolnlment:562.7100,
601734.

We Offer all Company Benefits Imiuding:

GOOD PAY
PENSION PLAN

LIFE INSURANCE
MEDICAL PLAN
Apply or Call-

TRW ELECTRONICS
666 GARLAND PLACE (on Rand near Detnpster)

phone:
TPA OHO
6528

.

woke our pet case ,-

They will/rain. Coll Miss PssIge.

'

ORDER PICKERS
ORDER PACKERS
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

ntleIVWFtiEn Motes

566-5402

TELETYPE CORPORATION

'nd

SES.S1.0

HARM., Out,

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd:
ChicagO, IL.

lc

I

Jain our busy mail room staff and enjoy a jab with a widely of doges,
learn to operate various 'nailing machines. Men
awaillog military droll or

Union Oil Company of California.
200 East Goll Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

'''Z'AMI,VV=,k`.!`g24":0'"'

t

g'LeJl'altre-ielro teronatta7:1',)

WANT EXTRA MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS?

Chicago

MAN

rifted beiorfir of working sp

ititeetely

Miss ieee Denny 01 070.1000 Ext. 5243

I

MAIL CLERK

P1111!

PROFESSION.

oed tote ler

CHRISTMAS JOBS

I

APPLY NOW...

AS RECEPTIONIST

,

retired 'pogo, employee would be ideal.

2/41¢10WPOlidert*Yquert

see M,. August, Personnel Manager

Exciting opportuoity for
an animal lover with lite
Typing skills. Amine,

EDUCATION =goettgi="

0

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

r12,7E
1,0.6583 or 82,1,84

ASSIST

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

REE OR POUIMMENT

Pork 0Idgv,

Why Sit Still
when you can
Move Ahead?
Tel* recognises

ASSIST

;$II$

sward, 0:00 AM. to Noon

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

r$, W. FoctoitT
Addison

HO 5-6000

DAYS

Monday Nov Thursday MOD A.M. to 9(00 P.M
sieloy BOO A.M. to LOU

3611.1,5

BABY

V.Ir",4"..=t,;°Z,LtittU.';01cdo:;igyttrr,b =,rigr.V:

MAINTENANCE PIPEFITTER5

Interviewing

MT. PROSPECT

392.5230.

775.6126

26-4elp Wotan Worsen

EEmplopNRANNIN-Wartin

1001(0?e Zeros ancl WPM. Machines in oer

ottendant for Om 3, Milt (II

,

RANDEN1RST CENTER

NIGHT NURSE

Doors? Start as o

Claim Adjuster Trainee

..... .

Please opply in person

EXPERIENCED

543-6886

duplicating departinem No prior experience required.

SMtion ETAolf and Atte

OndheEnb bonus work urban,ee lo01temlOsIT SC ineseoLed
rens*.

SHARP STENOS:

Ken Larson
Associates

Reliant

359-41100

UTILITY MAN

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS
(Nights Only)

o

Q

and /swanks, Coil ea veriv
Fmcon.

START AT Y9,7 PER. HOUR MUS 10, NI.7 HONNS

Like Working Out.

White Collar Girls

Ir'gS="S'I'07:13ilt

PRESTIPE ,o, P050:0CC Cede 00000501

smokes. of come! Ask non
Rowe El Wen000,
HALL
NARK

rope and di. end 3 IBM 360/90 tape
oohned compile's. We ern seelony
experienced 0000000, however,

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATORS

NATIONAL DIE CASTING CO.
0655 W. Touhy

groveng sem.

Meacham Road
Schaumburg

We have IC01360/65 15121(1 voth

train qualified

val. onntling

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

I+

come whh

Algonquin and

COMPUTER OPERATORS
410

mam 52.23 pw hoar

graining school.

sminobenew enddew ielsene.

- FULL TIME

Pickwick Theca& PM,.

mo

CA1r2=101

Zent:r

drill Meas.

MOTOROLA
SPACE AND SYSTEMS DIVISION

LISSPLAflifir'S=
MT

Precision Mfg.

GROW, UNLIMITED CAPPER OPPORIVNITIES

Irigh School ia
es. sod

MACHINE n

50NINTIONS

259-0740

GENERAL TIME

5110

we orate..
Tholined

OPERATORS

TRY A NEW ONE!

MONEY SALE, UP 70 PIP.

5 day went Da rlse inh nnd vou

Register with us

698.3277

to SIM WIr

AUTO., INCREASES

sick and tired
of the old job?

WE OFFER YOU:

Coll or Come In and See
Mr. Haas

1955 W. tionh Ave.

Call Ed Poliyka
MORTON GROVE

Join MASTECIS COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

IOW car furnished
baton -profit sharing

MATURE WOMAN

0.0

ExCELENT STARTING PAP

SOFTWARE SPEGIAI1STS

3135 Wk. NO FEE

Pe

meniwolo

Zrn

rn

PROGRAMMERS

SALES

POSITIONS
TOP RATES - NO FEES

"g','.".4',7."iti.'n",.7,ef?r,s`.°[,.7.1,r"'P' de -

s DAMP

SOLDERERS

STORES

0:11400, 0455,

STOCK PACKERS

FOR WIRERS &

CLERKS

II

Miss Paige

smordor

lose .1.50,0

men

0,10

FULL TIME OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

TYPISTS

OPERATORS

ILAMon513PLA

MAINTENANCE MEN

p

9

52.23 per hour pGs banns en first

.

WE NEED

Melrose Park

RECEPTIONISTS

Mendel, MG Fsido,

riumu

JEWEL FOOD

SYSTEMS, INC.

dyneenk. SNP.. 'TM

ng 'pay

5.297 per hour plus harws.seconelsNO.

FOR TEMPORARY OFFICE

WeeTha

demo

MODEL MAKERS

-for Extra
Holiday Expenses

STENOS

MARKING

null oho

Thee ecil she

INC.

Arlington Heights 116 W. Eastman 091-6600

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

CIGARETTE

EXECUTIVES

io and Ord Shifts

Be Prepared

FL 5.0500 Nor. 504
Office Personnel Dept.

WEBER

hoe

AND MUCH MORE

1200 HICKS ROAD

REPLY TO: Bon 921

ill

I

OF YOUNG

9LIA smil 17 NOON

VEZE:

rso

COIL WINDERS

ENJOY LATER

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CALL OR COME IN
439-8500

WILL TRAIN

JIGS FIXTURE

BIG TIME

Rapidly growing company needs man experienct
ed in purchasing end expediiing for Mal end die
shop_ Must be fully experienced and detail conscious. Generous starling rale and fringe benefits.

uvi

frvdyff11,ce of well reourYvvi

vubv,py

GENERAL
FACTORY

her

Apply or Coll

J PN T E

PURCHASING AGENT

Moinu deslroble

UnionOil Company of California
NO East Golf Road,
Palatine. Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

WORK NOW -

shorthand
and
typing kills re-

good

Pure 04 Om

An Equal Opportunity Employer

quired. Excellent fringe

$525 MONTH

FOR A GROUP

47:tetVil

sm. from drawings end Iers

General Office Clerk

AND RECEPTION
RECEPTION

PICKWICK BLDG.
PARK RIDGE, ILL.

$150-$170

BENSENVILLE, ILL.

Light

RESERVATION

DAY CUSTODIANS

IS,'L:r=w

2,7,35

PARKER
CUTLER -

,Nrs are now mailable in Ge

Illinois Bell

437-9400

Immediate openings in
our executive office for
RI,: with secretarial cy.
perience. Strong clerical
ond
ligurc aptitude

LADY

004 510400,4

ASSEMBLERS:

Need 2 mon immediatelm Good starting alary,
free hospitaloation xsumuuo.
CALL ED POLI VKA
692-3277
or
775-6126

WIZIOUS

not

CORPORATION

YORK & THORNDALE ROADS

SECRETARIES

Cleric Typist

/ung 76 ri

FLICK -REEDY

START.
CALL MRS. COLE

Will Train --$550

Shipping Dept.

nem..
Cry Improved medical
clan. pension pion, paid
holidays, 40 hour work
week, good starting.

-

An Equal OPPOE11014 Employer

COST CLERK

loaored on Pea snd

766-3400

FULL TIME

FABRICATORS.

©

Orn/43

$2TS
1141sHIL

SHEET METAL

Ior

Experience

Union Oil Company of California
200 Ent Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone 312) 529-7700

s

nvenionaly

intereiEW.

nonsdale Rd..

AND ASSEMBLE
VALVES AND
TIMERS, $2.20 TO

FREE PARKING

Doctor's Office

P beautiful

SOLDER

Gall Llo at -019,713

mediaul olon. pes
ohm. coId haiderys, I

FABRICATORS
Electrical control mouefocturer has openings

Wsile in confidence to Employment Department
gym), your experience ond
ry requirements.

Pure 011D v mon

Miss PM,

Des Nano

sr

,4,11v loNney Het V1.

-

(-Yunign

mo

twin, all yaw round in our indoor swimming opal

ollkes hoserea.. F..
hold,. Excellent world,
accdLNnI

to Saila Personnel

P*"

441=0.74
4444rawar. st. will Me 'or

SHEET METAL

C ome see us. We have an attractive benefit pro
g rarn Including profit sharing.

2071770

r Pre,

Store

DES PLAINES

you want to enjoy working in the suburbs,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PACKAGING
& SHIPPING

2074179

Electronic

II

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

1711'

RELIANT PRECISION
MFG.

computers.

Paid training

392-9300

LjgovramArioNA

rope

We ore expanding our programming staff and
are looking for experienced orograntiners to
work on commercial opplicagons. We woad pre.

210 4130 PM

Fee. Pd.

r.:1.7.414

Addison, Illinois

PART TIME
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER

Sclfimming Oil
Company

."4rsTy:

(16k)

or.$...$$:

S Dunlop

DRAFTSMAN

Apply In Person

"e rtOlh707atergi

Congenial

hoo!

er individuals with some Cobol background.

if you hen a mechanical haekgmund. we will I(OR rsu
HYDRAULICS and DOW MOUNTING. Plonk/ el oversme
come. Inereana and free company Senna weeny* Ex:

Man le Worts In 511,7
a Drive Truck

IBM COMPUTER

rif'flrigrc=l'hts

We have an IBM 360/65 (5120 cOmPuter Adh
tow and duo (2-2314,$) We are running OUr
Cobol programs under OS in MIT II. We also

have two IBM 360/30

411441.
extras7Horiii k awe,
Mrse
Prond Ibw. FREE Coll

oil

HOURS FLEXIBLE

old had,.

ClOnnY paid 5,000151. immerse.

NO STENO

ELECTRICAL

In Au/emotive Boy

NeetrienlmeehomeortsPenemeNeeme,
0

P

FM& VP HOTEL CHAIN

CLERK
Malmo woman wise ems,.

a.
tw

DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

EmeIGN 9nIGIO

Inventory Control

mies I

OPERATORS

NIG pay invents.

SMALL OFFICE

i"'

MECHANICAL
DRAFTSMAN

to O.

' CALL 392-3922

SECRETARY -$650-24

$600 MO.

DRAFTSMEN

CLERICAL POOL

WOMAN
eFsurance experience
prefeard. Accu Ore Ap
ra. Hours

VARIETY

$

MELROSE PARKING PLANT
*GENERAL FACTORY
FACTORY MAINTENANCE MEN

CDO it

-

6.141Thoext..*

AND CHICAGO LOCATION
Pin.nes.

CAREER SPECIALMS

AMY 755.9415

11.2v,I

SWITCHCRAFT INC.
NOW HIRING AT

10i1C9 IIA9:16111 TEM

CUTLER.

NOW PEN
EXPERIENCED KEYPUNCH

Ken Larson. AsSeciales

1392 Bryn Mawr Bosco

H. A MOREY

WORK

Coll Mr. Rib at 824-4103

r

!,!

i'1:73rneg=

1

SONY CORP.

'LI,

'$:".47,$"

TEMPORARY

2500 Dempster Des Plaines, Ill.

::El'arddriChlwL

ocl

0

NO FEE

INC.

Iron

Success Associates lateenationa1 Inc.

CALL 205.7101

VIFIVS'IN'SC"A°519=..

HER,

lo

BIOKO

DOPED,

=CZ:7 arIoThrn7IC'2.1c'

c-

TO

WITH OR WITHOUT
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

$4.00 Hr. + O.T.

ond
o high school grad

Many Company conef Ira loalueling

Apply in person. Open Snicrdssy mornings or phone ler on

PLANT

al

'Ron, Plendows PUb Mal, 3600 Girdle,/ Rend Roll!,
Meadow, Gina,
19:00 ALE AppEmmis NmeosAfp, pppry
ing
wrinen e o
I
1/1,

gre:teLlTrretrat

ASS,. gold Ismoirazorion and PG Inswoor., peak 11..c.

cusnuunrcomnn,

CALL 2119.1.1NOA
773

Poffing rawcrows. iiiigok.
*aro .... winag
ler
*Eon 15oliso Pedro* on DwIensbe lessen

P2

iPVE PAVKING

eon se.

0.000500 1:

AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE

to Salle Personnel

PROFIT SNARING
LIFE INSURANCE
166.10. MEDICAL INSURANCE

SALESMAN

'

INDEX

linowor en SOli salary..

ro

g

Oom olIke sealskin

Pei* rn,arein so.wers wive. . SO yee* ei

oloal e I

Posp 253.3371

10 hiceintivo opportunity for o c ..... position

SMALL OFFICE

t

rn Pn

Fl pry

eri

with a dynamic growing corogang.

$105 A Week
e.

-"Ere.,

Van
transponarion w howould Ike pleosonl
working conditions. Then you won.,
n. wa
to miss

2,8-226,1

I

STASONIZI7pARTMSNT.

V53

P0009
264141111/1242 Women

A relit

PAISIMM.Eac

YOU?

An attracirve pers.:oh, ...live
(Typing, Shorthand General Office)

00C TOGS

ARLINGTON NTS.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR Me BRUNNER

CLAIMS ADJUSTER

5,1

Monday December 1 1960
26-11211Vintel Nilson

I

r447441'47ir " "

RECEPTIONIST

EXECUTIVE SALES

1.264141pWantedWaran

Girls Girls Girls,

TIO';',A

PM

26-11eil9a0ed90en

ASSEMBLERS

WEBER -STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO

e: rurv..

1141412Wanted Women

1041Atftd Wow

TO $6,750 FEE PD

SONY CORP.
OF AMERICA

she

FA /op woreasere. Coll Roger
,y11,,
HALLMARK. we -loco,

2Sanp6yment *raging

SECRETARY

m

III el ElK

U

STOCK CLERK
oll nf

1

00 6 up /Gann col

vice

LOOKING FOR A CAREER',

oreo199
eNngs

NEM EXTON MONEY?

Ir

SERVILE NEN

Emellpilil Mar, no/n kr son! Ind cop! can, Haw,
hmeln Include Po d heal. nal soden! no
to po

827 4175

& 00550

Po

ASSEMBLY U, PACICAGING

Ford Dealer

Pain olng a sand

r, le

Nimploplent AlendatVinninn

DRIVER

$185 $225 A WEEK

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
SPOTLIGHTED IN THE
CIE SPOTTER

NO, I"

Of Eolpliaaledng

XI Help EH 1x10,1111

24 6111 1110111415

299-6629

equal agoortanily employer

DES PLAINES

Dunkin' Donuts

comes to
WHEELING

Applications ore now be

accepted Thr positions
as COUNTER MEN, COUNTER WOMEN. BAKERS
end PORTERS arilhi, sparkling new shop.

Part and full-time, day and evening work.
berms Furnished. Excellent working conditions

Apply in Person
900 a.m. to 100 P

DUNKIN'
DONUTS

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

294 E. Dundee Road

CA1,1't R
400 N Wolf Rood

PHONE 537-9095

Page 10

Monday. December I. Nov

321xslauessibitiagen

30.11ratalliam
idea

Young, AttractWe

781a RentHases

41thissfuntstiss-hoihre

scunw cow

Brand new cargoing mo ded

3 u33

112-latomblasfa Sale
raw CORVA1R 4 Dr. automatic
Pons, rad, good condlgon,

frpr

a

low mllsege.CL .52O6

CAREER SITUATION

PROSPECT GARAGE

2, opolicore

PAYABLE CLERK

DOOR CO.

auto shopping ce

1966 Mustang Conwpfllale

GIRL

''""= "7'

,,p:t%ree,:0:77,vce110...

25,4020

,

63 Chem.
2 .15ece

nicorn!

1..rquarno

./wrnod

oPrna. so,/ Pod.'"

'"'

923 ,Ww

NORWOOD FORD

3350 253 10,

'"

SERVING PARK RIDGE Ea NORTHERN SUBURBS

5Skeusicellnelnenents

bp.

Pod

or, 5

AV.r.7nT"'

139E1.1 oho 5 PM.

MI

.1881,V7210;21'.

18-ToRentBusinessemperty

'"d

FKO 12 Oring DY1Or ea, ,Ne

358-4400

Coll 350,0989

,

811,2,59.41.

swir.

211mployment Agencies -Men

ervi019

DMA.

9.. '999 99

RE.

9

°E

bry. 3220.

[v peeves

274,7,718487

5,8660

S ,17"

"

FULLER BRUSH CO.
Need MEN. WOMEN. OR

SWITCHBOARD RECEPTIONIST

71.1d,WtrtY7

4"- "

tale

139.8325-

358 5000

4 m jp, 253-049

110,To Rest Office Space

""

'2US'OrN'o'nr

1968 Cheryl,. 353, 325 H A

re,

1 he Rembrandt sax Ogle painting.
Arms 111 Mt Stinho," fa part of the
Ittnibrana't After 000 Years exhibit
at the ire
eV -Claim° arail

392E5800

ens
/OD

svp.

as

awns

59 5

p.o.

30

HOTEL MANAGER

AS.
d' b t
998-5830 oAr

10.1ndustrialeroperlyffoRentl

56,7tficefureiture-Derices

He

19 MERCEDES BENZ

Brookwood
Convalescent Center

OE/''ElEECOE:'E'iEeis1liNt1E/e ''t;Ezaex.1

4

Affection.

C,

!MA Co1

1,V

NEW 1969 FULL SIZE FORD

Mot

S

188

3 LEFT IN STOCK

537 le25

licensed

TO CHOOSE FROM

ILLINOIS BEAUTY
CULTURE TEACHERS

10-Roons8oardlieusekeeping

Full or Part Time

etPealEstateloans Mortgages

296,115

Mortgage Money

14ToRentAla0meete

FLICK -REEDY

Available For
dp

CORPORATION

doll'erd9Erg5n

Fl

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359-3200

SECRETARY

ler new pint,

10 ASO

wrempdudes

P

1

The Red Gavel
25 Les SI D.

eedInneelsenellu.

DED PLAINES -

"'

thle

UCTION CO.
Ph. 821 5020

671.1600

H

al

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CAR

Allen Golden
53 Mar Lone

9 bdro apt. Dos 6

hoer Iwp Azrzcs.,1 3155.

bd

C116111Bolsock

1969 ORA OPLLEYKADF11,981

't'Lxr'rxixi:crrn

AUCTION

Sullivan, Winces
Phone: (Alpo 217)

ONE OF MANY

725.4072

LTG. 2 DOOR HARDTOP Low Mileage,
8 Cylinder, Automatic Transmission, Power

'63

5190

ren gsa wog

F

El

21

I

El

Steering, Vinyl roof, many extras.

101-trucks,Treer

otl cooly
119315 and Maine Stipples

RICHTER McCALL
IS CO.

73

'9'" '9' 9'

Epr.

42.1E40.0%84
1BEEPR APARTMENT Cor129,9

1014Iuto eats and Access.

529,26
. CORVAID MONZA

Con

ROUTE CHECKERS

ar

1969 Gahm& "500. 2 door hardtop, B cylinder power
steering, automatic transmission, while wall ores, radio, vinyl roof, wheel
covers, body moulding gr.., rear defogger, plus many extras.

1963 301. 375 heads, ported

.

.

.

#1032... 1939 Fairlane Torino GT, 8 cylinder. outomotic troasmIssion,
power steering, radio, he, duty suspension, wheel covers plus merry

Pe'c'V l7r7d3155

other extras.

#1277... 1969 LTD 2 door hardtop. .351. 0.0 engine, cruise 0 made,
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, vinyl rout, tinted gloss,
whit. suoll Pres, radio, plus Many eros.

hr

dDI

re RD. yr*, sgs0

356.7.44

Wheeling
ci

a

#1125

'17L71"1'8'91781
RA.PNE/ROIANG MEADOWS

Elk Grove
Palatine

$2695

hero

44Bogs, Pets and Equipment

Buffalo Grove
Rolling Meadows

from

also

0,12006
centrl
IISIDTD711ORSE
REASON..
Cl 3.5215

r SAHIB, BB> 0179

#I125 ... 1969 Dolman "500"e2 door hardtop, 11 cylinder, automatic
transmission, power steering, white wallsprodlo, vinyl mob body mould inn group. rear defogger, plus many extras.

bon rI
115SiertsCain

specialty!

eyRunthablIc.e

like

Chrysler

#1135... 1969 05 2 door hardtop, 8 cylinder, automatic transmission,

B61.40 Toe Includeil

Roo

all

f::4"`"`
255-7200

Wndl. Puma soloed 3

Daily 8.
Long Term Leasing

.14 down and 9 pos...
of 3.6.1,1 oar month. For

loft

469.7204

1988

01495
1967 OLDS CUTLASS

$1795

19CC Motor Semler end

Shots. 3200 3,8605

FEMALE

1967 T -BIRD LANDAU
112.ArtomobilesfarSak

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

$2495

33MinelbreassMadandise

1967 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON
2,110E

41-linefunislansantare

A.M. ROUTES

62 OLDS

goy

6:30-8:30 a:M.
Phone- CL,52126

cle.o'211"

P.M. ROUTES

16.To End Hoer

CL 3.6712

IWN. WAN. LW, roc,

2:30-5 p.m.
CARPETINGiSALE

Cook County

School Bus, Inc.

r

';573131'n rro',7d7322'nbt

2,8307
KENMORE

COMPTOMETER

wringer

washing

or

.000 yd

WW.110.
CIS -3160

exeelleer

CALL

824-2175
537.0696

araniera
554luskallnammerds.

551lanical knives

Office Personnel

11261flomohiles For Ode

7,n51 ;: trz,%-la
29 SYR

ixE

EINtSISKVICf."

You thought the Honeymoon Ended
the minute you bought your car

Now...instead of
the Honeymoon ending
there's a Happy Ending!
Come in

Chew
Meet

Sour

GREAT CHRISTMAS SALEI

FOOD STORES
1955 W North Ave
Melrose Pork

Famous Name Brands)
CONVENIENT LOCATIONS.

.

Ilsrns./.11...06AVISS5745

1968 FORD XL
Spon roof V.I,d.
Hip
.01/ Wes, G 4a.sHoisome.,

'wow stornring, posse bola, raft herner.B1He We .4495

ARLINGTON NTS

/

CHEVROLET

Serving The Northwest Suburbs faf 35 Years
OPEN EVENINGS

800 E Northwest Hwy
CL 9 4100

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$995

'66 RAMBLER STATION WAGON

$795
$1495

-.6.."`

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

10.6 To 30% Off an Deploy Merchandise,
Many Used Speaolo

1965 FORD GALAXIE "SOO"

4 Or Sed0n.152 V.0, wisornalic.oldio.M1rnotar.w. W.

'67 GALAXIE "500"

30 DAYS ONLY,
JEWEL

$1495

381.0899

CALL

Fl 5-0500 ext. 594

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE

"TR EXCLUCE DEALER

'71d7=""1

OPERATORS

HospRoloolD

BARRINGTON
176 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

239 8061

ARLINO,=5..11.1

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

IMPORT MOTORS

40%-60% Off.

3040 S. Busse Rd

$1595

1996 Cp1.25,95 NOLY

Rry 3200

portrait hit Velvet

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE

111.Motoreples and Scooters

caaa's

llomm&RageSale

power Steering, power brakes, bucket seats, console, air conditioning,
vinyl roof, rear defogger.

cau

CL 9-4100
5.

Ce1179./.3.5311.

DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.

Earn Extro Cosh
Paid Troining

&terabit 7 Photo courtesy of thy
Art Imam of Chicago.

544111.

8117C3141716.Vatallt
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'52

66 -Business Opportunities

(NOT ONLY MAVERICK)
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MS. Nil, PM 09713310
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The beauty of velvet hvs inspired pilots designers end even explorers Velvet
was miong the ti ensures Marco Polo and other explorers brought to Genoa and
Southern Mediterranean poets

During the middle eges vtvet become the official fahna. of princes of the
church monarchs of the re aim and poets Commoners were forbidden to heir
velvet

In Fi once, restrictions were placed on blue velvet reserving it for the es
elusive use of the King s family The King permitted has subiects to weer velvet
only es I specs d f NVOr But as time went on and more suba.a.ts 'Mauled
nealth
and power an use En velvet in attire became more general
By the time of I ODIS XI V the use of velvet for both clothing and draperies
wis fairly widespread The wives and widows of curly Crusaders treated a
swatch of hell loom velvet as c irefully as a tragils oichul to be seen but not
touched r II PIP worn and prized throughout a lifetime
The Flemish people intioduced velvet weaving and by 1700 velvet weaving in
Germany brought the 'fabric IMO more general use In knee's', Frazee velvet
weavers were able to create i type of velvet made with goats hair By 1865 the
first American velvets Eppearsd on the New World scene
Originally ill velvet u iv made of silk and some of cotton woven entirely by
hand on crude shuttle looms. Today it is woven on a loom like a sandwich with
two layers of fabrics produced at the same time. At least 95 per cent of velvet is
made of rayon and the balance of nylon and cotton. Silk velvet in in very limited
supply.

Modern technology has brought velvet within the budget range of all of us so
that every woman may have a regal velvet dress of her own.
---marilyn heifers, editor
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ind IsrInd1113
Remand aar
1is inalnla MOM, toad,up

1

SCORPIO Wu 21 Say 211 R ithar mak) mak comm. up
Scarp Bo with Haar unusual gth for minted you 11 m del anal
k I on aduamn Lantana you by Mr aim bah asp I de. man

Ina it

'dome

aunt h ham L
oin child
mn an. atio. iftsoom- of to m

and somt.a.... zoo You would Ix wm to kap mull Ida at
11.1. minimum 1,oul alas and mbar pl INA of tmusanant

h Wad ninth op an Inn. of alsar al
adm, Go. a a aharl n lama

Most feminine and melees alai' NMI. rebel h.ems mM mark
les lode of pumpened lumen Dorian kna*mod N .a meePanS
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Open the doorway to holiday decor
09 Dolma Hood
The doorway

These mar alio In pieced en
cells mans,, and Amish

to Mashy

also

decomoon n about to open
The magnefecent halides
season will soon he here and it

pat Homemakers last along]
or

Dee:orating

St the
frees door With this 50 mad
begins

plan no umlaut door burped

%el,at n ter) popular this
tsar I rut flowers nuts and

THE RISK FORM is

I

i side sanely of velour imam
in. dhulable
Ths natural look is Oro
prominent soh son. dried
wands pow canes sad other

these of sts robe Lai if eau tire

n time to Mink about meant
decorative Ideas Hem are
few created by designer Hu
old Cook of thson 111 at ten
innuel
Day of Chnsinue
attended by the Mount Prat
drCt.Ypsosecvereww,-.,

of a room when the Inntani, n

usd inside

purmareent

or foil
piece of sty rote Ins If sou use
aeon went ,reens or fad

brans

supped plastic fo on Kohut

bounties of the folds wood
had, and roadsoles crowds.

re water If you prefer the their
6".eAtre the bonagreens Ire in
place let your lam natoan SO
Yea an ghee In, thing in the
miner of the hanging Melienl

FOR S PEEK into Me prid
h possibillties of holiday ede

our hen are hvcral &rips
created It, you to cap) Her

art the decor of your Manor

old has bun des/pink soma he

se. soon. man and het
adept hands rid skit mind
sombms nuns

Kir&

r somata

tau

mould

A, pow

hilibes for dont-4mm

By uses, , hot*, a food
don birds and above all the
sembols of the true meanina of

Clintnas

ht,

deseralmul

laialt n-lircsun In, Pie water
well gs the me

Li to,,, doorway s.elerkm
holiday guests this season and

whet the,, appetite, far a pa
rate of Chrnimas alas all
through the house

4

Nobody loves a
fat newspaper.
The suburban family wants its community news, needS its community news. The Day, every day... .delivers just that.. .no stories
that don't relate to the suburban family. ..no "canned fillers" that
take up valuable space....just news that means something to
the 63,000 families that receive our paper. If it isn't news to you..
it isn't news to The Day.
.

.

The ohile doves of pease
herild the true nailing of
Chelsea, es coal perch on
Owes
trumpet, accented
otth ate 9111, MIuc mint tiro
bum
bodecround of

thous Ind eels aura

The lowly nun*, door bedecked with crammed. sentaged
hobd
colors Combined olth mar pal dewier, Ind a shut drib mop thinnMums

conienatton starter door decoration Bright echo rthlogro ands rho red buriesu
ere added to the tussle greens hohblota m for CMasten tit aloe h moon,

Paint is computer -mixed
on the spot at Sears

NORTHWEST DAY
ARLINGTON DAY

PROSPER DAY
DES PLAINES DAY
Whsn tea let

Sem Roebuck

a unt

Co Ills.

dam sou c in sham from
among 900 atom end hos at
Computer nosed on th ,p,

in Dm Pion,
The Colorhoust aunt
an sex, In Se us stela
Plaines (Jolt Mill

lit,
end

throughout the macron seri.
developed at Ds Solo los

Mourn Prosmet Rd
which m nst II n1
p.m
s matt ol
other prod..

ii

The fat -free newspaper

Thigh arc nal um sootier,

leg 900 dillsnall colors

Reaching over 200,000 readers DAILY in

Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect, Prospect Heights, Des Plaines, Bensenville,
Elk Grove, Schaumburg, Hoffman Estates, Itasca, Medina, Roselle, Barrington,
Palatine, Wood Dale, Rolling Meadows, Buffalo Grove, Wheeling

Ilea e a pod of an idea Combine large s
balls al velem owl and green wish
them not loottlm, needle, velset ribbon and ties sum. sprinklad
greens tor i door
wrierhenmol mme rimed to loot IOU /011101111E III, Marlin hi Onion.,
II .4,111

fns cardinal, perch on a holly and apple door arrangement
ogh shms red apple, spa.lirth
gemo
and deep brnon
pow eon, Velvet ribbon in ( hrolinm red repeat, the plumage
of the red ion, of winter

RUM f Is there au,ddkrm tour h,"
armament for his bedroom or on I
Hurl ip rihhoit io ',rotas min hi

punt however Insti.

j

plIon of cans al shalt p unt
eans eontaining
the

us
,

li

Its

looks like and suggests sv,rd
emrclang and eons slim. col

boos( 1. ml *Mr

to mum nue

r Inn
colorhil burl ,p animal, Soon d sr Mean aided Mrtn,m bet
9 green, make fora &condom Ili if is glad wrong!, in a 11

puma) colors for use in
container now

COLOR l ARS shoo the
antomer ohat soh solo

rl so in silt lo. It

main.

dm,

,,VArt.f4figti

cessory colon

.":141,1-.L11W

sowathrsd sill look in Duos
secnt Inegnms

me endesmnt

alK. rite
dtsrii

home tut sad! met
had
shoos sus,rid to in s
Rhenlhttminne, dem Es
on a odor an lull ,nl is
slipped into as oust! and
I

compote, set, fist nom. o1700
e
solar to Ix tuned into DK

ohm to nine, ills Asset!
solor Within minim
coned I
IL ith I.
I

OM 5101 \s. I i( I of
this ,stun mdminst m Ions
id
pent dspirimsnt
Kix for

m

M,ll

,

,o ors

et

fault

this II scu want to

match a lour the solo .11Wnii,

will he most ths um in

allud to as Pause, main,
formula

The Colorhous un sis

on The t ISO an oflu KIM km,
foe maishena Newtor ,rid a

Ihiid

hlirrors dmis the dhoti,
shoo hos du eolors hum

111

t 11114 in

111..20 cone

lets in the Unit.' St h. and
Canada De Soto snumeis

tank Woemuller of Desoto roe in 1.1 Plaint, dm. wamht
naw 1 olorhmist coder u k in shin 01 C og 11,11 %Metll,
oath It, paint dip irlinent in in or Ism Srarm(n,htl

had to in

emmaf ahmes
for Canada where Ib f Wog

mentor, hs, C s yu Ins
nerd e.l tour

in

...saw -

weer'

West hits early, beats Cards
fit Mir

n elk o eurot fin mo, m Lek 1nso quadd bud., rod ,odd
Lowest out oft
throe. of four fr. draw it

.01

hp.e.

I A( II 01

el

detenth kill

Mt hit f m double.
runners,

Rilloan

he

opi nine

I in

a,

le

st

sr no In sot

With sir11 osor threw nen

.

kr Me second quarter bow- .his heithirrolly 1.100 *s
pads..,
mcr's 17 points is they bolted 00.91. point n .he hoard
THE CARDS. mesenwfille:
single reply from the we.
In
six -point fire quarter ad- Witl!
1). 0,6 tie,
minegb., and an 18.point
goals, ore each by subs.=
in the seemed period heKUMMER LED file hot Bill Kind and starter Jack
1111

St. Victor

Huh ets they strumkd

ro basket.

ball of the semom !it Via..
Lionswon one older. torna.

menr gen, in me gnat
of the Chicaguland

prep

mount... held m

Patrick's over the weekend.
The Lions non their first

II. caw,

Fbma

Friday Mel. Mating the Ithth.
mowed sheemnekt n2.65,

gank then Mean at 10,40 cm

he Lions then lost to Del,
61.5

in the sentiecnais
at 3:45 pm. Saturday. and fell
at

to St Mel 57.34tho three and
a half hours km

opposing units tending
scores throughout the first
half. The Lions led 21-17 at the

atoll
Muth= although
the Licins
ran

bile

throughout

the

and held the team together on
defense while setting tiP
fens. and Kaskie continually
while

points for most of the contest

g, .

Patrick's,
:AlenC
scored 17
points while Kaskie scored 13
points and grthbed 18

youngsters
The Mime. Ski CI...

il...

12 rebounds to the Lion cffon.

adult-weereised national M.
nlor ski club dedicated to

off the

roung Wen. is leading

points.

rc-

roe. drive in the Chicago
entng

Any youngstem

the

ges of nine =I 17 who .to

Mum.) in Mann, low to
safely

can comet

Junior Mike
be Penn

the

un""he
'ad 1111d."''''°°
the

.fortable15-point whishumthat

hly Men in the weekend, Mideant Open f iyinnestiot.hamo=ships en the .1111111.

nsaxnd to, his soma
ter

t

reaple

ter. opening an 11.5 margin in

the initial M.O. a, Cullen

tied into a Mine affair, with

finals with a

1.1(lo

9..1

Imes
from North AmerImes lop gym
s. Now repro-

welting the University of IT
iffm
ihnfs
rating was the second highest
score in the finals

9.25 in
pent

ille

optional

ceem

held 411111111. 311011,

ing end hides night
A winner last smer on the

pllel bars. atnnis Alaner.

001.0

prepped

Maine East

Carley and
Rech did a fine job. but the tatte,

i Maeaa wen jut to much

lead at the endof the firm .= third quarter. the Lions were
ter.

down by 22 points.47-25.

711E SECOND
ginner
proved Mix the killer. though,
as the Knights made eight

points while the Lion could
only menage a fr. throw by

Cwim.cominua2
the scoring so make
Later in
the quarter. the

Lions got a field goal from
Cullen end one from Petronuun on a beautiful layoff for
the only point, of the period.
The Knights had a 27.14 lead

BRUMcl :

rs,cnnirpenalisin, an! !nal
.

IM

rd-

St. Vie

began substIlm-

three points end Me game ended with a 57-34 score.

10.45 average that fell
111.15 of the last

HFigh,''hr.it w.'fia gem,

tikinigh.

nc

in the trampoline eompelition.

working mono-med. herring-

Mau/ Bad f.1 and 8.25

It

By HIM Heileman
said that a good big
will tdrows beat a good
is

little man. but in the Notre
Demo -Niles Wow basketball

game Sathrday. die Ni Hi good

big no,

6.10

in numbers making the finals
as
0 they malthed in two events
WA!, Devc fintamen melting
MO the Moth home and AMP
events Mel Stem Berger makn
gar

Mark Car -

twright, met a good 'little
man in MD's 6-5 center Tom

Reams, end the Dons out.

an, fie.
in the 1ng horse
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"" In
"
, N TUE Prelimiithri..
Stem Orig., Dave

Mame. 'MT Hoffman and

...ken

in u

pecition. All were scuriouls in

Arlington. and Geiger of
Wheeling eliminated from the
menet bars field
Johannenen scored nn R.35 and it 7.6
fora 15.35 average und Geiger
had a 8.3 and 7.45 forn 15.75
r77:fre'Tg9e0forthltYlastiotoill
fier in that event. Masur led in
the preliminaries with an 18.9.

TERRY HAINES, 00 fanstic

freshman

trampolinist

fraom 11.011 S11110 who threw

9.35 routines last year as
member of the state citempioa

Arlington gym squad dipped

The Maine West freshmen
grapplers got a gand workout
against Prospect Wednesday.
but that was about all low

ygol.

Prospect was awarded a 60-

0 victory although Maine beet
the Knights in the scrimmage
that folloived, 41-1R The reason for Prospect, lop -sided

win ern Masse dm Warriors
forfeited every match due to
improper equipment.

A NEW RULE adopted by
the Illinois High School Asso-

fying. A 9.25 by world champion Wayne Miller won the ft-

ardste-length tights.

nals

night. and
Haines, the state tramp clump

%Mors were not equipped

for the

Both coacher did, however,

OlYmpics ond World GM.,
saw between 2.0110 and 2,500

pimple in the Prospect fieldhouse Friday and about 3.600

Windily night for the finals.

ather.fing to 'ft... comb
Rich Chew
TM crowd saw Oklehomek
Jim Johannesnn. who went to

5

7

5

Mnndek

in

Saturday
last

nvo mem. Ms

scored higher.

Maur was the only then
product to compete on either

the rinm or the high but His
X.R. 11.45 I17,51 ring routine
wasn't fur olf Orialifying es the
hadwn

to make

the Dills He also competed
on the long horse a% he tried
for the atharound. hut failed to
meke the lop six in either category.

ery wrestler must be wearing

Co..:Bill !laminae.

with eight, and thus the forfeit.

agree to scrimmage although
the results were meaningless.

14

3

11

n

2

I

I

0

2
4

0

0

I

I

0

0

0

2

23 13 III 42

a'

7

4

5

4

Mowed the guests imam toe

A dramatic rally by the
Wheeling Wildcats in the finy
three Ambit of the game fell

Central Suburban League that
they were still In Mc ball game.

When the regaling men.
lend the contest, they brought

jal shmt Saturday night and the fan, to their fe, and el waiting Deerfield was Ade

most pulled it out. Gary Kabold on lor a 64-02 es/libido roll made the score 62-55 with
victory. lire IMO mils Wheel- a jump shot. and moments letinas was. meted mg -2. both er Ion Pht pulled Jaen a
defeats wing non -conference.
rebound and WM
fouled.
Miming up a one.enthone sitTlic comeback started with nation.

Rio -Cam own he nine with
3:10 loft on the clock, hen
much of the momentum had

the line to induce the margin to

been provided in the precaling
employed:
when to ;dam Echet

then the Wheeling press forced
the Warriors into another
IUMover. This time Mark Ban -

ployhree subsnnn a

Pitt sank MA /hot dram
five with 119 remaining and

orison. converted from the

diming full.court press.

1111l SUBS were Din MI.

artier to make it 02-59.
HurfieKs ibbn Savage

Tony. Schuh' and Bill Tyler.

gave his tenni tin five -point ad.

and idthougli they Meth tier.

Mange again with a loyup.

row Ihe pp any. they plod

and the Warriom went into a
stall vAth,111Y rare narrow.

amressiveball Mel
'

play. Twice the Wildcats corm
milted fads ink desperate al -

Om to get the ball. and both
times Deerfield missed the free
throw.

KEVIN

BARTHULI
hauled in the second erten,
Shot and passed downers, to
Pitt who Mopped in the larop

which made the score 0461
with only 20 seconds showing.

Another desperation foul put
Warrior Chris Palmer on the
Sim but he missed and Km
thole again got the rebound.
Roger Wood then missed 0
hold goal try, Mt Pitt rebounded and wa.s imtnediately
fouled on his ensuing shot.
Pitt Was awarded two shot,

after connecting on his
first one. ft lane violation go,
doe ball to Deerfield, *high
was still in command with a
but

two -point

at New Trier East. and fore

,

"TIP1

for awhile. The Knights were

I

only down by five with Just

0

0

3

2

3:34 showing on the eNck and

they appeamd to have some
momemum, but thaw Ncw

6

20 15 16 38

Tende

SCORE BY QUARIF.RS
Maine Weal 16 19 15 U-63
Arlington
Ill %'_I
1

lamed

visiting Indium,
55-50, for their second win
Me

Trite accuracy and stalling
knits enabled the Indians to
move out to a75.63 final,

Melee West% playmiukIng Fad Wigie Anderson pops Iran
top of the key dmplle &Bloke elthrth by Arlington's Jack
11.11 (53) and Bill Geffen= (I In Anderson chipped m with 12
points
h
the IVorrIuM noned
their fiest wk. 03.55. (Photo by
Bolt Pd.
on nesks)

help

61

Irii, PAL

torward

limited Ow hie nag III only 17
a nnv in a contest which hint, Finis while matchim his tal.
ed upon the
of the two . ler opponent on the hoards.
pivotmen. Prior to the Saturd- and adding 12 Don tallies on

Evanslon.

(1011104

Highland Park and Niles East

Cartwright meanhile

min

Minna game.
Both to

utes had elapsed. Mark Miesky

mom ND a Iced they never re.
litamishisl as the Dons ex.

einem no. play led to Niles
1111111111..

pin= ol
lam-roblems
[inn pinned Lary (=der= t
and

7-5, but Prospect's Jim

division

by

sticking

Protheces Gary Burkhart in
the second period end Steve
Ware accounted fin another
pin over Knight Scott Otto at
3:17.

throe line almost cost them

the game when Bill Bell missed

both shots on an intentional
foul calk Wood got the
rebound, but after 0 timeout

M wile.. only had time to

Crystal Lake. colketed 13 on
Saturday and added nine Important rebounds.

points as the determined Rook.

THE PENNY had

diampointment in the opener.
gm die ball in bounds before' Imbed like 0 completely difthe horn sounded.
ferent ballplayer as he dominated the boards with 17
In wine of the our
hnunds and also contributed
Eckerk club inthroved in ev. eight ponts,
1:1,0

ery *We of the pox over

their opening encounter with
Crystal Lake. The Slat, out rebounded

Deerfield,

51-36,

and had it not heen for their
relatively cold shooting and a

few too many turn... the
Score Would have been much
different.
The improvement was ape.

dully apparent in two 1.1..

mann 2.rd Barthel. and
640

I I. but after that the closest
they could come was one

During eite 111s1 half. when

Pitt
PlaYed au 1.1.
standing game with 12 points

and II rebounds, end Rowell.
the only Wildcat nosexl/ last

week, again led holeym in
scoring with 20 pints. For
Deerfield, Savage led all
.scorers with 21 and Bruce
FrItasehe was right behind

wjjj. In

'Cats were Rod with the

Wand= three dn. but never'

The out tine toe at

back. once 91 the mooned Frt.
od and again in the think

Wheeling was trailing by
seven In the second quarter
when backoo.back field goals
by Rowell -Wood and Kawell
again no -de the score 28.27.
1,00111,11 was able to pull
away at that point. and the
Warriors owned seven -mint
advantage at the hull after

leading by nine for much of
the period.

after a steal and n full -coon
pass by Bo:thole. and Whech
Mg again came within onc at
42-41

on buckets by Ben.

three points l9 -ti. During the

same stetch R` ph Hinger's
even tried de old

team

"weave" offense in an otternpl
ut raise the more.
ONCE At:AIN IT vim
Reckert who came to dm rescue es he broke the cold spell
with difficult hook shot over
Me higger N nes defense to give

NI) a laic -point lead.
Eventually two baskets by
liaise Eaton which surrounded
Lao -pointer by Kachen led

Noire Dame to r 47-38 third
MW rita,

ith only two non confer
ence gamem to their modiil
1.1inger s crew will now enter
play

league

against

erne,

Holy Cmes Friday YAM

NIL. WEST 1501

1 he

half finally ended with the

edmin. Wood. Kawell and
Bart.:hule.

Deerfield again

rallied al

that firm. boron.. opening
up a 12.point lead after three
quamuch
and sitting on as
13 points inthe lourth
quarter. With the score 60.47
Wheeling reconi
15 points
10 only four
Warriors
the reet of the way. Moil was
not quite mough.
With the nem-conference
themes and hopefully many of
the mistakon out of the way.
Wheeling opens its defense of

Amer
Savage

Palmer
Rest

Riley

est View surprised the Lions
hy taking [woof the. relays.
.

The Se -Aeons were first with

104 points. while the Falcons

placed a strong reared with
72. 50,000 Dame placed third

with 56 points. Elgin I.arkin
was fourth with 02 and Arling
Inn was filth with 32.

the opening event. Me

things to come when they
Woke Sher isting mend. the

varsity 2[0.yard medley relay
.3 second, although they
Wad to hold off a determined
challenge by a fired up Arlineton fronton. Geiser. Jim

PA

Player
Kachan

7

King

9

Cempana, S1113.110 and Lynch
w ve clocked in 1148.5 while

1.01

Eric Lindblad. Denny Stout.
Torn Rowe and Hill Witcher

Pohl
Recken

Totals

19 17 25 10

View was third. Noun Dame
fourth and Larkin fifth
-

other nand in the varsity 200
10000010 relax as Miura. Jeff
Lavin. Hal. and
Lynch
splashed home in 1,34.4. a full
.0 seconds under the old elan was

Tokle

28 8

111 56

WHEELING 1621

Inser

R

0

0
2

1

1

0o

Stem
Buribule
Kawell
Wilson

Wood
Kass
Tends

1

0

I

1

6

I

9

100 3

g

4
0

r:11

Forest

Mate.

edged Fitzsimmons, Rob also. Doh Rothman and Sam
old reconi by 4 smonds. Lao kin was third. Nom Dente was
fourth and Arlington wm fifth.

SHALIONS Ft back
on the winning track in the
freshman 200 free relay. as
Ivermn. Salerno. Glover and
Wolfe boat the second place
Falcon fool
ler.

Steve

of Jeff GeisConrad.
Rick

Dumas and Ant

by

13 seconds

in 1:45.0. Notre
Dame finished third. Aidington fourth and Larkin placed

nab.
Geiser. Dave Takata. Hales
and Steve Salerno set another.

the NY yard hut.
wily relay. The Wirier querrecord in

to registered a 1:48.5. defeat.

recorded

it, the Fort. View crcw of

I.arkin was forth und Form

Wesidale,
end Polacek

1:50.2 for the CYdinals. Nacre Dame was third,

Patience. Mate
than

by

4

011

0

0

4

0 I ta

0

0

0

27 8

US 51

some of John Mate. Norb
Pol.*. Fred Weedale and
Mark Bailey by a with of a
the Viator relay
mond.
wee disqualified for an illegal
smoke. The Falcon time of
3.4 them than the.
old kcord. Arlington was also
4hqualified. giving Notre
second and Larkin
1:54.1

third.

IN THE NEXT event the
Sealion freshman foursome of
Jeff Iverson. Don Glover.
Mike So -ergo and Craig Wolfe

basketho-1 coach
Meyer
have been added to the nlready

glittering array of stark schedulcd no appear at the Wapide
Father and Son Sports Night
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
Already set to appear at the
event are Cub second
Glenn B,kert, Bear

croon

guard

BM °Mile, Cub annollecer
Vince Llod, Bull general
manager

Pal

Wills
BeBn and

BUR publicity man
Icy.

beat the sicond place ArlineDeerfield
Wheeling

24 14 la g..64
21

10 13 1e-62

en squad of Mark Stinky.
Dave Hamm.. Rick Cook

and Jeff Simon by 10 seconds

COACHES and athellic dimature front Whehling, Fort.

View, Elk Grove,AriingtOn.

belkvable sfionting hinge that
in nine straight field
goals with= a miss. Prospect
could onl y make onc basket
and two free throws jn that
time and fell if: a 35-20 deficit

PROSPECT COMMITTED ended
only five fouls in the fire half,

though, and New Trier had
nine with leo stoners in
trouble.

The Knights didn't make a

in about three. minutes.

a

20 -filler

end then Casey Rush stole the
ball and raced dininecourt for a
layers

Kosick countered with a tipin, but Prospect recoverori as
Stu White gm a layup essistee
by Rush. Bob Kline tied bp the

in

the (rat quarter. the

bucket to bring Prospect with -

in II at the half.

BEIIIND 37-26 as the s. and hell began. Rucker was
fouled again and made the sew

and of a two.shot foul. White
reduced the Indian led to 10

with a

long

shot

and

then

Rucker and Davi Lundstedt
ball and rot the jump which brought Prospect'. ',ore to
led directly to a swish from the

coon, by Rucker. With 33
-sods left, Kline jumped 0111

32, just nine

layup made the
en

On Os
feren

bot than the New

A

Iota,

11 1 IN 1541

PR
U 411

PLwer

Coco

7

Damn
Send

sarong with lb. points: while

1

Hopkins

Olson added In and Holor 14...

Hopkins was- high for Elgin

ls

4 21

I

I

5

I

10

2

4 13

6

O

3

I

Forest View 11 17 72 16-61
Elgin
19 in 10

5

14 and Ricli Wilson 12,
FOREST VIEW (61)
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Bauer
Long

6

L

Stela
Olson
Shevell

/969
0

I

to TE

11

prow paid off with a steal for

game's scoring.
Encouraging

each Mal roes credited with
wain and Kline began Nocking shots. The wore at the

goal average.

(nick Lven forced outside

again. Rucker end White wore

both fouled and made a shot
then

White

clicked

Slayton

White 1I and 4Lline 10 despite
11 poor 37 per cent team field

made it 40 us he was fouled lot'
in in fora ler..

put New Trier ahead by 10

foe

was flee Winn. of scoring for
his team. Lundstedt led with
15. Rucker hod 14, Rush It,

WU. was 53-44, hod Roth

by the Prospect 00110. but he'
made a skit from the corner to

Ilr.3Rat

four free throws to end the

two baskets in a row,
Both teams began to foul es

A120 IMPROVING h the

.

fouling by Pmsroct as the
Knights were only whistled for
15 infractions compared to 25

for New Tiler. theorem was
beaten

in rebounding. 36-26.

from the um of the key. Kline
blindest u shot by Kosick but
then Pat GiOn11100 tipped in

=held they -1I ',Nick tojust

:mother Stray Kosick shot

nine and second place.

THE SCORE was 58-50 as
White sank another free

thnnv. Kosick made it M. but
Kline made 0 bucket from the
top or 11.1 key and Lundstmll
titan. in a White shot to bring

After getting four games'
experience under thcir belts.
Slayton's Knights are a ....i,
for

of the quart. Nmv Trier look
0 67-55 advantage and coutm
crod six 1. by [...Mile& and
:1, I.. adding a pair er r,,,c

throu m make it 7S

tearn nude four of

PlaY.

0

F

Rucker

5

4

5

5p

Rush

2
4

9

1

4

7

3

7

Lends..

I

Meissner
0 I
I
White
Haney
Kline
4 2 4 9
Totals
19 25 15 26
SCORE BY QUARTERS:
.

Prospect 14 12 IR .19463
NOW1111, E
14 23 Ili 22.-75

and

passed

the

Arline..

160,:

Argo 35

The Notre Dame Hie
School swim learn opened its

1969 wamn with Augvini

60-35 win overgo His

NEW TRHai EAST ,Th,
F

F

B

4.Y

School lest week es due Aqu
Dons took n 7-0 lead by win

Nog the ties relay. and were

Douglass

never headed thereafter.

Bmm

Alen
l'hc meet was swum at ti

Gioroom

itial medley reNy. left' Carl

pool, and in the o-

ROY
Matthews

bore. Jim 13raddy, Di, Jane
5

304

Pthff

Y4

Lesink

Bur,

0

1 ID
5

3

0 14 25 34

Tooth:

arid Terry Kelly finished a
most three

...mmls ahead of

the Argo mike, . to take the
IN, seven poin!. in a time'of
I.2a.

R SERIRDE STORES

Fal-

again

was

dis-

qualified, but thin tomdue to
the inesperienceof their swien-

BURNS AND Geiser team.
cd with Ed Schultek and Torn
Gallagher t o w in the 200
backstroke relay in 1:53.1,
more then wven seconds

OLOR TELEVISIONS!
MODEL
WAS
NOW
M925
1699.95
559.95
M923
5029.95
569.95
M932
659.95
0729.95
M907
0659.98
549.95
M920
519.95
$607.95
M960
709.95
$847.95

Dame.

L.kin

finished

7170

fourth ond Arlington was fifth.
else Sea lions completed
line afternoon by setting a new
record in the 400 freestyle re -

A5344.1

and Lynch were clocked in
3:34.6. 14 seconds ahead of
cooed place Forem View's
quartet of Patience, Bailey,
Westdale and
akate. Torn

Rowe, Bill Witcher, not Kol.
and Efic Lindblad were third
for Arlington, while Larkin
was fourth and Notre Dame

$549.95
5419.95

G237191

069.05

Aron

$399.95
0366.95
$524.95

414.95
349.95
204,95
369.95
304.95
439.95

RANGES
$274,95
5469.95
$404.95
$074.95

214.95
389.95
339.95
399.95

A524
778G

30.1169
31-4849
.133911

1309

was disqualified
711F14

fat
00017
rilF1 BE

REFRIGERATORS
$307.95
229,95

$478.95
$370.95
$069.95

vaganza are $2.50 for (whoa
and SI for son, The price of
the ticket entitles the holder to
admission and refreshments

Proceeds will be used to buy
now uniforms and equipment
for the Wayside Parish gram
mar school basketball teams
Members of the Sports
Night committee are Don

379.95
299.95
389,95

CAF13

5379.95
5324.95

269,95
229.95

WA5400
WA8500
WA7300

WASHERS
$204.95
$299.95
$259.95

189.95
249,95

Bill Hemphill, loe Foreman,
brielsen, hoc Byerwaller, Jim

McCabe, Bob Dtholusio and
Ted Koenig.

Min

r;?-4*L1
q.

Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers, Ranges
Air Conditioners, Dishwashers, Color TV
Hero are all that, g

you've

wanted at b poem han-ev.
savings. Find floor samples.
wens oncoat a -tell many In
factommitaled car tens, scratch

'I d eta too- hurry lu now for
the W=
at ou r

or TV you went
sawn.. Hero Ere

hem a low at Moine. bargains
you'll find I

007900

DRYERS
$259,95
$278.95

0E7100

$189.95

DE9200

199.95

OP N Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Sat. 8 nan.-11 p.m. Sun. noon- S p m.
219.95
229.95
169.95

Huts,,,,

Tom Mclialc, George Oa -

0000

FREEZERS

CAFI6

St, Viator and Hersey will oho
inake appearances ot the soma
spoelocular,
'Tickets
for
MO
eXtraa

SALE CONTINUES,THRU WED, DEC 3rd

STEREOS

strong third, Forest Vim was

lay. (Mara, Hafts, Salm.

DES PLAINES STORE ONLY

012.

ahead of second WM Notre

Use our easy pay plan

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
1180 °AMON
297-5360

'

and 6-10" Roger

Wood in the conference own.
er on Friday.

corny fora Ng Man 40 he
again hit from the corny.
PrespoMs final downfall
was three !Viand shots and
thme fouls in the sixth minute

PROSPECT 1621

10 rebounds. Limildiedl had
seven. but Kline came:um/el%

the Knights witUn five, 3:52.
Kosick again was forced outside. but IN displayed fine ic.

Each

'December I.

)

'

Caved.rn

apiece.

Mday,
on

dak took an earls, lead over
Glover. Rohertsof, find Tom
Harrison of Viator. but Sdalian
tin Campann

con's (bard, man to give St.
Viator the win Notre Dame
was third, Larkin fourth and

I

IS

snore bv (pater.

citing M.. The For. View

caught

II

1

with 22 rob, and Cold had

But Prospect had come 10

play besk.hall, and as they

00

I61 nue

ku in

orow

It
0

9 U Cthsbrough

19

lington wasdisqualified.
The 200 yard breaststroke
relay was the day's 11011

night draws
star athletes
Former baseball star Dizzy
Trout and De Paul University

Trier lied it up writhe 20 -footer
and then Prospect went cool,
At about the same time. the
Indians began an ahnost toel.

Iwo s.onds. N.re Dame was
third. Larkin fourth while Ar-

Wayside sports

medley with the help of a disqualifirolion. The Walton
quartet of Dan Burns, Randy
Robertson, Stark Savage and
Dick Nominate°m appeared to
have edged the Falcon four-

shooting giants of the Subur-

$-lieila

age in 1:39.0..hich Mm the

Coach Gordon Attkermafts.
Patrons grubbed their fire vic-

Nelson

Tyler

close second.

!Miley. %Adak and Polacek

tory M the sophomore 200'

Scheid
Rencriscuno

1

Vow was third. Larkin fourth
and Arlington fifth.
Forest View's sophomores
pkked up another victory in

View wits fifth.

Friusche
Hrorichs

II.2 had. The Indians began
Me game with a vicious full-

I ong. pamd

21

foursome of Steve lacobemoyee. Bailey. Polacek and %A-

dard. The Noun Dame relay

the NM fr. relay as
DiESEA LIONSget strong
pwformances from everyone
0110 swam, and four swimmen took there =dna apiece.

Seelions gave an indication of

SCORE BY QUARTERS
10
8

Relays Saturday although For-

In

the

DEERFIELD160

The Scalions established an -

standing FM, ,,,, er to the meet

NITRE GAME (55)

.rters

Mid -Suburban League
crown Friday night with a
home germ against Prospect.

'n the sixth annual St. Viator

ill by the team to de out-

firwhowski

rally

g

in the 0-.11200 medley. Fonma

-Bill Cella Cap Award". von

Grouzard

Carmfight hit a two -pointer

ter made [Ito -game 15424.

Viatio. an expimled.
flexed its swimming muscle
and nutdistanced the field to

Hales all garnered three firstplace medals. Halm won the

Mirnhy

ping out to an almost expected

own relays, FV 2nd

captain R ich Lynch and Gcome

'anon

game 4-6.itetitc. made it 443
make the score 13-17. hut
Redeye netted a bucket to
keep ye. at 1S-19. When the
wore became 15-22 with die
big centers shot the Mile he

smaller

the

Lions swim away with
St.

scored on a fast break to put
Prospect ahead. 16.14. New

Rucker canned

whip

But the funs and Me Ncw

Steve Salerno. Bill Geiser. co-

'semester from Niles made the

KAWELL OPENED. the
second half by sinking a laYoll

wus

welly Ilethert who tallied

point.

Howemr that ono -point
margin was reached twice be-

Iuw the Ash... o pull within

many as 30 fouls a contest and

record going into ihe game.

Kosick,

kase, seemingly playing into
the IMn strong snit, but for a
time it wax the victorious Rea
Thal seemed to mle. At one
point durin
moan t
Wart. th.
Dom
scoring on five
offensim Aft
0 row t0 W-

open the mond period and

Knights who or, held a I3

had expected to an, New Trier,

Forest Viet. GM Shoved h fouled by an Men defender as
he nets mudy to rebate a shot in Friday eighth 61-54 Mikan
ritmth.lPhe. by George Smoothen)

pet had been slapped with es

Knights inched back toward
du leaders. Two free throws
and et driving shot by Rucker
were coupled with Klinex

with it fine 6.11 caner BM

owned with a fast break of-

WIIITE 510130 the bell to

points up until then. The hones
crowd w. making its jokes
about the Knights having only
three free throws on the scoreboard with Me 4001101 nearly
over when all of a sudden Bred

were in farscare after lean-

Gutman
(Slimier!:
firushmen
Tmmy

his usu.

the next ND point. When the

at the heavyweight StAsion.

Greg Sbevell stored on a
beautiful driw in the first 10

had

Trier mann soon found out they

move to the hoards

while it took just under two

at 2:46 over Prospect's 11111
Rohn before I, Knights pickcd up five points thr the forfeit

View's George Bauer ca.
changed tier throws in the last
minute to send the game into
die final Friod deadlocked
45.45.

ter and they only had three

been

thrown by the rather Mix
terous Indian crowd which

In the Mird period. Nika

Canwright

Canwrigth did wore.

minutes

44 and Hopkins and Forest

counted on, however. was
fouls. In previous game% P1OS-

field god until the clock
showed 2:34 to gd in the quer-

N/111111.0 taking a35-27 lead
into the locker room.

en muscled the skinny young
suer Aim froin the heeketmot
allinving the big
dian to

al ea, points.

fore the flnel Wildcat con. ANO WOOD, who was a

the
see red

Dave Sudo turned the trick
in :52 of the firm period as he
pinned Prospeces Tim aunt!!

MAINE'S DAVE lefavour
completedthestreakvith phi

PUT THE Warriors' i
&filmic. who could only
ability to hit from the free cornet. with one point mai=

01.11

White

in the second period. After unable to mount d Insist=
that, thinigh. it was all Alain, offense against the Indians
The"Utile Ithertio.- tight Arne defense. Both sidm
recorded 0.011 straight pins in noweleil Brinier, the remain.
classes 130.185 before forfeit- der tif the firm eight minuim.
Ing the heavroeight division.
and it aeon) emit the end of
Roger Blume began the Wee the quarter that the Boni
barrage with a weonti-perind broke Lune 03.1 hh Mom
pin of Knight Dave Witther straight husk.. to take a 16.0
While Jerry Curran ken: pa. lead at the horn
with a pin over Dam Kneen.
IN THE FIRST period Cur.
Jury Mietus won the 1.15. twright mend only score tiro

gers pushed his main into the
lead with a second period pin
of Dave Sutterfield in the107.

Hooczko beat Chuck Vent.

the first score unreal two free
throws enter nearly ova min -

2 he smaller home team had

for Warrior Toni
Willming to stick Knight
Bnice Finger.

WARRIOR MARC

stoned slowly

scoring nearly half of the NW or Niles West put through 0
totals, The hardcourt Dons pair of tharity efforts to give
had only one match under the visitors _-0 lead. Notre
their belts, that beim 11643 Dame Men hit six strain.
ron over Quigley North
Finn as Pohl scored Me fire
week before.
IMobasker. sing King added
BUT RECKERT. with the another. end single free thrown
by King and Kevin K111111111

pound

the period tied the geme at 44-

in from the top of the key and
the quarter scare found New
Trim and the Knights all tied
Whnt the Indians had not up at 14-14;

day especially against the hot-

lot 111

to aght pmnta ttn 0 too I on,.
Ina threw tth 4 01 re min
ins end thon prYottod it with
se ell dun, tho tin el two men

ohairpell- hut_ fa

ban Leusuc.

X

3

OLSON'S Mini bucket. of

to give Forest View its first

game and C00:11 held the kW

1

.I

ikon. back in [la Atm,

und.seconds
of the fourth quarter
On offense, Forest View he-

there was little indication that
Mingo would be different Fri-

2

Kieck

oho I

Tile -plan worked so well

'While it looked as though the
penny might bring toed luck
to the Knights.
Prospect stuck with the
huge Indians throughout the

O

Press helps but time runs out on Wheel i
By Jim Stuart

Prospect coach Pill Slayton
found a penny just before the
basketball game Friday night

4

ind du 1 Moro nos.
1,1.11 up rhos =It tho kid
lc id

hit tiros long gimp slam wpm as

and quart. dodohurt tho

wothed as Prospect missed its
first eight field goal =emotes

5

2

qu trlor Ind guard Kroh Olson

court press end the maths

11

4

shnok ham for tour h Mot
undomc,tha iris do the third

Maroon surtmg

guard Kerry build hg. fooled
out mulown through tho wa

that Elgin made to many turn.

B.M0
'f. Harris

eh it

10.1

mem that it didn't get a shot
until 0.1 IWO minutes had
elapsed M the third quarter.
The Maroons finighed Nth
only eight shun attempted in
the pulses compared
12
in the that and 14 in the'sed-

Hull

1

side on the Elgin go mil, Tho

77 percent in the first half with
seven baskets in 26 attempts

6
5

Ot

tuna Foment Wrte Mokr

tow Pisan sill /ono [K

mar -11 mainins as BM

rang. The Falcons shot only

404

art

1101

Knigh

in.

R

P

1

Al the 08 -pound division,
Maine', Fred Gana aro-pointed Prospect, Randy Brush.
5-3 but Knight George Rod-

pound class.

F01,1 Visne'
was having tomtit, landing she

gat moue, ths. boll Ian,

11.101111W11110.

occ... owl de 0-4 lloPhins

5

2

5

0

am bolo, iota inkrintwon

mign, however, fLeestyiew

3

Maine West grapplers
lose to Prospect 60-0

with an 8.1, 8.3 average for
16.4. Crockett is a product of
Arlington and is now per formhng for the University of
gee in the Midwest and helps o
mialiiV fur the

11'4

Brodnn

easily

ciation this year mates that ev.

perfimn

2

5

B

Swat Croon Simians *Annul
aright uf 11 and Croorn on of

DU RING ME inter-

aging 86 points a game as they

Friday's OM,
pelitiOn. L35 Mort of quali-

The meg. which is the lie-

yer
Hblernun

lit loaders of thl staling,
in tha find halt out.. guard
Rick Houton end loweard

h indigo at his htcl court post
to the Falcons o ore out put

.1.

4

over three ongoncritS. aney

to a 7.45

Oklahoma.

Kummer
Horn
Woodley
Gutowski
Kerr
Hendricks
Tots&

F

O

romo

and they kit 0 halftime limiting 35-23.

ey meeting. Nil, hail rolled wvothel hub Nuke. during 1100

for 14:65i and Crockett fared

ts. MO Wad' ft., the he. the best of any except Barr

the first half on II billet, in

Dons check Cartwright; win

the final seronds.

for

unbeaten in the early stages of

26 Bumph and Oa finnhsJ
with 160 pex ant m el for Ms

was a beater shooter than ball -

ing in the fourth quitrter, but
the subs is
only manage

into the dressing room at,
tirne with a 14 -point lead, but
then fell apart in the second
hair and
br
Point. In

poa,.emdn8.3500d m8.1

shooting. ptrlormenta. in El
gin to pull out the non. The
Mateo. shot 00 per cent in

The win kept Forest View

MAINE WEST 163)
els
Anderson
Wilikron

unholtovnble

the genre 57-31.

Mons., The Meteors went

Hoffman had et 6.95 in MJoy's ewm and an N.45 Satyr
Kent Shoe University. Ham.
15.40 average. Mutada toes also third in the all- day fora:egg6rarleiau
of pro,.

lued n had .1111110111111 finished

in 111 Muth

KASE I E AND Cullen
scathed a mild rely that lasted
for only a kw minutes but sueended in :10410111e margin to
18 points, after which St. Mel

so= m daunt

10."

to

expand their lead, even though
Reclean made a fine showing
for the Lions. Ily the end of thc

rramm
!now %an Iwo h al to Gs.

1 nday nmht

plata s lamb

and congratulated them on a

at Mc half.

The Knights continued

(01(11 BIN

al boor 01001106 non
soth

b

111

11

ARLING1ON 1551

it

ship went to Sadao Hamada of
Japan. who now competes for

"ere all
eliminated in side bone com-

fin .all

Maine, however. remained

Kathie doing moat of the touring us the Knights took at 14.9

well

hid parallel Inn champion. make the finals.

inn 4,1.1,e, long horse.

tenni7,;":.::::',,,,=.;:!,

was in a feverish press. hoping
to pick Mitt stray pass.

Ale showing early in the St.
Md contest, with Cullen and

-r'ed
swot imaiest the
tiledMOW"
Lions.
/Usk., Cullen. Pettenuat

cruises and a 9.1 Friday Mehl 7.55 averages were only good
he the optimal,
fora 14.50 total. not enough to

o dna& the 3.600
present al Saturdayml

knot-

the Warriors, but Arlington

the I.ions made o respect-

GELA.SALLE battle

with an 11.2 average. Mater high schen! from this area.
hod scored a 91 &Minim Ziether end Hoffman attended
morning in the compulsory.. Wheeling. Geiger's 6.95 and

he meld have mush

A bucket by Horn opened
up some breathing room for

Mendele as the slick center
picked up his 7119 personal,
With seven seconds remain-

.

Steve

ewes one of

only response
withered to' four

points at

WITH lo50 still simian in

Barrio lst on hr jrse in meet
nate Ken Per r was as sue. ,, -

the
to lead

[he third period. though. Arlington list the services of

Mfin. in a

Keeha

110

uit

An n winless in two oontom
horns lost
w won opstisr d
IV tuktan 73 SO

tol th non motor.. 104..

plaimaking preserved the Warrior lead at fine effort, saying. -thew
guard Bill Heffernan got his 54-43 with for minutes 'my- boys are real hoarders." 1.reeteam rolling.
mining in the contest
' man has Men intent on ion The Car. beganethitingth.
pr ovine his rehounding
cords with tom Harris. John
DURING 171E nest three strength eint. the Warriors
Brodnito. -.Stipp and Huh minutes, though. Harris. Hull
have been last in the league in
finidng the mark as [My began and Stipp converted from the
that demo-mem for the row
grooming away at Mainescom- field Ntide
216f000two season.

until Saturthy
'mu JUMPED off to a night when they look on St.
Ng lead early in the first quer- %MMus for Me tourney chum-

Mark Keel= added a pair,
From them. the Ithenc set'

linseed High School Prod.

1/10.1.10111 bow the 110,01 pall

hill

Intpol ono pap till
kb I IL 111111

1111

Iho . win with l 2 0 marl LI

orom \na s cool I elcom
put on et int ma adulation of
promo -1.20h ell in the. sot
and h ill to r ells to in amens

troom Iha h tn. Inn to torment

hodkril nu ick neih a pur dl
od. bat Anderson and Horn

Arlington's

as

m,. neared eight

didn't show

got seven markers, Kathie rind

is' Liartht Hamilton
Sporty FAII:e

oontinuod

Mike Inman

poised until %liken ptel th
g inn on no mai r mini a
for Ilk 61

41

to some 12Th
c.a....tn... at..
hit the Meteom. although

the

-

no fist throat to

brtm, the cold. wahin 11 it

we=

group at 04g-21101er write to
them :et post office Box 1051.
Halt Pail,.

ski

margin around 10

held

Lions In the Wet, over St.

Club looks tor

offense kept scoring. and they

tournament.

entlendid mock oohs scoring

rebounds
scoring several eluteh baskets.

SI(i

half

NIVP

(hello Burke in dm DelaSalle.
The Shamrocks nearly tied
went.l. The Lion regulars it early in the third quarter
were dead on their feet when when they pulled within
they took on the better -mud points, 27-24. but Patten...
Mel Knight fur thin! piece in Cullen and Rech combined for
II points in atro to =teethe
the
TerryCullen and Dave Km- wore 58.24 a the end of the
kit the Lion ewmplains. were Wind.
named to the athlournament
The Motor ,kfense easel hs
team, an honor which they
finest during the second half.
both earned. The two Leal 'keeping the Shamrocks from
the inexperienced LI0111 any major kerning surge. The

needed

1/111ZZ/11.11

my mod .1%

the

the

were mainly the result of expraying some a in

c shod

urth in CPL tourney

THE FINAL two Imo

Ill Leone 11,0110

a

mg m the th rd quart. Hull

Ha dn in

Ihs

ever, ns.doe %Mom =kid 13

visiting Centimes 0. band clarinet). streak Labe hit

gig,,

loll did

bond

intim ft.

rd

Zeun

ertod timer noul it

,

led

ah (not

hold

flora shtick early Friday and 021 end George Wendt, 1101 Arlington cenier Mike Man.
!non:toed 00 bong w for their aiding the Wa,i, attack.
1010 had absorlmd his third
lint victory of the season
It was a ft ustrating first half Peesowl and lireStipp was on
against Arlington. 65-55. It for
the Ceditteds as they
W..'
''.rth
was the second. straight set- monied peao shweing with M.
Senior guard Andaman ex.
hock for the Cardinals us they spetty defense in !buttering m pander! the Maine,Nad to an
dropped deb. opener to York a 16-10 Mid. Mind
larint bulge at 33-15 with a
on Wednesday.
w
pair of chanty tosses end cn.
helventaP.
tomeehled coach. Freeman to.s give
ju,,Tke.h.

manta. md

Ruth

tins en.,lout tout*

Kummer
m ems
Damn %Almon 1101 I led
Hort 1111. Willie Anderson

1r

the Maine Wen War

V101.0.

HI SD .00 tempts Whdo not onls wink
woos to Cardmth wee.
ug.gga

Irumrn.

G 0100

oma8cr ondu point ponot17
toMP thd
fik
pent k won huh

Late FV rally upends Elgin, 61-54
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Germany brought the fabric into more general use. In Amiens, France velvet
weavers were able to create a type of velvet made with goat's hair. By 1865 the
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Originally all velvet was made of silk and some of cotton, woven entirely by
hand on crude shuttle looms. Today it is woven on a loom like a gandwich with
two layers of fabrics produced at the same time. At least 95 per cent of velvet is
made of rayon and the balance of nylon and cotton. Silk velvet is in very, limited
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The beauty of velvet his inspued artists designers and even explorers Velvet
was imong the ire isures M irco Polo and other explorers brought to Genoa and
Southern Mediterranean ports
Dolling the middle ages velvet became the official fabric of princes of the
church monarchs of the realm and poets Commoners were forbidden to wear
velvet
In France n..strictions were placed on blue velvet reseiving it for the ex
clumve use of the Smog s f imily The King permitted his subieets to wear velvet
only is a special favor But as time went on and more subiects attained wealth
and power the use of velvet in ittire become more general
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Modern technology has brought velvet within the budget range of all of us so
that every woman may have a regal velvet dress of her own.
---marilyn helfers, editor
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7255 N. Harlem, Niles, Ill.
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Niles 7-9733-4-5 Chicago 774-5254
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juergens GAndersen
ApWCIAIS to Chicago's discrirni wing families dace 1854.
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Weather aids success
of holiday parade
PerfeLt weather added the
final touch to Saturday, SIC
cessful
Arlington Helhes
Hohday Fantasies Parade w
cording to Harold Bell exalt
ins manager of the Arlirypon

been favorable and camsia

Hi:Iglus

better than the one held ha

it,

The parade which featured
colorful floats giant balloem
bands and marching units

Chamber of Coin
mace which sponsored tIze

year Bell said
First place in the Unit zoo
test was won by Hersey High

milk

I In very happy with the
Threw.. old Adam Ackerburg Of Palatine was, to one of the combined marching hands from High Schml Dist 214 during Holiday Pante.. Parade

wry the weather CO operated
Rut year Boll sad All the
comments

I IC

heard

have

wt.

,

- &Wet Acton, ChM xtrer
took home a shiny 4 foot high

trophy for its aorta

Phots by LeRoy Meyer

Shoving to Sara Clam a Kd l v Baker, 7, of Ail ingiae Hehl,6

Members of the MMinah Temple Motor Corps a Chicago thrilled spectators with preelden

maanevers on their huge motorcYclm

Nobody loves a
fat newspaper.
The suburban family wants its community news, needs its community news The Day, every clay
delivers lust that
no stories
that don't relate to the suburban family
no "canned fillers" that

take up valuable space

Left The balloons came in
all shapes and SIMS but the
children seemed to curios them
all

lust news that means something to

the 63,000 families that receive our paper
it isn't news to The Da

If

it isn't news to you
Andrew Ruff, 1317W Park, Adington Heights, and his dough.
.Laune 4 watch pared, from lop On ladder

\
NORTHWEST DAY

ARLINGTON DAY
PROSPECT DAY

icy

DES PLAINES DAY

The fat -free newspaper
Reaching over 200,000 readers DAILY in
Arlin -gran Heights, Mount Prospect, Prospect Heights, Des Plaines, Bensenville,
Elk Grove, Schaumburg, Hoffman Estates, Itasca, Medina, Roselle, Barrington,
Palatine, Wood Dale, Rolling Meadows, Buffalo Glove, Wheeling

...

Spectators Port thew Hobbles Mule watching the Holiday Fantasies Panda from the cora. of Duntonand Campbell.

These five girls watched the parade from u comfortable vantage point on porch roof of
40B Campbell.

West hits early, beats Cards

Late FV rally upends Elgin 61-54

By alike Imam

these.^n with a 2,0 cork. El.

113 ]ins Cook

nab' premp the end muds e two quick buckets and added
three of four free throw Al.
Ana. Spats Pd.
EACII OF HEAD coach /9/.9. WUe
only 911.*
th,...,a,
Gazlnn
to score, the Cardinals were
Wm hit for donne figures with ',Ong deeDT grave by
Kovno, back Irdrn a sont Kummer
running mates line into early foul trrobk.
soncupening km to Invot
Dennis
Willis.
.1. Red
With .11 over three minView. the Maine Weet %Van Hort (Ill. Willie Anderson
remllm^9,0 the 1881508
dors struck early Friday and 1121erui George wood!, rim oft,
Arlington eenter Mike Man damaged to harm on for their aiding dm WW1., attack.
dole had absorbed Iris third
first victory ol dn. seamen
It was a bode:al, litst
R.... ".1.. Srippwmnn
.goad Arlington. te3.55. 11 for the dn..,3,,
Ikey the bent, with his fourth.
was he necond straight sat.
Senior

meager mghtpoint period Rio ing in dm third quarter. Huh
compared to the Warriors' 19. cashed tho hie thrown to

contest out of it,

point sewn high.

fling

coupled poor 'shoed, with

dropped the (Mdiwals thrive:,

droped their opener to, York

tbilge at jim7 wile a
pair of charity to
and en -

field. We mark as they. Leman
thawing away...Maine s cone-

s

e.. Pr... to Sive

spreml in the second period lofore We tithing 'ordinals fl-

fortable 15 -point 'advs.*: ai

playing en.

41-26.

111P. CARDS. nteanwhile.
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to in
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With seven cends remain-

SIIE FINAL two

may',

re it, hes
IP norst basket.

also sume

hall of

Lions won one of three

nr,

of the Clumpolaral Preo
League 'Immanent helot el St.
Patrick's
the weekend.

7 he Limp eon their lira
game

inns host M. Penick

prid,

hen, the high.

ly.rated Mumma, 02.55. in

The lion mathn

were dead on their feet when

A bucket by Horn opened
up some breathing room for
the Warriors. but Arlington
was in
pros, hoeing

The Lime then lost to

period.
The Viator defense meat its

both earned. 'The two paced

finest during the seen. half,
keeping the Shamrocks from

he

inexperienced
thmuShout

Salle. 61-51. th the semi-finals
al 3:45 p.m. Saturday. nod fell
to St. Mel 37-34just three and
a half hours later.

kwat led end of the fusty.,

Lions

any major scoring surges. The
offense kept scoring, and they

the mow...

Cull. did nmch of the smeing

margin around 10
aann for most of the contest

held the

nod held Me mom together on

defense while rotting up the,
few: and Kaskie continua
got needed rebond, WWI

til the end of them
Mie when

as

the Knights made eight

Points while the Upon could
only menage u free throw by
Later in the quarter. dm

Lions got a field goal Ism

11119 DELASALLE battle
femoral a well -rested Metes

Cullen and Kaskie led the

:;7sPs'c;,ii:r'`',::.:
points and grabbed

13

points while Kink is scored 13

y oungsters

17117kdi

Kethen, Sleve Carley and
Red, did a 11 nejob. but the ial-

18

rebounds. Cullen eontributed

'lbw Illittord Ski flub. an 12 Rhumb to decline effort
dot
national IN Junior Mike Penmen. came
dor ski doh &slime. to off the bench to acme 12
holding a re-

Ler *Mon werejust toomucb

area.

THEY JUMPED off to

Any yomenteis henwen the

expand their lead even ihmegh

third quieter. the Lions were

KASKIE AND Cullen

II points. after which St. Mel

Kummer

5

_

0
0

4

4

1

I

0
0

anther. marker, Kekle a.

Limc with a 14 -point Rad, but

From them the game see

then fell apart in rho second
half and loot by two points in

Mark Kethen added a pair.

By 11th lidtermun
It is s,id that a go, big
men will always beet a good
little man. but in the Noere
Dome -Niles Went hanketball

B

0

found penny just babt.e the
beekethall game Pridny night
at New Trier Past. and for
while it
as though the
peony might bring good luck

4

2

to the Knights,

4
0

t

Ir

0
6
I
4

IrlI

Sprees I. ditto,

Irrtnpect 1 till, Scho path
meet:,,
tittle Ken liar 1 war

6-10 Mark Cag
Wright, met a Mend little"
big

man.

Man in MD's 6-5 center Tone

Reckon, and We Dons out-
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Bratho
Kieck

fora 14.50 total. not enough la
The parallel bars champion- make rho hods.
ship went to Sadao Humada of

hly bon in the weekend'. !Did -

lapin. who mew compete, for

ionshipn at the school..

Barr rturned
miter

to

1.1

Marie the

procril

at

3.1the

Saturday

"'I' a

horse routine to win the nomMashie
front
ax .loop SY111.

North Amer.
netry ,..'"

11,0

linois, elm
afr -2
rating mts the weond NM..
s.. in the finals.
RA RR

.,

9.35

the comptilsory ond
9.251in 1110 optional. nempetitions held Mtirldar morn.

A winner lam par on rho
parallel bars. Dennis &teem

IIAINES, the funsole

frewmao

from lilinoi.

trampolinist
threw

9.35 mink. lag year m a
member 011110 state champion

Musa

n

Mg and Hein unlit

narim with an 13.9.

tine High tiehroolTnd was fifth

even the Inim horse and rings
events and Sieve Berger aukins the long horse.
Burman was third and Ben

modifying mind poem of

the preli

in the trampoline kmpetition.
working unattached Barring.
inn High grail, fared the NM
ie emalern
ths ssh
as hey opo iliml in intro events
with
to Bateman making

mann had a 6.4 and n.25
for 14:65, and Crockett fared
with an 11.1. 8.3 verage for
16.4. Crockett n as product of
Arlington and is now per -

vault while thilginan Was sm.
ino lac

na1.'

I N IIIE preliMnaries.
Stem Geiger. Dave Mattson.
M11.r. Cliff Haft., ned

;/5 who prepped at Maine East. Wayne Crockett own: all
hid a nal evening:mot finished eliminated in side hone arm

in a lie lit red, he 11,0 h., petition. All were standouts in

Oi

years.

hole

mired higher.

gee in its: Midwest and helps a

Mum was thu only area
product to compete on either
the rings or Ise)htlt bar. HIS

- and work, Gamer

between 2,000 and MIX)
people in the Prospect fieldhouse Ilrinay ma about 3.600
Saturday night for We finale
according to Prospect coach
Rich Chew.
The crowd saw Oklahoma's
Jim Johanneum. who wen: to.

improper equipment

A NEW RULE adopted by

petition, 2.35 short of wag-

for the 1.1

The meet, which is the big-

the Knights in the set -tannage
thin followed, 41 - I P. The teethe for Prospect, Inpaided
win tvas because the Warriont
forfeit. every match due to

the 1111., Idists Siettoot Asto-

Haines, the state
rte tramp champ

Oklahuma.
.

0 victow although Morel..

chili°. this year states that evmy wrestler must be wearing

lying. A 9_75 by world charth
pion Wayne Miller won the lenate I:m.1(day
night. and

forming for the University of

earliest Prospect Wednesday.
Withal arm abort all Way gab
Prospect was awarded m 60

Adington gym mmad, dipped

ns a 7,5 in Friday's con,

the beet of thy except Barr

tts

ho

a

fier in that event. Mawr kd In

"'`"'"
.

his ohm

71,e p.m took

17.9 average for ilk) lad quali-

The Maine West freshmen
grapplers got a wrod workout

1.45 DT. ring routine
omit far off qualifying :sake
sixth Irian had an 18.1 to make

the limn He also compel,

on the long Iliss1
fledd
Mr the alldround. hut fale to
Mao the togas 'neither estm
gory.

ankle -length tights.
Coach Bill Barringer,

Warriors were not equipped
with tights and thus the forfeit.

Both coaches did, however,
agree m scrimmage although
the results were meaningless.

Al the 98 -pound division,
Mame, Fred Gan. otaPorntProspect's

Randy Brush,

5.3 but Knight George Rod ger, pushed his team into the
lead with a second period pin
of Dave Stitternetd in the 107pound class.

WARRIOR MARC

Homan, beat Chuck Wader

showed We runes nom I.
Central %bother. League that

A dramatic rally by the they were mill in the hall game.
-

Wheeling Wildcals in the final
When We recut:, monthree minutes of the game fell lured rho contest. they brOUght
jmt Marl Saturday night and the fans to Weir feet and al visiting Dori -mkt was ahle to mod pulled it out. Gary Ka hold on tier a 64-62 exhibition well made the score 92-55 with
victory. The km
Wheel- a kialp shot, and momenta lab

ing's season mm11,2.11.6

Or

defeats Wing tion-confenedee,

rebound

The comeback wined with

therein doen by nine with
3110
on We dock. but
much of the momentum had
been provided in the precedins
minute when eoach Ted Eckei
mployed three substitutes in a

daring full.

pros.

IMF: SUES were Dan Hull.

Tony Schuh and Bill Tyler

3141

Pitt pulled down a

and was fouled.
bringing up a one-and.one sit.
nation.

Pin mink both shots from
thelinelo reduce the enarginto
bee with 7419 mmairting, and
then the Wheeling press Toth,
the Warriors into another
turnover. This time Mark Bag -

crisculto conthrted from the
to make it 42-59.
Br Deer field's John Savage
gam his team its five -point ad -

and although they didn't nark vantage again with a lay,.
row Its gip any they played and the Waders went into a
bustling. apposite hall that stall willejtel over to :tentacle,

N.Y. Twice di.

BUT THE Worriers, ire

mined fouls in a desperate ettempi to get the ball. and both
times Deerfield missed the free
Outer.

ability to hit from We free

throw line almost net them
',gam when Bill Bell missed
both shots on an intend...I
foul

KEVIN BARTHULF

call.

Woot1

got

shot and passed downeourt to
Pill, who dropped in the layup

110 horn sounded.

which made the score 44.61
with only 70 seconds showing.

.In mite of the outmetrie

Another desperation foul pat
Warrior Chris Paltrier on the
line. but he missed and Bar

Ether's club Improved In em
cry phase of the garde Over
their opening encounter with
Crystal Lgke. The 'Cats out-

thole again got the rebound.
Roger Wood then missed a
field goal try, but Pitt rebounded and was leg
fouled on his ensuing shot.
lilt eras awarded ma shots,
but

rebounded

relatively cold shooting and a
few too many turnovers, the
score would have been much
differem
The improvement was asps

after connecting on his

the ball

to Deerfield. which
was still M command with a
two -point lead.

Dperlield, 51-36,

and had it not heen for their

first one. a lane violation

neon
eially
,

Who

Crystal Lake, collected 13 on

Saiurd, and added nine ink
portant rebounds.

the'

rebound, but after a limo:rot
the Wildcats only had time to
get the ball in hounds before

heeled hl the seta.erred

could only
dame up with one Meint antiml
Etnrthule.

AND WOOD, who was
disappointment in the opener.

looked like a completely dif.

3:34 showing on the clack and

20 IS 16 311

they appeared to have some

heaths

SCORE BY QUARTERS

accunsey and galling
tactics enabled the9101,
Indns to
mon out to 75-63

Maim, West's plepeaskina guard Willie Anderson pops from
dm txp M the km theyhe defensive efforts by Arlington's Jr,

Ihdl 1531 ad Bill Reform (II). Anderson chipped M with 12

Maine Vim Its 19 15 13-4,3
Arlington 10 8 11 16-55

pole. an the Warrens matched thee' that wig. 63.55. (Photo by

THE PENNY bed born
drown by the rather both
terms Indian mond whic

Bob I'rivralrl:rl

tmted We visaing India..
ot tom ref Run Pohl.
55-20. for their 1mm, win
tanned
we, to only 17
in a conum which hthm points while matchng
160 Ins Weaw
upon the Play of the to " ier opponent on
hoards.
pivotmen. Prior Et, the Saturth and adding 12 Don tallied on
ay meeting. Niles had rolled antral ket baskets during the
over three opponents, aver. welling ame.

Cartwright meanwhile was
sewing

ms had elmmal. Marl. Minsky

low the 11,11, 10 pull within
Its
points.39-36. During the
fame steetch Ralph Ringer's
team even trietl the Old
to raise the score.

linquished , the leom
cellein floor nlay led to Niles

ND a firmpork Mad.

cond period.

,.,enth.,.

..11111

chthic

rer:aided seven straight pirn in
dames 101/.185 before forfeit-

ing the heavyweight division.
Roger Blume began the West

mmint

Noir, then,.

Jerryeen won the 145.
division

by Mirk',

Prospect, diary Burkhart in
the mem. period and Steve
at

111:Lve. Sark, turned We trick
in :52 of the firm period as he

pinned Prospect, Tim Carroll

while it took just under two
utes for Warrior Tom
Willming

to stick
Bruce Finger..

Knight

MAINE'S DAVE lefavour
completed the wank with n pie
at 2:46 over Prospect'n Rill
Rolm before the Knights pick.
ed up five pointslim the forfeit
at the heavyweight division.

with 5n points. Elio Larkin

credit.

was fourth with 42 and Arlington was Mb with 32.

en.: rant.

the owner that

fixflrsY,Z;.10.7......

11, but after that the closest
they conld come wm one
point.
However. that one -point
margin was reechoed twice he-

fore the final Wildcat comeonce in the second peri.

dad again in We Wird.
Wheeling ast.. muting in'

sawn in ,

the only wildcat 11 110111

adva

with 20 pomp. for

Deerfield, Savage led all
seorms. with 21 and Bre.
Fritmehe was right behind

with tg.

apparciu ia two boys.
guard Bulbul,: end

Werth,. tee, dem but rt.,'

Wood.

led. The het On. mune M 1I -

The .cnts were tied with dm

. Aid manter
when bael.... .... Odd grads
by Kawell, W. ad and Kawell

,ain made the score 28-27.
Bet Deerfield wa. Mk I, till
away at

17v

'

Dons

'

lead, by nine by
Me pert,

h of

KAWELL GINNED the
second half by sinking 'a layup

niter a steal and a fulkentirt

lead at the horn.

IN DU/ FIRST period Ca.-twripin could tmly score two

mem took three medals apiece.
Steve Salerno. Bill Geiser. eo-

Points .11 the determined Reck.
In the skinny votingcri muscled

am may

the Inees8rt. not
hig Indian

maw to the hoards for hi. mual easy tatting.

During We lira half: ahem
Ctrnwright did score. it own

madly Region
tallied
the next ND gni,. When the

.

captain It ichLynchendGeorge

alit -thy

Halos all garnered that first.

Cnwght
0010,001

poen mann. Hal, won the
Celle Cap Awarr, voted by the team In the out-

Grnhowski
(itiiiti.tni.,

more became 15-2J with the
kin centers stmt. the little Oak
tor mask the game 15-14. The

half finally ended with the

cristamo. Wood. Kwer.11 and
Ilailimle.
lecerlickl opin milted at
that lime. however. opening

up j 12.podnt lead alter Wm

gent

I

a stuns. many of

0 ii. null

I

7

3

1

Eaton
Pohl
Itecken
'Totals

3

4

10

11.11

5
3

19 17 as 10

recorded n 1:511,2 for the Car-

Polacck. Fred Westdaled
an

I

was dimualitied for on illegal

woke. The Falcon time of

6

9

I0 0

9

0'1
4

4

00
40

II

0

0

0

1

17

4 0/

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Deerfield
Wheeling.

a

mond. but the Vidor relay

27 I
F

Robert.... NI tri 6 age 'end
Dick FikAintrions appeared kr
hale edged the Falcon four-

Mark bailey by 0 tenth of

IBMS

1::

mum ot 1 ma III... Randy

some of John Mate, Norb

Bryeinncnrisenuo

24 14 18 0-64
21 10 13 111--6;

View was third, Larkin fourth
and Arlington fifth.
Forest View's sophomore,

picked up mother victory in
the 200 free relay no Maw.
Bailey. Wed dale and Polacek

edged Fitzsimmons. Roberts. Bole RatImmn and Sam
age in 113n01, which beat the
old record by 4 seconds. Lar.
kidwas third. Notre Dame wes
fourth and Arlington was fifth.

'nut SEAL1ONS go: back
on the winning track in rho
rusher. 20D bee relay, as
Iverson. Salerno. Glover and
Wolfe heat the amend Mena
Faleon foursome of Jeff Geis.
ler.

Sieve

Conrad.

Rick

1154. I

was 3.4 fag. than Ow

old record. Arlington was also
disqualified.
giving Notre
Dame second and Larkin

13 seamen in 1:45.0. Notre

Geiser. Dave Takata. Halm
and Steve Salerno as another

retard in the 200 yawl Mib
ing the Form View crew of
Westdale. Scott Patience. Mate
and

Conde Gordon Aukermen,
medley with the help of a Jim
qualifin bon
the kalion

Pulacet:

by

more than

out midway through the sec-

and quarter didn't hurt the
eftneelD

lead and the Falcons never

fans., 1.01Viars1 Wayne Meter

in eight point, oil FM.1..0

shook Nose for four bands
underneath only in We third
quarter and guard Rich Olson
hit three long jumpshort wpm

Ihe°periL"odNISieelhthirdegrmed7a14T..

40 and Hankins and Forest

until over two minutes had
chipsed in the third quarter.
'Me Maroons finished with
only eight short attempted in
the pertud as compared to 12
in the lint and 14 to
an offense Fount View he:

View's George Beuer eachanged free throws in the last
minute to send the puree into
ilte final periud deadlocked

4545.
Greg She,yoll scored on

'beautiful drive in rite first 10
seconds of the fourth quarter

et yjvc Forest Vicar its lint

r

Former baseball star BOP,
Tram and De Paul University
baskethall coach Ray. Meyer
have been added In the already

palming array of alms sched
ttled to appear at the Wayside
Father and Son Sports Night
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
Already set to appear at the

Minn.

Dave Herman. Rick Cook
andyeff Simon by 10 seconds

COACHES and elhellic directors from Wheding, Forme

View, Elk Grove..ArlIngton.

court ,C4, 11,1 the unties in from Ws top of the key and
worked
Prospect missed its the quarter more found New
first eight field goal,tpts. Trier and the Knights all tied
What the Indian had not
on,

however,

up at 14-14.

things would be diffcrem Fri.
day. especially against the hot-

shooting giants of the Subur.
ban League.

PROSPECT LIIMMTITED

The Knights didn't make

Prospect ahead, 16-14. New
tied il up with 20-fooler
and then Prospect went cold.
Al about We ,ame time, dm

Indiani began an almost mibelievable .hooting Malt that
ended

only live fouls in the first hal
hodd

though. and New Trier
nine with two miners

WIIITE SIDLE the ball In
open the second period and
scored on afar, break to put

in

Mne maight field

goals without

mn., Prospect

could only make one basket

in

and trot Ore throws in

that

time and fell to a 35-10 deficit
in abeut three minutes.

a

field goal until dm clock
showed 134 to go in the sum-

BM Prospect had conic to
basketball. and as they

ea and they only had three

had in dm first quarter,

points up until Wen The home Knights inched back to the
crowd was making its jokes the leaders. Tow free thrown
about the Knight, having only end a driving shot by Rucker
three fire throw, on the scorn were coupled
with Klinc's
booed
the qudncineurly bucket to bring Proepect with
over when all of a sudden Ilmd in I I at the half.

Rucker canned a 20 -footer
and then Caney Rush stole the

37.26 as the Rep
ball and raced downcourt tarn mid half began. Rucker
wan
lamp
fouled again nod made the mccountered with a tips Old of a two -shot foul. White
in, but Prospect recovered as
reduced the Indian Iced to HI
Stu White

got a layer awned with e
long dun and then
by Rush. Bub Kline
up the Rucker and Dave 1.undsttalt
hell and got the jump which brought
ndo ts more zu
Ind dirci.th
swish from the 32, jug nine bw I. 149.1 s
mrser
Pbcker. WM 33 layup made the dd.deuce ...,
seconds len 0111.0.111103 onc cn

but thyn thy N.

th.

Hopkins
Wilson

O

0

0

Manic

O

I

I

II

Tann

B

Sund

Cho:through

R

II

7

0

0
10

/
3

4 13

6

0

3

4

Store by Quarters

Forest Vicar II 12 22 16.11
Elgin
19 16 10
9-54

5

It

11

Ohm

3

0

5

6

6

5

4

2
2

3
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Monday,

I

Shevell

2

2

0

Cavallero

3

0

0

0

0

SP/IRTS

December 1,

press paid old wiele a seal for
Iwo baskets in a row.
%ode teams begun to foul as.

steals and Kline began blocking shots. 110 score ai he
quarter was 5044. 101 Rush
made it 46 as hewn fouled going in for layup.
Kosick ems forced outside
Insthe Prospece eone, but he

made a dm from the corner to

put New Trier ahead by Re
again. Rucker and White wen
both Muled and rode a shot
apiece,

Than

clicked
from the lop of the key. Kline
blocked a shot by Konlok but
011110

Jan Pal Giordano tipped In
a.ther stray Kosick shot.
sank

another

free

throw. Kosick made it W. but
Kline Made a bucket front the
top of the 115 and Lundeen!:
tipped in a White. shot to bring'
the Knights within live. 3:52.
Kosick :main was forged bon
side, but he dieplayed fine ac-

Player

Rucker

Iris team. Lundstedt led with
II. Rucker had 14, Rush 13,

Lundstaft
Meissner
0 0
White '
4 3 1. 0
Haney
0 0 0 0
Kline
4 2 4..
Tents
19 25 IS 26
SCORE BY QUARTERS
1

ALSO IMPROVING is the

fouling by Promect as the
Knights Were only whistled for
15 infractions compared b'_5

New Trier E.
14 27 IF 22-75

ND 60,

After getting four gamed

Argo 35

experience under their belts.
Dayton's Knights wean ready
Wheeling end 610. Roger
Wood in dm conference opener on Friday.

The Noere Dame Hie
School swim team opened its

196e season with a emminein

60.35 win over Argo 14ig

NEW TRIER EAST (73)
B

again hit from the corner.
Prommes final downfall

Doug'ma
Braun

win three reined shots and

Rees

three fouls in the sixth minute
of the quarter. New Trier took
o 67-55 advantage and countered shots
Lundstedt and

Giordano
Kelly
Matthews

F

School

kl.,,ck 1,110 Ana
Dons took a 7-0 lead by in.
ning the first relay. and

R.

P

never headed thercaftet.

The meet wm swum at

Pfeff
Lode):
Burns

Inlets

4

1

3

12 4

2

5

0

4
10

1

1051
10 14 21 16

both. dim Daddy, Dick Jona

and Terry Kelly finished al
most three seconds ahead
I

SP

Sea

lionanchorman Jim Camps.
caught and 010100 the Fa,

con, frau. mart to give St.

BURNS AND Geier term.
cd with Ed Schultek and Ton,
Gallagher to win the 200
backstroke relay in 1:53.1.
more than so ven seconds

ahead of mond place Noun
Dame. Larkin finished a
thong Wird, Pore, View was
fourth and Arlington usas fifth.
The Seations compimed a

line afternoon by sett., new

record in the 400 freestyle re.
lay, O'Hara, Halos, Salerno

and Lynch wt. clocked in

3:34.6, 14 second, ahead of
second place Forest View's
quarrel of Isattence, Bailey.
Wesidale and Maw Torn

for

Arlington, while patio

win fourth and Notre Dame

049.96

414.95
349.95
204.95

$419.55
$269.91

A501

4524
7780

30-1169
31.4849
133901
7309

7y9-95

339.95
399,95

$404.00
5074.95

was disqualified.

REFRIGERATORS
H0114

ruFI7

W17
HIFIIIE

CAF13

make appearances ot the sports
spectacular.
tickets for
the extra.

WA5400

vaganza are 82.50 for fethen,

and II for sons. The price of
the ticket entitles the holder to
admission and refreshments,
Proceeds will be used to buy
new uniforms and equipment
for the Wayside Parish grammar school basketball teams.

0E9200
D07900

of

0E7100

Members

330795
$37495

229.95
379.95
299.95

0469.95

3139,95

5478.90

Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers, Ranges
Air Conditioners, Dishwashers, Color TV
Here era ant. btu items you've
need sk Minim -then -ever
In
Find loon samples.
sorns one -of m lrind, many in/
factor...sealed cartons. scratch

'n dents too- hurry In now for
141 Meknes or TV you went
at our huge savings. Hors are
just a tow or the hum bargains
you'll find)

FREEZERS
CAF16

St. Via., and Hersey veinal.,

Night committee
Hillenmayer, Jim

DES PLAINES STORE ONLY
SALE CONTINUESTHRU WED, DEC 3rd

STEREOS

7171
A530.H
01371*

Sports
me
Don
Sweeney,

Bill Hemphill. Joe Foreman,
Tom hecHale,'. George Ca-

$379.95
5324.95

269.95
229.95

WASHERS
5204.95
$29995
$259.95

189,95
249.95
199.95

DRYERS
$259.95

5271.90
$189.95

Use 007 easy paY

brielsen, Joe Rya -welter. Jim

219.95

229.95
169.95

OPEN Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Sot. 8 a.m.-4
p.m. Sun. noon- S p m

GOODYEAkIERVICE STORE
1180 °AVON
297-5360

McCabe, Bob DiMusio and
Ted Koenig.
A

o

the Argo tankers to take the
first seven points in a time

OOIMIVEAR SERVICE STORES

COLOR TELEVISIONS)
MODEL
WAS
NOW
M925
1699.95
559.95
M923
1629.95
569,95
M932
$729.90
659.95
M9D7
$609.95
549.95
M920
1607.90
519,95
M960
$047.95
709.95

,e

i;17:;11,<71l1:1!,;.dZfrffitri.
2

dale took an early Iced over
Glover. RWertson and Toni

qoalthed. Inn this was One to
thc inexperience of their swim-

1

Prospect 10 12 In 19-63

for New Trier. Prospect was
beam in rebounding, 36.26.
but held the 911Kosick Skim
10 rebounds. Lundstedt hod
sown, but Kline came up with

move

of

5

Rush

White 11 and Kline 10 despite

curacy for a big inan as he

lamsestke it 71-59.
Lnh
ad. four

PROSPECT 1441

nine end second place.

THE SCORE was 58.50 as
White

four free throws to end On

games scaring.
Encouraging for Slayton
as the balance of scoring far

foursome of Steve Jacobsen.yer, Bailey. PoNcek and Wes,

Viator the win. Notre Dame
was third, Larkin fourth and
Arlington again was dis-

1969

t fall to aNTE giant

citing race.the fovea View

Hannon or Via., but

1

4 21 31

FDIJEST' VIEW 011
Player
Bauer
Long
Mcicr

each loamwas credited with

was

fouls. In previous games. Pm.
pent had been slopped with as
many as 30 fouls a contest and
them was
indiemion that

Olson added 16 and Meier 14,
Hopkins W. high, for Elgin
with 22 wend :Ina Croon, had
10 and Rich Wilson 12.

Player

Cronin

Dem,

Long paced Porest View in

s.ring with 14 points: while

'The plan 'worked so well
that Elgin made so manP turnoven that it didn't get a shot

Corinted

ute,

the Falcons hack in the game.

ELGIN 1541

free throw with 4:04 remaining and then prelected it with
stall during the final mu min-

21 0 9 22

Totals

gave u up. They Meth the lead

flee 200 yard breaststroke
relay was the day'. most ex-

night draws
star athletes

event 411 Cub second baseman
Glenn Beckert, Bear guard
Jim Cad., Cub announcer
IN THE NEXT event. the Vince Lloyd, Bull general
Smlion freehman fourtome of manager Pat Willitinn and
Jeff Iverson, Don Glover. Bull publicity men Ben BentMike he
and Clog Wolfe Icy.

lera squad of Math Stanley.

lington was disquelified.

Wayside sports

.

beat the second Piece

third. Larkin Muth while Ar-

Recent/WM' inher, Jim Kohe
let registered a 1141,5. defeat-' and Eric Lindblad were third

visssFs.rnm.

0 2 0 2
28 0 ion

close second, Forest

wily relay. The Viator mean

dinals. Notre Dame was third.
Larkin was fourth and Forest

PR

Kaxn

playasB
niiiir

'Font Rowe end Bill Witcher

WHEELING 1621

W6Wood

ware clocked in 1:40,0 while

Falcons grabbed their first eietory in the sophomore 200'

Nelson
Totels

Hail

Geier. Jim

2

',Marche
lienrichs

INDINie

foursome.

Erie Lindblad. De.," Sthet

2

a

Dame finished third. Arlington bomb and Larkin placed

ton
7
4
4

was

Thorn, and Jim Feldhan by

I

1

.9 month under the old dan.
den/. 'Me Noire Dame relay

by .3 mends. although they
had to hold off a determined
Compana. Salome and Lynch

2
2

1

two seconds. Ndtre Dame war

splashed home in 1:34,4. et full

broke the misting record in the
versity 2110 -yard medley relay

challenge by a fired up Arling-

King

Hal
la,,,,,,,,:.,x:::,pilY:

g 14 IS

In dm opening event. the
Stations mor an indication of
thinp to mem when they

NODIE DAME (55)

quarter. With the scare 611-47
the rest tor the way. but it was
not quite eaough.
With the taripoonfenswe

standing peeforiner in the meet

0000

Dn..

gunnery and sitting
nn
much as 13 points in' the fourth

WINeri".8 N.M., 55 amass
to nnly tern fin Inc Warriors

3

I

zt:

Cartwright hit a two -pointer
to make the pone 11-17. hat Player
Necker nulled n bucket to
Koehn
keep pace at 11-19. When the

0

1

Ilinshnlan

youngster frynn
made the
none SP. Reclean made it 441.

pd.
0
Ben- Riley/ 04

pane by Earibule. and WheelIns again mune withii) one at
.4241 on buckets by

THESEA 1.10NSgot strong

,idthT

Wmeldre
et

le 'theirtro

thio

perks-mune. front everyone
who swum. and four sy im.

Were acme... for mother allm to the
pin over Knight Scon Otto

With only two non confer-

der ., the
eight minum.
and it emu'. until the end of

baring° rah
accond-period broke lorke mid
three
pin of Knight Dave Wimer straight baskets to take a I 11-11k
while Jerry Curran kept pace
with a pSheer Dann Kelm.

expected.

100 mime. while the !Mame
placed a stnmg second with
72. Notre Dante placed third

41.31

porind

Muggier; throrigh the remainthe
hit

as

The Seabees wow first with

.1concision

IL
that
th
-Though
it was all Shine.
dellong agthda the Indiana
e
-Lithe . Werth,' dei( wog dear.. Both doles

pound

baskets by

nt,nne,

Unto,

flame its swimming muscle in the Y.612200 medley. Forest
View ems think Notre Dame
and outdistanced the Odd to fototh end Larkin mh.
win the sixth annual St. Viottor
The Seolions established an.
Relay Saturday although Fon other record in the mrsity 200
bi View surprised the Lions freestyle relay as O'Hara Jeff
y taking wroof the Wedeln.
Lavin. Hal, and Lynch

wen

Heckert who canrc to the rescue an he broke the cold spell
with a difficult hook shoe over
the Mager Hilo defense to ghie

pee NI) a lead they newer re-

The meaner home team had
the

Si.

ONCE AGAIN IT

by Knee and Kevin Kaden

jr..e,bannLnni ltn:

own relays, FV 2nd

-weave" offense in an attempt

13,111 basket Iteden King added

another. mut shade free throws

the game with a vicious Mil-

Lions swim w y with

offensiveef forts in a row to al

Dame 'then hit re stnaght
points m
snored the first

were i
a scare after jum
ping out to an elmost expected
11.2 /cad. The Indians began

Forest Mew% Greg Shevell Is fouled by on Men defender as
he gets ready to release shot In Friday night's 61.54 Mews
virenres (Photo by Geome Amundsen)

scented to rattle.ctorioAt one
point during the meaner the
Itsen musingworing on the

half of the NW

hunintnIndfrosuyinerpt, utnedtpin-

But thc fans and We New
Trier inferoo found out they

Ilse Don son, suit. but fora
time it 001 the vius hoethni

er Niles Wed pm through A
totaI s. The hankourt Dons Pair of eharitY effoos to give
had only one match under the visitors a 2-0 lead. 1401re

7.-5n,

Knights who only held 1-2

record going into the come.

opened with a fast break offense, startlingly playing into

num, alter nearly two

Highland Park ard Nile, East.

11w to see New Trier,
had expeed
with its
6-11 center Bill
Kosick, whip the smaller

In the third period. Niles

aging 84 points:, game as they
!Joule teams started shnely us
easily downed Evanston. the fide were came on two free

parent ballplayer as he demimated the boards with 17
hounds and also contributed
nigh, paints.
pin also prayed ad orb
standing game with 12 points
and 11 rebounds, and

week, again led his team in

the

by five with jun

3:

Press helps but time runs out o n Wheeling rally
By .110 Slam

Mick with

hap Indians throughout the
gam and even held the lead
for awhile. 7, Knights were

I

2

3

win over Quigley North

average.

Daimon had a 6.95 in Fri Kent Mate University. Ibim- day's event and en 8.45 San,
day ford 15.40 average. Slatnon, a 1969 graduate of Pram
Fr/TM mar earned 201.35 and an KI
peel unit scored a 9.4 in the
fan a 16,45
that fell
51,sal e;74.27.;.,
shori,of
the 18.15 of Me last
al Ihla-

west Open liyounntioUlaunp-

t

1

Tod&

their belts, dna being a 86-43

Arlington, and DOW of
Wheeling eliminated from the
parallel hers field as lohanneson scored an g.35 and a 7.6
for a 15.31:len:Me and Geiger
coda 8.3 and 745 tar a 15.75

in thee,maionels.

he mould haw

fel as

Prospect

4

BUT it looter. mth the

8.1 average. Mathir With school from this Men.
had scored 0 0.5 Saturday 3eiger and Hoffman attended
morning in the enmpulsory ex. Wheeling. Geiger, 6.95 and
ercis and it 9.3 Friday night 7.51
averages were only good

Prospect coach Bill Slayton

A

week before.

with

Sp.. Editor

ma/torn, but some New

game Saturday. the hniti good

the final seconds.

Ng Linda I Maim

By Linda Finnigton

te

23 13 18 42

Player
Heffernan
[Bodeen
Mondale
Slipp

sible on the Elgin guards. The
fact. that Maroon alerting
guard Kerry Sand had fouled

gan moving the loll better
against Elgin, 1-3-1 sem tip

Knights sharp

5
5

Horn
Woodlcy
Gutowski
Kerr

SilKitTS
West grapplers
liarr 1st on horse in meet Maine
lose to Prospect 60-0
skipsafely can emu. the
snoo ai Atil.2 1011 or write to
them at post alio: Bos 1E151,

was a bilteishooter than ball-

continued the scoring 0 make
the scow 57-31.

fnatgum
to. opening an I /4 margin in pionshp. The Meteors went
them itial minute, as Cullen into
dressing roorn II half.

mes of nine and In who em
intermiOd in learning him to

mission. the
hovmver. Forest' View
decided
the 64 Hopkins

Anderson
WTlltxun

medal in c.i.f,e m.P.Mto T. Harris

night when theY took on
litmlius for the tourney cham-

hig leed etrlY

ing. 35-23.

Hull

marked:. mild rally that haled
for only a few minutes but sun

for them.
The exhaustion factor also
hit the bleteors. although it
didn't show until Saturday

points.

codling drinc in the Chicago

I elhe 11t1ttit:,

and they left at halftime trail-

Dons check Cartwright; win

lots in a WW.

snort, several clutch baskets.

Blizzard Ski
Club lools for

se. baskets in * attemps

ARLINGION 1551

St. Viator began substitut
Cldlen and one from Pelle- ing in We four. quarter. but
nu= on a beautiful Jayne for the Nubs court only manage
We only points of the period, them poems and WO
game en The Knights had a 2714 lead dad with a 57-34 score.

Shamrocks scored eight

-- -

The Knights .Minued It

quarter

proved ea teethe killer, though,

'

MAINE WEST 1631
Player

at the ball.

down by 22 points 47-25.

THE SECOND

et, of

1113 RING 1111/ Inter-

Tads

.riY in tt. third quarter

hul, the 1.1.1.0.1deine wde
named to
alhannaineet

Mel Knights for third place in

unthmten ig the yids.

Sam Croon, Hopkins canned.

come an almost .unbelievable
eight of 11 and Croon, six of
shooting performance by El.
route before the intermission.
gin to pull out the win. The
Meanwhile. Pore. View
Maroons shot II per cent in
was having trouble finding the
the first NW on 18 bwksts in range. The Falcons shot only
27 percent in the first half with

.

Hendricks

Rectum mode a lac ehowing

ter.

Form View five had to over-

than depannwni for the pat

fran

for the !Meetly accede! the

the tourney.
:Ferry Cullen and Dave Kos -

thee toolk on the better -tented

mant. . honor which

game that began at MAO poi.

pa,

tis

ing as the Knightthouk at 14-9

when they pulled within three
points. 27.24. but Pettenumo.
Cullen end Rath combined for,
11 points in a row to make the
score 38.24 a t the end of the

in the first half were guard
COACH KEN Arnmen's Rick Hopkins and forward

Friday night
The Win kepi Parcel ViOw

to

efrort.
boys are real hoarders." Free an has been in
on inns
proving his rchottmling
Okedgth since the Warriors
have been last in the lemme in

ling as much meths, mpas-

.

er was 11111's 01113 maga= as

ille lions made a respectable showing early in the St
Mel COMM. with Cullen oral
Kaskie doing most of the nor-

units

He'

handler:at his backcourt pose,
so the Falcons cane nut put-

gam.

-nut leaders of this shelling

pressure basketnell in the sec.
,and half lo rally 10 .s exciting
61-54 non -conference basketball Mclory over visiting Elgin

rum

DURING 171E next three
minutes, though, Harris. Hult.
and Stipp converted from the
field white Willismis NI-fool-

trailing
mores .ftwoughout thy first
MK The Lions led 21-11 'Lithe
half.
The Shamrocks nearly tied
opposing

1110

sere mainly the result of ex hwmion. although Me Lima
ran into Morn..
. MVP
(hello !hake In the DelaSalle

mum.

, the t,at meads

lumen

I.

tens) conga:indolent them rat a.

maining in the contest.

v lator tbafl tn in CPL tourney

By Hrorge

aura a faintest* mhihition of

tartans mach l'reettuat shook
every one of hi. player, Ism&

od, her Anderson and Horn
omerved the Warrinr lead at
54-13 with five minutes re-

to pick o
stray pass.
Maine. however. remained

pr

Ste

In a porounelar/

having led itsscason openers!

Falcons

from the base line to acumme.
for the 63-55 fetal.

panne at SY-55.

die third period. though. Arlinmon lost the acrvicei of
Mthdele Jr. the slick' center

goals...e each by substitute
Bill Kieck ands tater Jack
Hull as they snuggled to a

KUMMER 1.E1) the ha

hand during thestreek as he hi!

at

11

buckets to begin the final poi.

Me lead withered

W1111 1.50 still booth.

rt., ...tpg b., two gem

""""

I 9 -point

err

.

advantage.

might Pante
the her M
_v
with
fo u ix -prim first markt. nn.
single reply from' the
and

learn rolling.
The CaMs bcgan ripping the

il as

the mond *ata. how. bin bemh
K... memo., Warr,. embed -Et

vantape.

play -making

9.61ad

in

II w1

Arlington,

geed Bill He liana gut his
cords ivith Torn Harris. John
Brain, Stiop and Huh

story of deeper. same

.

mom. halt and it appear...I as
if the !Pam:MUM had shifted

Andenton ex.

1640 initial period dis.

game un kr with a jper

Both Freeman and Card 50-391
head coach George Amon
thodean continued the
started dr, 111.1110 in the Redbinl attack' With a pair of

spiny defense in limbering to
n

onWanesday,

bring the Curds within

76 attempts and they finished
with it 60 per cent mark for the

contests.
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SHORT RIBS

n TV -Today

'TOE KING IS
50 CHILDISH

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
MRS. ELA ,4)<

JUST ASKED
ME IF 1'P BE
wiLLEMC, TO

TUTOR.HER

YOUNG SOW -

SHE SAID
SHE'D PAY

ME, AND...

OH -Ow THERE 5 THECAE,
OF THE HELP HE'S BEEN
US 10 THE NAME OF
FRiE0PSHIP! FROM NOW
ON HE'LL RAVE RATES
FOR EVERYTHING FROM
MISPLACED COMAS
EQUATIONS
1

ALGEBRA!

IN A FEW

THATs

DCW'T PANIC! THINK.

CP ALL WE'VE BEEN
THROLIGHT08THER--

VIANNA, HELP
SUPPORT FLAG
FOOTBALL-,
MR. BAXTER?
WE'RE GNIN'

TH' THREE or
TRiEP Ali' TRUE! CRASS
COMMERCIALISM
AMONGST US IS LAJ -

TH ruKABLE

6:00

--

A BANQUET
FOR OUR
COACHES!

RIGHT, C,.01C,JE

YOU'RE
TOO LATE ,

DAYS HELL -

STOP

LEAANItUErS1

JUST TO

I'LL BET

I GAVE

. BAXTER

AVOID A
DOESN'T EVEN CHRISTMAS

A Goot,
CHUNK-

AT WORK! GIVE To THE

COFFEE FUND

AT WORK!

5 Laugh -In
The Laugh -1n reg-

Dyke

Van

TIP FOR THE

NEWSBOY;

"A Bride

Surren-

counter-itelligence.
7 The Survivors
"Chapter Nine."
Riakos tells Senator
Jennings of the Car-

'

}yie ban) ,s
men! in the.Santerra
.revolution.

Basic.

in

Black --The

Economics.

der."

6:20
26 Today's Racing

7:31)'

6:25

2 Here's Lucy

'

Edi-

WBBM-TV
torial
2

-

by

sneak-

liam

SORRY, BILLY- PADDY Doe6i4r

Johnny Carson's tel-

8:30
2 CBS Playhouse

- Cooper inherits a
million dollars and
wants to spend it on
people during the
Depression.
'

32 The Big Valley

II:30
32 News Final

Windom with.

11:35
32

a man who, while

Jack Cassidy and
Donna Douglas are

a

fig

guests.

12:111)

"square"

the

2 Top Plays of the
NFL

world.
20 TV College

5 Midnight Report

Business writing.

7:45
20 TV College

7 Chicago Show

9:00
7
Love. American
Style

Biology.

12:1)5

2 Movie

"Love and MothCARNIVAL By Dick Turner

"Interlude." June
Allyson falls in love

er," stars Chris Connelly, Shelley Fa hares, Kay, Medford

with a Continental
composer.

and Morey Amsterdam: "Love and the

t.im
H01.% ECONOMICS
Ho

-re tentMetre

12:30

5 Memorandum

Dummies" features
Shari Lewis. Paul

11-1
OH:

12:50

9 Flash Gordon

Winchell, "Love and
the Athlete" stars
Marty Allen, and

Your

horoscope

A GOTTA COVER MORE

FOR TUESDAY

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
Don't allow

TERRITORY, SYLVESTER. TI -I'
SIGN ISN'T 13WINGIN' IN
BUT SIRE,
\,...ENOUGH BUSINESS:

THIS IS

major issues concerning the
family to go another day without attention. Children could

/MPOSSYRZE:1

I TRUDGE MANY.2
WEARY MILES

EACH DAY...I AM
AT THE LIMIT OF
MY PHYSICAL
ENDURANCE)

UNLAXI I FIGURED,
A WAY YA C'N
COVER TWICE AS
MUCH GROUND
WITHOUT USING

YOU ARE A HEARTLESS
TASKMASTER:

1:50

cusses

2:21)

2 1.ate Report
2:25

'

32 News

2 Meditation

John Lindsey
Is 14,

from past experience you can
trust. Take care, however, not
to be overheard.
AQUARIUS (Jan., 2I -Feb.
19) Another may try to get the

1u lo. I,,

Jr

on

3:30

9:25

"Talk about outdated curriculums! You'd think they
never heard of TV dinners!"

l'aul

32

Ursus."

"Mighty

Man who rescues
women from marauding tribes.

"The Corporate
Oligarch."

YOU

HAVE?

Navy

9 Movie

man, diswork,
his

lations

ENERGY!

Mcliale's

2

David Finn, a
New York public re-

with one whom you know

best of you in a situation in
which your reputation is on
the line. Stand up for your

1:30

7 Reflections

11 Book Beat

ANY MORE

suffer.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -Jan.
201 Discuss personal matters

1:20

9 News

"Love and the Shower" features Henry
Gibson.
9 Perry Mason

BUGS BUNNY

Paintings

1(1(1

Great Music

hippie, has
nothing hut scorn
not

'5151k' TIO11.06

22)

"Ms. Deeds csoes
-to

about

medy -drama

32 Password

U

23 -Dec.

9 Movie

Bellak's original co-

tom of the Sea

lac. T

7 Joey Bishop Show

Jack
Albertson, Jack Weston star in George

9 Mike Douglas Show

9 Star Trek
32 Voyage to the Bot-

T..0

5 Tonight Show

"Sadhird."

7 Music Scene

a

10:30

2 Mery Griffin Show

Acevedo

Show

Henry Morgan.

PEEL. MUCH LIKE PLAYING FALL!

Turin

26

ing them in to see

With Johnny Carson
and Ed McMahon.

John Monroe and
his friend, Phil Jensen, match wits with
the village wit. Wil-

ROBIN MALONE

the News
32 The Honeymooners

11 NET Journal

he's in Hollywood.

5 My World and Welcome to It

OF IT
AS Ps
SPORT.

VII, Le I, a,U

evening

26 Quiz

6:30
2 Gunsmoke

HE'D STOP

VINKING
12.1 .121

a

evision show while

1. WISH

FAITH, HOPE, AND CHARITY(?)

Lucy tries to.save
family's ruined

-

26 A Black's View of

edy with Lionel -Jell
tiles as.r.the blatant
bumbler in British

'

6:15 ."
11 TV College

10:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

"The Spy With a
Cold Nose." Com-

11 World Press
26 Turin Acevedo
Show
7:15
7 The New People

Typing

ter

desert vacation.
5 Movie

frogs in love.

1.aLt of the Mat-

11

Palm Springs for a

ulars take a look at

show
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters
6:10
20 TV College

DUST START1N. I GETTIN'
LEANDET2-.- THE DRIVE! II -SE PAPER

2 Mayberry RFD
Sam and his companions arrive in

7:01)

2 News
7 News
9 Dick

9 30

8 00

6.55
26 Big Play

TONIGHT

Harvey'

Minutes to

Five

9

live By

Comments

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE
SUNFLOWER

THERE_ ARE ONLY

rights.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March 21)

5E5176
AND SODA
CRACKERS.

TWO TH Ne6
THAT I'M

Resentment of another could
cause you to come to an unwise decision regarding your

UNEQUIVOCALLY
FAVDR CF..

future. Be guided by your own
talents, not another's.
ARIES (March 22 -April 20)
Personal worries could cause
you more difficulties today
Chan they're worth. Keep
things in proper perspective.
TAURUS (April 21 -May 21)
New brooms sweep clean. A

DiCg.
eVsUALL1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

new associate may impress
you

very

strongly

this

at

point -but the wise Taurus will
reserve judgment.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

Last Month

GEMINI (May 22-June21)
Intelligence doesn't tell
full talc at this time. Sensi-

EAT YOUR

tivity to another's problems
may well be more important

KETTLEDRUM!

the

NEAP
our. LARCe P.

You will be known by the
today.

ompany you
Take care that associates are

Leo who speaks his mind in
haste may well have plenty of
time alone in the future to
regret having done so.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
you

CAPTAIN EASY

privacy of your own home has

a way of escaping into the
world at large. Take care.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)

An opportunity for travel
should come your way by
day's end. Take care, however, that you don't rush in

WHY. h(fict YOU'RE

EM MERELY TRYING

DA LAST ONE I'D TO BRING YOU OW EXPECT TO SEE FAKE TO YOUR 5EWSE.S1
MIKIN' UP N A
BRAWL LIKE O15'.

YOU Worm- oar FAR.

NOT IF YOU AIN'T'
HERE TO DESCRIBE

YOUR TRAIL IN NO TIME'.

Nei NOW CIRCLE

LAWMEN WILL BE ON

LIVELY: GET IN TN' CAR OP THEM
REVELER'S ACROST TN' PARK.
AND DRIVEL

TH' CAFE NExr
DooR,., 81E7

In your excitement over recent events, you may overreact to another's refusal of an
invitation. Try to keep calm,_

SPI ARI 1)
spare
scar
spread
d

seed
seer
sere

spar
speed
spade

spear
seep

sard
serape
sped -

spree
peer
pare
pear
pease
peas
pere
pads
parse

reap
read
reed
rasp
rape

rase

raps
drape
deep
dare
dear
deer
ears
ease
erase

aped
apse

asper

deLree
CH O
4 Native
C00L R
A hi K L S
1.1 U R
5 Golf ball rest
12 Jewish angel
6 Weaver's reed D
of death
B L.
7 Elevate
13 Army.drill
LO I REIIRARTO,C712
8
Sphere
I
N
'T
BR
I_
ORS
VIE
hall
9,U.S. citizen,
15 Trimmed
for example
D
beard
16 Ancient Spain 10 Short -billed
Latin)
:12 Exclamation
rail
17 Verdi heroine
48 Cake frosting
of trit mph
11 Make neat
18 Affirmative
3:3 Light brown 49 Stop
14 Yelp
20 Inclined
50 Papal [tame
:34 Meat -pre-19
Act
of
loading plane
51 Concerning
paring plant
choosing
21 Leg (comb.
(Latin)
35 Spread hay
22
Boat
paddle
form)
52 Greek portico
39 Steal from
24
Six
(Roman)
23 Son of Jacob
54 "Taming of
26 Aeriform fuel 41 Chinese
(Bib.)
Shrew"
weight
28
Printer's
25 Grow old
character
44 Floored, as.a
units
27 Ancient
57 Cyprinoid
bathrooln
29
Recent
British tribe
fish
(comb. form1 46 Feminine
31 Waterfall
59 Eccentric
flat se
30 Hostelry
36 So be it.
wheel
47 Pet spiration
37 King of Israel 31 Taxi

turkey

(Bib.)

without a thought for others.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov.22)

Answers to
Hideaword

P
S
A
ST OR S

M

Er) 0 4.1

ES107ES ESE

Time may play tricks.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) The

make about another in the

LS

SEI D

3 Sultan's

0 MS ASST!1SEP)

all you would have them be.

The scathing remark

ACROSS
- Day"
1 "All
7

than anything else.
. CANCER (June 22 -July 23)
keep

TEA HASH R T0 I_O
AIR
OBOE O
OR-r__NELJR0 -r C S

asso

I 1 I IL))

1.15_34:a
CAMPUS CLATTER
HOW WERE YOUR NEGOTIATIONS
WITH THE CAMPUS RADICALS,

PRESIDENT POMP Z

IMPOSSIBLE/

CREDIT POR
DEMONSTRATING,
PICKETING AND'

RIOTING...

TOWARD A
DEGREE OF MASTER
OF CAMPUS

DISSENT!

12

42 Artificial

15

language
43 Yugoslav

premier
45 Fundaniental
50 Careen (naut.)
5:3 Writing fluid
55 Italian leader

3

2

1

38 End of ship's
keelson
40 Trite

4

6

5

18

GO Copper alloy
61 Claws

62 Having
auricles
63 Comic into
view

DOWN
1 Icelandic epics
2 Of a geologic
period (before

life)

1....
14

32

33

24

23

22

_1

$20

19

29

36

35

34

39

38

37

28

27

26

56 Ensnare

58 Spiritual
sloth

11

16

'25
31

10

9

13

17
21

8

7

4

40
43

50

42

41

51

52

45

44
53

47

48

49

55

54
58

46

59

61

60
62

63
1,

e

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low 25-30. Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, colder.

14.1ropect ;Dap

Telephone
qF

255-4400
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Spokesmen for a group of
more than 30 wives of police-

men who had called

in sick

during three shifts Sunday and
Monday, demanded to he

heard by the city council last
night.

Mrs.- Robert Ornberg, wife
of Patrolman Ornberg, president of the local chapter of the

Cook County Police Association, was cheered by many of
the 100 persons in the au-

dience when she interrupted
the council session to ask aldermen to hear John Flood,
president of the CCPA.

the CCPA as bargaining and
grievance agent for local police.

EACH MENTION of "on

ALD.

AL PRICK171T,
mayor pro -tens, on the advice

strike" by DiLeonardi was
greeted with calls from police
wives of "sick, not strike."

of City Atty. Robert DiLeonardi, had refused the request
of Flood to speak a few moments previously. Flood had

insisted on being heard as
CCPA president, and the

council would not recongize
him.

DiLeonardi said he would
describe events leading to thig-

city petition for an injunction

in circuit court ordering the

THE RESOLUTION approved by city council after

Civic Center by Circuit Court,
Judge Samuel Epstein.

police on strike to go hack to
work. "Then, I think anyone
who wants to be heard, should

"A rose by any other name
will smell the same," insisted
DiLeonardi. He said that their
use of the word "sick" would
not fool the city officials, the
aldermen or the judge tomorrow.

The attorney stated that the
injunction complaint' was one
of whatever legal tool would
be necessary to get the police
hack to work so public safety

he

of 70,000 persons who live and
work in Des Plaines would not
be in peril.

The motion for the temporary injunction was to he
sistently refused to recognize heard today at -the Chicago

lowed to speak as John Flood.
not president of the CCPA."

the meeting did not recognize
the CCPA and included a no
strike clause.
The

council

has

be heard
added.

by

council,"

FLOOD WAS THEN al-

con-

Hersey survey finisis stu scents
unfamiliar with Vietnam issues
A recent sampling of Hersey High School students indicated 44.5 per cent oppose
the Vietnam war, 15 per cent
support the war, 12.5 per cent

Many motorists who heard of the police "blue flu" epidemic Monday in Des Plaines did not
deposit money in the parking meters. They were unpleasantly' surprised to discover that tickets
were being issued as usual, by Sgt. Joe Kozenczak. The auto belonging to City Atty. Robert
DiLeonardi was also ticketed Monday morning, before he left to file a petition in circuit court
requesting an injunction which would order the 34 "sick" policemen back to work.
.

are undecided, and 29 per cent be classified.
are apathetic.
Seventeen of the respondThe Correspondent, the ' ents who said they opposed the
Hersey school paper, printed war also admitted participa100 survey sheets and received
tion<in moratorium ,activities,
65 responses. The school has Miss Gardner said.
The survey found that 32 of
an enrollment of 2,510 students.
the 65 respondents did not feel

Fire tragedy spurs group
to seek housing solutions
committee has been
formed to seek better housing
for Spanish-Americans in Elk
Grove Township as a result of
A

the fire that took the lives of.
three children last Saturday
morning.

Rita Gara, spokesman for

heartened by the tragic hie

death of the Arenas children,"
Mrs. Gara said.
" h e Spanish-American
people have lived in the northwest suburban area for many
years and have contributed to

the welfare of their commu-

the community life committee

nities

of Elk Grove's Queen of the

work." she said. "They desire

Rosary Church, said her group
plans to present community
leaders with a mandate for solving the kind of housing prob-

lems that led to the recent
tragedy.

with

their

dedicated

to remain members of their
communities. but they desperately need better housing con-

ditions so that the tragedy of
Saturday morning will not be
repeated. -

"THE POOR housing conditions that caused this tragedy

have too long been permitted

MRS. CARA said the committee has scheduled a meeting
for Jan. 7 with interested residents, organizations and community leaders.
"The committee has decided to move swiftly in 1970

to bring about good housing
for all resident of Elk Grove
Village and Elk Grove Township,- Mrs. Gara said.
"There are many other social concerns that blight our
life in Elk Grove," she said,
"and with meaningful cooperation and interest, an improvement of these conditions can
be brought about."
Mrs. Gara said her group is
in the process of developing a
plan of action to help solve social problems "so that all Elk
Grove residents can live in dignity.-

Classed as "apathetic" were
students who either refused to
answer the survey questions or
offered such gross ambiguities
that their responses could not

DIANNE GARDNER,

Correspondent feature editor,

said the group opposing the
war was diverse in its opposition. Those students supporting the war also supported
President Nixon's approach to
a peaceful solution, she said.

I

Meetings
Mount Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
School District 26, 1820
E. Kensington Rd.; 8 p.m.

"We don't intend to he si-

the moratorium days accomplished their goal for ending
the war.

However, it indicated that

the moratorium has encour-

aged students to talk about the

Vietnam War. Miss Gardner
said that 39 students surveyed
expressed

plans to request
teachers to discuss the issue in
more detail.

THE SURVEY showed
that few of the respondents had
read extensively on the history

and events of the Asian war:
many did not know the casualty and death figures of the

war. and few were familiar

lent," Mrs. tiara said. "We intend to keep working until we
get results. Until something
better can be provided, it's go-

with the Vietnam election controversies.

"I think that there should be
a required four-year course on
current events," Miss Gardner
said.
"I
war.

don't understand the
I just know 40,000 guys
have been killed," she said.

Burn victim
condition
serious
Jack Letg, 39, of 1011 N.
Vail, Arlington Heights, was
reported in serious condition
at

Cook County Hospital
bums center last night, after he
was transferred from Holy
Family Hospital earlier in the
day.
Legg, owner of Schimming
Oil Co., 302 E. Northwest

Hwy., Mount Prospect, was
injured in a flash fire while

working in the grease pit of the
building.

9 Michigan legislators
Township,funeral home absorb will visit Harper College
to continue," she said, "and
little has been done to bring
about a permanent solution. -

"We are saddened and dis-

pouring of sympathy for the
Juan Arenas family.
Landmeir.

1806

Funeral services were 'to he
conducted at p.m. today in
the Lauterburg and Oehler FuI

neral Home, 2000 E. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights.
gr-

Thomas J. Donovan of the funeral home said that the firm
would absorb the costs of the
services and caskets.

Elk Grove Township has
purchased three cemetery
plots in Memory Gardens, Euclid and Rand Rds., Arlington
Heights, and will pay the burial costs, Township Supervisor
William Rohlwing said.
Burial was to be immediate-

ly following, the services.

'Iwo of the children, Christine. 3, and Sylvia, 2, died Saturday morning. Maryanne

Arenas, 5, died in the Cook
County Hospital burn center

Dec. 8.

campus.

HARPER ADMINIS-

The legislators, who com-

pose a special legislative com-

TRATORS will ask the three
state representatives from the
3d District, one state Senator,

Sunday evening.

The parents, Juan and Mrs.
Soloists Arenas, were injured
in the blaze, as were three Elk
Grove Village policemen and
three firemen.
.

ANT

serving the district are: state
representatives, Eugenia

Chapman, Eugene Schlickman, and David Regner; state

Senator John Graham; and
Congressman Philip Crane.
Robert E. Lahti, Ph.D.,

Harper president invited the

SIMON

Michigan lawmakers earlier in
November when Lahti went to

SUBUM3

Michigan for a seminar on
community colleges held for
the special committee.

SAYS
Maybe School District 59 should ask psychic Joseph DeLouise
what he sees in their financial future.

THE MICHIGAN visitors
tour Harper's new per-

will

manent campus and meet with

Harper administrators to dis-

Service tax refund
filing deadline Feb.2
Taxpayers who paid the `Illinois Service Tax have been

collected under the Service

Occupation, Service Use, and
given until Feb. 2, 1970, to file Municipal and County Service
claims for refunds.
Occupation tax Acts from
The County Circuit Court Aug. I, 1967, through March
decided Nov. 24 to extend the 27, 1968.
filing _period from its original
Dec. -T date.
The taxes, later declared unThis extension was a result constitutional, were levied ag-

Christmas comes but once a year, and immediately after Thanksgiving throngs fill stores seeking gifts to exchange, with relatives and friends. Randhurst, the northwest suburban shopping
center with 72 stores under one roof, was jammed Friday with shoppers and children. Parents lined
up in the mall with youngsters tugging behind them to visit Santa Claus. Photo by Gary Paluch.

of the petition filed by the

ainst both state and nonstale

American National Bank and
Trust Co. of Chicago.

residents on four categories of
service: (1.) repairs on personal property such as autos, television and radio sets, refrig-

IT WAS FOUND that only
9,000 taxpayers had entered
applications for $1.7 million
of the $32.5,, million, available
for refund.

erators, and air conditioners.

(2) makers of custom machine
tools (3.) graphic arts in-

dustries, and (4.) sale of pre-

The money was originaly scriptions by druggists.

cuss innovative aspects of Harper 's development and
growth.

Michigan now has 29 com-

munity

colleges,

serving
,73,000 students. Illinois has 36
community colleges serving
in enrollment in excess of
100,000 students. Harper Colege , currently serves more
than 5,000 students.

most of the audience had left,
they repealed the resolution

which Flood said had been
changed from the one agreed
upon with police.

DiLeonardi told the aldermen that the action would not
affect the court injunction
complaint.

"POLITICAL CONTROL"
was charged by Flood as hav-

ing prevented an agreement

on the matter. He said that

Police Chief Arthur Hintz

DiLeonardi, Mayor Herbert

huddled briefly after the coun-

Behrel, and local CCPA
respresentatives had decided

session with DiLeonardi
and several aldermen. Hintz
cil

on an agreement which Flood
and CCPA Atty. Arthur
Loevy had accepted at an Oct.
25 meeting. This had included
a no strike clause, said Flood.
"When this proposal was
brought to city council, it was
totally changed," said Flood.
DiLeonardi denied that any
agreement had been reached at
the Oct. 25 meeting.

said letters of suspension had
been delivered to the homes of
three "sick" patrolmen.

"UNDER DEPART-

MENT' rules,"

Hintz,
is empowered to suspend officers

for five days or less. For a suspension of longer duration, the

officer must be taken before
the Police Commission."

The three suspensions are
for five days each, but they
will not go on record until
after the situation is resolved, Hintz said. The three of-

wanted CCPA representation.

After Flood spoke, Ornberg
asked

if suspension notices
were being given out, as he had
heard.
DiLeonardi said that the
city would take every possible

ficers were chosen at random

from those off on the sick
call, according to Hintz.
Most of the wives of the patrolmen met after the council
session with Flood, Loevy and
other association leaders.

legal remedy to restore police
protection. Later he said that
most suspensions would be
held until after the injunction
complaint had been heard in

LOEVY SAID THE patrol-

men would not have to at-

Court.

tend the- injunction hearing.

"These were not subpoenas that

LOEVY SUGGESTED that

the men received," the attorney said. "They were just no-

the council sit down with the
CCPA tonight and negotiate

tices of the hearing.
Loevy indicated that he
might seek a continuance at
the injunction hearing.
Flood said the injunction, if

a settlement, rather than threaten suspension.
Prickett's answer was "No."

Ald. Dan Bonaguidi asked

Loevy if

the parent CCPA

would revise their constitution

to include no striking, as re-

quested by city council.

MAYOR BEHREL

had

stated previously that the local
men believed they could operate independently from the

parent CCPA. He was sure

that they could not, even
though the local men said they

enacted, "will totally ruin the
morale of the entire police department. A court order will
riot resolve the issues which
have brought the situation to
this point."
Supervisory personnel, probationary patrolmen, and the
less non -striking regular patrol-

men continued working
hour shifts.

12 -

Thirty-four partolmen calduring the first

led in sick

24 hours of the "blue flu" epe-

Loevy said that they could

not speak for the men of 14
municipalities who were tnem-

hers of the CCPA. "It

is a

democratic organization,- he
insisted.

"We agreed not to strike in
Des Plaines ad infinitum." He
denied that they had called any
strike at the present time.
Ald. John Seitz remarked
that any group which encouraged

said

"the chief of police

Robert Ornberg, who had
earlier been permitted to address council, was firm in his
insistence that the local men

come.

and the newly -elected Congressman to join the bipartisan
Michigan lawmakers.
T h e Illinois lawmakers

agreement of Oct. 25. After

public has enjoyed for 40 years
by law.
He told of the election
where local police voted 42 to
2 to join the CCPA.

some kind of alternative.-

mince formed to help provide
college services to students in
every area of Michigan, will
spend six hours on the Palatine

.

they attempted to attain their
basic rights that the rest of the

ing to be up to us to provide

Nine Michigan legislators
hoping to develop an overall
plan for a. statewide community college system will visit
Harper College on Monday.

doctor, not a lawyer."
ALDERMEN WERE confused by Flood's assertion thpt
the mayor and DiLeonardi had
been at odds over the alleged

been threatened with jail when

were ageeahle to a no -strike
agreement for even years to

costs in burial of fire victims
The deaths of three children
in an Elk Grove Township'fire
Saturday brought an out-

He was applauded by members of the audience when he
said that the local police had

wilful

work

stoppage

such as the CCPA "needs

a

demic that struck the department late Sunday.
The Des Plaines chapter of
the CCPA reportedly repre-

sents 40 of the 44 patrolmen
clegihlc for membership.

When asked if the strike
changed his plans in any way,
the mayor said, "all our plans
are made and will be carried
Out in due time."

"I don't expect the strikers
to

get anything by their
strike,- and he added, "the
strike is foolish. -

Crane sworn in early;
supporters miss ceremony
Philip M. Crane was officially proclaimed the winner
of the 13th District congressional race and sworn into the
U.S. House of Representatives
on Monday morning.

Rep. Crane was scheduled
to be sworn in on Wednesday
morning. Crane supporters
had chartered two United Air
Lines jets to take them to
Washington on

Wednesday.

Though they have missed the
swearing in ceremonies, they

Gripe
Of The
Day

will see the official opening of
Crane's new office on Capitol
Hill on Wednesday.

THE RED 'TAPE of election certification was cut short

so that the new congressman
could

vote

yesterday after-

noon on a resolution that expressed confidence in presidential policy in Vietnam.

A luncheon with a key note

speaker and a special White
House tour are being planned
for the ('vane supporters.
Also being planned by Jerry
Harkins. Crane's campaign
manager. and Rep. Edward
Dersvinski is a congressional
reception for the new con-

,

,./1

Drivers who zip through
school crossing zones when
I slow down to 20 miles per
hour.
E.E.

gressman and his supporters.
All of the Illinois delegation
and many other friends of the
anew congressman are being invited.

The chart,tr flights will reto Oislare Field on

torts

WednesdaY night.
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ISU chorus sets
Dec. 14 concert
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Dist. 57 oks sale of
$550,000 in bonds
The
..
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Ilusenhart sind Mc district

tit:hoot

57

Bonn! ists.ed a mange., last
night pi...siding for the saldof
S550.000 M Minds approved

could not wait mord i burl
months tor Mc Feick lo drop
because the pay schedule pet

by th, district's architect

hy referendum in October BB'
the SI miltIon addition to U
coin School and $274.5(10 in
imam
bonds approved last March for
at Eiregroy and

makes it necessary for the

Met la have the money in the
near futue.

T14. BOARD

Sunset Path schools.

year but according to a mbelel ,, prepared by Ilmenhan for
the payment of in
on the
bonds. the district would have
to tax the residents double in
1971 to pay for two years' in

ea for Ihe.S274.51111 issue not
to exceed h per cent.
The final decisken for sale of
Mc honcho:es Mane after a dire

cussion of hond markets and
current interest rides being

hoard mreed (loll the

'amuse Tor Mat vote mald

paid on bonds.

Mel he fair to rmidents.

e. king

Til. PROCIEDURE

unhurt. who hes been work
on premrations for Mc wok for
several weeks. said he wax advises! that even with the hums
Let rate. at an
time high the

Mori. should

dis-

the Nuns :ow the lino of the

Ihe S551Tinf1 issue 001 to
mean 7 percent and the inter.

AMT. surr.

also

eased the poisibility of selling

The bonds arc to be sold
Dec. 15 kith the interest rate

for

oak of the bond. will be for
public notice tot* given
district, and bids th he present.
1s) therboardoti the specified
date.

now because the anoint rates am
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sell

Lot. est.d

At that time the board aill
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jeal any of the bids.

than Stove.
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m. lour

hutch received by maim' los-al
statement on the outside of Me

people may never he bother-

envelope. 'If you arc under

ed by the same outfit twin.
FOUR complaints about
diny mail were readval .by
this column lull week. Only

21. do not open this letter."
!Jove reullytWhat a red flag

to wave to be =nein dun re.
teemagers rip it open
fast! no And
hummers are
freguemly the recipiems of the

one laly said that she wax going la sign a prohihitive order
at the post
The others

rah.

TED GRICARIS, Blount
?respect postramer. n most

13th chemistry

career seminar

municipal nrporatlon
mempted from tams the park
district decided to lake over

f red pictures, Ohne, novelties.
gadgets,

SUPPORT

priv
and parochial schools
are to attend the all -day event,

from 830 um. until 3 um.
The seminar will open with
orientation sessions catering
mama
thc chemical in-

no mem required: the cost of
maintaining the facility was

dustry.

greatly decreased. Haas said.

IIE SAID the revenue
bonds do not incr.se the tate,
of residents in the district, be-

pro v id i ng an ..Mated
S20.11(111 to 522010 in ova
nue.

He said that emount of
money wookl more than pay
for the cost of yearly maintenance and paying off the
lends.

To be served Wednesday Co
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to their youngsters.
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high
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school

Youth

Sit/de/FM make
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Wiley Edw... 407 Fair-

College.

the name If he doesn't,
he could go to jail. The form
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Jr. in the family and:, signa-

Prospect

courage young people to par e(pate in Comm Youth Lead.
rship C lasses spcmoted local.

this Pogrom:'

mail. And. of course,

some folks get their kicks from
this sort of mail and they warn
it.
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"What do they tall a scared
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To be served Wednesday at
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mission.
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by mall or telephone axe being
accepted.
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109ity

V2 Mk

irk astrist Atte

I

SI

Pen ere mu Dion thm tan

to

Nu,

Its

was under the. a two! of the

n predit prs.Ineo mon

ryLnW
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Dreamy

slippers

fashioned

to

a

lady's liking an /usurious leathers. leather -likes and lush plashes. Select hers
from a host of heavenly shades! And see
iT obe doesn't unwnet a happy mile Tot
you!

"a girl could
get lucky"
by Don Appel!

soft

"gICC41'1"."
Published intl.
DAT PBLICATION4 INC.

Turd. Deowniser

Sh19

ILANDITYRST

Tli 6 FANI/1.1. COMPS Mu.
Christen. Store

FREE
Engraving

(

FOR HER

STARTING Dec. 2nd.

mcomEN

Only 10 to SOO, Sal. 910

4.111F101
'MO, Sun. II to S

se,.,..

-Good Thai Thy

EtnalS4,10140

Rec. 11, 1969 -

Gift Wrapped
free -Of Course!

of
RANOLIURST CENTER

.

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL

PHONE

Phone 259-6080

AND
MAIL.

'

ORDERS
ACCEPTED

FASHION ACCESSORIES

RANDHURST

392-3600

A

4,

IX,

40'

IL II

E EARLY-MEW

T RANDHURST

W/

OPEN

SUNDAYS
RANDHURST

K

SPECIAL SAI,Ek

aPPPII

AMPEX

FRANKLIN PARK

-

portable cassette tape player
A
SUPER

VALUE

Christmas shopping can he easyand enjoyable

990

if you're shopping nit Sandhurst. Just pop your
heavy winter coals into one of the many lockers
for shoppers and you're ready to shop in CO.
trolled 72 degree mother.

A $29 35 Value

If you an looking fur something special for

Christman is well under way at Randhurst.

the names on your list. here ore some suggestions
From Randy:

Santa arrived Nov. 2R and is in his house on the

Mall everyday to visit his little friends and give
each one a Santa lollipop. according to Richard
B. McCarthy. promotion director of RandhM11.
A photographer is there for those who wish to

Norman% nos an excellent selection of cocktail pantsuits.One that caught myeyewas a black

velvet creation trimmed with ostrich feathers.
The tunic top had a high neck trimmed with

hove their chddren 's picture taken with Santo for
charge.
a TThis
This yeal a Forest Fairyland leads the way to

rhinestones, and went over wide leg pants. 9110.
Anglerattractive outfit was
accordion

Santa's House. The mazedik.e forest. covered
with sparkling artificial snow and animaNd by
whimsical wood/and creatures his been planed
M amuse the children who may have to welt for
their visit to
to Santa.
The
scene has bccn created and
produced sole) for Sandhurst by Eno Produc.
nom of Chicago.
All stores at Randhurst arc observing loan.'
hours: Monday through Saturdny. 9:30 a.m. to
9:30 pm. Sundays, Dec. 7. 14 and 21 the three
department stores will observe these hours:
MontgomeryWard-I 0 um. to 6 p.m.:
Wicboldt's-I 1 a.m. to 6 um: Carson Pi tie Swil-

pleated gold Empire top with a single line of

Y0111 could look all over town and still not find
a MEDITERRANEAN RECLINER as plush as

this. Carved wood trim and tufted pillow type'
hack give it a "etymon] /ounce" look.
Regularly 5221 to 8227

rhinestones ot the .bustline. It% worn over pants

for owning. 525.
.1 found a huge selection Of lamps at Kaaba.
&Whets Foratture all style and sixes. They also

.

had an unusual sea chest compkte with iron
hands that would make an exciting conversation

What grandpumnt wouldn't be delighted with
a picture of their wundehlidren for Christman?
chew of dell WNW end
la
itxursisple In your favorite

Bak Stalk on the lower level a Randhurst Is
open until 9:711 um mod evenings to take a

l! a.m. to 430 p.m. Other merchants will stay

single or group photograph.

supplies and books. You could give the nOurann
on your list a new cookbook or start a child on
creative hobby with a few art supplies.
he a good place to dap and look Mr items to 1111

Christmas stockings. A teen,. err...01MM
could be stuffed with curlers, tote bags and

Northwest Chord limes. Dec. 3
Ranary College Choir, D.C. 5
Forest View concert choir. Dee: 8
Sweet Adelines, Dec. 9
Concordia College conceit choir, Doc. 10
Elmhurst Bell Ringers, Dee 11
Universal Oil chorus. Dec. 12
Senior Band. Salvation Army, Dee 15
Prospect High sophomore girls choir. Da. lb
St. Raymond's school band. Dec. 17
Mellowtones, Prospect High. Dec. IS
St:Raymond's concert choir. Dec. 19
Commonwealth Edison Caroliers. Dec.27.
Latter Day Saints' choir. Dec. 24
A morning concert is planned for 10115 a.nL

Special curler cap.
A

glues

nmn.size relaxation in any posi.
tion...reading, T'. V. viewing or snooxing.
Regularly 1.2311 to 5214

RANDHURST CENTER

Rued dd. & Martia, ltd.
mt. Proimon 259417E11

OPEN N.-,

Al Lauter's you won't have any trouble pick,
ins a shirt and tie thin go together because they
have Carriage Club sea that have a shirt end lie
to match. Or you could pick up a bottle of Brut
for your fatustitc man.

An Australian kangaroo coat is featured at
Goners for 5300. But if that doesn't Ti into your
budget you con pick up on ettractin knit body
hhin that will.

FRANKLIN PARK

Xt4i
Uwe
Alen stormiest Center r

210 rith

5 -toast

Taking movies for Christmas and vacations
becomes a breeze if you slop at Randhumt Camera and select Men Solex 7.5 Mac
movie
camera. The new Bole, Super 0 camerarogoorn has an
WarliOrdina
11111 that will focus continuously
from5 inches to infinity withal. supMementa.
ry lens. The camera slips easily Into a brief-mac.

charms for ever y occasion and age group in both
1ld and Nihon. They ulso
vc a large selection
cameos. including van
vely Wedgcwood
kJran ewels, I

centers in the state. "Randhurst play school
troy well become the pramsue for others in
years to come." said Mr, Janese Busch, mon
dinator of the service. -Child

-Cool

gold clock in an octagon

If

authoritim

are interested in its success because it safeguards
children who might otherside be Madam:16:91wparvised while their mothers are shopping."

Cite a

Th
o
ultured
hinistones. garnets and dianto s that cons
all price ranges.

better

For the rock music lover a stop at A
Music Center is the answer. Here I fon

When a child is registered at play school he
must bring evidence Mat he has had a phyniall
examination by his physician within the last

SWF

Months. or a parent must sign a release attesting

exquisite cocktail rim, with

gift of
ViSidoss

sic gutter with a had inlay fur
record you might he seeking.
lCenainned

M this. The child must pay a 25.cent fee each
time he attends the school.

cagee

;.443119.-

lere's the projecior
1.11111 focuses itselt - and lets yoti

CASUAL FASHION WILL BE HIS WITH

19.eview your slides, too!

VAN HEUSEN'S KNIT SHIRTS OF TYCORA.

For the man that knows the good things
of life, give him Van Heusen's knit shirts
of impeccable DuPont Tycora texturized nylon -an unbeatable combination. Van Heusen
for distinctive casual styling: full fashion
set-in sleeves, ribbed lay -flat collar
and 3 button placket. Tycora® DuPont
nylon for outstanding shape retention,
free and easy machine washing and
drying. S, M, L, XL in green, gold, mallard
blue, navy and deep -see coral. '8.00
Chaos. it Men choom ir or Comm. liondharoi Elmhurst and Rand Road, In Mt. Premed.
Christmas shop Maki, rough Saturday 9:30 to 9:30. Sundays 11:00 to 4:30.

st

me mber

standing
priced fmrn

pedestal

Free

aly.
globes

011TH PAIRS FOR TOTE PRICE OF ONE!
.

ladies' 24 -in. pullman .. 26.24
ladies' 26 -in. pullman . 32.99
29.99 men's companion case .. 22.49

34.39
43.99

rouble -free recessed locks, comfortable handles. In many luscious colors.
25.991 ladles' cosrnetiC case .. 19.49

03.99 smen's 2 suitor

45.99 men's 3 suitor

lOW AS

2174

only 32.99
only 34.99

NEW SPICE SET
beautiful cabinet with 12 Woe
jors filled with 12 or your farads.
spices. A complete gourmet toastMa
creative homemaker.

ADDIshinely

low print

,6 -SHELF STEEL

SAVE 11.96 7 -IN®
CIRCULAR SAW

STORAGE UNIT!
120g. 13.99. In

Produces

walnut finish.

5000

30x12a60". SALE 910

SAVE 11.91 OUR
FINEST SANDER

TOOL BOX
LIFT -OUT TRAY
Cold -rolled roe,
steel, baked 5.49

Vacuum at tochment in-

RPM.

UL listed. SALE 29.9

cluded. UL. SALE 39°°
SY

silicon finish. SALE 3.99

RS
ILM

SEER.

E CAME ARCMS
vvy.

1]

UPHOLSTERED

MADRID

LOUNGE CHAIRS

SCATTER RUC 5

Model Pictured

Omar ...Is eam S7E

g iy ICANA.

27 x 45
Awoned dominant Colors

1.1=3,2;:17.t7,17,7,:"1",'
SALE $88°°

Hee 312995

Reg 55.49

GIRLS
392-3803

OPEN SUNDAYS
11 TIL 5

OPEN NITES TIL 9:30

SCREWDRIVER
SET a REG. 3"

FASHION COATS

SALE $2"

CARPET TILE

7 -pc. set far

This Christmas
why go 'round ....K 5."..

choose

CAR AVELLE
from

$1095
but

MOM ISIS het eon

Reg. 913 99 te 919.99

SALE

shop. lams

$600

Powr.Kraft. SALE ass
L'"

MEN'S
GLOVES

BED SPREADS
Reg S 899 to 51299 SALE
{N g $15 99 to $:999 SALE

0600
$110"

Reg EV 99.52999 SALE

$16"

Re, Sat 9919 939 99 SALE

$24°0

5

THREE SHELF

BOOK CASE

SALE 59c EA.

Run 091 to

ROOM SIZE
RUG REMNANTS

'''
SALE

SAVE

51"

FINE CHINA

2 5 0/0 t o

5 trio

ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITER

WHILE THEY LAST
AAA,

SALE 98"

I

SPECIAL
PURCHASE!

POLAROID
BIG SWINGER

Reg 524.95

P

'-`1-1 '"'"'

Black and white in 15 seconds.

SAVE 60a! SET OF 30 FLASHING
MINI LIGHTS - REGULAR 1.49

WHAT A WONDERFUL. GIFT TO GIVE
BETTER VISION
. COSMETIC
BEAUTY! Gift Certificates available.
.

authentically reproduced In

It's strong and scuff -resistant. With

Give 4 holme-wselud

a your family or team up

.

large an, of Old World globes

Ca wdle Is Jewel.levered, au an tokonitabin wintering end
corn rah Got famous Mem EAALtaa
Wm wtEre tune.

with a friend for the second pair. You get
.

OLD WORLD GLOBE
Select a dIstIngive gift from our

The Wang's easy. Every

One pair for you and one pair for a friend!
You get the second pule at on additional
east to you. Use it as a spare paii Or king
in

OPEN N13E37119:30. SUNOAVS 12.5 a 392-3800

in circles... (

Contact Lenses

Vatue
Features

Lab Tested Approved

Saturday mornings at Randhurst there isVedel service for mothers with children age three to
eight. Randhurst 'Shopping Center's new sta.
certified play school provides entertainment and
learning activities for about 71 youngsters from
9130 a.m. to 17:30 p.m. in the Town Hall. a
specious room at IN east end of Randhumen
Town Hall level.
The model play school is the lust in shopping

If you want to add a charm to someone%
charm bracelet. stop at Larsey's. They hem

All'

0utstandmnin Quality

Sperir

Exuclusivoe

School band.

lady's handbag.

.

compact and convenient. Precision

Thursday. Dec IS by Northbrook Junior Nigh

an already bulging suitcase. a coal pocket or 0

Linter Cm. .
Presertption
Opticians

quids.

engineered no Woe you the WIC enjoyment onle
stuollm product offer. you.

Arlington Heights High School Concert
Choir. Dec. 2

Sun Dings carries a variety of gift5. II would

Lovely 'Fraditional, wood trimmed RECLINER. Sleek, comfortable, tall tufted back

It's

open Sundays from noon until 5 p.m.
The evening shopping hours will be enhancer)
by Christmas carolers from neighboring towns.
load schools, churches and businesus. All con cans begin at p.m.
Choruses and dates for their Chrintrnas concerts are:

While you, down on the lower level he sure
to stop in at The Len Sank. This shop has an

144A.

Here'. the goes anyw here. plays anywhere portable

TumnTrippor Cassette Tape Player from Ampex.

SAYTA SOU '34"

L,78"

Reg. 076.90 SALE $49" s*,,,";;;

'Reg. $154.95

SALE $11400

STAINLESS STEEL

PUSH BUTTON

COOKWARE

BLENDER

"PRESTIGE" TRI-PLY
Walnut hrhsh Measures 36x30x10

keg $2995

Um' Coe o.yricuNs

Male 51.,.
10 N. MAN.. moms
Mt U. klichtme
NMS N. Califon.
Me E.
Shentlim. MON. Park
NM Orringteo,
Old Orchard

Oakbrook

0.0 14111

Park howl P1...

list

51.

IDE

ADC GET OUR COW LOW PRICE

flashing lights.

nandiernt
Myer Oats

RANDHURST CAMERA SHOP
Randhursg2h.o4p6p0ip Center

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

ESSI:41. ESEL:E1

ARIV:=Tgr
CONYENIMI MDR YEWS

4

Reg $24.99

SALE 5195$

Solid State 7 Speed
Reg. 539.99

H P Motor

SALE $29"

projActor deal so much-

No

Choose set of gold,
clear or multicolor

MU $19"

7 Piece Set with Teflon II

Mt Prospect
Rand Road 8 One 83
Phone 392 2500
Shop Mon thru Fri 9 30 to 9 30
Sotorday 9 30 to 5 30
Sunday Hours

10 am toGam

TIM D SI
P me 6

Tuesd, December 2

1969

Day light

SHOP THESE EARLYTWE EEK
VALUES AT RANDHURST

By Joseph Stubenrauch

Lets talk cold turkey

Vas re not n.ftrong to the
lettovers from ThankWntnk
Day Limner

Su down nab
M mush
less palatable scss,on. It may
even take on the unpleasant aspact of a post mortem.
Take a good look at the sub.
crease.

an insidious disease. In plainer
words, It is a sneaky sickness,

Please sewn' thefollowiNg jtoccasiii Slippers,-.

Collection

'

fleece -lined for wariiitkiNul comfort,

W anking like a paralysiS that

Fine Gifts
from

creeps SloWly from jOint

say that
rears As ugly
by is it refers
hend.but the truth
to close its eyes and slew meal,
into blivion.

Did you vote for the candidate of your choice in the re13M.Congressionel District election,

especially fightglieiyht, in black or Natural
glove /cattier, rust or olive shag. $6.95

,Conlincedfrom Pace 4
You can have 'a pastel portrait of your child
drawn Iii C. Roseco.owner of the Randhunt Art
Gullet" and Framing Shame that will delight a
proud daddy. Samples of children's portraits arc
in the store. and a rental takes onls en hour to

Shoe Sim

If you' did, good for you,
whether your

Color

State.

RANDHURST CENTER
MT. PROSPECT, ILL, 60056

out a special lonka truck for your nephew -or
mdines new hockey stick. Little girls will he
delighted with Fluw.lathy doll who tideea bike or

SIM COnniNssionW seat. more
Men 256,009 votes were cast.
The 10111 of voters registered
to vote in the 13th District hes
grown since then.

FLORSHEIM SHOE SHOPS

"Paris-Phlf! You call this good? Why, we've got better
porny thin this back home!"

Atha

If n cruise is your Christmas gitt. Cover 01.11
Hobby Brooks to choose from.

Christ:nos is envoys the right time for a new
nor 1,1 slippers. and Kinney Shoes has some of
those nice norm .wile ones that feel goodgood to

oto

g.

11 you really like to come up with en unusual
gift lor someone tin your list. stop at Abner Coe
Opticians. If you buy a pair of contact lens you

Dooltimly doubt...breasted sham,
eciat with peak hods. deep renter
lios tent. From our Intrnational,-

gel the second pair at no additional cost. The
other pair can M 0 spare or it can he another
prescription for a friend or member of your fami-

froo.85°.
Upstairs at Cu.., Wrie Scott .4 Cu. Isms a for
at Minded in leather from Spain that was gr.
gems. Another beautiful item was a lounging set
reminiscent 01- India It was Willie woven with
delicate pink and blue and trimmed wtthgold ut

WARMS

and

the a &w
-flow, the
& by odivors riotously keruOir
ol won

Happy Holidays Begin
With Money From

* Permanent

the

Marshall Field III

Telephone or visit our HOMEMAKERS office conveniently located at Rondhurst on

$395

with a silver double.
cord belt.

Mt Oasts.

Shoe:Shins Iran the :newer. Ism a snug comfort.

Mk. Chukka styIe licece-lined boot for 516.95

217 Arlo...a Iletaltssado Arlington Meta. 111.110005
722 Center. or, Plaines, Mama

stitution, vMers itto rtrc

haps hitting closer home. you
might aspect anything affect.

log scar pcckelbek

better education of your chit-

eryday

15 501N Vietnam drift re
form slum homing polluted
t
and waters sorruptionn
mos, massacre on our high.
molnutrition

ways, inflation,

these and many other noxious
matters will n01 go away if we
closeina eyes, say an/v.:rand

count them as pan of a bad

All of us are reoccupied

It dessert

problems

sum
that sys no long
in
sr care mooch about any
m gor or rnmor to bother
voting on it.
Pthely on a notarial leYek
why trouble taking out insuo.
ance, paying off on 0 house,
shoving money in a bank. if
you really feel it will not make
any difference to you or youc
Yung ones some years frorn-f.
now?

rten

making that big X on the bal-

lot. one way or the ot.

alla K Melees are.

Mulseniellun retest 35 crams a week. Immedeliverad.

PHONE 392-6200
OPEN 8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. DAILY

rafty Gift Ideas
for Christmas
Embroidery a Crewel

We'll help you with materials
purchased or
our store.

SWEATERS

Pre -Tested

50 Miniature
Tree Lights

SECRET
BEST
SELLERS!

257

O

Tod.), 1 am going to try to

gilt buying -gifts that would
resty rnean something to your

children. In talking Mout gifts
for

children

I

believe

lee

THE ABOVE Information
came from s booklet -Play

of the impormtu criteria for
the selection of toys for the

World"

pre-schooler are:

works in close co-operation
with school educators, experts
in child behavior and child

1. Durability
To withstand a child's rig moos me play tools must be

Clip To True

GIFT CERTIFICATE

20 Indoor

FOR CHRISTMAS

Tree Lights

2"

to

far more serious
to
disappointment on
your pocket hook. His toys
important to him. they should
tile

have enduring .014.

20 -Bulb, C71/2

We will teach you at/ crafts:

string. Multi colon. Burn in-

CREWEL NEEDLEPOINT

dependently.
20 OPA Outdoor

RUG MAKING KNITTING
CROCHETING

Lights

3.97

they mate great gifts. And thot's worse don't want to

keep it o secret: you'll find them all-

LEFT BANK BOOK &
ART SUPPLIES
Large Selection of Paper Back
and Hard Covers Available.

peneolly 10 em to 9.30 pm :ohm!, TO not to sae pm

"?1T.F."

most of today's hestsellen are fon. That's why

RIEGIEGEM

S"^^-iosrtzrhr,:rtomFinr
`Town Hell Level

Like durabty. mfetY om
of the intrinsic quelities to

"arc:

The NOC 0 circulating a

Some of the supplemental
foods to be distributed in the
program arc evaporated milk.
corn syrup, fruit juice or vegetable juice (condensed), fruit
or vegetable (condensed/. egg
mix. peanut Imam and instant
potatoes.

Fortunate indeed Ire the
cfiildren whose parents want

rector of NOC .said food has

KAREN STANLEY,

di -

not yet arrined at the center be -

o be informed about better cause they have not been do.), for their children,
std storage space.

be issued the food It desig-

of the federal requIrements for suitable moo
servance

age places for the food.

After a storage spew is
nude available. it will Mahout

reducing weight, Will they re-.
lime sinus congestion,
A. -These is nu evidence that

they provide any specific ben-

you should 10110,0 time rules:

-Oct your doctor's O.K. he.
fore ohne. it.
-Make 15 minutes your
rnanknum pcTipaidin the ba th.

they are expecting three times
that amount af1cr tiaa program
begins.

Ho mid there are about ISO
persons in the 67 families.

THE NOC is asking for help
in finding families who would
qualify for the program. The
group needs volunteers who
could distribute food portions
to homes. a place to stone the
food, locations for monthly
distribution points and volun.
teem who can transport the
food from the storehouse In
distribution points.
Workers from the center
have been contacting (mollies
at their tarmacs and mailing
Poems to person,
them, she mid.

requesting

Persons qualifying will be

-Provide u sloping ceiling
to prevent hot water dripping

Strange ITS it may seem, a wale

solution of conjugated estro(Premarin),
whe
sprayed in the no. relieves
some victim, Others lows

Yo school age amt older child.
You might browse in an stores

&Construction end Design

for an easel. brushes, paints
and newsprint for paintig.

Toys Mould challenge but
not

(rostra, The Well &-

Signed toy "works." If the toy
bedisdesigu to be taken apart. it

mould
should
easy for Me child to
it together again. giving

of

I love music stores

an

attendatn or

the sau. regulate Me tem-

perature not to exceed 150 de-

grees and the humidity not to

your child can

you'd better place yourself in

Hum to handle with supply

-The .endant should be

the hands of a good doctor and
let him treat the cause.

able to see insides° he comese

Saunas might relieve sinus
congestion
temporarily
in
smile persons. but here again
they do not remove the cause.
On the debit side there is danger of chronic irritation of the
nasal sinuses if you use sauna

come by heat.

player that

of good words would give

4. Play Value
Electnically- operated On.
vvhich "do everything' for the
child by themselves offer little
elsallenge to the child's Mani. nation anLi rigidly confine PIM,

(Don't be tempted to buy a

ins play. permitting him limit.

-Have

possible. If. on
hand. you are walogged
toother

your child many houn of plea -

islccas for example, give wide
free range to the child's creao.

Member of your family outside

gift buying. A go,,d record

Weenie

sense
him
pllahment.

represents water, not Mt. and
unless you suffer from waterhagging you will do well to
rmlenish the lost water as soon

it was batons
taking a suana bath but the loss

cheap record player./

Each year 0 child mins in
education from such a gilt es a
chemistry .set, opening ncw
possibilities for scientific toe

term and investigatMn.
(Dr. W. C. Brandstad) said
in one of his columns that we
shouldn't buy a chemistry set

baths for

prolonged periods

raj/Litany and there is danger
of hem stroke if you get carried

away by your enthusiasm for
this new fad.

exceed 20 per cent.

the bathes' if he is overQ -1111y doctor says I have at-

rophic rhinitis and that there is

no cure for it. What moan?

I

I

.

care what happened yestenloy at what will happen tomorons.
It's today that coon. Is that hid]
,10 Oar Peble othei,
of
1, I., .
Stool rots
Illiontia 010051
117 s Slain Cr norm Mar.

I

I

100 taking this

drug. What would happen if I
go a little cheese inad-

entt y?vert
-

A -Cheese and such foods as

piblded h
Chant' w'n
pods of broad beans arid chick-

many four our

icreases the

blood pressor, Inn Person, who

are not taking Fulonyl, en.
Wm, quickly break down the
lyntmine and nu harmful increase in blood pressure oc-

OFFICE

FURNITURE
REUPHOLSTERED

curs. But the dr. interfern
with the action of those enzymes and a serious increase in

moat cases it follows persistent

or recurrent nasal incaution,
mpccially in persorn who are
poor at warding Off infections.

LUNCH-1311,MR

CALL 263.5590

Okdd
BEAUTY SA

nbt hurt you but you should

pny
)

f)
Let Alex, Mary, and Delma
our new full time operators

01i1/0 'if

13 eautif Salo&

FREE:

Q-Would selend - contact
lenses help a person whose eyelids turn inward?

A-Tbey waled he worth 0
vi 1.

FSTIMAT
PICKUP & DELIVERY

CALL 253-8551

INS

clings 500 -Weddings

serve you this Christmas

blood pressure may result. A
email amount of cheese taken
inadvertently would probably
not knowingly take any ellen-

A-Althougli in many Ceres
themuse cannot be found. in

.

41,

Answer on Lamar Page

en ewers contain tyro...
substance that

em

AT

Hid eaword
or more words mu or
these letters as you cm
In addition. End the Wind
using ell seven of these
letters
la good. 20 excel,nt

Crated lOya are not suitable for
the pre-schoolcr.

less after than

255-3456.

-TOO Pole til the Community College in Higher Education for Business in the '70h."
.will be the theme of the thin]
annual Northern Illinois conMOM REPORTS
ference can business itdminisDear Lot.
Teens need praise for a job well dom. lees remind our teens welkin Friday. at earner ColThal Moms' could 1.5C a little. too. A good favorite meal. home ege.
Charles F. Falk. Harper's
baked brownies and cookies. If only our teens would "offer"
willdivision
chairman.
oncc in a while. Instead. they well to be told, and make a lace
behind Monis back. lot's put the shoo on the other foot mm. will head the conforms,
How about it kids. ask Mom if you can help with something, but which is expected to draw 122
panicle:out.
keep the smelling salts handy?
Guest sproken will imludm
-Mn, W.. Palatine Irvin
Heckman. dean of the
Everyone nee. to he loved. I deal know why its so herd to
college oil,usine. Eniversily
Item.
of Illins Chicago Circle:
Robert Thislemitc. dean of
WHAT DID 1 LOSE2
the millege cif Moine.. North.
Dear eon Janson.
ern Illinois University. De At school I um not liked wry much by my old clasmnsoes.
Kalb: and 0. Robert Dorms.
rind 1111,1 all or a sodden I am tuned out and noi wanted. like
committed 0 crime. Is it mayhe that I have lost my personality? associate secretary. Illinois Junior College Board.
Is n what I might have mid to someone?
Springfield.
Troubled
No one Wins his nominal, Sometimes we say thin. we're
about. Is it not much
that you check wills one friend

DINLUA111

for the very young child. For
many reasons electrically op.

ventila.
don to give a complete change
of air every 10 minutes.

Rollin, or call the

`college role'

Nun helped with 0 spray con
mining streptomecie in nor
mal saline solution.

true that your weight will be

enough

NorMwest Oppodunity
Center, 3411 Kirchoff Rd..
the

Harper sets
conference on

gens

OF COURSE, we must tel
forget music, art. and science
when we shop for gifts for

-Provide

the program should cont.)

roday we hove the `NOW- genendien. They chnil redly

Cheese while

them with a towel.

mailable through the center in
anion. or six week, she said.
Persons who can qualify for

center

A LRI ISNSONIMIt

-Um wooden meta or. if
metaI with plastic top, cow

Drug Administration.
As for weight reduction. it to

hopes to take the food to them.
Hopefully food will be

you can MusD

bath.

Any such device that

townships, according to Miss
Stanley, and hecause of the
large area many families may
not be able to travel to the distribution points. The NOC

Raul Garcia, from NOC,

to seizure by the Food and

the priori pica

efits.

with welfare benefits and that
some persons may ohtnio me -

Cook County will cover 250
smart milts 'and include six

who is working on the Operation Nutrition program, ofd
them are 67 families already
qualified for the prOcrom..nd

W. G. esAilosTADT.m.n.
If you have already spent a
lot of money on a sumo bath
e nd don:toy/ant to discard it

MEW STANLEY said this
program ' will not interfere

The program for suburban

Icy.

No Specific Benifits
Of Sauna Baths Evident
Q-Hesith dohs and many

stated locations.

dical cam from tee center.

rives, according m Miss Stan -

DOCTOR SAYS

modern apanment houses now
provide saunas. What benefits
do they have for 0 healthy
adult? How helpful are they in

a registered nurse and will then

30 days before any food a,

on you while you am in the

children

shovel wielding are (from left), Arthur Al,,,,., prmident Dist 214 School Board; Bernie Isrlin.
Alf Wilson and Getter Sackett, Wheeling Park Board commissions. Tel Scanlon, Wheeling
mayor and Lorraine Lark, Wheeling Park Board president.

creInn. but they -ere subject to
inspection by
USDA insecants who demand strict ob-

claims to benefit skin diseases
or the effects of aging is liable

leach

Wheeling High School, is scheduled to be ready for use by September, IWO. Tossing the first
shovelful of din is Robert Ross, vice president of the Park District. Evidently pleased with the

given prescriptions for food by

0Ptim. mom,
color and nature Many
mhools have 'Creative Playthings" in their classrooms.

look for in a child's loy. Paints
should be non-coxie and all
edges should be finished well.
Smell parts -so inviting tosamll
mouths eager to taste everything --should. avoided inlays

cowry, toys

Ground was broken Sunday for $600.000 swimming pool to he constructed, used and paid far
Intl toy the Wheeling Park District and High School Dist. 214. The pool, to be adjacent to

She not they have several
now under coast&

places

0 -My doctor is giving m
Eutonyl
high blood pies o. Hefor
Say, shouldn't at

deletions. Non-specific toys-

394-1080

dis-

foe a child who is utupr 12 end
even then keep track0f any experiments lie is making.)

psychologists to improve and

of thc rapidly growing child.
Ir you are tired of toys that
her
easily and break more
easily. go to any retail stone
handling "Playskool" toys or
ye
Playthings."
"Creative Playthings." found.
ell by educators years ago.
makes 10, 11001 stimulate
imaginntiom and their ?dip

then

You Wool find these books on the current bestsaller
lists. aut they'll he read, re -read, and used lore after

search.

Shape a Child's
by Pluyskool
Re.
',naked Research

develop toys to meet the needs

your child

PoitTUEUME6

to

from durable materials. Who.
is easily and quickly bee.

rarbeTT' so:Z1

Tools

soundly constructed end made

B. Safety

Givefie a

many kinds of play situ.
ations by the child.

toy or gift for the right age.
Toys are the tools with
which your child learns. Some

ens
n. the diappointment

50 Indoor/Outdoor
Mini -Lights ..2.97

Regular Values to $60.00

less opportunities to build, tem
down and huild again.
Wagons. pounding benches
and poi sets can be imagined

should think about Inc right

't

be

lht of four categories for
ficationi children under 6
years of age. pregnant women,
posEpartum mothers. and low
income families (help is given
in proportion to the number of
children/.

Talk with a teacher
help you with your problem of

Sparkling multi Colors. Blinking
Oe non -blinking.
Winhadd-On ping.

Office of EcononOc OuporWens (CCOEC) and the
Northwest Opportunity Center (NOC) in Rolling Mead -

M no cost through the NOC.

en

Help with gifts

Randhurst Shopping Center

mulling to tthe. northwest sub orbs through the Cook County

THE FOOD will

sae ose.517.elle seen Stagelhesss ;mote
Newastaid price, lemons eel*
Prospect bay: none clue. tamer plea .e Mewl Press.., ET 14450

BAK STUDIO

NOT FOR ONE moment
have we been unaware of ebb
zeal of many civic -minded
groups, such as the League of
Women Voters, to single out a
aineege impartial organization.
Heartening too, was Mex.:cent Sight Of Leto -agars wmking fervently
for Eugene
Schlickinan or with the Crane
Train or handing out Warman
Manifustoes at railroad sta-

their pyre. had more °fit.

tributed to qualifying families
Out err

CREDIT =rankling

Lower Level

Largest Selection
in Chicogoland

Italian Suede Knit

1

In the same way, but per-

ons sjob work), to solvs

upkeep

cials. or on the urgency of who
will be selected to frame a
practical far-seeing State Con-

256,000 vote happened in

low-income persons.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Ka and, Pug

Ior the outdooNman on your list Fluishelm

CHARGE III

being
scanned nationally as 0 key indicator of trends and views.

mats tea lumps or mete aehool

lack of it in local town offi-

ment to claim that the hi%

Nutrition is a
Suburban Cook Comte Program that will
distribute
USDA supplemental Reels to

its...0410MT,

Order Tested

259-1066
1111.1.11,41/1110 POSTA

Monocles a..

The Oar is published duiR. Monday through Friel, h, Das Publicus

January evenings.

Rondhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect, III. 392-8280

high places tar low, drug mcn.

scannt was

o eh the datly round of living
camas for the family doing

has been over raising the tin

tions. Don't knock this go-go
spirit along political lines displayed by our youth. We wish

Operation

A SUBSIDIARY OF

RAISMIllasT WSW

William J. Kiedaisch

the 2nd level in room 23. Ask for Bob

HOMEMAKERS
FINANCE SERVICE, INC.
licv csGo Ann 5 smiiii tS mins Silo',

Page 7

John E. Stanton. Editor and Poblither

Schumann or Walt Blasyk for immediate
Holiday CASH up to
$5,000

sew a diamond -shaped

STORE FOR MEN

to you to work out .she per-

The United etates DePithmeet of Ageltulture's Operation Nutrinon program is

freedom end intellectual integrity."

Tuesday, December 2. 1969

HOMEMAKERS

* Eye Camping

the edge of the tunic, cuf iv:Jed edge of tiles/ads.

NOW
390o

vs.

the moo recent Crane

Iowan-foror age.. ineptoffi

Nutrition program to aid suburban families

Vrogpert Dap

"Igottef 5a 34 ,timers &thy"

P

They, come in all colors and are priced m 55.99.

end e tall Wellinmon style Moth. also flaw fined with rippec at 1110 hack for 519.95. Both
styles ,,,, e ill block. antique chestnut, textured
leather and Slurs shag.
merys'iellor hurlSW the lirst shop to open
on the own Hall leve ohms, eight years ago.
Here you stn
custom made suits and clothr
int:which lit perfectly. They also restyle and alter
men's sod women's clothing and offer complete
dry cleaning services. The owner. Etna, Pert b
European Irainwl tailor and he 0 assisted by oth.
lion.pain tailors allowing customers 10 speak
Hungarian. Italian and German. If you have a
cocktail strew that needs shortening for the hohJin
is the place to conic To.

cussion Simple, and we leave it

WHILE ITS a useful argu-

hm the nen,st in swim... from Peter Pan and

TherCyuill plenty of time 10 make something
tor t hriumns. The Koh and Purl Shop. downs tt ,,
Rundhurst Mis all the necessary dine.
dons and yarn Sr that you can crochet it vest
Sir 55.511. The vest can be completed in a very
shod time and is especially popular with college gals. This shop also has needle point kits
and latch hook rug sets that the entire family
Ian work on after Christmas during those long

You'll notice we arc using
mood figures no keep this discentage,

April showers who splashes all by,herself.

5130

then would weld yob rushing

ante because of school needs or about the relative ability or

If there is a silent majority,

registered voters here,

Rone

.

MAIL TO: FLOSS/1E1M SHOE SHOP,'

touch tun for a grownup th tt is for a child. Pick

Nub coat and v.nock dress with

gaging personality projected 10
dZSIN you in feeling you've
Made a proper choice. What's
happened to issues. taking
stand one way or the ot her? No
partisanship, please. We're.
saying that whether the debuts

this is it. The wrong kind of silence, almost
frightening
quiet.

In the 1968 election for the

A trip to Slonlguniery Werdh Toyland is as

ITITILIIITO

worked "charism:;' that
candidate is obliged to have if
he went, to havc the electorate
pull the Icver beside his name.

out of a total of some 243.000

rJ C.O. ra

Name

milli, One that especially caught my eye was a
magic clocking ft11N with magic tricks. klagic
stockings ranged Ina 53 to 510 and would thdll
any young magicim tm your list.

hrorode

Don't talk about that owo

It met nor t numbk this all
do fells wlm M. sMYed Wriy
from the polls have not bean
aware 01 the Importanec of
their von In 1101
tau wen.
nut radio or TV or news
paper you ,grel, 61100 that

ers showed up to cast their vote

-Check or M. O.

Ive Corner. Here's another place to fold stocking

SO. For holiday polies

on record?

But you had other neighbors

who didn't bother getting to

Also downetairat Rmdhorn is Frame Crem

y our feet into on a cold winter

tandidate elsctions and the
venous referendum proposals
community officials and other
local chancy, to yet loom Tote

an won or lost.

the polio About 118,0(10 vot-

produce.

Nip

10

joint until the entire horly is
without movement. WO can

Florsheim

showIngs in our OWn COO Con

s ince to have a warm, en-

APATHY OF the rotcr is

wppL

year

what about other lightweight

polls. More accurately. its de-

OeNtlifitem

&coon

preadenual

tent, voter attendance al the

From Our
Internationale

Cold Turkey -

Phone CL 5-6888

Hersey coach, Don Von Ebers opens gym camp
By lira Muart

Don Son Elton

(

tor nho h it do os bon mud

Hors

Hkh Sohonls t motto .sinn
111.1 uuth who hiS dot us

oaer-Ver.

s men. ho

amp Snow

will Lot he. wish tho won,
with tkv
tho

dui. to all tho nom,

opt

II SISOr NOI gum III?
cintyli. hoosu ioi.ill

to mirk oruhutrni.tt Ilan
%how sonthino IS hr nal
m.ouuiyileldht dom. horst
Nimbi. in Only rood, d mat

I DONT dank a kid
should ya thawrsh tour or 10.-

tiro inn mo noddle. 14 hours

unlit. sorts.

In.wn

laud I Iota wart hank tre

the rah? to punk no

0,51 bin

camp in hieing in ono sum
no lndiholubouo,t.toatiotio

The day's prospects

lIp ills (oak

f Phial hr a sties .115 Tour
Clirsilmus

Mark.

Get SO

overseas items to he sent must
In mateniblal. A. phone call or
1110p al the post office. made

Seat the Christmas Innate

when pieking lip your Christmas card postage. will elimi-

with -a pencil.

You our avoid lighting your

nute rewrapping it you find OM

Adventondle on a Monday.
doing lest -mime shopping on

Ike. 24 if you oilers a pencil.
toper and your family.

Let each person write a wish
list. Amiga end secretly cinduwho gttirgltrgiva

'
Now you tire ready to get

VII rto'"

set. Here are a Boo tips for you.

Mum. who really earth, the
tnmping and trimmings of the
holiday, in your one pair of
hands.

FINISH YOUR shopping

its quickly as porsihle and use
mail order catalogs. There are

many to dose. from. and Mc
selection or gins ofTertal hy
m , her sections
0?' the country eu. elepint and

allytto. All rifler wide price
wok. Allow adequate delivery time. make checks cor-

rectly to avoid correspond -

ors,

E
Moors Ithish-Orimas E.Mor

The hlaine West swimmers
dove into their 1969-1970
elimination and came out with a
split as they Were eohmorgod
Proviso West.
34-61.
IV

annual party
Dot. 9 at the Mount limped

The second art exhirst to he
this year at Imudn
School. Mount Prospeon. kw noes lb ecrarnie maims of

Honvever. she revealod to the
students that she is starling u
hIlbjecl

home. a moo.

Dorothy Brown of Niles.
Inc Lorena lllll onennot
The response alb: students through the meeting of student
has been paritiw. particularly mid artist mak, ove Set that
of the class which mei Mrs. Inc generation sup Is sally
Brown to discuss her methods very small mid can cavil he
and techniques. Often Mn. bridged by this type of netivi.
Brown tees her own children ty." mid Miss Darla Moore.
as models for her child figures. Lincoln art teacher.

tin containers.

Purchase a I° se nurallei of
paper items (plates, Sapkins.
ered Ott sly. aural: lunches and
snacks will nrs leave you with
stacks of dirty dishes.

Start writing and Roiling
your Christmas oards today.

over last year, deco-

the post office a little help. too.

in

rations and see what on he le-

then the exact postal sire to. furhishol By changing the
Unctions.
color ra deconition rihhon
Set op a wrapping center in from lost year they will take on
your hone. As each UR is pur- a brand new look.
chased. wnip it up. As the pile
gets +rigor the anticipation
00147 OVERLOOK Me
and excitement will too. For front door. the hack door and
he little ones. of ours, hide the brithromns when decors'
the packages well.
ling. A few bright print fingerArrange wrapping grape, tip tenet, and:A snoll enntaintape. end ribbon. Another hen cr of ornaments can chimp
or heg will hold leftover scraps any small room into real holi.
lane enough fur smaller day mow.
boxes. Ti? save paper. cover
Bake your Christmas
smly the lid of the hen. und it cookies all in onc cluy.'Set reon he used again.
kigerated dough the night be-

Mild MANY

everyday

chores do not stop fm Christmas. The house should be left
us it is with only surface cleaninit'until
herbre the holiday. 19)19 9919 good coining
of windows. crystal. china and
silver will suffice. Don't begin
any new projects or hurry to
finish the taro ones.

fore, and while they are harking
do the cut nut and fancy
Messed cookies.

'If you do not haw many

cookie sheets use heavy duty

foil and work Mold. As the
cookies are finished slide foil
onto cooling urea and replace

with wet birch on foil. Saw
all cookies that need dusting
with confectioners' sugar until

Holiday Inn on Rand Rd.

Festivities will begin al

For those who will be 100
busy to do much holiday baking the Women's Guild of

Peace Reformed Church,

Mount Prospect. is holding a
Christmas hake sole, with ha lows Om available. The
sale will take place Dec.9 from
10 um. to 2 p.m. in the church
parkas.

p.m. Highlights of the evening
will ilICILItIC "Music Nledley"

In

preparation

for this
event. he women nf the guild
have then baking and making

their maxi:dnrn for weeks. In
additioh to hone baked

In speaking of the lid -lifting
defent, heed coach Peier Anderson admitted that his Mks

other tell as dividers in your

sod to hasten mein in cooking.

were

not stroking pnmerly.
'They
haw horn 0151,
melted." the two.year ouch

Do 20 a day and °nil them.
This will help you get a large
job finished quietly and give

Despite the
performance.

WED IV YOU cock the first
Iwo woks in December
double all recipes. Freeze the
remainder for fast dinners in

named several of what he
thought
were
outstanding
achievements. He was plumed

Me hectic two weeks before the
holiday.
For entertaining quickies

tured the 200 -yard individual

Ann. Coons. the top vote.
peter in the 4th Senatorial

, District inane... C00-000
election. credits her winning
to Me hard work of her campaign helpers.

Yet she has much work to
do before she goes down to
Springfield 00 00.0 as one of
the Mourne from this senatorial district.

She looked to the Mum
during victory party
her
home last night. "First, I have
Ii, start thinking about getting
Organiied, My Christmas
cards will have to be written
and my Christmas shopping
oimpleted.
will have to get house-

premix fruit
;it juices for punch.
Make
cheers balls and
arrange all it
except cream
so that dips cen be easily as-

ko, and find a place to stay
in Springfield. also have to
study the material that I recaked from thb Constitutional
'Study Commission."
When asked how she felt
1

sembled and stored colored
until Inter. blest dips improve
with age.

Tho main P.P.= of Prs
organisation

to
make Christmas as pleasant 115
possible wirh less sheltered

about winning. she said.
am
not sure
6911999k until I
the official figura from
Paul Powell's office."
The rest 01 961 family was
pleased with the results.Oneof
Bet

New officers of the Northwest Choralettes, a unique women's choral group from Me Northwest
Suburban YMCA It Des Plaines, are Lenore Frantell, treasurer: Betty Mmengo, president; end
Nancy Carpenter, ooretary. Iiirected by Pat Ferguson, Me Choraldles Inc in their Morth fool,?

rehear.. and prsfornumem. This season they here perform.. .OM Dec Phitho Guldint Age,
the Aptokisili-TrIpp School Community Club and the children of Windsor School. Coming up are
ClirLstmes programs for the Randherst Choral Festival Dec. 3, the St. Mory's Alter and Rosary
Society at Buffalo Grove 1100. 4. the Lutheran Church of the Resurrection in Franklin P1041 100.
12 and the Arlington Heights Senior Citizens 001. 18.

threedoghtem Betty Lou.
skid,

'Hominess

is

mother

being a delegate."

Mrs. Evans said the Omar°
keep in contact with the cidEms of the 4th District and

would like to hear from the
people In the district

day. Dec. 10 at the synagogue.

The community is Oiled to
this special
tion.

lecture-1E0mM.

Rabbi Kronen has done en
in-depth study of sexual pal.
Ovens in the Jewish and non-

Jewish communities with ro
gold to pre -and extromarital
activity. He will dismiss troth
findings and offer a religious
interpretation 01 16? new morWily. with special emphasis on
teesagers and sex edUcallon.

hot,

tranpuhno

Mo. ossrox ton, howtronrsi
be and horw olalrtnkrorhentn

uiidlirlhuhetmunu110 ban

no In Minion thon null 111.01
100140....unit Ripon tho CM

tudi. trrnpuoialieotian how
so no Mot hi. ithancod ath
tolls on rows, II% Mal pm

snore. study lmoh.nan IhIl 0111

oda& trips to her

ilat hone vont.u. Iambi

IIILRL RILL BF rim. sot

Mlle MOM, In dam ...sot
Solon no

mod

loin

an

pononoul or mopononoad

nerves and many more happy
undo Just remember, no matter what happens there will al-

ways he a Christmas. Keep
calm end make it moor peace.

west of Busse Rd. Everyone is

invited to attend the sale and
Christmas

shopping.

FAGG LARSI.N. Peterson
and Gysder Rutin hummed to

Ilierworta Kuntz. Hudson.

I. Barron. PW.
:59.71 2, Batson, PW, 1:05.7:

3. Hudson, MW. 1:08.3: 4.

1:119.213, Phop, PW, 1100131
4. Ocobuli MW. 11911.01

Zug, 1:52.5: 200 Free: 1.011.
1110. PW.
1 Peterson.

Lamm. MW, I:32.4:

MW. 2:03.5:

400 Free Rehrs: I. MW
Zane. Loun. Branding. Gyss-

100-Fwearset I. Kerwin,
PW. :54.11 2. Camden. PW.
:54.613. Gyrsler. MW: 4. Lair son. G.:100 Beek: I Frillman.

ler, 3:41.212. PW Gautreaux.

3,

MW

Mormon,

It%V. 2:118.5.4. Branding. NIW,

210.8:

50 Free:

Kenvin. PW.

1.

PW. :25.1:3.
Zane. MW. 125.4: 4. Larsen.

in their final nonaonferente
bout before taking on hlaine

son. NIW, 2:22.6, 2. FHIlmun,

Snuth Dec.

222.513. Rom, PW, 2:26.2:

MW. :25.8: 200 Mir I. Hud-

for Grandmas
The following new officers
of the Mount Prospect Linol-

0016.0 and homemade cakes

mothers Cluh wine installed by

Six members attended the

the National Tremurer. MG.
Fninem Rotuma. on 04 311
Mrs. Kay Miller. president,
Mrs. Bernice Lepthien. vice
president:
Mrs.
Evelyn
Lauschke. secretary. and hIrs.
Bernier Nelson. treasurer.
Following the installation.

were served.
N110011111 Grandmothers Con-

3, Moore, MW, 99.75: 100

noloot to to nknot
fho Stilln

R. despor nal) need
snails% ilk. this in thi..

111,1915111 ltOli3OItnhI.uIOifll.
pro

ho

Lund

1111d

country spout!) In Rho m4
with the merman. on

dominantly Wails mood hy
of the onm will dependon the

phase on ovinnasum I really
tot 150 01* hos, somothing Its
Oki the younosters

sarong...so oho

nuralsor

hernolllllohl to 011011 fhat
numb., 0 I II not he known for
somo ma but Von Ehors his
olro ald at up a booth at tho.

non tron ihs Unoorsity ot II
Moo sill th lit rho adult Matt

mid. up 14 hrsh ohool ind

It tiro tondo... or youth
thin Son Mars .1 Metcalf

Op, Coin Om

Midwest

hot. displ nod is any in
Motion the Valls of 01-

M. at Pempod Hod, ml.r

oetieod010i.liut
Thin snooty too Emmen.% 01

lono rani, promt mood

t

sw

OF COURSE rho ammo

canon- mounts who an eon.
lulls osesnod Von Ehu s
who Irk eveskhed the mort or
050011? tad who holds a blo
ton domee II Phystrth Eduo

ink 11 501 Ers-rs kkaalf has
m option to p1nohl%r000d.

ditionol ism and he roport
udlt offi build onto. outdone

rook it'd hold huhu. Ind

the wo.k.nd and plans to sot
up mother on. at 0119 Wom
Ion Gsmnotus hIollin

S meta Gymnmcos Comp will

.ortonln turn out to be

lomat,
But the Hare.) cola nor
thinly ordtdont an them..

MC

V. Fhors o in he contected

II Hrsss High &hard 5 ith

lots tapir.=

lool it on t holp out mt.

ing once. Cthant suffered its
first defeat 91 11111 season at the

hands of the Addison Trail
Blaxers by 1,9 00.10 margin.

Conant Coach wick Rothnger said. -We had II fouls in
the first quarter. 1010 I was
reread to have the first string
nit out the second quarter."
The Blount capitalised on
Conam's foul trouble by gaining 15 points in the second
quarter.

BRANT BARTON

Gimping for a broth of fres Mr before continuing in the
brenstatroke he of the 2Ithonth individual rein, sophomore
tanker thin Hudson splashe. °mod a first place finish inn time

of Terry klatyje and Dave
Moore. "Theron still room for
improvement." Anderson said

of 216.6 as the Warriors won the, first meet, 56-39. aver

Waukegan. 11.1,111 1.y Jim Conkl

his divers. 'hut they're
owning along. We 41011 0150011

ported on the convention and
the Santo blegico.

factor in successful diving.
The tankers didn't 1000

thui toneentration is

terhaps the mm impornint

By Toos Rowe

The Maine Ent Demons

broke their twovgaine losing

places and swept the one-two

fourth quarter to post a 73-61
triumph.

spots three times.
Senior Peterson

Sparked by Bob Reim:lna
27-pnint layitrilailitni. the De.

a

mons mve the Mime crowd its
first

first hlaine whi of this short

place

yoxim squad over their

Peterson came hack to post

win in the 400-yanl freotyle
in 4:311 while Erie

1111 Dt.MONS had Mree

Dahl soled for mend hot

ether hattplayes, 10 4104100 Ge-

hehind.

ms as Dale Do, Churn, tal-

Zoe continued the War-

lied 13 markers. Mark Sond-

nior guard John Macdonald es

WAUKI.GAN

200 Medley Relays I. W.
Iverson. Spice. Cox. Steplyk.
1:51.5: 1. MW. nierwinh.

Kunz se.

Hudson. Zaps.
2:53.4: ZOO Free: I. Peterson.
MW, 2,05.01 2, Branding.
MW. 2:00.3: 3. Mogerditchitin. W. 2:10.8. 4. Taylor. W.

bets. 6046. With three weands len the score was dad. but

Frnwd oohed in on Ridgewood had passes to win. In the

fourth nether alone Mond
made nine recoveries of Rebel
miscue, The Rebels preisun.s.1
the Vikings Throughout the

uune with a hill press. but
Fremd took advantage lion.

cry Ridgewood mistake.
At half then, was down 33 but the Sfilrings 'Ought
Nick to a 47-4 I mark at the end
26.

of the third quarter. A deterMilled Frennl squad then

bed dyer opponents to nine
poinrs in Me Old Soc. Mike
Koko led the scoring for
Fremd ovith 10 tallies coming

on seven fold gods and six
fax throve, Bob Moloenik

and Dave Wickersham
not in the scoring.
attack.
Molosnik sank six field
In another high -scoring goals for 12 points and Wick.
contest the Fremd Vikings ershom hit on three field gods

key instrument in Coors

hack 11, 0001 Hawkins slammed

one in from 15 feet out. Eive

points by Mime. and

IO-

W by Ronoloon climbed the
Maine sCoro to II while lour
more Homo markers raised
their total to six.

:MAINS EAST sprinted in
the latter two minum of the
stanza

and

they

outscored

their opponents. 7-4,
to
squeeze inn 00 18.10 quarter

The moor number 01 13001010 Inns
felt the torsion
mount ill the opening minutes

II ihu second period us the
Michael Condihno

apiece. and seconds later. May

give South the advantage for
the first time in the 5100 with
classy 20.fim jump shot.

East was not to ',denied,
though. as Rcimann sunk a
mir of free throws with seven
seconds irmaining to play to
again tie the seore at 27 -all to
end the Tr,: half of piny.

The vigorous ploy continucd into Mc third quarter. with
both learns running had. Des
Champs opened the tallying
with a 12.10o1 juniper. hul it
was nullified by Hawkins'
driving layup. A pair of Joyous,
by Maine's Des Chanips and

Reitman gave the Demos
rooms breathe bra moment,
but als again out the pressum 00 11116 his field goal.

IDS CHAMPS and

chipped in with a down. High

sery adored a fnts throw. but

man for the losing Hornets was

end Hawkins pounded in. 10

be
clood the gap to two.

Jim Muy

un

the SuniM ace

1Mkell in 25 points.
Each sem connected 110 00
Anderson's
trontstrokert. field gods. but the real story
came through in great fashion was at the free throw line
is they placed one-two. Senior where the accurate Desom

East held 1101 lead tintil their

the half who the Ming Hinsilille players sparked a scrim
drive. A charity
md two
consecutive buckets hy Hawkins knotted the contest at 25
to

holding on to a slim two point
lead.

SECONDS LATER, a fast

MW. 125.61 200 Par 1. Hudson. MW. 2,26.6, 0. Kimpier.

108.8, 1. Olson. W. 1:09.2:
00 Free: I. Peterson. MW.
4:32.3: 2. Dahl. MW. 4:33.5:
Mugeroitchian. W. 4:55.91

W. 2:44.1, 3. Frey. W. 2:411.11:

100 Breast: I. Rome. MW.
2,
DaoStIL MW.
1:10.9: 3. Spice, W. 1:11.014,
Papp. W. 1:17.1: 410 Preen...
lay: I. MW. Zap. Larson. Peterson. Gyasler. 3:47.5: 2. W.
Cox, V1111 Deventer. Farrell.

4. Taylor. 80.4159.??,

Stenlyk, 3:50.2.

SO Fran 1. hoe. MW.
:35.2: 2. Mom. W. :25.2: 3.
Farrel W. :25.5: 4. Larsen,

Diving: I. Mutyja. MW. 113.3:
3.
Perrine, W.
MW.
Coombs.

101.7:

Brennen. MW.

3,
4.

97.45:

Page 9

100 Butterfly: J. Cox. W.
1:04.4: 2. Tarr. W. 1:07.0: 3,

Hudson. MW,

1:0113:

Ono, Greg Diem, Dennis Oath
non. Bill kladdon. Pat

McGrath. Greg Novak. Mike
Osterman. Steve °sternum.

Most VoluSle Player on the
1969 St Odor football team

Tom Perry. Lorry Quinn.,

hy his teammates

and Mike Pettemmo Yore

WINNERS OF foothill letters wore Mike Akinanti. Tom
Aylward.
'Mark Browning. Brion Coon.

Mike

Boland.
Keith Johnson. Steve %Vaymel

and John Whimicle.

Mine minor Mocha let.
Loon, and Pat Smarm

Bob Brocren. Hill Dotterel.
Mark Franzen, Mike Geo,
bury. Rick Komar. Ikon Lindberg. Mike Pellean,20, Bch
Quinneti, Garry Richardson.
Ken Rogers, Mark Rem, Tom
cmith..Jim Wendell nod men-

Steve

Moore.

Ten,

kin.

on. lim fdillespie. Ed Kling-

Anderson,

Kevin

Braumilek

was noes 10 190 Piano. Keith

chosen as cosamains of the
IMO team.

thers

SnOly. Mitt Squires.
John Vandenbergh, Mike Wil.
Steve

1

laced.,

S PzIR

100

Free: I. Steptyk. W. :56.2: 2.
Gyssler. MW. 151.213, Larsen.

MW. :56.21 4. Kanner W

TSD

I

ecember 2,
Z960

1:00.0:

and four free tosses.
BOB LOUGHLIN
and
Rick Game were next both

with eight. Both Loughlin und
Genre put two field goals and
four charity stripers through
the

hoop.

101,111

con-

.1119

trolled tho hoards for the Vikings with eight rebounds.
Transfer Jeff Algaire was
the high scorer for Shaine in
their 5,50 victory over Glenhrook South. Algal!, collected
18 points, sinking nine from

rates pulled ahead loony
Jones said thud the Pirates

pined dm confidence they

Pirates then stayed even with
the Titans. trying to hang 00 to
their lead.

PALATINE (54)

BFP

Mo

Algaire
Phillips
Halbach

9

0

the floor Wily Sehnert sunk

4

5

four field oak and five fro

Andriona
Carr

I

I

4
3

tosses Ion his II points. Dave

Craig

ing column with eight points.
Palatine
each
Norman
Jones praised the Titans es a
very aggro:ease loll club.
Jones also stated that

ono were

troubled in the backcourt by
the Thal defense. The game
wits a sec -saw contest until
with about a minute left the Pi.

I

3

4

0

0

2

-0

I

M",

" (mod the '100 0 36

apiece. and the remaining time
cInh .thno.P:d'i%dlo'ndth:

cool in the final WO minutes
while the desperate Hornets
tried to get lock ion the ball
game. Knapik and Boodoon
threw in imekos that padded
the Ent lead. making the linal
tally of the contest kluine East
71, Hinsdale South 61.

PIM' Mid .thsidcd lIe lionek
were agnin found on top. this
lime by a 10 point margin.
Free throws played un inn portant role M the remaining
lime. as Demons Knapik.

Ussery

Bond., and Mimeny nook

Knapik

hey shots IMt gave Maine EL,

11D1 AI S

Buchholz. Kevin Lohy. Mike
Sophomore football letters
were awarded :0 01.19 Annul.
Ralph

Andejoki. Steve

Re-

fitOki. 11,1. Bombicino Tim
110000194. 51160 Bricard. Mike

Buckley, Jim Campbell. Dan
Oisey. Jac Cook. Bill Cos
Mixon. TOM D'Amicia Mark

DiMusio. Dan 'Shad. Jim En.
right. SamGaliolo. Jim Gear.

sed
TIM GRANT, Mike Gmning. Joe Gunterman, 'Mark
Hoppe, Al 14,101. 110 Kelly,
Tom Kelly, Ken Martin.
Terry McBride, Bill 013on,
nell. Jim O'Keefe, Bill 0,
Keefe.
Gene
OSullivan,

Mark Rad. Also Schwarz.
Mike

Smedinghoff.

Lloyd

Smith.

4
1

Player
DlinIMCier
Dresehler
Moore

a

II

7

%berg

0

P

7105

0

0

I

I

3

4
5

In a ragged. but close sopls-

more Conte, Viailing Niles

II

Witmer

SCORE OP QUARTERS
Renal
17
9 15 19-60

2

2

3

Hoer

Ridgewood

0

I

I

Powell

Robins
Peterson

0

II

14

19

14

9-56

4 teams in
Lutheran meet
Pour lop .rnall college has -

kohl!! icon from throughout
the NI idwest will he competing

HINSDAM SOL+ DI 161/

in the Fourth Annual Lutheran Wellbre Benefit Goma.
men, The sumo will he held
Dec. 29-311 m !situ:poi High
School.

IMLYeni

Participating tom an:
Concordia. Moorhead. Minn..
which platys in the tough Min-

Feld.. K.
Mickey
Hawkire
May
Conaihno

Conks,.

lather
lora. a
tom with III returning letternesota

10

Collem. Decorah,

Foldout. T.

men itnd looking to, hitter
13-9 mond last yenr: Mich.
igen Lutheran. Detnet. which
had n 22-1 record during the
regular season: old Wartburg

Dads
0
26

TOTALS

3

0

Maine East

.?

2

Hinulale

26 21 17 26

Wera

squeeked

Notre
Dame. 53-50. seven the little
boy

point Wei .10w 1110 first horn,
and the visiting Indians took I
one point advantage. 21-26,
into the drersing room at the

mooed

10

0 la 2033

South

ill

IV

19 If RI

of the second huff. hut could
nut keep pace with the quicken

Ws:memos:1MM: pool, taudm exhibited by the winners

rufflol the Dons enough to

e.rgazethorrouusoplothy,edron,

1211. ,T.A1h.hrdER Diodons,.then

two periods m ND held a Iwo-

day hy scoring the first basket

Zwolski and managers John
Couto, Bill Lauf and Ray
Schnell.
Freshman footled1 sumer.

als winners were John Ands-

John Hoppe. Jim kick. Bill
Kelley. Walt Jim.. Bill Kast.
ner. Steve Kastner. Steve KryTerry
Loon. Greg

siak.

jolt, Tun Anthony. Paul Ast.

Maine, Mark Maloof. Mark
more. Charles Merlin. Keith

Ralph

McDonald.

Brinkworth.
Mark
Carroll, Ton. Chapman. Terry
Chemin.
Frank
Cliggett.
Bosch, John
Jim
Bristol,

Bob Crnich,
Mike Cullen. John ITAgos

Steve

Coates.

tint.Jim Doran, Pin Earley.
Gary Flashers Bob Foster.
Jim Healey. Kurt Heerdogen.

Jim

McGrath,

Bd. hIcHate.
Bill MeShea, Andy Mick
wk. Mike Mooney. Pat Mon sou Pete Mundy. Dave NO sicka. 1111 O'Grady. Jim Peifor. Tom Pon.11, Toni Prins.
Mike Salerno. Pal Selmoider.
Bill Schlep!. Scott Sherman.
Ken Sipilh. Jim Stearns. Dave

I

3

Iowa.

riesets are on stile from Loftin', Welfare Services at
40411W. Byron Fa.. Chien.° or

the Lutheran Athletic Antolini.. 343 S. Dearborn St.
Chicants.

D sophs nudgedl by Niles West

Mike Thuerk, Pat Walker.
lion Walker. ..Cmig Zander.
Paul Zimmerman. Mark

I

Mar

Offenlock

5

3

0

RIDGEWOOD

College. Waverly.

II

4

I

SCORI BY QUARTIRS

4

2

0

2

101

3

HeYers

Do, Chamm
Bondesn. J
Bondman, hl.
geimann

3

3
2

6

Mapes

hl,SINI P.1ST 173)

4
4

a

0
4
4

2

Wickersham
Hunks

BP

n

The Blue Demons kept their

50110k plays. After this Flurry of

lmd 00'

times: finally ending with the
Hornets owning a 46.45 ad-

the le, Mat they never relinquished.

B
7
5

IA-.

Radasky

BFP

S. Smith
R. Smith
Overlock

I

I 4-54

2
4
2
0

GLENBROOK SOUTH 193)
Playun

I

Player

Wickum

0

IA

Rohe
Motown;
Loughlin

Gave

2

15

7

South
I

4

Sehnert

1

Itt

11111 MD 160/

5

3
3

Moloch wag next in Mt scor-

SCORE ab QUARTERS
Paletine
Giant/rook

needed after they pulled ahead
by seven in the first frame...The

leave 000 00 the short end of
a 42.39 wore by the end of the
third period. It was in that

Steve Ostermann .voted Lion's MVP

Steve Osterman.. a linebacker on defense and guard
an offense. was elected the

1:07.9:

Moore. W. 94.8:

and furious pee was set by the
Hornets, setting up many fast -

nuke the score 37-31. Don Us.

-petition with t time of 0:25.2.
Hudson. meanwhile. won the
200 -yard individual volley in
126.6.

of Homet free throws made
the won 50-4g. the Demons

mann mine through amin for
East as they both tallied to

Hornet's

footers to close the gap to four.

ventage. the homer sounded.
ReimannY
open lead crship brought his slumping
club back onto la feet as he
dumped in live points early in
the final steno of play. A pair

Rel.

es. had In, and Bill Kmpik

Award went to .John Vandenberg+, while Mark Rossi

C1.3.1766

Redlinger also pointed 1101 111'

iors winning wars with a tirst
in the 50.yard freestyle con-

The No Sportsmanship

085. Denton Clan
Arlington Heights

age to click On 9 out of 17.
The lirst few seconds of piny

lod.

event

Claus. Come see us.

last

two losses, dealt them by the
New Trier Wm Cowhoys and
he Evanston Wildkits.

+2:08.31.

Or a quilted patchwork aohome thing. Or some smoldering black
jewelry. Maybe, it's a gown that clings to every curve: Like to give
yourself Mich a Christmas prefellt? It's easy. Don't write to suaa

tau of ,11.1., with the

l ens l sn. Improvement could he
dettmed in this primarily

teammate lack Brunding

and wanted. Or that swearer dreas. Maybe it's a great fringed shawl.

the Hornets cook! only man.

streak Saturday evening as Mend the frisky Demeans in they held off a powerthl and Ching OM 10 a 441 lead on
firedmp Hinsdale South min- buckets by Des Champs and
tet in the final minutes of the Reimon.. Ilbudele taught

part in the victonous 400 -yard
free relay event. Peterson took
honors in the 2011.yen1
treemylo in 2.5.0 and was fol.

Why not? After all, you're splurging on everybody else. Why not
splurge a little on yod? On some special fashion something you
really can't expect anyone else to give you because how could
anyone else really knOSCr' Maybe it's that maxi tun you've wanted

won the gam. maim sunk
respectable 21 on 0117,01410

long to milt 10 get their first
victory under their belts to
the mit everything together
mai. Waukegan three days

secood

MI IT RESULTS VS.

100 Boleholos I. Ivemon.
W. 1:05.0: 2. Bienvirth. MW.

ME Demons break into win column, 73-61

diving

was

was

big gun with 21
points and II rebounds. Coach
Conant's

second and third in the persons

Bin -

oullikted the Ridgewood Re-

lls District 211 schools
fared well this weekend in Itolonball. winning twice end lot-

the dsitor's entry by over 10

91

This is a Christmas present
to yourself.

11104treash I. Koblish. PW.
1:08.31
2,
141114e.
MW.

Ay Bob McDonald

seconds lie they pineal it fine
3:48.2.
The Warrior divers took

hy his

4:47.0: 4.14500111. PW, 4:53.5:

Dornbusch. Sobiecki,
Mani. 3:59.0.

2:17.8:

Palatine, Fremd win; Conant yields

400 -yard freestyle relay. The
combined eflort of Russ loge.
Gary Loud Scott Gysder
and leek Branding sumweded

iowed

I. Dahl.
MW. 4,29.912. Peterson. MW.
4:3341 1. negro, PW.

Anderson

vention in Los Angeles. Calif..
and four of he women also
mude a side kip to Mexico. visiting Acapulco and rests

Mrs. Jeenvie Nierzwicki re.

4 0 0 -Freestyle:

Ilivhigs I. Janine, PIP,
119.5: 2. Matyja. MW. 111.151

THE WARRIORS capped

New officers

PW. 11191411 2. Meslanka. PW.
102.01 3. Bierwirth. MW,
1:08,2: 4. Brennan. MW.
1:12.5:

.'01

later.

44 W. Palatine Road
Palatine
no -7350

riors.

B utterfly:

Barrett.
2.

the afternoon with a win 10 1110

Des Plaines.

In

with trntrialion on the salt

um, Imo idarlIO and trampo
lino tor lads

dinuOypoolitu'ng

double wirmet and also mak

the Sisterhood
owning at Pith
Wedno-

149.4:

. 208 Medley Relay: I. PW.

IN 111(5 MATCH. the
Warriors captured seven first

at

Mellish

Camden.

1107.91 and
Mew Ditehall
i I: 10.11 ant/pt the event and
clinched Inc win for the WarK000a5

is

which will be drawn up by the
116 delegates at the eon.
amnion may 11111 10 Mrs.
Evans at 955 Jeannette. Dm
Plaines. 60016 or by writing to
Day Publication. 722 Center,

Suburbia"

brillman.

sophomore

4:29.O. Teammate Toni Peterson provided a weer in that
event with a second -place fin.
lb M 4133.0.

Anyone interested in ex miming his opinions regarding the new Rate constitution

topic 'Marriage and Sex

bo on aymn o

N111

morn Ind
Ms
10? hIt mown thon 0111
dm N. instruction in emm
mint. Maio blo. tom, anh
boalm, sollsb ill roll

quota RS, sad I hilm, and

But I s. int to onsh MIL

swimmer. also Mow praise
from his coach when ha topped.
all tankers in the 41/0 -yard
freestyle event with a sparkling

ly gift Berns will be available,
and coffee will be served.
The church is located. the
mina of Golf and Meier Rds.,

Rabbi Jay Karver, spiritual
leader of the Maine 'f °wraith,
Jewish Congregation, 8800
Ballard Rd. mull speak on the

ao

Eric Dahl. a junior distance

Christmas goodies. many love-

Rabbi to
tell about
marriage

,.mph

t

.mip who,

oduo tonal

medley by a touch in 2:22.6.

All denial assistants. their
employers and meas. are medially invited. For buffet iemr.
vatOns. at S4 per perm% call
Miss Adrienne Pollack rit 965'501.

%lILt el Ohnipia will ho

with Don Hudson who cap-

aides high praise

prise gift drawing.

nadttttntp ttth. 110011.
populhilIl ot omn too hId
sad.. not d shod Brini
ornluidhi,nhhon

kind of oho

hill h okotball and tabli.

+elm so wools a ill Lowe ot

°p.m and doe, nouns.

PROVISO WEST

six cents first class.

Anne Evans gives

by Floyd Romer. a graduate
of St. Olaf: it sing -along of
Christna pools. and a sor.

1 ho

22

PARRY RESULTS VS.

MINK they may haw

on Do. 9. All cards art no*

enjoy leisurely

nal on.% 01.

4. Pan Brennan. MW. 2:41.7:

tried tot hard. They wanted to
win and they haw the fight attitude." he

cially begins at the post office

holiday

soak orsions ho_minno hino
-1

hid tho own thil Mid. Ill

said.

Christina, Card week offi-

Dental aides

'1 he NorMwom Suburban
Dental Assistants will hold
their annual Christmas pony

held

scnihNng pans from broilers.

nin lor 11
mot, tr.ludutti,lhrouthto

win the 41111.9110 *MAO, relay event in 3:47.5. The War 0 111 get back into action
Saturday when they hod Elgin

Saturday.

last and then discard foil. Use

Guild holds Christmas sale

Monday, Doemhe 1, 1969

Students meet artist

Purchase foil to save time in

I ho o imp o

was win, to too tho. I Ind loll

lance

Wednesday but bounced back
low 56-39 win over Witukegin

Remember the old saying.
"Finn things first?" &art your
Most do" list ntrw.
Piro the out-of-town or

ido

ocom.dlhtithoinurl.h

ul oymnastesdas

h

1.,M111111. .191111190
M0011 hi. Lona Mod

Warriors split weekend swim contests

Organize now for a
peaceful Christmas
By Ihdores Haugh

prooram otth num othoi It
mums and Non Ebers

nd Sun Liars not

Moo

tho Ohm n In no loss th in tho
load uthor
L huroh

tal for
undond. so to is
suppled Its Bill Nan. oil ot Fit
Gros.
1i.1.i11n d tuohor
Persil monad
suntl ir

that lion will la uelituttillaj

won tho I Ind. Is ronnol Ind

nt Oltmptl teltltti Ott Camp de .411 airs o
tho
in Brimsatn Slim
north al
imp inulbuw,orppuntdhll
Duluth
Th. otos ot tho onm 10 101?

litMills

But tho hulk

stud in youth doudod to build

Greedy, Jerry Tillman. Keii
Vanderwiel. Kevin White and
Mike Winkler.

IN

CROSS-COUNTRY,

Raul Gawrys. Mike Li1151.

III

Plaza. Stew Schlickman and
none, 1 Ms lahnes wan nu ion letters: III Condon. Greg

Frans, Bob Namur sad Joe
Klein won minor jayvee letters: Kevin Green: John Nelson.

Kevin

Turner and

Sviecney.

Steve

manager Men

GalIngher won sophomore to Mrs.

quarter that Barry Mueller of

NW almost

singlehandedly
kept the lams:. bay by scoring
13 points and exhibiting fine

now play which continually
kepi the more talented ND five
off hal:ince
hunt period. Nam
Dame woolly managed to
edge to the from behind the
shooting or Bill Abraham.
Scoring four points on a
tosket and two free throws,
M0a0m10 'plVe Ito Green &

In the

White a 43-42 bulge at

500 0002

mark. hut the naire consistent
play of Niles %Vest eventually
pnivol more. effective. as 5115
Indians recapiured the load at
48.46. and then stayed ahead,
Ii, capture the three point win

with id wall

in the

final two

minutes.

ABRAHAM LEOn. dl
shooters with 26 points. Rick
Kengon with seven, and Greg
Schwan: with sin Indio
rounded 011 15 hod three ND

THE DAM

Pose 10

Tumdat Dsommber 2 1969

Grapplers smother Wheeling

Seven returning lettermen bolster Knight gymnasts
Rs I truth Hamilton
Mena Editor

LonlennaL

He elm sold. Our floor exercise team is just us good es

Despite having seven retunfing lettermen. Prospect
gymnastics enahh Rich Chew
ligures his team will be little
young thi, year.
Of the lettermen. live ore
what Cliew calls "functional"

in the
anybody
dded that he

althouLh thy. ptrtortnencLs
will be interesung.

-Were going to he a team

state:. end

that

has

strong. We'll be a little incon.
sistent al first."

faience" in the high her crew.

is

going

to come on

THE ',Ng HTS wtlr
right in the thick of the

ht.
Mid -

Suburban League race which
includes teams Chew says
could wind up
three. four in the state mess.

St

Th. power
ML NISL
this year.' There's no doubt
about it.
he said. "Every
in District 21.4. with the
possible emption of Wheel.
big because they're still hen -

mg from tht spinxlt h Htrfty.
is going to he in the top 10 in
the Nate."
The only other neon Chew
caned% to be real strong areal-

weywpowerllil Evenston and

Howdah, Co nine Chew ono
Maine South and Wheaton

Central outside Mane. he.
caSC they will have an easier
time qualifying for the state
moat These teams come from

areas

ilt, tjmnattscs n not

11101 1.11111. from to S h

In nut

lit.

11. rumor.,

Ocho end tab. J On -h yar-

as strong as h sin dm northwest suburbs. and thus how
things pretty much their own
way in the districts and sec-

sity wrestling 'decision over
Wheeling in the opening. meetof
the meson for hour schools.

tionals,

JW li,
nkr:ss. on
wn

is

threatChr

PM MCCUE

flattened
loins Tuffano at ISO pounds In

till second parted and Mike

Rid Komar won an lb

0 Mellay followed that up
with a third -period pin over

docraon coo Rol BP-ski/Lid
of Wheeling at 175 pounds.

Randy Wroble in the

and Ed Klingherg made it six
straight by shenting out Tem

165-,

Pound ends.

sion.

points.

4id was pleased with the result,

Wheeling

took

ST. VIATOR coach John

two

ns he says he always enjoys

much., hooh of them deci-

beating

sions. end there was one draw.

Klein. Jay Benson and Kurt

101174 RAVERS opened

Hendershot One senior who is
not functional is ,I.around

the action at nR pounds with
4-2 decision over Wildcat
Alike Beard. and Bill

.12th in the state men last year
on the high her and was Pros

"We're always tough in the
weights,' he said. "but
our lighter kids are mostly un&rel.-Innen and Met gives us
'
MI of hope for the future."

'upper

Beard.. 24/..

der then.

Freshman Kent Lewis pin
rho home tram on the score hoard by earning a draw with
George McDonald of St. Vie
tor. Vt./he/kinds Al Stavros
picked op the Wildcuts' first:
in by shutting om John Gei-

W01.0 IUD knee problems during the summer and
underwent surgery in the full.
The doctors found little wrong
with his knee. and whatever
was is rong should be corrected
by the time the knee heals from

thew said Wold is working
out now utter wearing n cast
rtir a taco weeks. but he can't It,

dismounts yet. -We'll use him

when he thinks hes ready."
Chow .ad.
nieceaddn.He
tot could
prohahly get i
sevens
even without the dismounts."

The Knights will have to
count on some boys up from
Iasi you's frosh.soph team.

hut Chew. says lad of experience
problem.

will he their only

THE SIDE horse crew will

he NI juniors WY of leant.
frosh-soph side horse

Three juniors. lion Wilcox.
Howard Hock and Dave Crop-

per. will handle Inc varsity horse chord. and Chew lays.
"They've come along real
aell. They may blow a few rou-

tines early in the season beof inexperience. hut
they'll he good."
The high bar. until Wold re.
mow will oho be worked exclusively by juniors. Steve
Samp has some varsity experience end will he the number one man there. lint Lots
and either Steve Rlingaman.
Rich Valentino or Alike Moran will fill out the third slot.
cause

!"'Ill

The sante three will he vying

rho the second and third poll.
dons on the parallel bars be-

hind senior lettermen Klein.
who sat Out much of hot sea.
son with an injury.

THE TRAMPOLINE to

yr

will be headed by senior teen.

is probably the biggest threat in the state for the
number one skn in the IHSA
finals. !tenni, hat been a contender since his tophomore
year. and after sustaining an
arm injury early Ian your. went
on to finish second in the
suite behind Arlington's Terry
sem who

wen
t

jiar.14

Haines.
Hendershot

will take his
turn on ON trampoline behind
Benson flan Prospect this year.

Although he has not worked
the nem much, he is e line
tumbler. end the two events NI
together nicely.
Thirst man on the tramp will
he ju
Guy Courtney.

C II E W IS

enthusiesti

about his rings and free ex orcise
twins. Hendershot.
Net
and Counney will

Eagle
Dares
To Be
Different
Want proof? You'll have it as soon
as Eagle opens its doors in Hanover
Park. All you need to do is compare our
Discount prices with the prices you pay
elsewhere for the same products.
Take Health and Beauty Aids,
for example - the kinds of
products we've added to our shopping
basket today. Once you've compared
Eagle Everyday Low Discount Prices
on your favorite Health and Beauty
Aid brands, you'll be a regular Eagle
shopper. Eagle offers exceptionally great
savings on products in this category
savings of as much as 25% compared
with normal supermarket prices!
These are savings on the same
name -brand products you trust, the
nationally advertised items
you prefer There are so many
ways we can save you
money, and in our next
message we'll tell you

and

Bent. are good state ewe
rial."

But Prospect's hest chance
could also onme on the rings.
gntitlg to he real strong

IN THE all-around.

Inc

Something Big Is About To Happen In Hanover Park

that's
said.

what

raves

"Our depth

us,"
is

young. but corning."

CHEW SAID that behind
the three top ring men are several others who are also good.
feel sorry for the 'guys who
Y compete with us on the

rings. They could probably
men for anybody else in the.

Soon ...

eagle
DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

1969

the Mid -Suburban League last

al him.
'Wm should win our share
or meas." Hughes said and
discussing the had luck her

do then compete in
as Hughes puts it.

And finally there was the
s c m Texpeted.a. injuries

Kul can ha any team. Allround man Norm Olsen has

pulled tendons in Ms hand and

might not be ready the first
couple of meets. high bar and
ring nom left Brown Nose bro-

ken finger and won't be

in

lope untillanunry. and perst-

Jeff Conroy hos a
pulled hack muscle that will
e!

111A11

slow him up the first month of

Wheeling. Stavros oulguinted Si, Lion opporsenl at 123 goomols. oghootos by Jim Stuart)

and Dick Martin: side horse-

Swelman:

Al stenos of Wheeling attempts to

St. Vint., John Geiser

tth nowethrerenee meet at

Nosily
1.u:hissing
sister sentml. Abdoe

the Pirate's John Baker by one
point. 7.6

and An Mohorn of Proviso

Demons of kinine East took on
Proviso East hest Wednesday
and fell hethre a strong Pirate
squad. 311-1.1. at their Ihirk
Ridge heklhousst.

grappled

through regulation
time without u decision us the

score stood 6-6 in the

137 -

pound class.

Finally. Maine was able to

the previous' state tourist/ -

send us
greco-roman
champion. Dave Maple, out to

1110m. and showed they would
ItUL again
ho IHSAcon-

win the 145 -pound division .
the in, Last performer over

TIIE TONE OF the match
:46 murk )1., be was pinned by

Following the opening set
three mom Demons were de felled Infore onc of Both
Rick's boys could chalk up the

lino! Maine point.
Scott Verner at 107 rind Ray

Flores. Iwere both of

Rick lonson was not as
thnunate in Ms loss us he suffered n pin at the hands of Pro-

ises Ken Dcreau at 137 in
the 123 -pound category.

IT WASN'T until thb 130pounders moved into action
that the home fens had much
to chow ahout. in a quick moving and extremely competitive
encounter. Doug Stuart . heat

zontal her -Berglund. Oben.
Randy G1711120.14 and Rick

and Olsen.

urday s

A team is allowed four perin earn event end
Hughes will haw to fill in the

formers

opener

ao

whelmcd his opponent 7-1 <la-

pita competing far above his
actual weight.

MAPLE% WIN was

the

untii next .seasun to get

rest of his entrants before Sat.

look

mom has suffered. -but our

share will probably he MI

rather then 14-1 like it was last
season.

"We had rood good depth at
every event last senson and
that team.us a real tough that
meet team We don' t have that
depth now. but I think we have
some fine individual par -

formers
but and aim might matte
tourninneor team."

us a

THE BEST of !hese "inclividuau performer." is Bon
Berglund. who will participle
in the live all-around events
and pow.sinly the trampoline.
too. The talented senior ranks
either firs) or second in each
event formte Falcons.
-.Ruh N the potential of
being one of the better free ex ercise men in the state' '

Hughes said. -ItX hard to say
what his hest event is. though.
because he's about equal in the
free exercise. side horse and
gorallcl bar events."
Olsen is another top per-

former and Hughes has

to

count o n him &smite his
ddoubtfuls tatus in early tots.
He will join Berglund in all
.ven Ls except the trampoline.

ACCENT PIECES

Specially

Priced
from

'6995

HUGHES' LINKUP looks
omething like MA right nowt

Harper College

ENHANCES
ANY DECOR

Proudly Presents

...clever

To TOP OFF the injury list.

tee exercise -Olsen. Berglund

f

storage space.

Its Tour 011erlogs

for 1910
2101

European Tear
21 DaYs Yla

7,111.11.

Jell 30.

Available for the first time
Scandanayla and England
21 Days Ilia SAS and PAN AM

Departing Julie 4. 1970
Preview th

next live contests..

on

thold 11701 were all decisional
by their counterparts from
Wm's), East.

This coming Saturday the
Demons will get a chance to
avenge

the lopsided

loss as

they host New Trier East at
1:30 p.m. in the Maine Pmt
fieldhouse.

A

was junior

p.m.

4

Harpe C

The only bright spot in the

Highlights
ogue

a

Mare Lipstick 11351, Gary
Eklund 11651 and Bob Ber-

PenisGross who took the only
ho
pin in he 185-polled
classification as he stuck Harold Murphy to the mat at 3:20
before the final heavyweight
contest again went to Proviso
as Maine's John Ellsworth lost
a 1-0 match.

1970
PERSONALLY ESCORTED

high water mark for the Demons as they lest four of the

heavier weights

home

Willowbrook. The
naming time of the men has
been chinned from 7 p.m. to 2
:optima

Craig Brockman of Maine

tling mat of the war. the Blue

was sel early. Maine's Denny
Gold could only survive to the

trampoline -Mike
Conte and Berglund: parallel
bars -Mike Sullivan. Berglund. Conroy. and Olsen) and
rings -Bill Martin. .Berglund.

Doug Watson.
Bruce Pierce and Oben; hori-Berglund.

Falcon fans will have to wait

the season.

Demon wrestlers bow
to Proviso E., 30-13

a

free exercise event as a fresh man last year. butthe broke
both bones in his righ arm and

cided they have better things
gyms to

around gymnast, liken n spin 00 ow side horse during a Falcon
practice senvhm. Moto by Mike tomemt

Boni.

talk about his current team.
you have to fig arc even Ann
Landers would ham trouble
solving his problems,- -The Falcons were third in

Than came the wally onespeeled. Three of Forest View's
top returnees didnt return.
site home
Falcons' top side
mun and two trampoline man.
including last ywit's conferend sophomore champ. "de-

Fared View's Bob Berglund, coach Gay Hughes' top Ml -

Den

fed from Oak Pad. Dan
finished sqah in the district

top
en-1 enConnelly on
the side horse.
Daggett in
the free exorcise, Mickey Seitz
on the trampoline and gay Slitninka in the alLaround-hy
way Of graduation.

In

in the 911-owinfl class.

later in the season"
"We do have a lot of depth

TuesdaY.
December 2,

of that CarrIP.,g,
FIRST, THERE wall the ert.
paned, Hughes lost four of his

Nam runner up Werden Jones

but 'Ike team will get better

Listening to Forest ghee
gymnastics couch Gay Hughes

Page 11

have happened since the elate

he 12 weight classes from the
Blue Demon grapplers.

Knights will have Wold when
h ereturns. Klingaman. Moran
and Rich Valentino,
Ch
figures that with all of
the juniors he Vol. Prospect
wont set high scores at first

performer In

sale champions. But things

t,nders as they won eight of

ringman will 001110 from Mine

Eon.. View lost ea excellent

season and finished 14-1 in
dual meets, with the only loss
coming against Arlington's

in

the rings. The other 1Cnight

Liston and John Zapfel m possibilities.

By Mike Iowan

S PO R TS

Pnwiso NW finished third

petition will
will come from Elk
Grove's
Benny Fernandez,
who was second
then
on

and

,65

main

of a half done juniors" said
Chew. who mentioned Don

Oaree rtfelSonMd of St. Vietor attempts to dump Kent Lewis of Wheeling over ht bark. The
two tied in 115-goonal boon, Mob

sophomores won their meets
and our jayvees only lost by a
few points." he said. "So I
think we're really looking
pretty good in the long run."

Pre -season jinx hangs over FV gymn,asts

Moth. in the opening we

yeses same meet.

Chew

Mike Squire, got a second-pc-

After

they could score consistently
in the eighth and nine's and
Ossowski finished 11th in last
the

"OUR FRESHMEN and

VIin ohe nest rotor matches.

their

on throngs:' said the Pon owl cch. Seniors Ossowski
and John Valentino proved

Perth,

be able to hold its own against
any NISI. school with the possible exception of Prospect.
And concerning the lasmre or
the sport at Wheeling. he had
much to be nappy about.

But after that it was all St.
Vinlor. us the Lions racked up

rital On on I.
Roehati at
137 pound, and Alai Squires

Bob

eppointed, as he pointed out
that St. Vieux would probably

-

about some more
of them!

combine for what Chew calls
Mthe of the strongest free ex
teams around. He

Wheeling coach

Schultze w. not overly dis-

ser. 541. and Gary Schweitzer
ltd the contest with a resounding 14-2 victory over Lion Tim

the operation.

Mid -Suburban

even the ones who lost.

°Damien ITIMIC: it Onto in . a
/row by
nutpointing
Dan

meth number one 'all -noun -

any

'League school. He was especially happy with the showing
of his lower -weight grapplers,

sowski. John Ai:Monied. Pete

man Run \Vold. who tied for

meet for St. Victor by pinning

Mike Beillargeort in the first
petiod int/whit:torte/gin divi-

Five Lions regineMd Pins.
four of them in a row. and St.

Vittremytko.1 four wins

s They arc Mike Os

HolcImpl a 0 et Igo
KIT Soon wrapped up the

Campus

n um and
oselle Roads

COLONIAL - MEDITERRANEAN - ITALIAN
MODERN - CONTEMPORARY
GUARANTEED CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

Room 242

College Center

Refreshments IL Door Prizes
Open to Harper Faculty, Students

and the General Public.

MOUNT

FROSPECIVatadOms.

inc.

2S9.1030 666EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

ARLINGTON

FURNITURon

ArlingtonEno.d

Carpet and Furniture 4eciatists
211-13 S. Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights
Osten Moo, Mom S Fri. to 9: 111011,1, Wed to noon/ 5//1. m 5

CL 91150

111020 0c000001 2 i969

P60 IL

Tn1FT

*it

latiAtirMI.11.8

Consult this daily guide of reliable services offered
by reputable business people in your co ftmu

1141sosess Strice

255-7200 OR 296-6640
for Gifts

the Home

Cement Wool,

Bunkrve

Piano Tuning Services

ellis
Pr

Radio.TV Repair

Heating 8. Air Conditioning
APOLLO

DOEM 394- i046

..",t,To'n2Ittt?Int!,,,o

Full

gaol. expo Loose

mom

to

ney non

Schimming OIl
Company

XotttItigittt:,tIiEf2-0

wnro evs sta Lio0 Pohlan nr,

audience for your message, everyday!

googd.,112538SED

CO AHEAD, GET ShoPrIP,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK

3 .en

Iermi. a

FOR YOU!

WE WILL RAIN TOW

rattles era

AvimmAls

a

0000040000-

531 Winthrope Ave.

LAB TECH

'ot"wt.itil"""

SLIP COVERS
Nome Maintenance

CREATIVE

ART

290 la%

SERVICE

2.554510'

sioso

Eve

25 FOREMEN
$1 85-$225 A WEEK
NO FEE

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

01112

I GA OAR

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

ALL BRITE CLEANERS

394-0893

GERALDINES

AV 6-7372

TOW IntestAge

AnLEMAR6 390.1000,

Gets

Ma song

DOLL

Musical

mom

BRiGHT GIFT IDEAS FOR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS

Gift.

Snow Remo.,
CI 5 1243

"gt"tiltirt

Dressmaking -Sewing

SITTING

r.4g5'1NrIEFPrRR' 8'1'je'T

Sem

CLASSIFIED

Store, Windows

Electronic

Need 2 men immediately. Good starting salary,
free hospitalization insurance.
CALL ED POLIVKA
or
775-6126
698-3277

Wear rho

$150-$170

ESTIMATES CALL FL8 60
THAD

ALTO DOWD.

S

DOME IMPROVEMENTS

Aggs 6 fireplaces

8061PiEli room

,s
EDMOND GRAY

Item Moe CL 5 1070

BENSENVILLE

34, 2344 or 027.2227

Fsiens

Lo Salle humane!

ter 4.10171T:ert. Arl NIL

822. 4537

BODY CRAFT
110 E. GREEN ST.

14-Porsiials

'8'0V1I'Dg'ej'T.Z-RDR5'"

Alm Imit end

DOD, FENDER 6 PAINTING, 26

Lair it

COUTIDAER demon.,

HOUR TOWING SERVICE

FREE ESTIMATES

AUTO OTIMATT Rusegnue=

....
AM

P

0O60002.

FAST. REASONABLE SERVICE.

Business Services

sg737=;::Titt

437.4093

otAus

CL 9-0495

yecY.1 'T*1.11'21rEt C'A7TT

REIN TILE CO.

Yenr

QUALITY DECORATING ALL TYPES WALL AND FLOOR

Mr.

/Inancied

needs.

512.5100.

REPAIRERS INSTAL.

to

a

Lormtltg,-Remodeling

El

!En LEF
iI.EC

ELECTRIC.

730-7740

ran

Is

RESIDENTIAL SIACIALIST

I ing

isolnrsatk:4:ootifyw.

PARKER

11

5;11

,

OR,
IF YOU
I IKE, YOU

\gjs

CAN PHONE
YOOR WANT AD

T° US ...

ioh

255-7200

A.

DITSTORILIPHOL,B.T.EcRZ.O.nd

AMWAY PANNING

on

Too

Fireweed

k .,...-

A-

c-

$12414,000
$650-$7,0

Foreman
Tool Engineer
Electronics Tech,
Engineering Tech.

ran.,

SLASONED FIREPLACE LOGS

situ.

POD JAACILS

F..gASONED
WILL

DELISPL'AZWACK

$5254575

NATIONAL DIE CASTING CO.

$625

296-1043

050

Des Plaines, ID.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.

SOCIAL10-9ARSTINA10,5,

ROLAND E JOHNSON

-

3635 W. Touhy

HO 5-6000

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS
(Nights Only)
AT

work 00 commercial applications. We would pm ter individuals with soma Cobol background.

Union Oil Company 01 California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

WE NEED MEN

AUTO PARTS
DRIVER

calel

COMPUTER OPERATORS
We have IBM 360/65 (5I2K) with tope and disc and 3 IBM 360/30 tape
oriented computers. We ore seeking experienced operators, however. we
will troin qualified indNiduals. Openings on 2nd shift only.

..

n"Ln*yNargeg
gesotaiing
CUSTOM DECORATING

HAVE A WIG PARTY.

W. CL
FANCY DORS "CHUMS

Floor Maintenance

TOR YOUR HOLMAY PARTIES

d

I

Join our busy mail room Neff and enpy a lob with

VCI'RjjCPATj'4°110TS.C'''''

4600 GL3 2230

Floor Refinishing

ADVERTISERS

GL3 3384

5541

Photography

ROLLING WACO!, GLASS

IZILAASHING AND

Cement Work

511ITA

CO

Meek Me PIM ImerOon af
,00roebn.et

error or emberin thir men.

Wear 00 w reopen,. ter

Furniture Refinishing

ONLY

Plastering

Window Well Covers

the

rint

looterd

Ineeelon ond artily In ITon.
TROT H0000 Wee40060.4
comities. Few yelhl be
noMIled by bspubleatim

OF THE MANY WAYS
DAY WANT ADS CAN
SERVE YOU! TO RENT,

DAN KRYSH

Geheral Hauling

255-3B22

tuArs7

Nora. eite4 SRN ADD WW
noels us re wee
ems eta oconteld bf Owe

ANNOUNCE, OR ALMOST

EXPERT PLASTERTNg

A REMODEING
'170113%

!.5',11 ;CIL ON CO

358.5340

Available. Rhona osonlino

Wrirri E54'0W0.1%'
CT 5 8232

JOE CATARAIT

6221-2510

MN

OH -file
COVARCO

9

leO *West II 9.111

siounkrint

PHONE 2554300

BUY, SELL, TRADE,

7

ANYTHING...PHONE

255-7200 or 296-6640

=XL:joUtZlZ::177o;rib=i,Zga,71' ''
ALARM INSTALLER - DAYS
ALARM SERVICE MEN - ALL SHIFTS
ALARM RUNNERS - NIGHTS

ea) THINK...

forememnen
-3287

ANCHOR COUPLING CO. INC.

04

orm ei *sr Me motto
tan he rondo ki Arr went of

ALARM DIVISION

362 1360 ext. 261

.4250000000 W4 I.
ezze rit min a meteOTtO

825-5740

'174=ii'i 4:17=

p-

-

NOW HIRING AT
MELROSE PARKING PLANT
!

CLIP

COMPLETE & MAIL TO

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.

AND CHICAGO LOCATION

722 CUrler St.

EXPERIENCED MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS, EARN UP TO $5.00 AN HOUR
.E X P, EURNI ECNHC

5,16 Om .. e ... new To e lob with :isms you mit Ie. with

EARN UP TO $3.63 AN HOUR
AppG in Person at

TELETYPE
5555 West Touhy
't:iiEren's.:.

0020W 110,0

co 1-6400

/0 unirzodonD,

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

Skokie, Ill,

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illino$S 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

SERVICE INC.

SLOAN VALVE CO.

a_

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT
Stotion at Golf and Meecham Roads is seeXng full time send. station
attendant for.the 3rd shift (II pm. to 7 a.m.)

PRESS
D
OPERATORS

WELLS FARGO ALARM

Arlington Heights,111. 6000S

EXPERIENCED SCREW MACHINE OPER&

For Brown & Sharpe Single Spindles
EARN UP 00 84.42 AN HOUR

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

APPLY

2175, Arlington Hts, Rd.

Talk to Teletype about these jobs today,

Full YOMPROY 6.6.5"..,,,,,

o was ...60h.

GENERAL FACTORY
FACTORY MAINTENANCE MEN

Individual desiring yodel))) al &Kee would enjoy this job assisting office
management deportment and servicing company cars, moving furniture,

(Srati, CORPORATION
5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

RI

CINCH YOUR A85S1
Advenium
to

UTILITY MAN

SUNBEAM

AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE

PLEASE

Window Washing

B27.8285

KANZLER BROTHERS

DAY WANT AD

R poOr

Permanent Waves
CL S

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

INDEX

D

SI353

LICENSED HEAVER OPERATOR

Cement 6 Blacktop

Nocr

AMIN. Machines in our

duplicating deportment. No prior expesience required.

lety
ti s
learn operate oedema .0011109 machines. Mon owaitinglearydrauf
y'L 01 detm'
retired postal employee would be ideal.

SIN

WANT SWIG FOR cm...,
BU

CAPITAL FIXTURE
5 CONST.

827-4175

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATORS
We will train individuals to operate Zero, on

MAIL CLERK

MAINTENANCE PIPEFITTERS
FINISHERS P. CABINET MAKERS.

Ford Dealer

:NOS OF ALL TYPES

TRY A NEW ONE!

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW

2411115 VIEW Men

24.11111Ranted Men

Wigs

PATCH'S PANTRY

sick and tired
of the old job?

unv6n

"'A;t01700=TZT:TIT'"'"

wallpowiirm and exterior

358.4400

computers.

DAYS

r weed.

PERSONNEL DEPAWNIENT

11*

We am exponclIng our progrornming staff and
are looking for experienced programmers to

54.37 PA (Tom ows 227. mom Iambus.

WAILBAYER

CnI1 LE 1.4404

Arlington Heights 116W, Eastman 392-6600

An Equal Opportunity Employer

START

TEL 1,V561r"

PAINTING 6 DECORATING

n'ce:"L

Pure Oil Division

Call or Come In and See
Mr. Boos

511-012,000

ENGINEERING AGENCY
O'HARE

C

Wollpopering

1327445

1=9::::te'ite7r, 7,7=

Illinois Bell

giving phut experience and salary re...Me.,

SSSO

Call Ted Leveret,.

ABU,' CAPP!, VACUUM SER

Deli . e ... IS ended

STOCK CLERK

Skokie

Write in confidence to Employment Deportmerd

USED AnCIIIIM SALE SIS.9.5-7961

SW 6146

PO,,

Cobol programs under OS In MET TI. We ol
hove two IBM 360/30 11610 MP. oriwitod

Ico ow pies elm of wernme. Peid wean= and holidays

201,0':71"

661-4055

II

RELIANT PRECISION
MFG.

you want to <May working In the suburbs,
came soe us. We have an attractive benefit program including profit sharing.
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INDEX
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RECEPTION
TRAINEE
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.
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White Collar Girls

ASSIST
FASHION
SHOWROOM
GIRL FRIDAY
HIGH SALARY!

our office for gals with

congenial.

"nd.

f 654 pooy T0,6,65, Corw..15.
706 W.
tr.
s cni

FL/P L.SE., NEW KANT

(DT Oriental.,

Applications ore now being accepted for positions

ly,

cyL Now

19VM

Illusnmags & Garage Sale

f

h

8

RECEPTIONIST

AMY 255-9414

experi-

'63 Ole, eel AIN
113 -To Red Business Property

TOSP"'STOMRE

KmS NAHA A

.00,1090,REN ttS,SOC,I,TL,

WHEEM

offers good

18.15

II Business OPPoRmities

5.11-1.277 olter

Call Kathy Kiddie

unimn

SWITCHBOARD -

gy,orc,

mours

our employment department for on

Register with us

54:pplorestAgencies-Women

SMALL OFFICE

to

WANTEDO BUY, ONE YAM

C

from your home.

G.B.G.

ttr te$

42.1Vanterl to Buy

Rolling Meadows

14 -To Rent Apartments

ence. We offer n friendly, congeniol office, con.
veniently located on
Edena Highway (NH min
utes

DEN PLAIN

Coll 3515095.

b
interesting positions
W

Aron, slug opportunity
for alert gals with AIphanumeric punching

HOURS FLEXIBLE

FOR / TEMPORARY OFFICE
POSITIONS
TOP RATES - NO FEES

AND RECEPTION

39

good head
for numbers?

Busse Rd.

day or night

DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

CLERKS

ea,

95 Duni.

School Bus, Inc.

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

EXPERIENCED KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

WE NEED

CALL 25'71620

HOTEL MANAGER

S

NOW OPEN

for Extra
Holiday Expenses

Now 4 BoA

-

E

56-0ff ice Famitice-Delfices

gOIVX"Pt

Do you halt° a

verifying

'"'"" 81;'6'8771

SCHAUMBURG

1

"Iceduef

Cook County.

o rid

Be Prepared

0

0

FOR A GROUP

DICRIENT COMPANY

0

°

FLICK -REEDY

ENJOY LATER

17hrn

i

.3.5510

""=0'

TEMPORARY
WORK

Wo

191 W.

PRIVATE SECY-

P.IN. ROUTES

Call Mr. Ritz of 824-4103

<kg Mg

3'59'50('Eke,r."5;minl

27 -Employment Agencies.Men

466 Vista
GMI Mr. Larson

3040

tx, to( Coll °Poi a oro ase 7880

mod

vM

'An Equal Opportunity EnspEyet

Spaulding Fibre Co.

BENSENVILLE, ILL.

CAFETERIA

Precision Mfg

Full Time Man

2500 Dempster Des Plaines, Ill.

YORK & THORNDALE ROADS

Ken Larson A Associates

1100 Hicks Road

6:30430 am.

Success Associates International Inc.

CORPORATION

CALL 2.1-7191

Dept.

with a dynoetio growing company.

112-A5teinabas, for Sale

NEW COMO 5.275. Ct 3-9461

2:30-5 p.m.

THE BANK di TRUST
CO. OF ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

=en

P

100110 one. wv

PART TIME
6 10 PNl...,5=1.111 FM

A.M.. ROUTES

ITyping, Shorthand, General Office) with your
own tronsPonation oche 'would like pleosont
working conditions. Then you vim. want so.miss
Wit !emotive opportunity far a comer. position

oa rarx nod

Y

11610 Rent HOUms

Wh

P4T MGM LLO

Corn Kam Cosh
Paid Training

An off raetive, personable. exocative seelenny

Swim MI nor reund man ndoor weimminp pool

Coll Mrs. Cornell
255-7900

Ala

DRIVERS

ARE 11010

pool MIMI,

Fl

5P

DEC .1
nee tar ihs
ard

37.Boatszntl Moira SOL,

off

0P

fie
st

°Ile

TUESDAY

FEMALE

SCHOOL BUS

1,35

DUNKIN DONUTS

le Adormenw.

1,5

Light Typing?

Pork Ridge, IT

41

FAO 12

MY HOUSE

Noe.. anciaaicanaa.a......1.. 0111

°pee I at

P ige IT

COUNTER GIRL

*Nerd F.M.no mrmen. pp I one

r Doer

Tuesday December 2 Ma

55Musical Indicants

507 4401

Accounts
Receivable
Good At Figures?

775 6126

CLERICAL POOL

Pep

34-Afts and Antiques

romance experience

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

PAPY5155f12 WANTS] to 1145,

PACKERS

preferred Aacurate typ
1t Hour 9 to
CALL 392 3922

Call Ed Poleska

698 3277

2611s1plYante0 Women

WOMAN

typ,no Cncsfedge for addra Gograph do
oortinenr Many fine fringe benefit.

Pickwick Theater Bldg.

Zayre

21-1lelp Wanted WOCISR

MATURE WOMAN - FULL TIME

OHOP TIEN

AS RECEPTIONIST

ZAYRE
NEEDS

16-11elp Wel Women

Inventory Control

1.71 20

P 51

r

"::
OPonoire

I

BABY

=rtonnf
ri nnM S

I rne

61111

26-lie1p Wanted Women

25Emplsiment Agense, Women

LP

2.14ielp Wanted Ilan

$66 per v,eek
n

0,,111111.1 2

11:0111 11

Make The Difference
At

KUSTOM MUS C CENTERS'

I

'

-

GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE!

1800 West. Central Road

Mt. Prospect

V

Famous Nome Brands!
10% to 00% Off on Display Merchandise,
Many Used Speciolg

+

DIVOI

44.

1.11

3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS;

Paelno. nisi KG Nicks Place 339-2251

AORWOOD

IOW Wolin /
tapeede

fiAw
en'.

t,

SHORT RIBS

a

c

Tuesday, December 2, 1969

OUT OUR WAY

V - rio ay

SHERIFF! 1HE
BANK IS BEING ROBBED AND
'THERE'S A 42.10T IN 111E SALOON!

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
r GOOD GOSH: HE AIN'T
SATISFIED WITH JUST
KICKW'mE OUT --NOW
!ill

I

WINDING UP ANOTHER YEAR
WITHOUT KEEPING MY 1957
RESOLUTION To GET `rOU
WORKING! WOULD YOU LIKE
TO STAY HOME AND RuN

it

I

5' News

FINALLY TAKING
THE PLUNGE

7

News

9

Dick Van Dyke

Show

FAP!

11 Italian

David F. Cargo guest
stars as himself in an

of the opening day of
the
White House.
conference on food,
nutrition and health,
including President
Nixon's address to
the Meeting.
20 Business Writing

6:00
News

2

I HEAR FROM"-

This zoo WHILE I GET A
D-0(3? OR ARE )fou

Part I" Highlights

TON1GH

MARTHA, MY
KENTUCKY
FLOWER,
SOMETHING UPSET
-rOU ? SURELY YOU
CAN WAIT ANOTHER.
FEW DAYS UNTIL

Amos 8. HOOPLE, I'M

HE'S COMIKE AFTER ME.?

Pan-

orama
26 Spanish News

26 Roller Derby

32 Monsters

7:30
Red
Skelton
Show
Guests include Ja-.
net Leigh and the

6:15
Shakespeare:

0:

HE CAN'T

6:25

2 WBBM-TV Editorial
26 Quiz

-

A

12-2.

THE WORRY WART

1" T."

(vicGr.

a-

6:30

National Geographic Society Spe-

Copage. Michael

cial

ROBIN MALONE
GOr

WHY DONT )01.1 FL AY cAT0-1

'

rfri ea. LY, scorr 2

DILLY

youR TOO MUCH
ON mYmiNo

PAY OFF'

wow- BIJY A

ALL RIGHT! ALL

Ill.
FLAY HALL!

REASON LIKE THAT:
He. duer NOWS
HE WANTS HIS
./j,
FATHER !

AT

)

momSkil"--

Crowd." Larry Hag-

less Horizon. -

man

5

married to two dif-

I Dream of

ferent women at the

"The Wedding."
Astronaut and his

same time.
9
NI i k e Douglas
Show
32 Password

genie are finally mar-

7

..1

'PM

Yin u r

1 loroscope

IS THAT TH' BEST YA C'N DO

YA OUGHTA BE

WITH THAT DRUM, CICERO?

For Wednesday

6:55

SAGITTAUIUS (Nov.
23 -Dec. 22) --Go ahead with
financial activities. Take care,
however. that those concerned
know precisely what you're

5

yourself to another. You may
have to kilos your own horn
considerably --hut it will he
worth it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
191-- Conclude dealings with
others early in the day, if
possible. Where postponement
appears beneficial, give as-

house

to the ski resorts in
the Alps.

North Vietnam. The
broadcast examines
the progress being

Account of a ma-

2

11 Hunger:
An
American Disgrace

and .1.1.

'avow rvi-uvr-

GONNA ENII7 YCYJ TO
MYANALY577.. HE'LL_

I ;SA

GONNA DO TO YOL),

DIRTY PAN?

McCormick.
5

Midnight Report

7

Chicago Show
Paul Benzaquin is

host.

the Phoenix Suns at
Salt Lake City.
32 News

Everyman

7

1:00
Perspectives

9

News

7

Reflections

12:30

9:25

1:10

Paul Harvey

Comments
1:30

9:30

11 French Chef
20 TV High School.

1:40

26 Cinema Special

Movie
"Sword of the
Conqueror."
Epic
9

32 Truth or Consequences

2
5
7

.

concerning the 6th

10:00
News
News
News

century
empire.

2:30

11 Canterbury Tales
"The
Shipman's
Tale."

26 A Black's View

2

McHale's Navy

2

3:00
Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

3:05

10:30

2

Byzantine

3:30

Mery Griffin

Show

Live By

EEK & MEEK

THEY'RE NOT
MAKING
WESTERNS

STRAIGHTEN YYXJ OLJT.

deal h .Patty

5

T h e Governor
New Mexico Gov.

licious child whose
inherited evil causes

Pro Basketball
The Bulls battle

8:30

garian model.

2

"V ietnam-

of the News
32 Honeymooners

for

12:00

Movie
"The Bad Seed."

MORTY MEEKLE

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
211 --No one can assure you of
lasting happiness --hut you can
help to secure benefits for
yourself through laboring in
another's cause.
22-

William Sylverster
is host for a film trip

singles
only posing as a Hun-

sent.

ARIES (March

and

11:35

against

Dos-

Seas

In search for a story, Debbie checks
into an apartment

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -Jan.
201--A good day for selling

Lands

battles

32

Sander

on

32 Of

7:00
Debbie Reynolds

Show

about.

is

26 Motorsports International

0' IT!

'32.100
Paintings
Great Music

perdinck Show
Engelbert is joined
by Tom Jones, Dion
Warwick,
Barbara
Eden and Jose Feliciano.

toevsky's novel.

26 Big Play

faced with the Prospect of an. American
military withdrawal.
can continue to fight

ize" the writ
7 :Engelbert Hum-

8:00
First Tuesday
Among featured

based

ABLE T' GET A

LOT MORE NOISE
THAN THAT OUT

32 News Final

its

20 TV College
Humanities.

Vanocur's report on
an American girl's
trip to London to undergo an abortion..
11 NET Festival
"From the House
of the Dead." Opera

II, Peggy Lipton.
9 Star Trek
26 Today's Racing
32 Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea

An. in -vest igation
SOuth . :Met tram:

7:45

segments

dents. Michael Cole.
Clarence
Williams

BUGS BUNNY

"A Timetable for

9

5

Movie -

nist for the FBI."
Documentary -style
'counterspy caper.

Vietnam."

Mod Squad

"A Place to Run.
A Heart to Hide In."
Pete, Linc and Julie
pose as college stu-

,, -------

2

himself

Jeannie

ried in a ceremony
filled with frenzy.
Barbara Eden. Larry
. Hagman and Bill
Daily.

ir-

finds

9

"1 Was.a Commu-

a

"Siberia: The End-

11:00
News.

11:30

9:00
CBS Reports

made to

"Three's

anella is narrator for

9

20 TV College
Typing.
26- Victor
Ortega
-Pan-Ant Show

Link.
7
Movie

Joseph Camp-

11 Firing Line
32 Big Valley

tary.
like a women in love.

hann Carroll. Marc

2

011601.011.1.1,14.111...

Show

secrebegins to act

Julia tries to find
worthwhile employment for a sidewalk
artist whom she and
Corey run into. Dia-

WAIT

which

'Drinkwater's

Mills Brothers.
5,-JukiA

V' I

7

Maggie. Gov.

2

11 TV College

in

episode

Tonight Show
Joey Bishop

5

1...0e...E THEY

LJSEID TO.

April

201 --Should a trip take you

away from home, keep loved
ones informed of your where-

0> 0

abouts

at all times. Emergencies can he dealt with.

TAURUS

(April

211 -Friends

at

a

oidc

21 -May
distance

cAunt_i_f

have more of an influence on
yocur success at this time than

you think. Get in touch with
them immediately.
GEMINI (Islay

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

22 -June

Olio

211-Conservative action
proves to he the best action

YOO-HOO! C,USS

today. It is the rash Gemini
who has cause for .regret to-

WHAT HAPPENED
WHILE 'IOU WERE
.,sts100Z1041.1

morrow.

CANCER (June

22 -July

ACROSS

1 Feminine
nickname
4 Skin eruption
8 Neat and
compact

231 --The partnership you enter into at this time should

prove most helpful in the immediate future. Set you sights
unexpected invitation may reyou

to

he

especially

careful in the matter of another's reputation. Don't speak

out of turn,

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.
231--A day when the tendency
will he to make rash decisions.
Try to think through your confusion rather than becoming
part of it.

CAPTAIN EASY
LIKE L SAID. MAC -D19 WAS
A PEAcEAI311 RALLY OF uNcL.E.
JAKE'S TILL LOCAL HOTHEADS

BUrref, IN:

BY DA WAY...

WHERE a

UNCLE JAKE 2

STRANGE(
CAN'T FIND
HAIR OR HIDE

OF HIM:

WADY,. HEE PROW
IN DA wEEDE
WO!SINUN ODED BYPErnUT

NATIVES!

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct.
231 -Your influence on another may he .the cause of argu-

MAYBE

HE'S

LOAFING

IN THE

I CANT WAIT To 886
THEM JEWELS McKEE
HAD IN THIS BOX! PARD:

HOTEL:

-

ment in a neighbor's home.
The wise Libra will pull in his
head.

SCORPIO

(Oct.

24 -Nov.

22)--A day when physical vitality may tell the difference
between success and failure.
See that you're in the pink.

Answers to
Hideaword
mAupi.iN

mail
mild
mina
damn
dial
limn
land

laud
lain
luna
laid
ulan

i 0 L Eu
I C E 1/
CAA
111rAMEN
A-I A B
-r- B R NSON
AtI1 A
00
AS IC
L_ I S
K DUCE
ENTO
A C BID I A
OF 0 I 0
T A L_ONIS
-TEARELD

marshal

DOWN

1 Unharmed
13 Tropical plant 2 Indigo
3 Writers of
14 City in
words for
M ERGE
Nevada
songs
15 Evergreen
23 Flower
38
4
Swift
Breed of
tree
holders
sheep
16 Putrefractive 5 Singing voice
6 Earlier
24 Hastener
40 Choice part
alkaloids
7 Dress edge
25 Feminine
41 Icelandic tales
18 Suppression,
8 Action of
appellation
42 Sound of
as of a vowel
testing
26 Roman roads
disapproval
20 Charges, as a
9 Tear asunder 27 Plight
43 Preposition
ship
10 Arrow poison 28 Toward the
44 Belgian river
21 Something
11 Bryophytic
sheltered side 46 One time
ruminated
plant
29 Marries
47 Great Lake
22 Wicked
31 Stops
17 Formed in a
48 Depend
24 Filament
row
33 Pheasant
50 Important
26 Persia
broods
19 Steadier
metal
27 Carpenter's
gadget
4
5
6
2
7
3
8
9
10 11
30 Beetle, for
instance
12
13
14
32 Infirm
16
17
34 Dinner course 15
35 Redacted

THIS IS
TM' BLACKEST

DAY IN 71(1,
COUNTY'S
HISTORY:

36 Short -

napped fabric
37 Upper limbs
39 Membership

CAMPUS CLATTER
WHAT DO YOU MEAN,
*YOU'RE HERE AS

SIMS O'BOYLE'S

maul
mind
maid
main

I

56 Negative
votes
57 Napoleonic

12 Some

high this morning.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 231 --An
quire

SAINTS ROA S TL
AZIRAEL
GOATEE A MORY
ER I A
AIDA
B
AMR
SCEL

HOST"? YOU MUST
BE HER GUEST!

ALL X KNOW IS SHE

INVITED ME TO BE

A HOST IN HER
ENTOMOLOGY
CLASS/

THE SUBJECT OF MY
REPORT IS PARASITIC
INSECTS SUCH AS
FLEAS AND TICKS.

AND THIS IS MY EXAMPLE
OF THE HOST -PARASITE
RELATIONSHIP]

fees
40 Essential

being
41 Body of water
42 English writer
on games
45 Kitchen
utensil

24

25

30

26

22

a

20

23

27

32

31

34
36

37

38

47

48

'

39
41

51 Anger
52 Let it stand
53 QUechuan

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

55 Painful

29

35

42

54 LlibriCant

28

33

49

Indian

-o

19

21

49 Being

persistent

unlaid
ulna
anil
amid
alum .

18

43

46

44

2

ines

es
By Gary Shiffman

the patrolmen -and two wit-

Court, having suggested mediation (in the closed chamber

nesses testified in the hearing

Des Plaines patrolmen returned to work late yesterday,
ending a two-day 'blue flu"
epidemic

before the judge suggested the
closed -door session in his
chambers

An agreement ending the

JUDGE COVELLI, IN the

sick -in was reached yesterday
afternoon in a 21/2. -hour meet to the chambers
Circuit
Court Judge Daniel A. Covelli

session), it is agreed by the par-

ties (the city and the CCPA)
that no further evidence be
heard at this time It is ordered
that the Court take this matter
under consideration for the
purpose of mediation between
the parties, in which the Court
shall partake.
"By consent of the parties,

closed session reportedly suggested that the city and CCPA

a

resume negotiations with the
Des Plaines patrolmen remaining on the job during the talks.

at the Chicago Civic Center.
City officials and leaders of the
Cook County Police. Assn.
(CCPA) took part in the meet-

The judge agreed to act as
mediator in the negotiations

Des Plaines City Atty. Rob-

ert DiLtionardi had -sought a
temporary injunction against

DiLeonardi also indicated
satisfaction with yesterday's
retur n -to -work agreement,
saying, "We claim no victory.

ing during the period of the
above mentioned mediation."

THE NEW

nesses Who testified), and the

chapter of the

CCFA.

fendants shall return to work
forthwith and to remain work-

"The court, having heard,
some evidence (the two }wit-

Plaines

Des

the court holds that the de-

and he issued an official court
order saying:

ing.

were tenatively scheduled to
begin next week The talks
probably will be held in one of
the city offices
"We arc, at this point,
agreeable to the proposal for
new negotiations," said Robert Ornberg, president of the

negotiations

ice ws

iwe

w,u e
about a permanent agreement
which both sides can be
pleased with "
DiLeonardi filed the motion
for the injunction yesterday afternoon The hearing was first
assigned to Judge Samuel Epstein, but the city attorney requested a change of venue
which brought the case before
'Covelli. The change of venue
petition reportedly stemmed

move by DiLeonardi The other winess was Chief of Police

from Epstein's record in previous cases involving public

they returned to work at

We are pleased that a mutual
understanding was reached
with the help of Judge Covelli
and we hope his efforts in the

employes.

coming talks will help bring

called to testify in a surprise

said, "it is a matter of getting
to the regular
The men who
worked the last two days were
readjusted
schedule

Arthur Hintz
Four aldermen attended the

I2 -hour shifts Now we
have to convert back to the

hearing John Flood, CCPA

on

president, and Loevy represented the patrolmen
The "blue -flu" epidemic
lasted exactly48 hours. Patrol-

men began calling in "sick"
late Sunday before the start of

the II p.m. to 7 a.m. shift and
I

I

p.m. last night. Thirty-four patrolmen participated in the
sick -call.

ARTHUR LOEVY, gener-

"AT THIS POINT,"

al counsel for the CCPA, was

Capt. ,Dale Mensching

regular 8 -hour watches "

Police records indicate that
complaints were handled
during the two-day period. Lt.
August Schwiesow said this
was "slightly below" the average for a similar period.
Chief Hintz said the 34 patrolmen would not be paid for
the two days they were absent
81

but that 5 -day suspensions issued to three of the men would
be rescindedi

Pro5pert ;Dap

WEATHER
Tonight:. Partly cloudy,
colder, low in 20s. Tomor-

Telephone

2554400

row: Partly sunny, rather
cold.
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Void tax collection commission
By Bob Casey

The two per cent commission received by township tax
collectors,
which annually

provides hundreds of thousands of dollars to suburban
school district, yesterday was declared unconstitutional by

Circuit Court Judge Donald
O'Brian.
Acting on a suit against 30
township tax collectors and
County Treasurer Edmund
Kucharski, Judge O'Brian
rtiledLiti favor' of two Chicago
residents who claimed the two
per cent comrnission is unfair

case," he said. Acdording to
Gunnels, the case could come
up before the Supreme Court
as early as late January, if attorneys for both sides can file
briefs within 30 days.
The township collectors are
also

being defended by the

states attorney's office.

THE DECISION, if

up-

held, will have a serious impact on suburban township
and

elementary

school

fi-

$340,000 of excess funds for
the township. Besides provid-

generous

amounts

directly to the county.

County Treasurer Kucharski holds back 11/2 per cent
of the tax money payed

the township excess commis-

IF THE DECISION is up-

don't receive; comparable ben-

ACCORDING TO ' J. 'C.

efits from tax collection com-

Retarded, senior citizens
groups and local historical so-

to levy taxes to cover their operating and general assistance
expenses. The school districts

cieties.

may also have to hike their

Bussenhart, District 57's assistant superintendent, his district received $40,000 this year
in township funds.
District 25 would lose

The decision will be appealed directly to the Illinois
Supreme Cpurt because it is a

question olconstitutional law,
according to Lawrence Gunnels, attorney for 29 of the 30
township collectors and for
Maine Twil. School Treasurer
Harold Ahlbeck, an interviewer in the case for the defense.

"WE INTEND to try to expedite the appeal and get the
Illinois Supreme Court to hear

the case at an early date,"
Gunnels said.

In Wheeling Twp. the two
per cent commission this year
brought in $411,634, according to Twp. Collector Marjorie

Carter. After paying for approximately $190,000 in operating expenses, the excess
commission provided
$150,000 for township elementary schools, $87,760 for
mental health, $7,700 for senior citizens centers and $9,000
for local historical societies.

About $51,000 in excess
funds has not yet been allocated, Mrs. Carter said.

The high court will often
give immediate consideration
"in cases Which have an emergency nature," Gunnels said.
"We think this is such a

ACCORDING TO Elk
Grove Twp. Collector Arnold
Scharringhausen, the two per
cent commission resulted in

ER:

SIMON
SUBUI113
SAYS=
There has to be intelligent life in outer space. You don't see
little green people spending millions to land on earth.

fore Christmas hours will be as
follows:
Dec. 6; 8:30 a.m. to 12

sions.

held, the townships will have

missions.

Beginning this week hours.

Monday through Friday are
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. The remaining three Saturdays be-

large amounts of funds from

ele-

to

Prospect's
postTheodore Geocaris,
has released hours for window
service at the post office for the
Christmas season.

turns the funds over to the
county general fund.
School districts in
the
northwest suburbs all received

mentary schools, the Clear brook Center for the Mentally

to citizens of Chicago, who

Mount

master,

directly to the county and

According to Milton Tuttle,
Maine Twp. collector, about
$200,000 of the $500,000 of
excess funds collected last year

county

the

Suburban residents can ei-

The $60,000 general assistance fund and monies for the
Clearbrook school also came
from the excess commissions,
Scharringhausen said.

was given to local school districts.

to

ther pay their taxes through
the township collector or

elementary schools.

ating on their excess commis-

sion funds, northwest suburban townships each year give

turned over
treasurer.

township to give $150,000 to

nances, In addition to oper-

Christmas
post office
hours set

All tax monies will have to be

ing for operating expenses, the
excess monies allowed the

levies to make up for the loss of
the annual excess fund alloca-

According to Judge
township

According to Louis Audi,
superintendent of

assistant

longer hold back the two per
cent of the taxes they collect.
'

was a sonic boom caused by super -sonic aircraft participa-

needs4h-ou

icvei

f basicthe

there will be

.hseulrfsstervice postal unit at Rand -

rected by the Strategic Air
Command.

A rolling Meadows woman

a prowler had

knocked a large picture off the
wall in her home. A police
chief from a northwest suburban town was told of the mili-

tary maneuvers by the radio
operator after he called to ob-

tain an explanation. Several
calls were received at -the Day

V

'r

Buffalo Grove Plan Commission

Chairman

Michael

Krugly resigned at Monday
nights village board meeting.

In a letter to Mayor Donald
J. Thompson, Krugly said, "It
is with deep regret that I do not
seek to be re -commissioned to
the plan commission." He
added that the press of business

and personal reasons were responsible for his decision.

he would see that a letter of
commendation for Krugly's
excellent service be included

lice seminar from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. Wednesday, Dec.

theme of the fifth annual poat Forest

plats for the 7-11 store in the
Colandac area was given by
the

plan

commission.

10,

are: Capt. Dale Mensching, Des Plaines police de-

partment; Sgt.

William

Kohnke, Elk Grove Village
police department.

Lt. James MacDonald, Park
Ridge police department; Sgt.
Timothy Lonergan, Rolling
Meadows police department,

and Officer James McGuire,

APPROVAL OF the final
The

Standard Oil station for that
area has not yet been approved

because final plats have not
been submitted for approval.
A representative of Kindred
and Company made a report to

the hoard on the progress of
the sale of the $4 million waThree members of the Forest Hospital education committee preview a topic with .a guest lecturer
In the hospital's current "Drug Therapy'? series being offered to members of the medical profession.,

terworks. and sewerage revenue bonds. He said he was op-

Forest staff member Rolando de la Torre, M.D., (right) stresses a point to (left to right) Robert
Simon, M.D., Forest Hospital, Leo Hollister, M.D., guest lecturer, and Rudolph G. Novick, M.D.,

tomistic, but that there are

Forest Hospital. Four more lectures remain in the series.

lion.

problems on the last $1.8 mil-

forced upon the individual po-

that he "look the other way"
instead of going "by the

nar

attorney

touch on the dilemma often

Co-chairmen for the semi-

man.

whether Babiarz's
was present or not.

Peter S. Ring, former legal:
advisor to the San Jose police
department, will give the keynote address at 9 a.m. He will
liceman when society demands

Plaines.

that the board would make a
ruling at its next meeting

' husband

straightens out the base-

Hospital, Des

in the public record.
Wallace Berth was appointed to serve as the new chairIn other business the board
once again tabled the Clemente-Babiarz pre -annexation
hearing due to the absence of
their attorney. The mayor said

After my

2

ment, I cannot find my
mite, and other equipments
E.S.

Police seminar to include Busse 5th grade charges
wives and fiancees
school with air pollution
"Society's Double Stand a r d --Acceptable Behavior
versus Statute Law" will be the

that

10

Northwest Community Hospital in Arlington Heights celebrated its 10th anniversary yesterday. Malcom I). MacCoun, executive vice president, and Mrs. Marj Allen, 116 IV. Euclid, Arlington Heights cut the employe cake. Mrs. Allen has been a Northwest volunteer since the hospital
opened its door to the first patient in 1959. Three city councils --Arlington heights, Mount Prospect and Rolling Meadows --recently passed resolutions of appreciation for the hospital's service.

the board regretfully accepted
Krugly's resignation and that

THOMPSON SAID

Fj

j`

I

'js).AIL)3

Day

4.-

chief quits

a.m.

when the huge blast occurred.

Gripe
Of The

Buffalo
Grove plan

tion in military maneuvers di-

I

2

Fs

funds.

said they heard a loud blast.
The blast, police explained,

office shortly before

Sundays.

District 59, the loss to that district would be about $100,000
annually.
High school districts do not

receive any of the township

Area police departments
handled dozens of phone calls
early today from residents who

insisted that

Sundays the post office will
be closed: no window service.,
The outer lobby, however, will
be open, and there will be mailing racks for Christmas cards.
The stamp vending machine
in the post office lobby will be
available for purchases on

tendent.

ruling, suburban
collectors can no

Sonic boom
rocks suburbs

noon.

$78,000 annually if the decision is upheld, according to
Dr. Donald Strong, superin-

tions from the townships.

O'Brian:s

noon. Dec. 13; 8:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. Dec. 20; 8:30 a.m. to 12

Skokie police department.

For the first time in the history of the police seminars, po-

licemen's wives and fiancees
will be invited to attend a panel
discussion.

Two police lieutenants and
their wives and a patrolman
and his fiancee will discuss
"The Family Life of the Police
Officer," led by Dr. Karl Will rich, director of the hospital's
family therapy service.
Separate workshops for men

and women and joint workshops are also scheduled.

.

book."

Villages receive

state tax share

The fifth grade class at Busse

School 101 N. Owen, Mount
Prospect has asked the District 57 School Board to stop
allowing their school to pollute the air, by burning trash
in the school yard.
Harrison Hansen president
of the school board read a letter

at Mondays meeting ad-

dressed to the hoard and signed
by each student in the class.

The children said that they
believe the burning is not only

polluting the air around the
school but is harmful to resi-

Gov.

Ogilvie has announced the distribution of

dents in the surrounding area.

$.2,768,333 to local govern-

THEY REQUESTED that

ments, as their share of 'October income tax collections.

the school either stop all burn-

Under Ogilvie's tax sharing
plan

local

governments

re-

ing and switch to a disposal
system or obtain antipollution
devices for the incenerators
and chimneys at the'school.

ceive one -twelfth of the revenue collected in accordance

Asst. Superintendent J. C.
Busenhart- told the board that
disposal of all the trash by hav-

law.

ing ii picked up would triple
the current cost paid by the

with the Illinois income tax
The area communities and
their returns are: Arlington
Heights,
$13,454.58;
Des

Plaines, $14,646.17; Elk
Grtwe Village, $5,097.69;
Hoffman Estates, $4,904.74;
Mount Prospect, $7,698.02;
Palatine, $6,105.50; Rolling
Meadows, $4,499.73.

Harrison Hansen said a letter
will be sent immediately to the

class advising them that the
board is considering 'their
request and they will be notified when a solution is decided
on.

He said the board will investigate the possibility of us-

ing Barrington Trucking Co.
to pick up trash currently
being burned at the
schools -in the district.

eight

THE SCHOOL BOARD
will contact the village of
Mount Prospect to discuss the

problem and inquire if the village could share in the cost,
Hansen said.

Heart project
volunteers
being sought
Volunteers are needed to
participate in a special heart
research project being con-

district.
He said the problem of pollution from the oil burners

ducted at Forest Hospital, Des

in the building will he solv-

trained to voluntarily control
their heart rate, hospital offi-

ed when the school converts
to gas heat as planned for
the future.

BOARD

Plaines.

Research subjects would be

cials said.
Interested persons may contact the hospital laboratory at

PRESIDENT 827-8811' extension 122..

THE DA1
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nto. buttered carrots. hons. lemon cream pie.

To ho serial Thursday
Wheel-

ing. Eris Groin Eonve View
mid Herse high schools in
-

blem dish om choice. roast
beef. harAare on bun, wiener
in bun. X .riable tone choice.
spinach,

waren. Yarnered

cocktail. orange soma Prune
muffin and hotter. milk.
Asarlable dement, plums .

soor, gelatin. cream pie.
ePpktie

cook..

zare.

fermis hate been made from

t Commorits Hospital.
Surd s°, globale hiC wtife
Florence. his son Donald R..

The third northwest delegate.

10

and

lb a.m.

Ra6monds Church in

in

of

John

the community.
blurt 'Promo

Stull. school !mad

member and member of the
Prospect Heights Plan Corn.

the elememao
the of
NEC

He added. honer dm no

All Saints Cemeters. Des

funher action has been taken
on this proposal.

ident of Harper

Roo! He

will have overall responsibilits
for high school and elememam school operations in Esans.
ton.

Landon.

long

amive

school affairs in blount Pros.
pea. currently heads a blue

Every

Wednesday

noon at lunchtime. about lOn

monsters. ...chard of the

cen Choar on

student

Delta label. les
03.95 and asailable tboin any
ehoir member or from the
school .Call the schssl
577.
65MI and ask for the ,.man department The sale 31 pan of a

N.V. Purchase
SlarnpS. The Nlount Pope.
State Bank has .ssatul onto,

money for a
ncert Tripaise
lo Boston for the

pockets and such. Al home the

lopes to the projeet w that the

sump can

c'srPctrtr:dlin"g:
stamps are stuck in a savioP

ribbon
citizens committee
studying curriculum in District 57. Landon. his wife and
children lite al 120 S. Lamas -

choir next spring during Eas
nor sootion. Frank Dobler di.
rots the choir

stamp book.

Theerka. of the Year' at
Holy Pat.,. Hospital will be

great for other PTAs to copy.

HAS TT occurred to ansone

announced Friday. Other vol-

do that Carol. Castello of

unteers v. ill also lx acknool.

301 N. Dale is a look.alike Mr

edged.

Arles Crane. wife of GOP
13th

Distria

congressional

Maybe not in person.
but some of the newspaper

ic

tures of the w mner's wife az
the time of the victory made
the two gals look like sisters, as

Si. Alexi). Hospital in Elk
Grove illage is encouraging
voung people to tour the hospital Grade schaol youngsters

and south groups are being
souglit to visit the hospital. Offirsals think the tour will be inlen:twine to that age group and
also it will help alleviate fears

Sounds like a waffles/01e
projeet-one that nould

Prospect school teach...dim
Parish recently retired (mrn
acdve
and plans to
leave soon`hing
to spend the winter

mom. in California. .A bon
voyage and good luck gift was
meowed Miss Parish by those
merest.

The hostess for the lunch.
eon Mn Cline spent the last
...ism:Inters traveling to the
Mietelle and Far East and no
she clocora.d do able with
bona and nems from those
tr ps The menu also reflected
the °meet It included gaz

polio a tradniool doh of
Turkey

will undoubtedly prove a hoe -

HE POINTED TO THE. re,

wituents on

eonprogress at the

contention. hlost of them said
mhohad plans to senda news
letter to the people who have

Gilt 1,1S1111(7 w operating 310..006 the wine Nu.:Aim
tax qde .1.1.40 per
that it did MP yean.

Referendums to Increase this
rate 21 cents to 51.61 per SI00
of equalized eaussed valuation

hate failed three timea
olike its neighboring

schoolMgr.. Riser

WORST JOKE of the Da.
Bob: 'What's the differ.
once betoten a teacher and a

growth in the northwat whoagg.
tar.,

don't know"
Bob, 1.A teacher sap ISO
out your gum' and a train sa

'Cho Choo'.-

can-

T.unc.,10,atnhat

, ,,,,

,

NEW
HS.
in the area! Marcelo

ANOTHANOTHER
ER

munity for the proposed pro

and 51 vsslate the maximum

jecAkrat Io no avail.

have the new Constitution
presented to the voters in pans.
not as a whole doclUnelll 10 be
accepted or rejected.

The delegates discussed the
mail they have received during
their campaigns and after they

were elected. Jeannette Mob
lies said that most of the roil

from special Imo. goons
was not on essential

issues.

d

G.zoke was

asked what he thought 61 the
proposed expressway. which is
planned It, begin near Mc.

Cormick

Blvd. and

10,f ,e0.1 sus
Elam. border.

58

the mks.
then run
west following Roodol to *here it

going nonhwo

d Rd.l. con.

0 wher,

taus 011 near M. 57
and Donde, Rd.

The p,,,,pu nen., Nknwe.
Dist. 23 in August.
a

school population

loommedc.

m

3.600 lo 3.700 in IU years.
about double

Ation.

present poen-

Referring to the movase in
real estate tams M the district.
which accompanied the Aug. I
tax increases on state license

plat.. tohacco liquor. sal.
arid the introduction of the
state income fax on indisiduals

and businesses. Grodsky id.
laspa5ers have had it"

roof height allowed by village

prospect or opportunity for
ans Indus,
build locally

per cent of Me real ettate out
here ilkospem Height. is
231.

IIE CITED the possibility

of "OD to M. more familt.
children being added to the
Own.% schools as result of
new home construction. and
the strong likelihood that gich
situation would squiredouhle
shifts.
therepads

ale yoaibility'he atha

is

going through here
estate. it could help the school
di0110.He then emphasized that his

onarks were 'Oh' Poona'

opinion." and not to be ac.
eeptoi as an official point of
dew.

GRODSK1 referred to the
tight fmancial situation in the

DoUics 59 board members
mined rapid], through a Mon
agenda Monday night in front
W mare darn 50
'
Reports on subjects like
transportation Lxent by with al-

most no comment. What the
audience wanted .10k about

wo the Not. 22 referendum.
.And they did.
.I.

0. Omer of Arlington

criticized literature
sent home sssth children be.
fore the referendum. He mid
that students had brought
home maternal sesen days in a

row before the erection. and

map village board was taken, it

wet 110-2 for the varon

have to nrifil1 in construction
.to remove the objections.
DEllICATE half greets

abutting their property along
Louis and That er. den.. 50
feet for Rand Rd.: p.m and
corns and gutters upon

they will dedicate.
Further:%salve 116 sPeeial

Norris

budget. and they have."
Poklacki said he thought he

when objection

have

by citizens vine either had no
children or no children in Dim
trim 19 schools

LEW SMITH, glardywood
Le. Elk Curse Village, said he
wasn't in favor of mediocrity
or superiority. He
he
didn't want to -bask in Menloly of Me self .proclanned best
school system in Mem of Il-

id

14.

I

an excellent educa-

DON'T THINK that's
fair nay to treat citimns."
Roam' said. "It )sn'l right to

MR. Bryn., a rise in interest
rat. for leftover 1967 bonds
and a Mod Is., of SIT10.000

rates in the educosional and
building funds. They did. how-

scare people. We shoUld all
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fast and Ending Rating Game!

Mayor ID:Mimes ennouneed

his "finding to the audience

MARK -1 MINI -MOTOR

and the coning request died to

He accompaniment of loud
applause.

Regularly 399

Race against the stop

When You It Her

Board members viere rots.
finely preparing la cernify the
electugn results when Joseph
Recker of Mount Prospect dr
jested. Sleeker said that the
two proposals on bonds iina
been "resersente on hallos
and appeared prtnted, in a dif.
ferent miler from lha) used by
District II in literature diM

99

atch...
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88

;;0!!,
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99C

Community Discount World.

thing about the district."
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State tax return not difficult
for veteran taxpayer, ISBA says
Waal of two articles dealing with Illinois' new
state Income teal
In case it's nny consolation, ydu should has
little trouble when it comes to filing your 1964
Illinois Mecm:
return, according to the Illinois State Bar
NNotbrin.
o.
Bon:
no.c nature of the ma and
because
boom o mil expense deductions
are ullowol in determining taxable incoma the
Illinois tan manipulations are relatively simple
ones fm mw: oaxpayers, the ISBA awe
11

i

IT ESTIMATli S Mu a veteran/if afore federal income On returns should he able lo figure his
Illinois tax in a very short time, mrhaps a meter
of minutes

icy were required to wear
imeinated with

-hetnistry and once she maslanguage

fora Mott tins. His Monfly's

11119 YEAR Gen is en.
Mayda SanMer

rolled in mechenical drawing.

math, English. biology. gym

Illinois State University
Pro poses 4 -session year
illinOis Stine University at
Nosing it propesing a moo

and a three-week post session.

academic year axle star which

pond Me normal maximum
number of credil hours for a

will make it possible for mudents
earn degrees num
quickly,
The plan mills for livo ringer
terms or about 16 weeks each

and two summer terms of a-

'11w new calendar ',mkt ex -

student ina given year (roma?.
to 52.

principal change would

bout eight weeks each. Classes
would nin in four am

eons'n the summer, with undergraduatcs 'able to pick up
nine hug r, and graduate stu.

from lice August to mId.00.ines
cemberi from early January

dents eight hour's in each of the

through the end of April:01,1y

May until Me him', and the
end of lune through late Aupee
A Ocultpsudent cam.
Mittee is making a survey of
opinions

on

the

Iwo proposed term,
The proposed second term.
beginning in hue June. would
allow IOU to continue serving
munY ,c1ool teacheis seeking
advanocd work.
No increase in building

proposal.

space needs is anticiristind with

which, if approved. wouldbecome effective at the begln.
nIng of the 1072-79 academic

inauguration of the groomed

Presently, the university has

Om semesters running from
September to JanUary end
February to June, plus an
cighPweek summit session

four -session calenuar yetir.

Two Yon's' lead time is required for calendar changes.
Thc proposal is scheduled for
approval by the Universit)
Faculty Council in early 1970
and MD then pus lo the Hoard
of Remnts for corolderation.

"Vhions of Sugarplums" is

The author not only shares
her wealth of enlitury Mow!.

a meet addition to Christmas,

ALMA SMITH
'Atingle

Bells

and

edge bola ums up the entire sit.
Payne's
Pastry

on by saying "December it
a wonderful month for anyone
who loves ai cook."
Go into the holiday season
wall these two greet cook -

Shells" provides holiday bahlog favorites all year round.
Thug 269 -page book illustrated

with the lighthearted artwork
of Mae Gerhard is a treasury
of baking recipes from 20 dif-

books. or do your Christmas
bilging early for your kitchen
library collection 11501 year.

Page 5

If you hive eVisions of Sugarpluour you will he able to build
your own gingerbread house. This me was °meted by Ruse
Floes and Gift Shop designer Frank I101111 Mr the :Mop HIM
annual ChrismasOpen House.Tbe special home was wool by the

Richard Lavers of Arlington Heights. Whole by Volum Hough)

Wentor Rhea

Mad Men Becker. miender gld extraordinary.

Calendar girl. hoc.. to is

the Prospect Day's weekly en-

lends.
Extroordmury, bemuse she
has heen doing thls for The

full 12 months of the yell. This would work lo
me taxpayer's benefit if his income in the liner
month of the year was higher thin duringithe
period before Aug 1.

Day since itit began and for unsuburban
newspnpur for ymars anti years

a public service, ever since
Jack Kmiec and the Chamber

Forest View High Saviors foreign student from Greece.

N.Y.C. INeighberhood
Youth Corm).
Helping Gus with the Eng.
lish longues is Nick Kailas, a
student teacher from Southern
and

IBC is

Un iversit.

Gus is a very/friendly perhell say "Tame." which
isGreels for a.. to everyone.
Gus sok' that everyone helps
helm, John Potter. head ontodiaa, reads to how. Penny
Mamoru, student. helm him
in his chases: she she speaks
Greek,

(:use

SO M E INTERESTING
facts about Mem two osmium
arm they dos 1 know each In

a, and they live in the sanie
apartment building. They both

belong to N.Y.C. and had 10
leavepomeone hehind Incense

they were of military aget for
Gus, hi, brother, or Mayda.
her brother-M.1a.
Makrisa, whet, Gus is from,
h do the ioate ni Olympia.

Inthe short time Maa and
Gus ham been here they have
adjusted well.

Hideaword
FATINLE
Make as many your letter
or none words nut of
dime Otters a you coo.

In addition- find the word
using all seven of these
letters.
38good,46exce1 lent
Answer on Comic Ifege

a taxpayer who earned SIOSMO in 1969 and
had three dependenta

2,514 nimble incurs
1.025 nut rate Multiply/

w oe showed, the Mims Income me makes no
provision for itemisid personal expense dedu.
ions. Thus, deductions for health care, Mums
char, on non -liminess loans, alimony. MM
and con tributions to charity, although
en an at:mined federal income tax return... no t
permitted on the II nok tax return.
'mad. Mc Illinois income mvpayer
allowed a larger niaption for anself and hi s

M..

(left) studies
milkils Mth KIM Kalb, Modem teacher nom houthers Illinois University.
11ffli10 by many
B roesluel

HERE'S HOW THIS method would work for

1011010111010, coirouted from
Aug,hl 069. the effective date of Me nog tax.

i

dependents. This exemption is 51.000 per parson
compared with the Mderal exemptionoiShOD pe
penion, to be deducted from gross income when
determining taxable net income.

IN EtITUR EY E ARS, most taxpayers will be
able to compute theirs.n las simply by deducting personal exempt's.. hole gross income and
multiplying the result by .021 she 21/2 per con t
w e rated
However, the 101.1A notes, the 1069 ton return

only fosp.00f

btyeyathhfiv

eh me otashaf teer tue

Aug. 1 effective dale of the tax, a situation whie h

will not recur.

HOPE We calendar is of
real

Ad -Hoc

Northwest

Suburban Commits
ter Housing, a recently formed
group representing several ho.
man relation, committees und
other
is grmps, has cidled a
Dec, 5, to discuss

the noosing crisis and to in-Mate action to supply liornes

affluent fain.d that
wish to live bag, said Rudy

will be Dec. A'at the Mount

area with lour housing, and,

Prospect Holiday Inn on Rand
Rd. Registration fee is 14 and

two, the problem of indusUy in

includes lunch. The conf er-

cnce will run froin 9 a.m.. 5
p.m.conference

The speakers for the confer.
mice will demribe Federal pro grams which are availabletoforless

provide housing for moderate
an d low -in,. families,
without the need for local

the am and problems with
getting good help and kepi,
the turnover rates at a minimum."
Other sponsors for the conference include:
Prospect Human

the Mount
Relations

Committee, the Park Ridge
Haman Relations Committee,
Menials Chairman, in no re
the Cook County League of
Cent letter.
funds, said Hanucha in re
Women Voters; the Palatine
summer the Along -cent 1111101.
'Arca Citizens for Enlightened
ton Heights Human Relations
The A0.00: Northwest
Majorities (PACER); New
Committee decided it would Suburban Committee is one of
Communities, inc.; the Leadbe useful to sponsor a housing
eight sponsors of the confer- ership Council fur Metropoli.
onference to invmtigate the ence, Hanucha said,
tan Open Communities; and
possibility of low and middle
"0. main concern is try - the Metropolitan Fair Housincome family housing for Mis Mg to meet two prqbI..."
ing Alliance.
sea," }lamella said.
Mid Hamcba. 00ne is the
"In addition,. laid Hee.
Maximo-Ainerloans In. Me nein, Nye have a Menhir of

The Ode, he rid,

companies who be& agreed to
Is listed . sponsors of the pre -

gem., They include: DoSoto
Rm., of Des Plaines" P.M.,
Chicago Corp. of Dm Plaines;

Chicago Almmond Products
of Des Plaines; Olinkraft
Corp, of Wheeling; and Anocut Engineering Co. ..51 Elk
Globe Village.
"Are you aware of the priltE
lems that people in your coin-

mutiny have in finding adequate

housing at moderate
prices? Are your teachers, po-

!icemen, firemen, and other
p90119 employes able to find
housing in your village?
Can you honestly expect to

sous

the

present

lotions?"

Kt years age. They have ntstap

regu-

These and other questions

The Northwest Surhurban

Or,. 9 at the Mount Prospect
Holiday Inn on Rand Rd. The
party will begin all p.m., with
party
any thought to the'
noyd Reeaer, Slog Meng Christmas Ca-
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any may reach tint. et CL 1]469, Fn Mss
er
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0011
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and
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years found Mrs.
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Coordinating Council, seem
Wry of the Northwest Saberb. PTA Council, secnnary Of
the Randhury PTA Council
president

end secretary of the District 57

Mend caucus.

& NW tracks -Wheeling, M
Grove Village, Rolling Mead
at.

Cupid's corner

01 three of he aid, and in
many ether Camp Fire Caplis,
Rios. Her work was recogniaid
nationally when she roueived
the
Charlene
Parnavonh
Award.

"THOSE CAMP Fire cows
were eximmely active." Me
said. 'And oddly enough. they
led Inc lo my next interest
Finding myself without a fund
drive chairman at mime when

Bel, the mother of three

ems a narntime empioge and

has teen working there ever
ooce.

In PIM. Helm earned her
os hmolle Nom
vsnMeek
criher. She also does sonic of
the tam recording.
"This in the imat sansfying
Mire: I've ever Jon." she said.
" hose YosonX geoPle am inn
wonderful. 111,011' wi nodal.
SO full of
they consider

blindness an moron:co ratio
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Burma The poirpose of 1111 hu-
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him 5011 talems amilahle do
the urea to the job and orgionir
all ion dun mom needs them.
"Originally these humans
sue ormoniitel man nil to due
whools. And they still serve

!Mark David Steffens.
Min Se hlaver. an art onotion

1100 purpose. IIll usher amigos

are often loudly in noal dhelp

"I a 'Ix'si"lasd "Pe' We
handle Ylicis forniiirel ions
Ncrihwesi Oppoortunity
Center. Clearhrook ;Ind other
shools for the retarded. Hand

robs ands surprise gift Raffle.
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ployers and guests to attend.
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Adrienne Po/lack. id 956-

150 I. The buffet dinniirb 14
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Yen plot
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HER GIRLS were growing
up. Mrs. Decks felt Inc need
fora new and sambaing activity. She had always hem fes-

ended by braille. she haleto
the Library of Congren Division for the Blind end soon
friend herself enroged in now.
respondence course in Maine
transcrontion {changing mint
into braille),
Five years ago shirebegan

helping out m a voluts.r al
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Room for Ihe Beg,
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view. graduated from Loyola
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liar in accounting at I mole

son of Mrs. Francis II, Rupp
of Hannibal. Alo,

University.
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The couple
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Dee. 2] al So. Raymond! Call-
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Hospital Employes
hold holiday gala

eagle

Jingle bells. holly wreaths.
Sun and sugar plums a kakidowopc of Christmas scenes
and symbols will be the setting
for the annual Si. Alexius Hosglad e.ployes. Christmas din,

DISCOUNT SUPERMAPIKETS

j

)

"Nov, people from dl over

KINDNESS

ASSORTMENT
Reg 29c

"20"

proud to have the privilege of
Paining this best of all
gads in in honor of the great sen-

ator Rom Illinoi"

Slowpokes
to swing

ployes and iiiends ore invited
to attend.

.

Tickets are mailable at the
hospital pharmacy for $7.50

Reg. $157.88 MOWS.'

PAPER

NO WA

19

NOW $14.88

NOW
I2 ONLY

42c

100 POST ROAD

BOXED ENVELOPES
Reg 34c
NOW

l

Wf Adm., Gene Tid-

nersdance at the Carousel Res-

laterant in Arlington Heights

may be made ai Ow time of

bers only Christmas dance will
be held on Dec. la at Plenty wood Farms /615111011 in

Friday, Doc. 12.
The evening will begin with
Mektails at 6,30 followed by
dinner at 7:30 and dancing to

be

G. C. Murphy 'Co. First Quality AlwCiys

Bensenville.

The date of tan. 30 hash.,
for the dance
clubs Slowpoke Shuffle. Tickata maybe purchased from Mr.
and Mrs. Ed halal 634-3507.
announced

If OP tenon NE DEO

Reg $21 87

8 to l p.m. at Euclid School,

well will be milling. A mem-

the music of the Jerry Loch
Oghtlet end! I ant. An em! 437-3500;tacraion 638.

By Smith Corona

WRAPPING

will dance as

mod, 10 people, and reservelions for seating arrangements

For further information,
call Peter Bruno, chairmen, at

TYPEWRITER

5 ROLLS

Reg. 67c

HAIRSETTER

CORONET AUTOMATIC

ulmowpobes
on Friday. Dee. S. from

cool, Each table will Limo.

pnrchase. Beverages will
be extra.

NOW 1 8 C

the United Maus haw been ur-

ging me to do it. and I am

inc

35 TAG

1

Something Big Is About To Happen In Hanover Park

$3 . 00

NOW

'

ta the presence of his widow,/dm

-

NOW

MATCHBOX
DELUXE BUILD -A -ROAD MI NOW

MOTORWAY #12

International Amphitheater in
the Burpee Marigold Garden,
.The garden will be dedicated
in Memory of the late senator

Li.

8, SAYS NOW

as..

IT"

Shaw, March 3 Io 15. in the

,

J .00

-

It will make is first public
et

NOW' 4..00

02 TRANSPORTER SET
bey. fil.99 NOW: 3.00
G3 FARM SET
Rao. I.1.50 NOW, 3.00
G9 RACE 'N RALLY SET
gee. S5.S0 NOW $3.25
GS FAMOUS CARS OF YESTERYEAR Rey.
NOW 4.00

ors. Sizes 8.1 B.

Flower

MATCHBOX SUPERFAST SF -4 Rea
DOUBLE LOOP RACE SET
sT7ce

GI SERVICE STATION

"CHARGE

Burpee, elme friend of the

World

MATCHBOX SUPERFAST S4 -S MoNOW$4.00

MATCHBOX GIFT SETS

194

MOM,

appearance

"MATCHLE"Sale!
MATCHBOX SUPERFAST SF -3 e...
CURVE 8 SPACE LEAP SET
sa.. NOW

Reg. $2.77,

cording to its president. David

Eaglet

person through the personnel
office or call she nursing edu-

Chien.

the meetings.

caution from the gardens of
the W. Atlee Burpee Co., ac

Applicants Mould apply in

ing for the Memorers Corp.,
Santa Cl,,,, Calif. A native of
Arlington Heights, Olson has
been district sale manager in

FLARE
BOTTOM

from the usual starting titne

late senator from Illinois, is the
West and 5.4" marigold

available.

Sales Development and Train-

BOYS'

gold, named in honor of the

supervised oothotlOor clink
.1 experience in nag. care.
Swains. completion .of
the coarse will enable Mc stu-

ban promoted to mandger of

Mrs. William Gallagher,
club musident. reminds Inc.
hers and gums that the Ema
em Rite mass will Ingin at 12
noon, which iv a variation

The Senator Dirksen Mari-

basic

Gerald T. Olson, 617 S.
Dartmouth, Schaumburg, has

mussproceeds. There will be
an opportunity for further dis.

SANFORIZED.
DENIM!

now re.ived floral immortality from a beautifid hybrid of
...flower he loved.

principles of nursigg care and

dents to use their learning experience working with the
nursing staff of he hospital.
F011o pamtime positions are

SALE DATES: DEC. 3-4-$ & bth

The man who championed
the golden nurigold in life has

1 he classrooni. and clinical

training sauce Lifers

the ceremony and the diffteent
robes and vessels us,31 es the

erasion and questions after the
Hasa in the Rod Lion Room.

Best of marigolds named
after Senator Dirksen

.

we'll tell you
more about

education coordinator.

Church, Chicago. The Rev.
ML Tarasevitch
explain

around an Ewen) kite mass

this same space,

women who ,nay wish to ap.
ply. according to Mn, Francs
Stanwood. nursing inwurice

ling the arms will he the Rev.
Vladimir Tarasevitch, 0.0.0..
moor of Christ the Redeemer

son of Advent. will miter

buy at Eagle will give you
real proof that Discount
Pricing on quality foods
is not only possible,
but a reality at
Eagle. In just a
few days, in

three.week
Mane assistant
trainin
program 10 bodin
Monday. Jan. 12, at 0tif110110-

ll'=""'"

stains

ALL COTTON

in the School chapel. Celebra.

keeping with the solemn as-

The famous -brand products you

Applicants are being inter.
viewed for neerynance in a

also advise

Eastern Rite Mass to be celebrated
by St. Viator Mothers

top quality products do not have to
cost you the high prices you pay
elsewhere. Item after item, price
after price, Eagle Discount Pricing
brings you the best for less.

4614.

Me natural shades af well
for all colored. linens. They

up Me stripes, stitch nn conirasfing TOWS of Cams & Clark rick
tad, in
and medino. sizes.

.
Famous brands you know and trust
one of the reasons you'll be so delighted with Eagle's Discount Prices
is that our wide selection of products
includes the finest of famous national
brands. As you browse through the wide,
well -stocked aisles at Eagle you'll see
the famous labels that signify quality
to shoppers across the country. And
when you compare Eagle's Everyday Low
Discount Prices for these products you'll
surely be convinced of the savings -power
Eagle brings to your food budget. These
.

the emyme-active pre-soak for

fstive air with the imaginative so of cotton rick tack. To play

Eagle
Dares
To Be
Different

laines.

agar
Universal

can eirs,' on only pure whitc
linen. authorities recommend

SimpleOcinahe piecemeal of griped COMM denim bake on a

al

largely Rom Me south and

ion pre-mak in cool or lukc.
warm water. And 1i110, blew.

dobn Sheppard will talk on
"Help anal Hope in the Inner
City' at Sunday's meeting or
the ilitthWlasters M 7-.42 pox

RAND AND CENTRAL ROADS MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA
Use Our No-Chorge LAYAWAY PLAN...or Midwest Bonk Conk Accepted
STORE HOURS:

Mon. Mrs, Sot., 9:30 o.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday II o.m. to 580 p.m.

21c

THE RAY
Wednesday December 1
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1969

Forest View H.S. announces honor students

Foram %ay. High School
has announcrd Mt n vies ot

Elizabeth G Kam Mark R

es

Phial. Mich -n -1S

ilmAk Sharon

senior and Junior honor rolls

Poor .11.111 E Gun's, la

elnaents nho 0.W on IN.
k".
the Ire,' year
4"'"
1969 70 .i.houl

°C '-,.--

..

,,.,

WI, E.

N'n''' '" "-

da.TX,aan

Stith lam Al irk Sumas
Stale

,

fleggyggge,
Matto, Paula Ann: Anderson. Curtis B.: AN. Charlene
M.: Bailey, Rebecca EA
RausiL. Swam. &whims,
Joanne
Bryant. Leslie 1..1

Camelia Michael; Donovan,
Kerry
Thick. 1.inda:

'Deb,
Scott

goo,.

ry,

Ed:

tat I RCM Jossph I run
4 iru.h.e Mardi Swear Aim

Thomas G Shutt Ch. in .1
Thomas
Carol C.: Smith. Ronald
H.:
Steinbari. .Paul, Tamer.
...Mserk R.: Thompson. Richard

^

JUNIOR:

Donald S.; Minindale,
David C."

Mawr: Gary A
Anila:

Os

Id

Paden.. Siesdra 1...
Gag, tiallwuaer.

,:ateygi.

car,

sat,,,aa.

r eau

Schmidt.

%kb. Debra:

sow. Pamela: s..m. John:

Ham'. Gaylen W.:' Berra.
Bauer:
Kathy:
Christoftel. Ron,
Cotten. Mary Lyn; Cviknia,
Thomas D.: Dahl, Jon E.;

LA'.

Swkrungu.

Henry:

Take-

SOPHOMORE:

Bohm. Frank
Susan

(ask. Nancy L.:

R.:

Conley. Jame. R. Jr.: Diek.Ju-

no I.ynn:

DrevA. Park

Dwyer.

David S.: Parer. Sally: Hederjew,

Thermic

Frankowski. Patricia;

sins. Roy E.:

Jnhnxnn. Karen Gail:
Jam.

Arthur U.: Jordan.
F..

Kati,

Eluine:

Alknburg Robin

Dn ill Linda 1

Sawn F

jk

Pima Ste

Beach

Balogh

Stream inn Carl I

Tolf Kann M Vans la

Kenneth

Lkmann Rohn

mg. Meredith K.:Jule. Robert
W.: Klann. Lawrence; Klein.

Fmk., Susanne; Drobish.

hack.

W.; nine.

Ka, mond

R.:

Koch.

Diane H. Koh. Daniel M.:
Krupa, Mary F..

Humid% Karin
Maly.
McDomId.
Mardi K., hIcFall. Daniel IL:

Kuthken M.

Murray. Patricia, Nieva. P.

Uteri Norbers. Runald
Oberhardi.

J.:

ar-

William:

gotic, Jam. P.:

Pcicomi. Susan E.: Powers.

Anne; Schilling. Vicki I, SeTerry

D.:

Simon.

Bonnie I..,
Nelson.

Kathy

E.: Nick

Cwt

Chilton. Bill D.; Choice,
Nancy: Cages. Linda J.; Con-

ray. Mike 1.; Curtis. Carolyn

Dahlatisl. Dun 0.: Dale,
Judith
Dam,
mm, Leslie

tip..

Troutman, Leslie L., Vercelli.
Dolores;

fens.

Pamela A
Sy:normal.
Thomp.on, W.

Georgia,

I.;
Owen:Tam, Nancy A.:
laic. Lynn M.: Tugaudis.
Becky

Ellen

Vercelli,

Si;

Al.
lovio. Jane A.: Anderson. Janine M.; Arthur. David:
Bailey. Tunothy Wo Nar-

Ir, William: Bebooski. Nan.

or roll am,

1

Orourk.

Ian Oxman} Di Mi. 1
Palmer. Judy: Parmenter.

JoFm ID;
Sited. Perez F.; Siegek, Re-

Sawin. Toeme .E. Schmid.

magi. Robert W.; Stamm,

Move R.:
Schmidt, Thomas D.; Scott.
Bob; Shellhorw Sallie; Smith,

Linda IC
Stevens. Mark A.; Sturgeon,

Lynn: Stinehaaph, blink
Tench. Sandi G.; tippling.

A.; Vollkommen
George; Waldrdn, Nan, A.;
Wittman, Robert
liartura Rolle;
Barbara A.: Zawacki. Janet
M.;

JUNIOR:
Abbot, David K.: Abruxino.
Sandia; Alm, Laurie Jean:
Ballantine. Steven;
Bauer. George A.; Berthed.
Joanne; Berkholtz, Cynthia:
Badman, Linda S.; Bilkr.
Robert R.;

Blakey, Kathleen M.:

Richard K. Ziinmer..Kristie

L,

SENIOR:

Marilee:

Ham -

man. Phil; Hayden. Richard

Na Jones, Raw E,: Kayo
Nancy T;

Oberhardh Dan.: °gine..
Klemm, &sic: KM. An.
Doreen: 0 Halloran. Bunke; drew R: Kramer. Michel L:
Gd, Deborah; Palmer, Krawcsyk. Tomo,
Krkn.
Kuhlmey. Janes R.: Laing.
Lorrie
Larson. Lamy R.;
LAW. Stephen G.;
Lesser,
Richard R.:
Levey. Marla L., Losito,

Rabin Am; Louis.

Nancy

I. yore; Brosake. Martin:

Costa, laurm L; Castello.

Kuthfnc H.:

Divito, Diana L: Dunavmy.

Dahl, Laurie A.; Donovan.
Mark; Eggers, Candace L.
Engelking. Susan E.; Packkr.
Sandra L;

Brian H.; Fletcher,
Paul L.: Eramberger. Vickie

R.: Grunwald, Diane; GuamSimone, Nancy,

isano. Madeline;
Panzica. Gerard C.; Parana
Ale/tender; Paden. Richard

AnPetemon, Keith; Pfaff. K.
an S.:
Pinkham, Alb K., Pirron,
Michael: Plant. Michelle hi.;
Rorneek. Kathy: Scher, Nancy

Serino. Angelc M.: Shaken..
Terry J.; Shove& Gregory:
Smalenbarger. Wm.; SOWN.

&MIN
AtIr.901.
chain !O.; Wien.
Amendola.. Indian] L.:
xiano. Kathy J.; Vincgat. 'Joy
Apt, Anne Louise;
Arnold. Pairkek A.; Baker, J.:Weaver, Richard R.:
Welker, Jon W.: Williams.
Untie A.: Barbey: Diane K.:
Randall W.; Toder, Cathy;
Bard. Christopher: Hellman.
Zeller. Neal D..
Barbara A.:
ADE following are nal in.
Bonne. Eileen: Brankin.
Gary W.: Brown, Jeffrey 1-7 eluded on the Honor Roll List
because or Incompletes.
Brown. hie C.
Buyers. Mary R.; Carmi- grades Mu, fir indicate they
chael. Patricia: Cody. Christ- are potential candidata.
FRESHMAN:
ina J.: Conroy. laeph Jr.;

a.

Nancy 0,1.; Goodrich, Thomas

Michalek Williams Mill
Mak, Howard
P.; Munn.Carolyn P.: Palm-

er, Barbara

man

Fa/,k. Pamela; Earner;

Jack:

R.:

Frislic.

Gibbons. Todd NI.: Gilson.
Gail L.: Green. Debb A.:
Groselsk. Linda R.: Hoe. Pa-

Hankins, Kathryn M.; Harrington. KaMleen; Han. Her. tricia 1:
Holm, Linda; Hop. Diane
ben; Hill, Elizabeth R.; Hoak.
L.: Jableniki. Sandra I..: John&me H.1
Host, Lawrence A.: Hine. son, Edward: Johnson, Judy
Darrell W.; lekcsity. Sandra: A.:
Jona. Douglm IL: Joys,
Johnson, Barbara C,; Jargon.
ran. Cheryl L;
William F.: Kapp. Simon M.:
Kapusta, Pamela A.; Lenz, Klelhack. Berkley B.; Kis
Mary K.; Levey, David; Lind. sands. Kelly S.;
ahl. Christopher; Locschen.
Koeian Paved,' A;

Dynek. Hob 1.; Vercelli.
Kathleen:
SOPHOMORE:

Compktien of two Ante.;

Tlo two oruciuos

oftme buildings in Csntss In
Oussmt Park mai Llenbrook
Industrial P
n
nounced today
Gottlieb.

rapes

swum a:1million in now son

struonon prood, du rlpldh

The Conks-6,Mo. building
11 700 Nichol is Bled on the

nulaat coin,r of Theons

(rosins. northasm suburban, Rd. and.
B. tint
arca with more ken 58E00 major office stnicture to be
sown: lone of choice office constructed in Elk Grow Vil-

Beale and Co.. developer and

kadlwby
sgeM.

Space.

loge,

PROVIDING I OR sit
of 100 to 12 258 aping. fatite,
the
building is centrilly
hisatvd and air-conditioned.
Free on -premises
parking.
automatic elevator service to
all floors and lunchroom are

among the major building,
feature, according to Remild
T Frain of Gottlieb -Bale
The

budding s

lighted m night,

exterior.
has

been

acoustically treated to

nth,
iinize sound penetration. Of-

compare at $445
Short derived

JUNIOR:
Carlson. Bradky 13.; Cor.

tint.Thema; Dough.. Gary

A.

Jacobrmeyer.

Steve

G.;

Knox. Dean; Lynch, Deborah
A.: Roo. Jane: Schoenbeck.
David;

Brach.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Mock furl., Merew, gbunon placket style.

NEVER PRESS

HOURS

IVY OR CONTINENTAL
irt

bye

minutes

from

Igbk.

space

Also centrally

THE CLEARBROOK of. healed and air-conditioned.
lice building at 605 E Algorn the full -service structure pro.
min Rd., first such office fa. tides off-street parking for
cility In he erected in the south

more than 100 MM.

4 WEEKS TO GO!

Pd

DOUBLE
dlte

KNITS

YOUR

raw

97

Solids. puller, hemmed, cuffed. 45% Vibrelrayeef30% nylon/25% acetate 5 top colors.
29.42.

Brown.
Gail A.:

or everyday low

discount price 11 99

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

Lisinski. Mary Ellen; Mar-

Razzle

dazzle

ribbed

odcr.e.tate.sdr:oAryli:Ths

G.: Pedersen. Donna L.: Rich.

ter. 'meet I.,
Ray

is

mare th in 4511 sompmas

CHAVACETTE

SLACKS

tine, Orlando: Nelson. Mark
Rochelle.

mediate arca. to the North.
wa t Tollway via Eld.hurst Rd.
and

0 Hun Airport Ir is located in end of Arlington Heights of
park like communi , of keg 26 000 rtylat Oat of man

a

DAILY TIL 10:00
SUNDAY TIL10:00

CHRISTMAS

O'Z';',Tr,

Valeria; Gorniak.
Leduc. 'Geraldine L.;

50, acrylic, 50% Warne rayon.

5
CHOICE -er des

tic, suite partition, have bc,ri
onalarly nand to hAstn mac
nor sound,
The structure providerim.

CHRISTMAS
COUNTDOWN

MEN'S
KNIT SHIRTS

Oink, Donald A.: Lange,

Richard J.: Nord. RupriOne
0.: !ince!. Barbara 1.; Strecky,
Heidi: Tegt
Gail:

Page 9

New office buildings finished ' at two industrial park sites

el

June A.: Foes, Mark

Frick, Nancy 14 Galatia,

Livingstone
David R

Long

McNulty Janis C

Skye J.; Parsons, Melissa A.;
Paulsen. Carol; Puryear. Carlton:
Read; Laura L. Robertson,
Sadmkula. Lorraine:

Bruce

Liam

Kath

ins. Robert K.;
Rhine, Richard D.: Roush.
Ellen; Seidlitz, Michael D.;
Shad. Julianne M.: Shewski.

sin. Snyder. Patricia S.; So -

Pi meld

Lauri G Ohm

Carolyn A.; Cowden. Michele:
Depasatile, Debora
Dick.'

and then there was one

. . .

Tsfarlfits

Buckholtz. Kirk D.:
&racism. W. David; Byrne.
llinothy; Casale. Russell J.;
Conley. Chrh; Cooley, Rab-

Huey, Robin E.:
L
Beckic. Jacobsen. karcn IN4
'apemen. Randy; 'mart.
barn:
Ronald D.:
Miske. Deborah Ann: Mon- ' Johnson. Diane Joy: John Mike. Lynn: Monne. Paul: son.lo Ann:Johnson. Patricia

Laura Lynn: Schutz, Janette',

Qua,

Greco. Gary A.: limner. Nun -

Meier. Glenn C.: Mamie.
Paula
Meyer. Anne M.
Meyer, Scan E.: Milieu. tail-

Waldron. Julie: Wall. LyParker, Mary K. Peluso.
nom: Weber. Nancy 14 We. Mary: Press:. Larry R.; Prieto.
ger. Nancy L: Werner. Gary Thomas; Quinn. Michael J.;
T.: Yam:Staan A.;
Redo, Mine P.`, Rohde,
Sank. on the *Ia. hon. NMI: Rohr, Mary Ann: Rms.

Ann; Pearson, Joyce D.; Reis -

Meals

A

Conway. Barbara A.:

Kenna...G.; Hittite

Murphy. Mary Ellen: Need.

Meg

Lynn

Komaj Ka
lb} C Karnacker Jahn D
Isamoskt Cut M
I +CA
Parana A Lauga

MInfredi Eden Mir
Ruh red W ARM 1114

.elke, Rota 13.: Brinkman.

Hankins,

A.; Mc

ham. Paula:

Joann;

Voigt. Debbie J.: Waclawski,
R.:

Gina
Vera; Mc

tin

bee* Undo

Fitzpatrick. Kathie: Gee,
Daniel S.; GuraDIND M. Murk:
cy

Tern P.; Mallon, Katherine;

Markarian,
Leonard;

RMs. Gary H.: Sandmen
Belie 1.; S.:haler:Joyce M.;

Spleglen Glen.
SRI.te

Abrenuon. Gary

nice E.; Firos, Vicki L;

oinne:r., Barbara: flitm.

/khordh

SENIOR:

.11.6

Doyle, Jeanne; Enke,. Gail
Ennes, Dean A., Foil. Pa.

lac. Ann; Lesley, Gary Mark:
lindu.ka. Janice, Lyon,

Rohde, Dehoruh: Roger. R. Crum.

sem*. margin. A.; Singer,

Wall. Janice.,
Wilk..
C

V.: Desch. Donna:

veal. Gregory"

Takamoto. Ellen N.: Toll.
Gayle A.: Treater. Marilyn:

Alan K.: Wood. Carla: Young.
Karen M.;

Johansen, Cathy; Jordan. &IP
brim Ann:
Juk, Michael LI Rehr,

dem. Kathy L: Nielsen, Gail
A.: Opsehl, David Si:. Paolo- Linda: P.idd, William; Koellibet. Rorie, Krajewski. Diane;
Pankrate. Janet L: Patti.
'<NAFFS. Michael Id Kuhn,
Palos Gay A.: Pfoute. !tame Karen Jean; Kula. Danald;
-C.: Phillips. Keith A,: Pierson,
Sharon K.:
Placa. John J.; Quigley,
Kay: Radar Christine A.;

Moor, Gordon P

Lon,

iErzo

h.rnonL

nolo. Joann M.; Nita, Jackie

Daniel L.; Bank, Loran., V.;

mean, Thomas W.; Mama Reid M.; Hulteistrum. Ginty:

J1"11"S'io." K1

Millar

Modica Leo A

Beaker, David M.: Brinkman,
Beverly A.:
.Campbell James W.; Cam,
Diane; 1,1iske,
bell,. 1
Carroll.
Victoria' R.; Deegan. MI.' .Praises; Casaba ...PM M.:

Theresh

Martin Larry K McElwain
Low Kan
Ms -Fadden Gt ndyn

THE DAY
Wednesday December 11969

Michael D

Scoll

Warren Miller Paint. B

%RM.

Donadno. Barbara A.; Boni.

0,,orS.,,,
Donna D.; Epifano, Susan R.:
Kluske, Ralph L. Konehi, Evenson, Mark E.; Fitspatr. Kenneth; Landreth. Jaaet P.; kb. Mary;
lands.. Gary M.; Lsplante,
Foromuloa, Jerry: Frantell.

Stephen

h&Gosncy Scott A

'tenth L

Auer. Joy A.: Ahem.
Linda M.: Aldrich. Diane Lea:
Andersen, Linnea A.:
Anderson. Steve R.; Arthur.
Stephen', Ralotti, Dean;
NBa.ungcb.LL;isii Annette: Blanc.

Rieherd,

Loux

m..,,,,,,

SOPHOMORE.

Hansen. Stem: P.: Heck. Jct.
Bohm, Donald 1,: Bosch.
fray A.:
Philip C.; ilubrke, Penick
Hojcm, Claudia A., Nor- WM.: Caciopm, Catherine;
ink. Nancy L.: Huffman. Carivardine.Robert;
Robert; Jacobsen. Juliu K.;
Cereal., Peter M.;Christ.
landau, I Mda C.:
mas,Mary 1..L.Cox; Laurie J.;

Ruth

Kay Wtad
men.C.Dithw
Sus
WlutL

Bell Brea., I Bat Psam
I togs Robin L Gualtiar Jo Barra Cath I Bast a
P MILLI
Groull Lynn E Marra BkLI.
sell s.

Lamm. Smunne; Lessley,

Knudsen. Diane I.,

Km. Mark R.: KoneN.
Raymond: Kupita. Steven A.:
Lawlor. Inure J.: I.undin.
Ronald E.:
Mann. Theodore S.: Mc
'Mahon. Kathy J.: NMI*.

Coyne

utile:

Jos: L;

Mech. Roger W: Goialhope.
Karen: Hamra, Beverly: Hi,'

Slawinski Inane bpring:r
LI n A4 Slamo Panalopc

,tiandra J,: Manfredi, Lynn A.
am E:
Hansen, Arlene J.: ;lassies. Manin. Donald J.; Martin, RI.
Gasmen. Barbara, Gmten M.:
nano. Paul A.; GiNin. Cathy
HoUdek. Debora
Jan.,',.)
.
Michelle; Anne: Goemehler. Chariot
men. Diana C.; Jelinek, Dale
AI I
Gail F Meter,Grier.Cynthia;
A.. Johnson, Margarci J.: Wayne R.; Miller, Gail;
Heineman, Robin
Huey,

bastian.

Fogarty.

Robin A.:

Jones.

Germano, Dun

Mahn. Jan K.:

Solana,

C imply -II Mary C

Perak l D mai DLnise L

Dadgini'13., Gunter, Anne W.:.

Kurd'''.

Venn Ann: Throop. Janet
Venice. Menhanim Wm.,.
Cann Lynn:

FRESHMAN

I

Japeoen. Carol A.: John. Dill, Jeanne R.; Daring,

ery:c.ar- Deitzotes. Paul; Doyle. Mary:
an

Rokri H

Berglund

11.1

styles Navy red geld
mum In Jr saes 715

L.; Show-

inan, Teresa N.: Sortie. Joan
E.: Timm. Barbara Ann; Weit-

Jr Patera 3 11

zel. Pam 1.

CREPE

PANTS
DRESS

SAVE UP TO 7.07

1 97

DECORATOR SWAG LAMPS
values from 14.95 to 19.95

Your Choice

Doll up your home for the holidays! Highly
styled, modern, traditional or contemporary
swag lamps. Come and see!

N

988

compere at 24 97
Holiday peon dross in "wIthel

BUYS FOR THE BATH
Tree TOW DM, Me mil now Alr one radar mot tenth') remain, on the

rem, The Air Force has removed its units, accoohne in Spec. J Jam,,
Lannon, md the Army will handle Mc radar alone. He said the Army will not
replace Ha An Force enuiptiont.

Author, latest book
will bow this Sunday
rah% Day politi-

.1 writer and author of sooral book. will appear at an
autoraphing party Dee 7 at
Mount

Prospect

Miry of

Aspiring cloke.irmiers and
armchair travelers from the

dimity, growth and ils effect

.northwest suburban arm are

on Me economy and culture tit
the United Stares.

invited to attend a Harper Collega piogram V p.m.. Thusday. Dec.

Rook

introducing the
school', European and Scan.
dinavian tour plans.

Nook. 119S. Entente, Mount

His other books. "Hybrid Prospect. He 0111 UNDUE. Cam Makers'. and "Empire
and antograph copies of his CM the Plane. deal lespecli,.
latest book Flirth or Gk. ly with the raising of hybrid
Ilk men and incidents ihat Lrorn als1 Me livid and power
gaye America the) inor car/."
from I uniiI pai

'Birth of a Giant'

is

struggles which took place in
Platte Valley Nebarkis 6Rsisig

the M. century.

the

Wheeling unit announces
holiday dinners, dances
The A -C' Squire Wheels of
Wheeling will hold their
CluiSliuts spume
Dec.

struciors.
Roulette

The club holds dunces

on

scheduled

Jack T. Keefer, 15 N. Wa.
verly, Mount Prospect, owner

of Keefe. Pharmacy, 5 W.
Prospect Av., Mown Pros pint. was elected chairman of

Ile hoard of directors of the
1%9.1970 .111inois Manioc:eta
Beal Assn, at its first meeting

for

the

summer

toum. Thc program will

mer trip through the Norwe-

planning for their New venni!.

..0.--cimEra, 40.10.

YOUR

Arlington Heights.

They, aro Bells de Bows
Square Dance Club, Dec, 6th, I

CASUAL
FAMILY

DINING
Come in

LAS VEGAS
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

PERMANENTS

REG. $20.00
NOW $12.50

.

FROSTING

.0,-747-

NOW $17.50

CAROUSEL

Bask Round Dance Club,11

BEAUTY SALON
C154313
Ma.

DAILY

AT
Call am.1393-

l92 ROM 5L,Sidtalkkiengs.

REG. $25.00

al

R30 p.m. with Bob Yerington.
of Muscatine. Iowa calling.
.1

47

SPECIAL PARTY MENU

for Lunch.

more informaiion
all 367-4397 or 945 -Ills.

Building, 1622 N. Rand Rd,

.

Og.aONS WESO',UNFILLED
$V,84?,;''

OTT

The price la dinner and i BEAUTY
dancing on New Wan Eve is I DOLLAR
MO. For
Three other doh dances am
Wheduled for early December
et the Boy Scours of America

8[11Taurs,Ltd. proudly. pvesears

MAKE HOLIDAY PARTY

11:00 A.M.

"na7r.-,..""t nolo

Plaau send o deseriplive,rolo brochure

Of.acabge& the Brogan
Rend avid Dundee Roads
Palatina, Illinois

Phony

P

7
pily
END44NENII14,144. PfififiRVATIONS AM LIMITED.

358-3232
et* enSinos. nay

LACE SHIRTS

regularly 8.47
,y,v,94;g ,,,3,00,,,
V
,,,iii,9Iea

Meant Prospect Vikanio,
Ire. is making the arrange ,tots for the tours,

ARRANGEMENTS NOW!

MISSES' NYLON

588

Mks.,

include England.
Holland, Germany. Austria.
Indy. Switmrland and Frame.
Rates start at 1748.

Roselle RM.., Palatine.

5552.140"^

e

BATH SCALE

The thro6week European
tear. beginning July 30, will

1,,b

c

compare at 8.99

VINYL HAMPER

Tha Minn;

788

Center, Algonquin and

Mediate with Edna and Gene
Arnfield. instructors.

I

-

be

citice of Sweden. Norway and
Denmark with a coastal stea-

sizes 715

Morbelized shelves a cab
rim Floor -to -ceiling.

modations,

,,
gq.(6,,g,
8,
ear.tla,Bragati
lune 4 to 25, will visit major
lege

bout m black or while. Or
eci solo in Na the dreg. In

compare at 17.95

held in room A24.1 of the Col-

gian fiord country. Rules start

Dance

Inc
Ial a" 3rd S'n'rd"'
each month. They are now .I -STRETCH

Edna oral Gana AmReld, m-:

Movim and slides will he
shown about the commie

Club, Dec. 10, B p.m., inter.

20 at 8 p.m. in the Heritage
Park Field Homo 220S. Wolf
Rd.. Wheeling.

Round

4

at .883, varying with ado

oared" Ms

1288

Harper program explains
summer European tours

automobile la.

the

crepes or nar.

rh Jewel trims pleated wide
leg prams Be hostess or god.

BATHROOM
SPACE SAVER

and Gory

tower. at the Nike Rase on Centro! Rd. in Ariiiminn Height,.
Alr Farce and
Army hail worked together la provider:elm coverage fil.he. Chicago, NI awe ukee

rayon sofin

lar fabrics All

"DAY"

shirt!

Long slue.

clingy lace. Buiton hone and
double began berme! cuffs. Blue,
white, block or hone. Sizes Ma

regularly ^ 99
Oval shaped Gold me
Ventilated Side handles

MISSES' ACETATE
CREPE PANTS

IS A

59V;

SURPRISE

PACKAGE
There's Local
News, Sports, feature,
Comic's,

Something for everyone!

riwlrbm-=t1r

SAVE 30%
°L:::V pdr7:". 'n7
Our famous nylon pantyhose in
beige, taupe or cinnamon. Petite,
average, tall.

99CHOICE

GIFT WRAPPING

FREE!

EACH

values to 9 95

FRAMED "BRUSHSTROKE" REPRODUCTIONS
subtects to choose from, Includes landscapes still Ides many more
21/2" carved frames 29x53" overall size
,

FIRST CARD

®w ra TOWN 8 COUNTRY
IT

h:nnIaWAND OTH R

amImmilm.51

The clingy punts! Self.sosh belt
wraps mound this bonded one.
rote crepe. 5.button yoke. Fly
front. Block, purple B -I6.

MEMBERS PLANS ARE ACCE TED

a
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I

'I

DAILY 10-10

SUNDAY 10-10
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nations with a major

33 News
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1 NEAR -.BODO
A MAN OVER.
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lack 11.0
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Midnight Repro,

7

Chicago Show

IJP HERE.

31 Truth are Caw

News
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'role of the Franklin

done.

100inte a, it ad to
Per-

In

supplement science
education as found In
thc schools.

is host for a t.r of

26 A Black'. View
of the Ned

Pakistan with a look

32 Honeymoonen

tty night.

20 1V College

2 Hawaii Mee -0
Steve McGarr=

Slide rule.

Cape Cod and falls in

has to make prepare.
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billies

lions to nrotccradic.
lator-presideol of an
Man nation. James
MacArthur,
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about romantic un-
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love with Ms dying
friend's wife, Rich -

band
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Late Report
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20 Shop
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for

much time
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Live By
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5 Discussed

0 Bullfinch

IC Yawn
39 Viscous liquid

aperitif

48 Impute
52 Not the
54

=worm

55 Taro root
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17 European
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Township Republicans. but
how many people have bean!

56 Western
state (oh )
57 Wood f mislung
outshine
SO Land parcel
59 Goddess
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Sibbernsen made it a five -

Meyer
Mellen
Hymn

Knopf
Duffy
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4

3

Schuster

4

4
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21 14
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SCORE BY HALVES
Harper

27
22

Triton

52-59
31 e03

Not a Mina sporty Roper and When redly mIxed 6 up lust night as Mere was some heavy
billing under the bow& A brkf scuffle developed be the second half but Mi11, quiet. clanvo lang

eunuchlllrllnryr, to purl it tint cage win, 56.53.

Day between the Elk Grove

of the lltator Kid Bowl? Few..
if any! Well, now they hero because on Friday, the day after
Thanksgiving. the Junior Bird
1Bovi.i.ljr,o,l,n,e,d,,I,Ibeowlisit..of...uncoun.

The lint annual Junior Bird

Liourt

Football Game anis
played between the Teenage
Republimns
of Wheeling
Township and Elk Greve

Grove '00100 Preserve and
wax a see-savd Settle all the

deed rid. after a deep pa.
to Gomm Busse, on a top

way.

end

Township and cold'n a 21128 standoff. The hard-fought
Dime wax played at Deer

THE HEAVILY untwist',
Sc Elk Grum TARS

around

by

Rochelle.

Wheeling bounoxl right back

for a morn 'under tho load-

lles second half saw Wheel-.
Mg lake a 14-7 Icadona pasito
!tin Smyee only lo have it tied

up gain

i

i

lust scco ads of

1

by by

crship of Tom Perry and at the

the'lm1(

Scott Rochelle at quarterback

quarter, end Be 1009e win

Rice to Steve Grew. At the
at
the third punter

Harper wrestlers sharp in middle weights
r

Harper wrestlers strung m nether duce straight victories
in the middle weights but that
mall the
eould ton

a 109 loss to visiting Lulu:

A

P

a

Keskie
Caricy.S.

5

2
4

Keel.
Pettenurso

6 sive victory." said

Duffy
Burke

law

101IN KULA. the chum
on the Hersey press. was the
one ,010 really muds
de-

Robson

Fitzgerald
II

Pierce

Christiansen
Lorenz
Wilson

I

5011

KoM
Schmitt
Totals

1

0

O

nuno
1

1

ta'paas fromniont

Wheeling again took the lead.

on mss play which was only.
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DELASALLE (611

Acme by a slim 4-3 margin.

but he stretched the lead to I I-

5 and then was awarded five
poin for riding time to make
the final seer! 16-5.
Former 9111111C South

star

Torn Ncrne, Men made it two
wins in a few for Harper with a

fense go, according 10 (flown
TM tremendous pressure gave
the Huskies 49 shots to only 27
for the Tigers and that was

100

0111

09d09

rebounds.

The next game for the Wok -

ie mph team will be Saiminny
at Argngton, and 01ov1r days
his boys will have to be atrhetr
best to beat the tough Cardinals, who won the conference
title Ian year as freshmen.
SCORE BY QUARTERS
Hermy
13
9 13 16 50
Crystal Lake 9 It 5
30

70 win over Lake Ceuml,

Dun Wedge in the 150. pound
bank. This cut the Laker lead
to 11-6.

Roy Vitha. another Forest
View product, put Harper
even doom by rneorg
Wigginglon in Me 116 -pound
cond., 17-3. Vitha led 4-0 ale
ter onc period, ST after two
and then 15-1 before getting
1. riding Points at the end of
the match.
Gary Sooderws

got

THL

l'O';4tRre

[fakers going again with

6-2

dcision over Dave School in
gni

167pou. nmtch. Rich

Cunning yin then pinned Don

ftIgri'ilV11:7774oilhd
match.

The only way

per could

overcome the PM dermal ut
this point was vefth Mu pins.

pox,ode MP, ee iri iTgleti rD'ohl

1

'1'3:ri ur.

.1+,..a.dUlLCrioun.ty.goketrthepitn.t.dn-

,...4,fro:nisL,::,,,,,,,,,:,i,,,,,,,::6..;:::,,

1"
l..

Hoffemin scored. IWr the n.r.
mainder of the third and most
of the fn
quarter the two

Mils°

pounds

Scas°^1Ght
nod Toni

s°

Sduryay

Herawd 0'0 SwBor 29
heassweight conks.

Mons defen.

stopped all
drivers short.
front foto' on defense. Jeff

Ilk Gr..

bZrgda.nalpal(1100C1°F1'0711'100"ipHInHyteld-

superbly as did Wheelie&
Andy und Sieve Schliek m.o...

Iwke

q o u ri , . Wheehng demo
again on al.h deep puts

County off to a Ilying start by
winning the 118 -pound match
on
pin. The Laker lightweight stopped Harper's Toni

play. Alto & kickoff Elk
Grove obtained possession of

11

%Bend in the third period

kthr,c laintRzig.thm,,lessmtlant;h1 ,,,,,i1M!Lie

after building up an 11-3 lead.

lake County then extended

SPreve mGreaM'rr.k

-.see..

itt loud to I i-° on a Priir'od

110.04.4.

wins by rim Vawgrski and
Wilford Wells. Yinagrslo out
pointed Brum Stenffen.rg at
126 pounds. 6-1. and Wells

topped Bob Trausch at
pounde. 4-2.

134

Ili'rk"'Grro'nved

any M. to

-014. .,

!larger grappler Tom Wallin. nets

awle of the non from opponent Dory Snedgras of Lake
County Junior College ye,teMuy us Inc Herd. :opened their home schedule Welded% hid, as
well as his Irani's, was tresuceemful as.... won im a phi as lake Comity posted a 299 rimer .
(Photo by

0.0

works,' ilk
Wheeling', 20 yard line.
With ihns, seams!, remain -

101 Ile th'ck Urear r°1I'd

om to

the

right. then new

cross.field to Rochelle in the
let comer of endrone for 010
WON.

Pro stars highlight Wayside banquet

very impommt in the victory,
espeeially since Hersey only
hit 32 per cent of Mm.
"We're getting the good,
shots. and with Our hustle nr.
nut really worried," sass Gill.

LEONARD wm

Meet tonight

PLAYER
Burke
Konchar
Skahill
Odem
Matthews
Edwards
Totals

mid Final period leading Gary

the high scorer for Hersey with
17 points, and Rob McCarthy
and John Clark added 11 nod
Men, respectively, Mr the
home team. Leonard and Jeff

51 Au icle

MEM

Huskic

Glover.

and forced mista.k.es, and inthe

PLAYER

43J wish
p test],

3 Made 0to

Bruce

toectell."

Lucas

them

.

sond half the pressure began

41 Mock

49 Mimosa genus
50 Malt Mew

Forest

A 111011illn Jelin], 1101d vii
thing Crystal Laketo 13 points
in the ,ecood half and gave the

,

ST. PATRICK 1571

22 Retain .rs
23 Son of Adan

47P under
48 F a su face

A

View graduate. gave Harper
its lint win in the 142 -pound
mulch He went into the third

kids constantly vole the ball

CFShmi

Bsera

last

'II was definikly n stolen.

Total,

OMUUMUUMM
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UMMO gag
M0.0
©o© MUM
MME2

46 Unfasts0

she

Hersey sophomores a 50-30
victory in thdr second gained

Rech

09EIR

ves tmeM
45 X tiler of

lam

matches. however, and the
nd three ear= on pins.

coach

MOOMQ0MMQ
25 Department
in Greece
26 Stuff
28 Particle
29 Minced troth
30 Withered
35 Property

Hawks

The
three

Huskie boys make
press work, 50-30

PLATER
Cullen

UMPMMO
MMUIZIMMOUIRMID
OnqMMM
WIMP !NEU
OMOM

24 Vex (1011.1

won on points.

%lithe

SL/P11)111051.

IMMO

M001:1
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MEM MEE

aht
neat

Tow ,chi p and Wheeling.
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32 Venture
33 Time long

39 Cape

Male Perde PrdahlY hove
heard the Bird find. a football
game played on Thanksgiving

their first victory of Me waseri. Blocking mit undenreath 1.01
Harper is center Ole Schur., (Photo, In Jim Stuart)

._

1, ,'=',V,,r0

40 Correct
42 Hindu weight
44 Arctic
explorer
45 Minty

CAMPUS CI ATTER

flat
flea
fail
foci t

.

away coned.

three at 41637.
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Harper's dremng (onward Doe Daffy weaved his way through
last night
m the Hawks delighted a home erowd et Ifremd High School with

the troublesome TMon sone to score.. easy huek

'bloat, Tom Neuses and Ray

Pan movers
31 Be sick

past
34 Pelvic bones

Anowero to
INFLATE

DOWN

I land

ffray
Idthanksgiving
-day7
ul
Austral'.

prove bast at MO time. °Mem
dm. new enterprises may con-

fuse is by taking up

(Latino
SU Darlings

turkey

d -- England

LIBRA (Sept. 24.0cr. 23) This is not the time for new be.
ginnings. Only enterprises related to projects already underway should Lc considered.
SCORPIO (Oct. 14.50!
221 -Routine activities may

foe Wright on Friday in on

TARS tie in first annual Bird Bowl

ta

4

to -

CAPTAIN EASY

THE WARRIORS, though.
stayed in reach and thew the
game into tossup with three
buckets to bring them within

d i11`..mod 40010.11 Northern
Illinois Junior College League

Montgomery

IC

2:35
2

l'

4. 1,

Kkep your schedule flexible
will find y ou rdf able

Tlic Hawks will continue

ninmpuint bulge at 40.31

selyekr,,,1-61,X,,Astef

dodo

2:30

Go 00p yesterday.

r......

VIRGO Aug. 24-Sep1.23)--

managed to prop hem into

Navy

Harper pulled svithin two
points at
Bill Sand -

feelings.

fora limas. hi, Lamas wrn1

a

uno an efiective stalk
The second half opened as
the that had closed. Triton was.
THE FREEZE food Tristill in a bothersome rum de- ton into numerous fouls in atfense that forced the Hawks tempt to meal the ball, and the
outsidc. Sharp, quick passing Hawks cashed the tinily charopened some holes for the ity to,cs maintain their Iced
Harper cutting foovards that for tha victory.
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you

Jordan who tallied IS for the
night. Teammate Paul Bruett
lobbed I1 although he only

fiat point .pnad it
47
old ilia head conh welled

11,
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Mery Griffin
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Triton

nese, Alanimehsd

club to file point int.rmusion

The learns riddled points
until the Warriors brood the
from outside Me top of the ball over on a traveling
eircle kept the Hawks in the lion and Harper's Knopf took
pacer's position m Triton
full advantage by sinking n

Mode

9

10:30

9:00

be willing to stand hack while
youbeve year my.

out the dong

first half.

12:55
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Tonight Show
Joey Bishop
'Show
9 Movie
"Bramble Bush."

Yo
only mike others re.
end you if you try to force their
response to arguable &sues.
Keep things uncontroversial.
CANCER Chine 22sluly
231-A day for putting forward
your own ideas. Otheni should

comer, the closing minutes of
Mt half powered Ms inane

MELLEN'S

An analysis of the

by

point Hawk Avant:me with a
The Warriors remold the driving reverse lay. but Tn-

Farm Forum

II The lovedlgater

busker.

favor, however. by. hitting a ton battled back on a pair of
dry spell of their own as Har- tied goals by Jordan and anper threw 13 pods on the odic} by Brunt to push them
bored to edge ahead. 15-9 mid- intd a slier one -point advan-
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5

thane %we...am 41,44 they

laid
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find the mark for the next four
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mina, from the. fru. throw

eerambisd to keep cloy.

Fonsord Don Duff,

repack

lead on a pair of free throws by
Schuster but they couldn't
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The Hawks, playing at their

"Bend of the Riv-

1, Peck. Nancy
aIda. George Boma.
Cary Puckett and the
Union Gap and Ed die "Rochester" An -

cal end economic sit.
maims there.

Nonni with ease if you are
Wise enough to contact old
friend, It the right moment.
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heavyweight claw
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Waldron. Prospect took the
first two Mows. however, and

won at 98 pounds for Prospect.
5-2, and Roo Cheovin took the

01 class wish a pin in 2:13.

Warrior Craig Brring

Arlington

Heights

boys hocaey tea, Ion their
games Saturday at the Polar
Dundee.

East

-pound clam with 4 7-0 win
over Knight freshman Jim

FRESHMAN AL Weber

teams drop
in

arn on the scoreboard in the
I115

held an 8-1 lead going into the
fourth match
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Warrior Rick Veith norhis

grapplers
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forfeit.
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Sports this week
THURSDAY
w Trier West at Hersey

FRIDAY

Banda.

St. Viotor at St. Patrick
Prospect et Wheeling
None Dome at Holy Cross
Arlington at Hersoy
Maine West at Niles low,h
Glenliard
at Forest View
Fremd al Elk Grove
Maine East al GlenhardWot

YMCA swimmers come home

1110

Northwest Suburban

YMCA boys and girls swim
Ones traveled all the way to
lunster. Ind.. to finish second
hree-team meet met the
weekend.

Winding

The

Michiunna

Marlins

to 3115 for the NasrbIwaal Y and

219 for

the

!shnter Swim

Club. The Northwest girls'
mom beat too its counterparts

Elk Grove at rremd
Gymnastics
Prospeo at Willowbrook
Maine Wen id West Leyden

points.

ME NORTHWEST Sc'

Marmion
Maxim at Noire Dag. thlaryvitk Pool)

girls team won six relays and

Prospect al Maine East

sIl
ena was hampered by
I oss of several swimmers who

meindi'""e's.-rkb"

SATURDAY
Basketball

were on vacation ond did nor

SI. Viator al Notre Dame
Maine West at Palatine
Forest View at Deolield
Elk Grove al roman
Glenbrook South at Maine Ent
Wrestling

compete-

Arlington at Maine Well
Willowbrook at Forest Vlmv
Swimming
Hersey. Maine East at East Leyden
Prospect at Glen brook South
Elgin at Maine West
Forest View al West Leyden
Waukegan at Arlington

1RF31 0101,1ee inch-

Intern!,

Ins In the 50.yunl freed] k arid
Ififkyard individnal moll.
and the 21m -v001 h sy, le
lay with Mary. key Arairs.isds

Intermediate

Clirlmtiusan

I lale to the Itio.sard ,iny.

I SIR' I 1111%,100 -yard
trevasle relay with Mike
Lueonsky. Dave Nelson, Russ
Mate and Scott Koster.

Cunningham. Stamm 1,11.
ler and Jemmo Allen.
Junior (lids--2011-yard teedIcy relay with Sandy Hemphill.

Prep

Buys -200 -Yard

free -

NORTHERN

with iI in

Knights.

Despite the efforts or
'ferry Kelly. I tm.Saw'ku. 'tom
Romano and Join Carlborg.
the Dons found tbemsely.

Cadhorg WOO the 400 yanl
freestyle hiving the Dons a al
3X lead in the scoring before
the limit two conitylitionsi.
'I hg next to On comet was

OB-

hs the 25 -yard breaststroke,
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medley relay with lo rani.
mom, Pauline Di Homo",

i
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Cony. BeA National t sm.
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Park, and Recreation lk.

mumps .ml the 0(:A. the
mods tot., opens Mamh
25 with boys' competition he
Terming March 27,

Barb Larsen and Ann Di Fran-

ca; MOD Grunwald in the
so-yard freestyle: Di Somme

in the 50 -yard butterdr, Di
Francesca
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50-yord
breacotrokm and the 260.yard
the

finished

the

111 elfin,

Ill

comer and Gary Takata.
Junior Soya -NO -yard hog

style relay with I,ave lArson.
Ede Porter. Dave Sehnert
and John dreeman.
Ile next moot for the girls iv
Saturday with the Leaning To.

5

11 tSli

2110 -yard
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Don
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yard freestyle ent ina time
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while
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animate Dennis

den, and brought op the on%arc Dame still had a pasihility to win thy ma. 411-41.
if buy could take the frentyle
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ere permitted locompeleonan
amateur husk.
Co100. player -couch of the
I...Ses.i d t ineinnati Roy.
.ntlw amount thiskelhall
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hie termed 'Birt-

re,,se to the now

baketholl program.
He noted al states already
have been awarded qUalifying
tournaments for this season's
notional championships,
which
he limited to 12
ILIUM
dif Dion,

itif kelkill COO,petition for boys through Id
The BCA if sponsoring
years of a, and for men and s.nomen's program through the
women. Meng annelidan is slate level this season and has
professional

Been* .relay with pan.' open to all oaks nag col-

announced plans for it

stored

1971.

BASKETBALL CONOIlBSS
of America is headed by
three

of the

t

famous

basketball leadersmos inthe nation

--Ceusy, Dr. Ernest ViMe.
weghe and Everett Shelton.

Dr. Vomit:9,0w of tot An.
geles. serves as National Boys'

I ann.

A11011101,0 PRES11GE
comes

from

organisation.'

ream, U 5

the nonprofit
hoard of di.
1enators Barry

Goldwawr and Paul Fannin,
Repro -witted,: Ilossis Udall.
Hdtional Kilos
Presi-

dent

Howard Pyle, former
of the Interior Steen

Conimissioner,Secretary
three -lime All-American at
Colgate and played -six semi,
with the professional New
York Knickerbockers.
Shelton. BCA National Ad.
visor. is a veteran 0147 yearsm

an udall. Phom
m
Mayor Milt
Graham, former World boxMu champion Archie Moore,

Los Angeles Takers'
etc
Jerry West. and
sponseas-

a college 101,11,1 co,h.'is

tenChris Schenk, and ('aft

past president of the National
Basketball Coach, Assad.

Additional information
is
available from RCA national
headquanets. P.O. Box 2326.
Phoenix Aria- 85001,

alien and a member of the
Helen Bnketball Hall of

(howdy.
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relay event.
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I 001111

e. Ow long chmh hack mine
in the new contest. the

Gary Grunwald. Gregg Neu.

Ilut then the team waLch s
fonwil to prosiec at Maryville
Amidemy in Dm Plaines on a
double shift system. cantonal

The Dims started out on the
wrong side of the ledger in the
Hot now by dropping the Oct.
yard malls relay to, their oppo.

Emden

BANANAS
GOLDEN

SANDWICH
BAGS

hinterfly

oink' have won the dual mei crowd by grabbing the lock.
if they Mad taken the final race.mireevent over the favored

than lour seconds ahead of the

style ray with Brad Busse.

101/ -yard

Om of 3:13.5 In .the first -ph.: honors in three

eventtime of I:51.5. better

-

the

edge 013 h,
Worn pints.might mem
Since the findl relay is scored
Romonn took his .4ennd
740 the spread in thg points event of Meshy as he 'months
tally reflects the naught
the 1181.ynol fremtyle ran: Ter,
final relay. Notre Mime still Kelly then surprised the small

West

99,

RED
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SAVE 25c

show positions in the newton
events. the divine competition

moil.

and the seven points that go

Pkgs.

Leyden.
The Dons took thc plam and

scbool finally showed its mhos
second in the hreoststruke and
captured the freestyle reloy

160-Ct.
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only I9-15 in favor a blew

and

/se

01111,

E

880

La

DIET

NAPKINS

Weischolek picked up a tHrd
place to make the tam mom

IT WAS 111EN that Inc
wooer strength of the hen

Basketball Congress of America
to hold first annual tournament
Amend lint national
kethall tournament kir 11011.
professional nice) and boys'

I BONELESS CHUCK ROAST

700

ip?:

LB.

-

young Moo:

other

of Wicsehokk. Rich Jono,

The ihrskolwill

-

place 'winners for the
Northwest V won:
Cadet Girls--100-yore teed
ky and 100 -yard freestyle re.
lays with Ginger Moloney,
Nora Halverson, Chris Takata
and Patti 'drum: Larsen in the
25 -yard fre,tyle and Takata

Prospect at W. Leyden Quad
- Wheeling at Niles East Quad
Horsey aI Glituttard Wad Quad
Maine West at Morton Wad

I, double dual
Gymnast!.

and Gabler in the 10014D1

room.

with 251 points. hot the boys'
teem
LL
third with I12

SLwimminorg
S Visit
et

Palatine, Rockford East, Guilford

Martel aminitoona.SandyGah.
ler and Claudia Gentalen

,

AAU Club misled 456 points

Wheeling at Pnwpect
Hersey at Arlington
Oak Mots at Maine West
Fumst View el Glenhard North

Cindy Antimik. tinmwaldand
Di Frammee.

bald a 41-3X ohm in the scoting going into the last two

trailing by sown points

from.Indiana with second

Addison Trail al Arlington

Mans' from Niles actually

as Lydon mitred a first and

Weal Leyden High School pm-

Seared hy Ms, X. i.wr onas.
slued. Itet7.
1..
Scoll

Peewees

swimming pool. but the 'or-

For u team without a pool.
Ow Notre Dame swimmers of
coach Bill Casey
(Casey have every
right
of their coin-

Pin. 64. to Hoffman Emu..

3

FISH STICKS

Pnmpoct riders to participate
in the sport of cycling.

'Tim Mel:

Jaycees... their third straight

impnwiog lapil.

Cap'n John-Frozen

11 Chops

Lake Shore Whccirnmk He has

1069

oored by the Arlington Heights

Peewees

rod

Don tankers give good account before fall

since -sponsored Bantams, but

9 to

Tim wa, a merntscr Mthe

December 3.

/

try their luck against Wheeling
Friday el home.

state

championship and o third
place award in the Fred Cupp,
Memorial 50 -mile race in Detroit were other highlights.
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brought the Warn,: a 4.0 de.

INS -mile

she

in

Stores thru
Dec. 6, 7969.
The Great
A8P Tea Co., Inc

1/4 Pork Loin-Sliced

MOAN L01

at

were

unable to ena6c they Pas
with the SlcEnerney Insur.

inexperienced

chart,

HIS 91110511 place finish

them over Pen Carroll and
the mem win.

10-1101

pionship at Detroit and...rid
the followicg week in Mc Irk
Mile Final of the Oscar War-

hove en outstunding hoy on the

and up to the heavyweights
Mayer's

CHOP

he finished lifth in the final of

Moore fought

and

Prices

affective
in all
Chgo. Div.

tricycle race for As.

-I'd sure like to win thm

back with a lad decision for

LBe

of the Phi Kan, PO fret,

Giallomhardu.

The Knights. The meet was tied
then.

TENDERLOIN

Chap.ter

nity and mcently vas, chim-

Heries, mat. will he especial.

LEON WILKINS pinned
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For your holiday shopping convenience,,,
ILLINOIS

Platalands Open 10-5

Allnign -637East New York Sheet
.Chicago -250 North Cicero Avenue

Redeem your P1515 Slumps early.

817 DO 79th Street
32 East 11311 Place
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Joliet -117 Richards Street
Niles -0009 Milwaukee Avenue
Oak Park -6109 West North Avenue
Ottawa -115 West Madloon Street
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CHRISTMAS
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CANDIES
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Floor Maintenance

Reg. $2.50
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Pack 6 Rollers .....
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window well Covers

General Hauling

CL 5 0232

Time Study Analyst
Stationary Engineer
Field Engineering
Mech. Plant Engineer
Foreman
Tool Engineer

ROLLING MEADOWS GSS

"""91tds

Hemmer -Stitcher

23{RebrentAnteesttle

RP

Permanent Waves

PhotOgraphy

Fltor Refinishing
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WANT AM° FOP CHRISTMAS,.
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Multi -cooker,
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CREATIVE
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WINMOW WIELLCOVER CO.

Industrial Engineer
Lab Technician

Brunie., Mixing Tech.

Call Ted Leverens

5650,5750
$7-$800
$11-913,800
$10-514,000

$6504750
$12415,000
$125-5140
$500
S11-$12,000
$525-$575
ViRS

,296-1043

ENGINEERING AGENCY
O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.

Des Plaines, Ill.

CUP & COMPLETE & MAIL TO

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.
217 S. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heighls,
60005
722 Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

II go If
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me Iasi
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r to Se tan

Service Technician

MAINTENANCE MEN

2000E DAVIS

MI %PSI

PHONE 1 HARRINGTON
259 8010

SECRETARY 5650+

Call or Come In and See
Mr, Haas

HIRING AT

EXEC VP HOTEL CHAIN

DESIGNER

ARLINGTON HOCH.

SECRETARY

''';er'6"AtT.,721 1:117:

AND CHICAGO LOCATION
o GENERAL FACTORY
FACTORY MAINTENANCE MEN

LAB TECH

Coll or

Mon To Work In ShOU
8 Drive Track

+tong Mkr. 51'

ctiza
jobs

BAL6131

SALES TRAINEE

1=

AIR

5600. Car

Wide

MEN

START $3.50 per hour or BETTER

LAB TRAINEE
5500+ free Schooling
2S,

BRUNING

STOCK CLERK

965-2(770

5115 A Week

Holiday Inn of

hon..

Mt. Prospect

nice ehone ag. who Glop

Gond sEw=nny

ard.d. Busy
Seoffice
NO FEE

6.1.41,1

Cfflonolliee

II91 new

2913.2120

AMY 255.9414

Avco National
Corporation.

IN1de

PHONE 543-4450

Electronic

BOLAN

PERSON 35NnVPARTMENT.

8.4400

Technicians

Div. of Ohio Brass Co.

NO FEE

LIKE MEETING NEW
PEOPLE7-$600

RECEPTIONIST

SYSTEM ANALYIST

EXCaLENT LOCATION,
Ti

513,000

ete$500
all nes

PA API
pERSONNEE

F.T4,

III

AUTO PARTS

PASONNEI

IR

cc, ND

WEBER -STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO

DRIVER

COMPUTEFf

100

N. HICKORY RD

A$5 SL. CON FriS

Arlington Heig his 116 W. Eastman 302-6600

ASSIST

WILL TRAIN

BABY

wall rue*

AEA

hu;s we

ALARM INSTALLER - DAYS
ALARM SERVICE MEN - ALL SHIFTS
ALARM RUNNERS - NIGHTS

c.SiFter7S1

PROGRAMMERS ..

f,"*",,

Mom Geed mem. solo,
AdIringebenellE.

DISHWASHERS

381-2001)

3,4 OPPO

966 0700

...PG. on

"'EA' tiim4bNiiirr.mrrazkkE.
. PRESTIGE

LIFE ilESUPAticE

437.8181

HOME SHOPPING SERVICE

2980021

AIWA

Wide

CANARIA
HL

GIRL FRIDAY
HIGH SALARYI

Boom MEDICAL ItOugotim

1735 - WO Twin

MODEL MAKER

298-5021

"'

661.4055
MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS
(Nights Only)
STAN! Pr 3.137 PER HOUR HO 10% muff scum

4.714710 451.37

a MAINTENANCE MPETrITTERS
mem

Zayre

PROFESSION.

Dept.

RECEPTIONISTS

GENERAL
FACTORY

RELIANT PRECISION
MFG.

Mei Wk.

$41."/STON

SNOW"' "';a0'ratt

ASSteis:

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, I

SIM Wk. NO FEE
1969 car furnished
bonus -profit shoring

sr. MIRTH
monk: 21$024.41

Ira W4
a SHEET METAL
MODEL MAKERS

Pl=r$IVN$11.

m JIG & FIXTURE
OPERATORS

ALL ON svnii0 MAW

MB

An Equal OonnunAy Employer

CALnST7'191

rOm

a DAY CUSTODIANS

DATA

PROCESSING

WANT WORK THAT IS PLEASANT

Ken

u"

an
en &
Associates

a STOCK PACKERS

WE NEED MEN
PeIFOIC,=5,,URANCE
da

Full Time Days or NIghh
sos-loon,

PERSONNEL

PAO

ii,1111E11;:Orll S'n'slARING

Hds0a0 pm. One,
rowmarmIt

MALL

new GOMM

E

paid lauwIpliewlion and I
Wiser Alnu$

Anti

'45'
re

Poem Open Sala, mornings

r0114
1 Wars

pinum ler .r.

969 - 1360 ael. 261

INCHOR COUPLING CO. INC.
qn NIA OupowniN WHIPAI

EXPERIENCED SCREW MACHINE OPER&

II re
log
Par.
cied wedge. GO ex ono.

PURCHASING AGENT
Rapidly mooing company needs man examienc.
ed in purchasing and expediting Mr tool and die
emp hum be hilly experienced and dofoll con
seines. Gene/in starting roe and (daps benefits.
REPLY TO: BoS 321

FOOD STORE

SWITCHBOARD RECEPTIONIST

Precision Mfg.

PAID VACATIONS

EXPERIENCED MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS. EARN UP TO $5.00 AN HOUR

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSURANCE
FREE MEALS

Brookwood
Convalescent Center

RECEPTION

FOR A GROUP

RESTAURANT

5555 West 'Bushy
.
676-1000

,,,,,

es& Ours
ERMAN
INInspIwn

Skokie, III.
7/LIA

p re

GOO County Una Rd

f '"

ViscIToTnrY01

EXECUTIVES

NIORY'lk

to

."15

BOOKKem
EEPER

ictoir AR 0

''''

n'gelffn
1.000

11.

'APRs

'1651

TELETYPE CORP
Skokie,

II

111.114G0
W11e
T...S0 IS

'

WMILY

.A.000

IA

AZ:L.7;1%

.9 S 0E0.

0070Oontatr

Miss loan Denny a1676-1000 Ext. 5243

TELETYPE CORPORATION

COIL WINDERS

rV

5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Ill.

1st and 2nd Shifts
We are In need of people who ore exPeriemed or
who con qualify for training as Coil Winders.
Excellent stanins
Por haw Pian ban."

-

537.3929

COOK. Pen., Tali thus FP..

-

Young Hobby Club

ENVY LATER

Girl Friday

0060700

to Ripply the name

298.326

B.Ild TEE. Gond Yoke

$450

30 on, $ PA
906I

NI0111 rvuasE

1/10/$11/1
1720 Algonquin Wi,
.41,50Pa

re cri

Ion owl We &WA,

Loa between

$00.0023In.1331

FOR TEMPORARY OFFICE
POSITIONS
TOP RATES - NO FEES

fine prizw.
reindeer name beneath it,
First you must win a
along with your own name,
eel qualifying prize. N 01- age, address and Zip numday's contest this will be n ben Decorate
entrytest., in
mechanical

!tike

called

:any neat, original

with

"The Raveier.- A piece of paints, crayon, or couts.
from SanlA list in thread Logs from 1 sewn Add,. it
Copp, Dick',
Cnn . in your jacket. A friend Midweek "Talkint,
the mhoining

of the onc reindeer that is
[nil IN LW

Is Ts

Vacs*

The rules require con-

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
STENOS
TYPISTS.
CLER:';F

of the miteine

where

you do itT
The Encyclopaedis Brit.

Mica Tfalking Globe is
an

exciting,

educational

award. Not only is it a big.
colorful, 12 -inch -diameter
globe showing every nun.

Irks to remove ff To his m- Contest at The Day and
dl
he pull, out
mail it before midnight of
yards of thread. This is he. day after tomorrow.
cause the reveler. pinned
Winner, namo vi ll 110
inside your coat, actually is published, Judges' deed a hidden spool of thread!
sions will be final. Allen Ten Ravelers will be tries become Cappy Olen

try and 6,400 pi/woof im- -awarded as led clonlifYing Poway; none rotated.

FULL TIME OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

FOR WIRERS &
SOLDERERS
We'll poy you not to watch TV MAO you Own

WE NEED

to find the winners of the
`Talking Olobw,"
After deciding the now

/afk how 0.0311

column is pub.

For
Be7r:d

Holiday Expenses

area. Entries winning these
local prizes will be consld.
crud in Me national judging

Mon smest oci ta help de.

$500

or oNr

traveler. Eton :shelter end

WORK NOW -

Priew, one fur Cool. a the
la neatest end most ormi.
nal correct MIME entries
from hog, and Orls of the

contest maim from any Dad would bc happy to nut the COMP. picture.
city. including the urea have you win one of these poste ii on Parter. print he

ROES

KEYPUNCH SRN.

ach of Me rive Warkt: told by a farnans

neatest and mot original

W"'IdS5inn'eCE'"en

Secretary

'

REIM/Mitt Wham.. tm i1 includes
SANTA'S
recording
RPM
33-1/2
PRIZE CONTEST
reproducing 1110 Jranoric
sounds of the earth. Thcrc
By Cam Did
arc the sounds of volA 'talking GMbe" is canoes. hurricanes. arth.
the natanal grand prize in quaka. tames. min end
redays puzzle ciintmt. In the blastoff of space ships.
five will he awarded, plus the :Mary Of Mr.
c liar

We

I'cigi'Zirr"-"°770

R Potlgors5 AWE in
sFs-1000 ea. et IF

5555 West Molly Ave.

central telephone company of Illinois

-17,Farr'.4"'
NOM. VAYAT

r$

15-1416rtnent Agenda -Women

Melt of Rh.

Deofleld.
er
945.3770

CENTEL
SYSTEM

12K TRAL

Iv

"Cci!=lu'LL's":75's 41'

GOLDEN BEAR

TELETYPE CORPORATTON

299-6629

..117,071...E9.169C7176903,9111,610,01....1=6960.,11317

'OF YOUNG

Algonquin and

The New

PANCAKE HOUSE

Why Sit Still
when you can
Move Ahead?

DES PLAINES

MATRONS

2000 Miner St.
OES PLAINES, ILL.
827.5919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

en equal opportunity employer

ROWAN Wow

MOTOROLA

APPLY NOW

Apply in Person or

666 GARLAND PLACE (on Rand near Dempster)
phone:

CLERKS

EXPERIENCED

TRW ELECTRONICS

543-6805

UM,*

AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
EARN UP TO $3.63 AN HOUR

a MEDICAL PLAN

.Amuntil 12 NOON

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

LIFE INSURANCE

a PENSION PLAN

Apply or Coll -

91 W. factory
Addison

is Ban, MAO.,
p. p.,.
sun noun

359.4600

EARN UP TO 54.40 AN HOUR

GOOD PAY

Also Available - Full Time

SHARP STENOS:

shilt

Meacham Rood
Schaumburg

Full Time Days or Nights

7

We Offer all Company Benefits Including:

Moen.

BAMnril3Pm

For Brown & Sharpe Single Spindles

EXPERIENCED

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC
722 SfCenmr St.
Des Plaines, 11160016

JEWEL

OPERATORS

Talk to Teletype about these jobs today!

No Experience Necessary

1200 HICKS ROAD ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL NOB

interesting job with MANY, MANY Company benefits.

DISH MACHINE

AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE

FULL TIME

MAE

exontlor

Fl 50500 Ent 594
INDEX

PART TIME

on fire shift. 62.37 per hour plus bonus, second

Apply:

.11;s0;reItyp"trrets7sll'ALPM *be; 714=e''
Office Personnel Dept.

GENERAL TIME

. EASY AND IMPORTANT?

WORK WITH KIDS

PEAR PANCAKE NOUSE RE5114111ANT

Alielp Wanted Men

.

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

...WM.. CONDITIONS

BUS MEN

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW

.

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

AND

SPACE AND SYSTEM DIVISION

is0Ann,trCu'e's'Mut

Do Ile. joh cod yce

.

We will train you to wind small electronic ports for a major
industry. If you have good eyesight, we have a well paying

Reliant

Store

AGSM

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

kesenen. fir

259-0740

DAY SHIFT

des

Apply In Person

DES PLAINES

CIGARETTE

-.h.

egookagere nee,

OPERATORS

or, m Obeui

MORTON GROniii
EDUCATION

TRAINEE

eed

vow. we a mg =cat

In Automotive Boy
No ssuelienatlessocis

DAYS

o MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

pp eyr oppon,Lv

Mir
Nor -Make 111

O,

rf

E

966 OM

MACHINE

ggro=stit

PERSONNEL

4,90 N. WW1 ROJO

®m07®m®691769 CI d CZ 67 Er la,

7 A.M. TO 3,30 P.M.

Full Time Man

MINILIVALEHP

SALES

:NFRA[ TREPHONL &Hi(
Led

39,0040
601B nempon,

ZAYRE

PERSONNEL

SERVICE TECH.

cp.. !iromme ELECTRIC

Ts=itinnaTir:,1j11;

THEY'LL RAW

SERVICE INC.

5200 Wk.

wEc pww.ew,

Jean THE

..oiy.

WELLS FARGO ALARM

FOREMAN

90.227o

NIce bogs.
lEhplOre 01,00
openings:
Clerk Typist, General
Clerk, Stenographer
ottg.,, Come in or cantor an
zupointmenb.562 7100

ASSEMBLERS:

op Sa go oc

FASHION
SHOWROOM

Pete...Am.

Foaddlmlpro Inc.

NEEDS
Lo Salle Personnel

package. LOcalgon

No smog. NGo poop!

Chicago, III.

114 W. Ohio

THE UNDERWRITERS SALVAGE COMPANY
OF CHICAGO

10 SICK ilogARFra I YEAR

Holiday Inn of
Mt Prospect

things: Like boleti

WELLS FARGO

ffort.Colleller.g. See

MONEY AWRY 11P PO MAD
GROWTH emir/nen GRUM OPPOnvolOgs

APPLY

SS 05 pp hour. bxelloot MG* hentdie. Opwilnp on ell

Pork Ridge.

RICHTER McCALL
& CO.

he
.

Join MASTRCH COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

moedefl
and we need you
Aufomalic 51.1110
offers lots of good

year

661-4055

JEWEL

6714600

WE OFFER YOU,

WE Wm Mom

sof. a mien $2.70 per Mei Mgr i

uwi utter Nero work BAAL. new WIN. gremw
carpeted throughout und a ve. fondly obwspliWe. E.

SECRETARY

AS RECEPTIONIST

The

GRILL MAN

npp,pgnIn ond dons.. d9. GPT ur

775.6126

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

Widest

Like You

BECOME AN ALARM BOARD OPERATOR!

BEA SCHOONVELT

DOCTOR

at Foodmaker, Inc
SONY CORP.
OF AMERICA

We Need Girls

Ext. 734.

$525 MONTH

OFTWARE SPECIALISTS

511,500

CLAIMS ADJUSTER

155,00

OR CALL 945-3770

do-'

"JOIN THE SMART SET"

439-3232

NW PROSPECT

Earn Top Pay
and Excellent Benefits

4

ALARM DIVISION

ACCOUNTANT

fEi'S98ffEi

TRUCK DRIVER

RESTAURANT
380 County line Roogorr,, (woo of Route 431

TIRED OF FACTORY WORK?
NOT INTERESTED IN OFFICE WORK?

rizenee

toil week.. .0. 5
AND RECEPTION

PANCAKE HOUSE

ALARM SERVICES INC.

Medical Clinic in
tiseRowynurar

..77tr

@ Illinois Bell

259-5010

827-0175

550 NO FEE

diem..

RESERVATION

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR of Munn,.

Ford Deafer

TRAINEE

General Office

GOLDEN BEAR

Call My Ritz at 824-4103

5.2 CO pw

Pickwick Theater Bldg.

The New

pl y

- FULL TIME

698-3277

Apply Now

2500 Dempster Des Plaines, III.

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

CO. OF ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

we ''"R'

Wide

-

you?
noble, executive secretary

Success Associates internetional'inc.

Coll Ed Poliyka

mealp/op

THE BANK Is TRUST

AB AA

pp 't

q

',t'ibiZ:."?,..'47.t:t.f:I,.°.,djg.""'''

yyrypIPPp9P9P.I empIlenn

Need Immediately

Call Mrs. Cornell
255-7900
11. somo oncl IS SEWN lel/ ellen ore AA

MATURE WOMAN

MONTH

POSITION OPEN

ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING

A

POISED

PRIVATE SECY.

TELLER

531 Winthrone Ave

466 Vista
Coll Mr. Larson
543-5510

FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

pro

800 E. Noffhwest Hwy.
Mt. Proms. 111.

Fibre Co.

Coll Mr. Anderson

Associates

Ken Larson

° MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

dyne,
dyna.,
company.

with

THE SINGER COMPANY

t L

S1854225 A WEEK

R.D. Hintz
Personnel Manager
394.0000

Credit investigation.

:Mr boo orme.ed
:ha

a PAID VACATION

(Typing, Shorthand, General Offwal with your
oime
aspens
who would like pleasant
working conditions. Men you won't wan, to miss
this lacer ative pppprtUnny for n career position

ForPo,senal Imervimy .11

.7.270nr=

Mr

25 FOREMEN

Work Near Home

r

es6.66.6

Elk Grove 041090

An °Matti., per

1

wr nE$1 us the

$124

ANCE

Accounts
Receivable
Good At Figures?
Light Typing?

Suburban

WAITRESSES

Public Relations

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONIST

5434,006

,stOmi VALVE CO.

Chicago
03.5147

LV4P "

'''ONWcArZ"

1001 Nohola Blvd

e c eon., II .10

pleas. cumstah. end

CLERK -TYPIST

otamy

RELIANT PRECISION
MFG.

og

Goodyear Tore & Rubber Co

HEIGHTS

'd,b,,,rtrabr4'

Lo Salle Personnel

om,

HO 5-6000

EMDEN SEM M.P. HOLM MAMMARY ol

"au=s

CO OF ARLINGTON

SYSTEMS, INC.

Demand Mom, for Ambelowt Rods

'aceour:tr"J'ETgtr7;7:107 Vre'e

THE BANK F. TRUST

WEBER MARKING

290.2770

3635 W. Tout,

oPP.

437.1800

NY -1111.

WANT EXTRA MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS?

NATIONAL DIE CASTING CO.

WAITRESSES

Vidt'l M.:Aber

_.919on

TO $6,750 --FEE PD.

MELROSE PARK PLANT

3"

whgN whom grad
CALL OR COME IN
119 8500

9., okra

SPOT WELDER

Full Time Day or Nights

COIL MRS CORNELt
255 7900
r4

AMY 255 9414

1,261411mDdllo-rn

Experienced

alinti TYPIST

ACCOERIEREG cum

392-9300

Ste""

Wider

PROOF OPERATOR

Cann..

00"'

DUNKIN DONUTS

.S

Page 17

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

nd

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

emit

5150, OP
298-5051
Wide

54.00 Hr. Pori gine

Coll Pan Lea 29.6,937b

saga t. so he.
a

Wednesday Doember 3 1969

1264,elplidedlivra

26111Vintd

Rep

FILE CLERKS

19 /

1101.

tom onamto

DRAFTSMAN

2641-'p12asIdtltnn

2611,1pI0talle-^n

1611rI9 Watt LK=

Girls Gil, Orly

net,

'e=

PART TIME
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER

$10000 $12 000

PERSONNEL

251111)lacledttel

2414IplUnted Pen

24 Help WantalMen

Register with us

switch whin, dug, oun new pan time. h P.^.1
p.m. shift or full time if you prefer.

Cluolified apogee:ors own S2.22 per hour while ah
tending o 'mining school.

On.the.lob bonus work offers you the offRortunily
for increased earnings.

Mony outstanding benefits - and close to home.

Please apply in person
_Interviewing..

Mondoy Grid ThoodoT DiDO Am. to PM.
Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4E00 RM.
Saturday 8:013 A.M. to 12 Noon

411173'MATIC ELECTRIC
White Collar Girls
TOMORROW:

400 North Wolf Rd., Northlake, Illinois

Direc-

tions for making a ball -tossing

RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT

Pock 18

Ltd.

18,2

&ME Wade] Women

Desem b,0 1 /969

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

Female

isi Floors 9 to 5

et Vienne r's

LE.

cisme. tenni

kkki OR

CALL BILL FECHTNER

ki

Ad enaelleni opportunit,
hos become avoPoble

139.5510

within our dot. Pionkk
ing deportmem. Present-

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS

incurs

ly ...re looking for on

19:15

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS
Earn Extra cosh

A.M. ROUTES

P.M. ROUTES

2,30-5 p.m.
School Bus, Inc.
30,0 5 Busse RV

service
bureau eisperknce will
be considered. The condidate selected will
have a demenstroted
record of eff ectively
wOrking with WO°.

PART TIME

2:30 PM

o

G

x maw lashenemsenume
Apply ohm nris. es cell Mr

good hoed
for numbers?

DON ROTH'S in

blumXiie.

IP

tworl Fox. %mins

Se

.

..trivEmoult

474Lxnefunushingsfurniture

cloth Mif

office located right off

mph. 297.13755

Edens Highway.

'69 FORD

t. 0) 0) oren(6.1161

kn. es6116
Insures,

332
Set.

Sun

IS/ WASS

Sr

ham Rolm S. Pec 6. 13.590
Men 6 warns,. olsorled cloth.

lb

110

barbel

sr

'69 FORD

6

bonier, sa

stois

52

CARPETINGISALE

MACHINE OPERATORS
MALE & FEMALE

We are. seeking five circulation assistants, 4:00 PM to 6.00 PM
Monday through Friday. We wish you To assist us in checking
established routes, motivate our young carriers and such Special
assignment os the manager will indicate with our Northwest Day

DELIVERY

J="7., .........

FACTORY ASSEMBLERS
MALE 8 FEMALE
1ST SHIFT 7.90180-HPM

ce Personnel

and

r

JEWEL

IA,

FOOD STORES

647-6000 ext. 206

'11Z1tUnr'di76..e.V

with our carriers.
CALL

966-5540

Beginning wage $1.70 per hour, plus 70.080 per mile car olio.once. If interested, phone Mr. Mackey (255-72001 for details and
appointment.

66611:5 si.ss.,6177,20S

5598usid hstruments

IL°07,,',7°1,7J

1669 Marshall On.

7.11.1'eiinSTPM. "

Des Plaines

V1SOOd:O.T.Z"On'ett

Hut n. bwr

34.Ads and Antiques

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
DO YOU HAVE A
GOOD HEAD FOR

I'o`c1Ztli=1.12."

CULLY AuCTION CO.

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

'tone or 11.003 yds of

W.V.°2AtLIfTZZILt

ANTIQUES ETC

WANT TO IMPROVE

HU Rent Houses

NORTHWEST DAY

CLIC].)

FIGURES?

MY HOUSE

YOUR I.Q.?

Es.

tlrn.5008w.. El

I

MAY.

I.O. we moon Involvement Oualily or the
pmount of sothfaction. challenge and reword a
By

Anr !CIL,.

.00 *00. km the

collecin. Open emer-day ex -

Ncm 4 1.4,

SCHAUMBURG

stimulating position should provide,

good sated, ram shn:.

FEMALE

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
MR. JAMES LEVY

Full Time
Assemblers

If your present position has become routine. lacks
challenge or lust doesn't allow you to really
contribute, sve suggest yon visit with us; we (Po,
onteetOirlp100e 0000 1.0.

R.N.'s,

SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

71.To Rent, Stores,Oftes
OFFICE SPACE FOR WM

homed.. opemnal

297iIiii

ledger experience

FOR LEASE NEW RANI

FIRST

SHIFT

SECRETARY -RECEPTIONIST:

m Memel Runs.

owly .0 w A or :nose al

Mee... miler Intim Imo

OPENINGS

New position In pharmacy. Considerable public

MAO. and RooinstoMare

mit yeur nes.. Boned for bahr

271,596/1

minums frem

.nthdmmAtti

.4yROgI,PnSurd11gl

nsidt

Hospital or insfitutIonal osoerionse.
IP

patience. Strong clerical
and figure aptitude.
Light
shorthand and
good typing skills required. Excellent fringe

MAIDS:
Experienced or ,illtrain.
MALE
STATIONARY ENGINEER
ikqemed). Experienced. Relating night shift.

COOK:
Hospital., InWtitional
HOUSEMEN:

Please Call
Gene Murphy
For Further Information

In addition we provide top salaries and benef its.

14 -To Rent Martniells

CL 5-1900

alndustrial Property (To Ent)

BERNIEstatellesSes

People
Make The Difference

All shifts. Will train.

Fl 5-0500 Ext. 599
Office Personnel Dap,

- 33. sak

1

18 -To Rent Busilless hourly

COOK:

our executive office for
girls with secretarial ex.

berets.

- 130 an fi

USED KILN

cottin. reconciliotion and general

contact.

FULL TIME

II

6Elusiness Opportunities

Manny Schools- Child Cate

OR FEMALE

Redrawn,

029 1110 do, u
S

1

ACCOUNTING/BKPR:

3

-

5E0Ifice Bailin -BUMS

REASONTE'''''C'S 2,215

MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER:
Exponenced for medical records or 8.000 Dept.

SECRETARIES

0E5 PIANOS

Coll

WAN.

LP.N.'s NURSING ASSISTANTS:

9.R.L or ART. MEDICAL RECORDS:
700 00. home can be arranged.
Requires

29E1E72

Moats and Maria Supprles

cer Com 091-1300

42 -Ranted to Buy

241 0, part time. Night shift (11: 15
7:153 Open.
rigs in CA, CFU. CCU, Peds & Med.Surg.

NORTH

Tdeiii=r:P1T00.

At

SSlissIce Mimesis

5541usiml Instrumnts

ROSELLE: sh1.089

.

.

eir Aut.

lir7818tSIX8'hATT7"'187.354,1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$3350

'69 FORD

Cush:n.500

JEWEL FOOD

PER5ONNEL-437-5500, Ext. 517

STORES
1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

St. Alexius Hospital
HO WESTERFIELD ROAD

010 30059 VILLAGE

1800 West Central Road

Mt. Prospect

0 BRUNING

.'440"

--",;,:"

",,tr:,11

Dap

DUE TO OVER

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLES:

112-Automohiles For Sale

4

qi

thin.

733 1027

1969

s

=K.

Ssso. TOR

YR

1509 1d:gtltFl6 1,1

All Prices Reduced During
Our Remodeling of The
Used Co, Drive In Super Mort.

OiTnt.7OPer:1Mi75:1gto

an. °ow Hard ma.
292 2373

$2395

sideprofis

Bravos
OMs

SURPLUS OF CLEAN

Barrington

OFFER REFUSED.

3CONVEMLNOOCATIONSt

OcYsso El. LIlt 0,6,0:. 00 Ii. 125.0551

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

BRONCOS

(With Snow Plow)

sisinis

WHOLESALE BUYERS
WELCOME

1968 BUICK SKYLARK CON-

'63 G 1

VERT. COUPE

255 6317

'1

"1"'""' roni` '" -7 $23951

4d 6

5

$2695

1960 gellim Wripen Rmi. ism ones. 207 v a

$2288
1967 Plums& 1.13

ii

1

in

..'1.' :.:..,"iir. $2895

DELIVERY!

137,376

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!

,,,2r,l'T;',,,`,:!`Fn.,,r:J,`,,t, "" "'' $1495

375

196S PONTIAC EXECUTIVE

$2395

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

'95' $1095

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

1969 cisysle 000 O50p. loll Pen.. nit taad

;31 49
Chilexle POO 2 Or. 11.1. 337 engine. win

$2395

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE

9495

DOM.

1965 CROWN IMPERIAL

Rr.E

ECONOLINE VANS

IMMEDIATE

'

$1395

1967 OLDS CUTLASS

11795
1967 TsBIRD LANDAU

12495

cued 51350 2551017

BARRINGTON

1969 OPFt RALLER KADF11eGel

IMPORT MOTORS

394.5172

1967 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON

1595

1967 FORD GAIAX1E "500" CONVERTIBLE

126 N. COOK Al.,

11495

BARRINGTON

381-0899
'THE Mar DEALER

BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
(BENDER-RIEGER
505 W. NORTHWEST HWY. 381-6000

RINESISERVICE,"

OPEN DAILY 9-9/ SAT 9.5, CLOSED SUNDAY

1965 FORD GALAXIE "5000
Re9O'g'ori; Pk7A'T1', 1%1=r
Call after G30,122-1307

1745

ISSAVESS

1968 FORD XL

manikin speed.3.6 snobs. simartrn.

$2388
1968 am 442 woad PIS,

Mi

You thought the Honeymoon Ended
$2399
52099

the minute you bought your car
Now...instead of

$2399

the Honeymoon ending
there's a Happy Ending!

1 Vetileustang X Or. IP., eviepranst

'61

Co,

Snow hr., low mileage.
'he

Cher II

5.5

6 el..

non an
25, 010: tO PAS 150 .6 nal°

52895

JIM AIKEY FORD
750 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
DES.PLAINES, ILL.

827-2163

<rime up,

ioa akiineep selk

LATTOF
/

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
9.41 00

62 Comm

1695

1964 RAMBLER

'295
1

cond. PGA

seda

C..

ased

Phu PM, P

Mullang 6 661

1

peed

:yr EVF101...

Serving The Northwest Suburbs 800 35 Peers
OPEN EVENINGS

1966 FORD CUSTOM

smell v 8

'"OnTas'Ott"

Chevy Pit Crew

oil yeast pit crew.

ARLINGTON NTS.

11995
$995
11495

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEAN WAGON
1967 GALAXIE "500"

teS0or beadle,
394.1.1 he .6 m

Come in ...... -Nem

$2260

EWE

"

1969 MUSTANG "351. FASTBACK
ONLY

Gown

FOR

k

nas-0246

$2766

Viabiliis

Body Meld..

Geo

1967 FALCON CLUB 10 PASS.
S/WAGON

NO REASONABLE

Imessniamn Vinct Rext

Titian woo ;TT 2713

529.567

Famous Name Brands(

vinyl non,

:::Sia'Oniladn' ant's/

Ali

4401. Main St

SHARP USED CARS

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

10% 00 20% Off on Display Merchandise,
Many Used Soecialal

HARD TOPS

500

1968 PONTIAC CATALINA CPE.

... -

2 -DOOR

GALAXIE

1968 PONTIAC

No Reasonable Offer Will Be Refused!
AT DRASTIC SAVINGS

$2695

11969 PONTIAC'S

$2984

GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE!
INTERESTED APPLICANTS APPLY OR CALL

ABOUTTI-IE

BRAND NEW& DEMO'S

SELLING ENTIRE INVENTORY

-Th

sh Oen thal mi.

TO BE JOLLY...

1ST SHIFT 730 AM'?PM

Fl 50500 ext. 594

'69 LTD.2-DOOR HARD TOP
up 51E60 1522 /521

THE SEASON

newspaper.

Applicants roost be in the upper third of their class, be able to
furnish their own transportation and indicate on ability to work

esta(ii,,, 3'5, 6357 63t

-

THIS IS

EON d144 dokes.Mirodio.

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

"yli',.1"ooYc'y

ARE NAPPY

'69 FORD
LTD Country Squire

TO CHOOSE FROM

itriiitroZro'w """

.

Northwest Suburbs Largest Jeep Dealer
136 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington, III.
381-6663
Open to 9 gm. Week Nights

$3740

Windsor
Woods

IMMEDIATE

Cl9.3053

PEOPLE

JEEP SALES & SERVICE

3 Bedroom
Luxury Rental At, I,
Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

WITH CAR -PART TIME

3 LEFT IN STOCK
O

.

BARRINGTON MOTORS INC.

2

1

..

FULL SIZE

112EittsorMesfor Sale

Build to Outlast Ordinary Wagons

NEW!

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

0099-

strip,ISZ Z"nni

NEW 1969

hest off er 255 0336

'Jeep' Wagoneer

5KKh 0.76R8

ITO Country Squire

Pprinql

.

.

$2897

.3;:Isrryd7dsrii

1..818
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bysy, Tlres, vinyl MIA Wadi WO rest PM AM
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'69 FORD
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al
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$61.40 Tax IndodoO

.1. Coll

AND MORE

RADIO
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DEPARTMENT

$1995
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27.116 Waded -Mee Women
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FREE

.
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OFTE's7n1lrCnh''''h;1'034;

$2441

0,910.1

211

ms6M6

6,661. Mr. Dulles

PANCAKE HOUSE
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FP^'

(10 -Sports Cats

'69 FORD

vaamons enemies minket

ACCOUNTING
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toe PREM. Linsk

OR RISIIIVATIOMS

35070.16

GOLDEN BEAR

Call Kathy Heidig
272-3700

V 0, 3 se, 31100 MEI 6190

1963 Cher,

S614149.3672

Comm

congenial, modern

CALL

oil must Go

OARAGE SALE, Set. Dec. 6, .5

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
FOR ADVANCEMENT

not o rnust for sharp,

stork We have o friend-

OVc17'

whim

Doily &
Long Tenn Leasing

theirs. My, mine. Wk. Reiner.

Perience is desirable but

Ponirac rims -310 TR2-53a3

ab3 Pro iqtain rock, Dood coed

CL 9-4100

schedule Mon mon do
ler Aden.

.

In

office. No clerical or
typing. PI MMM working
conditions. Call Iv, lo.

eld

vrs.

twtn'tkki'lhea;

We have a number ol

alert girls who want a

1W

102.111114, 11111110

m.00WS

CL 5.3739

5 DAY WEEK

The New

Wads from Des Plaines

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

over 150 new 1969's
in stock + 35 demos

ianyislalkeaflOecrein
school desSITO

WHEELING

positions

NOR WOOD FORD

OF PEOPLE!

Cal185456132

p kW 3263.

Ch

COORS

APPLY NOW

COMPTOMETER

Ch.

Oalaxie 500

111. 60005

cen er

in

1014uto Palls and Access.

YOUR KIND

Mo. Schnauzer pups. MEC. 3 M.

0524°

CALL 259-2620 961592 181550851

st="N'tc't'sTti
Kitchen Supervisor
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THE DAY REACHES
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Dozens of DEAL-icious, NEW-tritious 1540
OPELS already on hand and dozens more
scheduled to land at "Buick on Rand!" Besides

the house specialities listed many more De-

luxe beauties with or without automatic
transmission. So, if a small car is your dish,
come in and sample one of ours. We can save
you more sugar now simply because we have

more Opels in stock! John MAIO) Buitit
Rand! P.S. Plenty Buicks too!

Instant
SAVINGS

Too!

Our cup runneth over in Used Cars too!

Get 'em while we'ue

hot! Wagons! Sedans.

Spot Coupes! Grs!

1967 Buick Electra
Hardtop

1967 Chevrolet
Chevelle Wagon

1967 Oldsmobile
"442" Cutlass

air cond., pow/steer, Fact. air cond., pow/steer,
pow/wind., pow/brakes, AM -FM pow/brakes, V8 engine with
radio, auto trans., white side auto trans., pow/seats, pow/rear
wall tires, vinyl roof.
wind., luggage rack, P.B. radio,
white side wall tires.
$2295

speed with pow/steer,
pow/brakes, console bucket
seats, wire wheel covers, P.B.
radio, radial tires, runs like a

Factory

4

clock.

$1795

350 V8 engine, with fact. air

Auto trans., with pow/steer,
pow/brakes, P.8. radio, white

pow/seat, pow/steer,

Fact.

air cond.

1968 Buick Electra
2DR. Hardtop

pow/wind,

pow/steer, pow/seat,

pow/brakes auto trans, speed
alert, white side wall tires, sonomatic radio, round the block
miles.

Fact. air cond., pow/steer,
pow/brakes, sonomatic radio,
auto. trans., white side wall tires,
block leatherene interior with
charchoal exterior.

Fact,

air

cond.,

air cond., pow/steer,
pow/brakes, auto trans., white
side Nall tires. P.B. radio, com-

pow/seat, pow/steer,
pow/brakes, auto. trans., sonomatic, radio, white side wall
tires, vinyl roof, just perfect.

$2795

$2195

1968 Oldsmobile
Delta 88
Radio, white side wall tires, lite
gold with all vinyl interior.

$2495

Page 20

I

ANCE

MOST MODELS AVAILABLE
INCLUDING ROAD RUNNERS

AND STATION WAGONS

- IN -

'DEALS!

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW '69 CHRYSLER

'69 FURY III

2 dr. HT, full power, fact. air cond.,

balance of fact. wpm, black vinyl
roof, bronze finish.

Truely a luxury wagon and the only luxury wagon equipped with AIR CONDITIONING, Power
steering power brakes, automatic transmission
383 V8, luggage rack, WW tires & much more!
Original

$2995

Trans., Burgundy Finish.

Automatic C$1075

',Vide

auo

11.311

Dr. Hord Top, 6 Cyl

$2195 r9"

in;h6. cyl. auto. trans., rad-

col" l-otic
kitoo

$2395

Dr.

.

SEE OUR DISPLAY!

1967 Chrysler7300
4 Dr. H.T. full power, fact. air cond.
Balance of Fact, Warranty, black
vinyl roof. Silver finish.

ish.

vse.;
o ov-

1965 Mercury

40.

1965

(Full Power, Turquoise Finish.

" d ivk
p.00rna'

$2295 1' re410
Get,
BE EP.BE EP

-ee's

795

1967 Rambler

COUNTRY SQUIRE.

4 Dr. Rebel 770, 6 cyl. auto. Red $1395

111111111R1

1968 Ford 4 Dr. Sdn.'
6,e1701,

$21 95

.

Bon...,aatic $1795Fastb
06 44
V-8 autoll
e/ue irco. oct
et steering

P°vi

auto, Blue finish Priced to

hisL

1963 Ford
2 Dr. 6 cyl, Radio, Like New.

1966

$495

tiostunge
g1

$999

C

1968 Dodge Coronet 440

Finish.

11967 Chrysler N.Y. 2-DR. H T
Full power, Factory Air Cond , (sal
once of Factory Warranty Gold fin

$695

1967

itAX

1967 Catalina Convertible
1968

5° 6 oil '

F

V-8, auto., power steering, air cond.' 1395

1963 Dodge Truck

$1995

$1988

tvoc

$1995

Door, Sedan, V.8, Automatic, Power Steering, Blue Finish.

1/2 Ton pick up, Top Condition.

u do

1967 Chrysler Newport

Trans., Air Conditioning, Gold 'inish.

C

1968

$1995

4 dr. fact. air-cond., green finish

Hord Top, V.8, Automatic

4

4 dIr)i uSeceflian
in,

2 dr. Hard Top, 4 Speed, V.8, Power
Steering, Black Vinyl Roof, Red Fin-

List Price $4299

900

1965 Ford Mustang
2

power

FULL PRICE

2 Door, Hardtop, Full Power, Factory
Air Conditioning, Blue Finish.

1968 A.M. Javlin

BEST'
OFFER

steering,

glass, vnyl roof, & white walls.

White finish.

1968

power

brakes, factory air conditioning, tinted

ORIGINAL

1968 Mercury Montego MX

1965 Dodge Coronet
paint

V-8,

Our Price

1965 Ford Mustang
2

model.

List Price $5473

1414

$2995 °/c/A1rtis eeis

2 Dr. H.T. our luxurious top of the line

'4188

1968 Chrysler 300

3"

$1395

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

OVER 70 USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM..

A 9P e

one owner small town car.

MUFICH

ON ALL REMAINING 69's

ea

gent jade green finish on this

St

Town & Country Station Wagon

1968

pow/brakes, auto trans, P.B.
radio, white side wall tires, Me -

P.B.

$1095

EXAMPLE:

P c'1'°

trans.

radio, white side wall tires, burgandy finish with elegant
matched interior.

Wednesday, December 3, 1969

PLAINES

sss''
$"-

air

Mt. Prosper
801 E. RAND ROAD *
PHONE 394-2200

Fact. air cond., pow/steer,
pow/brakes, auto trans., P.B.

$3095

1969

auto

John

plete with vinyl roof.

"Sportwagon"
Foci. air cond., pow/steer,
pow/brakes, 350 V8 engine,
with auto. trans., luggage rack,
P.B. radio, white side wall tires,
mint condition inside and out.

Fact.

cond., pow/wind,
ranic eye, pow/steer., pow/seat,
pow/steer,
pow/brakes,

Fact.

1968 Buick

pow/wind,

1964 Cadillac
Sedan DeVille

Pow/wind, 6 wayipow/seat, aut-

$1595'

0 EL!

1968 Buick Electra
Custom Hardtop

pow/wind,

interior.

1968 Buick Wildcat
Hardtop

$2695

$3795

1965 Oldsmobile "98"
Holiday 4 Dr. Hardtop

side wall tires, beautiful copper pow/brakes, auto trans., P.B
AM -FM radio, white side wall
finish on this one owner gem.
tires, beautiful brood cloth

$1595

$1695

ail- cond.,

like new inside and out.

$1395

1966 Buick Electra
2 Dr. Hardtop
Fact.

pow/wind,

P.B. radio, white side wall tires, pow/seats, pow/steer,
full wheel covers, lite blue finish pow/brakes, auto. trans. with
with matching interior.
console and bucket seats. Just

$ 995

1967 Pontiac Catalina
2 Dr. Hardtop

pow/steer, pow/brakes,
auto trans., P.B. radio, vinyl roof,
as pretty as a picture,

1964 Ford Thunderbird
Hardtop

6 cyl. engine with auto trans., Fact air cond.,

$1495

1967 Buick Skylark
2 Dr. Hardtop
cond.,

1969 Buick Electra
Custom Hardtop

1966 Pontiac Tempest
Sportcoupe

$1395

2 Door, Hardtop, V-8, Automatic,
Power Steering, Balance of Factory
Warrant/. Dark Green Finish.

$2195

1967 Buick Wildcat
2 Dr H T full power, foct air cond ,
black vinyl roof, Blue finish

PLYMOUTH

onoP.

1967

,: cV.
VA' "

",A90*

eT

$219

CHRYSLER -

P* 111

$1999
,

I

'622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt 14
Des Plaines, Ill Phone 298-4220
2 block Fast of Cumberland Station

Weekdor, 9' til 9

CLOStO

O

E MIEN
Telephone

-Mr

"knight lair, cold, loss
1 oniorrou Senn)
and u timer
15 to 211

233-7200
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By Barbara Vidmar
Philip M. Crane, new member of the House of Representatives, was praised by fellow
congressmen and cheered by
160 avid supporters in Washington yesterday.
Two United Air Line char-

'\

h "N

tered jets left O'Hare Airport
at 7:30 a.m. carrying 13th Dis-

trict Crane workers and wellwishers as a welcoming committee for their new congressman.
An

unexpected

passenger

on the flight was Sen. Ralph
Smith,

who

surprised

the

group when he took his spot in ception at the renowned Capitol Hill Club were included in
the line at the ticket counter.
A RIBBON -CUTTING cere- the fast pace 12 -hour trip.

plause whc:n

mony at Crane's new office
in the House Office Build- George Burlingame. also a
ing, a luncheon with dis- trustee of the Village of Ar-

who has

United Air Line Captain

tinguished guests, a special lington Heights, set the mood
tour of the White House and of the trip with his first anthe Capitol Building and a re- nouncement.
"Good morning fellow Re-

Prospect Heights sewer cost
will not top estimate
By Ben Clarke

struction costs of at least 10

Richard Schuld, president
of the Prospect Heights Old

Town Sanitary. ,District
Freshman Congressman, Philip M. Crane greets Illinois' freshman senator, Ralph T. Smith, who
was a surprise passenger on yesterday's flight to the nation's capital by 160 Crane boosters. (Photos
by Gary Shiffman)

Meeting Monday for mass

transportation fund crisis
The Northeastern Illinois
Planning

Commission

has

called a meeting Monday of
public officials concerned
with mass transportation in the
six county Northeastern (1-

linoi area. The meeting is to
discuss the possibility of a

shut-off of federal funds for
mass transportation improvement projects. The meeting
will be chaired by the commission's vice president, Mayor
Lee Burkey of La Grange.

Matthew Rockwell, executive director of the NIPC,
called attention to the importance of the endangered federal mass transportation funds.
A recent application from the
village of Palatine for federal
funds to assist that community
in developing improved commuter parking facilities near
the railroad station, which was
rejected last month, sparked
the meeting.
Federal authorities have
previously indicated a willingness to help finance such improvements and Palatine's application was the first from this
area. The application was

turned down because it could
not be demonstrated that the
project was "fully co-ordinated" with an' areawide mass

NIPC plan for regional devel-

projects now being planned for

portation Study (CATS); how-

in Washington.
The possibility of the loss of
federal aid arises out of the stiffening of planning requirements that must be met before
federal funds may be spent.
According to Rockwell, the
Department of Transportation

Tonight
Mount Prospect Library
Board, 14 E. Busse Av.; 8
p.m.

sition of the DOT.
Rockwell said that he hoped

the 'meeting called by NIPC
would result in concrete recommendations on how the

prehensively planned devel-

portation plans already exists

needed

mass transportation
planning project could be organized and funded. He said
that authority for developing

detailed

mass

trans-

CATS. Historically, the CATS
has proposed mass trans.portation plans as a function of

ities. A current plan accept-

ways.

able to the DOT does not exist
for the northeastern Illinois
metropolitan area.
The meeting of trans-

Rockwell said, "The important things is to get started on
developing such a plan so that

portation representatives and
public officials will examine
this problem and try to find

portation improvements now

for both the NIPC and the

the Illinois Division of High-

the many other mass transon the drawing boards of other
public and private agencies
will not have to be delayed or
abandoned for lack of federal
funds."

League of Women Vot-

ers general meeting, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

to breakfast by Hanrahan

receive "highest
marks" for the decision it

made as to when to sell the
bonds that will finance the

erabel savings to the district
over the life of the bond issue.

Schuld said that the

Con-

tracts for the four phases of the
PHOTSD sewer project,
awarded earlier this month,
came in at a total figure just 13

per cent more than estimated

struction on the interceptor

per cent per year.

sewer being built in a S2.4 mil-

lion project by the Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago (MSD).
The PHOTSD sewers will
connect with the MSD inter-

THE FOUR phases came in

at a total construction cost of
S600,643, Schuld said.
They were as follows:

Phase A; the Bonnie Brook

ceptor.

subdivision, north of Camp

At present, the contract has

McDOhald Rd. and east of

not been let by MSD on the

Wheeling

Skully,

first phase of their two-phase

Hunter and Skully $132,023.
Mime B; the territory south

project, but Schuld said last

Rd.

--to

night that he had been assurred
by MSD officials that the contract for that phase will be
awarded by its board of
trustees Dec. 11, after discussion of three bids submitted.

of Camp McDonald Rd. and
north of Euclid, between III.
83 and Wheeling Rd. to Rossetti Co. $182,353.
Phase C; the territory south

of Willow Rd. and north of
Camp Mc Donald Rd., between Wheeling Rd. and III. 83
to W. T. Bowler $131.839.

Oppose

Phase D; the territory south
of Willow Rd. an:1 west of III.
83 except for Waterman, Lancaster and Center Ln.
Schuld said that no con-

airport
in lake

tractors will start their phase
until they get a "release date"
from the PHOTSD board.
SCHULD SAID he expects
first construction (Phase A.
to begin in April, 1970, with

The Professional Air Traftic Controllers Organization

(PATCO) opposes construction of a third major ChiCago
airport in Lake Michigan because, "It would create severe

construction (Phase A. to
begin in April, 1970, with con-

struction on the last phase
(Phase D. to be completed

18 months ago.

during November of 1970.

Over the past few years it
has been common practice to
allow for an increase in con-

PHOTSD hopes to keep its
construction work "About

air space conflicts with present
operations at O'Hare airport."
The controllers said, "We
feel that under any traffic control system that we know to-

one month ahead" of con -

Dog puts car I in gear, it hits school

day, the proposed site for a
third airport. in Lake Mich-

A driverless automobile yesterday rolled backwards across
Central Rd., and Main St., and

igan, centered 81/2 miles east
of 55th St. is completely unsatisfactory."
They made this statement at
a press conference recently

The car backed out of the
lot, went through the lot of the

Central Texaco Service Staslammed into Central School tion at I W. Central Rd., conin Mount Prospect, during the tinued across Main St. and firush hour.
nally came to rest against CenPolice said Mrs. Betty Ros- tral School.
dal, 36, of 1405 E. Central Rd.,
Police said no one was hurt
Arlington Heights, parked the and little damage was done.
car in the lot of Central Plaza Children were leaving the
on Central Rd., with the motor school and the traffic was
running. Her dog was in the heavy at the time, police said.
car.
Mrs. Rosdal was charged

organization studying the pos-

sibility of building the third
airport in the lake.
air

MAX. WINTER, one of the
traffic controllers at

O'Hare, said, "I believe the
airport in the lake would cut

A short time later, police with leaving her motor vehicle
said, the dog jumped up and unattended. She is to appear in
knocked the automatic gear Mount Prospect Traffic Court
shift into the reserve position.

educational groups, plead for

Con -Con delegates to breakfast Friday at the Sherman

state educational structure,"

publicans and welcome

aboard," said Burlingame. "If
we have any Democrats on the
plane, now is the time for them

to get out. But they'd better
watch that first step!"

GUESTS AT A luncheon
for the travelers were Congressmen Edward Derwinski.
Robert Michaels. Leslie Ahrens, all from the Illinois delegation. Barry Goldwater Jr..
Arizona. and House minority
leader Gerald Ford. Michigan.
Each congressman had time

ing off to the House for a
"quorum call."

Ford took the blame for
swearing in of the new congressman, who was scheduled
to

take the oath yesterday.

"We needed his vote,

take
full and complete blame for his
being sworn in early," said
I

Ford and received a cheerful
"boo" from the crowd.
Ahrens pledged his support

Democratic Lt. Gov. Paul
Illinois discussed

"The Political System" at the
Northern Illinois Gas Co. 15th
Annual Union Management

said, "Our nation is progress-

be the same ten years from

the efficiency of O'Hare by
one-half. At the present time.
we are quite efficient."

Jan. 21, 1970.

Conference, yesterday.
There were 240 managers at

now, twenty years from now -

the conference at the Arling-

needed. But, we can only prog-

ton Towers Hotel in Arlington

ress with you! help and in-

Heights.

volvement.
Simon told the managers

Simon stressed patriotism,
saying "Patriotism misguided
can be a bad thing, but we need
improvements in order to have
pride. Fundamental questions
must be answered."
He discussed politics and

progress will

always

be

there are two things people
want,

a

better government,

interest and not use
goods.

After he had completed his
speech, there was a question
and answer period.

your time and energy, blood.
sweat and tears. I hope I never
have cause to disappoint you."

He received a standing ovation.

The only disappOintment in

the entire trip was seeing the

met them as they came out of
the elevator, said that they ex-

Phil. you are very wealthy in-

he ran during the campaign. I
guess that's why he won."

pected the same kind of enthusiasm from Crane through

Turning to Crane he contin- all his days in Washington.
ued, "With all these friends. One remarked. -That is how
deed."

SIMON
S 1113U as
SAYS =

If you're worrying about the long -hair trend, how do you

suppose the barbers feel!

Women Voters Schedule
panel on constitution
The League of Women Voters (LWV) will hold a general
meeting at 8 this evening in the
Mount Prospect Village Hall..
112 E. Northwest Hwy.

Featured will be

a

panel

comprised of State Rep. Eugene Schlick man. )R -Arlington Heights): Donald Norman. Democratic candidate
Madeline

Schroeder of: Arlington
Heights, delegate to the Illinois
Constitutional Con-

vention and Jan Becker a senior at Prospect High School.

The panel chairman, Kay
Muller, 418 S. Lincoln Ln..
said the -group will discuSs the
suffrage article of the Illinois

vli f

State Constitution and lowering of the voting age.

Library will
opeit Saturday

.0.11

Inc arvaignas

I.-I--;

XmL1aIMIL

The Mount Prospect Public
Library, 14 E. Busse Av., will
open Saturday at 9 a.m.
The library has been closed
for the past two weeks while

library staff worked to complete the remodeling project.

Gripe
Of The ll''.-A'
Day

it for

and they want to stay home

would be here if it were not for

for Cook County Board of

*ft

and do nothing about it.
As Lieutenant Governor,
there are some things he wants

CONGRESSMAN Crane

was humble in his "thank
you" to the room filled with
his enthusiastic supporters. "I
wouldn't be here, none of us

flights of stairs to his office and

A

THE PROBLEMS deepen
because the majority don't understand the problems." We
must face the facts, but we
must be willing." 3 - the tax
dollar have a high per cent of

was also the only township to
endorse Donald Rumsfeld in
his first bid for Congress.

Commissioners:

that schools face in this period
of crisis in this State," he said.

needs in our society.

only endorsement of a political
organization
received
by
Crane in the primary) Palatine

"MY FATHER once told

hear first-hand about the myriad of educational problems

es in 1970 disclose their salaries; 2 - honestly evaluate the

he handed him the plaque.
(Palatine Township was the

me, you can have all the money in the world and no friends.
and you are poor," Barry
Goldwater Jr. told the group.

tunity to exchange ideas and to

viable system and progress is
needed. Our needs today will

for some other job."
Bernard Pedersen, Palatine
Township
committeeman.
presented the "seal of office"
to Crane. "I present this on behalf of all your constituents in
the district, all Republicans in
the district and Palatine Township, which has been called
Crane Country." Pedersen
told the new congressman as

Members of the group who
were there when the new congressman ran up the four

"This type of conference
will serve the dual purpose of
giving the delegates an oppor-

to accomplish while he is in office: I - the newly elected judg-

of running

side of the aisle in the Illinois
House delegation.

Hanrahan said.

ing and moving forward. It is a

ideas

against you. had better look

as well as the entire Illinois de- President and Mrs. Nixon
legation's to the new congress- drive up to the White House as
man. He said that Crane again the buses carrying the 13th
made a baker's dozen on their District visitors pulled away.

at management parley
Simon of

he told Crane.

"With the momentum in this
room anyone in your district

to say a few words before dash-

"reform and change in the

Lt. Gov. Simon speaks

Derwinski received loud ap-

held with the Open Lands
Project, a local conservation

speakers, some representing

County Superintendent of
Schools, has invited all Illinois

education before the delegates
convene in Springfield, Dec. 8.
Superintendents from 147
suburban school districts have
been invited to the 9:30 a.m.
conference.
The assembly will hear five

should

THIS WILL mean a consid-

by the Chicago Area Trans-

opment of the urban area."
What this means is that any
project funded by DOT must
be a part of an areawide plan
for mass transportation facil-

House, Chicago, to learn of
some state-wide problems in

Schuld could very well he
correct. His PHOTSD board

with its limited geographic
coverage, led to the present po-

transit plan completed in 1962

more

Robert P. Hanrahan, Cook

predicted, $900,000.

ever, this plan does not cover
the entire six -county statutory
area. Rockwell believes that
the age of the plan, together

opment incorporates a mass

Con -Con delegates invited
Meetings

the PHOTSD board still expects the sewer system for
which contracts were just let,
to eventually cost no more
than the total figure which he

At a time when the market
had been experiencing 6 per
cent as the usual rate for the
sale of bond issues, PHOTSD
pi ed a particular period determined after watching the
market carefully. The bonds
were snapped up at 4.59 per
cent interest rate.

must find that projects they
help to fund are "...needed for
carrying out a program for a
unified or officially co-ordinated urban transportation
system as a part of the com-

ways in which the federal planning requirements can be met.
Rockwell explained that the

(PHOTSD), said last night that

project.

transportation plan and capital improvement program.
Rockwell assumes a danger
to other local transportation
development with federal aid
which might be turned down

NewSstand Price 10 Cents

Northwest suburb backers
help Crane open 'office

\ '''' \

-''Cc-N

20 Pages

People who never buy a
vehicle sticker for their car.

One hundred and sixty 13th District Republicans. join Congressman and Mrs. Philip M. Crane (left) on the steps of the Capi-

tol Building In Washington yesterday. (Additional photos on page
2)
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after the convention is orPnintd will be to elect the pee
ment president. Sernuel W.
Witomwer of Kenilworth is Icing
moo frequently mentioned 'as
the
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president.
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tun and others arc Ming disaussed

John U. Woods of Arline
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The convention is likely to
continue in session next Week
long enough te name end.orga.
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Thor,
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den, and
nail'
niost of the week
lexical she
rules or

neon, gross,. Hog, thinensue

mince Fs seen. named. the
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adjourned until after the Nei days. The steering grooP wgll
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the MOO.. in order to
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somohing.specific to report te
vr

t

comes hick to work after the
beginning of the new year.

DIE FIRST lormal prep,
ratory ssminn opens Friday
evening at 7 p.m. Fins item on
the asendu will he ragistration

of delegate,. This to
the Capitol Handl. in Spring,
field.

At 8 p.m. Fridays the dole.
gates will hold their first meeting in the House or Iteprewntatives chomlors of the Capitol. This is likelv tat bonnie the

permanent nicotine ela. 14
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New Jersey, will give a second

TIE One:GAITS

meet Sate rd., a I Ill obi. in the
House of Representatives
chambers to consider the
Rausekoopion aspen or IIoJd-

toting periodi for -students
and conferences with teachers.
MRS: AHLSTEDT said

guides RA ebonies

g the Convonlion. There vAll

th"u brief

three vital Itrettl, Of the
sention..-Fechniquil of the

'Pubic Information and Me 51100 and
of

Rules."

Nich-

The picture
taken sn the morn

where Al.hion Lincoln de.
livered his immortal "House

ago in District 06 schools and
Mn.. Ahlstedt showed the
board a percentage charting

Two hundred Scotch Pine

the program fewer students are
reeding below their class level.
Supt. Winston Hanvood
said he is planning to have sea
cialists within the district

The tree, valued at 51,000, be-

.,,s111.1"

longed to Mervin Barker. tree
farmer in Pembine, Wu.

Elegant New Loungewear

-

Divided" ed..,

the board at future meetings.
He said at the next meeting
Learning Dimbillty teachers

Winter mornings at home

severed in
pla

For a

fortunate

pr's7.1"7snlrfisralic77.Yl1117E:

few this

and Ore planning activities for
a December moratorium. ite-

cording to Mike Parrillo of
650 Jill C.. Elk G.rove.

ud

CltdheV

Elk

31}11'e'S'd11°)''.'"

S'c'hdoeg s a I'd

Promoted
Derek

Chrisunas,

F.IP

holding meennts

of Mom

Bartow

;

P.N.'. '1. 1'0'1
Foe or ,ne
high schools in
NsR-14°"ill l""' ...I...0r District 214 from Palatine
s

for Undenwitenr Lahoratones
High School fiDistrict 211 1 and
nor -profit
which tests ...ober Pes" Maine West High School (Dia
urn O

-

207) in attendance.

The NSSP

has

no

Menus

con -

teachers

or

whoa

but according to a student from Hersey High School, Arlington
Heights, the group was formed
as
result of the District 219

ben Students for Peace (NSSP)

dun ot 1,01?. ,iortlY H.*,
last nigM. alter to tmecraef bie
Oen hand
lry"rrd ill all
industrial accident at Allied

with

nection

Be Maureen Nebo.,
Several students from Dis.
trio 214 high schools have or
Ionized the Northwest Sober-

N.
270 N

Tench

Lome

School Board's policy to nal
allow moratorium activities in
the schools.

The group had abou M
dents at a meeting lastt Saturday, along with reproonla-

tines of the Northwest SA. ban the
Coalition INSPC)
and the New mobilization
Committee to end The war. ws-

cording to Mike.
The NSPC

a

.

resentative from the northwest
suburbs to Me Student Mobill-

mdon Committee, mid the
NSSP is working in eon.
junction with these groups but
is not a part of them.

He said representatives of
the NSSP attend meetings of
the NSPC and report back to
the Boldont group on the activities of the coalition.

The NSSP will participate
in a Moratorium Christmes

pray on Dec. 12. organized by
the NSPC. to be held at Prospect Heights Cotornunity

group of

Church. Neil Covers. Ill N.

thd.

P me; Mount Probs.,. a ...n-

adults and student. in

northwest suburbs. organised
for peace in Vietnam.

eer of the NSSP will be
spacer at the party.

Main Street

not,ed rniJoY ot Mne.
Junior High, John
Rhin Betsy Hoe and Ann Sol.
Ihao schools in Di

Lip readers

I mercy chunks in gravy, and

oon, t

lout carrot

butter and bread, reinhow loll.

U. cafe,

e.

'In he L.A.

it, a.. Ar-

lington. Pmspeet, Wheeling,

Elk how, Forest View sod
Heney high schools in District
sin

dish

tone

choice):

chili, cheeseburger on bun.
wiener on hon. Yr:is:table tone

23 Karat cold Plated. Guaranteed by I nternatimial Silver Co.
Sample Chest in our lobby

choices: applesauce, mato
ounds. Salad rune choice):

fruit juice. towed salad. cob
-slaw. molded raspberry. pines
apple.
grape,
lime. diced
peaches. Hard roll and hotter.
milk.
Available desserts: pear

halves. baked custard. blue.
berry pia chocolate brownie.

rolled wheat coo.,

Remember Elwin Keeper.
wleal man who was anxious

pea lip reading course gong? So far, Koelper has 10 or

)rI

,

-,
it 0 /

Clvistmes cookie house

Name meeting. The evening's
activities will heck, With

B ase Flowers was sins. Rich-.
ate E. Lavers. of 217 S. Wind -

dm Rd., Wheeling ton the
southwest comer of Palwaukec airport,.

Anyone else who's inter
wed, or knows of someone
who would be, do attend this
meeting. They'll be discussing further plans. Kaelper's

i"'-,(=f4

4,4,ii

12177.
1-UN D L E S. ,

the

l.

-

44g .:: .i.'
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Saturday

Designer Prank Skeen created

WASNT IT a great newsletter Mourn Prospect sent out
with the most recent water
hills?

info

It was crammed with
about vehicle stkkers.

d MON
Mon

hours, ambulance service. eta

All residents can stand. be
renvabcd or, vntage cola and
information hut newcomers
roust have especially moor.

Houses -though Busse Flowers

has been in business for over
50 years.

ELK GROW

::: 1 12,,PM

GIA4,444*101461kADil

Church are bringing mine
to Sunday school this

1111

Hall. A.111 Wet -small. to San-

.

an 11115WIN.

An ad hoe Northwest antiurban Committee for !Better
ow.

The

committee

I leights
Human
Relations
Committee. Invitations have
been sem
businesses, village

eonditio

Dec.

1M

Then,

they'll

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

JAYCEES
CHRISTMAS
from City Hall

Every Day! 9 am to 9 pm - starts Dec. 5thl
FULL SERVICE

Acetate jersey long culottes with Monk's collar, front
zipper and braid cord with tassels. In Leopard Print,
sizes S, M, L.

was

very

used

B. Animal Print Jersey Culottes

Housing leis .a one day c onference scheduled for armor -

form. from

They'll be hung on "mitten
trees" in the classrooms unel

$20 set

ta before Doc. 7.0 will receive

The mittens will In new or in
good

Quilted nylon tricot double-breasted coat with White
piping on the collar and cuffs. Complete with matching
nylon tricot pajamas. Shocking Pink, Lime, Electric
Blue. Sizes
Mr L,

low right in front of Village

,

ncrs an d kindergarten class%
Community Presbyterian

Ell
.....

A. Coachman Travel Set

YOUNGSTERS IN Mount

cimeal the loner.

at

eqiiia &Title Wig Sal
CORNER OF Mil. Ift5.OURS:
IID.

0

the cookie house lu mark the
nodal 10th Holiday Open

Prospect can send their letters
to Santa Claus now. The Jay have set is, a special mgt.

Tt.71`,=.

TREE SALE
'Arlington Market B. Across

Mon., Tues.,
Wed., Thurs.
9 to 6

Fraley 9 to 8

sr Dr. in Arlington Heights.

Tomorrow usmasah he

Little people in tha begin-

DEC. 1st 'hiss DEC. 6th

,

---*/

cw.

SERVICE & CASE INCLUDED

PHONE 7734177

:

mass an 7:45 W the:auditorium.

dog licenses, overnight per.k,
0511.11N112D 7y
7-

H

Fother-Son-Paughter

a

gins. Happy Hanukkah:

15% 0FpoNAL L WIGS

IP

Flora.;

the Biddies at
Christopher Hoc,, a day cum
center in Chicago for children
whet moms mug work.
Winner of the gorgeous

al

by BEV ANDRADE $ MARY WATZI
LE
iv

Q
Ie

Lail

night at St. Raymond.. Holy

STYLING & CONSULTATION

IC

poem. to

11 people who arc interested in

;(.3N4mic0,41A44*44A4A ill1C4),
M A

will be in Mount Prospect tomorrow night. Known as. "he
is some kin% catcher, Hundley will be the guest speaker

such a course. They're meeting ut 7:30 am next Tuesday
Dec.9.101 his hon. 16 E. Pale

Chicago Cub all-star catcher,

Deposit $5000 in a 5% Golden
Passbook Account or $5000 in a
Ie
5% Time Certificate of Deposit,
O
and for $20 you may have this
$99 Value for the finest of
Christmas Gifts. We must ask
that this deposit remain at least a
i.
year. The supply is limited, so A7 7
please hurry.
-"`trA%'.,4 4

the

arfington

officials and chorches in II
neighboring suburs.
The plan is fnorthe confer-

12
C. Arne! Fleece Long Robe
Soft, gentle Annel fleece robe by "Evelyn Pearson". Selfcolored looped crochet trim and pearl button front closing. Wear it with or without the belt. Gold or Turquoise.
Sizes S, M, L.

ence to discuss the nod for
interest in modstatelymulate
c
priced housing in the
northwest suburbs. Chairman
of the committee is Rudy Has
echo.

Tories to be discussed al the

conference are: "What is the
Problem?" "Who Cars Help

L115 "A Look at What Has
Been Done- and "Where Do
We Go From Here?" The

D. Nylon Quilt Short Robe

'22

Pretty -Girl short robe in Kodel (fiberfill) nylon quilt.
Button front styling with crystal -pleated trim and large
flounced sleeves. Candle Blue and Pink, sizes 8-16.

is open to the public.
Like to go? Call flazuclu. 255.
6214.

ALL DAY LONG

CUP & SAVE

8:30 lo
II

111111(111

Member Fednral Denial awranc. cor,othn

DOWNTOWN PLAZA
ARLINGTOPEIMGHTS

.
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frost on the windowe,,,

Holiday, collection

yrlhar

$2000

.

... coffee on the stove ... and YOU in sometting

will explain their program.

NW students form peace
unit, plan moratorium

2/Ingers

flatware
for

... for new excitement ... for

Holiday Happenings

make similar presentatioss to

warm and cosy! Come, see the entire

.-r --s

a'chest
of golden

indicating that as a molt of

Christmns trees. bundledsand
ready to go, were stolen from

con-

seoion Net
sist! he

planes

-200 Christmas
trees stolen

on Arlington Heights Village Twin Links Miniature Golf.
trugee. His co-pilot was Ric, 191 Rand Rd, Mount Proshid Ward, a member of Me pect, between 10.10 am. rues.
day and 1:00 p rn yesterneYML DON. Doh

t'', Howl. At 3:15 Sunday ofuntom thesis:legates will INN
the Ohl Connie Building for
of the offeaul

Hilton Hotel

carrying Crane
supporters to Washington was
Genrge Burlingame, who Is also
erect

There win Sw 4 7 ...a.
dinner at the St. Nichol, Hotel Saturday nening.
On Sunday the Simi.eion

unsinu

gram was started four yam

In Washington, D.C. At left,
thepiloI on one of the twee.,

Suggested

will he at 2 p.m. an the

Stotler

the

rom The Crawford!

The controled reading pro-

teria.

hawk. yesterday afternoon

Convention."

-Dix...

- ihe CIOIC Of school to be used
o ver summer vacation.

entation period. There will be
a tour of the school.followed
Rep, Philip M. Cease (0.0 by refreshments in the cafe-

dlaplays the confressinual Pies
doe presented to him in

a

new.innovstion in the program

parents Sunday. The proiraz

sn 2 p.m. At the afternoon ses.
et. the delemizes Will consider

Polling Meadows Shopping Center

month mime.% and include>

prospective students and their

bye general session at she hotel

OPEN SUNDAY
11:30 to 5

the year is based on a month lo

St. Visitor High School in
having On open Muse for all

he a itinchom at Mc St. Nicholas Howl at mien, followed

(Except Saturdays)

aid Mat the oVerall plan for

Open house
at St. Viator

iddress. -Constitutional Convenion and the Future Of Sete
GOVernnlent."

Until Christmas

yourfASH1011 siore

Ruh child mos es at Ith own
speed and crophmis is pot on
s
individual progress. she
In her outline Mrs. AhLstent

the Macbcrs, to student read.
mg ski% and establish to

Driscall. former govern. of

raw or

tort reading groups for tech

nelots Ahlstedt presented In
audios ot the prop on the 10
ustub m Dor. 06 vshools to

ths loll ...won 4 IL ist un

Open Every Night

Good fo
on Tree of
Your Choice
One Coupon par is...

Buy o Joyce. Ire. g You gale Support Your Community Activities!

WORST HAS of the Day
(from Dan Kiser. 408 Prot.
peel Manor):

Randy: "Have you heard
about the new British spots
car, the Rolls-Kinardlcyr
Carols "No. 1 haven3 Pot
it's called the Rolls.
Kinardley?"
Randy: "Yes. II Rolls down
one hill and Kinardley make h
up the next one."
say

11
E.

Mini -Dashiki in Acetate Jersey
Just pop it over the head for sleeping or lounging. In
acetate jersey with huge Kabuki sleeves and scoop neck-

line. Kelly Green/Lime/Blue combination, P, S, M, L
sizes.

$5

. for yourself!

.

.

.

far gifts

1,

"I am Countess

tonietta Ninni.
I will make you one of the best dressed
worn 'n the ited States.
All my Mel have been mil
My family title dates from the 12th century
(Marco Polo was my ancestor ) But because I am fortunate
does not mean I am lazy I love life

At Robert -Hall, U.S.A , the Same Countess
Ninni Original, $55 00 The difference is only the price
Robert Hall has asked Countess Ninni to design a
collection in Italy, exclusively for Robert Hall And she will
supervise the making of thent'in Italy, so that every detail
and hand sewn seam is turned and finished exactly the way
the Contessa created them And the collection features
magnificent hand screening, handsewn beading, each
garment meticulously lined

And after my family, the thing I love most is to
design clothes My original designs are worn by wealthy
and famous women all over the world But money to buy
expensive couture clothes is not what life is about It is what
you have in your heart that counts
I have always wished that more women could afford
to buy my clothes Why should not every woman look and
feel beautifully dressed, When Robert Hall asked me t6
design a collection of clothes especially for them, I was
delighted
In fact, I will tell you a little story
When I came over to America
and saw the coastline for the
first time, I cried I am not
ashamed to admit it It has
been a dream of mine for a

w.

long time to design clothes

for the women of America
All the newspaper reporters

'to

were so kind and they knew I
was truly sincere
Mope you will come to Robert Hall
and look at the beautiful fashions I have
designed for you in Milan And every
one is made in Italy, too, so I have personal supervision
of the tailoring quality
These clothes are not expensive And you will find
them only at Robert Hall
I think that when you wear them you will know
that you are very beautifully dressed And a very happy
woman "

SF

r.

Now, the couture fashions of Countess Ninni of
Milan, Italy and Robert Hall, U S A
For years Robert Hall has had the same dream as
Countess Ninni. Why couldn't we, Robert Hall, bring
original couture clothes to all the women of America, not
only for women of wealthy means. Alas, it was never
possible. Until now.

.

With the talent of Countess Ninni and the
fashion -business ability of Robert Hall, we have done the
impossible. Sell original Italian couture clothes, meticulously
crafted in Italy at prices all the women of America can
afford to pay.

Yes, we are using our years of experience. Our
ability to purchase fine fabrics abroad at very special prices.
We are using American know-how in having the Contessa's
fashions made for Robert Hall.

And best of all, we are satisfying the desire of
American women to wear original couture fashions at prices
'they can afford. Now you can have them.

In Milan, Italy, A Countess Ninni Original,.
$175.00. Have it custom made for you by the Contessa or
buy it at a boutique in Milan, Rome or Paris and it will cost
you 175 American dollars.

All Countess Antonietta Ninni originals.
All designed in Italy. All made in Italy. Only at
Robert Hall, $55.

Bravissimo Robert Hall.
At this stab only

DES PLAINEST 1507 Rand Road
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arandrant with Ruh in

entertaining..
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isi mat Tree Cookie,
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life from the electorate?

Cookies mounded in bright
baskets gave 0 festive look to
each table at dm hamar. Many
MGM made by chairman of the
sale Me. Edwin Deeke of the
Ladies Aid.'
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eight dozen.,

Ida on a lightly floured pastry,
board. Cut into desired shoo.
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Left, Mn. Edwin Deeke
looks over gorse of the deleekble goodies from the bakery

ma the destinia and well being Of all 1I1inbis residents in
the yenta ahess.
The ConV ionic.' Con-

shares

on us-we'd cut off their fortune cookies!"
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John E Stanton, E,1.0,02 PublOher

Ill.

William 1. Kiediiiwh
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Strongest lies and memories
Ore set in childhood and are remembered the re ft of one's

maimed tolte. III even a cep
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helped me when 1 shopped last
week. I did as. yea warmed

about is called "Buttons: the
Buttoning Teachermy. Story

and took the list Rith me. To

and songs are done by Buttons.

know that tam getting gee,
boo, without having to hunt

a poppy. This record teaches
childreo him 10 button.

Player andsume tennis but
they want more records. When
I

see the row: 11011 rows of

records I get a bit anduscd. It

Bal., is

educational

it

toy

new kind of
that

make.

kerning fun. Buttons, the puppy. Iachess youngsters how to
button at the same time dealaping maoioputolive skills and
exert:kin, their minds. He
codes how to listen carefully
and how to follow direction..

ekes so long to hunt through
1

eight hours ad a time

-Snaps." the Snap Fastening
Teachenoy.

Porchaser Defined: A -Purchatter" is anyone who purchased services and peremial property from any perm (Le. the
Serviceman. engaged in any of the 4 kinds of service buainessea described above during the period commencing August 1,
1967, and ending March 27, 1968. A "Purchatier" is a customer of a Serviceman. A Purchaser may Me a Claim for
Reheat if he can estidflish that he paid the tax.

with your book buying. Looking through rows and rows of
mcords is also very time coM
thmina and none of is hew

am glad I was able to help

Kelly. the pony

talks. to children and teacher

On the Locks and ketches
record.

Pepper

the

moone

teaches how to work lode sod
latches. This record teaches a

ahem in basic mechanics.
1 woukl like to write about a

part of the material on Mese

give the children many hours
of listening and learning fun
bought five of them for soy
mall granddaughter and I

O'Neill, former
prime minister of Northern
Ireland, will introduce the top-

have listened to all ef them

There tic Peace?" at Harper

Terence

Northern

ic

Ireland -Can

College, Monday Dec. R.

O'Neill's talk will be deliv-

Information: For inf.:m.2E0n concerning the tax refund call the Trustee at (612) 621-6945, or visit nlry afire of the
Department of Revenue of the State of Illinois or the office of the Trustee in Chicago, Illinois.

THE CLAIMANT MUST BE PREPARED TO PROVE TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE TRUSTEE AND
THE COURT THAT HE BORE THE BURDEN OF THE TAX AND THAT HE AND NO ONE ELSE IS ENTITLED TO TEE REFUND.

ered at l p.m, in room E106 of
the lecture/demonstration center. It is open to the public.

Admission is $1.50 for adults
and 75 cents for students.
O'Neill served as prime
minister for six years before re-

tiring in April, PIK He remains a member of the North-

ers Ireland Roam of ComMake as many foul-leiter

or More Words out of
these letters as you can.

In addition, Rob the wool

mirk el seven of these
!mtgs.

tSgoodalexcellast r
Answer on Cede Page

when lapped.

350-degrec oven for one hour.

POTETSA
(Ukrainian Christmas Bread)
I cup milk. scalded and
cooled to lukewarm
1
package (I ounce) compressed ye=t
Vs cup boner
14 cup sugar
I teaspoon soh
2 eggs, well betas
emit all purpose hour
Dissolve yeast in milk.

en 10P.

From into hall.
Place in greased bowl: brush

of lour.

top with oil. Cover and

try

stand

in

let

werm raceuntil

doubled in hulk, about 45 min-

uo. Punch down.

Divide the drip into IWO

ing their seven children. Violet
admits her children
her
greatest interest. She has been
awards
chairman for the

&Han Girls and an assistant

lapping slightly. I- lance dough

for her daughter's
eighth grade group.

ink, even duchies,

'lard

to melee head: it just

ohm

Cream butter and sugar until
light Add salt, egg, yeast and
milk. Stir in Cum, beating until smooth after each addition

'soot

mid gatherings will give B.

Month featuring a program
and Sunday evening supper.

congregation an opponunity

Mrs. Haugh is well known

to become better acquainted lo

nlhis area because of tier wide

make life and the mission of

equal

Phut Seipp in two greased
9-1,-5.6y, loaf pane.. Brush.
tops with oil. cover and let rise

in swum place till double in
bulk (about one hour). Bake at
400 degrees about 35 minute

or until bees sound hollow

mdns, where lie hoe .aeumulated more than 20 yen of service.

HIS LATEST book. "Ulstd AttheCrossroads,. ached-

uled for publication late this
,year, definer his role in the
struggle for religious equality
In Necthece Ireland,

During his term hi Office
undertook to lead his
'on

of

1,900000 people

egg

2143 cup cooked rice
4 tahlMpoom tomato sauce

with mushrooms or onb

I head ailMege with law
eaves
Combine ingredients except
cabbage. Place cabbage leave

in hot water just long enough
to wilt. Cool slight, y. Cut away
some of the heey cord. Use a
tablespoon of meat mixture for

tom of the pan :mil place rths

around on top Cook i amp

While dough is Ming 1r8-

of water, bring to a boil, then

pere Idling of 'A cup honey. IS
cup scalded milk. 2 table.

simmer for one-half hour. Add
I co of tomato sauce and simmer. until cabbage is tender
(about heir -hour).

spoons melted butter, I teaspoon cinnamon. I motion
anilla. 2 eggs. slightly batten,
86 pound ground walnuts and

the mixture.

Mae a few Icayssul thud.

You'll find It's always the

1/2 cup raisins or currants.

bushel mole who do

When dough is ready, roll
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out to about a 16.inch suture.
Spred fining o one inch from

.
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other of seven chg.., de-

h taking a course in Iniloring

coil bround.in pan. Let rise un-
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til double In bulk. Bake In a

Mina. High

By Barran Petra=

tion, describe the eight days of Chanukah.

This holiday, also called the 'Ernie' of
' Lights." commemorates a miracle which
occurred in the temple in 1 eni.alem In 165
B.C.
Ater Judah and 1111 Mtmalrets,esmall

etyfi

Catholic minority put him in
disinter among Ow extreme
Protestant faction and O'Neill
reigned.

peep oflews, had oveohrown the Gruel.
led by Antiochus, they kind in their ancient temple only enough oil to light the
lamps for one night. However, through a

.

O'NEILL HAS been ParSecretary, Ministry of Health, 1940-53 and

liamentary

end

miracle, the oil lasted for eight days.

II

"CHANUKAH, which means dedica-

.

tion. actually celebrates the miracle of the

1953-1955. He also served as
Minister of Home Affairs,

oil not the victory over the Greeks; Mrs.
Kamen noted. "Jewish people, not onlinadly'relebrate military victories, even in
modern timm."
During Chanukah, which this year 6og.. Dec 4 candles are plactid in an eight

sod

Minister of Finance,iSeptemMr, 1956 to March, 1963.
Educated ft Eton, O'Neill

has been a member of NM.
men, for Bannside County
Antrim, skel 1946 and e
Privy Councillor. of Northern
leCtUre

will include a history of his
couMry, the distinction of.
northern Ireland from southem Ireland, and a discussion

' from the honor of civil war. of pratbilitres for Protestant
Se adopted a policy of Moder2ind Catholic harriony.
sji

Yy

t it.
11

re

VF11'

tlt.:11`,`,31!r:::1"""" v""

candle holder culkd a menorah
efe.

48111BIllks

Mrs. Ruby Kamen, wife of Rabbi Jay Kamen of the Maine Township lowish Congregation,
dhplays a collection of items used in the celebration of Chthubah, the Cots'. of LIghk During
this eight -day commemoration of a miraculous happening in rerffialem owe 2,000 lean ago
candles are lighted each night and placed h the menorah. Me Kamen 0 bolding an old braid of
string, which. uses bit by bit to make wicks for one meroora which is Idled with obit oil instead
or eau... On the table are the girls which family members exchange and a duet take with
pineapple "cradles," The tablecloth 6 embroidered with the six -pointed Star of Dora

On the first nitht ong gamily is lathed
and a seving candlx calltd a sham igh

plued in the ten tsr of IN...nor. 05
succeeding nights

trio tlion thrre than
four candles are heard mad on the tonal

apt mg. are ablaze TIC, should bun
for at least half an hour

At the Kamen home Lash member of

the Lindy has Ith ran =nosh In one
the Karma place °teem' and peraoran

and will =Moue until' the he day of the
holiday. Dec. 12.11 is located on the
ground floor of the Maine Township Jew-

THE OLIVE oil harm with a son. pure
flame. like the oil of ancient times. '90
Pure as the spirit of the Torah.- said Mrs.
Kamen. The Torah is the whole body of

ish COngtegation synagogue 01 111100 Bal-

lard Rd. and is open front Ill a.m. to 2 pm.
daily. including Sunday. and from 7 to 10
ono on evening during the week.

Jewish religious literature and law.

Chanukah we originally a minor holiday. but since it ono at a major holiday
mason, it he become increasingly promi.

At the Wear are gills, decoration, Of'
per goods and top. plus mull. from Israel and other appropriate iteno for this
holiday.

Among therm, traditions and customs
practiced by Jewish familie for this holi.a.mlgy
small gifts each night ef Chanukah.
Homm are decorated, and there are of o, mboe

The tradition:LI fond served by Jewish
families at Chanukah is talk., potato on-

th.

hf

daanyatroe pihna

rgiiv

Chairman of Ways and Mew,

Ireland since 1956.
O'NeilPs Harper

old
ago

'Ifs a happy home holiday." That's the
way Ruhy )(01110 wife of Rabbi Jay Koren of Maine Township Jewish Congrega-

and political reform.
His efforts on behalf of the

1956

night

school.

Festival of Lights is
a happy home holiday

ation and cenciliation, combined with a program of loci.'

April -September,

the

Rutkowski,

cided the hest way II get a new
winter at was to Make it. She

edges. 11011 as a jel ly roll. Mee
in agreescd angel food pan and

tiwn.-

Speaker

pound ground beef
1 teaspoon salt

smooth. Plain in greased bowl,
cover and let rise
double
in hulk.

in every child's record collo-

Deputy

STUFFED CABBAGE

mei. leaf and Idil leaf around

Puietice,

ss

Drink powdenal supr icing

Turn onto well floured pascloth and knead until

Former Irish Premier
to speak at Harper

.

writc about today will really

Place lo File: Mail all claim refund forms to the Trustee at the address designated abente.

he

Size concepts, the concept
of top and bottom, counting in
multiples and manipulative
skills can he learned in a hut
way with these records and it
would be nide if they could be

into
The records I am going to

TSIPDSOR

delightful tong while

children practice snapping
snap, Sumvpulf the rebbit
wears 0 jacket and black patent
leather Mots which he teaches

hum shoes and tie bows.

at much time when shopping

The AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF CHICAGO (herein called the "Trustee")

lambing and feeling and push tag together. Then Kelly sings

.

Turn dough onto lightly
Inured board. Knead until

portion, Flatten each
portion 4110 0 strio Alteresle
ship and stretch until double
the length of Me pal. Boos
auk of strip to center over -

You can IM21,111e how cot
fresh baked bread disappears
in this household. and iCs apprechstod, too. It really im't

by

the children to hue and On by
giving very careful directions
and singing a song while they

for records for Christ.. gio"

Hideaword

is

them how to snap snap. There
is also a lifting and tying
record in which Snowpidf, the
rabbit. teaches children how to

Mn. MAO.
Arlington Heights
Dear Mrs. 81,11.,

The way we do it

dough.

minute.

leader

he hole snap and the hump

ditional flour to make

School and was then married.

w

snaps look and for them lo find

a

Mother record h called

eyerytIong.

know Mc kind of morels
my tecmagers buy all of the
time and I just ask kr more of
the stir. :Ind MeV are Sappy
ha I need kagestions for my
link ones (something that will
hold their attention fur about

snap as Kelly the pony give
directions and ring, He tells
the children to much and feel
his Wall Ile tells how the

large warm
Add whir.
sett and oil. Add 3 cups flour
beet well. Work in enough ad -

smooth'red clad. Might to 10

ago for a while, Mr. end Mrs.
Rutkowski came back to VioIute
town and bundles
the house they wanted on S.
George St Here they are ruis

the children are told to fol.
The ponys scarf is snapped,
together with
rod amps,
which the children learn to

I tablespoon salt
3/4 cup vegetable oil

he time she was nine, grade
need hum Arlington High

AFTER LIVING in Chi.

book form with inch animal
made of anh mated% which

-

6 to 6110 cups note
Sprinkle yeast over water. in

Prospoth She lived there from

great records. They corm: in

S packages dry yeast

dons of Mount Prospect when
it was tally a :man town:
Her folks, Mr. and Mts.

Church on Linneman Rd. -It
wax the first church in aindllt

Dear 10m. Cullom
They are called "Little
The column you wrow
Learners Thachertoys." The
about Books for ChristmeEf fun one
an1 gefng m balk

a cups warm water tile to
IIS degree,'
2 Inblespoons sou

just moth of St. John Lutheran

Buying Educational records

through Mc rows and rows of
begs makes Christmas shop.
ping more fun for me.
Now 1 need more help. My
children each have a record

wan' BREAD

life. So it is with Mrs. Joseph
Rutkowski. Cook of the Day.
who has many fond recolloe-

Wake Lang, built the house

Talk with a teacher

Taw collected under the above-deseribed ante will be refunded Sc the party that bore the burden of the tax. The
burden of the tax .was either on the Purchaser, ae herein defined, or on the Serviceman, as herein defined.

Time to File: By Court Order, Claim. for Refund must be filed with the Trustee on or before February P., 1979.

Thursday, D cembe 4.1969

. Is

(21seres)

1

has been directed to receive and process claims for tax, efunds, and to make recommendationn to the court regarding
payment thereof. You may obtain claim forum from moot SMte or National Banks in the Stale of Illinois or from the
Trustee or from the Deportment of Revenue of the Slate of Illinois.

Christmas

"The History of Christmas writer. She hes contributed an
Canals" win he presented by unusual wreath to Gram
Mn, Dolores Haugh. Wom- which uses such items as straw,
en's gage Editor for TM Pros- pine cones, grapes and wheat
peel Day, at Grace Lutheran in a manner conveying their
Church at Nkl om Sunday. religious meaning
Dec. 7. The adult fill :hp of
the church meets every otMr
11 k hoped that these infix -

range of intts and thlentar the congregation more meanbathlie artist and e ingfelim

By Fen &Imelda

. skin. shmui !Ammo. Moire

Suburb,. rate. SS teethe ate, hone adhered.
Ilto aroma I.S.outit rue, amnia seta: Nos far Us mmfi

Paid during the Period Commencing August 1, 1967, and ending March 27, 1960

PROCEDURE FOR THE FILING OF CLAIM FOR REFUND

7

Mt. Prospect is home to this cook

AInnagine lafion

713 Center, Ors Ithdart.111.6111116

Servicemen Defined: A "Serviceman" is anyone who was engaged in any of the service Iambuses described above
and who filed a Combined Retailers' Occupation Tax, Use Tax, County, Municipal, Service Occupation and Service Use
Tax Return for any of the following months: August, 1967, September, 1967, October, 1967, November, 1967,
Dedember, 1967, January, 1968, Febntery, 1966 and March, 1989. A Servicemen may Sc a Claim for Refund'il he
can establish that he paid the tax and that he did not pate it on to the Purchaser.

Page

Cook of the day

tan semen bees Rd. Arleen 'Mahn III. fith118

SERVICE OCCUPATION TAX, SERVICE USE TAX AND MUNICIPAL AND
COUNTY OCCUPATION TAX

TAXPAYERS ELIGIBLE TO FILE CLAIMS FOR REFUND

a

erattellsreeterovortietrigageosso noel

arandl tarots:

(Time to file extended to February 2, 1970)

m equipment Wool and Die Maker 1, or (2) graphic Mrs or related occupations which were not then taxed under the
Retailers' Occupations Tax Act or the Use Tax Act [Graphic Arts], or (3) repairing, renovating or reconditioning tangible
personal property iliepairman], or (41 selling drugs or medicines as a registered pharmacist or druggist on the prescrip.
1100 of a licensed physician or other person qualified to issue prescriptions [Dreggistl. Taxes paid were based on services
performed (labor) and the use or transfer of personal property (parts, materials, etc.) by the Serviceman in performing
the morvice. That part of the tax attributable to punctual property need or transferred may' not be reJundable and
may be deducted ffmn the refund.

Grace Lutheran
to hear editor

Dolores Ilaugh-Witinans klitor

Thursday, December 4, 1969

ILLINOIS TAX REFUND

service businesses: (1) selling specially Made machines, tools, dies, jigs, patterns, gauges, or other specially made tools

kr gales of compli &lents.

-You ct dcorate aome of

.. Marshall Mehl III
P age 6

Taxes paid to the Department of Revenue under the above -described acts are eligible for refund. The taxes were
collected during the period commencing August 1, 1967, and ending March 27, 1968, from the following 4 kinds of

ovvn

A cookie from a !gain' ono
is one of the beg gifts to give

Minute.

1,poiand butter

you on

decorate your ace. fill up hungry tummies or give Mk
wrapped boxes away to Rion&
and relatives all at the enure

bake at 425 stogie. for Re

COOKIES

three holiday cookie am mach
as we do."

La Solis Street at Woihketen, P.O. Box 260, Chime, Illinois 60390

TAX PAYMENTS 0110181E FOR REFUNO

CHRISTMAS TREE

recipe.

teste.tesled

Add sifted dry ingredients and
mix thoroughly. Chill several.'

cookie recipe with you today
and adds, "I hope you trill like

Tbe j)ro5pect Dap

relguls. tair, 62,4040

her

Christmastime is oxide time. and with this excellent,

til tight and fluffy. Add eggs
and lemon extract. Beat well.

Church annual Luau, She

"The Russians wouldn't dare make a pre-emptive attack

American National Bank rand Trust Company of Chicago -Trustee

The 1967 amendments to the Service Occupation Tax Act, the Service Use Tax Act, and the Municipal and County
Service Occupation Tan Acts and Articles I, II, and III of the Department of Revenue's Rules undlieguLltions, which
implemented these amendatory acts have been declared unconstitutional and the taxes collected, or a part thereof, are
to be returned to the taxpayer who bone the burden of the tax. The Taxpayer's right to a refund is subject to final
approval of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois in the above-capkioned litigation.

tion.
Crera butter and sugar un-

booth al Se John's Lutheran

ventitin Is the ideal forum for
fashioning a senside. useful
voting blueprint to meet our
rate requirements.

PHYLLIS FIORITO, et al, Plaintiff, vs. THEODORE A. JONES, Director of Revenue of the State of Illinois, et al,
Defendant, IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY -CHANCERY DIVISION CASE NO. 67 CH ISIS.

Colored 'sugars for demo-

"If you make a little Mk in
the cookie with a skewer or
toothpick, you can insert I

g oodies now nestled all snug in

old enough to fight. you are
old enough to 0010
but beaswo you are stoat enough to
vote." This repeated his stand
cm the issue node in St. Louis
during 0 196. campaign
speech. when he came out for
dropping the voting age from
21 to 18.
All this elk is on the mtion

a

The

delegate choice was in the

.

on said he extended his up

heart, angel, boot or reindeer.

St. John's Lutheran Church
stone, last November.

spoon emotes Spank& mats
colored guru VOL! 110 decorate the baked cookies with
frosting -and candies," she

I teaspoon gall
teaspoon baking soda

the political process alal rueful

11

beaten egg diluted with a tetk

6 cup Rom

comes to the nittyytrinyof an

We say tunny, because

Loma to mind how pool the
turnout for balloting on the

the cook= be! re Who by
enable each with slightly

2 eggs

and is the age of maturity in

proud to a lowered voting age
for 18-year,olds, -rim be.
cause, as many say. if you are

renew that the issue

hum, cook wm fAl

vbr of involving the young in

port is titled "On Challenging
Our Youth."
You will be able to compile
a long lial of reasons backing
up °NO" to the age 11 limit es

If proof is whin you want,

YOU C AN MAKE attrae
aro wreaths by using a huge
cook.0 cu ter and a annlicr
plain or varnarred 'Noah

By MOORS Haugh
I

reedy for the holiday storm of

last February. President Nix-

to vote with Me I 8 limit set.
We
that there is still a

Imola roars both to commo
melds with their akatia dull
40.1 mil to 01111 in the film
mkt d' WPA1001. 11814.1

string and ha, Me cookies on
yew tree:" M, Decke said.
Hem is her recipe for

C..
a,

on the Causes and Prevention
of Violence, whose eighth re-

ID million :and sonic iay IS
million who could be entitled

it will

'lox of local freezers lo he

puler et alia had Mvaded the

standing high school students.

SO THERE. IS concern and
interesmmong the young. and
there are a lot of them. al least

I UNNt millet.

demand the attention m the II

Do yet suppose that when it

instant world -Wide commit.
nications. atomic fission. Gehl,

d the National Commission

genii..

aux
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THE LATEST voice in to,

moirdne around, and before

Milton Eisenhower, chairman

the state Constitutional Can

it sad comment anowith the

mug, to Mop ilia voting au. 10
IP. During the 90th Congress
Mere wait more than 50 proposed Constitutional amend-.
meals introduced. and in June.
1963 President ohnsormeol
Meisage
which
he said the age of M, "Edmore
than the age of 21, has been

Mt age.
Tease before the jets -sac

Voting against a referendum
on the Ouestion. felt it was best
to make such changes through

Coils. then

a Harper Junior Colkge, Btu-

mg s thought by Marcus Bich
ford back in 1867 uho teed to
ist the New York Con -Con to

for the tooth of today a
way of lift to ht dictated be
!tot., fremul and to
toned by men for whom the,
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Cookie Cooker

ust

cone. Regner. on record as

.year

this

lags any
Iranings an, it is fundanuntalk
un

nowT
e meeting with 102 ma-

big deadweight or inilifferetur
holding down any expression
of opinion from either the ander 18 or over 18 age ace,.

I.UV for lot Ub Vial" an-

The day's prospect

Lowering the voting age

LATKEIS

awmtihliens

en outside lights :end window displays.
The menorah is often placed Ina front win.
dovi,so that it can Muftis by passersby.

One of the traditiomil gins ror Chanukah is the dreidel. of Eastern European
coign uhich is 1 swill 111001 and top
There lit mhnlsam oahstde m Hales.

!meth, tho tt and lm A tsre it Alvah
H toothed Thn the top is spun and
Monde% on whah sick turns op the
phohr xms or lose
Eli! TRIP HAM% NO honoluh n on the

home 0011001 end rations Thea in.
only daises! strains nthesymeogue
The MTIC %Warhead he opened a
Chanukah beer shah a running now

6 imam pratiics

I 'mall onion (optimal,
2 cos, slightly beaten
ehlospeons gout
gi teaspoon pepper
I teaspoon salt

lempoon latkra pewter
Pod and 11 at pot noes and eition Let
send 10 minims for liquid 10 me 10 top
Runes 1191010 Sto in sh.rs tnd other m
indents Drop by spoontuk into t hot
.

II pwasol skit, Brown on !loth Wks
Dram on absorbent pap, Nor hot wish

up* aah rut ir or ot.

tm

Begrime mxt Thumlas 1,43011 lamb
Ines 4111 bi clibratiny with dleetton hod

Ind kiln the ormolu. likhts that flak
end br nth m the ample on thou. unlit
mites
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Honor Cotillion debs at tea
Holy
Famrs Hospitals
cafetarta was transfonnod into
rown of alcganee and.splen

dor Nov 29 when Sister Id

Ameta CSF N presided at a

ran special tea honing tlr
debut an tea who will ha
presorted et the holiday pre

notation ball Cotillion IV
Sponsor .d

by

the

Holy

Fated, Hospital Atoulory
Cotillion IV will be held Salto

dal Da 27 m the Arlington
Towers Hotel to rare Mode for

edditional eadunemon and
munanahon man for the has

7V ILL

SISTER AMATA dmtms
Oslo, of the hospital had es
Ter Supt, of honor dabulamo
Ellyn Anne Rime Sapah Ann
Croix, Cheryl Lae Costello

and C,nthia ha, Vogl
Mount

Prospars

of

s

Chtl110

Gum of Aragion Heights
Carol Ann &mow of Pad.
Ridge and Susanna lett a eta
dent at Marys:Ile Aerdamy io
Dm Plaines

Nathan of the dabistante

105W NORTHWEST HWY

as wall as mothers of thaw m

urns were also inssiol to the
tar They are
From Mouth
Prank .0

mong the..ed debutantes honored at a recent lea,. In

Mar M Amato Marshal. of Hely Family Handal were

Mn MIDI Rem Mrs Antho
rte Crutch Mrs Milt Comilla
and Mrs Eugena Soo moth
es of dannantes Mrs Rah

ad Dreier.

(

to recently Mrs. Tom Dawn. at Dec Phonla
and Magee.ne tett of Marrella Academy. Stolen, one of the young women who wind..
at
Cotillion IV Dec. 27, will be proem. by Mn. Donovan's husband. The Cotillion
ball is spouses. by the Holy Family Hospital Auxiliary.

"Toys for tots"
collection set

Beta Sigma Phi

The Marine Caro ammo

home of Mrs. Bill Smack

Beta Sigma Phi will begin their
Dee. 3 meeting et 8 p.m. in the

Palming Mrs,

Tim

Parker

from Buffalo Grove will co-

frNtr

host.

The program. "The Good..
substance for the an of life,
will be given by Mrs. John
Hines. Alen a pledge ritual and
transterse ritual will he held.
On Dec. a preferential tee

NM

!O'HIGGINS

I

was held at the home of Mrs.
Ted Anderson, Palatine, for
rushee. Mrs. Larry Ren-

LUNCH -DINNER

Meetings 500 -Weddings

CALL 763.5590

nolds of Rolling Meadows.

will again be collecting Fops
for the lira hays and girls in

=-

the area who are poor and
iderpriviteged.
This year the servicemen

hope residents will donate to
their massive community offort called "Toys for Ton..
The Boy Scouts M the ant
will be collecting new or good
quality used toys to be donated

to the Marines. Toys can also

be dropped -off at Yarnell Todd Chevrolet. Ice. at 700
W. Dundee Rd. in Wheeling

PHONE CL 5 1605

TYKE BIKE

$5.95

the horn of plenty

From Park Rid, Mn,
Sertirow, mother of a

ta
debunte.
Mrs. E. J. Berne.
M. James Durkin and Mrs.
Timothy Mellon, mothers of

$5.00 Valbe
Chrome plated bars, soh plastic handle
grips. Large contoured phonic seek id -

aorts.

From Des Maims', Mrs.
Burlage, Mn. D.

Thomas

BYCharletthErfeloon

Carr. Mrs. James Dowd. Mn.

D. Meyer, Mrs. V. J. Scarf=

recipes

you aut of the ingeleble dol-

REPRESENTING
other
others. Mm

drums.

areas are escort

It. is amazing burr many

W. J. Lake of Niles. Mrs. J.
McCaffrey. palatine, and Mn.
lames

Weide,

Newel

Mn. Weide is president of
the auxiliary.

.r. APBa this is en easy -to.

Here art more vegetable
to give your MEWS
mare mrien and to help get

and Mrs. A. Sifferman, mother. of escorts.

A Lovely, Lightweight Thermal Blanket You'll Be Proud To Use! it

pimple ha. never trieil artichokes. but those who heve are
true fares of this delmoHe
vegetable. In our area hem
they ere in ample supply twice
annually. /Mrs, te spring

during
the fall months. Artichokes
may be cooked according to
Oho directions in die following
recipe and served piers with
butter or reasoned lemon but, but tor something truly
spectacular pull warn to try
he Artichokes With Ham

ARTICHOKES

WITH LIST SAUCE
This dish has such dramatic
eye appeal it make, a most im

'restive first couric. The artichokes are spread out and
pushed down in peel fashion

g4ouge

I

r

I clove odic

I tablespoon oil
Cut Mit SIMI] and top third
of artichokes. Discard coarse

o

SIAM SAUCE

leaves,

Cook

1/2 Insp..= Worcestnahbe

I

M1

ean be easily pullmi out.

or one rsrge platter.
Spread le..vesl begin by raking
the outermost leaves and puth.

th{
Eh",tlY dnwe=n1
without breaking leaks may
from the heart. Reps. Mks

in double boiler and 'dryad
warm.

process until all the leaves ere
fanned outward in fleeter fax'-

name aptly &macs

Remove the inner choke,

the flavor of these delicious

Spoon

carrots with the hint ororange.
Oncidemally,
the
United

Horn Sauce in the =mar

geoil I

much emgelueis on turkey.
Economy cuts are more like ly
tu be Matured, such as round

$11 50

le

I

rte537-8652

sl

0 cop emneejuice
bi teaspoon grated damp
rind
stump to taste

2 tublesimmuh...

Yes, 8 tuned reeds, ploys oll bugle calls an

Cook camp in mated and

many other songs. 02.00 Value.

supred water until just tender.
Drein. Combine dryad
0. orange Juice

1.99

nd cook, stirring until thick.
Add boner. orange rind and
,1,511, POOP over hot carrots.

Per a more festive. !wk. use
groONLYI resalable cutter an

(""'""c"

thre

id 79

Equipped with six wire and nylon AMA, &Ale
pegs and shoulder cord. Natural wood finish with.

...Many Medina. 0.50 Volum

$5.50 Value

"Come Alive" DRUM SET

A gone for two or four platen tilled with

Lnrge 200 Mch diameter Bon Swam with pry.
chedelic colors on front. Set includes 9 Inch Snare
Drum and 6 inch Tow Tom on each side. 2 bells,
bangle end cymbal. $10.00 Value

the eathernent and tension of came Bomb

$6.95

and Bucket of Fun.

25 KEY PIANO
Baby grand style piano mode of wood, finished

with grained mahogany lap, and three plank

ants for end mooed g9 eats

legs . 25 plors keys Welaffin Ala.. and fa',

for center cub in some stores.
Fryers tapered off in vol.

56.00 Value.

$4.44

a attractive pike

Beef rib roasts are promoted ai

and

whole fresh birds al 27 to 29

FOUR UNIT STEAM

Eggs arc =non plden. SC.

FREIGHT TRAIN SET

mt.

89 '9 98 "'"'
Pork oars Ma in 'she.
sale channels too Pork ahaps

sena lly the costs arc the high -

better

values

in

onions. oranges and grapefruit. -flte outlook for lettuce,
tomatoes,

green

beans

and

cabbage continues to improve.

Chorus
to present
This is Noel

Open a new Savings Account

The

to an existing Savings Account.

($1000 minimum).

Hoffman Hallmark
Chorus will present a Christ-

SALE BEGINS SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6th

Consists of loannoMe, tender, gondola and

POOL TABLE

$15 e95 Value
automatic returns. Includes
Mangle,
Mangle, g cues and Instructions.

Open Mon thru Sat 8 to 4 30 pm
Sundays 10 to 5 30 pm

of

cs o handle Hews of nee. fey vole

OFFICERS OF the newly
Roy Ktizka. president; Carol
ItKnight. vice-prrsident;
Isere! Miller,
Miller, secretary, Kathie= Hayes, treasurer.

TOOTSIETOY GARAGE
'

20 Inch Convertible JUNIOR DRAGSTER

Unique service station folds easily Into a

and Inhaise handlebars. Tank converts from

carrying case. Complete with 10 Toottletoy

boy's to ELMS position,

are

$34.95

$4.00 Value

$2.99

SANDLOT SLUGGER kv

Mary Alice Pellowski h

$499

ways and means chainuab,
Anjuncll Blass, memberehipt
I

Lieber

Pryzbylski,

by-1MA

Renate Kuczynski, male

0.00 Value

11-.

Mariam Charles Hanlon, pro.

S.11111tra1SAVLVAtes

An notion indoor baseball game.
"Slugging Sam" provides the colon

Halidtly 711.1tos:
Open Mon. tin Frt.
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sat. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Sunday 9:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.

a

PosiMe action tootle. brake. Bonn. an sat

12" VELOCIPEDE
Po deck hiffs handlebarr, polo seat, white
AMA. the, $16.85

$12.49

you provide the Mill,

--

$40.95

STROMBECKER

-formed singing group are Le-

gram, sod Corot Weaver, phlidop-

-

20 Inch Girls Special DELUXE DRAGSTER
Cheater Slick rear tire with chrome rims ond
fender. Positive -orsioncoaster brake. Quilted.
gliner lash baclwi Boddie, Mopamo color.

colored lip,. crams un mud ml.
ti-Olored dmigns and scenes at dm turn

,rnay be purchased at the door.

01,.c

$40.95

balls,

Sim 'most fascinating new dimension Mrs.

.ae obtained by calling Mary
Allot Pei lowski at 894-6732 or

Seven Malden Lane
Dundee, Ill
PH HA 6.3441

(T6(111"A`gr;:=71,

no

$13.00 Value.

June Cowin.
Tickets Mr the conceit may

MakBoA.0..oaca,Cao,m4

Bank Of Elk Grove

Ander. Positive. action coaster broke. Quilted,
Elinor finish bucket paddle. Mtge. color.

$7.77

ing to the group's director,

INC.

Choose From 7 Distinctive Colors! Fite Single or Double Bed!
Get your FREE Esmond blanket now at Rook of Elk Grove

Cheater Slick rear tire with chrome rim. und

MAGIC LITE

men and women in Schaal tag Township who enjoy mu No
professional
m-

6,1*/med

"Willie has the Wheel's
Kids Love!"

Hardboard bed planing amities. Durable Teen
nue= con= billiard eh*. rubber cushions, dual

pericnee is necessary, =cord-

Hauer

$5.00 Value
9 inch Plush flog, Press either of two
buttons sends this playful deg into ac.
don
ramping lorastattl or Wapping;
barking or wagging his tail. OPere....
2 "fr elm boned.,. Mot included).

20 Inch Boys Special DELUXE DRAGSTER ^,

burg School, Schaumburg Rd.
The chorus is comprised of

Buy one, and nnian the second of the soma design
ynel Sale will lost o, long as quanlilia¢ available

Get a Bank of Elk Grove Auto Loan.,

caboose. Complete 'nth track and front

40 -Inch

. program, -1 his is Noel,'
Dec. 14 at 4 pm, in Schaum-

LAMPS & ARTWARE

.rInvest in a Certificate of Deposit

$3.33

$14.00 Value

hardware

item, such as potatoes, yams,

Add $200 or more

REMOTE CONTROL
DOG

$9.99

Produce depertments nolo

1C fi

be used for alay: snack table or TV

'3.77

$3.99

cem.

Open a new Checking Account,

$11.95
CoW Maneuvers eosily in any diction.Con

"DYNAMITE SHACK"

6 STRING GUITAR

in years. with the week's
gain. of 4 to 5 cents. Large
Grade A egg woks. 75 to 79

of $200 or more.

TYKE PLANE

colt&

GOLDEN TRUMPET
17 inches long
mirror bright finish, and richly
unmoved. Equipped who B different =loved vat -

PLAYSCHOOL

ume avitHebility with the holiday. but some note fryer
fryer pans

ger, at a low of 79 cm s and
blade cut chucks at 49 cents.

Elegant Surroundings -Extensive Experience

"Make it a Musical Christmas!"

40 teaspoon soil
Us teaspoon ginger

b'c Ili

lower for the wmic. after so

8..''.
rhea9'' 8' 9.8 .

I tunnels' curostanis

Meat prices lower
.'" "0.' lain 'i, ,,,il"'",,iii

PERMANENTS .

- SHACK

ineium,

AlaggitINF CARROTS

Special For The Holiday's
Toes
Wed Only

743 W. Dundee
Wheeling

hats until null

blended, Cover and chill in tefaun:mar until ready to scree.
This sauce nay al= he warmeel bendy over medium heat or

DYNAMITE

0 leaser...di
I tablespoon supm

up finely =mated or

pr a= Co

plates

heart.

V. cup wamr

cream.. arsysinnalse. Warms tershire sauce, garlic salt. pep.

Drain and place the artichokes on individual serving

the

4 cup camp prod end
sliced

would hum
In a bowl combine sour

ha to .10 minutes. or un. the

$5.55

Ylelds Senor 6

pepper

juice, salt, garlic and an
been added for approximatele

exposing

snood dim one yellow
rahie should be served every
day. Haw is your family faring

0 tempo= Carle salt
1/2 Imposer nerdsgnxmtl

artichokes, in
I' lemon

well 1.
well.

vegelablo. Far

ifl

"BABY TWEAKS"
$8.50 Value

mace

points on Me remaining outer

HORSMAN
Sum Department of Agriculture feel our diets en dradically lacking in the yellow

in this respect?)

I nos emu cream
1/2 cup mayor...be

outer Icaves and with er kitchen
scissors cut off the thorny

WHEELING'S NEWEST BEAUTY SALON'

/
/

L-

lowed portion and serve immemake recipe for the busy cook. dietely.
TIM: about if servings
ArlichOlUN may also be
6 artichokes (I per serving)
served cold. in which case they
I tablespoon lemeejulce
abauld
be
chided before
I teaspoon sail
.
.spreading the lanes.

agahin

with the hers mace in the cen-

ib

,

Vegetables recipes from

a debutante.

ere..
efElk gifkre

l

t

PLAYSCHOOL

Months and now

* 5 Ways t0 Get This Delightful Gift:

-

'

Cold, cool world

William

ton mothers of waonr
From Arlington Hoehn
Mn 'Thomas Case, mother or
Ono

MOUNT PROSPECT

primmer) al the bouillon IV 5011000 27 at 01maton Tsars

II

Hugo Mrs rho McMahon
Ain lohn 'loran Mrs Bruno
Prath. rod Mrs Robatt Stan

Mess Norma Smith inghtl secretary to Shier M Amapq administrator of Holy
Family Hoeft
puma for me Mars guests boated. irspeoal

Lambda Delta Chem, of

Mrs

Sarah Oar Comb I an time Reese Client Lee Costello and

Latino hat goat all of Mount Presprsi The girls will be

ACE WAGON
Sturdy steel constructlon
rubber
semlipneurnotic the wheels, ad enamel IPA.

"WONDER,.COIr

$15.95
$23.00 Value

linatembled.S12.00 Value.

$8.88

Popular Golden Buckskin Colt will give a
prate rocking action with complete

Wyly. Actionable saddle.

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!

SHORT RIBS

Dap
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OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

TONIGHT

tinsels to ths
1966 Olympus in

6 MI

Nees

2

tEgHirla'A'14Vtlf
8 MAR., lei THE

33ANAP.s.el, OF SKESLITIVE
CIMPl-OyAseills AGENcY TCX-to

hiS0 NW. HAD A CLIENT

7
9

eRlo

All

Onstno
26 Ayuda Okla)

by Fusin in
err Diner

Las Mdin Pahl.
II The Ito 11.1

D eon Mello

Grew Up
Features twocarly
films of D. W. Grill ilk, 'The Lonedale
Operator" and °Judith of Bethune."

Twin."

7130

5

leonside

An eneicnt torah

20 TV College
Typing.

Show

stolen from a modest

Duan welcomes

tangle is the objea
of p search. Ray -

Romy Schneider,

26 Opal Lim

Wilson.

32 DII Valley

Nancy

mon d Burr, Barbara

Chula Nelson Refit y and Milburn

Anderson, Dan Galloway and Don Mit-

603
II TV College

chell.

Economics.

Alexander Mundy

605
2 WDRM-TV
tonal

Cle-

cured of killing a fur

trapper, Daniel
FORMS 1114PAIN1IL AILA1Mr.

12:00

to again save the
Unitel States from
financial dismer.

us

Dorris' mother or -

rives. saying she Ier

11I I k e Douglas
Show
32 Password
9

be nee culprits who

Movie
"Ten Little In.
dians.,A
thriller

piny of

the

wime. Fe. Parker
ith Jimmy Mon.
T n e Gatemen'
World uf Jucques

Th

Darn

Whales.'
Slur 'Fmk
26 Today's Racing
32 ;leggy lo me

SWIM ormesal

tional IJis,nace

30020.10 look at

11 horoscope

7100

JimNabors

elt.iy,Ileseraner

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.

23-13e0. 221 -The keiness of
romance may lilt he as thriving as you-no ld like these
days, Paden= finds a mks.
tion.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -Jan.
20)- Eavorghk aspects would
seem to give you more time to
accomplish your present goal

I FIGURE IT'S WORM
AN ESTRA FIFEEN

Blow

CENTS TO LISTEN TO
YOUR 1.401- LECTURE

Bobbie Gentry.

Guests include

II NET Child.%
Specials
017.P.

ASA, MY BEING A

0,

SHAMELESS HUM!

ARLINGTON WILL

Over

Guestsiriclude

13,v JIM Conk

,Affording trr. hug/ coarcli
Sid Drain. Maine is Faced with

Are. Swung Ed.

will be trying.. improve

Campbell,

Janis Joplin Oa the

2
5

on

Committee.

7 Neva
9

last yeses 17th state ranking
when they host West Leyden
kimonos hot the road to sue-

News

mods Ong onn for tat Woo
dors this season.

WITH ONLY two letter men

back from lull year's
swat Ifiain has stocked his

10th season as the Warrior

Restless

t. in

winning ch..
.bano like Hinsdale and
Evanston get boys with two

20 TV Collette
Typing.

lands ad

7
9

2

5
1

Tonight Show

Joey

the

cess

depends

upon

MORTY MEEKLE

TomMueller-ahat's tight, a
5-9 fom ard--with li points.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

heart

Lund Lou Leurzi 15-61 added
nere points, while 5.9 guard-

should things not progress Co
you'd hoped.
GEMINI (May 22 -June 211

miters must he
clawed wan hy man efteu
Businen,

moon If you ure to he Ale to
take advarnage of u mein! inviation.

forward Jack Lloyd chipped in

TROuBLE

IS YOU'VE

kyr A CASTRMK-M10

OIL N0111A

YOU'RE
THE ONE
13714 THE

41,YES

101.(X.SGU ARE!

IAA!

05, NO VAX BOT'1

OUB-11Lia.

CANCER Dune 22 -July 23)

MIND!

. -Let your own popularity carry you forward to new sue -

IV!

C01565

23

Apply now for rewards you

.

r

33 Got dp

34 si,,,,,,,,,,
35 Australian
gg,,,,, dog
36 Frighten
37 Natural fat
37 Violent
42.

money. Your approach may

seen

Pest

MY USE OF 71.

WITS ME!

VERNACULAR...

Nod

Ind

ot
sort
sprit

tripod

strip
strop

us

IF YOU'LL PARDON

suri

spit

trip
torpid
lop(

riot

2, Hmloi
22 Minor

31
.

F.-'

'A'' I'Lg"81171:U7

'9'Fr.:'"1.7

26 Fish more
27 Musical
instrument
29 Third -your

40 laInanirsitel

a' Rude..

0 PI'VVill.101.
I Shield
bearing
48 Obnoxious

4 Dropsy
42 Fully rly

50 FPI:Int.' e

(coll.)
51 Summer (Fr.'

C Change

dine ion

fiid"uifi

11/ It is cccccc of th .

4

,,healse.h

Fetnimne
Impel Micas

a

;II Golf (nacho

,..

man

DOWN
I Misplace
2 Soviet city
3 Notch
4 Female deer
5 Aged
6 Requires
Soviet
mnuedaim
/I National
EniergenrE

eiality, the parallel ham. Rib. and I. Wader teammates will

lift the lid off their gemnactin Kann tomorrow at West Leyden,
(Photo by Jim Cookl

Forty varsity fineholl letters
were awarded by Northern Illinois head couch Doe Ulrich
for the 1919 season. and four

boys in the nortlovial suburban area 11011 among those
ho accepted the signal honor
at the Huskic Fall Sports Ban-

quet lbesdey night.

09
55
57

44
50

51

52

local contingent two

Tom %astable
Wheeling Hight. Dan DeVho
by

Wheeling) and Al, Wadden
161110

01 He,ghts, who awn -

plant that, Junior season this

per. Sophomore Dan Gerroan

of Park Rid. 0.1.1.

East) was one of 12 under -

the winning rued!), role}

Wedtnday. the Notre Damc
fresh.oph swimming team of

first in tic 100 yard butterfly.

coach Bill 11 arisen was able to

Among the more impressive
winners for the ND sophs were
Pat Cashman. Gabe perorate,
and Jim Eckebrecht.

Last wed they had opened

iimii

'

The
headed

Busing to West Leyden with
their varsity. Leyden

score in the book to take their
second dual men of the year.

43

probably be hese- at guard but

with similar big win over
.

53

54

46

47 0

group of seven men and two
WOMat that make up the 10.
mender board.
The head pilot thinks that
hat year co -chomps Maine
South and Niles North will be

INCI.1.1DF:

&tick.

teeth

20 -4, in the first quarter. They
went on to a 30.12 lead at the
intermission and onntinned to

stretch Me I* in ihe second

lh NIU foothollen.

BASTABI.E SCORED two
touchdowns aid one extra
point 0nvernian for total of
14

the dinar os he was

the lead
leadinggoHuskie pass receiver snuggles 26 tosses far 351

and then took an individual

Cashman took the shortest
race of the day in impressive
fashion as he touched out fire
in the 50.yard freestyle.

Scream was the first to
complete four lengths of the
solin the 100 yard freestyle

Argo High.

ACCORDING TO Me versatile Madsen. who not only

56

coaches the mph...A.m.s,

50

roe Cens

entry tenni and Me

track mat, hut dm drives the
bus, the day, rnou ottlumuling perfmner was End
Kleeburs who helped account
for 12.points as he seoval with

ECKEBRECHT
ALSO
swam the century dinettes
traversing
backstroke.

the waver Jr tht

The little Dons closed out
thc meet by taking the 4010
yard Freestyle relay captor.'
the lail saes points of the dot
and lifting the score to 61.30

precluding a happy bus trip
home despite coach Mahal%
driving.

There was a time when weigndoropping was
really a problem because there wasn't any legisln.
tion against it. Boys would 1.00 themselves for

hong

of time lo drop the extra pounds and
therewere
were even insane. in which a wrestler
would leek himself in a hot. closet -size room to

neat off pounds

-

RECOGNIZING THE problem. the Nation-

served on the committee that developed the plan,

At this point In the seao
the sophomons hate tin. aly
rnaithul their first year vino

n total and rams loot to hr
dice moment,. under %n
boron

Ind honing, a am

Meng ham Cos

IA THE HINSDALE toms
I u. young Demons jumped out

a lb 6 full period had and
pliyal
h tIndoft

11.

season. 1 think Charlie Grass and the rest of /he
1960 committee will ago,.

Thc modification no concosion to unhealthy
weight -dropping which can only give the sport
block eye. We'll have to wait and see what hap
pens during this season.
A couple of 1 tic rule changes we talked awl
tact week have already hccn tested

during tn.-

ly wed, of the season. One is the ankle4ength
tights regulationand the other is the 910//10 0111

rule, which was redvorded for darificetion this sceon.
The ankldlength tights situation named inh
freshman meet between Prospect and Maine
West. Maine West's tights had been ordered but

meant lis a rap at the referee because I know ham

leyball no they have won 12

every meat.

If the wrestler isn't able to make the weight
and he to wrestle in a higher weight On, he

leagne,

must be renertified at that now weight -The certh
fled weight is the one he nem wrestle at in state
tournament competition.
This year then has 1:1011 a modification of the

Only onc night of corn petition remains before the

et .. of the ...ranee

well and he is a fiin °finial, but Mc roles yam
that a sehool cannot compete against another

The weight control plan we Game up with
awed dun s wrestle, nest moister at his weight
between Dn. and Elec. 20 or on the day he

straight games to take sole pas session of (Irst place in Me OP

.11 begin tournament play.,

of lotting the teams compete anyway. This

Woodruff High School.

I

nestles his firs, interscholastic match allwr

school unless it is in the ProPen.,th..

D.

THE FLAGRANT MISCONDUCT came in

another area meet. One vistitkr was being

maneuvered ism :1 pin situation. so he put hiS
hands across the face of thr, hoe on top. The referce removed his bands once, then 10 econd time,
and on the third violation he disqualified the boy.
The official 1110 the alternative of interrupting
thc match and at
a penalty rotor for sunecessary roughness, III chose not to rid so by
cause this would have

weight control Oa, A wrestler is allowed lo

move iso ono l01'110101
@taxa hist wet& anywhen
MI1,1009 0 11101. of 1911 higher weight claxwith-

traman. Inaleaddlic ref chose loanul

eligible to wreath: in state competition at h6 orig.
Wally certified weight.

and
and finally call the Bagrant misconduct.
bill wondering it anybody could name the
c,111111 who Inv, won three individual soon

prove to be a polo one and hopefully
will he
erued from the weight corned plan after this

end

out having to hr" renertified. He would Hill he

FORWARD SCOTT Ga.
head nand the 11 squad with
eight points. Mike Quinn and
Sob
Voighl aided seven

Central Telephone

in Reuther six.

Des Plaines Publishing 10
Warriors

Taos

W

hampionships and t, men who coached than.
IN My OPINION, this modification will Onc
of the couches now lies In This urea osd
..ch. 111 o District 214 school. Think about it

II

Chars.,

15
11

give you the answer next week.

IY

Claire beats Kay for net title
in the 16 and under bracker.

Claim and Kay Schmoyer
again stepped into the national
tenWS spotlight. fighting it out

Claudia Smith 01 Wilmington.

for the charnp, onship of the
National Girls Indoor Tennis

1301.

Meet in Bcdliord. Mass.. suburbs of Boston.

IN

THE FIRST frame
Claire blanked Nancy Smith

Claire downed min sister

°Him.. 6-0. 60. Claire then

under singles by n 7-5, 6-1.
Rhode Island was seeded tint

Gorman

Kay was medal second al
front of the third seeded
Claire. The fourth heal was

wan on to down Sue 6.1.nes
Philadelphia by
6-0
score.
the quarter finals
1

of

defeatial Sec Goodwin
of Florida
and 6-1. Claire
advanced to the semi-finals

when: Al holt Carol Gordon
of New York airs 6.4.M11 mar-

picked

up

gin. Then Claire moved on to
144

yards rushing on 29 carries
and I 1 1 yards in pass meep.

dons on 16 catches. De Vito

/Me finals to melt twin sister
Kay.
01
Kay receed
a b. in the

feel round

a result of her
shone on defense tor Northern seeding. In the stoma mind
al he was credited with inter- Kay easily blanked 0110 Eltowpasses and rump Midge 6-0. WO. Dane Stock
metingix
air.
fumbles for the ton
Kay
was clin,
Huskies.
.ted by Kay the quaner.liNorthern Illinois won three nets by a 1.2. 6-2 mark. In the
of 10pmes this year. defeat. scmi.linals Kay .0e0xed by
.erg Idaho 47-30, Marshall ISi7 and Ball Male 11-13 while

losing to Nall. Ghana State.
Wow Texas State, Toledo.

Kentucky. Dayton. Toledo.
Western Michigan and EtroWing Green.

Vine Keyea of Scituate. Mass.
bye 7.5, 6-3 gap. Kay then mot
her defeat in the finals at the

hands of Claire by a 7.5, 6.4
match.

THE SCHMOItERS, who

have 4010 playing tennis for
evem six years. kft from
O'Hare International Almon
Friday morning and onlyed in
Boston at 10 a.m. The girls
started their matches at 10:30
Friday and did not finish
Then
mull 2 ism. the next morning.
The twins then
four
endre matches on Saturday and

anced :ern sin

nd linah on Sunday. All of
the Schmoyer, expenses were

paid by the Chingo District
Tennis Aaociation.
Claim said. "It was exciting

to travel oround the ...try
and plannnis and meet so
molly

girls. We had the
opportunity to travel
Cali!oral, Adtiv V1111 and Phil.

IN THIZ OHIO Valley !nvitational

basketball

to

emerge a six-

point winner in the low-scor-

tag coot..

"We Played real well in the
first period." Anderson said.
"The defense then did a good

job We an finally starting to.
work fa,. thkr
don than
1 srwit
d of natural Milits

nod Imo oak loather Ito

am)
I sultne thi, Slue Demons

SON in Mc scoring column

were Doug Duvall with 6.
POink, and Al Nelms with
roar.

According to 'Anderson.
Rakes is 00 key to the tames

kliati
bog on

Colones

Gr EnIM II

XI Rolhnk Me Wows

in ohm., se non

wa
AndersonRRum who not
Nos I tath anmlllnb neigh
onh hit new bask'' or
ink in and 4 sonnt ti informs
points
but added four moo
important mots
briny hr"
season tot d to 13 in the plat

nub, maul,

001 LOOSING

non st.v.In Workouts wish
Sutordo, thotAller has Seto
the boss Con 11, nem buss Ind

in top send.,

1NDER

th, numb., of the squid
uttAude Dan Wslhams

11111

Western

inciaNs 01 the Midwest

The twins also won the Illinois
State Doubles. 18 and under
classification. Unionunattily

in the Junior Wghtnem Cup.

This was rhe first time thm the
Chicago Iron team.
which
the Schmoyers were
won the tournament
Yeas.

in 3)

Doubles

in the tournament. The padswere

year old and tinder bracket.

the the had to default front
the other events
the Illinois
Slate Tournament because of u
conflicting
tournament
in
Highland Park.
Also. 1.1 the Schmoyers'
long list of achievements is the
undefeated Wring theY Piled .1,

Closed

Tournament Kay was finalist

bracket and Claim 1,311 the 16

Sectional

romnament

ewrn

which includad sewn Rata.
At the National Lawn Tour.
melt in Philadelphia Kay tie
failed tlo ,coons Kreign seed.

Anna Cardona from Brazil,
and Claire downed the sixth
ranked Jana Thomas of Cali-

ont..

Schmoyer twins also re-

ceived a big thrill paying mixed doubles with Arhtur Ashe,
number one singles player
the United States. and Donald
13.1. ilte captain of the United
Rates Mob ('up Team in a lucent
arel ex linition.

Elk Grove evens slate at 1-1
Elk Grove's wrostling tem

don
ml the lower weight
classes and then held off a Fen-

ten rally to score a 27-22 viaory
owls.

the Grenadiers' home

Elk Ciro.. which evened its

season record a El with the
Iictory.jumped out to Icals of
7 -0 and 27.7 before Fenton
piwon the I.t three matches on

SERRA'
ANCONA
tga
pounds. and Bob Welds 1101

poundst won on pins for Elk
Grow. Anemia got
secoml
in two matches this season by

slapping Fenton% Fred An demon at 3125 of the second
period and Webb got his over
Gary Siebert at 3155 of the
and period.

ns.

After

Ancona

won

development. "He's the one

watch. He didn't play much
last year as that was his first
you in atomized basketball.
Out he Ins a lot of potential
and can make tEl difference

see -

The Sal sophs Will now
travel to Glenbard Wen Fri night before

home

against
South Saturday.

M ASh rns Brim .b.sko Paul
11110010
len C Ostrom
loom Swum in Bri in 1101
11110

lath Honor 11111 90111/

m to Tom S010µ and hem

Sind.

returning
Gladwook

ROUNDING OUT Ms you

haIn Ch1.11.1 Einar Ruh
&Linn Sass Wallas loll Ma
son a Pan NbAer Tim Bann

ints. 8.11 Evans won the
101.pcund mewl, by shutting
Joe l astellamn. 0-01 Kcn

Siebold won at 111 pounds by
whitewashing lee Springer,

4-0: Mike )(Womack won at
123 pounds by routing Mike
Weekind. HI -Land Ron Km.

ing Rick Flom 6-1.

pound match and Bison Pre..
ton Lord and Grenadier Joe
Digangi

nnos

hoe ban

xhedukki ugh St NKr s Lu

therm Sshool 111 I% Olni.
Arlinsion Has.. Du 6 old
Roll., Ms Mons PHI DI,

Mu Des 20

in

the

I43 -

ELK GROVE'S Jeff Froy.
whim M ehh lollosad nub his
pm in the 004 hints Mt Ors
nothss ithant la was an in
surmount Ns 27 7

old (...5 Hy nem in

Dad

drew

p eund mach, 4-4,

land then brat Eli Paulin in the
1SS pound mash 41 and

SA. 5046 %IAA Slob all
John hada Gan Soto KM
Alullm Dm 01.0 Paul Mo
111

the next

Fenton go, on the board in
each of the nest two contests.
Phil Lord pinned Elk .Grove's
Jim Proseek et 136of the 137 -

for us."
day

Elk Grove
four contests on

1411011,
poI

al won at 130 pounds by beatthe

St. Colette announces grapplers
SE

In the IS and under bracket

Springfield. Ohio.

Kay won the IR and under

Demon sophs record second vtctory

The fast -developing hlainc
East frora.soph Bluc Demons
f coach John Anderson won
their second game in three attempts last Saturday night as
they boated and defeated the
underclass five from Hinsdale
South High School, 33-27.

re the Warrior gym. and the
Deg Fro.ct meeting on Dec

Prospect ray a 60.0 score, hut ho made the misIske

but the man who 9nrked hardest on it was
Chalk:0.1,1110 the smstling coach at Peoria

20. He would then have to make that weight for

bTANDINGS

match. Ana. Voikas of

chessmen who took a feller for

the Opponents of the sport want to point out the
negative side of wrestling they bring this up. be eau se there is no doubt that the practice cool be
On unhealthy one for conlOctitors.

Central Telephone has come
on strong In recall Des Plaines
Park District Me. Vol.

half.

hustler and her becoming a
good mbounder. 'too."

-

team wrapped up in decision
early by outscori, Stevenson,

the Maine West meet Saturdny,

al Federation recommended that states have
mph aguin. "Maine South weight control plan, and Illinois got around to 'hadn't arrived yet. IBM -Mk, cameoul insweat
hen Anson all of their per- drawing one , before the 1960.61 season. I pants which ware tightly tan. (0 their 'ego
The official rightfully forfeited the meet to
foimers back nvin this year,

Doncaster.

Forest einw's freshman R

Cardinals will be shooting for

better win, and if we

The issue ale/eight-dropping lea always been

lie will Njoining a distinct

Dean Holtz.

Kay in the finals of the 16 and

Don soph tankers win, 61-30

The young Dons rolled up.
an easy win. posting a 01.30

02

manned by Tom Mari. junior
Mike Redman and junior

Four earn varsity letters at NIU

accomplish a feat which the
big anted win unable to do, as
it defeated the representative
from the host fighting Knights.

581dt:diced

at all gym leyels.

we need him at forward nmv.
Ha's a good shot. a real good

53S

57 Barters

MERE JUST NOT
MAKING
SCENE

Senior Tiom B.hart performs dark. handsbmd on his sue.

,..,P

an of an amoy

MR. lEnM0 SANS -

Jordan said. ..Mueller would

T,1s2

55 Legislative
body
56 Mental state.

CAMPUS CLATTER

port

A

-Mueller and Millner arc
probably our best players,"

1

sloth

Brdrch --

ED

S

52171t British

heated you

drop
drip
droll

%
GA
S

0 IR E

a S C GB ra,E
.0 -r
0 0 ORE -L,%'"
LOT0 DEA DEAR
-2 S

19 Three -toot!

., plI,P'

OA R

harm.

406 mIn ,Je,ridtt..0

every level. A good lime to
show your good will, espe
daily toward those cob have

DISSPORT
dot
stop

Put

12 FL= d

I05

ENC

45 Put to

well be wrong.
SCORPIO 100t. 24.Nov.
22) -Cooperate with others on

Answers to
Hideaword

pea

CAPTAIN EASY

Measure do not suddenly hegin to Maxi you a great deal of

AIL
-I

0r

TA

ARE
INUEE

-21 Withstands
25 Poe's bird

LIBRA (Sept. 24-00. 211
-Take care Mut the simple

.11 lab I

C

I 30910.1.

IT!

gE0 Worm

-Take no action that could be
'construed as other than con.
servenive. A day when Vim.
could well suffer for another,
impetuosity.

AST NEW (DINE
HE R 00010 TER
LEE
PR
N
ATE

I It is w,r,1,111:: 1111iat,w 417..,,r3.

.0181

In Me future. These am
days when your hasie quell-lien have ment appeal for
I

others.
Y1111,0 tang. 24 -Sept. 231

ONE-TRACK-AkIRD!

15 withdraw
formally
io Oak
Mils
Wapiti

now.

:

Pm.

VDU ACE, WITH

II4II GSrgtobbodird

draw important people to you
24 -Aug.

vou

ACROSS
I Capitol 16
Eng/and

117 S4COLECit As

YOU ARE'

cm. You should be able to

LEO duly

AML.

COW BECAUSE IAA

L

with vas apiece.

Answer to Pre (on Punk

England

McNabb and sophomore John
Leer. '1111 parallel Iwo will he

his

AFTER THE contest this
noting with the Blazer", the

Wahhouse

emblem in the mon of wrestling. Wham'.

Commit,ion which acts as a
governing hotly for all mum
and selects the national tnms

.inp will IH Steve Schwaah.

By 11116 MoDondd

forwerd Bill Millner and 6-0

THE BORN LOSER

definite advantage in the
team's improvement program.
The heed invntor has recently
mined appointment to the
United
States
Gymnastics

Holtz and Gilkapic arc all vy-

Judging from

one potnt better thin Add.

DRAIN'S EXPERIENCE
with the Warriors will be a

Dmin thinks in onc of
monger events. Holmbeck.

Chuck

encounter.

hn boys but tall settle for

since graduated.

senior veteran BobElipke.
On the high ter. which

Holmbeck.

r

last year they also had the
conference all-around champion in Rick Older who boo

awn Iloh McNabb and soph
ta
sndout
Steve Holmbeck.
Joining Doncaster on the
site Inn, are juniors Jay Jacobs end Tonn Jackson and

.1.e and Mike Jule poured

COACH PAUL Jordan has
an exceptionally small fresh
squad. His top scorer against
Stevenson
5.0 forward

TAURUS (April 2I -May 21)

Co much to

SawWella011

by 2.15-6 margin in the
final period.

.Poners.

y (II/points at ...end:

ned by Gillespie, senior count -

RINGMEN

A anon a s nie o fink lot
III point .rtormance out of

unite the,' se ahead, hale on,.
num Undsr their bill
Bang the tint contest of the
mann, Walthouse clo0n1
have too uch of an hen of
how his 10m0in will fare this
year. Speaking of the Addison

Wrestling official

suid. 'Last year 00 improved

Telephone men
win 12 games

vent. <ie., the nod

ters and then outscored

-Encourage others in hemm
ing interested in your work

be to improve 20 paints so that
we would be scoring in the 90'1
during 1110 snson." Drain

OTHERWISE, DRAIN ha
his lineup pretty sell set. T
Rom exercise will be man-

an anginal,
nls our tint meet

Mat talk
By Pick Mudge

More inthe mid 70B.
"Our goal this year would

practice soak., Drain thinks
thin his boys would probably

A game but rallied hack for the
The Falcons moved
ahead, 26.23, tuber three quar-

getline

g

from Drain: at the all-around
spot is junbr Rick Dancuster,
who figures to use his talent
al nay event but the tramp-

This is

°Trn confident pm can

formed In one meet so far this

Drain said.

point at half.. In 0onday's

hazardous to the Pisces who is
inattentive.
ARIES (Alarch 22-Apri) 201

It

meet will be Brennan, Glen

performances all far duringthe

and the II loam a 40-12 victory.
Forest view traded by a

Whin, you Lir:Jena.. These
are days which mill peeve

sake

Addison already No per-

all-around man besides the
nee three perfonnen

View's freshman
basketball teams opened their
1960.70 swoon at home

21 -Feb.

-News from efar influences
the day from noon on. Dot.

the

Gary Veber and of course

against Stevenson with the A
leant posting a 41-28 victory

old enes among your sup-

'

ROUNDING OUT

Along with Kurtz on the

senims.

Fora,

EEK & MEEK

able to count

Pat

Falcons' freshmen
cut loose on court

things done today.
PISCES (Feb. 20.March 211
-Keep on the defensive in eve -

and you maybemay
be

lob on the horn +s In A these],
lrlmglon 11101101 Logue:unit
in the grnelinx all-around
event. Boyland is entered in
free exercise, side horse, rings.
parallel bars 1110 horizmnel
bar, which should keep Mien.
ed senior busy this afternoon.

bur while Kurtz is at home on
the trampoline.
A new innovation this season allows a coach to enter an
each

mind to the task.

191-Superlicialiiies men not
be allowed to encroach upon
your time. Tomorrow's suc-

they're

lespie and Tony Guru- Gillispc remind,as on the high

than you thought Sat your

AQUARIUS (Jan.

time

they're ready to go."
The 5000 taunting insignia
winners arb seniors Bob Gil-

2115

Slew

king and Steva Woman.

tins nushto

toll tw e dh most important

while Boylan and Wilson will
come back to perform in the
competition along
with lean :males Glen Engel -

ing for loop spot.

for tian Wan as freshmen. By

Reflections
Moyle

Bishop

experience

"OUR BOYS ARE, usually

who ie ternPed book
into criminal life.

tow

Auben Lavestida
is host for a firm trip
to "Columbia on the
Caribbean.'

years

green when they first come not

Puerto Rt.n ex.con

Mery Griffin

111100

even before they enter high
rehool." Drain mid.

"Cry Tough" A

1000

Seas

and

200

321M News
32 Honeymooners

horn°. d bar tam Rod nal

th. CV's

for

ine.

his

head coach. thinks that lack
uf prc-high school experience
is definitely a detrimental faibuilding a conference

Melble's Nny.

2

as

nem cheru

Brennen°. Boylan, Larry Bos.

w.Drain.
just not nady."
am entering

045

II IV College
26 A Blades View

thletes

Some of the bar, didn't

1,30
News

9

i ngton

sacrifice this summer and as a
result. they not in shape yet.

DOG

News

I

clon with hinter. and Odder.
assmen. -The boys got
slowatan." Drain said.

a young inexperienud squad
that he will try to mold into a
conference winner within the
near Mum.

Of Cabbages end
KInge

1000
Neva

he'

throwing a combination jun-

7

Sequences

Jana

20 Of

an

Zone

7.0 TV highseined
32 Troth o Co.

8:05
2

reputation.

ing score

1200
InlematIonel

5

9:30

II SpegilogFecely

26 Big Play

Paul Harvey

Comments

This Is tin

BUGS BUNNY

implasshoi

10n mid him Aloore
The trampoline will feature
Cardinals Moore, Von Ebers.
Imes, and poksibly amior
11.00 Meckling. Side horse
antmentsen 0111 find four Ar.

state mem with a record break-

campaign.
The acrobatic Cards are fas,

9125

32

salad cook. Fabian.
Stanley Holloway.

Glen

his initial win of the 1969-70
ing this year holding quite

Eben 011011 Issaes lohn Bot

counters. while snatching die

Years." Melodrama
involving small town

meeting together in a

7

Tom Welthouse. is looking for

fl

sum

anon to bring th, honors for
theCods
Tom tanned} Bolt VnIson
and Boylan edl handle the

an champion Ste, )on

&met and sonferana

life:John Sunk

26 Weed!,

6155

The

the problems of hunthe Unitmt
Senn,

people

10

1205
Movie

2

2

about

1111

Midnight Report
Chicago Sher

5
7

tonhht

110 Maine West gymnasts

NFL

ger in

006

Top Ploy, ,i1

2

9 Prey Munn
II Ilunger, A Na-

her limber..

Boone plots to nab
arc

00YOWC.,11

nist execution attempts and ml about
tempts

up

Daniel Boone

When lush

9111;00.1061000.0.00106.4.,

Esmernida, snee.

human,
Grad Musk

Moth. Goosejust

ments is tat017

r

All thwart' Comma-

conjUils

sttoon Ohs Cards
nun wtonous
111 dud
mats 111 men mon 111 and all
19119 60

alms, ths Willson I roil Bit
ass as Crtdmal hurl ,each

32 100

Samantha's 'maid
J

26 Qua

600
Itkolly Angie

ref You

1101

-

eat his father Alis.

non

ior senior Imam it tht
Competing Iin
the foe surest. atat O 11
Mng 11.1210

MW gymnasts f

11:30

32 New, Final

ItTokes Abler

7

m sane,

World War II rule

.111111

tht pat ino seasons %Am
dton ha guns undsnund In
mut eompumon In the

Thu Admit. Hish Sshool
gsmnans mu al win kid off

1 rah

10 I% College

600

ROBIN MALONE

dsehng

mu

Thek San Dyke

Si Mummers

5

kn00 'red.

ot
010

New

26 Spanish Nan

$0-5

By Tom Rowe

Dien

40111L moms

1Vodd

labsiTicant opohle en,

The

Ness

II Trench...

ViHE ME BEFORE -Mato YET
MAY ISE -ER, Aid -SEVERAL
rohw SEPoRs THE LtiGHT

9 Mom

(ram 4114 Gan
on diluter m ono

Mexico CID .14.

Show

MUSHROOMS?

B10
Dragnet 1970

A young Mssunn
boy

MY

Defending state champion Card gymnasts open today

Today

Thursday December 4 1949

Litton ittled ult its thra
1111351

pup.

when

Grill

huressh stopped Risk h n tIlis
it

17, p.n. hum Spray

m

'topped (me ihno

41

IS, pounds Ind Jun % impsoh
stopped Bob (i110 In the heavy

xelgnl bout

Te.fpn

Planning Ahead For The HOLIDAYS
' GIVE BEAUTY FOR LASTING JOY"

Original

atir

r
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center is Harper student ,project,

Some people want kmdawn tht home, but aaa xont

to Lug it }Pupa College v
chacetun. atudent Sant EU
man slid
The house ht ho in nned n
The loran
ner..rrop
urated hs the Palatine Tema
ship Youth Orortration
03T1 01 LioatrO at the for

Extra Ordinary Values At
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LOWEST PRICES EVERT

nnv

'

bs rt arranging the interior
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SOHLER, STADELHOFER, HANSUNG, FRIEDRICH,
SPIELMANN, BOWER, FABER, NILSEN, NEOGRADIN,
and OTHERS

See the Midwest's Largest Display
of OngInal Art Pieces

EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING

5 Yeare
Pryg
Priced

Every Budget

TE'a Ta

So Harper grchtecture mu
dor, and (octal, has, at:gland
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PRE -HOLIDAY

Exceptionally great savings on all -wool
sharkskin 2 -button suits ... in the newest
trends and shades. Don't pass up this
extraordinary price offer! Avilable in
Regulars, Longs, Extra Longs, Portly's,
Shorts, and Portly Shorts.

IMITS f0 TOP Munn
puma art the property Intl(
and

%MODEM

whe.h

the

Prr0 hops, to rem throukh

of it was used for the property

"I think the inside of the
house looks worse than the
Amide," Greg Apland, 2711

APLAND AND FOUR
other
prefer

architecture students
razing the buildings.

They are presently tackling a

the OIL ol bonds

pardon,
Yohanan. Rudolf, Lehman
Gunter. and Donald Collings.
miser
Harper arehitecturn
teachers,
are collahorning
with Robert 100c0, 0 Famine
resident and architect, in as the students with their
dsting
esigns.

aloActure.

Many of the Hama. archi-

sh,. buildings. Rick Canino
of Glenview is working with

tacturt class mernhers have
been working on their own.
Yohanan said.
'They've been at the center

square

after

of

and

rectangular

de-

signT DennisRiley, 033 Walnut, Schaumburg. is dealing
with a trapezoidal technique.
Roy Koontz, Mg Mannheim
Dm Plaines, is sketching
triangular
structures,
and
John Furlong, Chicago, is
drawing hexagons.
Final concepts will be sub-

.10:30 SPECIAL
75 SQ. IN. PORTABLE T.V.

# 75701

Front facing dynamic speaker, easy -to -

school

buntlines.

measuring the
They've gone to

read controls. Retractable VHF, ring -

building ordinance personnel
to check on the legal inipliCiF
duns. And they've been talk.
ing

to

community

type UHF antennas.

about their recommendr

7:00 ONLY

lion," he said.
Remodeling could begin in
two weeks troll gar wen.

BLENDER
Fr.P. With Jumbo Container

9500
REG. 19.97

- famous for the finest names in men's clothing

EAGLE KUPPENHEIMER GROSHIRE . GGG
EMBASSY ROW KINGLEY IMPERIAL

.

Dear Mr. DeToui

serious illness, but lived. At age 13 I experienced... serious'
illness, a pulmonary emholism, but again survived.
Forme past year I have darn quite well. hold a run-timejob.l
am also a wife and the mother of two homage daughmrs. Have I
seen the last of serious illness fora while, or will he in ill health
spin soon and perhaps die soon? 1 have no groat fear of death,
but would like to. my daughtem as adults. Also, will my marriage end with one of our dtoths or some other reason?
1

32 Oz. size

BUTANE LIGHTER

9 ro

$500

REG. 15.97

REG. 12.95

CREST
6% Oz.

JOHNSON'S GLORY

T.V. TRAY SET

SPRAY FOAM

$400

M.G.. Morton Grove

Dear AT.G.,

RUG CLEANER
24 Oz. Cleans 10'04' Rug

99c

REG. 5.88

4

SPECIAL

.10:00 ONLY

BIG WHEEL

411

REG. 1.68
SPECIAL

11:00 ONLY

Your Choice
by Topper

CORNING WARE
TRIO
The Perfect X -Mks Gift

$797

I'd like to hold back on this particular change for a while right
now. Within the next 'six months there will he u change in your
plans that will also cheep thlled.
e deal on the InnMas change. Your
retirement plans will be fulfi
I amgetting the Southwenort.

REG. 9.99

RINGS 'N THINGS
SPECS 'N THINGS

$700

WHICH WILL BE OF EQUAL SAVINGS

MEN'S WELLINGTONS

$700

Waterproof
Fleece Lined

REG. 9e99

REG. 7.99

SPECIAL

.11:30 ONLY

Sizes 7-12

JOHNNY

BY MARX BAGS 'N THINGS TOY MAKER
_

SPECIALS DURING THE ENTIRE EVENING

$799

MEN'S

$400

Low Cut
Alpine Work

OXFORDS

MAKE YOUR OWN TOYS

REG. 7.99

THAT REALLY WORK

Dear Mr. DeLouis,

SUBURBAN
MEN'S STORE
Charge Accounts Welcome. We honor all Midwest Bank Charge Cards.
Starling November 30th our store will be Open Sundays from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Saturdays 9:30 a.m. to 5.30,p.m.

jack's

LEATHER

LA GRANGE PARK

My husband .n only get along in this world if he lakes tranquitters. Without pills, he just falls apart. He was in a mental
hospital but the doctors couldn't find what's wrong with thie

STEP-INS

man. One doctor said I haven't pressed the right button yes - Whet
button?

Brown or Block

A disgusted and tired wile, grorlington Heights

$35

REG. 6.99

Deer Dbaushdi
Into each life a little rain must fall, but you seem to be having a
deluge. I p.Ict that the next Mg breakthrough by medical eel.
owe will be In the field of psychiatry. I feel that your husband's

Sizes 61/2-12

"tight button.' will be found. It could happen any day. Be
patient.

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA RAND AND CENTRAL ROADS
CICERO 5815 W. Cermak Rd.

REG. 8.97

nervous breakdown last forever?

EXCLUSIVE

Ark

Sizes 61/2-12

For the past three years my husband has been treated et a
mental clinic as d mental petient. Maybe somewhere In your
"crystal ball" you can find Me cure for this man. Or does

LARGEST

39c

TOOTHPASTE

THERE WILL BE MANY 15 MIN.

4 -PC. FIBERGLASS

WITH CASTERS

Dear Mr. DeLouinn
My husband and I arc planning on milking a business change
in the near future. Do you feel this will besuccessful? Will our
retirement plans in few years he fulfilled and in what area?

.

RONSON

8:30 ONLY

Singel was a werrogr, f had :twang feeling 1 would die when
I was 35 years old. I am now Jr. Al age 35 I had an cummely

next year and a h:df.

.

Coinpact 12 Roller Unit
Model HCD-2

MOUTHWASH

IISPECIAL

Dear El.:
. .

G.E.
HAIRSETTER

SHETLAND

Ran year, ago I gave birth to a healthy boy. One year ago I
had n inbasrrlage. Do you sec any more children in the nor
future for my husband and me?! would like to know when 1 will
boot another child and also bow owner
C.Z.. Wheeling
Dear CZ.:
Don't let the thought of Owl uthorringe Mood your onflook
for more children. I sec bee more children for you within the

$68

LAVORIS

"ligrox,.

OSPECIAL

groups

Dear Al,. DeLouiser

and save!

THESE BONUS
SPECIALS ALSO!

MODEL

I fed your part Illnesses me just that, things of the poll. You
and ynur hushend will be loptberfor a longtime.

Outstanding savings on young men's all wool 3,pc,g,
vested suits and trendsetting all wool tweed and
cheviot suits. It's a money -saving value you can't
Dann up. Come in today ... see these fine suits ...

DISCOUNTS

THE TEEN CENTER has
been in use since Me summer.

use

/2 HOUR

To dolt mon than bolt the

yariey of shapes for a new
investigating the
circular
d
owli-

I

Sot of emit wt. atab

I oh t,oult.linn

Johnson, Mundelein.

Apia. is

'88

Akytr Radar an.tie

noun. instructor eoplound

nun ham bten mind but most

Mid.

QUALITY
2 -TROUSER SUITS
AT A VERY
SPECIAL PRICE

Problem ml

Rollin, MYldnus
Don heeling Park Rake Ton
Td
Midair,
905
Cottonwood
Mount Prosetti dad

& Wilke, Rolling Wallowa

SUIT EVENT

susdtnts1

,one

Plan II He wan, hp worts.. noosero,I
lrge enough for 7, pu

Arbo Dr

Jack's

Al

His di.gigi calls to tither
Muldoon, or cunemmg the
horn floor Part of the 0000

per irshmecturs te,ehr said
PI in
Plan II f
melt& td iht rood approach
dc t, a ith ta.. ot addle" to
the h ire Plan 111 tolled Ski
WA. 'kg NA tsar who
1

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Village Market at 341 N. LaGrange Rd.

JOSEPH DELOUISE, notionally known psychic. bill *note
und discuss the questions of Dog readers in this solidi!. gethare
concerning problems, &cow or any questions abort ESP (ext-

ra -sensory perception), reincarnation etc. Letters Ana k
signed. but names will be omitted if Pie reader rakes!. this.
Wale to Ds

Des Plaines 60016.

core of Nag PublicattanA 722FeNer St..

Lra,
W111001116

FIRST CARD

TOWN 8 COUNTRY
CHARGE IT
AND OTHER

MEMBERS PIANS ARE ACCEPTED

DAILY 10-10

II

1'

SUNDAY 10-10

Tot Dtl
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JUMOT
The

duct ns regular month!, wool
mg m the hood n tumor H kr

per Cons, Pal rout on
day Des

Designs Little City Christmas card

college state board to meet Dee 12

wins numb,
tumor Collies Board aril won

I

ri

12

IIIB mintheis kid .find

moo Md. .1 8 st 11x0,2 tml
and Oa neaunt, 'lint Mash
xrll Mo tour tha asenmumnatu
Lona, nos a minus
nom
lonaluon well It salmi Im
Bud
Boom
P.M
i

Mon

m

nt

rsoresents

lin H
h,81 or n mhoto suburb in area on
moos. ho, him tumid to ths lit II

By K C Radtke

emotional needs and learned

Burt has ths Christmas amt.

Thaw to nom his tivausha
varbelly Ha found
if as

',mud and read) for mad
ng

Ha x111 hratetulla chap is
cos lt aou

)ou postman box

of greeting cards.

Gire Gifts ran can't
wait 10 hare opened.'

A smiling teenager with a
creative flair, Burt, if,, is mentally retarded and a MUM of

pros on in his class Ind great
achnvemxnt in he Lard

MORE THAN

year's Chrism,. card kir
his home, Little City, Palatine

Browse through.our Gift Shop for
unique, unusual Horns for the very
special people on your Christmas
HoL. You will Find o collection of delightful surprises to Fit every budget.

BURT STARTED thinking
about the dcsign for hia card in
his art therapy clam lest
1969 card was
March. ha.
July.

more

.

chased and moiled this year.
link City spokesman said. '

11.111,

Our/

than

a

few

holiday

His
therapy class is
place where Burt meets with
tither Little City residents and.

a therapist for mutual insights

into Booth handicap and his
potentials.

NURSERY

..1./inerori.lrl,7,;,,/,?,:f.,;;;;1/17/186/8.0 litre. 621

t

The card offeraw choicoof

sezz

a...naitart,

Jq to the

orest Hospital medical staff,
Ida recent conference.
Esau ao.d other Forest staff
Dire

nonClucago public and pal
eete high school huglan* dsrectors.

Wayne Rosenquist, director
of guidance at Maine Wed
High School and president of
the guidance group, made the

introductors rimarks

ESAU SAID

the

working tokether

wan

Wows rota ingueraly ha.
comes compcsitive wish that of

Kamm the outlast

tamerand bomb matron

twat makca the tacrot &neat
referral easier for the school

the parent. "This competition counselor," Esau said.
can

become

disconcerting.

Bernard

Newman.

1.1.0..

The problem can Not he rc- Forest director of adolescent
solved with the entire family service, explained the hong-

tel.. program which allows
Mann to continue hue ado
cation durtm, bommlumon

'NEWMAN DESCRIBED
h e cosopermion
between
school districts and hospital

staff teachers. To strengthen
Ibis

relationship. he suggested

that repromtatnes of the par
liamssong school dzstrEm pen
°Smelly he invited to the. hos
pital for Oaff and management
meetings relating to adolescents.

-The internal emotional
condition of the adolmcent

must he dealt with in con-

jonetioa with a program to
eiongthra appropriate
.
Ncoman

THROUGH THE

ti annm.

said.

Robert Willford,

The therapist gained pay.
ehologicul information about
Burl through the stories ho re.
lam! ab out his drawings, the
meager in which he Mew the
designs. and the subject he
chose for his cunt.

Burt satisfied some of his

provided withgberapeutic and
educational activities in
an
which permiE than to
attend school on a daily basis
and also receive hospital tam

PRED.,

Pointdirector of eduestiOn,
explained the hospital's receddy innmand pentium

hospitalizatior program.

"The emotionally disturbed
child need not be withdrawn

vry

.entirely from society," Will.
ford said. The school district
and the hospital can wort at

Each cantis a"

to _help studen t".
solve emotional and learning
problems."

Forest HoSpit .8 a private
facility in De

.

!remits so 33 yearsof age.

psychiatric

Plain. offering fer-mal5MS
program of community ado.

Little City is a 60 -sae resi,

denial community for

lion.

the
mentally. handicapped opened
in 1959 and operated on. nonprofit. ton -sectarian bash.

CARD ORDERS

Winterizing
check list

BM.

imum of 25 cards for 56.50,
without imprint or 100 bard
for 530 whh imprint/ meg he
rant Im
Chrktmas Cards, Little City
Foundetion. 1115 N. Wabash,
Chicago, Ill. 60601.
Checks should be made PM -

able to 'Tittle City Christmas

Carla"

and

One of the best Mmroaehes
is through
the doors of a reliable garage

to winter driving

gart-desigmer of the 1969 Little City Christmas Meeting cords, which me exists:Ed 16 math

or repair shop, according to
Me Institute for Safer Living.
Alechanim on give a spe-

more than 100,000 individoats rM1is holiday seasorti

Forest View fire protection to cost 811,000
Fire protection to Forest
View homeowners was set al

'ruceday.

$11,1100. for one year by the
Elk Grove Village Board

mended by Trustee Richard

RleGrencra.

run from
March I, 1970 through Feb.
EL 1971.

omen misociation should he
advised tMl the contract

GARLANDS
of

pan

me procedure Watford sad
children and edolescentt era

V,r2ar.T's *0 a Happy NeW

Limo City residgUs.. =Sing

words.

IktE

emotional problems Dr Tru
man Esau, president of the

salcar Guithn. of Suhurban

alleago an ow:ovation of

contribution
to the .armsnot
selected for printing
untileduenting.of

...Agog Burt his card is moan
Ifsh-ti card and the greasing

CHAS. KLEHM
AND SON

The nixed cbonselor must

100 0110

Page IS -

School counselor oftei*must include family in aiding student
often include the family when
counseling an adolescent nab

aopica of Burt s card are expected to ho printed. pur-

Cook County. He has 'designed, lk,s7.,__TfTfnshe

THE DAY
Thursday December 4 1969

MIDWEST
RANK CARDS
We Reserve

the Right
are Limit

onmpie

WREATHS

The nave contentot, rccom-

McGraw, will

he

ear with sellable power and sesponse under cold weather
onditions. Many

McGrenera said the home -

prepare for winter just by siding antihreem to the car, bet
other important steps are me"

would not he signed unless the

'The Pores blow Home
owners Assn. should

cial tune.up that will provide.,

viced we will terminate all servim March I, 1971." said

essary to insure maximum cokb

association agrees to prohibit
-open burning" in that area.

ad-

weather Misting comfort anti
s

nntili.F: s,...T.44(nan

P'SPeCiaL711

Eagle
Dares
To Be
Different

S/(/Celli Saw Kit
An excellent starter kit for the new homeowner
to do scroll work, notching, ripping, circle Cutting
and more.
Complete Kit includes 2.5 amp, single speed jig
saw, Hp fence end circle eating guide, 2 metal

and 4 wood cutting blades plus sturdy Molded
carrying case:

Besides bringing you everyday low Discount
/

/

Prices on more than 7,500 quality food and
non-food products, there's another important
ay Eagle dares to be different-by bringing
together under the same roof a wide variety

.

hf

-

liail1"..._".s:,,Y
t

:Or'43.Z

of non -grocery merchandise which homemakers
Reg. $32.95
Special

Introductory Offer

"""sv-.......

Model 582-2

G. cam.. kit.
including Jig bow.
Rip Fene,6Ellacles
end Case.

COME SEE OUR DISPLAY OF WREATHS
and GARLANDS FROM ALL PARTS OF
THE WORLD!
We Feature the Largest

Now

$2288

Selection of Wreaths and Portends in ALL Chicagoland. These
Wreaths
and Garlands, irony imported from all over the World,
land in such a manner as to give You ideas of howare Displayed in our Christmas Wonderto use them in your own scheme of
Decorating, come Browseand Select your Christmas Decorations. You'll find
what you wont and
priced to fit your Budget.

SI(IL1/4" DRILL

eight-M/k

this

check list for winterizing corn
1. Inspect tailpipe and muff,

Iles for leaks. A leaking Me,
der or exhaust pipe cowl
disastrous if stalled in blis-

mad or tied up

in

traffic be,

muse of a storm.
2. Cheek uotisfreese

to
make sure there is enough io
protect tho car against the lowest anticipated temperature.

I. Have Mak. adjusted and
relined if nece.ary. Brakes
should be free of greasy delhoo.

4. 1 f the battery Mows any
signs, weakness. dont Else
change. There will be an extra
drain on it during the low tem-.

gage season.
$ Make sure windddeld

urner blades are in good condi-

tion and properly adjusted so

they will not slide over lame
snow, sleet or ice. New blade
especially designed for snow
and ice removal may be ads/.
obie. Check windshield-wee/her fluid at the same time.
6. Change to snow tires un
less living in an area where the'

'good non-skid treads. Chaim

kitchen utensils and school supplies housekeeping
aids and decorative objects for rooms throughout

to make certain it will keep:

message in this space we II tell
you more about them

Reg. $16.50

/Commends

need and use often. We call the department
which houses this merchandise the "Home Center,"
since it supplies so many of the housewares
needs of today's homemakers In this unique
department, you'll find such diverse items as
the home The ' Home Center" will not only
provide you with greater convenience in
shopping for household needs, it will also
give you another opportunity to save
money on merchandise you re charged
more for elsewhere, How many ways
can Eagle save you money, More
1Fian 7 500 ways And in our next

LOWEST PRICE QUALITY DRILL

etyaf.

The Indium for Safer LIvz:
log of the American Miguel:
Liability
Insurance Co. ne:',

snow is likely to be

light. In

any caw, tiresthould have
are advisable for heavy snow.
7. Inspect heater -defroster

your windshield clew of ice.
and Waging.
I. Consider these winter
drio op aceessodee which may

prove useful. A Emma. bag
of sand, a log of rock salt.
clean rocs for keeping those

headlights dear. Ear., a shove!, deicing sonny for tines and

window,. and a flashlight that
works.

lecture
series topic
-Men. Women and the

GARLAND SPECIALS

of

Holly Rope Garland
Bright, Cheerful, Holly
Garland, 9 Feet Long

$188
EACH

Holly Garland W/Berries
9 Ft. Green Holly Garland
loaded with bright red berries

$399
EACH

Fruit Garland
Bright Green Leaves Multi Colored Fruits and Berries.

SEE OUR DISPLAY

$199
EACH

ARTIFICIAL
CHRISTMAS TREES
all sizes, shapes
gland types, priced from

$125"..., $6"
ARTIFICIAL
FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
AND NOVELTIES

Feet Long.
A SELECTION OF

MANY, MANY MORE STYLES AND
TYPES TO SELECT FROM!!

UNIQUE AND UNUSUAL
GIFTS FOR THE ONE WHO
"HAS EVERYTHING"

WREATH SPECIALS

Pill: a discussion on a .macific contracuptive ono its died

sling.

rclutionshiPs.

ll he presented Tuesday.
wiinterpersonal
Dec. 0, at Maine South High

st°P

BRIGHT GOLD WREATH

1E inch diameter
Glowing golden finish
made to resist tarnish

$188

School.

Now

I. Eric McLellan. editor of
the Marshall MeLuhen Dateline newsletter for the Human
Development

MUltimolored fruits and
berries set in a rich green
background.15 in.!, dia.

$488

EACH

This is a beautiful creation
of delicate white lace 16 inch
dia.

elleets

Here is the basic low cram Weer totil 000 any Borne
workshop. Has power to spare in toughest wqrk. Lightweight design forestay handling. Has double Insulated
housing and convenient 2pron9 plug.

rage partners and in their In-

Something Big Is About To Happen In Hanover Park

power, torque.

EACH

MANY, MANY MORE STYLES AND
TYPES TO SELECT FROM...SOME

PRICED AS LOW AS 47c EACH

Nam tough drilling jObS in concrete, soled, meinh
plaster, wathead.

Quality geared chuck, Inner lack.

Lightweight - only 3 lbs. - for Ere control, handing not.

Soon ...

FREE 25ith Ft. EXTENSION CORD,
w

mocha. el any power tool

Bowen, iiteutinoki
121 E. DAVIS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 3-0316
,

-

dividial roles in meld. political. moral and economic activities.

The lecture is the third In
the series on The American
Crisis II,. co.sponSored by the

Powerful 2,5 are. molt, helical gem degver aft drilling

$288

pfir on the

rclationshim or men and wom-,
en as they
parents. Ma,.

Extra power for bid jobs

WHITE LACE

New

His address will survey the

Helps you do more ... faster, better

FRUIT WREATH

Corp.,

yerk, will lecture.

WV EACH

eagle
DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

Maine Adult Evening School
and the Feign Hospital Foun-

ds.,

Elk Grove
Jaycees meet
Brad lawcock Presidunt of
the Illinois taymis one nwm
Mr of Its Etarketon chewer
will speak tenit,ht at the din

imobusinio messing of the

Elk Grose till or, Jaycees
The Jinn, will ho at 7 to the:

Maitre'd
-

Rew meant

in Elk

Grove Vtll,u followed at 7
by abusineo, misting

For funk, intormation

;

Hank Gracaholdt prmatent

the Elk Gm, brdidgc leymmg
at 419-1`,1

+ IrsilL.4VI.,r3_01.

=.4
1

THY WM
Thursday Daccinbir 4 1969

P igc

Thursday. December 4, 1969
14-11LNYINIMen

21-PelplanNENIN

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in your
commu-

The champs

2<LrA rIn

d

Page 17

P

nity CALL ONE NOW!

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

Shipping

CALL
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RESTAURANT
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TRAINEE
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PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT.

PT1

a
in

The game illustrated in Howe 2. The sticks will

AMY -255.9414

FASHION
SHOWROOM
GIRL FRIDAY
HIGH SALARY!

308-9400

-,ENS RAI TEL[PHONE
400 N. Wolf Rood

raw:.

702

lauaral ts. mak

std

L.P.N.'s NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Full or part time. Night shift (11:15 to 7,152- Openings iniCA, CPU, CCU, Peds & Med.Surg.
R.R.L.
or A.R.T. MEDICAL RECORDS:
port tieee hours can be arranged.

fn,,.,!°

'ACCOUNTING/BKPR:

peel pro*

Requires posting, reconciliation and general
ledger eepetspe0.
MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER:
Experienced for medical record. or X -Ray Dept.
SECRETARY -RECEPTIONIST:
New positron in pharmacy. Considerable public
contact.

our hospital

...Albin

medienkOPET

imia bit

of aam,e .E.Elo

Con Linda Apostle

too,.

100. 3670

MALE

Baxter

(Licensed): Experienced. Rotating nigh, shift.

COOK:

Laboratories Inc.

I

Union Oil Company of California

HOUSEMEN:

200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

All shills. WM froln.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Tr7.,Ok
3144iscellana0eMerthamlso

Hospital or institutional experience,
6301 Lincoln Ave.

255-1107

Re2200

Moreno Grove,

In addition we provide top salaries and benefits.
INTERESTED APPLICANTS APPLY OR CALL

W597012

267-6900

PERSONNEL -437-5500, Exe. 517

St. Alexius Hospital

COIL WINDERS

&1

[

EC

r,

..icS

ortPlaHe III.

800 EIFSTFRFIELD ROAD

ELK GRO01 VILLAGE

29.15.No

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

WITH CAR

DISTRIBUTORS
j

/_, -

27-IlelpWaniedk4en*Renen

1st and 2nd Shifts
We ore in need of people who are experienced or
who con mollify for training ea Coll winders.
Excellent starling Pon - 52.23 per hour plus bones

on first MM. $2.57 per hour plus bony wend

-

PART TIME
342.5165.

FULL TIME OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

WORK NOW-

o es

LEAD

pair of wood 511C

he

31-limmage &Gauge Sale

.

25 Deloymentiyencluititei

SYSTEMS

,ypin9 know edge would

CONTROL CLERK

Offers lots of good

NORTH
SHORE

ThElef

SMALL OFFICE

""=°"-

mile

INVENTORY

STATIONARY ENGINEER

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

c,, or Apply in Person
NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

rr

FEMALE

s on

Ninon etel and armee es,

-

WANTED
,$$*

stimulating position should provide.

Experienced or will

appurotroen1r502-7100,
Exl.734.

CALL FOR AN APPOINT.
MINT
MN JAMES LEVY

E

pl

Oil

Clerk Typiskesmeral
Clerk, Slenogrephor
Come in or collier an

yi

5

DNS,

6.16.

ems&

MARK TRAIL
1120MTU

1.0. wei mean Involvement Quality or the
amount of malefaction, challenge end reword a
By

Automatic Electric

sloes Mesa
opteeiegs:

775.6126
ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

945-8500

Call 529-9733
After 7 P.M.

ED/unimn

things: Like benefit
package. Location.
No meg. Nine people.

FIGURES?

6913-3277

roma on

MAIDS:

We're growing...
andwerwed you.

4.

Pork Ridge, III.

DEPARTMENT

COOK:

Like You

mve

Pickwick lheater Bldg.

Coll tie

ACCOUNTING
Call Kathy Heidig

Hospital or inallueonol experience.

STORES

Call Ed Palivka
II

To

GENERAL CLERKS

We Need Girls

1955 W. North Ave

$525 MONTH
200 Mann Rood

err

Contact our employment deportment for details.

olln

95

Laboratories Inc.

1255 NICKS MI ROLLING MEnCOWS, IN, MN

WM, typing knowledge for addressograpM1 deportmen. Many fine fringe benefits.

559MI
Nom
Girls, Girls, Girls,

RESERVATION

dr

SPACE AND SYSTEMS averse

DO YOU HAVE A
GOOD HEAD FOR

ASSISTANT
MANAGER

TEMPORARY
WORK

On GENERAL TIME

037.1800

Is 9 rm..

WHEELING

YOUR 1.0.?

contraletelephone company of Illinois

arce boss.

roll beirann

Ken Lorton
Associates

C

259-0740

JEWEL FOOD

,,,,,,00c, iy,rdr Tire & Rubberr Co.
1501

mon:Ae-a Innen+,

V.,

Fl 5-0500 For 594

. We Faro anumb..
i foe W.
Keypunch Oupromee
of
Top al.. roe
siert Now
ald

Pe.333.1

isfoAnirCZ'on.

DIFFERENCE
lf AT

[4 BRUNING

Brookwood
Convalescent Center

DON ROTH'S in

start. We hove ant riendly, congenial,
odern

If your present position has become rotaine, lacks
challenge or lust doesn't allow you to really
contribute, we suggea you visit w8h us; We
onae to Improve your 1.0.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

Office Personnel Dept.

ROLLING AIRADOWS

Nob. Excellent pay.

MILLING MACHINE

a
prawn chi rat wan,d

eneronteerience.

ww.c r

Es.2.12

$2.79 To,$3.46

$3.32 TO $4.11

Full Time Do or Nighis

drains ed

437-11365

,j31,z,(T

oM NW or

Call Tom Anderson

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

OPERATOR

RECEPTIONIST

P

Mae.
robe,.

VIL

and figo
gin 00100
shohand old
good
Mins required. Excellent I Inge
meths.

MATURE WOMAN - FULL TIME

$2.79 TO $3.46

HAND SCREW MACHINE

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Me.

5125

THE BANK 8 TRUST
CO. OF ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

PRESS BRAKE OPERATOR

$3.15 TO $3.89

01"

Win Rep., verk

POSITION OPEN

$3.15 TO $3.69

SHEAR OPERATOR

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

Qpiralm.ww aas

MAIL CLERK

DURING THE FIRST 120

$2.98 TO $3.69

CO.

obreds. enroll

EVANSTON

WELDER COMBINATION

FOOD STORES

SWITCHBOARD -

ion

gids with secrete., ex
orlon.. Strong clerical

1600 BUSSE RC.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

RECEPTIONISTS

2 AUTOMATIC INCREASES

$2.70 TO $3.46

le, ono

2641/Oriented Warren

259-6155 rarer

BETWEEN NOW 8 FIRST OF THE YEAR

ARC WELDER

EMIL Wan

Came in or ea.., on appnirnment no,.

in

openinoffice gs

.11.1V0

437.5500 Pre. 10

rered

Ulri.. eti==ader' C

FULL TIME
mediot

THE HERST ALLEN

Is not o must for shar,
alert girls who wont a

Edens Highway.

WANT TO IMPROVE

MATRONS

c..,n

C

era.e. pay. axlem" Free la

JEWEL

SHIFTS

SPOT WELDER

SECRETARIES

RECEPTIONIST

Is

-m
1,

'

Fl 5-0500 ext. 594

Lim ',inn

St.

.

POISED

Miele

CLERKS

Des Plaines

ends

al

lIarnIr'a1rIsIXTrohbroas

2004 Miner Sr.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

rraliesi eating

o.

CALL

Fl 5.0500 Ext. 594

DAY AND NITE

DAYS IF HIRED AT MINIMUM

piton

OPERATOR

$500 MONTH

Office Personnel Dept.

JOIN THE Cc

ANCO NATIONAL
Corporation

2474 Dempster
n

Apply am: s p.m. o

off Me located right off

Also Available - Full Time

HOME SHOPPING SERVICE

AND MACHINE OPERATORS
POSITIONS FOR

C

ASSEMBLERS:

290-3130

JEWEL

Y.

job for meson

"%=1.`,;":,a1T44V;;6041

.0Pkrpw.rre
OPERATORS

THE BANK 8 TRUST
CO. OF ARLINGTON

10tchon Supervisor

in

figure aptitude. Some
typing or office ex.
Perance desirable but

GOLDEN BEAR

1.r.

CALL AA. CORNELL
255.7900

positions

27241700

COMPTOMETER

Lo Ire

our office for gals with

PANCAKE HOUSE

Good amino 17.hin

381.2600

interesting

orl000Ro

t,e62=1's!°22121

We have a number of

RESTAURANT

=lenle": trt:Lr':

MI55 DAY

PI

FOR A GROUP

PROCESSING

1.1:Aline7171or'Pl'

Des Plaines, Ill.

Nouse in

',:,7igton

The New

129-1 UM

-

RoioNrsihre

Do. you hakie a
good head
for numbers?

APPLY NOW

FULL TIME

21-11aVideil0allMaren

HOTEL MANAGER

pew,

N unvo, on Maw rostow.

Co5TorededoesClOie 5

Experienced

DATA

$1,e$

800 E. Northwest Hem.

-

EXCELLENT OPPORTLINITf
FOR ADVANCEMENT

No Experience Necessary

PROOF OPERATOR
RECEPTION

rl

Credit Investigation.

-

odor,.

AND

Subsidiary of Tracer Inc.

I. Prospect,

439-3232

AMY . 255-94 14

EXCELLEN,OCATION1

WELDERS

..

IMELFUSE, INC.

800 E Northwest Hwy.

Medical Clinic in

COOKS

Mirror our

ELK GROVE VILLTAGE

empire, P. olliee *lb

.

Telephone (312) 529-7700

010

CALL 259-1620 RNA Meadows

PART TIME

THE SINGER COMPANY

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS

Wake; man mon a

Excellent benefits and working condition..
Come see tithe coil

439-5510

Imbdias

calllortoyerdew

(West of Rome AN

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

Personnel Monger

mica.

Aiwa,

MEN and WOMEN
DAYS AND NIGHTS
5 DAY WEEK

Crooffiad typist needed. el wards per minute.

Work Near Home

We are WW1. feu a pi
10 SICK DAgAZTER 1 YEAR

for orroolormen1272-5700

394-0800

1

;;;Olgrat're

ADMIRAL FACTORY
SERVICE COMPANY

OR CALL 9,15.3770

ATTENTION!

Mr. R.D. Hintz

Need immediolely

Public Relations
Girl

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE

PHONE J. HARRINGTON
759-8010

380 County Line Road
Deerfield

°Oka

Mtrfset't,t wtt07'
soptionol Lane."
CALL BILL FECHTNER

company n.

671-0146

PANCAKE HOUSE

930),
advance-

Personal Interview Call

Farellea r

Aomori Ogrortunity Employer

RESTAURANT

7r103fIl!oTreTETh7errh
To,

for an bell pee.

osiomhly wow St 16 per
hour c aton 2 paid holidays

ao,aca ene good Tio,e5

GOLDEN BEAR

-

poillIon ovollohlo

lime

Full

The New

t;raReNrOZr-agi'

Coll Kathy Heldig

Norm,

watila uma.

GUS Hicks Read

Apply Now

THE UNDERWRITERS SALVAGE COMPANY
OF CHICAGO

sharing, tuition aid.

PEOPLE?

Service Technician

FREEMEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

ment opportunity, profit

LIKE TO MEET

Feale
m

GENERAL OFFICE

owenotinxer.

Cmocrwar

©Pe

437-8181

Mes from yoke home.

9 Hammes

o PAID VACATION
c MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

BEA SCHOONVELT

verifying

(815

ASSENIRLERS

208 2080

0.1/11011.111.1.110113

pm lineman

cto

11
X.:1$

Al-

congenidl office, Conlocated on
Edens Highyvoy just miG

Inc:

the

ANCE

once. We offer a friend.

30. S. Busse Rd.

t:pro 5,0In

r2'/11'.'L'2r475'07F1

G.E.C. offers good

'"DUNGNDONUTS

TC:TTRTg

No experience emote, eases will nete

nerr 60041.1 IMAR MCAT'S 1.10.10 RSTABRANT of

The

kinclro,p.h,o,u,r112,

M,';',I.Itrra,1171.7.I:

pha -numeric pea.,

Cook County

School Bus,

on

"JOIN THE SMART SET"

for oleo gob vabh

son Nowl New.

Days and Nights for Ambitious 0101.

'171 teed'o:Pmen.?rIllo
o

day.' night
Promising opportunity

DESPIAINE5

r"rr

YOUNG MAN AWAITING DRAFT CALL

SECRETARY -$650+
EXEC VP . OEL..

Apply In Person

ADD -LA -1 -GIRL

ASSISTANT

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

'

2.30-5 p.m.

Accounts
Receivable
Good At Figures?

200 F. Pond Rood

wed.

CON1T,T:1,,014ECTIT

P.M. ROUTES

M1. Prospect

BABY

2,11.5o

Wide

6:30-830 a.m.

ly

PACKERS

290 ROBS or 02s Ile

Page 19

8ilskillatelltreen

210 WErtedWamn

WAITRESSES
TOMO CrIg1=11

NURSES

-

ws'

A.M. ROUTES

WAITRESSES
B

RN's

F

LPN's

Po.d Training

SYSTEMS, INC.

A BETTER WAY OF LIR 15 YOUR
ye

WEBER MARKING

Thursday December 4 1969

mood parl Slafi Operop.

E ern Extra Cosh

394.0880

60Te Dempster.

E

DRIVERS

TOWERS HOTEL

vS Demon

218110WaEddMteWttmen

Dernpeer

SCHOOL BUS

TINICIN PARK

PN
Des 111,zi. or,

:m.,°,;"1,rote°

Fl TM,

10

FEMALE

CALL OP COME IN
M19 6500

rahnlanworea

27

26-1712 Warted ken

FULL TIME STENO

259 5100 EH 17
CT

5elusal arad

604 Reed Man

26414 Warded MIMI

'"*IA'C'HIMIZ;71r'cl

CALL 392 3922

ZAYRE

DISHWASHERS

26414 WNW Wow

4671e1p717MOVORM

rod9 to 5
ist of
Hoar.

CLEM TYPIST

No, Solo, POO ONE wo

no IWO lee

GRILL MAN
Po re iflon A

WEBER -STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
100

e'ehre'!?
Des Pie nes re

Y

26-11eIpIllardentraren

ArYCH,FrroAlAO,GIRL

Doy Want Ads

d les dth and nod al sum

I

R

W ide
an

12611,1pUarld Vann

2.641elptletedllomn
ACCOUNTING CLERK

Fan Sr=ry

Endo

, too

ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING

2Tfon'onrani heaves TOOLS

''tt's'rt's`VITsTOtss se

1720 AI=IN.621.

to, a soft rubber ball so

feet and toss the ball to 1411,1
in the plate. Add up the

that it will land an o paper
plate and cause fin cubes

pet, vete, of any cubes

that bounce ma. The total
of Styrofoam to hounce out is your score for that turn.
dale plate.
.
Replace the cubes and let
The first step is to pre. the next player to, thebati.
pare the cubes. met, Morn
The first player to earn a
one and a quarter 100114 in total of 200 points win. the
size, cuttinp them from
game.
block of styrofoarn that
Incidentally, if all 'five

Mkt, -Print a number on cubes born, from

the

amiacubewahataushpen, plalartimPlwereliatossed

scores

clean
sweep, ending 50 points.
a

95 PARTY STUNTS -

Mothe, and fathers! If
you eon Ps,: new (den for
birthday party fun for your

children, you'll find 45 of
them M Coppy Dick's
"Birthday Party Stunts"
hoolact.lb get acopy,send
50 cents in coin, plum eel&
addressed, stamped envelope

CAPIN DICK
BOOKLETS. P.O. Box
42677. Evergreen Park, OIL
60692,

TOMORROWS How to
make a postage stamp MG
lure of a house,

An excellent opportunity
W1,40,0 available

whin our dale processing department. Present.

iy we ore looking for on
experienced lead operator to coordinate Me
work of 7 m 8 keypunch
operators. Individual
should now be in a su.
and
loNvisoM cePoci
home operated on 029

*punch and on 059
verifyer. A working
knowledge of unit
record and Mohawk
equipment is desirable.
Indestrial or service
experience will
be considered. The condidate selected will
hove a demonstrated
record of effectively

working with

PeelkM.

Write in complete confidence to Box 1234,

Doy Publications, 217 S.
Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington His. PI. 60005

ENJOY LATER

es *

6

®

FOR WIRERS &
SOLDERERS

Be Prepared
for Extra
Holiday Expenses

WE NEED

We'll pay you not to watch IV while you learn
switch wrong during our new part lane, 6 p.m..11

We are seeking five circulation assistants, 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Monday through Friday. We wish you to assist us in checking
established routes, motivate our young carriers and such special
ossignment as the manager will indicate with our Northwest Doy

E'fhE $7.71;i7iii-%1

newspaper.

p.m. shifter hill Mee If you prefer.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS .
STENOS

TYPISTS'
CLERKS

Qualified applicants earn 12.23 per hour while attending a training school.
for increased earnings.

Many outstanding benefits - and dose hi home.

Please apply in person

TOP RATES - NO FEES
Register with us

.Cilt
White Collar Girls

OF AIIRIC A'. INLanPONATIO
392-5230

with our carriers.

Oofinekub bonus work offers you the opportunity

FOR TEMPORARY OFFICE
POSITIONS

RANDHURST CENTER

Applicants must be In the upper third of their class, be able to
furnish their own twinsportation and indicate on ability to work

MT. PROSPECT

Beginning wage $1.70 per hour, plus 7 cents per. mile car allowance. If interested, phone Mr. Mackey (255-7200), for details and
appointment.
NulOne

ENV Ir

Interviewing.
Monday *bra Thursday 800 A.M. to 9
Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
_

_

.

.

41ITOMATIC ELECTRIC
Subsidiary of General Telephone 8 Electronics

400 North Wolf Rd., Northlake, Illinois
An Envoi Oppoeurio Employer

and

'CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
NORTHWEST DAY

"

Yera,'`'
5Aree

romeeron9 Reke
Put NM turruhl
errs
Pickerrno a try Ne
h

rrn°
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Thursday, December 4, 1969
14 -To Rent Apartments

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

78" Chippendale couch Beige
nylon upholstery
Good cond
Best offer CL 3 5670 aft noon
7 Ft rubber tree plant Potted
Ideal for Office

appl , lake, swimming pool
$185 359 6279 Jan 1 occup

Oriental furn

Hoff

Est

be seen hos mantilla
w/cathedral length train

Sz

10

394-2290

2 BEDR APARTMENT Carpeting
Draperies, Dishwshr, Disposal,
Hot Pt Range & Refrig Master

TV Ant Heated Swimming Pool,

Early American Love Seat Couch
under I yr old perfect cond
$50 Colt 359 3629

Wedding gown beautiful Hos to

centrl heat & air
Immediate Occupancy Elk Crave
Terrace Apts., Cal! 439 1939
Baird & Warner, Elk Grove
$190

4 piece bedroom set contempo
rory style dk. rnah, gany.
437.8767 or 437.7118 aft. 30.

Liv. rm. sofa, Din. rm. tbl. mist.
chairs, 21" TV, 2 8.25 X 14 tires
Taunted on wheels.
392.2833 f/

One & Two

bedrm. apt.

Dec

1st.. from $155.5485.
Carper di all riaWiances Incl.
Call for Appointment
HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

I

offer. Apr.
available after Feb. I, $160. Call
299.6425 oft. 6.

Complete Med. living room suite,
inc. lamps & solid oak F.M. ster-

Best

358.7844

amm=m1
MT. PROSPECT

eo. Victor Electric adding ma thine. Necchi free arm zig zag
sewing machine. Remington

1969 Singer Zig Zag

!

Timber Lake \tillage

Used machine in stylish rabbi
net. Does everything., withcut'
'
attochments.
.r

Typewriter. 625.7380
Flee.

2 Bedroom Apartments.

&

1

.

Baby basket & pod, 56.

Apartments
im57nediately and

available

deliver". Cash or Terms.
537:1930

Blue & gold carpeting for

rental

Reasonable

includes

of 56.14 per month. For free

heat, hdt water, cooking gas,
range, refrigerator
plus
SWIMMING POOL, TENNIS
COURT and magnificent land-

home

scoping.

$61.40 Tax Included

& bottles, $4. 'Scale. $2.
Casco Hi Choir, S6. Pr. saftty
gates, $2 eo. Pr. step tables, $5
to. CL 9-3052

.

or 56;14 down and 9 payments.

For information about the FINEST

demonstration,

call

Capitol Credit Manager 4,intil

water softeners & water con-

1444 S. Busse Rd.

439-4100

9 p.m

ditioning equipment contact.

469.7204

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359.3200

Hoffman Estates Offers:

PRAIRIE RIDGE APTS.
& 2 Bedr. Units from $155.
Range, Refrig., Disposal, Air
Cond. included and All Util. except electric.

Parlor, 575 Lee St., Des Plaines:
Storage, Furnishings, antiques,

IMMEDIATE

SWIMMING POOL/CLUB HOUSE/

DELIVERY

New Building now open 20
minutes west of O'Hare Field,
walking dist. to school and

Consignments

welcome.

TENNIS COURT!

Heavy duty wall to wall corn-

Moving: King

ever

shopping. MODEL OPEN DAILY.
462 Bode Rood

rnerciol

sz.

bed

carpeting. 1st time offered to the public.
Sold on 1st order basis. Limited quantities. We hove lost our
lease on our warehouse &
must dispose of 11,000 yds of
1st quality commercial corpet

comp.,

quilted spread & drapes. Maple
twin beds, spreads, curtains.
Moh. dining room set, 9 pcs. Set.

chell Carlson Color TV. Outdoor
Christmas

lights.

New

Sears

gym mats.

lawn mower.

)12 -Automobiles For Sale

1959 Studebaker station wagon
Runs good $50

'61 Valiant Rebuilt trans Snow
tires
R/H Good Coed $175

'64 CORVAIR MONZA Con
vertible 4 spd, WW , Radio,

392-8025.

equipped

coed
be seen to appr. 253-0179
Exc

Must

or offer. CI 5.7668

392-9288

'66 Pontiac GTO, 4 speed, air
cond., good cond. low mileage.

'67 Ford Country Squire 10 pass.

823-9726 after 5:30

392-2373

'69 Nova SS, 4 speed, wide
ovals, rally wheels, excellent

NT, N.5

Air cond. P/S P/B. $1825. Coll
67 Custom 500 Ford 2 dr. VB.
PIE. Exc. cond.

'67 Chev. 2 dr gold Impala, vinyl
ht, air cond., sno tires. Tuned

VW '67 Fastback. Deluxe equip-

ment. One owner. Good con-

'62 Olds Cutlass Coupe. P/S, P/B,

Hydraulic jack, wheel bal., boring bar. Speed equip. from bus.

up. $1850. 827-4571

dition. $1400. 773;2712

P/W, bucket seats. low miles.

Headers, tacks, etc.
537.3253 oft. 6.

1958. MGA, excellent body cond-

-

ition. Clutch needs work. $375.

1963 301, 375 heads, ported &
polished, balanced & clearanced,
111/4 to
TRW alum. pistons,
375 solid cam,. Z-28 alum. HO rise, 6 quart oil pon.w/windage
tray, 780 c.f.m. holley (rejetted),
recurved Delco distributor, ram charger, burn proof wire. $350
or best offer. Call Mike 827.0479
,

aft. 4.

298.5275.

'67 Firebird Cony, Custom Int.
P/B, P/S, auto. Must sell. make

wire wheels,
439-3833

$850..

TR3. 1960 Roadster. Wire wheels.

1966 Mustang Convertible. Excellent condition. Automatic

1960 VW BUS

1966 Chevy Caprice. 9 pass.'
wagon. P/S 'P/B A/T. 4 almost(
new load levelers. Good Cond. i

Galaxie

500.

A/C.

Hurst shift. $400 or best offer.
1962 Chevy II. Automatic trans
Radio, heater. Exc. cond. $275.

'64 Opel 2dr, radio, heater low
mileage. Excel!. cond. $450

1963 & 1964 Ford Station Wag-

auto. tr, Portable
5350. 253-1027

air

cond.

tr.

P/S.

6

cyl.

$550. 708 W.'

Maple, A.H. 255.8714

LTD,

P/B,

P/S, vinyl

439-4325

1965 Pk/noir/lb. Et CO.A/T.-Good'cond. $51X

'62 Corvair Monza, auto., radio,
A-1 condition $475.
392.1354

1962 Ford. P15, NT. Like new

, 5950 or best offer.
se.

'68 Mustang, yellow, small V-8,
, auto., exc. cond. law,mile. Days
1437-5500 ext. 617, aft. 6 PM
529-4067

YESTERDAY'S MISTERY CAR

Conditioning,

Automatic

Trans.,

Vinyl Roof, Bucket Seats, Wide Ovals, Rally

1966 Ford Mustang Cony. P/S.

Wheel, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Radio,

Console,

Heater, White Walls, Red. READY!

Bucket seats.

$1000.

1967 Rambler H.T. Vinyl roof.
P/S, $1100. Coll after 6 P.M. &

$2095

6

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

weekends. 392-6581

head lite dimmer & door lock,
factory air cond. cruise control
$600 824-1935 oft 4

1968 Mustang 6 cyl.; 3 speed *.ef

trans.; Exec, blue; low miles;

new tires wide ovals rear; excellent condition $1600.

t

BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
(BENDER-RIEGER1
505 W. NORTHWEST HWY.-381-6000
OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9-5; CLOSED SUNDAY

593.6440 aft. 6 p.m.

.

YPT:4,.

A -a

r.%rowt-e:"

VAVRUS & ASSOCIATES
994-7294

NEW!

'1 - 2 - 3 Bedroom
Luxury Rental Apts.

Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

966-5540

invites you to the opening of

MY HOUSE

Windsor

48 -Sporting Goods

TUESDAY,
DEC. 9th.

Woods

6' Omega skiis w/Besco bindings. Sz. 7 Garment boots; 52"
poles. New lost season-outgrn.

Antiques and things for the
collector. Open every day except Monday, noon to 8 P.M.
1003 E. McDonald Rd. Prose.

Move right inl Everything incl.
from drapes on the windows
to a self cleaning oven.

Best offer. 255-0688 aft. 6.

I

55 -Musical Inshotrents

Hts.

Heated swimming pool,

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

case $75. or best offer
824.5543

15 ft.

Lowery Holiday organ. $450 or

Starcraft. 65 H.P. motor.

free central heating and gas
wall-to-wall carpeting, private balconies or
patios, ample parking.

best offer.

Tilt trailer. Cheap. 392-8277

cooking,

358-6912
42 -Wanted to Buy

Drum set, very good condition.
$95 Call after 6.

WANTED
USED SIDEHORSE
REASONABLE
CL 3-5215

chord

organ
wibench, music included; Guitar
w/case. CL 3-8457 oft. 1:30 p.m.

Wanted: Good quality
photo enlarger. Call
392-1288 after 5 P.M.

-

1-2-3 bedroom apartments.
Some available immediately.

392-9281

MAGNUS

12

RENTALS START AT $205
Phone: 394.2577

Open Daily( 11 AM - 6 PM

EKO 12 string guitar fold. With
case and strap. $110. or best

USED KILN

Easy to reach: Palatine Rd. to
Windsor Dr., north to model or
Rand Rd. to Windsor Dr., right
to model.

offer. 259-4544

You've got one? 1 want one!

Shafer upright
for student. $50.

255-e327

CASH

piano.

Good

CL 3-8387

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

New

string guitars: Kay
559.50; Eko, $179.50 w/case. El

Large or small.
'Mr. Gold
274-5300

12

16 -To Rent Houses

For rent: 4 bedroom house; 21/2
baths; $350; Lease & deposit required. Call after 3 pm 358.7880

Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman.
Gibson

Heritage fold guitar.
Great sound. Good cond. $300

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Beagle AKC. Shots. Spayed
Trained. 8 mos. Good with
children. 392-2729

DACHSHUND red, long hair,
AKC, shots, champion line.
537-4126

Adorable

kittens need
' homes. Call 359.0995
& weekends.

good
eves.,

-poodles. AKC.
259-3884

.Poodles: AKC. Tiny Toys. Choice

-of color, Also Toy Stud service

month.

Coble Baby Grand Piano
Good condition $300.

'Price optional. 537-3253

New 4

Bed-

room Bitevel, Ige family room, 2
cur garage, $390 mo. Coll Lan-

56 -Office Furniture -Devices

cer Corp., 894-1500.

Callinaster Phone Answering
device with remote control.

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

- 130 sq. ft.

1

66 -Business Opportunities

I

- 350 sq. ft.

Modern air cond. bldg. vic. River

& Rand. Phone Mr. Dennen at

Pizzeria located in Arl. Hts.
shopping center, reasonable,

297.1111.

259.6260 oft 4 pm (closed Mon)
11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

FOR I:EASE:NEW PLANT

Single girl needs roommate to
share 2 bdrm. apt. in Elk Grove
area. Call 593-6806 after 5:00 pm

pups.

Ready

for- Christmas. Ch. sire. Home
raised. AKC. Shots. 381.4087
Have 3 female Siamese Kittens,
7 wks old, litter trained. $20
each 297-2953 aft 6 pm

Arlington

Hts.

-

Need girl to

shore opt and expenses with

Call 297.3681,

expensts with another girl

in

83 -Industrial Property (To Rent)

74To Rent Apartments
7

whs., hold till Christmas. Specially bred. CL 3-5177..

Setter -Spaniel comb. 6 mo. old
male pup needs good home. All
shots. Call 392-4435

For Lease

to 25 to shore my 2 bdrm.

apt. Elk Grove Village area. $88
mo. Coll after 5:30 593-6796

white. 259-3619

Tiny. silver boy poodle pup,

Tollway.
Telephone Mr. Cunningham
at 358-5800

Wanted: Room mote. Single girl,
21

6 wks. old, box
trained, tiger striped, or black &
kittens,

manufacturing 5 minutes from)

Need girl to shore rent and opt
Aril. Hts. aft. 5 p.m. 956.1757

brindl. Home raised $75. 8 wks.

Space available late this year,
9500 sq. ft. including approxi'i
mutely 1000 sq. ft. or more of.
office. Can tailor office layout to:
suit your needs. Zoned for light

some 956-1757 aft 6pm

Dachshunds AKC. M.&F. Reds

Free

-

18 -To Rent Business Property

.Alaskan Malamute, AKC, champion sired. Male. 21/2 years.
Schnauzer

827-6874

SCHAUMBURG

299.3977

358-9233.

$td.

Des Plaines: 3 bedroom house.
Immediate occupancy. $225 a

or offer. 437-8947 aft. 6 P.M.

259.2354

.12, week old block toy male

'

Rolling Meadows. I bedroom
apt. Sublet Jan. I. 5158 per mo.
359.3350 after 5 P.M.
2 bdrm. apt., sublease, $147.50,

immediate occupancy. 6916 N.

Arlington Industrial
and Research Center.

-

3000.6000.9000 Sq. Ft. units.
254.8850 .

Winston

Pk.

3

ranch. TV rm.

bdrm.
Fence.

A/C. low 30's. 358-5572.

both
Central

2

patio, pets, 5180. 437.6815

Buff. Grove 1 bdrm. opt. carpet,
dishwasher, appliances, swim
pool, patio. No pets. Imm. occup.

Cocker Spaniel Pup, AKC, real
clown, good watch dog, paper

room in full bsmt. 3 blks. to train,
walk to 3 schools. Open
Sat. -Sun, 543,500. 522 S. Emer-

$190. 541-2834

son.

troinad,

Des Plaines area, Touhy & Mannheim,
bedrm garden apt,

Mannheim Rd. 296-7475.

Dane.

Ch.

bloodline.

Female. Brindle. 3 mos. old.
Shots. $200. 394-0605

Min. Schnauzer pups. AKC. 3 M,
4

F.

Ch.

sired.

7 weeks old.

Call 894.5482

blond.

$75

299-4311

Mt. Prospect sublet, 3 mos,
bdrm apt, heat, air cond, pool,
1

ilAsmehmishingsfurniture
NYDEN FLOOR COVERING

Carpeting & floor specialties.
894.7491

new $145. Jan. 1 occup.CL 5-1295

I bedrm. opt, nr. Ballard & Dee.
$160. Avail. Feb. 1, wall-to-wall
crptg. avail, best offer. Call
299-6425 aft. 6.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON OVER
30 NEW MAVERICKS IN STOCK

2 car gar. Finished I9x32 rec.

'

1

Stock #620A
Mileage 1800

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Mt. Prosp. choice Lions Park locution, spacious 3 bdrm. custom
brk. ranch on lg. 75x157 lot, offered by trans. owner. Enclosed
porch, 2 frplcs, 11/2 baths, att'd

Great

pri-

vate clubhouse, play area, tennis courts, modern kitchens
completely equipped with everything incl. Frigidaire refrigerator -freezer. Air conditioned,

RED KAY ELECTRIC.GUITAR with

253.0153

188 -Real Estate -Vacant

For Sale: 4 25' x 100' adjacent
lots in Orange Blossom
Hills,

"Our Maverick Prices have enabled us to become
the largest dealer hi the Northwest Area."

Florida. $1500.359.4023
arc
96 -Real Estate -Wanted

55 -Musical Instruments

55 -Musical Instruments

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

Wanted: House under
$20,000. Cosh to owner.
358.3370

a

TON Er

Daily

'66 Chevy 1/2 ton w/camper. Cur -

GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE!

Famous Name Brands!
10% to 30% Off on Display Merchandise)
Many Used Specials)
3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
Palatine, III., 204 Hicks Place 359.2251
Chicago, Ill., 218 5. Wabash, 8tH Fl. 939-3551
Richton Park, III., 3721 W. Stuck Trail 748.3353

Open Monday to Friday
9 to 9, Saturday 9 to 6
Open Sunday 11 to 6

Full

AVE.

102Trucks, Trailers

torn cab. Dual spots. Wide oval.

Rentals
and'

V-8, 3 sp. $1100. 358-6190

1963 Chevy 3/4 ton pickup truck,
new tires & shocks, perfect
tend., 537.3578 or 824-0726

'67 Ford 1/2 ton pick-up. Excell.
cond. $1575 or best offer.
529-9733 aft 7 PM

'57 Ford

3/4

ton pickup, push

plate, starter pack.

537-3253

We're breaking
the rules with these
low, low prices.

1200 BUSSE RD. (RTE. 83)

Leasing

439-9500

"

1967 GTO
Factory Air

cond. NS, P/B, P/W, P/STS, P/ont.,

Priced to sell 259-4073

Malibu convert.,
V8; A/T; P/S; P/B; P/top; radio,

't1C.-,0e1441.4!::34ritV4:14'&*;:."`:T'31C...;;;:gje2J: 4.trzOtAl3NI'14,;14

,

radio. $2600. Days
359-4552

fine cond. V8. AfT,- P/S, R/H.

CL 3.2006

'66 Chevelle

--t.

fer.

'62 Cadilac DeVille sedcin, good

1966 Bel Air 4 door sedan. Unus.

Snow tires, low mileage, $595.

WAS??

GTO late '68. P/S, P/B, A/T, FM

1963 Kharmann Ghia.
Good condition. $295.
381-5498

dool.

tires. Excellent 2nd car. $275.
437-7376

.1964 Pontiac GTO 4 -speed,
Good Condition. $695 or best of529-7426

.4

824-6246

Call after 6:30, 392-1307

ons, Has to be sold $100 for
both. CL 5.1139.

top, A/C. $3250 or best offer.

253-7267

'63

CL 9-0797

1969 Ford

'63 engine, runs good

'67 Chevy Bel Air 4 dr. P/S, R/H,
Far. air. Snow tires & rims. Exc.
cond. $1350. 255-6817

transmission. 773.1677

1963 Volks Wagen. Red. Sunroof.
Good transportation.
437.4625

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Exc.

buy. Radio, heater, air. Good
tires. Best offer. 259-3624
Ford

255-6817

Extra clean. $500. CL 3-5667
Bonneville.

439-0264

1964 Pont. Tempest Cony. Auto.

Very good condition. 5495.
394-3510

Pontiac

offer, 253.-1408 oft, 5 P.M.

'63 Chevy Bel Air. 8 cyl. New

1966 Sunbeam Convert. Blue,
4, speed,

1965

Good condition. Clean. $300 Call

'65 Mercury Colony Park wag* I's
AP, P/S, P/B, W/W, low
exc. cond. best offer 392-1619

537-8872 after 6 P.M.

-

63 Golaide 4 dr. 6 cyl. stick.

'63 Impala V8. Auto. trans. $275.
Call after 5 P.M.
437.5790

condition. 359-6357 aft. A.

of Roselle Road)

CALL

Antiques Etc.

112 -Automobiles For Salle

'65 Block Cony Cadillac Fully

'529.1408

available (Dist.)

34 -Arts and Antiques

tire 600x13; 2 snow tires
7000137 all good condition.
439-7063 ofter 4 p.m.
1

(I blk. so. of Higgins and west

ing at discount prices. Terms,

Garage

tables.
Lamps.
shelves. Cl 5-0402
End

2 G 70-14, W/W Goodyear tires,
polyglots less than 200 mi., 520
off orig, cost. 392-3955

-

CULLY AUCTION CO.
Ph. 824.5020
Des Plaines

112 -Automobiles For Sale

2 Good Year snow tires 7.35 X

110 -Sports Cars

CARPETINGISAV

etc.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'67 Mustang P/S, auto, V B
excellent condition priced to sell

15 mounted on Ford rirns.$35. 2

_

I

12 -Automobiles For Sae

824-1230

AUCTION!
Every Wed. Evening -7:30 (Viewing 6:30). The Red Gavel Auction

brit-abrac,

.394 2493

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

model homes. Will separate. We':

car set
mourded, all occes. Elec. pqnball
mach. 110 lb. barbell set
824-5212

plus

101 Auto Parts arid Access

2 reg tread 7 75 x 14 blackwall
tires less than 3 000 miles $20

Pontiac rims -510. 39.2-5345

SELLING, OUT FURNITURE in 4'

Aworo HO race

I

disp

894 8561

Brand new carpeting mode for
model homes Heavy nylon pile
Huge discounts 824 7353 stt

board
mountain
13

40% ie%

apt $165

except elec Stove, reftig

bars,

etc 253 3926

x

bdrm

1

W W cptg Air cond All utilities

imported,

new,

carved teakwood tables

lake. Per Xmas gift 439 1419

.

2 bdrm, carpet, gas, laundry,

8 ft modern sofa, $30, Motorola
21 inch console TV, $60
392 7034

824 7242

HO train layout 4'
Scenery, bridges

4141one Futustergs-Furnrture

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

4r"-" "-

Al%

i); ,

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, warm-

er, low in upper 20s. To-

.w

-J

morrow: Cloudy, chance of
rain, warmer

.0""`"w'

Telephone

IrvG

2554400

Your Home Newspaper.

a
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Airlines say jets
pollution negligible
O'Hare or Midway airports.

By Ben Clarke

Representatives of the Air

Tr a n s port Association of

America gave the airlines' an-.
swer to charges of air pollution
caused by airliners in a press
conference

the

Chicago
Press Club yesterday emphasizing the theme that their carat

riers contribute only a negligible amount of all air contaminants.
Last week

SCOTT'S SUIT charged
that the emissions from jet en-

gines in approaching, landing

and taking off pollute the air
"with noxious fumes, smoke,

against 23 airlines to force
them to install air -pollution
contrpl devices --under court
direction --on all jet planes

landing or taking off from

The ATA

representatives.

-were Major Gen. Clifton F.
von Kahn, U.S.A. (ret.), vicepresident of the Operations
and Engineering
Dept. of

and gases, containing, among
other things, carbon mono-

ATA: Daniel B. Priest, vice-

xide, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, aldehydes and particulates injurious to people's

teehincal information services

health and safety.

Illinois Atty.
Gen. William J. Scott filed suit

ibility which could cause midair collisions."

A second charge in Scott's

suit was that the emissions
were concerned with air safe-

ty, stating that "...recently ...
the air pollution was so bad
that O'Hare had to close the
airport because of the poor vis-

president --public

relations;
and W. G. Osmun, manager of

for ATA.

GENERAL VON KAHN
did most of the talking for the
ATA, and fielded most of the
questions in the question and
answer session that concluded
the press conference.

The ATA is a service organization representing most of

Elk Grove epublicans
will reor anize precincts
Elk Grove Township Re-

HE IS employed by

publican Committeeman Carl
R. Hansen has announced a

State of Illinois as Supervisor

of the Highway Department
District 10, Arlington Heights

reorganization of the party's
precinct structure. The new
lineup includes the designation

of 10 deputy committeemen,
and a shifting of the number

of precincts in each area of
the township. The change increases the number of areas
from a previous 6 to 10.

The change increases the
number of areas from a previous 6 to 10.
Hansen exPlainell That con-

tinued growth in the popu-

the

Yard. He has been president of
St. Matthews Lutheran Church

since 1963 and is vice presi-

of

builders and developers
Rolling Meadows.

the Regular Republican Organization of Palatine Township,

Walter is past president of

There exists a likelihood of
additional precincts before the
1970 elections, Hansen said.
EACH OF the deputy committeemen is a member of the
board of directors of the organization, Hansen said. This enables them to have a voice in
all matters of indorsement and
Other policy subjects.
He commended each of the
10 for their willingness to contribute of their time and ability

on behalf of the Republican
Party.

The 10 deputy committeemen and the 10 new areas
they head are:

Algonquin Rd. area: Depu-

ty Committeeman Alfred C.
Steil, 1030 Linneman, Mount

is a member of the A.S.M.E.
Society of Mechanical Engineers and

the North West

Realty Association. He is also
precinct captain of precinct
28.
Des

Plaines North

area:

Deputy Committeeman William Schneck, 340 Norman
Ct. Des Plaines. He is the own-

er of Bilan Litho Service in
Chicago.

HE HAS been very active in
local politics and the Boy
Scouts, he is grubmaster as
well as a committee member of

the Des Plaines Boy Scouts.
Scheck is also precinct captain
of precinct 30.
Des Plaines South area:

and a precinct captaiwfor 12
years before that.

in Chicago as a sales represen-

uty committeeman for 8 years

cinct 35.
Elk Grove North area: Dep-

Stouffer, 106 Tanglewood Dr.,

Oak

planning for the airlines' role

tt

in national defense.

dent and treasurer of the Rupley School Parents Club and is
a prospective charter member

of the B.P.O. of Elks now
being formed in Elk Grove
Village. Stouffer is also pre-

to

aircraft, with an instrument rating, has been with
gined

ATA since his retirement in

Narrator of the film is G.
Edward Griffin, author of two
books, "The Fearful Master"

VON KAHN said that $4.5
billion is being spent by manufacturers of the jet engines to
be in the Boeing 747s, DC I Os
and Lockheed 101 Is to devel-

"The Great Prison
Break" and co-author of "Anarchy, U.S.A.," a documentary film. He lectures on current
topics throughout the United
and

States from an Americanist
point of view.
4.

THERE WAS much reference by the ATA panel to re-

ports from the U.S. Dept. of
Health, Education. and Welfare, that indicates that only
one per cent of harmful emissions come from the jet planes.
By 1973, said von Kahn, 70
per cent of the tleets of the ma-

jor carriers

will. have

the

"smokeless" engines.

The make-up of the emischecked and found to contain
only a very low concentration'
of sulfur compounds, and an

amount of carbon monoxide
"that is rapidly dispelled in the
air," von Kahn said.

"BUT EVEN A little bit is

Village. He is employed by

combustion."

(the engine manufacturer)

Mutual of New York as a Field
Underwriter. Serges is a Char-

tered life Underwriter, which
is the highest professional des-

ignation in the life insurance
industry.

He is a past master of the
Temple

Scottish Rite and the Shiners.
Serges is also precinct captain
of precinct 19.
Elk Grove West area: DepuGrove Village. He is employed

to school so he'll be on time
for his early -bird before -

Richard Cowen to rtin
for feel g Twp. post
Richard

cowen,
acting
committeeman for the Wheeling Township Republican Organization announced
last

night that he will run for

a

complete term of that office.
Cowen was appointed act-

ing committeeman last June

has never been stronger. The
Republican Club, Women's

Club, Workshop, Young Republicans and TAR'S are all
on the upswing.

BUT NOW we must look to
a new decade. Of one thing we

can he certain -the 70's will
bring vast changes and we
must anticipate these changes..

precinct captain for the 40th
Ward.
In a press conference at the

Holiday Inn, Mount Prospect

In the weeks ahead I will
spell out in greater detail my
thoughts and suggestions for
the party. These goals will al-

Cowen said:

ways be uppermost:

engine should be completed by
late 1970.

as

-tobuild an even stronger,

acting committeeman on two

and broadly based Republican
party

tion burden of the community
is considered small.

"I INV INC SERVED

separate occasions in I 906 and
again since June of this year -

am now going to ask the Republicans in Wheeling Town-

ship to cut my title in hall.

I

would consider it a great honor to be able to drop the word
acting.

The Republican Organization in Wheeling Township

-to reach out and attract
young and old, those not so old

or those no longer quite so
young, and the vast number of

independent or uncommitted
voters to our cause:
-to

improve our initial

well as
nication;

external

Honorable service is an
American Legion membership
requirement. And, t
just
the kind of service several Chicago area I st Division Legion-

Sumas\
SAYS =

tions in the Wheeling Township;
-to keep ahead of the rapidly

expanding techniques of the
political organization and activity;
-to play a significant role,
along with other Republican
leaders, in party councils and
in the selection of outstanding

The next week a pre-school
teacher from the Mount Prospect Park District demonstrated games and gave hints on
amusing' children.

Sue Nesbitt, publicity chairAT THE final lecture a representative of the Mount Pros-

John B. Mahoney, 1st Divi-

THE SERIES began with
Mrs. Archie Harris, 506 S.

pect Police Department gave

Student dii-ector

safety tips.

mother of 13 children, who

written
exam on the material covered

talked about practical ideas in
child care.

each girl was awarded a special

a

Mrs. Harris' eldest &ugh-)

certificate by the Camp Fire
Girl organization.

ter Sharon, who is a registered

Persons wishing,to contact a'

nurse, discussed first aid and
medical emergencies the following week.

sitter may call Mrs, William

The third week the group
heard a Mount Prospect fireman speak on fire prevention.

Hennemuth, CI 5-5640, Mrs.
John Welles, CI 9-1370,.Mrs..
Richard Missar, 259-9986 or
Mrs. Donald Hecht, 2553759.

Freshmen Boys Chorus, the
Varsity Chorus, and the Concert Choir,
Sextet,

(w ith

the Wind Symphony

samble and the Brass Choir
will be tinder the direction of
John Higgins, and Irwin Dob-

the
goals

mentioned he would
strive for the most if elected he

replied. "There's not one major goal, but they all tie togeth
pose.

sion Commander, has urged all

area Legionnaires to join the
Plan. Mahoney said that Legionnaires may contact the Co-

West, Chicago or telephone

man.

passing

At the performance Frank
Dobler will direct the Combined Girls Glee Club, the

When asked which of the

giving a pint of blood to the Co-

ture blood needs.

After

School Gymnasium at 2:30

p.m.

Antiphonal
Brass
Choir), the Symphony Band,

477-7500 for information as to
their nearest participating hospital or blood hank.

The donations are part Of a
continuing Legion driye called
The American Legion's Ist
"Operation
Blood
Alert." Division, headed by Mahoney,
George Panuce, 1st Division is the largest of five Legion diBlood Donor Chairman, said visions in Illinois. It includes
the drive is aimed at helping fill all of Cook County and has
area hospital blood banks and about 60,225 members.
encouraging donors to join the
A one -pint blood donation
Cooperative Blood Replace- (at any of the 56 Chicagoland
ment Plan.
Cooperative Blood ReplaceWith their community ser- ment Plan member -hospitals
vice, and by joining the Plan, and blood banks) assures an inthe members of the Legion dividual of unlimited free
have assured themselves and blood replacement anywhere
their families for possible fu- in the country, anytime within

46 Camp Fire Girls
learn babysitting lore

Prospect,

The Wheeling High School
Department will
present its annual Christmas
Concert on Dec. 7, in the High
Music

that "We

party's statement
Care."

.

Mount

holiday show

Instrumental groups, Jazz

-to give real meaning to our

operative Blood Replacement
Plan at 2000 N. Lincoln Park

Plan.

police get the speeders coming and going.

George,

to present

candidates;

naires performed recently by
operative Blood Replacement

"Radar" spelled backwards is still "radar" which means the

Camp Fire girls have recently
completed a five -week Child
Care study to help them in babysitting jobs, according to

Wheeling High

-to nuture and further develop the spirit of co-operation
'between Republican organiza-

ii B
''sTzt`tt

commu-

er for the same over-all puras

classes gym.

Orchestra,

Jazz

a

En-

ler.

As an added attraction the

Wheeling

Instrumental

League will simultaneously
hold a hake sale.

Legionnaires aid blood plan

SIMON \

Forty-six Mount Prospect

Having to drive a child

novel by "n1011111ti Wolfe.

modify their JT8D engine is

atmospheric pollu-

Day

(left), 7 N. Wheeling Rd., Prospect Heights. Harold Petersen is the director of the play based on the

about two and one half years,
and with about one year completed, the service evaluation
of the new burner cans for the

the total
'

A young boy breaks away froni his domineering mother to find himself and become a man in

He said that the time necessary to gather the required operating experience to properly

Health, Education and Welfare to Congress, von Kahn
quoted, "The present contribution of aircraft emissions to

Gripe
Of The

"Look Homeward Angel," the winter play presented by Hersey High School students
Thursday
and to be given again Saturday. Eugene,
the subject of the play, is dramatized by John Franklin,
(right)701 Eastman Dr., Mount Prospect. His father, W.D. Grant, is played by Ken Scherpelz

after the resignation of Eugene
Schlickman. He has been active in the Republican party
since 1960 when he served as

Referring to the December,
1968 report of the Secretary of

ty Committeeman Ronald H.
Bishop, 68 Grange Rd., Elk
at Citizens Bank and Trust of
Park Ridge. Bishop graduated
from the school of Banking at
the University of Wisconsin.

is

working on more complete

the

States.

1965.

too much," the general added,
saying "Pratt and Whitney

Masonic

scrutiny is given
interrelationship between violent and non-violent
movements here in the United

in fixed wing and multi-en-

cinct captain of precinct 34.
Elk Grove South area: Deputy Committeeman Tom Serges, 933 Cedar Ln., Elk Grove

Wilmette

mticeeosf subverting free govern-

General von Kahn, a rated
helicopter pilot and qualified

sions from jet engines has been.

STOUFFER WAS presi-

and is also a member of the

Deputy Committeeman Philippe Chouinard,. 1013 Seymour, Des Plaines. He is employed at Eaton Laboratories

Prospect. Steil has been a dep-

also precinct captain of pre-

Elk Grove Village. He is employed at the General Motors

neccessitated the change. Nine
new precincts were added
recently, and new registrations
are continuing at a fast pace.

uals the far left uses in their
schools of revolution, the film
closely examines the current
communist theory and prac-

on the wings of technolgy."

for Lutherans Branch 228, of

lation of Elk Grove Township

the public and government on
behalf of its member airlines in
a wide range of activities from
the improvement of safety. to

von Kahn,
adding that "progress moves

uty Committeeman Jack A.

rick L. Walter, 2304 Oak Ln.,
Rolling. Meadows. He is employed by Kimball -Hill, Inc.,

mission is free to the general
public.
Referring to texts and man-

was organized in 1936 to serve

smokeless," said

captain, then as a deputy committeeman in July, 1966. He is

in

the scheduled certificated air
lines of the United States. It

ation sometime next year."
The engines will be "all but

cal politics first as a precinct

Corp.

Local chapters of the John

Birch Society will present a
film entitled "More Deadly
Than War" at 8 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 11 at the Mount
Prospect Country Club. Ad-

a
"relatively smokefree"
engine that will "be in oper-

tative. He has been active in lo-

Acceptance
Park.

Society
movie

op

dent of the Aid Association
Appleton Wisconsin Insurance
Co.
Arlington -Meadows
area:
Deputy Committeeman Fred-

John Birch

Thomas G. Blotnquist, 510
S. George, Mount Prospect
has been named student direc-

tor of the closed circuit television system at Southern Illinois University in Carbondale.

Balancing on the parallgl bars at the Mac Arthur Jr. High School gym is Don Zasadny, 13, of
102 Elm, Prospect Heights. Don Is learning gymnastics from Randy Schwaber
a science teacher at

the junior high. Schwaber teaches the class for the Prospect Heights Park District recreation
program, conducted in co-operation with School District 23.

the next four years. Or, a donation of one pint of blood assures

a husband and wife fOr a two
year period, or an entire family

(including All children under

Meeting
Tonight

Blomquist, a 1968 graduate'

of Prospect High School is a
sophomore majoring in RadioTelevision Production and
Theater.

Mount Prospect Safety
Commission, Village Hall;
Sattirday, 8 p.m.

19 years of age) for one year.
Through its program, the
Cooperative Blood Replacement Plan is able to assist local

hospitals in keeping their blood
bank inventories adequately
filled.

Drirer hurt
in collision
Randy
22.

of

Kathleen Hughes,
Antioch. III., was

slightly injured yesterday
morning when ihe auto she
was driving was in collision

with a school bus at Windsor
Dr. and Palatine Rd., Arlington Heights.

Po Iice

said

that

Miss

Hughes was driving east on
Palatine

Rd.

and

crossing

Windsor Dr. when her auto
struck the right front fender of
the school bus northbound on
'Windsor. The bus was driven
by Beverly Ann Douglas, 33,
of 267 Glendale, Buffalo
Grove.

Miss Hughes was taken to
Northwest Community Hospital where she was treated and
released. There were no other
injuries.

Both drivers were charged
with traffic violations, Miss
Hughes for failure to yield the
right of way and Mrs. Douglas
for disobeying a red light.
They are to appear in Arlington Heights Traffic Court on
Dec. 4.
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Pillage Owl
Pillage of Arbnesen Heights
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or II In madr

Happy. happy birthday to.
clay

Truly a housewife's delight ... the handiest bowls you'll
ever own. Specifically designed for use with any electric
mixer, these gem -hard stainless steel bowls will serve the
needs of a lifetime, yet stay bright -es -new through constant daily use.

to Tom Lindsay. Sally

Brothers and Carol Floras!
Trinity United Methodist

Church on Golf Rd. hold
Chrism111 tree trim Irony Im

Wind, attention. This is Inc
mcond such party theY'w hod.
1.1.1 yaw a similar event wasni

ineminpful for families of the
Atwell that it is hoped that the
11.43 trim mum I.oenes a tra-

dition with the TrinitY.05/10-

decorate a tree and then

The Lincoln eighth graders arc

enuchml by My Vondran antl
the sewnth graders by Mr.

Weil V), ag unrawnr an et Pomo M.

in

and NI's. Harlin,

Wheeling High School

providing help for academic
malmwtiimeas ranging in ene
from junior high
school

presents a Christmas concert
on Sunday at the school, 2:30
p.m. The 11111a choir, vanity
choir, freshman male chorus,

through college.
The svas granted a Veterans

freshman girls choir and ed-

I966 a. engaged Cl clinical
work Wr three years al VA Re smirch
,Hill Hospital and el.,
d Side VA Men.

piny. !Is sure to he great! Anti

ilk free!
The Chicagoland Lutheran

Mt Hy.. ne

Theater will doa modern dross
presentation of Luke. Chapter
1. at Comemnity Presbyterian
Church on Sunday at /I p.m.
Officers
or
Community
Presbyterian are off for

In

addition.

shc

served

briefly as chief psychologist
for the Chicago Police Department.

Insurance
protiti)lion

Real et et Wesley Woods on lake

Geneva, this w.kend. They
IMPOCUrnorrow morning and
return late Sunday.

0. F. Browder Jr.. 1S1W
Ironwood Or.: Mount Pros

Young single adults! Don't

forget the Olympic Night F.

pea. assumes the new post o

for the S.O.S. Singles of Sub
urNa. on Sunday night_ The
group will eat at the First
Methodist Church, 1013 E.
Euclid in Arlington Heights,
at 7:30 p.m. There'll he films
of last year's Olympics and

senior account coordi.or in
the special risks undenvriting
depertment of the Kemper In
surance Group.
Browder was

This 10 -inch continental porcelain
finish Open Skillet

previously

manager or the sydial risk.
underwriting department.

Village al Malone Heights
Published in
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MERLE GUILD POST #208
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YOURS FREE!

Yoto choice of DIM two

gift offers when you open a new Arlingtan Heignin Forh3181
Savings account with $200 or mom or add this amount to your
present account. Limit: One gilt por family.

THIS OFFER ENDS SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1969

love this avocado -colored porcelain -on -aluminum skillet,
heat and stain -resistant and ,fadeproof. Its DuPont super -tough
Teflon II finish allows use of metal spoons, spatulas, and other
smooth -edged kitchen tools ... no -stick cooking and no -scour
cleaning. Thick aluminum provides even heating for best cooking

Tues. film Sat
9 to 5:30
Open Thurs. All,

Beauty Salon
1620 W. Not...vett Hwy., Arlimmn Height,

259-5020

PUBLIC

INVITED

11

VFW Pro... Pint 1337 Mlinl meeting. VIM/
on,
NA 151WantHolSleseyfor
vdesedk KnighHfll
C.8o plum.us
tsomb

Hell.

TOPS ofShe Evening. Runk of Rolling Bloadows, 7.B11 pm.

C.10 p.m.

Arlington

etttiret

The Wheeling High Scheid
Christmas Concert will be held
SoodMin the Sehool
aymnmium.

- 151.9.1

Award Winning Liquor Stores

inwmtTbn of 111. xl and
Hint. Rd. in Wheeling.

Me/IF/5
To Cl sowed Monde'
MM. /low Rom and An'
limn schools in Distriy 21
Hot dog in bun or fish pre

SCHLITZ

',intend eern,

W..

To

served Monday e

Repay high schools MTh.

end one quartm of fullday
teaching during their antic,
Prttloote yen,.

BROTHERS

16 OZ. CANS

.

Main dish lone clio
chicken fried steak. harbeeee

6

HALF
QUART

CANS

California's famed wines
Burgundy Rhine Sherry

Mobil.

119

Vegetable tone choi'

hue.-

whipped

I

Fifth

Draft -Brewed

potatoes.
greint
beans.
Solid rend
Cli0100): 01111 _REIM. Med 1.11cole slew. pinea,n1DAml

gelatin yaw. molded: rase heron grapefruit. plumper,
Cincinnati cdffee bread sal

BLATZ

CHATROUNF,DUAREE

BEER

ZELLER 5.01WARRE PAU

612 oz

Available desserts:
fruit
cociodl. strawberry .latin.

1298

-196/ onlog

No Deposit

Neter. milk.

hutterscotch pie client

1 69

poo

Ross

beef on bun. wiener in bun.

Mr. end Mrs. Claude Pratt,
2006 Scot Tor.. Mount Pm.
pect. will la student leeching

education audents have one
quarter of halfday teaching

CHRISTIAN

BEER

s

Marro, Prospect, Whack!,
Rik Grose, Faced Vkle

Student teacher

Ronal (glace of Education.
Evanston...A.11e.
where

from Americo s #1 Wine Shop

1,1

214:

during the winter quarter.
Minn -ea is !tandem at Na.

gi; 6L.P1-

et

MocAnhen Junior Isigh, 11111,

85C

CLOP/OURGOI

95

go,oe Roe,.

a. the

chocolate chip cookies.

The Scoring 15 Yours!

The §.1tvitig Is Yours!

TIRED of COOKING

4.4

No Time to Cook because
of Holiday chores?

MONASTERY

CHATEAU
LOUIS
COLD DUCK

HAVING A PARTY?
OR 00 YOU JUST
WANT A REAL TREAT,

BLACKBERRY

BRANDY

70 Proof

Large Bottle

THEN CALL

th'pienic13a414

2854,

149

IMPORTED

SCOTCH

PEPSI COLA

GOLDER BROWN -CRISP

Instead 5 Blended

TENDER FRIED IN A

CHICKEN

,n Scotland

The Swing

HENNPPENNY PIT COOKER

15 Yours!
CHARBROILED

MEATY

1

RIBS

,,

parking
in rear

SWEET

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SHRIMP

f

611,47c

PERCH

DINNERS & BUCKETS

h

The Saving Is You1s1

GOLD COIN

REAL ITALIAN BEEF

BYear Old

.. there's a lot of talk about

HAMBURGERS

mono

6 BAR -B00 BEEF

HOT DOGS

AND TO INTRODUCE YOU

2

TO OUR PRODUCTS

JAYCEES
CHRISTMAS

Kentucky Stroght Bourbon
86 Proof

Me low prices en

1 98

.

%.0 Filth

AND IT'S ALL TRUE!

SPECIALS

The Sewing Is Your°
Brewed & Bottled in Wtscons,n

FREE 6 9Ns

Coca Cola

With ParcF9se of Any of lie lollawing:

DIXON

BAVARIAN CLUB

SPRINGS

BEER

TREE SALE
Arlington Market 8, Across from City Hall

21 pc. CHICKEN

Every Day! 9 am to 9 pm - starts Dec. 5th!

rlrt, 16,

r

299

12 oz. dap bottles

LAKE

Famous Liquor Stores

STEAK FRY
t-4]

Center. 8 pm.

the Sow, Is Word

LowwwwnP'wSr.......

results.

MONTHLY
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Muunl nlIN,Cet Chen Club, Mount Prospect Community

720 W. Irving Pork Rd., Bensenville Ili.

ZOK44

" Roy's Americana

Harper College DamilhleelIng, 12101V. Algonquin. B pm.
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out that another holiday policy
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Dr. Shute 1,111, 290 N. until affilthe first of the year.
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'Why.
that
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couldn't be spoiled. It was many as possible will be en-
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0rn superman. because dm

TOMORROW
NIGHT
there's a benefit dinner dance
staged by the Clearbrook
Community Assn. for the Re.
rded. It's at Aleaeer's Rte.
aliment M Des Plaint. with
proceedu going Inward the
center's building fund.
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quart, 11/2 quart, and 3/4 quart) can also be used for serving -everything from popcorn to peanuts. A.nd they nest
for compact storage.
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Cosa o124 12 cm dep. bonlet
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PERCH
1,t*,^

Whiskey -A Blend
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Fifa,

gitr, 12,, nz'

with this coupon

$3.50 per person

Can M5 -70I4 for reservations want ecketsat Ma deer.

CLIP 8 SAVE
°

se.

4

Dinner 7-9 poi
Entertainment 8:30 pm

Go

f

Tree of
onod
Your Choice

50

One Coupon por Tree.

Dancing 9 to Ian
located at
Douglas ft Mine, Ms.
Arlington Heights, III.

t

INSURED

'Buy a Jaycee Tree 8 You Help Support Your Community Activities,

THIS COUPON WORTH 25c
OFF OUR REGULAR 99c
Chicken Dinner

2
betteeetteeetee

"c'=:".,,
Offer Expires 12/19/69

only

7A

I 6tc
41000011111
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MemerY Of the

generous

bishop of Motto an Turkey)
vim revived with fun, frolic
gifts for family and
friends. A much more solemn.
spiritual celebration nthrkeel
and

oleurvance of the birth of
Baby

on Christmas Day.

THE °TANNENBAUM.
or -Christhaum" so dear to
of. Gminan-born
pioneem in this region wes a
femurc a the Christmas Day
festivity although it was not
the

hearts

until 1850 that it hem= pep
Warded

in

America.

apart

from families of Tectonic dedeny with the introduction Isgs
Sarah lamella Hale, editor or
Godey's Lady's Book, in that
periodithrs DecemXr issue.

F 131Y

The original Santa

But his real spirit lives on.
hiving crossed the Mediterrai
neon to Europe and frostier

MM., where children with

on ter theelem,

pn-sents plied NO on v slush
and to the
math unm too

nextn

mormm

The atlantic he needed
aruld man
th tt dm has

embroiders ul lend, lesion
buidis mom ornate ind mon
!imminently a port of the
Christine, Plot nhsh n now
C hristm n lode

no. ended The 'norm hood
linos and tha gmtrous snot

of she(ter trat.kd

td

Thompson's "Nativity"
opens Christmas season

ibls

onbinid bunts so
01 others null arouse On south
Ind old e
Meg enamel cm

ol Ima and athetion tor mile,
I,

Two mrlornmosss of IN, si

Wt. -Malt his Inoue!

I he Na
creel musical dram
iron Akcordink to b,ml
Luke by the Amer% m com

THERE & l pie is int tots
dote than ohs oriun d Sant
aim,
m
both his

pomr Randall Thompson
be. presented undo the three
Donor Fratianal, C Sal now

arta M chit .an and tha he
Ine Horn at his team Jay,

on Dee 13 and I4 it the
hum United Methodist t With

whether you mark it on Dec. ti
or on Christmas Eve,

of Arlington Heibghts. Both per:
formances will egin at 8 pm.
Rendall
Thompson. the

- Nicholas, having bccome

composer, studied music with
Ernest Bloch and at Harvard
niveraty. from Mac he
graduated in 1020. He goes
owaided a fellowship at the
American Academy in Rome

Christian, went to Jerusalem

the careful forethought of the son pilgrimage, returned home.
young decided to provide. a debarked at Myra. about 50

.plod for horn to pm kis whim' Mints' from

10,

NWOOlnce.

peeled largess and started to

winked into a church loamy..

hang up their Christmas stock.
ing. In colder regions. what paterfamilias would
wi,

As soon 0 he opened the
door, the entire congregation
rose end mined to cheer. It

dow to tenth wide open all
night for a visit from. Nick?
But the ehimmey-tvell, that
seemed a Jugical place, if the

1.),end were., And reindeer
to dons the rich cargo of

and a Guggenheim Fellow.
ship. Ike woo an assistant professor of music at Welltsley
College and lecturer on music

with explained to the astounded

wayfarer Ilan the priests del),

The heard Is nal the vast, flowing one spaded by today's Sem
Chew, but the benign blessing of the miring Santa, St. Nicholas
ministration had heard a mice) of .stare, is dearly depicted in this tore icon mounted above his
hemmed, diem to choose
relit% in lite Antalya Museum M southern Turkey. (Courtesy of

at Harvardi where he is now

crating over the church

their bithth

professor of music.

In 1917 he was appoimed
profenor of music and dime.
dike Univcrsity Chorus to
the University of Califorpla.
the

firm men to Titre,h 'tourism 0111.1

and from Nth to
year -old Ida Pend, a reddenl el the Jewish Fedesation's Rohde
Home for Axil, Mips in easing Me pea of throe -year -old Gino Rimano, son a

using a pieture of the Christmas Irce at Wicdsor Castle

Mr. ath Mrs. 1,wrve Ritssano of Arlington nighs, who is recovering from

which had appeared
die
10411 Illusteded London News
Yuletide supplement, and she

sumer, ai MOI1131 Sinai

Sledithl center. Christmas came early for Gino
ad other you, patients in the pediatrics ward when the elderly men and women
from the home presented tau yummier, with bond -mode loys h keeping with the

labeled the tree idea a -mete
much quirt a mowment to :Bee
hereahouts
whose

Shabbos
celebrated

farmed

',dills had already brought

,.r'

.

the ammo with them across
the xis to their new hoc.
TX appearance 1St.
0in Nicholas to the delight of children
evcrinvhere boos pH gradually
a tea ture of the Chris
celm

brad,. possibly because the
cumom of the Advent Wreath

iltbe Pro5pert 3Dap
Ainntov,,K Ediror

Carl

A.
NI.

Schwenlachurth
in Luther and

sable woo ,seated in 18.15 but
the subject had long been n rovered trudition with many 1.11-
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Today Sr. Nicholas i, awn

Letters to the editor

To'rlien'tri!"

full of orange and lama,
tros, the snow never kills. wild

,hitt. grow mar Me shore.
with the favorite local pintino

"Sad comment on our times"
Editor:

William Stri,th eertling in
the -Christian Still,. Mimitor"

says.

generation

which failed to discipline its
young..rn now must tok these

you, people, mown in leen
and college age. to discipline

theithelve,"Ilis

is

a

mad

comment on our thnes.
No conscientious pareni
would like to feel that he hasn't
done his eery lost to guide his
youngster iover the physical.

mental and Tirana' hard]. of
today. 'this tough. seledisciplini, task. hoavver. has
been matte doubly difficult for
many reasons. Consider the
following:
We

mod self-exmynani on where`
parents arc Xotharded on ev.
ery xi de with advice from ex-

pern as to the phyical, men:

lal. sexual, and the educatiimal

Neffom of our chiMren. Ye
are reproach. for our -e

rorif adonur -inntheality.-

Critics hound us saying we

do not understand our chili
drenh needs. their personality
growth. or desires.

U oder these

influences

youth cry out, "Do your own
thing." They demand and get

to discipline
they see tit.

themselves

as

Some adults after this ann.
mien, feel guiltily insufficiem
parents.

as

Fearing

to

do

wrong. they do little. And so.
youth am defying civil and naivete] authority mune than
ever
aro more promiscuous
than ever Parents. IM's get a little
Niekbone instani of wishbone.

Our children ate brighter tImn

ever. not wiser. As children
oheywill push as fares they can
to
the integrity of their el.
due. atThey push because they
are scorching for values and

rule

swimming insicad of sledsling.

and the only lolls around are

LOVE

your
children
enough to set these guidelines
to the bast of your ability.
Secondly, let's stop Isei, af-

fronting our

you

ba to !eke their temporary
CHERISH your
children enough to say "no."
If we allow nihilism al
home church, or school in the
name of self expression we de-

serve exactly what we get.
Let's concern aumelves with
the discipline gap!
Mrs. Donald Reed
Des Plaines

Against Dist 62 referendum
District 62 to he held ninon
ofis ihe views and opinims
administrative staff and

embers of lhe School
Baird on why sir need chit in
creme. Now I would like to
give wet my views on why I um
against it.

I. They say they are in a fi-

nancial crisis and have hen

the right to plan their wadi

running in deficit financing
the Iasi several years.'lf that is

!*.? ties, to dress as they-ale:we-and

the eine why de, they chimp

the -.indents from Chicago less
than what it is costing ilea!

I r bey have asked help
from the city. bemuse of our
pod city officials. they haw
tightened Iheir belts and arc
!men, thew tax nue and giv-

110WvIN doming

The North Pole is far awayf
ram the birthplace tdilic origal Santa.

HIS LIFE and times pro nth an interest'
shay for

In be.

u.. do not have IN, moral

bluebell

the fidth.

raid of our young. 13o we
cri,eat the thought of con-

-

Ration
So far all I Nov rood aboul
the Sc cad Tx Referendum of

the

pare. to

4. They tell you allow mn

In the happy tradition
of the season

..

Palatine National Bank has a gift for you. Join the 1970 Christmas Club now and a beautifully
decorated serving tray is yours. There are two delightful patterns and colors to choose from.
Decide how much you want to deposit each week
select the nay you like best .. and look
forward to your Christmas Club check in time for your Christmas Shopping:
.

.

.

cumbed to fatal injuries The
district had been suffering for
quite some time from internal
ailments.

What was once

the

best

school district in Illinois with

wide ',wan.]

throughout

'the" United State, will be no
more. Mourners include the
staff and some interested
maple. loot most invariantly'
the students.

However. the skeleton had
been able to carry the load to a

convincing degree them last
jwo years. The incidents lending up la and including gator.;:day dealtrite final blow.

Interment will X held at a
moor dare.

Haden

Michch
President

District 59
Teacher's Council

taught for four yeera. Yet
is
,ual to only a year of credit in

high school.
S. They tell you the money is
for the children. hut they
would not fix the children's
area
at
Cumberland
School even though they have
said they have the money mesonsfo
it

These are just few
an why 1 am against it. Thank
you.

ion'e children

prii.

and ChamWomen's Chorus and
ber Singers will
their

day. Dec. S. in the Mundelein
College Gamic, 6363 Sheri den Rd.. Chicago. Admission
is 01.50 for adults. SI for du-

Bach's Cantata "A
Child is Born.' seleetioth by
Hovhaneth. Christmas carols
and powder Christmas clusi

taurants). The title otitis talk is
-God in Sly
He is a nai
five of Elgin. III.. is 36 ymrs
old and has 20 years ow
pedence in the food industry.
The Northwest Christian
Business Men's Committee
meets every Tuesday from
nodn to p.m. at the Nielsen
Restaurant, 10,1110 on Mam

sits.

nimbi Rd, near Higgins. All

The chorus is directed by
Sister Dorothy Dwight. OVM.

men are invited to attend.
John TCe.t, IS a member of

cludes

g cis many years apt when she.
inspired ihe famous -Yes. VB.
minim There is a Santa Claus"

Ithrn

wealthy paters in
the third oanury. little Nicht la. . an orphan after their ear.
death. gray up with a repot don of helping people withe

out fanfare. giving gifts in were!. emecially to the poor.

One version has it Mat the
third night he found the win ow closed and so tossed it
down .the chimney. which is

man Catholic Sisters of Cheri Bodies in Illinois have joined oar oldie Blessed Virgin Mary.
commii their multi -million a Union of American Hebrew
dollar purchasing power to J Congregations. Chicago FedProject hoc:dims a nathin, cream< United Church of
Christ. Illinois Conference:
wide, ecumenic'', glinted, to
mu. economic power of tr. United Methodist Church.
Eighteen

Emway of explaining his later'
place appearances.

WHAT BECAME of Met

major

religious

ligiom institutions ta end cm-

plop.. discrimination.

Hid eaword

llie new Illinois project will
thare the tartest PoPulelm or
any of the nation's 20 Project

Regal, units.

MITPOEN
Make as cony four letter
or more Words out of

these bum as you can.

letters.

John VV, Teets

Churches unite
in Project Equality

I

In addition, find the word
ming ull seven of these

1

PALATINE
NATIONAL BANK

Northern Illinois end Central
Illinois Confounds.

Smorgasbord
Thc

Lutheran

Church

the Young Presidents °tennianion, a national group which

Tele. FL 9-1070

tan atone Council

Churches) Presbyterian Synod

of Illinois and Presbytery of
Chicago'

Roman

Catholic

Dioceses of Joliet. Peoria.
Rockford and Spdngfield.. Ro.

Rev. Gerald L.

s or-. with the

addahreat ..t, 'ic.g1 musical
selections ty.th the German
High
Band of Arlington
School. Anyone wishing Mr then information may all Mrs.
Russel Westby at 253-6702.

the
lig hobs
scribed by Religions News

fate 1903 E. Euclid St.. in Arlington Heights

seminenans."
The students thend 12
weeks at the hospital attending

Ind

lectures

classes,

Chorus festival

Lanm folthwed by it
dinner at the Congregation is

BIBLE

Xi, offered. Price is 512 per
couple.

will be held 0 the congregai
ti on MC. 31. A seven-mune

panies at needy age.

Belle,

char
Psm.
Ed..,
Chapel.
In
The I. -voice chorus
elt.Pozc, (If
College

a
6

`ar

deliver the charge and Cantor

Lavi will chant the liturgical
portion of the ervice.
mg..woiship. Mr. and Mrs.

Mu

bn in honor ol t he occasion.
Sound, moroifil tradi-

ty

tional services arc at 9:30 tem..
junior congregation serviem at
10 a.m. and Post Bar Mitzvah

will host a Chanukah partyat 2.

p.m.. and the U.S.Y. group:
will host a puny at 7 pm.

)

Church of the Cross
begins concern program
The Lutheran Church of the

Cross. 2025 S. Gothert Rd..
Arlington Heights. has become Mvolved in an Advent

tues in regard to legislation ant{
possibly assisting these faiths!
lies through the church

seholinhip Ned.

project to help mak.) the miming of Chrisi more meaningful
to their congregution. At a m DeWelfare Forum. Mrs.

the church of the from'
program of involvement is gel,

Thurmond. v welfare
cipient and president of the

Rev. Larry Cartford. "There
csuch a large cry for the

Welfam Recipients Assn.. Intothe

hurch to [mooed to people's
needs. If we took Advent and
Christmas seriously. es Christ

vitt

Acting upon Mrs. Thew
mond'. comment. the Social
Ministry Committee has received 7t names of chiklren.
which they arc making available to this wean:notion.

dng off the ground." said the

did. we would soon the that
Christ wash an to give to help
others in need. Only through

our involvement will our society be one in which life is
worth living."

Creator is
lesson-sermon
-Clod 1110 Only Cause and

play

ass,.

eme g

the

lesson -sermon

read

this

all Christian Sci.
ence einirchm. The pun), in
NOM from
LO VA.
IS

1110 prop:Ian, is now small.

Psalm's pert of the lesson: "C1

points,. John COMWell. 000,
committee chairman. Other
plans include contacting sent-

vow. let its worship and how
down: lei to kneel before the
lord our noiner.-

..j!

ii7

Sag fit& lank ClUtkesi
W. OLIVE
ARLINGTON

V. Menem

SERVICES
7 30.8 30
Sots -1l gu

HEIGHTS

NM

rd

6,

'The son al dm Highest"

0

Evening Services:

sM

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
Region II,.. It 4..), linamo Hoick,

Fn.., :Iv:7 on! Sunday helloed 9.0 A.M.

7:00

nine Rondo, 10:30 A.M.

'2."187.1.7.,Sirslirji:ltgi.!''' 34'
"NIMu''
rsemth
l7ros7idid
W Wedfo7"

R. Schreiber

ti Poster': AIIL""r:';:tucchi

(:. Duvid SI tIviormoyer
Sc

CI 3-2407

---..eningewsag Tole pi

2534839

1211 W Campbell Et
6

Arlington Heightsg

-

Phone) 3921712

0

First Presbyterian
Church

IVI4CIIEWEbT

' (ORGANIZED 1855)

300 N. Doi=mon Heights

wHen
'The Untmoblod Home" No, 2
New Members Gra. MOO pars

Mamma wthhir
.11a..41,o0

:r=

7.0(1P.M.

ca,.,..

PtSTORS
Gilbert Bowen
457
Thomas A. Phillip,

$t3anics Church'

Community
Presbyterian

841 N. Arlington Heights Road,

Church

6:45, 8:00, 9:15,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,

NI410;th-gninT"'"'

Arlington Heights, Ill

Sunday Masses:
Rectory:
CL 3-6305

Parish Center
9:30, 10:45, 12.00

HOURS:

C'"'lrnndl

9:15 g 10:45em.-Chureh School -Morning Worship,

Join Us In Sunday Worship
1111101010006000101110111111MUIDNIVIINSIOD11111111111111111111111111*

"".',-;

Trinity United Methodist

SOUTHISO

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

605 W. Golf Rd, Mount Prospect

SCHOOL
Or. RebmEXAtibews

STREET

'

----,---1
141,

CIDSORD KAUFMANN

. Hersey R. Nauman
629.8463
oosig means amisb mhos cso s time.

MOUNT
PROSPECT

uoort repocast. c oce
b., CL 5-0332
Fri...Inn, and lionoxinuenr ,,j
ihr Gospel with wool,

s draft Chanukah par-
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Friday December 5

Rolling Meadows Shopping Center

( Except Saturdays)

JUST LIKE SANTA...
clays

Ladies
For the

We're Expanding!

MoUta

moSPEcrVacatinsine.

176

Flower hour
Beautify the family

-ralrrsr
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gait.

Appetites

Fad ly December 5. 1169

Here, It's So Easy To Step Into the Store

increase.

and so does the inclination to
relay both during and afar the
meal. Create small. informal
bouquets of long-lasting floor
ere Daisy chrysanthemum
art ideal. The dainty hlossolnk
available now in gold, yellow,

,,,"4{1
its

dinner

table with fresh Bowers daily.
saY the Society of American

Plods.

broom, lavender and while,
will reliant fresh for a full

Infant welfare holds gala Christmas Ball

Come and Watch Us Grow! And, While You're

2.19-6010 666 EAST NORTHWESTHIGHWAY

Pre Holiday Clearance
SAT. & SUN. - DEC. 6 & 7th

FACTORY PRICES TO YOU
,

and See Our Brilliant Array of Christmas Gifts!

Coffee, Refreshments, Lollipops, & Balloons for the Kids!

SAVE

On Display
FRANKINCENSE & MYRRH
imported from the kind of the Three Kings

40%

SEE, SMELL & TOUCH
and visit with.,..SANTA CLAUS IN PERSON
on Sat. and Sun.

ON ALL

CHRISTMAS TREES

kimBall

PIANOS & ORGANS

FRESH CUT

in Balsam

Scotch Pi.

'15°

and up

Prices Start at

I

$495

Yes, We've One of the,
Greatest

Holiday Gifts Ever

section of

DELIVERY

ACRES OF
FREE PARKING
and,

You'll Find

Country ChM Drs. 13 to be given by the Mount ...pea Center of infant Wel... Tickets and
information may be obtained by calling Mrs Robert Salmon al 3924050.

-,

-

26 W. GOLF ROAD

.

.

LAYAWAY PLAN

tiantsime
DeliverWe'lloidy

Ready To Help with Your

EVEN CHRISTMAS EVE!

Every Wish!

BARON'S KIMBALL MUSIC CENTER

A
Mrs. Edward Sehoeneberger of Mount Prospect shows Richard Berkshire, 5, the pine cone
topiary trees to be made from the pine cones his mother, Mrs. Rkhard Berkshire of Provers
Heights, is gathering. The trees win be centerpieces at the Fifth Annual Christmas Ball at liana

.

As Always, Our Courteous Salespeople Are

USE OUR CHRISTMAS

Birch & Oak fireplace logs -for that warm glow (delivered)
Christmas Neon: Mon. to Fri. 10 to 9; Sat. 9 to 6; and Sun
11 to 5

.

Awaiting Your Selection!

.

Artificial Trees,
Cenrsipioces,
and Nativity Scenes.

.

NBENCH
CLUDES

PIANO-ORGAN LAMPS.
Alsleo, see our

of

Collections

trtuotxm"91.6000".64,...

PHONE: 529-6102

vot to

1381 PRAPil2NAEV:i7DIM.AINES
OPEN: WEEKDAYS 10:30 111 9, Sat. 9-5.30, Sun, 12.4

located lust 2 miles west of Roselle Rood in Schaumburg

comp).0.n...0two.lioistsw

OPEN SUNDAY 11:30 to 5

THE DAY
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"David and Lisa" misses as a play

End ly Dycember 5 1969

What's happening
By Tom Hamilton

For those who don't know
yet, "What's Happening.' Is

Bohm of activitim in the a.

CHICACCh'

for 53..

foamy

du poor scrim with really
The play was di-

Romeo and Jelivb Daily, 7:45 p.m.: Friday, 7 and 9:35 p.m.:
Saturday and Sunday. 2. 4:14. 615 and 9:10 p.m.

CATIow I HFATR E. 116 W. Main. Barrington.
Iltdell Cassidy and The Stindance Kid: Daily. /I p.m.: Satur.
day. 7:50 and 9 . p m
DES PLA INES THEATRE, 1476 Nlinor, Da Plaines.
5451010 mil Young billy hump Monday. Wedmoday
and Fridas.N., 8 31/ and 10 p.m...Tuesday and Thursday. 6:45,

and Sunday. 1:40. 3:25, 5:10.

(101.1. 5111.1. THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee. Niles.

MWolght Cowboy: Daily and Weekend. 5:40. 7:50 and 10
Pni.

siourfr PROSPECI CINEMA, I127 E. Rand, Mount Poi.-

...Don't Drink the WM. Daily and Weekend. 2:12, KOS. 6:04.
11:112 and 10:02 p.m

PICKWICK IRE, \ TRE, 5 S. Pinaptia. Park Ridge.
True Grit and The Great Bank Robbery( Deily, 6:30, 11: I Band

: Weekend lei 4: 15, 5:55. 8,05 and 9:45 prn.

rid imp Lisa" are only two

lor Gong Solt: will conduct

Wag eninigh fur the audience
to fall the play.
Twenty seeunik can he an

minutes long which

Tickets may still be parMooed for the Blood Sweat
and Tears concert to he held
in

the Auditorium

is

nut

Plo.oant

lon

rmom

Run theater dtnink
ith big

bright mn

ments of comedy on opening

night. It woe a beautifully
mounted production, replete
with posh settings, fabulous
wardrobe and David Morri-

special

MINT (LIT me wrOna.

her on stage wax a little like

Gaging group of kids in spite
of thcir problems.

fameeily

play Thai

elairning
In thy near

Mao of the st
scony with Miss Grabk,
the datricity didn't generate.
In the Mnfrontation with !Ch-

oi his voice wasn't equal to
the MM.

As usual Bill More
how coated a ye, special at

=sphere when hy

on

atlas Fie made the m oafa ha

moody tees, Nu neva smau
sapped the bounds orcharac.

kr.
As a U.S. Senator on the
hake. Jerry 'overcall gave an

ir nresting believable Um kuy

grouph February production

9:21 p.m.; Smday,

of Never
Tool Too law." direct,'
by

Prospect.

The Lion in Winters Daily and Weekend. 7:111 and 9,4.5 P.m,

THEATRE

Sunda. 7/50 pro.

scents.

MeMehorn.'s ' bellhop was

la wrought by one Hollsodod
Star, has rchaihed a director.

And the supporting players
were uniformly good. Rick

everything it could be.
Pheasant Run's production
is.remarkable far it's

cast and staff that are excellent
in every respect.
able for the holiday season,
"Born Yesterday, plays good for dinner and a play.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Klehm of Klehm's Nurserysomteril were on hard recently al the opening of
the. ohn R. Thompson CoSocw Red BaROon family restaurant at Dempster St. and Grime Ave. in

Mks. Welcoming Me Etch= .re John W. Teas president of 'I hi/nu/son Co., and Joseph

Wendt, who were known in the

Perry. amistaet secretary.

J.

.5

Yentriss.

Eagle
Dares
To Be
Different

Berry Gentile stars as Billie
Own in the Carson Karen

comedy 'Rom Natalia, at
Pheasant Run Playtionse

patrol records

SATURDAY, DEC.6th

Toy shams.

-

SANTA'S CASTLE OPEN

assist

10

It's Easy
To Get
Here!

LOCATED IN JEWEL FOOD STORE

AND CHRISTMAS IS A TIME FOR OPEN HOUSES

MON. - FRI. 4:30-8:30

Bring the whole family Sunday Dec. 7th Noon tit 6 p.m.
GIFTS FOR EVERYONE

a.m.
ROLLING

AWADOVVS

the

the total cost of a con-

Chicago Mono

sumer's everyday supermarket needs
without a corresponding sacrifice in quality.

Club -AAA in compiling complete records on early patrols
and patrol members in Me

This is what Eagle offers the hometrue discount pricing on over
7,500 fine quality products on an every day
basis. You'll notice that at Eagle a wide

School Safety Patrol program.
Persons with school

maker

records. pictures or accimms
of patrols in the early 1920's
are particularly invited to help
round out Me data. Of medal
intenot is my record involving
lies.

phone numbers to Safety &
Traffic ElleimcMOS dept.,

Chicago Motor Club, 66 E.
South Water St., Chicago,

The aloe/rings are hung by the chimney with elm..
there's,
air of breathless expectation as the

O2-

t`' 5

20% OFF

_N _m -M.
.

-

.

.._
.

NEVER -TO -BE -REPEATED PRICES!
HAIR -MADE WIGS

DELUXE WEFTED WIGS

49995to$1 1 995
O
s4

)
CO

fill

LONG FALLS

'S,

25

If

11

IF

g

,..$4995,0$6295

;

MINI -FALLS

or

"g.$7 9" $92"

reg$5 395th $6395 Z

LONG DELUXE WIGLETTES

REGULAR DELUXE WIGLETTES el

to

re9 299500$3995

$29951. $3995

reg.

i)

QUALITY
IFI NC GUARANTEED

MeMMOrenanaraloMOSMMMInMIMitiolerliaMIOMMM

FINE STORES & SHOPS TO SERVE YOU

AB NMOWAH
Amhara Repair
ARAISMITI 111.1
110111 al !Mileage:Sas
ONSISIES allows

Wrong Falai.

Rollins Maks. Suborn.

NOM Beam, Wien

ROX.101 Cold Rao

UREIC RIM In.

S011if Skoe Pere

11.11 .100 Wort.

PROWIES hid Chicken

BWIL Soper Mud

'NMI Pinny Shop
. thanes

MILL .dor

KralrStalm
MATS MID
slIDRIAN BRIGS

Incas Sore

el. P.O

CRAWFORD Orp.Kare

Rube.

ar.'

re:1595t.$215

s275.

(1,,, GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR THE WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE 13

Q!ii

of up to 15% and

1.800,000

alone.

area

OPEN SUNDAYS
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
MOST STORES OPEN
EVERY EVENING
(Except Saturdays)

trailers have served in the pro-

gram nationally oar 'began.

Art Studios
open to public
Th0 public is cordially invited to visit the studios of a

group or Chic:, artists who
will hold open house Dec. 5.8

p.m. to midnight/ Dec 6, 2
p.m. to midnight. and Dec.7. I
p.m. to 8 p.m.
All eight studios are located
on W. Webster St. in Chicago.

south of Fullerton Av.. et the
following address./ SIX. 557,
DM. 1141. 1200. 1202. 1202

Eagle Brings You A New Measure In Food Purchasing Power!

(second Booth and 1208.

FROSTED AND SPECIAL COLORS AVAILABLE IN Alt HAIRPIECES'

va. MEN'S CUSTOM HAIRPIECES'

Illinois -Indiana

WOWS% kedisost

snosATEEtt WIGS ;

CASCADES

school children at 15.000 interactions annually in the

the amen of Rolang

ACRES OF FREE PARKING!

0 ALL OF THESE ITEMS 20% OFF ADVERTISED PRICE WITH COUPONm
4Ii)

Shopping Center, you see more gifts in less time, Nat

about

.

Mote than Hi million such pa,

CHRISTMAS - EXPANSION SALE

vi,

guarding

(tilt

rIJAMMAMIMM/IiMMIUMARMISMAMMAMMOMMAMMIM

4

1920. Mere are mom than
02,dt. patrol boys and girls

Take it from Santa ... here at Rolling Meadow.
Meadows Shopping Culler

Coupon Em.
Jon. 13, 1970

Since the School Safety Patrol program was organized in

The pick of his merry pack.

gnat value)... and enjoy

WITH

CONTINENTAL WIG STUDIO -THE HOME OF QUALITY HAIR GOODS.

Q

60601,

children eagerly await the arrival of Santa. His fiat
dop is right here in your Rolling Meadows Shopping
Center stores, where local merchants are displaying

MT. PROSPECT. ILLINOIS
NONE 253-5130

.

preference for regular savings on
quality foods over all the elaborate
inducements to shop in higher
price stores And no
wonder' Eagle customers
can count on total savings

ing their names, addresses and

SUNDAY 11-3

.

selection of the nationally advertised brands
are stocked Eagle shoppers in three
states have demonstrated their

Ihrce genet:Mon patrol int&
Any patroller who knows of
fathers and grandfathem who
served on the School Safely
Patrol can cooperate by send-

SATURDAY 11-5

REFRESHMENTS 8 SCINTRIATING CONVERSATION

True Discount PriCing is lowering

Arm residents are urged to

MIOMMIOM11

A TIME FOR FLOWERS AND GIFTS

THIS

through Dec. 21 every night Call the box office for details.]

'

kitchens and forest fragrant evergreens.

COUPON

ances on Saturday Call 554
1454 for reservations
(Nom/ Pheasant Run has
special gift certificate, 1.11

Billie

Special niention should a.
go to Cindy Una, and Mary

rr..

A POTPOURRI OF SCENTS from cinnamon

' 4" "

uniformly high quality, both

cannot

She's

that Melissa Greenwood has

A MASTERPIECE painted in color studded trees.

'kV

much

tst

itself across the footlights.

4.

'I

!masted

Plastina's Eddy the hood slithored on and off like a Blue

Seek early
school safety

't "I

but Monday wall a Wsdnos
thy m inner and two perform

rotia. Glenda Kauai1 midi. a
most inttrysting maid and Um

through Dec 21

'

gags and on Produm, Carl
neaten know
that
nem s cntertainrrivnt

reunion. She still has a
begniling githnest-door smile
and it personality that projects

All interested poems are
Invited to attend. For father
information.
contact
Mrs
Erickson at 25,3(.8.

COUN'l R Y (1,1.111 THEATRE. 700 W. Rand. Mount Prospect.
A Chi Could Get Lathy: Daily. 5:30 pm.: Saturday. 7:30 and

VwE

a

McDonough

The dates'arc CaC, III and
11 al 11 p.m. in the cafeteria of
River Trails. Junior High
School, 11100 Wolf Rd.. Mount
Prospect. The east will cased
axis men and three women.

DASIS OUTDOOR THEATRE, Bensenville,
Camillo 2000 and The Crest Binh Robbery: Daily and week.
aid. 6130 pan.

TEL

as

warmth and humor into hop

Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

RIB GOLF RD

Dale Benson

cornm blitz in he beet pm

has announced try0.28 for the

Prospect,

A SYMPHONY of bells and

Room

Continental Wig Studio
2064 Des Plaines Ave Des Plaines
(Moo, SA
296-5220

kiTlatbr0DMCillallYWID r0.4f1"rays",

-

R®
v nVir

ME

A wide variety of

SHOPPING

unusual

creative work will Iv shown including painting, sculpture,
pen and ink, mosaics, sand cas-

tings, wag hangings, dress designn,

photography, construc-

tio and glass, bra. and resin. '

N-10ENTER
ON KIRCHOFF ROAD
YOUR GIFT CENTER

Joins Allstate
Donald K. 'Brooks, 760
Holiday Lane, Des Plaines,
has joined the Allstate Insur-

ance Companies a an office
operating supervisor trainee in
the Operating Services De-

partment of the liras Illinois
Regional Office, 7770 Frontage Rd., Skokie.
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palorman. As ho wife km

mting a favorite ousin at

very

John. shut you don't nessi a lot
of lines In 00 grew.

had dar.it,

he
his

thing else going for her. Seeing

mention. They had warmth
and humor and were a very,

radiance on stag: that conies
across to ilia Lot owe old Den.
nis Strong prows. in the ink of

Maybe Cot Riccardo was a
little overawed by Miss Grable

Despite his

dl Annanm laud looks

little bits of body English all

The other students in 'the

a

is noot for Ea making his
udience relish h, final dis-

and Mr Laud

bore the marks along and lov,
ing labor.
Then too, one had some-

octet..

THY PLAY had

Holy

mparb

Hs melted his dywaster with
teshniqus and control saint,

lie Dawn, hcr facial reactions

lay witty confidence and cont.

a

Per uhlob

her efforts to give her audience
awl entertaining evening.
Her charaNriEBRIABOFBM

Billie Lou Roddy plaid Dr.

deserve

As

rock Art Kosul

.d smashing wardrobe, she is
an earnest comedienne who
necer rests
her ermines in

Alan Swinford and his seem..

darkness happens Dray few

Ent not faulting the director.
Mrs. Lewkowiet is stuck with

Rinh Erickson, pre,
dent of Cainco platen Inc..

tom

I imuldn t :engine her a any Ming 013e Don Gardner. anti

large east, and 1 wish I coukl
mention them all. I'd My they
were all very good. I must say

minutes.

Cameo Players
set tryouts

thy Last did

vld's

interminable length of tir.
when on audience has nahing
m look at except total dark.
111.. especially when the total

Theater. Call T -I -C -K -E -TA
for information. on the nearest

dad locatkms.

111

Born Y made) tillsd rho

Voshargh was Da.
Marc'mother-literally.
This
girl has such inning talent That

Sorg of the scensa in -Da-

Hall.

In

By Herb Braden

ma dsp inment that hm moo
fins at
lotion for

At Red Balloon opening

The east did a Inc job with
the story of a imn.ater awakening in a reboot for emotionally distorted youngsters.
Move Witt, who played David

"school"

at 2 p.m. Friday in theta.

dear mats

nundably oht with a bad pl ly
That s to bs sigma"d of a dr i

that the play makes use of the

solves onc scene into aninher.

arc at 5:15 p.m. Thursday and

wsond lc! tit it w sush
ha metal dm AI on ths rda
winkle hrto Len moth, and

set
d thy ton
sNld
was in the audnno. mend
Ind the dulls squirmed m

Betty Grable was the brightest spot in the proccedingn Resides her stunning appearance

has

mns Thursday, Dec. It and
Friday. Dec. IL Music direr,

Tuesday

o
hinleiOA
ths. manta
It oneW at le ni kiss ths
Mums weahm, to look at rod
powhly hold their merest.

Intl Wont.
Ltol ol inseam

good. They established a kn.
dor and Mame relationship in
Noir short sem. together,
'

sego Syinphony Orchestra arid
Chorus in subscription LVIY.

the rwo performances which

I hke h no.

never, hacked down from a
challenging play, and -David
end Lim" is not that: She explains in the program notes

Lewkowim

graph. In thr play. dun arc
just t. many minas. II kicks
the amen magic Thai

Creation,:
will be performed for the tiro
time
its entirety by the Chi.

ppm tie

hakdrop

ths

Chman. aril 'Am Prineff.
who played Lisa were wry

Director

"The

on

1969

Betty Grable in "Born Yesterday" at Phe asant Run

son's fluid staging, Thou wan
some lulls in the pacing, but
things went swimmingly most
of the time.

rected by Mrs. Put Lewkowica.

amen.

Haydn 's

Heights.

10:30 p

su

auditions vadappear with the
film technique, of, fades for
toll slot at this .a.olis Youth Ace. change, It is an biog..Concerts. First place winners naive approach. Me in a film.
e3'610.,Metocleir ce constriction ars& If
end place winner will receive Mons period. begin nomPara.

ARLINGTON THEATRE. 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington

RAKIIHURS CINENI

tins

rues et

The Chicago Symphony 0,

MOVIES

2:15. 4:56.] and 'r2t p.m.

IM

ceeded in

WAUKEGAN:
dons will begin at 9 a.ni. Tumid the WU Gaon tonight day. Dee. 9. The finals will be
will be the Mead:followed to. held on Wednesday. Dec. '10
mr5TOW by the Frog. Admim at 10 am.. Winners of the

PROSPECT I H EATR E. 8 S. Main,.M
Rat
of Britain: Daily and Saturday

1

ma department almost

chokes annual Youth Audi.

Amusement
calendar

10:17 p

The Chicago Park District's
City -Wide Youth Orchestra is

all
amalgapresenting a Ira
than to mated blues love, tho Joe Keg' morrow.. 2
in eSimpBlues hand end,,todcy.
son Theatre of the Field Ms.

VhaiS Happened with you.

ind

film but is t phi it oritilrniss
sestet for
Proem. High School's Dm.

Tomorrow for

Whatb Happening, Day PubAkations, 117 S. Main St.,
Mount ennpoet, 60E66. 'MN
us and Otto Oa will tell other/

11:15 and 111:10
m
Sourri.,
6:411. 11:35 and 10:10 p.m.

Intim.% book

there will he a flood of atterHannon( starting tonight with
For Days and a Night. for 52.

See& aka flood will *peat

'

D isid and Lose MI5 in

soon for both suplus will be 12

motion on what's happening to

email !nip to bad

ohs
tho

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
In Ha Cellar tho merimnd

for youth. the activity may be
sponsored by .a club, church,
school or park, or it may be
commercial mei. ,cird focr

.

Br ',wee Leger

THE HAI

Enda Desember 5

Soon ...

more.

West on road vs. Vikes in CSL opener
B5 alut Cook
5011 Smirk Eit

I hr Sloane West

West will undouNedly contheir efforts on
tonight's haute 'in un attempt
to notch their firm Lonference

centrate

troopers

am hack in ..entsn thi, week.
end w
oh coo to move
Amid Vff the Wan in a. cool*

victory as well as their second
51011,111 Win.

of categories With too eon.
NILES, 'HOWEVER.
tests in as nem \ nights. ilu....thothl..gowisle the Itmghest

.

Warriors sill carry their IS
record to the home ot eonkr.
mem toc
"rrlIi te the
1

g

s.

Armlet by

o

son. For the that time. West
o ill he opposed hy a -big.

both.

0E,, non ip

tonight.

Ili, sill

competition that the lks
planes entry has seen this sea-

the 'Aid,. Nlike thew
Swain Form:ion o
dim
Cad, an attile till -confer1..el to PAW..., their third mum sekccion as a junior last
Iii,

chal.

I eague

MIC.Sulsurlsin
tenger.

O known as . strong
kairdman and scoring threat

His play -making. wmnute
Stew Huseher canim the

Wrap.] the Wank. lor a Mal
Elf 71 hounds.

cure erudmcing, and Iho sire
ho works wall. together espe.
silly on the ark -and -roll.

KUMMER LEADS the trio
with 32 grabs while Horn is
right behind with 26 and Willinen has
laoS Then repealed efMr. have ff. finaMd the op[wither to one shot while at

Conine off an inthrosave

ist or y over Arlington.
though. klaine figures to keep
Suehe hands full. Probably
the moat pinning sight to Warnon head coach Gastnn Proc.
.man ik the way his Noel line

the other end robe court their

attempt, hag, nt,

mt..,

important htiekcO.

I hie

0 In,,"grappleis

he

all he

Because of .a conflict in

p

the Grace gym, the varsity
rote, will he held in Arlingnitis (iids' Gym. Panicipet-

s double deal

um; swim, sic ting

ing

ut

in

the douhleffuni

are

Trim Kummer and . Dennis averaging over In points Jr
Willison along with junior game with top honors very
cennv Fred Horn have alrimily

mini

tormtler

the

weight chow. Leading du
Pal:nine attack rill

Ise

155-

Ron
NIctallister,
kleCallister finished third in

pounder

the sectional mos last season

Mr the !thaw.
Rounding out the Palatine
squad will he Jim Brophy at
08. Kevin. lortargan
101.
Jim flanhrick at II:. 'tom ill131.1al 123. Rieh Munch at
130. Mike Ilad..11 at 137.

beneficial Iota tmim mrly in

SPURTS
4 girls win fencing awards
.tlitl jacket
in hand. eight female mow:,
Niotn trlington Heights ontmeti the Amateur Fencers
With n1:01.

the sorson than a awnsamont
when: there is a pokibility of a
buy wrestling only ono,

pooh. Kay Schmoter. Clain'
Schmover and Linda Annel.
off. MI from Arlington !kinks.
were undefeated.

I Mew ol

.nwrica
ts:this. tor pith
and under.

In the anal pool ol nine
fencers. Kay end Claire were

nit cmils of Illinois t Ne,.
m t dole Campus,
Nio 22.
Ther ols e 11 entries in the
heal ic the

tied for limb oach having a 7.1
record. In the event of a tie for

first place there must he

Inn
teoff rind

i 5;4 jwr old division. Peg
Anileintn

a

Kay dermas:it
Claire to take .first.
I.inda Angeloff was tied

Mini

Arlington
!Idaho Weal loth with a one
ail,. intir
rcsord. 1 he lin
tints: plaem in this division

with Denim Di Velar's, horn

Park

Ridge

for

third

he

but

dwonal
forth became the
had one more much mainst
her.

CIMIPKITSti Is the pre-

grips. onchsirl must hoot ovodurr
her particular
stam,i
ip. and die op three a,
y
to the final Iss..
In atoll Lo their
v

Woodley

Ifi

lest week.

smn

dbi

Elk Cirove's keehman A.
Irasketball wen Waged a seeond.half .11y but fell two

Central

point. short in a56 -S4 Ion
Fenton. kit the Grenadier B

in somewhat the same situa-

Pirates have also split their
initial
two confrontations

twins,

Suburban

tries in the 17.111yearold amp
petition. In the preliminries

there were two pools of four
each. turd the kW three Nom
each pool advanced to the 6.

Ruth Gabler. from Arliemon Heights. was omit.
rrate.

ut

at 145.
155, Glen

their current two -game win
streak
in
mulches.

her will be going ht 130 and

Grow coach Keit Orton lost

-

scoring spree. The
guard
poured through
tea

four players on fouls.

ELE

At 155 and 165 will he the

NM Wilson wig weigh in a

t

SALES

I.EITI:EMAS

names of many

the Xiemek family rivalry
keeps growing each year as

South. respectively.

streak III Dave with a awe.
fronpbehind 27-14 win ever

by

710 E. NW. Hwy

Prospect.

&

-ErA

troknoVEST NWT. so No rantawW110s. MT.PPOsPicA

tied.

hh'

h '

i

h'

LOTION

'

Thursday evening by sweeping

2-3,

Arlingnon

o

SI HOLDS

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

STYLING CENTER

THE REVOLUTIONARY

eeeeeseeeeeesesese

100% HUMAN

WIGS

9

BEAUTIFUL

was not so feminine and
dropped at 44.41 decision to

Hersey took every event last

the Cowboys.

115-77

gymnestics

vletorY

over New Trier %VW at burn.

minancnhis101'InnsndnppgC

The Hulick frodesoph outfit

The varsity win was doubly
pleasing to Hersey coach Don
Von Ebers. because Cowboy

roach the Giallombano WaS

his amnesties coach in high
school.

HERSEY ALL -around
soar Gary Merava average
5.63 for the five counts that
cowl toward the all-around
emegory and ckfeated Toni

25% OFF

e.

.

RETAIL

33 1/3 OFF

40% OFF

RETAIL

SHEETS

e ELECTRICaANKETS
e. DRAPES

HOUSEWARES
COLOR T.V.'S
STEREOS

SPREADS

COLOGNES

e SHOWER CURTAINS
S. BLANKETS

PERFUMES

LUGGAGE

XMAS CARDS

BATH ACCESSORIES
e TOWELS

RETAIL

PURSES
s.

DEPT. STORES FOR BB 95

ned. and hawyweigIn junior'

TONIGHT THE Knights

USE COUPON

NimDmmimmmir
STYLED WIGS

GENI";iia

LADIES DRESSES

LADIES APPAREL

MEN'S SUITS

DRYERS

MEN'S APPAREL

tedY

Majestic Mll, making snow. 6 -It, open Sat-

Sugar toed. open Saturday. r

Big ithufferhorn, limited, open Seurday.2"
India/Mead. making snow, 4" been, 6" new,

Mount Telemark. making snmv, open daily,
rates reduced 6.3 slopes open. good

Michigan ll
Bovne Mountain. Inking snow. open Baku

open daily. vet,' good
Cliffs Ridge, 2 slopes open daily, fair
Pine Mountain,2 lifa open. S -I2", good

Kaplan of New Trier. who had
a 4.35. Morava added a 7.2 in
the sixth events the =carotin,
and he came up with a 6.95 in
both the parallel ban, and the

.1.1usie was a 3.6 in ma Harm..
drake by Steve Schwabe. Keith
Maas Hmsev tack thesisk
horse With a 18 and trannnate

H. 52; 4. Beni. NTW, 3.75:
5. Kaplan. NTW, 3.25; 6.

free exercise.

Gary Knutson pieced first in
the horiuontal bar with a 2.5.

FREE EXERCISEI I.

llte highest individual senre

3.9:
141W, 3.3.

piratic] ban.. where

the
the Huskies racked up 20.35
on the trampoline and 1835
on the sun,

The froch-toph club won
the hotimetal bar and the par.
allot bars. jAil narrow victories

ed

/Drag Unload Craig Sjogren uptured the dam frol 01151 .41k moms Me thh one. Sharp Kars
impreadve 7.61e the evenL Whole

ilmSthartl

TRAMPOLINFA

I.

NTW, 7 A; 3. Militia. H.2.114.

or. H. 5.6: 5. Tracy. FL 5.45; 6.
McFadden, NTW. 5.25.

PARALLEL BARR I. Mo-

for the visitors. There is no alb
around category at the soph

NT%V. 5.45. 5. Kaplan. NTW.

and Mayen H. 0.0:4. Botta
5.1: 6. Benson. N1 -W. 3.1.

RINGS: 1. Sjogten. H, '.6s

level.

2.0vesky., H.6.0513. lloyette,

STOVES

INFANTS WEAR

IMPORTED GLASSWARE

CHILDREN'S WEAR
TABLE LAMPS

SILVERWARE

HI -FASHION WIG STYLING

NIL $94395

WHAT'S

STYLED

FALLS
STYLED

$300

$550

uss COusory Fos ZE rsof.

Wheeling and ProSpeCt. two
teams that have had their share

WIGS

ortroubles in non -conference
action so kr this season. will

STYLED

$750

square off tonight Sts the opening game of the NI id-Suburhan

.

PRIM Man, . OUT FOR now,NWORTIN.inw

NEW

T -H -I -C -K

CALL-

FALLS

437 -1310

Stran
and Linda Helelliton
By

REGARDLESS OF WHERE
HAIR PIECE WAS PURCHASED!

WIGLETS

FIND OUT

Feb FREE ITEMS

League basketball atm
jayvee preliminary will begin

VERSATILITY UNLIMITED

100% HUMAN HAIR' $

.1"34'95
USE COMO Me WEE ITEMS

REGULAR '26.95

1495

ham their work cut ow to repeat as conference champion.

USE COUPON FOR f REE ITEMS

RIyreoE'cATS'lns:ien.,a

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

narrow two.point defeat lo ism.
hewn and area -ranked Deerfield , showed tremendous en.
11111Veinent OVet the first game

led gave notice that Ted Eckmen club 'is steadily coming

HOURS: 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. Mon. thru Saturday

Starting Der. 18th.Open Evenings unfit X' mos - Open Sunday Der. 21s1'

MIDWEST

The flu bug has hit Wheel -

BANN CARDS ,

Ina this week, and it hos affected several of the players.
"Ttiksdny's Practice was madly

DAILY111. 9 PM SAT Ill 6 P M CLOUD SUNDAY

miSerable." said Ecker. "Everyone seemed dead.:
r"

,

he

one

change in Mc Wheeling start.
ing lineup tonight Murk Bens

-

But the Wildcat caprs were
somewhat livella WedneaMY.

game jitters a Crystal Lake.

PROSPECT COACII Bill
Sluon is a bit more cautious

demonstnued
his
strength on the boards against

herin hI pmdiction thau poker.

Deerfield by pulling down Ii

The Knights last week held
down the rebounding of 11-1 I
Bill Ktnick 4, New Trier East
lu just 10 'hounds while hold.

rebounds.

His

height

alone

till Not heN.optimistic..

criscuno, .vho 0,' been Wu.
bled with an ankle injury and
we Mimed action in the firm
two tilts. will get the call at a

will force most Wooer teams
to build their defense against

reed in place of Bob Seg.

him, and teams like Prospect,
whose tallest starter is only

,has it was in the Main° South

6.31/2. may have quite a 101 01

gam.

Beneriscutto is a good outside
shooter, and that sbould be a
The Wildcats ap winless III' ,great help against a probable
games with Crystal Lake and
Prospect zone defense
Ti, other four starters
Deerfield and are playing
without three top regulars should remain the same. Kevin
Barth., will Sn the other
From last year, so they will

DEMI WIGS

,v21,5 495

.....

THERE WILL

Atter getting sous his first -

Wood

II 6,45 at Wheeling.

.r4

1434 Busse Rd. (Rt. 83 & Estes) Elk Grove Village
Phone 437-1434

rind 47,,,Z.60red Isrelbaring

guard. with Gary Kzwell and
Jen Pitt at the fonvards and
Roger Wood al center.
Barthule contributed

difficulty handling him,
351 Ecker is still wary of the

Knights, and by doesn't plan

on any runaway. "I was
premed by their pate with
New Trier. and they hew some
pretty good kids we have to
watch," he said.
On his own teant's fortune.

points against Deerfield after
having an off night at Crystal
Lake. and another good per-

formance by limumim Yew.
certakily would he a factor
tonighL

THE STEADIEST Wildcat
to date has been Kuwait. who
hag Iod,lho Wheeling scoring
me
bofh exhibition contests.
But the kcy to this gank, and.

most likely to the whole ameon, will probably be file 6-10
sophomore rood.

The grueling t 'wog.=
non -conference semen should
have had its affect in seasoning
the juniors on the squad end a

Certainly hfipad to balanace
the turn, se, evidenced by the

wont.

last

week.

Dave

Undated; ,d with 15 points,

week's improvement although
he was disappointed Mat 110
tem actually threw the galar&d,

but Brad Rucker was right. behind with 14. Casey Rush had
13.510 White had
end Boh
Kline had 10.
They will be the starting five

away again by COLnril hag WO

tonight for Slayton. and they

ntanY

bring with them a snappy, running game on offense. Rucker
and Rush are very quick while
Lundnedt and Kline are
Reedy on both offense and de.

Eater was pleased with LW'
13

leg their own fouling to half

The only questionable per fanner Tonight is sophOMOre
rued 'fony
who hurt
knee in practice and has not
been working out regularly.
"The X-rays showed that
iSn't anything reully snipes,
but it still bothers him and we

won't know Until fairly late
whether or .not he can play,"
said E.cker.

I

I

Dna and, While is the play maker.

Pensive punch left something
to he desircd.The Knight shoting percentage on both Moor
shots and free throws has been
poor and will have to im.

prove if they into to win to.

night.

While

the

Knights have

han concede. at a 41 per
cant clip on field goals over the

four pmts played so far, they
dropped Ill] per ruin against

1111

11111

32 minutes of any

game.

PROSPECT HAS
been
hampered by the flu this week
as well as Wheeling, although

Kline is the only one of the

2.1; 6. Melberg, NTW, 0.8.

RINGS:

I. Bock, NTW,
2. Small. NTW, 2.9: 3,
Knutson. 0.2.5; 4. Meyer. H.
2.2m f, Grinnell, H. 1.9: 6...
4.5;

-

Nadia. N1 -W. 1.6.

After only IWO practice
mimes. the Suburban Catholic
defending aaschamp. Notre

ln [Wit opening gwee. the
Nil. hardeourters looked Ins
beatable as they did everything

Lkme High Sober, mill ap- well to take the lopsided win.
In its first contemn°
last week ugaingt a bigger

some tonight, traveling to Kin.

cr Forest to take on a strong

Holy Cross five. Sr Dr. the

Outs kw defeated Quigly
North 8,-13. and Niles West
55.50.

Nilsnle,m, Me roundhallers nt"
couch Ralph Hien...scented as
lave problems in scoring with
consistency. It was their line
defensive play which actually
won the contest irs the Indian s
6-111 center. Murk Canwright
was stopped El' the Day 's AthlRete

o

h Week. .5 Tom
te

ecter, in a Nun of te
h we-

Dons pm,

ONifLEYs

Nick their lino offensive game.. -

NI will IBM some difficulty.
with the writ Hiner ws
wam plays ..st against ths"
The couch%Wed another.'

against Deerfield.-

THE CONTEST tonight in
the Wildest gym will be the

warning for ND fans as he said

first rimming of the two schools
at Wheeling since the Knights

the amference rim's -would
probably ;other bear to than.

said Slayton.

"Wanner in the New Trier
game up until the last when
they made their kw throws.
That look the hallgaille awa,
from uK" he continued.

concentrate more on speed.

stunned the 'Cats two wars
ago in a gain which meant a
lid 110 the conference than,.

Month,

In that game. Prospect led
by about 2111 the half, then

Wheeling time had and led
hy about 20 midway through
the second half Prospect tied
it up and with joss a second 10
go. Forrest Haney sins driving

nwo Ott guards. Kevin Keels -

an and Ihron brrnncrll,co
flnalaolnOnmrlsh

btokooutt

preserving the fie. Haney made

varsity oontost is sl nod for

both muls of the Jae and one

11:15 la.ktnnint. Don Irnalro,

lied

and dirshereOT
''*M

gan

Irma

tiIle
h'

yang.

Tonight's test could he just

A SOPHOMOR1 stria otll
rim

eeachi,mhloitrlhtmirn,k
t1;doorsw117thtpl as

bills

s

I

like him a lot." did

starters affected.
Slayton. who also mentioned
PROSPECTS MAIN wow .
Prospect made just I5 Foul's
Rarthule Or haying three years'
We against &melon, Maine in the New Trier gamebnd that 'experience. ,
South and New Trier, Melts was half the number they cotnThe Knight coach aho sad
three losses, was that their of- milted sank. Heine South.
"Pia pleyed well Ian week

Senior Tim Lecffel, an of-

year. nun n 1mA to Mo SlId

fensive warn and a linehucker
for the Prospect High football

Suburban

team this past fall. 0111 named
team s Most Valuable

this Ye. in fin SISI onmbos

the

Playa and also Wan captain.

Tim. WM also lettered last

A

-

raqAsnod In 001 nolht Kent,

Tim Loeffel is grid 111 P

Mahn the Wild... and he
player

Notre Dame will .00111.'
Ia ere lineup which boa
brought thorn their RN 150 '
victories. Reck., of course
will he the center. Now Pohl
and Gabriel Eaton will
the forwards. end the Doff, :-

get undo. o 4,41 Led tho -

as exciting.

ally
sus Whceli
Kowell. -Kawell's a good hall

anybody else"

across the center line ,as Put
break when Jack Bumble
elected to foul him in hones of

Slayton 'doesn't figure his
Knights will have an easy time
es

;

pear

before New Trien occurred as

a result of us being behind.'

-

H. 2.7: 3. Sheb, NM. 2.5; 4.
Mayer, H, 2.4: 5. Kulms,

"Musa of the fouls lin games

ts;We had 10 1001 them lo get
New Trier, and they have only
all. We were only five bemade 56 per cent of their free hind with quite a bit of the
throws this scaton.
game to go 13,541."
A respectable offenStee too
erage ,conshined with the
SLAYTON ALSO said that
K n i b..11 ; seranpiniss could 'some of his
players had IC
overcome Wheeling's height work down to basketball fiadVentage, aSpeCially when
nesse after pliwing football.
Lundstedt has averaged 10 White. Rush and
Kline all
rebounds a game against much spent the fall doing Coothall extaller opponents. Oline has ercises to gain weight end
also rebounded well with 26 in rankle while now they have to

four games while not playing

Johnson. H. 2.6;1 Lechert. H.
23: 6. Kaufmun. NTW.

Dons at Holy Cross;
expose win streak

Mo-

rava. 0,7.2; 3. Howe. NTW,
6.2; 3. Hart!. H.6.15; 4. Wea,

rava. H. 0,05,2. Biel Farris. H.

a

Di HORIZONTAL
H
ZONTAI
BARI I.
Knutson. H. 2.5: 2. keener.

Bono!.

by the Cowhoys in the other
four events clinched the win

The fuse performance by

2:0 14inge'rr,' N'T"iV.H.12.0;
.7 ; 6

NTW, 31: 5, Benson. NTW.
3.65: h. Kaplan. KM. 3.25,

event

ibey added 15.95

4.2; 4,

TRAMPOLINEt I. Brume'
ing. NEW. 3.5; 2. Bemenn,.
NTW, 3.0:3. Miller, H. 2.8; 4.

5..

H. 6.4: 2. Farris, H. 6.15; 3.
Covelli, H.

I.

Bruning. NTW. 1.12. Mn.
yers. H. 21; 3. Logue N1W.

Kaplan. NTIV, 4,2,5. Morava,
3.55; 6. UrEm.NTW. 2.55.
Horizontal Ban I Morava.

Pain, NM, 1.915, Viscount,
H. 1.5; 6. Bock,NTW, IA.

PARALLEL BARS: 1, Cohen, NTW, 3.4; 2, Shepherd,

SIDE HORSE:

Davidman.

MBE HORSE: I. Wooldridge H. 7.05: 2. Farris. H.
dl:). Brodsky. NTW. 4.45; 4.

bars.

total points

5.

Pettis.

4. Brown. NTW, 2.3; 5. Off.
mum H. 1.7; 6. Frodin. H.

loll). Kaplan. NTW. 5.95:4,
Boyette. H. 4.6; 1. Bohnot.
NTW,

2.

NM IC J. Sher. NM. 2.5:

FREE EXERCLSE: I. Mo.
ram, H. 6.95: 2:Rebmann. H.

t
6.05 on he
rings, and Farris
and Lance Doyen, who each
picked up .i6.7 on the parallel

the

Schwabe, H, 36t

MEET RESULTS

Doug Hard with a 6.15 on the
trampoline: Nail falsity, a

HERSEY'S MST

Hemmings. FATS.
IsROSIIsSOPH

Knights lured to Wildcat lair

$399

LADIES COATS

REFRIGERATORS

Lost Pines, open daily. 2 -6 Schuss Mountain, making snow. C. open Sat.

urdne

6.15 on the horizontal bar:

Paul Beck was pinned in 4:14.

MEN'S SHIRTS

JEWELRY

e.

41

LIGHTING FIXTURES
RECORDS

TOYS

I:

THAT SELL AT NATIONAL

Playboy, making snow. open Saturday

men did almost as well with a
7.60 on the rinse.
Other out,tanding Hersey
scores were recorded by Ron
Rebmem..vho had a 6.5 in the
Tam exercise, Jeff Farris. with

the

Leuren Nelson went to 5:37
of the match before being pin-

AND UP. TAKE ADVAN.
TAGS OF THIS PARK,
DP PRICE AS IT WILL

MEN'S TIES

0.

I..

ZIPPER WIG CASES

Cannomburs, making snow. 6 lifa open.
8.24". open daily
-

NCLT BE REPEATED'

RETAIL
BILLFOLDS

tie

Cabala°. making snow. 6-24", open daily

AlpineValley, making snove.OanSaurda

dridge, who scored 7.65 on the
side horse. Hersey's Craig Sjo.

score. and Maine South peak
.1 across two straight puts in
the final Masses to catch the

TO CHOOSE
room. THESE ARE FOIL

50% OFF

to

day

day

of the mem was earned by
Huskie sinior Kyle Wool-

Packard was edged. 5-5 in the
class

6.0.

Huskie gymnasts drop New Trier West, 115-77

Prospect ahead. 5-2. with a 4-1

175 -pound

PEEL.
FORMER: I. Boylan. Ad..

5.35: 6. For. AT, 4.7, MR-

the

Wilmot Mountain. making snow, open Sam-

first place on the
tramp with a 7.85 showing

;
1

,SLL,AIIOUNIn

(Del Saddle, AT. Smith, Al'.

No,
Mamie

grabbed

4. Broaden. An.. 5.75; 5. Temlie. ll,.5.25: 6. Gregory. Al'.

Arlo 7115; 2. 5doore. Dam.,

1,11SISKENI l SKI REPORTS

on the tramoniine, Mechling

AT. 4d. HIGH ItAlk I. Boys
An. Arl., 6.75; 2, Sekman,
AT. 6.15; 3. apish°. AT. Al:

7.05:3. Von Ebers. Arl. 6.5; 4.

Illinois

night. He added a third place

points ahead. But junior Pet

COLORS

is this your Christmas Shopping List?

ROUNDING OUT

in any even at Arlington last

and Psospect remained three

CASCADES

PASTEL

lair while Dick Achey nabbed
third on Ii,, parallel ban.

exercise,
was the highest score recorded

'A'n119 end' on'ic.°A'T'.'3'1.'"6'..G"n5a...

TRANIPOLINEt I. Mech.

lington for third on Um high

first place in floor

bert was tagged, 9.3, but the
Knights still led.

HAIR

Von

Esposito

Sol

both the high bar and the par-

and Greg ll.,ldi
a
Von Ebers' 8.2, good fora

11M LOEFFEL drew, 2-2,

WIG CASES

"KANEKALON"

finishes.

nudged Steve Broulon of Ar-

Also instrumental in the Arlington win were seniors Stew
Von Ehers and Room Mech.
ling and n01101'1 gob Wilson

Scott Scala won the 145.
pound class. 4.2 to put Pro.

NOW OPEN

4. Hass. AT. 5.11 5. Baklman,
AT, 5.05; 6. Fox, AT.4.11.

the all-nround top spot svith a

again.

Patent Leather

EKERCIMI%
I
ArL.112: Z. Issues,

Two thaws manawd third

the win was senior standout
John Boylan. He took firsts in
place on the side hone. The
trio of performances gam him

Highland walked away with a

98 -pound

MOOR

Arlo 7.3513. Moore. All.. 5.5:

place

allel an and captured third

min °Now

the

AAPr'lk.
k. ;

home. Teumnato
we Dick
Solernann coned
on
side

LEADING ThE Cards to

pemed as 130-pcund Don Pa'
gonna drew, 2-2. but lint Sits,
ban slapped his Hawk, 6-0, to
put Prospect out in front once

' T.C.1193ditansiLli3KMC.Q.W .........................

ANY LAYAWAY

wuunng score 01. s/AS

r'.A415:: 705,2. Rscaeng.

NIEET RESULTS

shut out in first Maces with a

armored Iliad lit top spots or
Inn evente, second place Ii,
Inn events and third place in

gee! ahead by six. Mickel' Ge-

Southwest Corner Route 83 and Estes

ior Blase' Mark Paster pre.
vented Addison from being

gymnastics

RINGS I. Danko. Arl.. 7.35;
2, Kennedy, Arl.. 71; 3.Wilnew. Ari.. 521. 4 Bess, AT,
5.5: 5. Wackum AT, 4.25: O.

rings and Bossung was runner'
up on the side horse.

lewd in excellent scores. Sen-

r

AT, 5,0; 6 Terbtola AT. 4.25.

Mini Al floor excrcin, finishmg one nonn below Isom.
Kennedy was amend on the

Ajdison Trail. in eddhion
pod team
boys who

comingtheir lack of depth."

1

By din Swam

in the

and Rash have proved

up a second mithe tramp and a

to turning in a'
score. had two

rawly reflect the Cards deal'
nation of the meet' Over-

even the meet score ei 7-7
Competition continued as ex-

VALUE

FREEcm.

Performance ram high Tin ring

five Rests on their home floor
defeat the Addison Trail
Starers. 12635-100.21.
The score does not acre-

standoff.
but Les Verde
dropped his match, Al, to

$

COUPON DOLIWS VVEDNUSDAY, PED 12
'

D=5.

scans. hawse Pate -

it

seer starting five. cioflR with ;nu

this

c

THIS MAY NOT bc es had
as

in

The defending owe-chem..
WILSON TOOK third on high swring for the t9ctorious ALLF.L BARS I. Boylan..
pion Arlington Cardinal gymthe rings and a samnd on the ;Cards were John Issas. Kim Arl., 6.65; 2,
Wilson. Art.,
'.n
lion team .successfully
high bar. 11,0110 picked Upshe .,Altrom. Tom Kennedy and .6.45r 3, Agheys AT. 6.050.411
opened in 1969.70 5,AIVIA . finbl'user .061.1 'ohm Air Ply 1 oiTs gossung. Moore picked
Malt:king. /Xtl.,./n03: 5, Bank.:

Ken Klein fought Ion 0-0

SETTING

CLEANER

'

-

However. Penenumok ad-

I

I

ncnt.

WITH PURCHASE OF ANY HAIRPIECE

'

Maine

KNIGHT RON Theohold

pygyninn-cfmcm holiday gift coupon

FREE - FREE

year

match. bur Don Weber put

RECEIVE

I

experience.

with Cullen, is. the other junfor.
With three juniors in the Vi-

already

young season. and Trawituld
played well In his brief mo.
menu m the limelight. 114e
Lions heat Ni. Pan hat Week.
with
iniores cmd can'
make up in desire what they.
lack in experience.

li,ron.l.asc,trriyanitsetn,.4:.;1,1,en.41,1,1

been starting in the back court

playing some fine defense.

Carley.

thansolvcs

-

Cards hit 126.55 in lst gym meet

League Thurna.

mek attires his team this'ycer is
better than last.

meet schedule.

Mt, Prospect

FT_

Law

South upset DavCs bid Tarn
perfect seasonr inflicting the
only IS,, on the Knights' 1 1 -

F UHNV

392-8080

$50 OFF!

Steve

time they ma, and Dave Zie-

Dave last week as the Hawks
stopped a six-rneet winning

0....4401/4/00

from

will try to get back on the win ning track as they host Wheolbm in the first conference ten
Inn bosh teams. Ptosecet ahot
out the Wildcats, 42-0. the last

brothors Dave and Torn condoe to coach strong wrestling
teams at Prospect and Maine

,

PETTENUZZO HAS won
the starling fawned assign-

Kerby who oats very.litile

iinclieu,C.iczabtlaj.o;toorshlan

Mr. came off the bench 'cusS
the View, tournament gamei
end scored well in addition to

Take Knight matmen

heretofore

o

an.

mem

dition and Kaskie's loss will

RI yp,Ivszl,tt,icruncortzhois

6.6 average.

Color TV

and Claire Schimmer received
first and second place trophim
in the 15.16 year old division.

oeemeeee

Pim
S

families whom we have assisted

with the works
in a drawer

though Carley should sera lot

Sal.k..14:.h: s.how.ond
th h

In order for the Lions to win
tonight, some of the rebound ing slack will have to ha cow,

only players on the squad with

The row of the Elk Grow
froth whedule is against MidSuborkin League opposition.

Lauterburg

awnsinnked EkLu.

to Vinton Kaskie, the weir

satisfactory hi)Ill every. angle, we
do not hesitate to submit, as

MOTOROLA

Prep

ment, he was named es the elltourney team.

Tom did again to brthher

owed with lour trophies. Kay

11 ct moo

land

Lineup. which will eause prob.
lents for Wwielawskm.

cmcaptain, and 'Ferry Cullen,
the other co -captain, are the

In our ability to render a service

& SERVICE

ins% Wilmot scorers in the 61-

to Cullen in total
points. lo lcal week's Chicago -

with 25 points. Bob Prince was
next in the scoring parade with
12 for the Grandiers.

DOThey finished the game es

reference, the

will in the CPL tourney. lead.

lirceious Rocs rod was

Elk Growth high point man

in

of Mark )(when and

. second

ROOKIE'S SPOT mill he
idled by Fs4 junior meter Joe
resod in hol Saltirds v's IOW to
Trawinski. who has appearal
Sr. Mel. The 6-5 pivOtmen has Melly m the Lions' four bath
nnt been able to practice all games.
Becamiu he is ink
week, and the ankle is in a
pericncal. Trawinski. will
cast to prevent any further not be able to fill Kasklealpot
injury.
completely. especially in the
Karkic 'metal be Ing one rebounding depanment.

.aven with darn: MOWN'S logo.

If *fleck

ders

II nog

ing from the sidelines °the resalt of a setained .ankle asS.

see QUASAR1°

anco

Ruth Gabler was warded second and fine Insclherger third.

r.

COLOR SPECIALISTS

forted Mr first place and Ruth
and Sue lied for second with
Iron wins - and two losses
each. Ruth had 13 touches a gains! her to take second over

:fish Ilk. 15

165.

act,o_71.,

In the 1,11 wank! division.

an

Having The
Utmost Faith

11116-

-conference

Palopapplog
bc 6L.b win.r`91le is '7'1
and senior Andy Locken will

In the finals. Dahhie
lila of Park Ridw was unde-

.

;MMus, Hersey.

Carl Anderson,

Nene, who will be
switched to wrodling this par
JUNIOR

Heights. were fourth1,011
pool and failed to
the finals.

lawling year'schoice.
all

Wayne

tort Heights. am second soh

area center Dave Knish will
be missing from the stWing

5.7

the fourth period and yelled

be

will he wrestling at Is, am
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Featured Above:
Monticello, Charottesville, Virginia
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O
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Monticello, built by Thomas Jefferson in 1769, was it unique
plantation, in altitude 857 feet above sea level. He lived in it
from 1770 until his death in 1826. It was privately owned
from that lime until 1923, when the Thomas Jefferson
Memorial Association bought it.
Jefferson's genius as architect and inventor is immediately

yI
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NO 50 NO NO

NO
NO NO NO NO
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Ans., to

11045
THAT?

Election Day
ACROSS

CANCER (June 22.July
21) -Turn your attention to
been mining for when money
matters are conerned

form)

LEO (July 24 -Aug.
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12 Leave nut
13 Corwerning

231 -Take care that you dolt
allow mother to exploit you.
Refuse to be the 'Rood guy'

(Latin)
15 Conservative

when it may mean your downfall.

it*TMIF

20 Egyptian

river

30 Muscle sugar

(vow/

32

24 -Nov.

4Pctu

2214A hectic morning may
leave you
4 Wage of nervous fatigue. Be wise and
change afternoon plans to accommodate your mood.

govmown
36 Caucasian

(var.)

37 Entangle
311 Musical

Answersto-
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opine
into
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tope
tam
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time
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time
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CAMPUS CLATTER,

omit

krer1=1

25 Dessert

cue.

PIMENTO

21

24 Pillee

23)-A Satorduy which may
well teach you the lessen of
.standing nn your Own mu
feet. Don't depund upon
friends to cont.
your

Hideaword

01 Lyrical fixed
form
sotto

LIBRA (Sept. 24.0ct.

-

5111111(1

113 Strike

REJECTED IF
YOU TELL THEM
THAT GIRLS DON'T
INTEREST YOU1

39 Entitles
42 Register of

111.11

46 Ocean
47 Fat ts

atiprems

authority
52 Assert
53 Hawaiian
Island
54 Austoolmn

bud
55 Terminal

41 A Fru itch win
42 Mc id in

1

Pegs

25 Mot, (nit.jel

gauze

7 Aneathelk

43 Fes :inane

27 Begat
2S Fibbers
29 Os entatio 1

B Hearer
B Opposed

house -and the houses of many of his friends, as well as plans
for the University of Virginia, and octagonal Sling table: his
camera obscure and a polygraph, an instrument used' by
Jefferson fo'r duplicating letters.
Photo Courtesy of Thomas Jefferson Mrrrtndrd Foundation. Me.

nettle
44 Ocean :mull
45 Solar disk
46 Collar

Make all your
new home dreams come true, faster.

(coll.)
3 Man front
to Bud
'
MaJnJ
de net
4 Creek letter 32 Ci wit' x
49 Rolled tea
9 Outfit
3. Int ise
50 Sho dd.,
20 Coltman point 3 In the Ind Ile (coml., fo m)
211i ar ill lin go 40 1,7,,,, I,
51 Reg 'It
.

New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago -51/o% Guaranteed Interest on.

MEM AMEN MOM

MEM MEM MEM

MEMOMMEM MOM

savings certificates (Bell even offers a Tax
Deferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden

-

MEM MIIIMMOM

IV

1

24

30

26

21

28

29

33

1

35-

36

37

39

47 One on

cL

EMPR.all

34

43 Exp,ted

The library, occupying the entire sough end of theThouse,
contains the table at which he made drawings for his own

AROSE

AMMO. DoEMII- 0
RENDER
EMI:,
SENATE
MORA
TRADES...AOOR

4 Electrical Imo
5 Medical
morbid
affection
22 OI

syllable
YOU MONT Ger

weights.

------Ilir:±:
1MTO
'E'E
STER.
'

3 DiViMi011

5 Filar

square hall. In room after room the evidence of his ingenuity
and practicality are everywhere --the hail clock, , the
self -opening doors, his revolving desk, his camera obscure.
The mansion's main entrance is through the eastern portico

in the ceiling of which is a wind vane operated by weather
vane on the roof. Over the hall door is a large clock which
mocks the days of the week by the descent of cannonball

lEl

1:7

VRE
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17 Let it
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Bonus Passbook account and 43/4% on regular
passbook savings...all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
you're looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors You'll find

Guaranteed
Interest

onSavings Certificates.
Only 51000 Minimum Deposit Choose
9-month 10 5 -year maturities.

that home owning can be easy and fast, too
Build your tomorrows with Bell,today
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because of their bites or ginp.
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thus
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small bran sprayer illustrated
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in an aerosol
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transfers in

Maine and Wheeling townships for the week ending Nov.

M. Price is indicated by El in
stae revenue stamps for each
SI,t000 in market value.
Des Plaines: 810 Wolf Rd.,
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to Frank T. Small, 1301 1275

Dennis Pl., Harry L. Hack Jf.
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to
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Emrnerson Ln., Peal W. Son-

Buy Your Nemeth. Now - Build later

shout a loot tn
diameter. What is the cause of
measures

this and will it harmery Ira?
A. The hump was causal by

a gall injury. h

at harm

''4'.',271.t'Un should I prune my

titlespruce tree?

A. In the spring when the

P. has developed aft new
growth.

making CTA token available for purchase as a public
service.

Bell Federal, one of thennancial inslitutions in the
loop, has already received
nearly 100,1300 since the HAS
pan of November and expects

tim,

go he ehould be roads

nag Eftsr rho hohda,
Romp ober Mode sill pooh
din halo to corma atom, slow
Is but I xspw.t both 11,10 to
011, us a by, Illt. At 0.0 and

-

In summing
till lox,
[noughts of me meel. Gardner
thinks that his squad will have

side her

the

and the tree exorcise

parallel

ton Gardner

hope that the Demons will
comc out on top teamwise with
their depth.

IN. four other guys who can

RECKERT PICKED up
eighl rebounds in the Nile

with herd. claim Ph,. &owing
only two personal fouls in the
12 ndnote contou while limit -

Both teaches agree that the.

likeable youth puts all his talnts tu work, and that ha is a
'Wry determined" boy with a

pine. far provost 111031 arm.
dye in keeping the hall away
from the Ng Nita canter as sl

100his bigger opponent toady

-gra. attitude" -pets the jots

just band the lag away from
Chinwright. He's so big Mat

The Recker, when' is all the.
more amazing when you amsider the fact that helllayed no
high school busketba until his
junior year.
Horn in Franklin Park.
Having scan the likes of Reckon moved nu Niles while
such 101114 RS Larry Dilger, still in grammar school. but.
lorry Stone And Mike Livorsi did me attend Notre Dame his
disappear branch graduation,
freshman ow sophomore years.
the Denton he.] pi., still
minks that his club can make
INSTEAD IIE enrolled at
strong showing in the always Quigley Seminary North betough West Subudonn Confer. fore a change of heart brought
awe.
him back to Niles and Hingeni
"Right now wa're probably warm welcome.
performing. in the 110.s or
During the two years RI

you can'totop low from shoot.

,

nt

offensive rebounds.

COACH RALPH Rine.

1404

105 Indigo, Gilman L

Miller to S Richard Pimp
S42.50.

Whealinr 757
Ch Ln..
Martin J. Canute to Charles
W. Snob. 52.1.50.

deed. said a Bell sfwkcsabn.

The tokens, which cog 40
cent for n adult fare and 20
Mini for students, senior cidrens and children under 12,
are sold in puckges of 10 or 60

cos a non-profit basis at the.
embus cadets.
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immediate future is quite

dean Tonight he plays in the
Notre .Dame -Holy Crow

pine

the first conference
match for the strong Don live.

After the ....olt moon.

the polite teen plans on pull&
puling insns and all sports he
can in Me intramural pro.
exam. while conohining his

athletic interests with those au.

on

n
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as he is on the basketball...0am
the blond front line hero
should he a "big 11111" for

raarg:i:°.11:1. for

The Arlington Heights Park District and the
Arlington Heigns Rotary CI, will present the

ath-

lete of the Weak were St. Via
redo team of

Salerno. Gem Oliant.
Richwimming

Rona
for
line

Geoge Mkt%

its
recordcbreoking
performance -In him ti,aturcl,'s

Tans Raker!

ho Mum Nast W orture TN.
trohn I quinKt had err pod

mom,. in bath Ea nun MU

Man qua. pun them to
dim tor Ionion

Marling tor Arlington this

think Ill j:101 let hint go as far
a. can..] oat.] Maingraber.
110 other forward this week
will he another rob face in the
starting lineup. B.2 senior
Steve Fisher. Fisher has leek-

her conditions the

event will he .klon Jan. 3.

'itgidrdeTho''''iiiFU.

distane traveling !linked

while mitking the plop 0,1,

his
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3. gaud 9 years

boys -1M yard dash
,,,gi;ls.1
10 y ,,d..shh
2,1,,],irdda

diately
s asked for a tryout. and
when Inv

girls.220 yard dash

bililie
w Reckon'
ho i'717.e' ni rcdItt

ndlryea'rs
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DRIVING?

And,. Pancrate will again start
al canter.

THERE'S

A CHANGE in the bock willow Mark Jacob
will

NO

playing in place of Dick Powell. Jacoby played a goad do.
fensive game against Crystal
Luke and sank some crucial
ouHide shots, so he will team

FUTURE

IN IT

up with junior Bruce Franc
tonight at the guards. Ant all
three Will get a lot of playing
tie. add Steingraber.
he Hotskie coach saw Ah
lingua loon to Maine West ha
week. but since both teams
were playing a zonc.
didoll

DRIVE SAFELY DURING
THE HOLIDAYS!

Des Plaines Funeral Home
1717 Rand Rd.

624-0166

assume they'll me

the same setup they used lout

yard. hc said. 'They have
some pretty strong kids. and if

we don't beat them on the
boards

we

could

in

bc

o

hlc."
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are
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Cants
dis-

appointing K2 record so far
this year as theyell lo defeat to

the peered. York Dukes and

SPECIAL=;"

DONNA DAY

PLAN NOW FOR NEW YEARS
It's

"Happy New Year Season"! and, in

math the
the rush of our times...you'd hatter make your
tone with
reservations early.recommend watching tb. Dolt pop,

FRANCO

duly and the "MM. Guide Sadie, en Fridop lei the

differ -ant holiday packages dieted. I know one oi tfien, will

ZEFFIRELLI

pb 11(01

tier far weir

RECKLESS

Don Spry. Sophoinore

she CPI. 11040,11

Die schedule ore...Ls is as follows:
1.7 and under
boys -110 yard dash

of the league .d this game
will give us :a barer undeo
prommised so far this year..

best.

Aktirteton

Mahe: sethal team as the long

..,
said, "but we're also going to
have to better mar. shooting. di..

bey has one of the better clubs

ooking for the toward atmVfiatfunkner wbpe pay

be just to your liking.

51.AlOaand 9

R. 10 and I 1 years
7.12 and 13 years
0.12 and 13 years
9.14 and I5 years
10.14 and 15 years
12.U211
I

.

aga"d"'r

hoys-r0 ....dash
girls -2, , rd dash
girls -raw verd dash
boys -440 yard dash
boys and girls -figure skating

WORK
perclassmen

124 compete m annual

Palatine turkey trot
A total of 110 persons

C0111.

pan in the Palmute lAtrk D.Turkey
at
tine Hills Golf Course 101
weekend. Reeks were:
Boys I and under quango
mile run..1. Paul Krieg. Lom.
ion

I

Pula. 1:25: 2. Carl Pion,.
Palatine: 3, Club. Alums,
Bellwood: 4. Ron Kessler.
Palatine: S Gary Cronin.
Palatine,

GIRIS II and under tram.
ter -mile ron-1. Julie Potratz.

Chic*, 1:24: 1 Joy Wenner.
Nancy Nash. Chi-

Girls 12-14 years of age
0.

).

!

Lynne
Marcy

Chicago: J. Carolyn
beige, Chicago: Chris Nene,
Manct .4h r
130, ,rat101 6-8 half -milt.,
-I. Paul Konrad]. Joliet, Y.126;
Fa;
2. Kent Swank. Joliet; 3.
ONCN:ff.

Pittenger. Palatine; 4. Mark
Mellis Prospect Heights: S.

Clay Pittenger. Palatine.

HIGH SCHOOL

Bosh-

mph two-mile run -1. Paul
Adams, Redwood. 935: 2.
Lew Sc
John Lovrse,

195.Pound

ter. Palatine; 5. Rich Weinhandle. Lombard: fi. Wry
mos. Crystal Lake.

College men three-mile run.

Marty MAMA, Tinley
Pars. 13:51, 2. Mike Collins.
Notre
Univers
S.

Mark Vela.
Northfield: 4.
Marker,VA, Palatine; 5. Dan
Pittengr Palatine; G.' Sam
Brooks. Niles.
MEN 211 and over one -mile

Glenview; 4.

4:3 0 2. Toe Johnson. Palatine.
S. Did, Storni. Palatine: a.

Kloapfer, Crystal Lake,
S Gerald Estate E lack Tippens.

Hoffman Estates.

two-mile run. -I. John Keane,

natio

GIME

Mot

Me railroad changed Me name of our town to Arlington
Heights The town grew ropidly with great strides
the
downtown business area....eind tad, Me Denten 'Neu

started M over

half of 1110 N.D. contests kw

Grove High Sang. where he

rgn, ging,p
,, years,

ond get acquainted.

Med hinnelf fe. Me sooting
miner on one of the fill...MI.-

MORE ELK COLONIAL INNS!

1mM! teams in the nn...1.

M.'ZriffM0.1.30.7.00.,

01191
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110E
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Congratulations are in order for Leo of the Elk Colon;
ha opened the Elk Colonial inn Wes, on Lake and
wheenso Reads in Scenes/de. Best wishes from a of us of
Inn.Recently

guys." the A thlete of the Week

around Cu nwright. Mull I've
Men world, m iletense as we

Meetings 500 -Weddings

CAN 763-5590
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cts/R.t snomffSioN

A VERY SPECIAL DINNER
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My husbnnel my parents, and I dined et the Block Fee in the

THE DAM INN

Rolling Meadows 1.1.1iday Inn saiaww, night. Oeneleusl creak

beyond imanIninn with the linen is seryke to tes off the
evening.. you ,,ovenllned*nn,idol lf so noon

Milwaukee & Hintz Rood
Wheeling, III, LE 7-4350

"A Uel Mutaual '71ace."
FEATURING: Top Brand Mlomens CloMes

601
STARTS

chantper.s
NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL A PARADE!
word of eonnoodotion: to Me Arlington Hranht:

FRIDAY'

fm poing on one of the finestlocal 'won: rve

ON OUR WIDE

along, long time. the children loved it, os
ine.sed
we aduhs.... toil well dant

BRILLIANT
SCREEN IN COLOR

GEISER. MERCHANDISE
miii1111111111n111111D1111g11111pwwiIBWRW11101Dw1

Patty DUKE
,Jvintes FARENTINO

SNACKTIME, ANYTIME!
Dem'a the disruption of Me roods, the Snmktime is still olive
Ird

Rand a Euclid Roads
Mount Prostae0
CL 9,5409
for Reserved/1M

ROMANTIC AND ENCHANTING

THEATRE for CHILDREN
ion MATINEE

The role House, on Higgins a Fieldale Rodds M Hoffman

Robed MITCHUM
Angie DICKINSON

"YOUNG BILLY
Northwest Suburbs Only

THEATRE ONLY

$3.00

AMPLE

PARKING

"a girl could
get lucky"
by Don Appall

Estates, hos to he one of the most enchanting restaurants and
K,

bon tenorr ann. Ws Invent on no sight of Me Old menholl
Field G
Club with o view, dons and menu to town the

old pp,. A hole fireplace odds warmth to Me dean,.
Entertainment and dancing. Perfect for mmetiets Ion ffeeniffSs

TAKE THE FAMILY OUT...

Professionml Theatre

$5.95

well....plm serving do, ond mgt. with Mt, fat as,

taste and budget. lime a late mater hmoklast after the piwy
r :too out there for dinner. You chose the lime...they o re
ahem to :0,0 you...and well,

Plus

from

well

TV SETS PARTY NOVELTIES

country club
DINNER & THEATRE

influx

comes ba, to remind us of our heritage. Please stop M soon

year. and this mason has moth-

in the
old Orchard Country Club

from

SIIOBSN

The new Duman Noose Restaurant on Davis Street a: its
name and cuosine from the pages of history. Aso nunton
settled this area in the Bas and gave it his nome. It wasn't
until much later Mot rho voters, businesses, coed

man, Pala., 4. Chuck Por.

Reamernernisrion: Dm won Discount Coupon

1.1 players selected tni

the University of Illinois fresh-

THE HISTORY OF GOOD FOOD

ROMEO
c:JULIET

itanidd

Odor. l'snoneoor 1. Rich Bow-

70 Sen,

tournaments and was

pIIIMGoyRti

Nile, 935 2. Greg Galik,

sa ac,
ae Mil see 40 Our Dec. SO /II. Dm
torm..p.m.
apte..10,01.

.11.:100

Niks game anal challenge. 1
like to go against the bigger

'Un- I. Roger Swank, Joliet.

POW)
Vl
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weisvitten

14r

Reckon allisklurml the

31illsidej

(lois Bedmtrowicry Niles: 5.
Mini -acre Crystal
Laki.
High school juniorrsenior

leaknik

plait, survival the fall elk.-

x1101.onc If
the

course Seigle,.

.14-

pains a sped
what
IY
a lag aPPNntiov-

.rZ17.tt'

To0e be tenant! out to Ye Olde Settlers Inn and visit :he
owuev mr. & mw. Bob Ramsey. It's rime to Mt to Imo' one
dandy plae.v.designed with a hearty meal in mind with
prises brokeveryone can alkyl Special menu, far every day
of the week and a businessmen's med Mors molly geed and

Coming SOON
THE CHRISTMAS
THAT ALMOST
WASN'T

WEDNESDAY MATINEE
Show Buy on Me Area

..77.
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Cardinal mentor said. -Her-

wction on the front line as

I

shod.

fonvard positions.

John Durso and last week's

mma,.
"Ihn

percentage

learn in Zigrnan's eyes as the

,ner Steve Toneff will aka

nnti; linl:n:11nol'adeoeofitiv%
against Hersey's pressing ma-

n. soma
to lino tu piss n controlled of
luna and try to work m (oohs

Hull will ho in charge of the

ZIGMAN SAID' he was

.

famo GI En

Tom Harris. or senior Jack

s^ good in a reserve role
in previous games and has
played with the first unit all
wek.

ills.

aan
The c.rd.
lomat to slow up the plan
voono rho Huskies in them ot

Our percentages were poor
apinst York und Maine and
we mum nproved'
The Huckies have a line

other pawl slot and junto.
likelrandele at caw:while
ither sad, lim Stipp. junior

a

season, sprained an tinkle in
Toaday., practice. `Bitt .1

100.m. at Retention Basin Rink.wea

In ease of unskatable

has

pulled
thigh muscle since the football

12th annual Ice Skating Carnival on Dec. 27. at

and Keith Field leading the
way. They will he joined by
junior Bill Pappas and of

mnssur

anepdarity.

1E111, IS os oreccoful in Mc

Ice skating carnival

SCOTT FEIGE, who

bun playing with

from going to the lack, with

bul"srinre'tiifiTini'tr'Oirn.i'. in

Friday,

z

petition with B011 Beldocchi

nomk-s,

to go as the outstanding Don
effectively kept the NOV boy

gang to a

PG

men on the still rings cons -

1:55:

did get the ball. he had no place

nisei
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to sell them before the end of
the month, at chiell time addiIlona! quantities will be CM

'
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Pap 15,,

EAST ROASTS three letter-

ChRam.

1,44;

happy if we finish the moon

Quigley. Sakai was not on

from getting the ball."
When Recken's big man

ja't ini'r :,ere

Zinkus and Ropski wan on

&mile tion-I, Chris Hahn,

524.50.

Heights:

be

me but just try to keep him

fl

Neil Rupski. while the high
her is manned by Dahlimprs
and Seigler.
iorlohn
Amato Dahlia and Fick

nagot
bankovits: 4. Sue Sloan. Chi-

Prospect

901." Gardner aid. "I'll

knse.

lon1011,42 end musical.

horse event .c.11 be senior la
Jeff "I toyer and junior

5.

to play'
play with a somewhat
lineup and another lesser
injury to contend with.

simply. Ho stud. "Ilia play had aims
to
he the big diffenmee:
Work on defense be did as
put
- the solid aivotman.found hi m Ringer's ooictlinl. Jim

somewhere in the 100's."

loin, heirs. on the side

938; 1729 Forest Or., Lewis

Hopkins a Ronald 1- Otena.
581 201 Gcorp St., Harry B.

dumping his leggin shape all the

twfight."

during the

.

-ct944.

Nagle will have a cast re-

Ringer's match -up sone de-

0

test Recken matched a Car.

will

Maim bob.. 3. Sonya Fa-

CTA tokens from
Bell Savings
CMrency exchanges ond a

"""ItOn'ell3M;11'30"o'n 111.41

meanwhile.

neat., to Zech E. Wags Jr.

From $1500 Down

*al 444

the game when the cold shoot.
ing Dons needed someone to
pick them
Three times during the con-

other pie, of Equipment RS
Winn all-around performer.

large hump on its mink that

Wisteria Co., Gordon J. yam
Develd to Raymond E. Hick;

E.

I. tridstrom Lou boon work

He (Reckini) did a
great job. He did, what he lad
to do (for tura win). stop Car.

gonna as he stopped his man

tame at key moments during

his efforts on five

Q. One an, oak mem has a

Smith. 521.50; 1004 N. KmRobert W. Williams, S27.50:
357 S. Belmont, Harold R.
Dean to Stuart R. Koncbein,

Fick.
Sine
Seigle,
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Carbon to John A. Snyder,

par, Roger

shook Nato Chow, ts
Mg out with ha Mt hand and

&INC Maier and junior Doug

pluming.

to Roy A. Tonnesen, $3 I.
Arlington Heights: 12211N.
Chicago Av., William C.
Koopmee to Charles A.

Mount Prospect 014 E.

Ranth Spilhlevels Osamlans 3.0.5 ihnintom

Id

et

Lindstrom and Tins Nape.

lust for rho
won o 111 shod his hold oat

vat, Cartwright all night in

would he aroond

the 55.50 wt over the Indians.
Mad of Reckert's baskets

orcise. me Denton, will he
counting on returning lener.
ma Tom
Dahlin.

or basement where you can
grown sturdy seedlings for

List real estate transfers
Cook County Recorder Sidney R. Olsen listed the follow -

inn eh masico

th ut

indstrom who w

expanded on kis haws

points of the victors.
Reck ert made oure that he

erage b over 20 points. but
also need twelve hinnelf in

ems dtufl last weea k_
Beginni rig with the floor ex-

the parollel lam

shelbs pnivide eight mere

The winged am to ofien con.
fusel will, the winged termite.
osming needless worry and
confusion. One of the easiest

the Week cut Cartwrighn av-

ning performance against
Ww Lo elan in non-imnfer.

one has 2 trays each lighted by

The light otand elis :loomed so
that the light
is adjumble to venous heights he.

This insect is the reproductive
caste within thc ant colonies.

eralge.1, 100 101 Indium to :missed Rye scoring chances M
oW
theneistiors from
..Not only 2 ol the Athlete of NiNi had drawn main throe

very close match since Maine
South was Ow rtes ranked
team 111.1 sem.. Inc Hawks
might have a Onth edge in that
they Nave Mrstuly had a ...in-

will represent the Demons on
the trampoline while Seiper,

abut flying ants.
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ner's squad which he figures is

The plant and shmvn in
sketch E is an elaboration of
that dawn in sketch A. This

bulk. Comhined

Sensible 1.0 Ram Schwa District ID and 47 Paved Meets
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and exasperation.
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always welcome for shears are
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moo effective method of ant
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number of financial Malik-
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be without a good bulb planter
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inspections arc free of charge

ye,. found in every state of
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Although
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multpurpose room

er heal coach Tom Gard-
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Fining. See you out there!

DINE OUT THIS WEEK!
"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"
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TAKE

I

"

"HER"
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Restaurant

DINNVI

POLYNESIAN

NIELAN'S
RESTAURANT in Rosemont
ENJOY THE LATE SING.A.LONGS

ALSO.. D
ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

WITH

LEON BERRY

a me. nerIbitin to our luncheon dinner menu

..Minium Pamela,. epecielly ,Lnerirsd in

PERFECT

our new Praynesinn Kitchen

PIZZA !1\

Don't Miss Floyd's . . .
Aged Steaks Or Sett. Food

kOPEN 71lay,

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY,

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt Prospect
Phone 259.6458

NIELSEN'S 827-1819
EA,

EIMIRD. ROSEMONT. I,

CALL

5-4300

Luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Daily

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR

(Qk

ENTERTAINMENT

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Pridoy, Saturday

CL 5-2441

RESI ARRANT
COCKTAII. LOUNGE

For Reservations Phone 312-426-3446,

the Black roe

GOOD DINING 8

Christmas Dinner

ENTERTAINMENT

-

Mvites You Cm

S.

.12 noon

Luncheon Fashion Shows

am and NONE] Jones or Pala -

star cleur of fowl trouble.

For Resv. Phone 259;5000

II
LADIES'

$425

"The Drive -In

adults

with the

EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY NITS
8 PM TIL CLOSING

Exceptional
Menu.

lake St. & Wheaton Rd.
Keenyville, nil

Other selections
also available

,haff end only piekot up one

Redlinter sees thine differentlk.
nieeihh. heat

600 Mama
Wheeling III

OPEN EVERY DAN
FR(3M

k

CALL 766-3230

I

537 8866

766.11310

The Coogan sinners are not

completely definite yet. Ac cording to Rollin or, Dave
Lloyd, Bob 10,01,, and Brant
Ninon will open rot' Conant.
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ePnn'Ortl'ide0.'0rIntrhle't
("'knot'.
al off Palatine, 284. And
coach.' Jones said ilna. iho

Terminal player, on his squad
mmepther that pone very well.

-We've been having good
practice, an nook and An.
driano. Carr. Hasheth and

Phillips (four panel, an the

M0 the other two Noots are still

in the eir. One would normally

Prate footient lean]) all would

John

like to gain a little rennet,*

McDonald. has
was almni
from . school Wednesday and

day.' Jones warned. Sarting
So
time for the encounter 815

he

hy

spunky

stitus is dcoNful.

DINING AND COCKTAILS

Card brash A
romps over West
Arlington cinch Don
Drain's frosts
squad updted

A

basketball

Camas...4

high seem] canino try romping over Aelaine West. 98-38.

The Wiirrior, .tayeil in strid e
with the
in ell year he C,
tea hot the second. where the
Redbirds

picked

up

16

to

Maine WOO coach WM
cGarutrionsaCidt.Itintatocirl.inndgtono'is,

[SUNDAY BRUNCH.
Starting ot 9:00 A.M.

from' was exin the secondfreme

ptional, and elm!

eon,
Need with 1Vosis poor defensing in the second quarter led
to Moir defeat. Chris Pouchec

Atbi401fi INN

wee the high scorer EN the
Waniurs with nine. but Jue

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Thimm was clam behind with
eight.

902 E NORTHWEST HWY.,
ARLINGTON KB. ILL.

Coach Drain pointed out

Phone 394-5100

that the young Redbirds cum
ridtted six turnovers while Elie

OPEN MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 6130
SAT. 8:00 SUN. 9:00

m.

Filling

Launching Pad.

9:00 P. M.

THE FUN PLACE TO EAT
WITH A CASUAL ATMOSPHERE

Green Beans Almondine

"BRING THE FAMILY"

Assorted French Pastries

Star Gazing:
Continued Dancing Lo Two Bands and Featured Entettdmnent
12:00 Midrdtc:
Welcome to Our Destination. Festive hats, favors and noise makers

Beer from Nahum!
Wine from the keg
5oilatinks by the pitcher

Jerre' 0 die down
very Sunday 3 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Before landing:
Champagne Brealdast from our Galaxy Buffet
Invite Your Friends Tor this Berated Top
Leave your wallet at home.
:

Theatre and Dinner 'sane also mileble, Please ingiFe dnare boo office for
'(nether details

make "balloon animals."

FOR IUNCN

emerge teurelne..
tell bem
elprishatht

neon..

"a

255-9181

OLD ORCEIARD COUNTRY CLUB
700 West Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect, Dl. 80058
Please reserve
under name of,

CL 5.2025

tickets at $45.00 each for the' TRIP TO '70"
party

1711 RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
On Rome 12 hist 3 blocks South of Palatine Road
Come for lunch 11 a.m.
Corry Doff 255-9181

I19

Elk drive Village

PHONE: 437-1520

utsotit==:Unia=urss

Y ota Sir i1 Etat/too IR Fetil, 8 Seittace

Sun. Lk Mon.- "The Swingers"

Phone

Check enclosed in the amount of
Tiehetesoter cannot guarantee poser einkis tickets
paid for in full, and will
accept mid reservations as a first come basis omit tripare
?, 'pled"

Opening Soon!

Now Appearing

THE GALENS

aQ_aleV

Elkt
Focilitiestwit.All Occasions

ARLINGTON

NOW

RT. 83 8 RT 72 (Ookton ot Higgins)

`Village/7-1:::::

in MO

inn

Stalcrs Inn

HEIGHTS
NEWEST

10:00 P.M.

RESTAURANT!

SEVEN DAYS
A WEEK

Oldc

The Best in American
Food and also

featuring:

PANCAKE HOUSE

RESTAURANT

GREEK, ITALIAN &
GERMAN CUISINE.

Our Specialty
"The Settler Burger"
740 E.

.

Open Eve, Day
1:30 to 3:00, 0:00 to 9.00

.

Roselle g Nerge Road
Roselle, Illinois

RAND RD.

la
AWY1EW YEA.

MT. PROSPECT

WE CATER

pARTIES

mEETINGS

740 E. RAND RD.

per couple

-1, FULL COURSE DINNER -WITH YOUR CHOICE OF:
' BROILED AFRICAN LOBSTER TAIL or PRIME FILET MIGNON
Eros, Shrimp Cocktoil Supreme
Chefs Tossed Greer Salad
Green Beams Almondine
Special Stuffed Baked Potato
ginner Rolls and Beverage
Italloa Pastry and Cookies

PIP. - OPEN BAR

'

for yawMamma, continnous
Mil 3 a.m.) unlimited cocktails,
including Champagne and
Sparkling
°organdy with your dinner.

1

HELPwIAEIRTEAID,LINwEOAN,r).,.,

USE OUR HOUSE FOR
& MEETINGS

nn
or o BANCKIETSeeting, Them's o private am IN
house for you. We'lipony
also serve you Me finest smorgasbord inro lawn inoura
comfMtable name -rue atmosphere. Complete with amod syslams. Dining

smorgasbord

is quick, convenient and inmpensive. WheMer you represent o church

ti(iVslin'cUcletl)

Phone: 529-8840

I WEST DAVIS ST.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MT. PROSPECT

1

W, business Pro., or iodol pro, cell us today.

o(eitT Zati A Week Alt goa em ea
NOON

EVENINGS

SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS

"1.19

'1.69

'1.79

CHILDREN UNDER 10 EVEN LESS

And at 12 pm - FESTIVE FAVORS, HATS, AND NOISEMAKERS.

Continuous Dancing and Entertainment!

Join our party soort....There's not much time left!
Please reserve__ tickets at $40.00 each for
our "Welcome '70" party under the name of,

°I

The BIG "S" is here

NO
CHARGE FOR
BANQUET ROOMS

AT LUNCHTIME, MON. thru FRI.

SOUP SALAD SANDWICH

$1.09

°

Phone:

Check enclosed in the amount of $

THE DALE HOUSE

atZ'actidlii!'s'ots

529-8840

Only reservations made and paid for
in advance will be guaranteed.

111p. R.W. Stem

1018 lilt

fl

RESTAURANT

LEANQUETS

Village Inn Pancake House Restaurant

$4o.00

"Elegance of Old Field Gun Club"
Higgins and Fieldale Roads
Hoffman Estates, Ill. 60172

Dunton House

259-4974

New Year's Eve, Wednesday, December 31, 1969

THE DALE HOUSE

Prepared for discriminating tastes

JUST EAST OF RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

PHONE

V'

Phone 392-9789

DIN NG-DANCING-ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

ANYTIME!!
ISIS

Arlington Hts. III. 60004

DAILY IS u012.00 . WEEKENDS IIND.INO

1:1111 A.M. I.. 1:1111A.,

Open 24 Hours Every Day! Fine

THE PLACE TO BE
FOR THE NEW YEAR!

Bring the family

-

I

sMours"=t47.=Z:runtri tr:u.

SEE YOU AT 9 PM.

and watch hind()

BEING SERVED

EVANS HOUSE

"WELCOME IN 1970" PARTY
come join us for a

Special Stuffed Bakal Potato
Dinner Rolls and Beverage

WE SPECIALIZE IN

U

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Fad -Snicks ar Complete Dinners

Roast Plitt, Strip Loin Pr Beet,Bordeleise

ra

11,1,1

I

FOR FINE FOOD

Served Sizzling Hot
in the Deep Pan

Tgrlitaitraut

We

OLD oRGRABD COUNTRY CLUB

Chef's Tonged Green Salad

,

392-3750

SNACKTIME

Full Course Dinner:
Fnwh Shrimp Cocktail Supreme

PIZZA NOW

World's Finest Pizza

PHONE 299-0011

Round trip Ticket:
845.00 per couple loll tips and taxes included)
(Constant Liquid Refueling fill 3A. M1 unlimited choice of cocktails,
itkeRating Champagne and Sparkling Burgundy with dinner

tHTERIA

TONIGHT!

EVANS
HOUSE

"Old World Recipe

'T.Eagle.g

7/Veclnegl0y, ,2)etetrtler 31, 1969

41

-

HOUDAYS OR ANY DAY

-

Blastoff:

Delicious Pizzo
Juicy Sandwiches
lAtelivrooterina fish n Chips

YE OLD TOWN INN

DERS

eve,

id/

8810 N. Mannheim Rd., ROSEMONT 297.6810

Wouldn't n be fun to select your dinner from a varied menu....ond
r:neve ow to
worry about cooking it, waiting for
or doing Ti. dishes afterward? Wll yam
can at the Scanda House in Mt. Prospect. They feature a menu 48 feet long
ready and waiting to fill your appetite! Make a your n m meal ontl

6.4(,11-.l,)Ek' Businessmen's Luncheon
AtilieJE
Fashion Show Daily
Complete Dinners

rvOOEI,0`s irk OM

;

IP

OUT

SCANDA HOUSE

ENTERTAINMENT

MN, NI, LIS 1/ ,1S

ORBIT INTO TIIE 711's

RESERVE NOW FOR
NEW YEAR'S EVE

eitc4 tom yadt

ern.

Sink,. Torre Rimers:10one Piias

Tuesday thru Saturday

Cocktails

subs for the Pirates will be eter
griddle Doh Carr and Toni

LIVE.

reservations now

2025

PHONE

I AM TO 9 P.O

AMERICAS FAVORITE FAMYRESWIRANTE

FUNCTION JUNCTION

With our Luncheons
and Dinners

lj

our Dave liesimch. The lop

Restaurant
of the Week

.EORGETOWNARE

Come Enjoy

We ore HOW serving

Andriana, forwards Charley
Phillips and Rusty Schnell and

ONE IMMEASURFABLE
Norm in the game could he the

TREAT YOUR FAMILY
TO THE FINEST IN

"HER"

Rand Rd. 8: Euclid Ave.
Mt. Prospect

COME FLY WITTI US -

I

Theta, tild20,1.1Cd toren&
the other two games," pre dieted Jon, The quintet will
he gum, Algaire and Chris

CL 5

0015ERVECEIODI

just north of Thorndale

253-3300

most. motihe open pnitions

TAKE

Mahe your

Reserrottons help
to attar ymr

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE
Package liquor 8 grocery store, too - always open.
Bar open 7:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. Close alt TO. on Saturdays.

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

intri the Palatine lead.
.1E4lek elbsalvd that the wily
time Palatine had trouble with
the afea non whenhalbbncller

lineup

Weil ke with the sane

DINE AT THE ELEGANT ONE...

ZET/ITg:

(ANY ONE)

RESTAURANT

cut

SIN 1919tins
is set

900 W, Northwest Highway

NOT 0120%

$149

LAKE ST. & WHEATON RD.

children

IMP EP RIES

ALSO VISIT OUR NEW

FIVE
with Eloise Love

Noah during the pone and
when he was out. the Glenbrook Smolt prcs, started to

point,"

oin with three fouls.
come Nuck otrly in the second

$2"

(take the rest home)

:=1

MON.,THRU THURS.

ELK COLONIAL INN WEST

Cocktail Show Lounge

en...toned rest at sporadic

hied,

min or soph lohn Whoktord

kedlingki sod 150
nl
those
s meld Manumit

RESTAURANT R LOUNGE.

SPECIAL
CHICKEN -SHRIMP -FISH

ELK COLONIAL INN

BRASS RAIL
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went
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25c A DRINK!
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like Christmas ...
you'll like our

Starrett and ((win Davisof D. Plaines, the cast includes Lam borne of Oakbrook and Kenneth limmea of Elk Grove Village.
Dire., is Geri 1Vadsworth of Arlington Sleights. In addition le
the play the Senior High Choir of the Church will sing under Ole
direction of William Anderson of Pad, Ridge. The public is ton
vitAl and free MIA -sitting service will be provided. Admission is
15-8usirless Personals

free. The church address is 1266 Northwest Ilwy. (Potter Rd.)
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Citristmas

sock it

awa!
y

Demons in supreme iesl

ul tough Glenburd

Club

NNW DONE IN MY HOME

,:cr;

n oho r

17,8. Lee Janson:

Christmas Club

4

Hersey high School, Dec. 12,13, 10 and
Choreographer Al
Cairn bolds scrim while musical director Earl S. Auge

PERSONNEL

D.r Lce Janson:
You'd think they would, but my parents don't Care what mov-

a' Trust Contpanr of Arlington Heights
in the Arlington Market
Shopping Center

Mount Prospect State Bank

I

go 10 see. So, have= some the.r don't chock age very

carefully, I've seen SOITIC awfully lurid movies lately. I'm 1101 oklEashioned, but some parts embarrass me when I'm with my ivy.
friend. In tact, Mere are parts I don't understand. I knave the
films am.uppened to he showing life as it is:but I guess
not
ready to learn yet. Do you mink 1 should stay away from movies
for'awhile? I'm 15 and I like movies.

Humor, 1SSzloo

$150

Dear Mr. Delmi

season, hut the sight or a hippie scares them very much.

OPEN1,

1/'

24
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LESS

OR.

OR-

ONE BOX
REG. SIZE

2 BOX

TIDE

S'il[41ECS11011.1

ES

TISSUE

FREE
GIFT

1 DOZEN

GRADE "A"

LARGE EGGS
Eggs Equal to 81Ar Per Gallon Savings

FREE
WITH 7 GALLON GAS PURCHASE

ONE

TWO

COFFEE

MUGS

THREE

80R120Z.

MILK
our,

Gallon

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE

Yob. wit Inv from JAN. min. I feel the advancement is to
your harbours best Were.

Wide,,eo2ellee

laelandse
am mi 011,1 to sec you in The Day. My husband has been in
business for himself for a year now. What do you see for him' Do
you have advice on futons and .reen for our son and daughmr,
What do pail (Cl ahead for us?
Hear

p KSO

IB T

Airs. H. W.. Rolling hleadows

SCOTTIES

SATURDAY, DEC. 6

11 AM till 7 PM

0

IN OUR CAMERA SHOP
Come in and see him demonstate the new
electronic -exposure Yashica Cameras-the
cameras that think for themselves.

36 LIMB
OIL

athletic with your son up until about high school. Then I see an
interest in either chemistry or medicine. I see your daughter in
teaching or nursing. I Mel you will eventually end up in the
western part of the United State, but we are talking here of a
period of from 10 to 15 years. feel very ambitious willi your
husband, who ho good Mime ahead of him.

Dour alr. DeLdisc:
.

Wo

Its been going with this boy for almost half a year. Conk, you
please tell me if this is going to last? Alen. my girlfrknd isn't on
speaking terms with/tar boyfriend. and neither of them makes an
attempt to make up. Will they end up by making up or breaking

ACCOUNTANT
$ I 1.500

hers

Pr0000 TI

439-9650

0Q.)9

(-

We Honor

He'll be glad to show you the twin lens and single lens reflex 35mm cameras and the reflex superb movie cameras.
You can do more with a Yashica, and do it easier and better, than with any other camera. Come in, see for yourself.

All

,

Wide

SC'r 'T:t

0, Des Plaines
Dear PRI

PEIDSONNEL

TRAINEE

see Mk

CIGARETTE

SALES

Dckly'Sur.allitlita 15.year.old son hy a previous marriage.

1135 Wk. NO Fit

This boy will not do anything he is told. Them ia always a illsagreement going on. WI are debuting sending him away to
school:Would this he the right thing or will !Never do and he like

1.9 oar furnished

/rte

he should?

bonus.prolit sharing

Mrs. F., Adington Heights

....Meth"*"';"*.11.,%;""it:::"4"*Msert17.....AbSSIonj.e"

Dour Mm.

&de wIrettisermet mtd

year love end undentendlne at Ibis impreekla
able age. You Might not he rewarded now. but I eon assure Y.
170;FA::eeps

over main when dm child becomes a man. I feel the problem is
partially within yourself. Fifteen is an impossible age to underc
Limand he is going through much confusion himself. Sending "
him away is only a temporary solution that donn't really solve a
thing, You've tried so hard up until now...sr a little more effort
and I feel you?( make it.
1

Dear Mr. Dill outs;
I would 1,0 to know if there is a happening of great signifi-

CO. o'",'

.

III

1.7.,"

do feel the next five KEE seven years will be very interesting or
I feel a change of residence. I feel ye

that your multi, these efforts now will be rewarded over and

7710

Algonquin and Busse Roads
Arlington Heights,

PIED

COMPUTER.
TRAINEE

your family. After this

with an mania' nickname. A. for your gidfrieM,

.

D

$550 NO FEE

make-up, break-up as cycle, mid It shouldn't be taken seriously.

TISSUE

Half Gallon 55c

$500 1- Free Schooling
z°111.l

.

feel there'll be a change. though another boy. I feel someone here

TIDE

79c

,

feel sem Rood ChM/your romantic situation at this lime., do

ONE

BOX
OF

$1.59

GLASSES

LAB TRAINEE

Mn.. D.. Mount Prospect
Deno Mrs

Up?

SMALL
SIZE

fikuNede Smelt
PRESTOtisiBid'

Think -for -itself
Yashica
BY THEIR

OF THE YEAR

CIGARETTES

NO FEE

Dear him.

EVERYDAY

OR

25 FOREMEN
$185-$225 A WEEK

from .1.5.T. again?

YOU'RE INVITED TO A

of the new...

Algonquin and Busse Roads, Arlington Heights, Ill.
FREE
WITH 10 GALLON GAS PURCHASE

Turn *Style

D

Dear Mr. DeLuoisa,
My husband has been seriously consWering going into bust
ism for hinoelf. However, there is now a strong possibility for
much advaliCed position with the company whore he is now. Ca
you formm which would he to his advantage? Also will hear

Demonstration

SUPER SERVICE STATION

194'Iry
PERSONNEL

D ear Mrs. A.D.:
I feel a complete change Ia yam husband's financial deal. And
I see you going through complete readjustment. You mast get
Ad of your dffeadal entitle. You must not give up. 'Chinos MI
get better.

A LEE JANSONISNE

O.T.

298-5021

Wide

many fathers can face a Mar without flinching during Minting

1.

R0

Mn. A.D.. Wheelie

NORTHWEST" SUBURBS,'

re

,

SHIPPING 8 RECEIVING

SAWING CENTEIT OF TM

CHRISTMAS p,T

0835021

Wideg

A Real Fan
Will no husbands business venture come out of a seriously
Here's your gnat opportimity. If your perenerwasit be oder, grew situation, Wilt 1 regain come mum of sccurity?Tfie domes.
tive, It means you can do the choosing, Despite flu LISA, them tic financial scene also is in a very precarious state: At this lase
are still lame went omvin.1.11 het you can find them.
time in my Ile. 1 have loot my Fight.

100 EAST MRSIROTON 110.

De'E'D'IZt7'111.

SALES TRAINEE
$600 + Cor

Tomorrow
Is Today

LURID MOVIRS

Ms

2965021

Wide ore, °'"A"

INDEX

Co. man, go. Vault meter know mill you try.

.....
THE BANK

HOW

CLASSIFIED

around. I feel happy when she is near. I want to tell her 1 like her.
hut l'In scans' she will run away. or she will say wearejust "good
friends." I wont to he more to her than that. Wind do you say?
Befuddled

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

PREMIUM

DRAFTSMAN
$4.00 Hr. Port Time

u p 0 little rhythm in his ear. Tine musical should have rm..lions. Coll 259419, 392-8633 or 537.6048.

like Icy I think. hot she says she's never really herself when givi

11111111

EVERY DAY

2185byment Agencies -Male

dances in musical comMy, will present fumloving "Mime" at

.

Remmtly I went out with girl. As usual. l was cutting myself
She was trying to mild up my ego, which she did somewhat. I'm beginning to feel liken part of life. but Pm still afraid. I

AND RECEIVE o°. INTEREST ALONG
WITH A FREE GIFT

osl

"Mame" is Ile name of the [loopy holiday offering of the Best
full show. The group, which sp.,

Off Broadway P.m for

A PART OF EWE

Midwest
Honk Cards

IN ARLINGTON HTS. At Rand owl Palatine RM.

SHOP 9 A.M. TO 9:30 PM., SUNDAY 10 TO 8

cance due in my life shortly. I am speaking of something I have
been waiting and working for for some Bone. If not, dogma see
what lies ahead in the near year or so?

LC.. Mount Prospect

Mr
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Dear LC,
I feel your project needs more co-operallow from another

ni NJ

Mina feel. excited with the end rmult m
like lost do
feel, however, that there will he many Mho' adveoluros to mime
for you, so keep yourself enthas...

CO tyl

C7, (V

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will sla
sir, the questions qf Dayroulen In Ms column. Letters Amid
be sigural, bra names will be omitted lE Orr writer nwests it.
Write to DeLanise in rare re Day Publications, 722 Center 57,

02 IV
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Need hamediorely

Deerfield offices letolird
PT babe Cook and Montt
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DIFFERENCE
Call Tom Anderson

AT

380 County Line Rd.
West of Rte. 401
Deefield, Illinois
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WORK WITH KIDS
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FOR a
JOB
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EXPERIENCED MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS. EARN UP TO $5.00 AN HOUR

Call 529-9733
After 7 P.M.
FACTORY HELP

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS -OPERATORS
GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

Col or Apply in Parson
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N WIT II

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
EARN UP TO $3.63 AN HOUR
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5555 West Toohy
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WANT EXTRA MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS?

MAKE THE

PANCAKE HOUSE

1600 BUSSE RD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

HEIGHTS

PEOPLE

GOIif"IWEAR

CO

Experienced

THE BANK 8 TRUST
co. OF ARLINGTON

WE WILL HIRE ABOVE THE MIN.
RATE DEPENDING UPON
YOUR EXPERIENCE

APPLY NOW
The
ew

PROOF OPERATOR

AS RECEPTIONIST

$2.70 TO $3.25

FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

THE HERST ALLEN

CALL MRS. CORNELL

DOCTOR

FOOD STORE
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loA
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JEWEL

$3.15 to $3.09
OPERATOR
DRILL PRESS OPERATOR

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

MISS DAY

439-3232

BABY

RESERVATION

Requires nights. No ex.

ROLLING MEADOWS GI,.

Photography

Furniture Refinishing

027-6,32.
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CO. OF ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
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TONE
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Floor Refinishing
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doe sidehess UN. deviall.

Skokie, 111,
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Office Personnel Dept.
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ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
FEDERAL SAVINGS

FULL TIME STENO

NO FEES
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Good benefits and
working conditions.
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secOrd of effectively
working with people.

Division

400 North Wolf Rd., Northlake, Illinois

WAITRESSES

PANCAKE HOUSE

cc...bete...Meg you MA with us: we DGDF.

udustrml or service
bureau experience will

labia Parts and Access.
2 rep Tread 775

(Amber,.

PROSPECT

1.81-

eor.

1969 Singer Oil 009

439-5510

emei

.9280

864Ieal ftlatellOsSos

bor.!!

'9r8Lts'l°

Apply alter

CALL BILL FECHTNER

If your present position hoebecame routine, lacks
challenge or just doesn't allow you to really

knowledge of unit
record pod Mohawk
euipment is des noble.

1959 Stodebolrer slonen wagon.
110.Spo9tsCats

wry so°, 1.,,,d 5,11

e=n7272=,

or2 o

GOLDEN BEAR

TnIl

-

754.0850

esss'nre'ZA

DON ROTH'S in

stimulating pooroan should provide.

elL'3V2V;

rzr,,14e9s; Man 3 COO miles 320

1s;Mr,s51,1.:

By

PerWsory capacity and

o

526,733 all 7 PM

Duo

gold oval or 0 Apr SSO Dock

Locorelli al555

I.O. we mean Involvement Quality or the
°moue, of satisfaction, challenge end reward o

,

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

36a 7 439 (1875

en. no

Female

YOUR I.Q.?

su.

1960 VW BUS
s'ancF17:5'AS d7ber'sr

1334ndustrial Property fro Rent)

WANT TO IMPROVE

Individual

OFFICE SPACE FOP RENT
.130 7P ,
050

358.7080

ASSEMBLERS

0"08"F711)":r RCd.11Agn,

962 ford. WS, Air. tee new

'11'8'9?Irr7D;

s

eaaRESTAURANT

05,

776 Leads ported 6

IMIrc6rII=02846
.62tYI

297.11d7O'dre
11

771,597

The New

An excellent opportunity
hos become available
within our data process
ing department. Present
ly we ore looking for an
expedenc.ed lead operator
coordinate the
work of 7 to 8 keypunch

1961 101

/"Arladnan-"*.;

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

um 76 n
Pure

1

511,0690

DEPARTMENT

112AstslaidUssforS4h

1107 Auto Parts and Access

mo Coll Pan

71E4 Rent, Stores, Offices

2 DPW APARTMENT Coraennat

418bme Furnishirrishiniture

Nh157,70,1.;gwra

JtV9E1, FOOD

102 heck; Trailers

Bed

Day Want Ads

'1-10gVeL'Po

Now o.

ACCOUNTING

4

V.8,3 so. 31100. 358.6190

Addron 3150 392.0P

it

LEAD

Neer

Wang.

Posse 15" Nod Fon. Bbeinc

Kitchen Supery

SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

z: VI.

1.2290

027 687A

SCHAUMBURG

CL53166

1955 W. North Ave.

NORTH

ARE YOU AN EXPEIIII.NCED WAITRESS,

41/10MATIC E1ECTR/C

manta

04a0ray ADO 6.1606 0.181.0c0,

STORES

vocconosona aloe moecel
wags

Please apply in person

ARLINGION PACK IDWERS HOTEL

and

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
FOR ADVANCEMENT

MENT
MR. JAMES LEVY

auto shopping center

qused Coll ober 7 pat 158 7880

pss

Call 217 1601

OMR,

Melrose Pork

CALL FOR AN APPOINT-

I

Many outstanding beaellta - and close re home.

Monday thru Thursday MOO A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8:00 AM. to MOD PM,
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon

LINDGREN ASSOCIATES
631 3391
Eyes
438 7591

Office Personnel DePt,

Val:22'n

Tending a training school.

ARE YOUR CHILDREN IN SCHOOL?

T:r. V170

Page 03

761a Rent Nousr

,

31,0 541.2034

Fl 5.0500 Ext. 599

Mir earnings lar 0 55day

veifyer. A working

shift

698.3277

each 297 2951 off

7.7

typing skills required. Excellent fringe
benefits,

5 DAY WEEK

have operated on 029
keypunch and on 059

on first shift. 52.37 per hour plus bonus, second

-

,000

DAYS ANETNIGHtiii
me

should no w be in

RANDHURST CENTER

who can qualify for training as Call Windom.
Excellent storong pay - $2.23 per hour plus bonus

inert kx.'";Z,',:det7,,;:rb.7.17."°Yr''' 08'

1670 oh noon

744o Rod Apemen's

4gozriped or dada 6

',Who're

(AJJJ,

, Des Plaices

FOR TEMPORARY OFFICE

COIL WINDERS

FOR WIRERS &

Sedge

4

HOTEL MANAGER

MEN and WOMEN

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
STENOS

We are in me...of people who are experienced or

MATURE WOMAN

Friday December 5 1969

4414,, FM, ad WOW

tleal 'ILIVIF de" P'"

Immediate openings in
.r executive ulLicn SOX
get with secretario! experiene. Slteng clerica
8,1 figure aptitude

V.V.:=1:117.01:1

1st and 2nd Shifts

299-4446

ext. 206

1669 Marshall Dr.

for Extra
Holiday Expenses

Register with us

( GENERAL OFFICE)

ChIppendale couch

Best off er CT

'10'0=10:Er

CLERKS

Call Kathy Heldig

Cook County

Ded

1.041LES.-"'",_

DO YOU HAVE A
GOOD HEAD FOR
FIGURES?

ENJOYLATER

Clerk, StallOgreddler
Coma In or caliber an
bansolnimenti582.7100,

gaud
gad

P.M. ROUTES

nDA Goad mar

GENERAL AMERICAN

WORK NOW-

pd we Nogg you..

Ede, Highway just min.
urea from your Lorne.
G.3.C. offers good
.48:15 . .301,

A.M. ROUTES

FULL TIME

92 5

d

equol oppodun, employer

NM. growing

cloy or slight

ra misirry oppo
iry
lor oleo gals with
with Al.
Oho -numeric punching
and verifying eau.
nce. Wo rifler a 1 riend-

SCHOOL BUS

15T 91-11FT 7 30 AM 4PM

COOKS

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS
FEMME

SECRETARIES

Pp''"64714663

824-1188

Like You

Des Plaines

OAL Prospect, IR.

FACTORY ASSEMBLERS
MALE & FEMALE

clan

Mr. R.O.

THE SINGER COMPANY

70

tipn=474
mos,.
290 2000

AM1'8/55-9914

orporation

124,Ilscellaneas Merchandue

Come sce us or call

298.3130
Peitsonnelfanage
.3940800'

21410 Mann Row
Mon or covp/e for clean, ol
p

wrote

BEA SCHOONVELT

1p &Mid Warm

15T SHIFT 7 30 AM 4PM

6 .1IenrpL ler a H

E

1 21-1148,W4i4a14444 Ikicen

Women!

MACHINE OPERATORS
MALE & FEMALE

RECEPTIONIST

I

ery

d

ern scene ond Rowe,

Credit Investlgabon

CLERK -TYPIST

p

27-1618WastediMm

26ilenWasto1Wares

to 6

Famous Name Brands!

or colder appointment

10% to 30. Off on Display Merchandioal
Many Used Specialil

13121251-19911

1 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

THREE FOUNTAINS
cres.

it,

2°,-AISS oh.

boil AterCall .

AT PLUM GROVE

COMPLETE.

NEW & MODERN

SALES & SERVICE

DIAGNOSTIC

FACILITIES

CENTER

Page 24

Frtday December 5, 1969

t 'Dap%
Rho

IL/

P/B W,W low miles

P/S

I'

JIM AIKEY FORD

'65 Mercury Colony Pork wagon
A/T

il'rhi's Largest!

Ir.e're the

112 Automobiles For Sale

'35-131da.--(7-nv Cadillac gully
equipped
Exc
cond
Mu,t
be seen to oppr 253 0179

.;)

I

Vi.,

p§-

823-9726 after 5.30

1

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

over 150 new 1969's
in stock
35 demos

'66 Pontiac GTO, 4 speed, air
cond., good cond. low mileage.

I'1
h.

exc cond best offer 392 1619
'6'2 Olds Cutlass Coupe P/S, P/B,
PIA', bucket seats. low miles.
Extra clean. $500. CL 3.5667

111

...

'69 Nova

SS, 4
speed, wide
ovals, rally wheels, excellent
condition. 359.6357 aft 4

all must

'67 Chev. 2 dr gold Impala, vinyl
ht, air cond., sno tires. Tuned

and thereasott
isail e
II

up. $1850. 827.4571

a

1958 MGA, excellent body cond.

8b9 FORD

298-5275
'67

P/B, PS, auto Must sell. make

Stock'# 9.2677,

offer. 253-1408 oft. 5 P.M.
'67 Ford Country Squire 10 pass.

$2441
Stock # 9-2222

The Largest, Finest

392.2373
P/S.

T,

PiB

2

Exc.

dr. V8.
cond.

Galaxie 500

VW '67 Fastback Deluxe equip
merit. One owner. Good con-

2

8 cyl. Candyopple Red,
pleated trim, bright err. rnIcigs. color keyed carpeting, push-button seat belts, vinyl trim, black vinyl
roof, WSW Tires, body side mIdgs. P/S, Selectaire
sir cond. tinted gloss.

dition. 51400 773-2712
1965 Pontiac Bonneville. Exc.
buy. Radio. heater, air. Good

tires. Best offer. 2598624
'63

Galaxie

Ford

439.0264

'64 Ford Gol.

'69 FORD

dr. Hdtop. 289

2

V8. P/S. Cust. int. Exc. condition.

Golorie

convert.

XL

owner in excellent shape

Royal Maroon, 2 Dr. H.T. formal roof. 8 ryl. pleated
trim, bright ext. midos. color keyed carpeting, push
button seat belts, body side rnldgs. wheel covers,

P/S,

air cond, many extras, a great
car perf. cond. $600. 729.4571

'63

condition.

Olds 88 Wagon. 9

poss.
P/S, P/B. Extra tires 8,, rims. Lug

rock, Best offer. 392-7572
'61

Pontiac

dr.

4

auto trans.

radio, heater, P/S,
cond. $250. 439.0571
'63

Rambler

P/G,

Station

exc.

Stock #9-2598

LTD Country Squire

$3740

Wagon.

1969 Ford LTD, P/B,

P/S, vinyl

439.4325

P/Irt. disc brakes, AM radio.

$3350

1963 & 1964 Ford Station Wag.

ens, Has to be sold $100 for
both. CL 5 1139.

'69 FORD

A.1 condition $475.

Stock # 9.2732

Custom 500
2 Dr. Sedan, 8

'62 Corvoir Monza, auto., radio,

cyl.

select shift cruisomatic. New
Lime, WSW Tires, power seats, selectaire air cond.,
AM radio, tinted gloss, deluxe belts, warning light,
wheel covers.

392-1354

$2984

GTO late '68. P/S, P/B, A/T, FM
radio. $2600. Days

SELLING ENTIRE INVENTORY

AT DRASTIC SAVINGS

1966 Bel Air 4 door sedan. Unus.
fine

cond. VB. A/T, P/S, R/H.
Priced to sell 259 4073

DUE TO OVER

'67 Chevy Bel Air 4 dr..P/S, P/H,
Fac. slit, Snow tires & rims. Exc.
cond. $1350. 255.6817

SURPLUS OF CLEAN
SHARP USED CARS

1966 Chevy Caprice. 9 pass.
wagon. P/S P/B A/T. 4 almost
new load levelers. Good Cond.
Call after 6:30, 392.1307
GIO

NO REASONABLE

Steering

Brakes, Automatic, Radio Floor Console, Bucket
Seats, Poly Glass Wide Oval Tires. Sherwood

WHOLESALE BUYERS

fer.

529-7426
seats.

weekends. 392-6581

'62 Corlilac DeVille sedan, good
cond. P/S, P/B, P/W, P/STS:P/ant.,

head lite dimmer & door lock,
factory air cond. cruise control
56001324.1935 oft 4

1969 Lemons 2

Dr.

H.T. V8 auto. trans., P/S,

P/B, vmyl roof.

$2766

1969 Camaro SS 2 Dr. H.T. 327, Turbo hydro en,

gine, P;S, P/disc brakes, white vinyl roof.

$2695
1968 Malibu Wagon Red, 15000 miles, 307, V-8,
P/S, auto trans.

3

low

speed
miles;

new tires wide ovals rear; excellent condition $1600.

' 593.6440 aft. 6 p.m.

$2495

safety sentinal, premium tires.

Warranty.

Like

New

;'

1967 BUICK ELECTRA 4 DR. _ Full

500

HARD TOPS

Air

$21 95

1967 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME 4 DR. H.T.
V -B,
Power Steering & Brakes, Automatic,
Factory Air Conditioning, Radio, New WW Tires.
Nossau Blue with Block Vinyl Roof. Green Seal
Warranty

2 -DOOR

_
Power,

runty

GALAXIE

$2095

# 1180, 2 -Door, Hard
Top, Aqua, 8 -Cylinder.

# 1125, 2 -Door Hard Top,

8 -Cylinder, Automatic
Transmission. Vinyl Roof,
Body Molding.

Silver Jade Top,

$2260
1969 Mustang Grande full power, air cond.,
vinyl roof.

$2895

JIM AIKEY FORD
750'E. NORTHWEST HWY.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

827-2163

8

Steering, Radio.
Visibility Group. Body

Molding, Rear Defogger

$2095

BRONCOS

(With Snow Plow)

,..

,1795

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

$1695

wall tires.

ECONOLINE VANS

Power Brakes, Automatic, Radio, New
Premium Tires
Matched Set. Aspen Green.
Green Seal Warranty. Nice Family Car in Top

411295

$2195
'66 CHEVROLET
air cond. Impala V8

Fact.

2 -door

hdtp. with Pow
2d;glide, power steering and
-trakes, vinyl top, whitewall
tires. One owner. Suburban
driven.

???

DELIVERY!

'65 CHEVROLET

$1 695
- Economy V-8, Power Steer.

Nova station wagon with
auto. trans., 6 cyl. engine,

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE
Full power, air conditioning, vinyl roof, white side wall tires, All Black.
SHARP!

.$1495

radio, heater, whitewall tires.
Perfect second car.

???

1967 OLDS CUTLASS
4 Dr. H.T..V.8, full power, factory air conditionings, whiteside wall tires. All

1967 MGB ROADSTER

$2495
$1595

H.T. vinyl roof, factory air conditioning, full power, low mileage.

in $1895
Color. Can Ben Seen in Heated Showroom.
"The World's Largest Oldsmobile Dealership'

-

1967 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON
V-13, auto. trans. radio, heater, white side tires, A Real Beauty.

.e.t.

Full power, white side wall tires, radio, heater, Dark Green with Black Top. A

er

a

RAND & CENTRAL RD. DES PLAINES, ILL.

oil_ silk; i II
1111111r411111

ni
el
W

PHONE 827-3111

'

$695
'64 CHEVROLET
Impala V -B 4.door hdtp. with

$745

auto. trans., power steering,
power brakes, whitewall
tires. One owner. Mother's
little helper.

1967 GALAXIE "500"
2 Dr. H.T. air conditioning, full power

1966 FORD CUSTOM

$695

2 Dr. Sedan, factory equipped

1964 RAMBLER

$295

4 Dr. Sedan

A

ou F

vertu,

11

DEVON

I Taal II.T

Hours: Mon. thru Friday 9:00 to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 to 5:00 Closed Sundays

portation special.

$1995
$995
$1495

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

Olth-

Parklane

???

Sport roof V8, cruisomatic, power steering, power brakes, radio, heater,

oe014,4

cond.

hdtp. with auto.
trans., power steering, power brakes, power windows,
whitewall tires. A trans-

$1495

1968 FORD XL

.

air

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE.
Buy at

1

'65 MERCURY
Fact,

4 -door

1967 T -BIRD LANDAU

4 Speed, Radio, Wood Steering Wheel, Radial
Ply Tires, Wire Wheels, British Racing Green

-,

$1795

White.

SPORTS CAR SPECIAL

S

I

4.0

an-

tenna, Cruise Control, door
locks, AM/FM radio, white-

IMMEDIATE

Air Conditioning, Radio, Power Steering. You'll

1966 OLDS 88 4 DR.

Fact. air cond. Custom Elec-

tra 4 -door hdtp. with power
steering and brakes, power
windows and seat, vinyl top,

FOR

.1967 CHEVY IMPALA COUPE - Automatic,

ing,

'67 BUICK

rear defroster, electric

1967 PLYMOUTH FURY III STATION WAGON

Hove to See This Ones

$2495

Power

1967 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 4 DR. H.T.

Full Power, Automatic, Radio, Factory Air Concli
honing, All Vinyl Interior, Cream with Black
Vinyl Roof. Showroom new. Balance of Factory
Warranty

Fact. air cond. "98" Holiday
Sedan with power windows,
power seat, vinyl top, radio,
whitewall tires.

Cylinder, Cruiseomatic,

and Rear Speaker.

Extras.

white side wall tires, Gold. SHARP.

1969 Mustang 2 Dr. H.T. V-8, auto. trans., P/S.

'68 OLDSMOBILE

# 1p60, 2 -Door Hard Top,

Automatic Transmission.
Power Steering, White
Sidewalls, Vinyl Roof,
Radio, Body Molding,
Rear Defogger and Many

$2388

$2399

DEALER;

Factory

$2395

V.8, auto. trans., P/S, P/B.

381-0899

Balance of
Throughout

1969 Dodge Super Bee 2 Dr. H.T., 4000 miles, air
grabbler, 4 speed, 383 engine, vinyl trim,

1968 Pontiac Tempest Custom Wagon, wood trim,

126 N. COOK ST.,
- BARRINGTON

LIST PRICE

Lime Gold with Black Vinyl Roof, Automatic,

196$ FORD GALAXIE "500"

$2099

IMPORT MOTORS

$1800
OFF ORIGINAL

White, $$SAVES$

vinyl roof.

BARRINGTON

oercooting.

4 Dr. Sedan, 352 V-8, cruisomatic, radio, heater, white side wall tires. All

$2399

SEDAN
'Fact. oir cond. with deluxe
k.Fact.
'wheel discs, deluxe radio,
power antenna, rear seat

speaker, tinted glass, front
and rear floor mats, 6 -way
power sect, vinyl top, rear
gowindow defogger, plus 5
Vogue whitewalls and und

Transmission a
Power
Steering,
Vinyl Roof,
Radio.
White Wall
Tires. Plus Many Extras.

1969 Galaxie 500 2 Dr. H.T.357 engine, auto.

1968 Olds 442 4 speed, P/S, P/B, air cond., vinyl

69 "98"4 -DR.

8 Cylinder, Automatic

trans. P/S, vinyl trim, air cond.

1968 Pontiac GTO 2 Dr. H.T., 360 H.P. 4 speed,

SEE
SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CARL
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

;12295

Used Cars

vvvvvvvvv®v

1968 MUSTANG H.T. - v -e, Power Steering, Floor
Console, Bucket Seats, Radio, Wide Oval Tires,

$3149

roof.

-

Seul Warranty

trim.

$2395

800 E. Northwest Hwy
Arlington His

Roof. One of the Nicest Ones Around. Gold

with

Victej Ready

SPECIAL

FAIRLANE 2 -DOOR HARD TOP # 1315

Black

Factory $2396

1967 OLDS 98 LUXURY SEDAN - Loaded

1967 Plymouth GTX 2 Dr. H.T. full power, 375,
440 Magnum engine, auto trans., red with black

1969 Chrysler 300 Coupe full power, air cond.,

CL 9-4100

Cinnamon with

Very Low Mileage with

Condition

$1395

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL

Automatic.

Top.

WORTH -THE-7h

OF THE WEEK

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLES:

Power with economy V-8, Factory Air Con

$2288

1968 Ford F-250 heavy bed camper, special, V-8,
360.4 speed, red with white top, custom cab.

Daily &
Long Term Leasing

396

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III 4 DR. H.T. -Full

Dark Green

51000.

1967 Rambler H.T. Vinyl roof.
P/S, $1100. Call after 6 P.M. &

Speed,

Roof.

-

-

$2695

-4

6 Passenger V-8, Automatic, Radio, Power
Steering, Luggage Rock, WSW's. A Nice One.

WELCOME

1966 Ford Mustang Cony. P/S.

-

&

NOW ONLY

Full Power with very Low Miles. Antique Bronze
with Black Top. Balance of Factory Warranty.
Will Be Worth Hundreds More in the Spring

4 -speed,

Transmission, Vinyl
Plus Many Extras.

Cherry Car

ditioned,

12 Demos Below
Factory Invoice

ance Group, Automatic

Green, White Vinyl Top 9,000 Original Miles A 4/2595

Warranty

CUTLASSES -F -85s

B Cylinder, Sports Appear-

,,,,

1967 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE CONVERT.

OFFER REFUSED.

Good Condition. $695 or best of-

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

1968 FIREBIRD 400 CPE. - Power

Vinyl

TORONADOS

'69 LTD.2-DOOR HARD TOP

go. Gold Seal $2895

Conditioning Tinted Glass, Radio, Automatic,
Brand New WSW Tires. Green Seal Wor

359.4552

1963 Khorrnann Ghia.
GJod condition. $295.
381-5498

"THE EXCLUSIVE

Warranty

98s -DELTA 88s

Rack,

Full Power Factory Air Conditioning, Brand New
Premium Tires. Light Teal Mist with Black Vinyl

CL 9.0797

blue;

WSW, Radio, Auto. Ready to

3 LEFT IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

4P2895

Balance of Factory Warranty. Like New

Dr. 8 cyl, dual facing rear seats, Roven Black,
3.way magic doorgate, P/Tailgate, die cast grille,
Ret. headlamps, wheel covers, WSW Tires, P/S,

1962 Chevy II. Automatic trans.
Radio, heater. Exc. cond. $275.

Exec.

Luggage

29
IN STOCK

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

1968 VISTA CRUISER 9 PASSENGER - Fuil
Factory Air
Cond.,

New '69s at
Factory Invoice

FORD

.1.

V-8, Radio, Air Conditioned, Red Line Tires,

4

lop, A/C. $3250 or best offer.

1968 Mustang 6 cyl.;

Conditioning, Burgundy with Black Vinyl
Roof, WSW. Balance bf Factory Warranty.

LTD Country Squire

437-4625

trees.;

1968 OLDS LUXURY SEDAN -Fall P. ower, Factory

Air

1968 CHEVELLE MALIBU H.T.

'69 FORD

Good transportation.

Console, Bucket

Seats, WSW, Orchid
Balance of Factory Warranty. Low Miles

Power,

4 Dr. dual focing rear seats, 8 cyl. Roven Block, 3
way magic door gate, P/Tailgate window, die cast
grille, Ret. headlamps, wheel covers, WSW Tires,
P/S, Pjf row disc brakes, air cond. selectaire, AM
radio, remote control outside mirror.

1963 Volks Wagers. Red. Sunroof.

Pontiac

'
in. color with Vinyl Roof. $3995

Sharp,

'69 FORD

Top shape. 2 almost new tires.
$400.5372805

1964

-

radio

$2897

Only

1969 TORONADO H.T.
Full Power, Air Conditioned, FM/AM Radio, Deluxe Strata Bench

-WSW Tires, vinyl trim, black vinyl roof, P/S, AM

1969 Buick Electra, air cond.,
low miles, excellent condition.
969.6343 aft. 6 p.m.
1963
VW.
Good
Red. 157001 Call
CL 5-1121

with an unbelievable original 20,000 miles. One $1 495

Galaxie 500

.139.1565 oft. 6 P.M.
'63

Stock # 9.2380

CLOSEOUT

FULL SIZE

BUY OF THE WEEK!
1956 FORD 600 Series
SCHOOL BUS 36 Passenger

$3244

A/C.

500.

'69

NEW 1969

From

Hurst shift. $400 or best offer.

PRICE

NOT ONLY MAVERICK BUT ALSO)

Selection of new and
Used Cars To Choose

H.T. formal roof,

Dr.

Qom

$1995

and

'69 FORD

537.8872 otter 6 P.M.

.

THE INDUSTRY
bur Famous Gold Seal &
, Green Seal Warranties

Air cond. P/S P/B. $1825. Call

get the
00-THE-TR/A

tty.I.

WARRANTY IN

Dr

Sedan, 8 cyl. Meadowlark Yellow, all vinyl
trim, color keyed carpeting, pushbutton snot belts,
courtesy light, select shift cruisomatic. AM radio.
4

71

THE FINEST

Custom

Firebird Conv. Custom Int.

'67 Custom '500 Ford

t

OLDSMOBILE

NORWOOD FORD

530 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
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Elk Grove evicts .18;
OF flies 17 to Texas
Eighteen persons have been

[age's United Fund for air fare
to Texas. The 18th, Hulett

moved out of six substandard

housing units at 1100 Landmeier Rd., Elk Grove, as a result of a Saturday morning inspection conducted by the Elk
Grove Fire Dept.

Suburban committee urges
/ow, moderate income housing. See Page 2.

The six housing units,
which Hulett said were in "ter-

rible'. condition, were to be
burned down this morning.

NUMEROUS FIRE code
violations existed in the housing units, including single

exits, dangerous heating sys-

According to Fire Chief Allen Hulett, 17 of the 18, all
M e x i c a n -Americans, have
been given money trom the vi1-

said, has been given accom-

tems, faulty space heaters and

modations in a local motel until suitable permanent housing
can be found.

open flame burners used for
heating, Hulett said.

"Starting tomorrow, we're

5 from area at Con -Con
opening in Springfield.
uals and a 4 per cent tax on

By Richard Crabb
(From Springfield)

business incomes.
Democrats and some promi-

With five of the 116 dele-

nent independents among the
delegates quickly took public
issue with the governor not
only on the question of rewritcially opened here today at
ing the revenue article as the
noon.
convention may wish but also
There is hope that the body
created here today will have questioning the wisdom of the
governor attempting to dictate
gates from the northwest sub urhs,
the Illinois Constitutional Convention offi-

worked out the revisions, or
what the Constitutional Conperhaps an entirely new convention is to do on any issue
stitution, by Labor Day or be- before it.
fore.

SPARING BEGAN over
Whatever is worked out will
have to be approved at a state- the weekend on the question of
wide referendum likely to bo leadership for the convention.
held late in 1971 or early in Samuel W. Witwer, Kenilworth
Republican,
and
1971.
Thomas G. Lyons, Chicago

THOSE WHO took scats in
historic Constitutional

are
Democrat,
consideted
leading contenders to head up
the convention. Both men
have been prominent in the organizing of Con -Con.

the

Convention today from the
northwest suburbs are:

John G. Woods and Mrs.

Virginia Macdonald of Ar-

Lyons was formerly chairman a the important commis-

lington Heights, representing
the 3d Senatorial District.
Mrs. Anne H. Evans of Des
Plaines and Clyde Parker of
Lincolnwood,
representing
the 4th Senatorial District.

sion of the Illinois General As
sembly, appointed in 1965,
which recommended the hold-

ing of a Constitutional Convention. Witwer was head' of

Mrs. Jeanette Mullen of
Barrington Hills, representing
the 32d Senatorial District.

an unsuccessful effort to call a
constitutional convention in
1948 and has been a leader in
the calling of this convention.
There appears to be a growing area of agreement that the
convention should be presided

THE DELEGATES began
informal preparatory meetings
on Friday. The sessions continued Saturday and Sunday.

Many of the problems confronting the convention became evident
three days.

during

over by a president and two
vice-presidents, perhaps one of
the three representing the Re-

these

the Constitutional Convention'

publican party which has 56
members in the convention,
the Democratic party which
has 47 members on the convention flood and one of the

retain the revenue article of

independents.

Gov. Ogilvie injected a partisan note when he urged at a
weekend press conference that

the 1870 constitution.

THE OBJECTIVE will be

This was an effort by the

to elect the leaders this week as

governor to prevent there
being placed in the state con-

quickly as possible. The next
step will be to appoint a rules

stitution a limitation on the
state income tax rate or the
adoption of a graduated income tax rate for individuals.

THE PRESENT

income
ruled to be constitutional, provides for a flat 2
per cent income tax on individtax law,

Day photos
may be in
`the Ozarks'

and

procedures

committee.
Once this is accomplished the

convention will likely adjourn
until after the holidays.
The rules and procedures

going to be burning all these

"WE FOUND them a place
to live or otherwise took care
of their needs," said Hulett.
Elk Grove Village Manager
Charles Willis said the village
had no choice in moving the

looked like a palace compared
to this," Willis said. "This

housing was so substandard

The rules groups will recmittees to be formed by the
convention. It is expected that
these committees will do most
of the creative work of the convention with the heads of some

of the most important committees being convention officers of the highest importance.

that we could not stand by and
let them stay that way."

WILLIS SAID the property
was annexed to the village

about a year ago, but development of the land has been
delayed for various reasons.
The fire last week that Willis

referred to killed three young

children of the Juan Arenas

repair work that so often pushed motorist's blood pressures

The chief engineer of District 10 (Cook County) of the
Illinois Division of Highways,
George March, as a Mount
Prospect resident knows well

upward along with soaring
last
temperatures
summer
should have been done I()
years ago.

the

This attitude is certainly in
accord with findings in the

ner.

Metropolitan Area Transportation study (MATS) completed in 1956.

frustrations of inching
along on portions of Illinois 83
where it is an ancient two la-

He has an important December date circled on his
mental calendar --Dec. 15.

ON THAT DAY, one week
from today, March hopes to
have all of Illinois 83, from
Golf Rd. south to the Northwest Tollway overpass just
south of Cakton, opened to
four -lane traffic with cheery
motorists moving smoothly
along in free -flowing traffic.

March set this date for himself, his assistants and the con-

tractor two weeks ago, when
The Day visited his Marina
City offices for a timetable on
progress and completions on
various major northwest suburban highways in 1969 and
early 1970.
March answered the question, "Why are so many major
highways torn up at one

time?" with this droll reply:

THIS REPORT projected
an increase of 99 per cent in
traffic in the Chicago metropolitan area by 1980.
March emphasised that the
four -lane

traffic would lack

proper signalization at two of
the

intersections --Dempster

linois 83 is already a stretch of
four -lane 'highway, but when
road crews began resurfacing

of the highway south of Oak tor, they found that a 10 ft. by
12 ft. culvert in the deck of the

bridge approach at the north
base of the Northwest Tollway

Gripe
Of The

4;Th

Days.
(

Mothers who allow their

children to roam without

through the holidays in order

to

take your castor oil in many

supervision in the vet's of-

to have some firm recommendations for operating the convention immediately after the

small doses, or all at
time'?"

doggies."

committee is expected to work

"WOULD YOU like

one

March said that most of the

fice, petting all the "nice
N.N.

terday for today's opening ses-

sion in Springfield.

Photographer Michey Birger sent the photos by air express last night on Clark Air
Lines flight 854 out of
Springfield. The package was
to be transferred to flight 958

rirralwirl
:r7,1

migrate back and forth from
Texas," he said. "The problem
is now, are they going to come
back in the spring."

"THIS IS exactly what I
didn't want to have happen,"
lbarra said.
Rita Gara, head of the community life committee of

It was
was a time for winter

Queen of the Rosary Parish,

sports yesterday

which has announced plans to
start a drive to improve housing conditions in the area, said
she was "angry" over the persons being forced to move,
"I really feel like something
should be done to house these
people instead of shipping
them out," Mrs. Gara said.

Steve Centsler of 506 S. Witte
tosses a snowball at toboggan-

(above) as

ing Anrea Novy of 206 E.
Council Tr. and Gail Vockcroth of 403 E. Berkshire, all

in Mount Prospect, on the
slide at Lions Park. At right,
packing snow into their sand

pails to help build up their
snowman after winter's first
snow yesterday are Donna and

Karen Stretch of 511 E. Lincoln, Mount Prospect. (Photos
by Dan Bolas)

was defective and needed replacement.

THE EAST section of that
culvert has been replaced but
the west section is "skewed,"
March said, and it too needs
replacement.
While being

interviewed,

March told his chief construction engineer, Ronald Matthias, to he sure and have the
tollway bridge road ready for
use Dec. 15, even if temporary
patches of pavement are put
down on either side of the narrow culvert section (12 feet) of
the roadway on the west two
lanes of the highway.

THE NEWS about Illinois
83 should be most welcome,

Appeals board rejects
outique application 5-0
By Ben Clarke

The potential owner of a

"Victorian boutique Friday
night made an impressive presentation of her plans for such
a shop, in the south 200 block
of Emerson St., Mount Prospect, but the Mount Prospect

March, crews worked until 2

Board of Appeals rejected her
application by a 5 to 0 vote.
Mrs. Marjorie Douglas, was
making application for her
boutique in a residential' zone
(R-1) .just south of commercially zoned B-3) property
on Prospect Av.

necessary by the prime contractor, March said, to get a

by several Emerson St. resi-

especially

since

the

com-

pletion of four lanes to Oakton
was not scheduled to be done
until next spring.
During the past month, said
a.m. on tour occasions.
All possible speed is judged

maximum amount of pavement poured before increasing
cold weather slows progress.
AS IT IS NOW, March said,
the temperature must be 40 de-

grees or warmer to pour concrete, and when the temperature approaches the minimum
allowable hot water is used in
the mixing.
The new concrete is then
covered with plastic sheeting
and straw covering as protection against overnight freez-

OBJECTIONS WERE made
dents and a homeowner on the
Main St. block behind the pro-

perty in which Mrs. Douglas
was interested.

The hoard chairman,

George Jacohsmeyer,
viewed

the

live

re-

conditions

Addison man
held on
3 charges
An Addison man was ar-

rested on three charges early
this morning after he was arfreeze within the new pave- rested by Mount Prospect Poment, March said, the pave- lice in the rear of an apartment
ment is ruined and must be complex in the 1000 block of
torn up and replaced.
Cottonwood.
Friday, Illinois 83 was alJames Francis Brennan, 25,
ready a four lane highway in was charged with unlawful use
use at least two city blocks. of firearms, failure to register
south of Golf Rd. Pavement firearms and driving while his
had been put down in four license was suspended.
lanes all the way to Dempster,
Patrolman Dennis Leonard
and some of the asphalt me- apprehended Brennan shortly
dian strip was being poured.
before 4 a.m. when , he said, he
Brennan's

auto parked

WHEN A DAY reporter with it's lights out in the rear of

arrived without our Con -Con
"

'-

Rapids, Iowa offices of Ozark,

where flight 854 went after

know.

children were not immediately
available to him last night.
"Several of the families do

visited George March's offices
again Friday it was 5:15 p.m.,
sometime after most northwest
suburban motorists were wending their way home.

for O'Hare Field. Flight 958.

Sunday's

photos may have been hijacked to Cuba, for all we

address.

saw

at Peoria, which was destined

leaving Peoria.

Landmeier

SHOULD ANY water

The Day had some well -laid

By that time the Peoria office of Ozark had closed, as
had the Moline, Ill. and Cedar

I00

lbarra said the names of the

ing.

plans to have photos today of
the northwest suburbs' Con Con delegates preparing yes-

photos.

1

and Algonquin.

Okaton to Higgins on Il-

r

school children living at the

Drivers' frustration to end
Dec. 15 along Illinois 83
By Ben Clarke

rec.

According to Robert

lbarra, co-ordinator of the
Spanish-American program in
School District 59, there were

"Actually, we haven't had

"The housing that we had
the tragic fire in a week ago

ommend the number of com-

of Elk Grove Village.

to find housing because all but
one of them planned to go back
to Texas," he said.

18 out of their housing.

beginning of the new year.

family at 1800 Landmeier Rd.,
in an unincorporated area east

buildings down," he said.
According to Hulett, the 17
persons intended to return to
Texas soon anyway.

During late afternoon recently piles of straw, like this one at III. 83 and Algonquin Rd. have been
a common sight. Only a few minutes after this photo was taken the straw was spread on top of plastic
that covered freshly poured concrete. (Photo by Steve Schmidt)

the apartment buildings. Bren-.

nan was taken to the Mount
Prospect police station after he

reportedly admitted that his
drive'rs license was suspended.
Police searched the auto at the

March was still at his desk
pouring over more highway station and found a .25 caliber
plans ---not Illinois 83 this
automatic pistol, two boxes of
time, but perhaps another ma- ammunition and a "billy
jor highway that he hopes to club".
see finished ahead of schedule.
Brennan's bond was set at
March's primary business is $1000. He is also to appear in
seeing that highways get built, Mount Prospect Circuit Court
but he also cares about people.
Jan. 8.

which an applicant for use
variations must fulfill in obtaining such variations.

SECTION 30 of the village
zoning ordinance states briefly
that residents requesting vari-

ation must file an application
with the village clerk and supply all necessary information

on the property, pay the required fee for publishing of the

notice of public hearing and

Mrs Douglas said that her
in
the
Victorian"
house which she had already
redecorated on the first floor
had the proper motif for the
shop.

type of business she desired to
operate

Sill 10I I) the hoard that
it was almost the only' such
building in Mount Prospect
which fit the basic requirements m.hich she intended to

appear before the Board of Appeals for a hearing.

incorporate in the "Victorian"

Conditions for granting of a
variance as outlined in the ordinance include that applicants must show particular

One 01 the objectors upon
the conclusion 01 the hearing

hardship for the owner, that
the purpose is not based exclusively upon a desire to make
more money from the property

and that granting of the vari-

ance will not he injurious to
other property or

improve-

ments in the area where the
property is located.

Mrs. Douglas thought she
fulfilled the requirements. although the residents felt she
did not.

boutique she hoped to operate

before a hoard decision had
hcen announced said angrily,
"This was cut Mid dried before
we arrived I
bet you $10
11

that she gets her variation "

It was a surprised and chagrined though pleased. objec-

tor n ho heard the final

5-0

vote.

Chairman Jacobmeyer remarked when the final vote
was east,
this is a Kangaroo court' l must misunderstand the definition of that
term."
11

SWOON

SU8U0-8

MA

The trouble with school dropouts is not that they cannot see
the handwriting on the wall, hut that they fail to read it

Board.to air
denial of

_

parade permit
A special meeting of the
Mount Prospect Village Board, to consider an appeal of

a denial of a parade permit by
Police Chief Newell Esmond,
is scheduled for tomorrow at
7:30 p.m.
The permit was for a moratorium function, planned to

end at Kopp Park, 420 W.
Dempster, next to Dempster
Junior High School.

Meetings

Tonight
Mount Prospect Fire
and Police Commission,
Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Prospect Heights Park

District, John Muir
School; 7:30 p.m.
School District 59 Cornmunication.s
Committee,
2123 S. Arlington Heights
Rd.; 8 p.m.

1
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Noisy party results
in fines for 5 men

Lou% moderate income
housing committee's goal
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Cookie cutters; by the score

1100d

IT Delores Haugh

cocraval or

P nal abut

Esther Clanna is a toast.
of cookie cutters.
She began her hobby shoal

3Jing,
..eisculate

,

lb
10 of

rt

I

-Moat mass maize

the urn old

had been made in his homeland, Holland. The popularity
of these huge Diitch -cookies
grew to arch extent that soon
the family began .boking them

hake

out aut

cookies"

bt I 1 kellSbled

lection

of over 100 =Men

many

Disneyland

Inky enough

00000 10 the shapes of flowers,

Esther Muter has Mc Christmas cookiesitnatioa weal In baud. With mer aseore of cookkantas
to choose from end a recipothat le Sere le Walther hada, treekine gthges'aual,

DM HAY
ge

mEami.,z Rs

sonic for every hOliday, and
those used especially far the
cookia of other countries.

"Dee of the meat

inter -

mting cookie stories is about-

This rs her recipe for Old
Fashioned Rolled Cookies.
105 cup shortening, pert butter for MIVOr
cup sugar
I7 tempeon vanilla
well batten egg
13/4 cups flour

Thoroughly acorn shorten-,
ins, sugar and vanilla, Add egg

and beat well. Add sifted duly

ingredieMs mix thoroughly.
Roll very thin (one -sixteenth

inch) on lightly floured surface. Cut into desired shams.
Bake on greased cookie shod
in 375-demidugree oven for. six

eight
des.
This recipe
makes over three dozen.

to sddition to cookie aniko
inn Mrs. Clauter is activo in
the PTA, the Northwest Subeiban Dental Assistants Abss
dren, Nancy. 16, and Re.,
You can enlarge your
cookie cutter collection pot am
Esther has. It is not expensive

to do so. Cookie cutters hale
been a part of PariericIN
Christmases since the days of

au forefathers and rem..

\elf hafit, qfpri, Ito 10111,11
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Visit Santa
at Turn -Style!

Prospect

well guarded secret that the Clauters do not know.

VinViliev

Club will spin
sponsor the special Cluidmm
Woman's

14.

Scouts entertain children
A Christmas party for meinben of the Mount Prospect Jo-

nior Woman's flub and their
will he bold on
Wedneaday. Oa. 10. 7:IS
p.m.om at the Mount Pnrapect
children

Cmunity Center.

l° the group by the Junior Girl

Scout Troop 093 from Far-

view School. The cc -leaders of
the
group,
Ors. Donald
Thema and Mrs. Gilbert Spam

one. helped me girls and their

mothers make the costume.
end scenery for the play. The

Xmas party
for nurses

Donations of money will he
used to fill packages of needed

Watkins, Elizabeth Bothell.
Non Buckweitz, Sus. Geteirts

Jan Moloney, Christine ME loch. Jean Ellen Paltard end
Beth Branch.

following girls will he in the

Mambas of the board will

mogrami Susan Stanis, Carolye West. Teri Debert, Laura
Madmen. Connie Mueller,
Linda Ormerod, Sheron Phillips. Margaret Thomas 'ally

provide coolies and punch for

the Imes. and San. Clem
will be Mere to hear Mo childrank wishes and give each

Bans sent not only at Cbriso
nue but all year long to fish.
ing men abroad.
Gift donations

of Melt

The Mount Prospect Nurses' Club will hold a Christmas
pony Tuesday, Dec. 16. The
party will be held in the home
of Mrs. George Wyatt, 402 N.

items such as sox, razors, paper
pamrback
books,

small games, puzzles, playing
creels, canned treats, candy,
gum and 001 other small item..

Mr, Arthur Langelob

Beetwood. Club men.= end
prospective members are in-

Is

serving as chairmen of the

vited.

Hostesses are Mn. Ruben
P. Smith. Mn, Robert Peterson, Mrs. Kent Kirkwood,
Mrs. lames Skelton, bin.
James Foley, Mn. Charles Ur -

rids.

child a special Christine, Creak

.

Two very fortunate Comp
Fire Girl.. Jane Phillips and
Vicki Graeae. from Mount
Prospect.

0.6.1 NMI

were

among

the

Hodson Club girls who as
tended the Apollo If lamas
leg. They were given a tour of
Cam Fdnnedy Air Fume Bine
end .w models of all the U.S.
nned
rockets,
manned, which
launched.

and

on.

have ban

Their tell of Cape Kennedy

included going within a half
mile of the Apollo 12 es tl
mood on the pad. They also
ow Apollo 9 standing as a solemn memorial to the on
who perished.
Cthe of the mint fascinating

Amer Coe opliciANs

pans of. moods the assembly building. when the Bids
saw Apollo 13 being worked

IN RANDHURST

BOOTS

Celebrating our 83rd Anniversary! Out Gift to You

for

When You Purchase a New
Pair of Eyeglasses, You
May Purchase a Second Pair
to Use as a Spare Pair at

KIDS!
Mom 8 Dad
Too!

Twenty Per Cent Off

'YOU JUST can't imagine
the SIM of that building!" said

10 AM

to 7 PM
Monday Thru
Saturday
10 AM to 5 PM
Sunday

D tiring

Vicki Oman 'The rocket

the

Laurel Smith wed

loudspeakers kept the crowd
informed. A, the Final coumdown began. the crowd Mined
M. Although the noise during
liftoff was tremendous, Vicki

which bar most visitors from

end lane were too busy watch.
ing to he disturbed by the
sound. It stns also explained
gm the smoke does not come
from the rocket but is actually
steam, caused by water being
spregui on the pad m cut down
on hem.

close view. The rocker
when finished is moved very
such

slowly to the pad, taking severe! hours. Apollo 12 has been
on the pad for inistMs.
The launch vim viewed
from a grandstand three and
arm -bolt miles from the pad.
Seated in a reserved section the
girls watched as the Pratdent's helicopter landed and

President Nixon made hit way
the oands.
wem

thdlkd.,enh.t.k....'5110

s0c sist across the aisle from
than.
After thc launch Vicki
presented the President nub
her Halo. Club emblem as a
gift from theCamp Fire raid.

Me.... Apoch an
Rub, Men

...Ask..

WOMEN'S

from

5.99
14.00

MEWS

from

16.00

CHILDREN'S

...... from

KELLY'S
RANCHWEAR & SADDLERY
On Milwaukee Am at Palatine Rd
2 miles S of Wheeling

and

Eva to SO

1106167

SWAM

Laurel. daughter of Mrs. Rush
and the late Mr. Smith. and Ni-

col. son of LX Col. and Mrs.
David 0. Nicol of Scottsdale,
Orin. The groom's aunt, Mn.
erj Sweet, played piano
Mofie

selections just as she had dote

et the wedding of the goonis
pareno.
The bride's bouquet nos
modeled after her mother's
wedding bulq.1. and the

hide mateda handkerchief

Vicki Brutish] look

made by

ever me semen. they gen..

On groom's grand-

mother.

cred while attending the Apollo
11 touching. They were among
3g orts from the United Stales
who were guests or President

THE. DOUBLE -RING ces
emoray, condoned by the Roy.
E,1. Stevens and the Bev. Paul
Sandin. took place Oct. 5 at
BOO pan. at South Church
Community Baptist. Mount

Morn.

Swam
eel's

Prospect High girls give Santa a hand

the piano. played Pus
"Trumpet
Tune,"
Beethoven's
"Ninth gym-

The bride approachad the
dear on the arm of her unck,

By Elem. RIM

Council bad become interested

Fifty girls with their beam
ell Remy performed a little

in the project. With a bunt of
Christmas spirit, they genet
ously offered to marsh any
-

Chrhtmas miracle last week at - sum the girls could raise.
Pimped 140h School. In
The project was announced
Mite days they raised $550 for
over the PA system. For three
toys to 1111 609 Christrnm
days in a row, five or six guts
mocking, for children in the circulated through the cafe pediatrics ward of Cook Connteria during each of four lurch
ty Hospital and in Children, hours gathering coins in their
Memorial Hospital.
decorated coffee cans.
It was a joint undertaking of.
They raised 1275 in the
dm Future Homemakers of three days. Student Council

Chicagolond. Limited time.

CONTACT LENSES

Amaica and
Council. with

Santa

2n Pairsfor the Price of 1 Pair
Get the Second Pair at No Additional Cost to You! Use
it as a Spore Pair! Or ... if You wish... Bring in a Member
of Your Family or Team op with a Friend for the Second

W.. Bank Card tecuern
or tot
Help Y.
0,
piNdoett Bank Card tem. watt Revoisne Coon
Node., Moor Coe also Honors Cade Sandie Poem and

Student

sided another $275. Student

little boast
Item the Red Cross.

Council girls pitched M to help
sow and embroider the stock-

dropped by from the
North Pole just to see all
the good bays and girls this

when the FHA learned that the

week at Turn -Style. And mom,

Red Cross would furnish rot.

THE IDEA
hotel

a photographer will be on
hand to take a picture of
your hi boy or girl on
Santa' knee If

YOU GET BON" PAIRS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

the
a

m

make

Christefas

rem,

Filling them with toye pm
nth.

MOP to An re MOJA alnamy molt

sented
another
problemthe
though that of rapang

When enthusiastic ads Bum the Future Homemakers of 1,11000 children Shown working on the project are 1standing1
Beery Boll, FHA secretary and Carol Collins Student Council
rate, anything can happen lab ads raised 0500 In three days comirdnee chairman (sitting) Katie RIO,, FHA preddent, and
Claudia Wellies, FHA committee chairman All Irk are Imors
and are now making and filling 600 Christmas stocking for hors.
America and the student Council at Prespea High School WHO.

and the in Mount Prospect

breath, lilies of the valley and
pink rosebuds.

lowell, Me., the bride's sister,
served as matron of honer. She
wore a pink satin Boor -length

gown with sheer satin bodice
and a headpiece of ivy leaves
Her

nosegay bouquet was
made up of pink spider mums,

carmtions. baby's breath and
rosebuds,

The bride's mother wore a
dross of pale pink Thai silk nod

a corsage of rod roam. The
mother of the groom was attired in light grucn silk wor.

money to purchase the demo
By this time the Student

,

sled, with a mil. rose cos.
mgc,

Best man era the groom's
brother. Robert Nicol of z".!
Scottsdale. Ushers were the

grobnis cousin Lee Nicol al W
Rantoul. Ilk. and Thomas
Courington of San Diego, Ca-

lif.. and Thom. Wick of Al'

burquerqu

N.M.. both
brothers -11A.. of the bride.

AFTER

the

7;

'

ceremony.

Fred Sielaft. She wore a cons
dlelight satin bridal gown with
sheer satin bodice, and a veil of
silk illusion secured to a head-

piece of living flowers rase.
bade and epider mums. Bab
anon and veil wine made by
the bride.

traveled to Nassau anti Andros

Island for their eight -day wed- ':
ding trip.
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Shure is Mae in the world
whoa memo high school Ma
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school at night.
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the Japentwe teacher visitins

-Please, dear-don't call me 'President Lindsay' unless
we're alone!"
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us children.
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where. Take year choler.
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in
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An American high school
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in the classroom

roughly 30 boors a week.
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mitimman for Elk
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mittec for Cook County end
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akig 00111111i110, since
1964. He also servos m chairman of Ole 3i1 Representative
District Committee for the liethlican Party.

State Rep. David I. lames.
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Acapulco as low as
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for $10 deposit

ALL OF THESE ITEMS 20% OFF ADVERTISED

HAND -MADE WIGS

$999510S11995

Europe

os low
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Ma
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$92 95
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PRICES!
PRICE WITH COUPON
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DELUXE WEFTED WIGS

re9S4995i. S6295 C
MINI -FALLS

/114

41595t. S2195

$3995

SYNTHETIC STRETCH WIGS

"

FROSTED AND SPECIAL COLORS

"'"Zg$2 75°

81GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR AVAILABLE IN ALL HAIRPIECES
THE WOMAN

A LEE JANSONOM:
noM e dating sometimes:my nutmeat Whetter/such fun, but

Stop or Call
PH: 392-3220
1030Efind .

Northwest Nary,

Mt. PrOspect,111.

MEN'S CUSTOM HAIRPIECES

Olg

QUALITY
'GUARANTEED

Everyday Low Discount Prices On
Farm Fresh Produce!
arm fresh produce is still another reoson
why so many ,hoppers fwd.' Eagle, You'll find owes ISO
fresh fruit and vegetable nuns in the Form Fresh Produce
Dapdriment, including seasonal varieties and exotic varier
nes tow Our tome, select the best of each crop to begin
wills, then employ the utmost care in shipping the produce
to our distribution center. Cleaned and again inspected it
Chen ashesed to our stores in frequent deliveries each

week. So Menem, you shop Eagle you find a [ample.
to of fresh, topanallta fruits and naanebles
nod
dime. miees.

Everyday Low Discount Prices On
Bonded Meats!
Eagle shoppers have long enjomd the fine
quality and lult.itovor of our bonded Woofs. Om fresh
meat cases are continually replenished with a wide sole,
than of freshlystrimmed cuts of Bonded Beef, pork, veal,

and Iamb - oil 'notescrinmed" of excess lot and bone
before weighing. These items, like our fresh poultry and
fine sea food, are priced for substantial sayings with
Eagle Everyday Low Discount Meat Pricey And besides
solid cosh sayings on line quality meat, you olio enjoy
"old I oshioned butchersshap service" from thw Master
Meat Men behind the moor counters at Eagle.

REGULAR DELUXE WIGLETTES

CASCADES

welds to make the sacrifice can sometimes make 11 on their awn.
Hun hard do you want to try?

ICI,

reuS53 95i. $6395

DELUXE WIGLETTES

ren99.5t. $3995

AIR TRAVEL

partly right. This k basically a conEarmist world. Individual,

I,

CHRISTMAS - EXPANSION SALE

Answer on Comic Page

YOUR TICKET TO TRAVEL..

RAE WPM HAWAII

444

CONTINENTAL WIG STUDIO -THE HOME OF QUALITY
HAIR GOODS.!
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enrs. prompt measures
ft r removal Iol tha Is:mined
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Eagle Discounts Every Department

on

our township. unit in our
county and the sate. I loin Rowed to his nr-electiim imp

20% OFF

this

tillsure an infamous unwed of Unable.

Save Up To 1570,And More OnYour Weekly Food Bill.

Republican

candidate to seen: 'and

lihmrim or meeting hulls."
-On student unrest: "The
university student is o proh-

offers lower everyday prices on virtually every)item in the supermarket except those items whose price is controlled by law
Substantial price reductions are possible as the result of shorter
store hours, streamlined store operations, and the absence of
merchandising gimmicks, including inducements like games and
trading stamps which add to the cost of food Eagle's discount
policy maintains that these Everyday Low Discount Prices will
be in effect 365 days a year, with the result that a shopper need
not rely on week -end specials, loss leaders, or bait advertising,
but may shop and save any day of the week she chooses.

in lend ano Philippa of the

also a depuiy commi limn
in the Elk Grove T nonship

interest
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Tired of l'aknry
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This whole world Is full of fakers. Everyone pretends to be
someone ha is mi. Evergonc seams to be concerned enly with
himself Even though I'm only in high school. I've discovered
you're either in or out. It menu te me that if you who to corn promise yourself you can Gin. If you have ideas of your wen,

out hoar yucrlionc to Ler Janson, 010 Oil Athacrolea
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Eagle Discount
Supermarket is Located At
1559 Irving Park Road
Hanover Park, Illinois

N

Everyday Low Discount Prices On
Famous Brands!
famous brands you know and trust...one of
the reasons you'll be so delighted with Eagle's Discount
Prices Is that en, wide selection of products Includes the
finest of famous national brands. As you browse through

the vide, wellwarked aisles at Eagle you'll see the fa.
mous IttbeIts that signify goolity m shoppers across the
country. And when you compass Eagles Everyday low bet.

count Prices for the products mull surely be convinced
of the minas -poser Eagle brings to your food bodge..

Everyday Low Discount Prices In
Our Honwcenter!
Everyday Low Discount Prices in our Home center Deportment are pill another way Eagle noses
you money on the products you ureter. In our Honeeenter

,'Il find a complete selection of hardware. stationery,
housewares, health and beauty olds, and automotive
needs all at Ererydoy Lew Discount Prices. You'll find
savings on all them item throughout the department.
Why my more when Eagle rifle. the products you wont

'

at Everyday Low raWeent Prices.

eagle'
DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

IN YOUR LIFE M

Continental Wig Studio

2064 Des Plaines Ave.. Des Plaines
(River Rcl)

**Vita, Olt4WACitRA4s* SaViS296-5220

'A4scog

We Discount Everything Except'Quality, Courtesy And Service

Our Entire Stock Of Groceries,
Produce, Sundries, Beauty 'd
Needs And Housew es At veryday Low Disco t Prices
4
"he
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Here Are A Few Examples Of
Popular
Holiday Gifts

Key Buys

For Extra
Orange Juice

Savings

18'

Items, made possible by

ICakern

T,7. 19'

either an exceptional parch.

axe or by a manufacturers

Brownies

tPoIuIoes

73'

Appliances by famous -name manufacturers like
Sunbeam, General Electric, Oster, Toastmaster,
and Hamilton Beach are yours at discount savings in the "Homecenter" at your new Eagle!

temporary promotional

Decorate
Your Home
Your new Eagle's "Homecenter" has yuletide
decorations for your home, inside and out.
Browse through the "Homecenter's" holiday
departments and compare quality and price!

Toastmaster
Toaster

allowance.

25'

1

,.81188

yikkr7,311,..1

450

9°'

ih;e4;:ii;i"Coffeet-

23'

Swiss iiMese

bet! he "Homecenter" in your new Eagle make
ydcf Christmas shopping easier with its wide

Monarch Yams

25'

American Cheese

tion of toys for children at all age levels.
He you'll find the quality name-brarfds in toy
detn

Fruit Cocktail

sel

Miniatore

WEAL

Battling

g.g7f7E
1922

Tops Game

Christmas
Fireplace

Geisha Tuna

41'

iO

iiiiiSki;YVOides'°; 48'

Santa Tams

Figure

ilpe Olives

"' 30'
77'

Cashew ifuts

Ice Cream Bells

59'

Peanuts

life'rsZadfsis
Margarine

19'

liOSIMWifuts

98'

16'

Mixed Nuts

77'

Cream Cheere

29'

Hot Rolls

34'

89'

Steam Iron

gaikake,
49'

-

.43e

Walnet
TIP9 ,49fne

°°,' 35'
'1,7

Instant
Breakfast

Poach

swiSs

$933

1344

$288

74'

Fig Bars

,,''

Ribbon Candy

55'
36'

36'

"

lifuum Foil

19'

lifMit'inUrn Foil

".1,' 39'

CI=

°:' 30'

Scope Mouthwash , 96'

.

Rock Candy

36'

Brach's Candy

55`

Gleem Toothpaste

66`

Il'grii6d Flour '2

'1°'

Pertussin 8 -Hour' ,

Robin Hood Flour

'2°9

Dristun Mist

Cranberry Juice

'16°

Aqua Velva

Dune Buggy

.,8388
Table

A Garden At
Your Fingertips

Spice Rock
Tenho

520

Ritz Crackers

.48

Match
Box Cars

G.E.

Enriched
Flour

0: '56'

Shrimp Sauce

Peanuts

stout

47'

Sweet Gherkins

83'

599

MODEL A,LCO

pau,

40'

Green

Butter

32 lack
Walking Doll

3922

.t:;

,,51c

'°,°: 15'

39'

$177

Can Opener

Bread'°,:; 29'

' Hey Buy

16'

Bathroom

Electric

25'

Coffee Cake

99`

Tissue

White Bread

Fruit Cake

t°:. 22'

Brisling Sardines' 34'
Pumpkin

Light Set

goyim

I

Green Beans

Percolator

SIMBEAM

Rye

Dairy Products

'Cranberry Sauce

Sunbeam

Butter -Nut Coffee

Wheat Bread

Toyland

78'

Instant Coffee

Orange
Juice

friffin.

Visit Our

A

MOOR ...le,

in'silnt Coffee

Baby Lima Beans'; 24'

s In Store At The New E

5100

950
',

78'

IiiiaTe7non JuIce7 40
Light Tuna

°=0.340

RIght Guard

Price. Are Piwounted Except On Foir.iroded ond Government Controlled Items

We Discount Everything Except Quality, ,Courtesy And Service!

STORE HOURS Mon

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

5% 99'

Wad 9AM

8 PM

9 AM -9PM
Sat 9AM -7PAI Sun 10 AN 5PM

Thurs & Fri

Shop Ahead For Your Festive Christmas Trimmings
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EG surge catches Fremd looking

!

IIy Bob M eDO na I d

JOHN FLESCH who fin dad fifth last year ih scoring
in the MISL, sank five field
goals. Mike Losch also hit on
live from th, floor for the
GrenN the Majority of which
were taken from deep in the

The Elk Gone basketball
wad settled for il. Sigh this
weekend. upsettimi unbeaten

Frond. 53.44: ad loeing to
Fenton. 10-39. Elk Grove
mach Bob R ,m said that if his
team could limit the numberof
turnovers as a result of the

Grover 's Warner.

were Dave Wickersham mid
forward alike IXolre. both
with !Comfits. Kole, who was
the second leading exhibition

their Stanch dam. in the'
fourth Sill:,: resulting

in

a

mmory for the Glens.
Gene

Pinder

scorer in the NISI. with a 19.7
average, bagged four field
goals and two charity stripers.

Elk
Grove's leading scorer Friday
night with eight field godsend
two free tome, Pander led the
klidsSuburhan
League this

We Sell Only
U. S.D.A. Grade A
Turkeys

was

Wickersham hit on five field
goals.

Guard Rob Molomik and

season 1111111:111011110 non-

tour

conference

with

guard Bob Loughlin weremmt

in the scrag mtegory with

24.0

points per game. Pinder also
as the leading Gran rebounder Friday night with I.

eight apiece. Mohan': rolCeded three from the floor and

two from the lino Loughlin his

I

on Iwo lied goals and four free

' RICK GAARK Viking
center

replucement

for the

ndelined Randy Hague, fig meal with on, field goal and
four fro, throw, while pulling
down 10 rebounds.

The Viking scoring wee well
dispemed among he five satms. Leading the Fremd aped

Freed press. they anal vein
Elk Grove committed few
turnovers from the press and

Elk Circa toad- half in
foul trouble in the first guar.
ter committing seven fouls
and allowing Irrand to capitals
ireonsix ol In fiewheows. AIL

layup DOM astral and Wickersham
on a nine -foot ump
shot, brand
Freti, built as ladj In a

Wickersham knotted the mom
at 43 with 4:51 left. Hopkins

both ends. 01 the on

field goals to end thequancr.

NHE GRENS took the ball
out and named it to substitute
Dave Hist.0 who put through

from a Wickersham shot and

peak, 22-12, GP Elk GroIe

a 20.f00ter. Kara hit for
Fremd from the corner but

10 -footer.

then came OW Grove attack
enda Losch oinking a cmum
shot, Pesch putting 0 fanner
through Losch :Tail] hitting.
corner shot, and Hach again
sinking a jumper at the birder
to make We score 39-37 in

ter Caere missed 0 fires throw

shot which foil Non.
Der D1111; contained the
Fremd fast -break well Friday
night and pave tip 2 few turn onto from their full court

fought back within, four. Pin.
der scoring twin med. hooch
sting once on a lung owner
ot.

The score was now 2'2-18

with 2:06 retaining in the
and he sank the flGt of the two
charity
a.
Gaare then

7:44 in the fourth quarter.
With 22 seconds left 'in the

pushed t
verse ton

(Intl quarrtek the score was 15.
P. Fremd and Mark Hopkins
fouled Ciaam who attempted
an inside jump shot Gamic

and half at 0.9.21 in Frenelk

sank the first but missed dm
second which was rebounded

mediately pawed the ball to
Losch who dunked another
long corner shot. Boyer was
fouled by klolornik and converted the atm free throw to

Gran Find r who Volk an easy
jump shot to set We wag at 16-

rcr....:y.aor'zrr dru....ip

to he Grins whoa krf

came hack with throw buckets

Sly rare, DOutarell

Elk Grove hit on four straight

didn't we Me lead ogein until

by Viking kola but boot to

The Conant Coustrs plated

a a beautiful reto end the quarter

collected only five points to

ppppip

favor.

The tip narting.the oecond
half went to the Grern who im-

to 39-2f
;(1.1,14%,t (7,1 Iruwc. Wick,
ersham and Loughlin both hit
Prenal held this margini)g until
1,3 in the third quarter when

into a six -point

(cream game Friday night, 67.
46. The loss proved coolly for
Conanl however. because re.

He fouled as late in the cam test. The only other Cougar in
doable figures was Mork Har-

bounding star Bob Wallin veined a broken leg in teatime.

old who dumped loll points.

Mtn (Wallin)

how to put me on it.

I

'

injury. "Rah wax one of the
conferene,s leading mboun-

U.S.D.A.Grade A

Turkey

18 TO 26

LB

.

.

II

I

3

on his huatduork..Histossailll Hama

hard Nonh game in the first

3

0

hurt. but

half and dm reserves got dem,

5

I

1

I

think the win pore

I

fense. Down three points at the

LB

end of the opening period. the
nce rs corker Conant leadto
le'single marker at the half.
CONANT 11411 a hot hand
as the second half opened and

Harold
Whiteford

again though. and Conant re.
mained Indio had by only four

Turkey ill4'asts

.y

LiW

Fresh
Oysters

990

r

Turkey Rolls

Standing
Rib Roast ""

799:

Grade A Ducks

0 Sirloin
Steak

"-

Turkey DOcist

0,

5449

Capons

791

Cornish Hens'

Roast

Canned
Ham

C

$ 29

to

O

Eagle
Bacon

Round

Steak

FAG. i0110,t1C101,,11/fliNG

Pork
C Sausage

)
C

Swiss

Steak

F.690

as

49`

611;clija;'''''s o9

half.

1

Roasting

.590

Chickens

;A'

(`

Moltke
Neidhardt

6
2
6

0
2

3

2

%Vali

0
1

0

shot and Grog Shevell scored

fi

Mon the halline to give For
View a had they neon re.

0

1

Felkenbery
Crabtree
Binnemost

Rich (Moon hit a long jump

2

left -Wayne Meier 1441 of

Fount Si,,, and Rill Wright

0
0

(351 of Ciellin1rd Nor% roast
fur a rettomil 111. Falcan Dare
bong 1241 :Mil Panther Gene
Howell
mail the result.

20 12

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Comm,
Lake Pork

1711 1420.5
10 13 P 2

1

12

guin revenge

sidle

point lead. Day, Lona two
free throw, and basken be
George Bauer and Olson accounted for the tallieo.
Forest View held the Pan-

thers to only four lakets in
the first quarter and hoe in
second. Menowhik. 110

the

Falcons were ripping the cords

ma 54 per 6mh aaduringthe
half on In baskets in 33 at -

hied though. lass tied it up
with a 211 -footer. followed by

up hy Trawinski lane in doe pc -

anther D. Vimor bucket, this
one by Kahan. P1111 midiand again with a IV -haler to

rind made the axe 26-22. the
Shamrock's boding by a slim

kme the amtest four apiece
with Only two and a half minales al ttend.

ily law... in from eight feet
out to open up a shanader

resulting

in

We Discount Everything
Except Quality,
Courtesy And Service!

markers ins ho game Close he -

while out of 21 :merlon. they
could only click on 12 from

hind were teammates :dark
Kahan and Bob Rah as the

1

North. 2_1.18, on the Panther
home mats Friday:
The elect was the first
league competition for the

Falcons. The victory evened
the Falcons' overell record to
I-1 after a semonmgening loss
to.Docrileid.

cure ilia victory.
'The match was a tosseup
goi
in." Forest View coach

llecsfeld mid. "Eddy is
pretty good wrestler, but
Don just wanted it more and
tally hustled to get it."
Darneg

a

Tleitfs victory ceded a thanrating String onosses In close
matches for the Falcons. They
10s1 three onc-poinl decisions

to Deerfield and two mow to
Glenbard. Tine, other match -

'DIE TWO mend Wed into

lore At Ma:41.d Enept

an Farafradad

and Gewannant Cantata Wm.

This see -saw action continued through out the first guartor with the Shamrocks own-

ing a 11-11 adv,111, us the

tiaspoint margin. Kohn eas-

lead. the biggat addle evening
fur 1it. Path.

THREE

cAxm

by the DOM dosed the gap
untx again as time Win rims

FV heavyweight pins loss on GBN
Lague

MIN, LS. al.

fine game as replace-

a

h eavyweight match to give
Forest View a hard-fought
ve resMid.Suburhan L
dug win over Glenbard

Fryers

played

meager 15 of 59 from the field.

Don Reid won dm decisive

Grade A 'I.." 296

Topsarer for the Litins was
mbstiture Joe Trawinski, who
ment for injured Drive Kadde.
1110 lanky center tallied I

Vimorians candled on

.740

Chops

eight rebounds apiece.

the rinel match with Forest
Vieveleading by a slim 2018
A GIenbatel North
if.mergin

win
that match would have
given the Panthers the win, but
Reid beat Joy Eddy, 5.4, to se-

an ended in ties.
Forest

seven

vi.

lone,in her
the meet came on
points. Mike Altergolt got the
one by defeating Glen.
bud's Bill Lipphardt in the
107 -pound match, 7.1.

B

Elk Greve 53
Freed 49

16 12 13 40

F.1.1' GROT0 153)

%don 55

Meyer

FA Grove 39

Mooch

Sone Remo 79

Pinder
Hopkins

Ilely Croak

Losch
Boyer
Risme
Miedema

,
4
0

2

0

Thigh

Cleated W. SI

.
1

0

nlaine East 50

0

Mahe Fit 61

3

Ghana. S. 54

9 17 11

22

Arlington 55

Iletzy 45

SCORE BY QUARTERS

Elk Grove
Frond

10

16

II e6 16 - 13
11

10

5 .

2211 -pound center. was a terror

in the opening half, pulling
down 10 rebounds to aide
Immo View to a 22-10 advantage in that department.

T110 NEXT three Forest

View Icsses came whim Glen.

View wins came in snow:anion
darting at 123 pounds. where

balk Doug Fledinger edged

Tom Moore shot out Attila
Ronda, S 0. alike Nam fol-

pound, 4-3, and lint Hunks

lowed at 100 pounds by beat-

pounds. 7-6.

ing

Chuck Hess. 8-1, and

Mark Bowe capped the Falcon
spree by whitewashing Bill
Hughes. 6-0.

Dan

Kettlehorough

at

tipped Greg Swanson at

98
165

Glenhars other m u wins
came on.
n pins. DOH Hush.
slopped Mark Ilynemun at
3,42 of the 115 -pound bout

Malmberg 11 115 pounds, 132, to gel the Falcons buck into
the lead.

'Mc two onemoint 'Forest

better as they knocked through
throe buckets in 17 trit,.

dy Tratib at 1:52 of the 155-

TRAILING 39-31 going
into the final quarter of play.
the Lions no longer Ntd the

pound match.

pep to gain ground on the fast

and Stem Horan stopped RIM.

Reid's victory alm dimmed
a three -match victory string
for Thecsfeld's squad. Bruce
Prod had beaten Frank Sao.
ergo at 175 pounds. 12.1. and
John Walker had beaten Eric

tempts. The Lions fared no

Forest View dad Ralph Cole of
Glenbard, 3-3.

Forest View's next meet is
Friday at home against Arlin.
Ion. Scheduled starting time is
7 p.m.

Shevell
Saturday's

gm.:

apnea

1)cerfield medal the lead at

310.10R PACED the Pal with 16 menu. while

this point. however. and held it

cons

until halftime.

Irs

fell

portent league 00111001 oil

I re -

thy nigh, On Saturday. they
Ttarmk with tull and powerful Maine South Hawks on
their home min in an attempt
to improve their non-conferenam sae yte.

B
4

Ululation

6

0;:lt

1

Lorene

It

Wiloon

2

hristenson
Pierce
Burke

0

0
0
I

it

6

It

-

I

3

2

0

0

0
0
0
0

3
0

2
I

1,1e

Camila,

Palmer.

Itroarght

Finest

Forest View Madly mil
a tie with 2:29 left in
the third period when Meier
hit a jump shut from the side
to make 11 39-30. The Macon,
rook the loud seconds hays
on a beautiful solo job by

Dison, who stole the ball al
add -court and drove in alum
wader it 41..lo
It war Deerfield's tom to
come lock. anti the Warriors
were up 10 the challenge. Sav-

a, hit 0 free throw and then
rammed in a rchand as give
the %rani, a 41.41 and Riley

13 32

1421

2

2

tt

0

2

4

7

1

I

4

5

IS 1113

0.5

3

181.1,911 thla holt I II 153.

11er

II

F

R

Anawasi

Craland

H owell4
I_

Ifoman

Reese
Persch

t

o

Tends

11

16 41 I.5 17
id Gunners

padded it with a shun jumper
Score
with two seconds Ion in the yonsu View 21 la 14 :6-.81
third period.
Glenhard Nordin/ I I 11 19-

Deerfield tried to put the

-53

ame assay earls in the fourth

quand by bulldog up a ninepoim lead with '.35 left in the
gume.
howewr.
it d

III

DEERFIELD DM
11

earlier victorim
CLOS

3

4

9

I

I

-I

5

4

2

I

6

7

5

I

Z

2

0

4

t,

0

11

0

I

all within a paha at 57-56

Nelson

Riley finally responded with
basket for Deerfield. hut She

Rost:do:1g

veil got these no, Niel uith
jump sis, from the chide a

Ilennehs
Totals

Sports
Pages
10 and 1l

P

11

Y

he

rat

More

(Anal

Notnneng

1

gmell,

11

1

4

3
,

by

tled off eight straight points a

0

[Lathan

Tends

throve.

ARNESON'S

BFPR

fallen

311E1 ELLS JUMP MN
from the wooer anti the fox

3

VIA1UR

Pa wnor°

Lead.

over Maine West Load Elgin.

I

I

II 11

Rea

tipped it in for a2824 Warrior

as

P

F

Kohn

Player

[hiders Gana

IhrOW X1101111011. an/F.11,n he
missed the wcond Palmer

nude didpirited cornehach.juoi

ST. PATRICK 1511

Totals

first of a onewid one nee

into

they trawl to %Joe for an in1.

litegentid
Duffy

to

30.28.

their deka

PDT.'

at make it 25-24
Deerfield. Riley then hit the

scored

by

daunted for the final 51.42
wad.

Tr0willSki

the

mils to go.

View within me 01 halgime.

:sake the Nam onemre

respectively.

move

att.l the issue with 10 so:e-

randwiehed around a Ismael

forts for a lane -point ploy. but

13 lingerald and Robson connected on 12 and 15 -footers.
to

onemod.one sinrolon

was high in the game with 21
points and Riley lialowed with

ST.

Mike Peuenunts dropped
in a charity Imo to begin the
scaring in the period, but Ger

into ilse lead. hut the teams
ther, tooled
lakos until
the score was tied.
2.22.

leyg clutch five throes on a

undenwath and ManNelson
hit a free theta -before Bauer

wing Shamrock,

CRAIG WISNEWSK1 of

never surrendered the hook Ri.

Elaskeu by Long and Wayne

Long had D. Stwodl 14 and
Rohe 10. IleedicIdg. Savage

11:0 Lions will have this
Wm, The Vista glory was- hand, full next week when

accurate Shamrocks were held
to two field goals ill Ill at.

in then vernme prowl and

Chic Palmer hit a short one

the

again a Rea clickwl on a 10-

sticky atoms: m the usually

however.

top

long wound up

shon as a deny of Shamrock
hucken in the closing ndnutes

St. Path 1101 shooters mare
cooled Ill by St. Viour,

1 he great comeback primal

scorer for I.oresi View with 25
points. including eight otratight
htni
ligng-like
tallies during
the fourth quarter. Olson
Nicked up Long with 17
p het, whit fiautr had I alt

hack as the lad mad.

manila only six.

'beans. Scan Somme hiding on

Meier ohm Fora View hack

overcome

sae while dm Guns could

send the battle into or came.

bonds over the maw Ivan then. Bauer. the Nava' 6-1.

erg Visor quintet seven points

Sluntruekri could only push
seven points through the ba,
Let during this cight-mirwee

jumper to make it 611-60 and

in the half.

before finally ending in a Mt.

Both squads were slowed
down during the third quarter
by the others' defense Of the

mentum into' the second loriod with Riley canning two free

ARNE-419'S TROOPS
also won the battle of the

on 01011 terms throughout

peter oviivon and urea, a the
Lion drive hack.

norcd 11 rebound and hit a shun..

Deerfield carried his den

lIcerfield hit tut, eerie lakers

e Falcons and Minims bat.

,,, rd. I,.,, bucket, 6.).

the quarter to eat dm gap to
In
16-12.

Arneson trying to, at a time
OM he none of 110 lialcorto
noticing him. Cavallaro

un la drive to Push the Warriors
into an 18-6 lead with 7:115 left

11011

-

end with pair of baskets late

throne. but Intrust View tied
with 14 wands Ito go. With

tenants.

tithe GlenhardNorth wain,

ehb third mama opened and
the fans imnedimely found the
Limo fighting for doe lead

16-13 had. Deerflcid's John Ri.
ley. s slick little guard. 0E0190

to he in min,

and Rea combined their' el-

lam and Robson hit on sin
field ado while Paine dawn

ry as they thoroughly downed
the struggling Lion, 51-42.
The shakey Lions failed to

INIatine45

0

0

a jump she and Rilev scoring

and Roinon. the mighty IMO
in the aume, pawl the dump-

noted all aspects of play as both

1

0

B

fli
gave Deerfield z
savoy
hey -point lead with a fret

Shanroeks up by I I. Rectum

ended in their giant fur vim.

pow er f

0
.

,,,,,,,,

Maine West 66

FOREST VIEW ca
out
Meter haul 2 pistol. hitting
ting ito
first six shots un the way ton

neap out in the half. A pair of

These two St. PP tiers domi-

the Lions ir week ago. The

fur We Lion's defeet.

HanksI

ofici.m

Niles North 65

10

I

Brans

Makte West 711

4 10

0

then Forest View poured in six
straight points to grab a 10.

conswattivo quckets by Lucas

SIIIITIOCk5 R11.1-

62-57 loss to

tam ballataro mainly respon-

g

the clock %bawd 1:11 to so.

Vitar kept even with the

RECTO OPENED the game
on a high note for the Lions as
he dnive for an easy hap. The
Shamrocks were not to he de.

front hoth the floor
and the fro, threw/ line. The

Pork

hazer waded lomat play.
blistering ace a by St. 1,1,5
in the warning minutes of the
...and gnarls
Nolcls by
Rectum, lgawiuski end Terry
Cullen kept the Lions within
striking distana A elmn lay

ing,

nEsHRICFDOU.I.P0111,

SHAMROCKS Jim

Lucas
and George Robson wee the

7

wiek.nhan.

MI tie in main.. Pily

Ihertichl W11,1114 the opptnite

(Photo In 1101, 0111d1W

pair or Lion standouts each

Five determined St. Patrick
wagers took. the gem Friday
night at St. foraor. !mend to

Cement 511

lake'Perk 52

The team traded baskets
until the arc mood at 11-7.

I

It

Ille stripe.

get their offensise atck loll-

CUT UP

For The Seasons Greatest Get Together, Shop Eagle!

After Don Animators free

chipped in III points.

-791

Stewing Hens

wanness

Chuck

By 'Gun ROW,

N',4

89'

Geese

Falcons wmpad up the Glen -

throw gate Glenhurd a I-1 tie.

O 0500e0e
D olne

St. Thar 57

F

t....Bii:

make it 5 I -MI with six seconds

KEN Arneson's

of playing time after the in
11115,11011. Forest View jumped
to a 23-10 had at the quarter
and a 41-21 advantage at the

152

BIDir111110

0

one of his two attempts to

Cool -hand Lions fall to St. Patrick

Stalled Turkeys taw 59`

nelriffriggDPO.

LAKE PARK

%

Ployer

1110 Lancers came back once

o

0 0
0 2
22 14

Bowen

Braden
Totds

CT /AC11

2

Kdlermayer

moved into a 12 -point lad.

stRO

m 3.1

5

The lances gave the Cougars a good fight before succumbing to the Conant of-

350 39

F

8

of January, according to Red.
linger.'

-`

nde, night lo fall to 1-7 and

CONANT 1531
4

otill can win. Wallin is manta to be out until the end

113 TO 16
LB SIZES

LB SIZES

Falcons 1,,n Monad an ow'

MacDonald

Lake Park hoped show that we

completely satisfied

ciling 70-68 overtime decision
at Deerfield Saturday night.
Forest Views record is now
3-1 overall and 1.0 in the hISL.
Glenbard Nonh also 1031 Do-

1Joydrton

0111
rebounded lay Wicker.
shasn. He paned to elotoznik
whose shot was wide and re.
boundsd by Genre who was
fouled by Fles.ch. Game sank

and Rano again calmly sank

Ba

dens for the exhibition season
e nd we were mall, depending

thesch. Pinder received and
missed the charity ton and it

tau in an attempt to get the hall

ning when they treed to
Wheaton to take on the unpre-

B

by

A BUCKET BY Pinder and

over Glenbard North, but the

Pleat

rebounded

WW1

one each by Moloanik and

THE COUGARS return to
conference play Friday eve-

thers.

Redliager also mid that the
ham was emetically playirm
a trance after learning of the

which

IR. Petrick 62

FREMD 1441

last.miute strategy.aare
With 1.06 remaining -Mt,
loanik fouled Ristau during a

SL \'iulm J9

left. Wickersham fouled tic.

too flying start at home Friday

dictable Glenbard North Pan-

to his

turkey you're proud to serve Golden brown, plump and plc)/
a turkey
stamped with the USDA Grade A seal
which is the only grade that
Eagle sells (A seal that means top quality) As for the freshness,
your own
taste test will be the final proof
Eagle's USDA Grade A turkeys are
best for roasting and carving
perfect in every way Eagle's unconditional
guarantee stands behind each and every poultry item as well as all Bonded
Meat cuts
a guarantee of your total purchase price back if you are not

lane where lie atteinpled
jump shot which was tipped in
by Pinder This finally rove
the Greets the Hal. 4l-39. with

night with an 31-53 victory

be into the gym
.when howalked
Saturday night with a cast up
a

bounce' h to Hopkins. Hopkins dribbled 001111 into the

Fora Via got its Ali -

for the Lancet,

he amid calf me. Wen. you
can
the Innis shuck

TATItn7.

passed the ball to Rime who

Suburban Lag. title bid off

added

that if any complications arise

lead to 49.41. Fremd then walled a time cot to org0n170 their

l',ennt Vav

esme prem.

-

'

Ifiedield 70

'

Meyer
!Tonkin, missed his free toss .-B
,,,.
but his Lynn stre,hed Groves'
m°0,1...

Hopkins fouled out and the
Grens called a time out. Mo.
loentk misoud the nee tole

By Mike lament

nes. of Wullin's injury. '53, alb 18. Stow Moltke popped
all thought that it was jun a in 14 and Rick Neidhardt eight
I

attempt with just une more
minute left and Hopkins as
fouled while sinking , layup,

10 1000 on five various steals
both teams
showtng late garnentters.
Pinder Wen came down
with a reaund after four

la,

COACH DICK Redfinger

Grove got the ball back af-

the sum 51-43 and 11110 left.

Fremd slims ,J110 rebounds and

Focal View 31
Glenberd N. 53

Falcons win, 81-53; drop
overtime heartbreaker

John MacDonald threw in
eight on behalf or the Cougars.
[seeding the
Park
scorers wm left Robertson

tom surprised at the serious-

passed. to Pindee wpm sank a

1110 hall 111111 went from team

and turnovers.

and one

situation. With lw time left.
pulled down a big rebound. Rolex attempled a desperation

the Grover's 10 At 7,14 in the. 11.4.1 111 111111111. Nista calmly
fourth frame Sista, hit o jUill. conk both free throws in the
per to 110 he Tom at 39 -all. ea and sew situation. With

5:27 left in the game.

Cougars 11101,0

up their second straight win
nts herere the final buzzer
and ran °heir anon record to and that', the way it ended.
3-I by defeating the visiting
High scorer for the Cougars
Lake Park Cr,,,,., 51-52. Sa, was standout forward Brant
urdaY evening.
Barton. Barton. who hit 32
The Cougars had beaten against Palatine, was "held"
Palatine hi thoir opening co. to only 21 versus Lake Park.

4

'

liretbd's fat.,

The fourth quarter spelled
defeat for the.Vikings as they

points for most of the fourth

gran.

(1anant 67
Pahnine 46

in 36 seconds. Kola drove in

half. Goa re antheled by Royer .while attemaing a inwPW

t-heUrn soon,:. Ow Graven

1'rnspc--I 53
1yhe:lmng 51

for a blue, Molothik sank a

ter Finder's bucket at 7:00 in

Cougars prey on
Lake Park 58-52 ,,,,.,.,,d,,

When you're planning a special Holiday dinner, you'll want

Pige9

11

11
1

DI 14 17 .12

FOREST IMO( Oalt
Pinker
Long

II

F
.1

Meier

7

2

I

4

14 -

Olson

S had!
Bauer

±

Cavan:tot

I
11

Totals
Deerfield
1wrest

.17

1

_

o

11

I

II

14 10 28
Quarter.

Scrim by
11 IS 14 I t, 111-20

6,:r. to 12 !A tst...sta

St. Viator tamod by Notre Dame sharp -shooters
By Camp Haas
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Prospect wins thriller over Wheeling
By 1.11104 Hamilion

Spore Esther

'

The finish to Fridays Prospest -Wheeling comes, wth re-

markably similar to that of a
gene two years ego when the
Knights wrested a two -point
victory Iron] Me Wildcats for a
Pete of ihe kopte tifie.
pelt.
This year,
to a nnepoint decision, 52-51.
and the 661garne ended

ho throw tine Or Mt practical

proses M. again Mere was
a

at

pined Haney stand-

log al the line with a chance to
re the visiting Prospectors
ist. a win.

BIT THIS Haney didn't
hate Me posture on him that

brother Fort. did two )'ors
ago when he mime up with two
clutch tree throws with 00
time on the clock to break the

Doug Haney and the
Knights cloudy had a onepoint lead Friday. and with
just four sec
wasn't much

oil

lea.
chance

point Mad despite many missed
field goal attempts.

score al

Si, White kept the Knights
in the contest with three free
throes in a row and Casey
Rush added two more plus a

Knights to ga ahead us White

.THE KNIGHTS got a big

hit a 25 -footer. Sales then stole

the ball and drove downcourt
for
In give the Knights

layup after ocaltng Mu hall.

a 15-11 advantage.

The Wildcats picked up u
pair of free Mows from Pitt
and Mark Bewrisculth. but
Sales came en again with a

break as Wood fouled out with
live and tae -bolt roin11153 to
play. The big Wheeling center
had been playing for some
time with four loub on han. as
taleBarthule, and did an admibl job of steering d0
thut last one while still drawing

field goal. this time assisted by

a lot o

White. Wood toyed one in.

fob from his Prose. °nac-

But Wheeling's
Gary Kuaid
well, Wood

Pitt kept

Me 9/ilde. in the lead, 11.9.
at the quarter.
TO
FIRST peridd was
mare costly P the Knights

then

and

hie

scorers.

is

0-5 Chris Sales
the game and

sparked the Knights in retake
the lead as the second quarter
opened,

SALES DROPPED in e
Rush. to

open the quarter and tie

new
leg evim mough
he knew the team was dis-

they look the Sealions down us
the final relay before falling
51-44 in a swimming meet held

qualified.

the

to break Ole Monition pool

Winner of the "Bill Celia
Cup. as the oustanding swimmer of the men award was Vi-

dhquelified. O'Hara swam ti

out of

and cen hack

in
again in tiine anther.od the
shot and get oft ao
The

attempt Mined, but Barthule
was whistle! for his fifth foul
and Rucker nvas given Iwo
shuts.

THE FIRST went in but the
second mimed and Prospect

bows and his fifth prsonal
foul.
Kewell made a basket with

tol remaining. but the score

Po nullified on

traveling
cad and Prospect went into a
stall. As it had happened to his
Hasher two years age. 1h9 issk
time the Lye teams met on the

was ducked in 240 for the 50

Wheeling floor, Dam Haney
was fouled near me center eu

as WholingIc D. Stone/ski
gel
made a last.ditch effort
o to

of the ball

a 33-11 victory over the visi-

ling Wholing Wildcats FriSuturdey, in a norsconfew
enee quadrangular et West
Leyden. the Knights finished
second with 75 points 13 be-

hind the total of I1odotai0u
T11 E

KNIGHTS

175 -pound slot

while junior

football standout Don Koehler
wrestled in his first highoehord

Knight pertonnet drew lie-

Bab

Commenting un his squad's

Teak

0
0

0

Knights -Wildcats deal.

tor have two good wrestling
I think well do Fetter

0
4

The Wildcats will get a
chance to prove it when they

5

12

4

0

2

4

9

7

5

7

02
0
I

Whiling

'AO

2
2

2

9 21 15 7-52

11 15 is 11-51

One eyes of Stu White (15) of Prospect and The Wheeling crowd bi the background ore on the

clockwhich brapidly ticking oR(hesermids. hifightDong Honey 1311dribblo0 keep Prospect
p100.101. Mark Bencrisonte(20)kuuldn't steal the hall, so with four seconds kit, the Wildcats
bilaillonally fouled Honey, but to no avail. (Photo by George Hamilton)

Skuban

i

Prospect's domination by pin -

By Jeff Clarks

CONANT MAY have Jost
as much 0 it gained Born Fri-

BRIO Barton. starting Con-

ani paid, tuu in 12 barelets

and eight of num free throws
Friday night as the Cougars
defeated the palatine Pirates.

6746 in the first conference
confrontation for either team

.tkirelTrne had been bill.
Foga revenge watch for

PL

Mks, Dave Hash.. Chris

Andriano. Chuck Phillips and

00 Carr were all inking to

day's ballgams though, as the
Cougars' leading ,bounder
Bob Wallin was injured during

play. The irfitmy was thought

to be just a sprained ankle Fri.
day night, hot coach Dick
Rcdfinger and his Cougars
learned Saturday night that

Wallin had actually sustained
Mialwri leg and will bets,. for
the season.

Two Pirates hit for double

Conant their football. loss to

figures, center Dave Hasbach
with five baskets and nine for

Conant in the linal :inn Mid-

13 horn the foul stripe, and

Suburban League champ.- Jeff Alpim with
ship game.

mit Barton in

Se0011 field
two previous

noncinference games bad ask
waged 18 points contest.
FOR
THREE
goners.
Palatine and Conant PRP,

fairly even ball on the Cougar
home court. In the first qua,.

mr. 12010MM and Conan0

changed lea., five times. The
Pirate live closed out the first
eight mMutes' scoring when
Moak, hit a jump shot to take
a 15-14 lead. Barton collected
p00-

eight of his points in the

Beginning the second pesi.

od, Berton and center Dave

Lloyd etede WA. le Pet Ste

home team in the lead. 18-15.

'

From that point to Me con.
elusion of the pm°, Conant
was never to

again. In the
final 3:30 of
of the half, John
Whiteford connwted on a

field goal, Barton picked up
two floor shots and two charity

and Bruce Newman
tipped in another while only

tosses,

Palatine's
Hasbach
could
score antbsket and two throws

. Cona

grabbed a dabble35-26

lead and went to the
locker room with it.

DURING THE find half,
both learns held hot Mooting
hands Cons,. hit on 15 of 31
Field goals for Over 48 per cent

from the floor. Palatine also
did well In that hall hitting on
10 of 26 for 38 per cent. From
the line, Palatine hit On six of
nine while the Cougars hit on
five of eight.

After intermission, Me Pi.
rates returned to within four
points of coach Redlinger's
Cougars when, in a three minute stretch of the period, they

outscored the Cougars, 9-4.
To end thsperiod, however.

points of the pert.] when Al.
gaier lib a jumper, but from
then an, the Pirates were Icy
cold and the Cougars had it rill

their own way. Al the 040
mark of the quarter, Cougar
John MacDonald hit, Mon
Barton hit, then Dave Kellermeyer. Barton again twice,
then he sank four free throws
thd finally HaMach broke the
cold ape/ for Palatine with a

Whiteford swished in a jumper

to put the Cats out by list
again at 46-41.

"nom the tale of the pole

we told In the fourth period.
The Pirates made the fret Iwo

IN THAT fourth quarter,
the Pirates took Ifthols and
only made two. The Cougar.
on the other hand made 8 of 12

from the floor and oulatored

first quarter. although
right at the start of the contest.

and for n while it completely
baffled the Huskies. Several
steals by guards John Bonin.
end Bill Heffernan in the Her-

sey backcourt resulted in easy

baskets end a quick 11-2 Ar.

liven lead.

1111SWIE ROCKETS by
John Durso and Scott Feip

momentarily put Roger
Steingrabees club Nick in the

thick of things. Mt Arlington
again rallied to build up a 21-0
cushion and Hersey never
fully recovered.

1-5, and in thu howyweight
pairing. Wildcat Mike Bail *goon pinned Knight junior

Honey nuked the prea

Paul Beek in 1:30.

shortly afterwanls and several

Saturday. the final stand-

turned the trick at 123 while
the trio of winnow 1,m Lionel
at 165.

captured second Plaeo in their
respective divisions.
Klein
filled the owner -up mot at 115
while Layer matched the fetal

at 107. Cropor time up with

pturing aim. at 175 mul
recovered Rom being

B eck

times Peed the Cardinals to

Thc winners were paced by
extremely balanced scoring on
the pan of the five starters.

eight when 10 pinned the other
Board brother. Dan. at 4:52 of
the 107 match.

West Leyden.

PROSPECT ,00 -year let-

terman Ken Klein continucd
the Knight domination of the
meet with a 12-0 win over

Peterson

snared third -plat finishes for
Prospect Saturday. Koehler
did it al she 1115 -level Mile Peterson managed it at 130.
The Knights host Palatine

Friday evening.

Palatine, 21-5.

In the final Malinke, Paistine had hit claw percentageof
17 of 53 goals for 32 per cent
compared to the Cougars' see
sational 28 of 54 for a one 52
per cent. From the stripe Palotine made 12 of 22 while Conantihad 10 of 19. Barton was

taken out with nearly half of
Ore fourth period to play when
both Palatine and Conant
coaches Memel their benches

PALATINE
II F

Andriano
Phillirtp
Sehne

2

0
3

AP

Hasbech

5

Alpier

7

Cart
Keep
Harris

U

Player

0

I

U

I

00U

Tot.
.

9 II

1

17 12 22 14

°MAW 167W1Rfer

Barton
Brandi
ICellerineyer
Lloyd

MacDonald
Newman

B
12
0

F
10

0

9

2

2111
4

0

2

1

I

4

3'

Schuster

0
0

0

3

2

2

Wallin
Whiteford
Hatold

I

I

2

Tends

0
1

0

0

0

ion

rebounders

klandele his c clutchjump shot
to make it 46-19 Eight sec.
auk lalei Pancrats committed
his 111th

find. and Mat pretty

welt wrapped things up.

After Spry tipped in an crrent shin, 0 hock by klandele
and ajaillper by siippga5a Ar.
Huron a 50-41 lead with only
1:27 left. Jacoby hit r 20.10.

/Tr -

who had three field goals and
limy free throws for 10 poinh.

the

game col be measure! by
that point totel. however. The
young

sophomore

at

time

looked liP a seasoned veteran

although he Ms not wt *PA
a full
eason rod when
he had to min the action with

507 remaining and his tems
down by only five. it was bit.

when the unbeaten Forest
View Felcons fly in to the Rol -

dm. In. urn. 1

night.

oomm old . I, tor thL Iasi IL.

Bon Loaded out with five ruin.

p
Maine W
continued to have difficulty
with non-confereno op,

ersThm

Five

the

and Gany Weaker.

rothn'n'ted

nth. Steals by Mark

again gad
Maine" sgeinstrtok
hut against Morton
T'o're

Waste they figured in two los-

ing dcisions.

41

Business Advhory
Council has bon summarized
by the Athletic Institute of
Chloe, m a Major 55111.0 I1O"
portunity for manufacturers,

Hindu shako, 1,11

literary guard Dick Powell drives around defender 0111.11.10
otessiw
ayFrido night CO4fing
by the Conlinols. (Photo by
Privralay)

nen of ',tin,.

three dealers said they parChmaa4

special

merchandise

for Christmas sales. and hater

grabbed the lead for the first

knot the meet score at 5-5.

time in Inc meek 18.15.

BUT THE Westerners spin

%use. Buck his opponem
after three noshes
Weaker mainoInedine

wound upon the shun end of a
0.1

dais]. m Oak

Park

1

0

I

I

5

4

1

11

1

7

4

2

S

7

1185150 point

1111

this sin, hit

and Willits shot

the

beck to 11 after Hasbach and
Palaline were threatening at
36 -32.

W0011LOY 1N11 Rum-

The mats cand in during
next three matchee

For

Maine as Oak Park picked up
14 straight poink to move into

the over. lead.

JUNIOR MIKE Bislany

ket by ArltVonk Brodnan to
suddenly make the score D-

5-0 lead.

yeilding 01 the 137 -pound
class, 7-1. At the 145 division,
Bob Wolfgram was ginned for

Oak Paris 13th point.
Warrior Gary Klein had his

Chris Wills held the sold
curd for Maine, but he fell yip
MI to a Huskic pin which
earned them a 26.23 victory.
In the ensuing mew against

0111490 WAS upended
at

137 while Wolfe.. had

Limbic

containing

his

op.

omen,. 74. Klein also was
succumbed.

5.1

as

Morton

moved to an 18-8 advantage
with only four matches to go.
lhe Warriors made the
most
of their nest oppor-

A meager fim-poim Pooh
period

by the

Pirates co.

The Warriors' 21-poini
tory margin at 0645 sva,

Maun, biggest lead ot the
night. After the game. it wo an

early Chrismm in the West

1101mob
hohnort

1

Koss

_

6

Limn,

Tots&

2

0

4

4

0 took

1

1

5

2

SCOREBk I:BART/RR
M to 191,1
14 19 21113 66

19 27 29 42

Mond,

TS

McAndrews, couldn't gain de.
as McAndrews suf-

1969

..

-point stanza
1

11, 1010 Ilenernon

THE ICON hlitzkreig

What was bilkd as a tough
&Mohan Catholic Conference.

hesketball

pme

for
School
Iiirned 110110 he a one:quarter

Notre Doc High

River Grow school Friday
night

The Crimders had won
four of five non.leugue contests and featured a hol.shoot-

ing forward in Rick Sievers
who was touted as one of the
hest in the urea. but when Si,.

me and his HC teammates
cook the court, they could not
hove known what lay ahead in
the first eigin'tninutcs.

herd coach Freeman beamed

km. while asking the kont.

Guns and ammunition re.

mained

surprisingly high in

special Nieto hy dealers Mr
the Christi-. trade. with 33.2

per cent retitle.

Doe are. hmover. lot tut
which rm.;
ski

she

opipment. 47 per cent: outdew sporsocer. 46.00 golf
eunipment.

45: and fishing
tackle. 33.5.1inats end motors
with les than
po cent and
water sports equipment. 9 pc

ont. nmuolly take. back sot
in midwonter.
then

tam

period of the now season two
weeks ago when ihyv scoral 26
Points netinst Quigley Send -

nary North to win tt.r OW54

game oftm 19.1470 sched.'
tile in the same dominant
ism

It seemed as if Ralph Hing.rw scoring mechine might;
how a donCe lo break its man s

school scoring mord of 94
pen s, hut 110150 second set-

.nt of play. the Dons cooled' off onsiderable aL Hinger
gen his substituting which'.
eventually saw all the benefi
strength get chance to wore,
up a sweat.

It was in the second frame
Sievers finally began to
break loose and keyed a mita
that

comehick

Ina symbolic sense he opened
the sewing noodpolcs wilh an

meet the OLO054-win vokInie
expected. Fewer than one ism

of five toted the "clearance'
idea.

the

Crusaders.

THE TIIIRIt quarter sax::
the font stringers Mick in for.
the victors. and Kahan, King,

Tom Reckon. lifted the No.

the lead Fuck up In 31 eointl,.
by Meting: the final eight min'

1,.,)171:Zr`,...nt7c7,15,a
Op
as gra, j.thry in thg
gg

one free shot
Led by Me all-around play
of Recker, who not only continued to score with regularitY.
the

but W01 able to cenrol
with
pg. the wows, Goo and

Moon. Pohl and Raxken built

She final

competition

in

The mot, exciting event nf
the last three mriods coma";
when the lights went out for d
while as Notre Dame nailed'.111
190 35pnint win aping::
Holy Crov,. 7,44 Mr Mei::

firm nrinning step in the lung
conference mil.

NOhlk look 0 10 -point lead at

the 1011wii, mark of Me prid,

Fnun dm point until

111111.1' CROSS 6141

the

end or the gnener. Holy c os,

trend only four points. while

09,0,510
i1.1.77,71t: n s

o

willl

al%

oInIC

the

linest

choosing ever sr/MII& on the

el flour of the new Crusader

basket,.

on

Dame

h

II
2

It

Kmla
0

1

3

2

1

2

Crimmins

loom

0'

Pawlek

psi. on eight Iva -

Nufalino

hos and four free throws to put

0

it

Grillage

0

0

made

1

0

Umanrik

WHILE THE Poo morel

3

1

0

Totals

15 14 2

lr.SarT11'et7e1 0e1nZr dni"nd.

blooded with the near-fmr.

MOIRF: 10111E 17e)

Leading thrush was Don
':Ius'ir:w1Ling. whir

tallied

14

del pried points.,ftitting five
buckets on long Jump shots
during the
the quarter.

four minutes of

Kitchen

King
fintrin

7

Pohl

7

7

I

et and

och with seven
paw Galwiet Eaton with
five. and Kevin Kechan who

Faber
Skinner
VanDerBosch
Sullivan

2

I

3

0

0

0

0
II

0
I

12

I

3

Rounding mu Me scoring in
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Weekend Warriors in twin win

owed in dicing. Terry McCue
was third for Vinton,
The Scalions begun to rally

after divins Salerno won the
100 butterfly in I:112.5 and Ta-

Pm placed third. although
alarmion picked up three
points on Tom Brook's second
place finish.

In the next oven, the 100
Ras:. the Lions got a 31.30 lead
as
Lynch won and Hales

oaught and passed Bill Allard
M klarmion for second.

GEISER AND Tom Gal.
higher picked up eight points

for the gaig with g t..2

on_

Phinthe11111bacWtrokc.Geiser was timed In 1:04.0 and

Gallagher stopped. clack at
1:05.2

Marmion picked up u point

in the 41111 w hen Mock beet
Takata and l awn. then they
tied the meet et 44.44 when

et

pair of klarmion breascsusw
kers finished ahead of Campos This set the stage for the'
final relay.

O'Hara Ind the relay off (01
the

Scalions,

and

the 11,8'

synods000even when he it*
ished his leg. However, sowed
an Siderno opened up a lead
with a 51.6 leg. and Lynch ihmm.11100119 a 50.6 split,

ITIENIATOR tankers will
host Fah Leyden Thursday -al
4: 15
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Government dissenters
seen as 'father, children'

Ads true 'to a point,'

admen tell 7th graders
Si I MLA Ronan

bon Inelnik the hest Lebo TV

Ethan snider. Rom Fill
amt limos H,0h Sekims1
Grunnood end Helloed etan
kiwi a behold the scow, look
tel

Waller
Wallerwhen
Thompson Ndssrtrung Aken
es n, his
the largest ad

mom In IM world dd.,

They 11010111 and 11 other

wmpell wiled from 6611ing
Morton Junior High School in

( Natio In PlriwlPallnb

,Whirl

exchange

th..0 people ought become wry

or mupone outlets lee he

Charles

Brown

son if may h vet danthoft He
end tau ark other anemone
let slink up to that combo.

It is 111110,11 under Title Ell 'of
the federal Elementary and

Secondary Education Act.
-At 1. Walter Thompsdn.
which peeupieS five !Mors of
the 96 -story John Hancock

Building in Chicago. the students were told that several
people work 00 one facet of advertising priduch

a

One boy aod disappointed
token, that the agency did not
make the Charlie Brown ear-

RESEARCH depon;rtitin works with lake, only
:kg me, to determine Me puh-

tism.. although Thompson has
/node other unarm cornmeminb.

:lie reset, on to the client's
-Mode, The creative people
'Vile and draw the arly The
media people are concern.

A MAN from the research
deparitnent told the students

Arlington Heights, 110011, director ef dcvelopement for the ogle-

the award Is Victor Melo, a gr... of the ...sem
sity,11111novedistrict sales manager for Peoles Gas Co.

010P'e'reSecting

Godfrey to endorse their prod wet. The people know Godfrey
won't do a commercial unless

the this km we an. not
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the masons oh, sou tay
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research. man said,
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yin the doh! Ike opportunits

Albert 1ohlot Iwo Cal/log-Ma
pwchburists The two doetors

student :shed if ill penal has
os one the product before he
Gm enders a

see ally actors at the ego.),

union.
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cluid

belief held by Dr

This te

product aro bluer money can.

nth ,Iraftrs.did nor

during their tour. x1160400 antors come to the agency s stet'
dins to make commercials.
Furthermore, 00111, of the 0etom are animals, and they get
much pay as the people do

he

wean fagot mid child

When the group was told
Mu ,opls who endorse the

m

The se
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slew by taking 11.11, ir110Y use
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Men on the move: Promotions, appointments

he believes in the pro,A writer told 161 students
that ',commercials have to tell
the truth no to:: point. The au-

works watch this. and if you
arc not being inahful, your
competitor will also gm on

your back."

111E. STUDENTS

criti-

cized
mend commercials
done by the ad agency.

tdr

"If you don't like certain

Tomorrow
Is Today
'Dees Mr. 001.00101:
A year 1110 my husband received a promotion al work on the

hid shin. kn.t working oul the way he hoped it would. Dods
he how udssutt of getting onanothcr shitt, andwillh keelson?
:ray son is clawided I -A. Will he be !caving for the service
don? Will My daughter be racing
hrmw from ovehousl

lot of Jerry when he comes

Mn L. Mount Prospect

/me Moe
1 do see your budund changing saes Mel your son win go
liRo service soon, sad yen I helJerry Is Nem to Any.

Dear Mr. Delcuise
I um a divorced and no longer a young pawn. I have been

working at my preterit place of employment for over a yaw. but
feet. I havent been given a fair deal them. I would like m Many if
you think I am right or wrong. Also, do you sec anyone in the
futon: for me?
No name please. Bensenville

commercials," said the writs.
write a letter to the advertiser. Indult. he is very sensitive
of the public's feelings :rod
that letter mean, much to him.
He may even take the com-

Gl. dy.
t.
S. In
dinna Av. in Chicago for some
i

'Soil food" the Department
or Urban Renewal.320 N.

,Dear Mr. laclatuisc.
Frc been going with this guy for eight months. He is married
.but is getting divorce. We plan to get married. Please tell the If.
:this maninge will come about and if it doy will it work out? I
:have one child :Ind would like Whom lithe will be hurt.
T.0.. Arlington Heighls
ISew

.

1 dome you gelling mantled within Meow Hue months. Them
olcourse, he dtMeoldes Ind I doreel you and your Mumbler
OM odium in this new lire.
J0JSE1'1/ 1,1, 1,0U1SIE, nidkmolry koo.. Medi,. will answer Nn'
of Day enders in lbie enigma. Lettered:wad
he signed, but mono., will be unlined if the moiler royff.51, ff.
Write it. DeLonlisuit core of Dm' Meilirwrions, 722 Center S7.
Hes Plairws AGO!,

P"'"

of II 1011116 g""'" 2,"'n
Maine Junior High
School and Sterling Morton
are taking field trips in north-

.111w IFthe College of D. ..f. a in Clen EII n. The fun.

Ewa

yh,h

n_

nfnr
.ell,n!..11727.71!

dhi-

was suburbia. Trips have in. P91re,ioco he
eluded
Crnlc

Randburd Shopping
WEX1 la

con,.

edged rMio nation in ArlingIon Heights). a Northwester.

.P.S.

nfb

and occupations.

Krikorian,
Des

325
Plaines, has

appointed vice president
for Professional Development

been

by the Amerimn Society of
Safely Engineers lASSE1,

a

9,000 -member socieD ef mle-

ly profssioals. Brikorian

Russell E. Walters, 025 N.
Douglas, Arlington Heights,
Ism been elected vice president

and executive art director of
Buchen AdverlisMg, Inc. Walters joined Bucbeii in 1968 m

senior art director. He had

the corporate manager

been layout designer for Jack
0.G rudy Studios nod art direc-

curity at Breast., Corp. in

tor for both Bronner
Haus
Advertising a. MacFarlane!

safety, occupational health ar se-

Chicago.

Aseyard Advertising,
Chicago.

Ill of

A
Jam. E. Protiva, 1165 Pepper Tree Dr., Palatine, has

Men named end.
Haveleminent reproentatise for the

Wayne II. Colwiher, 1612
N.
Walnut St, Arlington

lud be. appoint ed
superintendent of corporate
accounting and Inedgeting for
Peoples Gas Cit, parent cornnavy in the Peoples Gm Sys -

Charles. Bruning Co., a dietsion of the Addredograph
Multigraph
Corp., Mount
Prospect. In his new position, Wm. 'He became adocial.
Prod
is responsible for mod with Peoples Gm in 1954 as a
ket development in the einem senior accounting clerk and

field, including national

salesto nniversitiew, junioc
sal.
col-

leg., high ,chouls and re,

later handled :wig/menu, in
ensignye relations.

donut schools.

University drama class and the
Skokie Police Department.
Mrs. Joan. Stuteville, one of

liver Mt.

beck. lust now he hat borne and not doing um well. Will he ever
get wet?
Mrs. G.. Hoffman Estates
1)em Mrs. C.:
1 feel Mk Is a chromic type of disorder Met soullhave to lawn
to lire with, However, I do feel wow Improvement wheel. will
take he edge and the pressure of yaemmeolatai.

Michael

Beau Or.,

I.'

Con+6uchan Co., has been appointed to
the building construction

The kids ere having a good
Iand I'm sure they are

DCI.013i5C:

Edward Bogdojewice, 360

Flolvn
ideal of F

Clerk. and mar,I.11 nod's
department more.
Meanwhile. another group

the coordinators of Operation
Wingspread. wid
Melon
will last until Dec. 16.

My hushed! was ailing for about six or Muhl months until
finally he had a breakdown. Our family doctor was caring for
him ut that time Until hdiold roe it was an emotional droll... He
mended 'a thychiutrWiand my Mukha. has been in his are
ever since. about a yen and a half now. He has been in andom of
hospitals sis or seven times. He improves a little an then slips

Monday, December 8,1969

mercial off the lie."
The 00 students. participating in Operation Wingspread
at Staling Morton for dic iav
two weeks, have also visited

flier No name:
I feel Mat you mew dot Mot you're wrong Check
your

values. Would you .bier be clOhl - or employed? Sometimes the
things we gel so hitter anew. not really worm all the disecoleol
no churn up inside ondelves. I do feel arodbee marriage fee pm.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ITS ALL quite positive.

N

learning something," she seid.

"Thu most difficult thing at
Mislitne," she said. "has been
the

scheduling.

EverYthieS

Ism m be pdoned, and the
schedule must be kept."

Although.

Project

Wing -

sore. cads on Dec 16, the

Program will be evaluatd next
spring. Al that time the,school
administration will decide if
similar exchange programs
should bc started.

Michael C

Heads school
book operation
lAndon H. Itisteen, 120 S.
Lancaster.

Mount

Prospect.

has been named senior eicc.
president and publisher of

Harper d Row. with over all
r.ponsihility for elementary
and high school operations in
Evanston. !lisle. was former

Feiner

Don't let the holidays
excite you, Look forward to them as a time for relaxing
entertaining The lean line of
hostess fashions pi ovide the holiday
hostess with instant glamour and
-4411401110"'"
comfort Plan you' holiday pasties so
that they are simple yet elegant and
then you'll enjoy them as much as Nom guests
A buffet supper, fondue party or nine
tasting can be planned and prepared well in ads ance of your party Then on
the day of the event, you have time to alloy a lelsulely bath and slip into a
smashing pants suit and look like a lady of leisure
--marilyn heifers, editor

1126

IN ilk, Rd, Arlmt,tori Heights

has berm appoint. m Tram
World Airlines regional man
ogee of labor relations Feiner
dined TWA in Nen 1 ark

nalyst in o0initional plan
wig In 1906 Lot, he become

seor analyst

and

meta to Dttshingh

then

domet

pager of industrial reit
etos

ly with Scott, Emmert . and
Co., Glenview, for 15 Yeats.
Where he worked in all phases
of marketing and editorial operations
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Elegant hostess attire

MM. wool A leggsr than CS cr and iust right foram °comma Mg or night °morale
males a
superhis tailored stretch., double hreasted coat that foretell, all the fashion news of the The
deign ham pot alone talkie to pits and long Jarrow component pants In wool Neheltege loomed
in *memo be %nein 1 thew,
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Rosewood
WINE RACKS

I ONIONS IN MOM! hose

eery Intle to do nub Puny
color or s dm Throughout all
time the turquoise seems ta

DECANTERS

Ideally cot rubles enbmce
NON. Pm
11ATEIRM
ME leek as lovely with modern costume es they dld.
deraderma.

have been definitely popular.
Another immortal fashion hes
been Me pearl. One that has
not been a consistently poplar atone hiss been the

cm"

mond.

The garnet is another very
stone.
collectiblo
Garnet
pebble necklaces were used in
the stone age. They tuned up

ANTIVES MORE
'MY' HOUSE
COU TRY HERITAGE

PEEP

WITH CHRIST cAS BIKES FOR
THE WHOLE FAMILY!

1,05,0
CORATORS ANTIQUES

A new Schwinn ladie for every
ambo, of the family means a
Meg, Christmas ter oil A new

113

253-4601
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BARREL O'BYGONE5
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ANDO. FLEA MARKEY
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Flea Market Sale
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-Who Will Comfort Tonle?"
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the slessiopm.t eel procedures
that in he unplenemski in Me

doctors rata., However. bemuse Pm ma arc Mien ditlicell to interpret. most doctors
do not dotem in their own of.
files. but rather send them out
to

day. fur resda.
smiting period
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THE CHRISTMAS
BIKE OF THE YEAR

Rta&

STYLING

CONSULTATION
by BEV ANDRADE & MARY WATZ

100% HUMAN HAIR

e

ALL HAIR GOODS
GUARANTEED

*1

In the Sch wine Sting -Roy tradition. Super cushioned ride,
9 -speed gears, spring suspension front fork, bucket
coddle, hand brakes, MAG sprocket, caliper weer broke,
oluminum drum front broke...it's a bike to end bikes!

COMER or ailL.ms RS..

eTT PHONE 773.1177

Mom Ave. FM, GROVE

HOURS. Mon thru Sot 10 5

1.
or, 109 P'4 ,r4

CeA41,414k4141!VA4*.)
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rdm 1Taaur" 1.
pharnarceunval hot MI.
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.than
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to he :IS eke!,'vernisee tsm
standard immuno.
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h, ,Iz:d all reliability

COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES
folly set up...Just set them under the
Christmas tree and they are ready to go.

,

,

Bicycles on display
for your selection

e

for CHRISTMAS'

LAYAWAY

NOW

Make your selection now . . NO MONEY
DOWN will hold it for you until Dec. 24.
.

KNITS
AFTER FIVE
COATS

WINKS BIKE SHOP

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Jewelry

cZ

=Vet: rot

ticgalt,0

prepan0

All Charge Cards Accepted
9507 West Higgins Roads
Rosemont, Illinois 60018

_

e,,N3

f

1,2

is

moi. lair children of all ages.

alwap fun to
Christmas

<
E

Q
ti,

le -year -

irr

his much loved whim horse. of

their trail, and sopration and
of thcir ultimate rid reunion.
Ana last of all, good for
Coking, or tor any season. ih
"Bottom's Dream? adapted
from Shol,speare by John Op dike (Knopti This is a wonder-

ful introduction to -A Slid summer Night's Dream." or
for those video ulready know it.
a new look at an old friend.

(Copyright 1,69 by the Ga

sell Imam of Child Duo,
ammo, Ism!

o

ONE POINT should

to the collective are no mom
than 100 years old. Most of the 9

cious metals used in the Older
seniors had higher carat
coign. and are softer ond bit
distorted by mo.
Cut another feature to examine Yery carefully. The cutting ofjcwals bad slower de-

others have found their way
into museums or large private

1,T

collections. Don't believe the

F

dener who tries to sell you a 5
cameo that dates back to the
n orm. times.
Have I convinced ymt that
you rem have an antique pem

velopment then most crafts.
Many of the very old places

for Christmas?

by
MARILYN HELFERS

boeking for an Mpedmr for
compny that is economical to
prepare. quick and deliciously

Combine cornsterch. brown sugar end et!, in keel 7.,

different? Servo Oriental

Stir pineanple
unwise
and Trroard grad0ailY
into cornstarch mixture. Cook
and stir over medium hail un.
til
and Mickenad.
Cut frankturnars into bite -

mammal. Grain

Frank Km..

o,' frank.
Tuner on: heeled In a bulgy
SWein and sour sauce and are
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di. and the !unshod calendar
can he hung on a bedroom or
kitchednall."11,, children can
open a the' every day in De.
cemter until the Christmas
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might be made by a
Brairele or ,LillslcouMnbrs
tole donated to children's

be cut out by the children end
glued on stiff paper for hook.
marks. Grandparent might
like to receive these next mar

do while you're watching etc

FOr our 'holiday' meals;

vision.
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The mon, interesting. cards
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Christmas
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framed Christmas pictures can
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card
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second sheet of paper should
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picture. Sr appropriately sized
door opening thould be
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Sterner. Darlene: Wiley, Wan.
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bum: Booncran, Jeanne; Bon.
nnvski, Therese: Wendel. WU.
limn:
Brice. Michael: Brierton,
It a 11 i n : Carrick. Beverly:

Eddie', Gillian:

[Amer, Thomas; Franak.
flark:Gabala. Jackie:

Geste. Kay: Hie& Ruth:

norther, Patty; Koons, Lan.

Carver.Ctirtis:Cavanagh. tic.

retie: Koster. Katherine: Koz.
ick. Karen:

std:

Dewar. Susan: Donnelly.
Lorelei: Drake. Consume:
Drakcley. Doris: Forgusen.

Jana;

Grabowics. Helm: Griff-

.

Richter. Rohm: Rockky, A Carol:

the tops can be joined with

lindram, genwiek. Richard:

their honorns and used to hold
special Christmas presents.

Sheik'.

Robert;

Schmidt.

Schroeder. Rosemarie:
Sheffield. 'Thomas; Stoik,
James; Tatham Philip; Tow.
cry. Linda, Folk, Barba.
.

Rd:

Ashton, Randal; Bag,

Linda; Bak, Amu;

Hall.

Kimberly:

Hopkins. Ruben: Mynas,
Timm,.
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Dickson.

Nancy.

Karelia

1 ingetst

Raba 1

Sh non

I mbar

Ake:

Mullis.

Fran:

McGinn,

neef. Arthur: Dollop. Marlene:
Donahue. hies: Dowd. Karen;
Ora le 0 . Mardi: Fielder.
Kenneth: Fischer. Michael;
Fish. Wayne: Flood. Mary
Ann; Fraser. Karen;

McDonald, John;
Kathleen, Meyer.

Lemke...m-1mm Livenick.
Gail; Lockether. John; Mag-

c . Thomas; Kennedy.
lack:
Kiffel. Dale; Kopper. Km.

Fuller. Milne: Geimer.
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,
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;MITCHELL'S JEWELERS
ESPECIALLY
CHRISTMAS:

birthday. The
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McDonough, 2, of 91 10 W.
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ry and 501.0 MISC.
2d
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John, Leslie: Julia,. Rich
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Anerelen, Jeffrey:
doll.
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Arm -

Davi,
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103 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

qi BIGGINS
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fashionable and ancient La Cisternu ristrimute.

EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER
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Remember when raincoats
were drab and dull. lust sup-

Boy's Wear. iii0ess designed
for a fireman nr palicemm. a
man's raincoat has to have

Festive season ahead!

Champagne

.tyle.Weta.resi.nce is taken

far granted.
The latest look In weath-

fountain

Complete fine

'ra Chairs

erproes accenting to Ken

rhino service

O'Keefe.

Tables

A IM BWk fashion
director. is log. belted or per.

Punch bowls
Place sertingn
Coffee urns
Service dishes
Trays
Coffee and tee

haps zippered. As evidence, he

offers a muni.length black vin.
yl coat with an off -center zip.
per. The coot has a dramatic
rolled collar Old the bright
metal zipper is pen of the do
sign.
Pelted rainwear in one of the

handsome new looks for the

coming season. The belted
beauties range from dashing
sin 01 c -and dnulembreasted
trench coats to widenweeping.
Irish -inspired
-Constable

Many unbelted coats
the

indented

fa.ttire

waistline.
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DES PLAINES

PHONE 824-9347

', OPEN SIX DAYS AND TWO EVENINGS A WEEK
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.
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Flom. Karen Guenther. Pa-

create

For motoris and fellows

Hem. Man. Heikkinen. Stephen Henkel, Baty Lawrence,

or angular fmna to
fashionably trim lincs.

who pre far
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in set-in dere, Styles an

wan as in the classic Wm
acaan raglans.

A man no longer

elan

STYLE OF THE

Deborah Day. Edward Do.
lik. Colin Donovan. Chula

mela Harm, Wtlliain Hathaway. oak. Hebert. klary

They are throat with curved

me

?..

Sere Henry Wient... rind Flab
ly Zeller.
Juniors 011 the R honor sal

m palatine High are Sandra
Anderson. Margaret Arnold.
Nancy Blum. Richard Chr..
eer Stephanie Edwards. Jr,
Anne Elsner. Pamela Fannon.
Michael.Gibbans.

Nancy C1,1. Sharon Davis.

Coate in both fnllmud half.
belted Edwardian std.

to la

satisfied with a solid color
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'
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Thomas

Corked, Donna choslapher.
posed to keep a fellow relative.
ly dry? Today. says the Anted.
can Institute of Men's and

everything you need for
enteRuining during the

Palatine High .S.:Kuolh
honor roll has been released by
that high school.

Seniors named to the list

for men

t that. L'
sprightlY Mirer.

Sarah Johnson.

plentiful'n new fall raincoats.
Look for films ihai arc tighter
Man navy, brown :.nd gray
suiting, ype mixtures and twist

weaves -many of which
mode in Maids.
os
new.
Also Lack For Sill are new.
to:dated versions of knitred
raincoats which have
yes
mumps, Rainwear stylists

have al, made giont fashion
strides in coats tailored erred-

'n
tabulate the waxy look of the
smart mir sauvage leathers.

BRENDAN Ohm. Douglas
Grecnom, Margaret Hagan.
Hanipel,
Michiel
Cynthia

DALE

KOBUS.
Koehn. Christine
Kathleen
Kuchni.

Jeffrey Ashmore. Linda

Marilyn 10,1. Susan Vatentine.

Adams.

Brian Harnett, Lisa
Bennis., Diane Bradshaw.
Patricia
Brennan.
Jeffrey
Brock, Jerald Biog. Debra
Campbell. Patricia Carkeek.

Anne Costredule and Susan
Chaplinskv, Jean Chemkos.
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Laurie Shepherd,
Judy
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sell Sehnert, Sherry Smith, Te-
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Donna Utt.
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Ray Ping. Frank Pip
cher. Corinne Plank. Jerry
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Susan Floretti, Janice Forbes.
Steven Fromm, Lams Clack meta. Ste Fe
Roland Corn. Stisrm Hann

Pollock. James Pratt, Patric!.
Rice. Shoo. Schergen, Rua-

r.Smucide, Jane Southard,
Paul Stadfeld. Jeffrey Stair.
Shiela Stein.
man. Edward Sullivan, Bever

Thomas Steil
VanderVarga. Mary

Varese, shirk,. yischer, Pa.
Wagner. Rudy Weibel.
Leslie Wakeman. Janus WE.

Jcnnircr Jennings, Carol John- SUM Jones, Pamela Kalush.
son
Kerry Jones Robert Donna Kane. Debra Keith..
Janes and Brenda Joyce.
lane Lyneh, Lynne McLean,
William Keener, Geormne Robert Mitchell. Gayle Mole.
Haney

Henry Schaefer and
Gregory Scholz.
Elizabeth Simfield. Diane
Siwanons, Pravirai Snowden.
hums Tucker. Steven Vanos.
berg,

JOAN MEVCAN, Deana

McAlister, Kevin McDonald.
lee Tanner. Willi. Thom, Robert ?McDonough, Kevin
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Tuck.. William Ti- Jane Mick. Christopher Os-

Richert! Wallis, Scott Wein- ...N., Pathmith.
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Verde. Gordon. Wil-

limns amt Pamela Yaesei:

BODY finest hardwood construction
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he heavy duty steel chassis

Natural wood finish
Seminole
Red stakes 30 XISTa X7, deep

7 RI 25 puncture proof
tires Congo graphrte bearings with
extra Meel sleeve supped Sports
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hub caps.
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Nancy Lange. Paul Le Bred,
ULRIKE Mueller. Joann
Judith Lawia. Jo Anne Lim- Nikoloch, Rory Noland. Dar met,
Kathleen
Lubinski. ryl.One, Eleanor Oster. Ross
Diane NI:Aeneas!, Michael Peterson, S. Powers. SUsan
Malone, Patricia Mimed.
Rea. Pamela Rock. Lynn San-
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SCOTT Grupe. Debra Gus.
Susan Lemke. Ellen,. Mac.
Martin._ refs. David Hefner. Cynthia
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Kathryn Melo, Diane Mon. net Hearn. Russell Herring, Brian Hovey, Susan Lohman.
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of Good Grooming

Hair coloring
Racer cutting
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Harper.
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Stevens. Loom: StewartZ:
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Gary:
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Sonde, Susan; Carlherp.
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Tappet. Ruben: True. Che.
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Michael: RockRuck, Barbara;
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Smith. Jeffrey; Sorensen.
Gisela Sorensen. ROM Step-
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when thew Wins Rama up

Shop'
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enemy Maher Berth resident

Rawer of the Marriott Motor

Christmas
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Evergreen Shopping Center, 22 5. Evergreen
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P.n.. Chri.mher,
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Parry. Dab. Peterson.
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Firek, Bruce, Flannery. Kw
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ky, John: Palmer. Blaine;
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2 0 )--Family friction
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consider your next [Olive in a
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state of calm. Resolve home
problems.

TAURUS (April 21 -May
211 -An old friend may well
give you just the advice you
need --though it may not be just

the advice you're looking for.
GEMINI (May 22 -June
211 -You may be the recipient
Of an offer today that is hard to

turn down. Consider all consequences of action before
making a move.
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time unless you want trouble
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on the employment scene.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 231-

attachment

-Make an effort to fit periods
of rest into a busier -than -usual

day. 'Fins is not the time to try
to prove to others how strong
you are.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 231-Consider unexpected educational opportunities that come
your way today. The more you
learn

now,

the more you'll

know later.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-

-Be on your guard against a
health hazard. A fall now
could incapacitate you during
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221 --Sign your name to nothing about which you have the
slightest doubt. The fine print
could clear up questions; read
it well.
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By Richard Crabb
(From Springfield)

on
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the

group

Mrs Anne Evans of
Plaines,

0 I HER MEMBERS of the

and the leading independent
Des

convention steering

The new rules committee
will make its first report this
afternoon, but its first impor-

delegate

from the 4th Senatorial District was appointed to the
powerful Rules Committee of
the Constitutional ( onvention
late Monday
The only member from

tant recommendations are expected to be made next week
lhe rules committee will make
recommendations on such
matters as how many additional officers the convention is to
elect, how many standing committees will he named and on
what schedule the convention
will meet.

the northwest suburbs, Mrs.
Evans is one of 11 persons ap-

pointed to the key cummittee
by resident Samuel W. Wit'wer. She is the only woman

rules committee Include David

It appears likely that the
convention will adjourn late

Davis of Bloomington, one of
the convention's leading Re-

Tuesday until next week Next
week it is expected that ap-

publican members and Paul F
Elward 01 Chicago, considered the Con -Con spokesman
for Mayor Daley and the
Democrats

pointment of standing committees, the work horses of the

convention, will be made It is

thought that after a two or
three-day session next week
the convention will adjourn
until after the first of the year.

The new rules committee
was scheduled to meet today.

At mid -afternoon the con-

THE' CONVENTION open-

at noon Monday with a

vention was to hear the acceptance address of President Wit-

ed

wer and to get the first report
from the rules committee.

Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie. In

call to order and address by
his Con -Con address, the only

i tee

ules

one he is scheduled to give during the convention, Ogilvie
spoke for 20 minutes

He generally avoided specific directives to the delegat6, although he did expros

The governor drew applause but once during his ad-

nilworth first temporary presi-

dress and that was when he
said, "There is now no heavy
footprint of political bossism

ident of the sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention
It is expected that there will
be at least nine standing committee as follows Bill of rights,

dent and then permanent pres-

on this assemblage The prospects are auspicious for you to

the hope they would eliminate
the personal property tax and

15 members, legislative, II
members, executive, 11 mem-

write not a Republican or a

remove the sales taxes from
food and medicines He also
indicated that the convention
should reduce the number of
state elected officials in favor

Democratic or ar independent
constitution but an Illinois
constitution --a document the

people of this state can

judicial, 11 members,
revenue, 15 members; amendments, nine members; local
government.
15
members;
education. II members; and
bers,

ap-

prove."

of governor appointments, and
he urged a reform in the manner of select;ng judges.

FOLLOWING GOV. Ogilremarks, the conven-

general government, II mem-

vie's

tion named Witwer of Ke-

bers.

.
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Elk Grove firemen raze

4 substandard 'houses'
By Bob Casey

ous fire code violations were
found in a fire inspection.

Flames and smoke yesterday swirled over Landmeier
Rd. for the second time in as
many weeks as the Elk Grove
Village Fire Dept. burned
down four of the six substandard living units at the Orland

4

Busse farm, 1100 Landmeier.

The six structures, one of
them a house trailer, were con-

demned and their occupants
evicted Saturday after numer-

The Nov. 29 fire that killed
three children of the Juan Are-

soon for Texas, Hulett said.

The eight remaining persons who plan to stay in the

nas family destroyed an old
farm house at 1800 Land-

area have been provided with
motel rooms until they can
find permanent housing, Hu-

meier.

lett said yesterday.

FIRE CHIEF Allen Hulett
said 17 persons have been living on the property, but four of
them left the area before Saturday's inspection. Five addi-

tional persons plan to

leave

Minutes after Juan Perez
cleared out of his house yesterday (top photo) Elk Grove fire-

coming to the northwest suburban area.

The two remaining housing
units at 1 100 Landmeier were
scheduled to be razed after all

1100

personal
moved.

Carl Klehm Sr., owner of

meier Rd., yesterday removed
the last of his fantily's belongings from his former residence. Looking into the door is

who came to the area from San

Orland Busse, owner of the

the property, said the decision
to evict the families came after
reporters started asking questions about housing conditions
on the property.

ago, were able to find another.

indoor sanitary facilities. The
shack was heated by a con-

Landmeier property.
(Photos by Bob Privratsky)

"There were all kinds of inquiries from the newspapers,"

shack on the Sam Miller and
Son Nursery, 201 W. Touhy

stantl y -lighted two -burner

Klehm replied to a question
about why the shacks were

Av., west of Des Plaines.
Soon after the DeLaGarza's

tric space heater which Mrs.
DeLaGarza said did not work

cleared.

hauled their belongings away

will be held in two locations:
River Trails Junior High
School gym at 1000 Wolf Rd.,

held on Sdturday afternoon'
from
p.m. to 3 p.m. begin-

programs

I

ning Dec. 13 and ending Feb.
14.

Mount Prospect, and Robert
Frost School gym, 305 Aspen
Dr., Prospect Heights, for the

fifth and sixth grade groups;
and River Trails Junior High
School gym for seventh and
eighth graders.

All registration will be tak-

The league for seventh and

eighth grade boys will begin
Dec. 12 at 7:30 p.m. Boys will

be put on teams which will
play

according to a game
schedule. The registration fee
for the eight -week program Is
$2 per boy.

Con -Con film still missing
Maybe it's an omen.
Yesterday 116 delegates be-

gan work in Springfield to attempt revision of the state's
"horse -and buggy" constitution and bring it up to the jet
age.

Meanwhile, seven rolls of
fil m taken Sunday in
Springfield by Day photographer Michey Birger are lost

- a victim of the jet age. The
photos were to be in Monday's
Day, showing the northwest
suburban delegates preparing

for Con -Con.

The film

left Springfield

Sunday night by Air Express
on an Ozark Air Lines plane.
Late last night Air Express and

Ozark still didn't know where
our flirt; went.
It may be in Peoria, Moline
or Cedar Rapids.
Will the. Illinois

lishment find our photos?

When either or both hap pens, The Day will report it.

DELAGARZA'S,

Benito, Texas, three months

I'llE DELAGARZA'S and

in a trailer, the house was bullployes, she said.

lived.

"RENTS ARE too

J

their four boys, Joe, 8, Robert,
high

7, Michael, 5. and Victor 4,

around here," she said. "Just
about everywhere we go they
don't want children."

slept in an 8 -by -10 foot bed-

Mrs. DeLaGarza said her

Retirement is the time of life when you stop lying about your

Wheeling twp. GOP groups

room on a small double bed
and a smaller cot.
Outside the shack,

the

husband formerly worked fOr
Klehm as a laborer at Charles
Klehm and Son Nursery. According to her, nursery work
ers who also lived on Klehm's
property were paid $1 an hour

grounds around the dwellings

less than non-resident workers
in lieu of rent payments.
payed $3.25 an hour, she said,

"I'm not used to living like
this," Mrs. DeLaGarza said
last week. -I'm used to living
better than I'm living right

while those living on Klehm's

now."

Non-resident workers were

was evicted from one of the
shacks, left at

were strewn with refuse, old
kitchen appliances, including
a refrigerator with lock and
hinges intact, and several mattresses and old sofas.

I

p.m. yesterday

for Laredo, Texas. Perez said
he has made no arrangements

redo, Hulett said.

A doctor bill for the family
and two coats for the children
were also paid for, Hulett said.
Robert lbarra. co-ordinator
of the Spanish-American pro-

gram in School District 59,
said there was one school -age
child living at 1100 Land meter.

ORLAND BUSSE, owner
buildings only a little more
than what was needed to cover
expenses such as electricity

and water. He would not give
the exact rent charges.
Busse said Mexican -Ameri-

cans have been living on the
property for 25 years and have
sometimes been employed by
him as farm laborers. All of the
17 occupants who were employed worked in local industries and businesses, Busse

"You know, people think
you make money on this, but
you
don't," Busse said.
"Maybe I. made a little, hut I
didn't make much."

I1LTETT. WHO said

Texas.
I

"WE'RE GOING home in
o'clock,- Perez said with a

smile as he loaded the last of
the family's belongings into
the truck of his 1958 C'hevrolet minutes before Elk Grove

firemen put the torch to his
former residence.

knew what

he

Busse had been

charging for rent. also declined to give the figure.
"We got rid of the problem,

and that's what we're after,"
he said. "NI r. Busse has cooperated with us and we want to
make it as easy :is possible for

him."

Auto smacks gate

at rail crossing
Robert L. Lynn, 47, of 2101

Police said Lynn was westbound On Central Rd. 'when

Quail, Rolling Meadows. suffered facial cuts late last night
when the auto he was driving
crashed -into a crossing gate -at
the Chicago and Northwestern

tracks on Central Rd. parallel
to Northwest Hwy., Mount
Prospect.

his car rammed the gate. Lynn

injured when his head

was
-

_struck the steering wheel. and
his glasses were broken.

Lynn was taken to Northwest Community Hospital via
lire department ambulance,

to attend Christmas party

and he was treated and re-

All Wheeling Township Republicans are invited to a

failure to reduce speed to
avoid a collision and with
damage to a highway structure. He is to appear in Mount
Prospect Traffic Court on Jan.

Christmas party Friday at 9
p.m. in the Mount- Prospect
V.F.W. Hall, 601 N. Main,
Mount Prospect.

The party is being sponsored as a joint effort by the
Wheeling Township Republican groups; Republican Organization, Republican Woman's Club, Young Republi-

cans, Republican Club, Republican Workshop and Teen
Age Republicans.
Donation will

be

$2

a

Mount Prospect Special
Village Board Meeting,
Village Hall; 7:30 p.m.

Police charged Lynn with

dancing and buffet.

Santa will be the featured
guest for the evening and those

wishing to make reservations
should call; 259-2933, 2554125 or 253-4041. "A capacity .crowd is expected," -ac-

21.

Correctiim

cording to Committeeman
Richard A. Cowen.

In yesterday's editions, the

mak.

-;

Day

Meeting

leased

couple which will help cover
expenses for entertainment,

Gripe
Of The

1

Day incorrectly

stated that
money going to aid the 17 persons evicted from six substan-

1 IT

dard housing units

at

1100

Landmeier Rd. came from the
Village United

Elk Grove
Fund.

According to Jane Kuehl.

1

Gas station attendants
who hand you a white give.'
away package with greasy,
fingers.
P.F.M.

:

C

said.

for a job or a place to live in

propane hot plate and an elec-

where the sixmember family

6.1

Con-

stitituion catch up to the jet
age? Will the jet age estab-

E

to leave.

age and start lying about the house.

Registration fee for the fifth
and sixth grade program is $1
per boy. The program will be

basketball league.
The basketball

1' utt

quarters to his employes in exchange for lower salaries.
The Del.aCiarza dwelling
had one door and no heating or

Mrs. DeLaGarza was interviewed by reporters last week
in the two -room dwelling

Park district to begin
SIMON \--boys' basketball program gusum3
home.

leave immediately.

Grove Village firemen.
Mrs. Kuehl said the monies
for the expenses have come
from her personal funds. not
from United Fund resources.
Juan Perez, whose family

KLEIIM SAID yesterday
that he does not offer living

dozed over by Klehm's em-

"We've been trying to get

boys' basketball program and
,their seventh and eighth grade

35,

that the family would have to

the Elk Grove United Fund
and by a fund set up by Elk

plant. He has been unavailable
for comment.

families have been provided
with other housing on his
property and the third, which
was staying on the property
without permission, was told

KLEIIM SAID two of the

for their fifth and sixth grade

her husband, Anselmo,

Mrs. June Kuehl, president of

working in a local industrial

well.
The family had stuffed
crumpled paper into the larger
holes in the wall and replaced a
broken window pane with
cardboard to protect against
the cold.

1

trict is accepting registrations

Rd. at 8 a.m. Saturday and told

per-

penses to Texas, for the evicted
persons have been paid by

she said, but recently has been

a

daughter and a
3 -year -old son were given auto

of the property. said he
charged occupants of the six

portation arrangements. Expenses, including traveling ex-

five days a week for Klehm,

housing units at 1100 Land-

1100

en at the park office, 1820 E.
Kensington Rd., Mount Prospect. Boys should register for
the location
nearest their

HULEIT SAID the

property made $2.25 an hour.
Her husband formerly worked

Pete,- his wife. Gloria,

belongings are re-

sons leaving for Texas have
worked out their own trans-

eft, Perez, one of 17 persons
victed from the condemned

at 305 N. Arlington Heights

expenses for the drive to La-

some of them lived before

the area.

which they were living, were
demolished last week end on
the property at 305 N. Arlington Heights Rd., in an unincorporated area north of Elk
Grove Village.

men, under the direction of
Fire Chief Allen Hulett, put
the torch to the building. At

The River Trails Park Dis-

the families to move for a long
time," Klehm said.
M a r y DeLaGarza, 24.
mother of four boys, said two
of Klehm's employes came to
the door of the family's shack

said.

provided with funds for transportation to Texas. where

3 families evicted; shacks
on Klehm property destroyed
Three Mexican -American
families were evicted and several shacks, including those in

2 -year -old

Nine of the 17 persons
evicted Saturday have been

Hulett Sunday told the Day
that 18 persons were involved
in the eviction and that all but
one of them planned to leave

THE SIX shacks at

Landmeier are the last of such
buildings within the village
limits to his knowledge, Hulett

'

Mount Prospect police investigate the interior of the car in which Robert L. Lynn, 47, of 2101
Quail, Rolling Meadows, was injured late last night. Lynn's auto struck the railroad crossing guard
at Central Rd. and Northwest Hwy. The impact of the collision knocked the hood off the car. (Photo
by Bob Privratsky)

president of the United Fund,
the fund's monies cannot be
appropriated on an emergency
basis. The S250 donated came
from her own personal funds,
Mrs. Kuehl said.
The Day regrets the error.
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What's so hot about
an Electric Range?
It's cool.

Time to replace the range at your house? Then take
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Phone CL 3-4910

I lilt District.
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by Don Appall

a look at the only one that knows how to keep its cool.
The electric -range.
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The bright new ideas
are Electric.

.

Itbr Vrogpert ;Dap

Daylight

The day's prospects

Noise really deafening

Pick and choose
you can't loose

""/kirMt.:r"ti,niVrii;;;Paili;Rn't fUglartr:s"'"'
Refreshing is the word for the

Fichl 111
P141,

recent report on the dsmus of

k'ud ".

roe,] ly December9 1969

John F M inton L,lrii and Yablotla

Ndhunl kicil inch

Ifiiisimua ',lir a -

HooJ,u
Ih

in mem lit remit

/ storm On 1 /Iwo

rodent body was told

th it some noel musicians and
thar Intents, haw. been mime
NDitches according io the

shim mouin I roc'. /It (110,
1, Selo em lllll In Rd as

h`

dun newspaper °I tonal V,ew
Hihh School In Adtneton

student reporter ha, definite
Iv kstablithed that moue One
blares nob ern .may wham

se=

Subscript. ram: Meet= oseMmedellivred.
Ounirmin S.al nouStrau mar: tomtriedsame.

with Bathing lights and a read
mg that s shown on a sertwat

pneumatic dolls to Wee .11.010

momirter

boles

ehddren at play is like a soft

Leona Buss round is

Nutlet to our sus and the

disorder °I noose

teen%

ray IA

is

down
411

iducent

the

oict at constru

displ oinx Mow sumct= mits with

soh

b Onu rendnain nt Ho Ho Ho

In 1 at c would he ph tiannt
there will he. cough quiet

all anhin mock of lhurmum

wound tbe holiday, so lea ten

making. kgvp down ,he din. Il
the tune that Wino yonon is'?

Partridge in a Pear Tree" or

make= thc auto ot reindeer
on the roof. the old gentle nunis.unamble via the chim-

similar seasonal melody.
If obis is a mission impossible.

ney and other Rune noises all
without benefit of earplugs.

'This of course we Xnew or at

OTHER ADVICE proUbled
includes thew tips: "High mid= destroys cells providing'

THOUGHT
T Lee .1

HIDEAWORD

he damaging lei the ear.

LEGLVAI

such

Make as many (Our letter or more words out of
thew letters us you con. In addition, End the word

Letters To

A -The mast lthly cause is
massively dry skin. Try bathe
ing in cool or lukewarm water-nol oftener than two or thee
times week -and arc one or

the rars and eyelids? What can

I do for it?
A -When Milling involoto
chiefly the os, eyelids, or
both. the most usual mous=

the soaps to which cold crcam
has been added or add a bath

seborrhcie

dermatitis usedpled with excessive dandruff
and allergy.
ontrolling the
dendrull or finding and elimir
nsting the othmling allergen

0 -Whit are

the reasons

hum tid omeninumerawling

on my shoaldem

cornea and 0 tendency to con.

should give eoei relicf.

9 -Pro ate.. two `ems

sensation

What

A -An irovular in scarred

jusemai, i.,

ould calm 11 and how
nowca
get rid or it?

contra person could nen wear
contrail
lenses
Cilateconn
wonw
hejun e

'eno.P.....omo-

lion like crawling instals is doe

to wearing wool nem to the
skin. In others 'I nay indicate

re din.. dekko, 0c700015
of one or more vitamin.

oyip, rea,o,

lo have' severe

hes hem rulol out inol sad.
histamines =it help.

THE BANK

cat address or phone Oct,

her su their authenticity
Yen he checked.

sa tsti

but recurrences are eommon.

sass,.

installation
at 1969 prices!

GI Fir

FOODS Tf

Days and a Night.

colic,

selves, expects over 1.000 individuals to attend the dame.

DELMONICOS, FILLETS
OF BEEF TENDERLOIN

ORDER NOW

Senior citizens
in holiday whirl

22222222

111

top ss

Holiday g/ow
USW to
warmth and 1005

t.
are the.

boo of Christmas can

One of the moot oPeenuolor
ioeieing projects

piny Dec. 3 at Holiday House
in Ingleside. 111.

On Dm. 1
was will j loin

senior cidEaten-

dm

Mm,.. of Moons mos,. in

Another combined activity
of the two groups is a Ms trip
to Chicago's Loop an Ow. I%
Lunch at Field's. ohopping. a
visit
Adler PUielarium.
window Mewing on Mats
Street and a view or the giant
Christmas
Chris
tree at the Civic

will comprise the day's
activities.

Hm Buffo, Grove group

be

shows how little it takes. limo

yours during the holiduy MI'
son. with clever lighling de.
signs you can make younielf.
The current ksue of Family

a combined Christmas party at

will hold a party night Dee. 13.

ally and figurtimly.lo be dramut. Dim oreMundy

tea 'frosted with gild -lintel

the Community Priubyterian
Church. Following a catered
luncheon. the megrim
-ChriUnws in Germany and

from 7:30 m 11 p.m. Drop In
center Hays fur Inc group am
Dec. 10. Dec 17 and Jan. 7.

Circle Magazine Mame-m

spray pant and see aglow with

in Aurtraliti' will he pram.

Ma

votive candle,. Or imagine if

ed. Music will he furnished by

falo Grove.

rest an a Sturhum Center-

Eugene Dilllasi. Chris Cm=
and losphine Newport. the
Revellers
Adington

a-a .

candy and hung from chain
.wrapped in velvet ribbon.

a

Holiday activities an: keep-

glasses become Golden Self.

piece. made of ordinary plaxiic

table.

Thengrozpniri

.t,her R oh

Heights High School and Me
seniors themselves us they join

Community Presbyterian

in community singing.

Church. Mount Prospect.

hornp.m

DE

ti,,eismsseeks
Come in

red join

ORDER YOUR AIR
CONDITIONER
YES! because you can save over
1970 installation costs if you order
before "January 1" CALL US NOW!
AS LOW AS $695 COMPLETE
WE ALSO INSTALL HUMIDIFIERS

24th ate/OWE
aflame

am late Nee,

wtteuelsbwasc
,Po,M1 desk

0,700 dm,in The
book
CAR LICE

1st through

4.7

FREE PARKING

392-9260

and Michael Daniels. son
Mr. and Mrs: Jeveph Daniels
were

married

in

mond's Coholic

RayChurch

St.

SS cup Ilght or dark corn

bottom of cake. Brush bottom
with apricot Jam: set almond

WIN

joys creative. crafts.

Two-thirds cup sweemeakKg Awry or orangeJuke
Sift together hour. taking
powder and salt. Dredge the
fruit and nue iv.. cup of
the dry ingredients. Cream
margarine-. add sugar. cream

and smooth top. Heat onor
thirds cup basic frosting mks
lure and one tablespoon milk
over boiling water. stirring oc-

3/4 pound butter

until lido Add corn syrup:

eggs, separated
2 cups sugar

mix well. Add unbeaten eggs,
one at a time, and Mat well al,

sides of cake. Decorate with
remaining frosting Makes

Her recipe Is for o lighter
fruitcake whkh does

batter

not include the mixed cdndied
fruit.

WHITE FRUITCAKE

heaping teaspoon baking

powder

minnire on jam. Even MT sides

2 eggs

ter ea addition.
Add dry ingrafiCIIIS Mier-

Casionally. until

of pring
ou

consistey.
nc Pour over cake,
spreading to cover topping and

enough to frost one (9 -by 5 -by -3 -inch) loaf cake.
Frosting is best used on firm

cakes. such as pound or fruit

newly with sherry: mixing well
alter each nddition. Gently

cake.

of large milow daisHr.

amidst a setting of white gladiolus and mune White bows
decorated he
pews.
Ow

groom.

douhleaini 530 p.m.

cere-

Joseph was his best men. Ush

mony was performed by the
Rev. Mr. Carroll.

'Montrone and Rodney Patter -

,

A

"Ilm gran= Min brother,

en were Thor= Riley, lax

The hide's gown of white
mffcm was covered with white
silk orminna. The bodice.
Iceves and train were fashionembroidered scalloped

edge.

Her veil of silk illusion was
5,thetiral.length with bunted
marl and 1E00111 headpiece.
She carried a casende of white
phalnenopsis and stephanotis.

Following a sit-down dinner
at the Pyrcenus Restaurant for
100 guests, the couple left for a
week in New York.

ha

The bride graduated 'Nom
Prospect High School and attended Southern Illinois University flee groommi graduate
of Prospect High School, grad-

uated from the University of
Illinois and is employed at
Westinghouse,

Mr. and Mr:. Michael Ilwieh

eaigel
Get

Wolfe Wins
Tom Wolfe. Mount Pros.
pest. recentlywas awarded 1110
Guardsman of the Year award

pcill m eziht minutes I hen
101 flip it neer and he
double, no the semor lull the

from the Guardsmen Drum

dung ter halt= munchmg
und go. all through roomy

in 1961. is composed of boys
and girls, ages inn to 21. from
throughout
the
northwest

new 'ear,

and Bugle Corps.
The Guardsmen, organised

communities.

The

WiteVal

group

meets every Monday evening

Fe

It

the Helen

Keller Junior

Lined in fleemy warmth to swagger
through frosty days and nights.

High School in Schaumburg.
Anyone interested in joining
the wisps should contact the
dinwtor. Richard ladIg. nt

Sizes 8.16

1327-1409.

$66.00

IBM graduate
C

Nancy Willtning.- daughter
of Mr. and tars. Peter M. Will.
ming of Mount Prospect,
recently graduated front the
BOsiness Training Center in

THE FINEST

ORTHERN AIR INC.
treeermarersinsmasousa

WE DELIVER

16 mit AM.

Mix Onion paste with =-

tension Ann.. has completed
Famous Artist course and In-

'FM bides mother chow a
beige crepe drew with lam
cum. She wore green cymbidium orchids. A turquoise
man with lace bodice was
WWII by the mother of the

Mr. and his Harold Robey.

alea

col Bend cam popper wait
he See n Sere feueurc es a
four unart 51.1ne popper
Med in 1 erion It pops lo ea-

47 50

15 W. BUSSE, MT. PROSPECT

longs to the In.:makers Es -

i= Kuy Racy, daughter of

Ins wenn,

FROM

'US ocLIit.;!,.,,,,,m1h7d. allo:d

thirds cop hoic frosting mixrum. Torn cake =de down.
Mold almond mix ere to fit

identical to Mr maid el honor.
Flower girls Monika und
heka Witte wore gowns of the

leddouble,

PASSENGER

thhtbn

Lu

0-8..ao P.M
S6'd f'"""bbY

Ian yon Christmas

bk

prams
ISap margarine

Bridesmaids Carol Davies.
Danyn Bird, Leslie French
and 1.0ura Kuhn were dressed

pone, early

pek hp your
RN !nada
copy.

acad.^
Nancy C post president and
founder of the MT TOPS. be -

same color and c.olied baskets

b".*

Year.

WOCRLENDARS

Chrabom

rbe

creamy.

milk. then confectioner' mgar. mixing until smooth and

of large yellow daisies and
wore the same in her hair.

IRAK !ma

1.9th

Anycb
the Chonr" Bh

=idled fruit
I cup chopped min= or

for

Two Mount Prospect families wen: unical whim -.cond-

Debra, the bride's sister.
worc a floor -length A -line
skin of moss green karate with
beige lace bodice and long
sleeves. She eirried 0 cascade

Poppin' Christmas idea

Cbsithrlor
Nse ,,wort

I tablespoon milk
I pound coerced/wens. ram
re, sifted
I am atm°nd pane
I tablespoon aprleoljam
I Mblespoon milk
Prepare basic frosting mix mm. Cream margarine. corn
syrup. vanilla. almond extract
and salt. Blend in I tablespoon

-but this -one is so different
that I make this recipe to

corn

4 cups flour
I cup milk

ed of Chantilly lace with re -

Drop in Center Doys for the
Estensioncem are Dec. IX nod
Jan. R. 'Dv group mien at the

SelrONr

SATURDAY

CS Acmpoon soh

Jacqueline Robey weds

Publicatio,
aprring senior citinens on the move
these dam. celebrating the rep
proud] or Christmas.
The Buffalo Grove Ower 50
Cluh held its firm Christmas

va toopoon almond mood

fruitcake.

MRS. HARRY Ewalt

I

m temption soda

Page 5

PRICE

STEAKS YOU HAVE EVER TASTED!

is cup sumo
3 eggs

led Ileor

STEAKS GIFT BOXED
YOUR CHOICE OF
NY STRIPS, NY SIRLOIN

cup butter

%cup margining
Beep light corn syrup
S teaspoon vanilla

CAKES
2 cups sifted flour
ai iempoon
MR powder
1/2 Inopoun salt
t cup finely dined unsorted

pound jar mixed candled

fruit

1 cup plus 2 tablespoons sir.

Dolores 111,11,, UMW, Editor.Oceem 9. mge

each.

15 ounces raisins

(KM

rTh

[run
mixture and
chopped nuts. Blend.
Line
-inch cupcake pan
with little paper coin and
losses

&Owe,

M cup water

which they can run by *un-

A few of the students selling
RN
Ken
Holmes.
tickets

drinking amws sloe', with
me lights :end interspersed
molds for canapes. cake and with twigs 10 =cc a

belowyo

NOW?
°,Ave00

bnds. The Mauds and For

to
Muldoon! Chandelier.
cleverly put together

-

MEATS'

The dance will fodure two

riety of lighting elfeMs. from a
Beaded Candle Rack. mode of
expanding wooden coneracks

1, dm Hairdo

is always wow in

TENDER..

ssss.

To Om Fire

OM areas thee are construct,.
Nulled in sweat. Since the or
ganisms are everywhere. get-

8cEP TRIMMED, *.

st.seis

s soot

elastic;

FREEZER

COMPANY
of ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
sstasses

sose

newly with rum (or use orange

oughly before staring.

Ili cup sorghum molasses

cooled.

MAR/.SPAN FROSTING

oW n, invert part remo. when
cool. Stare in tin container.
In .South Carolina fruitcakes ure frosted with marzir
pun frosting and decorated

cmdoyment with Stiver's U-

FRUIT CAKE BONBONS

Mount Preserve, 111.110056. If yeti wish

Get 1970

even in the nonhern Muted
Stales. It

John Coitello.

understand. 1.3cobdo re your brat. thal If he persists you
will bring his behavior to the maritime .17otte pram oreebool
psychologist. Avoid sitimlinos alma Invite your Mends urn, or
go um. Your brother needs help If he denser Imes/nand the
seriousm,s of the sittmlion.

& TRUST
ss.esss

the envinmown

in

bought from various students
in the local high schools and

12090111/U21,21111911P00O00

ty pub
whir. and chould meow

Ls jungle riot [rail,
milled? How contagious
What is the hest form of treat.
mum,

spread

Youth Conaniksiem hooded be

elev. hbehritten.

insectstunt
. n.

we mold do to have fun. Da you know what I amen? At first I
thought he was teasing but now I rue= that he's rerious. I'm

lanalrody.seltdarr6f-aciderssedeuntlope.

t,5

third group is hich.itrung and
has a morbid few or dislike of usuelly refers to a persistent
s Each group requires type of ringworm seen in hot.
different mcamres for relief.
humid regions. It is caused by
(J-Whot would came
a fungus that is now wideitching over her entire body?
There is no rash hut welts up
pair *5,0 scratching. Allergy

The advance tickets an be

Scud tor tryirstithus to Lee Jansen. ran

oil to your ablution.
why a person should not wear
contact lenses? Could person
with glue
wear the=

the dour are S2 apiece. Ticket,
bought in advance will 1.1351

When akin no

font with a thin confrictionere
Bing. Store in hovered cen

three houn Remove from

SHERRY HOLIDAY

like the. because they
are just bite size and look so
pretty M a cookie tray." Evelye said. -This recipe makes
abet six dozen, and just eight
a 10 make an excellent gift."

minumg,

ter and bake a30et degrees for

25 to 30 minutes. Cod thor-

Bonbons.

I

RviWoott:frorgarrhaevue

Church and holding parbtfine

serving her special Fruitcake

George Busse sod Diane Ad.
erman at Prospect High: Bob
Rioter and Richard Fawio at
Forst, View High, Sue Omar
1, al Sacred Heart. and Dan
Willis at Harper College.
The Youth Commission,
whose purpose is to origiBMe
and support youth aclivitees

Arcade Entry only. Tickets at

51.75 upiece or 53 a couple.

shuttle he ay hriel as bus.

than on contagion. Seroral cffictive fungicides am a ei ilthle

Inumunals comma to the
dunce will enter at the Apple

the village of Mount Prospect

I/7S

ow be signed. but
names kill be vie hheld up.

ling the disease depends more
on lowered wrsonal resistance

On Saturday. Dec. 27. the
youth of the village of Mount
Prospect Pre holding u "Haiti.
day Dance" in the liandhune
Mall.lhe dance from g p.m. to

yours?
Answer on Comic Page

Fold in fruit. nuts and raisins.'
LMe angelfuod cake pen

Garnish with pecan
halves. Bake at 320 degrees for

Agiin this year she will M

`Holiday Dance' Dec. 27

A I.11JAN613NISMi
Brothers and dthirs eau he o help or hindnuice. Which ere

15goo1,19excellonl

plump raisins. Reduce heat
-and simmer. five minutes.

Add vanilla. Ike, egg whites
until miff and fold into hatter.

Lutheran

cellent hostess.

mkInight is being. ponsored by

seared.' don't want either one of us to get into trouble.

using all seven of these letters.

W.5.11BANDSTADT,M.D.

beer. Give Mon m gifh ear lel your family andmaada sad 'eth

both home and my pimento are 001112. he drops hints about whet

Please Help

The Editor

9 -Whir cause. itching of

WAS 'EASING

son:

I don't know who to talk to except you. That's why I'm writing. I'm a female high school junior. My brother is a year older
than me. and we'r, lion in high school. Sometimes when we're

nnoise at 90 to 95 decibels

Iioell

moon fruitcake mixture into

Women's

forayers. the former secretary
to Hubert Humphrey is an ex-

Please relax. Ifs nor all that important. 91,10 might be just as
unhappy If Breve was u crowd of boys around. Be youronloral self
around hays. Time almost ehnys solves his problem.

down close to our ears w we
traverse this hit of terra firma

an rechtece

Fruitcakes nail shun. and =es reflect the brilliance

pound boa re.m. (op-

with almonds. This is 0 little
different addition to fruitcakes. It is extremely tasty
when used with Sherry Holiday CUd

Professional
Club and Grace

up. No matter wind redpe you chaos. you can't !me.

Pertmil cupcake Pen", v 325'
degree (slow) oven about 25

candled

cup chopped nab
Blend molass. and welt( en
large deep saucepan. PD. On
low hew stir
untrl
mixture comes to a boil. Add
raisiee, bring to a boil again to

add so hinter mixture We.

and

wane to go out on dates

Cr,,,, butt, and sop, sdd
egg yolks. Sift flour and soda.
and add alternately with Milk.

1

someone aMays hss Moir own

year he has a Christmas Open
House. Besides being active in
She Mount Prospect Business

Lonely Heart

We think there's enough ath.
aunty affliction going on right

ru

HIE NICEST thing about
fruitcake, is their versatility,
for no matter where you go.

Moo. Vick
Mick Lavdjieff is no
exception to this role. Every

understand why 1 don't gel inkul for dams.

and protect your hearing. In 0
los mum. you will be glad that
you did.?

Te cu

fold in fruit mixturt Hake in
inch/ tube cake
one It
pan in 1125 dehree Idmvl
hOur, ora
twee rm I
mvoid (7,
l`a hl 2'
Inch) loll p in in 1125 div..
hours or in
men shout

teaspoon ninth I
pound Imbed
cherries
1

I pound nuartend wdouts

ground pram

in candied fruit. Reoervc.
Crearn butter and sugar.
Blend M eggs. one at time.
Sift flour. soda and
and

festive season.

and some don't. but it docun't sum,, bother them very much.
I'm reasonably pretty and have a good pirsonality. 1juM don't

earplugs. yen can still hear well

Dandruff, .,1//ergy
Causes of lichilig

them into cakes that reflect

wish she wouldn't keep bogging me. Some of my girl friends Jain

ad. if you are Ina group...

tur

combined

the culinary happine. of a

My nether keep, asking, all he rums why I'm nut going. the
ichool dancees. What can 1 toll her except that nom. obi me? I

earplug when y. play. With

rillt

and

lempoun each of onno.
groutnutmeg
teaspoon of Olsince and

Nice if you prefer). Add

I've got that old hugdbhoo. Its awful.
so hadlyand no one asks me.

put the volume up full. Last of

the

harvest

the

Dear L. Janet.

limit your listening to a few

no

For centuries past man has

gethered the .o and furies of

WANTS AC HUN

hoarse eek. While you molls.
timing tad records, try and not

.00 leiners

the house with an aroma synonymbus with Christmat.

TO YOU

thorn. If you rine stand close.

DOCTOR SAYS

brilhent fruit uhe15
gmell
of them benne, in the own tills

variation and `favorite re.

age to your hearing...There me
a few things y011 can do [o proext your ears. When you go to
we a gums, don't stand close to

NARROW ones will come back!"

MD- OW holiday 1.111, en the.

LISTENS

time cells are gone. they are
not replaceable, so that you
wind up with germanent dam.

"Well, now that I have all wide ties-I suppose the

Fruttmlus arc thc teweh of
Chostmei Inking INA I. ip

-

the hearing unsm ion. and once

quurage,,

By Daiwa

1 ri'n Innegn

i

We doge need a nois ler.
as
London oMcials
rewntly installe to record the
ebb and flow ofd sound nearby

nothing

clubs in thur mrele in 10 ne
imdness to IlKilistiMA and he

'SatfWeans,.
h
hl ays reacted as

We will not even take issue
with those whosaylhat cond.

h tn.

,den of the b moo and the

O'Hare Airport.

called suburbia.

and

ulna an Iamb but nut when
0111001 in mew of the 100
&ethyl keel
Nor aunt de ir old Same

dulcet

ELT NE UR( F the student

can hurt your cars just as much
as if you stand three blocks
away from ajet plane taking off
Cl

fund to

ig tin, Christmas carols

vosed nsums fool

or mow ball area t whowl hs radio ot
work.. du. nughbor STS is a soothink

out

u

licammlicr ocare nal
Sizoom

from Hub Moen and his Ti

In ummanson the rulht of

NE C kW TELL oily
enough that thus s a tank
high

how Unlit se rung
purchases wok,'

Esen the practitt Sande end
irOirn 01 some /WO LS Mum
studem damn du street who
hopes to take the plus -us

ten mad% away with lin,h
dewa that looks like a her' powered saws on doused

Des Nein. where she completed the IBM. key punch

653 South Vermont - Palatine, III.

PHONE 359-5100
Nancy WIllnsIng

Misr Wilfming I, employed
key punch operator for
United Air Linen.

28 5. Donlon Cau
Arlington Heights
CL 3-1766

44 W Palatine Road
Polonne
11. 8 7350

THL DA1
1 uesday December, 1969
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Infant welfare
Plans Christmas Ball
FL Mount Prosput Cw
of Infant 1,11nra will prasant

0

ill

rash Annel chime.,
hmunlas Dan11

it
minim Club 1th 41

!Inca
mai hour will bakm it T m
and diem will ha wtoed tO

Pm

:Annar mum. will ha pro

im then, than w

dam, to the mum,

ba

Las

Rebuts and his onhastra

Pim sons replan nut and

lath tre,

of hull, will

Inf.

brialitan .....h table
Walfan. unmhsrs gathered the
;;;. Pine cart from trees in this

Thy ballroom eta b dra

with boupis nl Arun.
orn rillents

The Northwest
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dirt Its
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Sam in at 192 20511
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Mrs Eduard km.a abort Lunen. Ind IS purr -00th
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arism,..mant.
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with
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November

t

at

the
meeting

tit Tre,huth of Mount Pro,

Towns

tarn, I mast r ill he at 1r
boom 11,9 hrhool SOP
haled sit lhorsday It,. II
g pill 1 tint hue Lb de

it I not Colon]

Sabo!

Virginia Beach He
exten,ive

researsh

done
in

co-

nection with editing ANneis
ago, Cue Reicoroli runt Its-

liglnant, Inc., hookluts

Poen

piaci%

. shonsl murk the Loblats

his uotilsr
rr atm,

riles Moo mann

has

How to

both

Its

laailli bid es, rinse He nil' In
oint, his book re saint
asschn LNar Coss and his
Stom of lases samosa. is

go

broke

He nill do, In etin
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graph eanla 4163 new troll,.
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with
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Yuur Country Cum.
ponies agent is NON
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exchange
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surmise. He Nnows how
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Christmas ...krt. Each Sigma is to bring anornament and
one dozen
her favorite holi-
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RESTAURANT 6 COCKTAIL

Holly will be dinfilaned

tit

Carol Kummer. chairman
bellyrontology. will be eking
holly tray favors and home-

So call me SOO, 151
break my Peck to keep
you Horn going broke.

Your Table is Waiting

made cookies to the Park
Ridge Terrace Narsing Homo
Area bigauis may call Mvs.

a

all the lours.,

LOUNGE

the meeting.

prove deteriorating highways
throughout. the stale, and the
work outlined Ida week

Major reconstruction p
ems planned for the northwist
arca arc: 0400,0 Rd. between
and
Elmhurst
33,
and Algonquin Rd.
Illinois 50 and Dan,3001.

Rd. project would have cost
the village a minimum of 32

y..,

Country

freshingly
different dining
table centerpiece, Take a pair
of double candlesticks, but instead of placing the moat

Companies.

of ItivNg Park Rd.. (Illinois
senville. hetivon Mannheim
Rd.

Higlavays.

timed, in 1969. to Algonquin

Bids on several of the mnior
received

been

holder with fresh flowen. NY,
the Society of American Florins.

PROJECTS IN the 001131for which bids have

weal

Tiny pinholdors secured to

been am
mceived are,

the inside of the menthe 'wider

3405 Algonquin Rood
Rolling Meadow,

few dr, of water.
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our, 2 mirrors NOAH
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SALE

10 YEAR OLD

WHILE

WE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY

r

DEC. 25th and JANUARY 1st

STROHS

MILLER

BEER

HI -LIFE

24-12 oz. BOTTLES

$3.09
PLUS PEPOsil

6-11 oz. CANS

99°

THEY

REGU
$13.9LAR5

REGULAR

LAST

Companion Bar

$17.95

Executive Bar

NOW

$8.95

24-12 OZ.
BOTTLES

BOTTLES
EXTRA

$10.95

$3.69

Jew.
DANT

ADVERTISED

GIN OR
VODKA

-

$3.09.

CHARCOAL FILTERED
WHISKEY

FUll QUART

$3,59
for 51 0.50

9100 01905

FIFTH

Thomas Shirley. principal.
said the trip will provide a One
educational opportunity for

UNDER TIE direction of
Frank Dobler, the 215 voices

of the

Nh991-

an estimated 013010XL

ciftved

/i.P18fteJed NNNV N be re-

Iron,thc JON of

men Rand Rd. and east of

Christmas album and from its
Christina, and spring concerts
and other maim. N-ImY for

Greenwood Av.. estimated at

1110 trip'

der the direcrion of John Higgins. direcror of orchestm. and
Irwin Brick, director of bands.

The Ian

Band aeons
the choral group and

bass: Pon ',Id. piano: Rob

annual Christmas concert

03.95 and mays purchased
from members
the choral
group and local mores. or con.

Ti,, trombone: Mike Fisher

Choir of Maine West

ton= at

0

p.m. Thursday-,

Dec. 11.

The, production will he um.
der the direction of Robert D.
Kuite, Maine West musk de par
en
chairmen: Mrs.
Mildred Heidorn, head of or-

elrtral music Donald Lord.
head. coca: music, and Mari
Manch, student leacher from
Northeaster,, Illinois State
University,
Gerald In Hug, o member of
Maine West', music faculty, is
the publicity chairman.
The program will begin

icindth Bob Simonson. per
Chapman. trumpet: John Wel

Scott Lemmon at 537-

2997 for sales information.

ilia album includes Christmas favorites such as "Echo

Fugue on "We Wish You s
Merry Christmas" and Men

WINE DEPT

Susan Chamberlin,
1302
Earl Av.. Nancy Seim. 1029 E.

Villa Dr.. Susan Winkelman.
230 Nonh Eighth Av.. and
Victurie Harrison. J17 Madelyn Dr.. will accompany the
different Ammo. Claudia Ain
rens. 1824 Rend Rd.. and Virginia Reinhart. 245e Dale, will
be soloists.

EARN 1 g% DISCOUNT

8.69

BREEZE

Imported

Averages out to
83.59 a 5th

SCOTCH

WHISKEY

9... ser memberships will be

Fifth

SOUTHERN Ito

TOM JONES

Imported

GRAND MARNIER

SCOTCH

LIQUEUR

8 years Old

$3.79
Fifth
Reg. $4.29

$6.49

86 8 Proof

$0 98

COMFORT
100 Proof
Liqueur

KOSHER

$3.99

Full Quart

Fifth

59c

work svith the

committee with the approval

4 Year Old Blended
Whisky

or

ASSORT ED CHOCOLATES
Always a Christmas favorite. . .creams,
fruits, nuts, raramels, nougats, toffeeserth.

LETTERS,

nut crunches and chewy centers. .dipped in
dark and milk chocolure.
lb. box 51.95 21b. box 13.115 3 lb. box 55.75
S1t, box 59.50
Sh
boa SIM

ETC. PRINTED?
PRICE LIST

644VICES

81/2 x 11--20 lb. White Bond Stock

All Black Ink -1 side
QUANTITY

FOR EVERYONE!

PRICE

The emit general meeting.of

High Selma, cafeteria.

Hamer, Wheeling village at.
torney. was establishdd.
Incorporation papers. being
drawn up by Haas, will Be filed
this Nock, Mrs Wieder said.
The board srseed to in.

corporate in Illinois as o nonprofit organization
se aim
mid purpose is to educate, pro-

mote and provide the noes eery facilities and aid 'to any
members of the community in
the arca of drug abuse and re.

port HELP. Anyone interc
eared in contrMini ng
the or-

enimition nrsy
carilribbi
I Or0 too HEI.1'. c/o Wheeling
High School. 000 S. Elmhurst
Whceltng.111. 611090,

The 9000 blend Ebilee
Club
have a Christmas
party Sunday, at ETU p.m.
The Roulette Round Dance
Club is having their Christmas

party Elec. la 0 8 9,..
Saturday. DO Ill the Bells
& Bows Square Dance Club
will hold a Squrt Dance. beginning at II:30 p.m.

(fe
AS HIGGINS

MERLE NORMAN
Many hriG,,ir,ftsI 0

BOUTIQUES

LUNCH -DINNER

Meeting 500 -Weddings
CALL 763-5590

Sears

Truckloads of
New merchandise
arriving daily
and sold at
huge savings

Thanks folks
for making our

grand opening
a tremendous

$4.50
6.00
7.50
9.00

success!

10.50
11.50

Larger quantities by quotation

ESPE,,si,gkrivz:TY0C

Copy to She and Cornea, Ready
Layout and Poste -Up Service Available.
DRIVE-IN PRINTING WHILE YOU WAIT!

$6.99Gallon

APOLLO PRESS
AZW:,11r°

-7

489 North Wolf Rd
W11.8,19,41.

said.

I

A beautiful NEW gift

variety of
hocolates and butter

coed

with

a

bons...creams, nuts, crisp

Fifth

need for

professional speakers, hut Nis
often inrolvm fees. Kimsey

of Police Chief M. 0. Ho, HELP is scheduled for 8 p.m.
on Deo 17
the Wheeling

. cher. His new duties will restove him (torn the school di-

HOURS:

LITTLE

GUCKENHEIMER

WINE

Fifth

Mactlauht" CANADIAN WHISKY
Imported

'FLYERS,

300
500
700
900
1000

$3.29
Reg. 83.89

DO YOU NEED

100

WHISKY

Ng police fort, said he will

he said. There 1,

purchased al the door.
Admission is SI for adults and

Honored for admission.

Half Gallon

HIGHLAND

MEEDWOOD
BONDED
100 PROOF

newly hp-

pointed sergent of theyWhal.
to

,out and barbitvates cat
about 53.25 to 03.75 for 100.

Kimsey.

contirt

PlitephIctsiarlj

Tickets for the marten may

STRAIGHT BOURBON

ANY SIX BOTTLES

poiak

PH:oa

537-3450

and chewy centers. 21/4 lb.
box $4.25

Monday thru Ft ulay
9:00 AM to 9 00 PM
Saturday
9:00 AM to 6 00 PM

AMBASSADORS
Exquisite m' attic chocoms-

lateS, nuts, butter crea,
fruits, ghee/Os
finest dark and Milk
eh0Colate, also butter
bons. Cellophane index.
Crunches,

lb. boo $2.50
216,600 54.95
1

CHARGE IT on Sean Resolving Charge
20 5, Denton Ct.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5.1450

at. 8

LSD, narcotics and amphetas

be

75 ten, for students Music

TAVERN

MIX or MATCH

ben willinge to' captor, pity N the 'Mau hall,

the WItc,:l
area for possible
-sites for a HELP Center and o
teen center proposed by Mon

ley Gross Wheeling, and Paul

CATALOG
OUTLET
STORE

formed.

anti "Symphony No. 5 (Refor.
matiord" by Mendelsohn.

KENTUCKY

Prices 8 Quality
to suit all Tastes

meeting Is

Wheeling High School is lo

min selections to he per

with "Prelude in Inane in D
Minor" by Handel.Kindler

8 Year Old

Hans. Mon. Prospect, Stan-

nutty, The
scheduled for Dee.

Heights.

ifywurosvalio

delssohn's illsere Shall A Star
From Jacob" arc a few of thr

AN ADVISORY legal committee of three anorneys.John

ser

item

reedy pledged money to sup

cvmas this month et No
he
Boy &buts of America Build lington

Comm, to ,tabl

MORAN SAID individuah

social events

uombone: Chris Starter. pi
atm Stary Steysio. pGno, and
Dave kcal. Dump..

BROWSE THROUGH OUR

1

The meeting Wm held in the

an inettass in du. nom

Elnan,, priority will be oche students at 0109 Mani.
01,0 ths Contidsrmal Pod of the HELP Education Gael

and orpnizations Mnc al.

Ng, 1612 N. Rand Rd.. Ar-

Maine West will present
J.
S.
Bachh
JArioso",
Vaughn Williams.
arrange
men t of "Greenslemes."
en B. Brown, Christmas

treasurer, and Stanley

IUMSE1 SAID 010181130

Nubssteadily grant% and
bleIs

bated pmNems."

Square dance
clubs set

Instrumrteion h done un-

mission: Steve 1,a Spina. string

tact

area.

Several Square Dance Clubs
of the.rea Luc caeb bolding

SINCE NO outside Reds mred in a solo.

ue available the students have

the modems M pGYNS bed.
audiences and visitingBoston
and the bhtorkal saes in the

The popular Madrigal Sing=
and The New Dram to also
heard. Ruth Carlberg is fees

ing on the Delta label. sells for

High School will mescal their
1101 annual Christmas concert in the High School Audi-'

NATIONALLY

Leagues

and has over 2,400 students.

Ific World,"

kayo on Starch 27 and return Club. Freshman Maio Chorus
un April g Aceornuanfing the and Me Freshman Gins Glee
students will be parents from Club, with organist Doris Dec.
the parents' Choral and In - lan, perform on Me secopL

eirernerilal

rated at 900 S. Elmhurst Rd.

'The Shepherds. Nowell" and
"Hurry Home for Christ -

penned

Bell

pasoaursr

"-

Shepherds

Wet c he d Their Plods."
"Mary, Baby," `Roundelay'
Noel," "Loy

io"Nm'l_00ia"tio nfontaI'P'1ert

Trio ;avitian.

'While

The Christmas album.
Holy Night." a stereo record-

Concert Orchestra. the Com.
Nord String Orchestra and the

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER

ward a goal of $5.000 to pay its

Devon Az between Hit,ging
and Dm Plaines Riser Rd. at

$140.000.

More than 175 vocalists. the

HEIGHTS", LIQUORS

Carol."

and

tWool rs(ii!gingh"rvrayHr-

In Des p,,,,,. I.6 mfkt of

with Fond clay will keep flowers Steady and allow sablemra

Wheeling High Choir and Band
singing for Boston tour money

he widened and resurfaced:

l.gmilcs g Ballard Rd. ,,,

Alichael Mo-

Mattson and Richard &anemia. directors.

Grove and Pram., Heights of the Concert Choir, Varsity
will !ravel by bus Th., will Chou, Advanced Girls Glee

Dee pa,

der, secretary,

Ikke-

ceived thc award for his oedema/Ice in dm Savings Bend Pro
man to the AtIndedshalten Services mamma °Mee at Cellare
Airport.

Additional lane, for
quin Rd. (Illinois 621. 3.75

low. unmarked highways will

e.-or.ssaferis,

.

ran.

The more than 150 students
from Wheeling. Buffalo

miles in Schaumburg. between
Illinois 53 and Dempster. estimated so S2.5 million.

Wheeler, president, Jack Kim.

onel Administration Services Region in Chicago. Piton re-

Projects scheduled fin hid
letting early in 1970 include:

THE FOLLOWING roar-

prMccis in the new program

novel
Navy .5d
CapNinTC A. &bourne, commander at the Defeme Col

estimated cost of S1.953,1111.

Rd.

and are being studied prior to
lic awarding of contracts, ticto Collini.
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oar Wolf Pd.. at an
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du. cotammee con1.1 0V12111130

vice program. and
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Done:
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that data Moran said
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the Higgins NO ....movement.
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The Lumen Choir

bidded on is the reconstruction
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Prospect at the intersection of
Central and Busse Rah.. esti,

per cubic yon1.
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by atm PrioritY then
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Mount
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prime contractor on the Busse

money.
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lams 111F LPI hold lb Are 3,

head
m asum ad cod
1711M0
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HORSMAN

"BABY TWEAKS"

Hy 20.0., ihnnuma

$5.55
DYNAMITE

mirror brighi finish. and richly
12 sabred yob
tuned reeds, plays all bugle rolls and

6 STRING GUITAR
Eaugood q,011 S. tore and nylon mrings, plastic
pegs ond shoulder co. Nmural wood finish with
atahogony shorting 15 50 Value.

$3.99
$6.95

kink no...3MM 2.8.
VALENTINO AND Wil-

lor. won the al141.1111d

petition ?with a 3.38 average

for his five events. His net
score ma a 5.2 on Me rings.
Valemino will be dm alluraund man until senior Ron

and Bucket of Fun.

Wolf rectwers from a knee op-

Due io a new ruling by the
Illinois High School
mere Associ.

a,-

Baby grand style piono made of wood, finished
So 00 volue

.

$4.44

4,04;

AtlimMIMMamormallmImm.MMHImaserateea

$3.33

FREIGHT TRAIN SET

$9.99

tion

okt0:71a. Complete woth track and trans

POOL TABLE

%Vol lanken swam to their
most imposive performance

of the Puna acorn 1."060

M

./1^ENNANNII.I.Mitiam/Bevgazawyggaggyaggagod

in submerging visiting Elgin.

... romping forward or stopping,

"Willie has the Wheel's
Kids Love!"

remelnIMMIMPOIMMIlrammilmameollImm

Parent. in his first appearance of the year, powers,' his
way 10 individual firsts in both
the 200 -yard individual medley and the 100 -yard butterfly.
His times of 2:1301 and :58.1.
nspectively.
just :1003
SLR both school records in each

$1 5 .95 t'atr

20 Inch Boys Special DELUXE DRAGSTER
chewer Slick TM ore wire moon, Ors oed
wader. Positive -,coon coaster broke. Quilted.
Om finish huckemaddle. Magenta color..

IHardboard bed playing surfaces Durable green
suede "mon billiard cloth, rubber cushMns., dual
actioncolu returns Includes
thangle, 2 cues and instructions.

set

al

IRY

in doubt.
The Warriorsjumped on the

worehoanl initially as freshman !arm Bienvirlh. juniors

Cheater NU rear ere wt. Chrome rirns and
ender. Post.* - oaten coaster hr... Quilted,
gem finish bucker saddle...gen. coy,

MIMMMISIGnmemeMPIMIMIMInaMMIORMINIRMMROMmoOlo.WOMM,

MAGIC LITE

STROMBECKER

11111 MAINE mermen capmod nine first places in all
and finished 1-2 in three more
as the 0111COMe was hardly ever

20 Inch Girls Sped& DELUXE DRAGSTER

$7.77
$12.00 Value

mare

Themost lon/nn

In ...
cogued light. Create anusoal
anal mels
colored designs a. scenes
D 'urn
of a handle. Hours of creative ploy

Unique service station folds easily into a
arrying case, Complete with 10 Tootsietoy

$40.95

$4.00 Value-

201,x11 Cononelithle JUNIOR DRAGSTER
perime oaten mow broSe Banana style

scot

$34.95

second

SANDLOT SLUGGER

$4.99
$7.00 Value
An exciting indoor baseball genie.
"Slugging Sam" proodes the action
you provide be skIll.

Wille's
Holiday Hours:
Open Mon. thru Fri.

8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sat. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Sunday 9:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.

$12.49
ACE WAGON

sturdy stI Crinstruclien

Maher

seral-pneurnanc lire wheels. Ned enamel
Unsmembled.S1100 voiue.

$8.88

the

210110101

....brand.. tw:szs, hiz wok
to nodRI. Willowbrook took

the secn WW1 Mini sows:with
u 4.9 and a 4.1, but Hendershot

was fourth at 4.0 und Dennis
Mrong finished 0118 a 4.I.
The trampoline team's

Meskan

total ran the meet masse

II -around man Jim
tabol 1.115's on
the side hotse, which was the
Will
only event of
evening that

sea able to win.
Chet% marital all juniors on Om

63.5-53.15

in

favor of

III16

the

Knighis. and the parallel bar
crew upped the margin to
1

.55

points.

Klingaman

horse alter losing some top-

showed flne.form Ito a junior

notch performers from lam
year, and he had expmted

with a 6.2 for the individual
while senior Pete Klein

worm for awhile Imams, of
the ineaperience.
Dave Cropper emne11

4.45

on widelY varYing
judges:marmot KA and 5.1.
scored

Milt, Moran heal the War.

a first in Ma 400.yard freestyle
in 4:35.3 and got added sup-

the history of the

brought home a second in

port from Delman who took
third in 4:44.9.
Kuntm found the way back
speglighrin his specialty,
-the breaststroke. He covered
the 1110 -yards in 1:07.5 fashion

while teammate Steve 17uellall

Hudson again joined Pareni

in the 100-yurd hunerfly with
is good 1:111.1 timing for Sec nd
place and boosting
Maine's adearmage 111.11.11.

THE WARKKIRS didMi
manage any poi nlk in the 100yard freestyle due tut a tlisqualification but they returned
100 -yard hacbstroSc event as
Bienvirth covered the distance
in 1:118,6 for lop honors while
senior :stifled for fourth in
I:10.9.

Eric Dahl proved to he one
of the Warriors' strongest dis-

THE RINGS ant possibly
Prospecds warmest miff this
year with two returnees from

Ma year's fine stfilad which
several times pasted the highest

of the score Arlington racked
up last Thursday night.
John Vidontino proved the

best perform. in Me ern, at
least for td. ek. as he scored
it 7.5 on Ow

rms. The closest

competitor was Arington's
11111
' 35 Mike Oasowski.
in

niched third in 1:00.6.

while the other dipped to a O.I.

Willowbrook had a 6.6 performer. hot Prospect's Don
Kilni
Lston was Muni, with 5.85.

Valentino had

5.2 to

round son the vent.

ON TILE fcashwaph
the Knights

3.5 per -

the 2.1. Jim Teielicrt had a
1.5 andlimCamidy al 1.2.
Randy Subey worked well
on deside horse for a 3.2 and
Me
out
second
highest
score. He veils follosved bY Pool

Cameron and Bruce Jensen
with a 2.2 and 0.9. respectively. Kargams was folhnved 1,11
the high bar by Boll Krug's 24
and Graham's I.J.
The trampoline found Scott
lanUsik third with a 2.0N:hind

IN THE FINAL event of Willowbroob
halo 2.6 and

the afiernoon u combined effon by Zane. Jack Branding.

lama and Gyula didted for
winning time in the 400.yard
freestyle relay
round out the

of 3:4E2 to
final

0529

NOM
The Warrior ianieers move
info conference action Friday

when they travel

Maine
South in a 41311 contest. While
protecting their 1-1 ,small
mark. Maine will bc seeking to
go ahead of the kaput
al

a

Graham

2.2.
1.8 and Cassidy

a I.J. Mark Junplahl won the
rawallel hats evera with a 2.2
huh Kitson out 201 and Graham with a I.6.
'he Knights tern Nom, by
nearly lour points on the rings.
hut still bung on for the meet
win. Kargacus had a 2.6. Rtlir
Wittmeyer
1.7 and Kerry
Redo a 1.4.

will mein ArlingtonnProspect
Thursday at the Cardiriol
gym

',%,--"WONDER

COLT"

$15.95
$23.00 Value

event.

Miclonarlc

the 177 -pound division.

forming

al

the

a mixt pin of
Adam Tomsk az 1:27.
scoring with

heavyweight

fur.
Minim lo round out the 45-5
Ihralsbure.

The Hawks took on non no mercy as they COIllinu.1
their fantasi is pin streak..

Lund chid. oil

Pi"Yed. four in ,he settler
and

stick

...04.0. St:

of the afternoon apima tend -

oral
Trinity or Des Plaine,' juniors.
Sceraimmirgb

all's Grog Wells. Wahlundh
of

took 1:49.

1-6

Po-

of Arline,' Heights I,
Isom

Immune! of DrkundkiIee bes11t SI.
;rdt.1 nsw.s.

Sanionds with just one-minttie
pone in the mulch.
111110

,

of Park Rithm. 77-50.

into action by mording his
first pin awl, Kendall's Al
his

standings slaw St. John or
Elgin. Sc Peter of Arlington.
and Immanuel of Dundee tied
of the teams have

scored

scored in dm 70's while St.

pui.vinn,
52.

the

In

held

vramm

drew hues.

STALJEVENBERG comintied the Mame by pinning the
Viking's Gcosse Shandes in
1:14 of the infidel frame for a
WO Hawk lead. Traush out

Ferguson
Will. this

this coating .sund.y.
THE
SENIOR
division

67
andri."A'n"d"reMn'!tS fir2a.""e'
In the junior kap, SI.

John of Eiin. SI. Andrew of

P,ro,-;pcemt.

With no match lasting as
long as the lhivi pei .4. Wah;

x,of

of

pm mum): M

Et. Andrew, St, Mark. Inv
manual of Palatine and Mos-

of Pork Ridge are the
second division with 0-1

re-

Lords. iheir hihhest scores be-

r-

Mount Prospect

1111

are tied

the only one of Old three es
wore less than 77 points es
limy fought lo .43-311 win.
W. FUER of Arlington,
Si. Paul Of Skokie and Christ

of Palatine are
the cellar
currently. and all have scored
less Eh:m.91point,

pros

am -town riv-

crin

al

01111

agaimi Ed

S5!1'.000111.55'.1.1-15Ellgin's

Eh), .0110 saw battle for

whop.

Nits 73.2? vimmy over (Mist
of Palatine highlighted junior
1eag
111101contests
play. The loop's two
HIM Si. Mark of

2:39 heron: yielding their sec.
and slruight oho swim Jon .106

DECK°

Mount Pruspeci nudge St. Pe-

Vilha turned the trick injusi
:78. fitslem for the Hawks all

ter of Arlington Heights. 42.
Xt. end
Andnnv of Park

aftMonn. Searantello atm
back and smck his swollen,
Steve Wilson in 7:07 of the

Ridge

defeat

St.

Paul

THE WALLS

of

WITH

SkGok.inel..75;3L.

second, period lo make Ihe
5core a perfect 40.4. Hawks.

SALEM 01

Sunday fibm now until Fehruary

15th.

100 contim

ure

knight at three whoa. St. Pe-

Hanson 010 unopposed in
the 100.poitad division as Att.

,mil

Mark.seg

1,11.1

.shnIa
SL lorn
teams

in

,WALNUT

PT, nhY"

Harper College

?romp Preseols
Its Tour 0118111gS

tar 1910
MI Ann

t',',

European Tour
21 Days Via
1AI 1

oeoarlinu
July 30. 1970

Weyerhaeuser wood paneling
ie right for any room
in your home.
II make. any romn look heiter. Lights Room

Reereathm sum.
Yrssi name it. end we've
Weymhmuser hanlwand Ein .liel lumlwr

Preview the Highlights

)1.

r',',T47:1,n'r.:,:tatri,t7

at a Travelogue

[3

on Dec. 4 at 8 p.m.

4

SALE!

Harper College Campus

SALEM WALNUT

Algonquin and
Roselle Roads

4' x 8'

Room 242

College Center

Refreshments /I Door Prizes

and .1100

Gary Larson grabbed the second ond third slots in the 50 -

Soph Dan Hudson le:Mined
for a first and third in the 200,
yerd IM with Hudson reconE

sionx of the Lutheran Athletic
Association Beskellwil brogue
opened their twomitanh sew

Departing June 4, 1970

events that the Mainhes were

Larsen sus .3 back. Parent and

TM senior awl junior At,'

conference foe Wendell in
their second match btu showed

two

yard freestyle conoctition

Lutheran Ahtletic Assn.
begins hardcourt action

Amundson's Doug Melaugh
lin picked up five point. cm

right behind in 2:080.

Zap??

NM, Ferguson molted at 142 pounds for the Harper llocks and picked op 1-0 decide. a
plts and a ?Ma by faefell1,.s Harper rellni over conference game,: Mulled:on end Prairie Rile
and nooleagoe foe Kendall. a triple dual by srores of 45-5.11-13 and 45-0. remectively.

190 -pound

clam. closed out his team's

Harper's:

-

110.11110filsany-

Hawk Ww. Hanson. per-

15-1 with the top two places in
the 100 -yard fretstyle. Gyssier
patted a fine 2:06.31 for top
lionom while Emnman wits

IN ONE ' OF only

3124

et

o.nimmete.

Mike Searamella racked up
five point, with o forfeiture at

junior Senn

age touch. in .15. while

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!

and

Scandanavia and England
21 Days Via SAS and PAR AM

he

Gyssler and mph Dave Del III,, increased that margin to

outworwl.
Popular Golden Buckskin Colt Will give a
genie rocking action with complete
safely. Adjustable saddle.

Marion rmicwonski

Avalladie for the first time

time of

ti

MIKE MICHENER kept
the slate clean with a pin aver

Ian year's state meet, twined a

68. again on wide variations
in the judges scores. One
judge pm
a 7.5.

IWO

Tom Kn..

stares in Me ware. The

Knights ran up a score of
20.15 on the rings.pat 2 short

Trausch got the Hawks ow
the right truck ,gain with a pin

Dmcmbkr

feel three -pin afternoon.

Hann. Irvin Maud and Ted
ham won the Mier exercise McLain. respectively.

tenet:swimmers as he snatched

'n

p -bars.

ual score on that level and won
ihe men. 35.1-34.0. Sant Gra-

ins a 2:23.2 as Maine bolstered

school. Matyja palmed 131.2,
while mammate Dave More

the floor With a 3.4 m6Iii.°"

formula:
K
nacos tar tim highsat individ-

their margin 10 1,4.

In the diving competition.
Terry Malyja turned in the Mona dual met hest perform -

rims' best with a 4.15 with the
rust Wilkmbraok 111211 earning in an 3.65. After a brief rest
during the irampolinc competition, Valeniino returned to

SPIRTS

TutsdaL

Michener .0671 began a pew

Tam Wahlund gal things
:Moot a minute gone in the sec -

.1., ° 6 to

chimes. Tom Nauss 11501
Ray Vithe 11581 and Don

threosthect insitch.

rolling for the Hawks with

P Igc 9

tC

stronger

Neuses struggled tin mo pr.

able to cut down on [hal time."
said Warrior head swim roach
Pole Anderson...We should he
below the 1:50 mark.Carrying a 7-0 edge into thi

and
handlebars. Lank carports Porn
hoe, Ur &Ws position.

'6.1111MINNIMMhommommmoommimmten

relay in

still think we

12" VELOCIPEDE

vau.

on Mc

111,1

as

Harper's

Hods with Amundsun's Mike
Lonergan. ban Mildly Pinned
him at 6:58 for a 25-11 Hawk
xdvanume. Vilha was ...godly
impressive in his malch as it
took only 1:46 for him to stick

Rum Zap: and Parent and se.
nior and honorary captain
an Kuntre paddled their
Lce
way to a first in ihe 200 -yard
medley

TOOTSIETOY GARAGE

the

crampoline

linvhrool

to their ?sinning lbrn: in the
sk.

$40.95

halls.

for

100.5.

85.19.

harking or wagging his tail. Operates an
2 "D" sae hatterioo (NM included),

Con z i sss of locomozi ge, tender,

By Jim Cloak
AML Sports Ed.

Riding the miler -wings of

9 inch Plush Dog. Press rather of two
bun,. sends this playful dog into ac-

his cabritorpart

wore of

Parent guides West
junior Skip Parent. the Maine

$5.00 Value

$14.00 Value

40 -Inch

ation. the Dee
petition was nin 117R insicad of

REMOTE CONTROL
DOG

MARX
FOUR UNIT STEAM
'61

the

Hague for an opening mem

25 KEY PIANO
wtth grained mahogany Hp, anti three plastic
legs 25 plastic keys including sharps and flow.

Courtney completed

set.

RICII VALENTINO. a0001n-

Klinenmon got a 4.05 and Va.
lenzino seored a 3.1. Willow hrobk's high was a 3.75 and its
other score, were hoth
BENSON RATED the high

with a 6.5. and Eunior Guy

entino scored a
in his
first event for the year while

A acme for N,, or four Piny.. filled with
Me excitement and ton., of Tiatk. Booth

Junior Stave Luis won the
high bar even with a 5.9 over
varsity letterman Steve Sump
who hat u.5.7. Junior Steve

was right hehind Hendershot

has already scored a f26 and
Hersey shout 115, but Prospeers 1 ID is thirtl hest in the

$5.50 Value

Large 2003 inch diameter ilass Drum with pay.
ohocielp colt?, on tow E. includes, inch Snare
Drum and 6 well Torn TOM on each side. 2 bell.
I hiongle and cymbal. 510.00 Valve

event.

new seasent. Senior lay Ilensen

zincurl scores Knight sweep with a 5.45.
m 1, large
W'
Ks highest Nerat
nmber of inexpertonced ft, in free exercise was
3.15
niors On the 151.1. Arlington by Al Pepe. ProsPeers Val-

..01.1.91111.011%.

were better. and a 5.65 mm the

a 6.7 for his first routine or the
score.

NEWT Moneueers easily in any dluoMin.
Can be used for play, snack table or TV

$3.77

"Come Alive" DRUM SET

The Knights slum. that

wason
tat
might has low

11.95

'99 S "DYNAMITE SHACK"

many other songs. $3.00 Value.

in his ram vanity appearance
while teammate Howard Bock
had a 401andlim Wilcox a 4.6.
All three of the Warrior scores

Years.

gymnastic

while
fairly high. was nol as gond us
coach Rkb Chew had hoped.
although he 1a11 before the

TYKE PLANE

6p1,6

oaches long

the season.
The 103.18

PLAYSCHOOL

GOLDEN TRUMPET
engraved Equipped With 8 0111.

Prospect

Knights wonul highly ill the the new order of events amid
rings and nee exercise corn- he beneficial M them this year
petition Friday at Willow- as they pilot up 1720 points
brook and piled up a 10:011- compered to just 14.55 for
80.02 wore MU' the 110111e WHIM/1,1'00k. gort blenderWarriors in the first meet n1 shot won the competition A ith

$8.50 Value

"Make it a Musical Christmas!"

last as it Mid been in previous

Simla Onto
The

SHACK

mittedly

a former four-

Knights record 1st gynt win

high.

sun v. thla

mt.

In the middle weights. ad-

Univemity. 7stuck. with the
alto lineup throughout the

$5.95
Chrome plated bros, soft plasm handle
grips. Large contoured plastic seat. th"

end

samsr

year !Merriam at Illinois Slate

Be,semer,

.$8.00 Value

11111IMMUIRMIII

mix

shui outs had Idly not forfeited the heavyweight match
in each rnect. allowing both
Annuals?. and Holdall -their
only live points.

PLAYSCHOOL

(aYitaYedst

8

ihs um al

HARPER MIGHT even
aye registered a ample of

--oc1444g.,

es,

1 mg ipplst. to an,

100 W NORTHWEST HWY
ann inns vorwevv,v
-

Open to Harper F acuity, Stu
and the General Public.

,tutsy

Ay,

Warrior Russ Zage lakes a flying leap from his accord lane plaiform to get she 400-ya0 free
relay team off and winging to a winning time of 3.46,2. Jack Brandin, Gary Larsen'and Scott
Gysder [calmed with Zage in be event u Moine 'recorded an impressive 6529 victory over
vIdtMg Elgin. 1001,11 by Jim Cook)

$11"

n Is

HELLER Lumber Co.

MOUNT

PROSPECT Sal

24 PI Hickory Arimeb,Hereahui
..1.1.p.malha..

nu.

257-6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Ma, 1...1.1 30 1 Saurdey, Les lb

39.1.14

State -defending Cards rip West
Ire a! I 85 on. old. hot.

0, Ilndattam,ltnn

Nano, Mum. Woes hastwn

I Is on the MO hit 1 25 on

Sports Editor
nbrigton s

mmnans

Iha

proud their
r point 4011.
Ito Tbursd is was no nuke
when iha, romp -if mar Mama
S nerd it

Shpka x as nhht halund at

ardm its
a

1 ul I. mate
impton
%on biters with 17 Is Ma ir
dm sl Int llierain la
Ithdld

I rolss n Net 1 ...fan 02 95
65 11

[Mouth as routines for 21

,set min

Cr Oe1,In 010Th, hieh
tx!mdnldu II so re in in, Sr

I

Nee par

nirnell .1.45 for woad mace .-51eve.11,105nek'N 22.'
on the IMP While Brian Pam

4% and ChuaS Su

th, low mil did not him, in
ik sum%

%mon Not I,I4,n

Anion tot

h

the

parbwm

Dencaster and teamr. Kurtz
yielded Maine's highest lodevidual wore of the weekend
with a strong 62 trampoline

211.

Von Eike, 6.7 -toil Maori
6.4. Shine, hest was u 19 In

h id to sank

is Id

t

zi

loom l auto
Mann*. had 1515 in mat
as to.,n that mant oink t tl
lope. hula 21 Ind Holmbaek

INF N 1RRWRSa tn. on
to post the 6411 store Dm

a 19 Coati, hod Oran motVnst

.naJw

Noler hW 1465 on the pane'

s,fntm hit .Na

lel bins
le irnmelas Rad
mond and 131h In sowed a 195
ind 115 re, ,tisels
Na

horse I nn at 511110, ...mad

14 I okson

Ill Ind 1 Nish,

112, tor fourth filth

,red

Kr, 4 25 lad [ha Went, am
the onm In.: 17montar

Calks, monad 10 a 4 on

right kh,nd with a 411 and Su
lik earned a n to help post
the hest Wee .... is .112.2.
Hohnheck was the Warrior
all-around mo -oaring .1.96

the high her to finish second'
while

Kolts finished fourth
with a 3.15. Dancaster had a
1 75 The trampoline squad

-

Neithere0,- y ard7,eur thX,,..,MeNalsh, .4
Warriors Were affil: ttismatCh
"IgrArlinliten ii-Viar team of
their finhevent scores on the Bob Wilson. Broglie and
side horn but Arlington con- Boylan all scored in the lintes
tinned its dominiitidn. Larry aith 5.6. 5.65 and 5.25. re.
Boning won the event with a spectively. Dant:aster's 3.25
.

T third ksr Arlington
'with
a659..
ALL.AROUlill min John
B oylan hada 4.6 on the rings. a
4.7 in free ex. a 6.0 on the side

6.65 while Pat Brous.. was

horse. a 49 on the high her,
and a 4.5 on the parallel Mrs
fora 5.01 average and dee
around fide. Maine Woes

Rick Danmoter mad a 3.12
average with .cons of 3115 in

Five gymnasts from area
higb schools am comcnity listed on the 1970 gymnastics ros-

Redmondohad a 3.1k Tom Bl-

and teammate Boylan rounded
ow the scoring with a 5.25.

MN a 135 and Holniack

BRAD PROCHASKA had
.116. but it didn't Ppm in the

THE CARDS had a 90.85 41L15 lead going into the !Mal

pee managed to Tile third

ming learn opened its ninon

Bob Moehling from
Maine West and Tom Valens-

It,. 711.21.
The ArmaKnmhts couldn't
were to act mss ing throughito the dual m they didn't lin.
brook South

off

third. in the

a

ish firm in any .vent and roan-

aged till three indoidual secrelay t
were al. healen
by the hi.esm...stroking Man,

fine holden rates as
strong
mitten., kr Big Tenant! PP-

im. titles on the Ode hors.

Forest View's gymnastics
team. eyeing another strife.-

ful season. got ,fr to a good
mart

by defeating Willowbrook. 14.14-71.79 in a non.

is 6.3U a.m.

conferentai dual meet at Forest
View.

.1111: 1010 ol Promemors

I

topped the Willowbrook ailamain, man. who didn't manate on the rink.. by the aver-

Berglund was first on the
side horse with 5.15. first on

the hon..] bar with 6.0,

fist on Me paralkl bar with
6.25. second in the free ex.

were Dave
Kurt Braun
and Scott Han. ktitt's second

cons, who were a sparkling 14I in dual meet competition last
year, were paced to the victory
by
Bob Berglund
and Norm
or Olsen.

ercise with 5.1. second on the
trampoline ith 5.1 and sixth

BERGLUND WAS desk,
mad Forest View's all-

Olsen was high man in the

deity.

100.yard
stroke. to take second.

In the

the

'_I

Steve Vat Ebers
,Srlincton, defending stale ehomploo IN
the lour exercise, showed he must slot be reckoned with on the
trampoline Ode year us the wacky nnior registered a 6.7. Ile uk.

back-

cunliented

.yard medley rc-

ley. Mc Pre,. mama Haw.
B raun. !kin Young and Craig
Hutchison wa. defeated hy
over five Nmonds by 10 Titan
was

. they

finished

in 4,06.1.

Steve Kirchoff. Guy Sande.

ben. Fn. Poenaek

Despite capturing six on. of

lint place finish.. the Ar.
Mutton make. 0910.0,0 to a
I

I

shaOmes

yard

Moor in the Redbird In...

in the

Cued, Gordy Auloirman's
tankers beat East Leyden. IN36. last

Thurmlay and then

Nad. Denny Stott. °EX..:
and 1101Wiicher sci rhe Nista.
ing tn. in the rime. and heed.
coach Don Anderson an ibis

group bin Me noontide..
The bulldogs wasted litlle

the 1011.yard butterfly.

time getting bud:lb:seven lo a
mini on their scoreboard n
mi
they swept the first mo not ches in the 206yard freemelc.

nve have a lot of sophoI

think we're corn.
1 had

standings.

Prospect tonight at 6:30 in the

FOREST VIEW finished
first in nine of the 11,000,

M. Via!, High School mod. It
gill he the iirst klid.Suhurhan
Lena meet fur bosh mann.

in the two meets.'

1110.yard

klid-Sektrhen Leas. unity

walling
schools.

Mona and Tom Cox raked in
the second and lord Maui win-

net's eosin, with he tally fawring Arlington by' far
urarkers going into the diving
competition. a first and faith

fiaish by junior JOT

'rifleman and Bill Witcher. respectively. brought the store
to 24.19.

Rome cosily out.pulled tax
in the 11114pinl butterfly

he

set a new team maul of 59.5
en route to he firm place rib-

hon.'The Build, performed
a 011C-IWO sweep in the 11X1pod lime as the hest an Arling.

The Cards were again shut
out of the lop two places in the
400-pird freestyle as Don
Spam and
Doug Papp of

Waukegan recorded Meek of
4:49 and 4,59.7. respectively.
places. Dave Brask's line 0fPons in the rum jam Arling-

n

Phis

THE CARDIN,U.S.' final
coin
of
earned by the 'two redbird
hid
Speedster Stout

cuntr,

htd

problems taking the um
honors in the race as the
sophomore stand= regis.
an
excellent
1:12.7.

'Third place was garnered by

much in Lindblad fell a poly

meet Arlington 39. Waukegan

final

relay.

die

Ail}.

relay. was easily.on
hy the victorious Budogs,
01
making the final tally
the
56.

'

euJgcr ,

In

\lent

Staten

to a much needed point.

length beck in a sprinting poll.

Undhlad

.
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Tuesday, December 9, 1969
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Dr. Morton Cheg-

I Dream of

5

11:30

32 News Final

Julie

Julia

5

ton. James Stacy.

AN OLD 61405(
THE 1111-1_

P.

and Shirley Bassey.

hood home in Bos-

BACK IMO

U

II Firing Line
26 Roller Derby
32 Big Valley

a visit. Dan Dailey.

Agnes Moorehead

to

convince
Scott that he should
return to his boy-

THERE RUT 5CORRONS,
RATTLERS
RATTLERS ANDIIIMOLEtINEEDS.'

Gov: Raymond

12

ery trick at his com-

Movie
"The Bravadoes."

A Western starring

8:30
'I' h e GoWentor
and J.J.
Pennsylvania

20 Business Writing

'

rHADAN

I GET Pr2ETT
LONE-5Vv.kE
ANOTHER
FACE 10 TAD<

DID YOU VIM.), LOVABLE,

IDEA
*THAT I
THOUGHT

TOLPHERE,

THAT OUR. FRJEAXDSMIP IS THE
MOST IMIORTAJUT PART OF

ONLY A MONSTER

WHAT
FRIENDSHIP?

MY LIFE ?

WOULD TURN OFF 114E

LIGHT HQ A LITTLE

WOULD

GIRL'S HEART?

ARIES

(March 22 -April
2(11 --Select your wards care.

fully in being critical of another. Otherwise, you may cause a

breach in an old friendship.

TAURUS (April

21 -May

21) --You may well have an opportunity to increase your

/

earning power. Accept it as
soon as you know there is nn
harm to another in doing so.
GEMINI (May 22 -June
211 -Make all contacts friendly ones. Meet even known
enemies with a smile: you may
be surprised to find them smil-

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MIRROR -MIRROR Cf.17

p WALL, W14014 D'
FAIREST OF DEM
ALL -7;

ACROSS
1 Disembark

5 Pronoun
8 Cicatrix
12 Iroquoian
Indian

231-

-You can gain control of your
own affairs if you really want
to. Refuse to allow others to

en-

time than you 'can'afford toihe
affairs of others.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-Your personal life may he in
for.some unexpected shaking
up.
You can circumvent

trouble by arming against
ahead of time.
SCORPIO (Oct.

CAPTAIN EASY
MUST BE THE
GETAWAY CAR
HID UNDER THAT

RIGHT: KEEP YOUR HEAP

W HERE

DOWN: HES IN THAT.511ACK.

TH' 5AM KU. ARE THEM JEWELS --

CRANNY: EVE BEEN GYPPED!

THIS 15 JUST

A GLASS TUBE FUI.I.A D/RTI

ritz OF BROW

BE TI

vile
vail
veil
vale
veal

villa{
vial
gale

give
gavel

gall
gave
glaive
alive
agile

21 Mouth part
22 Hindu queen
(var.)
24 Reversed

supports
29 Beverage
30 Indonesian of
Mindanao
31 Regent (ab.)
32 Through
33 Body of

good.

VILLAGE

.

26 Conduces
28 Bridge span

to

DOWN
1 Victim of

leprosy
2 Biblical

mountain
3 Certain creed
4 English river
5 African tree
6 Owl's cry
7 Feminine
appellation
8 Depot (ab.)
9 Visitor
10 Military units
11 Coarse files
1.

-

3

DIG THE

THAN TAKE A CHANCE

SEA,

DO VOL/

HAW, BUT THE
NAVY'S THE MODERN

*WITH-IT"OUTFITI

ROGER?

WHAT OTHER SERVICE IS HIP
ENOUGH TO LET A GUY WEAR

Bal. BOTTOMS T.

evil
live
lave
Iega
leal

111

12-9

0 1M It NIA

T -r R G
R0
C
EA A
L NG
E
1

19 Ransomed
20 Lingered
23 Ensnare
25 Equipped
'27 Profound

philosopher
28 Father
33 European
nation
34 Endured
5

6

7

36 C oser
37 Full apology
38 Eminent
40 Resource
43 Three -banded

armadillo
44 Mature
45 Girl's name
48 Bitter vetch
50 Craft
8

13

14

15

1C

17

18

IR
23

22.
26

action
38 Juicy beiTy
39 Dropsy
41 Short -napped

33

fabric
42 Challenged
46 Roman bronze
47 Grafted (her.)
49 Deep hole
50 Scottish alders
51 Maple genus
52 Suitable
53 Plan (dial.)
54 Scatters

H ON
L EtNE

NAR 1 L
OET
AR
A OE
B O
OP
RA L H A R
D C A 0 N T RE
NI 0
RA
N
V A TE
EN
N AL

4

20
24
27

35 Sphere of

THINK I'LL JOIN THE
NAVY, BIMO, RATHER

IN THE DRAFT:

2

L EI IREE
0 E RLJA TR O

12

burning gas

CAMPUS CLATTER

aEA LV A

for waste

curves

it

problems, look to one with experience in your specific field.
Family suggestions do little

Answers to
Hideaword

KNOW HOW,

AND THI515 MY REWARD -

24 -Nov.

22) -If seeking a solution

turmeric
56 Allowance

ratio

THEREISP JUSTICE'. Z

DO TN'

AG

RO V

55 Pacific

13 Coal scuttle
14 Ancient Irish
capital
15 Stride
16 Eternity
17 Charitable gift
18 Before
19 Assessment

g

lead you about by the nose.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)tanglements
which
could
cause you to give more of your

rScrambler

MAYB5 I 4r0T"/
BAD MEAT:-

sible.

-Keep clear of emotional

12.1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

age on :mother's property runs
high this morning. Stick to
your own possessions if pos24 -Aug.

L. In

12-9

ing in return.
CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Danger of inflicting dam-

LEO (July

.1.1,1.

30

31

32

34

54

.36

37
II

42 43 44 45
48

11

25

39

-

10

21

35

41

51

9

28

29

38

47

Bishop

Gregory Peck.

26 Today's Racing

WBBNI-TV Edi-

Joey

Show

host Kenneth North -

colt for a look at the

2

-

-

'tonight Show

5

-

6:20

mouton

Al or u,."--,:srt-..

2

Seas

Philip Kurland and
Harry Kalven join.

Prioress

Tale."

ternational

Chicago Roimdtable,
University of Chicago law professors

11 TV College

"Thc

wife of a blacksmith
takes over her husband's deal with an

32 Of

II University

11 Canterbury Tales

11 NET Festival
26 Motorsports- In-

heniCfC.

26 Spanish News
32 Munsters

HUP

letter -opener
she had re-

ceived as a. present

'If Italian Panorama
gauss

EYEs I

"Something for a

Lonely Man." The

46

49

50

52

53

56
9

Telephone

V' VG

Tonight Chance of
30 35,
lomorrovs:

loss

Nlostls clouds, colder

255-7200
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Day's Con -Con

Waterloo, Iowa that is.:
The missing photos' were
'taken in Springfield Sunday
suburban
northwest
delegates to the Constitutional
Convention were preparing
for the Con -Con opening.
when

Day photographer Nliehey
Birger sent the photos by Air
Express

night

Sunday

on

Ozark Air Lines flight 854 out

of Springfield. The package
was supposed to he transferred
to Ozark flight 958 at Peoria.

Larry Rusher. who signed
for the package when it was delivered to Air Express in

Springfield, said last night the
photos may be in Peoria. Or
maybe in Moline. svhere flight
854 proceeded after it left Peo
ria.
Or perhaps Cedar Rapids cu
Waterloo, Iowa where the

flight finally terminated.

moratorium parad
minute hearing conducted
with a marked absence of controversy and close attention to
a policy of hearing all "the evidence" concerning the parade

By Ben Clarke

The Mount Prospect Village Board, by a 4 -to- I vote
last night waived the 10 -day
rule and approved a parade
permit for the Northwest Sub-

Nlount Prospect, a high school
student and a student leader.

it was not tiled at least 10 days
before the parade date.

will start

THE HEARING was at-

Prospect
Plaza about
p.m., and wind
through
Des
Plaines and
Mount Prospect to end at

tended by Mount Prospect Police Chief Newell Esmond,
Powers, Richard Mateja. of
629 Bob -O -Link, Mount Pros-

In denying the permit, Es:
mond was merely following
the village parade ordinance

Kopp Park next to Dempster
Junior High School, 420 ,W.

pect. a member of the adult
peace group, the Northwest

Dempster. Mount Prospect.

Suburban Peace
Coalition
INSPC), and representatives

urban Students for Peace Sat -

for a moratorium pro-

rd ay .

cession.
The procession
from the Mount
I

man-made

lakes.

Even

the

once in 10 years rain would
Township elec-

tors met Tuesday evening in
their first special town meeting
in several years to reject a
request for a 6,000 square foot
easement
across
township

property on Hintz Rd.
Refusal of the Wheeling
Township electors to grant the

request of Chesterfield Builders, one of the Chicago area's

large land developers, threatens to delay an important flood

control program in the northern sector of the township.
Chesterfield Builders

provide the storm sewer %,vith
but 9.7 cubic feet of water per
second.

re-

400 -foot township property on
Hintz Rd. for the sanitary and

storm sewer system that will
serve 360 acres of homes and
businesses that is to become a
part of Wheeling.

over an easement." said

tors

that

Pe-

ters.

WHEELING T01VNSHIP
had retained an independent
engineering firm to prepare a
recommendation on the best

preparing for the
heaviest rain in 10 years was
not enough.
"I don't think it is enough

engineer, told the electors that

to prepare for a once in

request.

on the basis of present information presented to him, it

would be unwise to grant the

1(1

years ram. We have been L.;,:t

ling a 50 -year rain every four
years- he said.
Heights. former
Wheeling
Township supervisor,
ex planted to the electors that by
giving an easement, "you are
giving up a part of your property. It is a restriction to your
sole
ownership.
Generally
speaking you can not build

,fonL;rv:e ria.'ed
!1.e
Chesterfield petition he denied. The motion was seconded by Ken Colberg and passed
with but a single dissenting
vote. The Chesterfield Buil-

make the
request again. It is unlikely
that anything can be done in
are

ders

free

which allows him no discretion when applications does
not come at least 10 days before the date of the event.

APPLICATIONS for a parade permit, by ordinance, are
to he made to the police chief,
not more than 90 days and not
less than 30 days before the parade.
When the application is

CONGREVE of course of action.
Mount Prospect told the elecWalter H. Jollie, a Chicago

Albert Peters of Arlington

quested an easement across the

Peace.

and the facts surrounding the
application for the permit 'by
Neal Powers, of 112 N. Pine,

Hintz easement rejected
at special town meeting
Wheeling

of the National Consumers
Union (KU) and Women for
The hearing was held after
Powers' application for a permit was denied Saturday by
Chief Esmond. He had turned
down the application because

The vote came after a 45 -

By Richard Crabb

to

time to assist with the solution
to spring flooding problems in
northern Wheeling Township.

made at least I() days before,
Mit not more than 30 days before, the permit can still be
allowed at the discretion of the
chief, if he deems that his de-

partment can handle the traffic situation created by the parade, and the purpose of the
parade will not cause a disturbance.

When the permit was denied, Powers appealed the decision as provided for in the ordinance.
THE EVENT, as approved,
provides for assembly starting
at 12 nom, -it the Mount Pros-

pect Plaza tC:intral Rd. and
Rand), with the start to come
about

p.m. The parade permit runs from 12 noon to 2:30
1

p.m.

The

procession

is

to

nheim: south On Nlannheim to
the Northwest Hwy.; north-

west to Mount Prospect Rd.:
south on Mount Prospect Rd.
to Golf Rd. (Illinois 58); west

83 to Dempster, and west on
Dempster to end at Kopp
Park.

The original permit asked
for a parade -ending location

of Lions Park in the Mount
Prospect Park
411 S. Maple.

District,

at

CHIEF ESMOND denied
the application Saturday at a
hearing

attended

by Mayor

Robert Teichert, Village Manager Virgil Barnett, Robert
Jackson, president of the

that additions to the fieldhouse
under construction, the
skating rink is being prepared,
and further stating that should
it be a snowy day the sled hill

Making a Christmas wreath for St. Emily's Church in Mount Prospect are (from left):
Elizabeth
Smith, 4, of Des Plaines; Rita Simon, 4,
of Mount Prospect; Michael Stanley, 4, of Des Plaines; and
Lisa Anderskow, 4, of Mount Prospect. The children are part of the pre-school religion
class at St.
Emily's.

would be in use and the park

Elk Grove commends fire
chief for burning 'shacks'

are

crowded.
However, they offered as an

alternate, Kopp Park next to
Dempster Junior High School,

a spot where there would he
ample room for assembly.

MAYOR TEICHERT presided at last night's hearing,.
which was attended by Barnett

and all of the village board
trustees except Jack Kilroy

icicle

viewed all of the background
facts before calling for further

information from the applicants and comments from the
board members and Esmond.
Chief Esmond said that he
had reviewed the alternate pa-

rade route recommended by
him, and said that the traffic
control could be adequately
handled by the Mount Prospect Civil Defense Chapter's

Des Plaines Police Chief Arthur Hintz, who, he said,
ageeed to the route.

five feet of the township ga-

tif

rage:

The sanitary sewer would
cross the township lot and

man casting the sole negative
vote.

.0{

'444"

Day

.

.......

1

Mount Prospect Building commission, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Drain-

it).141,
1.

The parking -lot was full and crowds waited at the door for the first day opening yesterday of the
Eagle Discount Center store in Hanover Park. Cutting the ribbon are (from left) Gene Koplin,
Eagle district manager, Vic Janowski, store manager and the Rev. David A. thigh, a I hmover Park

age

and helped them make hotisMg
and ' transportation arrange-

He said Marie Rodriguez
,had not wanted to leave Elk

The shacks, on the Orland
Busse farm, 1100 Landmeier

temporary housing at the Holi-

Rd., were burned after inspection by the Building and

Fire
found

Departments which
them in substandard

ments.

Grove Village and was given

day Inn. Elk Grove Community Service was notified to
help her find permanent housing he said.
Hulett said the John Perez

condition.

fannly, having decided to re-

Louis Archbold. a spokesman for a citizens committee,
"Neighbors At Work-. ques-

turn to Texas, was given money for current bills and for gas.
lodging and food on the trip.
Jesus Flores and three companions were given housing at

tioned the method and author-

ity by which Hulett acted. He
said the Elk Grove Commu-

nized to aid migrant workers

I

them to sleep another night
there. I felt I was taking care of

the problem as well is any social group could," said Hulett.

week. and then they will go to
Texas. Hulett said.

iIlE

sANTos

NI ireles

family is staying with a sister in

Rosemont until alter Christmas, and the Illinois Nligrant
Assn. is in commit with them
said Hulett.
Hulett said one other man
was given S75 for bus fare and
food when he said he wanted to

HULFAT SAID he had acted spontaneously and if

the Air -Line Motel for one

he

had not. "the people would
still he there tonight."

Meetings

.Sr

Firc Cheif Allen Hulett, for

lodging and financial problems with each of the familios

horning down six shacks Monday, and for the aid given the
17
Spanish-Americans who
had lived in them.

should have been notified.
"I wanted the people outoof
those houses.
didn't want

vote, Trustee Robert Soder-s

The Elk Grove Village
',oat
la
im'git commended

nity Service or agencies orga-

A poll of the board was taken, with the resultant .4 -to -1

the
which
would handle
drainage out of a series of three

Hulett said he discussed the

It was noted that a special

the proposed parade date.

of the Metropolitan Sanitary
District. The storm sewer

By Jacque Batchelder

village board meeting was necessary because the date of the
next regularly scheduled meeting, next Tuesday, would come

too late for consideration of

empty into a larger interceptor

;114

ending at Lions Park, noting

HE ADDED THAT He had

the Hintz Rd. Wheeling Township property.
The township garage is located on the property. The
easement would come within

,z1

Mount Prospect Park District,
and' Thomas Cooper, director
of parks and recreation for the
park district.
The park district representatives objected to the parade

reviewed the parade route with

long, extending the length of

summer clothes in the winter and winter clothes in the
summer?'
CIL

on Golf to Illinois 83 (Elmhurst Rd.); south on Illinois

15 members.

ment 15 feet wide and 400 feet

Why do I have to buy

go

southeast on Rand to Man-

repreCHESTERFIELD
sentatives asked for an ease-

Gripe
Of The

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Wage Board Oks

photos meet
their Waterloo
Tlt2Day's Co n -CO ploctsmay have met their Waterloo. -

20 Pages

and

Clean

Streams

commission, Village Hall;
8 p.m.

trustee.

.-11110

return to Texas also.
Trustee Charles Zettek said
Hpietcq
"v:5; not only
righf. but for beyond what -any

other chief in the area might
do."
Village Manager, Charles
Willis, said the administration

was "very concerned" with
"lire traps" on property adjacent to the village. He said the
village is anxious to work with

citizens groups to solve substandard housing and set a target date of 14 days in which to

"do something about it."

or looking
You'll gel results with a
Day Want Ad.
Mrs. E. Woods writes:

"I received 22 calls and
Seated the apartment with-

in the week the ad ran in
your paper.

"Thanks for good ser-

vice."

.ro place an ad in the
Northwest Suburb's best read market place call 255721(0.

SIMON

slolen

SUBURB

A 1968 Rambler Javelin
valued at S1,600 belonging to
Russell C. Parker of Birch
Run, Michigan. was stolen between Dec. 6 and Dee. 8 from
the parking lot of the Holiday
Inn at Mannheim and "Foully
in Des Plaines, police said.

SAYS
If this heavy traffic to the moon keeps up, the next arrivals

may be confronted with parking meteors.

Dety Publications will again be 'Santa's helper'
By Maureen McNassar
Day Publications again this

-

year

from

requesting support
readers to make this
is

year's campaign for presents
and cash gifts for foster children in Cook County a success
provide many "Merry
Christmases."

Among the children The
Day hopes to provide a gift for

is Michael, 3 years old, who
was

an

infant

abandoned

Last year readers of The

Day donated toys, presents and
$340 in cash for more than 800

without toys and presents, a

,

children,
.

donated within one week.

found shortly after birth on a
bench in a waiting room at
Cook County Hospital

and

'

than four truck loads- of
presents and $800 in cash were

The tradition of collecting
these gifts began in 1967 when

James Anderson, 412 Evergreen, Arlington Heights, a'
member of the Businessmen's
:Task Force of Chicago, an organization formed to aid in
finding foster homes for wards,
of the state, appealed to The

Day to take up the cause of
these neglected children.

IN THAT first year more

-

What would Christmas
warm home and a brightly.
lighted Christmas tree be for a
3 -year -old boy?

'Because he spent his first

years in institutions, Michael
is only now learning to trust
others enough to get elc_e t.,
them.

MICHAEL IS a ward of the
state

in Cook County, and

through the Chicago Regional

office of the Illinois Children
-

and Family Services he is now
in a foster home.

ing no presents from their nat-

ural family.
Their foster parents have
four children of their own and
six -grandchildren to buy gifts

His foster parents are providing the warmth, stimulation and security so needed
by Michael, but due to limited
funds his foster family will
have difficulty providing
.Christmasegifts for him.
He is one of the more than
1,200 children now placed in
hoarding homes, free foster

homes, institutions and independent living arrangements
who are wards of the state in
Cook County.

A substantial number of
these children do not have parrelatives or interested

ents,

persons to make Christmas a
special occasion for them.

JUDY AND James were
abandoned by their mother
and their father is in Vietnam.
These children will be receiv-

-

The foster family operates
on a very limited budget and it

is difficult for them to afford
gifts.

CATHERINE MCMURROUGH, chairman of Christ-

jury, putting a further strain
on Christmas finances.
Judy and James are bright,

mas Gifts Committee of the
regional offices said the children range in age from in-

active children who are look-

fancy through adolescence so

ing forward to Santa's coming,

that gifts appropriate for any

but he may not come unless

age in this age -span would he
most acceptable.

was placed in a foster home
which usually provides only
temporary care for infants,

HOWEVER, KAREN

has

not been developing normally

and the family has asked to
keep her on a long-term basis

in order to help her with her'
problems.

Examples for these ages are:

teddy hears, pull toys, for tod-

dlers:

her, won't have any Christmai

are handicapped. Mrs.
MCA urrough has requested

unless gifts can be found for
them.

toys suitable to this group of

for, and the mother of the family has been ill due to a job in-

help is provided in purchasing
gifts for.them.
Karet1 was abandoned in a
garbage can as an infant. She

Because many of the chit
dress

play school toys.
dolls, trucks and

tricycles,
rocking horses. for the slightly
older children.

In the past case workers for

children.

)

She said in past years she re-

members one little blind child
who got a great deal of pleasure from a talking clown doll
he received. Other blind chil-

the county have sought individual donors on their own because the department as a gov-

ernmental body is not allowed
to solicit funds.
But the last two years have

dren have received a variety of
musical toys.

been an exception as a result of
Day Publications and the

Wheeling Township Republican Organization
(VITRO)

STILL ANOTHER blind
youngster with a good capacity for learning received a
great assist in his educational
progress with the gift of a tape

who have conducted their own
program.

LAST YEAR they played

recorder, she said.

Santa to 40 children and have
proinised presents for 85 children this year.

Children like Willie, who

For the, children in primary
footballs, basketballs,

was abandoned by his family at

grades:

the age of one year. Tommy,

skates, sewing kits, model cars,
games and puzzles; for the preteens and teens, dresser sets,

who hasn't seen his mother for

Anderson who is active in

more than 3 years and Cindy

the \VTR° program said these
children do not just come from
Chicago hut from all over
(Continued an page 2)

manicure sets, hooks, record

who has a congenital heart
murmur and is waiting for an

'albums, and transistor radios._

adoptive family to be found for

I
4

/

11

C

Day Publication will again'aid Santa

First winners in Christmas

.

inniiiii nail Jinni Page II

artcontest announced
First art winner in The
NON contest have been an-

which

neatness.

originality,

std artistic ability do NOT
count. We want every child
who enters to have en equal

nounced. Here are Inc pictures

they drew of what they'd like

" for Christmas. Emit winner

Here are the

Your 01110 can still enter
ese mem.. In Ma, the names
we Pat Iris miry, the mom

HAVE YOUR child draw a
picture of what he wants for
Christmas.

chances he bes to win.
This is an art contest in,
.

picture if he wins, and crayon
or pencil won% reproduce.

1 On the back of his picture,
his name.
sddrem,
phone number, scage.
hool he attends, and grade -and a brief
explanation of what he drew,
put

chance.

will receive a $2 check.

.

should

He

use

Mack marking pen and white

pper.Wc want to OM his

such as 'Barbie doll" or 'histronautf. He should also put
el of the same information on
3 by 5 tile card.

Bring or mail his picture

.

-

'

'

Cook County, including the

will not receive anything onlea gills are donated. Ander-.

northwest suburbs.

son mid.

All arc products of tragedy..
victims of fire, broken homes,

This year WTRO will help
!nu Day: efiffitvilY Providing.
stomp space for the gifts at
their Arlington Helaine heads

cgnd

.

or

cg,,,

er,,,,i,

iklifili .3,9.1. and mental

and card.to the alit= for the

or physical diseases, he said..

paper you receive. Dec Pietism
Day, 722 Center St.. Des
Plaines: Prospect Day, 117 S.

Even with the 85 childrenwho will have individual.Sart.
as provided by WTRO. Mere
rare still
n 600 who

Main, Mount Prospect; Are

lima, and Northwest Day,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd..
ArlIngton Heights.

-The Des Plaines Day of
none -The Arlington Day of
Dm
firm :17 S. Arlington Heights .fice. 722 Caner St
:Noun

're .""'" 9
_....n.,,,, pmg

(Except Saturdays)

fRol"cAollelicntgio'n'wHielli'ghhe':' weekh"'-.. aPt75

days 9 a.m.-10 p.m. except Fri-

day. on Fridays 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

adSunda), 6 PM., pm.
-The Prospect Day office,

quarters.

Open Evenings Until Christmas

.

Mount

Company igg pg., sry Elk
Greve Villags, hours am

...,,,,,,,,

OPEN SUNDAY 11:30 to 5

your -FASI-11011 sore

...,5

ProfM

- Make ali checks itiayblh to
GIFTS AND CASH done- Pc1171.1mMu'rsi' at:
dons my be broughmo my of km -midnight. and Sundays 4 Children and Family Scriices
'Children's Gin 'Emit
sea N.. <cscnion lose Pm: midnight,

Rolling Meadows Shoppipg.Center

I

ONE ENTRY per child,
please. And children. of Day
employes can't enter, for obvious remons. Children should

be in fifth grade or younger.
Kindergarteners

and
preMAssdens up too nine, Ike
justaI; so long an they flo

the drawing themselves.
Each day, till Christmas.
we'll choose two winners /rum

each group of entries: nvo
from Des Plaines, two from
Prospect. two from Arlington.,
and two from the area served
by Northwest Day. We'll print

with a soft sweep of ruffles arid lace!

whining pictures and send a 52

chock tench of the winners.

We bring you a wonderful collection of Gowns and Peigoirs she'd love
Richard Skoog, 304 Hatbn

in her wardrobe! GOssamer sheer nylon

Av., Mount Prospect, hes bum
promoted to claim superinlen.

dent by State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Co. at
Me firm's Westchester claim

.

.

beautifully enhanced

With Flowers, Lace and Ribbons!

service office.

04,

.k.;

See these and many, many

Mom, a graduate of Iowa
Is it the Little Engine That Could? Or A it Casey hones' (min? Or maybe ifs the Chicago &
Northwmtern. However you desenbe it, David Orstrom, 212 S. Owen, Mount Prospect, want
Rain for Chrism.. David, who isms, years old, is it second -grader at Busse School.

.

State University, joined State
Farm in 1964 as a field claim
representative at the firm's Irving Park service offim.

specially built for those who demand
a smooth "new car" rlde...plus

FULL 4 -PLY
CONSTRUCTION

Provide evicted

family with

other styles in our
Holiday group!

New "78" Series Design

Full 4 -ply strong rayon cord holy

temporary housing
The Anselmo DcLeGaran
family, evicted Ian week end

has been provided Mr two or

2 -room shack at 305 N.

who

from

the three families.
The
DeluGarzah,

Arlington Heights Rd.. north evere told to leave the MP.),
of Elk Grove Village, has been

were forced to mek shelter in a

tg

shack behind the Sam Miller

given temporary

the Elk Grove Holiday Inn,

=online

to

Rita Gera of

sem.

- The GeiraGnr2a family and
Iwo others
at the 305 N
Arlington Heights Rd. addresi

mw, neNy
thar,,

and

Mary, $4, ham four you,

several

tops on An Olds.m list of 5 -year -old Panicle

Robert Screen. 415 F. Pros -

on battery
charge

post, has been mulled chair-

men fool doss of 1964 for
the 14th annual Seattle Pacific
College Roll Call finance cam

Pala,

Comparable to

-

cookie,

ing,

Ilk Grov,Forest View

District 214:
Main Dish (one choice): fish
crisp, cheeseburger on Ian,
wiener in bun. Vegetable (one
whipped potatoes,
buttered carrots.
Salad lone choice): fruit

begin

next March I. Alumnae em
asked to respond to the Roll
Call with a gift to the collcp.
The goal for this year's drive is
1200,000.

pudding, mange chiffon pi
prune
ke, sugar cookie,

$1,000. He is scheduled to ap-

4 FOR
aFOR 'TB

I5®

m./allItta'oatrgtnr.
THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW TECHNIQUES ENABLES OUR ALIGNMENT EXPERTS TO OFFER YOU THIS

FRONT SUSPENSION

8. STABILIZATION

.

A.

DIPS and DIVES

MINIMIZE
BUMPS and BOUNCE

Satin Trique Nylon Gown
An eliciting long gown with a full, full skirt! Deep Vs
neckline, elasticized under the bust and at waistline.
Something Blue or Sento= Green, Sims S, It L.

UNNATURAL TIRE WEAR
1. Restore Front End Control

1. Balance 2 Front Wheels

B.

Nylon Overlay "Bra" Gown

3. Adjust Brakes

Nylon tricot overlay wales gown with Ecru lace bodice.
Elasticized lace shouldenntraps and back. In Paris Blue,

4. Align Front End

rdses 3746.

5. Front Wheel Bearing Repack

Circuit Court yesterday.

at

$13

TO HELP YOU STOP

S. Highland. Arlington
'Heights, in Arlington Heights

set

2 FOR IN

molded: raspberry, pineapple.
banana: lemon, mandarin orange, grape. Cornbread and
butter, milk.
Available desserts: grapehuit segments, banena cream

1343

was

4 FOR

ffm

2 FOR 'BO

juice, tossed salad, ule slum

Meadows pizza Plaza, 3141
KIrchoff Rd. Saturday night.
Detective Donald Graetz,
and patrolman Dennis Van Jacobs made the arrml.
Graetz said Witt was arrested on a complaint signed
by Ruben Williams, 19, of

provocationm for

4 FOR$19

choice):

night in front of the Rolling

Witt's action.
Witt's bond

ttIZ.

11711,418.63,141or 101316 M.63,161

of battery in connection with a fight Saturday

apparent

2 for *55

fie,
green and gold salad, chilled

charge

Williams in the fa, twice.
Graetz said that there w no

-1513-)5151

LP albums

Sloppy

Kenneth Witt, 20, of 1020
Linnemann, Mount Prospect,
wes arrested last night by the
Rolling Meadows police on

Witt allegedly pulled Williams and a friend -from their
ear and began to fight with
them. Witt reportedly kicked

53 95 to $495

.,41735-141
F78341) 75341

To be served Thursday at
MacArthur Junior High, John

and Hersey high schools in

The campaign will

$10°
EACH

rn

Accordiny to Carl Klehm,
structures were demolished after reporters started asking
questions about housing conditions on the property.
Klehin =rid Monday that
other housing on his property

Christmas Albums
.loco

morn -

Heado fund drive

Arrest man

Menus

To be served Thursday at
Arlington, Prospect, Mud-

Saturday

Sr., owner of the property the

is

W.

701

Mrs. Gara said her group,
which was formerly known as
the community life committee
ot Queen of the Rosary
Church of Elk Grove, is seekMg permanent housing in the
for the 9,69°M3r fanily.

demolished
mg.

Namur, 1803 Estates Dr., Mount Prospect. Patricia attends
kinderannen at Fore. View Gement, School.

Nursery.

DeLaGarm, 35, and his wife,

the ones in
which they were living, were

Chrirey

Sort

Touhy, west of D. Plaines.

Neighbors at Work.

were evicted
shacks,

If the link no me side id her head looks longer than on the
other, that's "Beautiful Christy" --the doll with hair that grown.

and

It

Pet Supplies, Vitamins, Toys, Beds, Dishes, Collars, leashes, Place.
man, Special Christmas Stockings
all for your awn pet!

.

6. Maintain Front End Alignment for 5 years or 50,000

C.

Mini Gown with Brief Pants
"Baby Me" Mini with brief pants. In Nylon tricot with
tiny puffed sleeves banded in nylon cu( -out lace and
full rounded yoke. In Jonquil, aims S, M; L.

miles, regardless of present
mileage.

Canories, Parakeet, Aquariums, Tropical Fish, Hamsters, Guinea
Pigs, Gerbils, Cages, and Stands.... for spaniel Christmas giving)

large Selection of Pet Coats, Caps, Beets, and Sweeten. Plus, a
Special Pet Information Center for Books, and Pet-Iterorated
'-;Stationeryl

D.

Mini -Wrap Peignoir Set
Flaunting, frilly nylon la, ruffle Mini -wrap PrJundir

lined in sheer nylon to match the nylon gown with lace
bodice. Sugar Pink, Sea Aqua with White lace coat.
P, Sr M slam

pear in Arlington Heights Circuit Court on ton. 20.

'20 set

Auto taken
Open Every Weeknight nil Christmas Id 9 For Your Convenience
A
wagon

Rambler station,
belonging to John

E.

1962

'arose of 714 W. Busse Av.,
Mount Prospect was stolen
from in front
Saturday night.

of his pine

"Your Pet Will Find A Friend In Us?"

1612N. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights 255.4434
We Do Poodle Grooming!

Sheer Overlay Shift Gown
Nylon Shift Sheer overlay with conteMt applique hem
and skinny -mini shoulder straps. White with Snafu=
or White With Mad, S, M, L sizes.

All Holiday Purchases

In Our Exclusive Gift Boxes

At No Extra Charge!

Zbe ProfSped Dap

Day light

Honor thr ronsmal dream h alhamsealluilh Aetna,
rho moist l(nedom mat afalletaral atiqral

Bt

Marahall Field Ill

Manor, Edo,

William I Immerse

lohn E Stamm fOatorand Pubhclu r

afros) "gild displas sowed
trabk sotsrposs b) issuing
formal

7hr h

1

rshodird dais stoner, moioth Mids. hi
Ds * iln st000t i Anna In 61111,1

lir

O,*

71

ihl

To the inasimurn distant. ol lingo shaftd Den teelmg the
dis moon trim th. 41,011 soot thy mw atEcondmonal quid
2521,01 mks Itho Imst di, mO11910510 mode a vat IM
1111" 14 Ann 221 BOO mils) rsostnent
add oh, isilsagc of all my or
The astronauts who got
hits ehilt on spay. thin penal Mtn' care training in prop
ths total of end, on ths long 0411., then jets. and ocnt on
trip hack to earth to gat your to pilot the gigantic rockets
final mut of this round trip (LS that now leave the launching
It no the million mark,
pits in a swirling inferno of

ILA
sughustion

In

tht.7 ontur t.hould not In dr,

el en

mood out

of
though n apporn to h1 medu
lightly It coos, trorn me who
he racked up, in more than 33
years of shuoling to and from
work -as, mininufer
various. Comm. -Sal .sulitirban

Nohronobers eon: J5 remim xerk. bone /Moe..

MIMI/ M

...Mond PrNw. tOrm0 .10
OroMereller Orrontl-12.0 p.m RIO el Moron mom, in. 0006

hand

eat

Walt, Crone* .0 Wears as aisle. 10 our, 1 Mee Thy
lunar guolm romed wham, Agulars who
rode ants
tronommal figures molls are limn
the
railmader, s

meals and mforuff dialosom
with fellow pammrsrs II
Aced nith 11 too nafth boon
or 2/ ha-mad...els of an anti

111

Soma of Sulam hin Comet

i Moo mins A

I. rm.- .1 bean III MOM

Mnarlownr.S. moll ree.$17.1111 o

usrourang

trasul sc on.d 10115

t.

sil 60051155 0000.141 semen entit

docutesnt

'-

tailftlipM,=.-".
600.01111 nalleS;birs, or take a

Vain Street

sense of shrinkage such as was

of thin air. we may haw to

into space. After all, Wally

experienced by Alice in Won-

scrounge

around and find
some old commuter ticket
stubs to prove a point. But it's

derlend or by the lemmas in
the Lend of the Giants show on

Schirra, who is A the oleonint annals m a prior
achiever, is now the spoke -

TV. Just about big enough to

the figure we reached eller
tedious calculation on our 11W11
version of Western Man",

man for the U.S. railways.

peer over a threshold.

If yo

Li! 17,)ros'
Mcinating research piers, going on at Forest Handal ill Da. Plaines.
Anyone cot volunteer to participate in is And. In the long

plaely voluntary. But now it
wears Mal persons can control it.

he the volunteer who

son goes to Forest Moselle!
three times week. during the
day. for half-hour sessions.

There s

run.

bend). the :ant from the experience.

Technically.

ihe plea is

-operant conditioning. Peruonre trained
volunterily
control their heart rate!

That weins incredible. of

anew. llys ham letlos

Fen conddered to be cont.

Hanrahan
will seek

re-election
Robert P Hanrahan, Cook
Count, Supt of schnu6, lied
us a candidate hlonday M the
county clerk's 41040 for re.
electron in Nov.. 1070.
Hanrahan said, -I em not n
candidate for any other office.
including the office of suite su.
perimendent of public instrucion."
There have been published

repass concerning my posiion in connecti on with that,
office and 1 warn to clarify anyl
misunderstanding " he said.
Of no, jean. Hanrahan said.
'Supervising 147 school dis.

Bias with. Ca. Omuta IvWires

1411.1,14C nrororsionel

with adrliMs'blivl
articulate competence in meE

tea involving whrol sagemeal

problems

'f he person is omehed ro en
EKG machine raketrocardiograpro."1-he machine

ara ma pro -

cccds.

TIA

'As°. a
hart
W" 0.0h dmini.
is .1
bean- The. Mr
fog a slower heart Mat. The

M.
tort his hem to teat with the
new slower Mat. When be
does.

he

hears

the "bop'

again, which indicates that hh

heart 0 now Mating at that
dowcrrn
"We've had marvelous moans so tar in the experiment."
moons Donna Schaller. dime 'tor of the project.
Persons 0de:rested in velum

tcoing for this research program may call the Finest Hos/
;IWO Research Lahoratory at
627-11810. extension 122. Ask
for Donna Schaller.

rest of us chained to a routine

by today's senior group ra they

tent WC find pencils are passe.

lowing us.

of travel and humdrum tugging at the galley oars does
merit some sign of apprecirs

11,..,:"F.k.:rd
th."^`,.

WHEELING HIGII
School students are holding a
competition between the four

deal this w_eck. Each green
if vying to hung the most can.
Pe, food/ . hcneEt the mad),
at Christmas time They'll he
distributed

to

1.00ra's

Nonhwem
Cooler.
the

Opportunity

year. u truckload of
19405 ponds Gleamed food
Lust

wits collected by Wheeling students.

my office." Hoorah. said.
"Beam. of ns. lc6iTmon.
me so lorMur
IMAM'
Supnrincesident of SMools. but
my new title is SuperinteMent
Educational Service Region

an

in

lho
mu

school chapel. Re, ViottiTarasevitch from Christ
the Red.:emir Church in Chiwill explain the cecrno.
ny and the different robes and

conductors

the

sines the evening will provide
an opportunity to recognize a
honor of Richard Crabb,
number of good ftiends
Al.
ihor of "Hirih of a Giant, the rlington Heights and Mount
men and incidents that gave Prospect who hove made im.
America the motor car.
portant coributIons Iiirth
C'

bb

will

he

of a Giant.."

introduced

by the former superintendent

of Adington Heights School
District 25, Ralph Clabaugh.

at the 'caption to begin at
7:30 p.m.

'This will

be. great Ann."

said umbra Crabb, band I am

T. MARK

-

IT MIGHT anew readers
here to be told of the debate
to tuned, some years back. in
CANW commuter circles.
In an idle moment, one of us
,1001
Xenophon ba

propose)

commuters.

Xenophon

historian and soldier who wrote the account of
the

an epic march by a Greek
real on foreign soil. In his
Anabasis and the Kathasis,
literally -the trip up" and
'MC trip doom," the hislOrian

in.

entered a faith, record of
how many parasangs were

dude imponou help tome at

paced daily. (A parasane was

all three vital phases of devel-

the ancient Persian standard of
mileage. slightly more than
three miles.)

contributions

"These

oping a hook," he said, "the
rocarch period, the writing
phase and so chocking of man-

Others disagmed and one
devout soul suggested instant

uscript for accuracy.

Lutheran
Church is sponsoring a Christ-

"The discovery by one good

en Tree ...Star Project" again

friend of lutl.known. private-

slow martyrdom by being aliot

of J.
Wnk Duryea, resulted even-

full of arrows, moll of which

this year for the children of

Community

Lutheran

Chtroh, a black congrogution
in

Hideaword

Chicago. From

small

Christmas tree

TSEWNIS

This he, Mon inn sotto,'

Teacher, "What does BraHl
produce mom of than tiny nth cr coontryrs
goideon

ally
.chapter

in

,

papers

add
to the

Crabb.

an

entire

So

Sebastian,

who suffered

carefully avoided *tat organs,
ax an apter candidate.

EN true, his patronage did

book," said

suggest

eutne today Its Xenophon
slums would probabb
back

mart

in

thrs commie,

controversy, since the major ity would possibly feel Ilml
there's been too much head.
line space devoted to such
wielders of intluence
left
men of Hellenic anarary1
*ha Agnew and Aristotle
Onames even though the lot.

she hAs hmtootd On
inhhound tr Ada, an

to
50
yjd lemi
have hod punched the hinir

more

precisely

the

1101,11, BREAK UP?
Dom Lee Janson,

es sifts.
GIMES'

don't like him anymore. It has all been leading up to this because
wc argue all the time. He gets real jealous, and I hute it. Even ill
yo,i' to a guy. he gets really mad I on( going to the big school
with hint, and I am not looking !onward to it.
dan
The thing that is holding me back Corn breaking up with Mm's
that he always tells me how much he loves me and all that. !don't
think I will ever get up enough guts to break up, but I hate to be
m- him and kiss him.
gong. so si ts right in Into of me in one of my desscs.and what is
going happen when I do hreak up with him?' will feel so stupid
every time I see him in that class. and I could imagine how he
would feel. Please help. What am I going to dot
Concerned
Why go with aonteone you thera nlioy? Ilk's too shorL Shove
DRUNK BROTHER

operators,

One Amore jar marshmallow cream
pound butler
2 cups walnuts

Gill Fe,

brilliant kitchen or buffet
centerpiece if slices are pleadirsc

Mk, ire hrems and jar
.055 with white sugar.
Candy canes make excellent
stirrers for hot Chocolate. A
commercial cake frosted in
white nod drenched in coconut
magically becomes a sleigh
.

when candy canes are placed
into it as runners.
Left over candy mine
ground up make delicious pe-

ewee additions to prepared

4, cups sugar

puddings, vanilla or chocolate.

I cup canned milk
Combine chocolate morsel, marshmallow croon, bav

share her special Nogo. This
delkious nougat makes a gift
that will travel well and keep
long time (if you can keep the

rs,' and woks. In bowl. DO

NOT COOK THIS MIX.
MIRE.

nibblers aw.D.

Candy is dandy for Christ-

mas time eating, giving rid
during. Join the ladies of The
treats of
Day end nuke
your own.

Christmas is bustirs out on
at Lions Park. Fairview

make a pinata. and several
classes decided to make them.

and Westbrook schools.
Creativity turns to crafts.

Slating in school volt the bul.

and drsign is put to practical

through

clussreoms. and the brilliant
shades of tissue find their way
Into many projects.
After a trip to Me hoW Muscum of Natural History to
study Mexican am sixth gra-

Heights Community Church
will make One for you it you
give an order lohin. Fred Pralher, CL 3 -gran, or Mrs. William Krieg, CL 3.0264. The

will he become an alcoholic when he get. older? How much does

amain have to drink to become an alcoholic?, really seared.
Boozer's Yrs

immediate problem. Finding

ng Ida to drink is. Sa if he win's talk with hh
arch or
Afle Mk
soon begin tab
trig his liquor and hell know. who's happening. Your hrOMm

dos saw a movie an bow to

oars go

to

loons

and

papier

macho,

stars where they
kern 11OW to support them,
the

they are finished at home
where the glamorous tissue paper covering will he added.
Then they will be brought
back to school for display.
These colorful figures are
supposed to bc broken during it
pinata party, but so much time

and loving effort goes into the
making of them In most of
them usually remain intact to
decorate the home.

A several other sixth grade
classes, construction paper do
Monat heads have resulted In a

fell and yarn on burlap ell
hanging. which is very much
pried by parents at Christmos
time.

Mrs. Betty Hubbard is art
Maher at Lions and Fairview
schools.

Seal sale begins today

cost is $20 fora skirt, and pro -

the church for

needed equipment.

needs help.

Send your yonsrions ro Lee Jansun, *a Day Pliblirdlif HU ,
117 S. Main Sr, Mont Prosper, 111.10070. If von Irish a personal reply, rend a self .addresser 1 envelope.

THE BANK
:,**** & TRUST

In addition. find the word
seven of 1110,1

laters.

1410

EAST 11E/y51461104

roMo

COMPANY
of ARLINGTON
HEIGH TS
AntINMorr
141,
/04

I Sgood.laexcellent

11.1.11101,

moo .

r

isms ooct
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Answer on Comic Page

Weans

-Weans 1511110r

y, December 10; 1969

Mr. and Mrs.

ounces.

Helping MTN. DIATOM Long, enOrman of Me Mount Prospect
Cliri1.14115 Seal campaign, are Girl Scouts Melissa Long, golly
Stepanek rod Sharon Novak of Troop 424, led by Sirs. Yews
Mack. .rsiday is Christmas Seul Hay throughout the
Troop 424 is assisting with Me distribution of Christmas Seel
campaim information.

'

Christmas 11011I1

255-0212

Monday Min Friday
9:00

Robert

P.

Lula of Mount Prospect wel-

Pro,

grandparents

are M. anti Mrs. Hello Zurin
of Sentra-1110, Mich. and Mr.
and PA rs. Walter Kompienski

of Detroit.
Tammy Jo is thelirst baby
for .happy parents Mr. and
Mrs. Robert H. Henninger of
Mount Prospect She was born

al Lutheran General Hospital
Nov. 15. weighing g pounds I
ounce Her grandparents arc

Mr. P.O Mrs. Harold Hcnni.
fluor of Chicago and John
Johnson of Morton Grow.

At Northwest Cornmeal),

Bowel. Mary Lee Gibbons
was born Nov. 17. the third

child of eft. ant Mrs. A. T.
GiNsmns Jr. of Mount Prospea. Mary Lee weighed A

pounds 9 oues. She her a

brother Trice.ncX. and o sister

Mumma a.Grmtparents of
the children arc Mr. and elm
A. T. Gibbons of Tampa. Fla.:

Sowed, 9.3005:30
Sunday I 1100 to CM

Carrie Jo Algyre is the first
baby fm delighted parents Mc
Mount Prospect. Carrie Jo
weighed 5 pounds 3 ounces at
birth Nov. 24 at Northwest
Community Hospital, Grand parents of the newcomer are

CO:i1:1,1111.

R. W. Chundler cif DeLand. M. and Mrs. William IC. Lord
its and Mrs. Helen B. Chan- of Minneapolis, Minn.. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jens O. Algyre
dler of New Orleans. La.
of Cineinnati, Ohio.

with the help of

Scout
troops 779 and 293 and
Brownie Troop 214, made

Christmas ornaments for the
three large evergreen Ma 10eitted at Main end Rt.14on the.

STA1NtESS STEEL
FONDUE SET
g171711.
BURNER

40% OFF

ITS A 005 for Mr. and
Mrs. Richard P. Coleman of
Mount Prospect, whose third
child. R. Scott Coleman, was
born Nov. 18 at St. Maxim
Hospital. weighing 7 pounds

13 minces. The baby is elcomcd by inters Deanne, 7,
and Patti, 4. Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley A. Coleman of Chi-

$12.95

Boys arc new in the major -

ity in the family of Mr. and
Mrs. hones Ilollenateiner of

S

Mount Prospect with the on

rival of their fifth child. An.
drew Quentin. His brothers
and sisters are James, 1; John.

cago and Mr. and Mrs. Louis
F. MclCcon of Park Ridge ere

2; Lisa. 10, and Ana. 6. An.
drew was born at Northwest
Community Hospital on Nov.
pounds 4.
29 and weighed

grandparents of the children.

coma.

Imported Crystal

11

,

'

N,

sohtlmest corner of the street.
The youth department made'
candy -filled Santa Clauses and
for the Christnim
party for Head Start to be held

Christmas story- puny to be
held on Dec. 16 at 10 a.m. at

group

The literature and drama

moue[ Mn. Lee Hue, 439-

.bakes birthday cakes and plans

a birthday party for each child
the Head Start
throughout the year.
in

department

has

plenned

tend. For further
a

Originally

IMPORTED HAND BLOWN
STEMWARE 0 BAR CRABS

from $.60-$1.95

SALE PRICE

$3.95-$16.50

the Mount Prospect Cone, /
oily Center. Songs, finger play
and treats will be provided for
pre-sehoolers. attending the
party. All children three to ftve
years old from the Mount
Prospect area are invited tom-

on Dee 18. This group also

DECANTERS
$6.00430.00

of Juniors
have planed several different
Cluistma projects.
The horn, life. department,

PERFECT IDEAS FOR
CHRISTMAS

-

Activities
Meehan of the weer deparents of the Mount Prospat. Junior. Woman's Club

j12 SOUTH EVERGREEN PLAZA ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SAVE 30% - 50% ON "SECONDS" FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

and Mn. lama D. Algyre of

v( YARD ALE

VESI

MEMBER SALO.

chine

under your tree next yrar? The
Snitchers from the Prospect

Heals my father'. liquor. I'm worried. because if he Mons now,

corned their BM child Nov. 10
at Lutheran General Hospital..
They hove named their infant
son Robert Paler Jr. His birth
weight was 5 pounds 1511

HEELING. ILL PHONE: 637.0020

.

Want to hove o skirt like lei

Dear Lim Janson,
My I 5-marsold brother has sterted drinkinte The trouble is, he

iS't

peep.

chocolate morsch

ONE OF OUR Friden ma-

off. Hell sunhat and so wM00

0oBee,..:;i1ncgo.,n, alcoholic

tees See's Fudge as a never -fell
recipe.
Trace 6-aunee

use. Reed and tissue paper meales are sprouting in many

Bassinet set

MILWAUKEE AVENUE Ai DUNDEE ROAD

culation depadment omen -

melon or lemon slices becomes

Pinatas add fun to holiday

Daft

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

Brittle

SHIRLEY EMIL of the cir-

Ltirring constantly.
Add soda. Begin to stir end

mercial candy such as water-

.

For Christmas, rands is dandy.

0.0

HEELING

Peanut

Pour into two graced ninebyaine-by-two pans. Lightly
'mak into squares. Cool der.
Yields one and rate"
kali prods of %Re;

'Add peon,. Cook three min;.

well greased shallow pan. For
thinner brittle use nine-WM[11am pan. Chill.,Break up.

Melt tiMit chocolate mors

mixture.
Break up. serve, share or send

'

remove at once from heal.
When foaming stops, pour
candy without stirring Into

greased cookie Meet. Chill.

chocolate and nut

almonds.

frequently.
Add vanilla and butter. 000.

finely chopped nun
Conk sugar, salt. water and
butter or margarine together
al 205 degrees Pour on well

THERE IS nothing Mal
beeenks a urnelous hostess so
nilish as sparkling gloss tag of
homemade candy. Even coin-

nate'', from heat and nu in

shelled

Co, sugar, nom amp and
water meth, at MO degree.
over radium hrat, stirring

chocolate morsels

r1, her Rona,

NO Minimum Balance
NO Activity Limit

1, cum peanuts

2 packages (6-0555e)

out of pan and cover with

Cook cosr medium heat run
ring until sugar is 'mind and
light golden brown Goickls

and skinned
2 teaspoons soda

Isrsil

tire pounds

o r margarine In a heavy slolitt

teaspoon vanilla
1 tablespoon butter

Ks cup water
1/2 cup butfer.otratiraarho

Ids, one package at. tine. and
Spread on top of chilled toffee.
Sprinkle with nuts. Chill, turn

Pour mixture into 11111 roll

pin and allow to vet

Combine sugar and butter

is cup weer

th taspoon set

trip tickets which reed: To the
Moon - Going - Reaming.

2 cups toasted, brandied

2 cups roger
1 cup white corn strop

Toffee,
I cup sugar

imited deNtinotions.

er

chopped almonds

an harms holiday se ison
From the circulanon deparunom, Gladys Sullivan
sends her recipe for Butter

in

spiting moment or high Idea ere au we grind out our
tedious namotone of homy to
I

PFANUT BRITTLE

Ye Ws hom of unto) the

us

le bury pot uombanu seand ronnsd milk Boll
briskly for nine minutes Add
to first motto, and ma

3 cum sugar
1 tablespoon butter or mor
amine

fresh

Some lad, of Tim Prospect
OW decoded to Aare 1 ha of
datir as,ctal swot t mita with

Rata 1.401
Thi, std. gimbal Mahe is
mho- coaLrnd by than men

SIMILAR group man.

,ft ot

anddaemon,
met u ith kw.
sandy

gm You will

Make us many four letter

or morc words out of
thew letters as you can.

project et St. Murk for several
pram now.

HORN -JOKE dike Oar

ly -published

II

beak up ovsr

there

anthio6 A awe .A m.

would bv. sontsrnng nn them

bad bruith

Remember

guests

think for a mormnt that ws

WM. lob or lamb lik or '0

male man

FPMthe end) feu bade) for
a sweet tretu for tamtly and

nar round trip mth
pima of pamr amin10100
OILM mot 11 stand,. with lull
014,0 .onimilltrs dons
madu thu

Pre been going with this goy for about three months. and I

as

especially grateful
to the
Friends of the Arlington
Heights
Memorial
library

Aalingam
Memorial
library,
Llunton room, at 7:30 p.m. in

using all

N'IATOR'S Mothers
Club meets tomorrow with the
program centering around an
Bewail rite mass to he held in

veteran

Heights

giontigg a egoo4

ST.

such

-

The public IS invited 10 ar
lend vA Night Willi
",

laid,

troll such of membership to the
non-existent union of comato-

WHEN THE Drat diesels
se. rolling on the Chicago &
Nonh Western. for instance,

eA night with Giant'

at St. Mark.
mishioners take a paper ate
which has the mine. age and
THE VaENSIONEERS. ea of a Community Church
of Mount Prospect and the youngster. The
Marker
Buffalo Grove Over 50, Club boys an appropride gill and
nrs 6.44e. combined Chrbvt. labels it for the child.
nos perm tomorrow al Com- pretty but practice' items of

munity Presbyterian Church.

appear to the generation fol-

off the mileage
-

gins at 12 noon a variation
from the dub's usual starting
time

Chitruedhai lis- dressChicago 55.0

volunteer sits in a
sand

comparative :Wynn= made

Also. the Eastern Rite mars be-

nousums the time from one
hears beat to another. Ws quite
aensitiw
1111d mamas in
mili,seconds.

we suppose there is a trona in

A" FR HAMMING the

max not of travel mle
Retort., tole- oder of do
Onatinknlug men u ho Mau

Its a thought mat realm

Same plocc along Mc line

Moms. an old junk mail envelops and a ballpoint pen.
We've modernisad to the ex-

This Blethers Club meeting
tomorrow takes the place of an
earlier scheduled OM original.
on the school cakndar.

think these figure

asu
tronomical or pulled out

anyway. that the uplift pro.
vidal by such voyagers to the

or euritro-

"New legislation permits
expansion and development of

of Cook County."

A PARTICIPATING per.

rowels
w

een

There roust -he en affinity
between those who ride the
rails and the men who zoom

are

Chance for volunteers

Da am will understand this satLifted Semation over program.

brought up the matter of a
mere 6rakIglil miles. We find
we are developing an acute

urlong

earner of a monthly momma
tation ticket including nuasd
trains the uaitmg around in
for.gont
draughty depots

in Crystal Lae. beamed oat/
The round trop we look with pride as they came down thi,

Sweet treats from Ladies of Day

ha, moots n.ports deal
deny with nutters d B

war and ter on the aw.rap

not so um/rouse dm all

NASA dats we find our tally ported rusticating on his farm

rororoug.
ros Apollo pro
imam bona try nambarshe
th

it

Vunent Horn Mr North
sot nhdoon mph of mart waltra to a long he dam
then 21000 accord, to muters or Bill Geiger /mt
hour or 3500 or the mereddfte

Sorra suburban community

Wednesday Dtctmber 10 1969
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Stubenratich

The Days Prospects

Status symbol

3717.

in

Similar
IMPORTED STONEWARE

place settings

from $1.7547.50

savings

available on
COCKTAIL SETS,
MARTINI SETS,
BARGLASS
8 STEMWARE

THE DAY
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Design
All mighty thumb a plate

I

A dav at a tune

values andw

b) Eleanor Rues

Nal lonh tho

moth, ot

eel W ths

1

)outh hroup

ans 01 thsir hush Inds

n

LlSS la dps irdm1 1RM Lard,
hiLh WC nexdsd Ur t handl
Within thiu.

O's
Oats

18
18 0® al thin unarm!

rill01 one. mother dons,

This sate mt. pang lot We
ssroon, refIshOun

to -computer" dances in

niechino Win!

childreies

Spares will hear
"Facets of India";

will
present 1a .0; l'11N1. mruxa
Under fh unpin, of the M9sichnis Performance 'Dust of
Noma

of

190 Americen 1 ederation

" of

the lafhcr:,n Home aM SF'
vice for the Aged, MD W. Oak-

ion. Arlington Heights,
Perry Trafton, music dime-

tor of the orehesi.
ra will eon.
duct the otsemitle in [Whim
'Tragic muting. the (Huck-

Rolla S.,. awewe'

Moth
ment

of Beeihoven's
Symphony end u medley of
Chriwnw hongs.

League
completes
study

Council. Membership consists

Dee. laut the Glenview ('aminuidD Church. IWO Elm SL,
filenview.

of people in Cook and Lake
counties.

`Crib' custom,
hamome extinct. the singing of

coantry.

math is continued throughout
the world. in every country

in India, Rev. Mann studied

acknowth

w here Chrislianity

and culture. His work ineludot
years as principal of a
high school in Delhi, superior
d the And
mimlonuries
in India and one year in village
improvement work.

Memos madc and Limed by

One spot which mill in
cloth., the "crib- in its carol is in West Riding Of Todshag England. As the chi!.
dren of the town go mound

organimaiexecteon

tat

ing!

CONSIDP.R the funny. of
the human race: whole curie

.
.

.

mi2 is falling open right now.
Will that washer repairman

are finding this an ideal way t

never shog in0

a0

Make your Holiday
Appointment Early

make extra funds One Rich s0

Ti, .

elementary

so,
wee

likurs, Ltd. proudly presents
QUO NS WEA.

nay

E°0 $?,9,§

7

4--77

PI/WLLED
014111.0

et do

end megietwomil Skts agg,7.14.

AA

.

rtenitito Noe REGIAIEH, roes

Chyme pen arinumeolld erten in warm co,

Ve

LAS VEGAS

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

6 Hair Stylists
To Serve you

BE SURE AND SEE OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
HAIR PIECES
GEIVRETI,MIECRATAGTIgs

3.98 Value! Stretch Cotton/Nylon
CHRISTMAS.

Cell 641.1393
011iseTS2 P. Clad, St. Suite 161.5 Edam, Ill

SANTA PAJAMAS

PlepastOsend a deseriptive,eole brochure to...

Gutee's 6lam,ouit

ueQlltif Sd,,t

The

761 W. DUNDEE RD. Wheeling 537-5052
iins

Veaatile

tam,

287
2c'ain
e'l?tetoI.M17421and

Saardmlae sei

TUNIC

men
to IS VIOL
crotch. Mses Iduk to

DRESS
WITH PANTS

Cotton Flannel

The superb

Manhattan
'Custom limited'

CLOWN

Only

alinidenatit tunic

hurled under mid old coot
puler cards, humans with hug
staring eyes in large heads that

and Child.

In at the home of Mrs.
'Neil Evermi. 929 Babcock ad

SLIP AND

PAJAMAS

PANTY SETS
With full slip With half slip

la mega. mho,

denim IL

87 $1.

Value

Slip and nun

TREE SALE

7:45 p.m.

A 9:13 gm. meeting is also
scheduled on Dee, I I atihe

f

ee mated

able

In
eet in white.
6..1
CIL blue. 111. In ede

'Arlington Market 8 Across from City Hall
Every Day! 9 am to 9 pm - starts Dec. 5th!

N.

1.98 Value

2.98 Value

ping Do g Petite

JAYCEES
CHRISTMAS

It

Girls' Holiday Packaged

a;

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

The meeting will he held on

120

mechine. One nwchim

'ding on the other. How revolt

cony

earol-singing. they

Elm.

Church.

Therefore. it wen with, feel
ing of great elation he
walked into the credit depart
mem with one of my month!
bile end pointed out s $.3 err.
in my favor-onmistakable. in
divinable-in:Webs a machine
The credii manager was al
apologies. Would Madam,

checking my credit Immo.
against the hill. of course.

edged.

The . Palatine League of
Women Vows will finish
their study of local govern-

Methodist

S. Westmoreland.

Kits are available thipoch

3 98 Values

3 49 Values

97 ,229 2 87

Plintich

Mac pima for 'gills.

And how did I discern thi

language. philosophy'

nomprolit

ManiifacntrIng
New Products Division, 2700

>Claud nemntly made MI of

error X i he em pla,

Inillyamt" containing figures
reprchent the Virgin

=ring this week.

aped. pcRectly edapted

guided. memorized and coot
pared with their peen not on],

in this arca. bill in the ;anti,
nation. by ether =chines.
SMA1.1. WONDER Ihet
look at the sub -world of la

2 98 Values

What hatisfaction!
had
beaten the system, so lo hpask
Maybe humans were not so ex
!Lendable after all.

The Spares is a non- whkth

ment ai the regular monthly

I wit i,ll ikssi

11

I

end religion, aspects of the

rian.

mLni of

PAJAMAS, GOWNS

SANTA,

"Der Nyman a hr Inn Liu

Gtrls' and Lade Gale'

Tremendous Selectton

LITTLEST

1 mothsitrs and 1401110 nil find Ilitne 0010 rat
smelt 1 n OrHin its an lilt 11 was to prosane tut

oil fp, d Ptpi Ms in 01 ths
al ow a itsr colors in loll
aiad m trkerf ind i malls
fur ths to its h shipmd

Acme cups, he error?

Allhougli in many mum
cal, economic, social, cultural the mntom if the Mril, has

During his firm seven yeas

sorted.

machine,

one

by

ivany.

by the filenhrook Ministerial

Rev. Mann will speak on
.Some Facets of moo
day,- and will include mini-

k

And thumb,

FOR THE

asranpl mhnlhl nn trust ant
and &Joh nhsr entail pltJie
lash 111 Wad. CO Owl

their insidiom inverion of our

gi,..,1,30 p.m. en Suedar.

Indian

psd d

mordsd into din

llssihns

loll Map. his th Mlk, and
ths nhht Ihs 1 ir Ih Itrisrl
shaped M, ths ussi, oar

achieve

hots with a faispicione eye Tor

for widowed. single or di voreed adults and i ponhored

who lived for 31 years in India..
will speak ax a meeting of 'The

Warning

mcms are carefull y nmourc

hl tan. commit:ix and ro

I

Reg Edward F. Mann. ST.,

Symphony

with hiss

I

too Heights, secretary, told Maurits I. Goa,. homer chairman of the 1111001 Of the Illinoit Olvhion
ef the .siceriemt Cancer Society and a frequent speaker for Me group. Goetz, long active ill the
society, erkention program, is a resident of Lincolnwood and was president of 'I eletype Carp. in
Skokie behne
retirement.
For intorrnalion :Montt the programs, literature and film availably to croons on the presentiun
end nuts deer
of cancer,
phone the Nnithwtat Suhurlian nit office, II N. Broad.
way. Des Plaines. or .11 027.111108

Members of the Nominees

Vriend hoshendh income
loll return is gunned. scrutinirod end mbulated by lb.

most exacting of Plachines.
will stand for no nonsetod.O.

Pict red are damn EDI Or, Peter Pleotis of .arlinglon Heights, president: G. lien
prehident of Des Mines National Bank, treasurer of the board; 01, Ralph E. Clahatigh, WMp

num!, innomishd h ihs
Pinks M mid glum, L

kg,
mown! a h. ths
shrunl xn

lees
Plead.. whom the Maim will
pushing halms. Pity he un- - he molded. all for S. plus 0 61
lucky komenteken of the hi- pagage charge. Delivery on
loll, who dts.elotia. a /RIM individual plate is six to eight
thumb. Her entire domestic weeks.
Schools and maniralions
system will fall apart. Even us

while young son
watalMs
idiot machine
hour after hour.

plans open

grwn smill

throuhh din 110I I d mohrim

itihmtion

One by um, charge kik ern.:

automobil

Symphony

1hs

the mint in,nthunt ghee,

go

free educational programs front Me stwiely.

hat with

1.*

Pn.grw Lour Odd s in or
Lamp hour own t desn

Loll,
m Rhin. IR
takine tosscols humin rats
as ncht
tabulated earth
with their infuriating mys'microgram, Wes, 'tll1'6,11t
to fold. bend, spindle and
mutilate them. Our daughters

aleinhers of the Stunt
lainvion of Northmat Suburban Oil ot the American Cancer
knciety recends preslewed soe ni the new equipment manillas artigalik tourimpe Intereided ief

110 long. turn from oils to
ode lit rim un twrd dhotis

I lytoyusealnedthcohnrsis:lat aCsoanirme

gun

Plum Grave Grove.. Palatine.
Bahysinting is evailahle.
All iniercyttal women are In-

CLIP 8 SAVE

.

vited to call Mn. John Mum

\ Good for 0000000

son. 358.6239.

Dream Pretty

Two Swingy Styleo

11011111' fon Tree of

Alpha Xi Deltit.

Your Choice

Thc Drca,nnar muting or
the Norfinemt Chicago Suburban Chapter of Alpha Xi Oche
will he held at X p.m. tonight in

Mahn. Mrs. Robe. Madsen
A Christmas pony and grab

Buy a Jaycee Tree &You Help Support Your Community Activities)

Alt4

20% OFF
O

,.$7950

Dec. 15-23

IOW and Dundee Roads
Palatine. Illinois
358-3232
Closed ariamer Day
our

rtenlits

1

I

I

P

$6360

.

LONG DELUXE WIGLETTES

...$2995Now$2396
CASCADES

$2995Now$2396
ERODE/AND SPECIAL COLOR

until 9:00
Sathuntil 6

'!-k MI

QUALITY
'GUARANTEED

SS

M

Manhattan's new luxurious shirt of 80% Dacron, 20%

MINI -FALLS

$4310

Cotton...with bolder, wider, 'Kent' collar, distinctive

French cuffs and deep colors like you've never seen
before -- sky blue, deep blue, Light Gold, Dark Gold,

REGULAR DELUXE WIGLETTES

Teablossom Green, Grass Green.

595Noo, $1276
t'e.
°mere. km. --woe $27.50

CAR COATS

$225°
-haw.

Des Plaines

296-5220

\

4

'12

R., um.

WITH ANY

Ian

MIDWEST CARD

a.i vatrntn hb«Dnt

Sires STE Double-breasted ...it of ponl. thick ,

thin corduroy are lemineted for longer Teem With eau
lupe peek.. Gold, peen, bronae,gray.

Continental Wig Studio

c,0144RONO*0141!"40014t

687
CHARGE IT

17.99
Value

AVAILABLE IN ALL HAIRPIECES

2064 Des Plaines Ave

alld

Pile -Lined

VINTLIMSATMOWIDS.

GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR THE WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE
0 MEN'S CUSTOM HAIRPIECES

'

$3996 g

.15395

87

until 9:00.
Beginning Dee. 8th,
open every evening

DELUXE WEFTED WIGS

24995

OUTFITS

Monday, Thursday, and
Friday evenings

511

(11

we

tItt.litetne & I¢r Oregon

$7996

LONG FALLS

In Person

t

ALL OF THESE ITEMS 20% OFF ADVERTISED PRICE WITH COUPON I

*SANTA CLAUS*

Gay

Christmas Hours
Open daily 9:0010 680,

NEVER -TO -BE -REPEATED PRICES!

w.$nan77os

For The Kids

DINING

tit

HAND -MADE WIGS

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

CASUAL
FAMILY

inv !S, /920

COUPON

CHRISTMAS - EXPANSION SALE

'N

FOOD -COCKTAILS

s

t

t 1,11,1t1t

5:30 to
8:30 p.m.

Coupon gm.

THIS

DUSTERS

WEEK -END

11,Cet

CONTINENTAL WIG STUDIO THE HOME OF DUALITY HAIR GOODS.

he rib bar.

the Dragon

"!1

111 A L.:1 1, 1, 6 L I 'I '150.1'

WITH

hag will bc featured after the
mine. meet
in ing. -Member,
re usked
bring a gift thai
costs no mo re than a dollar for

(Wry &

NYLON QUILT

3 -PIECE

One Coupon per Dee.

the home of Mrs. David Carson, 2515 Ridge. Arlington
will co -host.

and Fat, I ere, 1 oo,

Ii

Watch Arlington Heights Holiday Fantasies Parade, Saturday, Nov. 29, 9,41 a.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT
Mt WEST RAND ROAD AT ELMHURST RD.

255-7700

Across mom
OANORIRST 03811

Spedd INNdvy Nevem
SEMI mimf My

Dug MD pm.

Cal

Niitight

soiltoirc:gralm
CHARGE ACCOUNT

gV"

While shopping, limit our SNACK
BAR. Hoye work, lunch or nipper
.. or oft or our superb deserts,.
PLENTY OF FREETARKING

We reserve the

right to limit

quantities.

THE DAN
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State bank

The law serves you

chy idend

Bar group answers
Tomorrow
Is Today

when '^ conies to tilins time
pate sncome lax return for
1969 is to get the answers row

to your questions about lhe
Today we will hoyt a series of rueoups an Meditation.
Many per/ on, have asked me. "Flaw does one meditate? What
exactly is mwint by going into the silence?Can you give us any set

Mks so fallow!'

.

per shwa path. Dec

A Yes Agricultural work
Lr. Ind household help who

can deduct the exact tax en the

are exempt from withholding
uoder federal law arc also ex.
empt from Withholding under
Illinois low. "0"0"' they

federal return, End no adjust.
mein will he requIred later.

Q. Since the state income

.

With that in mind. the

mu Mum Than it your meal
ta,wis lath pod in 19be vou

11.

lints Slate Bar Assn. has come

up with n number of "most

must filc and pay their Wale in.
mane tax on the quarterly esti,.

tax didn't become effective um

oil Aug. I. 1969. how do I de.mate basis. The next mtimeted
willies the taxable portion of tax payment ii Juelan. 15.

(momently
about the

asked

15

is for the welfare ol the soul. All meditation ,hould he of the
purest intention and highly eiinstructise.
means going into the
silence by you rw I Removing onctclf from the noise and hustle

for federal income tax

posm also allowed under the
Illinois tax?
A. No Pawns who itemize

I

of the material thing, to want to Mild the mind from all mental
thought and confusion. to still every nerve in the body. To he
quiet very quieuind listen listen for the voicebf God. Jim to "he
still and kninv that I am God."
Continued an Thursday

dziLdtli:10":117:11Lsnevt
personal expenses. including
interest charges on home
atertgegea. personal leans and

I

cram thi. espital 01 the hank
trom A! IS million to Al 5 nal

'1'1

..,,..,...'

ki

cl.

dividend

.'. w.c,.., t

J

al

w,,

.."",;"( jj.- t,j--"/n-th-e- -,,-

r---

Dear Mr. 1:1021.041billi

Will I find an apaninent of mimeo? I em living with my
daughter now which is not good for either alto. My Rodman is
in storage. and I'd like or get it out. Will I get ajob soon? Will 1
son get a cheek from Social &minty that 1 have cooling?
WT.. Rolling bleadows

of 9419 each tinamad of the
fulls 1d100 exemption). The
tuner meths, will result in a
laver tax if you received less

.. 01
anks and Trust Companies

.

-

HUGE WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE!

,

s'...h.,.,

,,,./.

1.,.'ng,.",,,arjr '00,,,/

The, s'the

FREE POULTRY TOO

k': ,,,,,,,
from 135400 to 1511000, the
increase .will be. accomplished
b,

each carpet order 'til Xmas!

-

contribution's to

taxes,

employed in another state and

No much personal expenks arc
deductible
the Illinois tea

pay income tax in that mate.
Do I have to pay the Illinois

nretz4.aInth.ouith.c.en.reainIwusi:

tax

to 51.000 each for himself and
his dependents. Generally. the

now he has seen the light. Nly mistrust is too strong. I want out. Is

he through fooling around? Alta a new venture which would
entail moving was offered him. Will it go through. and will we
move?

HAD IT. Arlington Heights

Ike sled IV

0

nmerndcr of his in

NI. from the sax due in

110

linois. subject to limitations as
explained in the instructions

which accompany Ruin Ira
111,10 for Illinois individual income taxpayers. Similarly. the

penmen

who works in Illinois
butsIlvos

in anoMer staunsuat-

Q. Which tax should 1 coin
pots lire.
fedenal Ian Or the

ly will roe

slaw tax?

tax paid.

ax ma& M

I Rel youtve tom through the Wand pm of the problem with
don't feel you should kayo him. Your loneliness would he
worse her your presan Meson/Min. I feel he's serious In his
promise itst on foolingaround. L.:, forgive him unit start again.
I feel there will het noire and this will be the I/rah/dna of a
new life, for yeti menially.

Dow Mr. Delweise:
ant a 15.year.oki girl. As yet I have not had any boyfriends.

rlirgu't.re's1i1U05Uirirelcit"cat

tux to the same extent that h%
subject to federal Meanie ta

/zx,iso,tyhee, 0000,07H 15:
IL -11/40 for Illinois individual
you

issuwho is an Illinois resident

minpute your federal tau re,

bject to the Illinois Nem.

taxpayers_ suggest

Zrstrn

that

noir
I fed you'll and We keys in u drawer-. kale. side.
Doer Mr. DeLouism
I hare been going through a very bad cycle. It's us if every.

thing has pine wrong for the past three years. Do you feel a
change for the !letter?

R.P.. Elk Grove Village

of his duty location. until such
he gives evidence of

Me mud
amount of state tax payments

Be prepared fee one mere low, nut Men I me Mims gradodly

pllIng much better.
Deer Mr. Del.oulse/
My husband end I arc considering moving out of this state. Do
you see such a move for us? If sit what part of the country and
would II he a good moan?
Mrs. C.P.. Rolling Meadows
Item Mrs. C.P.:

established

residence

in 1969 if you paid the tax on
the quanerly estimate plan.

Similarly. any serviceman who

adopts Illinois us his sole of

I feel very gond with 1110 move. I feel you should go Tod, but I
see you going West instead.

However, if your actual
suite tax proves to he less than

tux.

the amount withheld or paid

come liaNe for Illinois income

by quarterly

tax solely by reason of his

you will be required to report
the difference as income on
your 1970 federal tax return.
tu'n't's,17010r 71211 tliht.!
hero completing your federal

The

Wheeling

Municipal

There will

he

.

building and mfreshiments elto a program of Christmas am

which the public is invited.

High School choral group.

A fr.

5-PAK LITE BULBS

tfr;fti

Push -in 'World

et,

Wide'..?

0149

35 ITALIAN LITES

Colors; clear reflector. &

MYSTERY PAKS
Each has a value beyOnd expectations!
Fine Prize buys, only

4188

ELECTRIFIED TREE

9

121/2". Snow covered. &

25 -FT. GARLAND T3c

I

Plastictinsel. 2" wide

JOIN OUR

LG/rlittTdre3e, Craordt 78C

Most Exciting Musical Value Ever!

CHRISTMAS CLUB

You'll Be Playing In 60 Seconds, Without Lessons

A 9c

1000 Strand Icicles

91,

Fireproof silver foil.

FOR 1970

MAGNUS CHORD ORGAN

200 Ornament Hooks 423,
Regular size. Save! &

Ideal for adults, so easy for
children. Has 37 treble keys,
12 chord buttons, a matching
music rack, plus 3 music
hooks. Easy to follow instruca
florin. Includes a comfortable,
vinyl covered hassock bench.

Amazing Electronic

STYLOPHONE
TRANSISTOR ORGAN

1'

Plays beautifully!
Simple directions.
Battery included!

Buy It
Now at
Walgreens

Special Amplifier .... 9.95

Fine, Practical Gifts For Ladies!

3995

(U

Wan Tree Plaque

1

18" triangular shape.

Hamilton Beach OSTER 8 -Cup AUTOMATIC
3 -Speed Mixer Coffeemaker CAN OPENER
Elegantly

Light but powerful. Fingertip control.

Van Wyck opens
an

angled

Thur.-Fri:Sat. Bonus Buy!

Thur.-Fri.-Sat. Bonus Buy!

Quality TV, RADIO, RECORDER & CAMERA VALUES!

quickly.

00.

Or door. In 3 designs.

3 -Pak Paper Wrap 44c

497

Strung Tags, Folders

Thur.-Fri.-Sat, Bonus Buy! Assorted packs. Each

Most Walgreen Stores Are Open
Evenings, and SUNDAY too!

However. s serviceman
from MOON, Slille does not e -

Wing stationed in Illinois.

Q. Are employes who are
not subject to withholding required to pay the tax Mon/ the
April 15 deadline?

FOR
FRI.

-T

SAT.

Hat

In the happy tradition
..
of the season
Palatine National Bank has a gift for you. Join the 1970 Christmas Club now and a beautifully
decorated serving tray is yours. There em two delightful patterns and colors to choose from.
Decide how much you wont to deposit each weak ... select the troy you like best ... and look
forward to your Christmas Club check in time for your Christmas Shopping.

RUBBING ALCOHOL

Size!

9c

'Isopropyl' compound.
PINT SIZE (Limit 1)

330

REGULAR

KINDNESS 20
HAIR SETTER

'Capri Consolette'

All UHF -VHF Channels!

LADY SCHICK

12" Diagonal

HAIR DRYER

Any style in
minutes! 20
rollers, case !

Thur.-Fri.-Sat. Bonus Buy!

tures. Now

Tape Recorder

TABLE RADIO

PORTABLE TV
Everyday
Discount
Wonderpri ce

Giant Flood.
tempera-

AIWA Cassette

Instant-Play

88

Solid state
'Realtone'.

Now

a,
00

only...6-

Thur.-Fri:Sat. Bonus Buy!

AC adapter!
Remote mike,
case

ill,

2997

Thur.-Fri.-Sat. Bonus Buy!

VICKS Formula 44

59c

Cough Mixture

REG. 89'

n;7i)

Specially priced far the holly days

Appreciated Bonus Buy Gifts For Him!

Old Guilford

rots by the lack London Ir.

I

Super Sharp 'Disposable Blade'

ELEC. SHAVER

LIVtATF

Lektro Blade 6 with deluxe rase.

12-0Z.

N.T./

CANS

Or TRIPLEHEADER

6 -Pak

NORELCO
SPEEDSHAVER 35T
Floating hemiss travel case!

Choice,

87

now

only
Bonus Buy for Thur-FrkSot.

k`61 P41,1

Quality Fillings!

Everyone's Favorites!

BRACHS 3 -LB.

Filled or Solid

CHOCOLATES

HARD CANDIES

Delicious assortment. In

99

yule decor box.

kl;g'0;r.a NOW 614.50

Or Rock candy.
11 -oz. or 12-

20 S. Duren Court
Arlington Heights

C

oz. bag full.

Scripto VU -LIGHTER
Thur.-Fri.-Sat. BONUS BUY,

Persim rated F<Obbirk

Swedish Spritz
Holiday Cookies

Thyr: Fri.Sat. Bonus Buy!

977
now &-

MT. PRO§PECT

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -BREMEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

Brockwayat Bank Lane

HOJE: Hell 001010,0 111100 carry all efinenlc,d
toms, unless limited by space or local 00ndilieno.

Arlinston Height./

CLearbrook 1.7900

Open Thursday end Friday tog pm.

Kerby House GIN or
White Velvet VODKA

!at:Fs

0 to

19'
QUART

WONDER

.1112

CANDY CANES

Save at Walgreensl

9'

ruSaecti.,,)

1

Save
Now!

CHARGE IT
WITH YOUR

Tele. FL 9-1070
-.24 South Dunton Court

So crunchy,
delicious!
1 -Lb. tub.

93c

Ifh uis3q4crrin,l,hr
-

PALATINE
NATIONAL BANK

FOR TS Tk.

LIQUOR BONUS. BUYS

MEISTER
BRAU BEER

REMINGTON

WAITERS

s

YULETIME CANDIES, COOKIES AT LOW PRICES!

MIDWEST

BANK CARD )

33

I 6" Wall Decoration 1063

BONUS BUYS

Box

-

20 ft. total! 20" wide.

size and

shaype

a t i c.

Folds
to

101111 of Me

dedicated
Thurxday at 7 p.m. in a Christmos tree lighting ceremony 10
be

88

LIGHTS, DECORATIONS,
GIFT WRAP .
AT LOW.
Discount WONDERPRICES

Niles 7-9733-4-5 Chicago 774-5254

Wheeling city hall dedication
Building will

7 -FT. TREE
NI 8e7tV.1 n10,0hktiinpHs11

Thur.-Fri.-Sat. BONUS BUY!

havius

ng

elm:when, such as by buying a
home or paying income taxes.

then

,At Low Price!

7,97
s

resident, regardless

remnins

withhold 10000 your paychedc
In 1969. 01010 total amount of
your quarterly payments made

estimate.

.0.,
491

He circles,
,rc41,4546,1-r4sYnDw uy.

the same exemptions.

1040. You may deduct on the
our

Pitches 10 safe

CANADIAN PINE

7255 N. Harlem, Niles, Ill.

comNit. and Illinois law grants
Anyone Who enters the set
vice while a resident of Illinois

tax

Play by number! Has
24 tunes to play.

AsPeriNG, SEAMLESS, HARDWOOD FLOORING

zone or in waters adjacent to a
combatsone or hospitalieed tax
result of wounds received in

residence becomes subject to

lkor R.P.:

53

Finland law grants exclusion,
from
to those servicemen
who sot on duty in a combat

deduction on the federal tax
return if you iterniLe deductions on Schedule A of Form

federal

Kenner's Lite
'n Go Puppy

For Music Fun

SERE IS OUR SPECIAL,

Q. Is the serviceman who is
an Illinois resident inquired to

military pay?
A. Yes. The pay of service -

EiOlis which aecomthpanlor"'m

Will I have one soon? Also. would I succeed as an actress or do
puling yew state tax is the adyou recommend some other profession?
justed gross 'income figure
Arlington Heights
from Your federal to return.
tWor .1.1.:
I feel imod with your career is the entermiontain lidd. I also
Can / chime a deduction
feel you haves lelent for writing that you should look hilo. As far
es boyfriends, yon arrjust entering Ilea wondeeful up where you for the state income tax on fed al inco.e tax retun?
wit hide to weeder where they are but willies net you want.
A. Yes.n the state income tax
is an allowed personal expense
Dear Mr. Del.ouise:
discovered them missing
when I closed up shop today. Can you help me locate them?
D.C.. Palatine

S.

Automatic
Robot Pitcher
balls up to 15
ft. With a bat.

Shine the Magic Light

Sketch -a -Tune

FREE NOP At ROME SERVICE

pay state income tan en his

I

I

range of hank services.

I

38_8

his home state for my Illinnn

A. The deadline for filing of
individual state and hdend tax

1 ham lost some imponant keys.

gaited on Jan.

3 -Speed, Battery" Run

WWI CARPET.,

A. . You mum figure the !blinds tax on your income just
us though um hod earned it M
dic 11111101111I paid to the other

My hustrand has had scrims affairs with women but claims

15.1970.11am no estimated tax
return or payinent
he re-

67

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. Bonus Buy

Q. I live in Illinois. but

charities. alimony and so on.

tomes high air.' fed you wit get ajoh riPitafter you move, nd
hi, adjusted
your check dintdd he cetnIng within the sun two and half. may deduct.
gross income, an amount equal
month.
Dear Mr. DRIAIllihe:

,j

The new facility. scheduled
IV begin developnent mrly in
1970, will offer an expunded

IgS

Custom styled car runs on 16 feet of hot strip track
... soaring thtu 8-ie daze -devil
loop, and across two thrilling
jump ramps, in an incredible
mid-air stunt leap. Great fun
grft for your guy, at-Walgreens

Super Special

this state. However. in tiling
phut return you may deduet

I fed yea will set um epertment in Rheumy or March. I seem

Streets.

.... with

126 Kodacolor film,
flashcube 3-pak and
2 Mallory bat'ries.

P'

la

STUNT ACTION SET

Simple -to -use camera, 12-exp.

Illinois and 0 ill no vot,d. by

ge.

"HOT
WHEELS"

Mconw in the latter pan of the
year than in earlier months.

However. Illinois provides
urge exemption fur he me -

Ike M.1'.,

film his final returh for 1969
and pep Me fox due ay Fels

KODAK INSTAMATIC
44 CAMERA OUTFIT

Pr',,'-, n,,,s 'Ej-.,1,-,-1,.-.4.,-;,-,j'of

credit transaceons. nue and
local

LETTERS:

actually received during Me
last live months of the yearend
subtract personal exemptions

MATTEL'S

per cent uttdwi
poseind a
nidd which would in
I I

.

does pion v in the garden. ,o hl meditation do we feed the soul. It

...rate*

Nylon &
Polyester

record Dec b and have pro

questions"
my income for the year?
and their. enA. You may determine this
Q. Mt t, fannem Mu ad-.
swers. With thn informations in one al two ways. Theater. Milled ...WV?
F irst! of all we met examine our desires. Why: in the fint
.ih' GO
--n't 'surf'. assdl."'
It
h.. Self,eniployed "farmers
4 PITssd4re it .
platando we need to meditate? If for any idlecuriositylosee what" the ISBA says. yod should en.ii4"Pital assn...
counter
little
diffie0lAyitmle.....
.-6-6--Jager
.wri.
Awn.,
.
al,
estimated
au, et Cur give thd experionce. one may just as
BMW also annodneed plan,
retort end pay Ors estiwell not waste hi, link. as it would he like Walking along a street terminine the amount of yinft4'..person exemptions. rot .000
taxabk income and the tax itteschl by
five-twee19
by Jan IS. How.
to develop a mildly new, tilir6
frion (np. .muted
with your eves shut.
proxlmatel, fiveelfths) of ever. the Illinois Department modern driveen bank facy
The real meaning of meditation is for the edification of the
Mc year which falls after Aug. of Revenue has announced adjacent to the main hank
soul. Tv find out mom about the -real you.' To he humbly '16. Arc aernizal pcmunal
1.0r. you take the income you that if a self-eroploy61 farmer
building at Busse and Emerson
stoking knowledge of the 'one mind." Just as we tend our pre. deductions which me allowod

Well. to /meditate on anything means to think quietly. to c!n-

centre.

Don't Miss Our

fated a dmidend of 40 cents

questions on State Tax
Om way to avoid contusion

ph lkl vatic

fk

Donators of iku Mount
Prospect Smoot hoot hteo da

WONDER

COUPON

13' BATTERIES"
Acme 'D' Sire
With coupon then
Dec. 13. (Limit 4).

i

waegieeew.d.'.0

3c

7c

'

:

:

Hersey hits 124.8 in gymnastics win

BLADE CUT

Bs tins 0 Dente&

all IIUSILILS wen. nmkd

IM Harks Hmkt,em ts

stls Shoot I L dun One of
Indnulu 11 es unktun tot

Minn L as Lee %lens"

hums sou id. 1.4.% 71/.11. I ht

who let salmon to taking ow-

third pairing saw the Hawks

right firsts in free exercise end

I 10.74.

on the parallel bars, wee the
op
top alkarounil performer in
both meets witha 6.75 aver.

70.11.

The double. win xis ape.
cially pleasing 0 I-iuskie head

beertdefeated in a duo. lbw.

on thk hush her AT tn.. nun
sink
pt.rtortn.c, sue.

had th. mu luknet tall, with

stsmnd pl we in the Maink

Fern. / 770 topptd the

South tilan-

Ind L Mkt H. kW. It, VII IN.

'

ing the. Hawks really tnade us.
". ....&savihek m Von

' all'ar"P"d"..

side who .mts ahle to

who turned in . excellent

of the event wits Hawk lack
Roney who captured third

ed Funis on the horse with a

Hawk, this time Steve Own..
loam/ a Hoskle fas-PRINS/F-.-

Ohara perfonnahw fated a
TIT from the judges. Morava

99C B

Pospect took e thin in the

theexpected 00-05 victory at

LAO. relay end first and we.
100 -yard

Medley and 1110.yard but.
Eerily. !YAM Patience in the 50

SL.Viator

Falcons got winning
mrrormanet. front .1,41n Mao
in the 200 and 400 In,. Fred
'1710

and ItOI row and Norh. Pole-

eek in the 1110.yerd breaststroke es well as the final relay

Wesulale in the 201/itulividiial

team of Wnalide. Mark Bail!Mate and Patience to

CRAIG IIUTCIIISON and
!hive Stitt heat the Falcons
fine sophomom Jim Johnson

CHUCK
STEAK

RIB

Cut

in, Cut

LB,

pleased with his

The Huskies will gat n
chance to show their coach

perforMance. //We're

starting to jell, but we cal be
satislial with ma perform;ince.. observed. the crewcut
manor. "We had some had
breaks, particularly.. the side
hero Arad overall. only 10 iif

some more improvement

anyone

Be.town

morrow evening when they
travel to Forest time to take
on the opvet.minded Faltioro.
Starting time is 7 p.m. and the

nastily and sophomore new
will be prevented by 6 fresh-

norm]

man meet.

breaking huttyrinly performtome M
next event. Jim

-A

Feldhan was second and run
Braun of Prospect third.
The Knights/ only other
triumph came in the 111e -yard

backstroke when Guy Sand erberg and Stew Kircher(
swept the lint two plans.

DRESSING

3

TO

C/uar

Jar

GALA
A &P

SOUR
CREAM

HAWAIIAN

t390

oz290

Size

PLINCH100

SPANISH

Pre

hut 4111 anned up

their Post win of the young Nu-

third m Flt Inman, Re tell
Prowozo.

IN HOMING the Hoskin.

Dtrectors

express

NORTHER?!

eAR

NAPKINS

cAKE60
.."'"

Count

ly expressed

to the

I ro/pert Iraeiluxlawn wall firat to Mt cloon

fir rem (lxl
The Maine Wsw lettermen's

nth and fatality rennycyl their

SAVE

Groot

Atlantis g

By Mike Immo:

.

(Mines. already blessed with

Simple arithmetic is all that

to figure out FIR
rirove's gymnastics anew
this season--Fernandex
Head

plied by Pan means double.

tioubk thr

Grenadier

op.

ponents.
Elk Grove head couch Fred

Pacifier.,
co. toe,

The NI-Cluh sent starters
Mike Maloney. Hen Gaston.
Grant Pick. .10C Jung and
Doug Keehn out to snap their
elders string and it appeared
they lied a crack at it as they

52-40.

SAVE 20c

PILLSBURY EX. SIGHT

JANE PARKER

BUTTER BISCUITS
OR REG, BUTTER BISCUITS

FRUIT CAKE

3 Fkgs. 25(

3s,tIs. $309

W1h this rowan lend any purchase al SOT

The shim was illmal sb0en
by lettermen who took over
the cheerleader, and pellet pen
quad tai the Ng brutes donned
heir dimity hut top-heavy
MINOAN: tom the glijoyment of
an enthusiastic crowd.

The faculty. however.
didn't allow the partisan
hl-Clult crowd to wind its their
way as they reeled elf a _2F point second period mhile the
lettermen were answering with
telly .eight to fall behind. 2019.

Chico, Division ABP More dim Dec Is, 19 9

With phis

and o
ureham
any
Chicano Division ASP Moro film Doc.12, 1907

SAVE 8c

SAVE 20c
For your holiday shopping convenience

Plafdland Locations...

ILLINOIS
Aurora -697 East New York Street
Chicago -250 North Cicero Avenue
3042 West Peterson Avenue
6006 South Pulaski Street
817 East 79th Street
32 East 113th Place

CIcero-5245 West Cermak Road

DES PLAINES
B15 lee St.

ELK GROVE
Devon & Tonne Rd.

Janet -117 Richards Street

r^' SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road
& Rte. 58

ARLINGTON HTS.
1601 W. Campbell

Bleak. Soh e
wrrn Al -SKIFF free subGame,17on Olson and Bill ' stionion From both sides. Ron
Amason. needed a corny -DomProw, John Nugent. Karl
behind effort to notch 1, win Nigh,. Fred dencrow110. Les
by

Rich

Mike Palazzo. was stuck
by Huskie John Cotton at 145

'

end Nit thp

on A 115.

JUROilDAN moss pick-

ed up

first victory of the

campaign in out -dealing Jim
%arbors, 4-2, in the 123-

pound divLion while Keith
Verentrucher impond.1 to his
first one
nsignmem with e
at the 1,11.peand class.
But the Huskies finally

movd into gear himinning at
Chuck Rucker

THE WESTERNERS for(Mud the 65-

1d match to

the Huskies into contendon at 21-10. Warrior lint
Maedik gave his team some
push

breathing room with a 7-1 deMaine at 175 hut Oak Perk got
the I hree. points right hack as
R i c k V 1 c I o r outhointed

Maine's Stew Bed., V.I.

Carrying a 2.19 advantage

the the heavyweight swank
I luskie Tint Weiler responded

with a rant pin over. West's

ker. 4.3

day's draw to register live pins
against host Morton Wag.

ONCE
AGAIN.
.

MAINE FORFEITED the
165-nound competition to give
the Falcon/ a temporary 19-18
advantage, tad Manclik shot

Maine
.

,

in sprinting to a 154/ advantoge as Gustafson. ',rumpus
and Tries: conquered their

the Werra,. hack on top with
,a pin in the 185-pnund elms.

Morton kept pace a, Warrior Steve liminar wa, pinned

oppOnclln.
and

got on the wore-

board in the I23 -pound dinsion us Maine's Mom was pin-

mid. but Ferenbacher cond.
re
5.2-2
his winning skein nal. u

Stampeitt Met-

unmet' Awn.' man Benny Fernantlea. hen added
brother
Fernandez
Mx squad this tramon.One Ser.

nate.. v.ns lough to handle
hut heattlit. Oct just might Cu

impnsibk.

MOST PEOPLE know

what Benny endo.As ajunior
he was 121h in thermic in the
all-around and second in the

tournament competition. too;

state on ihe rings. and there%
no room' to believe his senior

gess along.'
there's younger broth er Lanny. He's still unteed
ton in

season won't he even better.

'Them won't Ise too
people who eon heal him in
dual

meets."

Guinn

said,

-and he'll Ice right up there in

He's progressing now and will

go even hem. as the sawn

varsity competition,
his
credentials from la. season's
sophomore wompetitinn are
impressive -second place in

Co push the Falcons into a on.

point Ind at 24-23. but Mat did came through with a
clutch pin in the hnaMmight
level In earn a Warrior victory
al 20.24.

decision Cu make the wore

The West junior

varsity

Favor of ihe visiting

grapplers me. their first con

Wesuguin had trouble in

femme opponent in New Trier
West on the letter's home Mate

111-5

in

Warriors.
the middle weights as Rocker

Friday at 0,311.

both the tamferemw sad the
Watikenn Invitational in the

other up during practice. Intl

...cool. The only losses from

all-around.

always rooting 'for each other

keuitsch and

bLANDVN GOT a gem

ifs all in fun. They're really
and

helping

that team are Victur bah..
Hill Sanders.
graduated. end Doyle
Bartley. who transfered to

Gaines said.

other as
moth as possible in practice."

who

bmorc so probably than anybody else on the inn]. I'd say
he has the potential to be es

With Benny, !Andy and
eight mom .termen Morning. Elk Stove should haw

good as 'Lenpyo

little trouble improving on lad

Conttlt.
One of Elk Grove's strongest events is the trampoline.

natural

style."

them col each

seasons

each

10.4

dual

inect

where (Mines has three talent-

ed lettermen -senior Bill Het big lEd

MM. Al Minos and

Neel Dorsey. Minos made it to

thy suite tourney last season
and Helhip jest mimed.

lennosch. Chuck :McCarter
red l'hil Knolez picked up the
veterans with a quick running
game.

The link," Wurdors, how
ever. maintained an advents.:
under the hoards with Hill

0 Tel E R INCLUDED
John St, John. John H.cr.
Igive Arnswald. !lilt Printer.
Nick ',Minis. lint Watkins.
hlike Palarrole awl }lurk
Maso
The somewhat synchroni.

O'bicill, Duke Atkins..

ed

lima: Eiden. Luke Burchard.
Olen Perrone, Dotig Keehn,
Owe Groom. Steve Johnson

their greatest applause during
a Inv -nothing carbeen routine

and Steve Melling entering the

loon-poppilw spectacle.

The

halftime

show

hairy femme (Mules got

which nuttily ended in a Ind-

The women faculty m
Wile

dominated by the masculine

min pun squad and chink'o
den rruide up of Mike Bislany.

hers. meanwhile. were donned
in SWeal Clothes its they per.

rained an bahaff of their fee,

Jeff Nelson. Mark Courtin.
Jim Fitzgerald. Boh Hillenhurg. Tont Duntemenn, Bill

Tillman. Gary Weeder and
Kevin Wright.

ROTH TEAMS played even

hill through the third quarter,
hem Amason droppcd in a
bucket berme the Nefear to

give the faculty a

12 -point

!edge at 41-29.

The name continued at

a

Nino for basket Match pace
with the faculty nwnthally the
win
129iint
spread. 52--1h

High point oven for the .acuity included Rich Black with
10. Ron Mown with ow. Hob

Gonne with Maw 'Ion Olson
rind Bill Amnon with Eight
apiece. Phil Duda. with ix.
John biog.., Ron Brown. In
lenno.o 11, and Chun

McCarter with a pair apiece
and Kan Miller with one.
The lettermen were IN by
Mastorrs dozen, O'Neill'. 10.
Jung's six. PieFl, Mew. Malone. Eiden. Keehn. and John owith a pair and Atkinson 's
gle free throw.
Len -These

robust

Mane

Wat beentles put an tadle
hagthoe show last night during

PRIffighlikio

and Anderson was

outpointed, 3.1.

quickly rebounded from Fri-

._

class to make it 1-0 Warrior.
Fred Tricia: registered hh se,

fell 2.0. Palarsola lost a SqUem

movie. if not stronger. on
the rings. Hen, Fernandez is
npected to mart nut with
eisImpoint

pernhillartem in

the ...son opener and (Winn
said

or Jack blaIntadahl is
lib a couple tenths of a point
tallind hint.
1, AM of ownts shape up
tub I andy. Dan Mennen.
Messy and Curt Heidi* on the
parallel ham Dave Swenson,
Penny and Tandy on the high

bar. Wei, Olson. Dand SstLoa and Ilenny on the side
horse: and Eugene Brennan.
lade in'tthen,
Walter, Benny and
I andy
the lion exercise.

Gaines and Vie Avigliano.
on assistant who Gain.. prefer, to refer lona second head
each,

choose

to

be

coo -

their estimate of
(inou's
in ersupetn.
"I iamb say how good we

'

Niles -13009 Milwaukee Avenue
Oak Park -6189 West North Avenue
'Ottawa -115 West Madison Street

Rockford -4]15 East State Street
Rock Island -4124.26 111h Street
Villa Park -501 East SI. Charles Road
Wentkegan-316 North Genesee Street
INDIANA
Gory -5105 West 5th Avenue
South Bend -321 South Lafayette Blvd.

DIE WARRIOR faculty.
led

3.

Dennis glattini to dealock the
match for the 24-24 final.
The determined klainitm

HIE GRENADIERS arc
for coach Chuck Lasmer,

rivalry lest night in the new
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AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
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FACTORY
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Immadiate Opening, for
experienced Key Pony.
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Melrose
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AND

371/2 hour
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benefits.
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IG R.°11.7
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INVENTORY

CONTROL CLERK
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Body NaIenli.
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Norwood

11,
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55 -Musical lestium eats

=0it"897410:27

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

62'01 Lincoln Ave.

Sandia,: of General Telephone & F1666,610
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GREAT CHRISTMAS SALEI
beautiful LOVE S.16 61.ne

refog.$50. 255.23

r,t'ig"'"'$°°"1,%'At
orneweIoryensnerenaner1
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MOVED

JIM AIKEY'S

We Look Forward To
Seeing You In Our New

TRUCK CENTER
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"" '"
23400
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1
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To Make This Move Possible
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.
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'
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.;
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COMPLETE
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I 1

800 E
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H EVR 0 LET
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LATTOF

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years

'',

',
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V.A. Smith Co.

297-6350

Chevy Pit Crew

'
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$1295

ARLINGTON IITG.

'

'

'

$0112

Capitol Terrazzo Co.
5023.0 P.M,

666 F. Newhwesi

Come in and

\

"

/ma MINN 144/1111

1965 FORD GALAXIE "500"
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Wheel
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& Heating Inc.
I

Mae WNWES5
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r

32095

1967 GALAXIE "500"
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T,''.f.'''''7 IT '
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ey, at

"""'""L'-`,.
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speed wipers
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g"'
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Town & Country Station Wagon

I

1968 Chrysler 300

A

Plimouth

'2395

Wagon

09, C6cr,
nvl
,..,"

1965 Mercury

$377

1.0-

4 Door, Sedan, V.8, .Aiustomatic, PowCr Steering, Blue in,
.

1968 A.M. Javlin
,

,,,.

2 Tan pick up, Top Condition.

1967 Catalina Convertible

$1795

Dr.

COUNTRY SQUIRE

$1395

Finish_

,6,..1; y,,I,.

1969 Plymouth Sub. Wagon
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many others. Sale price

1967 Buick Wildcat

auto, Blue finish. Priced to
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,..,,

.;.,..,..::....,.,......,.:,;:,....

fil

395

$495

Full power, air cond., roof rock and

1968 Ford it -Dr. Sdn.

1

$1

1963 Ford
2 07. 6 cyl. Radio, Like New.

$695

Rebel 770, 6 cyl. auto. Red

FORD

VB, auto., power steering, air cond.
Whim finish

1967 Rambler
4

1967 Chrysler N.Y.' 2 -DR. H T

....

..

..

:

RYS

c...

4040404# 040
1

NOW

1965

1963 Dodge Truck

OFFER

Full Power, Turquoise Finish

1967 Chrysler Newport

$1095

Steering. Block Vinyl Hoot Red Fun. $1995

1968

1967 Chrysler 300
I Dr H T full power fact air cond
Balance of Fact Warranty black ;0
vinyl roof Silver finish

19 66 Plymouth Satellite

2 dr Hard Top, .1 Speed, V-8, Power

BEST

00

2 dr. HT, full power, vinyl roof.4 clr, fact. au-cond. green (mos',

$1788

6 cyl., automatic, Priced to save

1968

,glass, vnyl roof, & white walls.

FULL PRICE

Air Conditioning Blur. Finish

1968 Plymouth Fury III

power

rice

1968 Mercury Montego MX

$2995

steering,

ORIGINAL List Price $4299

2 Door Hardtop Full Power Factory

2 dr. HT full power, yellow finish
Our low - low special price of

1962

power

t

2 dr HT lull po cr foci oir cond
balance of fact
tar black vinyl
roof bran r. finish

0

V-8,

brakes, factory air conditioning, tinted

List Price $5473

A

4)4/4111/47os

cog)

model.

S

Our

'69 FURY III
2 Dr. H.T. our luxurious top of the line

Truely a luxury wagon and the only luxury wagon equipped with AIR CONDITIONING, Power
steering power brakes, automatic transmission
383 V8, luggage rack, WW tires & much more!
Original

MOST MODELS AVAILA 1LE
INCLUDING 'RO s. D RU
ERS
AND STS 'HON WAGONS
I

'69 CMYSLER

BRAND NEW

.

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt 14
es Plaines, Ill Phone 298-4 2 20
1/2 bloCk East of Cumberland Station

eekdoys 9' til 9

OOP

0

CLOSED SUNPi,

CD CX)CAKDIED4C) O

E.4\

-i-filt111111141011111ittittiniii

lommem.'
Opels! Opels! And more Opels!
And deals on Opels the likes of
' which no Christmas season has
ever known! For the Buick -

minded, we suggest Skylark
because we're long on Skylarks
and we'll make you the longest
deal now! Merry CAR ... istmas
for 1969 with a brand new
1970!

if:g

V),

11.M.,11KI? Pick Skylark!

17

Special Deal Now!

?J/PtV tt
1968 BUICK WILDCAT Hardtop.
IA, 4fV tt
Et

T,

Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Paw/

Brakes, Auto. Trans., White Sidewall
Tires,

P.B.

Radio,

Complete with

Vinyl Roof.

1967 BUICK ELECTRA 4 Dr. Hard.
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Wind.,
Pow/Seat, Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes,
Auto. Trans., AM -FM Radio, Whites,
Complete with Vinyl Roof.

1967 BUICK SKYLARK 2 Dr. Hardtop. Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer.,
Paw/Brakes, 350 V8 Engine with
Auto. Trans., P.B. Radio, Whites,
Vinyl Roof, as pretty as a picture.

1966 PONTIAC VENTURA Hard.
top. Factory Air Cond., Pow/Steer.,
Pow/Brakes, ' Turbo
Hydrarnatic

Dr.

Trans., P.B. Radio, Whites, Burgundy
with a Black Vinyl Roof.

Auto.

$2295

$1695

$1495

top.

$2395

f4:1 ars.

k

0

1968 CHEVROLET CAMARO Hard.
top "SS" with "396" Engine, 4 speed,
Pnw/Steer., Pow/Biukes, P.B. Radio,
Redline wide oval tires, Bucket
Seats, with Console, Vinyl Roof.

$2295

CT(dc"
......

.

....

1968 PONTIAC "G.T.O." Dual
Range
Hydramatic,
Pow/Steer.,
Pow/Brakes, P.B. Radio, Console,
Whites, Turquoise with a White Roof.

1967

top, Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer.,
Pow/Brakes, Auto. Trans., Sono-

matic Radio, Whites, Striking Red
Finish with a White Roof and White
Leather interior.

$2195
1968 BUICK ELECTRA 2 Dr. Hard.
top. Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer.,
Pow/Brakes, Sonomatic Radio, Auto.
Trans., White Side Wall Tires, Black

$2895

1968 BUICK ELECTRA Custom Hardtop. Fact. Air ,Cond., Pow/Wind.,
Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, 6 Way Pow/

Seat,. AM -FM Radio, Whites, Vinyl
Roof.

$2895

LESABRE

Hardtop.

Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/
Brakes,

Auto.

Trans.,

Sonomatic

Radio, Whites, Medium Blue with a
Black Vinyl Roof.

1967 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS "442"
Speed with Pow/Steer., Pow/
Brakes,
Console, Bucket
Seats,
Wire Wheel Cover, P B. Radio,
Radim. Tires, Runs Like a Clock.
4

$1795
11967 PONTIAC FIREBIRD Hardtop. Fact, Air Cond., "326" V8 Engine, Auto. Trans., with Console,
Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, P.B. Radio.

$1995
1967 BUICK ELECTRA 2 Dr, Hard-

BUICK

$1795

BUICK ELECTRA Hardtop.
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Wind., 6 Way
Pow/Seat, Pow/Steer , .Pow/Brakes,
Auto. Trans., AM -FM Radio, White
sidewall Tires, Beautiful Broadcloth interior.

$1495

Brute, At a Mini Price.

1966 BUICK RIVIERA Hardtop.
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/

Whites.

Blue Finish.

Auto.

Trans.,

P.B.

Radio

White Sidewall Tires. Deep Midnight

$1995

1965 OLDSMOBILE 4 Di.
"88".
Auto. Trans., with Pow/Steer., Pow/
Brakes, P.B. Radio,
Perfect Family Sedan.

$795

Whites,

1965 FORD THUNDERBIRD Herd
top. Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Wind.,
Pow/Seats. Pow/Steer, , Pow/Brakes.

Auto, trans., with Console and
ea Seats. Just Like New.

$1495

Buck -

1964 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Wind.,

Pow/
Seats,
Pow/Steer.,
Pow/Brakes,
AM -FM Radio, White Sidewall
Jade Green Finish on this Exceptional small town car,

1965 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 4 Dr.
Fact. Air Con., Pow/Wind., Pow/
1965 CHEVROLET BELAIR 4 Dr. V8
Seats,
Pow/Steer.,
Pow/Brakes,
Auto. Trans., .P.8. Radio, Whites, Engine with Auto. Trans., Pow/
Steer., P.B. Radio, Whites, Medium
Elegant Black inside and out.
Blue inside and out.

$1495

$695

1968 BUICK ELECTRA 2 Or. Hard.
top. Fact, Air Cond., Pow/Steer.,
Pow/Brakes, Sonomatic Radio, Auto.

Trans., White Side Wall 'Tire's, Black
Vinyl Trim with Charcoal exterior.

$2595
1969 BUICK ELECTRA Custom
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Wind., 6 Way
Pow/Seat, Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes,
Auto.

Trans.,

P.B.

Radio,

Round the block miles.

$3795

Whites,

1968 OLDSMOBILE DELTA Hardtop. Fact. Air Cond.,
Pow/Steer,
Pow/Brakes, Auto. Trans., P.B. Radio,
Whites, Beautiful Blue Finish with
a White Roof.

$2395,

1968 BUICK SPORTWAGON. Fact.
Air. Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes,
"350" V8 engine, with Auto. Trans.,
Luggage Rack, P.8. Radio, White
Wall Tires, Mint cond, inside and out,

$3195

801 E. RAND ROAD

*

The

$1395

GON. Fact. Air Coed., Pow/Steer.,
Pow/Brakes, V8 Engine with Auto.
Trans., Pow/Seats, Pow/Rear Tailgate, Luggage Rock, P.B. Radio,

$1795

1966 OPEL KADETT Sedan. 4 Cyl.
with 4 Speed, Buckets Seats, Mini

$995

1 1966

Brakes,

Trans., P.B. Radio, Whites,
Elegant Block inside and out.

$1495

$1395

1967 CHEVROLET CHEVELLE WA-

1965 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 4
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Wind.,
Pow/Seats, Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes,

PHONE 394-2200

WEATHER

Telephone

MI/

Tonight: Cloudy, colder,
low in 20s; Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, not much

255-4400

change in temperature.
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Nab Elk Grove
robbery suspects
By Jeffrey Clarkson

afternoon
yesterday
opened up III. 83 to four -lane
who

traffic from Golf Rd. to the

t

Northwest tollway, months
ahead of schedule.
It was 3:05 p.m. when construction workers removed the
last barricades and the pace of
traffic immediately picked up.
Only two weeks ago, George
March, chief engineer of Dis-

the Chicago police, they went

to Herron's home and made
the arrest.

Stennis was taken to court
for a bond hearing yesterday.

Thursday night of the 1.awrence Foods Inc.. 2200 1.unt.
Elk Grove Village.
Detectives Sgt. Ray Mari nee, Robert Canary, and John
Landers, went to the home of

The judge set bond at $15,000

Jerry Stennis, 21,

Tuesday.

which they obtained earlier.
They were accompanied by
Detectives from the 4th Area
Maxwell St. Robbery Detail,

gent in.this case is the Illinois
Division of Highways and the
Rock Road Construction Co.,

Grove Village police were
contacted and once again with

Elk Grove Village police arrested two suspects and have
warrants for the arrest of two
more in the armed robbery

2025 W.
Roosevelt. Chicago; and arrested Stennis on a warrant

Yes, motorists there is a
Santa Claus. The whiskery

and

because

Stennis

trict 10 (Cook County) of the
Illinois Division of Highways,

,

was

unable to pay, he was trans-

said he was setting a target date

ported to Cook County Jail.
Trial date was set for next

of Dec. 15 for completion of
the $1.5 million dollar project.

THE TENTATIVE com-

Herron was held at the, Elk

pletion date was July 31, 1970
when the contract was

Grove Village police station
awaiting a court appearance

awarded to Rock Road May

today.

27.

AN UNDERTERMINED

The opening of this

amount of cash was taken from

Chicago police.
Then, later Tuesday, with

day's

information they received dur-

mile stretch of highway to two-

%';1"t.r

a cash drawer in last Thurs-

1.71

lane traffic north and south

hold-up. A Lawrence

should be greeted as an early

employe was pistol whipped by
one of the bandits.

Christmas present by motor-

tion gained in a seven hour interrogation of Stennis, the police were able to get warrants

Police said that four men
entered the factory about 6:45

for the arrest of three other

men met an employe as they
came into the store and at gun
point asked him. "Where is the
cooler?"
The employe led them to the
cooler, where the two men tied
hint up.

During the past few years
this stretch of Elmhurst Rd.
(Ill. 83) in particular has become increasingly congested
during the morning and eve-

ing their investigation of the
hold-up and further informa-

suspects. The warrants were issued Tuesday afternoon ill

Dist. 3 Circuit Court.

YESTERDAY
MORNING about 5:00 a.m. six Elk
Grove Village policemen including,

Marinec,

p.m. Thursday. Two of the

Landers,

Canary. Jay Akcly. Donald
Skonic, and Gerry Walsh met
at the station and left for Chicago to attempt the other arrests.

Together with police from
the 4th Area Maxwell St. department, the Elk Grove Vil-

POLICE SAID two other
men then entered the shipping
office, took money from a cash
drawer and struck another employe, Elias Pinto of Chicago,
on the head. Pinto and another
employe were then taken to the

walk-in'vault in the factory of-

Vic

police split into three
groups and went to the homes
of the three other suspects,

The robbers demanded that
Pinto open the safe. Pinto said

he could not because he did

Charles Hopper, 21, of 2037
W. Roosevelt, Walter Herron,

not have the combination. The
two employes were then fdrced

of 2257 W. Washburn, and Ermer Conway. of 2040 W. 13th

to lie on the floor where they
too were tied up. The robbers
then emptied the employes

St.

The police were unable to
serve the warrants. They returned to the station at 9:00

pockets.

Pinto and the other employe

were then led into the cooler.

a.m.

POLICE SAID that there
ever, the Chicago police were

were at least two guns used in
the robbery, one a .32 caliber

tipped that Herron would re-

automatic pistol, the other a

turn to his home. The Elk

revolver.

ning rush hours.

Receiving a gift from Santa Claus (alias Bob Lapinski) of 803 Sr. -Main, Mount Prospect, is
Ruthanne Stjerberg, 4, 511 N. Forest, Mount Prospect, while her brother, Erik, 3, watches. Santa
made this appearance at the Mount Prospect Community Center.

Showdown on township
By Richard Crabb
There are major developments that bring closer the
final showdown on the right of

northwest suburban townships
to earn a 2 per cent fee for collecting taxes.
Judge
Donald O'Brien,

One way to live happily ever after is not to be after too much.

a week.

der today formally declaring
the state law authorizing the
2 per cent to he unconstitu-

WHEELING TOWNSHIP
notified other townships, the

4 persons injured
in 2 -car collision
Four persons were injured

Taken to Northwest Com-

last night in a two -car accident

munity Hospital were Bellanca. Miss l'irkel, Janet Rees,
15, of 1050 S. Tabin, Palatine,

on Northwest Highway and

ti

SUBURB
gatIA

preme Court --perhaps with in

was expected to issue his or-

First steps were taken to appeal the case to the Illinois Su -

21.

was charged
with disobeying a red light.
She

is

Pirkel

to appear in Mount

Prospect 'Fraffic Court on Jan.

Cook County treasurer do not
earn the collection fee. However, the county treasurer also
collects a similar fee.

THE ORIGINAL law was
bly in 1959 and became fully
implemented five years ago.
During those years northwest

suburban townships have
millions of dollars
which have been used to support township government,
provide additional services to
citizens of the township and to
earned

of
public grade schools districts
supplement

budgets

the

operating within the township.
The amounts earned, which
have generally been referred to
as "excess funds," can only be

Constitutional

distributed in a manner pre-

Convention photos taken in
Springfield Sunday and sent

scribed by state law. Originally
the funds earned by the townships were used to support
township government oper-

Air Express to O'Hare Fick
via Ozark Air Lines arrivec
hours after

ations.

st, they left Springfield.

Later the legislature authorthe transfer of excess
funds in the township general
(Continued on page 2)

A Cub Scout walked into
the Prospect Day office last
the

Taxes paid directly to the

passed by the General Assem-

All the complaints about
mail service...

ized

long -lost

package of film. He was followed by his father, Thomas
Fitzgerald of Buffalo Grove,
district sales manager for Air

Townships, exercised for some

west Hwy.

tal.
Miss

They're laughing over at the
Post Office.

night carrying

the practice of Cook County
cent fee for making collections
of real estate and personal
property taxes from citizens
and firms within the township.

returns home

711/2

Attorney.
Judge O'Brien's order ends

1019 Tulipway, Palatine. Bellanca and Miss Paterek were
treated and released. Misses

Con -Con film

yesterday,

Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson,

Chaffetz and Mosher of Chicago rather than being jointly
represented by the law firm
and the Cook County State's

years, of withholding a 2 per

Our long lost

Day's

Ann Carter would he represented during the appeal action solely by the law firm of

and Carol A. Paterek, 22, of

Jg

The

Supreme Court and other parties involved that the Wheeling
Township Collector Majorie

Police said an auto driven
by Frank E. Bellanca. 16. of
428 Kenilworth Av., Palatine,
headed southeast on Northwest Hwy. was in a collision
with a car driven by Mary Pirkel, 25, of 1924 Birchwood
Ln., Arlington Heights. Pinker.; auto was westbound on
Central Rd. in the process of
making a left turn onto North-

Rees and Pirkel were reported
in good condition at the hospi-

k

\'

-

.r-

Fitzgerald said he didn't
think we'd hit a Cub Scout.

r-

-

ex-

Gripe
Qf The

(

k4.

Day

restaurants

It was standard procedure in

the latter stages of construction to nightly cover the fresh
concrete with plastic sheeting
and top this with straw to pre-

sides of the highway should see

more customers because of
easier access to the area.

As a matter of fact, the pub-

lic relations aspect of adding
two, 12 foot lanes of concrete
to one of the northwest suburban area's busiest highways,
without
appreciable inter-

ruption of business activity,
was

a

serious

March admonished one of

HE SAID THAT in
cases

but one, and

all
the ex-

ception was an oversight, owners of business were notified by
leaflets delivered by persons of

supervisory status, who also
planned for alternate access
routes to each business.

quist, who had the task of

bed for new, and excavated for
new sewer lines.
Despite the discovery of several hundred feet of defective,
old sewer line on the cast side

of the highway that necessi-

on -the -spot supervision for
the divi§ion of highways.

Bloomquist too lives in Mount
Prospect, residing

at

1909

Connie Ln.

BUT ROCK ROAD Con-

FOUR NIGHTS during the

were removed and for the first

past month crews worked until
2 a.m.

With winter approaching,
and the minimum temperature
for pouring concrete set at 40
degrees, concrete was sometimes mixed with warm water
when it was laid late in the day,
March said.

Gifts and cash donations for
Publications' annual

Day

possible"

date,

barricades

time four lanes of cars could
move along III. 83 from Golf
to the tollway.
And there was a extra added
bonus for the construction

men. At Shakey's Pizza Parlor, 865 S. Elmhurst Rd., after

11

their work was done, they were
treated to free pizza and beer.

Christmas gift campaign for
foster children are being ac-

homes, institutions, hoarding

The Prospect Day office,

homes or independent housing
arrangements and will not

117 S. Main St.. Mount Prospect; weekdays 9 a.m. to midnight and Sundays 4 p.m. to
midnight.
The Des Plaines Day office,
722 Center St., Des Plaines;

have a Christmas unless gifts

cepted at all Day offices.

are donated for them.

The gifts are being collected
at the offices and will be stored

cations are:

until Christmas, when they

will be taken to the Chicago
Regional office of the Illinois
Children and Family Services

to he distributed to the children.

These children arc in foster

THE FOUR collection loThe Arlington Day office,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington Heights; weekdays
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. except Fridays, on Fridays 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., and Sundays 4 p.m. to 8
p.m.

weekdays 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Metropolitan
Printing
Company, 855 Morse Av., Elk
Grove Village: weekdays 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Make all checks payable to
Children and Family Services
Children's Gift Fund.

Building committee oks
sidelot variation 2 to 1
The Mount Prospect Building committee last night voted

2-I to recommend to the Village Board to allow Howard
Behrens, 701 Owens, Mount
Prospect a variation on his
sidelot line to build an additional room.
Behrens' neighbors to the

He said the easement makes
it possible for Behrens to build
the addition and the village requirement for allowing suf-

ficient air and light space between the buildings to he met.
Mayor Robert Teichert,

who is not a committee mem-

ber, but was present

at

the

north (the side on which he requested the variation), Alexan-

meeting, said there are 20 such

der and Helen Cotteleer, 617
S. Owens were present at the
meeting to object to the pro-

lage.

posed addition.

Between the two lot lines
(Behrens' and Cotteleer's) the
village has a 20 ft. easement received from the developer who
sub -divided the property.

THE COTTELEERS said
they objected to Behrens'
plans because he would be en-

croaching on the village easement, although the actual

building would not he on the
village property.

If granted the variation by

quirement.
Trustee Lloyd Norris, a
committee member said he objected to Behrens' request be-

easements throughout the vil-

The Prospect Heights Park
District hoard Tuesday hired
Dick Solis, 112 S. School,
Prospect Heights, to direct the
district's 1969-70 winter ice
skating operations. Solis was
recommended by Ron Green-

berg, the district's director of
parks and recreation.
Solis will
work

ing the hours the skating rinks
are open.

catise of the easement.

cost of hiring guards. is esti-

representing Behrens

ting precedent for future cases
involving these easements.
But the committee members
said this would not he as prece-

dent

because

each

-

case

brought before them involving
variations is considered individually.

and Elm

St..

mated at $1,100 for the season.

Solis, who is 18 years old
and works as a carpenter for
his father, has worked for the
district in previous years. He
told the hoard he is well acquainted with operations at the
'kating rinks.

under

Greenberg's direction with a
crew of five or six me;' in laying the ice and guarding dur-

said this case was unique be-

ROBERT MOORE, the attorney

III SAID THE committee
members should he aware of
the possibility of this case set-

Park board chooses
ice skating director

Heights, one for general skating and the other for hockey.
The cost of maintenance for
the program, including the

three days.

tion supervisor Yngve Bloom-

struction was even better than
the best hope. Yesterday, five
days before even the "earliest

Rd.

An auto driven by Mary Pirkel, 25, of 1924 Birchwood Ln., Arlington Heights (above) ran into
NW Realtors at 406 W. Central Rd., Mount Prospect, after a collision last night with a second car at
Central and Northwest Hwy. Four persons were injured and there was one arrest. (Photo by Bob
Privratsky)

in

tated a replacement job not anticipated, the job moved rapidly along.

ation.

many interesting places our
film has visited in the past

Matthias was greatly aided

earth -moving madhinery tore
up old pavement, prepared the

warrant granting of the vari-

Air Lines to find out how

hour.

fulfilling the stepped -up
completion date by construc

shown an existing hardship to.

To tell a person a joke

himself, March was only too
familar with the every -night
traffic tie-ups during the rush

disruption, as mammoth

There was a minimum of

missing film and had been

and have them repeat it and
get all the laughs.
D.S.

Ronald Matthias, to give all possible effort
to completion by that date. As
a
Mount Prospect resident
his assistants,

THE DISTRICT operates
two rinks, both at the -LiOns
Pool Park, Camp McDonald

ever since.
Now he's checking with Ozark

weeks ago, March set tentative
opening date of Dec. IS, "barring any unusual weather con

challenge,

cause the applicant had not

searching for it

THE CREWS kept racing
the weather, and finally, two

March said.

The Day on Monday about the

He had seen the report in

vent freezing.

donations for foster children

ment would be used to meet
the village's 20 ft. sidelot re-

c,

of

Day offices collecting gifts and

the Board 71/2 ft. of the ease-

1

Express.

now

perience no delay like the 20 minute wait that has been common on busy Friday evenings.

Cook County Circuit judge,

tional.

BOUND
HOMEWARD
drivers coming off the Northwest Tollway onto the newly.
widened route just south of

Oak ton should

tax collection fee near

Central Rd., Mount Prospect.

gIMON

1

1.4

fice.

lage

LATER IN THE day, how-

ists, buSinesses,and March.

Operators

and other businesses on both

Prospect

Meetings
Mount Prospect Judiciary Committee, Village

Hall; 8 p.m..

River Trails -Park' District, 1820 Kensington Rd.;
8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park

District Building and
Grounds Committee, 600
See-Gwun, 7:30 p.m.

C
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In W0'41

More Day art contest
winners are announced

BOW

SnOrr

Mort art winners haw boen

vinounts.d in TM Day s
clung me
and mon
S2 chmks annum the. way to

rogardlow of he art

ohanco

HERE ARE the. mks (NI
dna must he in fifth grade or

I.PP1 toungsura
I% °akin t sour child 1110 ro

his moon publmhtd in

tr.

11,- DT) and to rommo a ohock
front tit mad, out in his nAmes
Thorn snit time to minx

our Whit 1 N ant for Christ
nuts art contost
which neatness,

Christmas wouldn't be complete without that happy-goaluMy

Snoopy dog. And Kathleen Gibson, 715 N. Fairview, Mount
Prospect, is hoping Sante Clam will deliver him. Kathleen is
seven years old.

Christmas concerts
set by 3 high schools

II should be a musical Christmas If nevenleat&old Gregoor
Maginols gets the guitar he wants. Greg, a wcond.grader, Eves at

Thar litgh school mute departments will present sins&

407 N. Prospect Manor in Mount Prospect, and alien. Fairview
School,

Lansaw Christmas concerts al
3 p.m,. Sunday,
Students of Hersey High

Christmas mail.

Donsid Canna and Charles
Jenks.

Forest View High School
will also of
a selection of
bend and
ment.

choral entenaim

The Mellmones, A Prospect
High choral group. will set the
tone for thus school's holiday
performance with an informal
concert in the fieldhouse from

requests. addresses cannot he

These books are avatinble given over the telephone.

2:30 to 3 p.m.

The

Future

an orphanage.

Contours student council is
directed by teacher Mike Joel.

and toys The stockings will be
taken to Children's Memorial

It teems that finny church,
shoo's, group and organiza-

AT PROSPF.LT High, the Hospital. both in Chicago.
young people ore involved In. They expect to fill 600 stock-

AT WESTBROOK School
Ike kids arc collecting canned
foods. They'll be delivered to
needy blind children. TM Stu-

dent Council at Wes... is
guiding the collection and has

-

contribution of a small toy.
These will he diuributed at a

Prospect area. There must he a
glowing halo around
his
town!

gaMering end sending
gifts or making a big cRort for
someone in need. Every day,
the good work of some group
becomes known.

Sullivan schools in District 03:

Ravioli or chili. pineapple
slaw, carrot butter and breed.
chocolate cake. milk.

To be served Friday at Arlington, Primped, Wheeling,

Elk Grow, Forest View and
Hemsy high schools in District

home for retarded children or

tone

choice):

applesauce. S.ad tone

Homemakers
are making large Christmas
stockings. 1 he council is plan ning m fill theem with candy

i

Moir, Betsy Ross, and Ann

Main Digs

Li' Fiona'

tion

To he served Friday at Mem
ArMor Junior High, John

thuringer. beef liver. pizza.
wiener on bun. Vegetable (one
choice): hot potato salad.
whipped potatoes. sauerkraut.

Look, a halo

Earth, we, have to ask them
to take. a peck at the Mount

Menus

219:

Wain Street

'flee next time the astronauts
spinning around glow

Each concert is free.

bets under the direction of

The library has about 127
tekphone directories of major
cities in the United States that
Library officials said that
have a population or more Wm...N.1n. number of

go

n the gymnasiu:
ms

annual Christmas perform once by band and choral mem.

the United States Is also avail able at the ilhowY.

than 50,000.

i

School will offer their second

Christmas mailing to out- from 9 a.m,-9 pm. daily and
of -town friends might he easier from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday
this year with the help of the and Sunday 2 p.m. -5 pm.
hlount Prospect Public LiA directory. listing Zip
Nary, 14 E. Busse Av., Mourn Codes of every community in
Prospect.

Both Hersey and Forest
View presentation will be held

bro . chsible
Have sour child draws pie

or,

a combination FHA

ty.

(Future Homemaker, of
America) and Student Council
Project.

tossed money from the kids on
Nom days at lunch time. Then
the council
tu.ched the
Cocollected wt. Student

WORST MICE or rho DM,
Jane: "What goes wound a
button?"

.ggy

don't know"Council

Jane "A goat)'

money.

crunch. peanut Mow cake.
urn.) cookies.

Selected

al

Donna hedsworth. u senior
Stout State University.

Menomonie, Wisc., and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
N. Bedsworth Jr., has been selected to be in ..Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges."

the room that makes the greatest conmbution.

There's a big barrel inside
the door of Westbrook where
mss may be deposited. Local

be delivered by the Chicago
Missionary Society, Inc.. di.

ROXIM

recled by Rev. Carl P. Nelson.
The society operates the Illinois Missionary Childmn's
If
in nearby Lake Zurich.
The Missionary Society will

deliver the cam to the needy
blind children.
John
Gatto, Wesiblook
principal, checked Into the

haekground of the receiving
agency to he certain that the
gifts would get to proper

is

bante Christmas project, and
this year is no exception. As a
Matter of fact, they're hoping
to have two projects.

pu blic

hearing

early

In

March," Cowen reported,

published and a S_ check.

The sooner your child's pio
ture reaches us, the more ch.000 he has to win.

Lahti said HaPperb rtovnlbpment
--two years ahead

Heights, and distFel represen-

Lutherans has completed five
y.rs surviPc with AAL.

Scherpl. bus earned the
Frate
Insurance Counselor designation. He is a member of Si. Paurs Lutheran

or ow moo optimistic projec-

rhe Harper cottage music department will usher in the yid, Te.. mad Jerry Movie.. mop:Mi.:1y. will feature tools
tional caruls and classical (ltrisbitas noble. Illado by Leroy

fide season with a her public concert at 8 pen., Monday, Dee. 15

in the Colleee (cuter Lounge. The eollegas community shamMr orchestra and concert choir, under the diwctitte er Ise Itoli

isan associate of the George C
Douglas Agency. Park Ridge.

Tor the support of historical so-

cieies and museums organ-

Today's police work Ile minds a more articuleted poi -

6-

ZIMMER

icy tied in

with community
thinking. 0 lead advisor sold
Wednesday at the 5th annual

served m lead advisor to police departments in the mid west melon the west co.,. wild

Everything From A to Zimmer

formulation Al clearer policy
old edemas the public and

Black & Decker

broaden decisiummaking in
police departments.

1/4" DRILL

the Wheeling Township' collector entirely in the hands of

1,1 dogged meryGrin Mb forram
zombis
oad mural. well boles* semlonehle.
W" is zwel, IA"
berdO

the private law Mtn.
Wheeling Townslup's Atty.
Richard A. Cowen of Arltng-

Ale bit ILATION
WOULD -educate the pubic
to recognize that policemen
nts only exercise judg-

ONLY $888

Hp... RPM !PROW

wid 'Ibis is one

of the outstanding law firms in

Chicago. The particular lawyer who is handling this case.
Lawrence Gunnels, is an experienced and capable appel-

ELECTRIC

result

from having two lawyers hanbe

eliminated,"

AUTOMATIC HUMIDIFIER

explained

Cowen.

IT 5 EXPECTED that the
Stale Supreme Court will acord the appml an early hearing. It could come before the
nil of January.

we,

amfa,r

$59.95

Ie. sepia, Ideol 10.

me

Me. ear.

dis-

tributor or someone who can
get them a good price on about

300 small Muhl ante!. They
have in mind items like finger
nail clippers and combs.

Central is tentatively planto have a Christme
dance with admission by the
ning

heightens

would tan =eh until :it

these changing opinions limb
tog amemable behavior differfrom neighborhood
neighhorhood.

ent

to

o ins

school crowing signal Mould
be installed on Schaumburg

the current 20
school speed sone."

mp.h.

told the Imeril it is his opinkm
in

that no cousin signal lw
stalled and the 20 m.p.h. speed

limit continue in force.

Robert Ord. former prin.
copal of Illackhawk School.
told she hoard.1 um definite-

Richard Stamm and 01010

formed will includm two Nord

...75 stores

members. 211 citizens (IN io be

z.C11001Soadd

and services

soinirlitlee 10 quily the extended school year.
The district Iles spent mm

siderable firm evaluating the
fatsihility of a fintr-quaner.

by IIw district's education us

system.

each

f

thc

district's

warranted
the mmeer.

In 1960

sion end cm 0110 Bourd of Directors for the Chicago Metropolitan Arm Council
of
Campfire Orly. Fit is emfly Pioneer National

ployed

of

Any, Ma and thc Home Buil-

campus.

the Board of Director. Cali -

25

in

1961 he

pre... .an

a.. or $3.623.606 of

elected

Luis (MAR

:which made him

ders Assn. ol CI

is

per hoard of trustees.
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Want more
than a
red wagon?
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Ave:oar
Fifth

There's a lot

Hall Gollon

of talk about
the low prices
at Famous
Liquor Stores

COCACOLA
6.0r Mu MI

AND

NISTRATOILS.

Ion
superintendents to principals. Iwo
mist. prinwcipals. a dislrim

Mao from each school to be sehudafinp adrviniar

The study commit. being

official

Republican Central Commit-

sociation and skirl IW appOintcil buff by he ibssocielinn and
administration)
.

Mai. Californian.

tomm
, he was appointed a member of
has poid 521 .0 oortod Ha, the San Luis Obisp0.

a

win suid he believes the hoard
should definitely take a stunt!
on this problem since it affects
schoolchildren.
Board President Edward
Bedard said he will write a let,
ter to the Schaumburg Village
Board advising it of the school
hoard's view of the problem.

six

tial step towani a longer
school year.

extended and

larnd sumr
me privem as

is

Wilbur is a manlier of the

dents.

20 m.p.h. The traffic study

11110 !ISSAS:18"d al

onthe

ering an

is consid-

1110 N

I 11P-

oo,orroo o,

kelt

18 teachers il2 to he elected

A

Committee Service Commis-

County V., Republicn,

traffic survey showed 15 ow
cent of the cars traveling on
Schaumburg slowed down to

101

15

which will more than qualify
him for this job.

I' mit in the school rone.Acistrding to Dustmen.
letter from Ito OnUnly Said

selected by adndnistniton in

coordinutor. six deportment
chairmen or division headv, it
director of student activities
and
dean and 10

THE OPORI(-

,),

California. His wife's name
Reny and they have two children. Eathlam and Mark.

1 99

Hoard member Gerald I.e.

MARTIN J. SONROT,
Schaumburg chief of police.

ard Bachinther. High School
District 214 hand members
were recently appointed 10 a

'Served the operation of a for

d"r=21&ii.gIC the!

ground in politics cod hu0thms
w well as public relations

ly against increasing the speed

THE SCII(X)I. Distrim 54

Dist. 214 and Dist. 211 ob-

opened its doom: 1.725 students during 1967-68) 3,735
during 196069: and 5,358

to

me

Board voted S -g to leave the
&vision of the crossing signal
installation to the traffic spe-

than

Harper

since

DIAMOND

installed. the speed one will
be chem.! to 45 m.p.h. rather

Stamm minicipered in 0 recent trip to Atlanta. Ga..
where interested parties from

doubled

Wilbur family mos.
Elk Grove Village from

0110

gram chairman. bilinseil said.
hut Wilbur hes u good back.

ENROLLMENT has bettor
than

cessfully managed Slate Sen.
Sturgeon's campaqin and was
15th central Oalifixnia Enonty campaign director kir Lloyd
110.9A who ions campaigning
for U.S. senator.

standing job dhile he was pro -

70.

CHRISTMAS

ical A0110111 mining signal is

12 -month amtdemic year.

.904 York: 4se 'did an not -

w

the $15 million construction
mar Phaw of the 210 Rae

Rolling Meadows and Skokie

District 54 discusses
crossing signal
Edwin -Denman, Schaum-

In

81.241 Mr 196010109: and 'all
estimated 01,265 fur 1969-

11h! 1164 no

In

monthu tit tho C. tenon...won il
ma 110 the 11111 on
snnd Dminot In t thlor
Ma. During this dm he SUL,

now 44 per 0001 completed, is
programmed for 10.000 stu-

LAHTI 9,0000 the campus

coming down. snid Richard
Johnson -chairman of the Her.

Ow seminar mcdsled by police

Dist. 214 names 2 to
all -year school committee
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told.,
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KOSHER WINE
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Deliciously Sweet
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as wall Blaine
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stem
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Something New ...
So Beautiful!
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72 degrees year 'round
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Insurance Co. as manager
public relations for the Illinois
division. lie
member of the
Public Relation., Society or

IN DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

all under
one roof *

its ;lambast,

proof

per's operation this yous
LoCal taxpayers contributed

least 1971.

officers from D. Plaines. Elk
Grove Village. Park Ridm.

1h:seminar
which was geared to under minding Me role of Me polio: min within the family.
The hospital coordinated

consider really acceptable behavior."

The minim of police work.

One stop
Christmas
shopping

society

volved in deciding what they

prime rector ton the polimman
who Mt decide inany who
stantly
an
arrest
should be made.
The policeman functioning
as
erpreter of the law" and
"whiter of social values"
relies heavily at his own Auk man.

'

Ameriven

enftwcement. They (the mineral public! would all become in-

RING SAID discretion is 0

PHONE 358-5400

6 in thiamin
lull loll It w all oloond

rt.

Wilbur repines Willis tool

mission

Rd. near Illackhewk School.
Timbal:rest
homeowners
requested a traffic signal at
Mid corner.
Dennum said. If a mechan-

deg, Menne Whys camas! load or bonle.

16 N. BROCKWAY.ST. PALATINE

krad0 lidd

the college opened in
1.67441../7h Tart,. Pea. wa.

Workshops a. a panel dis-

discussed with School District
54 last Thursday whether

cil has worked out plans to

are trying to contact a

enforce, need to IQ reformed.

doing so." Ring mid.
'Such formulation would
5101 ining decision. of the
stem 10 the chief mintinis.

the entire conlmunity in km

Solon:toy Dee 13th 9 A M to 3PM

The Central Student Coun-

land gifts to wounded men in
the hospitals at Great Lakes
Naval -Training Base. They'll
be using the profits from their
ialt dance to pay for the items.
Currently. the Central kids

...MN.: behavior."

burg p I Iworgs tliractor.

It would tend to involve

$1.98

substantive

criminal law. particularly the
tqu'red
I lutes l' t

mem blzi nom assume it risk in

11111111.
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WEST
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Our township hoard

Ring. who has

S.

Ring 0.1 1110 rseminar
mnicipents that

opinions on what is considered

THE HIGH mobility of

nar.
Peter

that having both the states at money and he Kirkland law
firm handle the case was leading to con(
TF1E DECISION was made
to place the representation of

which can

Ring wdrl, means the law enforommeni officer is "consteady adjusting to changing

Forest Hatpin.' police semi-

conduct of the c.c.
It was the judgment of the
Wheeling Township officials

confusion
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mem figure. which animation!
comultants pralicated the col,

411. cost imr student
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articulation, legal adviser says
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a tax levy, this will have to be
prepared and approved for

area included in our
Northwest Day circulation.
Winners get their pictures

the
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!ward members served by the
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for their interest and Papuan
or the project.

ANOTHER school in-
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nu 11

Robert E. 10101. colter mesi-
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uno,her person and

chemical. immediate Booting

with cool tap water will min-

child whdreineelack of pep!

e the damage This en he
done by lowering the eye into
aver held in a dish or taw cup-

poor appetite. fitful Weep and:

ped hands. It shades be comb).

denied access to TV and all
their symptoms cleared up in

ued for 15 minutes.

to divert pan of her carefully

cyc should he seen by 0 doctor.

planned hudgct for household
operation to meet sono enrerrimy or desirable acquisition.

highway

funds from being
for any purpose except
highway upkeep. impnwe-

km= und outgo

useel

ewe strain showing.

mem and expansion_

If such "panic booll.
keeping" min create havoc in
Mr.

Everyman's

without

demithday

the

allovjed TV viewing in moiler-

Safety lensm. They are tough

ation-30 1.60 minims five or

and shatterproof and hove 5105

six de, a wed, Ai hest. ex.

the sight of many persons
who were wise enough to um
them.

If a speck of foreign matter
gets in the cm. it can often he

removed by lifting the upper
lid and pulling 3 gently down

over the lower lid If this

When the original motr
on
fuel tax mu .adorned hoe i

me how it can muse major din.

maneuver and the tears do not
wink it uut, flush the eye gent -

aster within a community Or

lb with a few drop; of lukc.

1929. it toisk only three yews

MOO structure.

warm water. If this fails. band-

er the eye to keep the child
from rubbing it and let your

Remember. we ere not siting 00 bnuo hem of when kind
of IOUS to impose. hut merely

doctor ose

Wynn setting Op safeclourds for
he future to mace sore the tax

plains that he has something in
his car and the MT is inflamed.

irritate the conjunctiva. some
persons ere able to make the
neceesery adjustment.

Ij-Whot me the symptoms
of pseudueyesis or false meg.

merino viewing h. a dor. nay?
is harder .to prove but moat au.
thorities. to he on he fe xide,
n:commend sitting
Ica fit
eight few Dom the screen.

entire

the

pupil.

Shouldn't they?

A -Costae of men emotion, morning sickness.
protruding thdomen and Neilife in the abdomen, Those
rymptoms are hosed on pus
tog

Nike as many four

Fond editor for The hunglImm Cottle lithe advocates 'Cooking With Spirit." She wax the

12vmr lee liaison.
Sex N bothering me.
:tenth° in high school and there area
lilt °Idling. I should know that I don't krone. My mrems wiser

ferent =amt. All,, Schleiter

OCTal collard
COFFEE and TEA

wen my parents aid their friends when they're drunk.

'S

:

Idler

ar,

comparison. I'll take die pot par esory time HOW 001110 you
Ion m 10 jail for p,
slog marijuana. 1101 liquor can it bought
in stores all merit doesnt make sense Its re. and !don't think it
does to a let of ms friends. either..

A LEE 0.NSONI53It
Ever wondered if you could lei In the .1n. areop at school und
VIII remote an Individual?

111.

Pt

Coffee Is Tee Set 900.2

v

Present before Dee 11,1969
Open Daily 9 AM to 10 PM
Sundays 1-5 P.M. (Dec. Only)

grfstinas

One of her favorite Dutch

dough in layers. Dm filling ix

day with ire, mediae. Tim
difference in flavor is who ate'

"A good party can lims
along without the aid of alco.

FOR EVERYONE!

hot" That's the tip the DeCoffee 6 Teo Set 300.4a

125.00

s32.50
542,50

with Pewter rim310.29W

*Create a Christmas Fantasy

mates Seventeen Magazine
has fur u girl who writes the
she n planning a New Yotr's

Eve pony but her parents
won't untoher to serve any
alcoholic drink..

'If 1

don't. I'm afraid the

stay and thesamy
a flop ... or somebody
will
may even m out and get their
own hock. Wouldn't it lea no
kids be

with Glowing Lights and Nome Decor*

halo serve

something
almut than to tome them
get SOMethinioulside we don't
know about?" the high school
senior asked,
,A, n0 is the answer.
k

ESPE,S1=i1,YOU

for Christmas ILLUMINATION

EN

INDOORS and OUT!
A

beautiful NEW gill

filled with

a

variety of
and butter

chocolates
bons...creams. RUM cilia

....

cirwr way lIclo.p neell

and chewy centers. 254 lb.

gi

-W",;

box 94,25

LITT1.E
AMBASSADORS
Exquisite minature ehoco
Ines, nuts, butter creams
CrtInehes, fruits, chewics
in finest dark and milk
chocolate, 'also butte
bons. Cellophane index.
I lb. box 52.90
216 bag

r

.

made ahead and left to mellow
in the refriggralar.

SANKETSTAFT

Thur d

egg and water. Mix with spoon
until it all sticks together. (Do
not knead.)

Roll dough on table whom
Fne-third

of flour is spread.

irst ion
widthwise.

lengthwise,
to

, December 1 I, 1969

I eup fluor
egg

1

1 cop halter
1/2 damp en all
1/4 cup wider.
Sift flour. Use two-thirds

cup for the dough and one.
third for rolling Put flour in
howl, add comp butter, salt.

Right: A deft hand -and the
right amount of red wine
make the Coq nu Vin a pdeel
holiday nnee.

Men

approximately

12 by 8 inch., Fold over and
roll. Repeat. Let dough set for
20 minutes in refrigerator.
Rog end fold dough again
three times. and leave again for
Roll and fold
dough twice again and nmv di-

20 rninutcs.

dough with slightly beaten
egg. Puncture several times

with a fork and place an well
yemed cookie sheet' in preheated 40D -degree own for 15
minutes. has 300 degrees for

30 mmutth

(Banquet .01001

.*1.610N111ILLINT
3/4 cup fairly chopped al
mends ur pm.
N sup mg,r

Quick Christmas cookies

juice ofn querkrof Rieman
Mix all tobethht and put in

an -airtight jar in n.friparttor
for oni. to Iwo weeks

.

Coffees Tea 5 et 30093
Tray 310.15
FREE GIFT WRAPPIN01 ORNERY
CHARGE ACCOOMS INVII.0

50.95

-

580.00
540.00

MT. PROSPECT HARDWARE, Inc:
OPEN SUNDAY 9-5

FLOWERS GIFTS FURNITURE

Silver -China -Crystal

o0-

d01.28cc .Subuoho 825.3131
CIIPISTMAS

NOM

WEEMPAYS AA.. 9 PM.
SPY.

10 5 SM. 11 oc

set up a -Prediction for next

serving ie bartender (in a side
room). Other solutiOns which
have workedea light: wine
pUCIT bottles of beer analog

year' cm 1111.01 rent sortie old

a

cerr

professional films, or get old
movies of your guests.

'Ote recipe. in Diet: forges
about

what

you

can't do.

Think about what you can da

P.P.-0d Wm-

1 cup water

Pauline Ill names) Pit

!Mary Nut Bread NIA
1

5.1" chopped

tilt;

heat omn to ,350 de- poi
In largo howl sombou L,
In laMe bawl, combine egg and oat, Add dry 11111110011
and water. Add dry bread max and sor 5010 75 Moho until
and prepared mincemeat. Stir dry p1110140 arr, moistancd
50 to 75 strokes until dry par- Stir in crinberrua Ind orangi
tides are moistened. Turn into peel. I um into 9 ms inch
Ig regular size paper -lined loaf inn or II 91111 folly
muffin cups. Bake for 151170 mold which his 151 n gre awl
minutes until toothpick in- and floured on bottom only
Mined in center comes out
Bid, it 150 &grecs for 50
clean. Cool. Frost 01111 pow- to 60 nernam until toothpick

You mitfit ask all your
gaols to bring (or give,yon be.

gum with the father himself

single gala champagne herd al
the stroke of midnight

bury Date Breed Mk

ties.

identity contest. Or find some one who can tell fortunes and

do soft drinks: offering

Yr cup water
1500,1010 (17 cancel

ca n

and set them all out for an

We

1 egg
,

there's no mud to mnounce

forehand) bahy pictures of
themselves, number each one

l.RlNil1 RFD NCI
1011,0

BREADS

them in advance/. Your party

agreeing on one drink for each

yours which we, resolved by
I

20 S. Denton Ct.

glINCESISAIG/FT

lots of good music. soine
planned mixer adivitics. a
generou
supply of any -to urges.ma refreshments
land

s fin come from other special -

'aperient:es at home. We know
of one party problem Ilke'

LARGE FREE PARKING LOT

number of ybong people. And
having a party that's gay and
sophistiratthl doesn't depend
solely., what you serve.
Provide the fixings for a
good linse..a relaxed pleasant
setting. a good blend of goods,

many mrenn believe

minions is to Id them karn
gradually through judkious

for holidays ahead

amount, of liquor to a large

[het the hest way to prepare
young people to cope with our
alcohol -based social con-

Yummy breads

strong pervonol eonvicliene
uguinst drinking or tare onwillins to take mn 1111 °Naomi hility or dispcming even small

he a smote without the
aid of fermentation. In the

4Yes,

Arlington Heights
Phone Cl, 9.1450

Jai W. Proepect Avenue - CLoorbrook 3.4601

acroIngs.

711

vide in half. Roll each piece to

Teen party can be
successful without spirits
Round Wedgewund Troy310.28W

OPEN DAILY 9-9

tender. Remove hay leaf. Serve

over cooked rice. Yields four

Berwyn, II.. Is Nude. Ihrfch Santa Chios. mode from n aulhoilic mot stop, amt m

dark and milk chocolate.
I lb. box $1.952 lb. box 53.853 lb. lam WM
5 lb box $9.50
lh, box 51.10

296-3376

--

I small bay leaf

Cover. reduce heat. simmer
30 minutes or until chicken is

appear In the forthinnoIng booklet "Cookies of The Day..

nut emit., and the, centers. .dippcd in

300 E. Northwest Hwy.

Po.

dash of thyme and freshly
ground oeoo.-

seasonings.

fruits. nun, caramel, nougats. loffcescotch,
.

DES PLAINES, ILL 60016

We ahem of 09 Indoor
came
and [am flood and yet bulbs We can

otantly.

sauce,

.

NORTHWEST SUBURBAN YMCA

srlbenldressed carob,.

Imhlesspoomi brown bou.
noel sauce
1/2 teaspoon salt

bouquet

Alice Si:biol., Cook of the Illy, very oldMingly went to she Holland Mon 6911 Roinsw.11Rd

A GIFT CERTIFICATE IN ANY AMOUNT

117.5'. 7111111 SA. Nome Prosorra all. M101150. If we, at. n 'vs .

11/2 cups dry red wine

I cinnamon stick
11h cum brandy
0 cups strong colfte
Piece peels in chafing dish
bluer. Add sugar, doves and
cinnamon sttek. Pour in bran -

ohs 4 -by -I 5-bybe
Make roll out of almond filling and place on dough. Wel
edge slightly with water and
fold dough over filling. Rub

hare is

dinner. you say green beans. or'
hrocmli or carrots land always
potatoes/. The meat is men.
toned Recondly. The vegetable
man 01.2S to your homeevery

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
Maier, a Clu mimes InVOfile.
.creams.

GIVE A MEMBERSHIP FOR CHRISTMAS

Send yaw enewierns In Lee Jerome. run Ally INthlieellons.

2 cloves

muthrooms, bacon and chicken. Bring to boil. stirring con.

confusion of Santa Claus and
the birth or Ole Christ Child.

Netherlands.
11000 hut the climate

. you what you're having for

839.00
530.00

Troy 310.6m ST

ihis co.."

1 tablmpoon butter
2 tablespoons flour

Christi. Chrism:is, with no

mcims Wm could make now in
time for Christmas is a rich almoon cake, rnarle tender by
folding and re.lbaling the

"At home when someone mks

$77.50

lomesized coffee poi 'nil 1,11

Santa Claus Day on Dec. 5.
This leaves Dee. 05 for the

TIER FIRST food impression of this cuuntry was the
emphasis on meat. She mid.

;411r47. ter \

jtrt fit in

yemly Slo.OP Fcmily Membershio. With

Perty.Wise

high school in Holland.
One groat difference in the
Dutch Christmas that Alice
in favor of is the eclehmting of

no this area is as flat el the

50010 a year --. Ian Ihon 5/.35 per wok for the entire

-Shull we legalize merguanse. Is the grad netional debate
right now. L'nfortunately, no tee seems to hem roorrete evidence of the elfin,. tired. E any. uf pot smiting. Write your
congressmoi on 5lour
Hess on the Moller.

2:2,?'.1',1'1=e71'1.',11,'iri;

severe than in the
onto of the North See.

SAVE $7.60

area moss. I've Imen at parties where kids smoked pot. By

;1`.1,7i';':,',1117,:z1°f:,°V:.
stand her. but.slm's so interesti rig Ifs fun in tt-

dren. She came to the United
5110 10 visit her brother end
met her future husband.
Now smiled in a lovely home
in klount Enspect. she agreed
to im the Cook of the Day. She
enjom the United Rates. She

These sets never need to be
polished.

la* S)

hem, to she has made unite a
few trips 111111. She speaks

Alice was born in Halfweg.
chili,
Holland, one of seven

SETS

YMCA CHRISTMAS BONUS

Dear I.tv Janson.

0 lemma,. sugar

us FA

Alice worked for the Dif[has Airlines efMr arriving

In her own refreshingly dif.

Here's Your

POT VERSUS BOOZE

Melt Outer. stir in flour and
cook until bubbly. Add wine.

eyee

counts for the emphasis on
fresh vegetables."

By rent Schneider

misinterpretation of natural
physiologic phenomena.

'OOMMP

be helprol if you'll milt with any of them. Go Sod and do IL
before its too Int.

Aid 'parsley. Cook tam. nun
Mu. Push to one side of poi

Land of windmills was her home

Often when a child com-

Answer r1n Lunde Page

.ininutesrAtals4-"---_-

ka

eat every day potato.: Her

13goothIllexcelket

each side. Remove chickeeLs
Add' on
cook three

Cook of the day

using all seven of these letters.

told me anything ohs. v.,. They are horn very einharrowed by
any questions. I lawn 1000 talk with them. When I'm with my.
gong of hoyfriends. there, lots of sc. talk. but wry lithe actual
knoolthge. How can I gcl them answers?
I'm Really Hugged
Vonr family doctor sun help you. Mekean appointment tote
him. l'uor lased, commentr, biology north, or minister can also

01,11111 Bangl

featured speaker fur members and m100 of the SI.Raymond's Catholic Women's Club.

or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition. find.the word

III NC UPON SEX

OOOCUUI

fold

slots "1 coda lot -Dutch. We

TILEGTI

chicken. piece, in bacon drip
pings about 15 minutes mi

Page '5

of gracious beauty and great
practicality.

TO YOU

Remove and set aside. Brown

oessaasecossossitassossenn

12 -Sly easel time don't end ernolional factors plus a

cover

a

ley

I slice orange peel

ING

cull to fit and more likely to

be

aging elle, oin child's creative ability. Damage to his,.

CAFE BRULOT
'slice lemon peel

00 into the holiday enter-

wmrs contact lenses eventual.
ly wear bifocal contact lenses
or mllst he wear snoplemental
sprxmcles for reading?
:4 -Although bifocal
out 1010W are thicker then the
conventional type. more dirr.-

some wee, vir,oe pains. A

Ifs.ur child must aver
shows. you should ask for

obrad..flekse about 2"

ono.

fryer, out up
small white onions
I clove garlic, crushed
cup sliced smIlions
I, teaspoons minced pars-

Fry bacon over medium
heat about three minutes on
each side until golden bmwo.

dilated.

scrim of 30 such children were

or three weeks.
int children may

eigorw,Y. Chill

8 slices bacon
1 (241 -to 3 -pound)

ls ponodfroli mushrooms.

Ikea

pupil unless it is abnormally

Sled Mat TV viewing for
several /woo day may causd
what hat been called the tiredt

houromife who does tousled&

more are 28 Mu, with an It is also a rare case when such
antklivention amendment in a diversion can he absorbed
their constitution. protecting neatly Mto the family set-up of

HIDEAWORD

LISTENS

tonal wale. wild

gates if one issue is mentioned.

Until diversions from the fund
started te take plum ti other
0111',. purses.

Pres, I., srcondorlom mince pchl al Mon, Praoso. NI. 9111150

Lee Janson

clue to the thinking of thedele-

...Combine all ingredients In
coveted contaiber. and shake'

'

rowqrralled A2 as, oi1ge Amen
of condiment.
The recipes prepared by
Miss Jilke, included Buffet
Salad
with Wine Vineger
Dressing, Cafe Brulot, Blend&Gazpacho, Coq
Vin and
Outten Cream Cheese Pie.

If BB cure

0-Murg e pan with sev-

suburban

The flavor imparted by'
. quer id not Intoxictiting but

tainment spin, by using one of
thew spirited recipes.

ere progressive myopia who

rare

COQ AU PIN

A large proponion of them n.
alt from the carcles. handling

from

servings.

Sun -limes food editor.

'A -Them are Oro kinds of

suffering

sharp objects.
For a born of the eye.
whether mused by a flame or a

rr 13 A

Mt and peps to tub

contact lenses, those diet cover
the whites of the eyes. well as
the COMO ISCIeral contacts)

is

never to run while carrying

ism.

presented

by Camille hike,

dy. and heat. Ignite when
orn. Pour, in
Ikea Use
ladle to mix emit lifting and
pouring blazing liquid. Serve
in demhoise cups Makes .12

''Cook in g With soar

con-

he

wearsm

serve to stimulate Illinois tour-

1, cups olive oil
WIPP!

thyme
oregano

junctivitis. The doctor should
determine whet treatment is
km. Men of the dome is up-

linois to it highway network
that will reduce highway death
and accident rate. even assist

way of life. just multiply it to

NuhocrlpiXon ram: 35 mu, owl, home dellsened.
1 Ion 14 hose 1 .S.ncall mic.511.11,cur,9.11111nr..h. mnn.

Accidental injuries to the
ge um still a serious problem.

for the not al years. help Il-

the state's more efficient !meow dansponation nankin in Autry end agriculture and

gar

e litkd

program

W.G. MARRO-fain, M.O.

There is. therefor. a good

We can be the 29th state to
Min the group.

2.17 Mina. 11e1ghh Xd. Ullnelco11401,111. MOOS
72.21,mur.11r.Plhie,111.6com

the House of Represent.
dom, while the
canin

argument why the bystander.
in his .u0 fellow citizens and

IT NIAV serve as a useful

Thursday, December I I. 1989

zens then, guiding
gato as they frame the con stitutional blueprint for our
itate's future.

the thrums, of traftie problems

-. Rarebit!! Held 10
Page 4

where Lincoln argued case hi
inc Supectuesumt and served

Two-thirds cup wine vine -

'

The St Raymond Catholic
Women's Club recently fcm

of judicious

apii

planning', animating III,delachi -

ento.n.

how the new dccument will eh
feet their lives.

Mr p., , Wisdom and ireclAvNtel iplegrily."

sustained

r00/115

enough to engage their full at-

used

By Dolor. llegh

omen is valid. w ill he the same

rows. sharp °

cerned voters to thund of on

l,,o.o Mr ..nquogl circa., I, .1.,..orehataly Freprore

Vanished .is the leisurely
way of life of those days, rth
dust hy todays urgencies.
Present and active. if the

10 keep
pace with today's demands and

nwpayers. shook! not befuddle
the delegates with' unsvented
advice, biased views und prejudiced propositions.
lust as strong a moth how an he made for all con-

Vro5pect Dap

pleasant omen that the mewl
seminar of IN dc1,0101 was
held in the [loose chambers of
the restored Old State capitol
in Springfield.
'The aura of Lincolnian leg-

slithilfl corer pupil

EVEN WITH the aid of 18

.

tsothm In LIN huddinb of II
linow

Lounges' leugeglisuallj-

Mole.

insure upkeep abd improno
specialized surveys of state 111101 on many fronts in he
problem+ prepared 0 the.Uni- highwaysystem, allowing eh
varsity of Illinois and the NM. Relive long.range planning.
page amis.°,
the 0,2001.5 w0111.15 rot.as sstme deem
made , attorney amwayl fronl IllOwr
(..h./01,0Con, 11145101 and Prot
that result from divasion of
R. 0.
of the Univemity highway funds. guarantee cc -

Con ,ssions rill hImprun tin
(Mum for Illinois nub sown
and Jusionsill than is lb.

end broods over the

The spirit of elegant eating

towns nAtotcd to IN. tune
mound Ndom of Iismden

hopiffil 0411 Ihll thi. Con

Odds to special dishas.a.lesie

diversion arrangement would

5'

011 inmps ind cutters old v.
FOR THORP nhv ma.11 lo,

-DOCTOR .,SAA

Cavanagh sous that thetanii-

15 /Oh

di. Stod Mull pun 011.1,

to the eit,ht month In up

dared sugar frosting if.desired.

-

insertsd
cent, comes out
Mkeemeat Date Rounds, clean Cool ID nooks re
Prepare as directed above. move from pan Cool corn
Turn into four greased and 0111011
floured soup cans. Bake at 350
High Altitude Adlustment
degrees for 30 to 35 minim, 5,200 tees add I tablespoon

until toothpick inserted M ecnter comes out clean.

High Altitude Adimthent
5,200 feet, add 2 tablespoons
flour with dry mix and balm al
375 degrees for 12 to 15 min.
utes.

more water to Lig' water mix

true. Bak. al WS &grecs for
41.1 to 45 mum.

Quick Christmas cookies can be made by ming then ready Shec N Bath. Ptilthury dough I sl

one roll of Pillsbury Refrigerated Butterwoish Nut Pearl Butter or Sugar 111111 dough 'Ike
one-coghlholnch 1hIch and roll into ball 11, onto
melted bun, and than Tell to ose sups

chopped pecans Place on ungremed rearkir WEJI BM, at 05 then, for III amok., Runt
from oven and indent center er each warm, puffs rookie with thumb PIAL I a to
tospoun of
red or green jelly In center Cool Remo, anis spatula / or Sums Runt(
Pan slut um roll
r

of cookie dough into greased eight or rthomch genre pun Ruh at 175 tt,oss for lo no DI
minutes Cool slightly Combint one Ronne slum, mom did, I cm
to. upon nun
Bayonne Pour mercookit base and bake at 375 Myths fur 21 to 21 lumens Retriptrau for it
least one hour after ham cool feanesh with fruit nut, or cods \rads 20 bus
1

z-x-rierrarvier

THE DAY
Thursday December 11
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Kristie in 'Nutcracker'

Cold cool world

By Eleanor Roos

Goodies for giving
By C. hmlotte Erickson

No. is Me lime to thin%
CHRISTMAS, I, not ion
early to start baking those holi.
Jay cookies now. Early preparation is the key m relined and
gracious holiday fun.

Whether you are planning
open
house.
Yuletide
Munch or a di nner, a platter of
elcOnt cook ie4 is always web
an

come.And beeause it takes
only thin4to to arrange love.

thoroughly.

Shape

teaspoonfuls

of dough

rounded
into

balls. Roll in granulated sugar
and Once on ungremed cookie
sheets. Bake at 175 &grecs for
.

and

'Ms they are a godsend for aloe
both hostess.'

Basic instructions for free..,
.3.

ins hada, cookie, arm

,

cookim camplegly.
Pack in hard airtight GINACool.

OM Ammo«. dome Sum
ereeking during storage. Al-

ways pack only one kind of
thokk in a Meeting container,
if you eta, them May will Oh.
sorb flavors from each other.

Imo weasel paper or plastic
wrap Wt..= Myers.
LUCY'S PEANUT BLOSSOMS

T,ho se

very

attractive

I

the holiday 4eason so Om I can

make these cookies throughi
out the icrosividei of Mt Scar.
DMA Approximately J dozen
regular siec; approximetely
Sra le 6 docen petite Sue

M cup buffer

3 cups dark Nunn gum.
MAs

ipacked

I lempoon mare

tablespoons milk

No Naspoon nutmeg

1 teaspoon 'vale

brown me, ,formed in the

1/1 teaspoon sail

Nu cup sifted Sour

Chocolate Mews Inhool 3

Preheat own to

325

Crum shortening and gradually add peanut hillier. When
well blended add sugars, then
egg. milk End vanilla.

Irani range and pour into mi.
ing howl. Add sugar and haul
until well blended Add eggs

grem.

captured a lead role. She mill Air., "CM, in the battle scene
portion of Mc WPM

kisses

sheet

onto absorbent

paper

sugar. Cool completely betore

storing Start in tightly covered container. Roll in sugar

Bucks end Dow will hog its
annual ( hristmas Jaiow. ('!oh
MK, "Foggy"
will he on bond to do the

Cub Smut

Pack

55

and Apollo

of

II comMenlonitive medals to CAI
Scouts mld their brothers and
sislUn.

Mount Prospect will hold a
comNnotion monthly meeting
and Christmas piny at 7 p.m.

Othaments made

Whim

Harold

fly

the

Baidinger.

noon..

SE Joseph's Home for the bid.

man 4 the Christmas 'Inv
gram, announced that Santa
Chia, will give balloons. candy

crlY in Ninth. ...Wing to

ing. With .thnis directed by
This year the hag of gifts
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE EITHER TO START
YOUR CHRISTMAS SAVINGS PLAN IN
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stern

Ind sectional champ who beat

a former stats champion last
,thr before falling in the MS%
finds
?dupl....adds the bdgestn.
sponsubility for I Mains Pool
'grappler, he a considertdtbe
Demons best chance farm in-

mer in the Chicago's Youth

made it lim pins in a row as he

downed NM Tony Wolf at

115 -pound clats as he pinned

Program and who should elm
do well through the year.
The 13Opounders grappled
until the 1:43 mark when,

Eau, who is sorting far the

THE BLUE and White stmt-

first time in his union/car.
Dam Maple continued the

tied briefly afar Maples pin
as Mare L,pnich fat to John

Maine's double letter wimer
and former district champion

senior who has ycl to letter. but

who has been doing a "lot of
work." according to Riek. and

Maine's Jim Ortman pinned

4:20. Brockman is another
'Ward worker" for Mai,

By Dick Mudge

Forest View's young. tal.
cued swims., team notched
another victory yesterday by
beating tougheles West. 53-

42, in the keen' home pool.
Bob Strange. Ben Crider and Rick Ray were

the three wrestlers we referred to last week
who hum won three indhridual sexes championihips in high school. No wrestler has ever won
slate title, all four year, he was in high school.
Rick Buy represented Waukegan High
School and won state talc, at 145 pounds in
1959 and at 154 ppm, in both 1960 and 1961.

Blacks Do

Rick was 'coached by his father. the late Oft
Bay. who had rent other sons who wem fns

wrestlers and also won an individual slate
BEN CRISLER wrestled for Thornton Fligh
School in Harvey and woo 01010 championships
at 13.3 pounds
1953, 145 pounds in 1954 and
154 pounds in 1955. Ben. who was coached by

DOUBLE INSULATED

7N" POWER SAW
At this price no other sow compares with this model.

Full lkt" blade cuts 2" dressed lumber It 455 even
after many +orpeninps. Powerful motor, double
Insulated construction, roller end onri-fmion been.
Mos or heavlendury curing. Rubin safely clutch,
bindfree borer blade guard, sawdust 'skater.

.-

School.

FINISHING

wood finer. spatula, handsome 'plastic carrying
aama (#741D

A wrestler has to push himself continuously

they arc following one of tic Ede. growing

Great new sow value. With over 11/2 hp. burnout
protected motor, you can take on biggest sowing
kin. Cut up to 21/2" deep at W.; 2" at 45. bevel.
Get mare professional resold, too. Has easy ta use

sports in existence. In a line article that was in
the Chicago Sunday Tribune recently. ft was
pointed out that wrestling hue stepped Sinned
in the Iasi 10 to IS years to become a popular
winter spore
In
surrey tragulucted lasi April by the

control. built for rugged use: wen NO. sawdust.

Nation! Federation of State High School

Includes combination blade. Model 574.

Athletic Associations. it was learned Inn, wastling programs were conducted in 6370 schools
with mute than 225.000 hays participating.
In contnist to basketball. which as the most
popular winter prep sport has mom than
675.001/ competitors in 20.227 schools. wres-

o
NEW LOW PRICE

tling a a small-time enemas.. fill in terms of
growth. wrestling is unsurmased.
While there have been many reasons for this
11111k1 growth in wrestling. probaNy the nature
of the sport he, been the most Ni.liliC11111 Fac-

Sian

71/4" CIRCULAR SAW
Powerful 1.HP motor zips through toughest cutting

lobe. Extra deep safely guard. Comes with com-

or. In the words of a prominent coach and a

good friend of mine. Ken Kraft of North.

DOUBLE INSULATED

0";

"the little

East

Maine

i111111i14 1.111

its third dual loss of the season
Saturday a II fell before hose
Proviso East, 5330.
The Blue Demons were
presented with a nem pool this

-gives intro control on tough jobs. Model 560

JIG SAW KIT
The sow thee, seven saws in one, plus see taw
Modes, (lode pouch hoe wrench. wrench holder

-

Ball bearings.... MM. Wire for burnout protection.
Cuts 2.3/32" at 90et 1-13/16" at 45°. WAS 564.99.
- SAVE 85.04;Model 5336.

Rields team is Bob Berthold
who goes in the. 175 -pound
group Berthold downed Tod

wrestlers must adhere to a well ahe ether
training rules all athletes arc asked to comply
with, aral you hove some idea of what it takes,
he a champion. Or for that matter. just a mem-

S0 8
HOLIDAY SHOPPIAM. HOURS:
Open Mon. thru Fn. 8
to
o 9 P.M.
Sat. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sunday 9:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.
ALWAYS PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

the

As Maine curilloues le eondition in competition, they
should begin to approach the

The Demons had tried

eft

MORGAN. WHO IS

picked up firsts in the ind-

Iwo days In a row."
to

ocome beck after finishing secthe previous night in their

triangular in which they

NW Catholic
Athletic Assn.
Two games were played liS1

week in the Northwest Catholic Athletic Association. In the
mventh grade compthition.
Our Ludy of Wayside. led by
Terry De simone s 19 points
whipped Si. Jamas. 34-31.

In the eight grade contest
Our Lady of the Wayside won
their second event. 6,1.55. over
Se James.

,fveilr,.,,voirli it

eni

Pros-,r,,.

level at which ot,rs are now,
swimming in the near future,
and should finally begin to
pick up some plusses in the
record column.
The late sari may ben bless.
ing in disguise Rs the Park
Riorersdge nthy mtak at a t im
advantageous to the st cat

THE BLUE DEMONS'

1969

kids with them. and we were

lty Alm Stuart

left

Wayne

Wheeling
High School's varsity gymnitsties ant,. Nan a definite
depth problem this meson.

with a very small num-

Selvig,

Although Selvig has sever.:)
fine Ithtermen hack from last

event by the Oak Pork Huskies, hut still managed to give

the Atilt, some stiff com.
petition on route to a 47-38.0
setback.

1110 %endow were

out -

pointed 5.5-5.2 in the floor exercise and were nudged in the

side lode competition.

9.7-

7,9: They stayed close in the
high bar event but found the
sewn end

bra 6.0.7.6 score,

THE TRAMPOLINE was
again determined by less than a

eluding state -rated Okawville,

Rut gymnastics is definitely
1101 a dead sport at the school,

he said. Them are quite a few

hens out for the tent al the
frosheopit keel. and the fie
nue yearsMak considerably
Nigher thou the 'impending

-Guy Sondebers and Rick
Monweiler Rho finished 4.5
for Prospect in the 200 -yard
indivWn, medley.
Second to Saha in the div.
ing was Craig Hatchimn. His
Prospect iminicate. Dave Sin.
took third.

Lake Neese 11-35, in earlier

THE NIEDLEY reloweam
Mike
nillahan. Cliff

Schlak. Pal Massey and Bob
.111C011,011 and the freestyle relay 11,1101 of Dam Toler, Bob

ILLINOIS

Young 4-5 in the breaststroke

soon tournament.

WISCONSIN
Spine Valley. III" hose, Drily mod

perience for the next two seasons."

rr

ISN'T that the kids on

the varsity won't improve. Selvig weni on trinity. but that the

III" new. ex-

The (in:milt:re oil, idiviJI winners were Buchan in the

Sugar Leaf. 4" base. making snow, good
new fai rly good
Rig Powderhom, a"

Ins, r

point with the 00kies win-

1/211,011 5110. 2.9; 4.000.0P.

MW, 13, 2. Cox. OP, 201.

bat 4. Yogkey, MW, 1.2: 5.
Tookey. MW. 1.1: 6. Stein.

3.

hour. OP. 1.0:

other mann in the motorise

math the 'Cuts worn even
have the licnefit of all all -

will be much strongth than last

around M110.

yearend

rte

the choices

to

move up in the standings seem

evunt.
But

in three

SIDE HORSE, I. Reudiger.

Engsticm, MW, 3.0;

squeaked by Maine. 9.6-9.1.10
post the 47-38 5 win. The

3,

"Little Minion" am back in

OP. 2.7; 6 Lump, MW, 08:

Saturday when they

travel to Hersey ore meet.
MEET RESULTS
FLOOR

Ramaureiii.

EXERCISE:
OP.
3.0;

-I.

1

9.

William, OP. 2.9;5. Ablin.

Magee. OP, 1,7; 4. Sett au, OP. 1.615. Tuley, 1111y,
1,5:6, Lain. MW.0.11;
PARALLEL
BAR&
I.
Haeger, OP. 4.0; 2. Watt. OP.

3.9; 3, Affrulnte. OP, 3:7; 4.
Tacky, MW, 3.1; 5. Fulham.
MW, 1.7; 6. Dreiling. MW,

HIGH BAR: I. Watt. OP. 2,6; 1.6;
2. Fulham, MW. 23; 3. Af.
frounte OP. 1.9: 4. Tack,.
RINGS: I. Watt. OP. 42; 2,
MW. IS; 5. Ziegentorn, OP. Coornbs. 3.4; 3. Yackey, MW,
1.5; 6. Van San,. MW, 1,31
3.0:4, Haegcr. OP. 2,R; 5. Stdven

TRAMPOLINE: I. Schwab.

ti

T II A T ALL-AROUND
man for Wheeling this year

of the

six

will he Rennie Mathis, a junior
who lettered as a sophomore

last season. He will team up
with juniors Fred Waters and
Jeff Gilhen on the side horse
and with junior Marty Moller
end senior kik:mien Don
Rainer on the high her.
Rainer will also compete on
the 1111101101ine. Rion: wieblem
ion John Fisher and. senior

Stem Holthaus.

The vecutility vim:weal of

came an Bachus. second and
Dick Bordens third in the 200
freestyle: Tolerk second in the

100

backstroke:

Huelmert thin!

Spencer

in the 400

free; and Bill Purcelfs second
in the 100 breastroke.

2.6s.

MW. 2.716. Geiskr. OP.:

the Wildcat strongmen will enable bldg to use four hoys eill
the parallel Nos. the still rings
and the free exercise.

ON TOO PARALLII. sirs

joined by senior Bill Hermann.
The first meet for Wheeling
will be tonight at IltnIld mains
Palatine, 011 of the teams the

Wildcats heal out in the final

"EVERY ONE, of our
nvimmers had done about the
best that he can do at this

MSL standings last season. But

although Id -Cats won their
meet from the Pirates a yedr

point." Pardtm said after the
win over Elmwoad Park. -I'm

ago it was only hy a point. and

very pleased with the results so
fur and I expect the team to get
better. They all have good spir-

tune from the visitors.
"I saw them that a team by a

it and are willing to work to

Selvig is expecting a rough

laid,le

nutrgin last week." he

id "And even though that

win.

was an easy meet for them.

rainy can't single out
anybody because they're dl

thought they were much

"1

MW. 3.112_, Rogers. OP. 3.1;

weents. Wheeling will only he
able to field three eies.
Those arc the side honientr the
high bur and the trampoline.
cadin the latter piece of equip.

200 INI; Incolison, wcond
will be Mathis. Rainer. Hee
Ihe 50 lice Scott Most
sec- thous and Nailer. Performing
ond and Pat Dunning's thini un the rings will he klathis.
in Mum Mike Kinn s second Noller and specialists Rein.
in the 100 ni.:IA.rock's third hard Bray and Rick Biog. And
in the 100 tree. Callahan's secin the free exercise Mathis.
ond and Tolerk third in the Rainer and Holththe will he

ning 5.3.4.6. The parallel bars
proved to be the big event for
Oak Park in if ,mulled' 11.1, to

action

before Jinn. Next year. they
ham been invited to the Ma,

freestyle events for Elk Grove.

- MICHIGAN

Cdscade. open Dec. 211

the Warriors 6.4.
The rings competition was
mother tossup, but Oak Park

Knights have spent the pent
Ms Christmas vacations at

lreestyle and mammy
tn the 11M -yard butterfly.
Elk Grove's other prints

Greer Mott:main 40" tin., 10" new. good
Mount Telemark. 6" hose. II" new. excellent
Skyline. V' braw. fair
Playboy. 6.12' NBC. 2" new. good

None

15,0" hew,

the Knights of Prospect.

1.0100A. Jacobsonand
and alt.
Backus bed posted
for Elk Grove.
Sehlak also picked up first
places in the 200-yord individ
nal medley end the 400.yard

WEEKEND SKr REPORTS'

Heartserabble,
eallant

born and O'Fallon as well as

Pontiac and went to Kankekee

work as

of

Grove's record over the NM
mark at 2-1. Coach Phil Par-

alto. Anna -Jonesboro. Maa.
coutah. Gillespie, Murphys.

2-1 in the backstroke. Prinskw.an Conway 4-5 in the 400
free
Monweiler end Dan

-They wok some of our bat

meets.

Elk

Washington. Valid., Beth -

TIIE TOURNAMENT is

enter four contestants in each

wood Park yesterday in the
Grenadicta' home opener at
Named

Okaarvilic, Carterville, Gran -

scheduled dr Dec. 27-30. The

move anyone up to the varsity,
I prefer 1014 ho1 younger kids

gin Larkin. 101--26. and lost to

win

hails,M
olerri, rDsunin'tioigehe'rEillitstplSor.
Louis. Althoff of Belleville,

choff anal Frank Poczatek fin.
idled 4-5 in tliti 1110 -yard
freestyle. blase and Jack Flynn

mar: said the head 111101,
'R. I'm mill not planning to lime each tuse
om is allowed to
unit anti gain ,-

air'hi

will have to beat
hest if they hope ro make
a respectable showing,
the

I

proved over last year."

dividua 1 sport. these guys am

AS GYMNASTICS is an
increasinily popular sport in

all pull i, duet licr as a mm."
Elk Grove gas a week off

the area and in the ilid.Subun

now. then swings back into ae.

PM, cana will he the rule

lion at 4:30 p.m. next Thum day against Aurora East. The
Grenadier home meths. are in
dm Lively Junior High School
Pool.

open play
Defending smte and confergymnastics champion

ence

Arlington will host Prospect
.night in one of four opening

ben

lereguc

csMciallY.

Cardinals

and

the

Knights arc co-fays with
Heey
rs Mr this year's title. end

this

evening's

showdown

should have on effect on the

Hersey, the other preen.
son favorite, will travel to For -

eel View for in first MSL tat.
The Huskies, like Arlington
and Prospect. have run up im.
pressive 100 point plus scores

meets this put

in nave
week.

Another team that could
figure in the championship
fight is Elk Grove. The Grenadiers will be visited tonight by

Glenbard North.
The final it SI. gym men on
tap tonight will be at Wheel-

ing. where the Wildcats will
play hom to Palatine. The
'Cats' won a one.point decision ovr the Pirates last year.
so thine one should be inter-

esti,.

All- mrsity nteets will be
pruceded by a froth-s,h enr
counter. and rill will get under
way at 7 p.m.

Doll sophomores
rally for 51-50
overtime win
While ae Notre Dame surlily was blitzing Holy Crags
Iasi Friday night. the soph
Demo four

thomelves in an

arertime het.: for the fiat
time this year

they finally

mivaged n one -point victory
neer the Crusader underclassmen. 51-50.

It was the hat five which
led after the lirst period of
play. 12-10, hr.

the

visiting

little thins or Anthony Kaxole
then started to ma their game
topnher and took it le/.12 lead
by the half. scoring nine points
while holding the Crusaders
mottle,. in the seraind period.
'1114.

IIIIRD aura.

be-

longed to 1 lay Cross as they
turned
the
scoring tables
around. allowing 51111.0 Dome

three points while picking up
14 theinselun.
The linal period actually
are HE' take the lead with 1:56

left to ploy at 40-3e, but from

that mint OM Bin Abraham
took penonal control of the
situation and led the Dom io
victory..

Abraham hit 0 free throw to
tie the genc, and then finished

his regulation scoring with a
basket pushing the score to 9240. C favor of Notre Dame.
The home team then tied the

score and tent the game into
overtime play.
It was in the extra three min-

utes that the anatile forward

doing good john' Even though

swinng, considered an ire

Suburban

gym teams

The

in the butterfly. Stever Kn.

irevery slim.
it

ntails.
East will close out the eaten -

alid.&tburbin League meets.

cake 4-5_

1.1V10 by the
split with Hersey." he said.

ALIN Ion hurt at

swimming cum ta, up a deci.
sive 60-35 victory liver Elm.

The

travel to the Mater Dei Ire

Holmes and Greg Reimers

That lack of depth could be
an even hiatus factor than it
would hove been in previous
years, beca
now for the fist

dunk spud had defeated El.

Lively Pool.

When the Prospect Knights

freestyle saw the Knight's Kcn

"Our frail -mph is
will
prohubly have a much better
mooed than the varsity for he

Ix. Teague. a total of only III
gymnasts make up this mars

impromrsi

Grove's

Knights to travel
over holidays

Ken Prinslow. The 50 -yard

Grove tankers dampen Elmwood
EIk

'

vitational over the Christmas
Sohn
holidays, they will find IS
er teams waiting Mr them, in -

.,..,li, salm-70,..esiTo3ril.

Thursday,
December I I,

if the Demon grappler.
rely desire to be an outlanding learn, they must make
the sacrifice which excellence

G"lenbroo'kStoUth D'ec7'd26-21

Kirchoff, Braun. Sand-

secondn

Prospect took a fourth and
fifth with Jim Conway and

Warrior soph gymnasts edged
The daine West frosh.snph
gymnasts were edged in every

i. bu

e

Hutchison placed for the
Knights.
In the 300 -yard freestyle

S

bwojoricahndi, ablot....of

fine'

der year with a big 164com

Wildcat gymnasts lack depth

the 11,111C,11:15S

fore the important linal dap.

a

0.1 e kre,,,ar,hr,s1

aganut the Hawks who swept
ail the other man.

PIM"

WS

others who risk going stale he -

be at Elmwood Park Friday,
The competition will begin at
6:30 pni.

!NM place freestyle relay team
Knights.

Young, Kurt Braun and Craig

Page II

..--.

RIPE INDICATED that

PROSPECT WAS unable' for

win two events and tic one

Hawk domination was

Saturday.

but

Bt

Wildcat loam.

C011,1 den .111 some of the

and he got somtepoink in the
backstroke that we hadn't go,
ten in emlier mecca:'

126.80 points.

relay 're'Seco'lt"iause' rn, tia"n

the

Finally, heavyweight 4ohn
Ellsvorth concluded the Blue
Demon triumph vrith a 2,1 de-

once against Niles North this

time was at least four seconds
beam than he hid done before

!berg and Pawed, were the

pe e' I'll 431 d. " '

The only thher man to crack

hopes for a state title from Rim.
He is very coachable, and very

their high level of perform

placed Erst in Me diving with

The home. team was able to

100 -yard

came a district champion Ian
year also. According to his
coach. -We have tremaulous

week , they hope to continue

.

and

point.s

the winner of the

Mahon Gross not on!) let
sophism°, but be
tared

--M..-aine,' difficult pracice'
schedule will continue ibis

Forest View's next meet will

was represented

Morgan touched out al
2:22.3 in the 200.yord lndiald.
nal medley. duplicating the eftfon of South's Dane Koala.
Morgan left no doubt as to

Gross in the 175 pound elassi

to,
rolind put the home scoring al

Maine East's Mike Sedjo, who

r

run anywhere from one to three or more miles.
Whether
he sprints or simply distance rimning. the wrestlers will ru
Now. couple with thrones weight progroms
catches may have their wrestlers on Burins the
season or in the off-seasun and the proper diet

hosted Maine South nil Pro
pect in Me Sam Nlarmlii Nata.
torium. hut found themeives
still short in the conditioning
&pertinent.

m

Forest View's other points
came on Pete Lenkeitt third
in 'the 21111 free. Norb Polo.

"Wm wenun." the emit will usually say. Al
the end of the practice maim wrestlens will

by his coach.

tors after Morgant butterfly
win. but according to Davit.
not .ready to go
"Were

200.yard freestyle and
400 -yard freeste. Patience in
the
freestyle and the
101eyard freestyle. Wesidaie
in the 200-yani individual
medley cad
Johnson in
diving.
the

makes to his opponent's counter move.

praised as "a real paid one"

within three points 01.11.c

tpea.m,

THE INDIANS decided
not to ch tficnne tonwr Pan

cid, over Jim Verville

South reigns in East
ePin`kod4"8".8,i

The Falcons also got first place finishes out or Made in

individually and in series. "In sorter because
it is not Mc first mac that always works on the
mat, but usually the next move
wrestler

compthilln. as Frank Morgan

more did manage to come

at Leyden.

augment will take advantage of it.
Thus. individual moves Nem to be practiced

to win 'four events in the Pirate

look the backstroke.
Maine lost the omning May
end was tern able to heed the
Pirates in the scoring celumn
after being down. 741. The DI,

came out with the win. Their
time wash, a thde off the excellent 3:36.9 day registered

his pnictice drill sessions Me going ever and
over of a mom until it can he done hithintally.
A wrestler does sot hose time to think on a
wrestling inut. If he slops for an instant. his

Li the Saturday 1111,14 he was

butterfly.

John Maw and Sant Patience

ththonent on de rnat in the meet.
IN ORDER to do Si,.t the coach ham to odd to

EASI' WAS ONLY able

and

,

opponent or revel -,him. nis something else to
he rile to execute in move against thebest

Ridge entry.

while Mark Hall won the 50
freestyle and Frank Avidson

Drill or drive with controlled speeds. Kit includes W
double insulated drill, 7 piece socket set and carrying [usu.:Nadel 457-2.

61/2" HEAVY DUTY SAW

learn the move invoked to take down

prethice sessions.

medley

,m

lengths in a time of 533 Fri-

of the facility deprived Ikon
Davitt's squad of important

ual

pettedly in the backstroke. His

and long periods a
wrestling in practice. Din Lke,r, third in dish%
are called for M
,werii.ratiii,L for or allow We-3,iie, ...tied end Hrn
Feldhant third in the 1011 but.
effort on the mat in the meet.
tthis. most wrestling encbes wily. Bailey's third in the 100
believe in -learning by
it is one thing to

teani captain this yeur, is the
brightest Ware
DitvitiN pool
as he has been the only minsistam winner 'for du Park

year. 1.1) the late ampletion

3/8" Drive -R
Drill Kit

a

es one so far," Falcon coach

he Leyden

freestyle as he coveral the four

ber of the mom.

pro .1/204A

She

que. Bent chock capacity far drilling with larger
bite, up to it" in steel, ifs" in wood, Side handle

lei

has

lay. And. us

mkt second in the 100 IM.

East sinks to third defeat

Powered for tough jobs) Powerful 3 amp. motor,
true double reduction gears provide Pill drilling tor-

all In custom -fitted plastic carrying case. Cut wood,
.metal, plastic...plain or fanny) (#%510

guy

chance".

3/8" DRILL

(#7201)

University.

rn

bination blade. A perfect gift for the handy....

ond MeallS to give your opponen1 an opening to
get away, to on
you down or to torn you over,
depending on the situation.

for ALL six minutes, Conditioning exercises

our realer, ivill he interested in knowing that

71/4" POWER SAW

MINUTES IN SPORTS": To let up for a sec-

Mr. Emmons mathed at Arlington for four

dpi

D o o g Schmitt came
through for us sort of unes-

"! felt going into thii meet

Maine South top both the host

writer. av -THE MOST GRUELING SIX

1

that it would be our tough.

score in their favor. 46-12, and

ation has been termed by many. including this

prised, though. because
knew they had elm potential to

final event. thein freestyle re-

went into the relay with the

years, beginning with the 195O-60 season. In a
recent Mal we had. Bob said that Bob Strange
was the finest wrestler he had ever coached and
one oft he finest he has ever seen.

Mr. Emmons, us many area catches will re.
member, wth
line leg
toldd and coached
his hey, to Os Ott. Gins. He
Bustlerrae
was an all-around outstanding wrest
and
vthuld cormare 'with finest we have today.
SPEAKING 00 wrestlers. past and

SANDER KIT
10 amused ahem of abrasive pope, bas can

to become a consistent winner.

do is,

Like athletes in see y other spud, the wrestler
has to be a determined individual ready for the
reeling practice sessions and self-ma-ince that
he will be called upon to endure,

SIX MINOT'S of wresili, in a meet situ.

Gordy Alderman said, band
I
knew our kids would ave
to swim exceptionally well
to win. I can't say I was sop

stroke,

The first triangular swinp
ming meet at the new Maine
East pool saw the Hawks of

tioning sessions.

contact with and still's= of our District 219
teachers. Bob Emmons of Arlington High

Lenkcitt
third in the 400 freeand Pakccids third in the 100 breastbackstroke.

100

Forest View teem of
Fred Wattiale. M ark Bailey.

and Tour in each of the next three years,
gob Strange represented Lawrenceville High

wrestling coaches this writer has ever come in

and Kent Higgins. third in the

much a chance to meke a name for himself as
the 200 -pounder in football or the 6-7 forward
in basketball.

Pi the past several weeks. since the man of
the practice season in wrestling. conches have
been putting their boys through rugged condi-

1942. Bob was coach, by one or the finest

Model # 557.

Smooth one -hand control for a beautiful Both every time. Hush sands on 3rdes lat includes sander,

needed wrealing skills if he is

rn

:

An in an earlier Meet against
West Leyden. the outcome of,
the Niles meet hinged on the,

,i

A 9g -POUNDER on the prep level has as

Ted Czech, also has the distinetion of having
the most State Find Tournament victories. In
all. Ben hail 13 mitt wins in the finals.. in .1052

School and won state championships at 115
pound, in 1940 and 1941 and 125 pounds in

free. Doug Schmitt, semis

meth. the Faleon foursome
ca me through with an impres-

championship.

Large capacity U.I 24 Drill mith man -grip handle
end full torque action -pith wheel arbor. a drill bits,
buffing wheel, grinding wheel, chuck key, key holder, rubber backing pad, 15.5" abrades dims, and
handsome plastic ...ming ease. (#7116)

rtsnisndousis maps., lad
who is working to develop the

.

Wrestling official

FROM -

3/8" DRILL KIT

through reiplanon umu

' Another strongman on

.

POWER TOOLS FOR CHRISTMAS
FROM -

the 155 OM
1,
But 10 pounds and a few
minutes latsr Gars Eklund re
Mined the fuser as he pained
Mike Swttrumen Eklund n

.'

Thgse Ma Sized Gifts!

PHONE CL 5.1600

Porter 5 , m one of the kw
e hes
what, carried

dividual state title this year.

.

MOUNT PROSPECT

Hall 5 2 to gnu the 511.11011
their only see/Grunt the dun le

Forest Viet() teamwork paves
way to 53-43 tank victory

-

,

to the ant a12 19 Maple n a
three sew laterman theft,

RAY FLAMM continued

the Maine domination in the

Steve Goose, 2Me Florei is a

Scot Verner. and NTE's Dave

pm strut iis lic Muck Fete Fein

me, ,hdtsism ht, et..., ,

del 01 out nfde non work IS
121 pnund Rai !ohm, who
lothison emanated this

were

107.pounders

Noah, 1 min, Oman may

ins-

and Selvig may have to wait
until his deeper frosh.soph
quad becomes the varsity la.
fore Wheeling can gin gymmaim 'prominence.

was at his best.

FRONT A 42.011 tie. Abm.

ham worst four field goals
and a free throw while the
whole H(' teum was only
able to hit eight points as the
Notre Dame sophomores won
their first conference game of

the year, 51-50. M dramatic
fashion.

THE DAY
Thursday December II 1969
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Dumb to an angel and 126 huntatm

Pollution
spotters
wanted
Volunteer pollution

Snow fans get help
from new winter sports map

spot

tem are neing sought bi the
Clan Streams Committee of
the Farad Preserve District of
Cook County, 536 N. Harlem
'Av.. River Forest, III. 60305,
accordia to George W.
Dunne, president. Dunne said!

'44/14

Snow fans planning a trip to
much
good, crisp skiing
weather, according to the

their roans are needed to sap -I
planent the work of some 125
eommittee,nnembem reporting,
weer

Newsources of pollution
Ye Fria discovered daily,
Dunne,
them to the

who

The winter sports research
add hat. the weragy seasonal snowfall in the gtatb h4.,
been 140 inches in die noreto
about 30, inches in the south-

erten, a ncw

building for industry arCelothef
developments ice the northwest

and other Chicagoland arm

present it serious eventual pol-

lution problem,

The Clean Streams com-

sources

on

pollution

home

localities,
where they have anted in sem
era/ cases for yeas.
in

For the devotee of the winter sport of the slalom, schtaing, and Marinating, Mae b nothing
Wm the ski slopes such as are lo.ted with pinpoint accuracy on the new freeman offered lo
Michigan. The trio or skiers enjoying Tilttano on the slope in the picture proves thetwitchy,
'math
the thing, even if their style is sloppy. h shot was sapped,
in M6higan, but at Tam. Near
&lexica, where the loos Ski Volley is developing rapidly and expanding its ski fallings.

.R1chard Menem Rau

If attire for type tat
dreams of owning a place in
the country for recreation and
retirement, yaw mouth maY
water at the sight of an ad like
tithe

3.000.0. road
Rootage. 5.000 Xmas trea.
severaI
springs. Minimum
108

an

Mice. 51.900.

If so, you will have to join
hundreds

of other barman
hunters who have discovered
Ole excitement of bidding for
property Cl public auction.

key

maker finding the right rogion
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RI
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EXCELLENT COMPANY
BENEFITS I.

col1.13,3526
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FINE INTERIOR PAINIINst

16,1
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A_,,/
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Des Plaines
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PAPER

Oi
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HURRY!
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IC
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537-0880

GENERAL FACTORY

no aim
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5 YEARDvARANIEE
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BETTER (

NEEDS HELP

Evenings - 5 to 250

ZAYRE

Tile

tarmn.. creel Sms5

Inc.

Insurance Company

EVEN SANTA
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EMERGENCY SUMP PUAIRS
SALES...1r SERVICE
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Commutator,
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2720 Des Plaines Ave. Des Plaines,
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TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT - 3rd SHIFT
(Midnight to 6 Am.)
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un n
Pure Oil Division

773-2020

Urtioit Oil COmpany of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illingis 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
-

central telephone company of Illinois

tin

Chicago
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PHONE 255-T900
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Sharing HospOmlizationi Life insurance.

AV EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

DON ROTH'S in
WHEELING

17.13usinoss'Sesices

home buys

827,557

OPERATE

522 .0100 ono, P.M

''"ODsZ8.:7;OrZleorn
EDMOND GRAY

SET UP AND

To degreed individuals adth on interesi or °pg.
t
tow d moth, we offer a highly professionol
training prograrn in 0 most modern systems en,ronment. Excellent starting solow and on oct.
standing benefit program which includee Moly

SOO awe so 5MP.,
DR VISIT US AT
777 WHEEDNG ROAD
WHEELING, ILLINOIS

"Pl?''INA5U'AFrV5'ORTIA'FIV"
CALL 825.3740

4.5321

error or mop., the news.

BROWN & SHARPE

growth opportunities.

LeLildn'o:b=randrn.ri.rn'

ao.CAL1

Systems.

Continued growth hoc crewed on excellent opportunity as a programmer in our home office.
Experience not essential but helpfuL Pagan of.
fers challenging . assignments and onlimited

'01.9 'remLisrDori equipmert

umi bluets

meta

DAYS

HAMMER,
INC.

PROGRAMMER

WOODWORKER

ProllemeupuneHry road

Kitchen Steward

Norm Freiold lerminaL 1005 5.

MM91.150

CUTLER -

Immediate Opening

,u,,

In

Drivers Needed

Nationwide

CALL MR...LINDA

Chico go, Illinois

Manager -Driver

on the better

WOEF0.0N I ONSioucrion

WANT AD!

261.3556

ALLEN CO.

CL 3-0342

-1254

FASHION soNOVER CO.

Ropoot. 824 OWO

USE A DAY

-

$17. per section plus.
P 69502E0

ALL

od

WINKELMAN'S

4wILIS

12 lu 5,30. 252 Wogs

APO. 522 1111,07

7L;:d71,

CLASSIFIED DEPT.

515.50 13., choir plusto

le .1

437-8500
THE HERST

3.5P

their advertisement ono. In

50% OFF

Ineltuction

ler

lore,. Ogires. _77

039.9900

666 iandmeier Road, Elk Grove Village

1340 Bryn Mawr Itasca
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 5 APPOINTMENT
CALL MR. DON mESSINGER

PLEASE

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Winter Sale

555 r53,

'TAY

BICYCVCCA'5'50RIE'S

inn braode. In Me event of

SLIP COVERS

^7:::::::=7%;711,7.74.1,7

tZfat!.,7.7.1.17J,';

NZ!

chrimmes.

CHECK YOUR ADS!

cover

'''''''"gitiljlrl.'keesEtes PENSION

,o1 accounts and prom.

.01.114 mule

s

ADVERTISERS

and phone

lip Covers

he

CARA..

1.yely

ioN.Api Madding AS

7.7.7;%1

ALL BRITECiEANOIS

CAN REN AFTER SSW

AUDITOR

wv51119

en,. 350 0E5 021

.1,

ASSEMBLERS

paid halide"

Insurance OM.
Including family all undone. end ...nom.

ps CIL wad.

h

181.49/8341

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!

12 days ad Nom per yes.

Village Hall .

PART TIME

or

SALE

Sewing Machina Repair

WALL WASHING

Draperies

UST. DRAPERIES
Uph 1 tu. Pe
AC

5

ELECTRICAL

WAREHOUSE MEN

GARAGE

Radio -TV Repair

AELTO ESTIMATING

ontturicr,

M.

*Vit.*#1401)111*OX,RISYdtriPttiO*41744.4446,44410

Arlinnion Helens.
Mann, New... Dos Plaines,

.

in

COLONIAL
STANDARG

allergr.5,793.4

GR H0LSe

AT'

To Rent Business Preperty 7.

POLAR PANECORP.

OTNER DIMWITS. 30 dm, eaceiNn eh.

P.M.

BABY GRAND PIANO

ellyices

111551

TV SERVICE

mentry-R ernodeling

pellets. preferred. Apply

8,4.1505

AGE 25 TO 35

will unrest
your sale and Mine you

Ogysically end mentally

13117 /Ansa.

If YOU CAN DID ALL .1110-,114EN CALL FRANK S93.3,2

NEAT APPEARANCE.

Ilirnir I Jon fer wash 5.dny want adh
Signs nar be pided , al any el THE

All

BOOKKEFOIND SERVICE

SERVICE STATION_
ATTENDANTS

AZA

171y.

Musical
Gifts

inch sign

attennon

Home Maintenance

Business Semmes

easels., hot

paint ing.......nodo.N. 550 55N.

ri 7:74:ate:

repes of Shoot

modeling. 53

358 354

SET

SALE SIGN!

751

ran sr oda :Raft

overtime and cail.baci, poy

Ws, so bock in Me privacy al yaw gove ellice ad GROOVE
woh ine ficnion,lassestensaMo Soles OroanUilenwith

FREE

This

POODLE GROOMING

ARE VOL, ENDO

AAA AA. A REA

APOLLO

DEW

& Flowers

.1545.9200

0011% Pop, 14,m Ounropt0

Window Repair

DOLORES E1LER5 SCHOOL OT

la

/90 LEAD CHASING
/NO DOOR NOCKING

,4.

DANCING Ego011 NOW SOR

ine,..rer A

OIL PAINT

Dec. 13.

7-017/

JAW CL 13500 FL 5.1155.

.

AP*. tat"

....recuaitek5

CRIALIFICATION5,0 Selnot arintindi:21 2 35'

'Zs!' ruPpgd% 7nerMof"p=naosZorr:.

num Flocs on roue oagai

wal plan,. A Christmas keno.

DAVEr .:511=FILl'E=

AU. Repairs

Trees, Tri.M
PO

Guts tor

.

full line al comPurse

/ NO CAR EXPENSES

Gifts for

NOD

MN MM.,

HEY! s

or drive -way.

HAVE A WIGPARTY.

CAD

Dancing School 8 Suppl

fly.

-

Mists

WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house

Wigs

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

.

pl.

CAREW OrmOvIvegliEs IN A FAST.GROWING.
PROMM5Hvy, oNOLISISIM009NRSITI.

PAY RANGE, 3.3 -MS monthly ... Credit Oen

IWO

39415.9

Loke

pew

lb y

mem R

eced low. female

mo,

ICENSED 13EDOW OWIDSFOR

Corn

for Gifts

house casNew

Women
inment Rentals

your sale with a DAY

FIRE FIGHTERS

3040 5 Busse Rd.

1754=1,

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
passer -6),s with an eye-catching "Sale"

Permanent Waves

Full Time - Doys
7:30 AM - PM

BENSENVILLE

School Bus, Inc.

.tor.trY21

p

Antiques

I

.CL 9-0495

LOROEN C0,1'5=1.15N CO.

LA

enc.

to sell!

Wallpapering

At=
GENERAL FACTORY
Will Train

werg, 55 255 3576

1

looking for just those items you intend

tom's

45

766-5950

'

E.GREEN

2:30-5 p.m.
Cook County

-

ere Almost new. 5215

Decorators

Cs SON

man ma.

Spaulding heroin. gag

Lauritz Jensen

"'"'YR;;M"
ceweero,,s wesme

44rytlitZ 6

Pay Later

oor Maintenance

...men.

ho

iob

oLair

'KY

OW Pada, [Eno

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburbanj4tmmunities ,and reach more than 200,00er
potential cash buyers, many of whom are

0.21,1,1

CUSION DECORATING

e Me mar

Seirostomer-Chicage Div.

P.M. ROUTES

WFWORD KITTENS ,DrillzarEril.

I/

Ail%

8,82E5
55.10

pum,

Novel Gob Annum el

HAMWOOD

Cement Work

Schnauzer

oxs

CUSTOM LIPHOLSMAI

IRERACELODS
'WOrliEL'CPZI'L'ErFAC'KEn

CREATIVE

S. WM

rondo.

-

Art Service

Ina

tali*. &haus

6:30-B:30 am.

8.8.44, 9.4

E

WIMAE'R'A=AC

COLDS

M1

din

Fern Extra Cosh
Paid Training

Pen..I03

Au

toys,

SEASONED

PrI RATIONS 8. MEMS
ON SELEGAWLF1415

I.57

A cholts., m lemon

A.M. ROUTES

furniture, musical instruments,
appliances and much more).

001..1

BOO MACES

Alterations

for Gifts

p

all phases of Wm Mow *quer

DRIVERS

Clothing

.110

GATHER those no longer used, but still
useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby

I( .111,1 s

10 CPA Fen

Laboratory Technician
A Tx...maw. haa cameo! ability and awe cal

_

Painting 8 Decorating

Dehmr,

far iier

la

lp

14 Help Wanted Men

"TAITZ'

PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

Pets

17

P

ACCOUNTANT

wo

ARLInTON

1952

244109 Motel Alm

oAel,

Zarb

;Irn'CISINCT

MALE

for Him

SEASONED FIREPLACE LO

car

53722R8

c.t,

SCHOOL BUS

Oa Antiques

IT'S EASY AS 1, 2, 3...

Nor liweSt Day, 565 Arlington Day
The Prost.. Day and The Des Plaines Doy
one reach 60,000 Household',

ADDRESS

cleat, Yfi Ot0

INDEX

TO ADVERTiSE IN THIS DIRECTORY,

',Weed

I. 01

CLASSIFIED

Gifts

Addressing

HOTEL

HOUSEMAN

The Money WO T.E.I..0o,

6POTTER

VOA

Port Tune Cleanup
lanotot Work

I

C

A or,4

Cal

SEAS TRAVEL

\frr) your community... CALL ONE NOW!

Thursday Desember I

24 Help Waited Men
E

w.bam
Re surd

ede 5700

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in

24-11elp Weedlike

-

An Equal Opportunily Employer

WV 05.1 A.LJ-1)K

s-

T urslrt Dommtkr 111969

Ist. IS

26 lien Wanted Women
24.11e1p1Tonled Men

26-8,1p Instal Ramo

26 Help Wanted Women

',If. 5621

DENTAL

r1,0

DOCTOR'S

TRUCK DRIVERS

263elp W anted Rosen

4MANT
CPTIOTIFI

25 Employment Agennes Women

Lira
98

$560 MONTH

e9n7;2,

SECRETARY FOR
MT PROSPECT
ATTORNEY

JOHN HENRICKS
INC

RECEPTION

KITCHEN HELP

GENERAL OFFICE

26 He 1011111W00111
16-11elp Wanted Roma

.12 In Ie... M.

er

II

buen

n

{WWI

015N0 ?21 MA

COOK GEN

25 /MB llLTl1L Women

GAY Girls Girlo,

0445"

Rand

1.

.15,LAPI C

RECEPTION

26 Hon Wanted Women

593 5953

Pr parasol
an, I ng

Mno

pae1.l CaE d all,n1solo y ond

I rellrn. solo y
PI I
PI
do.

k n lam

..

I

6114.1

panss 500,

6 OVolt"'""19.44/11.10

MATERIAL
HANDLERS

.28 DeroPelee

960 0700

INSURANCE AGENCY
am, girl%
/IPA
-

typist,
avdM1

I

general of lice
ligki bookkeeping

PAO W aa1rork Arlin...au I r.

AMY

CASHIER WANTED
FACTORY HELP.

FAIL TIME. DAYS

2.

BOOKKEEPER

Personnel Dept

Baxter

Phone 259-4399
PRIVATE SECT -

965 4700

BOOKKEEPER

LIKE MEETING NEW
PEOPLE? -$600

6301 Lincoln Ave.
Morton Grove.

40 WORDS PER MINUTE.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS and WORKING

CLERICS

CONDITIONS

FOR TEMPORARY OFFICE

COME SEE US OR CALL

POSITIONS
TOP, RATES - NO FEES

High School Girl 3I 85

tr, rC9's 'La"
'PerPre'ra 'c'ir,P7o

Ye

rand"rd.o'VronIn01
s

LITTELFUSE, INC.
SLboidio:eoo of

RUCHARDT CLEANERS

717M're'e'r7/6's711' =Ls

gsersZtrfe '7eke'r';

DRAFTSMAN
heler loY

,

Ong d

ELECTRICAL

AMY

255.94 14

Coleman Floor Co.

NEW PRODUCTS

red Inne1.6 plaa Onn.

359.42fli

Travel Agency

11.17.1. TRAIN

experience.

"g1°k7LT"AX'
V.I7Sr ".kr:Terlr61:e'S 7.7

Call FAY

255-7010
CUTLER.

HAMMER,
INC.

WAITRESSES
D

DAY SHIFT 7 A.M. 10 3:40 P.M

392-5230

is, mu ',ca. ass is
smell demonic p
55 0,
peed qaen..... Acre.
,...0..ase es s.ih Amt. WRY Conaway Se

PW

rnoror

ass

.15pr.° 12:45am

Arcl 5hift

12:45 am to 7:45 am (61/3 hrs.,

We will train - add 15c per hour for 265 .611? and
1. per hour for 3rd shift . 10 paid holidays
mojor medical and life insurance many company bertefits.

GOOD PAY PLUS BONUS
e LIFE INSURANCE
0 PENSION PLAN v MEDICAL PLAN
Apply or Coll -

. other slay. too.
litleaern. well-equipped
olficas. All too oenohis

TRW ELECTRONICS

Inierosium boss.
Eayy commuting il

666 GARLAND PLACE Or Rand near Dempster)

BANK

..glapherS, clerk

299.6629

&psit general cle

-.tested?

Countryside Restaurant
a Lounge
ye. Conn..

CM for en appoinlmon:
or corne in 562.7100
EoN 734.

777 Wheeling Read

HOUSEKEEPING

MAIDS
lazes aer oast far ...ary

NTH

J

.13 in...

TI

ARLINGTON PARK
211 eaFkpon.

.5 Gowan
Repro
Personnel Dept.

laa 0.11

TOWERS HOTEL

.159.4270.

FIREWOOD seas.. sple hard

heamfal LOVE OATS eine

kenerire ,,ded

:60 1E5007

H. Pol.k. or

747.6. Mon.

don... Call Mr. k.

HAVE YOU DONE
SOME DRAFTING
AND LIKE TO

Many ourra,d.a benefits -and close to home.

E

ELECTRIC
e,ELFC:Tr)Ni,

an0 N Wolf Road

RETURN TO IT?

SECRETARIES

Subsidiary of General Telephone 8. Electronics

400 North Wolf Rd., Northlake, Illinois

Laboratories Inc.

44-0ogs,Pets &Equipment

'"ok'"ncernve4S7

?I.. Coll 42.06'7.43%.1nia

girls with secretarial 00.
figure aptitude.
shorthand
ond
typing skins re

benefits.

FI 5-050D Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept

JEWEL FOOD

MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS

die Clerks SM. Sner.

259.0740

0.2770

MERRIER WITH A LITTLE

965-4700

267.6900

RECEPTIONIST

1200 HICKS ROAD ROLLING MEADOW, ILL 60008

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

TRAINEE
WORK WITH KIDS

-

tradd"con7..1741312'"'"

CONTACT

EXTRA STUFFING IN YOUR

25-Eorpbment Rucks -Ram

mr. Art garnert

70 Rooms Board Ilousekeepn

EVENING HOURS

INTERV EWING

MIDWEST INC.
9420 River SI.

In Ou Office
GAL FRIDAY

to

pose..

V.P.S SECRETARY

wake

5550400

Ne.camact isentessos

men,. wIelevednemis NS .101. dlasspbene. 201.111.0 Dos!. b. Informol
ormasphyrealnewantas

dorrt Perim,. 15 to 90 Four.

10:30 P.M.

CLERKS

IL

2004 Miner So.
DES PLAINESOLL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

7...1

CAREER SPECIALISTS

1510 Miner Street

,

Des Plaines

CONTACT:

25247500

IL 824 0.569

nr n

CONTACT OUR
EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

Pure Oil Division

FOR DETAILS

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Rood,

529-7700

realemeneco nights.

ce..11.1. el

In -

company banefill wIlh en.

Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (3 / 2) 529-7700

H

I

Mono

nm.

Isr.
359-9247

.

r

.

9645°°....,

1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA

1966 FORD L.T.D.

V 8,

,H.

automatic, power steering,
brokes, radio. Mater, W/W. StS no.

oufo.

R -H.

Po'cuf

$1095

centoio. coo sem, nett Oleo
Cell 31.1Q5arr 6P EA.

UNITED CARD CO.
1101 Canwslo4alling

4S3 ssos

5o

11.7 Dodge

up daemon. 02.1.2333 dlr.

Li. new memo
cosy Ws nom

"'

BACHELOR'S MEI

$495

cond. ON re bou oiler. re.
An

6 chairs.

7664911

r

r

p

COMP, 4 dr. SIEVO.

M. Leaser Tense

LY9Iberr

G. ALIGMEPER.

70

067.71.2

-

0

PAkTiNemoum.0417.ows

dnondr'5609

LZ.;

rrkSelitMe

bar

000 E. Northwest Hun.
Mt. Prospect, III

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

6

165

'r'f'reler:'

Melrose

day week. 3792 hour
week. Excellent fringe
benefits.
Interviewing
Mon. thru Frt.

Call Ninon. Dept.
345.500, rot. 594

CONDITIONING CO.
253.1197 e, 950.9200
AUCTIONI

551.30 Tax Included

ing ego, The Red Gavel Auction

of Se 11 per month Fcr feee

DIETARY
HELP
1ST COOK

1St COOK RELIEF
COOK'S HELPER

Des

551duslcallnstruments

7000906 Name Brands)
APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

ION TO 3os. Off on Display Merchandise,
Many Used Specials!

HOLY FAMILY

3 CONVENIENT NICATiONS:
5010500.

HOSPITAL
NM...gee ReLaeu Plalnes

-

skering, RD, W,W. SH. no. P355.

1004:4, ?I0 sLII-ISGI

0000? 5.15, 2k 610

1966 MERCURY WAGON '
Sharp 9 Poo Ideal for business or
pleasure V.0. auto., RD, power steer-

s] 795 ' wiw.

Windsor

1966 BUICK CONVERT.

Woods

Charp - fed orilh mulching ia1 a ria.,
V.13, R.H. full power. Schrnerler Guor.
onteed.

$695

1965 FORD GAL. 500
V.,

uto , power steering
W/W.cSikOrlo 613A.
'

$895

259 14621 Instruments

GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE!

$545

68 PLYMOUTH BARRACUDA
2 ClclOr Hur, V,. auto
power

Right In th, Village
of Arlington Heights

brakes
'

$695

:§CHIVIERLER FORD

KUSH:1M MUSIC CENTERS' %

DISH TRAY LINE

JEWEL FOOD

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

1 - 2 - 3 bedroom
W.; Rowel Apts.

669.7204

Pl="C'1=16020

For An Appointment

STORES

$695
roDE 550 Whde 6 blue par.

1969 Singer Zig Zog
La Salle Personnel

Puu yours now, Auto., power steering.
PD,
00. DR no. 352B.

452A.

358.1899

1'1

291112770

1964 CHEVROLET CONVT.

Auto RD. many other extras. Stk. no.

end'.

more

ToirerZ.'of Lim

in

$1695

$1695

r'forLife'rerd oo'd

rtg=tUCIZT.'C'0,

dryer. niol.M3

EL

...rya ON THE MOVE.

1'buf

Loaded wall extra, 111. 00.4799A.

1966 CORVAIR MONZA

PERSONNEL
COUNSELORS

It'OP!

$3295
1967 MUSTANG 2 PLUS 2

r726?4571

for Paz3n,61Int=Tz.., Coll

LIPI

$1795

7.

CARPET NEW

E7u?!e'pShcrenlir!YeB,"'a u't al. Ta, 4i
power and fact. air. Stk. no. 130A.

.1,e11v'. ...., P°.''' ...r.
brakes, 4-1-1, I NAV, Stk. no. 121A.

m.I homes. will I...

Oar Equip.: Roe. Toblop

Tba 10 aces beauty is only one of

2 Door Coupe Sports winded, Here's
the anoverl S. no. 7101.

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA

SELLING 'OUT 81111111711111 in. 4i

Innadcnos

69 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

1967 OLDS CUTLASS 442

01.31,'10'"

8391565.dr 681..

sfeerin9.

bfolues. WM. 9:4 :0 R0,

595A.

113 3ln 6607
pJ,3

brim. Ho.

119bm

krro bet 4 ed.. Mrs.

rble..

ref7o'efs,71=7:1Pees:r4Sen
repoos

mahogany bedroom

pece

...et offer.
C.petrone Meerdesi

NIGHT OR DAT.

"*.anut=kr:r.
Liablakeody work.

'INVENTORY CLEM

Park executive office. 5

An Equal Opportunity Employer

central telephone company of Illinois

A.,

311,.192.7579

652 CORVAIR
block 5110

'),!Vake.e"17.31f."gb:IPIrm..

MEN OR WOMEN

'el.k7Orr..kro=n7

operators

ER7ESa

Soles Manager

47.Home Fornishings.Furnihre

Auoil. Pe, I, 3175 43,0130

RESTAURANT

Maned000 openings for
experibnced Key Punch

CALL 299-7191 - NO FEES

LARSON & ASSOC.

contr.,

osoLO 50622.07550

FREE PARKING

Also Available - Full Time

CLERKS
SALES WOMEN
Begin After kn. I

STUFFING

No Experience Necessary

5485

.1e resera.......mmact

SERVICE DEPARTMENT

FULL TIME

S hiller Pork

(fp;

,..

PPS... !we Sees. Sens. Leg
rocIL

-

Gent1:52S0 41S OSA

NOON DISHWASHER

""747.'0.dtre"'

AND

BURNDY

1063
VW.
alma
Red.13700.pGrA

7IApts. and Rooms to Slun

259-6000

5:30 P.M.

678.5211

-

sae Yee crud 4 dr.
7ir,
power. Moor- 11165 3590,d

1349 Bryn Mawr, Itasca. III.

Call Tom Brady

WORK THESE CONVENIENT

RETAIL CUSTOMER

PART TIME

6374156

575

HAMMER
INC.
...

SCANDA HOUSE

THE SINGER COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICE

ece.m.bitsrdieressiedo

CHRISTMAS STOCKING
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

392 9250

ro

,

.__z2- ;12_

now clold

14.1a Esqlqadowats

FOR OUR
PAR. WATRING

6511111011ScholoUnd Cue
A LIMITED NUMBER

CUTLER.

r

MAVERICK

,

OODLES AKC moo

773.2020

Alio

GENERAL TIME
SPACE 1110 MUM] DIVISION

FREE PARKING

104/ks. old. A. 575
35.1457
rod. long noir.
DACHSHUND

Coil for Interview

CLERKTYPIST

se7

La Sells Personnel

1970 1.

.7.65E3

oon

6301 Lincoln Ave
Marko Gevec,111

51.113ifleSSOpportunillis

2991961

perlence. Strang der..

ter.3 P. said sec.. ime

5525 earl Typ. SIM 1111Ce01.

' NU
Selateda

'

f?,17f7reS787et

Dalo laadalzallong choir.

our salmons office for

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

come m or me tor an appainirnenlown.
Seso

Chia's°. eift,

21.11s17 World SOP 500515

no,hisker

Needs Complete Staff

'enr.kekSZes

Man.

3.99.3164.

9

Baxter

C fairt3 itaaa

A

STORES

NEW OFFICES

Vgd.7,,,Jau;i,u..Vonel. 3125. CS

°
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ORK IS GIVING A LEC.1.11;

ON 'ME HISTORY OF

OUT OUR WAY
YEAH

CONGRATULATIONS,

6RAMP!ALL THE

YOUR
GRAND -

-LIH -

OTHER PIES YOU'VE
BAKED LATELY HAVE

THANKS FATHER

YEAH, BUT CRAMPS NOT

UH

THIS ONE! Ir5A
MASTERPIECE!

HE ?

REALLY WITH IT! THE WAY
t::11.3 STRUGGLE GETTING

DOWN AN EXPOSE!

OUT OF A CI -LAIR, I'LL BET
)-OU COULDN'T RUN TWO

EGAD FATHER, PONT

2
5

9
YLII

AS AN ANVIL.:

0 I. N.A...Thi L. us

..4I. TA

murder charge decides to- end it all.

//. (((-

HIM !

YOLYR5 ALL-

Darin gets fired
when Samantha's

Vail-Jot-Olson, Bar-.
bara Feldon, Irene
Ryan, Paul Lynde
and Jackie Gayle.
7
It Takes a Thief

6:30

mother casts a spell
which makes him
agree with every-

Elsa Lanchester
guest stars as Molly
Taylor. a vague Brit-

Family Affair

thing and anybody.

ish agent who is to

Elizabeth MontgomDick Sargent

help Al Mundy re-

tion in Boston goes

ery,

badly. Brian Keith,

cover a microdot hid-

and Agnes Moore-

den in an East Berlinmuseum.nseum.

Sebastian Cabot, An-

head.

issa Jones, Johnnie
Whitaker and Kathy

32 Password

Daniel Boone
A greedy old man
and his two sons attempt to rob Daniel
Boone and his companions of gold. Fess

Parker, James
Wainwright
Darby Hinton.

and

The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir
7

Mark Lester guest -

stars as the new boy

from England who
becomes Candy's

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

first

I TELL YOU, GUV'NOR, IT

THERE I WAS, STANDING
BEFORE THIS DESK IN
AN EMPLOYMENT

WAS A SPINE -TINGLING
MOMENT:

FOR FRIDAY

AGENCY:

UHUN;

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22)--A critical period in
business affairs may begin now

THE MAN WROTE OUT A
CARD DENOTING MY PLACE
OF EMPLOYMENT AND

STARTED TO HAND IT

TO ME..."

.'----\'

or within the next few days.
Have facts and figures all in

Hope

love.

Lange, Edward Mul-

,

FORTUNATELY I WAS
ABLE TO ESCAPE IN
A PASSING
BUS!

hare.

26 Purdue

v

order.

.4

CAPRICORN

(Dec.
23-;
Jan. 20) --Pay close attention to

I%
to,

Robert Wilder novel.
June Allyson.
12:30
5

International

Zone

Show

9

12:50
News

7

1:00
Of Cabbages and

Movie

2

"Libel." Dirk Bo garde plays a dual
role as an imposter

9:25

32

Comments

and a war shattered
wreck of a man.
Olivia de Havilland.
Jones
Guests

Kings

9:30

1:20

20 TV High School
32 Truth or Con-

9

sequences

"Petrified
Forest." A Robert Sher-

10:00
News
5
News
7
News
9 News
11 ;11/ College

wood play focusing
on survival of the

26 A Black's View

2

McHale's Navy

7

2:00
Reflections

2

Late Report

This Is Tom

7

Paul Harvey

Joel

are

Grey, Sandie Shaw
and the Ace Truck-

2

ing Company.
Pro Basketball

9

The Bulls vs. the
San Francisco Warriors at Kansas City.
11 Speaking Freely

Movie

physically fit in a civilized world.
1:50

of the News
32 Honeymooners

man talks with Lee

due.

2

Bottom of the Sea
7:00

director and founder
of the Actor's Studio
in New York City.
26 Ayuda

2

32 Of

Show

2

Meditation

Len
Stuttman
takes a film trip to the

Movie
"Harlow"
The
story of an actress

capital city of Mon-

9

Five Minutes to

who was the sex sym-

Live By

to

the

JimNabors

Strasberg, theatrical

Lands

and

Seas

Jane

Wyman
Julie Budd.

and

10:30

Mery Griffin

2:20

Show
5

7

Tonight Show
J o e y Bishop

2:25

9

3:00

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
I9) --A good day for increasing
personal popularity.
Small kindnesses ,,are repaid

your

with admiration.
PISCES

MORTY MEEKLE

EEK & MEEK

'"",

(Feb.

20 -March

YKJJak.), MEEK., k/HEIJ

°lac

2 I )--Take care that your wishes do not conflict with those of
a respected partner. It would
not do to cause trouble now.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --The wise Aries will keep
clear of other people as much

CRUMMY BUGLER PLAYIAJG

1!EETHOVGAJS A-11AJTH

TAPS! OP DR.!

MOST HAVE

ALL OFA
SUDDEN

k/AAJT A CHORUSOF
4co ty r.. ESFt_A.YI/JG

GO I DCAJT iuswr .LUST OM.

I -THINK IT

OINALL-1

SYMPHOMY !

BEEN A

HURRICANE:

THIS BIG
WIND
CAME LIR..

as possible. Go about your
own work in your own way,

seeking quiet where you can.

TAURUS (April
21) --Your
week to

21 -May
chance this
correct any inlast

accuracies in you'r work. You
should have an opportunity to
move

ahead

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

of the com-

petition.

GEMINI

(May
21) --Knowing how

22 -June
to give

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Literary Bit

FRO

AERIE
UPSID
STAGS TEEME

your full attention to details
when the larger picture is more

inviting should serve you well
at this time.
CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Take every precaution
necessary to protect your own
interests. Others will he doing
the same thing, so take care.

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) --An
opportunity for exceptional

<mfr."),

social gains may come your
way during afternoon hours.
Make sure you are free to
grasp it.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)-What seems like a crisis on the

employment scene may ultimately be seen to have been
quite

normal

a

happening.

Don't fret over it.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-The plain, conservative Libra
stands a better chance of winning the admiration of an in-

CAPTAIN EASY'
WE'VE NO
CHOICE BLIT TO

TELL NASA OUR

TOONAc

WPL

SAME

WAS9NARrOtath

BUT YOU'RE
MAKIN' A AWFUL

BIO STiNK,OVER
A TEENY HUNK

LATER HE'LL LEARN RIGHT
FROM WRONG:

HE cAUGHT
THE VIPER:

OF DA MOON:

McKEEL

JAKE, HOW DA

SAM HILL CAN
YOU LOOK u5,

NI* FACE.;

21 Baltic gulf

HELP HOW YOU LOCANOK'.

23 Woo

24 Palm leaf

ER5YS
VOICE:

(var.)
27 French stream
I29 Snare
32 Cause to

remember
134 Girl's name

the time to experiment with

36 Reluctant
37 More succinct
38 Italian coins

new methods of production.

tile
tiger

gift
girl
girt

tilt
trite
tire
trig
tier
titre
grit

STEN1aPAMilikTES.1"
OHO ET
ANTS'
A

HAm M

(suffix)
41 Make lace
edgings

CAMPUS CLATTER

42 Feminine

BUT HOW CANS BELIEVE A BOY WHOtS
TAKING ADVERTISING COPYWRITING,
SALES PROMOTION, PERSUASION AND
ARGUMENTATION, DRAMATIC

S

T

T AT

CH
L-

OvO D
BAH S A
CR
AN
OR
PL
MADA
SORT I E ARE-ra
-r A .7..;
-r s ,C
1

and family

quantity

24 Spoken,

8 Dispatches
9 Certain

not written
25 Son of

painter

Jacob (Bib.)

10 Asian

mountains
11 Judicial bench
16 Skull
protuberances
20 External
22 French
novelist

777347

26 Natives of a

certain
continent
28 Natural fat
30 Athena
31 Segment
33 Feminine
appellation
5

12

6

7

35 Brave
40 Rag
43 Ventilated
45 Wrench
46 Surf noise
47 Level
48 Foot
(comb. form)
50 Leg joint
51 Behold

(Latin)
52 Rots flax
55 Writing fluid

8

10

13

15

11

14.

16

17

18

Tr

19

39 One who

GLITTER

gelt

1 Principal
2 Sinful
3 Gem
4 At no time
5 Membranous
pouch
6 Hawaiian
greetings
7 Greater

pleasure

IT AIN'T EASY. ORVYL
'T
BUT YOU 150Y9

business matters. This is not

title

DOWN

19 Pertaining to
JAKE'S A LIKEABLE OLE
U55. AND}GONER OR

fluential contact than he
thinks. Make an approach.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --Take no chances with'

Answers to
Hideaword

ACROSS

1 Shakespearean stream
5 Penrod's pal
and others
9 Fairy queen in
"Romeo and
Juliet"
12 Mature
13 Tropical plant
14 Winglike part
15 Like ladybugs,
for instance
17 Feminine
nickname

18 "- of Troy"
WERE ANNOYED
WID UNCLE JAKE

22
24

25

26

32

name

38

44 In a line
46 Act of

38

33

pti '

receiving

ACTING AND WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT1

49 AsmOyer
53 Eggs

rite

rile
relit

liter'
litter

54 Reserve
- 56 Number
57 Biblical garder
58 Denomination
59 Abstract being
60 Kind of dagger
161 Golfer's pegs
,

I 2.- II

in My

ball
Idaho State at Pur-

Guests include

rt4g4

"Stranger

Arms." Based on a

Host Edwin New-

Show

conversations among friends
at a social gathering. You can
learn without revealing things.

12:05

Movie

2

Basket-

32 Voyage

WHAT
1-1APPENED?Gok.r.,

-7., Chicago Show

11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

8:00

5

Your

C. an Welsonif_sKtS

Bewitched

G aver.

(

Top Plays of the

2

NFL

GallOway and Don
Mitchell.
7

12:00

-Dean Martin

5

Show

'-

torial
26 Quiz

01-1,SGOTTY!
ANK HEAVEN

9:00

"

The family's vaca-

1-1-46Re you R MAN,
HELEN! GO -122

11:35

32 100
Paintings
Great Music

Harry Morgan.

Raymond, Burr, Barbara Anderson, -Don

1.31

11:30

32 News Final

upop as guilty of a

6:25

ROBIN MALONE.

Friday and Gan-

A widowed socialite who is looked

2 WBBM-TV Edi-

2

26, Wrestling
32 Big Valley .

Dragnet 1970

non are visited by an
alcoholic ex -vaudevillian who claims he
found nine $1,000
bills. Jack Webb and

7:30

26 Today's Racing

eamase,

Vilma

film, "The Eagle "

5 Ironside

6:20

45

Valen-

and

Banky star in a 1925

8:30
5

20 TV College
Business Writing.

11 TV College
Economics

MA5oRc

Grew Up
Rudolph

tino

Mike Douglas

11 The Forsyte Saga

6:15

gAREFUL,

The Toy That

11

8:05

Show

6:10

GRAMPAW

20 TV College
Typing

sell
9

20 TV College
Typing.

Iii

Thomas and Ted Bes-

bol of her time

the

ominous Jungle

tion " Mario

11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

TM ACTUALLY HARD

WITHOUT GASFIN'
RIGHT

6:00
News
News
News
Star Trek

7

THE STOCKY SIDE

OR THREE MILES

rovia and

7

Part

FORGET THE DISCOVERY

I BEEN s-rucWIN' ).OU.
SON, AND you RE NOT

That Girl
l "1 Never
Had the Vegas No-

TONIGHT

THAT EACH OF US HAS
HtS OWN NATURAL.
BODY CONFIGURATION:
WHILE I MAY APPEAR.
TO BE. -ER, AN-, ON

SURE WHETHER DAD

KNOWS IT OR NOT, AND
BOUGHT IS RIBBINSHIM-HE'D
THAT
L OVE TOACCEPT THE
PIE,
COMF'LIMENT, BUT HE
DIDN'T KNOWS HET, ..evE)zuve

- MM

BEEN REJECTS
COMPARED TO

jTUMAN RACE, LETS GO!

OUR BOARDING -HOUSE

'zr-47-

t

9

53

54

56

57

58

59

60

61

(
51

"52

55

II

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Partly cloudy,

AdkPr

low 15 to 20; Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, warmer.

vC°

2554400
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Illinois Bell seeks rate hi
Tin)< fee

fr

funds
frozen

1/1/144

41//0ir i///f/i
,',/4110/1./IIPA:

/161///

01///,,.

'WO/' *414

general
years.

:b(liff:I;(11:7;'37
-#),14
'44,114
°/1//:49;';','

rate increase

in

See proposed rate chart

cago and suburban callsnot included in basic monthly rates,,
within state long distance

16

rates and a number of other
charges for customer equipnithit and miscellaneous ser-

On

vice arrangements.

page 3.

The company said that rein basic
monthly rates vary by commuquested

President C. L. Brown had a

The township fee funds in

Thursday by an order signed
by Judge Donald O'Brien of
the Cook County Circuit

and fullest use of technological advances in tele-

torical societies, youth activities and operational expenses
of the townships have also re-

It's that time of year again, and Mount Prospect Fireman Lowell Fell puts a extension ladder to
good use as he hangs a Christmas wreath on a Village Hall window. Watching arc Vincent Passi,
1818 W. Magnolia Ln., and sons Michael 3, and Joey, 1.

the way for the filing of an ap-

peal to the Illinois Supreme
Court. The appeal in behalf of
the township collectors will be

Crane opposition threat
in March primary fades

filed with the Supreme Court
within a few days, possibly before Christmas.

day evening in Hoffman Estates.

Skolnick will speak to the
Men's Club of the Beth Tikvah
Congregation's church at 275

'Hillcrest Blvd. at 8 p.m. The
meeting is open to the public.

step unavoidable."
Effect of the proposal would
be to raise annual revenues of
the
company
by
about
$86,500,000. This is an overall increase of about 9 poi- cent

the larger increases in basic

of revenues from all Illinois
operations, it was announced.

been reflected in their rates for
service for many years.
The proposed rate schedules

THE REQUEST calls for
increases in monthly charges

would be grouped according
to the numbers of main tele-

to business and residence cus-

phones in the various commu-

monthly charges would be
made in those expanding communities with exceptional tele-

phone growth which has not

n a n c i n g has more than
doubled since 1953. Taxes

equitable basis.

alone take 33 cents of every

"Since 1953," Brown said,
"we've

dollar we receive from cus-

provided

improved
and expanded service for Illinois customers without a
general rate increase despite

the inroads of inflation. Actually, their average cost of
telephone service during this
period has declined 4 per cent
while their general cost of living has risen' 37 per cent --explainable by rate reductions
totaling $37 million a year, in-

cluding the reductions in interstate long distance rates.

"IN ADDITION, they will
benefit from additional

tomers.

"The net result of all this
has been a steady deterioration
of earnings since 1966, even

with gains in gross revenues

from telephone growth and
greater use of long distance
service. The telephone company gets no immunity from
the crippling effects of inflation.

"And the need for improved earnings has become
truly critical as we continue to
meet the massive demand for
telephone service."

sav-

ings of about $10 million a
year resulting from the reductions in interstate long distance rates which were announced last month.
"Meanwhile,
however,
we've had tremendous increas-

es in our costs of doing business --for materials, for wages
and salaries, for taxes and for
capital funds required to meet
our service obligations. For

example, the cost of debt fi-

BROWN SAID the company's construction and improvement program for the
next five years calls for an expenditure of more than $2 billion. In contrast, like expenditures during the 17 years
from 1953 to 1969, inclusive,
were more than $2.I/2 billion.

The major portion of the required funds, he said, must
come from investor sources.
Other details of the rate pro-

There would he a half -cent
increase for message units not
covered by basic monthly

charges. A change to unit billing for calls by Chicago and
suburban Metropolitan Ser-

vice customers to the Outer
Metropolitan Area rather than

clears

interest charges against Judge
Otto Kerner, will speak Satur-

ness service.
It was also explained that

to put all of them on a more

Scott asks court to act
against utility company

while Wheeling Township was
scheduled to soon make payments. As a result the amount
of funds frozen vary widely.

earlier this year and who is
currently making conflict of

made for other types of busi-

nities served by the company

posal:

fee funds. Elk Grove Township has already made major
payments to school districts

Sherman Skolnick, legal researcher who precipitated the
resignations of two members
of the Illinois Supreme Court

business phones
would range frOm $1 to $6.10.
Adjustments also would be

nomic pressures have made the

Each of the townships has
been following different
schedules of distributing the

speak Saturday

Increases in monthly

charges for

phony," he said, "current eco-

ceived the fee funds. Organizations getting the fee funds are
determined by state law.

Skolnick will

residence service would range
from 25 cents to $2.

ficient methods of operation

Court.
The order declares to be unconstitutional the state law authorizing Cook County Townships to retain a collection fee
of 2 per cent on real estate and
personal property taxes.
Most of the fee funds go to
public school districts service
the townships, but private
mental health institutions, his-

increases

nity and type of service. Individual increases in one -party

one -word explanation for the
rate proposal: Inflation. "Despite the company's best efforts
and past exceptional record ill
holding down costs of providing service through more ef-

the northwest suburbs, as well
as other sections of suburban
Cook County, were frozen

The O'Brien order

tomers, unit charges for Chi-

Illinois Bell Telephone yesterday asked the Illinois Commerce Commission for its first

By Richard Craig)
The threat of opposition to
Cong. Philip M. Crane in the
March 17 Republican primary
collapsed this week.

James McCabe of Arlington
Heights, talked with Warman

saw a record field of 12 candidates named on the ballot.

yesterday and asked him if his
delay in filing indicated a

While the other losers in the

With Monday the final day
for filing with the secretary of
state for the 1970 primary and
no reports of any petitions
being signed for a challenger,

Crane next November.

Crane

appears

assured

of

being unopposed in March.

The rematch of Crane and

Democrat Edward A. Warman next November is still in
prospect although Warman's
petition had not yet been filed
in Springfield on Thursday.

Wheeling Township's
Democratic

committeeman,

change

in

plans

to

"I AM definitely

oppose

big GOP primary sent congratulations to Crane, Young
was conspicious by his silence.
This gave rise to reports that he

in

the

race", Warman told McCabe.
Warman's decision to seek

would seek a rematch with
Crane in the March 17 prima.
ry.

toll charges, establishment of a

Illinois Atty. Gen. William

survey of their facilities.

Scott yesterday asked the
courts to find Citizens Utilities

TILE COMPANY was giv-

J.

en 90 days, from July 24, 1968

Co. of Illinois guilty of ignoring an order of the Illinois

to Oct. 24, 1968, to complete

Commerce Commission to
conduct an engineering survey
on sewer backup causing severe
flooding in Prospect
Heights.

In September of this year
Citizens petitioned for an ex-

Patrick Lake, an attorney
who lives in the Woodview
Heights area of Prospect
Heights, said that in March
1967 he first issued a complaint against the company for
inadequate and improper sanitary service.

He said after a year and a
half a hearing was held on the
case and an order was issued
for the company to conduct a

the. rematch with Crane did

the survey, he said.

tension of the time limit on the
survey which was denied, according to Lake.

Scott, acting on behalf of
the Commission said, that the
utility company's disregard of
the order was clear violation of
the Public Utilities Act.

LAKE SAID nearly every

home

in the Woodview
Heights arca has been flooded
because of sanitary sewer
backup.
The flooding occurs usually
during heavy rainfalls but it

not come until after Dec. 1 and
there was not time to get petiprepared, signed and
filed on the first filing date,
Dec. 8.

The major development this

sewers backup this causes an
increase in the problem in the
Woodview area.

LAKE SAID if the utility
company were found guilty by
the circuit court of Cook

County they could be fined
from $500-$2,000 for each
violation with this increasing
each day the survey is delayed.

Albert Wyda, 634 Salem
Dr., Schaumburg, manager of
the Citizen's Utility Co. headquarters in Schaumburg was
unavailable for comment last
night.
Scott said, "The utility
company's failure to obey the

.

.over Young in a race which

residence customers in the In-

ner Metropolitan Area, and a
uniform four -minute initial
talking period, now ranging
from three to five minutes, also
are proposed.
Within -state long distance

rate changes include a nickel
increase for some day station
calls and similar increases for
some evening, night and late night rates; a new method of
calculating overtime charges;
establishment

of

just

one

"round-the-clock- rate schedule for person calls, with elimination of present reduced
night

and

weekend

person

calls: a new I5 -cent surcharge

for (hird-number calls; and a
uniform three -minute initial
talking period and a one -minute overtime period for all toll
calls.

The company proposes a
monthly charge for
private listing service (formernew $1

charge also is asked for semiprivate listings (subscriber in-

formation is not published in
the directory but is available
through directory assistance).

At his headquarters in
the Mount Prospect Plaza.

On Mondays through Fri-

days 10:30 a.m. to 4:30

YOUNG WAS regarded as
the man most likely to oppose
Crane in the March primary.
In the special 13th District
Qct
7
primary, Crane
emerged a surprise winner

You can judge most people by the things they stand in line for.

also, he said, and when their

Santa?

Wilmette.

SAYS=

had difficulty with flooding

Where's

primary came when Samuel H.
Young of Glenview tiled for
Republican state central com-

trict. He will oppose the incumbent, David E. Brown of

SUBUftep\

Homeowners south of the
Woodview Heights area have

new unlimited calling plan for

ly called non -published service). A 50 -cents a month

aft

mitteeman from the 13th dis-

SIMON

there was no rain, Lake said.

order shows an utter lack of regard for the people it serves."

tions

week leading to Crane being
without opposition in the 1970

has happened at times when

Gripe
Of The

p.m. and 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. and Sundays 11 a.ni.
to 5 p.m.

Day

At the Randhurst Mall
The spirit of the Christmas season isn't lacking at the home of Viriginia Kollias, 1715 Martin
1.n., Mount Prospect. Her home located in the Colonial Heights subdivision is well lit to welcome
Santa and his raindeer mid to guide them as they make their way through the night.

Cleaning up after the
garbage men leave. R.L.B.

every day from 9:30 a.m. to
9:30 p.m.

NW suburbs on edge over low-income housing
By Bob Casey

NOW THE Spanish-Ameri-

can community is on edge,
Low

income

housing, a
scarce commodity
in the
northwest suburbs, has be-

waiting to see where and when
the next fire inspection or

come even more scarce in the

take place.

landlord -ordered eviction will

past two. weeks with the destruction of 10 substandard
housing units in Elk Grove

afraid and
them," said

Twp.

coordinator of the

The Nov. 29 fire that killed
three children of the Juan Are-

nas family in a dilapidated

"These people are kind of
I

don't
Robert

blame
Ibarra,

Spanish-

American program in School
District 59.
"They've seen what's hap-

west suburbs.

Persons close to the problem often find themselves in a
dilemma, unwilling to force a
clean-up of unsafe, indecent
housing when they arc not
ready to offer any alternatives.

"IT IS A dilemma," said

that led to the razing of six

Ibarra said.

asked to leave. Often the housing can't be repaired and

brought up to standard."
have been put on the spot, both
to find housing for several

Heights Rd. were ordered destroyed by the property owner
after reporters started asking
questions about housing conditions on the property..

it's the best they can find," she
said.

seasonal jobs. The workers,

ing, the people end up being

Then last week end three
dwellings at 305 N. Arlington

this kind of housing because

attempted to upgrade the hous-

what might happen to them,"
LOCAL community groups

"PEOPLE ASK to stay in

Migrant workers no longer
travel between Texas and the
northwest suburbs because of

pened and they're afraid of

meier.

away."

Jane Broten, chairman of the
NORWESCO
Opportunity
Council. "Often if anything is

house at 1800 Landmeier Rd.
prompted housing inspections

more "houses" at 1100 Land-

ting rid of the problem'," she
said, "not solving it. It's often
a move to force the people

Fire inspections and evictions, while they remove per-

many of them with factory jobs
they could hold year-round,
are forced to migrate because
of seasonal housing.

"Why do they leave? I can

you why they leave,"

tell

families put up in expensive,

not contribute, to solving the

motel rooms and to get to work
on along -range solution to the
I o w -a n d
moderate -income
housing shortage do the north-

basic

Ibarra said. "They don't have
any heat or water or sanitary
facilities. They have to carry
water. When it gets too Old,
they just leave."

of low -and

moderate -income housing in
the area, Mrs. Broten said.

"It's a kind of de facto 'get-

area

spend

the

winters

in

Brownsville, Laredo or some
other Texas city. Their chil. dren either don't go to school,
he said, or attend bracer()
schools, the Texas version of a
Jim Crow education.
Local industries are crying
for labor, he said, at the same
time some workers are being

forced to quit their jobs and
leave the area because of inadequate housing.

"It's a crime for government

sons from unsafe dwellings, do
shortage

I B A R R A SAID many
Spanish-Americans from this

to plan

for industrial

'parks without making provisions for adequate housing,"
said Rita Gara of Neighbors
at Work, formerly the community life committee of Elk
Grove Village's Queen of the
Rosary ChurCh.

MRS. CARA, whose group
is pushing for development of
I o w -a n d

moderate -income

housing in Elk Grove Township, said

local authorities
have not moved aggressively
to solve the housing problem,

The villages and the county
should start by enforcing
building codes, she said.

"If the landlords start moving people out, we'll take action," she said. "We think it's
criminal to move people out
on to the streets."
"Our group isn't going to sit
back anymore and permit human life to be continually subjugated to economics," she
said.

"BY DOING nice things
like handing out food and
clothes every year, we allow
people 'to soothe their con-

sciences," she said. "I think
it's time we do something
meaningful to solve these
problems."

One group which is quietly
getting to work is New Communities, Inc. Spokesman William Koretka said federal

money is available under the
Housing Act of 1968 to finance construction of singlefamily houses for low -and
moderate -income families.

"Our group is working on
the building angle," Koretka
said. "We have to come up
with initial monies for options
on land and then present the
FHA (Federal Housing Authorityl. with a specific project
for development of the land.

IF THE FHA approves and
the

plans conform to local
(Continued to Page 2)
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suburbs on edge
over low-income housing
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something.

Tonight at Lincoln 11011,1

High then, a 16111,, Concert. Rob, Henry. hand di.
rector. repots that all three
District 57 bands will he play.
no. The Concert Band. the
North Side Cadet and the
South Side Cadet leinds will be
in the program that starts at X

Your Mao
of South
Charch.CimmimitY 1101.19.
meet tonight. They're having
Couples.

their annual Christm. pmuc

suppkr and white ele-

phant gift exchanix.

ALEXICS Ihnidtal
employ. hold their Christmas
ST.

dinner -dance tonight

Ca rouse'

01

the

in

Adington
Heights. The lorry Lewis
Quintet will provide
e,ic.
The Mount I ,,,,, nem Center

of Intent Welfare holds its
fifih annual Christmas Ball to-

morrow at Ea, Country
Club. The cocktail hour arts
at 7, dinner is at 9. Dancing
follws, to Me music of I.es
Roberts and

his

Mont Prospect Post (Mice
will he open later than usual
for a Saturday. Hours will be
.1,30 a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow.
The Pnopect Heights post of.

fiee will be open front MRI

(Melo.,

Tickets from )I, D. Smon.
III
392.2051I. Proceeds g

the

new Child Devoloornent Cem
or in Chicogo.
Over at Golf Mill Theatre in
Niles, the Garden ChM of Illinois is ,pmeoring a children's Christnno, program to.

Morro, le on.. Guest speaker kb,. Alan Olson will discuss
craft ideas young people min
make us Christmas gifts or dm motive items.

Junior high students in the
River Trails Park Dismkt Nov
ot dance tomorrow nigh.. 7:111

to 9:30 p.n. in itle )'Behan
villa School gym.

Tomorrow would probably
he a good dug to gel all post
office mods taken mire of. The

`..1'"''',7-",'PV;e7:111;

sent to servicemen abroad can bring
Mem or money to the booth at
the shopping canter. Mrs. Ar.

Grove high schools in District

dim Langeloh is boMh stair -

XT. MARK

Imheran

Church's Couples Club 11011x

their annual Christmas Tree
Trimming Party now

ewning. On Sunday. St. Mark

an Advent Cundlelight Concert at 7:30 p.m. All
lour St. Mark choirs will sing.
Special

processional

,

611 99

Mother: "BettY. hem Ms
given the goldfish fresh water
today?.

molded ...Ph.D. D.' .0k.
baked

and oatmeal cookies.

candles

Pre

Forest View High Mimi,
had will present its Christmas
colleen on Sunday at 3 p.n.. at
the school. Prospect High also

HolidayiN

SPECIAL!

h. a Christmas Concert on

A NEW

Sunday at 3 p.m. in the field

PERMANENT
15% OFF

house.

Northwest Coomant
Church winds ap ire "Youth
Caravan" on Sunday. They,
had daily proem, for the past

MONDAY THOU FRIDA1

week.

The Um Mr Dow. Chits at
Community Preshyteri,
going

candli,

on

Sunday

night. They plan to visit elder

imms ere ia 'km

DIAL FOR BEAUTY 437-5655

sick and she in. The Ni nets
ininth grade youngnerm am

Novi, a Christmas puny at

GoldenGoldenGoeidas eoigues

the church.

SOUTH CHURCH has it,
Church

School

rd

pineapplepie.c'11.101' '171'

will be med.

Wigs &

pitied

& deAUked

Chrism,

Program on Sunday et 6:10
p.m. Tomorrow night. 90110,

0.11 School Dial 1,

bc.i'iobi,

wt. 70 7,....!.....%.°h......i°,'!
:7:0,16..
m. .1' 9.. going 0
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Gunman robs Plaza
cleaners of $31
the gunman then said. .1
don't want to bun you." and

ux an

lone gunman ocaped
with $31 ymerduy afternoon

in a robbery at Idoet Ckaners
Mourn
Prospect Pl.t
Shopping Penn&
Police searched the area al.
ter the lailsktp win reported by
in

Mn Van &fin. a gore tom

Magistrate Erwin L. Ma rmy

:I

If you are guilty of viola -

The judge eMainei

(Twin wall, with her heck
turned.

11100. GWIN phoned the

polike eller she turned and saw
hm
the hondit had
dis.

of recognition." Shirley mid,
ne slodents were chosen for

by Thomas Shirley.
principal, and school
guidance counselors.

Their nem. will be entered

the

in a statewide Atm, for Illinois' outstanding teen now

on, he mid.

being

conducted

by

Out-

standing Teen ef America, a
non.prolit organization hosed

CUFF, he son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. J. Cuff, 39 Lynbrook

in Chicago.

Dr., Prospect Heights, is prod.
dent of the student council. He
was also prendent of his junior
cldss and last summer attended

which dev rad locil to the other mood Coo speeding toward

ing

NIELS. GWIN was working
alone in the store shortly be-

the shopping center.
The robber, hIrs.Gwin said.
was 35.40 wears old. 6-lian-

fore

p.m. when a non en.
toed and said,
gnu you
I

know what a hold-up is."

The bandit pulled No cout

got" and she complied, hand-

2-incho all. slim build, and

brown hair.
Yesterday's hold-up was the

fourth in Mount Proxima this
year. The other thremat Walt
B oyle Novelty store and Hill.

minS Finer Foods, both

83 and Estes

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

A Division of Underwriters Selvage Co.
Specializing In Sales of Insurance Cie, Merchandise

Active In dramatics, bond,

epoch are monk, Roe is en
Illinois state scholar who
ranks Indictor, 11 per cent of

P., P.P." a spokesman

EMI.^9
Route

The three Wheeling High
students ale automatically in

meet and works closely with
do American Field Service,
which sponsor, visits of (erden students.

Kay. who ignits in the tops

too cent of ha class,
awarded a letter of

was
now

Miss Hearn, the daughter of

Mr. end Mm. William Henrn,
Ste Burning Tree Ln., Arling-

While the patbe were of the
stadom further questioning

monied

=de

A member of the National
Honor Society, Michael ranks
in the
class.

in Schaumburg Circuit Coen
Jan. 23.

SPECIAL! LIMITED QUANTITY

,. to sec pictures from Africa by Doris Janssen.
135CINNING JANIthire 1,1979

I he Prospect Heights
Woman's Club will have its
Christmas

`We Compound
°Interest

LPs/I/

.c
$5

who have visions of Santa
anus, the traditional St. Mich.
rim and flying reindeer.
But
for many children
Christmas may ,t be a special

day, Mese are children who
ham no real home and no fam-

Wm.

They are foster children,
who are Wards of the state in
Crook Comay.

DAV PUBLICATIONS is
asking for help from residenu
throughout the northwest sub-

urbs to join in the chrisuma
spirit by donating presents and
000k gifts for these children.

This annual request hes be.
come n tradition at The Day.
Help is needed for children

Yi

QUANTITY

...ding, Tummy has natured
end become well adjuned in

each

3 -WHEEL
CHILDREN'S

TRICYCLES

DIRECTLY

FROM ITALY
Ladies Leather

HANDBAGS

$13" $275°

TO FIND OUT WHAT'S NEW, CALL

437-1310

Special!

$400

Mount
an

a CENTER ET ME NOR

SW111111411

each

1434 Busse Rd. (Rt. 83 8 Estes) Elk Grove Village
Phone 437-1434
HOURS: 9t30 A.M. to 5 :30 P.M. Mon. thru Saturday
Starting Dec. 18th -Open Evenings until Xmas
Open Sunday Dec. 2Ist

to $14.35

From $13 50
to 91639

358 and 359

From $3M5

From 15

From 57.50

From SI I

to $5.15

to 16.25

to $11.35

to 515.35

From $3.65
to 15.40

From $5
to 16.55

From 57.50

From SI I

to S12.35

10916.35

529 and 894

004,0301 9,4,1

9, 593

1Fro,mS54. IT

'311116.55

In 1967 when The Day fin
became aware of the plight of
Mese children, more
than
dune truck loads of gills and

As a treat, shoppers can re-

its after shopping and lisle.,
caroling groups that will beeppeering at the
Randhurst
Shopping Center u1101 Christmoo Eve.

Claistmas on each will be

playfield.

A drawing. hovied two soft-

THE ARLINGTON

ram 217
Heights

and Sundays

.1

1170.61:0:0 Sr, Moat. Pros ,put; hours are: weekdays 9
a.m thidninla and Sundays 4
p.m,- midnight.
The Des Plaines Day office.

need

Them are more than 1,200
in Cook County
Ming care for by the Chicago
Regional office of the -Illinois.

children

From $12.20
to 915.35

he nod5,51 suburbs, requested yesterday by

,.

son's.

Taday-kiniV90391 Oil Choir
at monmomery Ward.

Dec,
17 -St.
Raym.d's
&mil at Montgomery Ward's.
Dec,
Ill-Mellomtones al

be used during the Mahan
. A SPORTS complex would
be one of Me most important
features id the developed arta.

The building would Mon a
skating arena, a rneming room.
a concessions stand and a lock -

Included with the other
choruses will he the North .briok Junior High School

Band which will hold 41111stMin COncerl on the mall at

,,,,eb.,.....

Id -Salvation army
Dee.
Senim Bandar Wieboides.
Dec.
16 -Prospect
High

10:15

Dec.

19 -St.

11 thorn for ice skaters during
the winter and swimmers duo
ing the summer.
Adjoining
the
Wilding
would he a recreation center.
A 50 -nester swimming and di v-

1.m.. Ameba. Dee,

18m in comm.., coon.

Raymond's

Sophomore Chorus at am Concert Choir at Carson's.

Hoffman hears refuse
questionnaire report
Trustees William W. Cowin
sad Howard I. Noble Ir., submined a detailed report to the
Hoffman Estates board Mom
day based on the solid waste
questionnaire replies obtained
horn 13 cities in the U S and

ins pool wood be on the south
site of the building, and on the
bort end a wading pool fee tots

Canada.

is planned.

plastic

The results of communities

usi, a rack with three Mil.

being considered by the village

were compiledby Geraldine
A. Deguisne, village health officer.

The reported maximum fig ures used were for populations

of 685,090 and service up to
145,000 homes.
The system was approved by
87 per cent of the homeowners

bags which me now after ire implementation.

EVERY NIGHT and ALL DAY SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS!

SCOTCH PINE
Life Like

No. 736.01
61/2 Ft. Green

Great EX-"TREE"-VAGANZA!
Just One of
the fringe Benefits

beautiful for

When it comes
to styrofoom,
come to
Hardi-Gardens...
oil shapes
and sizes
ova ilable,

722 Center St, Des Plume,
hours are.weekdays 9 a.m.

5

Metropolitan Printing Cam
op.

855

Morse Av., Elk

Grove Village, hews
weekdays 9
- 5 pm.

are

MINIATURE LITES

$199

Disc,..,,,,, 25'

Make all cliake payable to
Children and Family Services
Children's Gift Fund.

Groups
to sing
at Bank

the home
or to
give as gifts

STYROFOAM

.

cone

from
indoor 8 outdoor

39'

FANCY GLASS ORNAMENTS

Singing groups from th
WM Will sing Christmas carats
in the Palatine National Bank,
Friday and Saturday and Dec.

Appearing Friday, Dec.

CHRISTMAS
CANDLES from

and Conant High School, 7,30

in

Oal

per-

Palatine Campfire Girls at 7

Saturday D.. 20: Palatine
High School at 10'30 a m St
Thom. of Villanovel, 1100,,

and Guy

M.

19'

at

.m., and the
forming at 6,30 pathse.

Sandhorn

School, at 11.30 Sm., all of

Gold &
Silver &

DOOR

Blue

WREATHS
Fresh,

pm, both of Palatine
Saturday Dec. IS: Imman-

School

GARLAND

YOUR

High,School, Rolling Mi..01owsr 6:30 p.m., William
Fremd High School, 7 p.m.,

Friday Dec. 19: the wind ensemble of Immanuel Lutheran

TINSEL

FOR

6 p.m.; Sacred Heart of Mary

School,

416

SOLDIER

will tin Winston Park Elementary Sac. of Palatine, at

Lutheran

$149

TOY

12

1030 am., and Virginia Lake
Elementary School, 1 a.m., of
Pd

This year the collection is
beginning even earlier. Toys,
palm. books. bicycles, talking
dolls; toy trucks, puzzles and
more are needed to VII the

.o' -

m v two,

From 18.25
to 914.25

ed.

pan - 8 p.m.

The Prospect Day office,

uel

more than 800 of the children.

From $5.10
to 56.25

--

'

He arrived straight from the North Pole 8 will be seeing the kids

Bay

Arlington
Rd., Arlington
Heights; hours for collection
are weekday, 9 dm. - 10 p.m.
and on Fridays 9 a.m. -. p.m.
S.

'Albin one week.

PRESENTS were plaided.

From $4.15
to 55.55

.F
St ,k.- ld S14.35'

SANTA IS HERE'
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long with $340 in cask for
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19 inch,
decorated
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with holly ft

cones

STORE HOURS

from

99
REFRESHMENTS.
COFFEE,
& LOLLIPOPS

Mon thru Fri
10 tog
Sot 9 to 9
SLin. 11 to 9

-

Christmas caroling set at Randhurst

season, Mr football and as n

Park presented plan for the
development of the 10,10
,Vagelei propeny on Higgins

from 98 25

, Di ein 5502,0,2

.

Thee are the proposed increases in mom ly charges for communities

19.20.

hut he will nal be receiving any
presen0 this year unless some
one helps.

link

Illinois Bell Telephone as part of a general rate increase:

Jack E Barclay 1 r. of LE Barclay Jr. and Associates of Oak

a boy or girl and the

his foster home.

WITH LOVE and attention
he Ion blossomed into a responsive and inquisitive boy

537 and 541

Buffalo Grave

u look into the future when

The Day, is asking that all
presents brMight to the collecion Iodations be wrapped and
accompanied by a card de080for
scrbing Me gift and if it is suit-

IIIROUGH contioseus in-

Henry is 5 years aid. Hewn

Wheeling..

ball and Little League fields to

tives who will visit them m
bring them ores., this year,

tensive

thought to be hopelessly retarded when found abandoned
a poor ego by the police.

.

Hoffman Estates Park DisIric1Board Monday night took

top 2 per cent of his

ver-VM0 Ma n

MANY OF THESE chil-

his fester home.

LIMITED

$700

'

turbed child when placed in

each

HORSE
DELUXE

10" AND 12"

problems, was nimble to care
for him.
As a result of traumatic and
chaotic conditions in his be
prior to his mother's death,
Tommy was an extremely dis-

care, endemic, firm
controls and warm under -

IMPORTED

Front 55 40
to 16.55

studies plans for Vogelie land

dren have no parents or rela-

ily to live them happiness

00

WONDER

6

wily suns
(s
YOR

WONDER MUSTANG

Front $4 15
to 55.95

Hoffman Estates Park Board

father, because of emotional

home will sing carols and ea-

392 and 304

213 215 259

gin at 7 p.m. on each dam list-

By Maureen Family
MeNawarold
&'rout.

Christmas is thc time of mar
for presents, toys, friendship
and joy especially for children

had

/3mM for Pearson was set at
550. He is scheduled to appear

GILL, the ton of Mr. end
Mrs. K.F. Gill. Ill Berkshire,

He has been active in the
student council. Ski club, two
ball end golf. His interest is

to

The other 'amp, am, rhee
released with warning.

tion.

school assistinga blind du -

Pearson

sable for it being in the car. pm
Ike said.

mendetion from the Nation.'
Merit Scholership organise -

Wheeling, has spent many of
his weekend; during high

that

bought the liquor and that the
other youths some not

Santa Claus will
need your help

film Tommy. who became a
wool of the state at the aged]
when his mother died and his

taiiitt5 Woiettniu.

his class.

for the organization said.

i.is.

me.

outstanding

and attributes of th,

N. Alain -were cleared with ur-

sr,

indi. Mod line

Spere.deoay8 sik

dent.

bring to the attention of the
public do positive achieve -

in

I:,

University.
eens' is to

Mount Prove. Nam and

Tkelfea

the Youth World Leadership
workshop at Southern Illinois

'The primary goal of select-

1901391 Prospect Jewelers, 108

ing him Vol from the cash
register.

extracurricular

achieve.
manes as all as amide/Mc hon.

questioning Airs. Gavin:

opm and chimed to a gun
,rvision beeame she led no tucked partially Into his Pants.
prior record, Vol he warned, He ordered Sim. Coin to
'day out of trouble in the fu - "give me all the money you

Southwest Corner

they have done things worthy

110,0

...standing teen."

of the unntd roblory after

`They are good kids and

lected

to

'walk slowly toward the back
of the mom.' Ile Bed as Moo.

Hoffman Estates
and Schaumburg

Elk Grow/

bottles of beer, three opened.
In the car and because of this,
all five were brought to the po
Ire station.

competition for the governor's
ton Heights, meanly trans trophy to be presented in May
fen2d W Wheeling High from
to Illinois' top teen.
(,..4ored Heart High School.
The state selectee will ente
Rolling Meadows.
the national sehohnship item.
She has been active in dm petition.
ma, music and student govern -

Ron Cuff, Kay Ileam sad
Mkbad Gill, all 11, were se-

quick 00,000n of Ilse ntim

Mrs. Rice woes being Owls sus

rt.'

Three Wheeling High
School seniors hove been se.
heeled for no motion es IF
"outstanding
teem

old Poem gave this account

11.1

lure. The cost of these items is
not worth the possible gene: -

women

line

Rolling Meadows

* tine the hnuse next door.

Wheeling selects 3 students
for 'outstanding teen' contest

Mount Protocol 1101 Rich.

cration, but it is not about to

Lion again, yoo will go tojail. If
you cannot contain your desir-.
es. soy im of these stores."

the

Busins Local
main line

-

appeorml. Patrolnon Pat Hal.
lihan and led Gook first nfieers at the scene obtained a

located.

happen again.

i,ructlit

..,

THE ORGANIZATION,
spongier, by the Outstanding
Americans Foundation, will
eventually select the not ion)

ployc. but the isimdil was not

and told her. "you were found
guilty twice and given consol-

to shop-

By Cary eibinhom

Palatine ald

ing them, Sperado learned that
they had not been Mowting but

Thomas Shirk, their principal, and the school's guidance staff. Shown (from left to MR)
am
Ron Cuff Key Rea, Shirley. end Michael Gill. Photo by ine Star ord..

Metropolitan
or Call Pak 55

and Des Plaines

dng to a ear in front of 348
Newport Ln. while questionWheeling High School nominees for the iinuotooding teeid in Illinois werd reeendy sdeeted by

ark.

end

shoplifting dodges in Nllet in
1966 and in Skokie in 1967

potluck pane at the Randy
Bateman,. The group will he
hrinMng gifts fora children's

day. tomorrow and Sunday.
Anyone interested in contrib.

Gene, observed five youths sit.

oca"riluTsr.11:Egos.

Pairs and Semes are having a

Vietnam servicemen's humh et Randhurst to-

"Ku if ..re going to remain 0

46
11
Circuit Court

noted that Mrs. Romano had

frt.

Detective Ronald Speronadeo,
the fiat policeman
the

,Aim..erica.nr.as in the Elk

November graduate of WestIllinn,s University. fix.

Two Chicago women met
different liatm yesterday after
guilty in Mount ProsPe

Desserts avoileblef groPo
1000 placed on supervision on

Betty: "Na. They haven't
finished salmi I gave Them last
week."

Mrs. Brown of NORWESCO.

John E. MeMorrow. 122 N.

ing his presidential term.

noted Noss 2,1 after they re(I.
6i.°,°..rd pettedly took throe draws
'1[919: 1[9" -917c....*. from the Carson, Pirie, Scott
ed green salad. relish dish.
more
kandhurst Shopping
peach halves. cont. cheese.

WORST JOKE of the Da),

saki. "Thera no may to buy

denisAre invited to help find
safe housing for
pen
00,00

Ail teacher

"Presidential Band of Chi.
cagoland' and . such the
high school musicians played
for LBJ on five occasions

Romano. 37, was
fined DI5 and Peggy Rich. 38,
MM. Dish tone eh91.6 '9' VMS placed on 6 -months se.
liohohen rY
chcc''.M.89'19,r perviskin. The women were at214:

em. to 4:30 p.m.

presents

T. Yon....

ried

been

Shiplifting penalties not
To be served Monday at.
C°"k "the same for 2 women
.1'

erybody's doing their thing or

problems has

a, the Chic, Sun. c i ,,, , rii,,..,,,,,n

when he visited Chicago duo

Pima casserole or memironi
and cheese, green salad, yeast

roll, boner, coffee

coming ,pis

mimion, m in, coo,

housing

.1....

favorite lone for Mt ShIpnim, 116 N. wine, Mount Prospect.

11(11 ,1 Street

swingIng mokend

,,,,,.,

limesp,Midw,
Midwest magaz,inc.
President
Imo.
named the marching band the

Menus'

the She,

in

17, of 122 Dm Plaines En.
Hoffman &tam

that this housing is going ha he

Residence Local
area Ind. ideal

Prefix

Arlington Heights
Mount Prospect
Rolling Meadows

Charged was Mark Pearson,

suburban area it is inevitable

Telephom number

-

Hofinon Ca

rsphe &min payment 0,000
to be the biggest problem.- he

churches ,,,,d .,... neerned rani-

r.,,,,,,,,, ,

doe periods during the Chi-

to develop ellectiw comm.

Newport Ln
boo

M... ud

"Jo the nest kw yaws. Rne
oumorevery touteenfttotavo.
housing will
home.
she said.
If the..

Community

poommon of open limier in
or Affix recumng a .11 tom
Omni, ot prowlsr at 348

pect to mmt resistance.
...I don't exocct them to welcome us with open arms." said

.

.

A meeting to discu Bobert-

day, at Wrigley Field.
The Beam will play the School, 651) Elk Grove Blvd..
Groan Bay Packers.
Elk.Grove Village.
The hand, directed by
to
Rite Gera, a member of
Brick, was mecirlY
ma to Neighbors at Works, id jillage
ci,..
line Chicago Tribune
the

Wildcat

Marching Band of Wheeling
High School will entertain

The regular 'toastmaster
meetings arc held for the men
only. 10 practice listening.
thinking and speaking in order

Primped Country ChM

Wheeling

0001 for housing,' Codding-

PROPONEN IS ol low -e,
moderetwincome housing e,

.

Dsc.hed.ekied.iK,s02..p.m...

The

P oms, on

.Low-cokt
houoing.

_,

trict secretary on the club.

Jim youths and char.d oat
youth wth transporting Ind

K..'

Wheeling' (Tait(!

ployes can't enter.

Heights wife of Gero Rea

al 7.1 p.m.

a hmte or good comegh credit

.

selves. Cab, of Day din-

ionl to ro do- de Monthly mop

.

,,

.

thmr onn Wm. 11 01 / in

anything today without a
doom payment and there are
very few people or orgenisalions that con help::

she's ohmdy bmgain-hunting and hooking reflood /0,14, money for a down peyote.,
ping Spree" mune. Linda. who wants "Cm -Up'. for Christen.

Ls:L. do,narnh.inz ths,tro.,..:,n 1,0,0

ton said.

mmts. but don't have rough

Spilt, IMO Jeffrey Dr., , "eRld ad mos,. alm, Mae^

lordllmil."..,P,FO,..,P1LL. ft..sti.LI
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Chart shows proposed new rates

Police Wednesday arrested

mirk out s 0 n to ot Ion

also

with New Communities. said.
than,' innilawasi whurhanilm,
now livi, in sui,....9911
housing ..aec making enough
.000g to afford mmtgage w.f.-

THE
Friday December 12 1969
DAY

arrest youth
with open beer

'

W h it wc m Lot to do
in ilw It goading lm tethod. to

down mom., and a horse.

loundations, he mal.
Robert Codilingtoh,

the entre,,m each office. print
them. and send each winner a.
should be
or younger.

10 ,.1 than

11

lid halo ll
subsidto am be obt toad for
huh land and sonstrusmon
Not C ommunitto is Mosul.
inn lord, from indourn, gni
sodo.

Des
117 S

PI ems Prospot Dal

Hoffman police

Please stop in &

26 W. GOLF ROAD PHONE: 529-6102

Served for your
enjoyment

get acquainted!

located just west of Roselle Road in Schaumburg -Next to turn's

to comp/mem the bandayel

THE DAY
Friday December 12 1969

Day light

The name of the game

Pp Made 0 Phelps

Dap

gonists of NCU:

1 was responsible lot the
idea of the Northwest Consumers' Union. I panicipated
in many of the original deci-

Friday. December If. 1969

sions made which attempted to
tru

eluding that of a self-appoir.

dlontoging Edirxr

ed board of directors.

At the limo of those deciions

To Ira, is tothished delly.tknoley Unman grldm.lu Oast Palitioiorts,

Brand Ofikaa

HI !Minn nrienn Rd...Horn arleN..M. eon
gm n ttier,IM PUN., inkaanie

evar. to disseminate inform.
don. Co veneer., then and organize. Therefore, the board of

directurifx't
I never intended to act in

Pronme.tits slaws

mine of or to do anything other dkin suggest direction.] an

Dist. 214 students

SUR that ins feeling was and is
shared by my fellow consumer

thlivists. Hence, all decisions

plan spring tour
ing and you became rather
tired, bin you do lean lot..

r Cale Sauer said.
Gale an Arlington High
School student. was one of the
District 214 students who par.

liciputed in last years omens

spring b..

Thin year the eastern tour

historkal and cultund sites in
Washington, Yorktown, Wi1and

The American Airlines jet
leaves II 10 p.m. Friday,
March 07. from oFlare International Airport. The nonstop
night flight is thrilling for mast
students for,
one modem
and "We were MI so giddy et

tial time a ths morning that
we couldn't help having a

good time."

WASHINGTON is ramie
for then eat three days and
night. Sites such :Le the White

Have, Sethi,: and House of
Representatives improve st.
pithiest! knovekdge.

dears

tion

former leaders.

The Sthithsonian Institute

and Me National Galkry of
Art prowde culture. and it
Breeds., PLO' Plovides

for toed ,et. One

will be open again m any interested District 314 high school
nudent. The seen -day tour
takes students to the political.
liamsburg, Jamestown
Gettysburg.

ninon, Jefferson and Lincoln
memorials, allow students
pay tribute to some of our na-

felt

guides knew so
much about the city that she
couldn't help leaving a buildtrig m battlefield feeling like u
gam
sa
dens

Fifth and sixth days of the
Mur are spent in Jamestown.

Willierneburg and Yorktown
visiting the House of Bur-

geom. the Governor's Pulse
and famous bankfields. One
senior girl commented.
"Maybe rm somewhat partial. ben Williamsburg, to ine.
was the greatest pan of the
MONTICEI.1.0,

ficttys-

final and Washington are the
final hichliehts of the last too
murk:. :,Per viewilig
kno
irwirwl estate. students
to Luray Cuverns.
Cemetery Ridp and Fon
McHenry Shrine as weans the
sire of the writing of the Star
Spangled Banner. Resuming

dl

b

me that at the time, we needed
a steering conmiittee. or what-

gulocriptIon ram: Noma. nek.InamdelltheA
Ituturtavel-S.thellem.SITAttescootostaboMmontly
Neumume tube. Mesmer,

Bona/Cemetery end the Wash-

k

nuke mistakes, because all of
us were novices et generating
orpnimtion at the coos -roots
level. However, it seemed to

ID, MIN. Mouth Pooped. M. PM

"Everything was fast mov-

were made in the name of the
beard of dimmers and not the
membership.

to Washington, they will take
in the Wax Museum and the
National Archiww.before leaving that night for Chicago,
Junior Chris Hillman. a prethous Arlington High School

participat Moe MR free-

dom. She explained. nome

nights we were free to mom. Of

we had sm. reran. and a curl., but movies
and souvenir shopping filled
und
all our spare time."
This

year

dents have until Dec. 19 to

wart iliac not $90paymeol.
Two additional payments, one
S90 and one 170, will foHow in
January and February.

Sin. a tour contract with
be
be

made altar the second payment
for any reason except ilia:m.1f
a student does change his mind

thout participating in the tour.
he will still how thopc time m
sell Ms rescreation to an inerstudent.
Accommodations,

and to

In 111 farm.. it should bt
ht

s, s,n,..c),

hopeD

cm,. collector a. admin.

Ni

n d. ,H,e,..n,

ream to

Beams, and thoroughly quail.
lied for this work, is shooting

Cowin or Howard I. NoNelr.
,

Downey may have a severe
of ?political anion.

case

THE PERTINENT gees.

.

In our opinion the milt

lives Of the pak.
But, so me Cowin

-

Noble.

s

have

who

and

longer

reffirds a woke. expertise

inn" tar -Schaumburg Towns
hip GOP-itis," 4 disease [Sit

a widescope of knoWledge

the community.

were rated "great"

hy last year's penicipeting
dants.0th stn lent Slimmed up

her trip by saying. "How else
could you spend 5250 to learn
a lot of history and at the same

time have the time of your

mined to work towards

he

goal of consumers' rights, and

b'g

dl

Y

cry

these
k

conceivable

rights.
by

mean,

available to the power so.turc within our retail food industry. These means include
inflating the cost of food at the

market place, selling inferior
food at its original cost, deception in labeling, advertising.
marketing and the out and out
breaking of federal, state,
county and village laws which

the meant ID protect you and
me. Through our research we
have had our original easel lam confirmed.
To become a consumer you
must stop being a buyer. That
=ens you question everything you purchase. Read every label, demand answers of
food mom personnel, and

You must b.ome a genius on
the CQ Consumers Chunk.)
soda

a structured leadership and do
something about it.

This idea of mine was a.
people's thing stemming from
the gripe I heard daily that
prices were too high. quality
too low and service almost
non.mistent.

I

figured,

to rornain in that category.wonder
if those people in the
',silent ma city" the using it

as an excuse for apathy? The
Inne has come for us to

publicly speak out and offer
Supt. Gill and Setup' District

21 our!. support!!
Mr, John]. Begos Jr.

Bouquets

ure yours or the cake-mita!

When we do this as individ.
ads we will automatically he members of the National
Consumers` Union. Die direc-

tion of NCU is YOU. The di.
mellow is unknown. strewn

with wongs, but the end
right.

Editor:

whit to co

liment the
Arlington Heights Police Deparnnion.
On Dec. 9. I discos:rad my

car had Men stolen. I phoned
the pofice department and
within Ili minutes two squad
can and one motorcycle offscar were at thin home for informetiurn. With one hours hey

roiled me thin my arena re.

'""d

is

Hugh Hudnall

.

scion seem to be no busy with a million other things that they

thing they might be ready ludo

someKing about it. That WI
they needed win a way to do it
and someone who was ready
Mao to do something.

a STOP to the rising cam of liv.
ing. A structured leadership

was aimply another way to let
George do it. But George Ralph
do it and neither can
ph
Nader or Virginia %ARUM
They are working FOR buyere

not working as can

Graceland

and

Hideaword
TUAGMNS

MI raters

1963: 550.00(1 in.

This is tliblIth consecutive 19641 tin 1.966:
1965:
year that the northwest sober- SIO0.000 in 1966:5100.000 in
bon banles iliramors hove 1967, 6000,(100 in
1960 and
10011,0110 M 1960.

varsity M SchtherPs "Man in

0" and Viveldrs -Gloria:. A
period of fellovnhip will fol.
-

At the morning worship on
Dec. 14, the third Sunday in

Advent. the Re.. IL A. W.
Breda will preach on "Nett
Little World" at both the 0:30
and 11 mit, services. On Sunday, Dec 21. the Sunday
school Christmas program will
be presen td in the
urch

=nether/ atm3 pn
Mn. 13,
.

wry T. Sherd. is the chair.

Officers
installed

's"

A WEEK

Revell "N" Gauge Train Sets
$36.95 R
<nr 123.95
hut

"N" GAUGE LOCOMOTIVE

Plows will be withheld alsMake as many four letter
or more words out of

on request.

L

should he a brief m pos.

Ale.

these letter. as you can.

P."
+Mk . and shoulddtorn

In .dition. find the word
rang all seven of Mese

on address or phone moo.

letters.

Reg. $15.00

M.

sac

SALE $7.95

SEE our LARGE SECTIN OF HOBBY SUPPLIES
SAYINGLES UP T

50%

theirauthemmly

be MerSed.

I Ipood,theacellent

Communion

observing

of

NAIM Conference will be
host tonight -to all NAIM
chapters in the Chicago and

suburban inn at their annual
Christmas dam beginning at
p.m. at the Knights of Co-

lumbus Halt 15 N. Hkkory.
Arlington Heigho. Ilan. music will be provided by The
Chantillts.

All Catholic widowed arc
invital to attend. For thither
intOrmation

419-08-th.

and

greeting new members at an
informal reccotion.

On Dee 1. an All Family
Christmas Party vies held in
Webster Hall. sponsored by
the Woman's Fellowship. The
fellowship hosted the afternoon for every mamba of the

wine

mhin

Coogregation, 8600 Bollard
Rd.. has inaugurated a new

feature 'on Manley mornings

"Breakfast with the Rubbi..
following the 9 eon. prayer
service.

THE BANK
& Trust Company of Arlington Heights
in the Arlington Market

ndersenCo.

law
55 East Washington Street, Chicago

Illinois 60 02 Telma/Met 702.740

trtthlturral cervixes at 930

d
ans

.tivitioa

fro s.

for Sdnvinn bi-

cycles. Reservations. can lw
made by calling 346-7117fi

will celebrate his Bar Mitzvah

-Thursday morning. D.. 15,
9130 a.m. Rabbi Jay Kamen
will officiate el both services
and deliver the cher..
Reservation, fur the first

Sponnored by the M.'s Club.

formation. call 297-2006.

THE DES PLAINES syna.
nog. ix Fla only congrcgaunto
pious services.

Daniel Colby, son of Mr.
annual telling of the story of celebrate his Bar Mitzvah At
Christmas through the tradi. the Sabliath morning rerram.
bonal pageant to be held al 4, IM. a_0, V:30 ant
p.111 Sunday. ne.,. 14. All of
Ronald Styne. son of Mr.
the children Men the church e nd Mrs. Lawrence Sftine,
school will participate. After 9178 Chu. Si, Dm Plaines.
the pageant all will form a pro.

thy altar, where
they will present gifts of mined or a kagcd food,
wrepped in white, which will
be Rive. to Mo ftedl,
Two special services of vx, ship, A the regular Mans: arc
plumed for Sunday, Dec.. 21.
The9:30 min. service will
conducted by the youth of Me
church and will have !penal
music by the youth chOth. Si
11 rim,x the Chancel Choir
will ha ve a special service of
some Christina, music.
cesalonal to

ms

Eve, al

II

Olson to direct
Christmas

ks.i.e

mkt Bibk Church at 7 p.m.
Dcc. 14 as the sanctuary choir

under the directn
ion of Bob 01-

Chris..

Cantata.

Clara Clair and Fred sail
Man will sing thc tenor sobs.
and gocst soloists will perform

plow the High School Chapel
Choir will bc singing a special

McIve:tn. and alto roles.

cantata as a eh max to the spa
dal mrvices of the season.
All are welcome.

Church is located at 505 W..
Golf Rd. Dr. John Booth is

Mount Proves:I Bib,

the pastor.

rG;

will be

;W Pngi
d

Original

cagoland 010,0

soli hra

musical talents to the Tuesday.

Dec. 16, luncheon meeting of
the Northwest Christina Bea-

ad

':Science

of Chrixihntty
rernip.ttm wmim,,morsotthe

....tiny trifles ,..,,.. .
yi

:":"mh'7Inn 'bM°

u::

"°':"%nr

An on

i

Pail

hy

to moderns to age 20. krill`;

will highlight the meow to ha
presen,d A 7 p.m. this Sunday
a the Immanuel 1-11111COLTI
Church, N Plum Grove Rib et
Palatine. The
school's music department
will present the program
which will ince
bitean unusual
setting of
traditional

Quempas Carol accompani.
by a variety of percussion in

'theinstrumental portions
will be played by the' school
band and ensemble, undo. the
direction of Chesil:1,os,, A
fanfare Mr Christmas Day will
highlight the boos ensemble
and the percussion mks:lions
will be joined by 01101B,

urscry is available.

"Communication
That

ethiog insights on
question.

from

sic department at Maine East
High Sclmol. He is u super-

visor for Mutual Benefit Life
Glenn and hb wife Jean arc

the punts of eight.

noon to I po, The group in
about 90 to 75 men.

There are just Iwo works

during Me yar when

the
group does notemeet: therms -

day preceding Christina. and

the one before New Year's
Day.

t

i."-n-

He

has

attending

been

Northwest CBMC meetings
regularly for Maul two years.
He once said, "1 will be forever grateful for having been
raised in a Christian home.
Throughout my life. I ham
sought to make my talents
work for the Lord and town
Him in every phase of my

rz-zrTtnc:
27n
-The Singing Pilot" becthse

'FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

:

FIRST

,

Sunday Services 11:00 and 10:45 A.M.
Sunday School - 9:30 (all ages) 1045 (wpm 3-7)
-Nursery for Tiny 'Tots 10:45 A.M.
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i CHURCH
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841 N. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Community
Presbyterian

re-

Church

Filbert Bowen

SERVICES

NursAeryli sP.rovin.d.e.d for

!

Thomas B. Howells

101 N. Moin St. - ffit, Proatieet.
PHONE 392.3111

Rectory:
CL 3-6305

Sunday Masses:
6:45, 8:00, 9:15,
I M30, 11:45, I:00,

Parish Center

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

HOURS:
Winship Serra.'

Lutheran Church

Child Care & Church School
11.15A

A family worthip sovicn for
children in grades five through
eight will be held this Sunday

Pastor
Telthigi/13223 Md. id

Christ, Palatine,

at

ommmuusranmssommonstrammassamousuessanmasurnse

Trinity United Methodist

9:311 a.m.

The Rev. thins W. Errant Jr.
will share something of the
ming of the season with the
children and young people.

First Presbyterian

Chancel Chair: Selections from Handers

at St. Paul United Church of

NOOw.10thr

P:

WS W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect

Church
Iltll
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Rev. Hervey R. Nauman
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sepao a mama Mom,. a nue.
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Neith Davis

027.7424

n."The Word of God Penetrating"
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the

First United
Methodist Church
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[DHOW KAUFMANN

wen. so.,

.

'431 S. Arlington Hie. RdthArlingion Heights

he so o...ftee....sang......over
the inter-

il

rnsrons

(;leanlotion

dio nation WIWI and others:
he has appeared also with

It's on 36 Illinois stations
including:

The public is welcome, and
there Ls no admission. How-

St. John

Tuesday

this

time.

Isc

each

Christian Science Rorao
Series for some MM.

"Pm ape"

&Minn will

courant

Huh minister of music at
South
Park
Community
Church in Park Ridge end was
formerly head of the vocel Mu-

Me Nielsen R.

regularly

Heals"

will be performed for the first

ever.

Northwest CBMC, now five
and onwhelf 9.2.0
meets

Upon ibis bend, ro the

Elmsbacuscrs original arrangemem

no:semen's Committee.

cific.

ii

1 a.m. Sunday School is o

Christman cumW Elinshmther

will he the senior and junior
,choirs under the direction of

Qom while hying over the Pa-

H.

Scientist, Laurel and Motion

si:

"Singing Pilot" to appear
at businessmen's luncheon
known as "The Singing PI lot.. will lend his voice and

theot, to ho

tiliOPPs

Llitheran
Church,
Info.
Prospect, including nearly 200
voicm
prevent a Moral
candlelight service Sunday,
Dee. 14 at 31) pm. Franiren

Mrs. Laurance Moe. The Psdsiic is invited.

Glenn lorian, a World War

Sunday.

"VV.:'.Y

'e an tgared

Service
4.'61 it

R. Holmes and the chancel
choir under the direction of

"God the Preserver of Man"

film

1 Barn Dante M
116 soma! hill

'Robert Breihan, the high
ischool choir directed by Arlen

11 11.29 flier who came to be

cluded in the Christian Science lesson -scan. tick"

i

'The friendly Church wilh me Vital htnarg:6Ng.
reverberute

throughout the

presents

Families
to worship
together

Ron and c.namt

Chit ta

: vPi

"

mind with Proceed, going in
the musk depolinent.

this program is open to the
community.

yea. Some 105 congregations

of the Lutheran Church -Missouri Synod form the association which saves the Chi-

Choir, 'Heollh with Kc
to lire Seri
youth farm grades
,urtf' try Marry Backer EJdY is:
through eight, will present two ...Finn

Wood, M

for that night. For further in.

musical props.

stands at a retool 2.087 sow
dents. with 130 faculty this

O

Roberta

Melchior,: of St. Gregory's
chapter, has planned On aftornoon 06 entertaininem, genies
and gifts with Santa Claus to
welcorm, the little guests. A
speciM event this yem will be a

chided on the MT.IC whedule.

a

ad "T"'"'

led by Rabbi Chimney

nd chanted by Cantor Lain
SY
amnia) axiom,

candlelight

Mount Prosp.i.

red

numbers will accompany their
children to the all NAIM
Christnow party at Holy Hume
Cathedral in Chicago. Family

The Wells mel in Webster

On Ch

Shopping Center

St. Gregory

11

A full dinner, dancing and entertain,mn is being planned

Cedar Lith Dm Plain., will

sheath.

10

ther and their 0:0 children live
at 1708 W, Catalpa Ln.,

lira

breakfaat
nod dteuxm,n annnm to now in.

Education is organized for the

Ptheteld

at

& VIEWS

on

of Concordia Seminary. St.

them from their destructions."
This muss, from Psalms is in-

lion of Mrs. Ray DeVries of

311 can be made al The office.

A full land -lox

and Mrs. Howard Colby. 9341

the

On Doc.

Fort Wayne, Ind.,is a grenade

"He sent his word ad
healed them and dellvemd

including one from Spain, one

church as a part orthe preparelion for the Chri,tmas meson,

IHE BOARD of Children's

in

will sing four unuaual carob

New Year's Eve Party (Dec.

in the arm to conduct a full
schedule 6L twice daily 'Mi-

showrooms
Building.

tinder thc.direction of Herold
Klumpp of Arlington Heights.

Rabbi" is MTJC's
new feature

look at these

In the unhealed calm ofthrel
oura

juergens

Chapter

Christinas tree. Everyone got
together to deignote the tree
nd sing carols.

"almone
...nem.
end

TDMIICINg 2667900

Gregory

take a closer

quisite preces-all of suendar

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

St.

and
cookies
old.ftshioned
weasel!. The children helped to
string popcorn"and make raher
decorations Mr the 'church

design and thallsmanshits. sin
%nth methus stones of finest
10 for hen or
omeny. Choose a gift
for yourself ... take a closer
look at these love
AO

AND RECEIVE 4% INTEREST ALONG
WITH A FREE GIFT

900 PST KENSINGTON ROAD

Advent. members of the
First Concregetional Church
of Des Plaint, celebrated by
In

and en hour of Inendship

See these and many ether ex-

morning

Junior Congregation ser

nits 4 10a in regular tattle

Pod Bar Mitzvah sensate
Saturthis

NEWS

Sermon
topic is
`Preserver'

The 05 -voice Senior Choir.

"B re a kfa s t with

On Nov. 10, the first Stinday

Hall for

Answer on Comic Pace

'Lacher

schoths,

from the Ends of the Earth."

Naim hosts
area festivities

te crohoirs and a ',ring orches-

LOBBY

Co. Gm ...mad D.ne Buggy req. ill as
SATE 903.95

three

congregation. order the ism,

Anna

ro

for onot be slgo.l.

this Sunder by the members
of the Chapel anti Senior
Choir.. "I his marks the nrth

Sam Hill Jr. musical director of the church. will conduct

45 W. OUNCE1 WHEELING

The Editor

9 end 11 win. worship services

a from Northwestern Uni.

Palatine Nthional Bank's ffitraratild,
bank
them
board of directors recently said. The 8 year total of these
voted to transfer 5200000 funds Ls 5900.000.
from undivided profits to bank
The year record includes
surplus.
S100,01). transferred in 1962:

TONY'S

tht Mr and Mr Club

Religion

00

Total enrollment in the
three ensociation high schools

from

year 1i:1,1:special Christmas

19. at 7,30

If you wish r, per.

tracts fey of $200,000

5378669 12-9 P.M 7 DAYS

join our Christmas Club

by the RAPPER OPEosit Inorence
Corporation.

A service of lessons and ca.

Patric 490 00 Slinday. Dee.

Send pup spieslions to Lee .111110O11. do Day Poldleurjans,
I I 7 S. Stain 3.1.. Should Prosper:. Ill. 6a0.56.

lovely jewels

Beth demetor Innen to$16,(100

sanctuary.

afford It.

H

Cantor Geo" Len will
cheat the Inorractil portion of

ni

the serthee Following the ser

St. Mark

participate, as well as the fa
ultics of the three PerthiNith
high schools. Students from

to sing at Grace

Church will present a program
o f sacred 1144 in the church

rads who watt snuffing badly csough..whei the fluidly ain't

Letters To
(4

rehearse their respective rolls' of Gabriel and gleiry Miring

The chancel choir jointly rob will he presented to the
whh the chapel tothhl choir congregation of Grace Eva.
of the First United Methodist gam! Euth,ran Church at the

Mini-toddn. Maxi outside
Not She's probed,' thinking Wet there ere jobs singable for

made the Pen., Gerald F.

Shabbat

University Lica. hiswifeEs.

70 -voice choir

Sacred
music
concert

this?

iH

on put president

1

nun tor 1u711 The, an Dr
Ainchtll imam. pomichmt
k Row mu. pusalmit

Vim held al St. Paul Lutheran
Church, Melrose Park.
Clergy from the association
nOngranations were asked to

Melhadira Church. 1903E. null, Arlington Heights.

-deifies" and they put the averege guy and his problems at the
end of the list.,When you can't talk with your parent, a than seen wondefiful, if you can only gel le them.
Tired of Trying
You're en right. If yini get desperate, try your doctor, sinter
or a syingthede tatter. J keep hopiag school boards wit pro.
vide more canneloni. They're certainly needed.
CREEL MOM?
Dear Lee
No wonder there's generation mei want to get a maisi.coal,
and my mother won't buy it for me. Other girls in our school
wear then so don't see why I can't have one My mother say,
they'll be out &style before! would get all the use out of li. !want
a mexi so badly. Don't you think my mother is being awful than

50.000

Ind Otacmber 9.nnwtriarY
ci.kbrano sal host an Ong

Lbuis. and is presently a doo
tura' candidate at Columbia

sacred muskoldrama will be presented et 8 p.m., Saturday and Sunday evenings et the First United

Also, they seem to be concerned with the ''pregnents" and

'cool reply. send a selkddressed envelope

'ppm repramentlime M WI
rer munbar et large
Sim

new of

Badeik 1r. as superintendent on
Sunday, Dec. 7, at a 4 p.m.ser-

the Annuneithion sewn of Bandell Thinumords write Nativity Writthing to Saint Lila;" the

but Ft's almost impossible to make an appointment with them.

Marian Skinner

National Consumers Union

BOB BOWBER and FOAM

dun% hove time
counsel.
We happen to hinave some wonderful counselon et our school,

.t thwaniannann RCM

Member -at -large

sd

Palatine bank oks

for poli
1

You keep suggesting Batt students discuss pemonal problems

with their school tun/melon. ties ant great...et that coon- °

per -

hops mismkenly, that if own'.
were this upset about some-

life?"

catchy phrase, and a good fide
for some, but I no longer wbh

money to take home after buy-

see that a stia:owed leadership

is not the ,vey. At loth not m
this tint, Not linfil the people
who are truly consumers w.t

HUE news media there bas been

a good deal of talk about the
"silent majority." That is

grade, analyze and judge the
food in your home. Who has

had time to thidify
origi.
intent of the union including organ imtion haeof, I
nal

lase angry at many of the ridi.
MOM and untrue statements
mode by a local group and directed against our fine District
21 Sex Education Program.
However. now 1 am finintla
that this -vocal minority" has
chosen to go further and personally attack and question the
character and integrity of such
a fine man and administrator
as Sop, Kenneth Gill
In recent weeks in the vari.

4...retco md

n4., H Chasm, sill kW

midi., Lutheran High School,

North Luther South and Walther Lutheran, serval An choir
and instrumentaln
The
Peter Zadeik Jr..
formerly principal of Con -

Dear taw

For some time no, I here

found to be in all ,not, makes
each one of us more deter-

steel

The Lutheran High School
Ass, of 0000..er Chicago installed he Reverent Peter A.

the

FACULTY ADVICE

Editor:

foods tore. What we have

ing food, you or the food corporation presidents? Was the
fault of your recent cake fail-

I see th. consumen can put
meats

WE HAVE researched our

the voicing of

-

It's time
to speak out

Lreasur, R krol
id. stately) 0 Slosn eons

Lutherans
install new
superintendent

and he'd working represents. -

NseEe'cithjeur ffWillidant"Wn'.

oflhcnew off Iwo for the Mr
and Mn C luh Rabbi Las

pm

are intelligent. well informed

train assistant of Hagman

SINCE Cre1.9. 1969, when I
submitted my resignation es a
member of the board of directors, I have been very native as
a
metthertholarge. Having

interested gu-

the travel agency must
signed, no refunds can

henIng pea ban dubtstial to
Di -thither Annivanm
chbrono and the ins1,11Mon

.

Mealtime, friends and anta-

.. Marshall Held HI

while visits to Arlington Na.

the suittor

ant

Lion now Lc Who is nem?

ace+Prd,s DA 1249lr
m
1800 w 1,nn, The

iaAnnt tht hack or tilt hued at

noMotoernH';'1.r7nd'd'or i".....",'IAT:p7

io

financeRt

cs

Explains meaning,
purposes of NCU

"Honer the r ',pond dream by obruyi Jealously keeping
the pyperls freedom and intellertnid integrity'.

OY I.ydia Jarockl

dy

oh Congregation will hold eon

Letters To The Editor

"Next time, she'll go with you guys for some cheesecake
shots -that ought to reinstill the ol' interest!"

Prtolac ct Ihrt Seen..Class

handul out by Donn. mom

The loss

cm! the perfponory inn MR,

Williun 1. Issethisch

thaonteesrox,ii,g0n1e,1100both h1nuu, ten

Nonhonst Suburban 110

to ht pnsurt nmulung from
!Coiled point...II gm rennin

like . expanded uaraon of thi.
old W. and Clotho Wm.
and r'..:-9'XII'janni'n

,...1,1111,09geth

Sutured
Schaumburg Township GOR
Committeeman Donald
L.
Totten and Committeewoman
Sally Catlin.
They didn't stay long. After
Mn Reedy's resignation Was
'''. %steeped and HennessyBelie.

9001 F Stanton. DIR. add Publisher

dtpossion Its tame is thought

April are bagtnnint, to look

th, mil,.

Mo employ. of

Congregational church to hold special services

'hot end Loki pointed owns
sour an and tl.tio d

four

Ind

motto

Innen nho enured ant on

Within the last two months

rimpation at Laura Crack
Rads lot Monday

Page 4

publican

oat... 0..6.
of that gran, m PRESSURE.

ward Hethess, accoptnd tba.

irbe Vros'pert

the)

wWINI"WOUR

none Msser Pro Tern Ed
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thanks

out

of town vthen the board mob

".

up

Choked

Minor Fredend. B Down
not Hoffman Est... Pm out
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THE DAY
Fnday December 12 1969

Christmas carol
goes choral

The day's prospects

Christmas time around the 'world

The now chord anon.
nu., of Dolmas Haugh and
Inn

made M choral thsv.tos Hex

Bona s Chasm.% song

through Dc"

Tht. is ths Oath 'Ler ths mt.
n Mona! spirit flu itmadsd the

mom, al the bold, -awn_

The mlehration begins with
a spealcular display of irces,
.

and creches A the huge r0boon vine 0 decorated

to reflect the historical tradi.

tions of the country it rem.

Mutn uti.n tki Irom lawn

',rooms an sts,...n Moo an,

Chnstmu Om. Irom wen

tau around dn. world an.
podium .4 Inc 1.1uscum of
Scan, 1,0 /Musts now

la must

cert bond tt n
Thcnon arr buna s.

Germ in, that d9
Throughold IN. rannindo

YorIshm. peddling Rom B.

olnlIn holitta st. non bLinn
gd:outth.. 'rdt'on'on't'ds ePo''''d
bolt.dr%Irflis'

Imams of omit Al national or

lion Nu a fax

them worm, 1-snise &limn
an.

.111 parlorin daily De, 14 du.

Wham... Dec ty cram

st.rnal from S to d p m in

thaur pill Ude. Poi ind

Ian of tin. l umor Ih
(om
Ltagin of Grim. Lutlaran

the Lafeterm
.
.

These dinsers. inclii. de the
Mon well known dishes of the
nations countries. made by

woks excelling in their own
traditional culinary artistry.
There 6 pumpernickel bread
from Germany. veal sylta from

assesses

Dec 16 it la W sin sod

Church in Prospect Heights
'will bedieated to the delightful

Mx a little extra sparkle in

maul Pork with Miceli apple
rings. swegdour red cabbage,
sauerbraten and stollen. The

your holiday doings by taking

the family to the Museum of
Science and Industry m Cit.).

theater shows will feature
Luxembourg. Norway and

World."

Ry Manna& Wemxs

110101 MOM. :old Rn, Runkenhera admire the Moo.. German, Christmas
tree they helped
Ikea
thc gruseum ergtigweated indodry for the Chrism:is Wooed
the World festival. The
Abel, wig continue mull ha. I. 1970.

one .nn. u ettge ......

sChristman Around the

to tit

...

,

.1

01.11/020001210ettrppOpttplIOOVIlla .............

\

Ifv

.

Ingenuity blooms
on Mini Tree
tree. fir her own nis, and

ankh her maths, capremion

send ingenuity take over.
Look Mr a small free -stand-

ing true appropriate fur setting

cm desk or droner. sumo,
Roy

Hulannon. known so
-Christmas. nee King. and a

d ecor a i ng authority. A
tree might he an inbh of nature. As onr all
Chrisimas meas. look for
indi stun of fireproofing.

PtlItellASINT1
liens is unmoor:try.

ham,

With
Construction or wrapping paben.

aniPluls a Mftatur riberror cum. favorite

magazine photo, :Weimer. a

teen-ager an .do her own

1111P.0'

/

i

lieves it
s
quire 25.8.

dmto

wrapped in a collage of maga.
rine cutouts.

Clyde the Rooster
crows on TV

Ropes can be made by crima

one-inch.wide

strips of piper in connoting
colors to a, desirol length.

Skobel speaks
at Alooseheart

totter. fn.

Interesting
post., Or muguilue ads can he
cm out in neemettic designs.

and the entire tr. may ho lesloved with daisies.
4.Any member of the fancily
with u creatim holt -cdon u
small child tunepd
a de.

head min
an.

or whimsy or

speaking to the boys and girls
at Mooscheart Merida?. Oa<

Tanager in your house (lire her a tahle-sire Christmas tree

B or hse fpvp room rind ssotch

ha

her "do her own thing" in itur

creative may. No, Floras, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. !post
Len
Flom, of Mount Prospect,

tention hasin at the Heritage
Pant skating rink, 0 culvert
under Wolf Rd. and, the dike
along the Whaling drainage

World Championship teas won

by o near blind mhletc." SLo
bet holds the world record in
operetta toner skating and n

a On of rock music and psychedelic
Iptule her Oct:m.10am from uanterials on hand. The live NM.
reason Me, with an already deconned stand, war an Inesperolve
grocery store purehme.

in the
Fenle.

only, the shopping Center will
provide 0 fence and shrubbery
for aerceni. the vantern
boundary and veil! landscape
and screen the south propeny
line.

ditch.

Roller Derby Hall of

The Glenview company's

For centuries. velvet. 'Mc

King of

a

all

Fahries:' was

vailable only to royalty.
Commoner, we forbidden to
wear
men if they could of -

ford IL Tody. it is just es fa.
hals. with scientific finish-

as creaso-re.istance,

adding the precool! to the
magnificent. Milli:on Moineera create vemmilu velvets in
allmccasion

all.semon

ion. for every individual.

bah-

'111011. velvet shoes arc for
parties only? Not today's moden. Egivel-ids stepping out As
one of the most importani new
fabric trends for every activity,
from boots to dancing sandals.
Sturdy. beautiful Wondervel
nylon velvet is the newest look
o( fashion luxury in children's
and women's shoes, yet cm-

bedying a remarkable pre.

Wality. II

is muff -crush -and

Village AU,

b
The board,
in denying the

FOR MOM, FOR SIS

If board's action,
Nana, soil yes and mg-

beard. The mning board mid

WIDE CHOICE OF EARRINGS

anted re-adverlisIng bids with
t:hangs that Hama might rec-

enough of that type of rennerunt and is Lard of the traMc
patterns it would create.
'

it

believes

Wheeling

Directed by Santa (Scott Copenhaver) to search for .The SON," hernia
Del Prbiehfc
opens the Toy Shop safe. the "toys" watch. The ballerina doll is Cindy Pine, Cary
and nagged, Aron
is Linda Elliott, Al eighth graders at River Trails Junior Digit, they
part of the 0.1 of "A
Christmas Caper" lobe given tomorrow night at 8 p.m. at the whool are
on Wolf Rd. An original
musical play with lyrics and Ilnes .13y Mrs. Nathaniel Ranier, director, send
music composed by
William KueN, accompanist, .A Christmas Caper" Is one of two productions given
each semester
by the Fine Arts Production Class of Ow
ximul. adisa Judith Ross mid the student, made he sets,
and Steve Pomona, choral director, assisted with he niusica/ Interpretation.

The Rolling Meadows City
Council polled ordinances
yesterday amending certain
sections of the comprehensive
zoning ordinance and certain
sections of chapter 20. `Treffie of the eim's code of Lodi-

any second division vehidie

with more then tour tires on

Marinate* Fear of Mag.

Robert Atterbury for the enstudent body of Anne Sub
liven School
- Prospect

Heights on Wcdhoday, Dec.
17.1n the school's gymnasium.

An active citisen of Oak
Park and ElmwoodPark. Dr.

yellow finishes.

Christmas types, "pearl," stone

664.

set, novelties, scads MORE.

luscious colors, 3 to a box,

residential

It also provides that moilsmeet or machinery deSigned

Ald. lames Huddleston.
chairmen of the ordinances

for the inovcmcm of earth,

and jOdiciary wmmitm. mid
the atnentIments concern the
parking of oerMin vehicles In

'lb c comm.. has had exnensive h.ringa on this matter:. he old. end has decided
these amendments are was.

gaged in work on the premises.

NOVELTY APRONS

RENS, the only.rMerman not
in favor of the ordinance said

.

THE LANGUAGE of the
ordinance Inn been changed in

commercial vehiole to

"Parking of second division
vehicles or equipment pr2180
had in residence districts.
The ordinance provides that

Ions; solids, prinis. All so VT

One from parking in his own

iHoct,lyidzy,,n%litteszoc,lo,t,,h,isoeftzil,z

ordinances.

266

cOmpare at $3, $4
ASTRO LABEL GUN

GIFTS FOR HIM!
WALLET AND KEY CASE SETS

10 TRANSISTOR

compare a, $i

SOLID-STATE

77(

POCKET RADIO

5 or

299

Embroidered, appliqued molifs.

1)/

pastels.

reg. 1.88
SMOOTH -FIT BRIEFS

H,00

1pr.

774

=0Linr

Tog

1

pastels, Sizes:

wo lm

SHOEHORN & BRUSH SETS
A gift that'll come in handy. 129 set
and the or, is so right!
reg. 1.97
TIE -AND SETS

move steins. simply clam with
a light map End water spun,

$3td.

10 perk up the lustrous nap
Hang over a halhlub ailed
with hot water. closing doors

tic bars or

,,

FANCY TIES FOR GIFTING!

r. -L-- a" a! ia:

.

.

The In" styles and colors
In fine "present -eerie.'

SAVE 34%!

onother half-hour, and allow

te

dry thoroughly before
touching. Always use padded

hunger, for velvet, never Me
clamps or metal skirt clips,
which will mark the fabrie by
ing fora trip, save velvets for
the last item to be packed on

die-

His Sorb Rob. Atterbury,

is a lather at the Sulliven
School.

-

16c

Many Colors Available
Use Anywhere

UPRIGHT
Colonel Frank and Clyde the Rooster wta appear
an television beginning
at 4 p.m. The show listing is
Dec. 15, Clumnel 26
"Colonel Fronk and Friends,
The happy twosome are responsible for
the "fantastic" success of Funfair, scheduled for
a 011 1970 run at Rand..
Randhurat Corp. and Dolores Eilder Dance Studios
Steinway Drop,
WheNing roident who has been appearing al several are among the sponsors. The Colonel is
John Muir School in Prospect Heights at 1030 a.m. or the local shoo, He mg app.,. the
on Tuesday. Dee, 16.

it and making rabbits

appear.

Vinyl Asbestos

EUREEKA

of suitcase. Use tissue and
in the folds.

surgeon

12x12

assde'lk-

fluttoning the pile. When geck-

who performs magic as a hobby for various civic and charttable organimtions. His specialry is making bodies float in

BONANZA

$549
sq. yd.

wand strokes. Steam for ahem

far *AM.. Prospect Senior

Citizens' group has been
planned by their sponsors, the
Mount Prospect Junior Wom-

an's Club. The Miley dinner
with all the trimmings will be
serval at 6:30 pm. Monday.
Dec. IS, at the Holiday lee.

200 E. Rand Rd.

Entertainment will be pro-

oiled by hr Girls' Glee Club

of St. Peers Lutheran School,
The group, directed by Mrs.
Roben O. Bartz, will sing
traditional carols and appear

in.00stume.

&apart of Ike Junket

phlv

lanthropics, a dons; towanh
each senior's dinner will he do.
hated from Me club's treasury.

SeMor Cititerts desiring to
send a check or

attend
money

while, off.block. I size -Matches

ordermay

for 13.10 to Mn

Lee Barsi, 1203 Green Acres
In., Mount Proved. baton
Frisky. Dec. 12.

F.

L',14th11

$5888

WOLOIGILIE

Pose Lr, Rawl. he.
RANCH MART SHOPPING CENTER

Buffalo Grove & Dundee Rds.
Buffalo Grove I.I.

-re\

reg. 2 pr. 1.99

W Rs.

SEAMLESS MESH NYLONS

geol.

First

sheers

In

beige,

tome, spice. Sizes OH to 11.

2 pr.

N TIMONY
ANTIMONY

.

m",

hopes,atyles.

38(

BOXED GIFT HANDKERCHIEFS
Choice of rolled Fern or
iitial. finest gualiiy. Gilt

f

V,,f177(: lat

77 (

boxed.

9 ,.,,,

HIS LOUNGE SLIPPERS
Comfort begins on Christ.

1S0

alas
sing! Sizes 7 to 12.
Ton or Swann.

SHORTS OR T-SHIRTS

s2

Mg or boxer styles. fine 3

199

Practical and ohao.pretty gia in
gala colors. Plaslic troy.

GAY KITCHEN
MATCH MATES

eo

plasiic

10 -CUP PARTY
PERC

199

664

iter

HIS HOLIDAY SCENTS
YU AFTER SHAVE A oz

99t

YU COLOGNE 4 ea

1 88

OLD SPICE JET SET INCLUDES
SPRAY DEODORANT
AFTER SHAVE, BODY TALC

I 44

BY GEORGE AFTER SHAVE 4

oz. _1.17

BY GEORGE AFTER SHAVE I'or.
774
BY GEORGE COLOGNE 4 du.
1.94
BY GEORGE COLOGNE 1 ca
991
ORIENTAL SPICE AFTER SHAVE 4 oz. _1.09
ORIENTAL SPICE COLOGNE 4 tie.
1.66

COMPare

109

Your Chadce

ack, mon. matchbox, or
toothpick dispens o

FRIENDSHIP GARDEN SET

POWDER
DESERT FLOWER BUBBLING
BATH CRYSTALS
4 tubes
_Mfr's List $1.50 _
CHAMPAGNE
BUBBLE BATH

washable. 5 -XL; 30.41.

reg. 99c
Daisy Irlm

FRAGRANCE BOTIQUE
7011Fr WATER, TALCUM
POWDER & LIQUID BUBBLE
BATH
Mfr's List $2_
DREAM FLOWER DUSTING

FOR
-

Your Choke SO(

299
type fabrics. Light. UL 111110, ens, at4,99
Perfect hand.fit. 2 speeds for all

Gilt docemted kn'' 4."
flame -proof
glass. Pork and

serve. Gift
boxed.

FIRM CARD
TOWN &COUNTRY,

541-2424 Call For In Home Shopping

Jr. Women entertain seniors
A festive Christman party

VACUUM CLEANER
Ideal Christmas Gift

169

coffee,

77(

-

ELECTRIC SCISSORS

PLUSH CARPET

brush garment softly in up

mice,

wallets -

Gift boxed.

IMPORTED SEWING BASKETS

TILE

and windows M keep steam in
strum After one-half hour

Amain, is an oral

88c

Choice of Colors

un Occasional homesfeamins,

stop
top

19x33

NYLON.

ing
You can Mop your vele.
&Woos looking like new with

SCATTER

taupe,

1"

Tics and handkerchiefs, cuff

JEWEL BOXES
Beige,

mill, brcokc ',r 169,rg-,cZi-

clutches. More.

DAY -OF -THE -WEEK PANTIES
iricot. While,

1 97

boxed.

Embroidery and lace lavished
nylon or acetote tricot. Pastels,

Accra

O!:crstr" 7iNcil 128 lag

atrtv*Weeet_._.1_,Iehee044419995.9-wre

HALF SLIPS AND PETTIPANTS
high shades. S.L.

199

CUFF LINKS & TIE-TAC SETS

no, 1.79

silver.

$2

!Her
tape for self -,rack
labels. Pistol grip. Single
lever.

ourdY

rest $I
COMFY SKIMMER SLIPPERS

Malt choptin or the cede of

Schiffli embroidery. Top
colors, cotton terry. "His/

alobaeoc

77(

Christmas siyles, organdies, ny-

reg. 1.38

BOXED TOWEL SETS

surm-

reg. 99e

Hands."

LITT-OUT
TREY

Deluxe,

ems

Inonce
cannot vote tbr an ordiMat would prohibit my

ddyeemt.
The council ono gassed an
ordinance addig =lions
concerning the parking of secand division vehicle to the

Section ]from "Parking If

1 or
gift box. Mom will love

99

Basket" or "Praying.

WITS

.

30

A D . WILLIAM Ali.

"Scroll," "Rooster," "floral

19" TOOL BOX

BOXED GIFT HANDKERCHIEFS lent

road work or from usc cannot
he parked maimed on (Leiden.

tial pretnis. un.s it is en.

residential areas.

compare at $3 to $9
FELT 1970 CALENDAR "TOWELS"

de -e-49,

reg. 991
Embroidered beatifies

utility knives.

Scented.

794

Filmy rayons in o rainbow o;

$2

towels pies

nick, meosuring spoons,.

lite or petite taw styles

Tot

parked on
premise.

Cotton terry

Pick ninbhurricene, glow.

en.re/B.g.

29"x29" CHIFFON SQUARES

KITCHEN SETS

Ca= $1

reg. 900
PURSE ACCESSORIES Your Chairs
[home purse, cigorefte ease or

$3

Cozy living! Bright solids or
print floralo Urethane foam
fill.

CANDLES

PINS GALS GO FOR

turerk capacity of more than
one ton coned be stored 00
any

EASEE BEDRESTS

CHRISTMAS

reg. 99c

eyeglass mse. Gold or silver.

FOR THE HOUSE

DECORATED

334 pr,

Gala styles, settings; white 'n'

the ground or with ti menufam
-

nances.

CONTINOUS FILAMENT

thin with hard wear. To re

Magic feats
at Sullivan
led will. be performed by Dr.

has

GIFT WRAPPED PANTY HOSE 2 pr.
tipm-resi,ant, 10311'1 pick or

ar g

Search for the "Spirit"

I

remit, followed
recommendatione of the sorting

Po% L

o child. Spends like fun? Too bet it isl Run, skip, hop 0! Don't miss out
the Christmas HOUR
on this
spree. Free goodies for every child. Look Mr
THE
S HOUR SPECIALS -1h, re marked with special signs,

num Corp. That cornponY
planned to build the Picnic
Tree Restaurant at that lee.

Wf*I'r
Velvet -royal fabric

CHILD

and the litile boy down the lava! Nothing over 10 All kids
invited. NO GROWN-UPS allowed, unless ...accompanied by
Jane

the Food Facilities Manage.

of landscaping,

tin storm drainage system, in eluding construction of the de-

15, on the sobject 'How

bid of
for Olen.

Rolling Meadows amends
zoning ordinance sections

and employe radii,

gigantic gibland with great buys for Mom, Dod, Brother, Sir and Baby

THE BOARD also voted to

ommend.

reasons

C
smeiet.

Hey boys and girls! Come M our It SANTA "SHOP-INF It's one

deny rezoning on Dundee Rd...
west of Jewel.O.co, front Rol.
residential, M 03, business, to

bidder could lsgetly challenge

be-

IN OTITER business. the
board 'warded the Glenview
Sewer Co. of Northfield the
convect for anproverneno to

Sam Skobel, ownenoper
ator of Skobers Not Dap Ohn

in Mount Prospect, will

asked

which , said tend to minimise
the Objections raised by the
zoning board. He said the two
Iota will be used for ingress,
egress

first

Daly 10 to 1_

goading in the spring.

Paul liamo it an unsucesubil

foolhardy to re-

perking spaces."
He
listed thrcc

tiny pod.,

110,\ZS.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIE

fli
of a legal challenge was
less than the risk of possible

view
gongi were $64.50o.
and 175000 respectively.
Trustee Ira Bird, mayor

which in turn will defeat the
partitee of providing mom

with a hanging loop.
Children's building blocks

musing rat

with a high
193.411. Firs!

being

GOLDEN SAIL) he

Mimes, of Schnee and In.

For example. am conical
taper cups me he bound tok' her. coverol with MP
chedclic paper and threaded

C

flintydciding dot the possi-

THE THIRD bidder was

mended denial of 0, whim,

praclico

The hoard accepled Me low

omissive

Rossi CoPtractars, Northlake.

preted rind applied realislically. rather than literally..

-

is

Ric

interpretation in the osecIticaz
of it low technical things.
inchedhe amount of fill to be
Lomond from IS, site.

Golden said. ',rye are discussing the life end prosperity
of the Whaling Shopping
Center. I beli eve the perti nent
ordinances should he inter-

Soup, engem. music tan
dancing me all coordinated In
The period iron, Nov. 29
through Doe. 2.1. Spechd
meals featuring foods from the
various lands are also send. in
the museum cafetea through
Dee. 14. (Photos by Chicago

Ming."

om become

Golden . said

n

charges were due to a mu

I N MY OPINION,.

decorated to represent the tra.

He added that the engineering
firm said alaa
e

lowest bidders to discuss is.
S3300 excess in Inct bids.

complied with. Golden said.

Minns Of as many rotunda.

the same opportunity to di:icuss the situadon with Harm.

lege engineer. Harm Engiwenn', tome,.t with the tree

cause the 25 R. landscape re-

ille Philippine Islands. TED
tree Mane en moult or mer28

bid according to the same bew
prepecifications end each had

ns...Airy for him and the MI-

parking spaces and to relieve
tSe ...wiled traIOc situinfront of the shopping
center. said Village Manager
Matthew 1. Golden.
The zoning hoard recom-

quirements were not

dm,. the Christmas me In

Noshing inspirm mealivily
like the holiday swoon. DOI
your men-ager with a 'mini.

Whet., Shopping

now on Center St., and beJennifer Leap, C, models

C

GOLDEN SAID that each
bidder ,thrnitted his revised

for $58.000.
According to Golden. it was

because of the. inerelmd IraMe

minions, straw hat used te

was mute of dn. 1111110..
tharen Oullatin

%hal lam year to the C19",

oh in

wined over the revRed bid of
Bonai Canes,. Co., Chicago,

Center, Inc.. 310 E. Center St.,
although t zoning hoard had
recommended on a tie vole
that the petition be denied.
The
amine from.
residential to businees was
made so allow the shopping
center to provide employe

Fr J y, December 12, 1969

dour, ,mum mac

revised bid or SIS,OUU ores as,

The Wheeling village hoard
Monday passed an ordinance
allowing RI !business, zoning

Pop 6

Dome. Ilaugh-Womos Either

JO

L

nes pub

center

%flint ton H1.41 School will

food of Germany. including

and fa nuns starts

Wheeling passes shopping

rm E., IS uhord sumps

pt."nin PoL.1"sPnhodot Ein'onlm.P*Il° °In

*I.,

song uere distributed ball,

aomm,to sant.. an. mail
Mk all 01 ofiAm ilea of

oh op. Churl, d u,t Ind/

m
was,

100 CHRISTMAS STORE
TOUR

meting the authors
Thousands of comes at the

Pmno urangsments yob
Inhad lo Dm Publications , a

%lac 'You Bon To Malik
hem
mill 0 featurtd x the

-

choral ansamments by con

ri Swoon

bib GrosL HO School Con
Cr Dolores Haugh

Page

a

CHARGE IT

I

I

DAILY 10-10

SNOOPIER
B

SUNDAY 10-10

PLANS ARE ACCEPTED

III

II'

I

n

I

THE DAY

First act speeches dull
otherwise sparkling show

Endo Dcarnlar 12 1969

P nub

Prospect
Orchesis
Tuesday

1

0

&

By Cagle..

p Donnell

If director (none keathIcs
would LAI ho blue pLnyil and
tom otit thy LA dull., snd

r

inch Heath

tfirespeet High School Nu
dent)

yar thump, spsychtt in Ill.
Bre id. IN type Clrehes

tiro got he d h ice a dellohnul

she. Don t Tell Moms
gill h presented n Prospect

mett of fluff, moot. in the
km, of Hearts It will run
thethLukr at 1000N Clark
St through the heltdass Ind
Ian 4

High School in the I title The

tur luesda D. 16 et g
pm rho Meh school spec
taeulor melted, 11 tongs Ind
domes perlormed In 11 Or

-

Written In Ile herr and
Eleanor Brooke it
m
the lade., nceshal their sewed

elleso members Ind four bon

cu

The prodneuontells the sin

tune am befors thus h11 in
to dash diem, in Ma high sale

thep

root SIM Brown plajed

kilt ran oat t

it

cerseve

of Bid
with job in a Wit dub
Problems arm Oho Soh.
on Tuesday

cannon:.
ready Ind willing to marrj he.
prep' ,oung otanaan it
nydchng nt.nhal
nanks
nom Os Dust
of
nt

Baptist plan
candlelight

`Brightest
Night'
Bychtl
xnll

I

nth,

hush

ma progrmn 'hit Sunday. an

.huh a whe.h Sally stork, All
the boss all stni, Hello Dol
aid Doe Do -yo will 00 a
h
oaks to C tbana
Salle 10
Don I tall
der 0,111 04
hum l mud I Lmos Bunt,
foul aid be suns In Barb

hours

The observance of Christ -

nap will begin with an

all -

Ifatctist

Ms.

to a charitable organi.

this San

naming." 'Do You Hear
Whut I Hcarr"Varol of the

tertainment

Drum."

show.

Japan,, wish the church.

Amen
Refrentimmt ,ill he serval
in the social hull MIliming the
program. The community is

Betsy

men of the

church preparing and serving
the rood. On Sunday Mr. and
Airs. Ted Cos, nissionarim to

and place them ender the

Carol."

Sunday evening at 7 p.m.
Sanctuary Choir
will
present a candlelight concert
the

the Bah choral.

"Break Porth." -0 gammons
Heavenly Light and Wake:
"Awake" and "Glory to God
in the Highest" Then neen
v

be

directed by

throughout

the

By May Brenner

from the director. Miss
Miss Linda
Powell, at Prospect High

Orville

School. 255-9700, extension
67, or any Orchesis member,

Bang.

Egerine Harding, now appearing nightly at Hosiers Golden
Barrel Supper Club nt
lee, Mannheim at Higgins WO.,
through Saturday, Hee...Backed by the Dort DavisTrio,
ire, Elle-

rine is on stage al 8:30 p.m., 1.30 p.m.ondi2t. km
except Sunday.

while hamtcl yen in the background of Me picture above is a girl.

Chord off ,ring
Dii tummy evening at 7
per..the Evangelical

Ile

SAVINGS!

Mg. Heights. will proent

eldr.:11. .7V, inc.

'directed by Howard Sandluml,
acroinpanks1 hy organist Him
rim Lindahl.

SALES

Soloists in the cantata are

Mane Forme Sarah Jamb.:

See QUASAR'°

Or.

brain Hi ha, th prpmest
Ions loci II bkinde hair whieh
titsupposed to &ma.Ir sine

ing or moth. to pin

wine used In n child
m 11 e

pnee of

The others in the ea

tether

never slim the tempo
o nd srld immeasumbh to the

beginning
when
Mame s Nosing nephew Pat

fixf

Petersen. director.

Marge Collins of Palatine who plam Amity Mame Munn Burns.
Bm. OR Broadway,
produstion or the hit mune 11 Mann undo young, Patrick Dennis plied 6, Braley lipshaw
or tiding.. Heights to Op. a New IN incl. Opening night 0 the 1 rod 0 MT 12 at Hersey
Hoh School Prodnetion contains tin 13 19 and 20 111 ,can arc reamed andeurMin is at 830
pm I or ro:mations cal125941. 192 8611 or 5176048

pm

-The Three Thousand Mice

opoling performance.
Thera were many construe,
don problems involved; in.
eluding one with a local band.

Cht

by

Covenant

MOTOROLA

program of Chrism.. music
ho Sunday at 7 pan. Both the
darned and the chapel choirs
a ill present sclecthins.

with the works
in a drawer

Mc Couples Club or the
church held its M11111,1 Christ-

mesilinner et Stouffer's in...,

11.4 Ibis env.. and

$50 OFF!

the

Junior

vague had a holiprogntAve dinner on

cg3

.392-8080
Mt. Prospect

710 E. NW. Hwy

written

by Hans Josef
Schmidt, is Acing produced
Saturday, Dec.13, by thc Chilthank Theater of Cameo Plat-

en. Inc.
The story is about a family

THE LAST scene was the

which has rented iss barn to a

the part of the crew 'members.
During one of the scenes there

digit:tilt technically. This
is the one in which the porch
was torn down It romired the
set be built 50 Mat the porch

were a number ol people on

could be torn down and rebuilt

the second floor Lo Me house
bad to he eonstructed in a is,

eller each pectoral:in..
The other Frew membem

howski,

ns hen at Hems He aim

of Mr mosl ntat nth% m
afar ILchnienna oround 9 c bc

In

research doctor who works
with white mice, The east directed by Mrs, Sandra Ora013rien, Mrs. Collene Week,
Dave Lindemann. Kyle Ann

who ho ce helped Glenn build
these sets are Leon 3ssminy,

Joanne Paladin,
Rena Wexler, Tom Cole.
arsen.

Bill Fritsch, John Wilson, Al

Connie Colo end Mark Maley.
This play is available for pro-

Zelm and Chris Akin. The play
technical es well as dr.
matic triumph for our school.

was

duction
group,

Fine

Accutron°
Most Accurate
Watch in the World..
1Now Gives You
The Day and Date!
Tme. day and

- all perfectly co.

.$6.60
.

.

.

JEWEL INSTANT

545

$6.20 4"
660

LATEX (White only$7.35 V'
LICHT'S SUPER

SHEEN LATEX

.

.

.

$6.85C10
j

LICHT'S IMPERIAL
LATEX SEMI-GLOSS $7.35

j

C85

LICHT'S

ending. Ity a tiny electronically
ppow
me Inning fora that splits

COO
HEIRLOOM LATEX .$6.85 j

nanny to within airlines a

LICHT'S

into 3. mot Mos.

MI..

PACEMAKER LATEX$3.55

315

LICHT'S
ALKYD FLAT
LICHT'S
PEARLENE FLAT

LICHT'S
SHEEN FLAT

LICHT'S HEAVY
BODY LATEX

LICHT'S KWIK
LATEX FLAT

45.15
$6.20
$4.65

I,

kH

'DINNER 8 THEATRE

$6.20 510

-

LICHT'S

EGGSHELL ENAMEL $7.05

575

LICHT'S
PEARLENE GLOSS

. $6.60

4C75

$975

715

MOORE'S
SATIN IMPERVO

$8.10

'67°

465

Pomo, uttt""'"'

toga Alen

per information, call

leading children's roles, Clara,
in the Pennsylvania Balla pro&teflon of Teroikovsky's hold-

day specuele .The Hamracker." This traditional classic,
involving a nest of WO plus

chair and symphony orchatro. will he given eight perfonnances et the Opera House
in Chicago. Dee 17 to 01.

Also chosen to perform was
Tracey Huntley, 12. of 421 N.
Wilshire 1.n., Arlington

Heigh, Kris,:

They are the daughters

Mr. and Mrs. George Rost.

BRILLIANT
SCREENTN COLOR

Olivia HUSSEY
Leonard WHITTING

Named arts
contest winner
F

Of more than 3.000 entries.
Charlie was ere of 79 winners
in ilm publication's seventh
annual competition.

itAMD $.111TH.
ROMEO

'TS'ILYOrTiT
THE CHRISTMAS
THAT ALMOST

WASN'T
Plus Walt DISNEY'S'
CROOGE Mc DUC

THE DAM INN
Milwaukee 8 Hints Road
Wheeling, III. LE 7-4350

Prospect
Heights, studying
Tull with Bridget \ Rebmann

at the Tont Thumb Playeni Co.
in Chicago. Soucy is a student'

A (k

at Miner Junior High School,
ao.nd

ON OUR WIDE

t

Inatinuatarmentementannotounnammengnamamentmana.

,

Heights,

Pedinbi-

Remade Creatures,
Hoop Dances. Drossulmey.
Helpers and firstoct partymiles.

I
allovis
the Anne Sullivan School in

Arlittgje.a

STARTS FRIDAY
A

poulm and Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
E: Huntley.
Chalk Dickinson, Ain,
Fifty Chicago area children ton Heights, has been named a
were selected for Neuter. winner in tbe 1969 nationwide
eker" following auditions at - Premise its contest sponsored
tended by more than SOO at the by Youth Magiainc, published
Civic Theater in Chicago on by the United Church of
Dec.
They are being pre, Christ

Wed to perform as

6,2e

she

Mtww41

EATURING: Top Brand Women. Clothes

-

rye Schad of Rad in Chi-

PI SEM eisarr

OV51.11.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

tf..44k.

.pBest Show 0, in .be Area

Il0aillalarnallaniallati.911.0110111111.111=1101111116011.1118

BUILD YOUR
FUTURE...

SAT. MATINEE

START WITH AN

FINISH

(Sir in':,°Gloss)

POLYURETHANE

485

6.00
8.28

l

VProiEW YEkkil

1
New Year's Eve, Wednesday, December 31, 1969
SEE YOU AT 9 P.M.
THE PLACE TO BE
FOR THE NEW YEAR!

OIL BASE

FREE DELIVERY

CL 5-5777

per couple

Fresh Shrimp Cocktail Supreme
Chefs Tossed Green Soled

REG. 6.00 .5.00
.

REG. 5.55 .4.30
REG. 5.90 A.50

Licht's Latex

Underbody
LAYS

Underbody

Regi

5.20

''',''"---,-.-.---'

i

I

I

i

iil

You'll earn money

Pitts - OPEN BAR

prizes

...

trips ...

atone,

If you are ten or older, want a

There's not much time left!
Join our party
tickets 01 $40.00 each for
Please reserve
our "Welcome '70" party under the name of,

route, fill out this application
and mail to the Day offices.

.

.

yJ'° u
2

oeimiliiiiireioae
I THE DALE HOUSE
Higgins and Fieldale Rds.
Hoffman Estates, HI. 60172

529-8840

Only reservations mode and paid for
in advance will be guaranteed.

/

2'16-66411

_

MAIL TO
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
722 Center SI.
It,. Plaines. III. SOO IP

Continuous Dancing and Entertainme

ph .

1111,in.

Develop

responsibility, business sense, salesmanship.

0

Ill It onk unlimited cocktails,
including Champagne and

...

And at 12 pm- FESTIVE FAVORS, HATS, AND NOISEMAKERS.

I

I

totes 8
i (Psi 1

Special Stuffed Baked Doom
Dinner Palls and Beverage
Italian Pastry and Cookies

I Check enclosed in the amount ofr

4
"6.80

BP.

for your pleasure, continuous

Green Beira Almondine

Later -Enamel

394-1140

$,so.00

"Elegance of Old Field Gun Club"
Higgins and Fieldale Roads
Hoffman Estates, Ill. 60172

FULL COURSE DINNER -WITH YOUR CHOICE OF:
BROILED AFRICAN LOPSTER TAIL ar PRIME FILET MIGNON

REG. 5,90 4.90

UNDERBODIES
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

THE DALE HOUSE
Phone: 529-8840

X A-1 PRIMER'

500W. NORTHWEST HWY.

PARKING

Licht',

J. C. LIGHT COMPANY

by Don Appel!

EDNESDAY MATINEE

IN 1970"PARTY
come join us for a.

PRIMERS

Prird. raga:!:.

ROUTE.

LICHT'S SATIN

Reg, 9.45

1
95
ng

$3.00

from

AMPLE

VARNISHES

Licht's

MT:PROSPECT

interested

lino. Heights, he, been enleotcd to perform one of the

direction is under Richard Ty.
ler, who is in his seventh year
with the group. Fart S. Mtge..

ThILATRE

"WELCOME

A-1 PRIMER

JEWELERS

1)es

tor c,

OOOOO

760

Licht's

FREDERICK

a

THEATRE for CHILDREN

LUNCH -DINNER.

-Meetings 500 -Weddings
CALL. 763-5590.

445

$5 15

SPAR ENAMEL

JEWEL
VELURE

r01=,

425

.$5.45

DRY WALL

it rasa

FOR MAME'

"a girl could
get lucky"

$5.95

THEATRE ONLY

Licht's

ao

by Emmy
Lunde. of Charlet,

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre presents:

d, A

from

LICHT'S

LICHT'S LATEX

TEXTURE PAINT

y,

REG. SALE
'

LICHT'S PEARLENE

VINYL LATEX

any

nanny A.,

His lanaul
Gooch

AFTERNOON

OIL BASE PAINTS

SALE

$7.00C65
j

School set conslrueliOn chair.
man, is shown ubose working
on the two story set that was
sed in the school's annual
I

LATEX PAINTS

SATIN
LUMINAL

XII seats are reserved

Glen Rath., Betsey High

Water Base

.

for

Old Orchard Country Club
Rand g Gel Roods
Moon. Proid
spect
CL 9-5400
for Reservations

Country'theatre
club

4111111...

Traditionally

.

Alm Judy

n roe

New, Fantastic

.

includes

. Male Lee Kostopoulos, 9.
of 1803N. Waterman Rd..Ar-

192-1841.

INTERIOR PAINTS

MOORE'S REGAL
WALL SATIN .

Pros -

annual

the

elot Citizens Assn. This play.

The second so for "Look

ONE WEEK ONLY - DECEMBER 13 thru 20th

REG.

Heights at

ristino,party forme Cam-

roe

thm solid hold them and re
mun sturdy
Glenn h ts worked .d1 the

PAINT SALE

Fcchanville School in

Technical

Theater award lot year Ron;

maims oyes the onto.. tit

259

Patrick is played by Bradley

r1,120rS are repeaters. Overall -

Area youths
in 'Nutcracker'

of Dr. Proctor" will soon be
creeping acrem the nese of

lieve. This was proven by ha

kitchen. emelt and thrce bcd.

Call

4194 392 8633 or 137 6048

cry shot. BOB hires Were di
moors This year on three di

Players
offering

Homeward Angel" is a mmbstone shop, built out on .an

retervationa

and

rick LOMA% 10 II, Allhher
Upshav of Arlineton Heithls

1.156111 Rd
Rellen, Mal
doss will present the shoo
e int it
t
KIN. In
lohn us sun this Send st at

THE SET consisted of
,Two of the bedrooms
are built on an upper level.
This oonstruction required a
gran amount of ingennity on

Best Otf Broadway draw.
pious Born most of the um'
roundink suburbs and Cht
amp For further intormaton

period

-us minor thou' in Mt.

in

secs Without Really Trying

Iinmohie when Son, Col

Born a lung'

0110 has Binned the
Anything

and How to Su...

tAalste If
tibia Aunt,. Mena will

lion- to sing

ants Rapti. (WO 2401

(allowing week.

chneers far

Pslatine sings the role
The musical coop an 18 year

with Chuck Weissnitueller.

of the plays here at
Hmsey," accord!, to Harold

CIITO

pm

l

day beeline of a concert the

one

I 9 and 20 in the dem,
HO Savo) Amin alum at 8

co

Color TV

Church sill present a special

day

HL o o brit autumn samim

Led the music for Ian year.
Brigadoon
Choreograph, P by Al Cairo

A A Saan

SAVE UP TO $2.60 A GALLON

Choirs unite
ill song
Northwest

n,,IoJit.

impudent wahnut hunt, sum

Actor for the show He di

in musical comedy
will present Mame Enda,
and Saturday Dec 12 end 13

and

imad Benda who plays a
lismarn
HVI's Fan

n app A
orphan mugs nein He Is

looi mural

I
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shatrman of the Niles Town
Nip Ifigh School Mame Eau
mum department is mumc

a

je mile,

Berend

challengieg ever ettempted in

COLOR SPECIALISTS

John Shemin and Mum Sur -

the

& SERVICE

they n onsta,c vath kemn

kesin mints, la

lot MK N

Inds

Off Iltoodvay In..

RI nu, theater group ohteh .pc

n.yd Ronda who pins a

1 has den. h tee to prose
M n ,span enct counts when

THE DA1
.969

Si northwest suburban comma

lotahle lit St Barnard

Achievement

lot,murs in order meomplete the
in time for last week's

the choral Chrism. cantata
-Illy Light It Come" by John
Wilson. The church choir is

trul1

twice. when the band held rehearse!'n our theater one Sun-

the

9%. he will present an original play on Tuesday, Dee. 11, in the
church auditorium:0 3,311 p.m. The playwright is the troop lead.

ROLL ON THESE

sabot &inn se dens tr

12

Mame's madcap
world on
stage tomorrow
BLS

Inky

Womuk
Robin,
EsIka Harold CaMdlo tncl a

rows and outrageous fortune

set

C r uj,

most

ward Angel" arc

has worked hard end long

glrls

er, 'Hrs. Itolorty

Marmon

winning the Outstanding

are ...Mem of the St. Peter Lutheran Church Troop

I..
Chinch. 404 N, Denton. Arl.

Oen,.

Members of Ili eest
elude I nuni. lenken Don

three times and taken down

The consumition crew. with
Glenn Bethke as chnirmun.

Everyone. including the eke old gentleman with the long

invited to attend.

maka the most of each other
talent Bathe% beck mud forth

The RAG bad to be constained

The sets for `Look Home,

Tiatels can be

lobe in ante In Slam Ninon
Tht t ich hoe a tie a and in
duldusl
lens Thy

and

1111

talLnlyd lad thorom,h per
win

`Anger' is challenge
for .Hersey stage crew

Murphy. Joyce Jams. Barb
Laura Curry as charm girls
will provide background en-

III

!inlay. with

BECKY ROHM,

Alfred

lank,. Donna Word= and

Church of Palatine.

11172 E.

Night."
'The children will bring gifts

selected

Bun prob. "the Coventry
"Rejoice This
Night," ',IL. How a Rose E'er

church breakfast at The Fine

eluded in the program will be o
colored film. 'The Brightest

containing

dtreenon b., (norm.
Keathlal palm. at,on that he

seeretan

Um A lohnston and the part)

sn

i L201

Cameo

-Wilkommcn."

Ilse Christmas won, oil! be
told hi Pastor Simonsen with
the chldren participating. In.

Irma

his prem., morasses I he
has are clot, the plot n inn
and lighte andLnough 10
nuke then ths man do
gruntled Chrism. shopper
totem the swoon for a kw

breakfast, concert----

IIII its minim(hint

the gifts will law be

Gars Cent di an. all waiters m
the I a Prime, de Erre night

the

Friday December

Yalta Iht hnt act its mart
yt "Beni

of the thud pen of the Mt,

g

tull
who is

eentered

Ibm, Thou Bob Salmon amt

Park Ricky n rets and the publn i invited

Matheson

Ivo LevipIysd 4c15

e.1 a

It tells the sum of

Mike IA ellhurn Bill Brown

tdenstion loll ohnkton Yell.. 1400 Shwa.

Ites 16 a. 7 p ni

s

ads

mothar ton. to song

Invanht smn the f ratchet houschold during play pole, for l Chen..
Slam 0311110111 h, °anneal in Mt Northwmt Yuba,an lid for In, 0.1aded

of Loft'. to 1. throuh

0116 SCUM. is 15ceilLn1
Mole tug Lech °that -my., ItLy
hackmand phrem but the
vim hthamd NO that o m The
eanoonot is pl OLd hs Alarms

' 4617"7":

Talk

your parents, first.
When a route opens up in your

'

NAME

Address

to

immediate neighborhood,

we'll phone you.

Town
Phone No

LBirthdate

month

day

roe:j

Rick Riccardo ingh1) LM
cap restauraieur singer and
actor, plays

Betty

leading man In
day

Grab!, s
Bom 1 ester

What's happening in the area

at Pheasant Ron Play
house Record. plays the role
of reporter Pail 1, small in Ille
Larson Lenin comedy

through Dic 21 He

DINING AND DANCING

RESTAURANT

& COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Join Us For

766

'

HOLIDAY DINING 8
COCKTAILS
FOR A HAPPY SEASON!

*ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEM .11ND:110051E9 TAILS
NEW YORK STRIP STEAK

ALL DRINKS INCLUDED!

location:340S Alg nquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, I

For Resv. Phone 259-5000.

Here

Did,

starring

Performances are prmented

Tuesday through Friday al 1:30 p.m. On anomie,
meanie twoshows one at 6:30

POLYNESIAN

Ono Eve, row

117

S. Main St,

Mount Prmisect, 60056. Tell
us end The Day will fell ahem
IVILat's Iloppening
you,

p.m. and one at 10:50 pin. On
Sealay
is al 7:30

my it as (hoar reastion on Oa
efforts of th1 Vietnsm Morsto
ndim held last month
CHICAC
Eno
Cans,0 5,mphons
will toad populir concert to
mono, st 8 30 p m in Or
clash. 11011. The easier( will
feature Russian pianist Alex-

Tomorrow set 8 p rn the Cyl

formed

ander Slobodyanik and co
doctor Robert Zeller. Works
to be performed arc Weber's
Overture
to
"Euryanthe"
Tchaikorskys Symphony No.

Tonight at the COI. will he

Cl
will Se guest soloist with the

mi0ion of SI

Chicago Symphony Orchestra

of

y

to subscription =MEM
Thursday Friday died Sow

PROSPECT KERMA

day Dec 18 19 Ind 20 The
concern which w
be con

featuring

The

bygone.

no

Race Coalmen

lam groan Thi.
group. Sprat will

sing

hokling

Folk lug
also

the

Bristol

ducted
by
masa director
Georg SOlt1 well Hz procntsd

Northwest Suburban

runvhsepsr yry Mkt

Box 104
Haghts 60070

Prospect
a

st 8 IS p m Thursday 2 P.
Friday, and 830 p.m. Satur-

"Peace on Earth

their way into 7000.00050'

Now"Christi-has

Gated hearts, for $3.

tonight

day in Orchestra Hall.
The first in a series of seven

pony.

Prospect Htlatte
Cammuniry Church, 400 N.

Bangers Flying Circus will.

at

be at the Cellar Dec. 21.

Elmhurst Rd

NILES,
A "Rock" maintain will be

the

Violinist Ycluldl Mc

the Sun performing fur so ad.

krona

Soul

Isom

101m00000

Cream

m

hr hosts thy Pier Maud, who
tales, it 0 nut hays trans

ARLINGTON HEIGHT&

p.m. The doors me open for

uo iddifion to our median diem, mew

chamber runic concerts will

MIT at Mill Run Thealre-Tn

The Coalition, composed or
"Consumers
Union,"
"Studeles for Peace," "Wom-

Dee. 10 from 1:30 mail 1130

en For Pace" and 7140116cia1

be -presented by thc Chicago
Symphony String QURICE
8:30 p.m. Friday, Dec. 19, in
Orchestra Hall.
Sunday. Jethro Tull will be
presented at 7:30 in Mc Ara-

Consumers Union" ere hold -

gon

Ball

Room,

for

ST.

gegengd Polynesian sPeelate Pen.PaTnd in
am new POlyneuran Kiich

Resta6rant and Cocktail Loung

Roselle& Nerge Rood

I:30 to 3:00, 5:00 to 9:00

Mentions,

dinner approximotely
hoses before curtain lime.

Specialties

Our Specialty
'71te Settler Burger.

NEW YEARS EVE PARTY

and

a

by a club, church, school or
pork, or il may be a cum
marelal event. Send inform.
tion on what's Imppening to
Wkit's Happening, Day Pub.

nightly

yt Oldc
*Was Inn

LEE ANDR'E TRIO

Drink to Si,
voilo Dwayne woman

Deny Dimon.

entertainment, plus o dome Doer for all you old and young swingers

completes your night on too town. Stop in soon...you won't be disappointed!

CIO bed

Only

Ls

lisfing of activityes in the area
no scalvily 1110, be sponsored

051 Run in

Lender's on Higgins Rood In Elk Grove Village is also on all in one place for
full evening Sevenl different dining moos abler o von., in menu choice And

PICKWICK
HOUSE

"Whets Happening

al many lock Ina
theatres
theatres and was seen at Ph0

LANDER'S CHALET
hors

By Tom Hamillon

has dip

'DANCING FRIDAY AND SATURDA

Roselle, III noise

$32"cauo.
RESERVATIONS EARLY

358-1003
10 NORTHWEST HWY., PALATINE

zatnia,,.
1111.40

ZgrEAK.
SPECIAL

UNCLE ANDY'S COW PALACE
Uncle Andy's, Sowed on Northwest Hwy in Polio., iy a fine place to ear and
cocktail pleasure. A giant maize of a sow on Ow worms wakes.
tau to
dinners of beef ...with poll A. fine trimmings. Separate ler far
the menet mood and moo room for private ponies. Everything you need for
or!an waning win enter0inment... all in one plum, Uncle Andy's.

TREAT YOUR FAMILY
TO THE FINEST IN
DINING AND COCKTAILS

FOR THE HOLIDAY SHOPPER

SOUP & SANDWICH
Elwin now
til Christmas

EVANS
HOUSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Starting at 9:00 A.M.

k

66 1010
GEORGETOWN SWAM
SHOPPING CENTER

WOODOME ILL

AMERICA S FAVORITE FA/fa/RESTAURANTS

392-3750
Served Sioling Hot

FOR FINE FOOD

Join
Your Friends

EVANS HOUSE

Cup of Soup, Finger Length
Steak Sandwich, served on Tasty Roll,
and French Fries.
OPEN EVERY DAY,
FROM 11 NM TO 0 PM

"Old World Recipe"
World's Finest Pizza

HOUDAYS OR ANY DAY

flAtaniatelnl

253-3300

900 W. Northwest Highway

Arlington Ma 111. 60004
DAILY 11GO-1,00 - WEEKENDS Uteri0
Phone 392-9289

INN
Your choice: Lobster Tail,
Chicken Kiev, Prime Rib, New York
Sirloin Steak, includes bottle

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
902 E. NORTHWEST HWY.,
ARLINGTON NTS. ILL

"At .4aa"
We Rait'to 6e Open, Iteo geo

LADIES,

25c A DRINK!

Of imported champagne.

Phone 394-5100

\Natalie now serving
Cocktails
With our Luncheons
and Dinners

rp

Dinner served 8:00.10 11:00P.M.

OPEN MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 6:30
SAT. 8:00 SUN. 9:00

EVERT FRIDAY 8.6ATURDAY MIS
8 PM TIL CLOSING

THIS
GUIDE

SAUSAGE INN

"The Drive In
with the
Exceptional
Menu,

CALL

REACHES

WAYNE

OVER

63,000

CL 5-2441

DINING,
DANCING, AND

NIGHT
at the

00

WE SPECIALIZE IN
Delicious Pioa

duo VISIT OUR NEW

LAKE ST. it WHEATON ED.

Keenyville, Ill.

FOR ONLY
$20.00 per person including too and tip
INCLUDES

Dinner
I Full Bode Champagne per couple

Vs Bottle Smith, Gin, Bourbon or Vodka
SETUPS, FAVORS, HATS, BALLOONS,
OISEMAKERS, DANCING

tax andgratuity.

YOUR BEEF CART,

IS IN OUR DINING ROOM

NOW CARVING

$30.00 per couple, including

Juicy Sandwiches
Mouth -Watering Fish n' Chips
Beer from the barrel
Wine From the Keg
Soft drinks by the pitcher

600 5. Milwaukee
Wheeling, III.
EMT OUI SERINCE TOCI
I

PHONE

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE

just north of Thorndale

WATCH ter ur

...

ROAST BEEF

Singer

ON SUNDAY

Unger

INCLUDED WITH YOUR DINNER AT
NO ADDITIONAL COST

12 pa Csh.. 9 PM -2 AM

DINING ROOM

Trio
comic

POID.RoOD eat CORSE Sie way zoia 05(0
IN SHERATON OHARE

740 E.

RAND RD.

in the Day'

6sTs N. mateTREIN

D.

COME FLY WITH US

HAVE HOLIDAY CHEER WITH US

-

MT. PROSPECT

Nordic Hills
Country Club

259-4974

eP

All you eke

to &at

WE CATER

PARTIES

MEETINGS

111111IT INTU THE Al's

RI e.3 retwCAMrart

BANQUETS

201

otr'S

Launching Pad:

....21401,101PQM TZ1-0023...

FRIDAY EVENINGS: SEAFOOD DINNERS
PL. OUR CHICKEN, MEAT BALLS& SALAD BAR

USE YOUR CARSON NINE Scot,. CO. CHARGE P.M

1018 IA ?wiped 71aaa

Blastoff:

10.0ookion sr lost wra elMennheio

Round Trip Ticket:
345.00 per couple (all tiPs end taxes included)
(Gonstnnt Liquid Refueling (tin 3 A. M.) unlimited choice of cocktails,
includkm Champagne and Sparkling Burgundy with dinner

LUNCHEON DINNEROOEIOADS
n 50 SEWING SPEC/At SUNDAY DINNERS

Son. & Mon. -'The Swinge,'

Spixial Stuffed Haliell Presto
Dinner Rolls urd PeooMe

Your complete "tun" celebration includes

YOUR CHOICE of Unlimited Drinks, Complete Dinner
Roost Prime Rib of Beef or
New Yolk Cut Boneless Sirloin Steak

Now Appearing

Assorted French Pastries

THE GALENS

Star Gategmed

-

RT. 83 Li. RT 72 lOokton at Higgins(

12:00

Anincludes. relish tray with all roe trimmings. Choice of Champagne or sparking
with Pinner Concing 2 Entertainment ley The Bill Pierce Band. finish our

celebration with a 2. P.M. Buffet Breakfast.

'45 00

NO COVER NO MINIMUM

GOLDEN,
EAGLE

OLD ORCHARD COUNTRY CEDE
700 West Rand Rd., ML Pumped, EL 00056

UNCLE ANDS COW PALACE
OPEN

3584800

Please reserve_ tickets at 045,00 per couple for the "BLAST

Businessmen's luncheon
Fashion Show Daily
Complete Dinners

391074:
1132 N Rand ltd Ada -on Mambo
01 FN Sr{ FA nos A SEEN
I111011I 00 A It ietmon

tickets ett 045.00 0000 for the' TRIP TO '70" Party

CHRISTMAS

DAY
SERVING
BUFFET

Check enclosed in the amount of S

SNACKTIME

Mahe your

ANYTIME!!

reservations now

We're Open 24 Hours Every Day! Fin
Fe...I-Snacks or Complete Dinners

Check enclosed in the amount of $

Whole Turkey
Carved at your table

RENE AURANT & LOUNGE
CL 5-2025

REGULAR MENU

Ample Parking
Route 31 North of Route 72, Carpentersville, III.
Phone: 312-426-3446

12 noon - 8 p.m.

Theatre and Dinner package afro available, please inquire theatre How office for

COW PALACE RESTAURANT

OFF" party under name of

Christmas Dialler

Ensile Your Friends for this FunfIlled Trip
Leaye your wallet nt home.

UNCLE ANDY'S

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

PINCER TOTRAIND RUMOR M0REI

funk, demi?,

-3511-71160

C:01C1

COAIBINATION MAKE ACHIM

Champagne Breakfast front our Galaxy Buffet

Swing into the New Year of

Northwest Hwy. (Rt. 14) and Quentin Rd. In Palatine

439-2040

DelOac Oulding:

COMPLETE
PER COUPLE
9:30 P.M. 'fit 2:00 A.M. w en

Call Irene

Elk Grove, III.

Welcome to Cur Destination, Festive (eats, Evora and noise nmkag

dyBurg

Main Dining Room Lounge
Turf Room Gold Room

PHONE 299-0011
slake Lam Item -motions Nov

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7.NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

Roast Prime EDT,' Loin of Beef, Bordelake
Green Beans Annondille

Have a Blast!

Only

VONIR110441111!"

1! re

9:00 P. M.

Chefs Ye d Green Salad

Reservation

Carry Outs 255-9181

OLD ORCHARD COUNTRY CLUB

Poll Course Dinner:
Fresh Shrimp Cocktail Supreme

By

...maw 12 just 3 blocks Sou h of Palatine Rood
lunch

RFS.

VULCAN'SCOROF 77.0.010

71apect

you when you nrr

CALL - 255-9181

4l1

rurtt Eagitti

WerineaT, ,Acetnleo 31, 1969

Pit're-order your pizza...
ll be piping hot for

RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ONT. Or

Come

JUST Casa- OF RANOPYRST SNOPINNG CENTER

PHONE

DA

NIELSEN'S 827-1819

ENTERTAINMENT:

GRAND BALLROOM Comic

OF BEER $125

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY,

struper Peertris-

PIZZA FOR LUNCH!

LARGE PITCHER

WITH

LEON BERRY
AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR

CALL: 766-3230

RESTAURANT

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

RESTAURANT in Rosemont
ENJOY THE LATE SING -,I -LONGS

537 8866

Paol, &poor &grocery store, too always ones,
8or open 7:30 0.0.101 a.m. Close m 2 o.m. on Satordoys.

on Wood Dale Road

PANCAKE HOUSE

"BRING THE FAMILY"

NOT DOGS

ELK COLONIAL INN WEST

IR4=nAovir Room at

WITH A CASUAL ATMOSPHERE

BAR BQ RI115

ELK COLONIAL INN
IN THE

1HE FUN PLACE TO EAT

HOMES

COCKTAILS EVERY

Tie 1

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6456

PERFECT

PIZZA!

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT.:

in the Deep Pan,

Ticketmester moon guarantee passage unless tickets are paid for in fall, and will
accept 'Mid reservations on lint
bas" until trip is

1 110 Higgins gel

Rand Rd & Euclid Ave
Mt Prospect

Elk Greve Village

PHONE: 4374524

r'"Pel'ales's=r fltin

Ij

THE DAY
Friday December 12 1969
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Palatine youth
A
14 sear old
Pal :0::;
youth xis orden.d on soon V11

This calundar is prspand lir nubby 'annuls,
the Mount Promuct Choribur ut Commune
Any orgpnamon union& to tonna:um should
call Mrs Helen Becker C L

c mon Park V mu %Apo] 8 p m
VI II Prospect Poet 1337 holies auxiliary
C1'11011,1, S. F11,11,1 m
Mount Protpect Totten:sr. Mount Pros

74119 DuadIsm. tor

Inn% p Tomei 5 ni Ohs ample, aus.I.

The wink mas

when the auto he awl tinting
ir

tleetna etlo

s lip in

1:30 pm.
Fifth Wheeler., Bowling. 1 hunderhird Lanes.

Buffalo
Gser %ChM Drop m Conn,
Ranch Mart Shopping Guntur. 10363 pm.
ALCW of St. :Stark Lutheran Church, Christ-

8:30 p.m.

mas Sinorglisbord. I 2..la p.m.

fink Wheelm.annuV childrenX Christmas

pm.

"

:. Community Center. 1 pan
Weleimie Wagon No...maws of MoansPros..
ootc, 3.O.vop,cppypsCoonnunIty Center, 8 p.m,

auditorium,
Pimpect Moose Ledge 660,37FW.. p.m.
TIIIARSOAX

Country Club, 13:15 p.m.
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Cen.

Extensionens of Mount Prospect. Chop in
Center, C'orvounity Presbyterian Church.

ter,

10:30-2 pm

Old Sewn, North Side service unit 42, Calm
munity Presbyterian Church. I p.m.

Old Sew, South Side semi= unit 41. St.
Mark Lutheran Church I pm
Senior Citizens, annual Christmas dinner.
Center.

Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Pioneer
Park. Arlington Heights, 10:30.3 p.m.

of Grace Lutheran Church.
Prospeet Heights. will make

ell

lrect.

ter, 8 p.m.

Dm Phnom Volley Geological Soddy. West
Park Field House, Dm Plaines. 3 p.m.

FRIDAY
Heights

chapter

SPEBSOSA,

Exteinlonens of Mount Prospect and Buffalo
Crow Over 90 Christmas tour to Chicago. Des

Knights of Columbus Hall. Arlington Heights. 8

Iowa &Mule Grove, 9:45 a.m. leaves Mount

TUESDAY

Prospect IV Km.
Mount Prospect Grandmothers Club. Christ.
ems poly. Mount Prospect Community Center.

Prospective Waist -Assays. Fried/VAX Ftmend
H0111,7'30 p.m.

IT/PS of the Ennio', Bank et Rolling Mead.
ow, 7.20 p.m

The Junior Lather League
excursion to

an

the

Museum of Science and Industry m view the Christmas
edsibits Mere. Speciel prom,

mon, feature Christmas in

a c c o m p a n y the 250.voioe

lyentaark. Luxembourg and
Germany.
On Dec. 14 at 6:30 pm. The

MIL theme
service is si
ilar to one which the youth ar.
ranged M October and stresses
the pertieipation of all who

senior Luther Leanne will ara contenspormYrom
to service with an Ad -

in itot,thiotna. The Rey.
Albert Wcidlich. pastor, will
Albert

range

administer the communion.

choir who will present SCRI}
lilt,. from the -Messiah,'
folk anthem accompanied by
guitar and other
hymns and carols.

Arlington Height
Rd. near Kennedy Blvd.. Elk
Grove Village.
crossing

Police Did an
sing ibis

Sunday at 7 p.m, in the First
Presbyterian Church of Arlington Heigh., 302 N. Donlon. A 25.picce orchestra will

Luther Leaguers observe Advent

St. Murk Gavel Club. SI. Mark Luther:in
Church. a pa.
Prospect Community Cent, 0 p.m.
St.Paul leaven. Schools PTI.M. Paul gym.

Elk Grose Township Demochlte Women%
Organiaation, Nlouni Prospect ComniunityCw-

Five choirs will

Yuletide

The publk is invited. and
there h no admission charge.

to drive

by Howard Fielder. 52. of 92
Woodland, Wheeling.
wa
northbound
on
Arlington
Heights Rd: when the buy m
across
reet and ma hit.
Ilia icy
o
was taken to
Alex us Hospital whan he was
treated and pleased.

Fielder was charged with
failure
yield the iight of we
too pedestrian. Hcis apnea

in Elk Grove Village Traffic
Court Jan. 32.

now only at Palatine Savings...

Throgytt the age:. nim nes bw:ome more mei more civilized and
...
.

115

undaisi,s tau:01,1110re titre mil more 5God.like.
We take care of our body which IS only the temple for the Seal.
dgan uard it from harm, Nal yetit is the lem
imponani gun of wary for the body is purely physical and purely
temporary. while our souls are eternal and must be preservai

We feed it, eke, it
-

Dyer Mr, DeLottise:C'a.." nn M''d"
I married the snood time to a man whew wife was my last

friend. His wile paned on sie yours ego and several months later
he wrote to me In California saying he was lonesome. So 1 an.
nvercd and We Were honied.

We got along Iltirly well. Hem he staneal picking. Ending
faults. We argagii, hut wcm along stone.
Two ye,. ago he had a wry light strok and since then he h.
Wen impoiii
Sett couple of mond. ago 1105 him. At prownt
I am staying al my son's. hut 'can't., here because his motherin-law live: with them.
Lust week went no my husbantis house to get some of my
'clothes lie asked me to change my mind. stating he still doesn't
know why left. that 1 argue with him. In otherss. every.
thing is my lath. He Woks tenibly neglected and hi home newla
I

.non you tell ow which way to turn and where to 977 1]1 you
think I could move.I with my granddaughter? I am 741/2 years
old lail pass fur OS am healthy and :Mk to work. but I do get

MAT/ Prosp4,1 Ole, Club, Mount Prowl
Center. 8

tired. Fly husband is 711 and very old for his years. He lays on

erWtha Par
bus H

commend frum sherds,

a thorough cleaning, I told him 1 will not come bock hocause he'd
Han picking again. He didn't promise a thing, but I. gang say
here much longer.

1100D.

Mount Prospect Nurses: Club, Christmas no.
ty.hosne of Mrs. George Wyalt.7:45 p.m.
River Trails School MOM 26, Roani of Edo.

All DI 11110N

Penrith, Elk Grove Village'
wen dightly iMured y.terdo
whcn snuck by a car while.

Orchestra iii
accompany

s,K1n5g.tms

Arlington feighs. 8

.oCol.,

dustitute, but Cm not well to do. either.

Accredited

Ufa Mrs. V.:

floras. IIItau N. Emerson A., Mount Prospmt vim.
president of Si];, Seitholt

`11L\4 --f

us in the pub. relations held

Dear Mr. Delpoise:
M.N.. hlount

with t. minimum of IP, yaws

Derr M.R.:

'practice on Me executive level

Ida feel that he will change Ms mind soon and seen MICIOr
be started on some kind of treatment.
D ear Mr. 9cLoui1c:

To become accredited, an

applicant muu successfully

48

*du. mom -

illation end an oral mom-

04

hm Stiles D nod Andcncn

IMPRINTING,
SERVICE

Deur MX:

1111010h0111

Canada and several other fur..
eign countries.

do see lemponny lief for a while, the f see the prubless:

44-

CL 9-1450

er

ed Sigma Phi Epsilon trate,
nily.
Dahle. r student in the Cul

kat of Metal Arts, is major
ing in socia,pcnce.

needbm some type of correedon within the rim Hee yam, I fec
o o problem, with hly business.

JOSEPH OE LOUISE, wakefully km,. PsYelas. eM tut

-

suer the que,ron. of Day modern in Ibis whew. Letters should
he sinned. Ina enters will be untitled if Me eviler truer.
WrOt rte De
nIWne, 60015.

om idea

Du Moines. Iowa. has pledg-

ham Rid en helm Kuhn
Jukson. Kim Koutpur, Poll u.Mark Noktu, Du, Van.
Gropl.

derZiel, Patricia Breaks.

Diane Clays. Jerry GMmer. hlary Howard. Paula
John. Rick

Geiger, Velarie

Cappandli. David Lahti.

lor Chrislmas

19'

,r Pay Pehlke... 722 (enter,

Linda

Doldsc,

A Christina, bonus has been

made available to members,
guests and all members of the
Nonhwcst community who
may Mond the Northwest Sulu
urban YMCA inDcs Plaines in
Dmember.

Departing from a nine-year

policy of oddly on Monday
through Satunlay. A was announced this week that a trial
Sunday opening would he
nucleon Dec. 14.21, and 25.

The building will be available for use by families not
adults from

105 p.m.

Announcement of the new
policy 0:e niece
CharWs
McClellan. executive his

trial arrangement and further
Sunday openings would be
evaluated after the next three
weeks

He suit that the major pur
pose of the Sunday change was

Frank Regal. Melanie STrai-

1/4

Thomas,

i°

Rita Yates. Beth Vendird,

Nancy True, Lisa Anthony,
John Brennan, Daum Olsen,

JOY
IX:ABEND Mike
Ranch, Sown Harwood, Pat

D'Heir. David

Patterson,

sonTalr,

ALSO DAVE Benblits.
Greg Bale, Pat Sumner, Carol

Kothy Browne, Terry Am.
ray. Mike Dian, Bob Thompson, Sandy Schooner, Cathy

Ciampi ...lint llonneson,
Judy Dowd, Cathy Elias,
Ken May, Paola Meyer, Erika
Sehoemann.

lima Schultz. Debb. Tack-

ell,

Patty True, Debbie
Schmidt, Theresa Pampa.
Kathy Schroeder, Frieda

weight room, handball courts
and the north gymnasium for
jogging or basketball. Health
service
(militia including

Trews. Debbw Berry. Donna
Manes. John Hynds, Kcn Pa.

room, and
sauna roan will also be availablu

Cindy

° 2. IN COLD WEAMER
OPEN WINDOW SLIGHTLY
FOR VENTILATION.

3. KEEP WINDSHIELD, HEADLIGHTS AND TAILLIGHTS

Hayes. Karen ',Brie, Stella
Malone), Amy Rosenbaum.

Doug Van Nine, John Lora.

Diane .Shanaban,
Richard
Smith, ' Marcia Sommerfeld.

VANCE..:SLOW DOWN
GIRADUAL19.

Griffith, Jane Smiley, Eric.
Chen. Elirebeth Balogh.

lim Lathan. Keith Gardner.
Chris Johnson. Bill Williams,
S tew Chambers, Lori Com.

Deanna laden. Lynn.

CLEAN EGO MAXIINDM
VISIBILITY.

0,, Schell. Parry WilMarae
il-

Van Loon, Kim

11, MAINTAIN TURN SIGNALS
IN WORKING ORDER AND

o.Mryanne lanice.

AireiGOv,

USE THEM!

Paddock,

5. 13EING SEEN IS AS

Carhop

NECESSARY AS SEEING.

Fred Aono, Lisa
Luanne
Brandel,
Pcheau,
Frank Can-

nella, Diane Harlow.
Leigh Holdcioft,

TURN ON HEADLIGHTS IN 0/6/TIME IF FOG,
RAIN OR SNOW OBSCURE VISION.

Kathy

FOR A FREE BOOKLET HUE. WITH SAFE (PI-

Strralka, Cheryl Zminda, Pat
Cnudde,

Carol

ING TIPS, WRITE: -P/117 GREYHOUND BM 7338,

Lancaster,

CHICAGO, ILL. 60680

Gail Lehmann, Mike Mlnarik.
John Row.

'A/MO:y.71

lifta.

rEsi igeo

ace

Becky Mitchell, Joyce Km,
Harmer.

I. To sropcni WET OR SuPPEW MAO% TAN E YOUR
FOOT OFF GrS WELL IN AD-

Jim Elias. Nancy

Chris

Debbie Fenton.

stock.

//,

Mark Rybere, Jim Chlebek,

B ob Razor, Nancy Dancon.

Northwest suburban nu an
opportunity To enjoy many
wholesome 01:10 1: MOM,.
Fun es may enjoy mlm
ming. roller skating or family
typo gym activity including

steam

YEAR,OFFERS TWEE TIPS

FOR SAFER MOTORING. Zi

nessy.

Krinti Anders., Cathy Dave,

massage,

Frtnilyn Linda
Kees* (men Moser Kun
Murphy, Betty Jo Naglkh,

Paul Lindquist, Debby Shang!,

to provide families of the

tramp., Alen may twe the

HOME ORDERS.. W.1
MOM THAN 55;000,0O0 MILES

Paul

hen An Subrin, cinay Sun.
dealt. Timothy Tame. Gail

'Marianne hark Len linnet,

rye Ml!1

ANNUALLY GRMISOUND,

_

OPEN

9 a0

Randy John -

la

tel Brans., Ken Arnold,
Beate Dory Chuck Arnold,

son,

93

SOFT WATER RENTAL
NO Installation charge
NEW fully automatic

'4 "

.

most -wanted

softeners

PHONE

CL 9-3393

TWO year option to buy

with FULL rental fee deducted

fashion look

ONE phone call can answer
any questions

at

Robert Hall

A/11,44#04 &it ki
216 E Northwest Hwy., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ovate
00 -

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

537-9526=6

44':6°

cwruT

pd

geko4iagtW1577

thinking

ABILITY

GET ONE OF THESE
NEW MOD SCALES FOR
JUST $5.95 WHEN YOU OPEN A
SAVINGS ACCOUNT FOR $200 OR
MORE...OR ADD $200 TO YOUR
PRESENT ACCOUNT JUST IN TIME FOR CHRIST

EARN
it.ON

Film wad, syitim
meow susses twos tin fa MOP sauna
ninto 1/23 Lees

light measurement system, The hos been Iwn,
al canon, FT and Pellly models and incorperylys

all the necessary features to lake proleialenyl
t

Santa

SW.1;E"I'L7

ALPINE CAMERA
"IN DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES"

COMPOUNDED DAILY p

ehltaiat 411411,0

675 LEE ST.

weekdays 9 to 9
Saturday 9-5:30

ORGAN MUSIC TO
ENTERTAIN YOU

vanir

pyJ

Palatine, Illinois

PALATINE'S LARGEST SINANCial INSTITUTOR.

5101

Thu Prelude Early Furnaces.

Convenient terms

Prices start
at $755

if desired

;o

Pine &
Balsam

Indoor 8. Outdoor

Ugh.

1THE

CARTER music

1511

t.;

1020 W. Northwest Hwy.

Polafine

3 Blocks West of Quentin Rd.
fO ear

y;1S7';Z

El=
MORE int

AM/ SCHOOL OF: MUSIC

27'W. PROSPO AVE: MT. PROSPECT

ann Garai.

ALTERATIONS
INCLUDED
PLUS WE
ALTER FREE

Roping

PARKSITE GARDEN CENTER
sandSe Lae

tt4,

AS HE GROWS

Branches

Phone 359-4500
Member Federal

12 models le cheese from, illustrated

conn 'Divans
.

Christmas
Wreaths

Fresh Cut
Bundles
of

ASSOCIATION
100 West Palatine Road

OPEN

46L .5110...41ZREAUTIFIJk.

Scotch

RI, DEC. 19,

OAN

CIIRXMAS TREES

43/4% OnPasSbook Savings

'94

PRI. Dec.12,

EVAN

$1000

come in and see'our great display of WEIGH -OUT WEIGH -INS from 4C....J..,

reflex camera with precise "throg.a.ens"

t2>7.

;SCOTCH PINE & BALSAM

0

coming... so come In tedeYi
Meet the Canon 11, the no MIS single lens

your expectancies, no matter how demanding you may be. TOWII
WiSkII agree that, gift -wise, it's the wisest gilt you can choosethe gilt that will confirm your sound oidgment and gild yam

lamily lasting pleasure

OR MORE!

Offer is IlMited and subjeCt to Association rules. Hurry, Christmas is

urn in Wed, h41 In amfeimenee :hat wpm

(OS awn slug

51 % INTEREST

'MSS comes the new Irak in bathroom scales, the Weigh -Out Weigh,
Ins by Counselor. They'll cost you $12 at the big downtown department stores . . but you can take home one of these tanahon IwaW
for Wm $5.95 when you deposit $200 Or more at Palatine Savings.

Ovid. hooding with Dim

--r----

RE ASIEDSUIT
LE-D
ODDM
SH APED

Onto again it's that rime hl the year when the lonely gives deep
thought to the selection 11 a gift for the home. Come in and let
us 1011 you about Conn Organs-or. better yet, let the COnn HII

GLASS 8 MIRROR CO.

-

Past 3 ro1/1,9 lens with us Electric Eye
Shutter Speeds 1 Second le 1/500 Second
Mond fk.sh Synahron1.11,11
CdS Automatic Electric Eye ..sure

Pw

gift -wise?

coed PILMOSOUND CASSETTE WI
RECORDER is perfectly mashedatn

ths Reh-

voluntary -

prices!

359-1000

Canon

The newest,

(RENT -A -SOFT)

PALATINE PLAZA

299-6181

DortEherty,

lastin Wash Cynthia Wiley.

Christmas bonus
for YMCA members

Debby

MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY
APPOINTMENT EARLY

OSOUND 8 PROJECTOR MODEL 458 a an

PHONE:

RANDY FEIARD Diane
Valerie Rolf, Tom
Kadin°, Joe Richard. [c-

-

Suymour

ORE THAN 102,000,000 MOTOR VEHICLES
ARE RIGLSTERE0 IN THE UNITS,
STATES,ANDIRERE 009 NICHE
THAN 14 600000 ACCIDENTS

Polley Ronald Cures
CANDI WEXLER, ClorIos
Datinici, Allen Black AlIcn
Steve Waxer, Steve Scheidt.

Felten.

Kathy

lacknOwemDeurgtstut

SHARON
Kendra Greg Sotianski, Debbie Wei-. DIbby Hardy. Hal Mortis.
Undenvocd, Tom Bolitho.ne
John Nellessen, Brenda WorkBllh Albrecht. Corinne Flan.
Bonnie Lahti, Glenna man. Owen West, Kim Smith,
nerys
Par, Mese Pak- Hamm, Susan Sutler, Lauren Pegg., Win, Kathy Pattemon.

rho Boll g now., FILMOSOUNO 8 woe.)

Cond. 1.0.14

Dubbn.
Knutson Ric recd Lodi Linda
knstolfyreon Sand, Means

Sampeon

Lino lirylco Son Row,. Lieu

Slip one of these fine Bell & Howell
cameras under the tree this Christmas..

photographs. Like

Suban Weeter hot
Beckman Karen Hoyck Wd

Pon& Bob Will

DRIVING TIPS
FROM THE PROS

Dan Cooley inn Fink Mer
Ds Gable Damn Kent Ion
Pertly Wray Sauer Kann
Monet
THI
SI VI NTH Trsde
mint scholar, in. lenn Hal
aloof Conan 1101110 ram
SinFdimpo Shut.. Hoennn

controlled

MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY

m, aeolltr and esdonnonp.

Otomaan

DESIGNERS

,,*NzN,

tailleflajd

Sus. Ap

lobo Lyonytt, Kathy Nusull
Thurup Orton DotikUts

PER MONTH

My husPind bus suffered with back and leg trouble for Iwo
years on and off. Nothing scents to help. What can you foretell
for his ham of health and businms1
N.C., Mount Pramryt

HOUR

ma

Douglas L. Dahle. MRITtuvDr., Mount Prospect,
freshman at Drake University.

Hun Honor

Larson
Melissa

Kath Poll Randall kostuns

My husband is getting wane with drinking and abuse. I Mtn
he's sick but he won't go to a doctor. I'm desperate.

and is open only to indi, ideals

Joins fraternity

phoatst

ho emphasized that this

health lunge him difficult move with.) donee you hook with hint.
YOU know he need, you.

as the highest prolcssomal stat.

The Public Relatitsos

in.

rod Rry Pohtur Ron Mahn
Chnely

Harder Ocotte Mitchell Da
old Bolitho kimono Chan)
Angola Lit 8inerlort
The mbhth grads min sin
nun Si; Peggy Prokoff Bill
Muller Paul Vi Wet
RON

Page

a bane with your husband men though I realize Ills age and

accredit. by the Public Relation Society of Americo.
Accreditation is recognized

Society of America has 67.
chapters and mere than 6.6001
members in the United Slates.

honor or

Thu suventn grate honor

If you em tioil it In your heart to spend the red uf hai remaining years with this mm I feel It is right for you or do am Yell liar;

Associmcs. Chicago, bee been

complete

u

couch HI day unites he hex work to do on his car. I am not

.

roll students ore Km Stick

Stsl 5155 sndur Dune DIN
Chun
u
Hum,. Rub Knee

Thu &rust lane el storm a Iluod o in L inhquaks hltsutun
ono nab sirup: in0 :we Thu havoc 0l/Load IS rill 10x0
SO too in t maillur Way is :he hemc owned by ormer. The
emotions al, aused to fury end storm. and. there are Musty who
can still feel theropain and the anguish they have suffered from or
mobreik of temper and anger.
Meditation can help to control the emotions rid bring gem..

Ra71111endiDsbiaseO,p888.

w

Wllhnm Donersnei (center, loll) 4249 Park Av., Brookfield, meager. of Sun Self -Service Drugs
in the Remitting is awarded a special ertnneonp trophy and a $75 savings broad far his perform.
wee during a special Resell -Nation, Brands "1 cent sal, by Willinnt Tyrrell (center, right), nee
president-dIreclor of store operstio, for the ti
way -Ford Hopkins Drug Co. Accompanying
Tyrrell are Richard Seymour (for left), Amall repo:Din:give, and lieenned Wt., (far right)
tor of merchandising, hoth of Stinemn-Foril Hopkins Drug.

Satellite 11, Homemakers Association. Mount

Holiday Inn. Mount
6:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect TOrMnr.la, Mount Pros -

Arlington

attempted to stop the 111110 in
Schaumburg.
iSgt. Tien Lonnergan and Pe-

St. Ramo., rathWic Women% auk in thc

MONDAY
Mauer Prospect Remy Club, Old Orchard

peel

Daniel Course; who had 0ri1

Rd 33Multnb has announced
tht, follovank studums hsse

The eighth undo hew, roll

Boy, 6, h it by outoolobile

Daniel Marthy and

men

or tat Winger hhry Kolas

and,n

buromit)

squad cars driven by PatcC mP

Homemaker, Asociatieu, Maui. Prosowt
SUISTDAyY

asuINJ end
dna on West

Gcrald 1,11,1 prownril of
I sul London tumor High
School 1001 PAM Dundes.

m irk the ghoul
mnt rolls

chum lam month in Count,
F.,111) Court HL W. plant
on mammon until Id 'n 7 Ind
hid, 0511111 ordurud lus
supervision turn 10 run bon

Font -hub Rd near Ritanwed
Rolling Nteadoos
The youth auto um helm
chased by two Schaumburg

RION/ SDAI

Is Today

Ramp Elcadowa home the
boy anDered the auto then

arrustial

Dimly Moo. 4 a m Oct 27

Trinity Lutheran Church Deb Names 8 15p ni
COuntr, Chord, Chapter, Sewn Adchnp In
tumuli:nal Vt Iiihn United Church of Chmt

SATURD11
Arlington lienbts Oser 00 Club Pots NM
Pionw Park Anniston Hugh. 7 lO p m
Buffalo Grose Over SO Club Torn Km
Ranch 91 ,rt Shoppo. Cum, Duthie bros..

Tomorrow

trolman Ricked Nun of Roll
18 Mtadons arnspd on the

per vie ton )esterdly after suns. lecond, after the Lush
pleading
pleading gull. to chirps of
Polite determintil thst the
drivinu ynd &num mho doomby the youth
u :out a keen.
0101111 from the 01,1:050 Ma

10

Communm Cam, h p m
Belle Chords, Iliomen Barbenhap Chorus

calendar uossrs thu tut tit Do....mbe, 111e

London jre high honor roll listed

on supervision

Calendar of events

THE DAY
FrtdaY December 12 1969

PHONE CL 1.5592
PENNON., TUES., TNUR., FRI,

2:001Ill 9:00

FTEtN 00N
CLOSED EWERes NESDTA
YEARS IN
PROSPERYe

HOFFMAN

(At This Store Only Visit Our
Big 8 To Men's Dept.)

ESTATES

DES PLAINES

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

1507 Rand Road

DUNDEE
220 S DundJustee Ave

North
(Rt 25
of Rt 72)

THE 00$
Page 10

Friday December 11 1969

Ten teachers
in training

Christmas season
brings out Santas
and shoplifters
By Lola Csabsdrovnld

They're darting

with 5.111 worth of fishing lures

Christmas shoplifting
this year.
Id DeS Plaines Misdemean-.

-

He said he planned to use them
at the nearby lake -park. Many

lifting cases weer on thedock.

gt. Th. nurnbor

egugogg,
incmasg, during the holiday

If the person apprehended

Most local stores ore taking

largest item anyone has cried to

hard line on both security

get away with at the K -Mart
was en airmonditioner. The
man attached a fake register

and prosecution of shoplifting
cues. They hate to. Losses to
theft. compered .lo their percentege of profit. make prose
anion a metter of survival.

Pim of the caws mammal
from reported thefts at the
The

other

reportedly

took

place at Gyre's at Golf and

agents are more interested in

Elmhurst.

prevention

IN THE ZAYRE theft a 17.
yeer-old Chicago youth admitted he took a Ranger FM cum
vertu. spark plugs and fog cod'
driving lights. all voided at

ie
chug,. with a lean record.

He must keep out of Tout* in
th.Theantimg
Shoplifting isn't confined to
thc young. A 55-yearold Des

giant
mother of five vied to take a
$2.77 package of T-shirts amt
a 32.97 pair of pajamas. She,
too, moo placed on probation.

the

informed that her son was
being held at the store for

shoplifting, said she

will also pay the 125 coon.
cons when her supervision is

out at the store for two and a
half hours until the baby woke

up. Or thc

don't seem to litom. Some my
they old't because it looked so
easy, or bemuse they believe

that svcryone else rims
or because they didn't want to

look ',hick." when the rest

15 -year -old boy

whose father couldn't came to
me about the problem *came
he had a plane to catch.

Why do people who arc

inlheir pocket, Even they

just

put the baby to hod and the 12year -old would have to sit it

up.

honed. hardworking .citisene
suddenly try to slip something

had

If o person is apprehemled

shoplifting at K.mart, and at
most other area worm. he is
asked to step into the office.
Here ktore security guards dis-

cuss the problem with the ofrendes and a statemmil is
signed. If the offender is a

juvenile his or her parents are

of the kids lifted sonic hing tic
because thee, v certain thrill

Dulle Rds.

The Rolling Meadows Chamber of Cononeme last week presented in second annual gift of $500

rem all visitors to

reamnd

1130

athe

Nroulh Dec23.

le the Rolling Meadows Library to hoy nor book. stinted to business and industry. Prcenting
the gift to Miss Virginia Connell, librarian, are Jack Itranneek, chairman of the Library Fund

a

cv-

o.re,

41/FF'REAFt'ABO

Thenstaurant', new "Dyer

A rice

SAVE

21 RoVnin" will be rheum,: for
music and dancing Friday and

STATE BANN PLAZA 1603 ORPINGTON

'r

UP TO 611.1 /0

Saturday nights from 10 pm,
to 2 a. m. The King's Ram
nom:. an instrumental quartet
direct Ihoo, Las Vegas, will

with the Day's
EVANSTON

Home Buyer's Guide

Phone: 321.5235

401 N. Saddam Am. - Gauge
The r91100000 I.niwonrtsormt 0110. us,nu

k-

*n^nnm1. to

ON ALL

provide music for dancing and
listening beginning Dec. 5.

kimBall

WE'LL DELIVER

A Special New Year's Eve
pony b Planned with nee hom
d'oeuvres and party favor,.

RIGHT UP TO
CHRISTMAS
EVE!
ORDER NOW

music and dancing and plemy

of gaol cheer Tor all until 4
a.m.

PIANOS & ORGANS

Prices Start at,$4V3

Check the following
pages for your

INCLUDES

PNECER3

'ENCH
DELIVERY

BARON'S KIMBALL MUSIC CENTER
1981 Prdirie Ave., Des Ploines
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Sheered, nursery -quality
Christmas trees!

st tioo

Ilne"
v I was going to take
it home to see if my daughter

liked it and if she did was
vine to come back and pay
1

GUtER

045

anything is Trio
shoplifters. Small

easiest
to put 055
no fasteners
110 0.54osai

Hyde Park is one of the most beautiful estates in America.

bought it

It lies on the banks of the Hudson, a gracious, comfortable house, surrounded by acres of trees and green lawns
and gardens. The only president ever to be elected to four
terms was born and buried here --in magnificent simplicity in
a white tomb of marble from the same Vermont quarry from

January 30. 1882. The house underwent many changes. The
old central portion, for instance, its clapboards removed, is

Which the Jefferson Memorial in Washington, D.C. was

one, full of small *nick -knacks and treasures many of which
are "collections" made by members of the family. By 1915
it reached its final state and afthe request of the late President, no father alteration will be made.

made.
iF

*

49.1fS:

AMERICAN
HOME

The house was originally built in 1826. James Roosevelt

in

1867 and Franklin Delano was born there

from the Northwest
suburbs leading
Realtors 8 Builders

covered with stucco. A porch, with balustrade and colonnaded portico, was added.

Though huge in size, Hyde Park is a home and livable

Be nostalgic!

;:g

thing, like hosiery 'or make.

World's

PHONE 827-6603

HOURS: Weekdays 10,30 re 9, Sat 9-5 Son 12-4

GREAT

Home of Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Hyde Park, New York

" The Hama of Famous Bands"

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF PIANO.ORGAN LAMPS

0

pay,"

and Today...

featured each Friday

,act GIFT!

specially -

membranes of the Ma

Great Homes of Yesterday

Phalle: 259-4409
1404 Dogwood Lone - Mt. Prospect
328-5808
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Committee for the C of C, and Ted Small, President of the Rolling Meadows chamber.
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or 'lo idn't want to wait in
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now?. or "I couldn't
to

WIFE INSURANCE? ....
SURE'
. AS LONG
AS DAD HAS ENOUGH,

and

8011

They tell security people, cl

corder

Rows"

EQUITABLE

g,.

forgo t I hod it", or °Can I pay

the

'

Santa Claus will makers spe.
gig' pine.day personA eppear-

simply, and honestly for the
mont part, "1 just don't know
why I did it."

End

American

elk

RUING INSURANCE

THE BEST GIFT

thing for nothing. But most say

for it

in the district.

Use Our Christmas Layaway Plan

getting away with ..

In

"great

and its constant need of primary leachers. Two of Ma ID
leachers have been employed

them to mi.0 lull certiliCelMn.
reueinmene. 10 Roach no the

stand

rant hmwcen 5,30

There am of course.
pens Like the 11 -year -old
whose mother, when she was

the Mg, 'It was foolith."
"Don't he that foolish
again." he warned her. She

comper.

most
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don't know why," she told

I

parents

growth in Rana .piapulation
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in 9 -day

ers to the decency of parents in

the.ee'n'e months,

School District 54 was ss.
wood as a student meehhtll
center because of its rapid

Santa

percentage of honest custom.

the cnnmmilY, "Thare je RR.
pn/hlem with young people M.
this score than in most emu"
said one K -Mart wcurity
e.en'' "'nen" when see
earth youngsters IM mothers
really chew them Jul. We End

ployal by school disuitts

lion.

customers caul.. he more
homed They credit the large

on six ownilis probation and
will pay S25 court emu If, at

and

last
year shoplifting cost
American husineas 5504 mil-

slurs that 9', per cent of their

bald him. .11w -re on the road
to the penitentiary, From little
things like this grow fig
things."
The young man was placed

mother

in

done mo,spi to call Polieo
Officials at the K -Mart

559.37. Judge Erwin Menu
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than
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they may be new
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othsr Man Wow

reau of Imutiglian reports.

an, but if the thief i.: abnsive or lies or shows no remorn thew is little that can be
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meow,

o

tarsix mond, to one year and
perhaps a $15 court east fee,
Dora shoplifter can be fined up
to 11.001/ and sentenced to to
a year in jail or both.
Accord, to Federal Bu-

a great extent an his °riser attitude once he has barn apple bonded.
K -Man
serority

K-Mart at Lee and Witten.

e

full time teachers

the judge may be inclined to he
Len ent and order supervision

Whether or not the shoplifter h prosecuted dependi

classroom dudes.

college Courses
teaching methods and

NU, men and omen moth

operate police are called, an
ifrreel le =Eh and a trial dates
set, Usually on a hot offense

tape to it and tried to leave the
store through the side door. He
di
makc it.
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will be made of the occurrence
and ho or she will probably he
asked to stayonit of the store in
the future.
he refuses to co-
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Jiro how- this will hurt my par
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Select a tree like those
you had for your
childhood Chris trnasses.
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CONTINENTAL WIG STUDIO

Coupon Exp.

Min 13, I910

..*;

HOME OF QUALITY HAIR GOODS.

,

I tttjet '1,1 t .trt..tl.vf.

CHRISTMAS - EXPANSION SALE

10

NEVER -TO -BE -REPEATED PRICESI

(i)

e

1

THE
SEARCH

04.

FOR THE

0

PERFECT

ALL OF THESE ITEMS 20% OFF ADVERTISED PRICE WITH COUPON 0

HAND -MADE WIGS

DELUXE WEFTED WIGS

210 w)9995Now$7?96 . w±499,5Now $3996 g
t.

LONG FALLS

'

,,,79501ow$6360
LONG DELUXE WIGLETTES

-12995Now$2396
CASCADES
w

$2995NOw$239 6

MINI -FALLS

w''''''''

w15395 w$4310

;

il595Nowi

276rvrvn

SYNTHETIC STRETCH WIGS'
IAFFSMINGINCWOID

M

QUALITY

2064 Des Plaines Ave

ome a
111-12.1. The 03.141.. Gel a pahr for

r1t1=1;11M,Vi'`''
so forrolsesu who

toananomin Poem w.86"
3 100 011011 ha Serve You...

Pond 6 Central, Ma Crampon 235.9010

DAILY, SAT. viStrilir. 3UN.115 p.m

CHAS. KLEHM

AND SON

**

Fresh green, only are now at our
new Lake Zurich location, Rte. 12
near'Old Rood Road.

Des Plaines

sr\

*

....

......

NURSERY

*

4 0/
0,

A ceded (11.1

The 'larking Ir easy 0

(Viol., Roll
'EI 'GUARANTEED
296-5220
.7016.14F501419141101ViitScil.Deq

ovsitton non

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

Arlington Hts. 437-2880

Continental Wig Studio

rolnetM;IT'l

St. k, =01On

Specie,:

Algonquin Otte. 62)
at Arlington Hts. Rd,

Q GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR THE WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE
OMEN'S CUSTOM HAIRPIECES,

M":""

;mastic flocking in
our new
Pink Barn

Q

AVAILABLE IN ALL HAIRPIECES

110, naw amt. proton mustranniost
tins mos. yel fold
in your

io

FREE 3-yr. potted Blue
Spruce with every tree
purchased while
supply lasts.

R;

New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account

won getust-anaaamtto

(colored° Blue Spruce from o ur
men fields cut every Be d. until Christmas

ENDS AT
KLEHMIS.

" vt1= $ 2 2 "

'$595

Make all your
new home dreams come true, fasten

the central states

TREE

NOW

T It E T C H Boot.

Douglas Fir from the Ilea Conn
Scotch Pine and White Pine front

REGULAR DELUXE WIGLETTES

02730

ROWED AND SHOAL COLOR

It

Men's feather -light

Balsam from the East

11,

43.

*

RANCH MART SHOPPING CENTER
Dundee g Buffalo Grove Pas., auffokerevra Sal -go le
DAILY 6 SAT, 9050 p.m. SUN 10 4

Guaranteed
Interest
on Savings Certificates.
Only 31000 Minimum Deposit
month 10 5 year maturities

Choose

at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago-51/4%.Guaranteed Interest on

savings certificates (Bell even offers a Tax Deferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden
Bonus Passbook account and 43/4% on regular
passbook savings...all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets Or, if
you're looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find

that home owning can be easy and fast, too:
Build your tomorrows with Bell, today.

TODD'S

20 E. Northwest Heri.Nilnymnaletits,2S14131
TAILMan -9 p.m. SATM:30- V p.m. CLOSED SUNDAY
MIDWEST BANK CARDS WELCOME HOE

BellFederal Savings and Loan Association 'jl-,c'r7g".",,,`=0"6T03..g'nenwe,Tihn:n=e0r m°"'"''

THE DAY
Friday December 12 1969
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Pollution fighter clears
space for air breathers
Are sou taxation, more
lately and imoying it lasso

Using in our
modern atopolluted environment
mans
you're
Probably

breathing

1.1
billion contaminant particles
h day.

wven indoors.
Chicago businessman Harr,' G. Shaffer !Immo convinced that the problem of dry.

dindaden "indoor pollution'.

norm wr
nowt so on
sok tor under 1700 and the

Narked

Shaffue arc smndink upwards
of $500,000 to get the Eleetra

of

hi-fi. It crones in four vomit.American, Media:rm.

ma rk 'loot campaign this 'neon. Spanish and Contiimpomonth tied in with the 1111111 of

the

desigried to St the decor
of three relatively untapped

heatinghumidification

(3757W, Toohy Av.), first col

homes for the elderly.

torte! these facts:

frinchisers

-Physicians have long'ree.

apes

Air -Fresh

Systems,

,ow-Lowipmwewintuury

Svc.. ISM W. Lawtence Av.-4713-43421xvi th a minimum of

le, asthmatic allergies and
..PhYsema,
-In material damage alone.
sir pollution will cost property
miners in American cities $3
billion in the next five years.

THE SOLUTION, Shaffer
decided, could be a portable
'pollution fighter" that would
provide total home comfort in
single package red wookitet
look like a loundry-room-ap-

Idiom, With the help of his
son, Burton, executive vicepraident of Hamilton Humid-

came

setting

medical -.supply

houses. officefurniture storks
and franchises with appliance

into Shaft., Aim

medietely ordered three units
for the prestige attainment

(applicable toward later

building she owned.

The entire Electra package
tuts the "block hoe" concept

chaxl.

IIAMILTON Humidity has

art-

orsrvice: if any component

just engaged professional con-

causes

problem. the Owner or
baser just unplugs the module

sultant Theodore W Franks
1260 Et Chestnut St I as market

from the Unit and sends it or
bikes it to any Honeywell or
Humid -Aix service depot
where it is remiired or re-

manager for the franchising of

the Electra, Franks, specialin professional engi

nising

netted franchise systems. has

placed.

eisto,9a.

410.
us t4 No rthwest loin. 31

1 WI. Norill one!. 31

Phone (015) 459-2430

A home is to Eve in. A home

Svan-Steel Corp. is offering
booklet that will be of value

or cooperation and field tas-

is ,rtmthing elm again. Young
marrieds find this out rapidly
as they odd one piece of furniture after the other to Men be
decide on a favorite

decor for this room or that,
g r,u a fly find themselves
rearranging their possessions

in more convenient, omfort.
able settings. The day finally
thatves when it dawns on them

what have is not a house,
but n home.

The backyard, lighting arrangements,
living
room
kitchen work areas and all

The better the
business home
the better the

have

pleasantly

achieved a comfortable pattern, end developial into a family nest.

thing

This A all possible, if you

1,14111111Follgn14,110 mote

Ne.

to

seem

have ban fortunate enough to

..11.3 br..ncl new row mot

'

chia3m.chsii mine 'madams. nigh Meetly
-mimed and to
many unusual COIN.
end luxuries. Contiol homing. oir cnndeinnine.
reliable Illinno
telophont satirise. porkine
ran promotoomil mu,
LikCd Miik' ter
elltn
find ..11.13.1/ 111e m.11eriernen mine that gars

CENTEX NORTH

Bert married life in a house.

WHAT IF current require.
mats of a big down payment
and

heavy

interest cher,

have obliged you to start the
twosome mode of life in an
apartment.?

While the new husband may
not hove the feeling of matzorial homeownership as he caries his bride post the threshold.

0001I1 BUILDING

of a in.est walk-up rented
cluster

of

rooms,

the

two

homemakers can Mach thcinselves many aspects of living
which will help out when they
do move into their own house.

You might .y they ire
CLEARBROOK
OFFICE CENTER

learning just what they want
before they set out to buy it,
which is rarer loan yd think.
if you ask reoltors in suburbah

are..
For instance, only if you
have donee major feat of

t

A

giggling wi h Innt end elan
space do you realize howmsich

VITLYS21 !Ff'LE

Coc2.

0,...,4 on .onti

of this you definitely

need,

even before children add to the

clothing clutter.

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT!

YEARS AGO, when our
house was wbuilding, end we'
walked from room to mom as
the shell got divided and subdivided. the are allowed for
closets seemed amplm in fack
at times, see actually felt undue
closet

was
-stolen"
from the toml of room space..
space

Ignorantly, we never rale,
bored thin homeowner's rule
that seems to apply, in any

state. city or country. 'Multiply hems stored in closets by
hree:

those

already

stowed

Mom, here you wiE buy and

never discard. a. hose you
discard but only to store in the

to en yon e

the

24 -page

brochure

are

docnn,,ted he co., bistegie,
front building owners who

contemplating

building a new facility: ...Ten
Costly Mistakes To Avoid Before You Build...

have encountered the prob.
Ian and solved them,
The subjects of she brochure
w e: avoid inadequate plan-

ning; avoid pitfalls in fume
expansion; don't be saddled

entc,

with high heatpreving and cooling

,

n

meintenance costs trom eating

Into profits; ovoid high in.rance rates by providing for fire

protection, ovoid Costly

la, ;tooth

embed arm, Mu. wow wondadvtionek

YOURS FOR ;38,900

clever one with a portabk sewing machine, this rimy be
temporau makeshift in an
apartment, but she may have
her sights on e complete sew-

ing. embroidery. F.Rturowk-

The education explosion in
has been five

Ala country
times

REALTORS

Y

lotion expgorseiaotn aythse Ppu.
sional Builder magazine.
,

Total U. 5, population h.
increased from 132 million in
1940 to more than 200 million,
iimease of 50 per cent. But
the college population has in-

creased 250 per cant

the

Set Christtnas

and measurc the

free sale

area. then jot down the other
pions of furniture you hope to
put into he dining -room of
your dreams: a sideboard. a

e ns Tree Sale" ii now in pro,
mu at Ific Community Church

of Rolling Meadows. no Hip
choff Rd. and Meadow Or.

eight or whatever, and allow

Trees

strings carefully for cracked or
broken plugs and sockets.
frayed or broken insulation. If hullo on the strings plugged
a String of lights looks all right into any one circuit by the

be

Th.. ...Y bee 'b.o in the smallb.' that 'FP"' ....lc!

Velt1.11, 11101,111. cannot detect lone burn. out. they all go out,

.9' otherburnAave watts. The mobil*.

burning bulb used on indoor

IF YOU plea any outdoor or outdo, strings burns six
lighting, maim certain dial you and Shchalf watts.

has lights that arc dorigned
for outdoor use. Do not use or -

mary rrtrE51.11 cords, You

`,911,5i havewrburproof extension cords. Wher-

nmst makea con.
dfur
nation, wrap with rubber or
electricim's tape to keep out
Outdoor outlets am hest if
you have them. If you do me
nave them, Men use ouldtwu
light flxitires such as porch
liens or door lights. Remove

the bulb and replace with a
screw -in adapter socke.

If you must run the

purchased

9 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

Gladstone joins
relocation
service
Election 1s. metlMtrship
aster -City Relocation Service,

oc. has jot been announced
by Jame Nelson. sales manager. of (Redstone Realty. In.
ter City is
nationwide and
overseas

relocation

service

composed of lcatling mallors

serving over 2,500 com
and

from inside, put it through a
window Cut a narrow board
the width of the window and
put hole in it jar big enough

for the wire. Then close the

window doom tight on the
board.

stamp mMinst tat house with
staples, use insulated staples.

are using hooks, tape the
wire to the hook so that it

hangs below the hook rather
than rubbing against it.
Flood lights should a of the
outdoor variety mounted in
weatherproof fixtures. If so on
th° ground, the fixture should

oilmen hy assisting transferring

corporate personnel and indi.

vidueb in selling and boring
.15511331I

The firm, located at 200 E.
Higgins ltd..
Groat Village. is active in local. stateand

national real estate activities,

and in the National Assn. of
Real Estate Hoards and the
National institute of Reel EsEs--

tato woke,

Rjal

°hater -City membership

will unable us to offer own once to families moving to
other SeCliOlti of the U. S.. m
inn: Elk G
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well es to rovehamilis moving

Village," Wi-

son said.
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annually, with military drafts
dropouts,

etc.

dmirabic

the

camheingths

thr.ghout

upaennpoecc

a.

school

I

t
te rm

431103

and 90percent through sum
Mar months.
In most cases while the
building of student homing is
of a local nature, the Wilder

ecutive director of the Nation.

eration from

the

college or

al Ave. of College and University Housing Directors told
PB "Colleges and universities
usually welcome off -campus
buildings. Any high quality
housing that takes the
nomic pressure off the college
is welcome. The university or
college cannot only be a good
source of marketing informw
lion and projected enroll.

;

And says Professional BWF
1950

the federal

government h. made fixes
loans for facilities to house sti.

dents and faculty amounting
to more than $3 billion.
percentage has the income to Reim.00 for student housing
pay For luxury epOmenD.
on5t.etion Financing ex Professional Builder also coeds available funds. Today
pain. out that although the over two-thirds of -.hook apstudent housing market has a plying for loans must goo pH.
50 per cent turnover in tenants vane touar.;

o

E

meats, but they canard= the
statistics builders need to obmin financing,"

der, since

an

con

from I p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Madly that Friday and 11 a.m. to

But once you have a tiny clout
Mal holds two coats and three
hats, it, a problem Mat keeps
expending. while the. closet
stays the same tight site.

need for student housing ands
tremendous opportunity for
, investors and builders.

predecessors

as he dl 12 -gauge Wire.
hoed for 20 amps and swpable
of handling a 2.4110 -watt load.
klultiply the number of
oohs

tone down your MAO specifi-

university. Carl C. Jon., =-

their extremely rare pre-war

the broken bulbs are nor
enough.
Inspect the light

cations to mat your budget.

today. All of which creates a

Now des dh. uhrery/

in the ground to kap It from
Last year's Christmas lights tipping.
Iht not overload cirits.
ere a mess of wires and a few
broken bulbs. A Stile work. a The avermw branch airmail of
little patience and you will I4 -gaups wire is fused for 15
lime them ready ta use for am ampers and will handle a load
of 1.6011 watts. If you have
other holiday lo3011.
Untangling and replacing newer Inne. the branch cir-

buts.
After all, you can always

can usually count on dm mop -

One out of every seven stu-

xr

have a sot!, that holds l t firmly

Ily Mr. Fix

IF YOU are fastening light

The -14th Annual Christ-

china hutch, a glassware cabinet. a bible that will seat six or

sanre period -from 1.5 million
in 1940 to more than 7 million

mend high quality housing.
Usually pooling their rent
money, three or four students
can easily afford $240 to $320
a month per unit. In that price
range the students are seeking
amenities college dorms can't
provide; swimming pools, rocreation rooms, adequate parking, and, moat important, Fri-

1420$.

Houston, Tex, 77021,

buy. Study Me present eating

msai n1t0a0in

den. is married, and unlike

259-0200

perunent,

for. soy. a din i ng-roorn in that
house you eventually hope to

tas

12 East Bona Ave.
MIL Prospect, III.

Corporation Advertising De.

your present apanincnt life
pay dividends later is to ma
over the actual requirements

Education boom greater
than population explosion

vacy.

Inrearlll In Roof Esmne
Slnee 1923

A SIMPLE way to make

the kitchen. Add those meas.
urements to the present size.
Go as grandiose as your heart
desires. Especially with

dent has the affluence to de-

hesaerb eaenalemea.

In the cost of your building.
To obtain copies of the bre.
chum write to: etran-Steel

dry room.

Other facets of living will

In seeking housing today, it

. groepeo country Club. A Oa 111,13be
row, ceramic bates. pleasant blteben

plan 10 locate close to the Rum

deem on you, such as the need

is apparent that the college stu.

esident. noighborboot nee

ity materials; don't let co
struction of your building lag:
eliminate those extra charges

ing nook. which she may later

regular traffic and access to

heed of Mu house to do desk
work. relax with a book, or if
he is the handyman type. to
tackle workbench project.
Similarly, if mother Is the

Its

Dreaming of a
light Christmas?

site

lieleition problems; investigate
the reputation of your builder,

enough walkaround space for

for Road., corner forlthe

tied

''a<e sure every lig

plug it in and make sure every umber of watts each burns.
light watts. Shake the string as You will lied this marked on
The ten mistakes outlined in-wwwre if there is my flickering. the bulb or on the carton. The

make sure you're getting qu.
Half Acre Weeded and Onwooded Sofi
Buy Your Homes. Now Build Later
From $1500 Down

(1)ICI

Avoid mistakes

Living takes learning
what you really like

And Up aNa a

distributorships

stores. Leasing companies will
rent the units at $20 per month

The msult. after foe yam

HOMES"

up

through

liked what she saw" and Ir.

problem.

fier wed toe Honeywell oleo-

when prescribed by e physician. Hamilton; Humidity is

500 units per franchise --for
total of 3,000 units before the
marketing push officially be gen. In another case,: woman

ity. he went to work an the

ting with Honeywell Inc.. is
the "Humid -Air, Electra," a.
Hamilton Humidity humidi-

The ULapproval Electra.
don be charged off as a medial.
eduction Under Mediate

(including -Chi-

ills are aggravated by dry air.
--Most of the senior citizens
treated under Medicare suffer

from upper respiratory prob.

"QUALITY CONTROLLED

homes, and

been no high that already Shot.
Mr. Sr. has signed up six

'

$28,900

apartments and

hospitals. nursing hems and

"-

IZ

mark et s -offices, high-rise

till buyers and franchisers has

Ha tai It on Hurrddity. Inc.

Air m u non 111.111S up elm concept of mix -Humid-Ake STK.. combination butaidifter sad
lloneywell electronic air cleaner designed to Mead with dike or home deem. The portable
pollution -lighter. mooductured by Ilamilm Humidity, IN, Clileaso, comes in a variety of four
onnselo-like cabinet,

and

molded -plastic furniture styles

EnthOsiawn among 0...president

Deltone

mg program for franchtsms.
Electra's cabinet looks as if.
it might contain an expensive

marketed. They expect Mat
100,000
sold
will be so
within five
rs.
To inc. that goal. the She rem arc kicking off a afloat

was an opportunity in disguise.
SHAFFER,

with

Ispdas ktuffkr H.
desol
diet , n Lompreht.nsivx tram

impressive

The tWeatherometer at the TRe Council of America's Howarth Center at Princeton, NJ, is
used In determine the durability of ceramic Me under Iffe most adverse Mimetic condition, Joy
Catered, 0 technician at the Made association's laboratories,
hopeets pieces of file Mat have been
subjmted to super -slams Inside the chamber In the background. One moods inside the weetherometer Is equivalent to almost len years of exposure to any natural climatic condition or eom-

Mallon of conditions.

Card gymnasts survive scare by Knights
Br Linda Ibledlon

wound man ago the haill

Sports Esther.

Visiting Arlington was gival good, stiff gymnastics lea

wore eparated the two teams
Nn a little more. Arlington hit
its second highest wore of the
season when it scored 124.42

e last night wrath Prospect came bhp Prt's 123.36
Ante as close as anybody in
the Iwt two years to taking that

first dual win away from the
Cardinals.

The

froshwo h

Cards had a field day, however. with a whopping 66.4.
36.3 win.

first Mid-Sospecubdrban
meet of the year.

the
League

THE HIGHEST individual
score of the macs watt hit by
Prospect

smior Jay Bunsen
when his trampoline routine
was worthy of fine 8.5. Both

Arlington was 560.1 by ..1)5.: judge karettllensen at R5:

point when the lint nett

oath. Arlineton held the' 5.3 in floor exert e, 7.15 to
lend after Tree ek at 21.6520.0ff as John Wag. we second for Arlington with
Limns 7.8 routine.
Prospect's

Ken

giValudebgt thothr.;,.

wk the side horse, a 5.40511
high bar, a 6.8 on the parallel
bars and a 5.6 on the rings.

Hendee.

dinal Boylan had a 7.15. but

Jim Wilcox tied
with Arlington's Larry Boa
Prospect's

C0.101105 wasn't much behind

with a 6.4 to round out Prospect% scoring. CardineLKIm

Mope had a 5.45 for Arling-

depth on the horse showed as
Brad Prochmka cathe through

4

already

this Wrrige sane of the

tams an 8.4. with onejera's

intitile thluthpton.

Semite WYMAN. aka. Ass
Beaton all -mound mats built

-

to

pre season elon that they are
probably the team to be rockcaned with on the rings this War
in state competition as the

Weld outscored everybooly in his spa.
Malty fora 7.0 win on the high
bar. Boylan was second with

Knight trio of John Valentino.
Mike Ossowski and Don Liston pointed to a 21.55 event
mac. Arlington hit a 20.60 to

his 6.4, but Knight Steve SamP

leave the Cards just .05 ahead
.s,ofortelkeir hosts M the running

6K.1,,,nagnadr.1%-aztuntad

man Steve
ice the event Win for Prospect.

HIGH BAR
Weld P.
7.0; 2. Boylan, A, 6.41.Sathp,
11, 6.1; 4. Broad.. A, 5.41 5.
Klingaman, P, 5.3; 6. Lutz, P,
4.85; TRAMPOLINE: Ben sea P. 8.5, 2. Mechling, 'A,
6.55; 3. Moore, A, 6.25; 4.
Von Ebers, A, 5.7; 5. Strong.
P; 6. Hendershot, P.42;

Prospectn,ir, picked tir amp another

E1 awn , A,so, n7;

Rd by Benson's performance.

teammate
Sthvski had a 7.35 second. Lis-

6.75; 6.

A 1 in gt

ea

rt,firLe cwt.

Wills a 6.3 and Jeff`MeGuith.,1
bad 5.65 which didn't figure .625, but that was not enough
in the scoring.
topvercomfi Bunsen, scaring.

5, ;63i ,K5le.i
Klein,

I

t

Valentino,

R.

ssint.

ae5 Of

back to nearly eon ths. mat
wore al 58 40 57 2 with a
good ptrformancy on the high
bar I ed by temor Ron Wold

ether ykr

cams

both

A.

Wilson.

4.

,ssoct
5.

Wilson,,7A5;3AO

Luton,iP,7.35;

mo won the compoj,,,,,,,,V,

Prospect wend 184 to Ar

a74

Mutton 016 25

d m e,rmd a 7 15 rind Pros
pacts Pet, Klein
7
Car
Meal Bob Wilson...in srdsd
a 6 8 Ind Boylan 6 75 andt.
Might tumor Rah Valcnuno

.1 daimon s Steve Br,
.1

ROLD WAS coin/name for
the first nine this saason after a

Lag operation sidelewd him

Int till The usual knight all
around MI cannot do dm

FROSIGSOPH

ENERGISE

FLOOR

I

Von fibers A 8 4 2 hams
78 1 Hendershot P )5
4 Bunsen P 645 5 Coen

ne) P 64 6 Moore A 545

1

hsd 6

MDR HORSE

BoMan A

1

713 2 Ow) Wilcox P Bon

tong A

7 05

4

Beck

P

Prochaska A 61
S
6 MoQutre A 565
685

prated

Gino%

BARS:

0.

2.1;

Innusik,

6.

P.

0.5;

FLOOR EXERCISE
Combs A 40 2 Graham P

32 3 Law A 11 4 oabbk

A 28

6

longdahl P

BIDE HORSE
39

2

I

I

Golbeck

18

Kelm A
/

ler, A, 3.0; 4. Shively, P. 2.9:"5.
Krug, P. 1.7; 6.Cassidy, P, 1.3.

DPPD learn to
swim program

MEET RESULTS

h.1011

'send stark ly a 20 7 on the
punkt hate although t.,./010

PARALLEL

Conrad. A, 4.5; 2. Herchline,
A, 3.9; 3. Law. A, 3.8; 4. Gra.

lo

Greg Outfit, 006 7.15 oil of

Ab THI trompetioon ba

right

P. 1.3:

TRAMPOLINE: I. Combs.
A,457; 2..Zonsius, A. 3.7; 3,
Ramsey, A. 33; Melnik, P,.
2; 5. Graham, P.3.0; 6. Ben-

EDI aNGi

vA,

P. 6.4;6. Kennedy. A. 6A.'
Km1.141

5. Graham, P. 1.5; 6. Cassidy:

ham, P. Jr; 5. Jungdahl,

(till

,P.-,E7L1k,i

vnAN

.16h,,,,,e I hl6rWil

HIGH BAR I Law A 46
2, Temko. A. 42; 3. Herds.
line, A, 2.74. Krug, P. 2A;

nett, P, 2.1;

PARALLEL BARS: I.
Klingaman, P, 7.4; 0. Brag.

Prospect's John Valentino
win theevent
wsehoizd

sung with a 7,05, Arlington's

;40.. Ebers

ruling thiS lear Which figure!

having

land on one foot. and has MI
, of 'tremble keeping his legs
Nevertheless,'

Arlington gained its bRgest
advantage on the side horse,
where Prospect coach Rich
Chew has been forced to go
with an all -junior lineup. Car-

.shot mown) into the third position with a 5.15, and Bunsen
took a fourth yeah a 6.45. Guy

ton's third score.

tole

up some tote storing as he he

reins going to 8 7 in the floor

1

7 4 Inky P
Conrad A
14 5 ton en P 11 6 Can
1

Lron P I0

Dm Plaines Park District
residents may sell enroll in the
winter session of the Learn to
Swim program Although the
Imsons started Saturday Dec
6 registrations will be accept

cd through Friday Jan

12

The fee for the eight weal se

non had at the Mame West
head indoor pool as $2

Page 19

Friday
December 12

S

John Dollen of Adington again took ill around honors te but nigh. meat at Prospect and oleo
won the side hone commute. for tin Cardinule

1969

Prospects Ron Wold wan competing last night with hit right leg almost completely wrapped in
bandages. the result of a knee moo and subsequent operation It was Mold s first meet, and even
though he contdo t throw a dismount he won the high bar event against Arlington (Photos by

Dade Honlilton)

Hersey hits 120.17 for 3rd straight
thud
Hares rollul to
straight Immune. trumph
last nufit nub
moundse,
I

120 17 12 11

Mid Suburb in

LLhus memo met I mot
Yew at the !ohm 1 or The
meet was the lint 6151 di or
for both schools

The. Huskies swept every

nab t 7'_ Its indhlnrtva ltd
the Huilaul to t mums 20 V.

Altar and mart Gary Morava

The horizontal ha win an -

came up witha 0.57 an. to

Entice good picot of apparatus
for the Ithithio strongmen.
Cuwdlrs nAl and a 6.9 by Farris. a 6.5 hy Morava and a 6.0
by Biome wore good for a to-

the free exercise with a 7.8 and

the parallel bar with a 7.6.00er Huskie medalists were Kyk
Wooldridge, with
Mitch, N3 on the eiden hone;
Dan Comte with a 7.11 on the
horizontal hoc and Craig SM.

pm. sea u6,0 on the drip.
Nygren would have had a
much higher score Da he fell
on his final dismount. The
oohs and auks of the ennvd
were evident thoughoun his

Mo

I

Ennis had a irtc Todd Klchr ni
6.0 and I owe Bowen u 5.9.

&Ind, who ,gismo:) a 4.45.
/MORAVA TOOK finds in

I

H 7 9 2 Halm Inn H
1.01 low It. buot 715 1 Oben FA 62 4 14r
th
H 56 5 Haglund fV
won tha mkle
'Boo w tent tar khind on 495 6 M insn IV 40
lap
RUC IIORnl
Wool
to what, ths sr.
non nunsd out I 20 2n In el dndy. H`,1 2 1 urn H
dense r V(orttil 76 tat
6 15 1 Htnthd H
4 Bar

event in rolling to the easy win.

beat Threst ViE,V, Hob Bow

I REF CAI REIM
ras t

tal of 19.115.

glund. EV. 4.65 t 5. Olsen. EV.
3.1: h. Watson. FV. 2.8.
HORIZONTAL
BAR:

Cuvelli. H. 7.05: 2. Farris. H.
6115; 3. noyette. H. 6.85; 4.

Gram, FV. 4.75; 5. Berglund. FV. 4.5; 6. Olsen. FV.

lltAMPOLINE: I. Conte.
FAG 7.1; 1 Weaver. H. 6.4: 1.

11IE 1,0111thr View (wish.
soph nun came on strong at

Morava. H. 5.95:4. Biel Tin.
by. FV, and Hank H. 4.3; 6.

the end with an 8.4 in the rings

B erglund, TV, 1.4.

to takes 45.745.1 thriller over
Honeys younger omegas.

PARALLEL BARI I. Mo6m. H. 7.75:
Farris. H.

016191,15

van. FV. 5.5, 5, Berglund, I -V.

.5

55.3. Klehr, H. 5.9; 4. Sulli-

5 6 H isden I V 10
MISI HORSE I hissrs H

4 95 6 01sLn 1-V 145
RINGS
',ohne H 6 I
ota...ky H 54S 1 Monad

H

H 52 4 M :run FV 42
Barglund ry 12 6 Grin
ma FV 295

DsLorenro H 26 4 knot

I

1

12

2 H ask. FS

son H 2 5

28

11 loon FV 21

e

6 Wafion FV

1

9

Nilson I
EV. 3.2;

P olio.
EXERCISE: I.
Schw
H. 4.5r 2. Cory. EV.

e.

19

2 6 1 You) H 2 4
Coo n, 2
PARALLEL BAR

b

I

1

6Han H 10 2 Martin FV
25
Hardest, IV 3 2 4
5

NORIO/61U. BAR

I RONII 90111

1

Worn I V 2 5 4 Johnson

H

2

I

111 trim.

eked,.NFV 2.6; 4.

Knutson. H. 2.0; 5 Viscount.
H. 1.3; 6. MMus. H. 1.2.

3.21' 3. Dilemma H. 2.R; 4.

1RAMPOLINFt I. Miller,

Pedersen. FV. 1.81 5. Frodin.

H. 3.9; 2. Hayden. FV. 3.2; 3.

Kuhns H 2 0 5 Shepherd H
I 8 6 Nilson I V. I 7
RINGS: I. Gogh. FV. 3.8;
2. Knutson. 3.1; 3. Shepherd.
H. 2.6, 4. Nilson. FV. 2.41 5.
Lanham H. 2.2. 6. Myers. H.
23

Fernandez paces 116.86 EG win
Elk Grove's highlywoutal
gymnastics loam opened Os
1969.70 season last eight with
an impressive 116.86.47.4 vie-

boy over Glenbard North in .
Mid.Suburban

League

dual

mat at Elk Grove.

MEET RESULTS

1.6.

HIGH BAR: 1. &sown,
FREE EXERCISE:

I

WaS.

EG. 7.2; 2. B. Fernandez. EG,

tem. EG. 5.55; 2. Berman. 6.4: 3..1- Fernandez. EG. 53;
Ea. 5.35; 3. B. Fernandes, 4. Trowbridge, GN. 2E; 5.
EG. 4.65: 4. Davi, ON. 4.25; Brew., UN, 2.35; 6. Ed.
5. Grinnid. GN.3.3; 6. Arnett. ' mondson, GN, 2.3.

exciting routine.
Mike Conte captured Forest

Coach Fred aines' (Henze
diers are condiscred among the

CIN. 2.6.

View's only lint place with a
7.1 on the trampoline. Ber.
gland% hint events were the
irte emaise and the parallel

top contenders for the MIL
crown and are rated among the
top 10 teams in the stale by the
Illinois Prep Sports Special.

SIDE HORSE: 1. Oben,
EG, 6.65;2. &gate. EG, 6.25;

EG, 7.25; 2. Minos, EG. 7.2;
3. Dorsey. EG, 6.15; 4. Mite

Pernan'deg, 00. 3.65; 4.

che11,014, 2.7; 5. Antall. ON.
235; 6. Powers. GN, 2.55.

hers. where

earned a 4.95.

MAIMPOLINEt. I. Helen,

Arnett, ON. 23, Wes, GN.

ELK GROVE we not

RON REBMANN of Hersey also mood wt in the free

at all by Glenbard
North and the Grenadiers
came out on top in all
pressed

exercise. taking sets,nd plum

Ill

Dons visit Carmel
State ranked Notre Dante of
Niles will contest only one basketball gums this weekend as it
plays in Mundelein aminst the

our roo thigh loss of effective-

Corsairs of Carmel High 66

junior John HO U, on the

ness in tho Don machine.

The ND coach may mow
Eaton back to guard and insert

front line. Or he may substitute Bill Falser or Tom. Les
directly in King's slot. In either case. Notre Dame will
face

In their games against 11eigleY

-strung team. They have an

what

calk

Hingcr

excellent

North, Holy Crow and St. Vie-

all -conference

performance. Benny, who finished 12th in the alharound at

th, Ralph Hingerk 1,1101Hd

actually have their entire first

squad had little trouble in post.

five back from Last year. They

the state meet 1.1 season, had a

dog Wins.

o ho haven new coach who

in

another

5.96 average on 4.65 in the

ONE BIG PROULEM fac-

free exercise. 3.65 on the side
horse, 6A on the high bar, 6.8
on the parallel bars and a great
8.3 on the rings.

ing Flinger this week will be a

starting lineup. Usually without hesitation, he records Ihe

O

names of Tom Rcekert ;dean.

Ito, Gabriel Eaton and Russ
Pohl at the forward., and Byron King and Kevin East= in
the play making slots into the
Den scorebook.

rse,

This week, however, King
wds forced to leave school he.
cause of illness, and the each
feemd his excellent guard may

prising slake Gains, hen three
talented lettermen in the ..vent

on

King.questionable as

high scoring Niles West five.

Elk Grove's 20.6 showing
on the trampoline won't air

01?. 00 we

6. Grimid, GM 2.0.

5.

lenged seriously only tench by

line, Landy Fernandez' 6.95

on the parallel bars lest night at finest View (Photos by Jim

grasseau. ON, 2.11; 6. Trowbridge. ES, 2.1.

L. Fagan*. EG.

Benny Fernandog. Gaines'
outstanding MI -around man.

on the parallel bars and Bonny
Fernandez' 8.3 on the rings.

Hersey an around man Gary Morava goes into 61s handstand

ON, 5.65; 5. Arnett.GN.2.65;

3.

four straight wins. being chal-

side hoe, Dave Swe
son's 7.2 on the high bar, OBl
rHelbig's 7.25 on the trampo-

await. a back flip In the free
egad. lest night in metwith
Hazer

4.55: 4. Ferry, ON, 2.9;

RINGS: I. B. Fernandes,
EC. 8.3: 2. Malmadahl, E.G.

bas and rings.

ono the

1.1

6.8:

nein, ED, 5.9; 4. Broacau.

So far the Dons have Haired

Top scores in the meet were
Dale Walters' 5.55 in the floor.
exercis Wayne Olson's 6.65

--row

PARALLEL BARN I. L.
Fernandes, EG, 6.95; 2. B.
Fernandez, EG. 6.8: 3. Ste.

events. They posted a total of
20e on the trampoline and
were over 19 on the pareticl.

tumed

Norm Olsen of Forest View

Jay Bens. of Mount Prospect had the highest wore of the
evening, an 8.5 on the trampoline as he IM the Knights to win.
that event. Prospect nearly end the Arlington dual meet
win streak but fes 1.06 points short of a fie.

In addition to Haling 725
Al MI1,0, posted a 72 end
Neal Dorsey had a 6 Ode,*
slowed by an maned
beg

hales tendon

Warne Olson of Elk Grove goes through hit rosary on the
side home m iast nights meet against Glenbard North Olson
scored 665 to take rust in the event (Photo by Mike buen)

and

seems to like to fast break, so
we have been working hard to

get ready for anything. Well
try. to do a good job on the
Nang so they won't have
chance to

LAST YEAR the Green
and White just squeezed by the

Copies, 56.5k and could be
surprised

the

first of two

games this year if they are not
mangey ready.
Physically

their condition depends upon

be coming down with the flu.
If this is the case, then others

The game is all the rime lid
portant as it will be the seecad

an the team may 111,0 he llhm

Lonft.Grc.. match tor ND and
it is well known that the Mks
wheal likes to win the league.
lewd The 0,1101110n will get

cd and perhaps finally Wing

J

forward,

dung will ha able to slow down
the Don express

If Keg is Linable to stan

W.11 with a sophomore

Nina,

weeral boys from
his thong bench who cis thke

mho at 6

up a first sting position with

meg it

p m and Ow
vanity nal hold Lout begin

II

-

Game plans key to Falcon, Card bout
B. Slake immur

ill

Inn. mu loll it 'lork ind al
mist 1.1 then nhtuma 1 tit

hum luslti

krlintt

in.sh Iron. in met

Immo eta

H

n

Idten

WWI= highly -touted

Suburban League contender
when it hosts Fonst View,
Coach George Signiates
Cardinals arc 1-0 in MST. play
and 1-2 verall: Forest View.
which has a moneenference
test at home against Stevenson

tomorrow night. is 1.0 in the
tape and N -j

gal nut

h III

expertZigman usci thre.

11 id sexed

.5-h
touthur

51 Maim Rot at h

and nal junior John Brodnen
and 5-7 senior Hill Heffernan
at the guards.
Harris. a
6.3 junior. is Ziginates sixth
mm.
Arlington's youthful elith

Et Jim Shun

Donald outfit

and 6 0 Rah Olson and 6 1

Wheeling and Fmnd, kith
victims of minor upsets lag

Lake. 'se the 'Cats venainly
mem to he geeing better in the

bet two by a loud of three

EEW POINTS against
Deerfield and Prospect and
garnet ten the mad against wed be 2-1 instead of
York of the West' Suburban said Wheeling coach Ted EckContinence and Maine %Om et "And both of dune are
the Central Suburban tough team,"
league. the Cards hut them
ticker blame!' the /Newel
both.
defeat maint on peer shoot-WE WERE inconsistent' ing, specifically that the Wild -

more Mind Inns' `Shut. who
has hem suffering with an injured knee. will definitely play
although the knee is lust campletely hea101,

Schuld. one of the best bad
!handlers on the loam:

ands games and Arneson was
en:minify pleased with guards

huh

In march of their
conference

win.

seenrui
Prospect's

improving Knights travel Ill
Palatine tonight to meet 11-1
Pirates. Palatine will take on
Ridgewood al the rebel court

tomorrow whit the Knights
will take a red.
a negative Pirate
cord for the year with a win

cuts the Knights down to psi
10 players on the varsity and
only three guank. lan Slayton

in the Maine Wed genie last
&hurley night. says the Pi-

ru'u'uu ub'"

his clarri Knights. Mu he adu, -.We RUM he,
tatSlayton says. that demhe

Palatine's mts.rd. -They area

Pet) dem. hell team. Thee
hani two or three of the better
MlIplaters in the league. This
Hmbach illavel is in his third
ytor en the varsity.The iturspeel eslach also

tin Jell Alguire and Rusty

Sehnert. whom he mys are

-pretty good shale,"

P 0 0 S it E C r WILL be
mMus the services of guard
Kim Welter for
km a

,it

couple of weeks as he ieifired.

his hack. the los, of \ Yeller

son. with Bob gioloynik at the
other guard. Caere at center

make one
lineup 'bluing, to try to offset
some of that Wheeling height,

and Dave Wickersham and week.
Mike Kolee at the fonvard
"We just couldet bit from
THE. Ft III, court prep that jim outside." he. laid. -"And

Km -kibosh,. will

liciaMer. Steve {Vieille', 6.5.

'ill.

might ... s mussing chance

roes tomorrow night's non-cnfence lest at Ridgewood.

Mal swimming slew,. came.
j10 thr

1.1

kenoNuut of their lasing
0.y., with a douNuilual
t,j,L L,ryrkra rmr, Her,

moens

sey at

their

pool lite.,

in, swimming

tube., .i., wss ,,,., go,

Iv

lidna0/01.

Run neelins
dilikerli lial poslwi a 58-17 win

swer iiaki

1.0,1en, and had

swamped. Hones.

111 14.

hap, 1)mut indicated he

A
won

Carr. Mummy. missed lall

-pleased vith the way the kids

were c.c. hie the kids

Joni., said he may change

his lineup for tomorrow depesiding on how his leant play
tonight.

THE PIRATE mentor mid

petiod.

Vikings 101 17-7
after me penudniter
nvo and
aficr three.
Pat
liohnes paced Elk
Grow in scoring with 3

Pro66101. points. ell hot MD woolly).
NI 111-Vdtierhan

set of-

days auras:flee this week with
"the flu or something". 00ein-ding III hik umeh.

Saturday morning. Freud
eel Elk Cinwe in every

It.

sum

Laughlin.

The rest of the team will

the rah will ;min

BUT I'M NOT going

streak tu four in a row tont&
when the Warriors take on the

New Trier West Cowboys at
Ow new WaniOrfteldhelne al
8 p.m.

second half. Greg Smith
swan nem with ,ight 10111th.

m., the eilsn,. sh.s. opss.
were really tired up and did the
were

jot,. We did the job we bad to
do."

THE -ODE' who did the
1,...,1 jra. 1, the inn, prn,,,
swimmers were captain thank

the Arlington school finnhed
third, and wm down 7-0 to the
ultimate victont
From that point en the Demon lead increased sandhi/ to
37-5 after the diving. to 57-1 2
after the backstroke, and finally to the 811-14 but
after the
non
freestyle relay which

ning the opening event and
taking a seven pint lend over
its hosts.

MEET RESULTS

mrgi.. :,,, nor,. 5B,

200 -pad Medley relay:

Seth° and Gary Anskosion.
is% email. nisi mil.
tanding. Ile took overall oleos
the MO and KM
yard freestyle. Barrie also was

MY, Lenge (1159.1)

he ins
r1;

ysLiTtl

touch mu in tno

as he wiptered the 2011 individmil 111011y and the

ME-Arviaun. Mark.
014

hn

n

O'Leary,

Goias. Inn, i7,09)
Kotwhk. Bjornson.
Tentbull, Stockwell 11:56.51
200 -yard Freestyle:

ME-hlorgan 12:05.51 Kalser 12:1 0.1r

Fl -at 12:301 lesselk 12:44/

ClZ.71111U1.-1,'Ifi`.;

EL -Robert 12109.21 Strand-

and Anderson took the hem,

berg 12:12.41

2001M.
1 he ME.Ilemey
0: dual

was

piecinIg sound ovendl in the

.

Jim

Screw of

Heights received a junior 06r -

18°ial

`f

°

ME -Barrio 12:28.51

ILMotris (3110.91
EL -Bjornson (135.9) Sins -

members of the football. wecon and cro,.country lama

this past fall, Sergi, is ujuniur
at the Illinois college
He was one of 140 athletes
honored for participation in
sirens

at

The thecer team took its
crinfealliVe NCAA
Midmst Regional championfourth

ship. II finished with a 10.1-1
recent

Wheaton.

ME -Wray

(26.11

Barsky

I T41

11:27.15

Eriikson

H-Golas

1,09.51

Toselle

11:41.51

ht-Goins

125.91

Reiman

E L-Denkasion

124.5)

better

6-2, while the Huskies opening

shooting

.

grappler who takes to the mats
and, if achieved, it is a coatmendable accomplishment.

opponents in a triple dual meat
and stuck them all, thus earn-

01e1 three minus.. His fist

unstoppable as he conquered
his three foes in a matter orjust
match, against
conference
enemy Amundson, Ray welted

until 1146 of the epode, peel.

THE PERFORMANCE by
It -year old musclemen

was nolluke.
Roy is Mill undefeated in
quest of a national champion-

hip, currently spooling 1-0
mark with four of his wins
coming via falls, Both he and

proven IBM they can score on
both a man-to-man defense or
the sone. II should he an inter -

men and sone setups plus sevcoal adaptations.

In the first official meet of
Both team an adapt to the

the season held at Evanston

afensc with either multiple -

Township High School. the
Northwest Suburban YMCA

patterned men -to -man offense
or a weaving eons.

boy% swim team, coached by
lohn Eliot, swamped the

WITH 6-I Willie Anderson
and 6 -footer George Woodbey
in the backcnun. it should pro.
vide a slight height advantage

ter

for the Waniont.

the Warrior attack as

Evanston YMCA lily's ham
225 - 75, winning by Inge

Kummer is luck in shape al,

missing school Monday

margin in every one of the di-

with flu symptoms. He hes led.

visions.
There

high -

WO Erect
ME -Morgan

Stockwell 106111

streak.

Mike Freeman in the Junior
200 -yard freestyle, wins whining time of 0i2.4.3: the second

by Scott Koester in the Cadet
e0 -yard freestyle, with a time
of 39.4. TM Northwest Y boys
cleaned up in the rainy event,

ME-Sedjo 10511 McKerney
11 -No Divers

EL -Mundt Second)

H.O'Lwry

1100.61

Obst

11:13.5)

EL-Katsean 155.6) Roberts

(4:50.41
H -Mario
16:28.4)

I6.2 1.41

aelberg 14:57.11)

100 Boat

100 Breaststroke:

IOC Ely:

winning nine out of 10 relay
THE.

on 11:21.61

composed of 10-1 2 year olds.
were blanked
I -0, but se-

The

insurance

company

jumped oft to a Iss Wed nn a
goal by Craig Gland°, Barn,assst-

ed by Koh Rude, and

r

Klemm. but Dundee counter-

ed with a pair of udlies
never trailed after the,

and

ARLINGTON'S
REY

NICINET4
Company

ful agninst Dundee . they
peppened

four goals but

in

still tom, the shon end of
6.4 outcome.

Rifle Club competitors earn awards

Arlington

did.

however,

make acommt out of it. Hudec
got into the seoring eel with an

urban YMCA, on Northwest
iiiikWay, in Des Plaines on

ME-Eriekson, Kaiser, Hell,
Morgan 13:4131

The Harper Hawk made a
sucessful trip to Illinois State
University at Normal %dna.day
they topped
n!Waleas

freshmen.

Merimac

College and Denville College
in a cmadraumtho wmrttng
meet.

While failing to enter contestants in either the 118 or.
menet= to ampoint
competition.

Pollee

Club

Boys

the

Des

dolor

competition for

1968-1969 were presented with

sins from Torn McInerney and
Mark Santelli.
Respective captains fre the
Arlington squads are Pete

Leigh

and

alternates

their

TIE HAWES got on the
scoreboard in the 126 -pound
division a Tom Wahlund lost
his opening notch but won the
consolation round by default.
Harper then proceeded to
reel off four consecutive vies-

Trophies recently. Feed Gently
mr, left, was awarded the third
place prim, Loren Simko,
teries beginning at 134
second right, took second. and. pounds. Bob Tr:nisch got the
Rick Holthouse, right, first., Hawk, rolling by pinning his
Detective Lawrence Sambrook,
opening opponent then winfounder of the Police Rifle. ning the championship, 5-2.

Club Is dee thown with the
Mike Ferguson kept gam M
the

I -42 -pound dm as he
duck Rich Dixon of Merimae
n 113 and then whoroped to a
7-Oshin out for first place bon-

KEEPING THE string in
tact, Torn News blanked his
SPA round foe. 9-0 while cap-

turn Mims. with 0 pin in
3:26 of them cond period.
Neu= is tiow 7-0with six pins
to his credit,

Ray Vitha. The bay's Athlete of the Week, kept his over-

all slate spotless with a 13-2
victory in the preliminaries. It
was only a warm up, though, as

he muck his opponent at I:10
in the finals.
The Hawks had to 1.115 for
o third in the 167 -pound cornpetition as Don Michener lost

Three area boys have rerecognition' for their
athletic prowess at Augustin
College. Mike Severns, a tticaptain on the Augie football
team , received his third varsity

letter at the annual fall banoun.
also was prthent1011
ed a ceficate
for being elected to
All -College Conferencerleam of Illinois and Wiscoasin. '
Severns, a 'physical educU

the peewees and Beret Klemm
with ,allernates Mark Sun:.
teak - Dick Glass and Tam

nobody's been the

mswer yet. We miss Mark's

outside shooting and diamond play and well jug! have
to web uths1 we ger him back:'

SPRY WILL get

his

lint

start tonight at Lindstrom%

'ley bad a good shot at it
lest yea," Bessemer said, -but
he injured a knee which sidelined him for the notional

forward post. Steingraber has
started 6-1 Steve Toneff and
6-2 Steve Fisher in earlier
POP. and 6.0 John Durso has

competition" Bessemei, a
fans -rear Hussman . Illinois

Come off the bench a couple or
times to try to Mt Me gap.

State Lthiyersity, definedity, the
injury as combination of torn
figments and tendons.

height

TII E UNFORTUNATE
thing about the incident was
that it happened during a no.
fine 'practice session. Bessemer

is taking no chances Ilia year.
though, hcfore every session,
he goes through about a roll of
tape to insure no recurrence.

Elk Grove will also be eta

audit. ..--

disadvantage

Waller tomorrow. Coach Shin
Mirso starts 6-3 Willie Jones

and 6, Louis Boykin at the
ramrods, 6-5 Frank Stevenson
et center, and
and 5.11 Al Younger
and 5-9
Hodge or 6-0
Howard Moody at the ;march.
Wafier's record stands at

..
I

1-3, but the Wolves area lot
better

than

Thal

might

in -

area big team whit own of

Suburban

company's bantam divisien.
The peewees take on Ole
Northbrook Leafs Saturday
while the hareems oppose the

ketball Lions will take on St.
keeph tonight at St. Joe and
then host
big Maine South

hustle and some find inside
shooting and board work by
center Greg Schmelyer. The
Lions will love to stop
&Meter% antics underneath
if they arc on ben the Central

they will have to elm concern
themselves with hotohooling
guard Mike Bonk.
The starting linesup far the
Lions should see gum& Bob

/In opening mach, 10-6 but
rebounded to win the con colationconms by an 84 ma On.

DAVE SCHOTT closed out.

Hermes scoring at the 177pound level by winning the
opener. 11-2. but dropping the
championship 5-3.

The grappling Hawks will
rest until Dm. 29-30
when La Grange hosts the
gm

Midlands Tournament,

the past three seissons,

WAYNE MLLE, a Bah
man front Des Plain., aso
earned 0 letter at the fall but-

910l. Mille. who earned his
moithgrarn in cross country,
graduated from Elk Greve

High Sehool. He helped the
Vikings to their Vol College
Conference of Illinois end

Wisconsin title
history
along with a 1 9th place thush

in the National Athletic
Lion major, is a son of Mr, and elation college division Axomeet.
Mrs. Charles R. &Vans, I 7 I
Carl Fricke of Prospect
Basswood Dr Elk Grove Vit- - Heights was cited as
a forward
loge, and was a graduate of
candidate on the Viking hisForest View Iligh School in ketball squad.
The Angles
Adington HIS. He has bean
have won two of thdr Sot
regular at offensive tackle for

Woke: Ross Peterson: 200

with a new team record: 25 yd.
backstroke, Math 10011 25 yd
breeshssoke, Gary Stark: 100
yd, freestyle mho/ Gory

Mike Freemen.

mew tentossow evening as the
Lions take on their Amend
double weekend since the Chi -

Midtht: 50 yd. freestyle;
Dave Doehler 100 yd. indi-

hands

of state -ranked

DeLaSalle in the conference
opener. DeLaSalle nomad
the Westchester school, 71-52.
The Chargers were also

50. yd. breaststroke, Jon Heirloom, 000 1,3 freestyle relay;
Clan Stewart, Tens Gran,
Dam Doehler, John Elio.
Preps: 200 Id. medley May;
Gary Takata. Brad thisse, Rob
Carstens, Jon
Newcomer,

100 individual medley; Brad
Dan
Male: 50 yd. backstroke: Gary
Takata: 200 freestyle relay;
freestyle.

100

son. Erie POMO, Mike Freeman: 200 yd freestyle; Mike

Freeman. with a new team
record: 50 yd. froggy!. Km
Bergman:

100

yd.

breast -

ing 10 Ins Trawinsld underneath in place of the injured
Keskie. The forwards will
pnabably be Mike Peftelealo

:pm a sprained ankle, so he

and Meth Kee -ham

he forward Steve Cult. who

Re& and Terry Cullen feed-

RASKIRS INJURY was

After splitting two gums
last weekend. Maine East%

.500 mark in overall play.

basketball teem will face an our drool schedule tonight
end tomorrow as it hoses Pro-

HF.AD
Brothers

with Maine's play last week.
indicating that `we should

looking for thou two wins in e
row which previously eluded
him. Working his team herd in
premien. brotheT, mcid. "we
are pretty well prepared. We
concentrated on ball handling

have won two."

and working tome

LOW Saturday, Maim de.
losing Glenbrook South after

We

can beat them (Proviso West

games of the season, but -have

Both games are cdnferenec
was and the. plan Demons

losing its first confemnee test
ageing Undated Wmt the
previous evening.

Aim skidded to a four -game

will be shading 5o better the

This week. the coach

enIPped by Tuley, 15-51,1ast
Saturday.

sr. VIATOR a on the losishy end of a 2-4 nicurd, and
losing big center Dave Roble
last week didn't help any. The
Lions won their first two

viso West this evening. and
then travel to
Riverside-

brakrwid .

tbe

double beltder 'Alb the la -

sit..

COACI1
Bruce
was disappointed

is

did
ot of work
mbounding, and I think we

end R -B)."

Tonight. Maine will face a
relatively big team. Proviso

lodng streak.

may return to the men tonight
rifler not .eeing any Action Ind
Week. Also rmdy to filLin will

had been a regular until Peltnuuto landed the job last week.

lists starting lineup of 0 6-6
center,

two

towards who

range 6-5 and 64, and e 6.2
and 5-9 gourd.

Smoker, 100 yd. 0010509;
SeleVell Farmer 100 yd. freestyle: Rick Scliwarting: ion

yd. backstroke; rim Smoker:
ISO jel. breaststroke: Paul
Stenstrom: 20U yd. freestyle

-

reksy: Paul Stemtrom. lion
Smoker. Terry Lemkerger,

Screven Farmer.

MEN'S COATS
IN THE FINEST
OF FABRICS,
THE NEWEST
OF STYLES

Buenziger wins
varsity letter
Colin Banister of Dei
Plaines. a senior at Carleton
College, received his varsity
loiter in soccer at the colleges
annual Fall Sports Awanl
Banquet in Northlield, Minn.

A chemistry major. Colin
has served as president of the
sophomore class. chairman of

3495

the Ways and Me, Cony

millee for the Winter Cerny al. business

of the

ntanagei

.hem noon MP... reouthr

.7795

in the east of "un Singen Sic
Wieder."
HA parents arc Mr. and

Mrs. Lead. P. itactuiser.
1052

Alyni

Drive,

Des

Plaines.

timball team will place a heavy

1,,cured, nubby coal? Try pure
moot Med Prefer a Mit, smooth fabric?
There's superb odour. Opt fur luxury?

understunds

problems his young center is
naturally having. and will

ona. main start him again.

Mark

Rashes of outstanding play,

Petition.
The gourd slots will be filled

but is still in the mrly stages of

by hidyscoring Bill Reiman,

has shown

Masi could be a Beat high

We have /GOT
midmces/ore.These and
more In our vast
varied mllectim of

imps a,,1
silhouettes with
important lapel, pocket and von
innovations nr, behtike colors
for regUlars, shorts and langs.

the

responsibility on the Denton
front lin. Sophomore metier
Boncleson

Robert Hall
voluntary -controlled prices!

school career. and hes yet to
show consistent agrasiveness
which will be all.important
amino the host Panthers.
Brothers

FACING THIS type of hut-

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

olden more csaricnoed cont.

4110

and 000k Cronin. Forward p0.

DES PLAINES

'WOOS are Will in donill asDale

The Lions, however, have

Mel the Hearn of the Chicago land Prep League crop in MIta DeLaSalle, St. Mel and

SL Pat's. The last Lions pine

550 boys turn out for MPPD

was against mother vtate-rated

tem, Notre Dame, and the
Dons stung Via tor good, 61.
49.

Presumably, St. Joseph

200 individual medley, Jim.

vidual medley, John Eliot: 50
yd. butterfly: Dan Jump: 100
yd. freestyle; loo Newcomer:
50 yd. backstroke: Tom Gran

Demons battle two league foes

The &. Joe ChM. sulfered a big defeat 100 week at
the

intennedlaton MO yd. medley relay: Rick Schwarting.
Paul Stenstrom. Screeen
Farmer, Terry kernbergert

Maw. Scott Koester:

comer.
Juniors -'_00 yd. medley
Daw. Schoen, ROW Pewr-

upland Prep League Tour clamant.

Dave Larsen. Dove Sehnert,

Starke, Tom Behnke. Tom

&trete:

relay; Jeff Admit,

freestyle;

of the hockey "Nana nd he was

St. Vigor's sedating Nis.

Elmhurst liu,kies.

yd. freest/a; Mark Funk; 25 yd. butterfly; Tom Behnke:50
yd freestyle, Scott Koester;

MEET RESULTS

Cadet: 100 -yd. medley relay. Mark Funk. Gary Slade.
Toni Mute, Scott Koester: 25

McInerney to, the inmrance

gum.

Oftener against Grayslake b...
"We've -tried three or tour.

....:-..but

think that a national rank is
mncetvabl.

Lions test St. Joe, Maine, South

Scott

theater end Mike Reiser for

thme hesitating

HERSEY WILL, counter.

Dave Goleta. Bred Busse.
Gary Grunwald. Jan New-

WINNERS

Ray Mho

Augustana honors three
,hued

ward Mark Lindstrom, who
broke his hand in the seamna

the Grenadiers top reserves.

Dec 13 from 4 to 6 p.m.

H -S m it h.
Begneche,
McCoy. loom (N.T.L.1
F.L-Senhit. Erasion, Stockwell. Roberts (3:500)

Harper wins ISU quad

190 -pound classes Harper still

L0MWinners of

0 L A ry 0 ER ENDED
McInerney, scoring with his
second goal of the gum on 1.8.-

1

cording to coach Bob Clark.
"they're improving." In a previm. meeting bemeen the two
clubs, Dundee skated away
with u 1-0 decidon.

assist from Klemm anal Klemm
in turn tallied a goal on an
assist from Hudec.

meet,

he held al the Northwest Sub-

Arlington hockey teams lose

Both Arlington
1-10Whts
Jaycee hockey teams weft in
action against Dundee VFW
at the Pular Do
Mt Dundee mune outdouble winner.
The
Arlington peewees,

BOYS' nen

with West Communities. will

400 Fremtyle-Relnyt

Toselle

EL -Strandberg 15:00.2) Ku.

138.0)

11:13.81 Anderson (1:13.5)
H -O -Lary II:28.31 Sooner-

EL -Bjornson (1:17.9) Rat-

100 From
ME -Barrie 14:45.21 Meyer

Hall

154.71

two

Mug 11132.21

EL-Konvka 11:05.31

(56.11

Melo,

were

teum
recalls broken; the first by

point man during their current

no Cowboys will have the

wank. The
stem from the loss of 6.6 for -

sinks Evanston, 225-75

tense which inclutho both the

:

It

9 SO

Northwest Boys' YMCA

1'47

ating evening :Is New Trier is

given meine
rebounding
Edge in each of their first four.

oPf

by many as
the MST favorite, lost its

"FIMe r'serlY,j; ic°11,'ed

have

ward wall of 6.4 Genoa Willison. Uth Tom Kummer and

M E-Arvidson
11.1161
Blelderd PI 1.51
H-Jolunon (1:141 Bogno

Irwin Martel away with only
:38 gone in the mis-rnalch,
Vitha completed his perfect

#dt ;"

Powell, 5-9 Bruce Erase and

W aWara:
od to put the damps on Tom
Krum.
His second contest. versus
nothleogue Kendall College,
was never in doubt as he put

Leagues Elm Division
title.

.

uth,Wiessf nperr,obni.m.last

tor of how hind a banality-

his head coach Ron Bessemer

WARRIORS

Pancrath at center. Coach Re-

peeled to contend for the Pub-

Ithilight.

RIstue and Bill Madeira are

MY with a Pin as6000 Prairie
State to help insure s Harper

Leach.
111E.

ge.r.S211c111nLab,,e.roiii111-pi10ck.h.ls

60.11,4'k'ciiihsaa'tthc'ee'tue'rr.d'reve

on

COMPETING AT the I55.
pound division, virtually was

Week Award.

dkrs will beaks tougher, and
Rees is hoping it happens

.

Roy Vithe of 'William Raincy Harper Junior College had
probably his lose afternoon
mar Saturday . he faced three

ing the Day's Athlete of the

et the lanyards and 6-8 Andy

eta

.

.

n-

an d6-3 C:=1- f. in: r'"a0th'eli:rh>100w
wards, 5-1 11 3thf
and

bounds to be e good indica-

we've shown in our lint three
games, John Flinch. Mark

dime. Miran has four starters
back.from ha
Ill dub
and this season's team A ex-

Don Spry end 5-10 Seott Feiss

Most coades consider free

than Mum ...Med and

Want

..Ray 1 itna -pins-,
Touchdown in
football or the goal in hockey.
It Is the ultimate aim of every

knmvn for their multiple de-.

don I 1:3 1.91

EL-Turnbell 11:03.4)

100.01

winners.

than we have. I think we're a

di,.doeing, against Hersey.
Elk Groves tallest saner is

swim

ME -Hall 125.3)

Rifle

oleos will be at deckled height

G

statistics sheet credits him With

-

slump; win twice

-

50th.

Plain.

Coach Bob Rees. Grenh

..

Elk Grove. In three games lest
season, Jobe had polled down
43 rebounds and attempted 29

thh with a front line of 6-5

es

played lam semen the

1- "ON OFFENSE, vete go- only 19 rebounds and Ma free
mg to have tusk. a la better Throws attempted.

earlier in the season, B2-0g.overall

er is working. As soon
F,Iesch reaches the forahe

free throws. This season the

.

'and forward. 6-214.1im Blasius
and the Cowboys' lone return ins lettermen 6-3 Howard

6-0 Fro Horn. TMs trio hex

Moors coromation colter to

sily letter for playing en the
Wheaton College soccer Mint

.

.lk T . 1.

baseball, the

rcbounding game led by the junior for.

comas.

lion against their big men.

39. thend had routed Fenton

6411 junior center Bob Rosin

One thing that has helm!

Letters were presented at the

ArlingtonDespite

then Ion to hapless Fenton, 55 -

for ex-

The front line consists of

11.
Wlmvill... lab.
recognition I.

-

emgale, well have to screen
better to get rebounding pod-

defense,

the

Ridgy,
1969

previously -unbeaten Fiend in
their iecg,,, opener, 53.44,

llOn

so far."
Flesch could be the key for

Mmen et the guard slots.

-They're much improved
over lest year's team." said

gia..ernbth. 12.

said,

"Were going to have to

will hem with 6-2 juniorJerry.

easy an overall 2-2 mark into
tonight-, encounter but Also
register a Id/ slate in kaglie

Cowboy head coach Mc'
Sheets. "They'm a league con.
tender?'

Page 20

an shoot better than they have

neutralize their height.° Rem

-

kindth94e

Hopkins and Mike Losch can

.

smallest etaner on the floor in
5-9 senior Mark LeBoyer who

THE VISITING Cowboys

'

Jim Ser,,ey
earns award
&

squad svere a bit more 5110CCBS.

1243.71

lingion. Palatine andNorth.

end a 6-5 footled.

weekend. the Grenadier% upset

'Idle lemony., Kands at 2-2

of
outside shooting to pull this
one off:

had its share or qt. games

'lineup includes a 6.8 meter

ELK GROVE has really
been a mystery so far. Lest

night el home.againg Waller.
of Chicago. Hersey. which is

to Como up with some k

Midathurhan League's 'play. NI., Trier has turned
Forest View. hut since then. back Deerfield and Maine East
have rolled to wins over Ar- while fulling to Oak Perk and.

SP RTS

111E ScORING against the

cheer .the Franklin Park

will be Maine% bid for a Sew
end straight conference vinory. having beaten Niles North
a week wirlier, The Warders
dropped thei.eason opener to

19

Eagles or 0c1d. net meob
wheel Ileum the meet by

thMedne,,e, Flood

Evanston.

autumn

points against the Hinkle as

He 'ay it warn e,letdown of

the

More importantly. though.

The Knights haw used a
dine defense in their games
"ming taller opponents. bin
Aim said. "I heard they

p. m,

became wecan't work the ball
hpide to big nom'
Eremd, like Wheefing, has

mark,

mass: and 1-0 league
also plays tomorrow

iMillMi=
Maine West will he trying to
extend its current winning

record they'll to pretty good in
mit *inference."

breakaway work several times
against Wheelie.

bask says it is swath:a:or, that
the' Vikings use it to force as

Elk Grose. which enterethe
weekend action with a 1-2

West seeks fourth straight

saying, 'Prospect has plays., a
pretty tough schedule and
evan though they hove baling

Knights aro known for their
Miming tact. and made the

await hit it very rarely wins.

home 011011 tonight.

one of theirs:
Premd hasn't gone up
Wiest a 6110 center yet. how.
ever. and ihere are a few other
Wildcats who are hungry :Kr,

tesm is smell it we are

Ikewgain bmnvoked, as Kano-

League gam on the Huskies'

A pin in wrestling h cow,
parable to the home run in

to

primed the whole game
ageing Wheeling."
PROSPECT COACH StayMil leek wonla which defense
hell siw tonight. but the

to he upset by Elk Grove last

many turnovers as possible.

look the same as it has ell me.

heightadyantage of the season.
The 6-11, sophomore will towor over 6-0 Viking center Kick
Gaare.
the tallest Premd
starter stands only 6.1

the final seven points in
the ME H
cons

plme .of 8-0 Beb

in

Diem will be no changes in
the dining lineup tonight. as

Game dm

far, Elk Grove and Hersey.
mane off in a Mid-Seloltball

this season..but the Vikings
hem managed to win all but

the press that caused his team

11100. lase used in eveDegame -01htit

anJ a good jimper. will may

.

Demons break

Ina a kit of bounce told led the
NI i d-Suhurhan League in

tive Nankin.' said 11111al. in.
diwsliqg 111111 his simh man

n in

Want will ady111 to whatever
the opposition puss up against
thorn.
ithpeuts ',spout,

HASBACII GIVES away a
bub=b. mill°111f Lend'.
twit. Imo the 6-2 Pirate senior

stem. "in Pething fof 1

0.11

lot. doom% have

Phillips and Sehnert at the fan
wants and limhaeh at center.

sill-

us

Wane or 11011inse. hut aues his

with Algairc and Chris An.
dolma at the muds. Chuley

I.gue opener for both Munn

IN

meml

will pi with their usual lineup

rebounds last year.
1105 (-err. u fouthall

for

in

The Pio= of None law,

Elk Groie's .old-shotning

cent and Mg. 58.3-1.

.aid. -If the ball Marls falling

injury..

jayvees NSW lel 100 1101,13001ing opponents
churn in
their fan twogaines 111' 11x'sat-

J

number et Well" taken. and

the fins period. hut he

66 per Cell
silo()tuag pel'eentage

The Grenadiers .hot 21 per
Cent lie AMNIA 'r'ail's 51 per
cent and lin, 411.4±. num shot

Ho was phrased with the

reumwd to practice klondel

Fre

See.

they were not consistent."

wards and Dave Lundeudt at
center. IrmIstedt sprained his
ankle ill hat week thriller tit

;Led shoves go ill affects of the

PROSPECT Mull 11111
Slayton. whit =need ',define

the Pim. Mid
couple of
booth. molt a few shout.

and Bred Ream at the fun

ewe. 'The Knights have kW he

Wheeling.

thins in its lam two games and

Prospect will start what has
cume tn he their ..usuat" lineup with Stu White and Casey
Ranh at the guards. Ben Kline

game

mos.,

In

little better. long. said Palatine ha, gown off about 67

ingansung tip fnint thejtvem
el till Walter s plain.

Wheefing and had to leave 1110

.loan

when III shinning percentage
picks up mul the defem gets a

says he doesn't plan on bring-

only maim (ilenhnud, South
and hiss against Glenbrook
North. Maine West end Conmt. the gun. conk be pretty
Evanston. Maine South and
New Trier Em. and owns victon es penLibertyville
Libertyvnd
a

hi. team u

they've both delivered. And

overall and 6-1 fn the MSL

Two basketball teams that
have dumped the experts so

defensive pressure on them m
possible and try to force them
into making mistakes."

View likes to run if the occalion arise, Eadt coach win try

add

games

the boards and keep bins from
getting too many rebounds...

Knights eye 2nd league win
Bs Linda Ilmailten
Spero !Aloe

times of close

type of offense while Fort

By Mike Imam

'.eek relniuttd a ter upsets

double -maw him or do any 1.t
be wry valuable against
the thing fancy to try one him"
full-murt
gnus
used
by said Fremd coech Lein Hasty
Fremd.
Nuke. "Ill just have to hope
ECKER SAID his club that our bay can box him off

ma "blew" Mann eight he-

well so far." the Falcon much
said. "Phillips and Cavalier°
have both been in st critical

saw a lot of action in.t week-

ims' Pam, and cytosine is
Woad ...rill erney what very
reammidly healthy. Sept,- well could be- his
greatest

points.

All !hot Ins, doe nal

Arneson is also high on hls
bench strength 'I he reserves

go With
Wools progrom.
Roger Wood at center. Gary
Ibis
be the night fnt Kawell and vin Pia at for the Wheeling five to teak wards and Kevin Bon h01 and
loo. The height advantage Murk Bencriscutto at the
he in the via- guerds.

at 6:15 p.m.
Wheeling is rum 0-3 for the
season. but that reconl is
sonumbat deceivi
Kruse
uuse
the Wildcats ham lost their
the

lms. On the other Mind,

anal years,

mud'
11IL IMO IF 6111S pl tv wound and look for tht. high
contrasting stk.!. of bull. An. Percentage shot;' ArnMeh
lington use, n very deliberate mid...We-II try to put as mech

lips
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Grove, Hersey meet in mysterious bout

lout thirothsr topLn Insmle
of loll
Thal !At to most the ball

On« el tektiald kiln that hrst
shot ha. rtilft 1.01116 to ho

Pam Cnallarn and Ld Ban

,fitld Ind ono.' both Phil

(log 511,111 thr 0111501.

pointed out ilea they 0.m. 111001 really gel it, running
mined a lot fewer turnovers gum going against Prospect,
than in pnrdous. games. and and the Wildcats have been
the overall quality of their play running ail gthelsth practice to
was or had.
try to regain that racehorse
Aup of QOM, the limo- style that he' marked Wheel mint Ions to Deerfield showed Mg bade:Wall wants for lav-

was put to the lot eurlY who, it
played two tough nn infer

nun said. --We played a eel

lot

M.

,
Wuacats Vikings

nios Huh
and 0-3 sensor when they clash al
The
Jack Huh at the forwards. .5 jayvees will initiate the mtkin

in those tire mi. gaccei..-

II

League basketthlf qt., will.. a menmakis 40;4,0000m
mete*
tee
with Crystal

junior Mike Maindele at center

62 ,A um. Musr Ind 62
Ell, Innb in. the fora irth

h

junior, among Mn my soots, week. in the opening round id
cm and rlie other three 'Mots play in the 111.1-Siburban
wne toed sparimly last year.

Phan ind Cl. Mond North

thi ;non et,
Ind than out
on
LONIILAtil to Arlin,
Kenai then, in the ;mewl hall
Now Artinmon (meek mods lon. Forest View hos a veteran
--Against Hersey we came cr stiff tem in Forest
clomr to playing a full game. Conch Kon Arneson's Falcons ineup with four ander lettermen. The only junior is 6-3
than we had in the other Iwo.
misted wins liver Maine Wes, George Bauer at center, while
pow

ARLINGIONN WIN over
favored Hence was a surprise
Factor se of the Cardinals' in-

ate mar

61 x. kot moo

our null lIt.i add a hoar tort lows. in estrum. to
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Is

not as strong as these other
achoo1s, and tonight's game
could mem the Lions. first
wI n more than two weeka

The borne game tomorrow

night could prove more of
problem for the inexperienced

Lions. Maim. Sondes Hawks

The rust all foe basketball
peters by the Mount Promect

Perk District produced over
550 boys for their initiel work-

out on the hardwood delft

Dempster 1, High in District

hod Lion Pub whoa In Distriet 57.

.

TIRE YEAR the program Is

The first four weeks 020 be

expanded to include 11 new le-

devoted to fundamentals of
dribbling, passel.
plays.o
defensive and offensive ply
After these semoth The boys
will be divided into teams and

cations. The new buildings, in

District 59

are High Ridge

Pourjurnor high schoolsart
taking part in the park district
program. These include Cen-

Knolls,EinS19111, Brentwood.
Frost,
Devonshire,
Robert

tre! and Lincoln Jr. High In
Dietrict 51 and Holmes and

grams will_ also he conducted

J

at Fairview. Wrathrook, Bout

he conducted.

This year the park district

has included In the progrim
many of the coaches of the in.-

&demi schools part -ideating.
With ththe
men.
the park district hopes to run
one of the b.t basketball pro grates in the are:,
FOr those boys who atilt
wish to enroll, they Gm do to
by calling the Mount Prospect
Perk District 255-5380.

Iles Champ, is miming Mt in-

1 507 RAND ROAD

jury.und may not he ehle to 100

(At This Store Only Visii Our

5rst actin.
Two others. Jay Bondeson
and Bill Knapik, have been al.

!emoting with Dm Champs,
and will see much action
Des Champis ready
whether
ot.

AGAINST R -B, Brothers
a
ball 0001101 pm,
and will try
pressure the
conference f. In this game,
biggest re,ponsibility will
expects

fall on the guards.
Thus by the end 01 play this
weekend,

Brothers

should

have a vary good Wee about

just what his strengths and
weaknesses are.

'

Big & Tall Men's -Dept.)

HOFFMAN ESTATES
110 N. Roselle Rd.

DUNDEE
220 S. Dundee Ave.
(Rt. 25 Just North
of Rt. 72)

THE 045

Motor Club urges Con -Con action on MFT

Friday Drosmbs, l: 1.9

List honor students

An

at Prospect High
Put Hash `eh

I r

..t

to

.,car ye, ot modem. n

r rin

I yin

lir

I

till

t

MAMMA on me 1011111
bums, roll mg Daniel Ashley.
n

RachhtMer.

c

Vera

%wale. Kathleen Bond. John
lanw, Jamee Becker, P.irrick

lie,. Man D. Busted. Robert
Re:, 'Kurt
Deherati hole Dune
ill.
flz.e11 Kane, Dories Maid

Htrs

Ihndrukt

Jahn Hottn

I nohr hewn E Kane Nmu
KINCII. Mary Langefeld. Lynn
I exhy. Dodd Lyon. Janet

Crime, Gayle Gclirke law
outline Gould, lean Gould.

Elizabeth Mow
Michael Moran. David NelStunning:

son. kaki: Pad*,
Ndracy

Pannplos.

Crook.

Diziernh kiehard Uses.
Janice Devine Kent Dexter,
Candle Dominus,. Jane
Edstrnm. Sam Igo% Donna

S. Johansen. James King. Stev en Klingaman. Deborah

Knelt

Grundman. Janis

m for. flank.

Sams. Sat

Patricia' Xlain. Berbira Krause. Karen

Paul,on. Kathy Peterson.

St rause. Kintherkg Lap

Deva. Cana Duke. Jaiajt Ed-

Donna Plattner. Oral Pletch.

:catch.

sank.

Richard Roberrehow. Douglas

Junin Imrery, Mary Marino.

11019

1-bber.

(or

.

once howl.
Londl
lin. Jame. Hume.. Ppm,
Hetes, Pane ILettleedEbeh.

ad Hot Kindled, Belli:rich.
William

Cynthia

Heriggn.

Log . Pater, Duman.

s

Roes Sichoa S. er, Arlene
Swas. Dawn Wers, Daniel
Stein, Den. Soong, Cynthia
Bevel. SAM FAH,. Monica
'Terns, Jill Verdrek. Joanne
M. Vidseak,. Pegg, Watson.
Media.. Wells Stgirt Whitc,

(Dela

Nancy
Ilermanson.
jogiterd. Craig liotehison.

Reverie

Iowa I cc Kaiser. Rohm Kar.

SOPHONIOREs on Prospm High School's senior hon.
can ll aro Anton Adams, Su -

Sharon

11114.

Klinger. Wit

W. book, Jill Kninninr.
Dana
1 nen,

Laterleitner,

Will:morn. DENIM
Wonders. Barbara Zinimanck.

Maureen
Mich.
a1.1.1. Karst MeKown. knee
Gregor,
Morris.
Sloelter.

Myer.. 7106.1,1Nsison.
locrim Neese,. Carol Sord

stuns Mike Ossare.k. lames
onoanee
It Penne,. Donald
Pryor. John

R.1111.111.

.

Deborah'

Purnell.

Macy

Kenneth Red.
cull,linmen..June Rod-

gei g %NMI
Hada
Parricia Sampson.
n
Diane
ill lsoine
Schmidt.

S. Mit. liMn R. She...Ted W..
Nmll. Jr- Kerby Smith.
Shir I, n n Smeman. Lee
Sands!, Payne('. Sme.lciftey
Sankt Pa& ani Ina. JAMS

Inn Ilan, Disk Whiting.
Wile Wiest.. anal Gail

IPNIGISS

AT

Prospea

Karen

ere

Brach.

Ccaebor,
Kathken
Barham laehennsh.

!boo Milus Clare el. Dm..
es.

shofar

ON,
Alt

A.

l.ircigool. PCIPI
girl ihorp.

in,

Pnwtor, Picherd Smith. Pamole Ss,hyk. Cynthia Tom.

us Deborah Uhl, Sharon

Wall. Jane Warson, John
Tonle and Rollers Zimmanek.

C onstautton

maim club's =Muni general

provision is a 9prereguiSite.
Illinois is ever to make ant swnil -want headway in ireligla J.
reduce the alarmingly high

mac deith md accident
He saki an anti.diversion

prociskm. long sought by the
Chicago Motor Club . AAA
and other organisations liner Duct in expediting &vet.
opment of a modern aid safe.

highway network. is among

the major it the mil

considered by the 116 dele
germ to the Constitutional
Convention. and added:

chile

lions for a ism amstiniun.

If

counsel. told MI:Chicago ('en-

nal Lions 'Club at a meeting
Tursday in the Illinois Millet.
ic Club that an anti-disenion

sr ilia alri.orl ball such ann

mita& in 0111 tines -gm pia
1,1111 t,
Stir risommsnd

it,

lohnson

ths

Conesnhon
to
Cent

special
not

mei are

highway -user

prets-ved
road purposes alone. it will he

impossible to plan sensibly to
meet the needs o nets,ate, the
unlnk... the narnicipalities
,1.1 the 10Cill rounships and

roa. Moran for ulK anti cf.
licimt roads and streets."
JOHNSON saki a con.
Manion is sitnilar 10 ON insur. e policy. with a clause that
guaninlcom protection..

'AB loo often in the me
Inc saki 9t

aluence of an

enti-diversinn

asiskAie yas

penalized argon Illinois highway programs to Sc deferred
rah le highwayeuser tax money

wudiverwel w she Poem, Ns.
aloe fund.

dugs,. prom.. In

Protect

that such

revenues would he used exelusively for highway puts
poses."
But, Sc said, diversions
for non -highway purposes

traffic problems being forecast
the next 20 years.

since the first In 1932 lava
reached a total of approxi.

-ENABLE Illinois to make

Slarcia Meyers
Paul Mueller. Daryl Nelson,
Denise Nenvin, Roberta 01St.:Murry.

.

Vicki Pabst. Cathleen
Pant Grant Perersen, Debo-

am.

5-

rah Pryor. Amen Rehusch,

Prospective lgachers in the

ypes of new highways in II.; aorlhe

In.,,
22-.:._21L. ruff.. cry-

Er

11J

- ea

Citing the benefits Of' an 'istration, qualifying them to

anti.diversion
pnwision
Johnson said if included by
the Con -Con Magmas in their

lake the National Teacher Ex.
aminations at Northern Illinois
Jan. 21,
Lynn Owens. assist:an

in the marketplace,

Valogniant and namenonce of

an,dgc,- `^'"'""-

rim forms.
oRtaked
Buy /DU Testing Services.

nate highway system by mabi.

Information .hulletins. de-

Addre

Catering

Alterat fens

BOB IAACKS
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY PARTIES
por 100
255 30,

ONAPTOTtitZFit';.EC'CS,A1

en. Debra Arnold, Earl Gm.
as.

Henry Schniepp.

Horst:Mr. Laurie McDermott,

Traeciak, Daniel Adelird, Ro-

Debra
MeNaMara.
Mary
'England. Lary Simon. and
Clarice Swobode.

xanne Lingert, Julia
Constance Johnson.

and Sus.

Torte. I jrola Van thwack
and Jo, Volakakis.
FRESHMEN on Prospect

PATRICIA
ADELIZZI,
Katherine Illy, Domen Main,

Kennet is Cavellier.
Chip Carol Huber.

Robert Thompson. Any Wadi,
Judith Carstensen, Jeffrey
Graubart, Charles Hertz, Da.
yid Hashach, Candice Herder.
Nadine lioffinan, Robin

Mueller, James
Christine Sprinkle.
Nancy Drost.

High Schs, honor roll am
Boy Semis from Howl Prospect Troop 154, r left -1E011 Glen Blower. SOS h. Pine: Bill Fader,
112 0. Pine. and Cliff Brad., 419 S. Mille, tor briefed by Lowell Fel/ or Ma Stamm ',waned Plea
Department on the Emergency 11nrulborilrs Mai Mr brus will distribute thrinmharri the ammonily. Litera
is being distribmert loom Me Mount Prospect Civil Defense shunt in the Itandherst
Shopping

['eture
nter.

Hoignrd,
ElcDermett.

Mich elle

Maureen

0111-

Sophomores:

Adrienne
Snovnkn, Douglas Eyre. Bar.

Cement Work

Fresh. Timms Hoffman.

Michael

long. Donald
McLean, Lynn Neal. Brian

ACLE=5:12.

perirg

Decorators

CALL 766-5514
WALLPAPER

gem

.CL 9-0495

Cartoon.

ona owerwcwan

Resew PRIt.Onon,
41911706

255-7200
ig

CREATIVE ART

SVICE
A

Plastering

Lagerguist.

,N2 A WIG FOR CHRISTMAS,

HAVE A WIG PARTY.

ol

IN

5

Dancing School &Supplies

21Tsworgrrswi kd

112

My

I

IA, Repairs

'D'INNCAF tEPTERiN11.?IN'Ea'SUER.

ICE CAN IP 2.I676

ALI

IG

DAN NV SH

755 JO

S060

"79'Er..N=1714'

LE 2.01,

'CL 5 6,1

W. may

rr.T.N'CING.E21"'Na

Mil

BODY
710 E. GREEN SP.

POLLING MEADOWS GIA

!Of ORMAN

MN. Ct 2-5500 W1.1355.

Anne Wilson.

I

indoor Repair

COMPLETE oolli

Mundschenk. Margaret Philippe. William Snyder and

Blythe, Hugh Brooks, Barbara

ABBEY CARPET 6

'rE'St T0AES"'F:L'E"F511"TE'
leiNelmool Designs
Itroolopo DOtIon

James McAllister, Denim]
McGee, Rid,. Miller, Brad

Kathy

Pay Later
Leuritz Jensen

Bus

Thomas Henkel, .Michael
Norman

3,3089

door Maintenance

Gallagher.
Richert!
Gallagher, Jeri Heins. Butch -

Kett.

Decorate Now

9t 21".IMCIT
526.2955

Paula

Mary
Mary
Heidlinger,

430.32}N

FIRE2/001)

Clapper, Diming Favaro,

bara Kuchni, loan Simmons.

ANTADS

Voman,Repoir

66

.6+
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SERVICE

Vera Sciinko, John Smith.
Jana Turgerson. Robert An.
Jerson. Linda Barnett, Paul

Mai --

CIESSOMOPHOLSSERY

CUSTOM DECOPANNL

022-820S

ART

-

4,4

Callyt

Z;12:K!'C

CREATIVE

Con, o.n.o.,.
...Need

Pointing All mar

WU DELIVER AND STACK

Cement 0 Blacktop

'

Upholstery

1127.745.6

WollpopeNto

SI S

9O2 -S..10

,p Wawdd Mme
---

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

FANCY HORS ONEINERE

Edwards. Michael 1 Maas, !Sevin Lonergan, Michele Minor,
Stephanie Moebius, Angela
Ray, Robert Sephens, Gregory
Tehle.

meta Peterson. Richard Amire,
Melville
Harelen.
Leslk

Painting & Decorating

SEASONED FiRtPLACE LOGS

Colo:

LFololo

inations.

FRESHMEN'. Noci Bateman, Barbara Greczy, Barbara Haggenjos. Mc. Johnson, Mary Miles, Carol Mot 'lash.. William Schrigkel, Jan
Kohl, Daniel Maher, Sherry

irewood

Rata

Uhl

Ilea Phasneu Bay. and The Des Plommfrac

127 Alt told Hall. Northam III.
inois University, De Kalb. or
direct faam El&

Ds

Agencies bun

EnoloioNnoollinoNN

Tour Ad will appear daily in the

in general education, and one
of Merl Teaching Ana Exams

JUNIORYO Nicholas Baker,
(beadle Barman. Paul Currie,
Robert
Peters,. Georgia
Phillippe, Jnn Faust. Philip
Lambert. Diane Mallory. Pa -

so, EttollonNot

Norihwesi Day, The ...gran Day

milling registragon proceserous and comairsug nr,frolcw.

11

Goy Carol:.

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Ihroughout the suge.

Box 911. Princeton,
New Jersey till5.10.by lan.R.

Vogt. Betty Wilson and Debra
Youngman.

READ THE

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

dal, must rely heavily on de.

mast and automatism of our

my. Linda Marren,. Candles

ABHB" D'DA7 lot

-Serve as a great tumult..
Ihe Illinois tourist trade which.
to meet its full and rich potan-

Educational Testing Services

nee Eduard Spampan. Clay

( arlon, Charles Clo

win a competitive advantage

vision wild

fETS1,

20.
10V

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW.

portaiinn meet., to main.

On Jan, 21, n candidate may
lake the Common Exam.
inations Northern, which in crude taus in professional and

germ Simmons
Wrens.

Oda

uonomy en airy, our to
diary and syuculture to have
the eflieGne low-cost trans.

tor. DIU Testing Services...rid

than mgistratio. must reach

, cud Antiques

mer all

draft of new constitution..
and if adopted an a refer.,
duns election the new pm-

Kirk Jansen. Nancy McAllist-

Stage, Brian Sol -

Brian Brow. Irso

oats

National -teachers exams

moullb
money to have built or modernised 2,020 miles of various

Scott diaper, Edward Haim

Evelyn Reilly.

ie

th

a modern highway network

melelY.$1EB

Student, named to the Iligro
cal honor roll at Palatine High
School have been announced
by District 211.
The following students have
carried at Hoff 430 poims out
of a possible OOP during the
first grading period.
Seniors Margaret Dena
Daniel Gallagher. Michael
Hovey. Deborah Pamser. Durid Starke, Lynn Wickert,

Nancy Ranier. Steven

ohcri Brow. Barleirti

bid

Palatine high honor students

Robin gauth. Mi-

Nancy Hurl, Mark Beilke, JuIke
Mark Blasco.

and uttdrot r

A" "rvi".

chael Keene, Mary Kirchoff,
Kristine !arson. Nancy Lilka,
Jeff Limp, Barkira Mann.

Muller.

utr,

-Guerantei that every cent
of ht
tax money
will be used to keep pace with
today'e difficult traffic demends and the tremendous

such impo,ition was the legis!Ruse 3511nIgt1011

lukhwa,

rend t nlantanh

mounts sell hither motor se
hisk. lute whwh mein thl, n
it from am theueson ot lit.
highway funds

-INSURE TIIE impnwe.

Dahlstrom. Kathleen Gallagher. Linda Gallup. George
Huy. Marilynn Hen: Ted Hal wig, Concert Ireland. Steven
Jackson.

hie. a, glans
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'Sutras gelivice

elletthe pray., Ara !madam,
and maintain
a hu,huly
nstwork wash
reduce to

loynng hat and local ague..

tonstmawn.
MUNSON pointed out that
when Illinois first adopted its
motor WO (gasoline) tax' in
1929, -the justification for

rime+r, Rahn Cox,

lets Thomas Schiesser. Janet
Scholia. Jane Sanger. Carol

Dahl.

Janis Peers, Terri Peat. &per
N. NO. Slices Vioclie. Penny.

intim tour Mies

n

Sevedy

listed ..n Ilw senior honor roll
se. IliMe Ackerman. t.erilyn
Kim .Andrup. Cheryl
11111
Ann brew. Limb Broan.

Rahor

°Mara. Cathy. Otto.

to make stfeetavi. ION, rants

Busse. Ka, Candler, Douglas
Carlson. Lynn Cachou. David
Chakoian. Sue C0cen. Caria-

Kathleen Rids Gina .Sca-

,

Marks Charles Mmes. Ili-

guarantee to prohat and pro
mdi. good roach
Iasi 7.b

Susan

II

high ichnol alai have Seen

lanin Burkhardt. Paula Butler. Richard Clad,. Ellen D.
G kigim. Daniel P. cong ,

McGuire,

he inn dneraon nets
enroll roes the om entmu. at

ron. Jack Brink, Bruce Bea.

P.leitr. Anne I, Pena.
petenen.

Lederleitner.

Huth Null

Them re noMma novel
about such a constitutional

100009 h01000. funds and 21

should be. permitted to dw ell-

Amling,
John Andemon, Ahura lionthNon

5141..nim

Pons Mawia

1t

Kathy

awn ol hash, n utr are
Isamu dnenion lor
th in hiKhod, puma.,

Mark McGrath. Steven
cruel

DIE 1 OTERS of

1 SA has ca

for than In the Commielled
,J
Consumen to mum moos.

n latgutlint
Lumina, D

I was it

officral of thr. Chien

Motor Club
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Heating 0 Air CondirrIOTIIII0

Window Washing

PlombMg

WALL WASHING AND SNOW

APOLLO

Decorah

a emu 255 26NS. hop

PHONE MP 117.3

we ow t
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PLOWING

Coll 025 3,0

g

PUY OR SELL CARS

Plana Tu--ing Sankey'

SANTAS SPECIAL SELECTION AT

LUNAR

PREGFMOARISU

MLESS

"r1VOL'IriMIlltrS'EPTO'71V

NOW OPEN

OIL CO.

ed
Ell 00

OPEN

POODLE GROOMING

B.O. AUTO ESTIMATING.

FULLY INSURED
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EXPERT CARPENIER
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100's of Fabrics
to choose from

050,
REVERS MASONRY
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CALL NOW 251-7767
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Sewing Machine Repair

WALL WASHING
G 6 UPHOLSTERY CLEANERS

BOOKKEEPING SERVICE

EVERY DAY
OF THE YEAR

bars How ups!.
Pointing B Decorating
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WITH 10 GAL.
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EGGS
Eggs Equal 81/2c
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ANTI -FREEZE
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DECOR STIR
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Tile
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WE HONOR ALL MIDWEST BANK CARDS
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FULL BASEMENT

LI11111111

NOME IMPROVEMENTS
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EMERGENCY SUMP PUMAS
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5.06AR GUARANTEE
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Sump Pumps
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'Save Up To 40% r.
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LARGE

Set your gaze
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55 2529

Draperies'

3S1.0576

FREE GIFTS
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24

SUPER SERVICE STATION
Algonquin and Busse Roads, Arlington Heights III.

Window Well Covers
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view Rd

1,17,7,,vor bridge.
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too big
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TRAINEE FOR OVERSEAS TRAVEL
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NO FEE
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10

max

ss

Gifts
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Gifts

foil:ter

ADD UP?

,1111ANT AD
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it DAY..."
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Trees, Trim

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!
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sarosonufrous Grp

Gifts

.)th0

DON ROTH'S in
WHEELING

ego...

A

Skok,e,

MSC C

Call or Apply in Parson

ORME

NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

OPE

SYSTEMS

Musical

I

Music al

Manager -Driver

Gifts

Ioo

0.34063

allwr Tam Electric Spanish Nel.

da

Apply Mond, through Friday
830 a.m. to 2 p,m.

anish

Electrical ENGINEERS

S37-3400

AGE 25 TO 35

j CRESCENT CARDBOARD CO
...immunise and

Isse W. WeLOVS RD., WHEELING, ILLINOIS MORO
IONE BLOCK SOUTH OS PAIASINE ROAD AS WOLF ROASII

I

d
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IB sl COMPUTE
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24 Help Wanted Alen

FIRE FIGHTERS

25 FOREMEN,

Caretaker

Cools County

ewe

no cum far labornion

r m Are

bemMs

PAT RAN63: 3633 . SPP3 mare*

Creel!, given
br gest paid My Lemke. Conilmaus salary re.
view
upgracgom maul.. promotion senon.

2450 W HUBBARD
666.3103

eierteoe callbock pay

AUDITOR

24 taltatattedIke

including I aridly

claNng

-

-

676-1000, Ext. 5457

BadlMEiah;°

p

open am

WEER PEWS. POUR 000RI
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION & APPOINTMENT
CALL Mk DON MESSINGER

5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie, ill.

666 Landrneier Road, Elk Grove Village

Chicago, Illinois

25-Inaloymant Ilgendes.IVemen

E

fi Y7

EED MEN

o 9C

GENERAL OFFICE

We are seeking experienced Programmers to work on co/monocled applications. Would prefer Individuals with mom Cobol background. We hove o
large 360 Installation.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN

Paid Voce..

our General Office Engineering Department. Design and
drafting for a varleoy of marketing projects. Some commercial eleertical

brisnion.wirs Ion
moans end mink,

Talk to Teletype about these lobs today!

clip a row of clothespins together going from one side of table
to the other.

The race is for two Piero,
one at each side Of the table.
Spring -type clothespins are
necessary and
considerable

shows how ate cloi
thecloios are to be Riegel to.
gelher.Plaure 2 shows race in

EXCELLENT LOCATION/

mg. Sbentband 110,10

rmw"

log racer.

For Brown & Sharpe Single Spindles
EARN UP TO $4.40 AN HOUR

TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT - 3rd SHIFT

EXPERIENCED MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS. EARN UP TO $5.00 AN HOUR

We are seeking an individual with same nw<haniCal aptitude. We MI gain
ro operate a credit cord stomping machine.

(Midnigh! to 6 a.m.)

before the winner is declared, he

o MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
EARN UP TO $3.63 AN HOUR.

inches above the Cobb.e If the

chain breaks, the race

is

de-

ge,,jy will be required. Mare

clared to be no.somest and mast
be ion again. Ills holds together.

them on the table where both

the player who built the row of

players can reach therm

pins is Confirmed as the winner.

5555 West Touhy
676-1000
mare.

Skokie, 111,

e,.t

TwortIves.

TAMA,

Refettlsrg

7AM.ma P.M.

Days and Nights for ambitious Gills
GOL

WAR PANCAKE HOUSE

InterosiMg WOOS.

Interesting boss.
Easy commuting if
you live norther
northwasi. Wo noad
WWWW.aharS,
WPM, general clerks

--inlereeled?

PI 5-0500 Est. 591
Office Personnel Dept.

71.nd

RESTAUT
RAN of.
r

a PAID VACATION

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSURANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

ESE 734

Apply Now

GOLDEN BEAR

STORES

PANCAKE HOUSE

GENRAI. TFlEPI-10NE &ElECT.RCNICS
Nor Ulla..

RESTAURANT
380 County Inc Rood
(West of Mute MI
Deerfield

- 2 - 3 Bedroom
Lux, Ramat Arts.
Right in Or, Village
of Arlington Heights

MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS
MERRIER WITH A LITTLE

Woods

EXT
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

STUFFING IN YOUR

CHRISTMAS STOCKING

FOR OR
WORK THESE CONVENIENT

CLERK TYPISTS

No FEE.

ot 29941e1

CASA

RETAIL CUSTOMER

Moss 5TELGOS

EVENING HOURS

Ken Larson &Associates
SPECIAL ORDER CLERKS
OE hPar mean., 13ererD

1.0

ship.
'Ber k.

Good sterling salon. amp
emelloni hen. pm.

gram Apply
Personnel Delo.

moax5.mnhmd

own u.nilyt II Aks -

Lk,

e

LUTHERAN HOME
& SERVICE FOR
THE AGED

ATTENTION!
QUALIFIED TYPIST NEEDED.

AO WORDS PER MINUTE.

office own:mu/WO Y

s,sles

3,313P

LITTELFUSE, INC.
SUbsidiory of Tracer Inc.

BURNDY
BOO

9020 RNer 5t.
Schiller Park

10:30 P.M.
rgr

FOR DETAILS

o

uru GI Division

Union Oil Company of California

CONDITIONS

Mr. Art Barnett
678-5211' '

MIDWEST INC.

CONTACT OUR
EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

200 East Golf Road,

9

COME SEE US OR CALL
PI

needed

CURS

to

EXCELLENT BENEFITS and WORKING

ro

eekb, 1soles

STUFFING

AA ledge

WORK WITH KIDS

Haelp Wanted Women

5:30 P.M.

11.

ARM rE.Saxa MEE

Baxter

6301 Lincoln Ave.
Marlon Grove,

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RENTALS SIMI AT S203

Pm ResMERR

STENO

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

965.57002674900

An Equal Opportunity Employer

5555 W. Touh Ave.
Skokie, III.

raE21

offices. All the benefits.

Call TOT an appoliament

HAS OPPORTUNITIES

GENERAL OFFICE

Union Oil Company of California
-200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 130067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Noesm.wea-soulopet

ar come MI S624100,

HOUSE

0.croMd

Pure Oil Division

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Miss Joan Donny at 676-1000 Fit. 5243

WAITRESSES

HANDLERS

111.0 and no

Mod., dm, eiewoe sionsentlinesi AWN.. Peen,

A. E.

PUBLISHING

Inc,

Appg in Person at

lays

.

METHODIST

Laboratories

EXPERIENCED

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
a DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

aus Ave koM

Windsor

$500

EXPERIENCED SCREW MACHINE OPENS.

The clothespins must he
dipped securely together =4

must prove the sturdiness of
constraclion by holding his MG
of inter/ocked pins several

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK
"The enjoyable Bank"

CONTACT
MR. WATRING
595.5250

I

progre6 and the girl In the Iced -

busy pbenes. Phbly

CAREER serrIALISts

loin our busy mail room staff and ealey o lob wall widely of duties.

on=hrotaretyV

OR CALL 945-0770

537-0880

Pon wall

learn to operate various mailing machines.

II

NEW!

RECEPTIONIST

Comorin?or,

-rat Shift

MAIL CLERKS

1'4

PRIVATE SECY..

LIKE MEETING NEW
PEOPLE? -$600

design ourenence desirable.
I1

phone

299-6629

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

3100 Te0riasv OrNe

MATERIAL

selsol it takes re est ojoIR done.

trer,orairr.ectcfr,r.oc/neff...

and
figure aptitude.
Light
and
shorthand
good typingskills required. Excellent Ides.
benefits.

TELLERS

Coleman Nair Co.

Chicago

OPERATORS:

when you con

JEWEL FOOD

BANK

P...
P.

ri:Le='-"°

NEVPILONCN

The New

MUSIC FIELD

Opportunity

1-1 hby Club

THE HEIST

(will train)

DROWN & SHARPE

SHARP STEMOS

...inhume, too.

nny bond. Col Ws. Wed.

Custom. Correspondent

'PrgaNi!

o GOOD PAY PLUS BONUS
o LIFE INSURANCE
O o PENSION PLAN o MEDICAL PLAN

in,media( e openin,s in
execuoive office for

PROGRAMMERS

AND WE NEED 'ERR NM

fun'
for boys and girt, is
to see who can he Dm DM la

Phone 259-4399

IHea
f y7

ou

We Offer all Company Benefits Including:

girls wahmeretorlol ea

OPERATE

Pure Oil Division

0

FULL TIME

CLERK

SET UP 5093,

unwn

Village Hall ... 439-3900

ALLIED PRODUCTS CORP.

MARK TRAIL

CLOTHESPIN RACIST
By Cappy Dlek
The object of a clothespin
race, which is todnys

956,70

ALLEN CO.

261-35S6

5700 West Roosevelt Rd.

Figure

Elk Grove 1/010Re

767.6900

/ NO CAR EXPENSES

HOLD A

SECRETARIES

6301 Docolo Asa
Marion Grove, Ill.

TELETYPE CORP.

TO FILL OUT AT

ME YOU READY,

5

perience. Strong chrical

VUE'VE A LOT OF JOBS

/NO LEAD CHASING
/NO DOOR KNOCKING

R. O. HINTE

P ort° pak Eng Corp

awn figure ciptilude.

insurance Orsoi.

HETI

moral Interview Cul

POWER TOOL CO.

TELETYPE

elm.Shop

a. uniforms and lirefigheig

1...INANY,AANY Cemperq

cc

THOR

Laboratories Inc.

C

RACE AND SYSTEMS onag..1

ata HICKS ROAR ROLLING MEAD OGG 111, 50008

DES PLAINES

THE MNGER COMPANY
BOO E. Northwest Flw,
t. Prospect, III.

Baxter

MS -ERRS

pold bolldela

ILUN016 MEM, PENSION PLAN

If PCP-IC/NOM ALI., THEN CAL TRASK Se3.3,52

sill, NM bookkeeping
Los kground.
NAIL 1,3923

BOOKKEEPER

YI
sick Iletna per year

bad in Me PdacicY
GROOVE
wilb Me Mallon, Testae growing Sales Organisallon with no
ollocso,morr re mew.

1

Cull 0.11511,

'

JIVER ITENEPITS 30 clay maation after ems v0Ar
12 clArAs

Jou

1

COMPANY BENEFITS

CORPORATION

BETTER

view.

iTtlIrg7.7.1,',VV.,;r:L',...°T.
ielersell0

I:1 666 GARLAND PLACE (on Rand near Dempster)

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILS TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 2ND SHIFTS

INSURANCE AGENCY
Needs 2 girls
clerk
ypist,
general office

FUEL TINE OF

Apply

no oo0000000000OPODOonO0000o0on

LINDBERG NEVI -DUTY

13

WOMEN

mai Amain. Full cotAyeeY

P

5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie,

11 common.... gsies
lsenelit pogrom. inducliAA

wiwy woait PM, osPliMANL..94214.561MPORTNI,

Q TRW ELECTRONICS

CALL 437.0000

437.8500

AN

12I

DAY SHIFT 7 AN. TO 3:30 P.M13

Apply or Coll -

Leo Supply Si Tool Co

076.1000 esi

cbcfnm .1 proposal

CLERIC -TYPIST

roll or Pan Time

SECRETARY FOR
MT. PROSPECT
ATTORNEY

,-......p..

eiGENERAL TIME

WOMEN!

2:30-5 p.m.

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

PROGRESSIVE. inousal.commuxrnr.

NO FEE

24aelp Wattled Men

all Inst, of

-

(Z]

ir-oc7rnoc00thoz,c,=.==9",

EXPERIENCED

Call R. Podgorski today at

5,185-$225 A WEEK

5550 NO FEE

Melrose P051,

LIGHT TYPING .11Ln,

uunucc ben,. a

S5S5 West Touhy Ave.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN A PAST.GROWING.

TRAINEE

Animal

6:30-8:30 a.m.

fora confidential interview.
676-1000 E.. 6117

259-0740

STORES

A COIXTSEtAlll Er

A.M. ROUTES

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

Coos on or eali fern. nenviwnwor now.

CENTEX

3" 040 G.eusee Rd.

Wm oasis le help

Wheeling. Illinois

ANEMIA OPPORIVIIMmPLOVER

JEWEL FOOD

EIS Cease Wile,

General Office

Personnel Deot.

CALL MR. DIEDRICH

23implappta Agencallien

100 If elle SI.

14:45 am to 7:45 cue (6Va hrs.)

O NEW PRODUCTS

New Offices

School Bus, Inc.

Mechanical ENGINEERS

$150 Co11736 5747

S3,1234

relented p,lefogor. &oh. pesirafl

NEAT APPEARANCE.

WANAIIPIAAKI

Te,,PtSi

3rd ShIft

OR VISIT US AT

1955 W. North Ave.

for shifts starting afternoons.

!

DOOR CO.

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

Bushslor Degree o Slecirinel reeling., desired. work

GiftM 63TRUMPET sor. ra

sludicoted,

ww.

TORS

697.9000 ess. R06

P.M. ROUTES.

prommenial and an ...aliened Ihiwe

evod

CL 3-0340

nrs u17 goo 1231 Eley
Ihotione.
1 Arlilgum
Ad. AAMts.
60005

Earn Ewa Cash.
Paid Training

GENERAL FACTORY
WINKELMAN'S_

OVERHEAD

4:15 pm

4.1Soonto IBAS am

777 Wheeling Rood

cell Personnel Dept
345-0500, ext. 594
For An Appointment

259-645B

SCHOOL BUS

:4re You Going Places
or Standing Still?

SeCYC'ET'A'ECLESSSORIEE.

ri.pu=

ona

7.45 orn

2.1 alto

371/2

EQUAL OPPOPSDNITY EMPLOYE

MECHANICAL ENGINEER:

WANTED
ld0

YOUNG WOMAN

DRIVERS

end we do fee

FACTORY HELP

HELP WANTED -DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

159 .1230

CA11.5374/91111530 ono . 5pm

hour
weak . Excellent fringe
benefits.
Interviewing
Mon thru Fri.

MALE

MRS HELP

PP.

90tagn..

G/

EVEN SANTA

Park executive' office. 5

CAFETERIA HELP

MR. ELECTRICAL OR
SHHILLIN

POSITION?

uueAv
255 7010

E

529-7700

Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312)529-7700

Northisieti He,
824- I 188

Ex

We will Vain add 15c per hour for 256 shift and
18c per hour for 3rd DWI 10 paid Wide.
major medical and life insurance:, many c o no,

eropprd,Key Pubch
day week.

MATURE

many meracare Prourns.
tomb. appobamoni ce3

OR VISIT US AT
777 WHEELING ROAD
WHEELING, ILLINOIS

5555 West Foully Ave.

YAWEE DOODLE

CAREER

°enable Amiable

ood word. solo,

28,7500

-

for a

1st 6140 Mg AM 4:133 ehl

egularnoni

2nd Shift
Immeehate cowlings for

Sales Manager

'117 7)-1&.424242E

An equal Opportunity employer

MINA,NSI

for RoYs

HAVE YOU

FACTORY

Stoning ro. 33a per bow. acacia .MAR

676.1000 Est.. IR

..... TELETYPE CORPORATION

or

OPERATORS
women 23 To 33 peon sal ege

1970 Good Opp!, sk Ils

$2.57 To

1st Shift

REY PURsICb

MACHINE

HARPER COLLEGE

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Ness Pcchecs

dale, products. RS go 30 hour

CONTACT.

Travel Agency

PRODUCTS INC

ez,ntm local tesse:,

OPERATORS

CALL 53on7-1100

Ms for

i.>:

DES PLAINES
W.Gee
SSE E710

on., (rims how. owl wan,.

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS
CALL MR.P. JENSEN

0100

Begin AIM, .1e, 1

'"

end A.M./ madIng.

DAYS

Artists

SALES WOMEN

INC.

253-0185

e. offers rurapc oppormouosa ler o

see Northwest

Kitchen Steward

& FlOWerS

J OHN HENRICKS,

Zayre Dept Store

COST ACCOUNTING

956-1700

`1

for Gifts

Lee Supply & Tool Co

AVP1-99Miple 07717M951

person* cropmienco In aperoang

.16622 wo

APPIP in Person

WOODWORKER

2400 hod Aver.
Elk Grove Village.

Antiques

CALL 43743000

TOWERS HOTEL
aaA
Mee 33

251Ielp Plantedllareit

EKCO

ue, co,.

ARLINGTON PARK

PRODUCTS INC.

Clark Products

bin c_mereiso,y3 2333016

COMMISSION
Apply So Reston

ONSESIVILLE

In Iselusisinl Accouni.g.

WE NEED YOU N
.taa

!'ss°°4fsiwe.msos
i

EXCELLENT COMPANY
BENEFITS&

Selastorner-Chicago Div.
3/5 E. GREEN 51.

:a ivR,e,
Call Mr Wittenberg
VE

We Meg

Volkswagen, Inc

HOUSEMAN

tele cleaning

EKCO

air Company deceinP in
paper products. Huct

Asada., Exe.
eculir'nensBog

7665950

hue., cosi we ovcrwou. We BMWs. on

WAREHOUSEMEN

;711. sn:al

Coll Mr. Schou,

-

No eV

.ses

Pcgc 25

owl tow nowor

Des Plaines

TRUCK DRIVERS

HOTEL

work Ws man should hare analyliasl abllay and nwskouirci

cameo Immo. our Enuoisano conerowno one 1nelyde
elIernes maremeemehnogen

1,0 Work dram puler

NEED NO/HAN SO CARE FO
WELL BEHAVED .1 TN MO DO

no'il..1,1Lese171.1jol

I nday NeLember 12 1959

264Ittlatallirm

EMPLOYED/1AM.. DADDY

GIRL FRIDAY

Mechanic

HELLO,

116 Nelp Wanted Women
n

lisls Dos PI
297 1111

2516300

Automobile

HOU'd BONS TOUR

ACCOULIVNG ffUTIVIRE

Cashier -Typist

b

PI

MT PROSPECT

FULL TIME

Laboratory Technician

YOUR

HMO/acted Women
I

ZAYRE
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I SAW

26E10 Waded Walled

CG

ortWerth Um.

oa,711

2E4Pld Weaned

-

Short Out. ,

xI 044 am,

"r
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Diblp fated Pet

ACCOUNTANT

A Woe Me 5,Iss

r

iv 16

someday Nen

ehool

24 hillWalled Ma

MMISIENANCE

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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PAILAIIIL

WAITRESSES
MAIDS rn
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Day or Ecenrnq Hour,
APPM

Ti Rummage &Garage Me

cra

hens

o
c

.5.

:

WORK MOW -

14

pn

1 51 The Is

1

11 Me

16

11

el

Ego

ast.

a

Be Prepared

ho4

re 13121

H. Po

tl'."

WE NEED

Wa area:Agd
omen+, empoyer,

Wk.11-.611CH OPERATORS
STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

RCA

FOR TEMPORARY OFFICE
POSITIONS
TOP RATES - NO FEES

xodd,

ehmAhme.

All N. Dean Dr.

NOON DISHWASHER

41.1111¢1 to Bay

359,2228

;ArIAOIA3

SEE THE 19P0
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

HAMAIGNO M112

.T

ORGAN AND

Ho company

CALL 166.435.1

.

.NO.1

SCANDA HOUSE
RESTAURANT

CL 9.4100

es. music sta nd.

BARRINGTON

381-0899

Wonted: exams.. or secretarial
desk.

EXCLUSIVE

HALER

THE NNEWERVICE."

12.Autwo6des TEl Sale

.q<A

rocs TO
NIGHT OR DAY.

White Collar GiriS

"e7rtIZetc:71=

ler

clubby:es

358 35.

dm. ass,

I bar moils.

FOR WIRERS &

BR ND NEW
'69 POLARA

up. Blond ARC

Ns. AaMed,

mon. MA

3

Sento w1 dah.re 199.6311

69.8111711 Sehats-ChitICare
A SINNED NUMBER of new 61.1

ArwP739.3505

Toy Poodle 566., a.

VILII:tnfw'S NM.

Il

id

V

2

Or.

HELP

Well pay you not to watch TV while you learn

IA, .0. Poirried dresser. 510.

1st COOK

switch wiring during our new par, time, 6 P.n: .1 1
p.m shift or full Si,,.. if yOu prefer.

.1.0.1

I 81 COOK RELIEF

Qualified applicants ham S2.20 per hour wine

ma., 575.

DISH TRAY LINE
r
to Soon,.

emending o training school.

ONtheiab bows work dim you the aPPorAttY

Gad

for increased earnings.

adary

pod

working

oule. PIS,

aids

53,0156

747e Rent Apadments

000U.S.AISC, whilo smal,

WRSONNEt ODE

$1095

1969 DATSUN 2000

GELLMAN SHEPHERD 0111.6.2 ore
whit+ AIM 6 M
d

M14,P.

.5559 lot emir.

70-r:E17i4",,F'

TEACHERS

Woke`, 1.300

sees Ws, body ode edam. wheel coders,1

98s -DELTA 88s

Ply

1170 ROSS 3015 A liele less elm a Hide less

.z.fs.r.21 I VA. 4

1967 Pontiac Firebird

IllinefornisningsfumItors

"""

SHARP

PALATINEMOLUNG MEADOWS

O''"

it'nrEZCel7orCn1

rd:rt'efr.4.=711:rZ.L';:

HOLIDAY SEDAN

Dr. Clarence Schauer,

Vico Read.%
Aeodemic Affairs
Homer Cellage
Algonquin &
Roselle Rds.
Palatine, ill. ROOST

Ttlleto Wantodittett & Womeo

359+200 Eur 235

17.He1p Wanted Men & Women

Zs:.

1967 Mustang

1.1.14

S

AISAVAINIAMING%T.
01.5C RA 419.00

1968 Opel

$1395

196951,er Zig Zog

.9

I

1967 Chevelle

1967 Chev. Impala

bee

11495

'"''
1".

$9951

du, was ie

cent

le

3000 808 Rood

C)Westerso Electric'
MANUFACTORIES AND SUPPLE UNIT
OF TIM BRELSYSTEM

ro

:169 PC. COUNTRY MAN Mk me. PR.
SAVE

"

159 3200

oCyllesur, Automatic

gody

Body Molding.

Deegan

ai
eMnd

Moray

sub. 350.0155

rme

m's2295

ro'satE' '01

.

'65 CHEVROLET

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

BRONCOS

(With Snow Plow)

:Cro:c's:01='""1" rep A"d0 82 295
1969 01121112

259 Mr

-"-=-Pe'
Ford

air cant.

1957

4011,1

1969 LIMNS Ne. VS. auto. power iMbrin

'65 MERCURY
dtp.

tr=.:3t,,

$229

77

area

1968 OLDS CUTLASS 4 DR. V-8

060 CUTLASS 5 2 dr. hip. lull Ronan 0Ir coed

6695
block, SOO Morse 35,
Mr 6 30 PM

01

.IaSeaw.,bao9s

$199

0.

TAB CHRYSLER 300 4

$209

dr. hip. lull men oir

ond,w1.. block doH me,

'64 CHEVROLET

DELIVERY!

1968 CHEVY IMPALA 2 DR. H.T.V-8

70,,sez.:::,...c.........T......, ...... camp'

h

C

1968 FORD XL

'1895
Power

Awe "'A10.' end $2195

The Warld's Largest

$209

_

ECONOLINE VANS

IMMEDIATE

'2295

.1

$2499

1522

S

Dealership'

19670185 CUTLASS
""
NH.,

woRlims. Au

NEW -1970 Chevy Pick

v'""
Come in and

5544mmallnstruments

'1395

se, or

1967 GALAXIE "500"

Up Truck.

$1395
19sa sonO .30 compor seeciol.
locn colhhAf'T9.A..".'

'Lt. :An= RT1713'.5t

0

Deluxe Herter, Padded Dash, Holum; Lite,,
wPeep

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE

I

Heal, SP...ONO

CALL

966.5540

CIIPMElli &WM) 53. NA 4 mos+ lo

$1795

1967 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON

$1595

Ambles./ Arl
1968

sody

FOR

1968 OLDS CUTLASS 2 DR. H.T.V-8

MUM)] dr..e. VA auto. pow

Visibility Oro,.

sraecne

1968 CHEVY IMPALA CONVERTIBLE V-8

Spurs

ap:4:4

cc:

'. ;4'199

1965 FORD GALAXIE "500"

1515 <009611Pts.

vs. our, v..

'

-

RATE i;

$695

vess

1964 CADDY SEDAN SEVILLE

/968 MUSTANG 2 + 1 Fastback GI package, 4

speed 160Aer ^..11,..T.N...

195

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$2295

1962 MUSTAME 2 + 2 nelbeek VA a., Powo
paw., bmkeh Ield down low
SPY E i

heal

551101211lostmonents

dr. lop. roe. Nosh

SnorMe, WAN

otsSM'Vt!!!".'.....!7! '2295

1968 MUSTANG H.T. 741 - Power
wtl.

Say

GM. See

0-0.Asking.rr.5200.i

Imo

time

le, Hide Mk Room

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

1968 CAMARO CONVERTIBLE V-8

les.639 ass,

$2296
1107

HARD TOPS

C962 FOND VANS:12110e capon. low ritiat3g,

DRAFTING TRACERS
JOHNSON WATER
COCONDITIONING CO.

1g4="4,-'

500

Pnwcc

255 ^060

62.50.

$25 OIFICERTIFICATE

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
AM. to +.15P.M
or
956.2641
956.2642

A-1 USED CARS A-1

125

wagon 6 pass PST vidi.

DELIVERY

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

2 -DOOR

GALAXIE

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III 4 DR. H.T.

'8,1Te'roTATar=.

don. 55. Good see.

9695

c

IMMEDIATE

Is"

An

,,="=,=,,',,",1211.7..7."$2395

Awl mot.e.cs ....

CARPETINGSA1E

wino.

Pow,

$189

1966 Dodge Coronet

'c'a'.1"" 3!

1040 Rent Houses

AwAWGZIST AUCTION CO

001.00"$2495

1968 OLDS 88 2 DR. H.T. - Full
up.

$2250 $ up.

'66 CHEVROLET

105.,Golowe 261

We have immediate openings hr

Rapid Progresolon

vry 61.5 CS 5.1765

ppw,

JOHNSON WATER

DRAFTING TRACERS

$1960

150,,

MS Chan,. 2 door Hord lop

Perfal6116.75 CS 5 1400

EXPERIENCED KEYPUNCH OPERATORS.

...A

1969

5305.AI tor 6 CL GA"

1967 Dodge Dart

$995

460.2104

din

CONDITIONINGC0
515.1101er 350.3200

1968 CHEVELLE MALIBU H.T. V-13 - RoOAIAPEE'.brfW':::'65;ASitAIZ'

Me ow, 8aJoc- smiled wagon

695

$51.30Tax Included
5.13 per meek

FOR a

Radio, Air OnndlINnMp, While Side Wall

$4700

"02151910'S ]'2'"

$2095

r°°'

$1295

her

GENERAL CLERICAL HELP

H

Ira gdcer holm. eels

1965 Coronet "500"

. couch: CombE gran
IA. Couch: ToNes: DNA

including Flo s Aced:

1969 FORD XL

Fact. air cond. Custom ESN

1967 Merc Voyager

$1095

Dees Luernmee

JOB

5

UnsoNABLA

LOOKING

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLES:

1969 FORD PICKUPS
.1969

1968 Ford Torino GT

SHARP

Meehan Nest Go
GoingWiner!

dom. ma.

1968 OLDS DELTA 88 4 DR. H.T.

'68 OLDSMOBILE

'67 BUICK

'1195

BACIALOR'S

p

$2695

1968 PONTIAC TEMPEST 2 DR. H.T. V-8

$4200

'1995

NOW ONLY

1:tt_tidrue.ve. s sera eil No aro x

ORIG. LIST 16000

35848+1

Ce11294.1.13Solt.6PM.

EsE

Pow. Stecnno

'r."$2595

YOUR PRICE

1968 Dodge Polora

1966 Mere "Co lonte"

Exc. cond. 320 set. Ouch Tea
mese
bad zw/

Ao

-

'sia'c'ri

765.9211

Maples! kitchen
Mle. ere leek 4 evelig. chrs.

Signe.

Rour

TRUCK CENTER

$2695

'69 LTD.2-DOOR HARD TOP

Pop

HAL IOANT75:ort 1"0. $2195

1968 FIREBIRD 400 CPE.

JIM AIKEY'S

1963 Chev. Biscayne

$895

Subsidiary of General Telephone 8 Elearonirs
Copperione

Power

cola

'995

$1795

1963 Olds "Jet 88"

cond.576.

"7152895

1968 OLDS 98 4 DR. H.T. - Fee

$2400

lono demi, 10.
IS IeAL. code cabinet don,

400 North Wolf Rd., Northlake, Illinois

4

A

1970

barber chair 2115505
[Mem. 15 cu. Ir.Chgar.Fmoseh

0L'm "" '

ry

1920 020 GT TORNINO6 AM.. owl

'69 "98" 4 -DR.

1968 Monaco

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

Rom ek. drag pock, 4

ass.sois

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,

1968 VISTA CRUISER 9 PASSENGER

$3888

634001

X;

3 LEFT IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

1968 OLDS LUXURY SEDAN - sr cseseere-

SPECIAL

OF THE WEEK

Gale. ye

1066

Radio.

LSet'':,;;O=rstV.''''°!":"."..""".$2895

Needs no work 439.1.7

MOO. tat.

Power.

$5000 i;

Used Cars

1051 MERCURY male. semi.

FORD

1968 TORONADO H.T. - r.n

SEE MR GINO OR MA CATRONE

GAIReady

FULL SIZE

NOW ON SALE

JIM AIKEY'S

.7.0113

NEW 1969

37 To Choose From

HI -PERFORMANCE CENTER

POPS.. 3100 Coll oiler 5 P M

9995

1968's

$2897!

WORTH- THey;p4,

$1995

(NOT ONLY MAVERICK BUT ALSO)

Used Cars To Choose
From

lis...s. Gm, Ned ...0 seed sss. eel

ellen 269,28

r'"

Inienristerino

Monday thin Thursday OM A.M. to 9:00 P.M,
Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to Naar

The Largest, Finest
Selection of new and

Dolma, 500

CUTLASSES -F -85s

$2295
eic.'1:TL4

$3244

TORONADOS

19995

9995

and

1970

HOSPITAL

Please apply in person.

Our Emmaus Gold Seal 8
Green Seal Warranties

rvg:iattES:Ve

'69 FORD

'1995
9995

THE INDUSTRY

1965 Chev.

4 sped

SHARP

HOLY FAMILY

$2695

7965 Pontiac 2+2

=TA; ;PZA116,"' Chan."

"'"0:174174.11=
nlending benefits -and close 0 hoe,

PM,

SELLING ENTIRE INVENTORY
At DRASTIC ttEDUFIONS DUE TO OVER
SURPLUS talLEALA SHARP USED CARS.

269-1155

SPEED OSIEEN Ems *Mos dryer.
n,,a1Comescoo225

WARRANTY IN

Slode 100.2222

1970 ROSS 029'.5

7I .Arts. and Rooms to Share

DACHSHUND

IsAlArTA'AHr3r0 AdAlbAde'sAA1

COOKS HELPER

8,

" 'lir-

New '69s at
Factory Invoice

IN STOCK

cs

67 Neb. Adorn
4 NA A0.

MI. coed

440

$2895

Ake new

.0.

726A after 3

hr.r. R SC roh,o

10Roonn8oar1llooselmeping

DIETARY

SOLDERERS

Pa.C.'c72

BRAND NEW
'69 CORONET

AMAEIARTNEw fb.N1R5RAS"Ng0A

GE. Wm.. and Dry, Goad
C+13608615

THE FINEST

$2441

linied gloss.

25

r "ASTI/51'9'P

ttIMINT

ASSIDRAAINGOVORATO,

Cedar Spaniel

o:r7iettenut

Coll Tom Brody
259-6000

ittsliNOT

70.00 MIT NW/41 wmcl.
,2.4023

UNITED CARD CO.
FULL TIME OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

N. ford Foldon6 5alk. ON,

SNOWMOBILE DEASFRENIPS

Aluell6r Old.. gm 'ernes.
.,M1 pool

and there is a Reason Why!

Odor& SOO

fen 6.37 3066

...s
44 Dogs,Pets &Equipment

S.16 266.6317

cyl. Moallowlork VelloW.

19 FORD

1124ttarraes Folio

5811111181101111e-206e1

is

.Able C11.1756

Nee steady work.

MIPROSPECT

392-5230

Waned

Mness OpportmOie1

MEN OR WOMEN

smonso-scir

"nn'T.3

w

S71;.1757111125

IS STILL

courtew11064. select WA cruisemode.MA nada

iteem, lbOCC 100, moik

126 N COON ST,

FOR RESSIOADONS CMS

REALTORS

cam 2 *Lea :Ano3125.
n. mPaac

E

2 besoddl 1.051,53 5Z5,16.

Sir,

THE MAGIC D LIAR SIGN

or keyed corm... maidens. seat bolo

IMPORT MOTORS

1 eN.

wed 111 sfmcife

.'69 FORD

'RP GP,. schloung uum
W.AAArAAAA.','AWAW

+AV EssNO

FOR ORIENTAS RUOS.

111-Mothro)nlas and Scootets

THE II YEAR CAP!

From

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

OVER 150 NEW
1969's IN STOCK
30 DEMOS
ALL MODELS 8 EQUIPMENT.
1970 MAVERICKS $1995 .
IN STOCK

'WA

SARA.A.CAAr C"d

NORWOOD FORD

JIM AMY FORIYc

1111portsCars

Seasons Greetings

,

We're the IT orld's Largest'

to :re p 1.1 ere 43,0,
of+ Call INce 2270.am

Vire'117:Zer'sr::..=

Register with us

anY

td",.1:1.2

111.6utoolobiles For Sale

RIC GROVE VILLAGE

SLINGER.. drum au

METAL 1346,2 .12.26

Cull MI.
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Ocw . I m holley elmicch
recurM Del d Eute ca.
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1,61101 17.5 Mods re led 61
enlisted ballanc..1. leo acted
S

or b

161wo

* CASH

2/Melp WantettMen & Women
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Rm

CULLY AUCTION CO.

AGA
to be Oren .way. 00 Hai Pan
alacric stow. Wry good condi

MI
55, 0 oft

WIN AUSIPARh MI+ I
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auto shopping

107 -Auto Parts and Awn

t

PALATINE

by

MEG, 52D, 301165,

both:

1

A Sole conducted

.7.30.13

me

O.A.

PHILIPPE BROS 358 1800
SS Musical Instrumeats

hi a.

LS

pool re(0. Nam
51/S lobos CI 3-676B Mt 7

20,3626 Mon. through
AM.to

el

amid.

she cm

301istellanaout ttetchootlise

E..

2 scram

SI, 500

40 Sporting Ganda

1

do,. geopsiong. ne glen.

for Extro
Holiday Expenses
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ARLINGTON HEIGHTS e., .00
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STOW
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1.1
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SJE:

226100
671.m Cop Cod 1 BR
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ANTIQUE AUCTION

025
s
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6
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RANDHURST CENTER

5160na n o 1
cob he

107 Ala Part,andOznecs

PAO A/C Cob k I Menal.
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hog

tri; 91171,, :,"701

R s=

N

E

nel
not h
e

TOWERS HOTEL

mf.16511

ptc

14 Arto and Antiqop

ARLINGTON PARK

$ MM.

kiraS Gre.r. 2 Ma Pacch

r

"

Ant 'ClorE'r6A1Z1w

OE Rolf otWO Wed

85261161176Aw
°.;

SECRETARY

HOUSEKEEPING

Countryside Restaurant

Nedetiliglese
.nu 2 bedmon

CAPPOPE,

$1295

RAND 8 CENTRAL RD DES PLAINES, ILL

1964 RAMBLER

Ohnnhh

'295

$1895
Coll BPI 763R

0,1p!ferrrgrAt1211:7rar .".""s7:;: Ai

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'
PALATINE

GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE'

Palatine 35+4035 on 10 am

Lt.2x4,

Famous Nome Brands!
10% to 3094 Off on Display Mesehondlael
Mem Used Spe6d1s1

PHILIPPE BROS.

ti

SRLINSIOR MS.

11:11ELART,Ay2AVIDSON CUPPER

EVROLET

SCONMANT LOCATIONS:
62 -Wanted to Rant

SOO E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

CLOSED SUNDAY

Phones: 8254871
Chicago 774.177

'421,,94
CLOSED SUNDAY

DES PLAINES, ILL.

827-2163

Hours: Mon. Min Friday 9 00 to 9 00
Spt. 9:00165 00 Closed Sundays

PHONE 827 3111

0
-

150, E. NORTHWEST HWY:

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years
OPEN EVENINGS

0

0

JIM AIKEY FORD

358-1800

'

0

3.0 in111

84
el/

r

1 NORWOOD
10.0. IR 41.1111

ir me. I e

I
wag

SHORT RIBS

On TV -Today
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Friday, December 12, 1969

IONIGIII

OUT OUR WAY
HEY, BIG DADDY!
SEE YOU GOING
TO BECOME ONE

MAN, YOU
SURE GOT
SOME WORK

OFLIS.,YSURE
LOOK MEAN
FOR A

LOVE CHILD!

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

TO DO ON

ISNT THAT )YEH, LITTLE
A LAUGH?!!
DOES HE
THAT HIPPIE
KNOW THE
TOOK OL

I'M PROUD OF you,
AMOS! you COULDA
COPPED OUT WHEN I
SAID YOU LOOKED OUTA

THOSE THREADS! BAGGY CAME FROM
PANTS
THE PLANT
A FLOWER. FOR,01.;IE MARDI GRAS
CHILD IS
OF 1-115 !
PARTY!.. HIS

YOU SURE BEING

YOUR BAG?

6:00
2
5

TONGUE! BuT IF I BACK

OUT NOW, HELL DECIDE

I NEED TWICE AS

MUCH ROADWORK! I'D
BETTER HUMOR HIM
TEMPORARILY!

SHAPE! 13U1 SEEN' YOUR
ALL TIGER, WE'LL START
OUR JOGGIN' PROGRAM
TOMORROW AZT 6 AM. I

FIRST IN

YEARS!

11 NIT Playhouse
"The Duel " A

ibe

ME AND MY CONFOUNDED

BULL JUST

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

7

News
News
News

9

Dick Van Dyke

Show

26 Spanish News

32 The :Musters

A SPLENDID
FATHER!

7:15
11 PREMIERE:

of Chekhov's short

German Fairy Tales
A series of classic
international
fairy

love affair in a Cri-

tales are presented in

A color film trip to
Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota is

6:25
2 , VI3BISI-TV

"Carma.

torial

the tale of a beautiful
peasant girl who en-

26 Quiz

chants a king with
her harp music.

6:30
Get Smart

2

Vincent Price
guest stars as a mad
fiharmircist
who

threatens to "freak

tsibt. e

Ed Platt.
5
High Chaparral

Kevin Grant but
soon fired.

John Banner. Robert
Clary.

Shnsny Oisrante
Presents the Lennon
Sisters Hour

Ranch is threatened

Farrell poses as a
longshoreman in or-

by an Indian war.
Henry Darrow Leif

ROBIN MALONE

Erickson.

der to investigate
conditions on the
waterfront.
Robert

Cameron

Mitchell.
7

WHAT BETTER PLACE '?1 FErlIT75 ANY KIND OFToWN WE'VE.
BOTH OUTI-WP OUR
055.1
.1

Let's

Make

Deal

051.01,16

Star Trek
11 TV College
German.

26 'InrIay's Racing
32 Voyage to the

FOR, SOME REASON 'THEY

Buttons of the Sea .
6:55

7:00
The Good Guys

diamond ring and
has the diner partnership in an uproar

Your

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 usual

Saturday routine. Experiments are out if you would
have this a day of pleasure.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

Jan. 20) --Home activities already under way will take your
members have the key to new

1111.--11177:11

ph a..

success.

191 --An unexpected opportunity to complete a business deal
begun earlier in the week may

make it imperative that you

I'LL ASK Cll_t

WINTHROP...

211 -Possibilities of obtaining
aid from a source you thought
had long ago dried up adds a
bright note to your immediate
future.
ARIES (March 22 -April
201 --The wise Aries won't insist on leisure this' Saturday-not when a little labor brings

WILLYOU CO IT?

you KNOW WHAT YCL1

cial gain may well be offered
you by a friend. Think twice,
however, before mixing busi-

6K16 70 6IL/UPON

UN-AMERICAN

THE BORN LOSER

Bobby

Sher-

man.

1:00

"Dr. Mabuse vs.

26 A Black's View

Scotland Yard." The
spirit of evil Dr. Mar-

of the News
32 Honeymooners

buse

occupies

10:30

Mery Griffin

Show

1:25

5 Tonight Show
7
Joey Bishop
Show
9

9

Cromie Circle

"The Survival of
Animals" is the sub-

Movie

ject.

"Say

One

For

Me." A Broadway

2:10

priest gets involved

with a chorus girl

and a
show.

rYOU

SEE...THERE
BUT FOR THE

24 -Aug.

ACROSS
1 Closely
7 Adjacent
11 Reach

GRACE(GOD,
(cO YOU WITHOUT'
YOUR ELEVATOR
SHOES, HARLEY

destination
12 Unrelated
to ethics
15 Forgive
16 Hindu poet

;V;DSON!
"NM

reach is great. Fight against
it.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)-

-Friends in a position to further your ambitions must he
cultivated. Take care, how-

Ukraine
6 City in Shensi
(China)
7 Burmese wood

sprite

(1861-1941)

231 -

chases definitely out of your

3 Timetable
abbreviation
4 Go on
horseback
5 City in

CAPTAIN EASY
YOU OUTDID YOURSELF, EASY,REcOVERING
THIS 90 PROMPTLY AND SAVING THE FACE
OF OUR RESEARCH LAB ENTRUSTED WITH Ill KNOW
MY

I

THIS'LL SE THROwEp ourA

DUNH,IT9 SO, SEEK'

couRr: C. CONFESSED BEFORE
UNCLE JAKE'S CAREER
YOU EARNED IT MAY BE USED
END LIKE DIS:

RIGHTS,.

AGIN ME:

I\

END, MY

EYE: HE'S
ONLY 77.

ever, to offer something in return.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-Take care of correspondence
immediately. A day when the
contact you makeimith another may be vital to you both.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

DID YOU FIll
OIL LEAK THAT FORCED

US DOWN?

IT WAS A
FAULTY GAUGE

.,110T A LEAK:
WE CNN LEAVE
TOMORROW!

2

McHale's Navy

2

2:40
Late Report

TV charity

40 501 (Roman)
41 City
(comb. form)
42 Encourages
45 Reply (ab.)
46 Almost there
49 Girl's name
52 Red color
54 Nearly
(2 words)

time

being. You'll have plenty of
time and reason to experiment
later on.

CAMPUS CLATTER
THERE'S A GROUP FROM THE
HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
DEMONSTRATING, AGAINST THE
SO-CALLED HYPOCRISY AND
IRRELEVANCE OF OUR GRADING

SYSTEM, PRESIDENT POMP

AND T MUST ADMIT, THEY'VE -\
A SIMPLY WONDERFUL. IDEA

FOR A SYSTEM To
REPLACE IT!

'

GRAS

NO!

anus
stung
sang

IN, Ir Nu.

wren

OMMOPQ MMODMES
UMOMMW
MUOM OU©MIS
DMO OORM UMW
OMIRMUOR
UOMMO
a0M10 OMEMIRMMRIM
UMM
MOMM
PMRIA
MOP ODOM UMMP

12

15

16
17

20

18

22
26

27

46.

42

..

52
58

47

48

28

29
34

37

38

40

41

43

30

31

35

44

X49 I
53

14

24

33

39

13

19

23

32

61 Kind of

1 Short sleep
2 Historical
period

21

25

58 Prominent
individual
59 City in
Alabama
60 Permits

DOWN

snag

WMIMMINEWADU
MMMDMO

11

36

harrow

smut

MOM
MAIM©
MIVICE1
OUWM
DMOM DMV
RMOMURROM
MOM
MIMMIMM MOCIRMIKIR

8 Visual
24 Hebrew letter 43 Assail
17 Boy's name
representation 26 Greek letter 44 Shuts noisily
19 One beyond
9 Russian
2? Revolutionary 46 250 (Roman)
help (coll.)
(coll.)
novelist
47 Civil War
20 Pronoun
10
Danube
29
Chateaubriand general
23 Literary genre
tributary
heroine
2.5 Linger
48 Kind of
13 Exist
30 Russian
close by
examination
14 Brythonic sea
revolutionary 50 Slush
28 Symbol for
god
31 Yellowish
tantalum
.51 Canadian
18 Less than
metal
29 Church
province (ab.)
exactly
34 High
vestment
53 Bitter vetch
.(2
words)
mountain
32 Mountain
55 Offer
20 Dishonor
35 River (Sp.)
ridge
56 Rubber tree
21 Of hours
37 Poem
33 A fourth
57 Three times
42 Stage whisper
36 African stork 22 Each
(comb. form)
38 Vine
2
3
5
6
39 English
7
9
10j

cathedral city

22) --Cling to old methods of

the

mind of a mental scientist.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Almost

your budget and to make pur-

1'

dell,

Robert

Movie

CAVA L -S-4

The temptation to disregard

stun
smug
snug
gust
gaunt
gnat
gamut

Brown, Joan Blon-

Seattle.

7

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Any who appear to be
making an effort to approach
you in friendship should he
met at least halfway. Go the
extra mile if you must.

must
mast
aunt

home. Robert Recd.
Florence Henderson

12:55
News

DON'T -

ings behind.

stag
sung

and Stempel takes
place when Stempel's
sister comes to

9

0171ti,7)

with a trying situation on the
home front. Leave no ill feel-

MUSTANG

10:00
News
News
News
News

GERMS:

ness with friendship.
GEMINI
May 22 -June
211 --The Gemini who is long
on patience will be able to deal

Answers to
Hideaword

The long-awaited
fight between Jason

the

12:35

21 -May

211 --An opportunity for finan-

doing things for the

Brides

on

32 100
Paintings
Great Music

I WON'T USE MY NEW

ARE? YOLA2E

fort involved.

LEO (July

satire

"Cleopatra" epic.

EEK & MEEK.

advantages far in excess of ef-

TAURUS )April

a-

A

9:30

2

Here Come the

7

45

W51
54

a

Movie
"Carry On Cleo."

MORTY MEEKLE

rr/JI.JSTONC5 M0f2E,

change Saturday plans.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March

runs

Hepburn.

gainst Greg for student body president
and the fight carries
over into the Brady
and Ann B. Davis.

.7-11711.11-

time today. Younger family
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

The Brady

Bunch
Marcia

London with

12:30

Paul Harvey

Holden, Audrey

Baker

32 News Final

I NF r Journal
32 Truth or Con-

7
9

to,

blind detective.

Comments

5

Movie
"Paris When It
Sizzles." Concerns a
script writer who has
2

ish a picture. William

Edelman and Joyce

Dec. 221 --Stick strictly to your

in

9:25

32

2

only a few days to fin-

7

Paces

Street:" Mystery set

5

Show
32 Password
8:00

the insurance money.

Van Patten.

[OR SA 'I URDA1

12:05

Movie
"Twenty-three

2

sequences

over how to spend

Bob Denver. Herb

Horoscope

is

Mike Douglas

9

Claudia loses her

BUGS BUNNY

Mr. Deeds Goes
to Town
Longfellow thinks
his people have become too computerized so he campaigns to have them
meet and greet each
other.

26 Big Play

2

12:00

Top Plays of the
NFL
5 Midnight Repcg14
7 Chios& Shosiv,."y"..
2

7

9

WONT LET ME IN ?Ng
PUBLIC UNARY.

P Reports."

,

Stack.

a

average" and "S &

Mike Douglas. Norm
Crosby and the Stoney Mountain Cloggers in a salute to St.
Louis.
9
Perry Mason
26 Boxing
32 News '

"The Power" Dan

ex-

market," "Dow -Jones

G es t s include

Game

The Cannon

HE IMAGE

Name of the

Bostain

plains stock market
jargon such as "bear

9:00
Bracken's World
Marjorie
Gran('

business. Bob Crane.

5

11:00

11 Investing in the
Stock Market
Jim

Klink in the antique
,

D.C. Don Adams.
Barbara Feldon and

dy with Cary Grant.

takes a job at Century
Pictures in an attempt to save her
marriage to producer

7:30
2 Hogan's Heroes
Hogan sets up Col.

and

32 Movie
"Topper." Come-

features.

5

Hot

Blues

mean seaside town.
32 Of Land and Seas

the Harp Girl," tells

-

26 Red

of a waning

story

German. The first
program,

if,Jqooliflo

11 Washmgton
Week in Review

television adaptation

55

56

57

59
61
12

.

WEATHER

1/1

Tonight: Partly cloudy,

low 15 to 22; Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, warmer.

Telephone

JAW

2554400
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Key test coining
in a Con -Con
ower showdown

'

By Richard Crabb

"Ik

dyttrjr..-

It"!

The Constitutional Convention has a big week coming

'
ASze"--z.,..**-

gates who are to serve on them.
Advocates of having a
strong leader for the con-

vention .want President Witwer to appoint all committees.

Delegates from the north-

A restaurant building, long a landmark to Mount Prospect

restaurant and a bowling alley stood, was sold last spring to the L.

residents, crumbles into oblivion Sunday afternoon as Gunnell's

Fish Furniture Co., headquartered in Chicago, The Fish Co.
plans to build a $1 million home furniture center on the site.
(Photo by Dan Bolas)

Restaurant becomes part of local legend with the thurst of a
bulldozer's blade. The Gunnell property just south of the tip of
the Kensington, III. 83 and Rand Rd. triangle, on which the

Elk Grove officials to help
solve housing problem
By Bob Casey

Elk Grove Village officials
have agreed to form a joint
committee with Neighbors at
Work (NAW), a local commu-

nity group: to seek a shortrange remedy for the lack of
low-income housing in the village.

At a meeting at Queen of the

Rosary Church yesterday afternoon, local officials heard
NAW's Clyde Brooks urge the

location of 30 mobile home
units within the village limits
to house low-income families

ation not on emotionalism, not

by trying

to

something constructive about
it," Coney said.
"Anything we can do within

100 interested residents.

RESPONDING TO Brooks'

request for formation of the
joint committee, Pahl named
Frederick Bragiel, 600 Charing Cross Rd., Alton Broten, 601 Walnut, and Trustee
Richard McGrenera as village
representatives.

BROOKS SAID the village
should plan for community
needs, as well as for things like

industrial growth.

orities," he said. "We must
allowed to happen and that is
to subordinate human needs
and human development to

Santa?

committee.

of a family's income, Brooks
said.

the Mount Prospect Plaza.

days 10:30 a.m. to 4:30

yesterday to house our
people," he said. "1 know of
no other programs, with the
exception of those which
would take two or three years,

which we can implement immediately."

BROOKS ALSO said his
plans

to

local

ask

churches for funds to support
its activities and to help meet
the expenses of providing ade-

quate temporary housing for
low-income

families

in

the

every day from 9:30 a.m. to
:30 p.m.

Prospect.

Young

Republicans

of

hold a Christmas party in
Mount Prospect on Friday.

In charge is William Gap of Arlington Heights,

Nov. 25. He plans to leave
Washington late in the after-

Township YRs. The party will

president of the Elk Grove
be held at Butch McGuire's
at 8 p.m. McGuire's is three
blocks east of Illinois 83.

anyone," Pahl.said.

Gifts stolen

Rep. Philip Crane of Win -

board

and myself will meet with any
group at any time to listen to

A 1965 Volkswagen valued
at $700 belonging to Charles

any good program to make this
a better community," he said,
Trustee George ,Coney said

Dittmer of 708 N. Elmhurst,
Mount Prospect, was stolen
Sunday from the driveway of
his home. Dittmer told police
that Christmas gifts valued at

the village cannot legally do
anything about substandard
housing outside the village
limits.

be

noon, after Congress adjourns
for the holidays, in order to be
in Mount Prospect.

Hall, 300 E. Rand Rd. (Rt. 12)

"We are opposed to inadequate, poor housing for

"THE VILLAGE

n

a hopes to attend. 'I his will
trst event Crane has attended in the 13th District
since being elected to congress

northern Cook County will

Pahl told the meeting that
the village government is inage.

slated to get the other vice-

act called for only one vice-

presidency.

The key test will come, if

Philip Crane (R-Win-

"It is also a fine way to honor the memosy of a dedicated

Mount Prospect Finance
Committee, Village Hall;
8 p.m.

School District 57, 701

as chairman to break a tie in
favor of a recommendation favoring committee appointments by the Con -Con president.

mittee has recommended three

president.
A second vice-president was

agreed upon, as a part of the
package agreement between
Republicans and Democrats

Nov. 25.

ton) for the seat in the U. S.
Senate. The winner would be
opposed by Illinois Treasurer

For state senator there are
no primary races in northern
Cook, Lake or DuPage Counties. In the state House of Representatives, where there is ac-

cumulative voting, there are
There are a record six Republicans already filed in the
1st District. made up of New
Trier, Evanston and the east
half of Northfield Townships,
where both Republican in -

two incumbent Republicans
running in the primary.

The Democrats in the 3d
District are incumbent Rep.
Eugenia Chapman (D -Arlington Heights), seeking a fourth
term in the legislature, and
Gerald J. Mannix, 934 Arrowhead Dr., Palatine.

Republicans running in the
3d District are Rep. Eugene F.
Schlickman
(R -Arlington

Heights) and Rep. David J.
Regner (R -Mount Prospect).

District.

Maine and
New Trier Townships, there
are three men entered in the
Republican March 17 primary, two incumbents and a
includes

challenger. Seeking an impres-

$100, tools, and two baseball
gloves were in the auto.

THE PARTY will also be a
benefit for needy families in
the northern suburbs and fam-

ilies in the 27th Ward of Chicago, where the Cook County

Young Republicans are this
holiday season helping to provide a good Christmas for families in this ghetto area. A donation of $1.50 from each person will be asked at the door.

This is the first year that the
Young Republicans in the

Rep.

Robert S. Juckett Sr. (R -Park
Ridge) is seeking a third term.

Challenging the incumbents

northern Cook County area
have held a Christmas party. It

The office might go to the
delegates labelled as 'independents' who also account for 10
or more of the delegates. There
are about the same number of
Negro delegates, and the third
vice-president might be named

from that group."
President Witwer will deterpresidents, however many are

ONE MAN -ONE VOTE --

In the Democratic primary

The temporary rules Committee is to recommend that
each Con -Con delegate be ap-

in the 4th District are two can-

pointed to but one "substan-

is Roy H. Bergquist of Niles.

didates,

neither of them in- tive" committee, meaning

a

cumbents. Incumbent Warm-

committee that will work out

an is not seeking re-election in
order that he can run for Congress. The candidates are Kenneth D. Lindquist, a teacher at

proposed new sections for the
Illinois constitution.
Many delegates are known
to think that there would be an
advantage to each member of

Maine West in Des Plaines,
and Aaron Jaffe, an attorney

the convention sitting on two
committees.

of Skokie.

In this way every standing
committee could have a representative of every other com-

SIMON
SUI3U
\
SAYS

mittee and as a result there
could he brought to hear, a
cross section of convention
opinion in the decisions of every committee.

4..

Did you hear about the distraught young mother who

CERTAINLY THE
saves

for a rainy day so she can send the kids to the movies?

cumbents are retiring.

sched-

uling of committee work
would be greatly simplified by
having each delegate sit on one

(C('nfinucd

Page ..))

District 59
to discuss hot
lunch program
Hot lunch programs in District 59 are scheduled for discussion at 8 p.m.. tonight at the
hoard meeting. 2123 S. Arlington Heights Rd.. Arlington
Heights. Also on the agenda is
a projection of accounts and of
district spending by Louis
Audi, assistant superintendent
in charge of finance.
.

people from the several suburbs an opportunity to get better acquainted.

Want Action?
Use a Day
Want Ad

Townships taking part in

the Christmas party are Elk
Hanover,

Northfield, New Trier, Niles,
Maine, Evanston, Palatine,
Barrington and Schaumburg.

Ruth NI. Redmer of Des
Plaines writes:
."Thank you so much for
the fine results from my re-

Santa train
stolen, found

Wilshire, Mount - Prospect.
The train which measured 12
feet by three feet was found in
a neighbor's yard Saturday.

gates 15 are women.

elected.

(R -Skokie).

events will be held in the coming year in order to give young

Friday from in front of the
home of Jack Doyle, of 702

on

Simmons

is expected that other social

A Santa Train lawn decoration valued at $50 was stolen

vide an opportunity to give
some minority group among

mine the duties of the vice-

School District 214, 799
Kensington; 8 p.m.

Wheeling,

The third vice-presidency is

something of a mystery. It is
intended, apparently, to pro-

sive eighth term in the state
legislature is Rep. Arthur E.

W. Gregory; 8 p.m.
School District 59, 2123
S. Arlington Heights Rd.; 8

Grove,

is

ton Heights, said, "This raises
interesting possibilities. The
third vice-presidency might go
to a woman. Of the 116 dele-

which

there are two Democrats and

Decatur,

IN COMMENTING

ditional candidates will file for
the March Republican primary in the 1st District.

IN THE 3D District, which

from

this John Woods, 3d District
Con -Con delegate of Arling-

Schlickman is seeking a fourth
term and Regner a third.

IN THE 4TH

G. Lyon, is expected to get
one of the vice-presidency's
and Elbert S. Smith, A Re-

the delegates representation at
the officer level.

Alan R. Johnston and
Frances Dawson are not seeking re-election. It is expected
that two and perhaps more ad-

Des Plaines on the cast to Barrington and Elgin on the west,

feated Warman in a special
13th District election held

races in every district.

Meetings

forced to cast his personal vote

in November, 1970. Crane de-

Stevenson Ill next Nopublic servant who did so Adlai
vember.
much for the village for so

.

member, Witwer was

extends from Northbrook and

"would hopefully be used in

have wanted.

a

netka) in the general election

offices. Expected to file during
the day is Republican William
H. Rentschler of Lake Forest,
who has announced he will oppose Sen. Ralph Smith (R -Al-

the purchase of special equipment for the gym. This would
make it a functional tribute
which I think George would

is

Crane plans to attend Yule
party 'of Y ungRepublicans

area.

eliminate the housing short-

publican

Assembly's Con -Con enabling

vide some additional primary
contests in national and state

Board approval of the naming of the gym and establishing
of a memorial fund is seen as a
mere formality.

of two generations of Mount

pert

terested in working actively to

vice-presidents. The General

"A George Wittenberg memorial fund," said Esmond,

quire a formal vote of the park
district hoard.
Teichert noted that many
Mbunt
Prospect
residents

one-half of the two man police
force, to a community of
30,000 with a force of 28 men
when he retired in 1965.
His 34 years of service, beginning in 1932, spanned parts

p.m. and 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. and Sundays 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

Anne H. Evans of Des Plaines

LATE FILING may pro-

long."

lage grow from a community
of 350 persons, when he was

On Mondays through Fri-

Chicago Democrats, Thomas

Constitutional
Convention
enters its second week, unanimously in favor of giving Con Con President Sam Witwer Of
Kenilworth strong -man powers to run the convention.

Rep.

poses a fund to he started to

al of the proposal would re-

came to be known.
Wittenberg watched the vil-

At his headquarters in

At the Randhurst Mall

"We need something like

Chief Esmond has already
mentioned his plan to Mount
Prospect Park District President Robert Jackson. Approv-

grew to adulthood during the
tenure of the "the man on the
motorcycle," as Wittenberg

Where'i

NAW members, to the joint

would be limited to 22 per cent

tion.

need for low-income housing
for several years. A proposed

Brooks and Joseph Wellman
and Louis Archbold, both

In proposing the 30 temporary housing units, Brooks
said funds would be sought.
from the state to help with financing. Rents of the units

the proposed youth center in
Lions Park fieldhouse addi-

property values and to brick

NAWpresident,named

ment the spokesman for the

election of the remaining officers of the Convention.
The temporary rules com-

(D -Skokie) is expected to file
today in Springfield to oppose

finance the memorial project.

said

chief.
The memorial is planned for

and mortar."
Trustee Charles Zettek said
the village has recognized the

tek said.

the agenda for this week is the

Rep. Edward A. Warman

George

Esmond's proposal to have a
memorial to the former police

not continue what has been

nancing could be found, Zet-

OPPONENTS WANT to

Today is the final date for

A vote on the proposal is expected soon. Esmond also pro-

Wittenberg,"

and one from downstate.
UNDER THE general agree-

see a committee on committees
appointed.
On the temporary rules
committee, of which Mrs.

candidates to file petitions to
enter the Illinois March 17
primary for national, state and

"I think it is wonderful
thing to have a 'living memorial' to a man like Chief
Mayor Robert Teichert Friday, when asked for his reaction for Police Chief Newell

our society, must take a look at
its agenda and examine its pri-

housing proposal. Rita Gara,

R.C.W.

Plan 'living memorial'
for ex -Chief Wittenberg

sources and our administrative
abilities, we'll be glad to do it,"
Coney said.

today on NAW's temporary

The committee was scheduled to begin action at .7 a.m.

tion of your village govern-

TO NAME OFFICERS On

Springfield tomorrow as the

county offices.

our financial bounds, within
the power given to us by Illinois statute, within our re-

development of low-income
A -frame houses was dropped
because neither land nor fi-

dark without lights.

ment," he said.

"Elk Grove, like the rest of

The meeting was attended
by Mayor Jack Pahl, several
village trustees, Village Manager Charles Willis and about

side streets on bicycles after

taken a fire and it
hasn't taken the death of children to bring this to the atten-

hasn't

set up protest
marches, but let's try to do

on a short-term basis.

group

"1 want to tell you that it

convention earlier in the week,
and the Witwer forces were in
command.

Filing period now ended
for primary candidates

Day
Children riding around

"Let's go forth in this situ-

under which Witwer easily
won the presidency. Having
two vice-presidents will permit
a vice-president from Chicago

west suburbs are going back to

there is to be a showdown on
the issue of naming the committees and picking the dele-

Gripe
Of The

There was a best of pi esiden-

tial power on the floor of the

cent ad in your paper. In
addition to selling the item,
I met several very nice peo-

A
Receiving their certificates of completion in the Medical Self-Heff program from Lt.
Larry
I'airitz of the Mount Prospect Fire Dept. and Civil Defense director
are Mrs. Charles Silber (left
rear), 1715 Estates, Mount Prospect,
and her daughters Donna (left), 10, and Susan, 11. The
program was sponsored by the Civil Defense Unit of the Mount Prospect Fire Dept. The Imol

session of the six -week course was held at Town Hall in Randhurst Shopping Center.

ple with whom I have a

common interest-antiques.
, I expect to use your publication again."

Take advantage of the
Northwest suburb's best
read market place. Can
255-7200.

THE DA1
Monday December I

Pogo 2

I

Santa's pen pals hope the
reindeer are in condition
Sinn Claus boos

at

teir grill in ern of

Zip

111111 bomb

HANK WANTS au earth.
mover.

ting loin Of mail these dam.

Heald Hell of the Arlin..
Heights ['Maher of Corn.

meta h. Ilan acting es the
clearinghouse to forwent kt,tent front youngsters Lo Sane
at his North Pole homc.

SANTA .10.A1.1.1i appipeiate, the Chii.anan card, hes
Kann gem ins ao mil as. the
friendly loner, 11001 wants to
know.
Mu keep' your

reindeer, up on Imp -of the
mum Elk crow

roof.,

Villa.. wonders "flow Mm.
Santa it and Max are the elms
and reindeer'!"

a dump truck

and

a pogo stick, while his brother
Glenn wants a farm no. Debbie hopes 11.11 get . a Mack

Sunday n.,e. Mickey Mouse
watch. Raggedy Am and a
shin for her Daddy.
Karen says she doesn't have

win thins planned for Christ.
non. and she wants Santa to

conatIto. This woeld Mao
all cninnuthx,
mot, et th,. term. hour and
Loire a full nee/while.

roe nom

parking lot. Johnny and Jim.

The temporary rules com.
mince has provided for 112

...-

committees with the rem

E.

ing four delegates to. serve on
officers.

Wi, the

Julie isn't ouj..0 'sure about

a school has with a string and a

get ow the two mice in the pet
,hup and the food and the cage,

and hell remember to do what
his Mummy tells him

and the wheel for them LouMay

siker." She tap she laws Sun -

and marks the envelope

or. it? I will like you if yo do
gat all of h."

..,

Tones new post

-personal."
Sean wants Santa to send a

130 W N AT Michael's

Thomas J. Healy, 305 N.
Railer. Arlington Heights.
hat been promoted to
isantass
meow. Information SysMTh Development, Computer

house in Elk Grove Village,
-there will be milk and
coolies when.
mires."
:fed to .hring him one en the
hengo sod
ser. Iimcoar
w a gold asks for new mittens. a boa
dune baggy - a robot. a heliumabout dinaaurs and rock -cm.
ter that flies lion and slow andsk
roMt
snow nicerdon't
to the twin chit.
dren who
hum money,

Opera t ions and Business
Methods at Western Electric's
Hawthorne Works.

They would each he an ex -offi-

war protest. in "We Shill Overcome" during n rally Sant., el Kopp Piuk, :Wawa Prospect.
Only almot 40 persons panic ipatertio Pe rally. (Phew by Gary Shift nap

Tw

Mount
Prospect
youths were placed o
six
months supervision by dodge

'Three person, 0100 injured

Erwin Moony in Des Plaines
Mi)dellanwoll Court enklay.

in a fiery nine -car sodden In
front of Jim Aikey Ford Inc..

The two were arrested Oct.
24 .513 Dec Plaines Av. and
charged with acceptance of a
gill of liquor by a person under

750 Northwest'
Plaines, Friday.

Hwy. Den

Polka mid one auto, driven

by Sawn M. Shown. 17, of

21. Charles Mernmon, 709

beer with them in a car.
Judge Marley
reminded
bath the young men that if he
found them guilty they would
have a criminal record for the
have
of their lives. He nvarnml
them that if they violated the
supervisi.
would give

525 court cost when they had
compleW the supervision suo.

Thurs., on the theory th
would be

po4urposesfof

"Th'"'
perked Tut

Where

Police said Shugart escaped
Pin. by erewling
through a window of his car.

aired.
Such a practice makes it

two were treated and released.

mandatory

mince meetings he held in

driving and driving

ow fast for conditions. He is to

Springfield. There is in the discussion stage plans for holding

appear In Dto Plaines Traffic

few "show window" mem
roesaround the state later.

m

11.0.4arIthr......,Wa.hthmr.16,

Prospect. died Thursday at M.

Fi49rs I" puti6cir wWhrs

Survivors include his par-

two armed robbers entered the

endritnru'oY,`;17E1R'Sbg0a0tiored up.

fee -Omar room and took all

the nfinne7, Milled a Irl7Ph9RP brother Charles or Wenatchee.

mi:g"

:011'0U61.111P) 1ros) "nee) Wkorhthis'

yeem old.

the players. Des Plaines po-

rhem401:611-01

lice seid S553 was taken.
Patrolmen Scott Schindler

and Way. Adams gave this
account of
events sur-

takes live minutes for into ad Mospect and his grandmother
at of hem ond nine limes out Mary E Worthing of Milo( ten we'll he gone.
waukte.
ewe
them's alwaYS
chum. we
Private services were con -

rounding the robbery:

won% end

them off."
The eight men welted a few

with the City Products
Corp.. 1700 S. Wolf, Des
Plaines, started playing poker

ponmlirnce'nf'ro' mb'itr*r*nac'YilinfInfLI:.

in unc of the rooms shortly

The ban.. woe

after II auk At 130 three men

Des

any. ware

gone, but one of the players

Hamburger.

French

fries.

gameamong
am

walking out of the room after
the game concluded, but two
of the earlier visitors forced

br!el toy and gym sales
throughout the glidwest.

Honey high sellout, in District
214:

Mein Dish Ione choice):
pizza casserole, fish sandwich,
whaler in bun. Vegetable lone
choke): bath brown potatoes,
green 'leans.
Salad
font
choice): fruit juice, tossed salad, col. slaw, molded: cherry,

milk.
Amilable desserts. pear
halves, orange geWin, cream
puff, blueberry crumb pud-

Induoriu,

bricl

WE'

'

L kke

CONTINENTAL WIG STUDIO

g.,..,,aban,
FREE TRIP TO HAWAII

LONG DELUXE WIGLETTES

CASCADES

2bw44,0
im°tuber

Stop or Call
PH: 392-3220
1030 E. Northwest Hwy,
Mt, Prospect, Ill.

ON FRIDAYS an

School. have begun working
towards. a 35 -day study -travel

European concert

tour next

sea

uled for the Board of Commis)

in 2 p.m., for the inturnedine
group from 2 to 3 pro. and for

pan., at 1600 E. Kensington,

theadwinced skaters from Sue

1141k s sal/Jona
neerWillabilen have

4 p.m: t

'1111l. CHODALIIMS will.
anpraent

canner., appear-

for various or
dons in the Arlington Heights
area.

Wondrous given by these

exciting. more genuine and
more lasting if it is offered in
an environment in which it is
;dive and vital," Jerome Rssia. Arlington High choral director said.

and pleasure in an untoual for-

ruts m the ground
I Ist year ho said ,,m. of tht.

Riser Trails tumor High
School as esperbdly den
serous, he mid. and others are
Just kW small for toe by these

been re -

al problem. until lust year.

grmlat impact on Students."
Lectures on Montn, for exemple, might be giva, in sat-

'

Kalb h7rfirrelY,

sg
ICE

9.

Among Students In America
Universities and Colleges."
Selection Mr "Who's Who"
is based on academie ahime-

mem. 9"y'$$ to the 9449.9 eie, lesdefsbIP in emmfmr.

Pugsley said.

The Choralicrs will present
St. Ambmse College ie
concerts in Vienna. Salzburg.. est., in DemeNm. Iowa.

10 -

Elk Grove

I.

cere mouse

education.

acquire a college
Eake the case of

Wilbur and Orville, o couple
of right guys.

Wilbur and Orville ore
fieldmia who have come in
from the cold for the winter at
Harper College.

Private INS Peter Rodsiabet III, son of Mr. and Ma
uPedro Reatumz, Rt. 2, Omsenvitle, was atigned to actuated mechanic mining lust
month after completion of basic training et Ft. Leland

Woid, Mn. He is noir Pollard at M. Sam Holoces,
Tex. Rodriunez, 21, graduated

Rom Mk Greve High School
In 1967.

winter in he nearat barn,"
Wilbur explt ained. "But buns
are rather drafty places.
right.'That's
Ordlle
egad. "And barns sec fullll of
some of the most disogrocabk
robe
creatures. Like rats and
why we decided to
enroll at Harper," Wilbur
went on. It's right here in the
neighborhood. and this is
great opportunity for to to fur.
ther out education...
"Yrs. and all the hotter
people are found in college."
Orville mid.

her

mid.

been no reports of mice in any
of the other buildings. And no
alearacms to know why the two

ay." withur coll.
caned. "Did you see that girl
who jerked her feet off the
"She was

this

Arline/. Heights League of
Women Peters still Ins soma
UNICEF cards for soln
They're availeNe right in the
area. n00.

C h ri t leas grating cards,
UNICEF birthday cards. Co.
lending. books, gannet, mobiles

and puorlcs are offered. All

ite. in the UNICEF catalog

the lab sink she was using as a

desk and draw closer to the
class. Nothing unites a group
more completely than a mouse
on the rampage.

We weran't on the am.
hing," Wilbur said

W
-WwereJuni
trying to get out

of there, 1 was all tar jumping
into the wasteaska. There
were some potato chip bags in

Tracy
Heights, 15943405. or Barbara
Has In Arlington Heights.

.1 told you we should hum

run into onc of those open

finished wall I
three
or four discarded soft drink

D'Avnta in room D235. As
they were looking for an alvantagaus seat near he waste
basket. a student spotted them
and uttered an anguished cry.
'They sore made -an awful

RIDER

ROBERT E. Lahti, Ph.D.,
president of Harper College, in

currently a I

f town and

unavailable for comment, But

ler

will cacrtain at

High

the pre -game and half-Ilmo pe.

253.4237.

Speaking of Christmas

Ant own) to

any
this year is the condone Many

them or notch the cards.

tured during the half-time pe-

riod al

University of Du-

buque .me, Dusstyne. Iowa.
It has appeared on Chicago
television and during Chicago
Owls footbidl games in 1968
and 1969.

CONGRAMJI.ATIONS to
Carole and Phil Whittemore
of 705 Pros put Manor on
having a new little gol their
house. She's Christine

bah,ho weighed in last week
at 6 pounds 6 ounzes.She has a

of the
...him hand oho play in the

brother. Danny, thoseyears

cafeteria is." Orville said.
-Right:"
Wilbur
said.

school's jazz band, which won
thc 00sernor's trophy for
champion jonn ot Me 196911

The Northwest Symphony
Orchestru will present a free
public concert tonight al 8

of this American Government.
It's 0 ratline] course

Minis Sime Fair Jan. CoIt

Many

petition and rated superior It
1960
similar competition.
downstate.

so

shaken by Wilbur's and
andOr.villek visit that she Mamied
her class a half hour early.

"If folks me goo, to kick
up such a nickus every time
bow up for clan. we're going

The marching band vas
Mira place winner in the 1967
Peony Pageant parade and a
trophy winner in the 1969 Peony parade.

added.

"Or invite some of our rein.
dyes to join us," Wilbur said.

"If they haven't, already,.

p.m. al llie Lutheran Home for
the Aged, MO 15, Oandert.

linsgon Heights. Included in a
full muxical program will he a
medley of Chriungs Seep.
Randall Ficcht had a birthday yaterday. Happy, happy!
PROSPECT

chais

show,

High's
"Dan's

night at 8 um. Orchesis is a

Steal revolver
from Ward's
A .22 caliber snub-nosed revolver valued at 165 was stokos

Saturday from

,l

Service for 12

Tie nay Minoan,. ligT

10010'r

wadxn Rider

RHINE NOS

NEW!

MINI -FALLS

FAMOUS
A LSO

395Now $417

nes

WealANGO

lenesela

NOCONA

the market named -Rumor"

Luncheon
OW Continental
Plaza Hotel last week.
Mn, Russo devotes great

and easily.

because

it mimed& so quick!

SENIOR High Youth
of South Church goes caroling

tomorrow to the Baptist
themeat Home in May,vood
bulb Woman's Guild Id
o
Church has its Dtecm,
hem luncheon meeting tomor.
now. 1030. in fellowship
The "Song of Christmas" will
to presented by Pastor Paul.
the story of Christmas in song,
scripture and verse.

The Illeralare and druma
department Of the Meat
Prcapect
Junior Womunk

Club Laos a Chrismac story
party net foe tomorrow. In
am, at the Community Con.
ter. Therell be songs. finger
plays and tram for preach..
Jere

intending Me any. All

5.year olds in the
Mount Pronpeet area ON in three -to

info. Mn. Lee

1.17.
The

rat' Prospect 51.11Wei

The present your
son wants least,.,
He'd rather have a football, or
a new bike. IMP never ask ter

Msurance. But it, stmotiling
he really needs.

kOl.gg,Tregeol.,s14

rr,,g's1;1tg='1".,7

YZA7Z:=1",17.
guaranteed In

Club bolltrams party

tomorrow cvenur at the home
of Mrs. George Wyatt, .102 N.
Eastwood. Club numbers and
poop
m
are
Howesset au Mrs. Rob en P. Smith. Ma. Robert Pe -

y :'

agepa ohtu-

today.

tenon. Mn. Kent Kirkwood,
Mrs.

James

Skehen,

!le-

olds.

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

PH: 253-5678
el/ um ad leivinit COMO

If you're planning to help

Ake Cqe,

OPTICIANs

Celebrating our 8310 Anniversary! Our Gill lo You

When You Purchase a New
Pair of Eyeglasses, You
May Purchase a Second Pair
to Use as a Spare Pair at

WITH SERVICE 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY

Twenty Per Cent Off

4%
REGULAR,

CERTIFICATES

SAVINGS

Rote Guaranteed for 5
Years. Interest Com-

pounded Doily.

Two Individual Prescriptions! If You Wish
You May Bring in a Member of Your Family
or a Friend for the Second Pair
Just think

you con take advantage of this Special odd oducilly
teem up with a friend, and enjoy the savings. if you wish, the second

pair for a spare or for your friend, could be in any selection,
including sunweor, from the finest collodion of fashion eyewear in
Chicogoland, Limited time.

o w1299$Now$23 96

;

filer

REGULAR DELUXE WIGLETTES

595Now $1276
SYNMATURg$10 WIGS
,..wiewilen

III

KELLY'S

NOW

no Two`

`wes $27.60

RANCHWEAR & SADDLERY

FREDERICK

xiktra.

AR

PROMO AND 100100 COLOR AVAIIABH IN Mt HAIRPIECES

Milwaukee Ave. 8, Palatine Rd.

GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR THE WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE

(Opposite Palwounen Airport)

MEN'S CUSTOM HAIRPIECES

01

QUALITY
'1E 'GUARANTEED

JEWF !ARS
Mt. Prospect

2064 Des PlaineS Ave.. NS Plaines
(km', Rel
296-5220

N.

III

py

racanown.

I ON Mt. Propect Plant

ses

Rand 8Ca.! Rds.

394.1140

eee.s star

MON., TUES., THURS.. FRI.
1041,30 P.M.
WED. 8 SAT 10.6,30 P.M.
SUN. 1.5
16 7.2746

2 Pairs for the Price of I Pair

4Tt

I.

ON

GOLDEN

NATIONAL

BANK

2 MILES S. OF WHEEDNO

Continental Wig Studio

C,refil10140/B)14M414PW

CONTACT LENSES

ENGLISH AND WESTERN SADDLES U EQUIPMENT

PASSBOOK

MEMBER F.D.I.C,
MIDWEST

IMMO
WELCOME NM

DOWNTOWN PLAZA - ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ALL CHECKING ACCOUNTS NO MINIMUM BALANCE EVER

THE FULL SERVICE BANK - ALL DAY LONG

Get the Second Pair at No Additional Cost to foul Use
it as a Spare Pair! Or ... if You wish,.. Bring in a Member
of Your Fcimily or Team up with a Friend for the Second
Pair

.

.

clea
ot me

.

hood on

Savers Choose Best Deal

CompoundInterest

14

There's a new margarine on

during the Chleepo Ts Recognition ad Stakbolders

conic and Mn,. Kermit

Prospect.

12

soil] slIver

WISEST JOKE: of the ay:

ago. She reeei red the award

Undo Powell.)The leal pan of
gally Brown is played by seoho Sally Yoder. Her mother

which it was displayed on the
Oreille said.
wall of Montgomery Wards
'Or elm give up the idea of+
and Co. al Rendition. Mount
college education, anoints -

90

DEEPSILVER'

YMCA of gletropolinin Chi.

will go to

IN RANDHURST

open Week price $260.00

INTERNATIONAL

kids, do so at onco! Drop off
point is Clearbrook Center,
3201
Campbell,
Rolling
Lincoln and Dixon schools.

Mrs.
James Foley, Mrs. Charles Ur.

d the English Rider
CHILD OR ADULT

cnent $25 00 Wen

games to mentally retooled

Mcodmvs.

modern dance elnh directed by
physical olucation teacher.

Complete 80 -pc. $1500
'

OrTett

Mama." gam on tomorrow

have to disguise alerneleen."

"Or else hide in the duct
work and the wall," Orville

old,

18, 1970

t

Peace."

be

And. Me big chat,* in

members

Wilbur odd.

"Well, anyway, we got out
of there before we got gam poled:. Wilbur said. "We
didn't even get to hear taulea

The Elk Gmve G

Marching Band of Elk Grow

annual project to send toys and

YMCA 1969 Finance Com-

How nice that she was unman ed with a special award!

259-04781
in Prospect

radio station WIND with its

paign." She is president of the
Women's
Board
for
the

deal of time to Y activitia.

Prospect.

have a mem, Pc design on

MISS D'AVE.R.SA

16 athY

Mount

to journalism so we can get
over to building A where the

inert:

Piaui bY junior

Cage.
Congratulations to Mn,
William 3. BusselShe received
a
specie! award "for out YMCA service citified the

game

For more information. cons

The hand, directed by
Douglas E. Peterson, wes fea-

erjnhin. '

Page 3

ma Stephanie Thornell

"We like budding D he.

"Were in building D boax

Free.,

are not riga at hand, hut zany

building D

Me. I'm a snuffer, myself."
"When the construction's
all finished, we'll have to
change our major from science

Trails, it Park. Via,
School, 805 N.' Lee. Mum

band at

cards, the massage of mob this

"She didn't scream," Wil- cause there's lot of construe,
bur corrated."She got sort of lion still going on here and we
gasped."
an find lot, of cigarette butts
lying around." Wilbur said.
WHATEVER .She did, it
"Orville, here, ehews totem.
was enougn
dke Miss
D'Aversa retreat from behind

to the

riods Sunday kw the Chicago
gears football game against
the Detroit Lions.

mice would

screamed,. Orville saW.

"There wes candy wrapper in
onc vent. And over
over in that un-

WILBUR WAS referring in
the sight of Oct. 23 when he
end Orville attended their film
class in American Government. taught by Miss Angela

have

there

who

one

it by the reception we got the

other night." Wilbur counter.

secretary said that, to
knokyladge.

for a home.

vebt 0." Orville ram..

ivwvyuv

118"

ter

"Well, you wouldn't know

En*it Algal/

save

fuss just because we were too

-

Lil Floras
Still need a few Christens
ds? The Mount PrOSOCCO

Also. in addition

Flom., lucerne. Pads and

late to take the um," Orville

'

Cards for sale

one of 12 Sr Ambrose College
students listed in the 1969-70
edition of 'Who's
Who

potential.

London.

:

rack

facilities Weiss added.

W.Eelle. Moo. Prospect, Ii

elan. often milled the City of dollar activities and future

On buses, in concert halls
adsometimes in classrooms
dormitories. students will

l'e 11;2 .'.,

Mount Protpeet, and Tama.

Main Stree,

mule designed to provide the
bat form' both activities,"

Mann.

10rak.11119D1,..

who"

hear both taped and livelec.

fvniE LECTURKS will ha
.......,
. th...

Bah Trails across from Indian
Grove School, 200 S. Lee,

parks would bC the answer to
the problem, but the district is
young and not yet in a positbn
when they could provide these

In college

turm from qualified American
end Europenn instructors.

it Robert
I rat School 104 Amen Dr
Mount
Prospect: Flaming

Prroact Height, Sycamore

driving the snowmobiles amid
be dangers fts where bushes
have not been col, or old car,

, nose they had not become a

610001 Pros

put Amtn Inds

Special trails through the

tria's parks are . corn
pl.', developed, Wass said,

ghe post

nun Wolf Rd

vehicles.

Because some of the die.

obtained. will combine study

"The study -travel program.
for which college credit um be

ONE PARK loancd mar

d. ruaning than by chipping
the ice.

'stria. from the porks be-

The number of lessons will
he subject.to the weather and
more detells are to be announed later, he odd.

Park Drama an. Woodhnd

reign Park . Lus.hd Al

rum tht lawns by Main. Ins,c

Mount Prospect.

-

PARKS IN Rau tram,

nu, been ahandonul or Ikuld
sag foue,d mom MIL nom,

snowmobiles we, bung dr.
n...se the led ek.ing rinks

glom. meelfng tonight at

Soli Lake City.
It is an effort made "on the
belief that education is more

It's getting tougher fora sin-

aline. Burial was in glemotia
Park in Skokie.

pohm on this pc, is schedTIERCE -ASSES will be held
Saturdays for beginners from 1

organixations will help Mfr., ........... ,....y .with
the cost of themmmer abroad. -v.. th., will ha. Ile

4- Perfect Gifts for the

Donald M. Hallberg

Lianas

The tour is arranged and
.heduled by the International
Cultural Exchan..Schools of

By Leleb Heflin

schools, William J. Scott. Illinois 'attorney general. and
WIND radio,

SET

ation oft

snowmobile,
1111..5

su.orthn, to ovin Wens di
motor of park, and run-mon

its.

S UU

hat, Den von. [that . the
Ism on Immo liA

.1 ea n

Sponsors or the conference
are Robert P. Ham:then, Cook
County auperintendent of

this

Heights who
swath, pumas
Prospect

DF

alma, thm war to dual., to
thi. Roar Truly Pail Duval

Getting an education
raises awful fuss

Law" tomorrow in Chicago's
Prudential building audiorium.

morning at Oehler Funeral
Horne in Des Plaines, the Rev.

Jon,

adult

24995NOW$3996 g

./2995Now42396

CLUB

ntpJ

for 8 weeks is 53.

Snowmolnks mn,ln h out

holding ice xl atint, untructmo
at
1 tons Pad,
the
rink
McDonald kd and Pim St

meanie am

cC
AIR TRAVEL

0,00 E.°

Clean will be held
an.
to 9 p
begin
Wmittesda,

High school administrators

ENTERTAINMENT

DELUXE WEFTED WIGS

,j7950Now$61450

and

VAGABOND

.11 to

ere

A "slonnastics" and rhyth.

Teaching law
meeting set

Park.

Ti

LONG FALLS

trip

01:1i,:0.`e

Make it memorable and beautiful

FAMILY

NEVER -TO -BE -REPEATED PRICES!

,999, $7996

as low us
5102

,011:1

nual Little City Christmas par
ty. Friday in the Sherman
H ome, Chiotho.
The youngsters were trans ported in hums from Palatine
to he noontime luncheon
at
Ow College Inn.
Food, fun, entertainment

Michael and Debbie end his
brother George of Tinley

THE HOME OF QUALITY HAIR GOODS,
i

own materials.

front Palatine ot the 500 an

vice Hank in

ALL OF THESE ITEMS 20% OFF ADVERTISED PRICE WITH COUPON

for $10 deposit -

RE ,

mentally

Coupon Exp.

COUPON

painting from 7
9 p.m. he.
ginning Jan. 6. The fee is 55
for 8 weeks and participants

Tfroalkisufiess, student mm 'of Arlingion High

visited 10,
retarded childre

president of Metro
Chicago, died Wednesday at

OfcaLUEC

THIS

held

Snowmobiles may be out of running

thoraliers aim for Europe

Claus

assistant

Europe

$87.90 round trip

CO

arale-

tic said the district will be

-kids an,Y .,,torda alumni of
judo end karate. Fee for thii

from three districts in the
nonhwest suburbs will be
among 300 educators at a conferenco on "Ignorance and the

CHRISTMAS - EXPANSION SALE

IP

NOW

T.*.

Lenin

....

t6t,nlpSr Sluu,Fbbkeibt

ding, gingersnap cookies.

Acapulco as low as

Inc.

!

20% OFF

HAND -MADE WIGS

YOUR TICKET TO TRAVEL...

Sento

WITH

diced peaches, lemon. apricots. Hard roll and boner,

$2 check from The Om,

rar.:

Hero asp

gional Odes manager of Go-

has been set for the class.

visits

Nicholas F. Padulo, 30,
7119 S. Mount Prospect

held

tads to hold a co-reclational
volleyball class in connection
with the program but no time

Santa
. .

Adington

Senica were

Part Director Ron Oranbarn said that the district itc

p.in.ltein h, an X week coursp

adult clan to he
lecidayn will he oil

S12 per

ouple.

-

Survivors include his wife

Shirley Levin. 2028 W. Al -

left the room immedinely and

pm, and the ree

adults wing-. 7.46. X to 9.

ring Jan. 7. The class will include yoga and dancing. 'co

Nicholas Padule

Plaines,

Praetor Dont Prhrtx Hibh
idol, Wm Moe
WW1, The 10 wt.& comm
esti mart Jan )from S tog
hohool s

A SELF.OFFENSE clan

N os offering a complete seven.ing1.1

Darlene, his children Richard,

Mill OF the three visitors

To be served Tuesday at Ap. fore
lhagton, Prospect, Wheeling,
Scver..1 of the players were

Elk Grove, Forest View rod

Hot 11 heel, can, trucks, and track he'd Me as n Christmas
p weal. like our other art contest ulnae, John will be getting n

miming at the

Sales Manager

green salad, apricot fluff pud- the other two watched the
ding, milk.
game for about '15 minutes be.

Though John Gitiona, TLS N. Fele-view, Motett Prospect, islet
Wale Old enough for school yek he can still Maw a pictured the

connection

I

for high school students and

mic

Lutheren General Hospital.

Muir, Beby Runs and Ana Sul-

livan mho. in District 23:

in

motel.

explained that it was jun a

To be served Tuesday
MocAnhur Juniur High, Jahn friends,

Plaines

he

Features of the now Mo.
Promdn office include style

silver special
for the holidays

YMnolL:ift

in

Church
Heights.
p11

with business at their comp.

asked to in dealt into the

Brm's X4111 ukcc in 111x101,,

located.

The eight poker players. in

knocked at the door and were
admitted to the mom. They

h'ecrir'n

shirts. They will

learning fundamental skills of
judo taught as a sport.

from Now York to Colonaln.

if von slick your ducted at SI. Simon's Enke.-

heads out the door well blow

The eight ran. all

School
Menus

Wa
n

sweat

and love were in abundane
CONVENTION will and Santa Claus hod n gift for
tTOE
this week as long a, is every child.

the cash and credit cords from
N'''o'rm- 711;

ton Heights.
On Tuesdays beginning Jan.
6,Indn,T pm, to 8 p.m.. will be
Yids, Instruction for
s
grade, 5.8. Pee for the classy
53 for 8 weeks and panieipentx
age raked to wear long shoes

will be asked to bring their

Gory F. Worthing

op shortly before 3 ath. when

Hesse, HO School

ballroom um, Hass is l hi.
imht bs lune 1..tp,rt an n

nv8 USED to sand the

rifle and the other aid he heal.

Thee, . had just broken

most co.

that

Stu.. was charged with
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Beehive

Your Favorite Spots Are Now Back
Sorry for the inconvenience...

in Business

but it's now easier than ever to reach us COME

Chuck's Barber Shop

CHUCK'S MARATHON SERVICE

GUIDE

ELMHURST RD at

MARATHON

DES PLAINES

OVER

WE

Sthtetawiq Shoppe

63,0110.

NEVER

1187 ELMHURST RD
DES PLAINES

HORS

CLOSE

IN THE STATE FARM BLDG.

8-12 FOOD MART

OPEN: DAILY 10-7
TRUES 10-9
SATURDAY 10-5

OPEN: 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

7 DAYS A WEEK

TEA STORE

1249 So. ELMHURST RD
DES PLAINES

OPEN: MON-FRI 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
SAT. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
SUN. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

956.0565

jar

FREE

AGAIN!

ELMHURST RD
DES PLAINES

BROWN'S
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FRIED CHICKEN
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'-

TAPPER
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820 ELMHURST RD.
DES PLAINES

437-4567
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MERRY MIDGET
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HOT WHEELS
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THE NEW HOLIDAY LOOK
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F
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2 98
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COLD DUCK

CHRISTMAS
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DE MENTHE
CREME

DE CACAO
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LONDON DRY
GIN Or YOBKA

$3

$ 1 tlh

1

9

CALL 439-1334

qt.

100
PROOF

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF WILUAMS LOW,
LOW CASE PRICES!

Cajal Sok

10C

12 oz. CANS

MT. PROSPECT STANDARD
AMERICAN OIL MOTOR CLUB

.DICK VANCE

RT. 83 AT DEMPSTER
MT. PROSPECT, ILL 60056
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WILLIAMS CUT-RATE LIQUORS
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how
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.
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-Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year"?
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CONVENIENT HOURS:

THE HOME OF MIRACLE PRICES
FOR ALL YOUR HOLIDAY NEEDS!
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HOURS: MON-THURS 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.
FRI, SAT- 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
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The day's prospects
al NIMH
pmsytl mantis
Tana any Mira intone et
pond lonely and man

By Joheph Studenrauch

Pursing d t th
the etenderd approuh to sal
problhm

sins,

' Start KIRI m or

Then why elan somuthno,

obeli way limb blest
shouid he probably la She
road the harsh pot pan dn.

esli lama
Pot for ontance The un
(only n e. Mt a nowt eePh7

Ind., south to turn 40 moo
p-rdom drugs such is ham.
and slimed tau pot doesnot

do,prMbunSant omd sslkd mammon
tug of ',aye, n your comma.

hemp, grass and other kicky

City Proceed to a higher level,
Ihn.ening coal industries

and kooky names.

E..,

'sparer

Margaret Mead. noted eihnol-

with smog from their chin,

°Da and aMluolvolight, mg.

neon. Go a step beyond and act

lmtifying at
by.Atty, Gen. Wi Ili sm J. Scott ma
&whs.,
Praitewmthr w. 0. 01.-

fenders.
hie

the

monopoly

Committer hearng, on drug
piccs, Dr. Mead reasoned that

tin ...remit: andclorg *or Worm

thlo had Ificd pot once wit&
per cent
trout 4 per coo to
tried it 10 um. or more.

come, llschnical nrm

I

is a danger,. drug. But we
also clear that in
thing h

side dm findings of the WootonConmittee which reported
to tho British Dotternment on
the use of marijuana in a setvery ',.printed in the Width
medical journal. The LanCel.

terms of physical hnrmfelncw
canna., is very much lea

Onneroo, than fhu
entitb.amitr.,

mt.. and atm lens

b...tttt
us

for Wednesday in

Waukegan, according to State
Se n. Karl Bernina IR;

Ott Euclid, Prospect Heights
a member of the Euclid Lake

Deerfield). chairmen of

Homeowners Association.

scheduled

the

sub -committee of the Senate
Municipal Corporations cammince.

The controversial annexelion hill was inn -minced u
the legislature by Rep. Em
gene Schlickman (R-Adington
Heights) March 21, at Me lam

Mn. Caylor said Mai men
with the two amendments and
after several meetings of repreunivalves or Me Prospect
Haig In a area with Bhp:
Schlickman, he homeowners
were not satisfied.

Jun. Ig, 1469. This evidence

was had into thee June 25.
I...Mg f. Ithatim the
.1969, testimony before Me Pmvareoc. of ter of Ihe "the
..atre Appropnatiods Cool. dangermtst. mug' we wed that

session of the legislature.

The bill was passed hi the
Home and went on la the genate whae it was left in com-

nlittec at the don of the ao.
non.

"My analyst was wrong, and I was right-my wife HAS
been feeding me monosodium glutamate and cyclamate

WHILE IN THE House the
hill that provides for anneal-

for years!"

don of contiguous unmoor,mred territory by a municipal-

ity atter public notice end a
sPOU hearing, brit without the

content of property owners to
be

ani exed.

was

amended

She said the legislative con.mittee represents 10 home.
owners associations including
groups (torn Prospect Heights.
Palos Heigh., Sunset Hills,
Palatine. Roselle, Pineherm

and the Northwest Suburban
Council of Associations.

THE COMMITTEE has
kept in contact with the sobcommittee of the Senate and
has asked to be informed of
hearing dates. Mr. Caylor

tw

thr wren,

One ameMment required
that notice of the annexation
ordinance would have to be
given to prothrth owners by

A,P,r

the miner's freedom and inirlIelped integrity."

Certified or registered maiL as
well as by public notrue int:scat

Musbell Held tit

nee

MOM., December 15. 1969
William 1. Kiedaisch

second allowed an ob-

action to the annexation if,
'The territory is all or part of

Mnn,agma F..laar

an urea bonded together by
tOmmon or unique charaCIPE.

Mt, presently recognized or

math.. dell,. Mendes through grans. he lb, manures,
t

identift ed as a separate cornmonk, and which is more than
65 per cent residentially demi-

x 51.1n.31.ou Promo. nee=

manta Dot.
nel..Arenuton Ithibas m, Dues

217 a Aldose Oat

opal trod contiguous to more

722 center, ne,Dahm. nem=

then two

subwriptlan row? 35 contra sok...nu dethered.
rho damn LS. rail mie.S17.aes,ras Man tar .1, nwerts

the formation of a legislative

when T. Harbinger poll was

ons

token at Harper College in Elk

youth to Wm and at age td is

Grove Village. 373 opposed
the legalization of marijuana
kit 235 favored it, fora total of
60B who vmed in the student
newspaper canc.,. This pro-

every youth able to make sen-

When Seth Bunk, was
contacted by the Day he said
the hearing in Waukegan was
originally scheduled for lest

week but had to be minuted
and re-seheduled for Dec. IT'

KERNING SAID HE re.
celled

the,

correspondence

from the legislative committee
formed by
the
Prospect
Heights homeowners and he

formed of the hearings by surf
members,

Lest night Mrs. Caylor said

they had not hem notified of
the hearing but even though it

Deming said the complete
schedule for the hearings has
not yet been finished but the
hearings will probably he held
in areas where Were ere large
concentrations of residents

rows?

WE HAVE a pat soma to
the "pot" question many a
to himself m

=IrSYalrl'or

official by the

dot of Sr unlabeled bottle, not

Editor,

School boards do not pass
referendums. It takes people
cominitted
edunttion.
!Ennis can dais ver, thing in
their power to demonstrate the
soundmos of the educational
system it is elected to run.
They can invite people to learn

The Nov, 21 issue of The

1 SPEAK for dm Board of
EduceEduced,. when I my we owe

,',
of gratitude to your
wrapper. the civic °Mani.

bow the admin.ration aid, NM.. the city. the

Des

ter Salt by I. Rosser to the

Wm opted your eye. Pm

chool hoard. Because I um a

would realize Mat this is the
20th century and psrhaps your

school and
scr seems to

bccse M, Ron
havthe

such a great

deal to ray in connection with
what I learn and what 'don't.]
read the letter with a great deal
of interest.

hum used.

such a stupid stunt

dren will face living in theltill
century. This is a neat trick,

of all we owe a debt of gratitude to thou men and
women who celled house to

signal a petition opposing it

She

said

the

using all seven of these letters.

Prospect

with knowledge. donhling ksel

house and held coffees to die-

every 10 years. We think the

cum the newts of quality din depth. This is
spiritMat has not been seen

Des Plaines system is responding to this need.

Fortunately, through some
CAM, n I team work,

enough other individual, independent of the school board,
woe satisfied that the Dm
Plane, elementary system was

on the right track, and they
took the initiative teamed the
word.

From every corner and
Morn every level In Des Plaines
came ashortwarming response

to the need to maintain the
quality of education this board
and the Preceding boards have
worked so hard to develop. it
would have been a tragedy to
have allowed the deterioration
of the fine corps of professional teachers that have been
brought together over the
years through careful selecwby our administration. It

uld have been a ileum to
the quality of educellen db

gin Des Plainni fore long time.
hat so many people teamed

together to aid in so impor.
tan
community project,
demonstrates

a

deep seated

tide, loyalty and confidence
not only in err wheels. but in
Des Mahan.

tified to any purpose not consistent with their intended purpose of education of our chit.
siren:' Being one of those
ttchiklmn" Mn. Rom. talks
about. I would like tea ask him

what he thinks the intended purpose of education
is.

.

The day, when students sat

thinks she'd like to work in New York for n while. My poor
mother is almost %Mc. My sister is 22. How do we get her back
home?

Helpful Hannah
I'm don't You can he mew Mogul In welcoming her hone
when the gels dad of the chase if ever.

stiffly in their scats and. lam
sponges. soaked up all the facts
Met their prim stern.faced

school alarm spewed forth are

While every board member
worked had to present the sto-

gone. This,

ry of education, Des Ploinw
style. I must publicly thank
our referendum
hirman,
lames Reilly, for his untiring

longer content with the three

efforts to see that this referendum passed.) am payud of him
and the many loyal team work./ that made the referendum a

Dear Lee Janson,
First, my sister chased her boyfriend to Puerto Rim, When he
moved back to Atlanta. she followed him there. Now he's moving to New York, and amnia got a postcard from Sis saying she

1969.

and

Mn. Romer,
students

is

ate no

Rs.
te
be

exposed to

We

andn'th'o

discuss all

the various issues with which
we ore confronted today. The
observance of the moratorium
would have provided us with a
than
to hear all sidel of the

formulate ono opin ns el
our own on the war. Because.
of the reactionary opinion of
education that you and your
tupporters profess and became
of the misfortunate decision

MAY MISS 111,11 WEDDING
Dear Lee lemon,
la there any hope fora girlijriend who is constantly late? No
matter whom we are going,
what we are doing, no
matter who is going whim., weanatcount on Pal being late.
I've dated this girl fora year, and I love her, but her constant
tardiness is driving me up the wall. Her parents dismiss it by
saying, -Oh, she's always been that nap.' lent them some cum
dun I could use? We keep missing the first half of the events we
alltard.

Frustrated
rd say she laves befit lute and has a reputation to live up to. If
you're serious about a curs,tell her you'll wait live minutes, after

which you'll leave. When your next date comm up, you'll find
out if there's a cure. You'll awned out if you'll lose her:

A LEE JANSONISM:
"I have se many question$ sod if say patents wool tell tee,
who sill?" h the constant me et the teatoranc.
Send roar querrans fa Jar Jansen: do Daly Pe016.11.D.
117 S. MairrSr., Monet Prosper, Illinois 60056.

fca'n' 'I: /iron

11.:,:iii ,i1,,:',i,,°,,Fob'ylaar'sv''''''n7w,b7,;:en.nd-

theanie window rather than

to Chinese silk scrolls, pewter

carry it three flights, dawn.-

Rts tc' a ,, a Dionne floimb'
e chant
9
°

'We had just been married.
nod we really were astonished

Collie McComack, you Al
it decked with

at the cement, of the boxes.

holiday

splendor. Hundreds of items

bid: IgTreel'hultin1,11."Tren'pafor-r.

l''''
THINK'T 0617btre6reTipjicnt's

csperbritic...on s.h,vfel.ve.s all ready for

bobbles.

have she will iry and find and

she is kind while she is doing it.

Chapter member of QuestErs,
find

LucJily my bus.

band brought it home

just opened by a Scrimshaw

hamburgers for two and movie

sidelines

Houatvi,sohr,ed was going to

Calla nod.

want to 0i1i1 il 11353 little Mop

One after another they yielded
valuable item, such as wooden
cooking utersils, ad and
pressed glOsswarc. and many.
many mere old things.

The shop, formerly owned

9),/,

Gift selection can ha fun.
Just Mink of the person who
will unne the rihhons on your
gift and Men gm set for the
squeals of happy delight.
Tomorrow: Gel help in
=Meting the gift with meaning
for the pre -schoolchild.

In the cozy little Country

'

Mon

to -buy for person smile on

December IS, 1969

Christmas morning. Start your
hameverything friend on a new

place, in Meter homes after
their fondly was forced to
Christmas gifts being col- break up when their father
lowed for foster children who died and their mother went to
arc work of the state in Cook work.
County have started to arrive
The mottMr struggled to
at The Day offices.
keep her family together but
Last week Day Publications was finally forced to give up

cash gifts received will be
en to the Chicago regional of-

quested cash gifts so that items

ore girl anti the age of child
the gift if for.
Collection locate. arm
The Arlington Day office, 217
S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, hours for cols
lectMn are, weekdays 9 am. -I

pm. and or Fridays 9 am,- 5
p.m. and Sundays 4 4 Nogg

Tel been vet weekdays 9
a.m.-midnight and Sundays. 4

youths who were

Robert Rex Spencer of 1029

Wage
Other

Th°
efforts

re-

re000.A.
have been

made by organized groups
who have taken several of the

hidiridunt

cases

as

Personal

pnojects and provided gine for
them.

THREE OF TILE children
The Day hem to make homy
thh Cluiennas
Edward,
Swan and Laurie who were

The tradition of children's
Christmas
stockings dam
back centuries to England,
whom youngsters hung their
makings on their lasiposts
Christmas Eve M hopes that
Father Christmas wOuld remember them with treats.
goodies and small gifts.

Wise danta's helpers know
that stocking stuffers need not
cost
Mrtune
delight boys
and girls of all ages. The Mere
in the selection.

the apartment and forged the
signatures. McDougall end

than

O'Brien cashed the checks.

press-out hook priced el 29
Len% Finger Friends 139

Solone said 100 checks were

Grove Village post offices art

lie" for
b"i""s from
to 5

p.m. daily except
on the west side of Au
lington Heights.
the Between the 'Sunday through Dec. 24.
time of the
and the are There will be no business
hours on Sunday.
No, mal Sensdav

ant bank.

returned on Dec 77.

.

8:30 Am. to 12 noon

boars
be

n

telt adda ...Imre' finish.
EACH stocking should he
with. the specific
pungster in mind, selecting
items ',cording to the child's
created

interests and can Whitman's

paper dolt include hidh fashion grown-up cut out dolls for
the ohler girl. Press 0111 Mk
for young ladies who haven't
yet mastered scissor coordina,
lion and turn.thc.pags Rogge-

meet

of Gold Key Comic

Books at 15 cents euch.
Other suitable Whitman

duffers are paper dolls, cob,
mg. books. Tiny -Tot Tale
books, Tell. -Tole books end
Stocking sniffers should be
in she and flexible.

small

Fmk, an apple or orange, le
Just the right size for the toe.

'14
Chrialmm alueiring staffers need not he expetnive to delight your happy youngster, tome
stockings, brimming over with goodies were muted for under $3 each by the Wedeln Eublisblog

Cu. of Racine, make, of Whitman toys and games nod Golden Books. Each contains more than 10
YkldstetiNar. items, including coltiving hocks, paper dolls, Gold Key gook books, jigsaw puede;
smell games and Dory book..

Prepare

=hooter,.

Raking snifters have err minty changed

through

the

mars, whether hung by the
chimney with cam or onached
to the tloorknob may enticipalion. but you may be sure
Christmas stockings will be
waiting for Santa at almost evcry stop.

Tiny items, ,uch as a child% fa-

vorite candy, nuts or cookies.
should be added next, then
little books, crayons, perhaps a

lablelpom

W.f..-

shire mane
2 tablespoons armed onion
K ror, chopped walnuts
II cup minced parsley

Have cheeses at room temperature.

2 3 -ounce peke, cream

orn/me, banana, apple, pine.
apPlc.and aurora:memorials

bled/
3 tablmpouns softened Md.

Serve vrith hors d'oeuvre picks
turd Folly Dip.

tee

Fely Dlp Mix together M

in ha cup American blue
cheese tabour I to ounces.
crumblah. If needed. add exIre cranberry juice until dip is
of desired dunking con-

sinency. Chill. Makes shout
HS claps.

Blend

IS

cup

AnterIcao

Mae

cup 'berry wine
Blend cream cheese, Nue
cheese
butter until
and
smooth. Gradually add wine.
Cover and chill several hours
to blend flavors. Bring to room
tempwatum before sergi.G.
Use as a dip for chips or raw
vegetables.

BLUE

CHELSECARROT
01P

.1-onnee mange weans

PINEAPPLEBLUECANAVIE
th

cup

(about

I1/2 Infilesponn, milk
Combine all ingredients.
Beat Until thoroughly blended.

throb of but pepper sauce
VS to Ea eltp tornetojeice

cheese (*ma 3 acne, =m-

cup each of mayonnaise and
dairy sour cream. Add iA cup
cranberry juice and blend. Stir

I cup grated cam=

2 hasp.. Scald onto.

MIEJMIED CI1EESE PIP

of

slices

1.0

It mons process cheese
to cup American bloe
cheese (about 3 ounces, cram -

strawberries

and

encase (about 3 ounces, crum.

Blond well with
Worastershire mum
and
grated onion. Chill. On waxed
papa, form into log Wrap and
chill. Seen, with tines of u fork
for "bark" effect? then roll in
mixture of chopped nun and
minced musky.

fruits.

theme, softened
H top th.enhots

idea

HOTCHEES.TOSIATO
DIP

bled)
1

leaspoun Wommtershlre

REIM

2 lobltspoom minced chime
2 tablespooin mluetd
In

heavy

satmpan

or

double holler. melt Mama.
Stir in mum. Thin lee dipping
consistendY with tomato juice.

Ileat through. Stir
and parsley.

in

chives

Keep hot until

wrving time over hot water.
Serve hot in tomato cum with
torn chips.

TONIATt) CUPS
To prepare lomn10 cups. remove Ihn stem top of four larm
whole tomatoes
eurs.

Carefully hollow out the to-

matoes with a spoon or grape-

fruit knife. Drain tomatoes
and refrigerate until serving
time. Fill tomato cum with the
hot cheese dip.

3

ounces. crumbled) American
blue cheese with out: 3.ounce

package softened =are
here. M. in ( cup drained,

crushed pineapple. Spread on
wheat bread cog in pony
shapes. Granith with split
seedless grape.

CARNIVAL CORNUCOPIAS

6 mote. wenn theme

Retiring
teacher
honored
Mary Lucile Pedal, a former leacher in Mount Prow
pea schools, was die guest bf

honor recently at a noon
luncheon in the home of Mrs,

Audrey Cline of Arlington
Heights.

Mrs. Parish recently retied
from active teaching in the
Mount Prospect schools and
plans to leave soon for the win-

Vs
nay American Nue
cheese (Mont 3 ounces. crum-

bled)

S slices boiled or belted hem
I fl -ounce can Jellied cram
berry same
Cream

cheeses

together.

Spread thickly on ham slices
Cm cranberry sauce vertically
into eighths, Place a "dick" of
cranberry sane
fm... of
ham shoe and roll up, starting
0 narrow end. Chill. Slice into
fourths. Makes 32.

HOLIDAY CHEESE LOC

package of paper tnoncy. a

ter months in California.

small puzzle. Finish tilling the
stocking with the largest items

Mn.
menu wes re (Radio of the Orient and in-

Oho. 5. ouncm, erumbled)

Inch as the coloring hooka. pa-

cluded grapacho. a traditional
dish of Turkey.

labout. pound)

am dolk, comics and punch -

I

Meese

dy Ann and Andy paper doll
books geared to the young pre-

assorted

rheme

fresh Or frozen,
loin-sim
pieces. All types of melon.

Paint by Num-

Krasy nos 151) and an assort-

"NM,

.Meadows and Elk

rests, eight of the checks were
for a total of $475.-mve
as m area food mores end one

0 -Hot Wheels"

out hooks, rolling them over to
fit thestocking opening. A gin gerbreed man peeking out on

ber Book I 59 cent..? can of

m

Arlington

items

Pg.. M.O..

Artir,an Haight, ac,,cao,

allart-

cents), to a

Christmas post
office hours

old, were arrested Sept. 24 byTh

111d -tested"

cents). paper hand prawn?
Happy Hour
Zr Fun look 159

make restitution of the

,

10

rangier

$475,

',moire,

THE YOUTHS, all 18 years

STOCKINGS just brimming over with goodies were
created for under Si each by
lim Western Publishing Co. of
Racine, Wis., makers d' WhitMen toys, Samos and Golden
Books. Each contained more

Judge O'Malley explained
that O'Brien received the less
serious supervision tenni be.
cause he had no prior record.
Spencer's probation mem was
longer than McDougall's because of the additional charge
of theft against Soutar.
O'Malley ordered Me youths

vision on .charge of deceptive

5,1. It (mat an

Stocking stuffers delight children

tee had stolen the checks frorn

Chestnut, Arlington Heigh.
Was placed on one year peel..

crumbs. With toothpicks, alto
balls to styrofoom core, alternating bells with cherry to-

naiug on, Pm
feline modem, the IlPinch long antique pussycat is available for
Iwo Man S.. Reproductions available from New Hampton Genteel
Store, a Zorn Sr., Ilmantan.1.4. li ft.

questioning because the
checks were made payable to
them. They reporthdly signed
confessions stating that Smo-

LYNNE IS only two yea. lion on a deceptive praetice
old mod Meethe has not via- chm,
ad her
the tifio she was
John O'Brien of 210 E. Ivy
Mreed .7., to a Ms., ho...
Hill, Arlington Heights was
Last year a group of local ordered on one year sag..

money on their own in

'toe meta.
ow nannaoe, jet Meek, can loom at aothatlo
100.yeanald mold, cue serve us a doorstop or just sit by your
Mend, greptece to keep ma unhliking eye

youths were pcked up

feye

by attacks of a very on two years
on
charges of theft and deceptive
He i, interested in his nat. practice. A third charge
MI family and has made sex against Spencer, forgery. ,100
eral as
to contact them dropped.
but his parents continue m
Jerry McDougall of 1891

collected

no table,deaker hunk.

Del. Richard Robinson saki

eye aimed

school children

min. parsley or dark rye

wings on its five -inch body, a

reminder of the skills Glynn.
yeah craftsmen as It mans

y

Beverly Wheeling was pls.

Do not bleed the cheesm in
order that each flavor will he
recognimble. Roll halls in

deep hand engraving and dram

Gift Fund.

te..

.= his friend. gown..

Loons -minded to give Mb pew.

pony, 855 Morse Av.; Elk
Grove Villa, hours arm
weekdays 9 am..5 p.m.
Make all checks tamable to
Children and Family Services

g

although

sandwich spread for chive
cream cheese Spread. to vary/.

ler duck dial cast in heavy
ead pewter, which looks
hundred year, old, and hes

Metropolitan Printing Com.

3 plead g

i,..coi...1131 in-

prep ared rimier,. cheese

LEFT, You don't have to he

office, 722 Center St.. Des
Plaines; hours are: weekdays
SeamenPol-

that will specifically be a help

charged by Arlington Heights
AMONG TDB M Geroge Pollee in connection with the
who one Plamd 1.
hater theft and fraudulent use of
ham lal'efal You. VP Kim. checks pleaded guilty Friday
his alcoholic pare= Mau. in
Arlington Heights Circuit
Court before Magistrate Paul
George h. mode an ex- A. O'Malley.

He

Lightly press together into
balls one pan American blue
chess crumbled, to onc part

THE DES PLAINTS Day

children.
These children all need to
There are mom than 1,200 know someone cares, The Day
children being cared for in cares and believe, that by inCook County in boarding forming its readers of the bleak
homes, free foster homes, in.. liver of these children they too

adjustment

QUICK PARTY ROUNDS

'flee Prospect Day office.

and Family Services where some of the older children can
they will be distributed to the be purchased for them.

to

you hied' buffet tale.

117 S. Main So. Mount Pros.

lice of the Illinois Children for handicapped children or

Cell=

side, pressed from the

original mold dating Ina
mate than a century, to mace

WHEN GIFTS are brought
to the collection locations they
should be wrapped and :Kamm
puled by a card describing the
gift mod if it is suitable fora boy

the m physically,

Several of the case workers
caring for the children have re-

the

haler, Chriarnay.'

.

WITHIN A few days of
Christmas all the item and

time butter mold Jed, ao

will care and help give chi.

began their annual Christmas her children in order that they
gift campaign to collect might have the stable type of
presents and cash gifts for thrift life they needed.
these children who would othThe mother visited the chitcake receive no gifts.
Men regularly until recently
Four locations have been when she was hospitalised for
designated for collection of the a
operation that has
articles, from thew locations drained
in her financially as well
to

this CMistms.

=ague stores and curimity

By Maureen McNemar

token

her

.ehom has failed you, you may
want
mitt this rich amber
beauty, complete with old-

Christmas gifts for needy
are arriving atDay, offices

be

give

When your browsing through

that the entire bill is mantis.

will

For the housewife who "has

everything" this hutterpnl octagonal box may solve the
problem of what nostalgic gift
to

Heights homeowners believe

Three

SISTER WANDERS

fhorowund

.wasana.

oTr 11,e,

0600 0080 Oa ant 60 511048/1113 OOOOOO
rage

Make to many four letter or more wordSout of
these letters as you Can. In addition, find the wood

edies such es fires or death.

the facilities may Ill he Ra-

him.; anuyctchci,1,1

hobby or add to one already

and 9,000 voters wrote to the
legislators in opposition.

ing arrangement,.
%t ern, of them arc forgotten

been agnst
lain the law. He says,
'The
does stipulate that

CALM WILL help you

first introduced 6,000 voters

ate pats f° prove

hard in presenting this inform
nation to the public. Out meat

clean out Me stic.
'Imagine my horror when I

and nearly all =AM

item Ma when the bill um

been deserted by their parents
or lett alone as a result of trag-

ins society denten.. They can
show how. the system is rc
rounding to the necilscke chil-

fora friend who had or oeuld
win
time piece of glassware which

055515 p ......... steer P11(11/11/11 ooe 00 04 nsrt.e Lt ....

to theft ,
fraudulent use of checks

that any ob,ervance of the nio.
ratorkth in school would have
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1.11) Ihtly 34-Ang. Mt-Unexpected profits proem

more difficulty than 111mmfe
at the moment. Be wise: don't
look gin Imrse in An mouth.

the -
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23 Carmine
24 Worshiped
26 Bone
27 Wapiti
30 Greek letter
31 Obligation
33 Printer's
measure
34 For example
lab.)

-Make cvery effort to secure
your adva
now. The

wait to make your CAPTAIN EASY

hid. the less likely you arc to
have it heard.

LIBRA ,Sept. 24Oct. SI.
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stick
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21 Maxim
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THANKS

A LOT:

45 Invests chip
at poker
46 Casting molds
49 Clumsy boat
50 Sour
51 Storage fees

for liquids

56 Fencing
sword
57 Blood vessels
58 Assembly of

huntsmen
59 Tolerable
DOWN
1 Officer's
deputy (ab.)

AN A
S
AN
LI

(music)

26 Gallant
47 Back of neck
(slang)
48 Strike with
37 Fall month
(ab.)
Species
39 "Uncle Toro's
Pier (arch.)
Cabin"
character
53 iFeang niaL
40 Groove
feline name

26 Great Barrier 42 Turkish
I land (N.Z.)
capital
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15 Crevices
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.

future it,

al stake today. ratmake deck
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We aren't all lucky enough to get lean Claude Killy
-for- Christmas, but we thOtight "he- added -6
.of
charm to our tree. He's wearing a masterpiece in ski
fashion --a colorful Kingman jacket by Mighty -Mac.
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are fashions that will delight any woman. All that
glitters is not gold and Thom McAn proves it with
these gala silver evening shoes and. matching panty-
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Craft corner

good health of your skin end
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phrng an enriching lonon to
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and...only does Orerige Sonars
.moome the mkt., your dmmend
fere., Me r otm re, a Ha rms ol
iree professional Al..,
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ear's garai. ageing loss.
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,ice dad... delicately cradled in RE told.

A owed miturtia

ljor the man in your hf.
Nome a nleiliaLable beginning

packed in a mode.
wine rack. Or, if he tsatrendy

ship.

wine lover, who know, better
Man you which Melve wines
he would never buy for him-

at

NUT
Bordeaux

out M sight in price. but &I
wines ere exgood Christmas

ceptionally

deitlecelital deaas oil

the selection can range foam
wines ready to drink to wine to
be stored and cherished for

gift, Mes . they are varied in

type and pries and bream

llakeity 'metes
2 N. Dunton Ave.
CL

Arlington Heights

3-4690

years before drinking.

Most important of all, for
eery special people. is thettill
of wine in he stored away. It

makes MI. ..ay gift most
thoughtful.

One gift of six dozen with
a card aached wishes that giv.

er and given wil enjoy them

Choosing suck views k not
all difficult. Nor need be

Only expensive.
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,

gift, chase fourth and even
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Internationalist mood is unrivaled.

Pants legs are

a

bit

tilraightor. though remaining

full: yoke trmtments play a
signilicant role in pants size
und shape, tiny buttons. pockets. soh -seaming. topstitching
and X -loops are also important
characteristics. Details thus
beconie the focal point -the es.
tonna] feature that man pants
new and very innch wanted for
any young wardrobe.

z

in

jat)

than books which give the
child recipient something to
DO as well as something to
mad for to have read to him).
Here ere Oa which should be

By sm. Ham

Try "Do You KM. What
Time It

'who is just on 1110 verge of

timmtelling. this will,hc o god.
send.

uteful. and equally

fun. is -Left and Right with

Lion and Ryan" by Rob.
Linen ISdowlest. It ,coms that

Lion was about to lose hweld
in the circus
he
d
NOT tell his left from his right.
So Ryan. his trainer, took hint

fer n ride in Me country and
they swerved LEFT tom' ss a

Lizard a. veered RIGHT tt,

spirit to you with a

ti)

free cup of coffee
as you browse in her
display room.

Reindeer nn the right: lightning on IM no, Lion DID finally learn. and perhaps at, will

the young child reader'who
just learning to distinguish
right and left.

CHILD 011 40)5110. what
more

ruminating subject
than oneself! "My Book ahem
rt':rth
we

2

0

euphonium!,
edge jewca,

it not authored by GUN

euss Stand.
witerd. Dr. r0100
House). Y.
your own
picture on the cover, and then
you fill in all the intereMing

budo, 00.1 youn,eLE Moe
You are. how many teeth
rod hove, how many freckles.

You troce around your foot
and you tell what your hair
end yam ems unil your eyes
look like. Some grownupsne may

even be ten.. to snk into
the Mk and min about them.
seise,

If Y..,

hig

1

through X. you're blend In 010
Little

joy "The Wry Tall

Girt' by Phyl. Krasilumky
11,OubledaYl. At Jodi this fittle

girl didn't like het. ale
nth a10er the innnd n1t dill

T:=

Alant wiLII.3Y, III
being taller than average la,.

.

called "hard.
you can return

the box it ti, rightful magert
before Cho' noes

With the softer, more femi-

nine look in tshion, holiday
she became very. very glad

jewelry has aonesoft. too.

01051 arty Owl begin.

will enjoy

',real

Richard Scans%

Hug

Sebuolhome"

THIS TREND moo clearly
established with the prawn..
ion of the annual Great De.

and 7 -year old, loot: lead, of

in Costume Jewelry
Awards. This year such mininiscent delicacies m jeweled

clothes 10 uhoomo from on yet

Juliet caps, rbirenione dOemd-

(Random House:. It

hoe

all

that wonderful detail Mel X

lad and roam oft erg., hem'.

different vehicles lid getting to

ink
r'nY"th°ih'"°""I'd'
a year ago went to more brittle

school equip.. Inder.

pencil. eraser. piper clip, sus

son. what have you, that

mho..vb to use. This.,
nil! keep it, owner hilly for:
long. long time.

Dater', -1alking Words:
lInNue

designs.

lb"
tumejewelrY is no.

Alphabet

e

at boleros,
gloves.

woos and even

One plearamly old-fushion.

d nonce for several jewelry
designers this year is 5icim

ria.. There is

nostalgia in
antl necklaiss

pins

enni

tonne incoring
porat nerro,v
Muck aelvo ri bbon, and in in terpretat ions of the dog collar.
crystal into

MOST SUBURBAN women need a Mrge calendar. to
keep'rack of all the family sppoinments and events. You
can easily find one to suit the
personality of 0 friend taro n
the vast assortment availabl
including ones with famous

neW upwerd

paintings, on
recipes. po
etry. cartoons and Mndscepes.

As an added touch. circle a
January date in red oral wdm
in an invitation, such as "Cog

them.. Ms= M. =just

, house" Or if your

fee

plain pretry. too -Minna.,
studded 1001 ornaments, earn

friend has preschool children.
extend an offer of bahysitting
on that date. Be sure tome. it

into that manage to enmbine

impressive Si, with design re. oe your own calendar and
strain, and braceht, meant to, rmoind your friend of your °fan arrn rather than
ftseveral days in advance in

ilet.

shout for personal attention.

But with

all

it, f

hodd. lewd, is

cese she hasn't had time to to

phercalenthr yet
In addition to pleasing our
at Mk time. we alto

y

shedding.

h11110ing and a lift for trir-

.

friends

nodnnda Proem that a ladyIlk, look aced mover he 0011.

want to do extra things for Me
children in our households.

I !swarth

a

try ano,ay

Sacked

me

form

thep

Fr00Ty

niri'e7

was are-Lnod lo make towers of
serious siees. put a tall. ski

--""4111111111,

PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

2SS 021

G mond

niiin

building and its stories. Card bawd tubes from paper prod,

-

SAVE 30%,50% ON "SECONDS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

y one m Iht, shmt one and
...nod the 01110
.In one with paper cut in It
dThe roofs of the towers
paper eut
hair eircles
and gathered to form a cone.
You can plaza tiny flags on,.
toiver rods, add 0 drawbridge,
paste 011Windows and doors. -

Gifts
the kind you'll
wish you
could keep!

anything else yrut con Mink of.
My children are quite excited
about it awl your MR.,.
might like one. too.

FORA SPACE age center.

toe a Yano children

could
could page weird construe lion Of tinker
with tol,
pops inch in a few plum. The
children can eat the suckers

FESTIVAL

HewIeuelotelidwd Boat,

SAVE {11.03.och
31110( MIMS

loved 5012. plots.

°MAG.. vit0WAYRANGL

Erg.SPLOO

Roo. W800. tO A WAS raft
LAUREL

for &hers
Another easy Idea is to use
brightly colored balloons with
their strings taped to IN bottom of a flower pot. Before you
blow them ttp, you might put a
win'n cach one, and otter dinner the children can pop them.

R''C'hrlrfarr'lbvie candes. so
Joni forget to put one 00 two

MITICRISS

Come alive
Am you a ,low starter? A

will ob.!.

wake-up bath
circulation
and
eliminate
hours of nmrning drowsiness.
Whether the water is mild. hot
or lukewarm. scrubbing with
soapy sponge or washcloth will
Mine blood to those half-

., mow!, to give you a
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MT. PROSPECT HARDWARE
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come -alive feeling
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deep bib that
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(CHRISTMAS BONUS)
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BEVERLY OR MARY
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ill the holiday ritittlYtt0tweitt
networks

a)

any
11111 abandons the

retiring. BM there in a voter
delicacy to the shimmering
leer and colored Swara,ski
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mion to the
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000'

stone beat.. which domi.

And las of all. Mr childre
or even for adults. try Ashok

lour oars

signs

dressed for whooli many
of

divergent jeweled acansories

One of these beautifully manipulates Swaromki Aurora

them. WAS. tall little girl.

school: all Move different hit
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Break'

Mod. Merrilll. You perhan
didn't know IL, Mu Me very
names of words can. with a let

mtg. strokes. come to loathe.
the thing they spell.
very
Mr in satum to make
nice fat gat mom of the Wu!
ce11

nom b., am of the
HEAR, a r040 feather ,,t,
of FEAT 000, or hairy hai
MAlli.iryo yourself.
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Ilium right 1900 by the Ce
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entIoniallyaili

CAN'T
DECIDE WHAT
TO BUY HER FOR
CHRISTMAS ?

MAKE CENTERPIECES
TO SUIT
YOUR TASTE

(i)

hmest plate, mt. girdle..

other insist,. of emote

BRING IN YOUR
FAVORITE DISH
AND WE WILL

U)

kids' toy box to hold, your

Chetn stitch

by Rue Abisch

!Prentice Hull I. For the hoy or

rhinestones shape such widely

If you have been using the

is

wt. cake.

Holiday jewelry
goes femme

BIMINI hole stitch

pass a Roam And on and tin.

Few things arc more sotis.
factory for Christmas giving

("n

4)

a hie swoopinwske Mk, and notice the length, reflecting

alkalise in mats

Books for little people

GITTA'S FLOWERS

Cl)z

Yes; it look, just like the very expensive fur Mai hourytninded fashionablei love. Sumptuously

Front -ached

ki=lter,aro.,

holding a bonommda round

dap Orkin :,. with grooved crossripled softness and so dramatic in io whileetss.

em on loch us a timer awn

Extends the Christmas

4%

A round, plastic turntable

ththem on last. embroidering

and certainly are not ready to
on the penis mune. the Young

A pretty glass cake plow
with an menial cake mix tied
to

in the embroidery. o minor Mu
scissors will erase it.
Cul out tiny Mb detath and

By Louise Bates Ames,

the't current look

Ong as u special gift.

this SOS your guide as you em-

Pants look
for girls

halove na

Mom,.

Stuff it until firm and pleat

0

ornament before shopping for
Mt. Yen could probably make

lished put of any yam* girl's

4101N OUR CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB NOW!
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HERE'S A TIP: draw on

three Prejth'els from three

loaf of your home-

.* nut er fruit breed with a
A colander for washing
greens filled with bottles of salad spices and a large wooden
fork and spoon.

problems. 110 mistake is made

Ito N. They are an estab-

carrying

be tempted to short.
ma. This will tat:clime. but Me
result will he moth keeping or

Tno maY want to drim

girls wearing sixes 3 to IX and
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Imvidery she pow. and mpg.
nnlly be absence of the usual
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smell places as you go -do not
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fifth growth wino of moderate
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A bread', soifier idled %WM
Antfniansfe...
end including a small
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embroidery needle oed n Morn
scissor,.
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tams glory. pants still dominate much of sponswear for

and
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FOR A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS
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By just joining our Christmas Savings Club, you'll have more under
your tree, Select the payment p an you desire and we'll pay you
4% interest, compounded quarter y - and when you come in, take
your choice of a famous Christmas record album or the Good
Housekeeping Christmas book that contains 100's of Woof to make

rfa

your Haft Season a joyous one. While they last
Ear, n 41,01.1.01 1410K1 to 51,090 by the

al Deow

rano, Corooratio
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Me he

cloth. Put nom and hack It

uses Me buttonhole stitch
jain the front to Me back after

just uppanng the tree. limit their size to
relatiwly moderate in pnco mullmm M six inches. with
nese wine yeas hold Mich

which eon he drunk now but
will keep well 13tit tar a cellar

ry is done. press with a damp

and bin of French knots. She

1962'1
provide very goodol fell, using scraps for
buys. I 9.'s are alts excellent id.' Snot they re b iN on

promise for storing and for lat.
er seaming.
It b a good idea. if you do
nor want to spend a fortune. to
seek out a dew regional wines.

a trip to Ilic Gallery

nry

006 PM .lair eel Pthsb rth
the pm ol the a wont that

hole axed and moo Wide.]
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wit until near the cud ill Sta.
mhos your urn cant Oar no

jogether many yea. he, MY Host, cotton balls, crewel
This is the meaning of friend.

tho

Mout 10 inches long. anti knot
together .0 Me toe.
Tab

make the Add=

'1."01'd".:

rather rowdy

oot

rands of thread, except for
extremely fine detail. when

stitch. S10111 stitch. hack Sikh.

need

can

Himont-

A small basket filled with

uses

mouth. as .11 as line; 01,0'

small pieces of Mk. embroid-

you lose di. die mat
eitrtatma

,,
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Through il run doublothread

Tina

your ornament lungs.

on then 09.101 table, If you
hoe. someone old enookh to
wenn, moo. finger.
At our holm. candkhkftt

itt1715

If 10u is to arc sense, to

en. tab', And semen....

100

Junin. On
y potion
in the stitches you plan to use.
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NO Minimum Balance
NO Activity Limit
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HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
MILWAUKEE AVENUE Al DUNDEE ROAD

WHEELING. ILL. PHONE 537.0020
MEMBER F.D.I.O.

$24

PAL GROVE
DRUGS & LIQUORS
East of Rand on
Palatine Road at
Windsor Drive
(formerly Buffalo Grove Rd I
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Phone: 255-7100
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re, Man's 141, gold with Roman nu meralstls

BARBARA, DONNA

B. Man's 101( gold-filled self-winding $97.50

MARY, SHARON

C. Lady's 1415 gold bracelet watch...$300
O. Lady's 14K gold
$105
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MEIDTATILIN Continued From Hide,
The only way to feed the soul is by meditation and quietness.
by prayers eminent' dements Ity keeping in hum with God and

drawing...1h from Mc "Higher Power."
rbits .1.. go ,e., ill un i1OPOP..y4iTTODDIjoiTh Onim the hoppo

givcrid

forth immenke energy 100 haPpinem. nu thin the whole body
and mind is

At first one' may only give u shot period to their meditation
emh day. but it should be at regular Intervals and at the same
lour if ',Dyable. but very soon from the satisfaction achieved.

well m finished product. to
and he industrial and CC..
sand
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Arlington High School has
nnounced the names of au legend Ens afraiddam
preamMeConla-You dl nrd.- plena on ire junior, honor my
or the first
f Ell end up getting pregnant from him before we act married?
Dear Mr. Defense:
fly boyfriend and I have been going steady fur u year and

orw.

hen dl o 10rinnims I feel you me
huh1 00
feet pm Me he getting married too young and thor you an
heading roe movb

Dear Amadeu.:
What do you feel is the salvation as the problem of my elder
Ion. who is rem speaking to either his brother or site and also
myself. Will DOD ever be a breakthrough in his resentments?
Will I see peace in my femily before Igo 10 mY demel react
Mrs. A.P., Mount Prospect
Deer Mrr. A.P.:

If Meret to he peace I feel It would neve to come from your

neeglina the het that lIns 4 rat a permed thing nun. yen. I
feel that personally chg. between your children will eventually
be rmdted.

Ike ale. Danube:
I would he most interested to know if my, husband will be
transferred, when and where? Can you me a promotion in his
job? Will we he selling our huuse.and buying elsewhere or will
we rent the house we now own? Whin future can you me for my
iri.lows.They me engaged in fanning.
Mrs. S.P...Wheding
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I fed a chew of residence and chest. of pals, hut feet this
lokIng you Into nen seer ur Mlle longer. I. getting the general
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I am 17 -years -old and just entered college. I Plan to major in
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waned like to know, .Mst her fiin name. Otero Ill nurm her end
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deny feel that Mb x111 he your Baal profession or your life' work.
I reel the change will come after marriage. I feel the girl's
name

Hill dal with ..1

fond, Juin, etc 1 feel you'll meet her In
maur hat semester In school and intil1 marry Isni yeah after
ngled. college. I see no nigh, service for you.
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Named to Group
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Chicago Chapter of the National Association of Accountants.
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much the way her own hair is handled. Prices on human hair
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PATRICIA ROIC,roenter}707 E. Valley Lm, Arlington HEIghle, John Labovsky (len Wood Dale,
and Terry Pr1ikintright1 Niles, are members of "The American Malerily" %singing group featured
In "PeMple Who Care,. the campaign film Of the 11969 Metropolitan Crusade of Mercy. The annual
rompaign is directed to 1,750,000 employes of business and industry in Chicago, who ere asked to
COITIODYM BE their plates of employment, 35,000 huslneSe and Industrial firms are asked for row
mote gifts end residents of suburbs who are not asked for gifts where they work. This year's goal
h 527,500,000.
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Unlike hats, the label is not always in the beckon a wig.
Also some mmen Thing you wear a Mg like earmuffs. down
over the ears.
1/151ever,5 says Rohe. limes whv all has wilrs em lilted sed

nd al .ann. Am.
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Jeffrey Schromuk.
rah Tonnesen. Gayle Trulove. Diene Scoter.
Fred Vogt. Elora Wagner.
Glen Shaffer. Kevin Shea.
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land. Sharon Welthausen..klar- A. Simon, Robert D Skolnik.
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thereat Arils. XV crewing and embroiling a Drainage and lion !Mom
Comm/Won lot she Neap. of Want Pwees, so shot Me said Melo Xs/

*IL Mark Toberman. Deka- Schmid.

Anne

private wig showings and exclusive wig panics on the premises.
as well as otTer his line of hair goods for on extra attraction al
LIM fashion shows.
We asked about the age of customers and some of the problems he finds in wig selling. Mr. Rolle replied that wigs are worn
by women six to 75.
ONE OF THE MAIN PROBLEMS for wig wearers is that It is
often difficult to tell the front from the back and women. put.

.
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-Mll be on duty at all times to handle sales and styling.
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LUNCH ROOM SUPERVISOR,

Part Time Clean,
& la or Work

pe

WHEELING
<1

PART TIME MEN

Gar on crowd Ilsor

e.c.r

25 Employment heron, Women

24 Help Waded Men

244Ielp Wanted Men

IFT

AGE 25 TO IS

met hand se

your comma

In

Manager Mayor

Kitchen Steward
DAYS

112 000,515 000

OUR

seances offered

people

SYSTEMS ANALYST

2431elp Wanted Men

In Arlington N...
a S. Gunton
Wee

Dempster

99.05C0

9560700

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Monday, December 15, 1969
26 Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

3rd Shift

.

5 day wk 8 AM to 4 PM Call

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

$2.57 To Start

7:45 am to 4:15 pm
4:15 pm to 12:45 am
12:45 am to 7:45 am (61/2 hrs.)

359 1152

2nd Shift

Immediate openings for
experienced Key Punch

Day or Evening Hours

warned

operators in
Melrose
Park Oxecutive office 5
day ..week. 371/2 hour
week. Excellent fringe
benefits.
Interviewing

777 Wheeliny Rood

Hours flexible
Monday thru Friday

SCANDA HOUSE
RESTAURANT
259-9550

Wheeling, lllinors

1955 W. North Ave.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

ASSEMBLERS:

JOIN THE
BIG TIME
at General Time, pacesetter in the world of time,
We have several openings in the assembly depart
men? at oar comfortable and modern Space and
Systems Division Plant. Some experience preferable
but we will train qualified beginners.

Excellent striding pay, paid vacation, free life insurance and hospitalization, 8 paid holidays and pension
plan, plus many, many more outstanding benefits.

CLERK -TYPIST
person who enjoys diversified work, including filing &
general office work. 55 wpm.

December 19 to -

Dr. Clarence Schauer,
Vice President,

INVENTORY

qJ

qj

CLERK

Academic Affairs
Harper College

Work will involve special
reports, maintaining exception

Algonquin &

reports & reconciliation of

in-

ventory records.

Salary commensurate will ex.

GENERAL TIME

GENERAL
FACTORY

friProwc,,nihr, 11,,,Itl of imp.

For Personal Interview Call

MR. R. D. HINTZ

There's no
start your

Personnel. Manager

SPACE. AND SYSTEMS DIVISION

394-0800
1200 HICKS ROAD ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL. 60008
n,
Opportunity Employer

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.'

recognizes talent <MCI nays for it! Especmlly when it

CeefieSI0 short, stenos rind eXtl00011Ced Keypunch Operators who
xis iv+ what It tikes to (Jet 011A) done.

If you LIKE freedom, interesting work, challenging assig lllll 0/10.
yffe'll LOVE working at Teleryi,el

OPERATORS

STOCK PACKERS

ASSEMBLERS
in

our executive office for
girls with secretarial experience. Strong clerical
and
figure aptitude.
good
quired. Excellent fringe
benefits.

(Mir
pleasant surroundings, cooperative people to
wort with Call -is today for a confidential interview

Miss Joan Denny at 676-1000 Ext. 5243

WIRERS AND
SOLDERERS
Enjoy all these outstanding
Motorola benefits:

shorthand
and
typing skills re-

Light

ri

EXCELENT STARTING PAY
AUTOMATIC INCREASES

FINEST WORKING CONDITIONS
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
TOP VACATION PLAN
RE NOWNED PROFIT SHARING
AND MUCH MORE

Fl 5-0500 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept.

Apply:

JEWEL FOOD

Monday thru Friday
8AM until 3PM
Saturday
9AM until 12 NOON

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy Ave.
.Skokie, Ill.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

STORES

MOTOROLA

1955 W. North Ave.

Algonquin and

Melrose Park

Meacham Road
Schaumburg

WAITRESSES
21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Days and Nights fo,. Ambitious Girls

359-4800
An equal opportunity F4111,10/,

Janitors
"2.66 per hour
Assemblers

The New
GOLDEN BEAR

PANCAKE HOUSE
RESTAURANT

,WE NEED

'2.55 per hour
Stock Handlers
'2.66 per hour

CLERKS

FOR TEMPORARY OFFICE
POSITIONS
TOP RATES - NO FEES

Register with us

White Collar Girls

OP AMERICA, INCORPORATED

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT'

pumps, etc. 5200. 259-4061

$85. Snow tires with !in, 88.5 x

GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPSPure

14, 540. Painted dresser,
392-0381

white, AKC, 6-M, 4-F, sm. deposit will hold for Xmas. Rin,

$10.

Tin -Tin
blood
call 894-3633.

HIDE -A BED reasonably priced.

COME IN AND COMPARE
EXCELLENT PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Industrial Standard Gas Station
1006 W. Dundee Rd., Arl. Hts., Ill.
1 block east of our new plant
NE corner of US 53 and Dundee, III. 68
HONEYWELL TRAILER ON PREMISES

259-1158

SPEED QUEEN gas clothes dryer.
Good Condition $25
296.4228
Excellent

condition,

Hotpoint
washer, 2 yrs. 5100; Stereo tape
recorder. 550. 259.1784

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353 dlr.

Like new dinette set, 6 chairs,
cost. $275 new, will sacrifice

shade, $325. CL 9-0043

$150.

18 X 20 all wool Bigelow blue
green tweed rug. Good cond.

766.9211

Floral quilted sofa and matching
chair. Good condition.

5125. Call 392-0970 aft. 6 PM

Snowbird Snowblower, 6 horse
power. Like new. $200.
253 8488

many extras; Boy's Schwinn 10
spit Bike, $40; $350 Drum Set,

CARPET NEW

$125 incl. Hi Hat. CL 3-5615

359-1544
TV,

antique

piano bench, Ig. sq. oak tbl.
w/5 legs, curio cabinet, deer's
head, barber chair. 823.5505
Coldspot, 15 cu. ft. Chest -Freezer,

like new, 5100. 2 University 12"
folded horn 3 way speakers. Exc.
cond. $75.
259-4061

Coppertone (Douglas) kitchen
tble , xtra leaf, 4 michg. chrs.

I was paid in carpet instead of
cash. I need cash, sell all or part

311 yards. 966-4313.

pc. Mahog. bdrm. set
cmplt.-5100. 2 mod. car. desks, 2
matching cab. chest & dresser,

tops -$50. White & blue pointed
chest w/matching vanity -desk &
chair -550. 253-8488

Beau. Medit'n dng tbl & 6 chits.,
xtra leaves, orig. $900 sac.
5450; white canopy crib $45;
3

bridge tbl, 4 chrs $15; blue sofa

$50; end tbl $25; chr $10; cot
58; bks;. clothes;

kit.

utensils;
Xmas lites, misc. 439-6972

1969 Singer Zig Zag
Used machine in stylish -cabinet. Does everythiing without

Call 394-1435 aft. 6 P.M.

attachments.

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact.

brica-brat, etc. Consignments
welcome.
CULLY AUCTION CO.
Des Plaines
Ph. 824-5020

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
$25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
toward the purchase of a
Johnson Water Conditioner.
This must be presented at

of 55.13 per month. Fcr free
home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until
9 p.m.

469.7204

By Owner

Honeywell
1500 W. Dundee

Arlington Heights, III.

Northeast Corner of Rte. 68 & 53
An Equal Opportunity Employer

car, could finance. 253-3371
'61 FALCON - 6 cyl., 4.dr., R/H,
like new tires, gd. cond., 5100 or

extras include water softener,
carpeting, humidifier,
etc.,

Best offer. 593.64!5 aft. 6 p.m.

1967 LID Ford 4 dr. vinyl top,

535,000. Existing 51/4 96 Mortgage.
241 N. Dean Dr.
359-2228

Outdoor swimming Pool. Excep
tionally well -maintained build
ing. From $200. Apply Mr. Vogt,
305 Kaspor, Arl. Hts., or call

air.,

'E7 Olds 98 luxury sedan, full
pwr. cruise

96-RealEstate-Wanted

'68 VW Beetle. like new cond.
51650- Call 437.0970 of ter 6

Sale

cont., air -private,
52100. LE 7.4070 CL 3-6535

or

Prix. Console.
P/S, Buckets. $475.
259.5396

'65 Chevy 2 door Hard Top.
P/S P/B 5790. Must sell
259-0539

102-Trucks,Trailers

'68 Chevy Belair Station wagon
9 pass., air., P/S, P/B, low miles,

1960 Ford 3/4 Ton truck. Good
condition. 5375.
392-6050

very clean. CL 5-1765
'62

Falcon 6' cyl., gd. cond.,
R & H, new tires plus snow tires,
5395 After 6. CL 5.3937

is 101 -Auto Parts and Access.

PRAIRIE RIDGE APTS.

Two Snow Tires plus rims. White
walls. 775x 15. Best offer.

'62 Rambler American, make offer. MAXIM snowblower, heavy

259-0871
2

-

duty S50. 392-1354

snow tires 650 x 13. Used

I season 525.
392-4631

Sacr. trans. over seas. '66 Pontiac Star Chief 4 dr. sedan. Air,
power, clean t i 165, 359-0145

SWIMMING POOL/CLUB HOUSE/

110 Sports Cars

TENNIS COURT!

New Building now open 20
minutes west of O'Hare Field,
walking

dist. to school and
shopping. MODEL OPEN DAILY

(1 blk. so. of Higgins and west
of Roselle Road)
VAVRUS & ASSOCIATES
529-1408
89.1.7294

P/B,

PM.

&

I & 2 Bedr. Units from $155.
Range, Refrig., Disposal, Air
Cond. included and All Util. except electric.

-

'63 Grand

Wanted: House under
520,000. Cash to owner.
358 3370

MT. PROSPECT

Hoffman Estates Offers:

coupe, air

Rent -Garage inc.
show room. 6700 sq. ft. Large
parking lot. N.W. Hwy., Pol.
359-1450. Eves CL 3.0297

For

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

(1/4 mile west of Rte 83...
Between Dempster & Golf)

radio.

cond., low miles, good cond.,

One & Two Bedr. Apartments
available immediately and
Jan lst...from $155.5185.
Carpet & all Appliances Incl.
Call for Appointment

COURT & SWIMMING POOL.
1444 S. Busse Rd. 439-4100

A/T,

'392-9286 after 6.

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

(Timberlake)
2 BerIrm Apis (parklike
setting).
Reasonable
rental
inclds.
Appliances,
TENNIS

W/W,

P/S,

I owner. 392-7630
1969 Chevelle Spt.

392.9188

'62 Corvair Monza. 4 door. A/T.
1967 Impala Custom Cpe. Radio, PS, Auto, Air Cond. Private

Bucket

$1700. 894-4239

Asking
259-6177

seats.

$200.

Rambler Classic 2 door,
snow tires, new brakes $300.
392.8665
'64

111 Motorcycles and Scooters

1965 Suzuki Motor Cycle. 150
CC. Low mileage. Exc. cond.

Ford

5200.827-4580

Private SI575. CL 5 2.199

air cond., 1967 Ranch
wagon 6 pass. /S, s!ck, 8 cyl.
I

shopping center

a

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Exc. cond. Best offer. 392-1619

IMMEDIATE

'69 Chevelle 307 stick. Perfect
cond. Assume payments of $79

DELIVERY

a month. 543-2380

'62 CORVAIR automatic, 2 Lr.,

Heavy duty wall to wall commercial carpeting. 1st time
ever offered to the public.

Sold on 1st order basis. Limited quantities. We have lost our
lease on our warehouse &
must dispose of 11,000 yds of
1st quality commercial carpeting at discount prices. Terms
available (Dist.)

359-2247

Cadillac.

cond.

1963

Excep.

'66 Olds Convert. 98, air-cond,
A/T, R/H, full pwr. w/6 way seat,
excellent condition. $1575 or
best offer. Call 394-3950 psk
for Mr. Dean.

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

Seasons Greetings
from

$850. 1527 S. Highland. Ad.
Hts. 439-6607

1960 Austin Healey Sprite. Good

cond. $350 or best offer. Man

BARRINGTON

in Service. 253-1409

'67 Dodge Coronet 4 dr. 318V8.
A/T, P/S, R/H. 51450. Good cond.

CALL

.

black, 5110. Phone
after 6:30 P.M.

'64 Chevy Super Sport convert.
V8, Exc. cond. Custom interior.
White leather & bucket seats.
Call aft. 4.827.0217

966-5540

IMPORT MOTORS

439-7343

55 -Musical Instruments

Baby Grand Piano. Mahogany

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL

1969 Cadillac Coupe De Ville.
All pwr & xtras. Studded snows.

CL 9-4100

1968 Pontiac GTO. P/S P/B A/T.
Positraction. Polyglas & snow
tires. Rally whls. 894.6846

800 E. Northwest Hwy
Arlington Hts

I

381-0899

,"THE EXCLUSIVE

DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

finish. $300 or best offer.
259-2486
34 -Arts and Antiques

G Weight driven Clock. West.
Mantle Clock

minst,

Chime
Rees. 299.5973

5 pieces SLINGERLAND drum set
w/cases, brushes & sticks $175.
437-3051

NEW -1970 Chevy Pick

Up Truck.

Black Supro elec. guitar & case

CHRISTMAS
ANTIQUE SALE
Sunday Dec. 21 - 10 to 5 Bronze,

Oriental rugs, oil paintings, jewelry, cut gloss etc.
2067 Miner St.
Des Plaines

2 pickup elec. Harmony
$74.50; others. El Rey, 7 W. Eastman, Arl. Hts.

$35;

55 -Musical Instruments

$2296

VW Bug. Rebuilt engine, $295 or

best offer. Kimball Baby Grand
piano. Good cond. $395 or best

HAMMOND M3 ORGAN AND
SPEAKER

Deluxe Heater, Padded Dash, Makner kites, 2

speed wipers & washers, Spare Tire and

offer. C13-6051
-

CABINET

NEW COND.
. CALL 766-4354

Wheel

-

Come

in and

Meet

your ,

For Further Information Call:

394-4625

537-9225

'69 Mustang, blue 6 cyl syncro.
mesh, warranty 9000 mi. Wife's

Bedons., Liv. Rm., Dining Rel.,
and Den w/Eireplace; other

parking, carpeting & drapery.

A/T, P/S, P/B, W/W. Low miles.

JOHNSON WATER
359-3200

296-2327

1963 Fairlane 4 door, 6 cyl.
stick. Call After 6 P.M.

WINSTON PARK - Bilevel with 4

Immediate possessipn, spacious
additional
storage,

'65 Mercury Colony Park Wagon.

Jon. 17, 1970.

CONDITIONING CO.

baths.
new.

PALATINE

Spacious 2 & 3 Bedroom Apts.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

CARPETING SALE

time of purchase. Offer expires

255.1107

patio. 2 ceramic tile
Crptg:,
drapes. Like
539,500.537-4756

or $5.13 down and 9 payments

JOHNSON WATER

Parlor, 575 Lee St., Des Plaines:
Storage, Furnishings, antiques,

1961 Ford Falcon 4 door sedan.
Radio, heater, snow tires. $150,

an. with sliding glass dts. to

Salem Apartments

$51.30 Tax Included

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359.3200
AUCTION!
Every Wed. Evening --7:30 (Viewing 6:30). The Red Gavel Auction

disp. Self.Ang. oven. Fain.

&

bedroom
Rolling Meadows.
apt. Sub l Jan. 1. 5158. per mo.
359-3350.af ter 5 P.M.

1

orig. owner, low mileage

1966 Ford Golaxie V8.
Fully equipped. One owner.
Call CL 3.4718

462 Bode Road

Exc. cond. $20 set. Kirsch Tra.
verse rods,
brand new/orig.
contain. Cost 565, best offer.

1961 MERCURY excellent condition),

.3-1966 or CL 9-9075

ARL. HIS.

7-

Barracuda VB

Auto. Snow
tires. Garaged.
Needs no work. 439 1737

Control A/C. Cob. kit., rislux.shr.

4 tin. apt. Adults,. only. Ncipets.
Mt. Prosp. nr. sta. 5150 tea. CL

5

walnut veneer w/formica

437 0413

Buffalo Grove. 3 bdrm. ranch.

bdrm. Apt. $160 mu. Ben.
senville-Woodole area. Avail. irre
med. 968.0369

Looking

Carpet sales and cleaning.
shag.plush-kitchen carpet 58.95
and up padding/installation incl.

Dodge Auto. 2 dr. Runt
Perfect. $100. Coll after 5 P.M.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

I

Chevy Pit Crew

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'
GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE!

Famous Name Brands!
10% to 30% Off on Display Merchandise!
Many Used Specials!
3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
Palatine, III., 204 Hicks Place 359-2251
Chicago, III., 218 S. Wabash, 8th Fl. 939-3551
Richton Pork, III., 3721 W. Snuck Trail 748-3353

ARLINGTON HIS.

CHEVROLET

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years
800 E. Northwest Hwy.

OPEN EVENINGS

CL 9-'1100

.t-

'

'61

$350. CL 5-0252

358-7844

Lionel 140 Train Set, mounted,

'59 Chevy, R/H-550: 2 '65 Pont.,
bucket seats, blue -525 both. Call
after 4 437-7547

394-1218

!tamed. occup. Couple 3582390

394.2783

for new living and
dining room furniture? Take
over payments. 297.5468

Humidifier, port.

82 -Wanted to Rent

WANTED TO RENT - 'Garage for
rebuilding of auto,

89 -Real Estate -Bus. Property

Electrically converted Oil Lamp
Chandelier w/rose satin glass

63 Ford Fairlane 4 dr. sedan.
6 cyl, auto.. Exc. cond. Make
offer. 259 4528

1965 Plymouth

closets,

piece mahogany bedroom
suite. Best offer.
CL 3.4535 after 5.

dr. hdtp, P/B, P/S, A/T, fact,
air. 439.5559 for app't.
4

824-7665

1

3

LESLIE

8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. WEEKDAYS

$75-$125

437.6523

Admission 50c

HOURS:

line.

Sofa & chair 530; end tables,
coffee table $15, after 4 pm.

Snow tires 84505 and 745x14.

With Automatic increases
EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS

INTERVIEW:

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
STENOS
TYPISTS'

Bunk beds with desk & bookcase

For information about the FINEST

Apply Now

for Extra
Holiday Expenses

must sell cheap 537-1926

Mint cond. '67 Dodge Polaro,

I

537-0156

'

7869 often 3 P.M.

bsng.,

ma. Shown Dec. 13,14, & 20 by
app't. only. 362 Oxford Rd.

Arl. Hts.
bdrm. Heat, major
appl. $155. Walk to town.

50 gal. aquarium, complete. Like

new, $100. Mated Angels, $15
pr. Breeder stands, tanks,

duplex,

rm. 2 car gar. lge; lot. Walk to
N.W. RR. Immed. occup. $300

14 -To Rent Apartments

white &
apricot. M/F. Will hold for Christ-

rm.

6

beam ceiling. Stove. Nat. frplce.
Pan. bosemnt with bar. Lndry.

lease. Dec. 15 Occ. CL 5-6175

min.

mas. 575.

Bar Equip.; Couch; Tables; Dishwasher; 20 Gal. Aquarium,
comp_ including Fish & Stand.
Ores sers; Assorted Sporting
Goods. Call: 297-8652

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

Be Prepared

POODLES AKC

Pl.

.

Pontiac Catalina. P/S P/B
A/T. Good 2nd car. $325. 358

bsint, fenced yd.
824.0464.

DesRlaines, English Tudor, 3
,bdrms., 11/2 baths,' sep. brkfst.
rm din. an. Plank punctilio

537-4126

ing. Reasonable, CL 3.4756

'62

full

Jan. occup.

ponEd.Kit., tam. rm.,- fenced yd.

Working girl to share Turn. Des
Pl. Tw. HS. $90 includes LAI. no

DACHSHUND - red, long hair,
AKC, shots, champion line.

Mueller Climatrol gas furnace
103,000 BTU. Never used.

Stereo, TV, Radio Comb.; Bar,

PAID VACATION
MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

ENJOY LATER

7' x 4', top pert.,
legs removable for easier mov-

POOL TBL

crptg, range, refrig. Recently

3 blks. to school & trans. $200
ma. Feb. 1 accup. 299-2796

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

10 Wks. old. AKC, $75.
358-3457

.

REASONABLE!

management team.

WORK NOW -

refrig. $50. 255.8823

Everything Must Go Going To Florida For Winter!

fers you the opportunity to earn $125 plus per week in the
most pleasant atmosphere and with the best organized

380 County Line Road
(West of Route 43)
Deerfield
OR CALL 945.3770

green, exc. cond. $135; Yellow

BACHELOR'S APT!

The new GOLDEN BEAR PANCAKE HOUSE RESTAURANT of-

RANDHURST CENTER

at

MODEL MAKERS

FULL TIME

German Short Haired Pointers.

Des Pl. 3 bdrm duplex, w. tow.

'64 Ford Fr -intone 500, V8 stick,
new snows, blk. vinyl top &
buckets. $495 297-2798

Des

NAZARENE NURSERY SCHOOL
in Mt. Prospect.
439-3405

for Christmas. CL 3-5998

beautiful LOVE SEATS olive

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture
to

SHEET METAL

SECRETARIES

Immediate openings

ered $22. 543.8938

blower. 394-2383

DAY CUSTODIANS

Why Sit Still
when you can
Move Ahead?

wood. 4' x 8' x 16" stack, deliv-

ler. 437.3056

5225.

applications will be accepted at

Toy Poodle puppy, silver, male,
AKC, shuts, wormed. Will hold

coksen 20 in "Snow Jet" snow

JIG & FIXTURE

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

A LIMITED NUMBER of new child

FIREWOOD seasoned split hdrd

Transferred South - like new Ja-

Outstanding openings are now available in the
following fields:

EXPERIENCED

LETyPE

place
than

bib. AKC min.; also White male -4
years old. 439-7534.

Motorola.

THE SINGER COMPANY

An equal opportunity employer

SHARP STENOS:

better
future

.525

Bed-

room Eli -Level, Ige family room, 2

car gorotje, $390 mo. Call Lan-

dec'd,

SNOWMOBILE DEALERSHIPS
terriProtected
AVAILABLE.
tories.
Notional
distribution
on all leisure lines... LEISURE

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

New 4

-

299 3623

'65 Chevy Belaire, 2-dr., 6 cyl.,
std, trans., excel. cond., best of-

cer Corp., 894-1500.

66 -Business Opportunities
AKC.

1958 Chevy 6 cyl.,, stick, still
running best offer.

Deluxe Townhouse 3 Bedr 11/2
baths, Rec. Rrn. Private lake,
Jan. Ocrupcy , $265..139-0032
SCHAUMBURG

cond

112 Automobiles For Sale

or 529-3615.

Electric

Poodle puppy 4 wks. old male,

.

Est
3 bdrm
faro rm
Short term. $220 mo. 894.4671

st
Typewriter V"Ai(li
table and lannp. Exc. cond. 595.
359-5742

4 mnths. loving and

start Exc
358 3534

Electric

16 To Rent Houses

56.0ffice Furniturdevicq:
IBM

64 Norton Motor Cycle 400CC
67 Honda 160CC Fully equip
ped

Deluxe

METAL DESK 42x24

Call 296-1768

2

Conn

a

MOR, INCORPORATED, P.O. Box
2212, Green Bay, Wisconsin 54306

824.6605

w ti

Spaere set sprockets, extra tires
$140 or offer 537 8201

Sublet 2 bdrm
cippl s disposal
all mils t Lt tit

elec Avail Jan 1, 5185 359 6256

A.G.O. pedal. Fun section. Pert.

Cocker Spaniel Pup, Blond AKC
trained,. 3 anon. 575,
Santa will deliver 299.4311

392-4983

Palatine, III. 60067
359-4200, Ext. 235

Full company benefits with ex.
-cellunt working conditions. Op portunity for advancement.

$5.

RCA 150 Watt Stereo console,
Portable color TV, full fact. warr,

Roselle Rds.

perience.

M

Evenings.

English Composition, Biology,
Mathematics, Psychology, Sociology, Philosophy and.Speech.
Master's degree in subject
field required. Apply before

a

259-0740

Teleryi,r

and

3,

-

to

Colored
s
crptg

Fox Go Cart w/racing muffler

Hoff

cond. Rens. FL 9-0881

Min: Schnauzer pups.
Champion line. $85. Call
894-4368

sz. 2,

-

up

'Paper

tion

Openings in Accounting, Management,
Data Processing,

Excellent position available for

Conic in or call for an appointment now:

ii

Days

1970.

Step

ant, items. pri. party. 698.2707

-

opt

Gulbransen Studio Piano

theatre Organ. Model 645. 32

Beagle -113" Male
mostly hse.. brkn.
gentle. 392.9814

Rolling Mead

358 5366 or 358 1823

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

439.8723

Harper College seeks part
rime instructors far 2nd semester, February 2 to June 4,

Bells

Day Want Ads

To be given away, 36" Hot Point
electric stove. Very good condi-

TEACHERS

Melrose Park

qj

Ice skates: girl's figure
55; boy's hockey
se.

organ, free
Playmate

for Christmas gifts.
silver
or
sterling coffee/tea
set, china, glassware, jewelry,

Dish-

894 8561

Hammond Organ 2 violins,
Slingerland Drum Set, Orchestra

Wanted

Avocado scalp. Nylon cptg. &
padg. 12' x 14', $75. Men's 91/2

Bo

$400 439 0597

posal Turn All util except elec

Peter Bcsboas

Ability Glass & Mirror Co
394 5180

Kochlaf ski boots, 520. 392-7659

STORES

OR VISIT US AT

Bohe

desk

washer. Good cond. 5100.
Coll 837-3043

NOON DISHWASHER

JEWEL FOOD

CALL 537-1100 8:30 am to 5 pm

Coppertone Portable

to w cptg Stove, refng & dis

like now call 299 0011 ask for

694 2366

Afghans beautifully handknitted
72x60. Customer supplies wool
& $25 labor. CL 5-6768 alt. 7.

392.9344

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

pany benefits.

Palace

manual

Wanted executive or secretarial

32-Miscellaneout Merchandise

W. Campbell
Arlington Heights

.

Thomas

New or used youth bed mat
wanted Cull

HOLIDAY BAKE SALE

Call Personnel Dept

345-0500, ext. 594
For An Appointment

274 5300

111 Motorcycles and Scooters

'68 260 cc Riverside Scrambler
never licensed, display model,

Hoffman Estates 1 bdrm apt w

392 4673

Large or small

gam 5pm, Dec 19, 12 W Camp
bell, Arl Hts RLDS Church

Mon. thru Fri.

We will train - add I 5c per boor for 2nd shift and
18c per hour for 3rd shift - 10 paid holidays major medical and life insurance - many com-

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

'Mr Gold

14 To Rent Apartments

Slingerland Snare $35
Folk Guitar 510

CASH

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Countryside RestaTurant
& Lounge

55 -Musical Instruments

42 Wanted to Buy

Part time ofc clean'g approx 2
hrs per evening Vic Rond &
River Mr Dennen 297 1111

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads

WAITRESSES

PRODUCTS INC.

1st Shift
2nd Shift

21 Help Wanted Men & Women

Very reliable baby sitter for 3
mo old baby in my home Perm

EKCO

Press Packers

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

I

CLOSED SUNDAY

.

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
*warmer, low 20-25;

-J

To -

Morrow: Variable cloudi-

255-4400

ness. warmer.

41.
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Plan township ax rulin apps
Dist. 59

present to th,!order to cease

provided under a separate levy

collecting taxes since 1968 tax
collections have been con-

and as a result will not be affected bs th, cull -lent con-

sells

Cook County Circuit Court

cluded and 1969 tax collec-

fusion

yesterday signed the judgment.

first made public last Thurs-

tions do not begin until spring.
In 60 days the township situ-

day under which the 30 subur-

bonds

ban Cook County toWnship

ation will become critical un-

By Richard Cribb
Judge Donald J. O'Brien of

funds are frozen and the town-

ships ordered to halt tax collections. The action clears the

By Jan Bone

way for an appeal to the Illinois Supreme Court.
The state law, under which

Although School District
59 managed to sell $500,000

township tax collectors have
for years deducted 2 per cent

worth of school construction
bonds Monday night, the tight
money market and strict con-

ditions of the sale will

from local real estate taxes collected. paid_ their expenses of
collection and their salaries
and turned the remainder over
the the township general fund,
is held by Judge O'Brien to be
unconstitutional.
By signing and entering the
judgment yesterday, Judge

raise

taxes slightly for residents.

On Oct. 22, voters okayed
raising the interest limit from 6
to 7 per cent on bonds left over
from a 1967 referendum.

But when the board went
looking for buyers, they could
find only one.

O'Brien made his opinion official and opened the way immediately to an appeal. The filing

Northern Trust Company
of Chicago offered to purchase
$500,000 in bonds at 7 per cent
interest, if the bonds would
mature at the rate of $125,000
per year from 1972-1975.

THE BOARD had hoped to
stretch out the time of maturity, planning to redeem the last
of the bonds in 1984. Northern

Trust didn't like that idea.
Louis D. Audi. assistant superintendent of finance, told
board members that accepting
Northern Trust's bid with early maturation would cost only
in interest. However, he said, having the bonds
$1 28,334

mature till 1984 would cost
$347,083 in interest.
Board members discussed
what would happen if they delayed their decision --then

voted unanimously to accept
Northern Trust's offer.
AUDI SAID there would be
no additional tax costs for this
on the 1969 levy, which is
shown on the tax bill residents
will get next spring. However,
a house assessed for tax purposes at $10,000 (and having a

market

value of about
$25,000) will pay $3.70 more
taxes in 1971; $3.10 more in

1972: $1.90 more in 1973; and
$ I.40 more in 1974.

Money from the $500,000
bond sale will be used for
building additions to Mark
Hopkins and Lively Schools in
Elk Grove Village, and for an
addition to Juliette Low in Arlington Heights. Money for
these additions also will come
from $640,000 worth of bonds

District 59 sold six months
ago.

Vandals, thieves
hit decorations
During the last two days,
Mount Prospect police, have
received 17 reports of van-

of a notice of appeal will take
place this week, possibly to thy.
Who said a wise duck always flies south for the winter? Perhaps this mallard duck, swimming in the back -yard pool of Frank
Tangney Jr., of 404 S. Maple, Mount Prospect, is waiting for the

By Ben Clarke

Policeman James Uggla, one

When Ronald Nettles was
fatally injured Friday morning
by a truck on the north frontage road, of Palatine Rd., just
west of Birchwood Ln. in eastern Arlington Heights, he was
less than two blocks from
where two Wheeling High
School girls were falally injured in a school bus -auto accident Sept. 25,1968.

As in the earlier fatal accident, plans were "in the
works" to change the character of traffic in the area the life
of the 14 -year -old, MacArthur

Junior High School

eighth -

grader was snuffed out.

Monday afternoon, Glenn
W. Frederichs, assistant superintendent in charge of oper-

ations for the Cook County
Highways

Dept.,

that

said

plans were about complete to
make Palatine Rd. afour lane
expressway all through the
half -mile stretch that runs next

to the section of the frontage
road where the Nettles fatality
occurred.

ACCORDING TO an Arlington Heights police report,

Ronald, of 1633 Lilac Ter.,

when he was struck by a west-

S. George.

Schoenbeck Rd., in the frontage road with two classmates,

bound truck driven by Berry
Grenshaw, 35, of Glenview.

The police report indicates

that when the accident

oc-

curred at 7:45 a.m. the weather
was clear and the road dry and
clear.

Grenshaw signed

a

state-

ment saying that the,boys were

"in the middle" of the road.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sen. Smith guest
of honor at coffee
Sen. Ralph Smith will

be

guest of honor at a public coffee given by Republican committeewomen of the northwest
suburbs Jan. 8 at the Holiday
Inn in Mount Prospect.

The coffee will take place;
from 3 to 5 p.m. It will be Sen..
Smith's first visit to the north-.
west suburbs since he formally'

.announced that he will seek
.election to a full term in the
U.S. Senate in 1970.

SMITH WAS appointed to
the Senate seat in September
.by Gov. Ogilvie after the death

the

of the late Sen. Everett Dirksen.

Smith will be opposed in the

March primary by William H.
Rentschler

of Lake

Forest.

Meetings
Mount Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park
District, 600 See-Gwun; 8
p.m.

of the two investigating officers, said that at the coroner's
inquest

held

Saturday,

at

which the verdict of accidental
death was returned, Grenshaw
was accompanied by his lawyer and did not testify.

There was testimony presented at the inquest, Uggla
said, that indicated Grenshaw

did not realize he had struck
one of the three boys until he
saw papers flying through the
air.

Uggla said that it was impossible to determine the point
of impact, and said there were

no skid marks to indicate the
speed of the vehicle. Grenshaw

told police he was in the left
hand lane.

THE YOUTH'S body was
tossed some distance through
the air and landed next to the
curbing of the right hand lane
of the two-lane, frontage road.
At the inquest Nettles companions said the truck was
straddling the lanes when the
accident occurred.
The
circumstances
surrounding the accident may be

STERN SAID that his de-

McLean, an assistant to March

partment is prepared to go out

in charge of operations. The
gist of McLean's reply, made

for bids in February, 1970, if
federal approval of the $1.3

Sept. 15, was that the frontage

million project is obtained.
He said that construction
could start within two months
after bids were asked for, and

road was part of a collector was a necessary part of that
system.

He suggested as an alterna-

tive to barricades, a highway
safety program in the schools
to minimize such dangers.

MONDAY, McLEAN, when

questioned by The Day

in

his Marina City offices about
the possibility of future barricading said that it was "too
risky."

"If

you

depend

upon

a

crossing guard to place that
barricade every morning, and
they are sick one mosning and

do not appear to do it, it

is

more dangerous than ever,
with youngsters relying upon

Day reporter to the Cook

charge of "driving too fast for
conditions" comes before the
Arlington Heights Traffic
Court Jan. 23.

Highways Dept., Asst. Supt.
Frederichs said that the plans
contemplated would be 50 per

MEANWHILE,
ALAN
Krinsky, president of the Ar-

if approved.

Vista

Homeowners

wonder whether we could have

done more." Ronald lived in
Arlington Vista, just north of
the fatal road.

Friday night Krinsky show-

ed' a Day reporter a letter
that he had written, as homeowners president, Sept. I, to
George T. March, district engineer for Dist. 10 Cock Coun-

ty of the Illinois Division of
Highways.

The letter asked for barricading of the westbound traf-

fic on the Palatine Rd. frontage road between Schoenbeck

Rd. and Windsor Dr., in the
morning when school children
are using the frontage road as a

walkway. There is turf north of
the curb of the two-lane frontage road, but there are no sidewalks there.

KRINSKY'S LETTER also
asked for the same barricad-

ing between 2:30 p.m. and
3:30 p.m., when the children.
who stay at the school (on the
south side of Palatine Rd.) for
lunch, are returning home after the school day is over. 0
Krinsky's letter was an-

use of the frontage road as a

AT THE COOK County

cent financed by facial funds
Jack C. Stern, chief design
engineer for the department
showed
plans.

and

explained

the

The plans call for Palatine
Rd. being made into a four-.

less

attrac-

tive.

Krinsky said Monday night
that his organization has written a letter to George March,
asking that a meeting to discuss plans to avert the possibility of another "Ronald Nettles case" be held no later than
Dec. 23.

bridges.
The township road and
bridge tax funds have been

p.m.

At the Randlturst Mall
every. day from 9:30 a.m. to
9:30 p.m.

nancing of township government." ( (men added

Dist. 214 board
Voting 4 to I. with two
members absent, the District
214 hoard of education last

"extreme emit ront,tt ion
Frank Bergen voiced the
negative vote Richard Stamm

night adopted procedures to be
used in its six schools during

and Jack C ostellir were absent

R.E. Hutchinson
Day vice president
R. E. Hutchinson has been
elected a vice president and a
member of the board of directors of Day Publications. Inc.,
it

'the policy is basically an
outgrowth
of
iestrietions
which were developed and im-

IN 1111, I. VI, NI ol any extreme conliontation situations
these procedures will hi_ employed in the district s six
Schools
(Arlington
1 orest
View. Hersev Wheeling Elk
Grove and Pi ospeen
'

was announced today by

Metropolitan,
an

subsidiary of
prises, Inc.

before of al tei dismissal of
regular
classes
Principals

independent
Field Enter-

must appi oxe sod) aetontres

attendance for which will be
voluntai x students w ill not be
dismissed horn Icgul,u classes

to attend such 1... SAW. unless
they hale »i men pet mission
from then pill elliS to lorego
classes.

ing over as the head of Metropolitan last March he has been

Sitiduits of stall may
request outside speakers and

closely involved in the operation of our dailies. H is election as an officer of The Day
company formalizes this association."

Before joining Metropolitan, Hutchinson spent 11 years

with held Enterprises Educational

Corp.,

publishers

of

World Book, Clildci aft and
similar educational

material.

the teacher in regular
classes where the issue or !Stings
ins 01 ed are appro-

SPI.,( I k I pi ograms or
activities max he athletic(' either dui mg the school day or

Elk Grove Village which

prints The Day's four daily

like Day, is

he permitted at the discretion

of

principal,

Hutchinson is president of

newspapers.

the Boatel of [-Lineation
-- Classroom discussion will

Teachers hill be allowed use of
outside resources to enrich
such discussion idler securing
advice and appi ov mg of their

the NI etropolitan Printing Co.
in

sion and I egulai classes held
unless otherwise dueeted by

priate to class stillest matter

John Stanton, president.

Santa?

days 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
and Sundays 11 a.m. to 5

C onthe
"Ultimately
stitutional ( (invention is going to have to Lome squarely to
grips with the problem of fi-

-- Schools mill remain in ses-

perience as a writer and editor," said Stanton. "Since tak-

days 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Satur-

course accordingly

plan adopted by

Simon Suburb Says: A bachelor who plays chess should worry
One wrong move and he could be "mated."

Where's

On Mondays through Fri-

the Illinois Su prenx ( ourt so
that townships may map their

posed during tecent mot moduli) activates I he moratorium policy howevel was formulated
hal 1 v
tot mo ra-

an expert on printing and plant
management, but has a background
of newspaper ex-

At his headquarters in
he Mount Prospect Plaza,

attornev lot Wheeling township. told I he Day Monday
evening is a tamd decision of

Confrontation'

"Ed Hutchinson is not only

section and then referred the
County Highway Dept.

Assn. will probably ask himself several times more, "I

handle more traffic, Stern said.
it is hoped that the increased
expressway capacity will make

it being there," he said.
He indicated that plans were
underway to change the Palatine Rd. expressway along this

more fully discovered when
Grenshaw's case,
on
the

lington

its completion should he expected "sometime next fall."
In addition to being able to

"traffic dodger"

meet the cost of township government and services other
than maintaining road and

nryl:

swered for March by Charles

distributor system and as such,

preme Court decision on the
validity of the O'Brien Circuit
Court order. By early March.
townships will find it necessary to prepare a tax levy to

SIMON

for change in highway

Most of these have been incidents where bulbs have been
broken or stolen. In some
cases. larger Christmas decorations have been the target for
vandals and thieves.

Fox of 616 S. St. Louis, also.
40 bulbs were Laken from the
-home of E. R. Blomquist, 510

photographer. (Photo by Michey Rimer)

Bo 's death spurs action

was walking eastbound toward

stolen from the home of Gloria

wanted to avoid recognition; he kept turning his back on the

of

O'Brien order
comes in die freezing of funds
in the township general acfect

count. 'llere is little import at

dalism and/or theft of outdoor
Christmas decorations.

One hundred bulbs were

IIII MOST immediate efhunting season to end before he takes off. The duck apparently

less it is possible to secure a Su-

"WHA I IHALLY is needCowen,
ed.".1 Richard A

R. E. Hutchinson
Earlier he served on the edito-

rial staffs of the Indianapolis
News, the Dayton (Ohio) Journal and the Danville (III.I
Commercial News.
With his wife. Ann, he makes
his home
White St., in
Desl
s

Plaines.ineat I 832.

resources and submit such
requests to the pr inerpal in advance of ,ins final ,u range-

rents.

-- Studults 111,11 he excused

from school ti pai kipate in
out -of -school ael iv nes related

to such cents mos uling they
give the school advance notice
of parental permission for
such participation

lane expressway all along the
half -mile stretch. Supposedly

this will make use of the express

lanes less attractive.
Palatine Rd. is now four lanes
wide at the Schoenbeck Rd. intersection, but quickly nar-

rows down again to two lanes.
THE PROPOSED plans

would add an express lane
north and south, varying in
width from 10 feet to 11 feet,
that would cut into the 16 foot
median strip that now sepathe Palatine Rd. expressway with its 50 mph lanes
from the 30 mph frontage
road.
rates

r

At a point 400 feet west of
Maple Ln. a cut -over lane will
take westbound traffic into the

frontage road, to be accomplished within a 300 foot distance,

before

reaching

the

Windsor Dr: intersection.
There will be a similar cut over lane to handle eastbound
traffic into the South frontage

road just before it reaches
Schoenbeck.

The Chicago area got its first look at the Pan American Airways Corp. Boeing 747 last night as the plane settled down at

O'Hare Field. The plane was piloted by Pam Ant's Robert
Weeks, with Douglas Moody as co-pilot. The 231 -foot -long

plane was on exhibition all day today at O'Hare I :cad and open to
the public. The name of the plane is Clipper 1 ming X, menu,

following Pan Am's trend of naming planes alter ships. (Photo
by Connie Blanchette)
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Announce more
winning artists

District 57 sells 2 bond
issues for $824,000 to 2 banks

Hersey choir
sets program
for tieiccomers
lolin Hsruk Hish
bshool Choir undor ths don
non of L hgrl. links will
The

mum a program Di Chew

um Panst for th. Asko=
Wgkon Nswsoinso, al Mount

Dignot

Tla

Prospect
et

lands to ths Mount ProspAt

ley Club 600 $ See Chum

RAl`wornon who haaa Man
of NI on. Print'su
lean than a year are invited to
attend the meeting.

For further information call
Onion Nelson at 439.
5473.
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A. J. Schavenec: 1112 Sycaeras

recently named director of engineering services at Skil ppw.

tools_ He was previously

manager of engineering

ser-

vices.
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for 1981.82 sob the total in.

addition to Lincoln School to
make it the onlyjunior high in
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Day.
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mos end
untilhe tin et
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Asst. Supt. J. C . Illine1111:111
said the district could not wait
to sell the 5174.0110 igue because the Rinds will he nealed

paid. 3101.910.
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Sammy Sound is a minima pericuirt. His hat 1s 106.14 bb tum-

my e dram, hi, beak ...Nutt. Ilia ! l-iiich body provides ten

afferent sown! devices and while having fun the child Is inandocedJty record to ell or these seunet. &Jimmy iajnat right Mr
Ike newt" live -year -old- Ile sells for 54.95 and N asolable at

Every Night at

Letters of the alphabet become fun with them three new harm
the Litte Learner Sdunds Easy, Animal names ore IM1e
The
re'e
:(71170
pa'ny'lna' 're'y'oerdathel' p7swilah'i'h'er re'uder'st
sound,

Mikina M mom end cern-Lehr when

guided M Mon.

Fatel Mem.

proved

dime to wait for sou
word
About their loved ones and

Pilots, Captured M the D.R.V.,
C/O Hanoi Post Office. Hanoi,

and Dinner is Being Served!
offer 5:00 p.m.
Relaxed Atmosphere for
Casual Dining.

shapes ha; placing Me colorful vinyl geometric
in theirrau
the dram train beard. The dress animals lag

the de"'

VpfkrOts4

Food drive
at Westbrook

Cr-710dP

-

fl

1011.

Call: 259-5000

Rolling Meadows,

Ellen Drumm and her son, Kelly, pose with Lillie Learner's puppy appropriately mooed
ulluttons." All top me easy to clean. durable, come Ina smart plostle carrying emu complete with

Westbrook School h joining
other Chicago arca schools in
ii food drive sponsored by the
Chicago Missionary Society,
loaded 01338N. Domed Av.,
Nelson.

000060600

6

66001 ......
Pose a

The society hopes to fill 500
bushels with canned fruits.
vegetables, milk end meats.

dry cereals. poultry and Inroad

Mind people of the Chicago
area.
berths
being
placed in the schools to be

f i lied

Truly a housewife's delight
the handiest bowls you'll
ever own. Specifically designed for use with any electric
mixer, these gem -hard stainless steel bowls will serve the
needs of a lifetime, yet stay bright -as -new through constant daily use.

Funeral Holm in Metropoli
Ill.
Mr. Weeks. who died Friley al Northwest Community

Everett Weeks
Services for Everett C.
Weeks. 59. of 617 Albion Le..

Mount Prospect. were held

Cinderella
cast member
Chuck

Rogers.

504

E.

Council Tr., Mount Prospect
is member of the cast of Loyola Academy's production of
Hammerbeirth
modest, Cinderella.
The musical will be held
Rogers

Dec.

and

19, 20 and 21, at 7:30

7.111. in Loyola Academy. 1100

31.

your ...we of thane two
gill oilers when you open a new Arlington Heights Federal

To be 141240 Wednesday at

Savings accqunt with 5200 or more or add this amount to your
present account. Limit: One gift per family,

THIS OFFER ENDS SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1969

rolled

wheat

The pumppc is invited to take the record Whim hint hies to

part in hojct by bringing button once or 50 tinws. it

is

an item to the echool, 103 S. relatively his own businc.. He
Busse Rd.. Mount Prospect.

does listen. and he does learn.

"tell it to the Marin, us they

&nal 100 toys collected by the

You'll love this avocado -colored porcelain -on -aluminum skillet,
heat and stain -resistant and fadeproof. Its DuPont super -tough
Teflon II finish allows use of metal spoons, spatulas, and other
smooth -edged kitchen tools ... no -stick cooking and no -scour
cleaning. Thick aluminum provides even heating for best cooking
results.

'
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"Toys for

pea. and is
by Mn. Angelo
Ted, Mry, Clifford Feller and
Mrs. Ray Knew.

z.

'I

Bake sale at Lions
Cub Sayan Pack 154 will
hold its annual hake sale the
evening of the Lions Park
Christmas program.
Dec. t8 Proceeds will he used

School

I

for pick

There will

he Li selection of honkehakeu

gods and handisaall it
Flan to visit the divphr.
Me school starting m f p

I'.

I

I

I

I

I

Don't Miss Our
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HUGE WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE!

:

-

log

FREE

DONUTS

IP

WITH THE
850
ELMHURST RD PURCHASE of

nana, diced pear. Cornbread
and butler, milk.
Available desserts: apricot

cake.

FREDERICK

gt,_

oven hied chicken, baked ham
on sesame seed bun, wiener In
bun. Vegetable 1. 1 hone):
whipped potatoes, buttered
spinach. Salad (one choice):
ffuit juice; tossed salad, lettuce
owls,- molded: strawbwry,
PineaPPle, grape; orange, ba-

nne

GUARANTEE

500 toys, and wrapped an doWb

finish Open Skillet
YOURS FREE!

pudding,

onsconortioune so.okv monavoncx

collected and wrapped about

ThiS 10 -inch continental porcelain

mkshnhor Junlar DIgh, John

chocolate

.. e diamond.

in Forest View Stet
menlary SE1,001, Mount PERS-

Menus

halves,

or pin - pendent or earrings.

Glyn the 0011' gift that heats forever

meets

Clarence end Trask of Rose.
bud. Ill.

cherry rhubarb crunch. be-

brought by the children.
learn while they play and while
John pinta principal of they work.
Westbrook. hos assigned the
This awarenem of the child
project to the school's student hot forced toy manufacturers
council composed of Nancy to realize the necessity of cap MacKinms president' Dan Beating and guiding this
Keller. vice proideno Richard awereaa.. the by the forceful
Morrison. secretary. and Andy application It intellectual con Ripe.. IreaSilrer. An award is mpg but rather. Mugs), the
to he given by the cosIncil to sugar coated system of a toy.
the room bringing in the gram
Little Leaner toys Mimi
est mintrilmtion.
each child to devekm at his
own gam If he
to listen to

"

Only a diamond can be worn forever.
gamma. It sparkles forever. Ring

hooted oway v Momon truck
atoms) foil of toys. Trona 657

He Is survived by his wife

Admission for Mulls is 32.
and far inffents and children

azss

alitl z.
'They learn in all they do.
we. hear and touch. They

Glenview Nom] Air Station

Opal. his eon Marvin. two
grandsons and hh plum.

N. Laramie, Wilmette.

l'unwrd'elos"!Incw'tnonce"prs.re

present Mem with a (cue fifthe
toys the 30 girls of their Irony
collected and wrapped. The
Scouts mode stuffed agniala,

Hospital, was buried in Metro path Memorial Garden ceme-

Arlington, Prospect, Wheel
hg, Elk
Elk Grove, Forest View
and Hersey high schools in
District 214:
'Main Dish (one choice)

suF

LEEE-Dehorali Pantheon,
-11111

Waterville, Me. and Frances

alth.

contributions

are

11, and Gail Shen, In, of Junior Girl Semit Troop 657

.

Muir, Betsy Rah and Ann Sub,
Ihnn schools in District 22:
Santa's oven baked chicken.
Rudolph baked rolls. Snow
Fake potatoes. Merry Christ teas cookies, milk.
To be served Wednesday at

with

They

rounded by all media. They

Tots" project,t. Sgt. R. I., shot
gluon and Sgt. D. B. Archer of

Margaret E. Burns of 501 E
Prospect Av.. Mount Pros-

-

TODAY'S CHILDREN live

of toys

Merin.,

yesterday afternoon at Mille

tomorrow ot Lowerburg and
Oehler Funeral Home in Ai,
Heston Heigh.. Burial will be
nn Rossini!! Cemetery L

ff.',
v.
Mar, Ellen and Cw

Truckload

quart, I V2 quart, and 3/4 quart) can also be used for serving everything from popcorn to peanuts. And they nest
for compact storage.

Margaret Burns

1.arkin of Fla.
Private services will he held

Hal

December 16. 1969

They are versatile too, because three different sizes (3

Baster of Mount Prospect. her
son William of Grand Rapids.
Mich.. four grandchildren and
her sisters Evelecn Gilbert of

,i,chiisirenfor.mcrEdLcordr,

s.

This 3 -piece West Bend stainless
steel Mixing Bowl Set

daughters Both Sothis of Ab
lingtan Heights and Barbara

a Liide Lcdrners toy

any other. They know eon-

LE

Survivors include her

'th""*d'

:*;4

to be distributed m the needy

General Hospital.

Sounds .Sec'.' labbei Games

toy unthyou would like it give
gift with meaning. tide.

.a

in an cm that is different than

NOW! Your GIFT for SAVING!

o., died Sunday at Lutheran

Minor

fft,tir,rffpy,6Eidttly.rs1,c;:rptihors,,oi;,,,,,,,-,

Mire Elephmt and her friends on the Circus Teatm Through r Woos
dile tot eryyting toy he will learn to discriminate Leine. different dlleehild

founded by the Rev. Carl P.

Obituaries

Fry

in

Kampen
Brown Inc.,

for accenting civic

Small

too and share special interest

of Van

if,r

include

advertising
win from!
Northwestern University. Eileen majored in alocatieng
The Igrti nuns are among the
found,. of the Chistrastile
Me-

the

11E SAID Met William
mended

malingly presented. The WS

EACH OF HIE well nithe

If there'sa nmmhooler on
your Christmas list who would
like a brightly colored. durahle

He has a B.S. Jegi, in Ow.

hid.

finite

h.

Ming and also his Master's inl

pitemph record. The !tremens bath hove desre. from Northwestern University mod though
the4 Link Learners. Ine.share their knowledge mainly...

We mad to mink that leleneeple were made for starthering.
1mi Byron 1/kkin,th calls bin "SupervEyes... Sleuthing Byron
goes to Si. Emily., Selena be six yeaa old, and ilves at 1513
Jeffrey Ito, in Mount Prosper!.

couls1 not teach bim how IA tie
Ms shoeM This neogsity led to_

our Table is Waiting

as a local maiden:
end taxpayer saki the district
was fortunate to receive the

nain.

imals.

Roibual. toed soma do
houses) toe c anti Ldtle
lAarmrs. II2 Host kenos SI..
Chicago. Illinois. 01610.

product manager with Leveb
Brothers find Armour and Co..

speaking

Member:Pic Republic of Vic,

thistenelcoon al fairy telt an-
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one hid received on the smaller

president
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11.1.111M of motor debt,
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listening hallit and introduces
a concept in basic mechanics.
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came incorporated and mar-

tioned the bidders present at

of [hoe
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aid numb
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INSURED

DES PLAINES
rnidnite

ONE DOZEN

FREE POULTRY TOO.... with
each carpet order 'til Xmas!

VINCI CARPEL.
"SERVICE IS OUR SPECIALTY"

MEE MEAT HOME SERVICE

ARMING, SEAMLESS, HARDWoble FLOORING

7255 N. Harlem, Niles, III

ties 7-9733-4-5 Chicago 774-5254
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than five years according to
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Technologically.

of ...they are morgththarau. There's more drama
web in/roma-rents, for

fashioned hewing of rugs in
the harkyard, or the device
that cleans smaller items by
dexterous use of sonic waves
has offered to reduce elbow.
grease efforts by the housewik. We Wove a little them
mortal lever instead of heading
for Me balemcnt to shovel
coal to keep the house warmor
nudge the air -conditioner
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button without a
thought fur yesterday's hand-
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of health cure, Me expansion
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cultural centers, improved law
enforcement,
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Thc late world -fan. scientist: Father Stephen Richert,
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Study

Democratic

to

for Istoralorium activities in
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by
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pressed with the school princi-

mothers "hp
limed" had on his desk at the
board

time of his Nov, 3 speech and
the hoard meeting the details

volved on the pan of the

was merely to have the protee-

iamb. any misunderstanding

1/...tanOlo

Deice. nen Nenindilan palIne p. n shoat ,on,Pnor, /II

iew High school is ns

feeling -like in department stores!"

whet his actions in and out of

student drew. What they did
wth form a committee of situ.

sloppy dress often inclines a
student to behavior of which

dents. leachers and parents.
1 his committee met and

the parents would not ortio not

it! Ticket information. 200-

school, and we have noted the,

)2811

ethrested Ihat the dress code
remain unchanged but that it
he interpreted .1to permit girls

1111

Nitgies. Only
one dissenting wee was plead

Meinst the homdh eventual
Cummings',

yo

doll Council

register

on In the teen& world as

eight per cent of the gins were

Moratorium.
was not the
mincern of high school "chil.
dren" whose numher can be

in

Moratorium Another b.rd
mcamber agreed, while cm..
ing a demurrer against arguing

with the student

Still another hand member
condescendingly explained to
a student who oppowsl the war
and wanted the schools to give

mice of facts will cause the

cent were not in favor of girls
wearing pants. Twenty-four

THERWI.L ben "Saudi.

board this time to alter its pol.
ky to admit outside speakers
who can sae(tk with more mt runty and experience than

gin,
the worthy but
science tea... Whatever on
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he,
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carried cm by boys much like
01000 pt,11,0 in the meeting
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friends fora little while lo dq
your duly for your country.
The absurdity of both hoard
number,' positions in Me light
of Ova Song My Illnuinorel Reed

hardly he rehearsed. The dan-

gers of political suppression
were Wear in Mr A6 w' law

room that night. Name they
arc so n to do murder in the
mine of justice. they should
have

coop oppottotty to

know why it can he so. Our
etainie,n
oldie all views of such usgic
prebienp nutehte in goo,

'Miriam per cent remained
indifferent. Fortythree per cant of the boys were
idea.

per cent said they didn't care.
The student body as a whole

voted 51 per cent in favor of

aids being allowed to wear
Pants. 26 per cent emir., 23
M., ono indifferent. Pony eight per cent felt their parents
wouldn't care. Twenty...,
parents
n thought

would he in fever of sleeks.

hind Lavin.

our ovenvhchned Waukegan.
66-29. in a swim meet held at

winning streak going by taking

Waukegan Saturday.
Rich Lynch and .George

Hansen was wcond with 94.30

points and Terry McCue .s

Moore.

Hales grabbed three blue rib-

third with

the ,right traek by touching

winning diver Doti O'Rourke.
rounded out the list of &anon
winners by placing first in the

firm in the 100 fly. and To.

2110 free.

fodrth -for the
Scolions. Lynch followed by
taking the to0 nee, in which

TIE SEASIONS will up d to Lake Forst today for

bons apiece. Lynch won the
200-yad freestyle in 2:00.7
and the loo free in 31.4. while
Hale. won the 200 individual
medley in 24010 and the 1111)
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There me ...cid holiday
of uA Christmar Carol"Mill Run Play -

pair of firsts to aid the She
Lion victory, Both were on !he
winning medley relay while
4133.9 and Campana followed
with a victoly in the 100
breaststroke in 1/1231.

RS am

visiting music
moms and mores carrying an
supplies -gig buying It Christmas lime.

aut. in your hand. 1.1 it with
your fingers. Look at it with
your microscope. If .you dig
deep enough under the surf.
of the cash you will blit rock

lode y I would like lo talk

for reek is under wit. Perhaps
you can pick up a few rocks.
Look al them carefullY You

bock

Mores.

hobby shops end the value of hobbies for play and
learnt,. The five
nses
shauhl he used whenever pos.
Able to help children learn.
What do you see? What do you
chain

hear? What do you smell?
What do you taste Our eyes
and curs arc our most useful

u hobby.

will notice that rocks differ

NOW 1.013K again up into
be sky.
Mere any clouds?
What kind pre they? Are they
white, soft and puffy like tad.
ton. or sre they a (hick layer of
dark, dark goal' Cantu heck to
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you will find stars and perhaps

s'71bbYhy63:8:°iM
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at the
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from each other in color, in The
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without
aLout scoter
dripping 0100 leaver wind
blowing and more clouds -the

Now, instead of pain
down, 101M look up. What do
you see and hoar and smell

glimpse of a bird flying mous

senee organ, for collecting infor/union. Do you know

watched birds lying, landing.

who you are? Where in the

eating or feeding their liaie,

world? You are a tiny speck on

Bird welchers watch birds by
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moving al.' Dun are on the

Oleo hour through beauty
or 1110
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crust of the earth. Do you

pictures. Maybe you or your

the

sky.
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ever
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cannot
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rcripiat of the ,vcaller that
l001,day. You will soon discover
rdationship between

cloud types and weather con,

course.

need

some

graphic equipment.
try

visiting

Phott

your

hobby

shop for gift buying you will

ICEICS E PLATES

F berry 14th,

Ryll be
1970.

Nearly everything you see
or hear or small or Huila can
lead you to some science and
learning adven.re.

lC

Sincerely,

.7

ance of the season last Friday
night in Park Ridge. simply
overwhelnard visiting Prtiviso
West 73-52. The game was a
fine display of mental and

Vol wouldn't believe i1 by the nun.. an Ms feee, but
Conant's Rao Ortnerth wen Ibla IBS -pound makb alp hist Fog.
out V
Road, 'Traub, !Photo by Hem Kelml

12

Walks,

x

U

lb, pounds

neuron punned

(.0:11NLN,.. 11.1,1, ...sun,

.134nna...Onh..14117,11,1Ltonli,gshoty

Ill/ pop"d m.. oh

and

Hossu mount lend f un Bum it
137 pounds. 16-2.

Thc Falcons. other wins
came on Smnson's pin over
Mike Peten of the 165.pound

hulk: Bard's 17-4 ivin over
Hastnino

Warren

lead

at

175

n 98 pounds
Brun Rucks mos. Wm
neveski eat 1427 or lire 1454.
pound nhoch. Ron Orlwollh
over Kandy Traub it 155
1,1.1rnhoroukh

61

poundsu,and Dkk Heise! over
Don Reid in the heavyweight
bou1.4.0.

seconds

in

the

IOU

1:03.S. Tom (3allather
touched third for the Seullons

in

venting

PIRTS

by [atm.,. raw in

the 400

our aimed of
the field. Driscoll was third in
KOLB.
Campana look firm in Ile:

By J m Cook

nem memo. 11101weast, with

teammate Tom Honk. a

The other Bcam. Bill. pushed Maine in front in the 115-

A., Sr. Ed.

free, finishing

p ound

The Maine West varsity end
jayvees completed quad -level

wrestling sweep our con.
en. opponent New Trier
West auli impresswe mores of
31-11 and 45-8. wspatively.

!cod with a pin

at the

132 mark of the second perical. The sock boosted Maine
to an 11.3 lead which they ne.
ver relinquished.

the Waukegan Mood. thing

nem Jeff Previa suffered a

pounding lumps tothetune of

home with a WWI triumph.

29-17.

broken onkel to bring a halt to
the match.
Warrior Bruce Barringer
kept his slate clean by pith

MARK SAVAGE placed
first in throe events. the 200
1M. the 4011 fore, ;Lod was on
winning medley relay.

Dick Fitzsimmons. who :mchorbil the medley. also won
the 50 and 100 freestyle.

Randy Robert.. who was
also on the mcd14 tram for
Via.. won the 11/0 breasts,

Yin was nnly .1.second behind
the winner in 24.11. O'Hara.

mkt: in

who mu fourth in

varsity time.
Hob
Rahman

time that WM .3 see,

onds hinter dam the winning
was

the

Superior rebounding led the

nik was held to five pints and

New Trier West Ciwboys to

Dave Wickershum managed to

an 0544 conquest of the host

four before he fooled
il midway through the sec-

The lower levels got the

THE VARSITY WARRIOILS broke a close mem
open in their strong middle Cowboy Steve Goldsmith in
weights and to one Iliad held :50 of the sox. period to in.
an irrepreumble 31.8 lead.

Brum Beanu opinued his
domination al the th.pounkl
clan with 4-0 shutout to remain in the unbeaten mks:
Cowbowys.

The

Mike

however.

at 3.3 when

the

Mike Kaye decisional Warrior Larry Kruzinski. 0.1 at
the 107 -pound division.

4'" 0.07..ma.s,

t. half.

crease Maine's margin to 18-3.
Extending the Waniors
win stremk to four straight

matches. nob Wolfram het ted Bob Gold. 11-0. in the 137 pound division. for a com.
mending 21-3 advantage.
COWBOY Doug Grant

broke the Warrior hex with
441 decision over Gary Klein

the visitors .re up by 10 at

111E GANIE WAS general.
ly wide -omen ow

clot

no showing Both.nrs

1HE THIRD end fourth
quartos

basically the

more

same. Mb New Trimconthrough

Jim
boarders
Blasius who clonal 15 shots.

Tear.. Howie Leath. who

gone. They held it

Wm the 1,10001 high muter.

mom minutes and led by eight,o
25.17. at the quaner.

eight.

Cowboy Leach's offensive
efforts so New Trier W.

rec.].

The

deadly
buckets

gunner popped in 11
enJ eight free throws for n ton the
of 30 markers. bettering
the
them.

by

dumped in 17 on

the winners' behalf. The only

other Cowboy in Joel* fig.

New Trier West play Fre.);

2
I

3

Wickum
Totals

0

4

0

11

613b

Player

Trier loll by IS, 64-40 Neither
coach was substituting very

Hach

3

5

1

4
4

24 16 37 24

The Maine West freshmen
enmfiieg squad. continued
their winning ways by topping
the Nov Trier West Cowboys.

charity tosses. Bob Loughlin
bit for 12 thd played fine de-

matches In win the encounter.

BERP
11

1

15

3
2

Rosin

8

5

5

3

though the issue seemed ten

Korzon

2

2

3

3

Oak

Kamm

1

3

6

4

Bernier

2

2

LeBoyer

2

final

the

period

(641

'

Gist
B

17174

Katz

E

9

5

1

4

m 107 by pinning John Pier.
man in the first period. Maine
West went ehead 10-3 when
Marc Hooczko pruned Bony
Shnick of New Teter, also in
dieopening franTh

New

Dale

II
1

I

3

0

n

1

BART RAMSEY gave the
over Ed Rapp), Warrior Tom
Felt pm his team out in front

Trier

match,

managed

110,

went

to

Maine's third put of the night.
Bill Tillman stuck Tod teddies
in 1:36 of tie second period.

SoloTier's Ron Gaday

32 21 47 19

and Cowboy Dave Mekhione.
New Trier West staged their
own conteback at 145 and.I55.
Al the lower weight. Cowboy
Tom I inbellof won by default
over Warrior Jerry Mims,
The

to

dmay which produced
coination

Prue. W. tried to stop
Maine with a ones truly in the
third periOd. bol Emil had link

trouNe giving the ball down.
court end setting up an offenive play.

Rcimann I. the hem in
soaring with 22 points.

the spark which ignited
rated
the tough Demon play RS hes.
the
the pace far the victories Park
Ridge
His efforts were
so forcequintet.
ful thw

the 6-0 junior

spent much of the

nt
Moe ohe

seat of his pants after driving
!thous or diving defensive
work, but woo without a Joule
the who charge guy East his
needed.

Taking a 21 -point lead after
three periods. the Blue Demon
suhuitutos managed to pick up
another point in the final eight
minmth to give the home mom
an outstanding 7 -1 -point virtu.

Before the season Brotthrs
said he had his finest team in

five years and he would just
hum to widtertel they believed
in themsclws before they

could play the typ: of be/Mabel! which would make them
consistent winners.

137 -pound class

tm
ea should haw no dm& es
to their capability. lr .nn Pro.
visa game is any indkvtion,

and young Mat Bondeson

boy ham found the solution to

scored 16 pints with five cap

unlocking the winnem chest
with the key calksl iloormim

ue9.
With the entrance of En.
pik. the Demons experienced
little or no letdown as the arm.

bination pord.fonvard could
final

rter" on
Brother's -six man" squad.
the

be

Before the game, Proviso
was thought to have primarily
defensive outfit, but it was
the fine play of Maine East
without the hall that led to the
big first period speed.

PROVISO WEST 1021

ElMer
Mc Kinney
Dickerson
Lumberti

0

ck

5

3

2

3

0

3

Sykora
Dadra
Duda

2

It
II

11

0
2
6

Del Garb

Conner
Sawosko

R
1

I

11

0

0

0 4

1

0

3

1

sawing wish a driving kfimP

Hessen

0

0

right down the free throw lane
to give Fast a 2-0 lead. Marc

Cowan

0

I

00

3

forfeited the heavyweight divi-

Cowboys.

0

n'30

another
show from inside to double the

sion, so it didn't ligure in the
final tabulation.

THE JAYVEE squad wit
more commanding as
dim conthined four pins with
four forfeits for their 45-b
even

walkway.

Warrior

Polazzola

Steve

YEW
TRIERS Randy
Colman grabbed a 5-2 deciSion from Ray Klecka at 155
pounds hid Jim Mandick got
those points look in a hurry on

a Cow., forfeiture

at

165

Warrior Stem Minor had

Fred Triebe and Mike

Mlle than enough pints for

to seek Ihva S'S deadlock at
175. Inn the thinly populated
New Trierjunior varsity squad
mw forced to forfeit both the

victory.
Gustafson, at 98 -pounds.
pinned Cowhoy Murk Treiber

105 end hethyweight matches
to thrust Maine's /cote to 45.
150 Maine maimmn will do -

al 1,52 of the opening period

fend their home mats Friday
ginning at 731k

sophomore
haskethill team played two

mw and this time it was poi

pm. Saturday. yawl catty

V.iew sorting parade.

enough

to pmt 011

Forma

1

hit

0

Midges

0
0

1

1

Moines controlled the
boards. !Weed numerous turnthe

.

°"' with
play
and hitthc"rdPrgini
consistan.iy from
all pans of the court on their

0
1

1

0

0

1

D.. 1070. Fmm Mat point

1

0

10 16 26

01

31A1,iE EAST 1731
Player
Reimann

When the fine eight mi.m
had ended. center Bondcson
had added thor mom point:,
Reims n. four and Jay Bondi.. IWO to give the host five a
14-0 lend before Proviso could
sink a shot.

ihe second period saw a
more evenly contested basket-

Forest View soph cagers
split Saturday contests
View's

then

the

hot shooting.

Ken Gustafson, Jim Krum-

Forest

CRONIN OPENED

O 01000010

pounds.

Cronin

4
4

Deschamps
Bondeson,

Bondmon. M
Ussery
Potenza

VarnImPlen
Boehm:it.
Knapik
Andaman

4

3

2

3

3

6

9

5

11

7

2

0
4

.11

11

0

0

0
0

II
0

0

11

11

0
0

00
0

11

2

11

ball pp:, but the aggressive
Dellion play still made the dif.
Ferenc,: av they added IWO

Touts

5

2

I

u

U

29 IS 13 26

Milne points no their adventage

Inking a 33.19 edge into the

SCORE BY QUARTERS

dressing room.

THE SECOND huff

Proviso Weu 2 17
fete

Maine East

14

15

18 52

19 21

le 73

Falcon frosh A's only victor

of each cont., and still nom.
upd to gain a split for the day.

Coach Fred lassowk club
managed to rally in the MOM.

ing game to Imo tileniurd
North's jayveia. 4231. but
Deerfield unwed bin lough for
the Falcons in not evening

cont.. 64.32.
GLENBAR11
took udvantap

NORTH

of Foram
View's cold first quarter to
build up a 9-2 lead. The Pal.
cons rubounded in the second

period. however. to outscore
the Panthers. 19.8. and tuke
21.17 advantage. lassow's
club then protected the lead in
the second half.

Jay Hodgm pat. Forum
View with 12 points. Including

10 in lhe comeback effort in
the second quarter. Teammate

Rich Hoyt helpusl the Cause
with nine tallies.
Final VieWh jayvees tried
the same lactic at DeerficW.
out the Warriors were just too
lough. The score was 17-2 RI
the quarter. and instead of go-

the ladf.

tween Warrior Jerry Clime

top in the

,1FTER FRIDAY'S plt
forth/nee. lhe lanky autehe's

had no difficulty picking op
five punts es Ms 145.pound
match was forfeited by the

165. 175 and 105 matches by
forfeit and the heavyweight
pairing vies a double forfeit.

pairing

first period pin of Jeff Adam.
Chuck Rucker came out on
Altmann.

Whilledcr.

137

streak at 123 pounds.
Mike Bistany began another
three -match win streak with a

also putting on a fine show as
Jay Booth:son moral III points
while leadieg loth fem. in rebounding. Deschamps hit I I
points and took ox rebounds

Chris Wills at NS, hut the
inzei this won long More that
for the Warnoix
nemry of the mama. Both squads

ling better the situation do-

10-10 draw be-

but Don 01011 was
ecisinned by Cowboy Neil Clark,
14-4. to tominate the Maine

Cowboy% with a 11/-1 win over

AFTER THAT, it wm all
Maine West. They took the

'0 he

period over Bade;ohn,

with a 5-2 victory over Steve

Maine West's Roger Blamer.
He iccisioned Cowboy Sark

ended in

101

clonal out the scoring for the

0

155 match had Howie
Come back at 123 as gob Bill. Stoker pinning Maine Westh
ington pinned Warrior Gary Steve Ware the sixond perilone, in the final pzriod. The
next

Cowboy, An wady lead by winning the 98 -pound match. 7-2.

was replaced by Bill Knapik,
and de were the basis for the
big win, Each emir-0.RJ an
outstanding individual aspen
in an idniost perfect

IWO points in the firm quarter

8

in

impressive, 10-0 decision over
Paul Schneider. Registering

ods less to handle Bill Gold at

11

freely

Anderson, H.
At the 11,5 -pound level.
Warrior Bob McAndrews gm
into the win cOlumn with an

TRIERS continued the
Sliek.barrage at 132 of the 1-t-

while it took Hammes two.. up. Glenbrook North Fo-

NEW TRIER imams)

way

his second draw of the
sewn with Cowboy Corky
10

stuck Meir 4pone.. give the Mainhes

0
3

107.

Vaccarellos meanwhile, fought

Histany all

with wins at higher weights

polled away in the homier

chengers apiece. Bob Mot.

Wickersham
Hanks
Bruns

I

1

0
0
0
0

195 pounds. Maine's Al

-Cl

pos.

West sophs earn mat victory

23 on nine bask. and am

Bruns. Haan: and Wickum
bankid in half -dozen board.

1

the ball... Now

The Vikinp sinned to make

The high smear for Frond
mu Mike Holm, who notched

fense at points during the contest. Three Viking., Tom

of dm

Threeyeerters

thr tw

30-211. at New Trier Saturday.
close
Th
meet
was
thniug,hout the halo and
Waniors
middle weights.

toes was Bob Rosin with 15.

2

lmughlin

1

nude fir the Cowboys than for
the Viking+.
The Cowinya kept on
plugging away in the opening
period and had built op a sizable lead with six minutes

guard Steve Wickum with 13.
Center Rick Game pulled in

Mo..

43-33.

stantly adding to their lour.

old Cowboy cage merit

On

coin

Hand of lank:Mall el the milsel of period two her the Cow
boys still manapd to add to
their advantage. Al the half,

took the fast break when it was
there, and in seemed to he there

forward

antesme.
Bob Hei-

SALERNO FOLLOWED

victory while the sop. were

The Cowboys out -boarded
the Vikings by a healthy 47.37
inarpn. The difference was
surprising because the Vikinp
had *104101 the much -taller
Wheeling Wildcats in n conference baulk the pro -veiling
night.

only six players to carry the
boolen of play until the clos-

Warrior grapplers win two
Warriors on the right track as
the fresh grappled to a 30-25

Sct event.

IT SEEMS as if the patience

of coach grtice Brothels is finally paying off as he allowed
ing minutes
Brothers

vomit

and pert od when Deschamps

THE FRONT LINE. was

tory of Halna Lynch. O'Hara

in the 218/

1969

nesse of a potentially peat pi -

until the 4:00 mark of these.

mann and Jack Cronin at the

and Lavin.
The Scalier frosh-soph unit
also won their encounter wing

200..1 John Drimull took n
third for Vimor. Hulas then

Tuesday.
December 16,

dual meet at 4:15.

selves behind Inc Waukegan

gold medal. The Seulions were
clocked in 1 :12.3.
Lynch followed with. his
winning performance in, the

every

in

Panthers

quaver thereafter.

Pap 5

miner. The fint five ploy.

anus against their conference.

with

along

tared the tumbling. skidding
charging ploy of Cronin. whik
Mark Bond.on showed the fi-

-Eastleft no doubt as to its

od. and then outscoring the

ftee relay included Rick Mon. Brian Kenney and Eddie

guards, Dale Deschamps Mid
Jay Bondeson at the forwahls,
and soph Mark Boodeson am

an almost flawless perform.

physical uggressiveness.

readiness, charging to a 14-2
advantage after the first peri-

incellm, and he was also on the
victorious f remtyle relay. That

Moran.

Ply Bob lIellennm

ttoday to play the hasketball
hey arc capable of piaying,
and' in their nowt perform-

and Dave Takata food them.

school

11ndt

Meterology kits.
Lapidary kite
Mineralogy kits
Dissecting kits
Telescope,
Micromopes
Fiekiglawes
Camera.Photographid
equipment

Hync.in

View's

Forest

The Demons of Maine East
High School finally decided

GARY WAECKER picked
up another live -pointer as he
won be default in the 123,.
pond clam Waecker's opPo-

caroms. Pacyanked down
ing Me Frcatd rehounders wes

ditions. You an even collect

,

by

was followed hy the relay 004.0

was

.Ptng

photographs of them. Photographing interesting skith a an
art and a sciame. You will. of

in

close simond in 1:14.3. This

Salerno, Camp.

LEADING THE W.

inPe

clouds by taking your own

011110

jernoon.

1

children would like bird study

km

The openim medley relay
was
indication of
things to conic during the af.
Minos

ning.

beeforSefAn
m

'e rob

19,0 c.A

Talk with a teacher

a

Ere. Vikings Satunlay eve-

Hg s'obo

Richard Looft, 255.02721

Mr. and Mrs. N.P. Leighton

know what soil is made ofitl,i

I

r5)

Vikes fall short against
taller New Trier Cowboys

el Ire,
brlou

eon will be .erg, followed by
a presentan ...

garnered

had a 25.1. only .3 seconds

lr (be litsbdol

Hale, put Viola' back on

heatstroke. nnishing segund

each

Weekegan got its tirst vimry in the 50 free. although 1..

74 Om blench

I3,1.

JIM CAMPANN me Steve

Saler.

with Takata right behind for
mead.

.

neSmWhet i.....

officials

TRUST

the diving twent. though Jeff

O'Hara was second in 54.5.
Geiser low a heartbreaker

foursome. hut anchorman the
Geiser caught
to and
for the
gold
for the

snecio

1

pound,

pound,

triumph mu' Frank Cr ug a

Aggressiveness is key
as Demons whip Proviso

fourth member of the winning

wAUKSGAN KEPT it,

combined with Jell Loohl and
Gene O'Hara to win the 400.
yard freestyle relay in 3:37.

ph. first

Hall. A soto ...owl
.h
lunch.

will be portrayed by Carole

Prospist

414.1.36eseellero

COMPANY
of ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

no,.

Developing sense mvareness

In other coldmns
hove
talked about book buying at

In Saturday's mod against
Conant, Form View used the

Forest View kd the meet at
8-5, but Arlington went ahead
when Rech Stanemik topped
Mike ninon in thc 130 -pound
match. 7.1. and Mike Weber

Taking all No three first
places. 000 Stations of SI. Via-

Salerno svon (he 400 free in

an addrect or phone nuno
otIhdr
"in beekoded.

7'HE BANK

nthian Christmas Festival?
tomorrow at St. Mark Luther.
an Church.
Fellowship

Twentymight per cent and
their parents would have a

MEM lo b. concerned about is

f.

thould he or Mir/ 00 ',mold,, nommen. ri Me-

idis

for revision. thirty-three per

celled up nem year!

ing into the Army isn't really
so had: it, just a mention of
leave

Skit,

favor of wearing slacks.

seven of these loon,.

You may recall that the
Newcomers bud a "Domin.

a...pressed in a assent Stu.

Nineteen per aim opposal the

. nnotert

mato 1.0111. letter or mote nor. mit of

thew letter, a, Nu cam In uoldition. find Mc sold

visitor at the meeting.

We hupc that the stern ores-

11

heat puermil bye

to

SIVDENT reaction to 1110
proposal drew code change
survey.

e

Hinging gifts which will go to
Head Start children and their
families Santa Will he a special

Day" in November.
Members and friends who
shopped at thc supornarket
that day made possible a portion of the sales to be returned
to the club. The treasury was
fattenol by $44.33!

the into full coverage that gohaving

Fred. "A turkey"

Make u

to the eds
he 111.4. hot
on. mil be eahlteld up-

M.

Newcomer member( will he

wit, etineed.

as being unwilling to admit
there was such a thing ping

Nixon's
speimh and agreed with him,
and appeared to argue to the
student Mel Ins own desire to
hock up Mr. Nixon could mapropriately he translated into
school policy undercutting the

Prospect meets tomorrow fora

to whether the change

Nixon.

President

good dinner?"
Ned: -1 door know. -

ste

was the debating tow taken by
some board members. on we.
shin with students present

t homely.

THE WELCOME Wagon
Newconuys Club of Mount

All tenon

tor

seyp

Those who curial the day
expressed

MBEs., JOKE of the Day:

F.: -What is a key to

EARSONT

uhle. and theta rano.

see

meeting and Christ mu party at the Community
Center. 11
m '1 he John HerHigh School choir. under
the direction of Charles links.
will eMrtain whit holklay mw

aclorc she cud of this

were

embers who, like Mr.

The Editor

general

real 110
rI3/

in

be interesting to

whet happens!

to wear slacks tor a trial period

attitudes toward war get in the

Mrs.

HIDEAWORD

Letters To

house on Ike, 20. 22 and 23.
This would he a great outing
for younpers and most
schools will be out. Consider

view!, its poe, concerning

termini( if it changech in the dnress

position:

"Oh, the service was so wonderful! 1 got a real Christmasy

jail Floros

one

it

pound match, 4-2, and Wayne

SV Lions sink Waukegan;
take all but 3 firsts

saossainapelrt. Ittrunsa rep

servers.

heard

Mike Allergottio an .1110111p1 lo take him down. Allernolt won
the I 07-potr, match, 1.11.114o.loN by Cate Kelm/

.daulwerlIght11 tided In ed., wtel..Innwe dellswed.
Om denial
u..417.1111 a um. Mallen Qs ;spas

way of the hest possible the of50-

that might arise One of them
went nu far as to thy tau while
arch a day lad
exhaust.

hoard member said he had

Conant's Mark Mammon pr. an arm around Forest Vier,.

-1r IglIalon Iktenw ad..-drananu !Muhl, III. al111115
712 learn, Ilea Ulelnes. !Imam

political prefer..., or kindly

for a board of education to

tion of Ole board as backup

gave the Cards a com.

in.the heavyweight match. 3-1

Locken at 5:38 of their 185-

111

lila. Mehl. gloom! Prospers, 111.61111,
Brenen

Thei?.::Ts
rule
plant fthm Jun. 5 to spring
mor n ethic time goo
.d :Mon
he made Co de-

of the Song My mews.
It I, crorne looPPruPriam

won ono, ....ion

compo's 4-2 win over Dan
Kettlehoraup in the 98-

74 hloon. round
Hod Lk, _rit 121

Fonat Mieigl only pin vic-

'

Penton,

John F Stan

students,vapals' willingness to use these
days of hoghtened awarenesa
Of the moral and political Is-

1)T11ER 'Pete Harsh 011]5 pounds, fiat
five points came nn Frank 1101-' and Oust Rail over Jeff Selleck

pounds
Scot t

con Kandy Traub.

Tuesday. Decenibm IS, 1069

the OW,

S. history was virtually missal

OW- Bob Wtharn
121
it
. pounds, 4.11 Bruce Brod over

thio toppud Mika Bpi. at 115

Enda, rho Rd.., ran cal
to... ,,,,, t,ht wins PromRH
pound, through 117 pounds to
wrap it up

senior. won at 255 oser.Eal-
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Flashback

Bs !aleph Stubenrauch

theMe mm439-fiat

HOYT CAME up with nine
points for the second pme In a

Forest View's jayvee and
freshman
basketball teems
suffered dere. to Wheaton

Nurth but the freshman A
squad

managed

to

salvage

away to a 49-35 triumph. No-

by Ed lionsfield's

body hod more than seven

and Doh Kaspags 13,

points for the losing Fakons.

-We just played had except
for the stretch when we came

COACH
man's

the host school.
The freshman A victory
epic in an exciting 44.42

wain loss came by the score of
46-42. The lusers were paced

Jordanh small Bosh squad led
most of the game but couldn't
poll away from inopposicist.

points

EIMER Born- from 13 points behind to tie
View jayvee, it." Bornman said, "But then

mime glory with a victory over

game Monday_ Coach Paul

I5

Forest

we ran out of steam and they
came hick to win k."

O'Neill, Utecht teams

lead park basketball

FORESt VIEW took a 941

advantage after the first qt.

Folkaving two

varks

set

FUR -1 I tER ACTION mw
Uteehts roll over the

then doubled the lead to

play in the ,Der, plain. Park

ibe

two points, I /WWI, at the end of

District Junior.Scnior High
School basketball league. the

Fitzgeodds. 43-25 00 Hob Am
demon popped in 19 points.
'The evening's final tuntest
had the Groom:ins topping the

the first half. Itoy continued
to up the lead
33-29 after
three periods and held off a
Wheaton North rally in final

'tied for first

Mango.

cal 341 records.

teams captained by I\Bill
ONeill and Rich Iftech are
with

ti.

Jonlen's dub hod.,body

Dannys. 33-25.
A hull' -game

hohinsjrt

league leaders are Me Fee

ken who sport a 1.11 slat.:
Tied with matching 1-1 marks

with more than 12 poi
hut
it had excellent balance. lack
Lloyd had tEl 12 lollies. while
Tom Mueller added 10. John
Fotuander nine and, Hill Mil Ices tight.
In the frosh B con.,

week's mfion.
In last
O'Neill broke, open a tight
gam in the fourth quarter to

Wheaton North built up an
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with a.. I 100xd
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Dances and the Goon are I.
for the bottom rung with

early lead and stendilyoulled

led the losers with IS markers.

slates.

defeat the GrenS. 42-24. The
Heydeckers %quaked by the
33-3-1 behind 0 les
point scoring performance by

the Groomans and the
Wallop. The Fitsprolds are
arc
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3/8" DRILL KIT

Cenind with 91.101. ArlingJon
with 85.1111. New Trier East

with 81.97 and Nil. East with
73.73.
BRUCE he

of Evan.
mon mts the iGividust stand-

out of the tournament. plea
hip second three times cn

thrall.

capturing

at

around event with a ].loner-

soma! bar with an esxmllent

$19.9

ings for heavier dulycutting. guilt -in safety clutcK
bind -free lower blade guard. sawdust ejector.
Model #537.

$39.88

FINISHING
SANDER KIT
M unsorted Memo of abrasive Pope, bee.

Keeshin placed 10th M the

high bar in

last year's amt e

meet with a 7.8 routine.
Chris
of Hinsdale

Central who figured in the
Red Devil,' seizing of second
place
De sone nom last

case. (#7111/

$24.88
NEW LOW PRICE

71/4" CIRCULAR SAW
Power I-HP motor sips rough toughest cutting
lobs. Extra deep solely guard. Comes with com

Greco new sow yoke. With over I
h.p. burnout
.wino
protected male, you can tyke on biggest
jobs. Cut up to 2setv deep of 90.; 2" of 45. bevel.
Get more professional results, too. Has easy tause
commis: built For rugged user even elects sawdust.
Includes combination blade. MAGI 574.

$34.88

bination Node. A parted gift for the handyman.

(#730,

$24.88

3/8" DRILL

Powered for tough Mbs! Powerful 3 omp, motor.
true double reduction gears provide luil drilling tor.
que. Ft
hock capacity for drilling with larger
bola upm 5,b" M steel, 3/4" M wood. Side handle

placing

all.
around event with un nveragc

mend, plostics...ploin or foncyt (67511)

second

in

the

99.99

0411 or drive smith controlled speeds. Kit includes 3/4"

double insulated drill, 7 Mere socket set and cony.
ing case. Model US],

6.8.

PARALLEL
BARS:
I.
Roth. NTE. 7.45: 2. Kraohin.
E 7.1: 3. Brogdan. A. 6.9: A.

Boylan. A. 6.9. HORIZON.
TAL BAR: I. Wolin. HC.
11351 2. Keeshin.
/1.25; 3.
Anderson. HC. 7.85.

Pantos. NTE.
8.55: 2. Rein. E. 8.10: Roth.
RINGS:

I.

NTE 7.55. TRAMPOLINE:
1. Weiner. NE. 7.95: 2. May.
HC. 7:45: J. Austin, E. 7.35:

kw exercise. Alldround win Keeshin was second with
7.9. Red Devil Bill Bowles cam
tend third with 7115 rotitine.

State champion Ed Slamk
akin

looked

in

mid -season

form. wrestling the side -horse

Junior

both Bossung
and Boylan could do better on
the horse and will improve as

performer Roth hit on a 7.45
routine m win the parallel but
event. Keeshin was next with a
7.116 and Cards Steve Broaden
and John Boylan tied for third

Open Mon. thru Fri. 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sat. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sunday 9:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.
ALWAYS PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

ion
enon of Evanston. 7.35. Sen.

Kim Moore of Arlington
placed sixth voids a M3 with
twonnwe Brow Wailing

give skiing lessons to area mix
dens.

Cer tified professional
teachers will give the lessons to

both adults and children. Supervised bussing will be pm
aided by the Park District.

The Elk Grove Grenadiers
toppd the Weller Wolves. 55.
48. Saturday night in a non conference contest at home.

Wolin downfall
Gros. they- carded
the

to

the

a

3-1

record.

MARK HOPKINS
dropped in Iwo baskets for the

this year in
state mem. like
Dewey Pitt! Elk Gysivio.-

A fee of 130 gives you four

I M hour 1,sons. This Ira
dudes transportation. adndssite,
have
and tow foes.
you have your own equip-

tine

second match
when Jim Walsh out.pointed

in the losers' home pool.

nice
Hanle notched Palatine's second victory in to row when he
walloped junior Don Koehler.

MU -Suburban

MI. Koehler in his firs veer
ma wrestler after playing haw

I oresi home 0110 practices
aid has home meets at tit. %M-

.

Senior John Pam wonted
the heavyweight junkiestg hon.

mete, totaWost will be 526.
To register, either go to the

his away from

Park District ar write them at
600 Mte Gwen Ave.. Mount

was up lob the task with a quick

Prospret, 60056.

Pratt.

Paul

week]ast week mil prosed he

1:33 pin over Palatine's Jim

Born

his

8.15

ine

The Mount Prospect Mat-

Midget "B" and hopes to pet
into De finals with a little
More experience. Teammate
Dave Hughson showed great
of Illinois Indoor Mem This improvement by qualifying for
mew is tho find indoof meet the final In Ike
sus
put
for 1969f.
Dave, fifth place finish put
Speed Skating mows out. him close to De scoring coldoors for the Miaow of De- umn
comber and the months of
ERIC .10NLAN0 skated us
January and February Wore a CID, A Midgt and mined
moving onto artificially frozen qualifying due
some hardice during March. Bob Han- lock spills. Bobby Knight,
ing Club traveled to Jelin law
Snarday to participam in an
Amateur Skwing Association

lot Muter, joined Fob Vc,

Torn Tangney and Jay Kuivinon competed as baccinediate

M the disabled lot by breaking

itoys and provided soma of

his leg in a M11 last Thursday.

the most thrilling races of Me
meet. Bobby Knight placed

HAENISCI1 Will be out
Vets Nis

incapacitated

the

sprint and 1 second

where she placed Meng In the
440-w5rdevem.

Ins he done by Boykin. In the
quarter 11/1 Wolves also put
Onu half -court zone defense
that was easily penetrated by
determined
Mond.
he

Elk Grove

PAT HOLMB led the Grens
in sewing for the quell= but it
was not enough to ovVeonte
the quick -scoring of
Walls
cc Wolves. Elk Grove still re.
twined M the upper hand
when the half came to a Clow.

Mike Losch threw in a foul
shot to add to the scoring.

from S1 del out with one scc.

BOYKIN DID a hide more
ball stealing end picked up a
free 'shot while going in for a

and tonsillitis on the dock.

layup.

they'll haver o oubmvim
to heat us. We don't plan to
ewe them wything."
Cor

led

by

evens. Pedersen soon the 440
and placed second in the 220.

lag hornet. New I

yard sprint. while Robertson
finished thin! in Mc 220 end
the 440. Bonn 0 ]tuck moved
into
Class
Ii
Girls

in r 080-10,1 final

tern I an ney was roue.
lied in the 440xyard find and

the MA

in

ti

minute in the butterfly this

tience

in thc 100 freestyle.
Polocel in the 100
and Jim Johnson

bream

season and Weadale hasn't is in
yet.

It shouki be a real good

in Fors'nForeNM.'S
10000

Aukerman
pleased

wasn't

overly

with Fon. View's

other point,

came on
Lenkeit's third
in the 20
060e free. Polaeeks sec ond
INI.
%cc-

sliming against Elmwood
Park Friday. lie said the Fol. old and Bailey's third in the
eons "swam through the nicer. 311 free. leldhan, second in
Mc butterfly. Baiky's second
looking ahead to Arlington."
in the 100 lex. Sehmitt's sec.
FOREST VIEW gut won- ond and Higgins' third in the
nine
from both haukstroke. lenkeito. thinl in
ill relays against Elmwood the 4110 forn and Steve
Pork. TM TM 200.yanl medley

am

team was made up of Doug

breestsinike.

third

in

in

220 -yard races.

Joan Wagner had a hichday

BONNII A3733151110 for

foxesth
tch Nlary looks ter tap per.

Midget Girls floss.

the 200. yard rinat nod finished

in the 22ti-s.srd sprint. Todd
laniard nommd into the lough
Junior Boys Clam and was

won. But Rowe has gone miler

skeane he
.on Om. IS
]ems and he qualil WO into his
semi-finals in the I 10.yanl and

on 11.m. 3. which moved her

Clam A Juvenile and keilrial
point ter a fourth plasm finish

-They met had yew.' Au- RIO freestyle: %Vedder.: in the
kerman add. -and WeadaM 200
and II...butterfly. Po -

o in his share of :muds. 1110

class this year and is Ding well
against tough competition.

in fifth pis,. 1,1110 11,0
Gumrslo
is competing as
year

Schmiti. Norh Polacisk.
the
and Kent Iligpins and
Jeff Eo Lindblad and diver the 4181-yord freestyle main
Jeff Alienate. Rowe is ex- had WorndaN. Mork Bailey.
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duel with Forea View's Fred
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ot limn Rowe. lwekstroke Noe.

Bantam Boss Clem by Xnnhnig in third in a 1 10 ford heat

'this elms is particularly plot
this Star and 17anny should
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than ice. lierisly. Ann and
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Limn Park set Sundt,
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Tom Gotn. John lila. Dave

place in the two events skated.

713CA boy's swim team was

Doehler.

Jimmy Tangwy missal an op.

Vic{011.01, agdn. winning over
West Communities. 227.81. in
a home meet.

Pres 200 yard medley rel.,:

pm

y

soon. her eon

Polaski fens hot hc will
be 0 top contender in a few
more weeks.

Dan Gillogly Hated in his
first

meet of the war es

the

mooed

Wolves

Waller appeared to

a

time of

Kenya a pirsi sonnet
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freestyle. set by Rick Schwan.
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for

]him:, wain Dcord for the Jto
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by Ross Peterson with
Hine

12.11.
bc

tiring,

for them to denialthe Gans.
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40.1-.

quickly and wits unable to keep
up the pace that was necessary
John
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the first 0 pool record for the

Mark Funk with

scored

four

points for Elk Grove in the
nal period. Hopkins had three
Poi., one ectaing on a tech Meal foul shot, The Grws had
trouble scoring in the early
part of the quarter but toward
Ihc end they sC00.51111rCe

of
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yard
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Greg

Brad Busse: 200 sird freestyle
relay: Gary Takata. Boat

Busse. Gory lismeolil. (Mo
Newcomer.

Malec 2011yard undies relas:
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Ken Bergman, Dave Sehnert:

50 yam)fryc. Mike Fresman: 10

yard freestyle: Mild
FrOOM1111: 1101 yard bream,
rake: Ross Pmerson. with a

ma of 20 relay races in Me NW
am dual compWition noels.

Mike Freeman.

the relw Darns do as well at the

Dave Larsen. Dose helium!.
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medley;
fir Rid &thwarting: 1011
yard
Rick Schwa: a

ing with a new pool mold:

Harvey Relays as they have

100 yard backstroke: Seresen
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been doing so far. it promises

rokm Terry Lemberger:200

to be a smashing victory

yard

she

Northwest
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broke

Neo -

sown 511 yard brumststrok o.

new loom rnamlf Infl lc.
freestyle min, MIT Arno,

27, when the boys go Kr Haw
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go

Gary Takata Brad Bum. Rob
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races. winning everyone. and
Ir-Mging ther total wins to

The next noct will W Dec.
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puss And ha a tiro with no fee insurance

customer
million.dllar fall
on a loose stair -with
Or have

In th Wolf fourth quarter.
big Frank Stevenson seontd
to try to boost his team
totsvletorY,
but it was to no
avail.

SCORE BY QUARTERS .
Elk Greve
15 II 16 /7-.5
Waller
12 12 13 I I-48
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YMCA boys.

kets in;he last 38 seconds.

With a 26-24 lead.

Boyer zipped in two fax ones
from the top of the key, and

second

some near spills to Win third

up the good hustle M the
fourth quarter ns they mit-

shooting range.
IISSialh let the most of the sco,

PARLINGTON HA.% a good
swim team" Falcon coach
Gordy Aukermon
But

Steve Pederson and Dick
Robertson showed Myron. evens in their Junior Class

Zre Northwest boys team

Tommy Grunron
.0908 Club.
flf fkr
in the Clb. recovered front

the Wolves, 15-12.
The
outscored the

usual

con -

butterfly mu] away, special-

ish in the dlOward vent.

The Glom once agMn kept

Grens in the second quarters
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League

imitation still begin xi N311
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Kluml pool. The host oill he

B. Haeltisch hurt in final
indoor speed skate meet

the Gras ahead of

loft
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I he

Danny Lindstrnm
o
real competitive spirit in the

far

reanl 1111101

Mahan for nvo years.

Way the Club'. only entry in
the Intermediate Girl, Class

which earned lam fifth place
lint year on
rings. Roth
Naccd third with a 7.85 rou.
Card junior Greg Datillo

sWinInlilig

Glenn Hugs in 3:511 Pala-

Midget Boys CDs:, A
championship with a first

Fenced

Vico,

I west

.

ler tonight's lig
meet atsand Arlington try
hating Elm000d Park, (01.1

up Prospect's second pin lathe
165.pound letterman topped

Verse 1, the club by winning

two baskets.

Hopkins brought thc quid-

1

Swimmers ready for Arlington

sussed
M. Lulus)

him Lawn. 2-0.
Senior Tim locifel picked

Istern

sk moor lokrnwn %Award Ins Duna aeons foe 611

t

thin dm out

I

and Evanston:Mt it
too
early in the season to 1011.
think that more will
ban League to
will figure

Ian Mon had Iha upper hand Frklas night mar mote sophemon hasin 1 ontrhan

Maim

Ulan Naiad up

ol-around man BOyian was
credited with a 5.5 purform-

es Me Grenadiers cashed in on
free throws to outscore
Wolves by three points.
Vol the Grens. Hopkins Mid
a basket and a free throw. Jeff

ter Ma dramatic close as be bit

think it is a bond in
dication with New Trier.F.ast.
Arlington Hinsdale Central

mho Knight Ol

unable timeore this amok.

Waner stole threit hulls out of

pressure on On guards of Elk
Grove was spunky Louis Boykin. Boykin stole wax balls in
the qua rteD and arnounted for

QUESTIONED

yard final. Barbosa Weotlake

when the second half opened

turned them into three 0,7
Watts in the first guard, Alrating youngon D putting

JUNIOR SAGS r 90,1, -or

Iha lurmhe but into the um
alum n unh
s 0 shut out
near Pon; Bath Karam to

finished second

Hustling Al Younpon of
the hands of the Greta, and

Knish,

July while hike riding. Rich

On the rings Alike

et:

Itm Stub. IS 1intoto ma k, the
Koh 165

since Wing hit by a truck Inst

once. Boylan
on one of
his stunts and did not finish his
routine.

4.

u. kip

and 14 so.conds late

ninth in De floor exercise
event. Senior Glenn Tcniko of
Arlington hit a 6.6 routine and

the

Waller Ia a Chicago city
mam from the Public League
West - Blue division. Before

Brush Kosd InkWamnxnh

ha topped 117

Ski lessons planned
The Moon: Prospect Park
froths and the Fox Trails
A= are introducing a plan to

Ind Den Brush 104111M 14 4

don Mum, or 1.11 nuts h tri
how Icahn in 111; marsh but

of competition for six weeks.

Illis

a free throw for the Grem to
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61/2" HEAVY DUTY SAW

8.6 routine to take a first in the

INDIAN ALL-AROUND

By Alike Needleman

3/8" Drive -R Drill Kit

lest year's slyly hitting on

MIXT RESULTS

JIG SAW KIT
blades, blade pouch. hex wrench, wrench holder all in antorn.fined plank carrying core. Cut wood,

Ebers of Arlington remained in

the season progresses.

gives extra control on tough jobs. Model 560

The saw Mors seven sows in one, plus sec sow

5.95.

kin of Arlington was fourth,

3. Zeman. E. 7.35.
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MEET RESULTS
Colds- 25 yard fretstyle,
Mark Funk; 25 yard butterfly:
Run Mate; 50 yard freestyle:
hook Funk, with a new pool
record: 25 yard backstroke:
Tom Behnke; 25 yard breas,troke; Gary Stark; 100 yard
freestyle relay; Mike Liman.
sky. Dave Nelsen, Ruis Minh
Mark Funk.
Midget:

200

Medley

relay:

Tom Gran, Jon Newcomer.
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Benny Fernandes did an
other line job as Elk Groves

The ILO on the rings is near-

winners rum Elk Grove were
Eugene Ilrennan with 7.7S in
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Grove had three line ststrin on
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THE 100 FREE went to

or snoring efforts lie the year.
had Dahl did a fine joh. He.
had his host time in the 41E1
free for n first dare?' said An.
Mason.

a 153.5.
Peterson

become

West's

firm winner when he finished
the NM free in 2:03.6 fora win.
Jack Branding tied with a
Maine South man for second

58.4.

Paine South, but Gyssler sal.
vaged a third. place for the
Warriors with a 56.1. The

sates thing happened in the
100 brie It when La,
Riemanh pulled out a third in
107.7.

Dahl and Pennon, how.
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the Warrior surge
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wrestling

took its

INSL loss and is

also 1-1.

The Grenadiers had a 1440

lead going into the last four
matches. but they didn't cop a

Wilde Pei. after that m Hersey won all (Darby decisions

/66P up

stay at 15-141, winning nor-

row, 4.3 decision over Bob
welds.
Ron
Teammate
Lewes1.10.100 kept the tally going I,

outpointing Gres Rick Ka.

sane. 13.2, at 75 pin..
Hersey', Torn
Anderson

had thing; in, own way in the
first few weights. Grenadier
98.pound grappler Jerry An:
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Mike
Dodd, 5.0. and Craig Mann
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10,1,
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contest
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CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

SIRIGrade

POODLE GROOMING

Po' rng

Hawks 27, Gators 13
Cougars 42, Bulls 9
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Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

Custom Designer, Me N.C. Jetta, of Hong Kong,
will be in the Chicago Area for 5 days, Dec.

1 )th, 18th, leth, 20th,

Herseys next inatch will fie

installation
at 1969 prices!

1.w..00113117113

SELECT

FROM OVER 7,000
IMPORTED SAMPLES
see display of 1008

Kong Beaded Sweaters,
Beaded Blouses, Beaded

$4.50
6.00
7.50
9.00

300
500
700
900
1000

10.50
11.50

FINE INTERIOR 'MINTING

FREE ESTIMATE,
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pecr Mere.
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BETTER

IMOLA UPHOLSTEPL

BEIER L. AROERIS.

Save Up To 40%

KNOWN
299 3692

al

able 226 5805

ORDER YOUR AIR
CONDITIONER

BOB 1/LACKS

Carpet Cleaning
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Decorators
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'7S'EST=773

nobly
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CLEANED. SITIED.

255-7200

Window Washing
2SS .22

ORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO
1611.5346

296-6640

spos,

3 LINES

f0000roo.o.

6,6,HooN0

Window Well Covers

Furniture Refinishing

.7,11rOLASS

moy

Plumbing
951%mesh
4

265-26. free FL

USE A DAY

358.61211.

WANT AD!

dessel.Lemedeling

rep.

in to

ready

with a far
reaching Want Ad
in The Day. Phone
2S5-7500 or 196.
6640 to star) your
Superific Quick
Cash -Making
Machine!

Co

vela
awe

28 S. Denton Coun
Arlington Heights
CL 3-1766

OR

Floor Refinishing

F55

RISTICH PAVING AND CEMENT
WORK CALL EX HOURS.
822-828,

44 W. Palatine Rood
Palatine
FL 0.7350

PHONE

WANT A WIG FOR CHRISTMAS,

cash

WIGS Dina TYPES
C13 273M1

0253

FANCY HORS D'OELIVER5
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY PARTIES
HET

Convert usable
but
unneeded
items

Plastering

'Arf

AD

c63

Wigs

LICENSED SEA,/ OPERA!.

Floor Maintenance

Cement Work

PHONE 359,5100

WALLPAPER

HAVE A WIG PARTY.

Catering

CL

WANT

ESHMACES

CALL 766

:""711.5

537.33.0

Cement X Blacktop

653 South Vermont - Palatine, Ill.

.77

1,1S

Lauritz Jensen

CuSromCWMIING.

ANY AIR CONDITION

FAMILY

Wrillpooming

Decorate Now
Pay Later

125 A Agri oeTIMED

It's exactly what we're not. We're also net a kook. Or a Way-out.
Or anything remotely mumbling coy of those things. And you
know what, neither is fashion. All of a sudden. the message is siiftnen. Giriness. Body. Its knits that move. Satins that cling. It's
pants as soft as skirts. And coats that lion:. And lovely long dresses
that are as young in their own way as minis. Oh, its exciting. And
groovy. But grooviness and nuttiness arc awl different things. AS
wetWill he happy to demonstrate. Any day. At our place. just for you.

359.1SA1

A, SPECIALTY PAPER HANGING

1124.54.

;2'6 r;HiL.

DAY

'ISM743r"

LIRrti'c'/%00.

HARDWOOD

This is a nut.
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C. LE MIA/
1.11717,..COS

YES! because you can save over
1970 installation costs if you order
before "January 1" CALL US NOM
WE ALSO INSTALL HUMIDIFIERS

,

fid4=7. " "

1322.77S6

WRL DELIVER AND STACIC

NOW?

rAISTIOZB77

Vacuum Repair

SEASONED fIREPIACE LOOS
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WANT ADS
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tiORTHERN AIR INC.

Wheeling,g, Ill'PH:

43,409
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Col

359.145Y
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DRIVE-IN PRINTING WHILE YOU WAIT!

489 North Wolf Rood

SU

USTOM UPHOIST.Estr.,,

Layout and Paste -Up Service Available.

APOLLO PRESS:

THE DAY

le

---

AS LOW AS $695 COMPLETE

Larger Quantities by Quotation
Copy to Size add Camera Ready

11

IFIERE'S BIG GAME...
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5.3.2

CUSTOM DRAPERIES
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All Black Ink --1 side
100

359 46.50

ET

8%2 x 11--20 lb. White Bond Stock

PRICE

N W Um.

5

Sump Pumps

Dressmaking -Sewing
,

2Ist.

Get custom rneil.red for your tailored Men, 0910,

701:

DiCAS TILE S7 MU

DONT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!
Sport Coats, Shirts -Ladies Sot., Dosses, Forinelweas, Coats.

Get 1970

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster

l'HINS'IlR'll'g0',"11E
CALL 025 3780

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

QUALITY DECORATING

CHICAGO (DES PLAINES) O'HARE FIELD
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Storm Windows
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GER ALP iniEs

4.00tV.NtIONO
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nuq, T60. Coll maul"

OYD.IISS'e,c==str.

ENGINE LATHE OPERATOR

COMPUTERI
TRAINEE

25,1131

WAITRESSES

YOUNG WOMAN

666 Landmeier Rood, Elk Grove Village

Apply:

ooRDER FILLERS olaNDOORY CONTROLCIERaS
ocENERALCLERKS oACCOMITSPAYAMRCLERKS
(billing 6 file)
oTYPISTS

int Norton Mow Cycle. 400CC.

'67 Han. MCC. fay equip.

"rrv'e.,Ees

NIVEA BED ,,o,onoldv

7 Help Wanted -Men & &DO

0
0
td

rhrk

.4 .11 iTO. 0 14; Any Ede
ss

7A=E'

NOWNED PROM SHAM.

oINVOICE MATCHING CLERKS

L

Secretory to V. P.
In Purchasing Depe
Hon..,

ell., man lo come

or

259-0740

Volkswagen, Inc.

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

MU !MOCK ON 00110000R!

tut, pi boa In the min, el sae own Ohm and DROOvE

Nelda

Des Plaines

SPACE AN. SYMMS DOTSON

25 -Employment Ageneingiomen

h

sr,s4
.11 .51,,,.. end Ilre.liuldine

d'''"1.1r1V/INVISS.N.S

/NO DOOR KNOCKING

Id

0

Come in or coll for on oppoiromoni now.

GENERAL TIME

7.

1

69 .Nursery 5,10911THI Care

441logs,POS&Equipeent

0..7.....,...;,.'7....4:."..C.1°" 0

peso.,

kmlers

,ITarze; displey mad.

"

359.5,2

A lioLrve WAVER of neer c1.1

OFFICE PERSONNEL

1200 HICKS ROAD . ROLLING 80400:15. II

-

392 0311.1

3WA

111,2100eycle3 nod

4rTsr''

mos! bars 0 bean. CL 3.3552

9 re

255-1900

Continuous salary re.

view 0 'upgrading; omen*. ProMaeo

booboos.

3.5. Snow fires whet rino 11.5 1
IA SSD
d
SIC

Cashier -Typist

Ais

o Ram Delius

.9

pills.

Chriermas

Meacham Road
Schaumburg

in qualified boor

1(eep in Touch With
Interns 8 Residents

y

IWO W. CENTRAL7RD.
60T.PROSPECT

HEY!

0

Lb,dneol.0

TRAINEE
PPOrto

W

Runk beds wiTh desk

I 95,0,LN:,rtchril,kve.

..gn,eaem

1

ler

Wamed

Ca 29647M

JEWEL FOOD

39.344

hoe.gral. You'll

/ NO CAP EXPENSES
/NO I%1-3 CHASING

0

ben na

51.811ice hoture Dates

C*.

METAL 13,3,11( A224

SOLDERERS

ono,

Cal

ulolnrs.

2

Wore.: mos. or secretarial
de..

TOP VACATION PLAN

STORES

13[IG 111\vilE

0;.oritt7rs

'°- 9.-91=i

WIRERS AND

Fl 5.0500E%. 504

(i.0

Oroon.

Slingrolund orso Set. Oichatio

Theatre Organ Model 645. 32

0 STOCK PACKERS

Office Personnel Dept.

Nay or %ening Hours

;

mai.

lood

quired. Excellent (doge

455-3600

.

Hammond

S1700 1394,3,9
younh

103.000 SIALt.N2u,yvsed.

perience. Strong clerical
Old
figure aptitude.
Light
and
shorthand
good typing skills ro.

JON 7HE

Counnyaide Restaurant
A Leung.

111 44(01

Lome or smaTI,,,..soo

0 ASSEMBLERS

for appointment

WAITRESSES

and rourwo Local residenne required within one

ADDRESSOGRAPH
MULTIGRAPH CORP.

O'W

0.0 Mo. Dudko

CONTACT
MISS RIECHARN

ro Arlington Heighis

9

A DAY CUSTODIANS

Intotedlote opminos
Oa executive of lice for
girls with secretoriot ex-

ASSEMBLERS:

I.

ODAIJOCATIONSt H.ort Serener Drodeeri. St - S5

593-5400

DES NANA

39,4236

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN A FAST-GROWING,
PROGRESSIVE, INDUSTRIALCoMMUNITY.

Mr. Cosner

8550 NO FEE

CASH

393 AM131

call 29.0011'

aim " now.

32.16see5aneous IterNandise

OPERATORS

SECRETARIES

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

.

FORE FOGHTERS

For suemiaw

111

Des Plaines

42-6antallo Boy

o SHEET METAL

AND MUCHMORE

Planning
Clerk

O PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
o DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

392 6050

101 Auto Parts and Access.

PON ORIFHIAL

st

RESERVATIONS

Skolee,

230.2465

Tar :7,ir/r2r;ior.,4

MODEL MAKERS

AIRLINE

TELETYPE CORP
5555 West 100Ey Ave.

102.Ttoolts,Trailem

aosil coalmen. Ems.

01110-isOltRloupZgO

pi

8001 Northwest No,

benefits.

neoiy

.90 ROe

reolio WEI

Admission 50c

FULL TIME

GIRL FRIDAY

$504 MONTH

EXPERIENCED

?MD tTrtr,"

827-7749

STOCK ROOM PERSONNEL

!WILLMAR, 3.04-1000

r or

LONE BLOCK SOule Of PALATINE ROAD, WOLF NOADT

sr. s.

ro.rst:n:L'.71117er

EXPERIENCED MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS. EARN UP TO 55.00 AN HOUR

cps, pp,sors,gg,g,3
63,..000,1 err,

Mimes Mr you,

COG=
A.

850 5. ELMHURST RD.

Apply in Person pi

6.30 P.M

MR. BAKER

EXPERIENCED SCREW MACHINE °PERS.
For Grown 8 Sharpe Single Spindles
EARN UP TO 54.40 AN HOUR

21109

Only dependable maple ma am own trensmannue noes!
opal,

CAL MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, Between 4

Pert.,

60021,

CHRISTMAS
ANTIQUE SALE

THE SINGER COMPANY

,r110'"

EARN UP TO $3.63 AN HOUR

dradea

0XCMENT WAGES

25 FOREMEN

Woo dulls

918ualEIlale2/antut

II 4911 and Antiques

HOLIDAY BAKE SW

ASSEMBLERS

Talk to TeleIype about these jobs todoy
. nessieg m sec =mob% %mama 0,1 0912

What's Your Number

Limn

AAR. R. 0. HINTZ

HARPER COLLEGE

itaRnetitto. uold yo
inns end harGer

and we do too

E

$ I 85-$2 25 A WEEK
NO FEE

sot Personal !men* Coll

DUNKIN DONUTS

255-7010

meet. esceplbeal orate,

EVEN SANTA

::nt'151 rrs'67620'

EST,

REAL

o 91156 FIXTURE

SI4HHHH

'"392.4673"'

359 3200

71'

GENERAL
FACTORY

Mt Prospect, Ill.

CALL SAY

1000,

EXPERIENCED

":4"71O'rZinlit... Lea:

APPLY IN PERSON, DECODE 3 P,M,

we el. rapid advance

FOS SAD A LEASE. 6 yr. oki
I
so,
J3
ed I pia

21.110 BK6561101 & 11061111

666.34.13

SYSTEMS ANALYST

-;S:14'50 If yes Y1132"97.
359.210.1

.21.lielp Wald -Mel& Wow

PoTS Rplaa

P.M.

Part Time
2 P.M. lo 6 P.M.
%%,o,, Working Condition.

Travel Agency

17:altIrn:"

Pon

C

3The enjoyable Bunk

APPLY IMS0110. OPT.

p

G

R

1

-

' 95E WO

Ell TD.Dou

W

En

5

F

CONDITIONING CO.

EM1

Protopok Eng. Corp.

La Salle Personnel

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

255 1107

FACTORY HELP

k0.4110.

ARII GION FITS al
"939.0922

09 Real Estate Aus.Proputy

336 GIFT CERTIFICATE

JOH NSON.WATER

15150510

COUNTER GIRL

55000 down 3250mo. or

i.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
CLERK TYPISTS
ttiohl Typing;

777-5555

Benefits.

ding her

fibUDITOU

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.

crs"ZioOt

Many henefirs i

FOR:

Mrs. Roles

We Train & Provide Customers
1

OA% with Terms.

11611,4, orbEA..M
oppl

SPECIALORDER CLERKS

TOP PROFITS NO INVESTMENT

C5Red Estate-11am

TELLERS

HAS OPPORTUNITIES

MEI-TWIST

For New National Party Plan

CALL 10 AM -

41.ItmoforritIt5100r1Iue

7,n'yt 'o'7r6

DEMONSTRATORS

Arl. Hrs. Public School
District 21
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REASONABLE.

HOUSE

GA, n1,1.233

2000 W. Alocwouio Road

TOWERS HOTEL

V::: Cut? "P6"

School Bus, Inc.

0

SUBSIDIARY OF RALSTON PURINA CO.

2410W HUBBARD

Same office orp. neon's,

'

CLERICAL

Tuesday. December 16. 1969

32.Mi0eilreantgurtundoe

BANK

PUBLISHING

1

AM.ROUTES

405 E. Fulton s?.

TRUCKSBENEFI ARETSE

A Kant =14 be 25 years or ope ar older and xa..

DRAFTSMAN PROPOSALS

Ma* 63796961.. 50m.

HIGHWAY TRAILER
INDUSTRIES, INC.

NQUIRMENT

OFNTOUR

5..1730

et 5

PAY-

EXCELLENT

Poid Train,

clerk

1

GENERAL OFFICE

CALL At nr 219.7101
Ken "arson ASSociatee
CAMP SPECIALISTS

Earn Extra CoM

-

typist,
general office
with Iski bookkeeping
background.

emit Commoor office

956.0711

SCHOOL BUS

TRUCK DRIVER

slay work Tor lusurt,

Goad 'yob, WU,

Coleman Floor Co.

DRIVERS

Clark Products Inc.

Needs 2 girls

me

o

MALE

STANDARD

394-2200

26 -Help 1Varten Women

METHODIST

INSURANCE AGENCY

GENERAL OFFICE

Cusinner Corrosponden.
0500

Inowledoquble in husk seers analysis.

products. Must
hove own tronsponoyon.

Call or Appiy in Pm,.
NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

J.--

2644 Waged RIM

BACHELOR'S ANTI

ARLINGTON PARK

253-0185

pope,.
fro. Immediate openings

AGENCf

MUSIC FIELD

El.Relp Wanted Women

MAIDS
FEurn1

INC

For company dealing in

162g1Ilucton

BOOKKEEPER

JOHN HENRICKS

.

ARLINGTON PARK

'

AUTOMOBILE

Should No. ensuen euterience in he mamma produceenre
chnions for 1.36 productorsmodium weSpht metal faecal,.

26 Help Wanted Women

HOUSEKEEPING

1:"S IPBaT?:Il 'ST 07Ve'ls'

N lei

be

LI

11 14 11(6101 Women

7/TI, ROOM SUPERVISORS

,IR...0000 0.0

Sent,

o DESIGN ENGINEER

day °Woo neproblemsel

1:7inTrale= PluZnirge.:10.

0

s

110

41 MVO A

do'

ih err90

rs 10 Ali

7 A 31

HOSPITAL

IAA -AVER,

EXECUTIVE SAFES

1

nJ

all

o

iv

T

SHORT RIBS

a
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On TV - Today

Tuesday, December 16, 1969
SCMESODyS FolWWING ME.

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

.11 COME OH IN, BETSY, WITHOUT
HE'S FEELINI
W HY, YOU
HALF TRYIKI' I BEAT THAT BROTHER BETTER -THAT'S A COPOF YOURS FIVE FAST GAMES OF
600213Y
OUT IF I Et/FR
CHECKERS IN A ROW, SIT 20W14
ALI' 5002 SAW OUR! I'LL '11
k HERE Ake CHIVE ME SOME COMLUCK!
GET EsEMWITH
PETITION --WE'VE GOTAH
YOU FOR THIS,
HOUR OR SO BEFORE, -YOU DOUBLE-

UPPER TIME;

(2."o -

( LOCK YOUR
DO YOU THINK TWIGGE

WOULD LIKE A HANDCRAFTED BRIAR PIPE,

WALLET, CLYDE!

HE TALKED
816 LAST YEAR

1ONIGHT

PONT WORRY!
EVE SEEN

CROSSER!

:'Animals of the
Pacific" features a

9

Dick Van Dyke

trip from California
to Alaska with Lau-

Criminal Justice

rel Reynolds".

5

State-

ville Prison, and
Hans Mattick of the
at

the

Chicago.
20- Business Writing

University

11 Tv College
Shakespeare.

Jack Wild and Cyril

capital

Ritchard.
Julia

(MY OWN 51-1ADoW1

0'

(yr:

11-14

hann Carroll.
7 Movie
"Silent
Gun."

6:30
Lancer

2

ominous, satonic ap-

man. Lloyd Bridges.
9
NI i k e Douglas

pearance shows up to

Show

claim the
WHEN YDIJ GO OVER A

YOU CoULONT PLOT BEHIND

SOY'S HEAD, YOU Dora"

MY BACK WITH THE LOCAL

--

Fooi. AROUND, PO

ERA55! OH, NO

YOU

estate

lieves belongs

YORK, TO THE HEAD

OFFICE!

YOU

Silas. James Stacy,

by Ralph Izzard for

Wayne Maunder.

Matchmaker."

Bar-

Larry
Hagman, Bill Daily.
7 Mod Squad
9 Star Trek
26 Purdue Basketball
Dartmouth at Purto

the

I GOTTA FIGURE SOME WAY:;)
MAKE ELMER QUIT BLASTIN'
ON THAT CORNET...

For IN'ednesda)

IciM.-,-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221--A profitable day for
the Sagittarius who doesn't in-

upon having things his

sist

ow n way. Surprises make the

5

\\`'I),)

(Dec. 23 Jan. 201 --Keep your plans for
your immediate future to
yourself for the time being.

Friends may not knoll when to
stop talking.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19)1 -Take no chances with
your present position. You

Q

V)"

CAPRICORN

(Feb.

I'M GOING To

20 -March

HAVE TO

-TH I N tC THAT

Paul Harvey

8:00
Movie
"Silent
Night.

11 French Chef
20 'IV High School

7

1:00
Perspectives

7

Reflections

2

McHale's Navy

2

2:10
Late Report

2

Meditation

26 A Black's View

9

of the News

Five Minutes to

Live By

Lonely Night.- Two

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

troubled people meet
and fall in
love.

ibe

Lloyd Bridges, Shir-

sequences

GERM!

1:40

10:00
News
News
News
9 News
11 Canterbury Tales
2
5
7

by the jazz group at
the 1968 Berkshire
Music Festival.
26 Motorsports International

"The Wife of

',bk./ MEAKI Oki

He sAib.

II

'I...

.
a
EL

.

AL-

EACH Als1C)

EVERY

CANCER (June 22 -July
231-Behaving in such a way
that you gain the confidence of
those in authority would be
your wisest course. Move
ahead.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 231-

-Don't let a conflict of interests Wails': you to the point
where you are unable to take

11;.r. tt.

any action at all. Choose sides

quickly.

CAPTAIN EASY
EACH TIME I5H

CR WIG ON DR. WALRUSKI,..NOR. SWINDLED YOU 1415
WAS HIS VOICE LIKE 15149', SET VOICE
C)1.11VDEP
DIFFERENT.,. AND
HIS DISGUISES WERE

I'LL ADMIT IT COULD BE HIM: IF IT
/.1./. TEAR HIM LIMB FROM LIMB,,
AND HAVE HIM JAILED FOR ETERNITY:

BUT I MUST SE

I CAN'T RISK A LAWSUIT FOR
FALSE ARRE5t.OR 10 OFFEND
A TOP SCIENTIST WE NEED:

UNCA BEARD5 LET

HISAND
HAIR GROW:

-Home duties may have to interfere with business obligations. Call on others to return a
favor: ask for help.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

IDEUTT IWE 1AA 174

THAT BEARD! WITH
NO FINGERPRINTO
OR HANDWRITING
OF HIS, HoW.L.L. WA

-BALI I KNOW.'

financial status

comes early in the day. If
:you're ill prepared to move at
once. forego the chance.
C

CAMPUS CLATTER

TREASON

rote
rose

Iota
oner
orate

ACROSS
1 Metal

COLLEGE ROAD SAYS SOME
STUDENT STRIKERS NEED

OUR SUPPORT!

WE WANTS US TO JOIN

THE RUMBLE.!. SAYS WE'LL

HAVE A BALL!
LET'S

\SPL IT!

I

, I, ,I IA,

TA

N

Scripture

A

57 Make lace
edgings
4 Seasoning
DOWN
for food
1
Cornbread
8 Exclamation
2 Press
of sorrow
12 Mineral rock 3 Source of
world tidings
13 Awry
Waldorf
14 Small rodents 54 Agalloch
15 At this time
6 Pry bars
16 Pendent
7 Beverage
ornament
8 Chemical
18 Entrap
compound
20 Peruvian
9 Prevaricated
mountains
10 Measure
21 School of
of land
whales
11 Observes
22 Surf noise
17 Dorm nt
24 Apartment
19 Musica
26 Domestic
sound
slave
23 Strong
27 Brazilian

fastener

wallaba
30 Abrogate by

32 Foot part
34 Black Sea port
35 Ftitile
36 Pikelike fish
37 Masculine
nickname
39 Seth's son
(Bib.)
40 Membership
fees
41 Prime

number

42 Clip wool

N

3

0

IE-1-e

LAM

N DIRE
DI

-r

ESA P
T

A N TES
"1- A N
A

ARTS
SEAR

amphibian
25 Clytemnestra's mother
(myth.)
26 Puff up
27 Act of making
amends
28 Mexican coin
29 Zoo primates

40 Palm fruit
(ri01.)

41 Island in the
Baltic
42 Blow with
open hand
43 Hollow place
44 British school
46 Relate
31 Give
47 Pseudonym
confidence to
of Charles
33 Italian city
Lamb
38 Community
48 Enraptured
in Italy
50 Disencumber
4
13

15

16

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

27

28

29

14
17

19

20
22

754

23

26

30

6/LN- 61 CA1

ELK

MEE

12

18

M

TAR

vegetable
2

O
OR

L

24 Leaping

authority

221-All. opportunity to im-

HEY! THIS CAT AT 200

ME

IVA

SEALED

pursuits bring both plea-

`

va14.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Mixups

THAT WAS NO FALSE BEARD

Aid

A

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

sure and gain.

roast
rase

STR.A.......4

THAT S s.LIRAT

I

3

THE BORN LOSER

LAST. CARD!

rant
rent

2:45

WELL, I HOPE 55U
6'-RJ'T BLOW ITI

YES'

r1.11,...W.8,.N.

17-16

hoard for the time being. Men-

rest
rate
reason

2:15

Bath's Tale."

THE BUGLE

A COMCEPI FOR ME, MEEK,

i,

Iu 0oua
HOUSE F

.

WHEW! THAT'S THE

snort
sort

1:30

32 Truth or Con-

21 -May

Answers to
Hideaword'

of ex -con marrying a
dime -a -dance girl.

9:30

Modern
Jazz Quartet" features a performance

1-KVF

-71-11S 15 A

21i-The wise Gemini will let
physical activities go by the

astern tone sane
ante
scat
tore
atone Lean
snore
arson tear
snare
aster
torn
store
aten
tern
sonar
arose tenor senor
anote tare
stoa
near
tarn
sent
note
star
sate
neat
soar
stare
nose
stone seton
nare
sore
stern
nest
sear
sterna

5

EVE BEEAJ 1-AU<JUG TO
Sol- I-WRoe._ AECIJT ARRALIGIOG

41

Don't let numbers put you off

your

12:55

Movie
"Tomorrow
Is
Another Day." Story
9

Comments

you i261-1162

2 11 --Competition may- he
more than you expected today.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 231-Older family members may be
in a position to aid you without
making you feel beholden.
Don't let pride stand in the
'way of success.
LIBRA (Sept.
Oct. 231

.

au-

9:25

32

glewood:

1111-114H W0OW

offered elsewhere.

your stride. Carry on with
work as usual.
GEMINI (May 22-Julle

12:30

ONE OVER .

aeitivites take up
considerable amount of your
time today. Keep alert, nonetheless. to advantages being

prove

Everyman

EEK & MEEK

201 --Social

tal

5

MORTY MEEKLE

21I-Matters of real estate take
on more importance than Usti al today. lie guided by another's knowledge of the market.
ARIES (March 22 -April

TAURUS (April

12:25
News

Humanities.

"Jazz at Tan-

newly appointed director of the Illinois

inay have to pretend a liking
for another just now-but it
will be worth while.
PISCES

9

32 News

Kit-

11 University
of
Chicago Roundtable
Host Kenneth
Northcott is joined
by Peter Bensinger,

day.

Chicago Show

7:45

11 NET Festival

"Casanova's
tens."

Midnight Report

7

prowl.

ley Jones.

Show

P SCPARli.

,

7:00
Debbie Reynolds

5

dience.

20 TV College

due.

32 Voyage

their son that he. has
leukemia.
9
Perry Mason

WItW studio

Eden,

Bottom of the Sea

Iloroscope

of

Forest

monster on the

ham's Chicago Festival Special" features
Graham in a perfOrmance before. the,

found living in the
South Bihar.
32 Password

btiy's

parents refuse to allow Dr. Welby to tell

"Ronny' Gra-

people whom he
Saranda

bara

BUGS BUNNY

of

young

12:00

Movie
"Destination Inner Space." About a.
2

I1 Chicago Festival

extinct
nomadic

Jeannie

"Jeannie the'

Your

almost

an

tribe

Dreani of

I

A

is

the story of a search

Andrew Duggan.

45.

"Jungle Men"

to

5

9:00

60 Minutes
7 Marcus
Welby,
M.D.

11 Adventure

which Murdoch be-

60 CLEAR To NEW

11:35

.32 100
Paintings
Great Music

2

Story of a feared gun-

A man with an

ROBIN MALONE

Ortega
Pan -Am Show

accidentsister. Dia:s.

prone

11:30

32 News Final

26 Victor

dor ns .

WBBM-TV Edi-

26 Roller Derby
32 Big Valley

'13/ping.

Leonard Wagge-

torial
26 Quiz

dier. Leslie Caron.
11 The Forsyte Saga

Ibr a visit.
Dailey. Julie

Dan.

find .employment for
6:25

aye-,

a ballerina and her
romance with a sok

Sommars.
20 -1.V. College

Julia sets out to

26 Today's Racing

1246

"Gaby." Story of

tator, comes to the

5

Movie

9

T h e Governor

2

T h e Governor's
old college buddy, a
South American dic-

6:15

Tonight Show
Joey Bishop

Show

and J.J.

6:20

C1RAAAPAW

Show
5
7

8:30

7:30
2
Red
Skelton
Show
Red
welcomes

2

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

of

Show

I I Itlian Panorama
orama
26 Spanish News
32 Monsters
'

VHE CHRISTMAS
TOUCH..

-

Center for Studies in

2

1I

r

Frank

Pate,

32 Honeymooners

and

7

LONG. THAT

BANG!

32 Of Lands
Seas

6:00
News
News
News

BROKE. 50

BUT ALL I GOT
EVEN THE
FROM ITALY"?
WAS A USED
INSURANCE
RECORDING OF SALESMEN
INCIDENTALLY. I'LL
A XYLOPHONE
HAVE
NEED A FEW DOLLARS.
LESSON!
STOPPED
MY DIVIDEND ckecvSAYING
IS DELAYED IN
HELLO:
THE MAIL!

Department of Cor-

rection, warden

31

33

3

from sheep
45 Ocean vessel
49 Affairs of

chance
51 Guido's note
52 Tropical

plant

53 Small island
54 Clamp
55 Writing
implements
56 Anise of

3

37

38

42

39

1111111_,_1'

40

43 44

46
1145

47

49

50

WNW 51

52

53

54

55

56

57

upreme Court reinstates tovensh.p or cone tion
By Richard Crabb

cuit Court Judge Donald J. O'Brien signed an
order freezing township tax funds and making it
illegal for the 30 suburban Cook County town-.

In an' unusnal action, the Illinois Supreme
Court stepped into the suburban townshipcollec-

ship collectors to collect taxes.
Justice Kluczynski's order cleared the way for
township tax collectors to continue their work as

tor's case Tuesday and set aside the Cook County

Circuit order which Monday decreed -that township collectors immediately cease tax collections.

they have in past years until such time as the
Illinois Supreme Court issues a decision on the
appeal of the Cook County Circuit Our( order.

Supreme Court Justice Thomas E. Kluczynski
acted less than one day after Cook County Cir-

Township operations will also continue until

ry school districts in the township. Maine township has a lesser amount frozen that would have
been paid to mental health institutions serving
people of the township. Most suburban town-

the Supreme Court rules on the appeal. Only the

fee funds earmarked for school, mental health
institutions, historical societies and youth programs are to be frozen. Funds for operational

ings ill the appeal. This could point to a decision
before March 1.

This would greatly simplify the situation since
the township must begin early in March to make
other arrangements to secure operational funds
if the present system of earning 2 per cent on real

ships have some funds frozen by the court order.

purposes may be expended as budgeted at the be-

ginning of the fiscal year.
Wheeling Township has frozen $150,000 that
would have been distributed to public elementa-

Justice Thomas E. Kluczyirski also took another important step in the township matter. He
set Jan. 22 and 23 as the dates for the oral hear-

tax collections
stitutional.
estate

is

found to be uncon-

Tonight: Partly clouds.
Ion

in

Par t12.

20's.
clOttd

Totnorron:

255-7')04

111110

1110

change in temperature.
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Con -Con organization ne
Honored
for saving
neighbor

John G. Woods of Arling-

"I

ton Heights, 3d District Con Con delegate, predicted Mon-

c

1

I

1

Convention would be com-

izational work on Thursday.
This will enable the con-

would have lowered the ceiling
on future attainment.

vention

promptly when delegates come
back to work after the holiday.

opments.

from the

First. Atty. Gen. William

northwest suburbs concurred.
with Woods' appraisal after a

Scott told the delgates that the

Monday session in
Springfield that ended at 6:20
p.m. and continued without a

free

Constitutional Convention

the

that had been hanging from
the garage ceiling of his neigh-

bor, Ray Endre, across the
a

strange position.

UPON CHECKING, Kit zing found Endre, pinned beneath his automobile, after a
jack had slipped.
Endre was already turning
blue, but Kitzing was equal to
thc
situation. instructing
Endre's wife to call for an ambulance, he quickly operated

the jack

free Endre and

to

Ray Endre, 414 N. Elm, Mount Prospect, (left) and Kenneth Kitzing, 415 N. Elm, look at
mayoral proclamation award, proclaiming Kitzing to be "an outstanding citizen of Mount Prospect" for his Aug. 9 action in saving Endre's life, when Endre was pinned beneath his car. (Photo
by Dan Batas)

dragged him to safety.

Endre was taken to Holy

-

Family

Hospital

Plaines

by Mount

in

Des
Pro'spect

Fire Department ambulance
where physicians found his injuries to be extensive.

Endre said that "both collarbones were broken, I had all
my ribs broken and both lungs
were punctured." Physicians
credited Kitzing's fast action
with saving Endre's life.

-Historical Society urges
buying land for museum
tioned for needed downtown
parking, said she thought if
both purchases were to he
made eventually they could

The society earlier got a
commitment from the finance

better be made all at one time,

ward purchase of a site for the

by negotiation or condemna-

society, if the society could

tion.

raise a matching 515,000.

He is hack at work at his job
as a 'truck driver, and says he

try and interest the village
board in the purchase, by negotiation or condemnation, of
a 55 -foot by 156 -foot parcel of
land and the house on one of
the lots, to lease to the society for use as a historical museum.
The property in question, at
222 S. Emerson, has been de-

lots to the society at "a -dollar a -year" on a five, 10, or 15 -

Reaction of the finance
committee was difficult to determine. It is expected that the
niatter will be discussed at
tonight's village board meet-

feels good as new.

sired by the society for some

year basis.

ing.

The Mount Prospect Historical Society Monday asked
the Finance Committee of the

Village Board of Trustees to
ENDRE SAID that while in
the hospital he lost 44 pounds,
but iast night he was a hearty
looking 190 pounds, having
made a full recovery and even
gaining back a few extra
pounds.

SHE SAID that the proposal of the society is that the vil-

lage would retain title to the
lard, and lease the south two

committee that

the

village

would contribute 515,000 to-

Kitzing, an electrical engi-

time, but was recently sold in a

neer, took his honors modestly

family attended the ceremony.

petition sale, a.legal action in
which one of several heirs to
property petitions for his share

State jr. college

When Mayor Teichert made

of the property, forcing a sale.

board tours Harper

and with good humor. His

"Thank you. I'm deeply honored, and I'm just glad I hap-

According to Mrs. Robert
(Edith) Freund, historian of
the society, the property was

pened to be there."

sold for $42,000. She said that

the

presentation

he

said,

she would like the village to
purchase the property, so they

Gripe
Of The

can deal with it "at today's
prices."

SHE SAID she feared if the'

Day.
People who try to drive
without scraping frost off
their car windows. R.V.H.

society has to wait until they
arc able to raise funds themselves for

the purchase, the
price will have escalated out of

Library Board, Camp McElmhurst

foot lots just north -of the prop-.

Prospect

Donald

Heights

and

Rds.; 7:30 p.m.
Municipal
Northwest
Conference, Wheeling Village Hall; 8 p.m.

commented as the hoard approved new programs for four

cluding Willard A. Brown of

community colleges.
Smith said the colleges tend
to support a "growing interest

Palatine, spend last Friday at
Harper College touring the facilities and conducting its December meeting.
"Greater
diversification
can now be seen in junior col-

lege curricula," Gerald Smith,
retiring executive secreatary

Where's

is

known as the "Clausing property" and the house, a frame
building of Victorian appearance, was built by John -Pohlmann, once the station master
in Mount Prospect.
The society also hopes that
the village government will develop enough additional interest to purchase the three, 50

Mount Prospect Public
Works Committee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.

including the General

The. convention is limited.
Scott

that the presidential

legislation associated with the

ruled, only by specific

erty for use for building parking.

Mrs. Freund, .when asked
abotit the additional lots,
which already had been men--

Santa?

in public service education.''
He pointed to such programs as local government aid,
interior design, media con-

sultant, and commercial radio
and television --all recently approved for instruction in February sit College of Do Page,
Naperville.

THE MEETING agenda

At his headquarters in
he Mount Prospect Plaza.

included no materials relative
to Harper College.
"I wish we had a room like

On Mondays through Fri-

this one to meet

days 10:30 a.m ,to 4:30 p.m.
and 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Satur-

time," Frank F. Fowle, chair-

days 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
and Sundays 11 a.m. to 5
p.m.

At the Randhurst Math,
every day from 9:30 a.tn. to
9:30 p.m.

Commissioners.
'Die general

contract

construction of an enclosure

Park to J. A. Boulton Company of Chicago for $486.425
including $158,310 in subcontracts.

Sub -contracts for both projects went for plumbing, heating and electrical work.
Park Board President Robert Jackso- said the district
was fortunate to receive several bids on the general con-

in all the

nut

tables.

black

leather

chairs, and a bookcase wall,
can he divided into three sections.

of

Conimitt CC Wel .2 a111110Ved by

planning for both projects said
the pool enclosure is eX peeled

which

is given.

HE ESTIMATED Sept. I S.
1970 for the completion dine
on the center.

In other action the hoard
two contracts for
heating at the Liens Park pool
at 53,75(1 and' Meadows Park
pool for $2,975 to Ray NI eyer
Plumbing of Northbrook.
awarded

On the C.ommunity ('cater,
sub -contracts went to: George
A. Helfrich of Chicago for

heating, air conditioning and
ventilation at 597,759: Col-

The Kopp Park Pool is already heated :fluidic other two
are expected to he heated by
Fehruary.

lette Plumbing .for $25,700
and Sklena Electrical Con-

SIMON
SLIM 1113

BOARD MEMBER Rich and Ward said the estimated
cost for the Kopp Park pool

With the bid ieceived for

was reled to

Rules Coo:mints

101

the
birth:2r

development.

Rule 2-1 has to do \still the
vital matter of making proposals to the conviaition Proposals will conic from citirens and
delegates and will he in-

troduced through oils of the
n e standing
substantive
committees.
he
convention
wanted

more assurance that the minority vie%%1 Within LOMMittee
W01111.1

be

repot tcd

vention .1101111 \

to con-

HI) the major-

ty report
proposals
conyentiun i:sislki_Pd that
24
he changed to assuic that any
minority report that secured a
2.1) per cent von_ in the committee would ht reported to
the - convention sitting as a

rr IS Expv4 IH) that to-

Tiny Tim is Finally getting married tonight

...If the groom

shows up.

the center, he said, they are re-

the convention tsctpt Rule 24

committee Si', a ssholt

SAYS =

$475,000.

The third Unpin tant development in Islondas s session
was the review of lust 45 of the
71 rushes. All of the 45 mules
Eck:online:Ides( 1.0. the Rules

handling the architectual

authorization for construction

57,9)10.

The recommiodation came
from the Rules C ommittee on
a squea ker 6 to S tally with
Witwer being lot ced to cast

head of the con% cilium
Des

1970 and the Community ('enter is to be done 225 days alter

Des Plaines for 53,800: and
Charles Johnson
of Des
Plaines for electrical work at

committees and name the
chairmen and vice-chairman

Evans of 1)es Plaines, northwest suburbs ooh member of
t h e important committee,
voted with President Witwer
for strong -man powers for the

to be completed by June 7.

SUB -CONTRACTS for the
pool enclosure went to: Nlerchants Heating and Air Conditioning of Chicago for
$27,475: Collette Plumbing of

dent Stun Wimer be empowered to appoint all Con -Con

the deciding rate Mis Anne

William Merci, of Kessler.
Merci. Bronkhorst and Lochner, Inc.. of Chicago, the firm

a

youth center.

tracts and was able to meet the
estimates on the projects.

day the delegates st III complete
work on the rules and approve
final adoption
is also expected that the additional officers of the cons ention will he
elected.
'I Mee vice pl LS11.11.111S and a

ceiving more than what had
been included in the original

(Continru'dunpuei 2i

estimate.

He said several alternatives
were added to the contract including air conditioning for
the entire building and a wooden floor for the gymnasium to
be included in the addition.

Wheeling Township takes
historic step with law

WHEN THE center is completed he said sonic of the park

district offices will he moved
to that location.
Other additions to the Lions

Fine youth $50
An 18 -year -old Wheeling,
youth was fined $50 and
placed on one year probation
yesterday after he was found

man said, thanking the Harper 'guilty by Magistrate Paul A.
administrators for use of the O'Malley on a charge of tresnew board room.
passing.

The plush Harper board
room with red carpeting, wal-

he

classroom activities area anti
craft rooms.
In the basement the park
district has planned for a 60 ft.
by 80 ft. room to lie used as a

for

for the pool at Kopp .'ar., k was
given to Mice Construction
Company of Chicago for
$169,773, with sub -contracts
amounting to 539.175. making a total of $208.948.
A SECOND general contract
was let 1 -it the board hir the
Community Center at Lions

struction Company
Plaines for $34,851.

ities. The bath house will be
rebuilt and there will

enclosure -was $211,000 and
for the 'Community Center,

The nine -member Illinois
Junior College board. in-

reach.

The property (two lots)

Meetings

SECOND OF the day's ma-

Heights, referring to the fact

Park building will be the north
and east of the -present facil-

Contracts totaling $695,373
for construction at Kopp Park
and Lions Park were awarded
last night by the Mount Prospect Park District Board of

ident of the contention
jor developments s% as the convention's ,acceptance by is 4-1
margin the rules committee
recommemlat ion that Presi-

Court.

powers

the salary established in enabling legislation to' a vice pres-

to make its own rules,

state,

big

Scott ruled that additional

name as many officers as it

Assembly and the Supreme

"WE GOT past

mand a special salary since no
provision had been made for a
secretary's salon tit the Enabling Act.

is

may wish and is accountable to
no other institution in the

hurdle," said Delegate Virginia Macdonald of Arlington

free to elect a secretary but
that the Job could not com-

vice presidents could he paid

$695,373
its
park contr ets war ed

and noticed that a safety light

appeared to he in

that

the holiday recess. -

garage on that muggy August

street,

scars

In the long session Monday
there were three major devel-

major recess for more than five
hours.

burbs.

left

stitution when we return sifter

record

su-

perhaps

immediately get

Other delegates

Day's first issue of Con -Con
Diary, first of a series oficeek/.): reports on history
in the

bers from the northwest

to

the work of the convention

down to work on a new con-

s'titutional Convention as seen
by Day -Writer Richard C'rabb,
Day Photographer Atickey
Birger and the delegate mem-

afternoon for a breath of air

as salaries and expense Scott
ruled that the convention was

been

and

the significant events
of the .first meek of the C'on-

thinking that this man did, I
think it is only fitting that we
honor him."
Kitzing stepped out of his

Enabling Act In such matters

has

We should complete the organ-

ports

isan entity made up of all of its
citizens, and when one of these
citizens exhibits the quick

resolved

without a prolonged floor
fight that could have delayed

izing of the new Constitutional

making. Con -Con Diary re,

chert said, "This community

question

pleased,"

day evening that the organ-

Turn to Page /7 firr. The

for his quick action on Aug. 9,
in saving the life of a neighbor
pinned under his car.
In presenting the award Tei-

very

Woods told The Day, "that the
organizational work of the
-convention is so far advanced.

pleted by Thursday evening
and that the real work on a new
constitution
would
begin

The presentation of an
"outstanding citizen" award,
by proclamation of Mount
Prospect's Mayor Robert Teichert was made last night to
Kenneth Kitzing, 415 N. Elm,

am

r

\Vheeling Township took an
historic step Tuesday evening.
The I3oard of Auditors
passed an ordinance 'that reserves for the township the ex-

clusive authority over _developing sewer service for families and organizations located
in the unincorporated area.
The action may be the first
in

a series of steps that will

greatly expand the Services of

Wheeling 'Township in
unincorporated

area.

the
These

Wheeling Patrolman C lar- services may include police
ence Trausch testified that he protection and even eventually
arrested Thomas Payne of water service.
1110 'Palm Dr. Nov. 24 in a
THE ACTION stems from
hallway at Wheeling High
an order issued early in the
School

year by the Nletropolitan Sanitary District under which after

of installation ate met It will

will provide
sewer serving only to those

tow malip to see that the sewer
connection lines once installed. are mamtatned in

Jan.

I.

1970. it

users that are licensed by municipalities and townships.
The move frees the Metropoli-

tan Sanitary District from the
responsibility of maintaining
connecting sewer lines.

Under the new sewer ordiWheeling Township
wit{ issue permits to l'amilies
and organizations- desiring to
have connection with the.sewnance,

er

lines of the Nletropolitan

Sanitary District.

The township will need to
approve the plans in advance
and see that proper standards

be

the

responsibilit%

of

the

workingorder.

THERE IS no thought at
this time of the toss nship budding sewer systems I hi, might

come later if there is no other
effective way to: bring about
the installation of a Uss sewer
nemork.
There will he a second sewer
ordinance to be passed by

Wheeling Township at us first
meeting of the year on Jan 8

This ordinance trill establish
the fees which Will he charged
when sewer permits are issued

THE OM
Page:

Cott -Con organization
is nearing completion
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cheat, fresh green bean salad.

chilled fruit, cookie, milk.
TO In ..crycd Thursday at
Arlington Prospect. Wire&
inn. Elk Grove, Forest View

Al -Anon

and limey high schools in

alcoholics'
best friend

Dismiss

are

manY
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For Gifts Or For Yourself, Our Long
Quilt Robes Capture The Holiday Look!

,

in the plkry

.colon lull

and is in the hfdial. The con
expressosed

imolIGTIrura

hope for her

°Al recoveiY.

Certainly a most elegant look for her entertaining
. .
or for her leisure hours!
Beautiful quilted creations glamorized
with golden braid, frilly lace and
.

C.

satin roses! Came, see
the entire Holiday collection!

au lid& to,

The lions Club of Prospect

"The day, of hiding in the

H 01ghis contributed
Susan Thomason. 919 S.
Maple Dr. Masud Prospect.

5511

education of Mind young...

Is if htic neon the wrio much

A similar tionution made by

Santa's going to leave her for
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So.
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0110 01111 ainners, shell gm
52 check from 'The Day.

KIMBALL

(PIANO)

"SWINGER" ORGAN

or equipment for the diivict's

Musk Makes Christmas More Meaningful 1

the Lion. Club or Elk Grove
Village will he uhed toward the
purchase of a tope recorder
and dictation equipment.

SALES RENTAL SERVICE

Mt. Prospect Music Center

Wheeling High School or
special insiruclion
Mind high school students

Main Floor

.

YAMAHA

which will be used for supplies

[Mama will knoll what time 11
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he Elbert S. Smith of Mealy, &min.
downstate Republican. loader
of the 1%5 Constitutional
Study Commission ot the Gem
era! Araemblh which original-

The loon rein Md...., is

Con

1 In. third ,iss posidma x111

i,ri re i minonn i.roup

4 policemen sworn in at
board meeting

Main Sr. (RT. B3)8. Busse Av.

Phone 259-1300

Ask for "Santo"

Alcoholie,

Anonymous

'DIE NEED for kelp to

inurcome the negativeness
and 'hopelessness rho have

1lm0,1 this perwinh person.
Miry and altitudes um found in

our pinup din:onions.
heurilig the exPerieeem
od our guest ,peakers and reed-

ing Thereon: ;Mom the proh.

knit kle grin tom insights of
our problem_

often ttt
us in luny
Mon a Om our member, are
able to laugh aphie and how
quickly their well-heing is re.

`VIE LEARN we cannot
who the drinking problem
oursclim. Mil an develop nos
understanding, a new atibude,
taboo
shim

and bow relation.
huh our smarm..

Thme inierested may al
-Anon unYour Me -

0.11-2707. the Al
mowing service.

This "Fit For A Queen" Check Wallet
is yours from any
of our three Suburban Banks

phone nuoiher will be callol in
io .1 member whit Own in sour
oral

for only $4.00!

unitAly.

he

.Anon member can

provide names of hospitals, in
case of an ernergench. or will

offer to disco. Ito Al -Anon
program with su old take
100 to a meeting.

-110re are no membership
requilmocnts, duo or fees involved." the Al -Anon spoke,

We're off erin

you - ear customer - this Princess Gardner leather
check wallet in your choice
of three papule colors... red, aqua and gold, gold stamped
with our maple leaf
to help you
celebrate the H liday Season. The check wallets give you:

price
slashed

moo saki.

collar and cuffs of this double-breasted nylon quilt.
In Candleglow or Blue. Sixes 10.18.
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Novelty embroidered satin tricot nylon quilt with
wide stitched embroidered Sabin trim around the
sleeves and collar. Tiny Gold threads and self but-

.

tons. Rose, Gold, Blue, Wheat. Sizes 10.18.
LIMITED TIME ONLY

Coin pers.

Lutheran

Bill holders
Individual card and identification holders
Everything you could hope farina check Amite!

hest of all is the Prim

Luther. General Hospiml

SAVE $10 on luxurious worsted and silk suits for
year-round versatility and well-groomed good looks!

only $4.00 fora check wallet that would retail for 38.50 or morel

And it's in time for your Christmas giving!
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Ripples of color -coordinated lace ruffling enhance the

B. Embroidered Satin Tricot Quilt

Check holden

General
open house

A. Lace Trimmed Coachman Coat

Bon, pens

-

during 10

ENTIRE STOCK OF MEN'S
REGULAR 67.95
WORSTED AND SILK SUITS

anniversary

Sunday. Jun.4.

The richness of Gold -stitched, feather -like embroidery on quilted nylon. Alluring side panel and sparkle
Brass buttons. Coral or Mint, sizes 10.18.

right models in pace -setting pattema and colors!

at the regular low price! In regulars, shorts, longs.

Pacilitia normally closed

C. Side -Panel Nylon Quilt

SAVE $10 on the season's moat -wanted fashionSAVE $10 on the best-selling suits in our stock

open house /I a.m. to 4 p.m.,

$16

12
D.

Embroidered satin roses on a majestic nylon quilt
rebel The front -tie. seii-belt joins from appliqued
roses on each side. Pink or Lime, sizes 10-18.
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NATIONAL BANK
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SUBURBAN NATIONAL
BANK OF PALATINE
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The Ent patients entered
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at_
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Palatine

Golf RoseMall
Hoffman Estate

800 E. NW Highway
Palatine

HOFFMAN (At This Store Only Visit Our
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Big 8 Tall Ments Dept.)

DUNDEE

ESTATES

DES PLAINES

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

.1507 Rand Road

220 S. Dundee Ave.
(Rt. 2 5 lust North
of Rt. 72)

Floral Print Quilted Jersey
Quilted Acetate jersey hostess robe in an exotic
floral print. Wide Rajah sleeves witp Gold Tassels,
Purple/Orange combination. Sizes P, S, M, L.
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Our Entire Stock Of Groceries,
t, Produce, Sundries, Beauty 'd
Needs And Housew es M Eve day Low Discount Prices
trice° Are Discounted Except on roir.Troded and Government Controlled

s

As we begin the second week df our Grand Opening celebration,,tke want
to say "Thank you", to the many Hanover Park homemakers who havAtopped
in to welcome usl And we'd like to invite those who haven't had a chance to
visit Eagle yet, to do so during this coming week Those homemakers who looked
us aver this week seemed to agree that we have a lot to offer
fine quality
fresh meat and produce, a wide selection of nationally -advertised grocery products, famous names of health & beauty aids, a convenient "homecenter department," a large variety of tame -brand frozen foods and dairy products and more
to all, there are more than 7,500 items at Discount Prices, which means you can
save up to 15% and more on a regular weekly order Stop in soon and see what
fine quality foods can be yours at Discount Prices'

I

.

; .

..

CLOSED CHRISTMAS DR? \

Here Are A Few Examples.
You'll be delighted with the
wide selection a fresh fruits and
vegetables available to you year

Discount Homecenter
Sunbeam Steam -

al Eagle. And Eagle's Every-

Spray Iron

daandLow Produce Pria tells you

yore getting o real value in good

We Sell Only U. S. D. A. :Ade k Turkeys

Hamilton

Red Potatoes is just ode excumole of
the values you'll find in Eagle's

I Basting

5

U.S. NO. I OUAULY

Red

LI

eot1 5 88

Potatoes

PM... Meld

.11,

Lloyds.
Clock Radio

Roasting

Bacon

1

0

ihOcolates

Bey Bur

Boneless
Picnks

2 78'

NO PARTS MISSING

rr

ILS,D.A. Grade A

3.1g. IS. Z11

Turkey

B;OCVS1herries s 54'

72" x 90"

licenns Whip

2 70'

RI;Oc. Morsels

',;,:' 46'

DifuWatim Foil '.° 39'

Blankets

041.0.06.0. toont
nna

Sioti

Canned
Ham

)$_429

Christmas
Fireplace

26 Piece
Punch Bowl Set

Tissues

Beef
,.62" Bang Box Game
,,,611°

iiirogroph

..12"

sr,

99'

Turkey

2-'2" anishikfw!

Capons

Grade MBrk8

Geese

ftZiiir;si 71F

owl

,

-

e

.,

'

.,. 79'

,,,,,

tirade A
Fryers

.110X0ep.,115

c,,.

ai--,
-..
Chuck
cac..,,...,

Roast

White Bread

''"

Fresh
i0WM

'

Oysters

411111110L-

990

temporary promotion! allow.

\

lieWeR;illiaolls.. 33'
Sweet Rolls
n 39'

lioc;04.,4,..,
74'
-

- 31'
Lady Lee Butter ,. 77'

a
noI.

,,,,

Potato
Chips

i1.

'eNlaloar

Kraft Jar Cheese

l;Ere;;;Oair ::: 59'

hi

COSEED-

'L"-''''-'°"'""'

Iiiia'AaOp"Ping

'°.°: 37'

Instant toffee

°,:, 51"

ICorn or Mixed

itiglan;garine

,,, 29,

Instant Coffee

2 'V'

Whole Kernel

Vegetables

gli;,;affie

igint.licso-0-""..z

SaraITee Rolls '',.;:' 40'

Cool Whip

'T- 40'

Coffee

'=;;:z 82'

$1133

,IPORPHIA

Cream Cheese 2 29'

iolger's Coffee

',: I"

SOWMI;arine

,. 36'

illan Coffee
',:, 94'
Sita;Oeverage ".;' 22'

II:eleNeWg'sa '2' 3r

Sweet' Peas

':.: 18'

Iiege:Aini;A'A ',7 89`

16aefiiii.1,.: 38`

Mandarin Orange:,:23`

Cranapple Drink "a ste

Cranberries

T,z 36'

Ripe iiii;s

likaenton Juice': 40'

ir;sge Juice

'= 35'

aniej;y Sauce 2 25'

2.:; 25`ewdr,r

Pull Apart Bread ;:Y 36'

47042

loin
ak

e,

kicle
pickles

-540

ftaiwilik4s":75v:

gir;aeireliftnn.. '1" aZvingibitst,

Facial

suriii,

C

TurkeyRolls

Chatham

Ready Tied Bows

'°:,' 34`

lissaClied Flour '.°4' sl

Pork
Sausage

ori

EXTRA SAYINGS me4 pia% ly a

ureasual pram er ly I mbs.

iireel'eXii;sues",°:'27'
110INIA 10.<0000

Chocolates

r.:270

'''2411'

Key''Buy

Marshmallows "2-22'

....7.1!....7.

Table Radio

52"

35 Light Set

''1, 6r

°,:g 7

59c

MODEL ..141

aKeeblerToast7.4. 40'

ii;;;;;off;".7

glige;;as

...iiemlmo^1111111
urreaRound
Steak

,

Chickens

12 5 22

Hard Candy

e

Toastmaster

Golden

SIM*.
Dair:, Products

Ig'ew Olives

,LIFIEffirlj .'''''''`ii'iVi;

Turkeys

417,31 4ihrInh': 1!°57

Produce Deportment.

;

ids In Store At The New Eagle...

AMS.Neesmr

ea ling. Our Everyday low Price on

0

u "Ma

Whole Yams

Sugar

,,170

'':.°.' 36'

'2 25'

Colgate'

°a°' 72'

,,,,,,,,,,

Pumpkin

'2' 15`

/Main

Pie Mix

',.7 36'

llarIne

i;;ItleeiWitil

'= 22'

Formula 44

t7 9"
'2 68'

'',v 96'

"L'' '1°'

itZit'ar.'

'.t 89'

Aqua Net

giwc.k.

:? 78'

Rafeaar

...

it;Dry
2 89'
Sheer ifsiM' rill...,

39'

1559 Irving Park Road Hanover Park, Illinois

'' ift

SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

MONDAY AND TUESDAY 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

Wed.

A.M.

SP.M.

THE DAY
Wednesday, December /7, 1969

Page 8

Hallmark opens exhibit
antique Yule cards

Meat should new he sal-

Holidays are in bloom

aciVing Christmas cards has a
colorful history that dates
the

of

days

By Bernice Fick

Ica a few timely seasonal
magestIone

ry Cole. en imaginative and
distinguished londener. origi
nated the premien. His idea of
Christmas

in

agrecns used in holiday ar-

envelope

an

rangements is: one teaspoon

Clorox,
cup clear syrup,
one tablespoon Green Garde

'-

a penny.
-

-4

Christmas cards is now on disHCID,C.

Restaurant.

on

the

eighth floor of Carson Pirie

Among the cards in the ethibit are sm.!
louts Prang orig.!, Prang was knoen as the

Scant & Co.. seams treet.

father of the American Christmas card. Front his

The exhibit halides Wen

Batton Mop intliellitels he kw. tasteful cu.

ic Christmas earth, some more
Man a century old. The exhibit

.0 high gangly such as this reproduction of a

prisnwianing painting 1, Fredrick Ilidmant

is on tote from the Hallmark
Hisnnical Collection. the tart

The liallmath exhibit is open to the public with-

,k1 and

regular stare hours.

out charge dating Cart., (brit, M. ft cols

valuaNe collets

lion of antique cards in the

Spares schedule

world.

musical gathering

Psychic
to lecture

The Christ.,
The
urday.

Mn. Melinda Brunuind. 2034
Mvainwocal Dv, Glenview, at

'The Da. 19 meeting of Pan
Without Pannets,

will be ad.ded

Chapter
Chapter

party for
will he held
c. 20. at the
of

by Harald Sthroeppel president of Hid], PSI, an organi.

R p.m.

Mrs.

Bernadette

Rehm.

The Spares, a non-deno.

operatic and orstorimal mita&
and concerts at musical erga

minationsl. nothprofit organination for single, widowed or
diverted adults. is sponsored
by the Glenbrook Ministerial

supra. who has presented

thtion dedicated Co the study.
waarch and teaching of psi.
He las given lectures in psy.
%k and spiritual
opmea. and spiritual devel-

nhations and private clubs.
will sing. Mrs. Rehm received
intuits
unininn
Celia 9,116DT
in
e and piano at the Chicage Conscrventry College of

opment. and asuolop at the
Lawson YMCA.

Group singjog will be led by

Chuck ftahning and accompmied by MA. Bernice
Brake at the organ. There
will be gin exchange.

Muth; the day and gaoler at

is brown niter about half the
tonal cooking bile.

mohair, at a uniform level.

the Same care as fresh Bowers..

CYCLAMENS ors beau.'
tiful ind will mointain their
blooms longer if kept cool.

green) a. oneethart of hot wa-

leaf evergreens should be kept

If you need only

Bottle of pain -relieving
tablets. limit 1 bottle.

SALON

SAVE TIME!
'SAVE MONEY!

a

Kappa Alpha Theta

few

the line of your shrub.

Submerge the entire branch in
IRIIndry tuh, to which a detergent hot been added to the water, swish around and then

On Thursday, Dec. 18. al 7

To nuke a reservation call

Let

pm. the Kappa Alpha Theta
Chiag) Northwest Suburban
Alumnae Club will celebrate

Robert C. MacKinun
ICI. 9-42121 or Mrs. David

DUI'

he

hulitlay

with

season

s

Christmas potluck supper in
the borne of Mrs. Hugh Weal
III, 623 S. Pine. mini.

Lanvina Gift

rink, in slain wows- Trips off
lower growth from branch,

Heights,

nth

especially nat

wood Psychic Science Church

an S. Ashland Al. In his connection
wbb
the Illinois
Society tot Psychic amearch,
he

has

taken

?crime. in

port in ea telepathy and

healing.

He has written various ant.
cies as well as teaching in the
ESP field for the pad 10 years.

A discuss.] period will fol.
Imy his sperth. and coffee and
cake will be served by the heat
Me.. The Meeting will 1r held
at

the Knights of Columbus

Hall, 15 N. Hickory St., Ar.
lingtoh Heights.

Parents Without Partners,
Inc.. Is an internationel, non.
profit. noneectarian. educe.
timtal erganization. devoted to

the welfare and interests
single parents and their chit.
dres.

Members of Holy Fanny
Hospital Ausiliary are

11011

into the final stages of planning its annual holiday proem
tation ball. Cotillion IV will be
held on Saturday. Dec. 27. in

the man Wirth. of the Arlington Park Towers Hotel.
The Arlington Park Tow.
cm located in Arlington

Heights .tits %axe of suburban hotels and is par t of a SOO.
tem recreational amp
The ballrOom is finished in

ONE -STOP

Mary
Hours

0.1,30

CHRISTMAS

345. Denton Court Arlington Heights

GIFT CENTER

+00NO,,,tiONO
will be in the Chicago Area for 5 days, Dec,

./

end and fourthSundays a the
Community
Church.

FOR LAST-MINUTE SANTAS!

17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, & 21st.
DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!

Get custom ...or. for your tailored Men's Suits,
Sport Conn Sherd --ladies Sala, Drums, Formalwcar, Con.

guese crystal chandeliers ml -

nal at more than %SAKI fur.
!her enhance the decor.

Amide this setting. seven
young women will be present -

ed to mash sus., Members
of the auxiliary comprise the
numerous committees vital mThe

organization molls the success of the cotillion.
angle paems haishmeth mow H0110,01, chairmen of Callratal. divorced). both men and lion IV are Sister hl.
women. with or without custm C.S.FN.. hospital adminisdy. so that they can benefit valor. and Mrs. James Weides

ham the belp of professional
people in the areas or child
rearing
Northwest Suburban Chapter 16N of PWP, Inc.. carries

on an extensive prose. elm!Intim for. parents and their
children athnthership is open
to all qualified single parents.
For
ornunion,

fun.

of Prespect Heights, auxiliary
prm.dent.

EXECUTIVE
chairmen
are MA. Carl Behrens of ArBeaton Heights and Mn.. Wil.
liam T. Sommer,. immediate
pith

president from Mount
Prospect. Several areas are
rapresonted by Cotillion IV
committees.

write PWP. Inca'P.O. Box
.177.. Palatine. Ill, call 358Mrs. Bennett Trapani. to,
0924. or we the membership chairman of the debutante
chairman at the general meet. committee; Mrs. John Remo,
first vice president. debutante

Nurses elab
donafes milieus

mother and co-chairman of
the debutante committee; Mn

Rum Miller. hall gown dash-

1:
till.
abWnminniber,
Mrs.

Castello,
member-

. members of Hoffman. ship chuirmay invitations and
Schaumburg thnistered Nurs- reserve., Mth Anthony
A.Club are invited to the an- Crnich, debutante mother. end Christi -rim pony.% p.m.. vhations and
reservations.
Thursday at the home of Mrs.

Program commit. members
Edward t,rnm, et2 Branum are Mrs Anthony Grew,.
Or. in Weathenftekl.
Mrs. Eftward Kelly. Mrs. Jo Members are asked to bring seph Tamillo, Mrs. Kenneth
SI and mittens for theionts at Wilson, Mrs. Eugene Vogt,
Iftson.
also 4 debutante mother, and

Gloves, Mad many other OS 12
beaded items.

-

6810

Munnh

IlfillIEEUVANI1241

op the floor committee.
From Des thain. Mrs.
William Sebastian, Mrs. lama
Dowd, invitations and reserve -

PARKING

499
Winner
Drops Flag
Automutically4

Fun For Agea 2-71

All in Hot Colors!

The Darling 24"

60 -PIECE

BIG, PLUSH

CINDY SUE

RAILROAD
Child Guidance
Unbreakable
plastic. Only

"FLOPPIES"

12

24" giraffe,

4 U1

horse, elephant. Just

FONDUE SET

499

WARING

Enamel Finish

& DRY IRON

BLENDER

CHARGE IT with your
Midwest Bank Card

tp0

-

,..kno"-

12" DIAGONAL

'00

Thomas Donovan with Mr.
and Mr,. Thvirnas Burlohn,
Park

Ridge,

Mc. James

for SHOPPING
PLEASURE ..

Durkin, post debutante committee, ond Mrs. Gerald Doh
ohue will handle the arrange.
meats and cO.Ordirutli011, the

night of Cotillion IV.
Arlington

Lleinhis]
Path
chat...mgr.
pier; Mrs. William Pailey,
promotion COMmince,, and

Charles

Mrs. Ram, Noss, mastery.
Dr. and Mrs Henry Mien,.

HARDWARE

Embossed Silver Centerpiece
with glass flower holder

Remniftions are being po-

o na l set-I

u,,

& 6 -ft. cord.
20325p
BONUS BM Ther..Fri..50.

ranged for tables to a.m.
modate 10 gm. each. Early

dour choice of beautiful colors..

"AN IDEAL GIFT"

Illinois resdents add 5% sales tax.
Free Gift rapping, sorry no CODs.
a

61.2800

01S ZIM

BOX OF 50
JOHN RUSKIN
able-

so mild!
Great price!
POUND of SWEDISH

Oriental Intrigue!

There'.
More

JADE EAST

To It
Than
You

AFTER SHAVE
Women follow

-

men who use

Might

4.

Think!

ately. Mom years of service.

We.haVe something special for everyone on
yeur Christmas gift list. Choose from countlees items that ore useful, entertaining, or

10fL

oVlB141/eranV:

HOLIDAY
TOBACCO
Aromatic in
tin, aromatic
Al the pipe!

Popular windproof
butane lighter at
a special price!
Del
Perfect for

189

88

MT. PROSPECT HARDWARE, Inc.
OPEN SUNDAY 9 - 5

101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE PHONE: 253.4601

SPRITZ
COOKIES

5" high tub
brimming with
ookies! Ea.

49c

BONUS BUY) Thur..SW.Sa1,

-

HAMM'S
-BEER-

\\1

I

SORRY! We
must Moult

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTI4POINT

Right tenanted Vi Bt. quomitles

jar heis

three-

COMET

MT. PROSPECT
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -DRESDEN

Cutall fabric quickly, actor

pretty; and some that are all
e're experts.at matching the right

In the 14-os. Tin

ELECTRIC SCISSORS

.01. approved.

OPEN DAILY 9 - 9

BONUS BUY, Thur..Fri..Sat.

RONSON

LOSS batteries.
/MI amix.
BONUS BUYI Ther..0b.-Sat,

7c

EnjoyEnjoyable-

599

CHRISTMAS STORE HOURS

WEEKDAYS 9 A.M.
9 P.M.
SAT. 9 to S SUN. /Io
S

HAI KARATE

BONUS BUYI Thur.-FthSaa

FLOWERS GIFTS FURNITURE'

Silver -Chinn -Crystal

A Walgreen Buy!

2988

Automatic lentheratere control. Heavy aluminunhwith new sups
mot Yellen II rotator are [Norio] wain...natant finish. Yid
ix stainless steel folks and Oster Electric Fondue Cookboak. Tale

Handsorn ly Gift boxed.
Add 75c f r delivery.

"Be Careful" Set!

Ids Portablel

99

By Thinshell.

With ffinest
soil centers!

BONUS BUYI Thur.-Fri..Sat.

BONUS BUYI Thor:Pri..Sat.

Two-sided "Micro Twin" she
ing head. Attractive sink with
White & goldstone.0140.

YButol

Footed Italian bowl, oxidized rose &dm ren.able
French glass flower block holds water M each stein
hole. 4'4" D x 4" °serail height.

cc e

4 -oz each.

Portablel Plays
3323, 45, LP's.

SAT. MATINEE

of cooking!

FILLED
CANDIES

GIFTS For. The MAN .. in our CIGAR DEPT.

699

soul

THEATRE for CHILDREN

r62
BONUS BUY! Thur.-Pri..Sat.

1 417

&Cologne

GE 2 -Speed
Phonograph

ELECTRIC FONDUE POT -I FORKS

17,:.t id

After Shave

reservations me being enMthr,

for Reservation.

99

ELECTRIC SERVER

Oster

ning. the committee has m.

Push button
to switch
r0 dry! Ea.

2 -PC. SET

A

Pla Anyone interested in participating should contact any
auxiliary member for more thforrantion. To assist in 'dun-

key Don Appel,

Lightweight.

47

With serving
signal light

or'

mp. for the white tic, amid

"a girl could
get lucky"

PORTABLE
TV SET

Perfect per-

-

COFFEEMAKER

STORES

yen of Deer fthld are !namben
of the promotion committee.

,

399

Sweet Gifts

GE STEAM

committee are Mr. and Mth,

TODDLER
Strolls when
a pa! takes
her hand. Ea.

BONUS BUYI Thor:76.4a

32 -CUP SIZE
9 W. Prospect
Mt. Prospect

197

DOUBLE -DARE
RACE SET

chairnmn, Mrs. Edward Kelly.
mann ommitee,
t
and MA.
l
publicity.
Serving MI the promotion

,-,0*-,1,,%.

4

BREATH -TAKING ACTION!

Quality 7 -Speed

Lox.

Discounted to

HOT.FROM MATTEL!

Economical Modell

Professional Theatre Wm..'

WEDNESDAY MATINEE

8 PAPER, 4 FOIL. 26" WIDE.

BONUS BUYI Thur..Fri..5at.

Economical, Stylish!

Northwest Suburbs Only

AMPLE

12 Rolls Fancy Wrap

Mtn co-chairmen, Mrs. Rob.

'10 ea. mu.. tax, Flowens additional,

ham $3.00

97c

en Sather. progratni Mrs.
aniel
Ponaguidi,
acorn

The Bremen Town Musicians

THEATRE ONLY

4 Rolls Christmas Wrap Discounted to #
26" WIDE PAPER, 26" Kit

Stress

Ct 9,400

$5.95

58c

with wooden handle, lid. Iron base.

Rand fl Euclid Rood.
Mount Prospect

from

Discounted to 7

JUMBO SIZE CAN. LOW PRICE!

For hot Christmas
treats! 2-cit. pot

Old Orchard Count, OM

DINNER & THEATRE

Walgreen Spray Snow

to assemble!

Entertaining!

Igyrle

Discounted to 7 388

4.COLOR; 4 RPM. LESS BULB.

997

Pine, Easy

S.

The Golden Nugget Lodge

Harald Stephens cad Mrs.
Howard Werner. debutante

Or Canadian

.2.178

WOW!

VP cirr,0A1

SPA....

19"

HELP YOU GIVE
MORE FOR
YOUR MONEY!

in the

country club

SCOTCH PINE

ing gate, morel

Rd ph

6,nm:slat?

Glenna rmidents include

committee: Mrs. Edward Le.
Mune and Mrs Edward Inc.
Naask, program. while MA.
John 810Tin and Miss Mary.
bah Breslin or Wilmette head

Personal Hoirsetter

Hand Bags, Beaded

Richard BrOerell. Mrs.
John McMahon heads the post
debutante committee. Mr, and
Mn. Charles Lubeck arc cod!,
IMn dance instructors. Dr. and
Mrs. Michael Roane arson the
promotion committee
and
Mrs. Thonms Dunk will scr as

blue and moth. gold. Thoth

Lie

sole Suits

6.40.

BONUS BUY! Th

6 -FT. VINYL

Includes 2 cars,
2 loops, start-

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
S45.00 area,
thits-_-$46.00
es cashmere Topcoat-358SO Guth.° Sport Coats.
See display ef Hong nested
11100
sweaters
$10.00
Cat..
Ovaeo.
--Prato
Kong Beaded Sweaters, genre,
s
g.yg
Beaded Blouses, Denied
mouton. cUsTals our/

FROM OVER 7,000
impogipsy,

Mrs.

Mrs. John Fahrenbach. Mts.

Indoor set

STEAMSET
Pack of 6 Rollers

68

World Wide
tiny lamps.

this) 2-o2

Sets hair in
lust 2 min

Custom Designer, Mr. N.C. Jetty, of Heng Kong,

COLUKt nnd meets... the sec,

..

Twinkle or Glow Steadily

Penetray Color Wheel

CHICAGO (DES PLAINES) O'HARE FIELD

treasurer. All are residents of
Mount Prospect.

35 VIVID LITES

Stays Beautiful

PHONE: CL 5-6888

managed to anvils' this con
ning part, and theering

REGULAR 67'

50

anything-

give her

\VI

operators serve
you this Christmas

who can. attend afternoon

4^A

Cotillion IV
coming Dec. 27

sad a tamper in the Engle-

Promise her

Level

full-time

Keleher l792-05301, co-chairmen. Members -old and nem.
meetings

new//

HAIR SPRAY. Regular,
Hard -to -Hold. 13.oz. broil 1.

Ego De Lanvin

Ws From

3

JUST WONDERFUL

WE'RE OPEN EVERY NIGHT and SUNDAY, TOM

FOR THE LADY.
ARPEGE

SELECT

SCHROEPPEL A a mem.
bar of the board of the Illinois
Society for Psychic Research

NOW ONLY

Alex

branches such as yew. juniper
or primer, cut them from your
own hushes. It 1001 not ham
them, just be careful not to
spoil

100 ANACIN Tablets

REGULAR 331

neither soggy wet or bone dry.

BEAUTY

83'

Worthmore glycerin.mit

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM

This plant likes a IM of humidin water containing one of the. ity. SO 71111 it on an inverted
commercial peseratives.
elm that is ser in a comainer
Chrysanthemums,
Christ- filled with water so that botmas Pepper, Jerusalem Chary tom of pot is jusnabove water
and Kslanchoc plants will last level.
longer it kept in a cool place,
May the scent of fresh pine
especially at night, tad never fill hett atmosphere of your
let the mil dry out.
home and may you all enjoy
Poinsettias should be kap, HAPPY HOLIDAY!

tom so it will absorb more wa.
her. Place the 11 -LT ill haltkr
eontkisioo at least a gallon of
wata made with the syrup so.
laden. Add clear water to container as it evaporates.

BONUS BUYS! Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. Only

SUPPOSITORIES
oil
two.

night. Keep in light, bur never
in dimest sun, and maintain mil

after this tinie Always keep
EAMMenehtea in sm., mthe7
ere living plants and require

HOLLY OR other Broad-

and also one CrOSS-Clit :11 hoe

Nay acruo,frorn the Heather.

ranging from 60 to 75 degrees

above pseservative for about
12 bons. Material will be

(this knops evergreens nice and

ter. If you are using. ftethtrte
for Christina{, condition -it by
making a new cut at the base

A ram tmllectitui of an

Bar seasoning is when the food

home ecmornists Solt draws

branches. Place branches in

ready to use in arrange...,

A good preservative for.ev-

him three ymrs after the Enth
lish postal reform solhat it was
pmsible to send .son's greet togs to friends near and far for

according

then crush or cut up 1604 out of drafts at a temperature

the

stamcoach and peony postage.
More than a century ago Hen"

thejuices from meat. The time

to Notthern Illinois Gas Co.

fed hefore

Thee candma and re-

Cram

Spare the salt

The garden spot

-).3,,y.`!CatiLs7 '
MAGNUS Chord

Men's Salvation!

Wonderful Surprise!

ORGAN

BUTTONEER

MYSTERY

ENSEMBLE
ei

ATTACHER

With hassock
bench. Music

in 60 sec.-I

for button
attachntantl

PAKS

ALL MRTH
OVER $1:00

You always get it
595
- more than what "."

you pay for-!

Ifea.

/

/r

"Bonus Butt"
so that all
will share
the savings.

In 12 -oz. cans.

Limit 2, six-pack,

THE D11

Dist. 59 community unit forces
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for a Chicago Bears helmet before Ins( weeks game. But
brother Paul more realistically
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Waltman told Macisaac
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yet mimeographed. Macisaue

r house so Santa could =1 TIg

to leuve wa.

ter Mr the scimitar and coffee
and soda for Santa. She hopes
Santa leaves her perfume and a

Baby Cowley
Karin 1. wishes Santa and
His Muir' a nice Cloistmas. If
Santa would manage to leave
her a very own dog, Karla Jo
would be awfully happy.
Down M Elk Grove Village.
Sally wonders it Santa can reed
her M1.de:siting, and asks if he
knows Ray Ranor. Sally wants

Little BoYeep Talking Kiddies,Eddie Town. and Iona
more.
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electric to
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day on providing temporary
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He was abandoned by his
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REAL WOMAN SHE IS!
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CURRICULUM UNLIMITED
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DANCING DOLL

Glift Shop

BEEN WANTING SO LONG. '

Price Ranges, IT LASTS LONG AFTER CHRI TMAS.)
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Reg. 78c ... 6 Rolls of Paper or Foil!

For festive gifts ...
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20 S. Greeley Sr. Palatine, Ill
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A great gift for the whole

hand. Meets all
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POOL
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mAlge'here''''
28
gifts!
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8 -FT.
-
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NOM.

low

Nsnnesem Fete'

Ol000eickf'a Plastic

TAGS, PaileSEALS

rolls of
9 sq.
I,. Stock up for next
year at this to
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09c Yokes ... Wrapping Mask Easy!

gar, ribbon, 108 IL Iona

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAP
set'Art

THE MEN

N011taii

,GifklErAPT)

MIES BAUM CLASSES

GET THAT SPECIAL
WIG OR WIGLET YOU'VE

a.m. to 5 p.m and Sundays 4
P.m to, P4M.

a.m. to midnight and Sundays

'elle girl again...

OF BEAUTY! TREAT HER

TOILETRIES FOR

SPECIAL FOR

The Prospect Day office,

AND BUY HER THE GIFT
THIS CHRISTMAS LIKE THE

The Arlington Day office,
217 & Arlington Helens Rd.,
Arlington Heights, hours for
colleminn arm weekdays 9
a.m. to 10 p.m. on Flidayf 9

111 S. Main St, Mount Prospect: BOUM are: weekdays 9

She will never be

war.war.Meee

Pr.
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ard identifying the gift and
indimting if it is suitable for

611.40P NOW FOR ...tfaus

PHONE 362-3910 FOR RESERVATIONS

toys he would enjoy so much.w

ALL MEG! donsial

WONDERFUL FUTURE!"

mega rereerralens lei, before war. ell

We reserve the

right to limit
quantities.

8488
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k show.
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from the Shoshone
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Diary, Sara Lane.
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Goldberg and C. F.
Murphy.
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7 TM Courtship of
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FROM NOW ON,
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4

s Cal

should take your full attentilin
.
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Jan.

hours. I, rate bit too soon to
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fora family holiday.
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forgotten-someone whom you can't afford to miss.
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OKAY, WHAT ARE
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Paul Harvey
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the
inlocated in
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New. York.

Nene

Moyle

2

Eydie Gomm

of Eden...

Version of John

News

Pen

Steinbeck's
novel.
Raymond .Mamey.

PM Hockey
The Black Hawks
vs. the Kings of Los
Angelo,
11 Togo for Health
9

Julie Hums.

.

2

Mathias Navy

2
9

Late Report

2

con% be found. Sid

Show

Godfrey
Caesar,
Carob Edge
In
Per

5

Tonight Show

order once more.
CER
Ilene

deliberate squad of
Bold), last Saturday awning

up in the Des Plaines Park District's 011970 Basketball

Northern Conference SyJofatting Central, 12.9. The win
moved Immanuel into a sec-

22 -July:

activity may leave

mu exhausted hy noonsMe)
SOR11: 111110 Ill recuperate your/

pawn before taking up new
projects.

Iluly 2.Aug.

1.110

-prom whid, corms your way
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It
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g'a'd. Invest wisely.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 231-Favorable results thr all your

efforts now. rake care. hownot

to overindulge in

CAPTAIN EASY

q__ nuts
(pinon)
8 -nuts

5 Charged atom.
6 Recorders

(hickory)

11.Rilier whale
12 Plant part
13 Jewish high
-priest
14 Chicago, for
example
15 Captivate
17 Edible. sweet
19 Grommet
20 Not ahead of

d.

-

LIBRA Gem. 24-001. 231-)
,Thke a long, careful look a
your Financial situation. As
yourself how and why Oboe

time
22 Clothing
bicarbonate

chows at this time.
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23 01 p1 -rte.
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.
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American
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27 Eliminn e
16 Kings (Sp.)
28 Elderly
18 Compass point 34 Shown tna
21 Of a phy ieal
seat
particle
35 Optimistic

43 Cheese

44 Remedy.
46 Hawaiian
food fish
47 Seines

48 Tight
50 Col 1 (Sp.)

you WPM. OUT,
COMRADE 3 WHY ARE
ERESSEOLIKE AN

STABLISHMENT

AT:

40 Fruit (pl.)

BUT ICA NOT:
LOOK AT ME.

WOLFS;

42 Southern nuts
45 They exit
49 Flatterer
51 Athena
52 Gibbon
53 Central part
54 Ballet skirt
55 Lady tab.)
56 Trampled
57 Direction
DOWN
Condensing

211
Eht

n a loop

(tomb fot 110)

and

the

Plainfield Pytons stomp The
Plainfield Panthers.

co -main

By

Lynch, St.

23

25

29

30

26

27

28

31

32
36

37

38

On the sixth grade level in

No West,

Cumberland

the

Cougars sopped flair schoolmates, the Gators, 35-5, today
atop the circuit wit. 2-0

No DPPD

mum
AMMO
MEMEMMWM UMMIN

BM
WM=
OEM MU

WM
®BEM

dole, FV, and Lehner, FV.
100 -YARD BUTTERFLY: I.

cause of the Park District
Christmas BasketNII Clinic to
be conducted at Maine West
HighSchool on Saturday at 10
um. All boys are encouraged

members

of

the

Northwest Suburban YMCA
'swim warn won tnedals Satiny
at the sixth annual Lake Forest
Invitational, It Rs quite an
achievement for the girls can
Boned teams, representing 12
sal states including Indiana

and Wisconsin, joined the top
notch competition.
From the sa Northwest
Suburban entries, Ann Di
Francesca of Des Maims I ee

Dodder of Mount PRI11/..1
Ind Barb Lunen of Glenvaw

sophomore

night, 5044.

Proviso conscond

the

lint period, but by the half. the

nine seconds amid of his elm

In Friday

am'

the 100 free in 51.8 and swam.
on the victorious 400 freestyle

finished third, then Vial.
made it two ina row osSalemo

This. was followed by L.

Sealions opened the
contest by dropping the
dley relay by .1 second in ame
very
close race The foursome of
Bill Geiser, font Harrison.
Dave Takata end George
Halos was clocked in 03.3.

awn

"Stretch"
timed In 24.5
and Bill Geiser, 243 was
good enough for third.

DIVER TERRY McCue

relay.

'1110

head

Pack. Charles Mondi, was
c

dool
meet, so assistant

Lynch put Viator back on

MAINE FAST 153)
II F P

reason the
lisc
tic
same offensive mares as the
much taller varsity.

Hersey% varsity basketball .

"Wc have no big kids wc
con try to get the ball in to,"
sad Kintzle. //Our whole of-

this season due to several key.

tense is based a onane

have just kept rolling
Wong and are presently undo.
famed through
games, two
Of them Mid -Suburban League '
contests.
wies

Under the tutelage of Al
Kindle. the Hersey jaymes
have won every pore by
victories over Grayslake. 06311 ever Holy Cross, 62-49:
over Maine East, 61-60; overArlington, 39.29, and over Elk
Grove last weekend, 59.53.

TIIE HUSTLING group h
ex.mely small; center Phil
Benedict at 64 s the only
player over aim feel. For that

mover and outside shooting."

The outside shooting bus
certainly been Mac, as Hersey
has shot an outstanding 47 per
-

cent from the floor or t heftoe
game, And anyone of the first
players

sex

hit.

can

Kintzle.

72).

th

I

the club is balanced scoring.
Each of wNt Kintzle calls his
/snorting six" is averaging be-,
tween night and 13 points, the
leader
being
guerd Tom

Otonoll ut It.

Benedict is averaging 12
palms a game and Scott Schub. 0,11 Li amen,
ova

Oronnell and Quark have
been the regular guards all =son, with Benedict at center

ad Schubert

at

a

forward.

Ludagsen and Koch halve al ternated m the other forward
Not to create the "starting

se.,
SIEVE [CORNELL!

has

seen and action et center, but
othenvise the top
hayed.

most of the laying. 001 Ems
Morales, a guard who in jun
,now getting back into shape
rock- fellowiag
shoulder Near.
Dodder to
hruth, tan mat, soon shales that oil
ad up I tourth in
nation
50 mtur butter.) whsle vein
Both girls, however, broke the
invitational record.

dud

pain, m the pap eta Peen

t, m the 24 ran,. hem,*
I

0

3

0

5

3

)

9

3

2
21

tallish a mere efficient attack

and pin

the victory. Fest
breaking when they could, the

16

two points of the Proviso quin-

6
5

3

2
2

0

n
0

4

9
0

0 17

17 21

5 55

4

Korrikowski
Totals

0

1

In the final minute of play

2 13

B F P TP
5

Maine defense mu off The run n rig

Maine still was within striking
distance of the 0Mtor5 es Al
Nakao rank two charity abets
to bring the home five within

1 55)

Rm.

Proviso which sem able to es -

0

4
5

0

Maine East 10 17 1313.-53
RiversidaBrookfieW .
111151eil-SS

46-44, but the

tet,

he hedn t bud hurt

Mottle

CIS1110n

turned right around and corn-.
mimed two fouls manat a stalling Pmvho
offense,
end
watched their hopes go down
the drain as Steve Hanson hit
four straight free shots to.
stretch the score to 50-44.

""

The Sealions fell on the
froth -sop leva, because only
one sophomore was brought

HALM FOLLOWED with

along. Mark Savage, who took

another second placc performance as he was the runner-up

grabbed first in the 100 bock
with it 1105.4 timin. Ed
Scholtek ass Second for Via -

time firsts in the Med, was

in the 100 bremtstroke.
Morison was right behind for
third place Hulas came right
back and joined Lynch, Lavin

squad at Mc at minute to fill a

kw.

Salerno fell victim to oath.

o'r"' SL'Yr on;

Don Glover and Jim Wolfe on
Winning

the

Savage von the 200 individ-

clinched the victory by winning the 400 free relay.

breasntroke in I /15.7. Salerno
won the 100 backstroke in.

joined freshmen Mike Salerno,

1:11.4.

and

blond haired senior took an
cosy second in the 4011 free.

Salerno

as

'

the

four

all

freshman

void caused by an illness.

to a 04.7 point total. MacKenzie followed with n win in
the 100 fly in whkh Takata
was second adJohn Moran
Lynch returned the Sedans

/

/ /1

a to from now on. and hem ay

rake one of th,guards hustle
for a starting position."

The best gar. the Huskies
h ove turned in to date was the

Maine US victory, antordIng
Kin tale. The Blue Demons
had a tremendous height advantage with three kids over
64. and only
hustling de-

1

fense and a goodjob of boxing
out the hosts from the boards
gave

Hersey

triumph.
Agoinst

their oix-point

Elk

Grove.

I

.

I

1

I

He II &Muhl) oho

in

first

1

I

1
1

11

the
and

themselves down by
four at the half. But that position WW1 soon righted, and
found

Kintzles ca,:w had as math as
I2 -point advantage in the
second half before selling for
a 59-53 vieutry.
One similarity between the
varsity and ju
varsity at
Hersey is the denior
fense, which is
a full -court niandffiman press
the entire game. It creates o lot
o f turnovers and can lea great

help in beating bigger teams
that like to take time Meet ups
pattern offenie.

HERSEY LOSES all but
two hoys eta, vanity level afb[1. this season, and There will
e a great opportunity for new

to make it next mar.
Kinnle is confident that all six.
anoopPla,ers will hangnail
help to Roger Steingraber's
outflt.

"Both wade are fine hall.

phyor, md ILoah . m out
stmding abeam
said
Boma. will h ova to svotoh

from ant, to [pruned bulb
should make s pod Lanham

inn too

relay

tat medley in 2)20.1, and the
400 freestyle in 4:48.5 and

on MacKenzie blasting, but the

the

'bb

bl

medley

GLOVER, W1,10 won the
"Bill Cello Cap" sward as the
outstandina &salon in the
meet, also won the 100 but terfly in 1/09.2 and the 100

added to

Heade
de juniors were a
little

between eight and 10.

Oak Park envy by u touch

O00

Ussery
O
0 2 0.
Buchweim
D
0 0 0
Tondo
23
7 24 53
RIVERSIDE...BROOKFIELD

Ram
Vydra
Kostelyz

Both lama exhibited good
defensive efforts. but 0 Wm

he misted and flipped his way

ANOTHER FEATURE of

Koch and Jim puede arc all

WITH CLASSES demomined by age groups, Di Fro.
coca, swimming in the midge
division, swam off with second
place honors in the 50 -meter
breaststroke fora silver medal.
01e little competitor was
just .1 of a second off the wins
ning time of :44.2, falling to on

6

Wagner

SCORE BY QUARTERS

1

mtts
411

Hersey jayvees 5-0;
win every game by
at least six points
By Jim Stn.

Koala

Billik

Player
Brooleson, 1
Bondeson, M
Reimann

fn tho

disciplined enough to watt for
a good shot when the fine

Cronin

points.

have enough a. day night game.

game the
flashy guard hit 22 points. hut
upported by his four ftl-

yin, victotin the 50 fem.

tie, menu circle at& a se,

a

team.

Lions ware Jeff Lavin in the 50
freestyle. Steve Salerno in the
200 individual medley. and
Tom Gallagher in the too
-ckstrokc.

CAWS Larsen found her.) to

vnationals

didn't

IN TILE THIRD period.
however, the visitors exploded
fn 18 pomts and then played
on even ter ms with the Pork
Ridge entry in the final period

Red and White of PW were

Deschamps

Player

Maine East who
This week East will face
shot nine (yokels and added only one foe. Hinsdale South,
three free throws fora tool of in an effort to even its confer 21 points. The only trouble
end record as they trawl to
with Reiman% total
ampa it the western suburb for a Fri -

Panthers.
.

young Demon, by two in the

fcrence pair by a total of six

01

score was tied 26-311 as John

basketball

ban Conference contest to visTong powow, Wow.wp Friday

split two contests. losing a con-

from the remainder of the

1969

placed first in the 1.M. end T.
kata was second..

Of the twos,

th Shore In

December 17

second

weekend in a row. Maine No

Proviso al then Jost

the 100 free and Lavin pleased
the Viator fans with a second place performance. Gallagher
made it nor in
row as .he

analog perfor 'means out

uophs

Ion

us Mc winner's circle hy taki,

threatirsts.

10110 -yard

SEALIONIP

THUS, FOR the

little tired. We really prepared

200 free in which Gallagher

romance by
MacKenzie, who took

froINYIn in 0/002. nine hen

h. ...Ph... He also

double figures.

According to a disappointed
Brothers. '/We were just 0

the right track by winning the

Ha would hAve Mona.,
Mated from M. beginning If

came

IwItscd

Burling A

three victories pace Lions, 60-35

Also raking up wins for the

lead six points. They now own

There will be no Park District Basketball this weds be-

throws

a flne per Lake Forests

&lb

Wan. but the Huskie jay-

sidering over 35 AAU sac-

39

fr.

del a communal. job. His
charges

swim
Lake Forest Mon -

meet held

56-4 conquest of West. Tar
ad West are tied for last
rid

Three

24

S PIRTS

L'lkh 'Yrs. (4-35 in

Three swim to Lake
Forest Invite medals
I2

Wednesday

Viator defeated

team has been struggling so far

place with 0.1 marks.

and

Page 13

Rich

the Western Conference's filth
mode league with 0 whopping

to attend this From battalion
clinic.

Oa" dog
38 Shot as by

CAMPUS CLATTER

ishes

FO REST RETAINED

TS
SiTSENEA.
4,..- 7 SLE
NIP
24 Lease
PaYalen

Knicks, 14.10

,repetition,

six

Inv stoney who all hit in the

fourth
mach ill

Maple Celtics, 16-14
Other loop play had
second -place South Bulls top the
cella r -dwelling
Orchard

then

24-15.

s lithP a n1.,-

their number one position in

33 Greek letter
35 Actors part
36 "Wic.ard of

in going :Moot his work.

' tony

(Latin)

10 Resembling

POD
AT ES 0,-.S
N

.

Scorpio who fails to exorcise
the normal amount of caulks

count

Thai i>),e

IC

R.
ANDES
N

R

29 Dregs
30 Preposition
31 Entreat
32 Footed vase

24 -Nov..
time
the.

COUNIRT

7 Hydrocarbon
radical
h Bell round

E
N

.

25 Sodium

you make unnecessary per

Answers to
Hideaword

and the

week; the Pistons tapped the
Orchard Warriors, 19.9, and

N

DIVING: I. Theman, A;
Johnson, FVl 3. Itle/ Woo-

free, Stoll in the 200111. Kick
Cook in the 50 free Greg Quid
in diving, Cook in the 100 fly,
Seller in the 100 free, Stanley

12CiM1111

mark. The loop, other garne
had the Terrace Groomers
squashing the Wen Hawke,

Lyon/ won the

leage. Both teals won this

3 Cosmetic liquids (2 wds.)
4 Gift

-(pl.)

those projects you're fondest

221-A critical

1.2 moth , to,

the76ers squeaked by the

A aiRsras
231-

2,2 win

3.o. with

ern Conference sixth grade

ACROSS

Playing on even terms with

teem dropped a West -Sam,

were Mike Topp in the 200

2

their visiti, foes.for dares of pedants., chitties were able
the four periods, the Maio to keep par with the bigger
East

SO -YARD FREESTYLE: I.
Panama, FV; 2. Rowe, A; 3..
Bailey. EV.

Stout A

I

3. Polaesk, FV.

Proviso West tops
Maine East sophs

Tohernmo, Dave Petrowski
end Jeff Seller in the freestyle
relay produced Cardinal wins.
Other Arlington winners

cldn't carry over."
heading all scorer was Bob

to Ito oii, grate tenets,1-cd by three first place fin

Central pushed their record to

and

fat line scoring 21 of their 55

1-2

in a first place tie in the South-

HE RAYS
ww,

18-10,

IdaeamLyric h s

ond-place tie with the
they both now have

The South Pistons and the
St. Stephen's 76ers remained

0

AGAINST 11-15, the round -

North conference
BB race tightens

in the circuit basement.

thzp__

73.52 win over

the Panthers.

a

TO, 11,10, 0, 0.1

GAT 1HE

2.. Lindblad, A; 3. Gelssinger,

100-1ARD BREASTSTROKE

100 YARD BACKSTROKE
I. Lindblad, A, 2 Peale, A. 3.

relay end Jeff Simon, Mark

play to post

he

tst

DAM Petrowski in the medley

Stanley,

ond night letdown as they tray clad to Riverside -Brookfield to

rheum0 r

Nut Hunting

INDIVIDUAL
MEDLEY: I. Wanda!, FV;

Mark

contributed to the total of 24
whittles against the D"Dola
In fact in the final quarter.
Riversidc.Brookficld
nonopal to hit only one bold goal.

Buckeyes are next 71 2-1 and

o Previous Puzzle

Jim Stoll, Bill Tarcholo and

ence in the 11,1 three periods.
But the visitors thrum fell one
both.: ohop oo
hop .ptad
Dually Won the game on the

Plainfield Pylons, 12.6.
In the league, the takers ate

Answer

200 -YARD

3. Len-

keit, FV.

od lead ad then controlled

Plainfield P0,1t

pm

sophs. 69-17.

Mate FV; 2..lorta

out of the

bows ukcy,

22-Jund

200 -YARD FREES-TYE& I.

fought to make up Oa differ.

South Laken rap the St Step-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

yard individual medley.
Arlington's
sophomores
took first place in all events to
romp over Forest View's

slaw off the late Maine rush
Against R -B only Bill Knoad contributed to the second' pik could score over 10 mina
confcrtnee loss in three tria picking up six buckets ond one
for the Park Ridge quill,.
free throw.

coormon anionsaw .the

211.-/Tato oar Am others are
us well aware of aaionswhkh

seldhars. Higgins).

minutes,

FIFTH GRADE Southern

2.1.May

en View (Schmitt Polacck,

In the Proviso home game.
East raced to a 14-2 first peri-

maned is in the cellar with an

Ara. Businms mamas take an
pward swing and personal of faits heroine unto rmkd.

and 400.yard freestyle events.

,Westdale picked up the Falcone other first in the 200.

Proviso Woo Friday, the Blue
Demon baskeibaffirs of Maine
East High fell victim to a sec-

2

EEK & MEEK

Stout, Rowe, Witcher)/ 2. For -

hut

poi with

MORTY MEEKLE

events and Mae in the 200-

During the course of events
three Maine front liners fouled

North. North is in the second

,,

200 YARD MEDLEY RE
I Ali I Arlington A mdbled

pants a thc ahem,' anfm.

records. Still M First place is

3:20
Meditation

Erick Lindblad. Denny San,
Tom Rowe and Bill Witch..
Arlington won only live of
the II events but its depth
pond the may to victory.
Rowe topped Formt View's

double- olnors Patten* In
the SO and 1(0 lard froadsle

en fell behind in the first eight

Flee Minute to

ARIES IMarch
211-)
-A new cycle begins now for

211 -Though you may
strain in mur
your relations
fool
with a partner this morning.
afternoon hours shad ace

co.

North, with a 2-0 slam.
2

alai, with

medley

FORM VIER had two.

allies of coach Bru. Broth-

Live By

Tiny Tim lakes
Victoria May Budingar as his bride in a

400 -yard

Panama FV 2 Bade, FV 1
Witcher A

MEET RESUL f`,

test to theference The.

0-2 record.

THE BORN LOSER

IN THE backmake, Erick
Lindblad won first and Oliver'

100 1 ARD FREESTYLE

4005 ARD FREESTYLE
MAO. FY 2 Hiroo A I Len
kart FV
1

and droppedcon a two

115

111k30

Mery Griffin

in its clothes, that

day.

ever,

Paul Gebsinger of Arlington nears the tom of his 400 -yard humenly real. night at St. Viator
against Fermi View. The Cardinals won, 4847. (Photo by Jim 5tuar0

111

(May

to ow

Sehmitt 1V

Falba FV

brsest

After playing their linen
germ of 00 scuson against

will have to wail for another

0E21191

the breaspirokc wm capes ally
important to us."

grabbed second

dcon Jun lohnson
for th Cards what von

Rows A 2 Wend de FV 3

Double weekend takes toll onDemons, 73-52

yobr career. Social obligations.

hove a hearing on them as you
B13 prepared for a swift

took the top spot and le Bur-

TN. 12 .inch 0

tience..Arlington had won the

-Concentrate on those moan
which will take you fonvard in

TAURUS LA eril

Arlmdon conch Dun Ando
son told

to of
Fred Westdale, lobe Mate,
Mark Bailey and Scud Pa-

Immanuel tightened things

of the News
32 Honeymooners

body

himastprolt and b mkstroks

46 40 001.trita, Lon) Stout
ling

fi

I

the

m

final
event, the
freestyle, with the

26 A Black% View
a

slams

third pl. for Forest View.
Forest View did win the

1:00
Peameethret

7

"East

geed.

26 Spanish Movle

Fenn Forum

5

9 Neva

9645
7

won, the

Do. E.& Schmitt Pinged

meet

dolNrs sewn

"Toenail House"

r4

skipper overlooks all
rules and regulations
toget hisdisabled sub
hack into the water.
Cary Grano

newt

with monemdly

row
describes

"Operation Paticoat.' A submarine

32 Tnith or Coen

Lawrence

Concerns

was 40.39 Arlington going

man beat

TN. bog Mina for us am

Peale was second for Arline-

Merle

26 Happening

Moyle

7

)ad latas.sa-0), Thu scut

sat thonl

second to build an untuatabh.

k

Chicago Show

9:30

belt decides to participate in a Mmher's
party for the teacher.

Midnight Report,

26 Musical Sr.,.

Comments

welcome Sid Caesar,
Sonny and Cher and
the Camival ruck
group.

F.dillas Father
To,,,eer upEddic,
wido
Torn Cor-

5
7

.9

Stem
and

Top Plays of the

2

5 Musk

7:110

2

D.

32

cm, tames Daly, Belinda Montgomery,
Tom Fielding.

605
26 Big Play

oho mat VMS

--seg

12:05

1620

mishondlIng a

to the
Bottom of the Sea

ntE kr1

Oa non todast num the. 100

1200h

32 Nem

patient. Clod Eves

32 Voyage

have moms

std Pultsrley And Inl Tha

Rd

n the I UU back To, to no
400 fru. and Stoll m the 100

110 If'

ranaa lonha C trawl
Notts Pol It. I. ot Farad Mew

200 -yard

Violin Concerto in

student nurse who
has been accused of

16 Today, Reel,

BUGS BUNNY

a the

Magma Center
Doctor Gennon
helps a struggling

"The New Car-

am the final rota mat
Arlinann same through
with flying colors in tht
hrtaststroke taltng first and

map Nur mamma,

In

32 100
palndoot
Gient Musk

eel at Severance Hall
in Cleveland features
George Still conducting the Cleveland Orchestra in Pct e r Tchaikovskyh

loll

los." Sails Field,
Alejandro Bey.
9 Soo Trek

Your
Horoscope

of

works of practicing

4 womar, mums

and Fonat 1 Jul are amend

" ffis GliP7-"0A" 700 11D
ea ass notated to Lath

A concert record -

Present

look

ost

11:35

ehMm' 111

features

Scene"

klose

The Virgimlam

5

Thc

ference competition for both

Arlington

11,30

Or

II Clevelend

Themeet min slot. bent con

Jobs for
Communications Sat clines.' features s

Bronson

teacher

to be an inspion
ratiproves

atte.ndsnst

roes Bohm

-New

Then Came

5

01,0 Suburban Ltsgue

valoG oar -Forest 0.0 In
the St Victor High School
pool la night

II RA Olterlth

attention of a spoiled
Team heiress.

responsible when an

6c25

MI 43

Ruth

Show

playboy vie for the

Fele and Lie ore
exchange

McMshon

7

A bexahbuv 01111 a

Sales.
7 Room 7.22'

fol5
II TV College
Osman.

breastreke and backstroke
eviX. to score
rmportent

Lusa

900
Hawse Foe*

2

Force hero mph,
guar) star Soupy

Show

hve ccrtmont with
John anon Ed

V silt 1. Ind Md.

nr

S

7 Nam

oil

20 11 Collage
BM OM writing

ct h W idtisd see

a...a beset..

Jr

Demon grapplers pinVikes
Dv Rob 11.1

In mina ad tha tut Mena
Fin won IP third wnwthng
in four

by down

lfflnle.Ori

Alum Golds clew shose
Rah., roughhomars won or
had all but two of dm remsin
rob
, 1.0111t art but m doing SO

atmums, Nilag Nonh 2h
irk
1

hard wo

had to fthht for than raped

wed hala

Damon C.OaCli Bob RILL 11,1111

not aomplatals s tested wall
lea 1e am s ;Niteroi anal.
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th in

ta am
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r
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sum
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RIO kid Our kids

a im
71a 107 pound monk wan.
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M
G ars hallund

Bob Diem 2 I

dunionad

in

Ma.

I

alms

FIGH1 POUNDS lab,
Crum Bra -Amon as farad to

Mill Sd.".N
Brockman
one point laid

Tad Phalus

12 1

ins
,

c

Pah. Grin
Bathnian

1

IHE , nil ion

r'

thi. -mond

wh

in1th . hod to ca.l

wrestling chamPionshils tn11,

wrestling Nam cumi Nay but successful

weekmd by lopping Palatine

in a conference dual friday
and that tieing for the top spot
in

a quadrangular at Heney

175.

135.

Paul Radas of Palatine' nterrental the Prospect treak at
2-.16. Ben Carroll of Prospect
copped the heavyweight dial.

ten by forfeit.

1d

vishing Pirates Friday
push al the Knights into a Oral
place conference tieWith a 2.0
record. The
mph

grapplers new;
now sport a 3-2-1
slaw for the season.

sus Pektine. taking the in pound midi with a second pe-

riod pia Ron Cherwin added
to the Prospect lead with a 17.

4 decision over Mose Palle of
Palatine at 107. The Knight
adVaniagn moved to I I-0 when

Dan Weber topped Sal LcBosco di 115.6-1.
The

Prospect domination

continued at 123 with Doug
Mace talking a 5.3 decision.

Mark Van Wolwaters finally
lit up the Pauline scoreboard
when he decisioned Knight
Jimlanda at 130.

Pi-

I

rate tacked on a km more

when they host the Glenhurd
North Panther.

markers at 137 where Fred
Messier draw Willi Tom Wolk,
The

Knight

picked

up

where they left off. snaring
Ear commence matches.
opened rho Isin
raw for Promect m 145 hy defeating Hick Zell, 5.2,
Fa pinned his opponent at
155 and teammate Jeff SOMA AIM knocked off the Pirate opposite him ai 195. 4-2.

Dan Moore
out the
Wien
of victors fix PithfICCI
With a

A-2 nallithea1 of

ME Demon
swimmers
roll Hersey

they lake m begin Me Imgoo

neltInin amine 11 heat Man 32I4." °teemed Moore.

Racers`:/;.'99

thought the boys did tall well

(I

the

PRIVATE PARTIES

evening, won two decisions at
g'

Girls play for
Northern
for Northern IllinoisUnion,.
lingua

FASHIONABLE WEDDINGS
ROYAL BANQUETS

m

cr

doll plash.,
nal, and Mon

St an

S17 99

1133

3

n't'.:11.':rweeeteOcIt,

25 ft arm k

%

912 88
tup
alow k forum.' on non actor
with/
lo mak, onnonl nail

99
Piadi slur nm
`...`2;

Hot Wheels
Game

HENBICrs/ O'HARE INN
$35 per couple

2388

339.99
wma timer .. fur junior firofittlorw, go. 3 PaPII Wan -

including tax

`;',,,a.;,

.

,rizismagim

-

12 BOTTLES OF CHAMPAGNE,
5 "GET AWAY FROM IT ALL" WEEKENDS
FOR TWO AT O'HARE INN

1111,

ficc with thc owner's name, address, telephone number and

Sears

C

sem, ROEBUCK Mth.0

ofreetor

jpr

Pack

Leaf Spinach
10 OZ

Broccoli Spears
10 OZ.

10 OZ.

x,00

1p:

Pkgs,
For

690

2pti::

PHILADELPHIA

SHORTENING

CREAM CHEESE

79c

733

Pkgs,
For

00

DSc

Plat&nd Locations,,..
East New York Street

Plaidlands Open 10-5
Every Daly, except, Sunday

Chicano -250 North Cicero Avenue
3042 West Peterson Avenue

SAVE

'

DES PLAINES
815 Lee St.

Joliet -117 Richards Street
Niles -6008 Mliwaukee Avenue
Oek Park -6109 West North Avenue
011avia-115 Welt Madison Street
Rockford -4215 Eitel Slate Skeet
Rook Island -4124.26 11th Mel
91110 Park -501 East SE Ghettos Road

017 East 79th Street
32 East 113th Place

INDIANA

Cicero -5245 -West Germ* Road

ELK GROVE
Devon 8 Tonne Rd.

SAVE

10c

6008 South Plilthki Street

Rt 83 and Rt 68, nunhurst Shopping Center
MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

*

'0"'Aint:etrit'n
bar no, leee

ILLINOISAurora-837

ARLINGTON HTS.

Beans 9 oz.

end
any purchase

Portable indoor or he, kyord
driving ange.

_1818 N. State Rd.

French Green

Beans ins oz.

33c

...

Redeem your Plaid Stamps early.

9 OZ

Fordhook Lima

W
With this

With this
coupon and
any purchase

For your holiday shopping convenience

Cut Green Beans

1AVE 200

CRISCO

Lit.

70 OZ.

10 OZ

SAVE 10c

-

Mixed Vegetables

Baby Lima Beans

MIXED NUTS

Peas & Carrots

10 OZ.

A&P FROZEN FOODS

PECANS
ENGLISH WALNUTS

SAVE 6c

Wheeling, Illinois

Style

NUTS IN THE SHELL

70 OZ

Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 9:00 PM
Saturday
9:00 AM to 6:00 PM

CATALOG OUTLET STORE

Mustard or
Mayonnaise

1T2woi zn

Loaves

Cut Corn

New Year's Eve at Henrici's Golden Barrel
Supper Club, $40. per couple/including tax
Harriette Blake entertains
Dancing to the music of Don Davis

RT 68

Whole or
Strained

2 -lb. Ctn.

Dumber no, PM,

of the exchange. Further in

20 oz,

Size)*100

At any Chicano Division
ASP swim kw

DUNDEE

i:oons.

ini w
Sliced

small
9 oz. Jar

2( oz,

r

CHARGE IT on scare Revolving Charge

2 450

Large

POTATO SALAD

HOURS:

Mannheiin & Higgins/Des Plaines, Illinois

to each item.

A sale Ice of 10 per cent of
Ow
Ow sale orice whl be required
to cover administrative costs

OLIVES

CHIPS

rP

599

CRANBERRY SAUCE

PEACHES

BREAD

Telephone 299-6681

HENRICI's O'HARE INN

or exchange tar

STUFFED

PIES

Mull

Pro Golf Trainer

A&P
BRAND

A&P

FRESH

A

he VT at the park district of-

EA.

ANN PAGE

POTATO

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW L

This is an opportunity to exchange, sell or buy needed ski
equipment. Equipment should

LB

WHITE

5,599 1On11:9,

lent .on

Size

APPLE OR PEACH

R us

AA,

40.49./..

Drinks, Web and wain.
eon.

n

77c
bdo

A&P BRAND

Chopped Spinach

599

14,a
t lb nu 3r

Jumbo 80

'JANE PARKER

Johnny
Lightening

Betsy Wetsyll
`.'''"99 588

NOISEMAKERS, HATS

I

Red or

Ribs

JANE PARKER

Drag r.ter
,om.eao
me control, io Awtot vierN imi.

ante Please.

CONTINUOUS DANCE MUSIC/TWO BANDS

DOOR PRIZE DRAWINGS -COLOR TV

499

4th & 5th

29 oz. Can

10 OZ.

an, In .1 18 leek oar

SPLIT OF CHAMPAGNE FOR TWO

°film, 262 C. Palm ill Rd.

LB

SAVE 16c

10 OZ.

Flash Back

ROAST

DELICIOUS APPLES

69t

199

Chopped Broccoli

:719

COMPLETE HENRICI'S DINNER

Pound
Bag

Green Peas

Hot Wheel Cars
Carrier

"KING OF ROASTS"

50.

88 Size

A&P FROZEN FOODS

orrN

II

Fire Engine

and clown

LB.

Size

BONAVER

3

388

9M1.79Wan

1399

gallop

to

Ems

Celebrate in grand style!

Saturday in the park district

(1353.

IIin

Hot Wheels Set

in the Grand Ballroom at

through Friday and 6 -Dawn on

may be obtained by

733

Go-GotheBurro Bronco Horse
944

NEW YEAR'S EVE GALA

thrcugh Saturday. Hours of
Ilia sale will he from 1-5

calling Anthony Dicello, DiRecreation at 359-

Was $10.99

CHGO. 760-55e0

'431

derson Hall at N111

matt exchange and sale now

car

COFFEE

BY THE THREE TWINS
SUB. 827.0700

-

equip.

59c Doz.

EIGHT O'CLOCK

ENTERTAINMENT

on Concorde] Teachers' Col
ICge.
ut 2 p.m. in An-

The Palatine Park District

elude

CHUCK STEAK

April
Showers

Pound

0

Washington

Super Right

FREE FAVORS

Heights and Linda
Ferguson 2AI 1 Falk SI..
Rolling Meadows.
The Northern girls will lake

exchange

Average

CHUCK ROAST

NEW YEARS EVE

My in DeNal Thor are Carol
Maclean. 101 S. Chestnut. Al.

PPD ski sale

Jumbo

Super Right -Boneless

math Minim, and In

Pound
Size

A
NAVELCLORANGES

Golden

OPEN HOUSE

Two area girls are enormity
playing women, basketball

earned by Hersey, Welch
in the 300 -yard freestyle,
Robert Bosley in lha 50 yard firee.0111 and Darin Traub
.in the 150,yard freestyle.

menue

thank

25 to 600

frcestee

ski

ON
MANNHEIM
AT HIGGINS.

et,

len Drake won the elthyard

a

AT
THE O'HARE
CONCORD INN

Schultz, who wrestled on
the junior versify level Friday

freshman Steve Alesch. Mark
Gronohn. Ken Rehm and Al-

sponsor

DINNER

won I decision over his Fast

MACDONAI.D ALSO took
the 100 -yard individual meth
ley and the 50.yard back.
stroke. Second place, were

59$

FAMOUS

U\I EVRY CHRISI/OAS

white pair °reins ai 107 as did
Sorenson at 165 Weber look
two decisions at III while Fox

John Mani/O-

Div. Store

II

410 61b.

FANCY ROASTERS

HAVE A TRADITIONAL

Sorenson.

&MA. Fox and Rick Schuh,
won both or their matches.
Cherwin capiured the two

fat in that event and Husk ie

will

New ma...tore Wthicrn

Mantic &Pacific

4

V9

The Great
Ten Co., Inc.

plode mfr

Six of the small Knights.

mit% end Mike Welch took

Dec 20,19691n all

Ilk

BEEF STANDING RIB

Oven Ready

95 5

012 99

E

active thru

DUCKS

Injector

555

4 tz,69ilos,

er

HAMS

Big 7 -snob "arc

in the East Leyden meet."

P

Oven Ready

Mattel's

Dyno

the quadrangular. "East Leyden is always mash and yarn

Hersey's 206 -yard mull,
relay want of Robert Holey.
Dan

Double

Coach John Moore staid that
he wassurnrised at tho result of

n one Cushman faun,events yesterday al Maine Col
hut it was nut quite enough as
the Blue Demons handed he
Huskies a 55.39 defeat.

wt.

WI"'

dru

Sizes

MA.

n:`17, 544

Pugs Iq
de

49

Pound

Magic Lite
rrAi. or% As

wail on the right tout.

32.14. 110 chain pionship match Against the

ming team ciptured an relay

CANNED

185o22

than they wen: against Niles if

Leyden.

Leyden tee and armed
Hankie uppettitat him.

SELF BASTING

or

better he Own tougher

fur the Knights. In the opening
pairing, Prospect beat East

Weber.

SUPER RIGHT

10to 14

pose norm. and the 1)0110th
had

LB

A&P BRAND

n1 the Maim metinhir-

THE KNIGHTS return to
act ion tomorrow evening

Portion

TURKEYS

In the last two year, Pro-

SATURDAY TUN
petition proved a link stiffer

Cherwin.

%JP

viso was the team the Damns
adged for the WIC Mk.
The snatch will been au tatflt

host Huskies wasand up in a 24.

STEVE JA(2KSON gal
Pnolpal Off 10 a fast start var.

1.4

Want

Saturday afternoon.

The 35-10 victory against,

SALE

.1

inn is tent league foe, Prow..

°entail copped his duo

Shank

Butt 750 00.071

Ins to 14 lb. Sues 45° lb.

mill open IN defense of in
West Suburban Confermme

with a pin and a decision.

pinning Dan Mutter in

1;15.

Sizes

Thii Friday night Maine

rip Palatine Pirates

pc

0

201°24lb

1w4,

raise the final swam to 3,12,
and lettan Rick with Ice than

HAMS

;URKEYS

yrIEC
2,:g

mule

the

FULLY COOKED

YOUNG

Scat II,
row mead 11 um John El

Prospect soph matmen
Pirate JIM Tweak at

1

Price, in effect
uniil Dec 20 oi
while quanune,

on.
umdklit Manton

SUPER RIGHT

READY

Quantities
Limited

STORE

I I 7 and
Bob
Barthold
mopped %Ism Shulman I 0

complete smile for. the ar,r-

The Proven, Knight sank,-

OVEN

CATALOG
OUTLET

mew the awn won 121Damons

Purpleend White to pickup a frcda lashiP. A.
Pas, dd ^ed.'
In Inc 96 -pound class; Moines' 7-4 victory.
claim result. 1-I.
Denny Gold just edged Murk
Main, stretched its win Behrmun of Niles, 8-7. on a six
skein to!four wjth Rich John.
The 151'era matched the
pealt third period IL, give the sank 3.2 edging of 113.pound previous at. led were 'unable.

more
planed

Sears

but

nant nught group

-

Come Early

30s

Plaid stamp Gift Feature..

Waukegan -316 North Genesee Street

.1:11EltIRTQu

Gary -5105 West Sth Avenue
South Bend -321 South Lalsystte

SCHAUMBURG
Hi&ggRi,nes. R5o8ad

ARLINGTON HTS.

BARRINGTON

7601

300 N. Hough SL.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

THE DA1

Pau 16

Widnesdo [Meer.,

Main Street

1969

History in the making

Doll winner
AMERICA

nipros MPS

otlkz

d N darn 11

/

(0\11 it.

IN Ind utak,
othst lour in
al1a m from Dm PI ono

mots) Wesel hunt tonht
I hm II pl
10 thL m
it fill

It s

dolls Ind until
tris
Ind

Ilia dull, art doplamd

wintam In thoun hi
outdo Me1111, Hui. Mono,
arc chosen. and eech restive;

Tomorrow
Is Today

"We nevCr nomad such a
respodse."
what Gordon
Bunke. ehainnon of the Twinhrook YNICA Christmas tree
mile had 10 say 11.11 their ire
itial venture.
he

I's Men ore

selling

Chrism. trem to raise funds
for thither deieloonon of the

newly purchmed YMCA

pia may n Wi . Rd. son of
NIKIWIATION Continued Irma Mambo
jott
yttictly. ywa will find the Way himpeninfp patoing
thnnigh your mind a, h1i11 pictures. Let then minx, hold cash
one a .min, and then dismiss it. Time i limit!nr and
you will

final that in a yew seconds hundreds of incidents will pass before
INS fn,ltim. Eiradualls 110 will IN seeing a Wank
wall. it, dark it will he 11111100 Hoek. Rehm jtour mind do nut try III
1:011Cenuale or, anything:it this`poink The More relawl pal are
the better Huld the idea that (iod li as
as your heart. Altera

s

Ruben 1'9111 Junior
School in Schaumburg.

High

ton

mlh Swim is mukluk.

C tr

irk

DR THE sorrowful side.

'he 01011 isn't even organized. yet and we've got all

disk of people interested in

doming and ...Dm to buy
Christmas SUN" Bros., amid.

The Twinhrook Y's Men,'
ChM has not Men officially

tone sooll our Rehr. will appear sometimes blow sometimo.

shiners, yd, his ilk giving

0111OlillleaLVION of thcyainhow.
Thh imam Mat your Aura is being surcharged and h proton.
R-rig MI. 1 he it is mbehle Mat big-om Nato will :wear and

service to the Y already. The
TS Men hope 10 develops

Uhl] like Deka! lightning. and you will totals m feel yourself
di:two nearer and neater to the renter of ',moral.
let yourself go mentally. Very lawn Hill colored picture' will
form sonietiows they will appear in Naek and white. All of these

But

desire to and

consiIf we did decide to make
to northern Wisn.

this change it ould mean gving up a luatim aition with no
prospects ol ewmployment ;umwe maw nowerm.
We are hoth over 40
jeers of age. Do )01I See tar leaving thimmut. and would it he a
happy decision, A No. do y1111 ever answer questions personally.

(i.. Palatine

Duo On. (1.:

over the sudden death of John

1.ink6 4 l3 N. Eastwood. Ile
Ind his ife. ilarsarek have

any hy the kiddies. Parents 11. for someone. As a 111:111-1.

of nick John sulTenal his fatal

artntviY"obth Department of

Mount Mama Junior

-

%Yonne's Club has premtred

1....ompletes

candy -tilled Sams Clauses and
eumakm for a C brie mos party

student
teaching

for
Shot wierowlerk .
morrow. This primp of women
doesn't just help these children
at ( hristinas 1111, ['Icy also
beds Mnh11:11 cake and plan
crash chili

Alan !bevel.. son of AI,

and S16. 'Siphons. Dietache.
SDI E. fierkshim
broom

F°00

Yin weeks of student teaching
al

Knoxville High School in

tow.

Panti

the tTIC: ZoOl

Dietwhe.

"Sun gi will he there lo greet

senior my

ehology major am Central
lege in Pelle. Iowa. !aught sch

the children. starting :Li 7 p.m.

There'll M a Christmas movie

Mel, athe high school.

dale This hothem me wry much. My

irk

111 of the Constitutional Con
motion 1 116 delegates before

I h rt.

I Info

1 Mn

out tim ind uil Kul

ItN

Ilellle1111011S 100. to 1110

VIDESTJOKE of the Day:

yems ago, and its revision of
the state's constitution Tailed
to earn voter approval inthe

know inudlt about cant?"
Moe: 'Nato. She thinks 810
cool the motor by stripping the
gears."

Coming down 111C stairs in the Old Capitol [Wilding, often
used by Abraham lincoM, are Mr. and Mrs. Alm H. Macdonald
of Arlington Heights. The afternoon before the historic open.
of the Constitutional Conymtion, clekkates gathers, in the Old,
Capitol Building for an official photograph. "My were pintographed in the romp where Abraham Lincoln delivered his fa -

Lutheran

moms "house divided" widows.

General
open house
Lutheran General iimpal
I

a.m. to .1 p.m..

Stunkty:lan. J.
Facilities outworn

Rep. David J. Ream, DI -Mount Proamet). Rep. Eugenia
Chapmad ID.Arlinmon Heights) and Sen. John Graham (R -Bar

tal% hyperlerie oxygen 0016
ter. will le open for tours.
A slide prewmation. -This
Is Lutheran General

elusion) were present at the first meeting of the COIFIC1111011 and

contest set

Mayor and Mn. Richaid Daley of Chicago attended the mom'
ins session of the convention tome their son. Richunkseated
Con -Con delegate.

the cornermonclaid on Dee. 5,
1959.

The fro panne enteral
I.

The Buffido Crove hom
decorating C011101. WOINOrell

M' the Jaya:, will he judged
this no:Lend.
All homes in the eillaps dec.

cmistitution opened
100 years ago this week.

Gov. Ogilvie drew applause
from the delegates but oncc In
his 20.ininute address.

the Goy. Ogilvie had recom- constitutional
scholar,
in
certified. Each went' mended before Inc con. -analyzing our 1870 con to the rostrum and received %notional convention held its solution said, 'Illinois, every -

open sessions of the convention finelf and of its coin -

that our task win not be tight
and that we face heavy bur -

dross, the delegates were iodi-

credentials from
and orai photog
Gov. Ogilvie as the credentials

opening session that Mere be
no changes in the income tax

and the revenue article In a

print of political bossism on

roll of delegates.

State Paul Powell celled the

lob], there was 2 mulion 10
the Daley resolu-

In their first 001;the dale. by 5 to

SECOND MEETING,

ty chairman and shortly after

DEC. 9, 1969 President Sam u000W Witwer gave theemconvention.

a

document

the

the permanent president of the
Witwer is a lawyer

whii has worked for years to
bring shout the call of a co

THERE follow other high.

Oahu in Gov. Ogilvie'. ad-

stautional convention. He was
described by the delegate. Jo-

dress:

seph

"We will brat serve the fu.
tum if we act as though the
debionem created here lout
lire for all time ahead._ Of
paramount concern in draft.
toga mw constitution must be
to protect and enhance the
rights of the individual citizen

of Illinois."

u r yold

of Western
Springs, who nominated him
T.

Meek

'Tether

of the con-

a

viewed by the judges in four
gawp:flew religious. fantasy
original and ertistie. Homes
will It eategorired by the judo.
m.

('irw prim will be a $2) U.S.
wisdom bond and a plaque for
ouesory. ticetioil m ires
will be mottoes aid

mammal.

WIG CASES

WIG

53.99

HEADS

o c=0
WIG SPRAY

990

59'

YOU SEE

SUCTIon CUP

IT

YOU BUY IT

WIG

ASK ABOUT OUR

OLDER

GIFT CERTIFICATES

e

Deur North:
I feel you are right about manmenoot In you particular case.
I de feel you 119 Inking positheaction such madditheed training
ta schooling. I nike feel you will be bosh, Mli urea within the
net couple of ye*. 1 feel 11 nil heat goad myna

do Mines 60016.

of the convention's Republicans. and Paul F. Ehvard of
of the contion leading Democrats.

ChicagD, one

most solemn function of government a state can perform.

the delegates. as a test of con
vention 10111i
001Cd to

acceptance address the follow.

Con

ing day, disc sing the things
which he hoped the convention would achieve. By am
don of the delegates Winver

ham three vice presidents to

fundamental and organic
of 0 free society. a mak
in importance in the
life of o democracy."

was authorized to immediately
appoint a temporary rules
committee.
The delegates considum0

constitution has
served us reasonably wall and

dm possibility of adjourning

could. if the need arm, serve
us again. because we have
learned to live under it major

rules committee time to work

for the week and giving the
out

proposed

rules

under

"Let us have the courage

which the convention would
be conducted. Finally. it was
decided to nrinain in sission
and hear preliniinary moon

and the humility to respect the

from President Witwer and his

41

IN TWO significant Mo.,

makingthe

`Because of Me builbin rigidity of the constitution and
the Maim ridings giving ono voters in general elections a
veto poorer of 'no' voters, for
decades
Illinois has been
trapped in a legal straitjacket
from which we have escaped
the time being, at least, by
reason of the convention call
of November, 1968. That ere

must never permit Illinois to

pnaeitic a geographic and tea-

time! halanee to the officer
group working with Witivec
The vote was 66 ro 47. Thom
opposing favored limiting. to
the officers to one or two rite
weskit:nu.
In

a,

another teat

misses sizes
8 to 16

cance. the convention 901erE
Mrs. Anne Eva. Cost-Emn memher from Des Plaines, with 75 to 40 (Witwer cast no vote)
Mrs. Samuel W. Wit., wife of the convention presidentfor , as te concentrate the power to op they attended Me reception delego. in the 001 Capitol BuRd. point committees in the IMMO
ing. Security officers (center background) were dressed in MI, of the convention president
forms of 100 yeah ago when Me prment constitution wale miller than in a committee on
adopted. (Photos by Mickey Rimer)
committees.

n

V7

850 ON YOUR
AM RADIO DIAL

colors, a soft mingling or pastels.

DES PLAINES

NO Minimum Balance
NO Activity Limit
YES!

1507 RAND ROAD

(At This Store Only Visit Our
Big & Tall Men's Dept.)

MAL'S
CHRISTMAS

HOFFMAN ESTATES

SHOW

11

HEELING
TRUST (Si SAVINGS

BANK

MIIWAUSEE MIMS. AI DUNDEE .0.0
WHEELING. In PHONE, 537.0070

.

SHAME. KOLE

Sunday, December 21

DUNDEE
220 S. Dundee Ave.
(Rt. 25 Just North
of Rt. 72)

Noon until 4,15 pm

-and, ketes eon, vox& qitt- to

lit:..

of con-

vemion sentiment of signifi-

FROM ALL THE FOLKS AT

bonded for shape.keeping linos-the

of this hoy will he and my Mein it as well. I have thrte molest:

swer the obvious of Day noldros fn MB cohost, Leltero skrtobl
be kiloregl, bar otorws. will be omitted Joe !ether requali lb
WHO or Deblois, lo rum esr Day
Pubilyabboo. 722 CemerSiu
.

C -s

Other members include Daaid Davis of Bloomington. one

Witwer an *mimed that he would give his
PRESIDENT

or tuck in a scarf. The textured acrylic,

North Dm Plaines

mo

On

ditutiomi convention..

Chicus a tunic -and -skirt dress. Add a blouse
or knit -lop, Or just sling on brads of chnins,

intetewhhg

MOTO DE LOUISE, notionally kweu loYdil,

address beforeh cote

Convention, isit
appropriate
to note our
role. That
which we now undertake is dm

the

os

pants-toswiteh about with far-reaching
fashionable results! Striking ors a pnntsug.

Illayla,111C111 la man: prolitahle than Me scientific field. so 1 are
trying to change fields. Do you have any minimums or suggestion..? Please coolinue the ordnn,n M Tlk. hay as I OW it very

ale to work things out for the bat.

poblieans, four Dernocrafts
mid two independents.
One of the independent..
and the only woman on dm Insponant group. is Mrs. Anne.H.
Evans of Des Plaines.

`At the commencement of
this Sth Illinois Constitutional

Long tuttie.top, short mini -skirl, and Nared

new joh by talkie) to employment

sith. Our family hum never hod uny trouble of this type.
'
No Nnme Please
Dear No Nome:
It SITIOS that many boys are coming back with 016 type of
problem. 1000111,0,111101, problem for you for moille, but he's
been through a great deal. Give him a Mance smil feel he'll he

names of the I !quail tempura.
ry folcs committee of odfich he

senes A chairmen. Appointed
to the committee were Dealt.

499
comple

amncies and friend, but 1 am ikeptiml of arenas. II somas hat

continue hi, addiction when he comes home? He MN aliVilyS
wailheha
boy. It is lord for me 10 1.1411 that This has hap.
petted to him. AO I am apptuding its you to loll no who. the Mum

draft statutes and ordinances.
but to propene the principles

r

Mier slightly MS than a mar im a new job I've become
concer.' that there is not the future I had hoped ler. I've ell rted

Can you tame fie me if my problem will end or if he will

dent Witwer announced the

is

the pastel -plaid
ensemble

outfit

for his OA LIn luene.

AFTER his eddress. Presi-

not to

vmnion delegate, the after neen. Some of the Mediates

PARTNERSHIP
WITH A
GREAT FUTURE!

fricods cell ow tied I..

Dew Mr. Delasuise
I have a nephew I raised mon of his life who is coming home
from Vietnam with an undesiruble discharge Mr dope addiction..
which he had never taken until he got to Vietnam. They are
hokling him in it hospital in Da Nang while he h being processed

wl CALL upon you to make

"We need to remember that

our responsibility

3 -WAY

Deur blr. Debloiss.

a

than drim our convention. We
had better recognize the fact

the

margin,

wer of KenilworM as tempera.

"Few constitutional con
vetttiom have faced mom vex,

otabal for Chrism, will he

cute. and I try di, le Inendly to everyone. Om an honor student
mil I jeire11111k understand what r,,, doing mong. UM you
predict approximaely what month I'll get my liAl dale.
Arlimatin Heights
Deer Arlington:
You're Doi &Mg anything wriing, and yam heven't him anything to milling. About Min 1 a myunrfe P1111 dote.

Ibe procow of finding

I

RMotion but an Illinois Con hoden

in

my acme of the word. The

tion: Motion to table carried

plas elected Samuel W. Wit-

people of thie state can me

thing considered.

meg position of any slate in
Me Union.' "

of

no

not a Republican or Den.
Grafie or an Independent Con -

provisions."

President Wilwers first words upon being elected. "I will do
my level best to enforce the rules you may adopt. I ant going to
need a lot of help. It is. row thing for me.'

evolution regretting

fared 0

Were presented. Secrentry of flurry

91f fear has any place in

12,511 p.m. on Dec. B.

WIGS

tag and complex an assortment
of constitutional problems

rules committee dm following
day at 2 p.m.
Delegate Richard ii.Deley,
with his father, Mayor of Chicared present as a visitor, or

'near the close of his remarks.
There is now, no heavy foot-

your convention, It it be a tear
of failure at the polling place."

Undonvood declared them io be &Wpm in good standing et

S -T-R-E-T-C-H

Wr
S Y.
EgMe
$
$2.50 $6.50 $5.50
$
SPY STY.

Illinois

'Tor all its Solo, our con-

TAPERED NECKLINE

people must ultimately accept
or reject whet we Jo here and
public 100,011m the convuntion will issel he assured by

ASTER Gov. Ogilvie's ad-

Despite the hazards of illnori ant accidents, all I 16 of the

After getting Meir credentials from the gommor. the 1 1 6 delagams were moons in at a group by the Hon. Robert C. Underwood, dsicf justice of the Illinois Supreme Coen. Chief Antice

Saturday 9-5 Am.

Choose from over BOO styled WigsCoscades.ralls

HAM PIECE WAS PURCHASED

largely' depend upon the qua-

'

this an open convention in ev-

dum The last convention to
bring about a rewriting of the

entered delegates were present I'm dm first roll toll of the con-

vention. Each delegate personally came to the minim to receive
Ms en:demi:its from Gov. Ogilvie.

LARGEST HAIRGOOD5 DISPLAY SHOWROOM IN ILLINOIS,

REGARDLESS OE WHERE

ss

When Gov. Ogilvie reached the platform to address the Con Con delegates. his first act vraa to shake hands with his three
predecessors present Stratton. Kerner and Shapiro. Then the
governor shook hands with other elected state officials proem.
Secretary of State Paul Powell, Superintendent of Public InStreCtiOn Ray Page and St. Treasurer Adlai Stevenson 111,
Attorney General William Scott was conspicuously absent.

ple.) two years later and

PHONE 298-2299

HI -FASHION STYLING

consort Diary.

mown again to Out entrapmu and loss of self-delermination is among the meat
duties of this body. Twenty.
five yen ago. the
Probe.
or Kenneth Seno. 0 boding

siate-wide referen-

and

the swearing in of delogalm.

Ground OM broken for the
Park Ridge htbpital on Dec. I.
1957. Constrimion was wim-

root principle of our govern.

art auspicious for you to wrim

closed

1593 Ellinwood St.

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

or party. The quality of the
work of this convention will

convention are invited to accumulate all of the
issues of

sh tll stnv for appoint

ty of our comma Ewes."

this assemblage. The prospects

.0 the public such its the hospi-

the heapirid on

Attention will also he green to major deve6
minium In 11, co.... commit., Committees
are
be appointed durinkthe hobby period

ment that the final power and
the Oral decision am reserved
to the people."

This came when M said.

Footnotes
to history

personnel wall how the
during ib ilith anniversary
1

It Ls possible that there will be as may m 100

or more meetings of the can
NAM.
wishing a record, meeting In meeting, of the

The last constitutional eon in Illinois was held 97

tom "Does your girlfriend

open house

I

want ot balanced and repre
xntamo. conn.fims whtch
will b. from from domination
of any inttithO broup facuon

reported as they occur

the delegates, particularly those representing the
northwest suburbs and convention sidelights

N m Gm. Richard B Clgthat.
opernd Illinmi math Con
stitunonal .Conventton at I2
irelock noon.

Northwest Hwy 8 giver Rd.

I definitely we you toning lids Men. hot don't see 1l within the
immt.dInte future. 1 peLdiet within the next three la Gm pars
"201 he in Wisconsin. 1 de see Mother. aut them, and It will he
n happy decision. Fbr hdbmodion or pommel answer, yon may
cell me at be 2-3050.

Dear m r. Delattikei
I am ir sophomore in high school and have need been

1116

Iles just ...met.] tar will he AIMS

Im-

provement Mon. is holding
Om -sited children 'a Christ.

Grove

11(411141 (1 C(101'

ntentally and wax, emo.. I his doo. me mean Mat your mind
ilipping.
the contrary. your liner per,cpri
are being

Iker Mr. !Marais,
far a minder of mem my hus band and I have had a great

wearing 16 Km. at half mesa

and Friday. The festivilito wilt hem paid neighbors and faith also itmlude a movie.
coonnamity workers.
Little Indian Thal
on."
John hula heart of gold and
and the singing of Christmrs was. always doing ,something

7:31/.

ishis

Con Pon Diam hut 11,e proposals or all cam
mint
acted upon in a regular con
ventIon session or meeting and these will be

Convention In the conventions first week there
were two sessions or meetings Each is summa
tied here Also to be presented are opinions of

Shapiro on the platform and

on which Illinois government
wdl M structured in the des
odes ahead and the nghts of
our ottani, +atom trekd and
midc miarunkful

and be ready to begin work when the contention
returns to work after Ian I
Not 011 committee work can be summarized

This special feature of The Dar will weekly
summarize each meeting of the Comfit ...al

Otto berm, and Same,' H

HOURS: Doily 9-9 p.m.

do your hearing will Inetime mare lialde..,M1 will hear sounds

. LEITERS

mosi of Mount Pommel is

shelter and program :woo for e
summer camping program
the IS acre Y -property.

have roeurdng which Len he explained. Sometime. thej. are rynrhols from your subconseibus. Listen--listeu carefully. and if yon

opened up. '1 oday this is milled -extra-mem, pcieeption."
llo not try to Ion, anything orM please IN3 Nor CONCENTRATE at !hi, point. Ihe more relasol ytai ere the hetter. Orim
the milli. one nmer looks hack. Yto muy withdraw for a time.
mon
il !..ech perm n. like the pnitlimil son. neuron 10 the "Inner
Light" once he has linind it.

of north F.astwood Av. and

The Prospect

1969 With thrse farmer
governors William Stratten

cub h or ler IS.

Shi.

Itus

Editor s Introduction

I

is

muratty 10 hate Mahn limp.

SANIA IS visiting the
Prorpou
Hoighls
Nursery
School. at the Lerner of Illinois
K3 anti Willow.Rd.. tomorrow

ithroal;otirri.! yet',"
He

too

-

Pia.% Woman's Club.

the

Br Richard Crabb

will sing 01 the m.o. nr 11010 Tamil); bird or the OM.

neede ehiklren- by the DOI

Christmas tree
sale underway

trumLig

. lomornm orklil at 7 pm...

Then. hest of all: the dolls

Twiiihrook

II

will pi ormt
C hnitm
Lin it du. mamma

are distributed at Christmm to,

I rod, 111 the Ampress Brock f Minoan, Ince I 26, Golf MT Des Pane, 1.1 codes of concrete
promars peek., with steel strapping, Li new peeking met1.1 introduce M.ywlresst, cut Me
sone
Iwndling building nmterials. the compel, through.,.p. m.o. 01. 10 Wes these
labor mving packages al no additionol env to the pureMer
cutting handling PIMP 1.1 the
barite Ilk. coin my hopes 10 help sedillire balding cows.

1

iimmetis She. 6 dm tulip

St. Raymond's. concert choir

SO5 cash prim.

sEisiecti,

104

tomorrow imams lb.
orthbrook tumor High hind

sow. 0 10 I,
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promdm Loohnhid
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I
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n
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I
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It indhin0 will ht. IM St
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LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN
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2 from Maine West
win English awards

Pfc.Train
is named
`Post soldier'

2 14

P. Alm root son et Mr
id Mrs
Leo is Trani 026
I

Ridge Arlington Hea,hts
has been selected Post Sol
S

Tv

How dm third soldier in the
academic computer room ot
the school% 00111 Prone ma

dept. in he messil Suldk. se
the Month."

Laibly,

1720

ha

helm

commandant,

during summer vaca.
S011thern Illinois University.

man by Ilihnis Bell 'Telephone
Co. Laihly has been employed
by the company for 10 years,

He plans In continue in the

computer field after his mill.
service is completed.

(lady

Dine hour
ons

Two Maine West High Scheel seniors happily display the awards they have svon in

English cont., Stephen M. larny (KI from (left) hus been named 00 National Council ofnational
Teachers of English 1069 achievements emend winner, Miss
Christine Kane. 120 right) liea won

runnenuo award, 1011$ them are William T. Ludoloh, 11.00 Maine West English department
chairmen, end Mi. Ruth M. Mammon, junior English leacher.

GOLDEN EMBLEM' SPORTSWEAR
at Robert Hall voluntary controlled prices!
---fsV*41Z"
PURE WOOL SHAPED
SPORTCOATS
Slurped two -600100

34"

single-breasted:model
shows more OWL
mote fie. In all wool
overplaids,
textured effects. Con-

tmporary styling

comp.
value $45

m the wider lapels,
omst_suppression, cash
fhp and slant pockets,
deep center vent.

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

PURE WOOL
WORSTED SLACKS
Superb worsted flannels

eay.,
hearingn
nthe famous
Wool Mark of quality,
With rimy expensive
wrinkle -free
permanent cream.
B in -Rol waistband,

freldh Ey tab,

1

impromptu

neuter -up m its 1869 achievements awards program.

Mtn Chan -Mon.

those

LAST SPRING
mittee of English

ticipating nominated: almost
8000 juniors for the NCTE citation. Of that number, 172 Emitsa were chosen. They rep resent over 600 schools fro m

Prystash.,has pledged Sigma
N.

applying far whaler ships received them.

The nation's schools para

com-

teachers

50 states, the District of Co.

Iambic and American imp.
nary schools abroad.

winners and runners-up scrota

of recognition and !Lenora
their high school English do
partment with certifiesta of
merit, said Herman L. Rider,
principal at Maine West.
Mi. Ruth M. Nickelson has
been StechTh's and Christina's

In announcing the winners, junior English instructor and
yens instrumental M their put.
stung the awards.

Arlington High School has
mp.ed names of students an

Kapica, Rosalie Keller, Steve

first quarter:

ka,

Kenninger, William Kirchoft

Auden,

Susan Rost Pamela Kurz-

Michael Lap., Caral
Erick

Lindblad,

Argun,

David Lockwood, Tina Niel-

Barbara

sm. Paul Nystrom, Anne
Owens. Steven Ozimek, James
Parish,
Marcia Patterson,
Emery Peek, Irene Porowski,
Jerome Rasnak, Pamela Richey. Michael Rieder.
Elizabeth Rossi, Gale Sam

Robert Baer, Linds ey
Berton,sfir,

Laura Bergstrom, Pa-

inela Bigford, Mary Bunnelle,
John Cook, Steven Cook,
Dana L. Coffman, Martha

Corwin. Carol Culbersom Pa trick Doan, Mary Doyle.
Nency Dun, Rick Erickson,

Clwiitinc Ferrario, Lawrence
Geyer, Paul Greene, Daniel
Grey, Kathleen Haire, Fred
Halek, Barbara Haile, Merger. J. Hermes, Jean Herrmann.
Jana Holt, Roberts.ul Bill
Jarm, Barbara Jone
Kathy

err, Clifford L. Schultz, Jeffcry D. Schulze. Mark See.
vers, Scott Severson. Glenn E.
Siefcrman, Patricia
Smith,

Alice Stigger, Thom. Sward,
George Tannery, Paul Thomeson, Mary Ellen Tuomi, David

Patricia Walsh, De-

1.111rich,

Whiting. Jane Whitnell,

W jik"

S

save

comp.

value $j5

Jody

,

The..

Hendricks,

65E0Y

Hess, Martha Hugh., Carol
Stephen Jurco.

Kenning.,

Lids

Krcidich, Anne Km, Joel
Catherine Len.

roll, Jeanne Combs, Janet Cor-

Richards, Linda Ross.

ding, Narmee Dailey, Russell

Nancy Rudin, Gary Russell,
Mary Saraclli.
Si April

Dau ghtr y. Nina Davison,
Charles
Dye,
Leslie

Doncliess,

Ferry,

George

Hen

Siegfried,

Laura

Stephen

Jeff McGuire, Richard

McKay,
William
Nelson,.

Susan

McNeal,

Moore,
Barbara
Mary
Neumann,
Elisabeth
Nowack,
Susan
Pace, Phillip Radmer, /Cha-

im ftongner, Thom. Rowe,
Dale
Ruthenberg,
Schinkowsky.

Sandra

Claire Schmoyer, (Wiry')
Schmoyer,

Linda

Schopke,

Mary Schroeder, Cindy Se,
beam Susan

Shinier, Leslie

Skarra, Deborah Smith, Mn.l
vine Smith, Thomas Snelten,

1995

Carol

Werner, Lode Wkk-

srom, Timothy Will, Ann Wilson and Barbara Lynn Wray.

FRESHMEN on Arlington

D. vOruler, Joyce Conway,
Barbara Cording, Jill Dam
gelo, Karen Daughtry, John
Dillon, Mary Dobstaff, Sandra
Gabler, Deborah Goofy,
Wayne Geyer, Sheree L

Gilbert, Mary Hahn, Cathy
Hammock.

lope Hampton,
Peter Harp., Julie Hamelin,
Kathleen Keating, Linda Liza
srnan, Karen Meinhardt, Ca Michael

bliemczyk, Dan
Niemeyer, Nancy Parks, Jody

Petersen. Karla Rind., Mary
William Shoteien.
Mary Snyder, Richard Soren sen. Robert Southard, Dennis
Shanley,

Stale. Judith Ulrich, Timothy
Weiler, Christie Windham
and Jeffrey %Jibes-ker.

on each
piece in

NTERNATIONAL®
STERLING
.

940

and save up to $6.00 on serving pieces

Il

Add thaw erg mined pieces now for tha Aimee
In oracles sermon., during Me holidays. And far
thantaona ae.st,
got of International Omit. la her
Inner m ion that mese spehol savings maks. the
ohs:Ilan rnamerable:Offer ends Jon., I>, 1970,

9 30

AmERICA, LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

HOFFMAN
ESTATES
110 N. Roselle Rd,

"Visit Our Big a Tall Men's
Dept. at This Store Only."

DES PLAINES
1507 Rand Road

220 5. Dundee Ave.
(Rt. 25 Just North
of Rt. 72)

FREDERICK

New Ward's

catalog manager
B. Smith, 820 E. Red-

wood. Arlington Heights, has
been .appointed catalog general manager ef Monmery
tgo
Ward's Chicago catalog

sales In

Chicago, Indiana,

Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio
and, will be headquartered at
the company's Midwest office at

3518 Des Plaines Av., Des

IL Crag Campbdl, 132 S.
Belmont, Arlington Heights,
has been promoted to product
manager

In

the

household

products group of Armee.
DIal, Inc, CmpboS 0010 roper-

s, the Chiffon 60500 of ner
old detergent for dialiwashbg
and Erne fabrics. Ho was fors
merly assistant product manager, household product.

ould-be

PLUM IS completing his

m a fanner Plum said
hold my single-action Colt
Peacemaker .4.5 in one hand..
The lather hand,. specifically

gun

second tem as chairman of die'

Midwestern Fast Craw Mandarin. He is a member of the

tbe little finger, fans the gm'shemmer."

Chicago Colts Fast Draw
Club, which meets once a week

Plum's fastest shot in this

In the Des Plaines Park Dis-

competition was AO seconds:

trict field house. He joined the
Colts nine years ago.

The runnels, at (Tendered°

Another Plum who has
shown a keen eye and steady

was fined six -hundredths of

.and slower than Plum.

Winning trophies

and

hand is Pamela Sue, his dough-

is getting to be routine

swho has three trophies. but

wen classified standing reat.

with

Roo phase at 15 feet.

of them. Included

three

bmause of school obligationt

The contestant walks, draws
and Is timed. He walks from 21

for the past three years.
Plum's got his sights sez for

feet to 15 feu. when a light

Ono place trophies from CM cage area conferences, accond place in this year% state

comes on the steel glhonette,

competition. and hvo fourth

he'll ready.

place awards for 1968 Illinois

He

has not been active in fast draw

.

the world's competition whicb
will be held nest spring at SanClem, Cal,

Since

joining' Wade

1947, he has held merchendis-

Ing assignments in the Kans.

.City

and Chicago catalog
houses and was catalog general

manager of

he Albany and

Richard Plum proudly displays thaskplace trophy he woo In fastohno competition recently in
Tombstone Mize among other fastolraw trophies and awards in his home In Prospect Height.

Denver catalog houses.

'

BIG

20%

SAVING!

SAVING!

Elk Grove high students on senior honor roll
Elk Grove High School admodurators have an:tom:Me
0- Ant, of students listed on
.110 senior honor roll for the
first wine ter of the 1969-70

Kosinski. Janet Krueger.

Pamela Knoll, Mark Lcinimer. limei Lew., Marguerite
Moline, Linda Martin.

onidemic year.

Mark Mc Kenzie, Marianna
Meth leo!, Wayne Mixes,
Terry Morris. Karen Parks.

SENIORS: Clifford Albert,
Joy Jean Anderson, Carolyn
Bavaro. Christine Beni, Shei-

Leonard
Patinella, Janet
Petersen, Sandra Petetax,

len Bernard.

Rohcrt Mabel, Virginia Bonovich. Brenda Bragg. Kevin
Byrne, Kathryn Dolby. Pat

Michael Precin, Orlando Fool
nandez, Ellen Gianzris,
Gibisch. Theodore

Peggy

Gam, Kathy Gurnee!, Ken
'Henniker,

Gayle

mond Beverly Anne
Gab Ramminne.

Fink,

Todd Gander, Susan Dosmno.

Wallace

pee

John Martut Finney MMUS,

Inure Noison. Debra Anna
Glob,

Douglas Grinnell.
Nancy
Hans., Alyson
Harris, Jean Herigodt, Carol
Ann Hughes.
Vicki Jacosen, Richard Jrcobson, Debra larosch, Shirley Ann Joe, Joseph Kirby.
Glenn
Koorhan,
David
Lacklaud, James Lafayette.

Nowak, Mark Okuma.
Barbara IMricrek, Susanne

Pollack. Yvonne Powers.
Robert Prince,
Therese

Robert

Rattner.

Rebman, Lynda Seely, An Sergcs.

Joanne Steen, Linda Lau
Swenson,

Sandra llocr,

Stephen Tapp. William WC
bar, Thom. West.

Jackson,

Ecklund.
Catherine Feeenko, Sandra
Gardner, Kathleen Gianaris,
Linda Gustarferri, Michael
Halluday.
ItIchard tglInern, Linda

Roberta Jay.

Beige, Kerry HuffMen.Sman
legend].

rah Johnson, Fred Klink.
Nancy Kucera. Patricia

Diane Kim,

Thomas Carroll.
Linda Cook, Jams Cooney.
David Crail, Susan Dean.
John Deering, William De-

finis, Gregory Datum Donna

00000'

MINK AND

Greenberg, Holly Hill, Deb°.

Cheryl Rix.,

3 -PIECE

hi

Susan

PURE WOOL

Dome Sronkoski, Claudia
Stinglcy. laser Stowell, Dcbm
.rah Svabda.

Susan Tokay, Kris Tallinn,

Farrier.

Charles

Vaccarello,

Becky

DOUBLE-KNITS

SOPHOMORES: John Ar - VLllan
temcnko, (Arbiter BassfOrd,
Linda Waschhusch. Jeanne
Karen Bergemann, lames Cal- Woo dl c y. Cathy Widner,
kasha.
Christine WOW, Jeff WilMaureen

NATURAL

OUR FAMOUS ,,

IMPORTED

Kathryn
Knoff, Alan Lewandowski, Al
George MMus.
Donna Gordon, Mark

Meyer, Sheila Quinn, Dec.

Caniff,

David

Hams.

Chamick, Linda Lee Darr.
Pamela Gloss. Alan Kawano,
Marius Kesler, Muria

Kezios, Cheryl Konisbi, Larry

David

Mollenkamp. Ro.
Gary Proubl,

Padole,

noon

James Promek, Diane Rasmumen, Karen Sealy, Louise

Park dist

Seidl,

open house

Ann Tobin, Patricia Weber,
Donald Roily, Susan tolain
Ross, Michael Semple, Tam
Sievert, Michael Smith. Sonrho Sohon, Jeffrey Sronkoski,
Ernest Woollard.

The Palatine Park District
ya hold an open house Dec.
22.24 Monday through Wedneday from 1 to 5 p.m. each
day in the park office, 262
nee
E. Palatine Rd. 00

dots an opponunity
600
lo be-

come acquainted vitro the winter Passes offered.

Kathy Sue Severn, Carol
Sheparoson, Lori Squassony,

FRESHMEN: Richard Andrews. Elisabeth gime, Mary

the
Bride's
Set

LOOK FOR THE
RED TAGS...SAVE!

$25

INTERNATIONAL.
STERLING
Prim

laveyou

Reg.
29.99

lo

Brown, Heide Butler,
Rendall Collard.
Mary Put Curtis. Susan Dia-

5440

Sloe

Radlein is named
to Americanism council
Past 16, D. Plaines, has been

committee for 10 year, and
chairmen for nine.
He has also been active in

appointed to a 5th term es a

the

member of the legion's national Americanism council.

Northwest Suburban Council,
Algonquin district, fm IC
rara and is skipper of the Des

has

also

been map

Plaines Vikings Sea Scout Ship

mitt.. Redfern, of 1356 Sob

Personnel
director

No. 136.

Richard B. Stemple of 534
S. Roosevelt Av., Arlington
Heights, has been appointed
reservations
manger
for
Computer Airlines. Inc., by
Raison 11. Buter, president.
Stemple was formerly with
United Airlinm in the fields of
office administration, oarMons plmning and sales administration.
flying 15 -pain
manger Beech Model 99 aircraft provides 56 flights daily
betwme Chicago and Derek,

Springfield, and Fah., lo.
dboa

ITALY, BRITISH HONG KONG

FAMOUS JUILLIARD' ALL -WOOL
LUXURIOUS, FULL-FASHIONED

LUXURIOUS FUR COLLARS
YOU'LL AGREE THESE KNITS

FASHION -IMPORTANT STYLES

ARE WORTH $45 TO $55
MUCH.FLATTERING COLORS

II:trev'eTifalle'reZam

MISSES. SIZES 8 TO 18 IN GROUP

MISSES' SIZES 8 TO 181N GROUP

dm new,. Pus o pyle
64 pow pests osal

alonopplroceprle.
say EatattatIonal Stalin patient Amon..

N. Hickory, Arlington
Heights, has been promoted to
director of personnel at the.

corporate level of Baxter Lo
boretories, Inc., in Mortal
Grove.

one

OPEN

F.:14410017$86:0.00
ors pomp, Chen includpL

$10000aµ the prallp618 coia EPpe. serape dor:
$505.00 re $1104.00. ChB. Include,.

.

Mg personnel services to all di of One

.FREDERICK

company. He previously sempersonnel dormer.Computer,
prodUction programs manager
as

service.

Laboratories, Inc.,

ennufsetures+ End mareels
hospital and health product

of

INPS&PMEIONAL 91010610 COMP4A7

von and, functions

and manager of administrative

Age

i from

MEN Moot for Pion Enrico for

Wilkinson will be won Bible for developing corporate
perspnnel policies and provkl-

Baxter

TEXTURED WOOL -AND -NYLON

KNITS IN NEWESTCOLORS

possusion Sonar mho

Gene M. Wilkinson, 1523

cd

$68 to 79.99

DESIGNER.ORIGINALS FROM

Boy Scouts of America

'tended chairman of gre
group's state Boy Scout corn-

to

63"

Regularly

ELEGANT ENSEMBLES WITH
JACKET, SHELL, AND SKIRT

New manager
at airlines

.Heights, has been appointed
doles engineer for the Mist
:Division of Rebut Champlain,
Inc. He will he responsible for

draw and shoot

noun State touniev

house.

Si., h. been a member Of that

B. Patrick Began, 2407 N.
Kennicett Dr., Arlington

DUNDEE

a rnle.e from the unlver-

He

ICED BEVERAGE SPOON, Kowa -coal°,

OPEN

trsify community, according

James I. RedleM. put com
mender of American Legion

TEASPOON, now Isom 3>.50
PLACE FORK, Rag. or largo, now lieu SOSO
RACE 013100, rien. or loop, now from $11.00
PLACE SPOON, now from 311.00
SALAD FORK, now from $10.50
BUTTER SPREADER, noiviront 35.50
COCKTAIL FORE now I rom-05.50
DEMITASSE SPOON, now from 53.70

T Iowa

unship and service toe the uni-

Schlamp, Eileen Joy Schmidt.
Wendie Sebastian. Cynthia
Skridulis.

Area men
on the move

11,1111;11
to

leacurrilar acts, Off

Brinkman, William Rachel..

High School's senior honor
roll are: Davie Auge, John.
Bird, Kathy Blackberg, Jeffrey

Loughran,

leadershcuip in ac-addmie and ex-

Alan Wagner, Laurel Wallne,

man, Robert Huber, Kathleen
Hurley, Lydia larocki, Bonnie
!Canny, Thomas King, Jean
John

They were aired for their

Terry Smith, Jim Stoll. lay

Emadene Traver

Richard Plum of 1419 &MR
thorn Or Prospect Heights
has became an expert in Ida
artist
recently won a first -place tropby in a Fast Draw Club cont.
petition 9Hellndorado,9 ar
Tombstone, Ariz. in cont.
petition against 55 "gunmen:'
The fast -draw competition
included 10 shots on steel all batten. and 10 shots on blank
balloons. The first 10 roots

scholarship, participation and

J.

used -fir the bIloonq Walk

The

Rose Rano, David Reily.

Thomas,

Koclanis,

.

playing emboss and =him

hobby. guwns.

Schwartz, WIU vice-president
for student affairs.

Snie Mes sod the 1969

nchnique

Became he rimer got ossr

put a ,emus with a major in
Engird, and John C Effort
541
Vail Av a senior al
so mamma in Englph. has.
been received -by, Dr..G.R..

JUNIORS: Barbara Bishop,
Linda
Blahford,
Christine

Fill,
Joanne FoMrie. Greg Gibbel,
Lynn Gray, Elizabeth Grillith, Peggy Grob, John Grom,
Eric Hamilton. Sue Harden,
Thomas Harris, Kristen Hill-

ald,

COAT

terl, Laurel Ewe.. John Gib.
het. David Grashorn, Jam"
Heffernan, Margaret 650

Dirac Betide,
Linda Blocki, Gail Bolduc,
John 0,00,00. Lance Burger,
Bruce C.1sen, Thomas Carare:

McAllister, Robert McDon-

STYLED
CORDUROY

Burch, Susan Carmel. Nancy
Collins, Richard Corbett. Lee
Davidheiscr, Susan Demon.
Jonathan Decv, Pauline 000 ity, Jeanne Ebert, Janice Es.

tine. Anne Lockwood, Janice
Did
Lyon,
Amy Porch manse, Dm
Petersen, Clark D Petrie.
Andrea Polites, Richard Potowski. Julie Przebieda, Carol

School

American Universities and
Colleges are two students from
the Northwest suburb. arca
Confirmation of the melee
lion of Linda El Crain 1007
Greenfield Ln Mount Pros

000 High School's Senior hon.
or roll are: Peter Anderson.
Richard Blakeman, Beverly

Kuykendall,

hanie

NORFOLK

bins, Trevor Will, Robin Will
William W. Wolod, Laura
Wray and Cherie Ann Wee alt.
SOPHOMORES on Aribm.

JUNIORS on the umior
honor roll at Arlington High

Kathryn

PILE -LINED

L

land, Bevcdy Walker, Stephen
Wehmann, Michael K. Wil-

le

Koriath, Cynthia Kort, Lorne
Kuffel, Steven Lorch, Step-

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

MaryAnn Uri k

Willcoz, Patricia Zalud and
Elizabeth Zilen.

Kivlahan, Kristin Klimek.

lined inner fly, and
many more. 27.40,

Ron Stanley, Steven Starr, Karen 'Thompson.

He's 'Plum' fast on the draw
in winning six-gun tournament

Among the 37 Western 11

hums Univ.-at/ mmors that!
have been named to Who s
Who Among Students in

all

Robert F. Hogan, executive

secretary of the NCTE, said

095

valuePriced

THE Neill sends to

Arlington High students
make senior honor roll
Nan,

son of Mr. and Mn. Daniel

or the awards winners enteral
the colieke of their choose Ap

proximo.). 00 per mat of

SENIORS--Davld

Two Arlington Heights KUdents at Milton College. Milton, Wis., have pledged social
fraternities. Joseph Schmidt,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Schmidt has pledged Alpha
Sigma Phi. and Dm Prystash,

In previous years 99 per ant

mg hams of soling:. Ind hibh
saran 0,0,6,0 dimmed by

Lepkowski,

brothers

essay

materials m in sval
mated and scored bs smmlUdg

!a.m., nom, ppg apt,. the

Fraternity

tine sneorst toa dmy ios

officer and English dLperr
men chairman in the sounay

rots a

These

chairman.

firms while he attended Brad -

switchboard installer to

anareness and

junior class for every 500 students in the total enrollment,
according to
William T.
Ludolph. English dalstriment

He teamed computer /spar-

111.8.055'

ostutandink high school Ens

the two Dos Plotnes rembagers
to represent the high school in
theas competition. The school
w allotted one envy from the

Col. Jack T. Pink.
Richard C.

seugd eenntds

from Maine West nominated

Pre Train retvivEd a trophy
and a $2.5 savings band from

k., Or. .00 °mg.°,

assistancs Ths names of Mae

mations on general EnylOsh
Knox Thies and skills and on

of English bas
named Dmnsky a n201011.1
wAtimr and Miss hone= a

School.'

school's

pleted two standardized mom

TessMrs

the U S
Gofers!

1970 should they need shell

Kauko daughter of Mr and
Mrs A Kamen 2157 West
vow Dr have been sited m

The National Council of

o here he ISA compost' opera

the

Dm

Rd

and Miss Chrlstina

!oh students

dim ol the Month at Fort
Bernina: Horroon Indium
tor and instructor
Arm)
Adiut cot

Ardmore

Plaines
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Who's WhO

Nat the 0000001 recommends
them. students 000 semore
for collsge scholarships in

After nomination cash MI
den submitted mmplm of his
including m
best writing
autoblogrephml sketch corn

Stephen M Drensky son of

Mr and Ms S M Drensky
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"Visit Our Big 8, Tall Me.ds
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220 5 Dundee Ave
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,DES PLANE
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1507 Rand Road
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NEED A HIGH SCHOOL OR
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Wit Wed*.
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10,5 WILL ,ST THAD 516A5
91019.0FAS CIA 2451

HEY1

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

12 Santori, Waded Women

NO CAR EXPENSES
NO LEAD CHASING
NOM DOOR KNOCKING

INSPECTORS

PRODUCTION

nay CALL ONE NOW,

you READ1T

p7= "Z:

sla

Pon on

COLONIAL

10 AM

Gifts for

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY
CALL

Musical

255-7200 OR 296-6640

PAW

Svhfordsplurn

cons wnlr
Cue

General Hauling

f

EPEE KITTENS

KANZLER BROTHERS'

,

Alterotian s

111.a Rank dem and Regent:. Donbas sing R chorus of a familiar card,
hohre a traditional hidlday event an the romans of Northern Winois

are smothers et 110 Mo., t011 Month,
,Mgen, which were featured during Me iesen
Niathigal Dinners OM month..
11,e rott al Mr. and Mrs. Allen

Amino. of Ihe sls

Cluistiros

You must know signs
to pass drivers' test
complete un ex-

11111.

dimealiop
Iterms can
II

Awn.

dring,

ren.ined6
Ili' 111inal.. 11,0 Bur
adsises. wit should

Nrois up on sour ahilin
Idernily wattle figni--on fight
and In their .hopes. -and on
your Looniest,: of traffic

Ili ige

tem three and four dealing

,d. Warning
Yelkailmed envoi,

with traffic signs and mall
should virtually MARE
your passing the written par.
lion of the re-enumination II
will also Ire helpful if you arc
requinth to lake, road test to
demonsinoe
your
driving
lulu's.

Lo

1,,

slam and

k771.5

7,1

good."MS Litt nosy ,Main .
Arm. without clew}'.will-

THY EXAMINATION is
pan of the shoe, prugnim to
rcleolnfiligenSell Jivers every
nine ,van.
ricramtnice with
Ian much became elleciive
. Tien 1110 driver who

See.

recognize traffic
understand their

ccc .. ..e ihut Hs Erwin°
0, I unr... MI MINI., Tu..,
upon his :moll:MIMI and paymcm
the

.

Ireenw fee. will he ie.' later.

Ike "Rides of the Road"

Re, rem.. 'ony
9.3172

255-7200

a. Black -I" lying down
is, Bkekcr
o. Round Lan -Neck 'IX"

Black line bending to

d.

fight. then Mien
c. Black make-shapedline

SIG N 1DENT I-

r

FICATION. Match each nfie

1

of sign as described in the fins

Inn

column below with its proper

r

I Railroad crossing

I Raid lawns right. then.
1 Cnosrmisk
Side road

I Winding real

h. Slip

Snow Plowing

Off-campus training bill

opens new opportunities

MACHINE

201 W Campbell 259 6160

Loniluene to
edocusorial situation.
.1.1er.1

Programs

er.lit.

school

b

lama previouslRE

arrangements,

prom the significancy of the

Ogilvie.
e.

approach. My Orly have redsted only under special drams Noma." Mrs. Chapman said.
'The hill opens the concept

6 Ow feeling of marry
PeaP10 1141 we should use all

ivumiges mailable for
edcation.. NMI Peter Titre.

of greeter utilization at com-

usumani principal in char., of
own
sersiees at John
i 110
vo:men,
'Alain of these nnources

silt+leonly

munity resources and individuals who arc specialists in their
respective fields," according

lside

.Lund:' hr. continued.
111F. NEW. LAW makes it'
rsmiNe for high school stu0thi ro
0 credit for off.
eanipin wok afille ender the
firesironce al CENtis who may

ms Ise rndlied as leachers.
Ninon of the NII's euppon
ir01/1 the District 214 area.

NM ()Hwy
Ent 306 mia sponsored by

oop. Elwin Chapman IDArlington

Ride ri c k

McLennan,
Ph.D.. assistant superinten.
dent of District 214, was direct-

for of the district, activities

A1,1111MT IIT.1,11,rs Will he-

1.10 euectis, in High School
11iNtse1 714 Ininning Feb. I.
the in, day of the sec.
mot 011,1,1
111.111

ot,

6

x wsum w

Iam 11,111111t
1101, 01 Oa
in
words

chin,

thr.r .1116 o rny um.

in

raslifiL
the row 11 swim oput
101x101.11111, in 0 groats hem. will

firth iln.rsit d
smt
.0nalu min. n nt.r1
1

thsring was on d trd dial
proLulalrn nail soots..

111),

mbonoies for all as mh soh

number of off -camps

more easily obtainable by II-

1111C alit
notify his division
head or department chairmen
sshowill On, I-CI:LIAM need to
the central system Where In

elo.tron, sr.roary will

"talents with no definite ca-

marks11Nalion, The plan also
more
othmmpus facilities

A teacher needirag a nuleall

contact stfirditines

Th. Juni., will men itt. qt.
wsfim on 0 sor month hid
basis from Fshroory to Ions
1970 at a total sou of
II 714 S0

linWludents.
9.11fe

Trl
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TT.TY
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A
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t

s

r la,
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e
an phases oftool banding and

fl
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mi

TIMEKEEPER
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ter

Village Hall ... 439-3900
866 Londmeier Rood, Elk Grove Village
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,
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'
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WOLTMAN CONSTRUCTION
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WALL PAPERING

bill egoes into effect

immediatelY. While VI-

volvernent will he al Pm discretion of each schwa/ wc

ljacluall, roam towards
pluuentatton
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un

communrly

ramhtter

Titrk mid
AddMonal
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Inn em -nine Mr bill and oft
campus orogen, may be oh.
Wald by aontfettng the awls

Itmt pump] in charge of in
stritctiOnal van=
refine
(Inc area high schools
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Upholstery
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y

MARK TRAIL
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MAP21/LLO BUILDERS
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BETTER
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E

Firewood
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2
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Mr. PROSPECT
3
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2
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Young Hobby Club

350.2030

PIPE&R&L&A&gr200

femme ofeowtmo

MGM V Fp AND STACK

WANT

Colllt

PLANET ZERO" ROBOTS
PRIZES IN THIS CON-

- Wallpapering

4,4

TEST!

MY SPECIALTY.PAPER HANGING

AD
No

Convert usable
but
unneeded

8.24-3440Or'

no .Work.624-2141

Decorate Now
Pay Later

419 3269

TONZ=

Lauritz Jensen

3226 TON STACIPED

into ready

62,2216

cash with a far

S27.3360
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.CL 9-0495

A e.6.61

Cuiering

LICENSED BEAM OPERATOR
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,,,,,,,,,
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FANCY HOPS DOEUvERs
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Jam
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-

WANT A WIG FOR CHRISTMAS?
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Irtm trava. twos,
Ithrindow Washing
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fly Coney Ifick
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'S°61 'Tr7227(7""L

PArCG SPAM.

'LOPNNLl'i:I'S540

FREE

HAVE A WIG PARTY.
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TYPES
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tw

R1STICHcPAVING AND CE
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Decorators

CUSTOM CARPETING
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Yamons Repair

able 296.5385

FAMIL)l

Machine.

d

253.6300
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in The Day. Phone
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Superific Quick
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g Janitor Work
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Sears Roebuck and Co.
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550 NO FEE
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TRAINEE
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RIME

71-70 Rent Rouses

Iftar.'07772.12:1

IIM npom

WIRERS AND

asstr7fir, WVTArristMT.1?Zn..,

27

nal

OT 503

At

297

STOCK PACKERS

Sears, Roebuck and Co

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.

nv

COidi01.1.
55150.behembeeser.

2,41oorSou.

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

mis

ond
Nike

du.,

ASSEMBLERS

Golf Mil! Store

27 Help Wanted Men & Women

red. vd

350,

253 337

Fir FE,E31.431:"

DELIVERY

401 Golf Mill Shopping COMP. 5620,12.

Open Daily 9:30 A.M. to 8 P.M.

HOUSEKEEPING
5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Ill.

-

SeARSKR

Vial SHOW FASMACI

nAMM'r"Mna'413S3713Tutn

OPERATORS

Sears Roebuck and Co.

II:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.

P.M.

/d r

I

liXt?

A

Trnin33L3q4,t9c,nttalt

ESTAI

DAY COBTODIANS

APPLY IN PERSON AT PERSONNEL OFP}.

lidor01133:025

....mg, blue 6 Cyl °O.0

JIG le FIXTURE
e mM9NTITI.

"35Fanr1 3gIg'"n

MCC.

41-11421Frodsldnysfohnole

SHEET METAL

rhoshoring in SFARS tonnes 'nein

&nerd, 9:30 A.01. 6:5 P.81.

$504 MONTH

1450 CHEMOLM COUPE Good

,nieage. 52176
Call a 3.3619

537 19313

1 P.M. to 6 P.M.
SUNDAY

AIRLINE

,,,antraga,laalagTaraTV,graata`,aaa:..,,a

44KM

-

wt ie_

MOD% MAKERS

DAILY
9:30 A.M. to 2:30 P.M.
I1 A.M.to 4 P.M.

DEMONSTRAT RS

f

24000

269.4061

SNACK BAR ATTENDANTS

GENERAL SALES

HARPER COLLEGE

vvrasme meRnn

smock.. fora Meg

.110.5633.

MENACE

GENERAL
FACTORY

'S
JRAIIIEY'S

0.51995 301 6449

Ge.Cor

CIR AIR CATRONE

MATRON

PART TIME

409-2210

CAR OR TRUCE

Coll MARS otter

If

Hoqmon Eslalas 01-funt

aoaa aaaa 1g4

GENERAL SALES
GENERAL CLERICAL
AUDITING CLERICAL

NEEDS

METALS,

one and %um yen Good

School Bus, Inc.

Monday flint Friday

F

956.1770

Travel Agency

re1,

3040 3:Busse Rd.
ARLIGZ,V,,O ILL.

Sears Roebuck and Co.

Elk Grove Voago

Hondo. 2SOCC. S660

,Aptpe

sa,, encte

.

P.M. ROUTES

AUTO MECHANICS

Guff Mill Mors

Pr topok Eng C orp.
CuStOiller A565106f

96,

ON ANY USED

6P M

PRAIRIE RIDGE APTS.

harm

14"Ir.

Wc"

A.M. ROUTES

Daily: 9 A.M. to 2 P.M.
5:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

GOLDEN BEAR

seeVeV"

6:30-8:30 a.m.

STOCKMEN

SeslrS

UPON ARRIVING AT

'L3/3yrnS3s

271Iep 11111e&Mon & Women

RESTAURANT

FREE PARKING

Doily: 6 A.M. to 10 A.M.
61'.M. to 101'.81.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.Sunday; 8:30
A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

aaa°1,70%-raTa:aaaa:la
r99560.Coll 058 1273

SI

REAL

TO SALES GAN

MO 827 4500

S. Sus. Rd

ELECTROLUX VACUUM cratiach-

STORES

Full Time

PANCAKE HOUSE
rM

296 2327

AIIIEY FORD

53n.53:11n4MINOIrd°3_
439.4100

OnG1410I

JEWEL FOOD

XPERIENCFD

IF PRESENTED

roTo'de'st drI7srde'setre's TI'SO

28, 4367

SCHAUMBURG

FACTORY

OwnSm bashible

5200 DISCOUNT

1111,13torcycles and Scooters

1444

Fl 6-0100 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept.

"

MOS Sped

POODLES ANC NAM mall toy

NEEDS

ASSEMBLERS

FACTORY HELP.

La Salk Personnel

TOM
mow

MIS AD IS

3°4-2783

Apply Now

ntNg,T.557

Paid Training

Daily: 8:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

lOs. Public School
District 25

no

IT

mne w""Tenn53M5n1

*

ANCE

20..2770

DRIVERS
Earn Extra Co,

PORTERS

7-g

nd mom

SCHOOL BUS

A,

MT. PROSPECT

Excellent fringe

wired.

The New

Ch=ns

17"

3,r2
2S9-1575

AIKEY

JJM$.0
991

350-7844

shorthand
and
typing skills re-

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

o MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

OPERATORS

112-11Momokles For Sa!e

107Auto Pals and Access.

persona. Strong clerical
figure aptitude.

and
Light
good

nrDce Fir

AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

NEW OFFICES

Page 23

5500 ar hart.259-5430.

girls with seret:M*1 e

o PAID VACATION

MACHINE

Needs Complete Staff

mf50.9.4435 8x7.784¢

Immediate openings in
oar executive office for

MRS. FALZONE
PERSONNEL MANAGER

o FREE MEALS

STENO

rnnMtlarinona

An equal op porlun ity employer

o5af

2624, 5449479 0393241

THE SINGER COMPANY
BOO E. Northwest Hwy.

Wednesday, December 17, 1969

1102-Trucks,Trallers

Heights..2 6005

APPLY iN PERSON TO

DES PLAINES

team.

PerverilgoaMer

GENERAL OFFICE

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

dimrer

4010EN MR MIKA.
M. RPEoStT A
R
0ndMMhAe bootwkwod
.o ppoo
anogbn
itb

FOR:

SPECIAL ORDER CLERKS

CALMS at 2947191

Ken Locum &Associates

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 West Touble Ave.
Skokie, Ill.

'3'nnn

NO FEE.'

Suburban
965-7070

ELMHURST RD.

Days and Malin for Ambitious Gbh

HAS OPPORTUNITIES
Chicago
581-5147

S.

WAITRESSES

MUSIC FIELD
Customer Correspondent

74 -To Rent Apartments

benefits.

DUNICIN DONUTS

CLEIC3

OPERATORS

with interesting

OtIVENTOE

Fnuellsin

44-Ongs,Pets &Equipment

FULL TIME

Light Typing

APPLY IN PERSON, BEFORE 3P.M.

me va0a
mess.

32-Mrsettmeral Matra:fan

PALSTINEAMOLLINGMEADOVVS;

Outstanding Company Benefits
No Experience Necessary

Pleasant Working Conditions

DOOR CO.

870-0200

I

SECRETARIES

fied duties related to retail advertising, for career
minded girl.

Part Time
2 P.M. to 6 P.M.

OVERHEAD

long Greems111.60047

Challenging position

COUNTER GIRL

'<eola7r

HOSPITAL

it Z: r=

Tor

ADVERTISING,
GIRL FRIDAY

BEAUTY OPERATOR
NT I. No, 593 694

ACCOUMVEIG EUTUR'E

allelp Wanted Women

Tan I,arl. Gaon

tWnhorann Moo,. kroll 507 07111

HOW DOES YOUR

21Help Wanted Women

rcne enT7C379:713HO3Lt?.

8200. Apply Ise. vase

202.91N

OPEN EVENINGS

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-41.00

WINAKETTOR
.X01. Northwest Hwy.
.,

CLOSED SUNDAY

Des Plaines, Ill.

827-2163

EXAMPLE:

BRAND NEW

.69 FURY III

BRAND NEW '69 CHRYSLER
Town & Country Station Wagon

SALE LAST'S TILL YEAR END. HURRY!,
MOST MODELS AVAILABLE
INCLUDING ROAD RUNNERS

V-8,

power' steering,

glass, vnyl roof, & white walls.

ORIGINAL List Price $4299

Our Price

00

$

1968 Chrysler 300
2 dr. HT, full power, fact. air cond.,
balance of foci. wart., black vinyl
roof, bronze finish,

....:SEE OUR DISPLAY!

1968 Mercury Montego MX
2 Door, Hardtop, Full Power, Factory
Air Conditioning, Blue Finish.

$2995.

1967 Chrysler 300
4'Dr. H.T. full power, fact, air cond.
Balance of Fact. Warranty, black
vinyl roof. Silver finish.

$2395

,4.

1968

.11995

G

..e,"5S.3.%\c

Ip0)%°111° $29.95 cl/c/P/4ee's

1968 Plymouth .Fury III
2 dr. HT, full power, yellow finish.

19 66 Plymouth Satellite

.

4 dr. face. air-cond., green finish

1962 Plymouth

r9u17dk

$2 195

Wagon

6 cyl., automatic, Priced to save

1965 FORD

C.ICt-'

nv4
...ARSr.....
'si).''
COUNTRY SQUIRE

1965 Mercury
4 Door, Sedan, V.8, Automatic, PowCr Steering, Blue Finish.

$377

point

1967

$1 095

1968
Rod,: C'vois

$1988

30 rr °cud°

1967 Chrysler Newport

2 dr. HT, full power, vinyl roof.

$1 788

Our low - low special price of

V-8,.auto., power steering, air cond..
Wil;IP Tinkly

Borrac.ucto'
otrc
oUtOrn .

411 395

pONNet

$1795

s,06

°if c0,7_,
ock

steer"1.°

vel

qrs6

_.

1968 A.M. Javlin

1969

:2363

.

$2595

Steering, Black Vinyl Roof, Red Fin- $1995

w°rronGitc;°5'

1967 Catalina Convertible

.1968

Full Power, Turquoise Finish.

aT00

-B

$22 95

pk3uSt3o'nlatIC

$695

$1

c/4,

'1967 Rambler

795

Dr.

4

Rebel 770, 6 cyl. auto. Red

Finish.

1967 Chrysler N.Y.!2-DR. H T

Gre'di°
i

Power Air Condition At Our

low -low Price Of

Full power, air cond., roof rack and
many others. Salo price

1968 Ford 4 Dr. Sdn.

Fall [Rimer. Fortnor Air (rind Ftni.
once of Factory Warranty. Gold fin -

rricea to

cy

sell at.

.$844

.

.

.

,

black vinyl roof, Blue finish.

$2999
."6(

Vin

y/ inter/0

t 9999

it cond.,

$2195

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt 14
Des Plaines, III Phone 298-4220

PLYMOUTH
ter

0,j,je

\`

.

CHRYSLER -

DES PLAINS

$1095

1967

1967 Buick Wildcat

.

fu//
C13711.14
Do age Dv.
WO,

1969 Plymouth Sub. Wagon

$1395

1966

1965 Chrys. Station Wagon
Full

'2 Ton pick up, Top Condition.

ish.

----:-........

I

1963 Dodge :truck

2 dr. Hard Top, 4 Speed, V8, Power

sot Of

eos

power

brakes, factory air conditioning, tinted

FULL PRICE

OVER 70 USED CARS TO CHOOSE FRO
R

model.

List Price $5473

AND STATION WAGONS

1969

2 Dr. H.T. our luxurious top of the line

Truely a luxury wagon and the only luxury wagon equipped with AIR CONDITIONING, Power
steering power brakes, automatic transmission
383 V8, luggage rack, WW tires & much more!
Original
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WEATHER
Tonight. Mostly cloudy,

Telephone

"Now -

-we -ye ioe

in 20s; Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, not much
change in temperature
low
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Urge flood

e ntro

01

show 11 OW
By Richard Crabb

The Council

of Govern-

By Bob Casey

ments of Cook County (COG).
announced yesterday .that it

The Elk Grove Village Fire
Department

will sponsor a face-to-face
public eiebate Jan. 28 on the
flood control (tunnel) plans of

is

suspected arson

investigating
in connec-

tion with a fire in an old farmhouse at 1031 Higgins, accord-

the Metropolitan Sanitary.District, the City of Chicago and
the Illinois Division of Water-

ing to Lt. Donald Kuhn of the
department.

ways.

The house, owned by Margaret Hoeski, 1031 Higgins,

Invited to take part in the
confrontation of flood control
plans are Vinton Bacon, super-

was one of several cited for

intendent of the Metropolitan
Sanitary
District; Milton
Pikorsky, engineer for the City
of Chicago and John C.
Guillou, chief engineer for the
Illinois Division of Water-

building code violations by
Cook County officials this
week.

)2-

tk

burned itself out sometime before firemen arrived at the

to the house with Gomez to
pick up some clothing and a

scene early yesterday evening.

television set that had been left

behind by the family.

"THE FIRE was confined
to

bedroom
and
it
evidently' started in the bed and
the

Former occupants of the
the Armando Gomez

house,

family, were moved out Satur-

day by Neighbors at Work
(NA\V1,

a
local community
group, and provided with temporary quarters in the Elk
Grove Holiday Inn.

According to Kuhn, a fire

Louis Archbold of NAW
said he called the fire department last night after returning

ways.

to be held at the Prudential
Building in Chicago,

THE PLANS were

JP

an-

meeting

annual

0

" 4)14
P44. .

mittee meeting in the Bismark
Hotel.
"Flood control is a problem

'zit "it

of near universal concern in
both the City of Chicago and
the suburbs," said Walsh. "It

Wheeling Township Republican Committeeman Richard A. Cowen (left) looks over the gifts
donated by members of the Wheeling Township Republican Organization (WTRO), for Coolt
County foster children, Wednesday night at WTRO headquarters 201 N. Minton, Arlington
Heights. With Cowen are James W. Anderson, 412 N. Evergreen. Arlington Heights, puldieity
chairman for WTRO and his wife. Jeanne, office administrator for WT120.

"We are inviting representatives of the Metropolitan

Nab S youngsters, solve
6 burglaries, 2 c r thefts

Sanitary Distrkt. the City of
Chicago and the Illinois Division of Waterways to come to
our annual meeting and thor-

oughly report their views on
the most effective way to control flooding in the Chicago

By Gary Shiffman

area.

open to the public, and we are
asking speakers to prepare special visual presentations so
that we can accomplish a maxex-

theran Church of Martha and
Mary, 606 W. Golf was looted
Nov. 8.
Lincoln School was burglarized Nov. 14 and IS. Several fire extinguishers were
taken in the first break-in.
Nothing was taken the second
time, but about $300 vandalism. was done inside the
building.

coincidence --an
unfortunate
one at that --that young persons

were found to he involved in
both.''

tunnel plan in 1967, but except

Four boys,

for research work, little has
been done. Mayor Richard

two I 3 -year -olds and

Daley

year -old, were charged with

an-

a

15 -year -old,
a

12 -

nounced Chicago would de-

the burglaries at

velop a modification of the

churches on Golf Rd. and Lincoln School.
TWO 15 -YEAR -OLD boys

deep tunnel plan and complete

it within 10 years. The Illinois
Department of Waterways is
known to have its own plans
for dealing with flooding in the

BOPP SAID the 15 -year old boy graduated from Lin-

three

coln School and is now in high

lice about a week ago after dis-

covering some of the stolen
equipment in his son's room.

-MIS information,- said
Bopp, "helped lead us to the
other three. All four admitted
their involvment in the burglaries and said they planned
to use the electronic equipment for a musical group they
were forming."
The auto theft arrests, according to Bopp, stemmed

The
Illinois Commerce
Commission yesterday
set
aside a Central Telephone Co.
request for a rate increase that

would boost an average residential user's monthly phone

more.

bill by as much as $2.
"This is a regular legal
procedure," R. E. Schumm.

public relations division manager for Central Telephone,

illopping Center parking lot.

and two 13 -year -old girls were
implicated in the auto thefts.
Loudspeakers,
amplifiers

The other was stolen Monday

are students at the school nose,

night and found a short dis-

according to Bopp.
Bopp said the father of one

other electronic equip -

of the youths phoned the po-

tance away several hours later.
The car was dented badly
while it was missing.

By Keith Brown and
Rick Lewis

Hair comes the bride. No!
It's the groom.
Last night over nation-wide
television on the Johnny Carson show Tiny Tim, whose real
name is Herbert Buckingham

Khaury, was wed to "Miss
Vicki", Victoria Mae Bidinger, 17.
"Ha -ha-ha,

I

think it's the

on our institutions...But that is

not going to
watching it."

stop me frit

Tom's Standard gas station,
5 S. Northwest Hwy., Palatine
voiced the consensus reaction

to the. "what do you think of
Tiny Tim's marriage" question. "We don't."
Said Howard Goone, 1505
Chestnut,

Prospect

Heights,

"They say love is blind...well
this proves it."

kookiest thing that ever hap-

Joe Carter, who tends bar at

pened on TV," said Mrs. Dexter Gorski, 573 N. Milwaukee,
Wheeling.

Ye Old Town Inn at. 18 W.

.

"I

THINK

it's

groovy

that they're doing their thing,"

said Mrs. Ruppoert Lovely,

Busse Rd., Mount

Prospect,

said while fixing drinks, "It
should have been Phyllis Diller and
They could have
set their hair together."

Rolling

"I THINK if he 'gets mar-

Meadows. "He's a strange

ried he's proving something,"

product."
JamesT. Ryan, member of
the Arlington Heights Plan

said Dan Carda, 326 S. Water-

2404

Algonquin,

Commission, said, "Actually
it's a rather sad commentary

man, Arlington Heights, while
watching on the Inn television.
"I don't think he is,"
quipped

Carda's

date

Miss

Chris 'Busse. 615 S. Owen,
Mount Prospect. -They're going to have separate bedrooms
on their honeymoon.'.
During the ceremony sonic

of the customers at the Old
Town Inn had a few choice
words for Tiny and his bride.
"Sock -it -to -her baby." said
one man.
"Next yveek they'll have
highlights of the honeymoon," another 'Ilan said.
"Yeah," responded another,
on "Mission Impossible."

,

.

IMPOSSIBLE or improbable, Tiny Tim has done it.
After the wedding, Tiny,
who is somewhere between 42
and 49 years old, and his bride
'drank a toast proposed by Carson. While the champagne
flowed among't e guests:Tiny
and bride were s pping on Their
favorite drink, milk and honey.

Maybe this finally reveals
why Jack Parr quit.

.

SCHUMM BLAMED rate
increase request on inflation.
He said that Central Telephone will he taking part in a
general

hearing. They haven't thrown
the request out."

Jan.

ALMOST ALL

of

Des

Plaines, all of Park Ridge. and
parts of Chicago, Mount Prospect; Niles, and Rosemont arc
served by Central Telephone.
Schumm said he did not
know what date has been set

for the hearing. Central Telephone's rates were last increased in 1953.

long

distance

tele:

phone toll rate decrease after

I, and that that cut will

make necessary greater revenue in other areas of telephone
service.

The toll rate cut will save Illinois residents about SIO million in 1970, Schumm said. He
said that the proposed local
service rate increase would
boost revenues by about S3
million. Central Telephone
serves about 154.001) users in
Illinois. '

last

side of the house had changed
color, as if it had been singed.
She said the house had recently
been repainted.
Mrs. Hoeske said she does
not have a key to the house and
that to her knowledge. the only

SIMON

Illinois Bell lelephone Co.
last Thursday asked the state
commerce commission for its
first rate increase in 16 years.
That company asked for
rate increases ranging from 25
cents to $2 a month for private
residences, and for $1 to $6.11)
monthly increases for businesses. Adjustments would he

made for other types of business

services,

C'.

L.

president of the firm, said.
The commerce commission
has taken no action yet on Illinois Bell's request.

ILLINOIS

BELL serves
customers in Des Plaines, Arlington Heights, Mount Prosand Rolling Meadows
whose telephone number prepect

fixes are 253. 255, 259, 392
and 394. In Palatine it serves
numbers prefixed by 358 and
359: in Hoffman Estates and
Schaumburg. 529 and 894: in

If you haven't used it in a year, you probably don't need it.

last night. said she thought the
fire might base been started by
a cigaret lilt in the house
helloeskc proper tv is west

of the Elk Grose

During I tiesdaN s county
inspection the house and three
shacks neat hs ssctc cited for
several building cods violations. including lanky space
heaters, inadcquate sanitary
facilities and struetut al de -

Gripe

.0f The
Day

The Mount Prospect Vil-

lage

Board

Public

Works

Committee indicated to

real

estate developer Richard
Braun

last

night

mend a recapture ordinance
that would allow Braun to re. gain money he has spent on
sewer lines for a future subdivision, south of Jody Ct. and
West of Meier Rd.

'pay for sewer work to he done

in Haden Heights M a flood
control
program. in
amount of 5.763.000.,

the

0M2 small group of homeowners were missed in assigning assessment costs, and this is
to be remedied. he said.

,./

Neighbors

;

who

drive

right past children on the

way to school on rainy
M C.

days.

Boys sought

for delay
of C

NW

I)es Maims police said yesterday: they

belie is

that two

it the ttatti tracks
earlier in the day \1L1 icsponsible for a halt-hout debts of a
Chicago
\ oi th W;estern
youths seen

freight tram euoss Rivet and
Rand ltds m Dcs Plaines,
Tuesday night
Police said that tsso youths
were seen plats rig on the tracks
near Peselk s Super Market at

170 N. Riyer Rd as the train

593 and 956. and in Wheeling

approached I met the train
seas forced tit stop his muse sev-

541.

Prefixes served by Central

eral pins saris icnioed from
various couplings
During the del us police had
to reknit, nom tImcst bound

011 Rind Rd south to
Northwest Ilsss
tra 1 tic

II here's
,5(111 1(1

More than 150 items were

Recapture bill is doubtful

illage lim-

its.

Elk Grove Village, 437. 439.

Hersey high
toy drive
gets 150 items

SAYS

NIrs. Hoeskc uho said she

did not kilos of the tire until

13rown,

Telephone are: 296, 297. 708.
299, 692, 693, 604. 698. 823.
824, 825 and 827.

SUBLII

building inspectors

persons who had entered the

and Buffalo Grove, 537 and
1

that they
would probably not recom-

Too bad Scrooge,TinyTtm wins

for an average of $6 a month

said. "What they do is set aside
our petition and set a date for a

from questioning of several

ss as taken Sunday night and recovered by police Monday
morning in the Randhurst

The request was for an increase in the average residential user's bill of shout 7 cents
a day, Schumm said. Businesses which are heavy users of the
phone service would be billed

dozen persons on the north
side of Mount Prospect, where
the cars were stolen. One auto

school. The other three boys

and

Chicago area.

glarized Nov. 7 and the Lu-

unrelated," said Det. Sgt. Joseph Bopp. "It was a mere

The Metropolitan Sanitary
District announced its deep

ago

605 W. Golf, was hit on Nov. 2
and 29. Mount Prospect Bible
Church, 505 W. Golf was bur-

auto thefts were completely

imum of understanding in a

months

meat worth about $500 were
taken in the Church burglaries. Trinity Methodist Church,

Mount Prospect detectives
have rounded up eight youngsters, clearing up six burglaries
last month and two auto thefts
within the last week.
"The burglary cases and the

"THE MEETING will he

2

onr,*
401, 4".4

,

is a problem that demands urgent attention but is buried under a complexity of plans and
confusion.

Walsh

.

Tt,44;

The plans were approved by
the Council's executive com-

short period,plained.

By I)an Ruck

C64.

committee.

MRS. IIOESKE s:,id

night that yesterday morning
she noticed paint on the out-

Illinois Commerce Commission
sets asi e atone r to hike

The annual meeting with its
study of flood control plans is

nounced yesterday by Mayor
of Arlington
Jack Walsh
Heights, chairman of COG's

mez arrived.

horned itself out," Kuhn said.

that destroyed a mattress, box

springs and a baby basiimet

Archbold said the fire was
burned out when he and Go-

house Mier the Gomez family

,nowt out vi me the county

collected last week in a Hersey
High School toy drive.
The students also received

he Minim Prospect Plaza

$3 gift from Jewel Food store
and a stocking tilled with 580
worth of toys donated by Convenient Food Mart, according
to Glen Ratlike, ii Hersey stu-

day s 10:30 ant to 4 30 p m.
and 6:30 to 8 30 p 111 Saturdw.s 10 a In to 5 3(1 p
and Sunda\ s II a in to 5

dent.

The toys will be distributed
through the Northwest Opportunity' Center to poor and underprivileged children.

At

his

headquarters in

On Nliniity,s through 1 ri-

the Itandlitirst Mall
every do horn 9 311 a in to
9:311 p.m.

It was Braun's contention
that he should regain at

least

some part of the cost of the
sewer facilities that he had in-

stalled to reach his property,
from holders of other land parcels that benefit from the servers, also outside the village
limits.

The committee also heard
Director
Richard
Jesse tell of the progress in
Finance

"spreading"

special

assess-

ment number 70, which will

Meetings
Mount Prospect Board
of Appeals, Village Hall; 8
p.m.
School'District 26, 1801)
E. Kensington Rd., 8 p.m.

Harper College Board,
Algonquin and Roselle
Rds., Palatine, 8 p.m.

Members of Central School's Special Project Committee pack toys donated
for 1 he Day's
Christmas gift collection for foster children. They are (from left): :Marianne
Forest, public relations director for the committee; Bob Newport, 301 S. 1,(kard,:entrain, 216 N.
chairman; and
Bruce NIelge, 4(15 :McArthur Dr., committee president and Student Council President

at the Junior
high. All are of Mount Prospect. The toys were given to The Dly Wednesday
(Photo by Jack
Stafford.)
shin on page 3)
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THE DA1

No one was bad this year,

More Day art contest winners

no guestion .iron
the conduct of The children
oho attend Miss Byrnes' first

wmts a hunting see Janet
wants Battling Tops. Linda

They're pod.
They've been good all year.

wants Criss.. Laurie likes

all

Students at Central School
in Mount Prospect. yoterday

klic Day', Christmas gill colZenon for ester children in

lots! of toys..."

mos Eve.

. doll and a chop choo train. and

Robert. al the other end of
Arlington Heights, has drawn

CatchA hall And Jennifer a Lints an

a Octave of Santa surrounded
be lots and lots of sacks of tom

a

BROTHER ISAYII).

Ill write in senor
wants some molds and a se.
enough

said

Committee

Mandy dosn't want much
for Chrrstrnas except a pom
and a houle for Suzy.

But Dennis wants an NI -I

L is go to a slumber party.
evs David Bruck) Nine year old David !ism at Ion 9.1.0ka.
Pismo Yeggptet, and attends
IL Raymond School. David's

four Illinoisans reptetedly
granted asylum in Sweden yes-

the Swedish National Board of
Immigration and Natural.
ization

.erdey.

His father. Richard Blecke.
mid he teas -lane surprtsed
when he received a all from a

Penman and Snoopy Weeping

for AA batteries to go alone

f

h. n

e Navy Feb. I of this year.

Station looted

Boobies mew. P.J. doll, should make Christmas mores for
enny Ghee. 1005 W. Pendleton. 611011 Pr.pe.. Penny is a

M

urtheradenand due ream and.

Cleaning firm robbed
by lone man with note
Promm-of an undetermined
amount of money.
Police said the man rap.
preached the clerk. a 15 -sear.

old girl. He asked hcr if the
manager was around, and she
answered 'No."

Then the man handed ths
girl s note rending -Give me
all your money and bills, and
ms one will ger hen:
THE CLERK put the mom
n the envelope and the man

10,1 week. Merl Cleaners in
taunt Pnopect Plea was
old up by a gunman who got
31.

Police said there Min no
ama -cm connection hetween
he two robtrxries.

Auto looted

jeans. She mid he had a fours
five-day growth of heard. He is

GT.: Village will

at IC S. Shin. Mount Panpeck

#

ea.

from their son.

dig

The Perfect Gift Idea
For Christmas!

MICH ELOB--Ni::

,-

6 -1
Available in all sizes
Prom Children to Ladies,

"We carry a variety of colors"

ZBRUMLIK
SHOES
A
(Des Plaines' Largest Shoe Store)

1500 Miner Se. "Since 1900"
824-5019

lel 11. Pew.So rill 1g-00 PM

89 1

Fornous Liquor Stores .
AND IT'S ALL TRUE!

ffe:

.7,11m....1,WsreVezIlle...alie,Geelf,gsegegebt,:ntr

dilated Mat they did.
First, all of the concert pre

and chid. choir

directors

tirele.11 and produce
fine Bne programs far the

swan

HOWEVER,

fim, do not have parents or

day and yyhen their work war

other ostracism to make Christetasa special occasion for.

complete ten boxes were filled.
The students pre nice

them.

presents, Ferguson said. and

'Mrs. McMurrough about the
plans for collecting the gifts,

Gov. Ogilvie yesterday told
the govern ces ..r Indiana mai
Wisconsin, and Walter 1.
.

Hinkel, United Stales secretary of in
Mat ''a full.
objective study is needed of

When Thc Day notified

plans for a lake airport."

she sent several case studies of
the children describing the
tragedy
and
hardship
'sentenced by many of the chit -

He made the ...mufti during a foe
tolake pollutiott
conference with Governors
Warren Knowles (Wis.). Ed-

Among these were children

lames Kellogg. a spokesman

enough money to provide a'
comb and nail clipper set for can al a very young ago.
300 soklicrs at the Great Lakes
Hospital, he mid.

gar Whim.. (Ind).

like Jerry, who damaged by.

for Michigan Governor .Wil.
Milliken, in the Martino

will urge stmody that we go
.low nn plans foe a lake air-

Your

IMPORTED
SCOTCH

KING

I

Certainly Mraditionir music
would be most apprOptinte for

of me got smiles from

eat help

bought to ticket 10
sional performance.

Pare. vand.relative

don.

met suggest that a choir stand
with a church hymnal and sing
five stanzas of "1, Cane Upon

The Midnight Clear" as it is
written. But surely there man
be some marvelous arrange

very professional
performances using amateurs. I guess
they think it's important to

Psdi

722 Center St.. Den Plaines;
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. M.

The Prospect Day oft-teu

hp; hours are, weekday. 9
a.m. to 5 p.m,

'Make all obwks payable to
Children and Family Swims
Children's Gift Fund.

years old.

Gifu and cash donations for
these children can be taken to

onc ash, following collection
locations: The Arlington Day
office,

217

S.

BESTS

IN

AMOK..

lake airport

FREE 40 PORK

CHOPS
Standard Cot

With Porde., d Reeiga so Mare

105arg same °gash

water pollulot control rege
Janos over applied to Wisconsin% pulp and paper industry.

He said that new pollution
orders have be. issued to
to IN mills located along
the Lower Fox Ricer. Corn.
Nance with the orders will be
required by Dec. 31. 1970, be

No Payments III Ian 1970

PORK J I

TAX

47rentorn"'"SlroYr

USDA CROKE

BEEF SIDE

allotted Wisconsin by the fed.

55( er,,c

art government for pollution

(NITER BEEF At=

told

PING

Hinkel that the 517,130.900

Ih

abatement construction would
'Merely he adequate to cover

AtONTHMERSTORADE

FROM 55' lb

municipal projects ready for
grant payment in fiscal year
has too long been
n a deterrent to an aggressive pollution
control program: he said.

t' X

WWWWWW !Kg

,

'gthV'e.)'trdinl'gtergant ate
dons toyl each get and try dc,
grasp that which is beyond
their reach. Perhaps. in the
classroom. Not at a public

We should, of curhn
with new
songs. And dale

acquainted

ttr !Pr( tt.t.0.114%

oncert.

One concert I attended at a
local high school included two

Riled with unfamiliar
some beautiful and

.soloists were sensational. Hut,

some not so hot. They all had
Christmas -y tote, though, so /
loan that makes Them festive

would have preferred student
soloists even if they had hit a

Surely music directors are
aware. theca. that the amen

theme came t6 hear

Christmas celebration is bawd

perfection, they could have

an+mrw....

IOU

got

soMise Paging

par. of "The Messiah." The

I'll bet most of the audience
klinker here and there. The au a high

school concert. If they wanted

ged t. Blended
.n Scodend

Whiskey
Blend

299Ith

279

China

for your

PAUL MASSON

holiday table

Sine WINE

tryre7;:r.':.cn=esiii

169

at FLANDBILTR,ST

tuna noodle caswrolc. hamburger on bun, wiener on hon.

Vagetahle tune chuicee

-

Atmosphere, Caroling Groups,
Elegant Deeorations, And
Gifts Galore For The
Last Minute Shoppers!

Half Quarts

GOLD
PENNANT

ENCHANCE YOUR SETTING

Canadian Whisky

FOSTORIA CRYSTAL

q 79

Quart

A.NISETrTF, 60 Prorn,, f

Extension
courses

Imported

File

"kJ..

49'

The Saving

259

FRENCH BRANDY

319

CANADA
DRY GIN

KRAML
FRESH MILK

2 79

69c

tension program of gradua

me PRECEDENCE SHAPE Moto, wed a

PREIHDENCE CRYSTAL

orda -Immo

54.75 owners'

OtAmTOOue

SHAPE FOSRIA

mwowine nownnga veer.,
oilmen ess s One Mid 11.1

110"'

web

eet0

GLAMOUR DEMME( Hat nn OW. EGO sett

ammo.

ONYX Hai

cum maw cost a

OrecOul anal Int

tee

70 Winter session,

Poo 22 ramie Poems l gad. Wee

72 degrees year 'round

with CARSON PIRIE SCOTT G Co. and WIEBOLDT'S and MONTGOMERY
WARD
RAND (U.S. 12) and ELMHURST (Rt. 83) ROADS, MOUNT PROSPECT.
ILLINOIS

1.

em nine. wee $5.25

aunouncurunt i. nn

level courses during the 196

:ER..A.IN-Jopriartsrr

g=addle.0544.95

Shawn Mw

Filth

GALLON CARTON

State College. will offer an ex-

WITH FASHIONABLE

M1.4Ltir,714.:.5LnIut
Rned

a Yours!

90 PROOF

The Forest HOSPftel Pow
Graduate Center. in coopera31011 cith National College of
Eduention and Northeastern

FIV/11.clood

Imported from Carmelo

PEPSI -COLA

Krornl s

f

127.95

The Saving Is Yours!

FRESH EGG NOG

armasown.A new denaempred be en
ancient Spanish grille. so an the ea
ehRe lobate et Nome ehm and an
with an Geier bawl al Plage pia.

frith

PepSI

Is The Wami Holiday

whipped potates. applesauce.
Sea,
lore choice!: fruit
juice. tossed salad, wale slats,

a hi, molly wants h an entree wardrobe
'30nfinton. But he'd :Mlle Me any one
o hr. knows Ilmt every woll.dmes.s1
Manz Penalltdon.' And usually
r tho Poodle:ton label. to lital man.
rem heal. He'll think of you warmly
Clews has returned to the Heath Pale.

Gnomon Sawa merodiri,S...1-GXL, tzwerneditimal
leer rite, ed
atareut.519:
Iron. I no -4r turdierneelh Vintin ewe/jean with
ent.m. tell.useith rearm .m1315:letner k sewtea,r.

FREE GIFT WRAPPING
LARGE FREE PARKING LOT
CHARGE ACCOUNTS
INVITED

CHICAGO

OREM PARR
CICERO

ADDISON
MELROSE PL

111arnans 4.0

'Ph. 28,64t7

raw Linnetidr,e(getenne
ewe a .Mr mem rare
CASH AND WIN' MKS, 71.1,141e.. SO and Edo,

AIRINGTON WM

SILVER, CHINA & CRYSTAL
6400 N. HARLEM AT NORTHWEST HWY.

631-2800 SUBURBS 825-3131

Downtown Des Plaines
1167 Ellinwood Street

CHRISTMAS STORE HOURS
weekdays 9 to 9 - Sat. 9 to 5 - Sun. 11 to

!WMt_tMM4gMt.Ctg-tCMMMMVCMMK-te.tZM.AEMM.MAC4CXABt.Z-MtgMA%t,gXM,VA,'VCMMMM

(

oc

Pt* Wad

PKG,

added.

KNOWLES ALSO

40 LB.$

putting on the shows Mr other
directors instead of for general
audiences.. These are not ex-

holiday Songs,

guest

4 psm. to midnight.
The Des Plaines Day office,

10 chow off the skills of the musicians. Some times wonder,
however, if the directors are

°lents of all of the familiar

adult

p.m.. on Fridays 9 a.m. to 5
pm. and Sundays 4 p.m. to 3

arm weekdays 9 a.m. to

ropolitan Printing company.
855 Mom Av.. Elk Grove VII.

perform very difficult pieces

NOW, I AM not for a me.

Chrise tmas

10

117 S. Main St., Mount Pio.
Wen hours are: weekdays 9
taw to midnight and Sundays

or kith from down the street

ANOTHER comment Is
that it 'cern, One musical directors try too hard to put on

number a a Christmas tali.

institution and hoe not leen

him sin. birth. He is two

Rd., Ariington
Heights; hours for collection

au.

to play some real Christmas

halls were 0910 with people
who didn't recognize any

congenital heart murmur,
end is waiting for an adoptive
family to be found for her.
Roy's mother is ina Atentel

Heights

a prof..

goon soloists.

music?" II seemed like the

an-

nounced the most stringent

whole area when he asked his
mother, "When are they going

to "Rent Night," ''Llock the
Halls," "Joy to Me woad,"
'e First Noel," "Away M
the Manger: The programs
wore

The Saving Is

Page 3

`Ina 01 adequate tsar -

port:. Ogilvie said.

Lil Flo

com

and

Motor Hotel, 1535 W. Higgins
Rd., Chicago.
-Until a full study is made. I

an many wonderful ones. But
a whole program of Them is a
bit much,

but wonder what has happened

noes

choicce

Ribert L. Wheat III, of
1802 Magnolia. Mount Pros pen, has been finned to the
deanS list for the fall term at
Northwood Institute. Midland. Mich.

595

there's o lot of talk about
the low prices of

214:

On dean's list

grains were excellent.
of
course, Music departments

ofbi,2

and

sugar cookro.
The lunchroom cooks wish
everyone a Sherry Christmas
and a HappyNeu, Year.

cared for by the reek:mai of -

perform rather than Item.'

Christmas season. Frequently,
the concert at Christmas is the
most elaborate of the yror.

Hersey high schools in District

Available demons: pine
apple deco. vanilla neckline.
apple pin pink marble cake.

mitts packed all am top In
,
mkrordo Woke.

Cindy BIN. yew old, has

v. Ogilvie asks

1.

the

on'd'Z's1linrr qter

NO DEPOSIT

men loaf

pineapple, lime. grapefruit. orange. Caramel roll and butter.

MISSIBLIM or the cot.

dienom prefer IA me their kids

rims after the programs in

Highdile Bee,

1000

grape,

Motu

holiday concere
A youngster sitting io 0001

'TRAVEL BAR'

was

to the children by Christ. placed in foster home it was
fourth of thc toysthemwere
taken etasGo
to the Little City and the others
slow on
wernglivzio The Dan
SHE HAW
.abBaId-'plan,
".;
'IV:- bomber
thc.young. poop
Go

weekend. And, haying

had the sal e response. Their
comments outside the aodito-

indinduolly

Bodo. Proven, Wbeellne.

raspberry.

WHEN BARBARA

presents in time to distribute

on Menditionar cm -anodes.

2 -BOTTLE

MILLER

DUNHAM'S.
lk

29

To be weed Friday at An

molded,

ham new things.

saki they would like to have the

Many of the ',C.{ churches
and schools held their Christens musical concerts over the

to the concerts, and it stranded
like others in the huge crowds

The Seeing Is Yours,

sandwich. whipped potatoes.
fruited gelatin. parsley broad
end butter. Holiday cake
milk.

lone

said

Fergerson

...Mind

cheirman of the mmmitten

Main Street

mon of them. By Sunday
oigh4l had heard many a mudeal nate,
1 Mai a couple of reactions

No Deposit
12.0e, Begley

lin schools Je District 23:

dish

than 300 items according to

dl of the nese', institution, A
set:lied to me that I attended

BEER

*.

Mein Betsy Row and Ann tial-

Slain

After the dance thc cone

past

By the Makers of
Early rimes

ED Grove, Foreh

re

From a dance held last
month the students collected

children, nieces, nephews and
friends connected with almost

ICE CREAM AND CANDY SHOPPE

BRANDENBERRT PARK SHOPPING CENTER

Is NM

Award Winning Liquor Stores

To be served Friday of NI.

flys

aew were
condition.

a

commands and seemed slow to

Music, music, music

Menus
in

were new ind thole that were -

Mcklurrough,

they him it hone:.

has hen rubbed. On Thum],

Gra,

Dorothy

Pont, may soon hawto go to
special school for emotionally
disturbed child.
girl of three was neglected by
her mother because she never
paid attention to her mother's

of the items delivered no the
Chicago office by this week-

1

e:401- :4111a

Shaggy Slippers by

This is the second time in a
week in which a cleaning firm

Arthur Junior lligh,

He said most of the it.

discovered that she is deaf.

KNOWLES IN turn

S. Dak.. while oswas in the
Prospect Cinema parking lot

between 20-22 yoars of age.

I

thi

frequent shifts in home and by
lack of physical and a:notional

Barbara, a blonde blue-eyed

school.

admission, he said.

ad one toy per pets= for

there arm then they wood go to
h
and then the
they wood
Iscring'a toy every day
then

thenn and 'I'''. ha' toe to "on

of Elk

only

arc

during the second hie. of 19ecamber and plans to hay a most.

bills from a safe in a hack State /Lep. Eugenia Chapman

c514ayberr

Frl

that Santa Clans came and
then they wood have all of

considering there
310 students at

"They really had charity in
their limns.-

Ferguson.

no

good

THE SCHOOL held a dance
on Monday evening and china -

his she

that

said the

turnout for the
the daxe 0. very

to

were stolen last night from
car belonging to Richard Al.
dage Prevost, of Sioux Falls.

1111, MAN wore a dark
blue lumber jacket and blue

Christian

Rarry

Pe

mittee members counted more

then the children w ill he happy

Christens Gifts Fund of the
Children .d Family Services

p.m.
during Tuesday night of willFrom
be a program at which
which

.:111,1 are 'er Ste:Allentnine

Four suits. a fur coat. and

2306 RAND ROAD AT CAMP McDONALO ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

growing out.

and

hw'.n1,f'n.`1,fif i,,f'ec:Till°,41:

Navy personnel hm contacted

Shandelt. candidate for the
state senate in the 3d District.

**ir

vanesanee a weapon.

The dark docriled the man
as 5 feet 5 inches tall. stocky
build. with blondish.brown
hair cut shun like a crew cut

00000 1

Hwy.

corms suggestion to Santa
from Brian:
wam big toys

said.

-And the goveromsm
r. drcn
thenwill Fed all there mys and
told me he woo miwiaR ....'l

The Blokes said

of .Arlington Heights. Paul

1)1 Let's go to

fled
Police said Mal at nn time
did

Northwest

tschool and address unknowns

The students bageved this
would be a good phdeet, anti
because the Little City of
Palatine for retarded children

cmeditrite decided M muddpute. in both projects, he

...r.

105

Student Council President
Bruce Metge. 405 McArthur

.

Christmas gifts v slued at 5430

1,1111 S Elmhurst Rd.. Mount

E.

Mecum P's"" was bmi.,11";
70

A lune man yesterday rah
Fed One Hour Slartini zing at

GI

set dance

'll

A.ND FROM Room

-He never said he wanted to
!ewe rthe Navy.- she said.

- months. He mimed re

j. ,m .,

amt..

home un leave a month ago.

.

_,.,

Kv6m

,c, of, ,,,,,, , d, no, re.

Sirs. Blecke said she had MU
in

IRaa from h

Young Dems

The Young Democrats of
Elk Grow Township will hold
a
mina and dance in the Elk
Boomstark's Texaco senice .Gr"'
High School

eivecrwds written whde
gog was serving aboard a yes-

included in a list released by

bag drawing wins him $2
cheek from The Day.

!se,'MelIVM 31031... '1'.

informing hint that his son win

presents and cesh gifts for the

searching

!acting toys.

Carbine stylt BR gun arid asks.

Heights.nd
,r g
Ch ref go ',spec,- trszereer

began

for a charitable project for the
Christmas mason. it die.
covered that TheDay was col-

....Iun.stspleiit....Sacobita oril.eri.ska 11a

U.S. New Satan. Ronald
.131ecke. 22. 1410 Clint. Al.
linden
was ono of

that when the Student

ouncir s Spechd Prole.

creespy atache case.

Arlington Heights seaman
gets -asylum in Sweden
.

Cook County,
Principal Robert Ferguson

old

The Day bepn collecting

He estimated the cost for the
toys at more than S500.

lannented tea boxes of toys to%Wont

'aeistTminio°"nighly? l'arrd"br1n;

iting all the houses on Christ-

Him. era, Bah,

about how good thesave been.
Then /hey told hint what

and

'''''"'"'M
r''lin'em
all, But he promises
to Scb vis.

Dacia wants. a drain: Tom

Arlington Heights,

By Mamma mcNagor

Or maybe it Robert himself.
Hc says. -.1 hop that you

Miters
from Miss Bgares' class that he

ten to the North Pole.

grade class at Patton School in

Santa

Santa h. .

they'd like and mark. the let-

1969

Central School students aid Day's toys collection

mailbox reveals

S..,.,

THEY 'TOLD

Timed. December IA

ije Pro5pert 3Detp

StudjthabiLs

If onr

the wk..) dn.+

ill, mint

Tomorrow
Is Today

FOR LAN)PLE Sea,
you or oat to tesolt a ohild

O.rr Mt, Cultnn
Could sou onto samothon
in Your oolumn dbout study

hol,il I tak that my dal
dm'. molt h thity
tombh.
lho td oho mustions eon

tr Sir itoLouio
IA ohdol ash Non fiat oaso II physic II &hots .0 in pr

, h.r all rho 10, and

wnsible. but I our

on the page that will gee them

concerned about her future. Will shc aortic die happy, well

an answer and say Mai they are

adjusted adult we are praying for. and perhaps marry and have a
family of her Own?
We have recently. pow into a financial endeavor which is ale

through with hothwork. My

a gamble. Do jou a it m being succe.ful and perhaps benefiting our daughter in the future,

studies

Moil overdo needlealy.

1 um 51 roar. old. female. rind still trying to limn, no, ow. I
Nov a problem with people and I still find that I have to find my
little niche in this world. Will I spend the rood 01
life walking

am,. ar

Don't do his thinking for him.
Make him observe what !Wens
place. II lat needs help in et.

maMbering have him write results he observes end by cont.

schools
sc

dirction while doing

meanings

lab dna. hut thia's for the c.d.'. red you a a relkeskia

oudy. rUntenther facts. A mind

which only memorizes fern
and dons ota Mink oir la, is
mover:May userns.
The very first essential of
any mul cdticatkin is to oh

las Mt. DeLoni.
ever we iny granddaughter again, ff mi. when? Am

going to be Ole to moat nail and dough.- without outside
help! When will I go to court for my divorce,

serve. Nest. remember what
you

S.C.. Wheeling

ham °laved_ Then.

comp:in:Me filch you ham ob-

1 du feel you will we 'meg...tad.. WON hnt oral omni

served La you will find yourself thinking out eonclusions.

n whanund Midst you will go to

eat in the only months of.pc coma year.

trintiq

fond the ',urn', by Amon,
non and bY using the senses
(touch. La. hearing. sight).
I believe that children need
10 be taught Iwo to study and

FOR EVERY MAN ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST

ORLON SPORT KNITS
Fulj fashioned Cashmere soft 10 0% Orlon anyficaurious
ad comfortable to weer in new fashion dears.
$18.00
Machine washable

Conducted

and

reported

tiara. Sec both likenesses

his conclusions in an love of
Hospital's klagazine. the pint --

answer.

Assn.

than a niff of a Hummel fig-

peryision

kepi within the confines of the

urine,

family and a few acquaint-

Spoon were son:ups:a by the'

While iraveling in Europe
where these charming link
names SVCie,r.cd, I tried

Iowa
flower, birds and an'rah and

was lawn May 21.

&DUO and interested in fine

arts Music and painting were

nal of the American Hospital

I feel only Shemin. problems mainline selling the home. It
1 item you, led keep my marl mild. I see your life filled with
inweLldit feel rail change, but it Medd he within the come

NEEDS JOB

brim iota Simon.

Dm' NIL Delamiou
1 .:m atoCies1

my hush: Nara mneral health and tor ent
hook problem. whiting tan rilso to his work prim., and 0111

in my first pair of
dowminte. My parent, send me
thmugh subscripticin. Well. my problem is that I

Ila

tonight l had to,loti over the Christmas mmtim, and now 1 find
11.1 molly need dune hocks. Can you give me an idea where 1
tight find a ji,11?

I le lakes little time fiir sufficient ',land rue..

Mo. Unce he lias Nen selLemployod for a year now. I ..coder
how he can continue to keep up Sct pace and still maintain hi,

I

Lr oimiledink but friend, nelehb, budda IMY we. 'ids,

You cant imagine how all dm You we. I lore to ski and so
doe, 1d friend. We're Leh melon in high school. MY hey`

friend has aohin up in Michigan sight near thc slopes and he
invited ha odes up for several weekends. My girl's mother says
she 0.0 p, because therc's no chaperone.

JOSEPH 1110.1.01:111i. notionally known my chic, will arnum

gin coon., Day reader, in this column. Latter, should Iv oigneol
bas rm. x ill he omitted if the writer attests it. Wrias as Dv.
Look's. in care of Day Publication, 722 ('enter Si.. Ito, Plaines.

goirm

true we may have the hots dirt each other, but are not

loot in Double. We do love to ski. and that's what were
going up then to dn. I'll just ,agn myself boyfriend of o girl with
an

III mink

It many .1111,71

LOVESTOSKI

lar Lee laic,

feel pier

Old Fashioned Maher
Ilnink goodness. Now find a theocrats thugs acceptable 10

will an-

nyer dingo...rim. of
nnidr xlhia
DxOen.l. Inn
w.11 bad ntined if Ile eii e. reinona it.
Write
Ityl.iwne in ran. itt ilt Menlo ninon 712 Cook:
II...Plaine:0M tn.

Thirty-seven workers said
carpeting is clmocr.
welves aid there is no Mac,
on ce between carpeted u nits

You have to catch Evelyn
Schramm "on the fly" if you

Mam and doer come heck wIth a broken leg.

Amid,od

oars

I

elCd.

IN 1021 Berm entered the
Munich Academy of Fins Arts
and while them Mat two young
Franciscan sisters who were

studying industrial an at the
school.

by the W. Goebel Co. Their

W. through

11

wr and client of their gentle
onto creator.

BERTA HUMME.L died
Nov. 6. 1940. but many of her
sketches

tofore
the

in-

spirdtion of these sisters that
Rena decided to enter the

Malian Order on Aup. 10.
193e. aml Mame Sister M. In=monde.
She continued her an work

within the cloistered mills of
the Convent of Sieman mar
Wollenberg. Here the charm.

ten later known as 'Hum-

fi medium habitues
small onion, chapped

for (amines here will be

unpublished

made and released in the Ito
tom airway, Mt Gotha CO.
This artistic, quiet women

will

long

reincnthentd

-The Worlda Best -loved ChilA Hummel is a gift of mean ing. It can be the beginning of
a whole new adventure in col Meting.

A special eeldblt of =firma toys was mem hIRM,gbt the (lemon.

ametilla ot the Mauer
Prospect Hilt otical Society al the Mount Prospect CominunIty Esther. blond.,
Dee. 22, Mg per.
lath ythr Lori Keefer Ism one or doe children in Math:ince. f
are ia vit. to :Mend ibe
meeting this year, too, for all the fun Mao old fasItiothil Christmas get to
Bring along your
bout math, your shigh balsa:Man Mil boy. Join Bahia Executive
ate usages llama
They imitate Mrs. Victor Bilker, Mrs, Itio Weber, Mrs. Rodney Wilson.
Strs, Reber Freund

and Ma. Rohe, Haugh.

I Apples

aced floors
Marsh's survey

creating something. Effervescent Evelyn would be a good
description of this gal; the only

12 pieces
clikd
3 Widen...pire mind allherring

indicated

that Iwo-Mirds of the person.

MEWS WEAR

WO

el quesitioneil preferred work-

in a carpeted we,

complaint you coo hat her

DOWNIOvert oithiatatti

make

Open eve, Canino tat Christmas

is

that

-there

aren't

each hound in the dot:.

THE BANK
& TRUST

she

her become acquainted
with many people in the urea,

COMPANY
of ARLINGTON

0.

Evelyn lilies to cook. sew
and do criat work, too. Coming from a German family is

Cook, coot and peel potato.. Cube notate., pickles.
tipples and herrings Mix all in-

gredients Bather and mfrigcrate overnight.

SABAYONE SAUCE

and

one of the !hi flg, that prompts
her to have trml iothl thuds at
Christmas, like doe ohipe she

Evelyn Seam. Conk of the Day. ten marnollY Plead To
hem her tablecloth turn mot so well, She mode
of two yartb of
72-ineb felt a. trininail it nith while Kill fringe. She cut out

is

while figure, of shardwriL, eats, faiths, thevp, stars. orn

hulk and ryas in a 350.
degree oven for 10 mime..
tl n1ST.ke

Engels and the Christ Child and glued Morn on to the hottom of

the cloth. A blue tannin thin she tilse made Is surrounded by
greats sad ism lato white container on III ruble.

cup sugar

joke el half a Innen
wine
2 tensporma brandy
I Cap Whipped crOOM
she

gashord.

Pegs 5

FISOWERS nod 1111%S. INC.

OPEN DAILY 9-9
SAT. 9-6
SUN. 10 10 5 P.M.

ORS IS AIM'S

DAGDLEN
r4kJrG;

CASH & CARY

lams lioughWinnans Editor
p tttttttt tO ft 1.100.13Ligettilf 44.1111111.1442 0.0 0

s cloy, Deconther II. 1904
a SO Of lint ILEILILM es es PR
001

FRESH

Slake a, many at Rum
more word.

FRUIT BASKETS

thew lei., HS you can.

'Fr-$.12.95

In addition. hod the 0010
rning all seven of thew

Christmas cheer on cue

the link newcomer are Mrs.

Max Ty= If Pram'

If you're having a parry nee

Mown evenly. Place pun under
broiler a few minutes to finish

looking for a my appetizer
idea, try time
delightful

browning. Watch can:fully,
Drain drippings into. killet.

cheer e -stuffed mushrooms.

top floor dim drippings. Add ILI cups milk and

Mend of soft butter. cnimbled
American Nue cheese, to a

1,1 cups manta,. Cook. surnng

mat eggs. salt. Lag,. rFdconstantly until thick idol
k

in double boiler ail think.

Gradually add wine and Man-

Stuff a
mushroom
Fill mushno. cups with a

dna. of lemon juice and
steo chopped

mushroom

smooth. Servo mcw in gravy Or
wpioately in
blokes

very fine. Sauter in butter till

',min 100 halts.

am pony dith and Jonas

piaen brown al 1,-, cirh

IMMENIMMIP

NOW AVAILABLE
to make your savings earn more:

E

years. Happy grandparents ol

named John Gordon. He ar, Heights and Col. and Mrs
rived Dm. 1 I at Great Ida Hurry Spilling. of
Bellevue.
Naval Hospital.
Wash,

Turn balls with a spatula and

Blend

giving us Mr waving on lemr," juice until light. C

Christmas Eve. In fa. the
three :mines here arc all ooptcially goad to term at a moot .

cup dry Mend thumbs
2 eggs, slightly tannin
44 elm chopped onion
lA temporal pepper
M teaspoon salt
th tvupno sops
teropeon ullzpkea
Mix all ingredients and
lo-1 ls. Melt Wi
shorn into
up butter innall
a 10 th-15 p an.
add

cu

Nicholson Rd., Fort Sheridan.
was their first baby, a I pound
4 ounce boy whom they have

Mrs. Spillingcr is the thriller

Maxine Tymaaeature writer
for Day Publications foi IWO

pad lean pork, argaintl.iet

Us cup M11,11.
Ka cop water
salt to taste

'4 lamas. roll

HPIGILTS

serving. Serve over whole canned fruit.

Earliest and most precioui
Christmas gifl for Major and
Mrs, Cordon SpillIngcb 400A

SWEDISH MEAT BALLS
2 pounds lean heel and I

and with Christmas on The
we. she is mpecially busy with
gift onkirs.

dy. Coal. Add cream Wrote

Best gift

I.00 Janson. Mir Day Piiblicninnn.

Hideaword

Six -Months Certificates of Deposit in Amounts of $1,000 plus
Multiples of $100 Earning

570

the
Bride's
Set
INTERNATIONAL*
STERLING

..$10000

interest

1.1000R d FRESH FRUIT BASKETS

hater,

From

OR

$19.95

IX good. 24 excellent
MADE TO ORDER

$10,000 Certificates Earning

WHITE

Fresh Evergreen
WREATHS
IT" to 5 reel Diameter

P

490
Yard
5470

50% OFF

Letters To
The Editor
AR Innen to the rdn
ten must be signed. but
orbe withheld qr.

on teem,

be

through her Saints called

2 dill pickles

her at home, she's probably

Visit Pesche's
Christmas Wonderland
Co IL IVIrlt 11113,10

ehe late

nd the traditional hard,uo

Afoot; Pro,f, t Minn, 1,1056.

S, 11,n,

um
200 ii,,,,,, Ftgurin,,, ,de

1

want foam her. And if you find

'Avon lady" Because of this

(ley, now. the Ilme in hem

W. Goebel Co.
To date them are more

fame has spread to almost evk
cry Country in the world. Col t hr o u g II 0 u her lifetime.
lectors -proudly display these
sprinkling them intermittently
eyrnind fi,,,st_00,,,,yeg en,
with the childish characters ' then perpetuating the charac-

CRANOMA'S
HERRING
SALAD

before the holiday. IleipIng you and Monsen. of others would

Mrs. S.W.. Rolling Merultio,
so

By rem Schneider

Much other activity centers
around the fact that she is an

oboe loather arid rounseloni wM have to suffices Goad luck.

dreams tell be
hul I do feel pa hoshand 0.1 taken.
of lb holith.1/thenvise all his work will bore been ha rain.

tel-

Suddenly Lost

health and a performance level he insist, on When oil! he

(01111111MOthiSisment puee.I feet ice

and

Tat

near 11.0.1

'earn the reward 501, so deserving oCthmently we feel thin ell
hinge, on si move nevi spring. 10 a home xllloll 110. caught our
fancy and tied up our hearts and damh. What ih your pac-

vehicles

the Inntffer. c.rYiaY things
around Ian She curial these

'three-dimensional

Germans enjoy
smorgasboard, too

HE REIYIRTS deal oh but

eeled

particularly

Bane

1935 under her personal se-

Cook of the day

I peal believe Mat carpeting
a joh

ml pin a in,

a nod

known throuyJunit the area. in

mole, She wrote vats for

Her family was highly reli-

Marsh amity published

and difference, Compare and
make your final conclusion or

ossousd
,,,,,,,,,, tht,,.,,,,,,

them to. but her works were

...-Pu.

pithl.

Yoh colorun.

There is nothing more ap

Bavaria, not far from 010ram-

by

sae, 00,ou Tho

oasis

propriate at Christmas time

1909- in the city of Munich.

widely iiceepted as practical,

wiathil notary to lar is the
grco up
As loon ts yho onuld hold.
Mush aided by hor y imd moo
motion she began to paint Mile

to find out about the creator.'
'In a tiny shop in Wiesbaden
then: were Hummel figurines
by the hundred. Row on row of
the ,roiling lithe hole and
girls, rthy-checked, wearing
the wispy impressions of childhood and oversized she., glistad in glass eases.
The shopkeeper woehappy
to relate Memory ofthe begin/taw of so famous an artist as
Rena Hummel.

according Lou recent wave,'

Rhones arc less distracting on
eructed units.

or

AliglitaMMIMMI

Carpeting an nursing floors

Virgil Marsh. associate direcMr of Lutheran General Hos-

any European traveling on my part? Will I remain in my present
position, ore there ajab change for me in the near future,
B.S.. Dos Plaines

Lot /1.5K.

it so elk

sisters,

worn! gain., :Aye. Shill Mere be any difficulty m the ,elling
of the family home in the other kook? Is there the paibility of

should oleo. dorm and not push himself'

Meow.)

quieter

antrsfer. With my 'aridly in one location rind myself locatml here

I feel your hoshund

in al rat T

Mast or the sera, Gdh moth

ttttt

BERTA. one of SIX chitden, two brothers and four

makes the musing omits quietHanddMai yolks. footsteps,

tar Mn NV.:

t , hem

ao

one of the 711 personnel hoes.

Doir NIL Del...
lianas I love traveled across antis in weeping

family's 11011010.

,ab,
OM I to tot

Hospital
carpeting

the difference between a dim
[Maury and all encyclopedia?
lholt 0A both sorejully. Write
ror remember what you have

ME OFTEN hear on. radio

By Motor, Hough

to learn.

about

observe everything he Can
when he Star:10W
aquas
ork,
fadt. or an idea? What is

arc try, to do when they

mama women td feel you w11 be finding sormene who uppreeknes your unique alit'.

ub

h

Warn from them. Ask your

child use th, encyclopedia to
study maps and picinith and

la Mad many children today

you

FL

There is nothing of more inter.
est than to study these 'simple
acts with our thildron and

work of any kith ass your

one else glen us. This 1 heliere

asp of anyone or of anyone's Wee of what you should he. You

learn

and

Hummels-The gift
of a gentlewoman

1

IDS Miro Boon., p I III tog
Br inannif.
.11 Mahlon !foists Nd Yr.'," om IN rim.
,
0,.r Ils Ilan .111 rnwr

Rio

%roost Vol

NMI hero °bossed and think
ono out lout lend ocaoluoun
We cannot eerie= the sim
pleat act 00, thou having rnne
princink or science used.

them, too? When doing schuhl

question of rnabering facts which some

feel you can't help but he yomelf. Done. try to be n stew

boron

word in the dictiomry do you
encourage him to reed other

work.
The education of the mind is

Mt 1,1Hk i (l

strood oda ion, the tads

"rive it "°If your child looks up a

nol merely

Deer Navas

mosspspirr

elusion.

e. doeo help our chilthen

lovii to dance hou um amused of acting us, good. I don't feel that
way. Can youi help Illee
NarlICIOSS. Arlington Heights

Del you will need cairn helot

iris him to breathe into a glass
tumbler. He sees the moisture
on the glass. Ask him where h
comes from. Have him aathe
against the outside or the tun,
bier. Have him toe 0 glass thin
ishot and one that is cold.

have

think can be developed in Milan. so 10
consider what

pla,
ce
wanness
told I don't look or., like one. The
tree I am and kook doll 'ea to coordinate. Mil.. I can Ica nut

her Solo

I

Minh as think." The ahility to

arm. in Irmilderment. or will the pieces finally find their

I

science.

Dear Mn. WAX,.
In one of nty columns I
goal E. L. Thornlike in the
Journal of Educational Psychology who' mkt. 'To read

Dear Sir. DeLouise,

Will

aril

Arlington Heights

ker. et Per develop at her arm pa. Ile alum of aney sat

I

in said

and I am surprised that be is
an gelling passing Moles.

If ewl mood with bath your questionn. I feel us your child grows
sbell make MONO mod adjustments. Meanwhile. dim% smother

can't help too much

.tad him to namocia it.
plow suppose you simply

warmed him do his 'masa

Mn,. W.I. Rolling M.A..

Dear Nino MU.:

other people had arrived and

won. who :1000 sevenlh grade. is

getting low grades

ynno. 01 rho mm
news. oat. the nom day in the

toned by Moaner roma

end *inclusion ahout which

Nib im I bad 11,1

cw.

or taloo

thlO. ID. MMno peaks of
wand r rpmtho fir and that
010115 YOU al,L J. shad Ion

rhursil to Dim:whet II 1467

John L St intim tiro it Ind Pahlnh r

inv.apapar Mh rsnd

detrital undo Lana we'll

o inAmly 1017 onto du ham

Pase

abort mooturs rad son
deer 0,n He oould Toad thst

tho walla y ipor will ha ton

turd um ow'

HD. ill load Iii

Talk with a teacher
By Lather (1110,1

The day's prospects

.rinnn Ramon

dam and

I.

.1/sould be as bad at pos
nth.. typmaincet.
pm
stb/e. end should contain
an addressor phone nom.
r so Mr outhenwily
can to checked,

ARTIFICIAL
CHRISTMAS

POINSETTIA§
Order Now
For Best Selection
Pesche's Flowers

8 Gifts for a
PERFECT CHRISTMAS
Phone

299-5531.

=°1t1,1

TREES & TRIM
14 to 71/s feet)

CHOICE of FLOCKED OR FRESH TREES
CHRISTMAS CARDS
GIFT WRAPPING

DECORATIONS

FRESH!
FROM THE
GREENHOUSE

CARDS

Fresh Mistletoe, Pine,
Hay, Orchids, Roses

and Gardenias!!

:nod S00:111 1,11, 00011 sixth gradeth take their Christmas the from

or.
directeen

St p in today and gm full details on this most profitable
pl
n ever offered to our family of sowr, You con eas le
tr. nsfer your funds to this institutien where accounts ar

as the 11 oth000k Aural groom performs Me first of Iwo Christmas
musical programa al the Mount Prospect school.'l lie sthond program Ink. plate tonight at 7:30
p.m. at Westbrook. Evanne.ls invited.

in. mod up to $15,000 by the Federal Savings and Loon Insur,
o re Corpormion.

Christmas play at Robert Frost

YOUR CHRISTMAS SAVINGS PLAN IN
AMOUNTS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET AND GOAL,

IT'S NOX TOO LATE EITHER TO START

, ...one

possu, ..r,
am neve son net et nTle
end never wars aull
e

f'"4.7f,";t1"...-

ORvt
mymemo.. Sfer.g panels de..

rAvigrhasgAV
denendine on potent. Olen incledel
$000 roefnea dm eeninblo deb blew .mole, far ll Pawed from

fhb:es:teenier 36Tn ter.;mlor a
INTERNATIONAL 1011 ER COAIPAN.

'A Holiday At Home.' a
Cbriamm play in song end

mem is

being

Mayday, Dec.

and
EVERY DAY

Soloists Jennifer Rist

Theodore Joh*,

interest

presented
IF.

at 2:15

p.m. at Robert Frost School in
PrOspect Heights, All parents
Of first, second and third grade
children are invited to see their
children perform

Rocrenting 'Christmas of

the play is about a
finny and their holiday wadi.
tions and activities. Playing
the father is Greg Schoonover
the

IR1111s

and the mother, M 10111104as

senor Korth Kapusinski and
Troy Ecolgi are the childish,
and Joey Alltrbvie piays the

family dog. who also talks.
Visitors will include the

grandam -on. Tim traded and
Margaret Hansen and the Jew PM family. Neighbors are Michael Gomn and Robin Kahn.
Props and sets for the play
were designed by upper grade
students. The play was mitten

and will be directed by Miss '
Ann Foley, mode teaches at
the school.

Mount Prospect Federal

FREDERICK

Savings and Loan Association
CLearbrook 5-6400

dem al Clots..
aoaya3DO pot

JEWELERS

EltV=2"394-1140

THE DAY
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Quick homemade gifts
for holiday giving

FREDERICK

(-)

THIS

?c

In three times when comes ercialism

is

so

prevalent.

nothing is as appealing as a
homemade or handmade gift.

Your first thought aught be
"But I don't have the time."
Yon he amazed at heat little
lime these elf, taksis make as
compared to frantic shopping
in crowded stores. The follow-

ing are some quick and easy
ideation hot idly gillliving..
WisINE JELLY
This
truly one of Me
easiest gifts to make and yet
one of the most elegant to re-

ceive. If you don't have any

jelly glean. buy some inexpensive ones' at the dime
store. Lahel them attractively
in Saran wrap with a

or other holiday decoration. In just one hour's time.
h

ids amazing hove many glasses

of :mortal wine jellies you can

plastic freezer bags, label and

mmicrs BANANA

freeze until gift giving time.
This will insure out -of -11m

BREAD

r:1/(

own freshness at the appro.
prime time
Here is a delicious date and
.tat brilSRI 'hlFl Is reel!, chock

Yield: 7 miudi muss or 7 small
bread path -123.14,44.1 or 2
large loaves

amps boiling watw
35 eup thortenin,
II t:11's'.'::fl'ertrlylrfs's::'"
I leasperril call
2 eggs
2 teaspoons sada

Two-thirds cup cold water

Pm kulle on to bidl. Set
hand.

'rurms
'llimm
ter ova'P""
claim
and nuts
end ,c1
stand. Put shortening in mixer
howl. cream L12,:sse3,1,,Ii:isdd

quickly into giants and top
with pantile at once.

NUT BREADS
Iwo not breads cool 10 min.

utes non then remove to
wire rack Let Mem cool com.
ninety hefore wrapping. Wrap
attractively in Saran wrap or

Beehive
Ify Increni A. Thomason
Extend. Achrbar
Cook (Nunty

When lighi and creamy and
ego one at a Ms:
be Oil and
lightly 'lour small
pans.
Mix by hand from here. Add
soda und snit to dozes and nun.

Stir in flour and fruit mixture
alternately, but gently. Continue bowing until hatter is
thoroughly ',fixed. Add 43
cup cold water and blend well_
Pony into pans. Bake 45 min-

utes for mull loaves. about
one her for large. Cool on
ruck.
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For the
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ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
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temperatureuntilho
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goons. Cellophane index.
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DATE AND NUT BREAD
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line Prospect Knight soul..
more basketball own ran ids
conference rixord to 24/ with
a routine 14-43 victory over

the major ...Wets for the

the

THE CONTROVERSY is
...ravioli, significant beilause

You work liord You deaorgethe holiday sea-

sow My worry about the money. Enjoy It.
11 you nerd cask feel free to stop in and

We can.
A Commercial Credit Santa -Loan can ease

cYtilayberr

apply for a Santa.Loan.

your wetland pay yogr bills.
-

Our loan managere have large laps and
plenty'of holiday spirit.

All of us run short of cash Once in a while,
Especially this time of ychr.

ISO CREAM AND CANDY SHOPPE

Try LISLor a loan. DIM'S what Were here for,

Ask Commercial Credit
fora personal loan.

tx=c=1:

NANDENBERRY PARE SHOPPING CENTER
1306 RAND ROAD AT CAMP McDONALD ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

11 N. Arlington Mgt, Road

e

will win or pin. whichever might
Maine FA: Maine West. Prospect. Hersey und
necemery, in order to win the meek Alm. an me- Elk Grow:. If a school is going In compete on
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',wed this muclArteutled mon.
mem coinneiition itainl S'ii oider.
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at Polardoni e
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Ira NIMBI

RAND POOL

gird BANK CMOS

1$13 RAND RDa & PATIO
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Leafs.

The Bantam goal was scared

Rent Klemm mined by

1,1

Tom McEnerney, and it was a

great irvement ova their

fourth

sloppily played Recanting to
couch Hank Szymanski and
Palatine was able to noncom
ProseaL
-Leading

Nat eight. awn. Peter,. and

In

another

heartwapper.

Dull fourth quarter prints
through the nos. Jeff Adams
addol seven. tallied.. the vic-

Tony layaole, Notre Dame
sophomore basketball team
won in second oanference
tussle against an aggressive
Cannel team in Mundelein
Saturday night. 51.47.
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Knicks 39.1.akers 30
Bulls 37. 76ers 20
Southern Conference
W
Blackhawks
1
Bulls
Laken
I

Resells
Cubs 33 -Bucks 28

Illsekhawks 21. Laken 16

Wren Conference
Zeiwerinl
Molina

2

0

Eaults
-Zuccarini19, Adam,
Molina 43, Vaia
Dallske 27, Schwarz 22

COME SEE....
OUR WONDERLAND OF
CHRISTMAS WREATHS

GARLANDS LITS

CHRIST

ORNAMENTS AND NGOHVELTIES
PLUS

NiAtstk

GENUINE ITALIAN
MINIATURE

a sight
for sore feet
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Wheeling and Prospect wilt
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est score in the MidwSuburban
thus far with an amazing 132point tont!. They'll again he
wonting on the Fernandez

Who M1e

in edit. tomorrow

bloom Ripley.? base. fair
Cliffs Ridge, 6.11I. excellent
Powderhorn.6-8 hone. 3 new. very.good

Cl/IA/RAM
All good 10 excellent
Arapaho,. Pasin. 31
Aspen Mountain. 24
Aspen Highlands. 38
Aspen Buttermilk, 12
Wearer rida... 40
Crested tame. 32
Lowland Basin, 25
Vail, 42

'Die host school Iz not par-

ticularly strong either and will
probably we its visitors taking
the first place laurels. Special
trophies will he presented to

night at the Maine East In-

vtaion..

the cep threi, wenn and medals

will he given the top five indi-

7
P

viduacls.

A omputer has hen yewil
to print the pregame and to

0 RTs D,Tri.:1;,,

Winter Park, 39
Snowmam, 31

make the draw tbr niniiimis in

CALINDRNIA

the meet Maine EasEis located
im Dempster St. jusl east of the
Ti -State TAllway.
Tickets
may he purchased at the door.
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Squaw Valley, open for skiing on ton
poet snow tonight.

IF YOU'RE "HOME ON THE RANGE" TOO OFTEN LATELY,

Your Dinner Tonight!

14 points mid picked off I:
hero this
time
Sehmtwicker poured

!JIG,

as
1

I of the

When you're snowed under with shopping, running

I.

And now, through January 4, 1970, Chefs Corry -Out is
offering 16 pieces of crispy -tender fried chicken (enough for

5 people) for $1.00 less than the regular price! Just think,
delicious chicken for the whole family, no work for you, and
$1.00 savings in the bargain! Clip this handy coupon soon

and take advantage of this great offer!

villkSlaniii/NargAri
A,4

Lle plastic
pekel.

4,.$100°,

with and

.1"

SUPER COUPOV-

R

STURDY - DURABLE

SNOW SHOVEL
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BLADE

Your coracle, Janda.
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0
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nen= vitae
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awn eman-rain Sterling pattern sl,own,

rri7Iggt,'15V0
depending an pawn,. Chen incLIFL
Iron

Wee Aeon /or 36, sertiee
INTERNATIONAL Sara COMPANY'
WITH THIS COUPON AND

1313 .RAND RD. DER PLAINES

a. iwn od ad O.., , ..., cal

ISE PAM
Tram.

,, poor

107.3443

®sue

MP

255-9846
404 E Rand Rd
Arlington Heights

Hom caw..
Doh

Inn.

"We Keep Restaurant Hours"
Mon. thru Thurs. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

JEWELERS

pan.

0.5 p.m

-

lly

vAi

-4reszamuslill

FREDERIC

A SSOO QR MORE PURCHASEi

RAND

fi

Fried Chicken

WITH

COUPON

----CASH-SAVING

Ratefolg7.6,17Ctirfertee'""i"1""°'''

WHILE OUANTIT

0

Pick Up Your Order

SNOW MAN

66

,
Just Call Us

Hrowwwwwwwersurnmeravircuchisprw.4

IF ONE GOES OUT. THE PEST STAY LI

ekh

'

TREAT THE WHOLE FAMILY WITH OUR
DELICIOUS CRISPY FRIED CHICKEN!

P16 Pieces Of I

Pf

SET

$199

Price

,

m..

STEELING

°

.

Made of sturdy. !nbred,

$

INTERNATIONAL.

L'Pa

Lass

550 NORTHWEST HWY., DES PLAINES'

toi44,4011-,:ftdiso

'MINIATURE SET 50-LITE
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Pat Broaden scores in the sc.
vem on parallel bens and Greg
DAN° hits the sevens en

Indianheadd9 base, 4 new. excellent
Pine Mountain. 12-14. good -excellent

Let The Chef's Carry -Out Cook
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fingAirAT0441.1

r

, 44

CANDLE
Dear

U
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REGULAR

lapjaaAaed

ed. The sophomore game will
he Saturday ow nine
should sum on about 11 cm.

G., varsity Frothed,

Open Every Night III Christmas

(r)

Put a footstool under Father's feet, and what
happens? Mother wants one next Guests use them
for extra seating. Children for watching TV.
You may end up with three or four of our Tell City
Footstools. And will not? They're as practical
as they are pretty. Made of Solid Hard Rock Maple
to resist abuse. Choice of handsome COWL
Come in and see a few.

their upperel., counterparts
Glentaud North this wak-

are topping the da.point level
and look for improvement.
Arlington.
Elk
Grove.

.39/C1IIGAN
Brulc.8-1.1 brie.] new. goadakallent

tors, and once again De ND
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Schwarz
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howl were staning to get a
mock, coupled with
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performance while Conant

,;;;:#0,

Milking stool

0

ace of his team, panicularly
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'outscored them by more than
the first string. I think this

DEPENDING
STATE
champion Arlington is wail on

point mark.
Elk Cirove Imams the high.

Playboy Club. 0-12 Mese. 2 new. good

except' Von Chem. and has
been retying on a wrong mon
effort for its dual meet wins
John Boylan and
this year .John
Larry Bowling both wore in
the sevens on the ride horse.

ing impressed the league with a
123 against Arlington Iasi
week.

rebounds. hut he was not the

WHILE
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LASH

to
3

Szymanski
was FilimYY1 with the perform -

dershot in free ex.
Arlington does not have any
real standouts in any one event
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Results
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worine was Mike Keane with
13 points. Next was Curt alunine with
.04 Brian Hagen

99
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2
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catch

man on P -Bar and Kurt Hen.

Forest View. meanwhile. is
still On the verge of 'breaking
the magic 400moint

4

S10.00
PLANT!

JUNIOR HIGH

I

the

Knight

Pete Klein or Steve Xlinga-

there is to it. A short time later, you can pick up a tasty hot
meal that's sure to please everyone. As a mailer of fact, we
doubt you'll hear a single discouraging word!

NES PLAIN.

D

rather

was

in six for the Knights while

Alpine Valley, 10 bate, 12 new. good
Cascade Mountain, 4 Noe. 8 new. fair
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Meant leCrosse, 2 Haw. X new, rair-goosl
Mount Telemark, 12 hose. 4 new. excellent
Rib Mountain. 4 hose.4 new. good
Sheltered Valley. fi Nat. 3 new. good
Skyline. 4 base, 2 new, good
Trollhaug., 12-15 base. 4-7 new. very. goodxcellent
Wilmot, S-24. gad -very good

and John Valentino on rings

Mother, lc ignite a victory.
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leg injury ha, healed to the extent that he a i.I
able to dis-
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Rectanguler
Footstool

Knicks
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Both

ELK GROVE also has potentiol winnas on the high har

hew

errands and chauffeuring the kids, you deserve a break from
the kitchen for a change. Call the Chef's Carry -Out and or-

the Peewees. who lost by an
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molt the ice against North-
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OIL

Notre Dame sophs clip
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,
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plus leVel.weveral nip and tuck
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at minirnum
4 Paid Holiday: between now
and the Fint of the Year

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

$504 MONTH

I

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

e

BRUNING

1800 W. CENTRAL RD. MT. PROSPECT

Ir.ArlInglan /Minim
E. Duman
304 008.0

6023 Demo.

ca... NAN.

Sotio office esp.

Mies Paige

966 0700

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

FULL TIME

Coll:47572A

358-78,14

Also Available - Full Time
inclech, rhar,ond and NENsa. Pal; sal
worlr ,th crinknum el mmHg= end

eglk elm

rounding, excellent Nan, salary end oulglandi, aapdapee
bonen, prelim...

CLERKS

Dr. Hardtop 2, New Radial Ply Tires

2

$795

437.7326

1964 Mercury Park Lane
2 Dr. Hardtop P/S,Pra Electric Pear Window
Excellent Condition

4 ROOMS of ternms 54200 val-

cemPohyDeri.11-forlmenrewoolIT

Mr. Casper

593-5400

1050 W. Devon

$680

253-2416

ADDRESSOGRAPH
MULTIGRAPH CORP.

SETTING OUT FURNINRE m

1965 Oldsmobile 442 4/SPD.

4

New Tires Sharp Candttiod
537.1033

$1175

Elk Grove Village

CARPETING SALE

1969 (New) Avanti
OAr Cond. Disc Brakes, IMS, Radio, Heater,
Special P0,1 and Interior.

IMMEDIATE

Price ?

DELIVERY

MAR43.15

0E43E6

1963 Avanti

oss.
settee f 65 ,92

offered to

CENT EL

$2795
.51 44.5Not UNDO ips, H
Isr'quoliv commercial

2.66 per hour
Assemblers

ARLINGTON

55 -Musical Instaments

MOTORS ac.

,ropREBTolZEILK.oFFIR050PA,C,E
1

ARLINGTON HTS. ILL.

PHONE 253-2707

494% with Terris.

WO

1969

ece'rel'Rerl '901107'r*

'5175' n:4"er'llr,rrnon
192

CLEARANCE SALE

89.Real Estate-bs.Preperly

FiN

UP TO $1000.00 OFF
lot N.W Nvo.
359 1450 Eves CL 3.0297
PetrKno
r

2 E.0011

CULLY AUCTION CO.

k

f

r

PM.

1969 AMBASSADORS 4 DR.

96-Realfstote.Wanted

JAVELINS AND REBELS

SiODA.M. to 6:00 P.M. WEEKDAYS

RAMBLER 4 DR.

352'5366 or 358-1823
1024ruells,Trailers

394-4625

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

Honeywell

GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE!

An Equal Opportunity Employer

27o*'d '11"'

':35,5,06 InSect
PI

5541II616lifitimentS

Arlington Heights, Ill.

h

1020 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

'De11122-'77.13'7M1,.7;per

9"7,1X4VOrt'en't*nitnnk.

HONEYWELL TRAILER ON PREMISES

IW

8E4teal Estate-lbuses

COME IN AND COMPARE

HE career of 05 53 and Dundee, IL 611

fr

TrM, BOB'.

EXCELLENT PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
INTERVIEW:

5000

MR 575 253.08

Full Factory Warranty
5 Year -50,000 Miles
These am not Fleet

10% to JOT', Off on Display merchandise!
Many Used Specials]
tONVENIFNL LOCATIONS:

9o4 ems Pure 35.2151

.

nr Lease Cars

Famous Name Brands(

Poletve,

telephone company of Illinois

71.To Rent, Stores, MEN

With Automatic increases

1500 W. Dundee

$875

CALL

966-5540

ANTIQUE AUCTION

.

't

6 Cylinder 3 Speed, Utility Body

per hour

Stock Handlers
2.66 per hour

.

1964 Ford 250 3/4 Ton Truck

cog.,

N'Croci"5135 CCII*esc.ew:oft.

$2.55

Auto, Rodio, Heater Excellent Candi- .:

the pub.

OBOS

Janitors

Northeast Corner of Rte. 68 8 53

EVANS PRODUCT CO.

171

!into

1st

For tots Information CalL

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Personnel Manager

297-3200

895
1964 Pontiac Catalina
Real Sharp Cot

oiler good Mod, INTO nan Menace end

HOURS:

require

1964 Oldsmobile 98
4 Dr. Hardtop, P/S,P/B, Elec. Windows.

ILinsberlakel

MT. PROSPECT

Industrial StorNaiil Ous Motion
1006W. Dundee Rd., Art. Hrk. III,
I block emt of our new plant

Applicoer Mould he perfanobler. wIN executive smoturiol

$995

394.2783

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

8821 0., I080RAl

Phone 255-1910

vee

MT. PROSPECT

777-5555

His ...pa.. oppomn. wean PIN..

Penmen mi., hie you.

RANDHURST CENTER

1965 Chevrolet Impala
4 Dr. Hardtop Sports Sedon-Loaded

01"VAZ07=41%

's'Z'gps,:rsn.=

27.Help Wanted Men & ONE

*ORDER FILLERS aINVENrORYCONTROLCLERIG
GENERAL CLERKS OACCOUNTSPAYABLECLFRKS
(bong L 911.1
eTYPISTS

POSITIONS
TOP RATES - NO FEES'

AND

P.M.

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.

indolduol

GENERAL OFFICE

I

FOR TEMPORARY OFFICE

PART TIME

ProvIde Custorners

CALL 10 A.M. -

MAIDS

RESERVATIONS

OD 2E9.37

inertial con...

HOUSEKEEPING

totv ir ;tr..

MOTORS INC.

Iee

Ho, du, wall to on.

No Experience Necessary

AIRLINE

L'°-

D=11 :77737ING"Pr:g.

A...-

DES PLAINES

Anew. Depending tete.
Your Experience

ARLINGTON

1,496E1

259-1575

'."7,If.o ['de' l'6Ullreelt"r'ct'M:1

111

GENERAL OFFICE

PE 6-5302

Sawa ME deform 2994311

4182nefumitlegsTmesie

White Collar Girls

CL 3-6100 Mr 227

nnLOtRO..R.LGnnL

n7'IV,Z

PALATIND,OLLING MEADOWS

392-5230

JOHN HANCOCK
INSURANCE COMPANY

TED DODGE DAM 4 dr, Pi. OM

-9.69 61,15,02

CLERKS

h

in Ms plemordeftele handle

We will hire above the

NORTHWEST DAY

ELMHURST RD.

TOP PROFITS

$3.15 to $3.89

Beginning wage 01 70 per hour, plus? cents per mile car allow,
once. If inleresled, phone Mr. Mackey (255-7200) for details and
appointmeal

S

Customer Assistant

$3.32 to $4.11

MILLING MACHINE

P bl

1500. 2591225

Bee Were Meemo. 253.4144

Register with us

DUNKIN DONUTS
5,

T'4"x;4n7:"."

'.hTr

114191, Pets & Equipment

wIGS--, PRIER

APPLY IN PERSON, BEFORE 51.0

8.50
.

:3tS'Arf7674tf37"

400 GolfilVII Shopping Center, Niles, II.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
STENOS
TYPISTS

,

Part Time
2 P.M. luG P.M.

CLERICAL

A 1 Ht

'57;5[7874763"'"

WE NEED

COP,Age'eglEECHT

1911.1770

WITH CAR

Be Prepared
for Extra
Holiday Expenses

Pleasant Working CandMans

g,..c4V;T4ce,-

S125. End ram. more

ENJOY LATER

benefits.

JEWEL FOOD

Protopak Eng. Corp.

PRESS BRAKE OPERATOR

'49 mere. 207 MM. Perfect

med 960-0362

e INVOICE MATCHING CLERKS

WORK NOW -

figure ongtude
shorthand and
typing skills re mired. Excellent fringe

fl 5.0500 Ext. 594

827.1017

FACTORY HELP.

$2.79 to $3.46

537 7,2

Com, bird

SPECIAL ORDER CLERKS

827-662U

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

03Iest of Route 43)

'"g

OR CALL ,4S-3770

in

and
Light
good

NURSES
Ken Larson di Assacioles

SEOC000NIon

et,t, with secretarial es
periente. Strong derica

NO FEE.

PRODUCTS

WANTED TO BUY

PANCAKE HOUSE

Office Personnel Dept.

STENO

$2.70 to $3.46

CASH

omP0,-Nos

OFFICE PERSONNEL

esecutiee office For

astomer Correspondent
S500

-

Sears Roebuck and Co.

21 Help Wanted -Men & Women

RESTAURANT

HAS OPPORTUNITIES

CLERK TYPISTS

ar. ham, P/8, PPS AM loch

4,0413

The New

PUBLISHING

PART TIME

4

14 to Rent Apartments

424lanted to Buy

Golf NT II Store

Mt. Prospect,

METHODIST

255-7010

D

9edect. stoo. ens slier 5 P.M.

Apply Now

SECRETARIES

FOR:

A

,CP 527.5121

THE SINGER COMPANY

HOUSE
CALL I.V

tag DI

14031 and Antiques

CHRISTMAS
ANTIQUE SALE

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

MR. A. 0. HINTZ

FULL TIME

BEAUTY OPERATOR

MUSIC FIELD

I

Set Up Man
FACTORY HELP

".:1171;ed

PAID VACATION

THOR

hal.,

AND MACHINE OPERATORS

078-13200

NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

msrene Op -

856

5150020.,.

POWER 1001 50.

Travel Agency

255-94.

No Experience Nmessory

WANTED

moll pi ma,

LPN's

Shipping
AMY

Welding

r000r

nth busy molt..

114p15. and Rooms to Dare

-

GOLDEN BEAR

CONE=HECH2

Shift: Night Premium

Paint Department

Full company heneliis.9k

d' te openings

Openings Ava,rie on Afternoon

25,3200

Des Plooes

4NPLYIN PERSON.PIRSONNEI DEPT.

352.1152

MEN!

GROUNDS CUSTODIAN

WAITRESSES

doy Mr B. A.31 so 4 Am Call

GENERAL OFFICE

p're:'"27er"prorTre== ""'"

GENERAL CLERICAL
AUDITING CLERICAL
MATRON

BENSENVILLE

ARLINGTON PARK

CONDITIONING CO.

len you Ilea oPiaMall

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 2ND SHIFTS
5

E.C.F. RN's-

1960 CHEVROLET COUPE Good

Thy new GOLDS,. BEAR PANGRE NOUSE RESTAURANT of.

WOMEN

666 Loedmeier Rend, Elk Grow Village

DINNING ROOM SET wTh bullet

ttc. or. a.m.*. P. almnandles. No alma. 'locos.
Foils Excellent mains. plus Hering SO= famous
It

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

Selastamer-Chicogo
245F GILLEN SI

d 51995 381,49

JOHNSON WATER

Days and Nights Co Ambifieus Girls

2i23.-Mri;0

766-5950

EdINISPTT 5010211111115 Care

392-9872

CLERK

SEASONAL
WORK
,

Village Hall ... 439-3900

TOWERS HOTEL

FOR

pecornent will include

Call Mr. Schou*

II 411
HOUSEMAN

C7,rDir

537.3377
35E1.6670

GENERAL SALES

IC

31800 CE G9325

INVENTORY

250910yment AgentietiWomai

ark. TM man Mon.

ILLINOIS FIREMEN% PENSION PLAN

-PM am

GENERAL TIME

I

"=Zii%.:707

SNACK BAR ATTENDANTS

BOOKKEEPER

1969 Opel Pally Ka,' excellent

1124ottroars fa Sele

Full Time

(1:1

1250 PICKS FOAL t BOLLING MEM ILL. SODS

26-11e1pWant6 Women

Palm Engineer..

clonn, Taal.

PAR! I IMI MEN

00,1,312

IlIe'MleKti*'iole'r'07-P706250",

6

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
...HURTING/ATE

252 ONO

NEEDS '

SPACE AND 5100013 DIVISION
Rd.

ARLIN.O;r04ZS, ILL

ono year .

Uncl

INTERNATIONAL

C

CLERK -TYPIST

HOSPITAL
am w.

112 AstanolOs Fe Sale

A LIMITED NUMBER of now ch.

Sears

EFEFeSinirVilF"

METALS, INC.

ST. ALEXIUS

TRY

SUBURBAN OPENINGS

2:30-5 p.m.

Laboratory Technician
JINER BENEFITS. 30 dap audio.

2SNOS°2

'44117

If0

259-0740

P.M. ROUTES

CALL MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, Between 4
6:30 P.M.

appeal,. aeon.. can*

1155 Ookton

befiEnare.

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GRO,V,E nEK,AGE, M.

JOB HUNTING

6:30-8:30 a.m.

rhed ma ...Ma" ueed

MR. BAKER

IN It

1irlocir-09

PRE FINISH

MAIDS

"7.

Comp.,

6028

A.M. ROUTES

EKE... nnots

Cox, IN OR CATE

PRIMP°.

Pold Training

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN A FAST-GROWING,
PROGRESSIVE, INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITY. ...

our cointonnble onel am. Saco ocd
Nina Plant Sea madame prererable

Mingle, NolgIns

SCHOOL BUS

Warmness Opporiumliti

242 Turret MM..

32441501mM ftsrthandise

boTh 52.50,

y

Z"IM'ar.a7li

314DMISIII&E02162ult

255.1107

BIG TIME
HOUSEKEEPING

"

1969 Honda WOCC 5650 or

102,000 011%Tmesed

"ro'irn1=1:".M

00107.17E'rg0

6 Cedar

..16,

DOCTOR'S

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Rd

,

MRS. FALZONE
PERSONNEL MANAGER

IT`me

ly

of WMel eft

ASSEMBLERS:

APPLE PERSONNEL DEPT

I INDBERG HEVI-OUTY

(h. -Mill Moro

APPLY IN PERSON TO

455.3600

5560 MONTH

Ztr'inty'

CA

ifitlittefumtuAlentes

;Z:s'Oln 'hVe/o

JOIN THE

,MC.3011.1

2 2111. Kearney/1MM

HOLIDAY BAKE SALE

Outstanding Company Benefits
No Experience Necessary
light Typing

SECRETARY

DRA1 EWAN PROPOSALS

gigGierristp,11,001011
Felt Demo: 510
292 /675

AVAILABLEASSURPT,

Page 13

Call alter 7 PM W.,105

pophan with Immesh% doter,
fled doses relaled in rebel oduomeng, for career

OVERHEAD

Cashier -Typist

Thursday December 16 1969

9.1101631121tomerts

1249rcellaneous Merchandise

C.C.-1115

Secretary to V. P.
In Purchasing Dopt.

SUPERVISOR

21 -Help Wanted Women

CholleclUing

RECEPTION

I

ADVERTISING
GIRL FRIDAY

YOUNG WOMAN

No Fee

EED E

2441111Wonted Women

minded oLeL

SINKS 5150oWk.

358-4400

I

MANUFACNIT,

ASSEMBLERS

RECEIVING

1 ht. are Emma..
oaputilaoltle.Lvallat Bandcmg
plus during In MANN Tama Fr. auras Hunt pro.

1lAel 1(1

26 Help Wanted Women

Pugh

Volkswagen Inc

ADDRESSOGRAPH
MULTIGRAPH CORP..

AUTO MECHANIC
STOCKMEN
'
PORTERS

2148111 /Tett Men

1.1criKri

HOMEWORK

3,2-4236

Mr. Casper
593-5400

FULL TIME

$550 NO FEE

26 Ilelp

ID A CU

Des Plaines

NEEDS

!IN--CM/WIRER'

P Pt

I

MATURE

171i7MPUT

ss

LI ',nib. I...enrol

1 1.1

To

I

'FS' 2,0 05SO

STOCK ROOM PERSONNEL
ORDER FILLER - PACKERS

/Ell .1/0

PART TIME

est mpo mot Co... or

HAL TIME

200

IF 20O [AN DIG ATI THAL THEN CALL FRAN, SCE ESE

DRIVER

s

.

261412111211110101350
h

Arl Ht. He irins co

Whets Your Number
DRAFT EXEMPTS?

266,16tinTleh00men
d

2,777;ply 'eg.76'3's noZ
P 11

TOM DOOR!
alien and GROOVE

oNOCY

264felpY2auted Women

ur.NERS

ARE TOE READY.

tROWN PEII,ONNEt

2E 05516pnot hams Mu

DSO Wanted Oen

2S116pVInIEEREn

.CHOOT OP

COLIEGE STUDENT LO HELP TM

NO CAR EXPENSES-,

c

c

Reds Walt) Rot

101.Auto Puts and Atcess.

Peva
1500 Rand Road -Des Plaines, Ill.

PHONE 824-3196

.

Tit

Ole has 'em ..........

Great Gifts

ille has `ern.
TCA ija Gifts
L ye!

Kids Love!
WO " .1011 1111

$11.00 Value

a

Open Mon thru Fri 8 to 8
Sut 8 to 6 Sun 9 30 to 1 30

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY MOUNT PROSPECT
CL5-1600

97

-

----

1N1I

LEGO BASIC GIFT SET
A unique building toy. Pads are
precision engineered to snap

to.

geiher...lhen. take apart to build

$7.50 Value

Senior MICROSCOPE LAB

-4

55

again. This 28.5 piece set is large
enough to build a four story house,
skyscrapers and even toys with real
wheels and tires. Lego is the toy that
makes building fun year around.

ik1142retal-scope equipped with two eyepieces

and two turrets ... adjust to 4 settings with
Magnifications from 50x to 450x. Battery oper:
ated stage light (battery not included) plus all
the essentials for a science minded youngster.

t

1,

sK

Senior
L

1 gg§21

GEOLOGY

GG

LAB

gGge

ff,N

$11.00 Value

V

r797
Senior CHEMISTRY LAB

Sl

Everything

the

curious

chemist

experiments. 16 chemicals, precision
beam balance, metal test tube rack,
PYREX test tubes, alcohol, many test

Powerful magnifying glass examines gold ore
and 19 other minerals and fossils in this set.

materials and assorted lab equipment. Any youngster will find him-

Includes pick, Jolly Balance; manual guides every experiment.

THE PIPER II

THE WINNER

Contrasting piping stems the sleeve and circles
the biceps. Belted and fastened with a D. ring,

Racing stripes bridle the saddle raglan sleeve
before they circle the sleeve. In 100% worsted,
doubleknit, everyone's a winner. Completely

jacket of 100% ZePef'" -treated nylon,
double zips over CM inside goggle packet. 100%
KodeflP polyester inner -lines for warmth.
this

self engaged for hours on end.

icautog- 1111

0111

needs to perform more than 525 $1 1.00 Value
R

COLORS: Blackout/Brandy

Piping,

Silver

Cloud/Yellowstreak Piping, Brownstone/Chamois
Piping, Ink/Copout Piping, Firecrcicker/White-

BROMLEY II
Stripes spark the shoulder line of the 100%
ZePelw treated, Antron" nylon taffeta jacket
innerlined with soft, 100% Kodet"' polyester
Extras include double zip, goggle pocket,
button in hood Mother and daughter can look

fully fashioned.

COLORS: Whiteout/Firecracker Stripe, Wind
Blue/Greentree Stripe, Yellowstreak/Ink Stripe,

alike

Chamois/Blackout Stripe. Sizes: S -M -L -XL

COLORS: Wild Honey/Ink Yoke/Wind Blue
Stripe, Wind Blue/Brownstone Yoke/Wild Honey
Stripe, Wild Iris/Green tree Yoke/Limelight Stripe,
Firecracker/Blackout
Yoke/Whiteout
Stripe

out Piping. Sizes: S -M -L- XL
41

Sizes S M L

$35.00
'

$29.00
_...

b.

$40.00

-

Jka
f.

Tonka "Mighty" DUMP
This air steel giant is big and tough enough for youngsters
to actually ride on. Rolls smoothly on Celcon wheel bear.
ings. Cargo box raises for dumping. Long wearing oversized tires grooved with deep -traction cleats. Heavy duty
bmer equipped with shock absorber pads.

$5.95

$8.00 Value

Tonka HYDRAULIC DUMP
Restyled and modernized cab, grille and bumper. Hydraulic

dump action operates smoothly. Boo automatically
raises at touch release. End gate opens for dumping or
spreading. New floatction type tires throughout, tandem
wheels in rear.

i:;

$4.33

$6.00 Value

a

Mighty-Tonda LOADER
Tough steel reproduction of actual road building equipment. Lever -operated bucket scoops, raises for hauling and

unloading. Swivel cab is "glassed in",,,authentic details
include exhaust stack, dual air cleaners and steering. Durable deep -cleat tires "dig -in when the going gets tough."

$7.49

$10.00 Value

Tonka WRECKER
. Realistic oll.steel construction. Featuring Tonka's new sleek
cab, grille, and bumper styling. Actually hoist and tows toy
vehicles of most any sire. Red emergency flasher and durable whitewall tires plus metal hub caps.

$5.50 Value

$3.89

/.

Tonka TRENCHER
A multi -action toy with five separate operations, digging,
loading, hauling, dumping, and leveling. Sturdy steel unit

PIPER

THE WINNER

Boys go for the racing look in this contrast piped

BROMLEY

moves on deep grooved threads.

parka. 100% polyester bolt is encased in a

$s.so Value

shell of 100% nylon for warmth. Two-way front
zipper, two zipped pockets, and button in hood

Racing stripes bridle the saddle raglan sleeve
before ;hey circle the sleeve. In 100%, worsted

Like mother, like daughter
here is Mom's
jacket scaled down for girls in 100% Antron®
nylon taffeta, interlined with soft Koder", poly
ester Only the cuffs have been changed to

$3.89

doubleknit, everyone's a winner. Matches Men's.

COLORS: Greentree/Wind Blue Stripes, Ink/

for extras.

COLORS: Brownstone/Chamois
Yellowstreak

Piping,

Piping,

Yellowstreak

Ink/

Stripes,

Firecracker/Whiteout

Stripes. Sizes: S -M -L -XL

Firecracker/Whiteout

protect the "Innocenti"

COLORS: Wind Bide Body/Brownstone Yoke,
Firecracker Body/Blackout Yoke, Yellowstreak

Piping. Sizes: S -M -L -XL

Body/Ink Yoke Sizes S M -L -XL

$18.00

$22.00

$25.00

C

Perfection
Has Its Price

Change-O-Matic
WOODBURNING SET
A deluxe woodburning set that features the exclusive Change-O-Matic,
for easy, convenient point changing.
Complete with Wonder Pen, 3 extra
points, color foil, II plaques, 2 cork

coasters and point set. Make delightful gifts the whole family will

$6.00 Value

$ 64

enjoy.

MAGIC LITE

When you want to ski on
the world's best, you've got to be

willing tunny for the world's best.
,/,,
Perfection has its price.
d.r.ft
fit.i;
Our Hart Skis costa
little more because they

/

7)7

$12.00
Value

t
IT,

The most fascinating new dimension in ... colored light. Create unusual multi -colored designs "!A

and scenes at the turn of a handle. Hours of
creative play value.

.5

.

'

thr

give you a lot more.
Whether you're buying
a Javelin or a Standard,
you're buying the exclusive
patented features
that have made
Hart Skis the

'4044*

easiest -to -

handle, most
responsive skis

/ II

.

in the world.
Exclusive

aluminum -steel libel glass construction

0

5 pc. Cosco

COLOR-IFIC CRAFT
$6.00
Value

ti

KIT

$4"

Makes pencil cases, wallets, key
case, coil purse, belt. In 8 different
contact designs.

I

PJr

BRIDGE' SET
Reg. $39.95
Value

$2

'

Table is standard size 28" high. Available In
assorted colored upholstery.

4

hart- skis

98\

Sturdy construction and smart styling are yours
in this handsome set. Four folding chairs. Card
.

that makes Harts turn with
incredible ease ... respond
smoothly and instantly. Harts
carve on ice, font through powder,
hold on moguls. No chatter.
No wander. Great to ski on.
When you buy Harts from us,
you buy precision design.
A Lifetime Guarantee against
delamination or loss of edges. And the
pleasantest skiing you've ever had.
But perfection has its price.

i

IMP -

.

LACROSSE
Ultrafeminine, contrasting

4:

111

stripes accent the
intricate diamond pattern knit into the raglan
sleeves and turtleneck. The 100% worsted
doubleknit is shaped for waistline fit and back

White Stag makes Nordic news with this heavy-

zips for neckline ease.

COLORS: Silver

.

COLORS: Whiteout Body/Wild Honey Design,

PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING

11 I

KU NGSHOLM CARDIGAN

Whiteout Body/Wind Blue Design, Whiteout
Body/Wild Iris Design, Whiteout Body/Fire.
cracker Design. Sizes:

$30.00

weight 100% wool knit The mandarin collar
splits

above

the

silver

buttoned

cardigan

front
Cloud Body/YellowstreakWhiteoutFirecracker-Blakout
Embroidery,
Wind
Blue
Body/Bluestreak-Whiteout-Wild
Honey -Ink Embrodery, Chamois Body/Wild
Honey -Whiteout -Wind
broidery Sizes 5 -M -L

Blue -Brownstone

Em-

$26.00

r

f
Si

din ton ar
By Richard Crabb

ations of Arlington Park, told The Day,

real estate tatcin Palatine Township. Thee
firm's taxes compare with those paid by
United Airlines and the Randhurst Shopping Center. United Airlines pays the most
real estate tax collected from any firm or

$303,390.03, or more than 79 per cent,
went

to support

grade

schools,

By far the largest share of the Arlington
Park tax paid to any school district went to
Elementary School District 15 which operates the grade and junior high schools for
Palatine and Rolling Meadows. The
School District gets $147,977.15.
DISTRICT 15 uses the funds to help
meet the costs of operating Addams, Cardinal Drive, Central Road, Marion Jordan,
Kimball Hill, Paddock, Pleasant Hill,

"but I am pleased that so much of our tax
funds go to help support the public schools
of such a wide area in our community."
ARLINGTON PARK pays the largest

Real estate and personal property taxes
paid by Arlington Park in 1969 helped
meet the operating costs of public schools
from Schaumburg to Wheeling and .from
Barrington to Des Plaines --a major section of the northwest suburbs.
Arlington Park real estate taxes paid this
year totaled $382,719.30. Of this amount

Randhurst is Wheeling Township's largest

schools and the junior college serving the

The Arlington Park tax bill paid in 1969
was up sharply from the one paid in 1968
when its real estate tax biteamounted to

"I don't -know of anyone who finds pay-

ing taxes an exciting experience," Mrs.
Marjorie Everett, who directs, the oper-

district tax goes to School District 214.
This district is the largest in Illinois and
operates five high schools and is building
another. The schools are Arlington, Prospect, Wheeling, Forest View, Elk Grove
and Hersey High Schools.
HIGH SCHOOL District 211 that
serves Palatine and Schaumburg Townships also shares in the, Arlington Park
realy extate tax payments. The district con-

Churchill Schools, The district serves approximately 10,000 pupils.
Three high, school districts receive
$141,588.38 from the Arlington. Park
real estate taxes. High School District 224

taxpayer.

area.

of Barrington get a small part of the total
The largest share of the high school

Plum Grove, Salk, Sanborn, Winston
Park, Wood, Virginia Lake and Winston

individual in Elk Grove Township, and

high

ort u

taxes el sit

$287,280.

tains Palatine, William Fremd and James
B. Conant -High Schools.

Harper Junior 'High School receives
$13,824.52 of the Arlington Park real estates tax.

sc oo

1.

Elementary School District 25 of At%
lington Heights does not share in the Ar.N.A.
lington Park real estate taxes. Although
School District 25 is but the width of
Wilke Rd. away from Arlington Park, no
part of Arlington Park is located within
Dist. 25.

The annexation of Arlington Park by
the village of Arlington Heights will have
no bearing upon the percentage of taxes
received by these school districts, nor will
any other school district receive funds
from Arlington Park tax payments.
School districts have their own fixed
boundaries which cross village 'lines and
are not subject,to change by.any action other than that of the Illinois legislature.

t Proi5prt

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, cold, low
15 to 20; Tomorrow: Fair,

Telephone

2554400

continued cold.
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Dist. 59 to announce
new chief in January
' new man ban been unani-

By Jan Bone
District 59 board members
have picked a new school superintendent and will announce their choice next
Month.

A news' release Thursday
from Dr. Allen K. Sparks,
board president, said that the

mously chosen after more than
60 applicants were screened.

"Although details of the ap.pointment cannot be made

public until the new superintendent has informed his district of his future plans,"
Sparks said, "it is anticipated
that a complete announcement

can be made next month.

"WE ARE extremely pleased with the selection.
"We are confident that the

floor area of 5,600 square feet,

The Mount Prospect Zoning Board of Appeals' tie vote

former residentially zoned
area that is now B-2 (business
and office zone.)

for an office building in the
of 3 to 3 last night on a parking
spaces variation for a Realtor's

dation" status on the matter,
.which will he reported to the

Mrs. John Fako, 6 W. Lonnquist, Mount Prospect, donates canned goods for needy people in
Cairo, Ill., being collected by Forest View High School students, Debbie Koenig, 807 S. Maple,
Debbie Miske, 806 S. Maple, and Robert Marturana, 900 S. Louis, all of Mount Prospect. The
canned food drive is under the direction of counselor Burton Showers at Forest View, and the
Student Cutmcil. The goods are being collected in a semi -trailer van, donated by Fernstrom
Movers, Arlington Heights. (Photo by I)an Balms)

Nurses club uses lunch
funds for 'lending closet'
Last night a member of the
Mount Prospect Nurse's Club,

Basnik, 902 Golfview

anyone who needs them.
The club meets monthly and
lectures are scheduled at

Pl., Mount Prospect said $600
of the $800. collected at a November luncheon was used to

Mrs,. Basnik said the club
had the "Penny Pot" project
for several years but has dis-

which doctors and other persons related to the medical

buy new equipment for their
"Lending Closet."
The other money went to
the annual scholarship given

continued it.
The club has been active in
starting vision screening for

by the club to a girl who will be
studying nursing, she said.
The Nurse's Club was estab-

ting for glaucoma, she said.

lished 15 years ago when a
group of nurses in Mount
Prospect decided to meet regu-

larly to discuss projects that
would be beneficial to the
community, Mrs. Basnik said.

SINCE THEN they have
taken on several projects, including placing "Penny Pots"

2 fined $25
for shoplifting
Two /Elgin girls charged
with shoplifting were placed
on six -months supervision and

pre-school children and tes-

profession speak.

MRS. BASN1K. said the
Nurse's Club meets with all
the requirements necessary to
send a representative to the
School

But, she believes the club's
most important project is their
"Lending Closet."

District 57 General

Caucus which screens school

She said in the past they
have always sent a representa-

charge
hospital
beds,
crutches, wheel chairs and

tive and someone from the
group will attend the 1970

other miscellaneous items to

caucus.

Plans

mitted,

nance that specified "2,400
square feet of floor space."

forming to the 2,400 foot requirement, and the "two-sto-

The permit that Starck requested was for a building of

ry" building was deleted.
Starck was asking the board

5,600 square feet, the plans in-

last night for a variation that

dicating a two-story building.

would allow the number of

ation on a sign for the build-

in deceptive

Earl Lewis, former Mount
Prospect Village Qoard trustee
who retired several weeks.ago
and was replaced on the village

practices case

ordinance of February 1968

Erwin L. Martay when Baier

that did not apply, the board
decided to vote on whether to

was made.

failed to

grant a variation that would

swer deceptive practice charg-

require 15 parking spaces instead of the 17 that interpretation of the ordinance

cago was issued by Magistrate
appear in Mount
Prospect Circuit Court to an-

any one of the several signs for

es.

which Starck displayed tentative plans may meet requirements of the village zoning ordinance without requiring a
variation.
Peter Retten, village direc-

Baier was arrested Oct. 30
on a complaint signed by the
Terrace Supply Co., I
W.
Central. A company repi-esen-

the property."
Subtracting floor space area

would indicate were needdd.

1

I

tative claimed eight checks

written by Baier to pay for automotive supplies were returned unpaid because -of insufficient funds.

Starck had said at the hear-

ing he would still like a twostory building, and on that
basis and a requirement Of the
1968 ordinance that
each
space

represent 270 feet of
floor space, 17 spaces would
have been required.

board.

ment commending him for his

Waix4 Department

Robert Teichert, who

committee, received the traditional nameplate from Mayor
said,

I

"Earl's retirement, comiw at

spokesman for the state
marshall's office, which

fire is still undetermined. The
fire marshall's office in-

taken
over
the
investigation of a farm house fire
at 1031 Higgins Rd., yesterday

local municipalities. Schaefer

A

fire
has

said the case is still under investigation.
Harry Schaefer, field investigator, said the cause of the

Folk singer
to perform at
Palatine bank

Corey Palzak when she

when she entered a contest in
the Chicago Amphitheatre.
She has appeared on television and sung on radio shows

gals.

believe public service is one of

the greatest honors you can
have, especially at the local
level."

trustees.

Plaines; and Ridge, Rupley,

Higgins farmhouse fire
being probed by state

roles in school plays aid musiI,

ovation from the audience'and

Knolls, and Brentwood in Des

A bachelor is a guy who never made the same mistake once.

in Wisconsin, in addition to

Lewis received a standing

Mount Prospect; DevonEinstein, High Ridge

shire,

Grove, Salt Creek, Grant
Mount Prospect as ,,adminis- Wood, Hopkins, Clearmont,
trative assistant at a salary of Lively, Byrd, and Cook in Elk
$ I 7,000.
Grove Village.

In 1968 Nanette won the
title of Illinois Best Girl Pop
Singer in a WCFL contest.
Her career began at age -5.

egular meeting of the village

Lewis, who served as chair-

of

of Christmas Music" today

.

The, defendants, Mary A.
Brown, and Gladys M. Sims

man of the board's judiciary

of Tom Warden

21), will sing in Palatine National Bank's annual "Festival

Lewis was given a patch this," he said.

after they reportedly stole 'a
dressk,and two purses worth
$24 from the Montgomery

ment

Folk singer Nanette Linton,

the time it did, came very hard.
Nobody deserves this (b.gnor)
more than you do.

"1 can only tell you that

Board members Monday
also announced the appoint-

ist

years of service Tuesday at the

board

in

dent.

AFTER THE hearing. the

A warrant for the arrest of
Charles G. Baier, 33, of Chi-

last spring, which asked for a

Des. .

Schools in District 59 are
ALBEON WALTMAN of
Elk Grove Village has been Low in Arlington Heights;
serving as acting superinten- Frost, Dempster, Jay, Holmes,

hoard checked the exact wording of the ordinance which referred to "2,400 square feet of

Starck delay his request for "a
variation" on the sign until the
parking question was decided
and a final interpretation of an

permit had been denied Starck

and was a teacher in

parking spaces to be 13.

Issue warrant

told the board that a building

had been serving as director of
training. He also has been
principal of Cardinal Drive
school in Rolling Meadows,

were
later resubRetten said, con-

permit based on the 1968 ordi-

that

tor of building and zoning,

Ele-

Plaines District 62.

sings her Christmas selections.

Martay', yesterday in Mount
Prosfsect.Circuit Court.

Store in
Ra,frJhurst Shopping Center.

Retten said he denied the

would be required , for the
building, and a requested vari-

THEY INDICATED that

effective.

of Forest View

mentary School, in District 59,

of floor space, a computation
not including certain mainte-

Former trustee Lewis
honored by village board

service. "I really am proud of

both'I 8, were arrested Nov. 31

spaces

time required one parking
space for each 270 square feet

Dr. Donald Thomas became

and tomorrow at 10 a.m. in the
hank's lobby.
Nanette, a teller at the bank,
will he accompanied by guitar-

of trustees by Lloyd
Norris, was honored for his

fined $25 after pleading guilty

before Magistrate Erwin L.

of parking

ber

TIIE ORDINANCE at that

board candidates.

THE CLUB will lend free
of

to decide the minimum num-

ing.
"the board suggested that

in local stores to collect funds
for Northwest Community
Hospital.

Ethel

Village Board.
Robert Starck's hearing before the hoard was scheduled

district has been without a fullfledged superintendent since
July I, when the resignation of

WARDEN, FORMER principal

nance areas in the building.

building at 209 S. Main St.
amounted to a "no recommen-

The 20 -school elementary

broad educational and 'administrative experience which the
new superintendent brings to
us will insure the continuation
of the fine. educational pro -

Tie vote by appeals board
on realtor's parking question
By Ben Clarke

gram which has been a tradition in our district."

A Commonwealth Edison Co. crew unloading a huge distribution transformer. In 1970 the
utility will install 13 transformers similar to this one in its northern division as part of a $3 million
substation construction program.

After attending Wheaton
College, Nanette joined the
Palatine National Bank staff
and continued singing in area
clubmnd on radio shows after
bank)4 hours,

vestigates tires at the request of
said.
1.t.

Donald Kuhn of Elk

Grove Fire Department Wednesday night said that his
department suspected arson in
the fire, which destroyed a bed

and bassinet in the old farmhouse.

.1 -he house, owned by Margaret Hoeske, 1031 Higgins,

was one of several cited for
building code violations this
,veek by Cook County building inspectors.

Former occupants of the
the Amando Gomex

house,

family, were moved out Satur-

day by Neighbors at Work
;NAW), a local community
group, and provided with temporary quarters in the Elk

Grove Holidayinn.

There's

Santa?
is headquarters in
the Molint Prospect Plaza.
On 'Mondays through Fri-

At

days 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Satur-

days 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
and Sundays .11 a.m. to 5
p.m.
At

the Randhurst Mall

every day from 9:30 aan. to
9:30 p.m.

THEBAN
Fnday December 19 1969
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More winners
in art contest

Man Street

1st load of gifts delivered inDay's gift collection
tour truskla Ws al pn LW,
rd 5500 an L Loh win don nu/

A low. loot of hnshtls r ithin one wok
wrappsd to, Stuffed rum do
I OR IIIL pea two
tr.
dames and S69 our turnut thewLhildno hoc
over to the Chicago nftlee of ceived gifts front the Wheeling
Children and Family Soviets Township Republican Organiroterday by Day Publics. moon avrdo), of which An Jerson is the publicity dime.
The gifts were donated by

toaLot

residents throughout the

gill,

year situ WTILO gave

Io

acs children. and this

northwest suburbs with a smnificant share coming from
students at Central School in
Mount Prospect.

e it thr. pnArdul 'An for SS
loner duldun
Lstn totth tl1 theprtunn

11,0% kr indmollnr It n un tbht

ho ankrul through tin di

to uin for ham
It we, then nutoo in to find

WELL of bur punts who she

oolk...a.d Mom 1111. 1101 kw

tmryrrtn pleurrunt for him

coil thus- us grit cone Mil

in dots honx. BM wont

dren who will find ea gifts for

ham much of II Christmas this

them on Christmas morning.
IN FACT.Jor many of them
special
Christmca murnot

year unless someone helps.

SHARON AND Mary were
wry young witch their mother
dial for years ago.
When In;,, father began to
drink too ninth and Ina sevaral jobs shortly after he was
lured, the frustrations of his

mg of thew He was

13,11

damned by It. pore: t. and his

It
rn

DAY CIRCULATION

were taken out on the girls
friquent. arguments and

pm. to 8 p.m. Sundey.

children'
bring their donation m one of
the four collemon locations.

The PronPect Day office.
117 S. Main St.. MO.. Pres-

something to

These

A final trip will he made to
Chicago during the early pan
of next week to deliver the gills
in time to have them db.
'b ed f Christ nes
wrapped
should
and nnno,onnnind
u nowt

A very imam man was

Peet: hoots no 9 am. to mid night weekday, and 4 p.m. to
midnight Sunday,
The Dm Plaines.Day °thee.
722 Center St., Des Plaines.

Imo teen em. to

p.m.

5

weekdays.

card indicating what the gift is.

fret is for a boy or a girl and
whin ascot's:hi. the gin is for.

a.m. to

THE COLLECTION hue:-

relvcr.

Gloria now 11 wars old.

Last year readers of The Ar
lington Day and The Prospect
Day donated 5340 in cosh and
more than three station wagon
loads of toys.

dons arm

Grove Village: hours are 9
pm, weekdays.
Make. all Meeks payable to

CM,Ireti and Enmity Services
Chihli -en, Gift Innul.

"MACH H"

apoeul for gifts and dish &mations for the more than 1.200
foster children
throughout
Cook County.

he gm pedal when starting

kit mg .111 m 45 emends he
omen trim.

your car. said theChicano btu-

-.If the outuretor Ramis.

But. says the motor clot,

often you can smell raw moolino when it door -shut off the
ignition. push the gas pedal to
the your end hold it there fore
full minute. Them with the

even these recommended tech -

hoe tips for getting 'underway
n car ,weather:
-Before turning the igni-

ion key. turn off all seem
seri= you might have left on
the last time the car Woe driv-

-Turn the key end dams.

,

the accelerator

Ow way
down once -just once -arid tet
up half way. IMO erind the
all

Make reputed. attempts al:

Mlle. m. not workii your 1
Cm iv nut kept tuned and your
b a t i e r Y N not mogul,
clanged

staricr. TIM procedure allow.
.

through the manifold. Enough
fuel

usually remains to give

you a proper start.

-Warm your engine at an
idle. Never nice a cOld engine.

rid
because rapid actiod of interpins before lubricants an

FASHION

day with a rpecial communion
service. Guru preacher will he

$8.00

Rev:Dr. Mould K. Johns.11
The Imam. from drace
go .n i
hinum for the

SIZES 141/2 to 17

aged in the early evening arid
then haye Christmas party.

00

0

MEN'S & BOYS' WEAR

'

'

e
0
...
`.
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See Our Exciting New Place....

They svt

lieud.,, coon ybqgd,

VILLAGE manager Virgil
Barnett and other interested
community resider,. will go to
Glencoc tomorrow to study
the mod control methods used
there. Apparently Glencoe has
aced Bonds of

hal aim. and ...ion without-

insimetions this week.
Raymond J. Mehl, commissioner of building and eon.

maintenance problems.

-

to sown n

ho

in investigating the Bood can.
trol facilities utilized in that
community.

WORST KaK
"No. you may not wear
your hair like the Beaks!.
screamed the exasperated man

to his long -Mirth ofhpring.
"Why not. Pop?. asked the

ferule tMtl

nods

garment.131's compl631ianc1.,e hoard

IRH
Rd

d

1,21

d Hawke

25 5
Rd., and 511n1 Miller. 2111 W.

Touhy.

WEISHSA, ensputema
Tuesday revealed numenms
building, plumbing. Mectrical

and sanitation ....violations
in

nnim

H by

,hogonr' nrp-

wow,

-

o akelap deck

A stereo tope
The Young Couples Club of Stly was stolen

'

E. Algonquin a within the
alum

rho
William Meek,
sanitone., would inspect dm
Klehm property this mornmg.
Muck Laid potent:1y that the
nudge io taking a look into

health code violations in the
area.
He
said Arlington

Heights now has two sani.
turians and will
geng
closer supervision to all areas
of the vthage.

"Consul will be made with

and Sun Nursery property. 13
E. Algonquin, but could not is.

erica a level of sanitation consistent with thc
Am
li ngt on Heights on Mr.
Klehmk 'properly."
black

rue citations because the prop-

said.

ChristmasArlinery.

t TInnentl;oj prth711

Carl Kiel.. Sr., and on: will

specters also iihvgrvgd
non,

erty is in the Village of
ton Heights.

exact number of Emilio Ho Mg on the 13 E. Algonquin
property.

think them

1

fames them,

sevend
halt

I

Two families on Me
Heights

by rrgistered mail ordering the

10,10,o

IS, sand he does not know the

ROBERT

tM CDADDIILL tam!)
shildno m District 59 uhools
Marra sod.
He said there are "a lot" of

E Algonquin property
We intersitvAd four fans
Ins on that property.- Arch bold said, "but "Mere are

substandard dwellings housing'
Spanish-Americans within Arlinmon Heights.

"Just estimating, rd say
about 10 families." Archbold

don't

mud.

know them
he all because they
will ho held in room 30O 'of. the don't all
children in the
Civic Center in Chicago. .
school district." lharra said.

Building Corer Martin Mau

Flemhers of the Drainage
and Clean Streams Committee

Welsh said.

He said Monday's hearing

ARLINGTON

'

imening hedvy damages or

THE SLOWPOKE Dam-

are bolding a membeisonly
Dames tneiyht at
Plentymood Farm in BCE,

Heights

prot,nms for School Motnet

101919 ARCHBOLD, of

Archbokl called conditions.
on the property "deplorable.
Iliose ate the worst shacks
I've ever seen over them." he

Neighbors at Work (NAW). a
local community thOup. said
he amompanicd county insneer., oo their visit to the II

and

If. the Hernandez family and

said.

.

'Shares 2d place in Chicago
Symphony youth auditions
By Margaret, Murphy
David L.kland. 14, it fresh.
at
lk Grove High
Selior. shored second place
Menus and half of 1111 9250
mize money awarded by the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra

day to play an entire movement of thcconcerto of their

dents. 'Fherefore. the meal 1114..;
portant quality upon whidy,

choice.

judgment is Lased is fidelity oft;

THE JUDGES were sour.
phony conductor, 1nvin Hoff.

whet the composer

n1.11, pianist Miay Snuer.viol.

David played the first movaste
mem of the McDowell Soconrt
Concerto in D Minor far
E'

man

in their Annual Youth Audidons held

Itec. I in OrehesIts Hall, Chicago.
The young pianist from Elk
Grove Village played mUsie
beautiful enough to convince
the judges that he was talented

.ough to play with

eyephony. Ten finalMs from
30 contestants assembled On
the fast day not the following

1st Whoa Power, bassist Jo+cub on66os,. n1,181 Don aid Peck and Rhea Shelters.
Chicago pianist and towber.
During Mc brief imcr.
mission, NMestro Holtman
spoke

to

fmr-sized
the 71,1,1,s
dffulty such
the

dime of
a
competition
to the
judges. He mentioned that lite

interpretation by the teacher
gnotly influenas the stu-

performance coming closest 001!:.
dad, .0

he Said.

uno.

11`;

teacher

was MM.:

Raymond Niwa who was at tht
competition with him. The

young winner will play with
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra at dlc Vouth Concerts
which were founded by Frederick Stock, rho orchestra's
music director from 190.5
through 1942.

valued at
Wednesday

South Church am caroling night from an auto belonging
tonight and then having
19,31 Liodumn while the
fondue Num at Sch and hlitr-

ear war in his driveway at 116

lox Moto,. Toruortinv JINN

Flatten, Mum, ur,spec.

now only at Palatine Savings...

GIVE A MUSICAL GIFT
FROM

THE MUSIC SHOPPE
735 W. Dundee Rd. Wheeling, Ill.
lAcross from K -Mart)

ORGANS, PIANOS, GUITARS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
RENTALS - LESSONS - REPAIRS
SHEET MUSIC - ACCESSORIES

Christmas Rush got you Down?
"Try a Little Kindness"
45 RPM RECORD

ANY $3.98 PURCHASE

AraNk

LAST MINUTE GIFTS
GRAB BAG ITEMS, STOCKING
STUFFERS - GIFT CERTIFICATES

FOR LESSONS and/or MERCHANDISE

*04

e WE'LL BE OPEN SUNDAY,DEC.,21ST, FROM 9:30 A.M. TO

.

candlelight
and
Cloistmas carol service femur.
cited rear
ins chancel choir music.
holds

h.,

demur of Sp mesh Amer:Len

FREE41".0cTuHsEmEmIRESRT,

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

5:30 P.M.

FOR YOUR LAST MINUTE SHOPPING CONVENIENCE!

I

MAY WE SUGGEST,

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS - MEN'S SOCKS & TIES
MEN'S LEATHER BILLFOLDS & WALLETS

CHRISTMAS EVE DELIVERIES

ON MOST MERCHANDISE
INCLUDING PIANOS AND ORGANS

BARON'S KIMBALL
MUSIC CENTER
Weekdays 10:30 tog
Soh 9.530, Sun. 12.4

1381 Prairie Ave.

827-6603

IN DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

LADIES' COATS, SUITS, DRESSES
MEN'S & LADIES' SWEATERS

47,7, °=1.7111:

B GINN! G ANUELP

40%

COLOGNES

970

FOR

`We Compound
6Interest
.

MEN & WOMEN
The figurines, birds. animals, vases. etc. illustrated
are few representative examples of the Royal Co.
penhagen Porcelain -known all two the world.

From the city

prirrelain, Copenhagen, al.
present America's greatest rollretirm
Danish porcelain figurines from the master crafts-

\

men clf Bina &

"Bing & Grondahl" makes the loveliest
children in the wodd. Dahl -Jerome% wonderful
Indonesian figurines. Royal Copenhagen. Since
HUNDREDS OF nEms FROM LOVELY
DENMARK TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION
World Faragius Bing & Grandahl and
Royal Copenhagen Christmas Plates

0/a

Lf%

'ON GOLDEN

ransom.

B

aut

TION year 1969 very limited - 575.00 ea.

G MOTHER'S DAY PLATE FIRST EDI-

IMPORTED
a. GLASSWARE

. HOUSEHOLD
GIFTS

1VIount prospect Statei

OFF
RETAIL

%

,v ei

.1%e*

\s4(

A (2

oz

o

\
V1k":

4,X

Arlington Heights, Ill.

0

lo.

,,,/,
.

r,o,

Open Mon.O Vor,1168
Tues, W., TM SM. 10.5
Sh

burn
nter

A,

IMPORTED SWISS EMBROIDERED CURTAINS
TOWELS - BATH ACCESSORIES - BLANKETS

I
-*

% INTEREST

hra,O"arnN $1000

14

IN TIME FOR CHRIST-

OR MORE!

-

mend stores...but you can tam norm One of these turned -on Meive
Ion lust $5.95 when you deposit 5200 or more at Palatine savings.
Offer Is limited and subject to Association rules. Hurry, Christmas Is

430 'IDWPassbook Savings
COMPOUNDED

coming... so come in today!

2 f0114

Itokiaf haat

DAILY

come in and see our great display of WEIGH -OUT WEIGH -INS
Pr

Sstt& O

ELECTRIC BLANKETS
0

5.1

MAS comes the new look in bathroom Scales, the Weigh -Out Weigh
Ins by Counselor. They'll COM you 512 at the big downtown depart.

%

STOVES
O'"

PRESENT ACCOUNT JUST

Nnj
40. "A

25%
tide
OFF RETAIL

EARN

MORE...OR ADD $200 TO YOUR

r

'

0.,t,
:'DRYERS,

GET ONE OF THESE
NEW MOD SCALES FOR
JUST $5.95 WHEN YOU OPEN A
SAVINGS ACCOUNT FOR $200 OR

C14'*Ve

tP.

CLOTHES

,.-

1618 N. Rand Rd. Rt. 12

Sunday until Curbium
Open ermines III (.M1...is

33 % ,,,,,

S
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Tel. 259-4077
Sltellites1

COLOR T.V.'s

..-

S. P. RASMUSSEN

OFF
RETAIL

DECORATOR QUALITY

Queen Julia. Marie, year 1779.

0

LGIIImMillIMpAIMI.G1Mil.helide..J6...,

A Division of Underwriters Salvage Co.
Specialising in Sales of Insurance Claim Merchandise

COLLECTOR'S BUTIK

BRANOENBERRY PARK SHOPPING CENTER

En 0

for the

,

2306 RAND ROAD AT CAMP MeDONALLI ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

GC

-

PHONE 359-0041

scheduled a
Sunday

South

kk.hm
prop,.
%..1sh sod. and there were
violations. but this does not
r= under our jurisdietiOn."
-That would he within the
corporate limas of Arlington

.7

0,

PALATINE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

,

have

Holiday Puny Ear
from fi to 10 p.m.

ANT FOR P119, consider a

OPEN
EVENINGS
UNTIL 9 P.M.

Southwest'Corner Route 83 and Estes

ICE CREAM AND CANDY SHOPPE

Z-

Heights

Prospect Height; celebrates its

first den., of service on Sun-

flowing will put severe wear on

7?aoutaat's

ustourra

Good Shepherd in Prospect

vit.. The money ,goes for

WITH FORWARD

the pats.

Pedd mil, on the ikon... th,

n-radia. heater fan. defros.
Or. windshield wipers.

The senior high kids from
doe Lutheran Church of the

work! of the church with nhil&of:wound the mulch
Grate
therm Church m

SHAPED SHIRT

on cars, winter driving
or Club -AAA. which offers

Along - Bring Along on Sun.
day. They'll he bringing'ttiong
friend. They going to the
Addolorato Nursing Home in
Prairie View and then to Ron
and Nancy Cook's home for

. Sunday at Ilstir rigida Ser.

children:

have a
Carotin, Sing

"Christmas

Sunday evening at 7 p.m. His
message will he "Peace on

THE

the Methodist Youth Fel-

Mw chocolate.

special 'ALUM, Gilt Offering-

Motor Club gives tips

0118.11011

lunxhip gnu. will

Community will he Wing.

In that first year more than

cYVlayb err

the lady's hook MIAs hand. He
doesn't know who she is, but
he doh know thakshe has four

ported in its ministry.

Ong employ. Mrs. Wfilken Terbell /left/tout Debbie Nelsen
rig.), sort the ninny him and packages Mat hoe Men con.,
toed m The DudChristmas gift oimetion fur Mier children.

.

At Trinity linked Methodist .

Tusk Force of Chicagoan organisaion formed to aid in
finding foster homes for wank
of the state, appealed to TM

Resist the tendency to pump

.

the Emerald Avenue Prohy.
oriel Church of Chicago will
he a gut.. ,maker at Cbmniunay Presbyterian Church on
-..,--

greet

the gentleman ended up with

Eunh." His congthgation
are that Community has sup-

Day to lake up the am of

Let's go to

They enh wt their own

REV. CLYDE Allison of

CUFF OR REGULAR CUFF

cod, viol..

II ay al the end ended ride, hat

cansend hacknebook.
the gentlemin wishes
the hall a merry ChrLqmas!

TAILORING, IN FRENCH

them each day dough next

hired choir Christmas concen
on Sunday to 4 p.m. The adult
choir will presem a cantata
called 'Bethlehem's Babe" by

Lt better look at it..

these gills began in 1,67 when
lama Anderson, 419. Evergreen. Arlington Heights, a
member L. the Businusiman's

these fors tt

117)

two.

They chatted and she handed
him the Mark or that he might

Also,

IN TRIMMER SHAPES

The tradition of collecting

ens, Koren will eel a$2 cheek from The 17ay.

to

that

A NEW CONCEPT

The Day los held the arum.

iLIPPYINim Reader is eiollieS
Ran. '00019,
for Claistnia, Kann Is secianthgrader at Busse School and
ives el 12 K Deenre. Moot Emelt... 1.8o aor
rwt wen-

non good talking

Townshipbprope

visit to St. George and the
Rde. al Rand
Dragon Restunim
and Dundee
Santa will he
youngsters
between 5:30 and K.10 p.m.
pPraect
Heights Cuomm,
nay Church will have com-

on human relations, and the

FounryEo11..4.robs:

Tlc urditcton sound the

&red to appear at a hearing
the junior high youth will ea Monday morning by Me Cook
rot. On Sunday at 5
moar,nteni of guild.

Theo], to

that she contact Mtn at P.O.

PERMANENT PRESS

Park View School.

morning. It was the 11:45 train
headed for ChKago.
The lady wet Nadine a hook

The gentleinan amino' to
return thp honk to her. He asks

ARROW

THIS IS the third year that

Ind

lady on the Chicago & North
Westerly, miin last Monday

FroslM.

day and Tuesday of nest we

lonking for Mazy K., go see Toy S. Markiewiea
er at 1712 Forest Dr., Mount Priam., or in kindergarten

matoPhma 1p a very pleasant

children aml lives in Mount

Pool said the deadline for
bringing in gifts will be Mon-

onn't try driving this on the Kennedy Expresso., but if

La( norm,

a.m. to 5 p.m. Frithiy and 4

THE DAY is asking that
anyone still wishing to give

were

they

Br Bab Coot

Mond, throub 1 -hunch, 9

d s hen Jai wis IT

m

Sdaimon ITLIMO hbun for
solkstion am 9 am to Inpm

cud from their fifth apingthe disappeared. leaving
Mc girls
take care of than.

Finally when

year.

otsp Nth., fur hat moiler Et

An honest man

217 5 Arlini,ton Heights Rd

Metropolitan
Printing
Company. 055 Moro Av., Elk

beatings.

Mamma Richard Puma said
there were more mys and
presents this year than lag

ukht tnd ruution of hsr

w

Thu Arlington Day oft=
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Inspectors cite 4 for building violations

i

I

By Mamma Menarsar

THE DAY

Friday Decimbef 19 1969

SsAL
Mtn

LEG 13,

KLEHI21.IRSERY
SINCE

I. olc.ro

437-2280

Hours: Doily 8 to 9, Saturday to 9, Sunday MO to 9.

Mt DEC PO,

ORGAN MUSK TO
ENTERTAIN YOU

.arm

ASSOCIATION1
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Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Arlington Heights Rds.
Arlington Heights

9vdt,tate efactinpsc
100 West Palatine Rood

Palatine. Illinois

PALATINE'S LARGEST FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

'

Phone 359.4900
Loan 'moan.

fi

C.V.,.

+ 111111

Day light
1l lmcph ?tehionmels

homhold mord h
Men aided in du. lest01 ter

eat arms ...bin, toll

ski

so Ind

111

m tik

h

I

tho.

top on It k tsar to me i
phrum kthnic. Want,
or

trim um.

Ohne.

or

poop ouilool

In our northeast suburis. if
mer yommter enke.
ohnie. kin?" you Wed tally
refer him to the original meaning of the word as descriptive
of the first folks to settle in this

ant.
NAMES ON the land spell
nut the story plainly. with the

imprint of Ilse Scotch. English and other Anglo...Mixon
types still o community and
high -way design:Mock

William X Nieslaisch

in in in tik N Mon dl' 01001 on

non.

P inn, Sp intsh spe A

111

ink reside. intludt, Most

oh. Du

ill Sp tinnh
eass.
S
ices
(troth 15 SSMood Sr.
which wta assigned Odic pas.
Ins

torah care of their own Rey.

Padre Rafael Oro.:

LIhno. %men, comAnn
dimumons on stith troups
h. moos hish nth in Itss
nh Pohh ind Stso.dmh tom

Unt sulk of the ssplosikk
',ethnicity" attittuk taken by
many of the 411 million across
the kind was depicted by John
Chicago. referring to
cliserimination
not

chum. hereabouts.

apinst his own bkek fellow
0111.00.. 101 againsi ober
....whites? as
on the

WT.:tali.. all.Polish and all Lithienim, alTuip. and, d viol
Him guest of lumoi who could
not Waren the withering in its

xtomvely
Mount Prospea. Buffalo Grove. Selman

ars who claim that en many as
411. million of
present 2110
million population are nm
only separate ethnical groups.

ul newt. they make up part of
ihe siktnt ones referred to by

groups

have

these ethnic
been. it was

come to one. not a brood anti
healthy repod for cultural and
raklaldifferenees but the nun

hearing

7...int. rhino.

eurrent issues. Its evident

here has hem diffused. with
nutSchaumburg no lonpr
loge where y011 could only

attacks on their
not of American untitutions.
not very safe in Iheir feelings
alma what
no
sta.
the, hove. wonied about rim
hence in the inner cities and
ewe ready ill bridle ex-

nationalistic background: it's
mire than that. lbo many oth-

le us

if

thick and

nicully gnawed residents to remain a close-knit cluster is. interedingly, clearly demonamble with ns rucent an 'event
as the Dec. 14 church blaring
th
IVICIIIrt C
Sttn
Church.
Benton
..
Palatine. by the Most Rev. la-

DOCTOR SAYS

apart in

its a household wonl. it

the

devel-

or

[work,

conference. 'Consultation .on
Ethnicity." in Chicago
Nov. 17 and IN. when such
peekeri as the
Anthow
NE Greeley. Irving NI. Levine.
urban project, Mr the Ameri-

.mehy,....ma

ly produce the neigic of mum

shins

more

ordy

Their old familiar carols
icor.

And wild and swim the

words rhpatt.

"Peace on earth goodwill
to

nurse. He
as:Weimar us he and his wife are herring a divorce. To his knowl-

alp( she has committed adultery three times. The for two tines
10 1.1. her back.
Will he 110/0 amp. the fact that this nurriaw will not work?
'he is stationed in Vietnam with hint They now each other often.
Vill he mine home safe? Will my husband and I suffer a linen Sid tiler bemuse of this girl? Hcr belongings ere Harr) in our
home 100:1111e her mother. who: we have never coo, cased to
slept her marriage. Could I get an appointment to sec you

Where can
get sone liter
inure on this subject?

personally?

halation

says. "Thais right.

pecially

cigarette

Still kW. Hoffman Estates
Wenders,. Driving air aft.e of the tint tangible signs of
fa adolement changing
ea
Its portani to the whole
family. Deka 1111 is extremely worth els. II redeem hesitance

I0:00'1 Kepner. grillage divorce. I feel he and bie wife wth
weakthin. out cad he will come home rarely. If pomade don't
inlerefere ki Ns marital problems. If you IDA call my Chkugo

they don) pay all weak.
I work hard. 1 don kmodjoh. I need the money for ofilege. Why
are a for ;mode such rats?

of

In addition. find the word
using all seven of these

Paper Roy

letters.

the' (.7;11 in'atiplru7td. hp0mt;,,1.plinl1

gond, I? excellent
Answer an Eon, Page

11:n1pr:it

an

t

office. ST 2-3951/.

I'm concerned oho my dam., in her early Ms and

ul-

teady bitter about own rend lowand life ill general. After a nailer
loim courtship a relationship ended. leaving her heorthroken and
!shier. She began dating :moil. Young man and after a long limn
tell in love with him. He seemed very sumere and deo:ringed thin
they would some day he married Now not romance wean to he

Special Refreshments, Coffee, & Lollipops.

, bronchial mho. post

Mri. Lam Flom, Mrs.
Charles Kimhoff and Mn.
Ralph Hauslein presenred a

ing out your abdomen bring

115

to

1.0 require

lkar bk. DeLottim
Ili le the sulairls of Nan Francis. Calif. I curer visit our

nonmental Control. Chronic.

.

emphysema
periods of in.

Fanadmmecal

haling pure osygen. For more

informal.. write m the lic.
ram of Prevent. and EnviRespiratory Discim Control
P r g r in Arlington, V...

CHRISTMAS
CANDLES

from

9C

from

beiZtif.",;,fe" 1
arm
give as gill,

and now it is in its thtrd gener-

Mrs. Ackky said. NIrs. Ackley
is a former Mount Prospect
schoolteacher.

to have n clock. It told Mc hour
for prayer. It announced good
and bad news. At noon it an -

rock which I bought While vs-

noun.] the midday meal. Al'

use et Christina, time
during Ihe library children's

person's ikon
The "passing bell" would

by a kerinterd or by clockwork
mechanism. Delft han the largest and most costly chimes in
the world.

remain silent ufterrolliad
three times three if a man had

"My first bell was of lova
hterm iuns San An.

y

have

moinnkm

that

hell

I

hour. now Ming held from
11130 to

1

I every Thursday so

the children can watch -Se
sum ntron" on Channel I1.
The bell. ri seems, is here be
Hay M story, poem and collec-

three times two for a
00000. Then it would mark
die

tion. What bolter time to ring

the age of the dead person.

the chimes than at Christmas?

Mak 41n-yeer-old rim of Mr. end Mrs. John Dickey of Mount Prospect, inspects n handpemted
one of 70 in MIA Adtleyht collection. (Photo by Fern Schneider)

sestIssosseaseensesosastnifilesoSatThesasessossoessosossoes
Page

man m for live years. she
serve as groups... for the
prey'

a live years.

gfiNidnfEr

Twi woen were selected
hoof the Ymr. The
fine. Mrs. ohn Welke. a leader' for Os
mini, had two
Ignmet. one
as
association c
can
year.

Her

mot.

g

Dolores Ilaugh-Womans Editor

Frei st December 19, 1069

wieeesseesseeggeresseesostasesseeseessososeen ratarataS0211021t

in

ability to include her group ill
all available
cited.

activities

was

girls performed with

Camp Fire member of nine

Hanka

Cum. sucks and Ku Ki
wanka girls did

Indian
Harvest Dance. Vicki Granain
and Jane Phillips showed
the

Kennedy to h. the Apollo 12
launch. }Duchene Illuebirds

sang three selections, ono of
them complete with dancing.

SPECIAL 'ward

was

years and present adviser in a
Horizon Club group. The

group traveled to New York
last war. Mrs. Florm has
mrwal on the district eon,
initm I, many years as public
relations chairman and adult
tnenthenthip chairman.

AM.

Her

at
quid,. according
in ramp Fire al -workers. is
her enthusiasm and sense of
humor.
Two women were chosen es

Volunteers of the Your. Mr..
Ralph Hauslein end Mrs. Will
Cronin. Mrs. Heinlein has
been mils. leinine years and

Mka-Pm1 her.. district director of the Chicago emend! if Camp Fire Orb, promo a
5. Mm Humid (ligeo (center) of Prospect Heights was cited as ?Newest Volunteer.?

help and her ability to spread

has served on the. district Dont.
mince in
Mrs. Gruncin is thewnsin lunteer
of longest standing in the

nt husias m among those

Min. Prospect area. A Imam

The following members of

for MOM 110111 10 yeam she is

the district committee were in-

prmently in her second year as
Imiders' AsttVinti011 chain

stalled: M.. Iry Flom, Mrs.

around her.
Mrs.

Richard Misuir

11

honored for the ma, hors
she has spent as supply chair

nun and group leader. This
sumshe hes two group and
s
on the distrio

a.m. An award was present.
ed to Mrs. H. D. Vail Scheid,

con several. mu& An active

man.
Newest

Volunteer of the

Year is Mrs. Donald Hisgen. a
illueHrd loader and secretary
of the Leaders' Assn. Silo resides in the Prospect Heighls
.
mho new in the Camp
FMnree family.

71

cot.le of appreciation to Mrs. %till Granule of Mown Premed, who, with Mrs. Ralph Hawk
lein Mei spina) was named miolusucer of the Yoe sr the Camp Fire Recognition Diener Ike.

Junks Heaver. Mrs. Willard
Gramin, Mrs. Ralph Hens kin. Mrs. Chub, Jacks, Mrs.
Peter
Laubenhehner, hlm

William Linninssr.r. Mrs.
Richard lg.,. Mrs. Rich -

std Missar. Mrs. Earl Nesbitt.
Mrs. Lenni1111 Pusik and Mrs.

William Roberts.

Christmassurprise
The children of Prospect

trimmings.

Heights Nursery School were
named to a Christmas surprise

Each child visited with San-

'rig

tadt received gift.C.keand

Eeoh

:cod

ots 0111:1
hog in

this
began

time Me ioddlers

Members uf the Mount Prosper! Business and Brofesional NI/omen's Club celehniied Chris,
Inas et 'their December meshing held at Ibe Arlington rowers under the direction of I lossilalily
Chairman Milli:in Balser. Each of the 11111 members received a Christnas onumion made by Ann
Rosengren of Des Plaines and Sirs. Baker. The Arlington., choral Romp from Arlington High
School, directed by Ilyrnii White, provided the musical portion of the program while Elaine Walters.
alias St. Nick, distributed grab hag gilts fnr

coffee

were

served us the
emends a
thanks to all who

mothers. The

were brought into Me midi.

Many

rium where they were gracull
by Santa Cities amidst all his

helped make Ihe occasion fa'
five for the children.

S' 26

Y

Dnowides of Mount Prospect Troope 109.1 534 did u mono
Inunlly 'snood deer when they made Al ilia., Christmas on.,
monis and decomted 11 tree in Ile Mount Prospect Public Library. Shown represent', iMir troops al the tree -trimming ses,

'..'

72210.

MINIATURE CITES

Could a Imig ininsplant

.ehoolmas.

tets bell that belonged to my
aterimother. Sly father used it

al.] of teacher bellringers."

and tower boasted a set of bells
which were operated manually

THE SECOND, Mn. Leo
Floras, mu honored as a

Imasurer for the district for the

DECORATOR iiCENTER PIECES

pound, on your abdomen for
hest results. Two 30-minete

on tha continent.
"My 010,11

ON AMERICA Pilgrim pioneers lived by the bell. It
awoke mereeach morning. for
not all wore fortunate enough

night it sounded curfew. It
would toll immediately upon a

.110111 their trip to New
York with the Ma Ni Ka
Hari.. ChM girls. Dakonya

cal

i

30

I fed It will he sevensl yews before your dun,. M. rebut
Woe's looking for, kit these won hen nend emend yearn of
growth and mooning. I feel you Omni not gat involved paydrub.gallv. 1V hen she Ends the rig. ism, sad she will, it will
Mide up fits all the disappoint.. of the pan.

2499

Great EX-"TREE"-VAGANZA!

1.01 correct timing and
place n sandbag

She has about 75 in her collectkn gathered on trigs here arid.

lutorcut into the bell and it im
come a chine!.

first hells were made in 1411.
Almost every church steeple

Momow has the lomat bell

tion of bells which she began
collecting several years ago.

,kit

and mining. She was especially known for Ike willingness to

SCOTCH PINE
Life Like
No. 736-01
0/2 Ft. Green

TI1E NETI1FRLANDS in
the honk of the chimes. The

one

public Mations. organimition

smsions a day are recommend -

that way. I am 71/ years old and well and active.

orosocct.

from leaner to chairman of

allow accretions

Wino secondst the a metro -

inr :martin. in California. also o daughter and her family owg near co c in California I have a daughter living in Illinois:Ind
aa
n' ennessee. I would like your advice on laving alone or
withtmany one of the child., which they haw all suggested. We
all get along wry nicely us one Mg family. and Id like to keep it

1.111.01

loon

Om Ilk same my as the first mid she feels ihey am drifting

daughler and while here my husband passed away, which leaves
hie very confused after living together for 48 years. I still have

in

every VIM of the prop..

alma. Again she is deeply hen and even more pessiinisiic and

Deue

Prospect .Heights held
their annual Recognition DinonDec
Pkopeo
and

und draining flying mans
bed with your head near th

deep inhalation 1 1.5 seconds.
followed hy w Wm. of 11.5 sec.
lmd). 11101 pulling your :M. men in during slim exhalation

Muer. Not only does she feel 101111 are nin in he Dusted but also
dial 0110 is unlovable and undmirahle. Do you feel there
real
lime and happiness for her in the near future?
M.S.. Wheeling

Adult memixra of thk gimp

fire Girls of Moen Prima:et

A

The latter are performed In
lying on mar hack and push-

the

IN MOUNT Prospect Glw
di. Ackley. chiWren's libran
Ins In interesting collec-

the

Camp Fire dults honored
at Recognit on Dinner

presented to Vern Childers in
memory. of his wife. Gerald who was active in Camp
Fire for many years in ablaut

miff any low.grada infection

during

curfew

were entertained by mach k-Wi
of the Coop Fine program.

A treatment progr. ou It
include a humidified IMO,:

that may he unmet and Meet:it
breathing csereism.

Ikar Mr. Del cathet

Moved. placed on a brick foundation 11, has never neon rung
5111M
a
gigantic cords op.
PePred la the lower mirt.which
is 23 inches thick. A door was

D ELLS ARE mentioned i

House

m,

now ore by gravhri.

by Seta of bells carried by Ira het and Ferdinand car they.
drove the invaders nut Or

Curfew
rung to promt
wooden houses from being
looted or burned.

the drum was neon enhanced
by the pounding of a hard object on mend.

h.,as cast during

reign of Empress Ann but eft
in the ground in the cavity In
which it has been found until
1836. The bell W aS then' re.

h 11n lights and fires.

The thud of the reek. beat of

Is known as ?The Emperor of
Bells."

creed by hells established by
Wilhelm Mu Conquer,. He set
en Wpm. hell waning 10 ell 10

the lint wrillen

in

are metioned only three dines
in the Bible.

The Chinese devised large
wooden helli. and Marco Polo
told Of their curfew.
The Moors were frightened

-Norman comp. were gay -

right prevail,
Peace on cash, gndwill do
men!"
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
It is hard to establish where
bells first chim.l. They sound

with Christmas, though they

however, has never been rung.
It weighs 400,000 pounds and

death.

Enplish

The wrong shall fail. the

Civistnets. 1101 usmc are deadbeats. They move awn y and tin out
three necks puy. Som.. they say they didril
one paper. so

help you.

1.E.P.. Schaumburg

and thus bob bean vmomated

The largest bell in Russia,

PENN11.1,S

napentaining a drug m diltue :11

Mar

144 OW pounds

htms ol du. hikh pram so filet
they could be identified as
being authorized to be within
the Holy of Holies. Unauthoriged intruders were put to

Balls through IM. ciatunes

youngster whenshe needs help.

smoking.

Nasal decongestants will

hm sunounue pod asst

/.11p11/0.

he sleep!

his right." when he agents with you.

CHRISTMAS TREES.... fresh !tleuP

obstructed. 11,

chief cutoo is :dr pollution. es.

on

?God is nil dead nor doll

slides of their irip to Cape

lungs easily but es
is

peace

Theo pealed the bells 01010
ud add deep:

kar Lee Janson.
I'm so inad nl my dud. This yetir tin old enough to eke driver
raining. It's sueli a hard clam io 'get inlet and 1 tinally made it.
Vhen Stook my permit amine:Mon hone to he signed, he hit the
Idling.
Ni" girl. of mine is going 1 h up my mr in
rater. If you
wuni loo learn
skim: after you're married. limits yo, hominess.
Right now. smile OUI 1/1 luck,"
No matter hm much pleading I seem lo do. I wing convince

A la emelt...the air

ters the

no

earth." I said;
For hate is. strong and
mocks the meg.
?Peace on earth. prod will
to men!?

I

my son. a ,main stationed In Vietnam. married

I, ha in shamber and weighs

I protium. ma z
Ihol NUL 4,10 011 1h

-

en!?

There is

EVERY NIGHT and ALL DAY SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS!

you recommend.

in um moo it p.21 Tel nigh

'

1 heard the hells on Chris,

Will 100 help niel I'm a piper but). Mint customers arc preuy
good aboit piyMg. Some even giw Me extra money, espizially at

out
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THE LEMON TREE

n

HUDDLE LOUNGE

A hearty welcome to a new member of the
Day dining quick section The Lemon tree
of Wheeling Jahn the new owner features
cocktail pleasure and entertainment for his

kEnd Fl

friends and customers. Although it's not o res.

Dining...Dancing-Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

i::°Z;V:17t rt =1:E Xd'ss'Ve'rg a: Mil
. will

Lees

ensed Tor N.., r.....

Dining...Daneing...Entertainment

V

Another welcome to a new Day Dining
Guide member The Huddle Lounge HI the

Rom Bowl Bowling Lanes in Baka° Grove
The Huddle is definitely designed for your

.610 pleosuremit opens late in the after and features a trio to compliment your
drinoks and conversation. Bowl in the after.
noon and stay on in the Noddle for some good

fun!
See you Morel

-the Northwest ,Suburbs

THE NEW

Lemon -Fee

PICKWICK
HOUSE

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

YcotSyt Bb Emfiertee bit Foal 8 Smite;

OW CHRIST AS

LEE ANDIVE TRIO
DINING AND DANCING

SANTA CLAUS

NEW YEARS EVE PARTY
CHAMPAGNE AND WINE INCLUDED

Today through Tuesday!

ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF TWIN LOBSTER TAILS
NEW YORK STRIP STEAK

k '61

ALL DRINKS INKER]CLUDED!

5 pm tit closing on Fri,
Sal., Mon, 8 Tues....cmd
all day on Sunday!

$3 2

niF=poMEN

5G(0)UPLE

Join Us For

k.

766 1010

THE HUDDLE LOUNGE

emotion:840S Alg nguin Rd., Rolling Meadows, I

For Resv. Phone 259;5000.

AT

AI

BRUNSWICK ROSE BOWL

AMERICAS FAVORITE F/WiLYRESTAUFIANTS

CELEBRATION
FROM 10 P.M. to 3 A.M.

CD I cl

rte weww

Join
Your Friends

HARCZANS
SAUSAOSINN

Open Ewer Day

$2"

leu VENT et NiannInmer

0SQOPIOop

PHONE 299 -0011th
Make Your Remo...bons Now

Exceptional

Menu!"

NEW YEAR'S EVE

AY.

also available

600 S. Arra:mime
Wheeling, Ill.

Make your
reservations now

'(

UN.DIE.,t,!'";gtr:Pzk'r,o7r,:,
Arlington Heights. Ill

CARE,OUT SERVICE TOO.

Coll Miss Kim

,Now

TO

537 8866

511. Prospect

DANCING..

YOUR CHOICE of Unlimited Drinks, Complete Dinner
Roast Prime Rib of Beef or
New York Cut Boneless Sirloin Steak

FAVORS..

Dinner Includes Leh, buy 9.01ell IF, kennings Choice of Chrunpagne or Sparkling
amounds NT, Droor,
Enleelonmeni by I Fe Sill
gb,ral7N1M6'your
mlobanks, cm, 200 innsDs LO PLLeNeLTT

'45.00

Bost

& TIP IN,

To them usic of Status GM

ti

IN THE ......

Scandinavian Room at

et',

CALL

530'
per co
'ADVANCED

773-0405 for reservations

UNCLE ANDY'S COW PALACE
CHRISTMAS

DAY
SERVING

RESERVATIONS

BUFFET

"

Country Club

R1.5] g

f

ms.
SCANDANAVIA ROOM 773.1)405

OW')

Phone

On Route 12 just 3 blocks south of Palatine Road
Come for lunch I I a.m.
Carry Outs

255-9181

toad ?leaped
COME FLY WITH US

ORBIT INTO THE Ns

NEW YEAR'S EVE GALA
in the Grand Ballroom

ail

r'd Cue, TUCCINCJILI, ,2)eceni ter 31, /969
Launching Ptah

HENRICF O'HARE NH
Celebrate in grand style!

- -

111.1) ORCHARD COUNTRY CLUB

Blastoff:

9.00 P. M.

ROund nip Ticket:
.843.00 per couple (all tips and taxes included)
iCenaltint Liquid Refueling It!! 3 A. NIL unlimited choice of cocktails,
including Champagne and Sparkling Burgundy with dinner

Poll Cot= Dinner:
Fivsli Shrimp Cocktail Semitone
Chef's Tossed Green Salad

itj including tax

Roast Prime Strip Loin of Beef, Bortielalac
Green Bean Ahnonclitio
Sneetat 0110 led Baked Politic)
Dinner 11016 and Bevenige
&marled Fren.fit Smirk's

COMPLETE HENRICI'S DINNER
SPLIT OF CHAMPAGNE FOR TWO

Star Gaging:
Continued Dancing to Two ROMS Mal Featured Entertainment
13000 Midnitet
Welcome to Our Destination, Festive hats, fawn, and mike makers

CONTINUOUS DANCE MUSIC/TWO BAN S
NOISEMAKERS, HATS
DOOR PRIZE DRAWINGS-COLOR TV -

Before Landing:
Chtunpagne Breakfast from our Galaxy Buffet

Invite Your Ariends for this muddled Trip
Leave your wade( at home.

W!

Theatre and Dinner package also available, please inquire skeane box office for
farther details

Telephone 299-66 1
ottiseev..

lloye(t
EACH ROOM:

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY
.

CALL - 255-9181

7kue

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS

Main Dining Room Lounge
Turf Room Gold Room

rureiatra a RO)
-

aB

pro

COMBO IN

Nordic Efilis

'Tamped

12 BOTTLES OF CHAMPAGNE,
5 "GET AWAY FROM IT ALL" WEEKEND
FOR TWO AT O'HARE INN

- Dancing ail 3 aim.

two famous dining rooms

OPEN

Please reserve_ tickets at $45.00 per couple for the "BLAST

AT

Complete 7 -course Champagne
Dinner
If you prefer a ta cart dining
- - - we offer, our

358-2800

eCrleat

in our "Jimmy Durance" room

Dining 8 p.m. to Midnight

COW PALACE RESTAURANT

439-2040

SEE YOU FOR

LTD. *
DIXIELAND REVUE

530.00 per ample, including
tax and gratuity.

'1.t

$3= per couple

JAZZ

Until 2:00 A.M.

FOR ONLY

Elk Grove, III.

SeisaStkai

* Bill Reinhardt's

Nordic Hills

UNCLE ANDY'S

THE GALENS
RT. 838 RT 71 (Oakton at Higgins)

-Sa.

* STARRING

.. Special for everyone

FUN

Swing into the New Year at

Check enclosed in the amount of $

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

LARDERS

1970ky_Have ra Blasi!

1018

Ire `MA to 6e Oa 'ilea geom. Ea
Now Appearing

Yourmoice: Lobster Tail,
Chicken Kiev. Prime Rib, New York

it'll be piping hot for

Cocktails

snn. a mon. e"The Swingers"

Otreclos

OF BEER $125

you when you arrive.

LITE 8 DARK

All you eel/le to fat

With our Luncheons
and Dinners

DINING

oisoTel'v=erXh=neos

Sirloin Steak, includes bottle
of champagne.
Dinner served MCigio 11:00 P.M.

Pre -order your gizmo..

1711 RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

we ere no, eery!,

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6458

WOWED RESERVATIONS. ONLY

scup. specils

d

WE ARE CARVING
ROAST BEEF ON SUNDAY

"At ta"

iigAr 422--

NORDIC HILLS!
DINNER

OFF" party under name of

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

PIZZA FOR LUNCH!

LARGE PITCHER

Telephone 394-2000

in the 'Day"!

Northwest Hwy. Mt. 14) and Quentin Rd. in Palatine

WHERE

WATCH for our

'14.1e,7,IX;')!VItenn'

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

SCANDA HOUSE

PHONE

Rand Rd. & Euclid Ave.

_

BRING YOUR GUESTS TO THE

CTIVERFOUR'14AILE

0/TrICr/b?IILOS

tilt WIWI

Delicious Pima
Juicy Sandwiches
Mouth -Watering Fish n' Chips
Beer front the barrel
Wine From the Keg
Soft drinks by the pitcher

AND EiVJO

HOLIDAYS

rlington \ark towers',

COME

OUR CASUAL ATMOSPHERE

THE

FRENCH FREHS.

Other selections

Call Irene
-3511.2800

01'

253-3300

'IltITFLUEG7R.
BAP BD RIBS

8 ENJOY

)j

WE SPECIALIZE IN

"The Perfect Choice"

sTEAK SANDWICH
POLISH SAUSAGE
ITALIAN SAUSAGE

Children

ikxmorgashord

°F

0^0 °I'PF

with the

(take the rest home)

Only

"LAMPLIGHTERS NEW MEETING PLACE

THE FUN PLACE TO EAT
BRING THE FAMILY

Roselle & Nerge Road
Roselle, Illinois

11,30 to 100, 5.00 to 9:00

ITALIAN BEEF

Reservation

Mann,, im and Higgins Rds.
ervations Accepted

CHGO. 763-5590

Our Specially
"The Settler Burger"

ErMattrant

"The Drive -In

By

784 S Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.
PHONE 537-9500

NI' LSEN'S
827-1819

Settlers Inn

ruritt

of

Pus16101Almo ms so OKNOIN1

COMPLETE
PER COUPLE
9:30 P.M. 'til 2:60 A.M.

a NOISEMAKERS

di FAVORS

at TH ORGAN BAR

CO.

Ofdt

HAVE HOLIDAY CHEER WITH US

parrearemonosorosnar Dams

I

MT. PROSPECT

ea HATS

with EON BERRY

BY THE'THREE TWINS
SUB. 807-0750

DRINKS AND SMORGASBOARD

BALLOONS

Sing along

Eim Dims s

Dundee Rd. & Buffalo Gr. Rd.
Buffalo Grove, Ill.

Whole Turkey

tion

o "A'

FASHIONABLE WEDDINGS
ROYAL BANQUETS

ENTERTAINMENT

11

$25.00 PER COUPLE INCLUDING

a NOISEMAKERS

CPP,PNPLULD*

CALL 537-2200

Carved at your table

I

740 E. RAND RD.

PRIVAATTEHPIGAGRTINIESS

ADVANCED RESERVATIONS

12 noon - 8 p.m.

"

BANQUETS

WITH US FROM 9 TO 1 A.M.

APPEARING IN THE LOUNGE

Christmas Dinner

adults

MEETINGS

CELEBRATE NEW YEARS EVE

in the Deere Pon

RANDY HUSTER TRIO

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

$425

DUFFEL

PARTITS

BY THE SMART SET

NEW YEAR'S
EVE AT
NIELSEN'S

MANNHEIM

'3

FREE FAVORS

Village Inn PanFake House Restaurant

392-3750
Served Sizzling Hot

BOVILING, WARDS, MN GAMES
MIDNIGHT EFIAMPAGNE

WE CATER

"Old World Recipe"
World's Finest Pizza

34,11,k

NEW YEARS EVE

259-4974

PHONE

IFP1'2111(-4*

OPEN HOUSE

MT. PROSPECT

WED. FRI. & SAT NITE

3a

2510 600

Lies, EAST OF RNITESURET SHOPPING CENTER

YE OLD TOWN INN

NEW YEARS EVE

7416'

740 1 RAND RD.

gt,

-`

FOR A HAPPY SEASON!

tra

H$

rt

all 0
,

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Y

THE O'HARE
CONCORD INN
ON

t

ALL DAY
CHRISTMAS

RESTAURANT

COCKTAILS

10 NORTHWEST HWY. - PALATINE OPEN TIl4 A.M.

GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING aNTER
WOOD GALL ILL

CLOSED

PANCAKE HOUSE

HOLIDAY DINING 8

358.1003
FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM

DINNER

RESTAURANT
ac COCKTAIL LOUNGE

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY

OPEN EVERY DAY

`Village
Ina

15*

YOUR CHOICE OF COMPLETE DINNERS

OPEN 11 A.M. 'PI 2 A.M.

erAreatiVf

HAVE A TRADITIONAL

NO COVER NO MINIMUM
REGULAR MENU

use YOM CARSON PINE SCOTT 6 CO. CHARGE'S.'

Ample Parking
Route 31 North of Route 72, Carpentersville, Ill.
Phone: 312.426-3446

New Year's Eve at Henrici's Golden Bade!
Supper Club, $40. per couple including tax
Harriette Blake entertains
Dancing IS the music of Don Davis

01.0 ORCHARD COUNTRY CLUB
700 West Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect, III. 60036

under name of,

CL 5-2025

tickets at $45.00 each for the' TRIP TOTS" party

HENRICI's O'HARE NN
Mannheim &,Higgins/Des Plaines, III ois

Phone

.

Check enclosed ill the amount Al
Ticketinaster. cannot guerantee passage Wen tickets ass paid far

accept paid reservations on a first rove bads mail 'rip u "idled'

n foil,

1111 MI
Fed A Detenthm 19 1969

Pgr. le

Christmas
concert
Sunday

11: 5005 Dop Himont dins
rout ',Doh t, tho ono
Ilhnon IS it
supt.r
In.nus %hen Pall

throu Ipun

lUll,

thu

SII, Highway Ile pBrItnent emu. es who worked tin Haute
Ili Ali/irate the memini. itt the
yarn hosted II Sled.
Piero In

Elth year or concerts. programs
and
entertainment.

"

m LPgiestori.

THE

Adult musicians arc mooed In
Participate. Store information

"A Owl

- For children

Il

Ji AM,

IN

I

B, Hera Bud,

pl n olE,. End
111,1Ehoh trot
aunt, Club lil

%Wm, Ind atom shoed

Ira I oonnfrolool to

ho MIL the dor

Ii

na

the stolt at the hospital.

93.75
93.75

Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Roast Young Chicken
Baked Tender Young Turkey
Roast Sirloin of Beef

NEW YEAR'S EVE AT TALLY HO -

dual and houselights were on.
excitement continued to ripple
through the audience. thme of

YOUR MOTHER WARNED YOU

whom were still dabbing at

writ THAT single

S3.95

93.95

w-rn'eL':,;&":7

Served from 12 noon to 9:00 p.m.

pacity was ma always realized.

6.--)

(E'lI.lilli INN Nhambeim
11,9on only He finest ,o Mom, ATI do
101 years of gourmet Prang

- SHOW TIMES

D

,l.grfsog.=
'HIP HYPNOTIST

inces. Dec. 211. 221,1.1 23.

.,1.1111,

A

2

Ii.1,,vCOLOR

Ticket inthemation can So
bthainal hy lolling 208.32110
.

el

e

e

NOM DEC. 21

;IROMEO

in the

and

i

Euclid Roads
Mount Prospect

Rand

SEE YOU AT 9 P.M.
THE PLACE TO BE
FOR THE NEW YEAR!

JULIET

countrytheatre
club

.--'

O

THEATRE far CHILDREN
CI TO ARON. TUTS
WED CHRISTMAS EVE

SAT. MATINEE

Fresh Shrimp Cocktall Supreme
Chefs Tossed Green Salad
Green Booms Almondine
Special Stuff ed Baked Potato
Di nner Rolls and Beverage

0 P,
?...

u
HOU

STARTING
CHRISTMAS DAY

AY'r°E:11=INIA

NT

e

St 1

;

Vk'

Northwest Suburbs Only

:1r' IP, I'
roaclJeffrits

P111 01.1,1101 Theatre Presents

DINNER 8 THEATRE

"a girl could
get lucky"

85.95

THEATRE ONLY

$3.00

p "avivadt4y
,

ganggang

'A ate, K

PARKING

Plea - OPEN BAR
.r your pleasure, continuous
(til a.m.) unlimited cocktails,
unit

0
0
...
P

0
0

=Meal MM.], &serve

19C P011 or 0S9 419,1

112 So. Main St.
Mount Prospect
Phone 253-9882

Mr. James Metzger
Mt. Prospect
Irene Corris
332 So. Maple, MP

i

RELIEVE 'FINANCIAL PAINS!

& SERVICE

COLOR SPECIALISTS

See QUASAR'

Color TV
by__

MOTOROLA

to

with the works
in a drawer
$50 OFF!

.392-8080
Mt. Prospect

710 E. NW. Hwy

production

number,
'ke Man in The Sloe,. It
was a small masterpiothe. The
Mentor

cam, choreography. billowy
blue OuSlunitts and blue lights
out.Zieglielded Ziegrmld.

As young Patrick Ethnnis.

DONNA DAY

3 -inch mod'
sungla ss es

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM US!

529-8840

Only reservations made and paid for
in odvance will be gooranteed.

May we at Me 'Vey," and all the restaurants and lounges in

Those big. boo -inch.
round sunglasses that have become so popular with teenagers don't prolost the eyes
from the son awarding to the

Illinois Society for the Pre-

the "Dining Guide Section," wish you and your family a
swarm and happy holiday season. With this thought:
If all the gold in the world were melted down to o solid cube

it would be about the sire of on eighl.room house. If a man
gel possession of all Mat gold..billions of dollars worth, he
mold net buy a friend, shamus, peace at mind, Hear Anse., cern sense of beauty."
Charles Banning

Some of the tints make Ii

Both 10 tell which who is

This Satorley Nite Only

^'

"THINGS TO COME!"
A swingdg combo

for your ertioinmentl

PHONE TODAY 394-0765
ENJOY NEW YEAR'SEVE
WITH US!

-ALSO.

(See next week's ad for entails.)
nese,. Lonth
Poeta Show. OWL
CO1044101110innen

GOLDEN.
EAGLE RESTAUR ANT fk IAN AGE
,

1114

plastic that large are apt to
ham rmlical defects. lley are
strictly for cosmetic purposso

nBrand new to the area's dining scone and to
this guide is Merdrenrs Pea,. YIlle.
leaded in Barrington and is truly elegant.
They've taken on old loan building and mede
iit hoe o rambling. fothionebte place to dirt,

and people should realthe that
they hove no value for eye protection. says the Society.

!hien to lino entorthinmant, your fist for

Legal
Notice

place te garcon,

MARCHETTI'S
PGItL SIb clAga
Rt. 12 at Quentins Rd.

YOUR AD
COULD' APPEAR HERE

Plus a Bottle of Wine to Enjoy
with Your Dinner Selection of

PRIME RIB OF BEEF

Wnn New

Eve

dl
Yean's
hRa!

Package liquor & grocery store, Ia.. dwoys open.
Bar open MO a.m. to 1 a.m. Close era cm on Seturdnyi.

JERRY CIGLER TRIO

,L

COMPLETE

i

Pawns at B,.. Bell Tele.

ImIIIIttt

111.1esrantlephane Company
hereby gives no.. so Me Publie

mere* Commu.lon pr ..... d

thong, in 115 'otos and charges for
en Hale of a
%banana irAuns

a,.,

PH: 438-2188

Join our growing family of FMIC saves'o who are relieving financial pains by supplementing their
monthly earning power. All it takes is a minimum deposit of $5,000. You earn 699 interest per
year from date of deposit-paid monthly! A $5,000 account earns 920.83 each month, while a
$10,00G account earns $41.66 monthly, and so forth.
Interest checks can be mailed direct to you, deposited in your checking account or into a regular
savings amount, in which case your interest ear= interest. KWIC accounts mature in 90 days and
are automatically renewable for additional 90 day periods. Deposits can be added in amounts of
8500 or more at any time.
Regardless of how much or how little you save, we have a savings plan to fit your needs. Ask us.
NANIGNAT.HANK OF". PUMPS
Send more dela, un the following savings plash

"THINGS TO COME!"

lanuM1N.

and siecial cont4ocl nervion.

Look forward to "Things to come," a lorry combo to be fem.
toed at the Elk Colonial 1,0 .1 Saturday night ertly. Dancing

rearrse inspected IPY
1341 any hosinen office al this

and fun begins ot 8 pm and will lest lilt :go am....plenry of
time to try out oil Mose crazy new dance routines.... if you

4,o pro,* changes

tn
AA noun,
rnef rennin inlermorun with ..rear

0 !Idle First Monthly lacewe Owls

0 Kh Cerebra. a

It makes acme to intone° your monthly income
earnings at a ante. steady rate. To find out. how,
mail the attached mutton or call 821.4411.

Arco,

O IllValat nanim

C

San,,,. Arromai

dm,

.

Cli:;El=11110;Vg'.

114

v/

MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM THE "DAY"
and...

RESERVATIONS

IMMO

NEW BEEF AND BARREL
new Beef N' Barrel Restaurant is under constAction in
Schaumburg. We are anxiously awaiting ill If you're not
familiar with the fun to be had with peanuts juicy thrn.
burgers, and cold beer at the nand in Elk Grove Villoge...i
suggest you get over there right 000, 10 looking forword
the scow good food and fun robe available in Sthoumbum.

FIRST MONTHLY INCOME CHECK

A

COSMony or ,14
1,11inoif Cesolrod.i0 COM.

HATS, FAVORS PLUS ENTERTAINMENT

$2250 PERSON

chooce

.

FILET MIGNON LOBSTER TAIL
Enjoy Dancing to the Mask of the

just northf Thorndale
CALL 766 '230

A

PUBLIC NOTICE

nice

Cocktails for the Entire Evening

BANQUET HALL AVALABLE

on Wood Dale Road

SANTA HAS ARRIVED!

na god,.

ROO P.M. Ail 1 OD A.M.

group of people at the "Term of Honey" on Higgins in Rosemont. We hod o hall! Two old foggies like us dancing to a
efor-out" (for us!) acidrock band. The atmosphere was
intimate end the place was packed. It's worth swinging that
Sleep oll Me
way en least one olghl In thig your....1f, you

Yes, In official! Santa Claus has arrived in person of mr.
Steak Restaurant in Wood Dale. Hell be visiting with the
lit, corm today through Tuesday night from 5 pm til closing
and all darns Sunda, Beller see him before Christ.. .Ai

WWII hos liled with the Monis Cam.

EVERY FRIDAY!

My husbond and I went to one swinging party last Friday
night....and, after it broke up, we found ourselves with a

nodded

FEATURING:

ELK COLONIAL INN

ERTAIN4fIll

\J

Then too. pieces of glass or

VILLA

AT THE NEW

THAT WAS A PARTY!

showing on traffic lights.

.. MARCHETTI'S
PARKVIEW

GALA NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY

Opwil,Inaing

Is

net, Mem the biggest Might

umanm. With a little lad
RICHARD TYLER% stag

SALES

PROBABLY the thnAes,
piece al Magi, was Sarah I.,
oink spoof of a 1020. spars

RE.ST I'll. 1.7. 01,"1111,.:

LADIES .... I5c A DRINK!

8,

, nt1 a lot or am the Best our
road, oy ',yens may jn,1

like to learn the OUtcoino. curtain is 8,0 p.m. 1-,i1141, 4111E1
Saturday at John Hersey High
School tar reserved seats call

Snow Plowing

Bradley Upshnw proved hintself a regular guy with a

eseeeeeeeeeeeeoeee

Every Fricky 8 Saturday

on

mgr.,. continuously.
There are loll mono Ion.

ust baubles of the Christmas
semen. For those nho would

24 Hour Towing

tot,r,r,;,p. DOWNTOWN STANDARD

g

nly they could have ,,,,,Led

air.. ?la, 511, _L.

hear them.titeps should he token. even if it requires im. pounding the wind section following the overture.

riot protective

Dining...Thincing,-...Enierininmeni in 1/u' Northwest Suburbs

t

TIER 'SECOND act profited

out solo performer, ensemble
singers anti. on occasion. the
entire clurms. People win

Phone:

WeekEnd RinFare

OPT, NIPS T.:1 HAI

months later.

It is the crudest sort of Ma-

vention of Blindnook

LIVE

light. John .Grabowsk9
lighting provided an inter
esti, variety of mood and col
the

few

serve to he heard. People who
expend time. effon and
to attend a performance of P.

.

PUISLICATIONS

in which :mu, couldn't fin

and years in preparation de-

aumondy with your d inner,

Continuous Dancing and Entertainment!

Higgins and Fieldale Rds.
Hoff man Estates, Ill. 60172

a

WINNERS OF THE
FREE CHRISTMAS
TREE DRAWING

changes. Except for one seen

reflected musically on Me
events that lead. to her ember-

nic tragedy that a ram:him
Mould be germinal to drown

Check enclosed in the amount of $

I

WEDNESDAY MATINEE

sensatiormlly sensual lady in
red. And she was great as she

lob. heard.

e.
4!

dmbly myopic nanny into o

have spent months in rehearsal

*

Spar klin g

S

close to slopping thenhow with
her transformation from it

Ivan static between songs and
dances. had the principals
projeMed more vitality and
deogver dimension and had the
orchestra permitted the actors

' '.
-\.

incu
l3 ding
Champagne

I THE DALE HOUSE

by Don Appel!

AMPLE

I

They were never distracting
but always interesting in bot
geometry and adur, and thei
studied simplicity lent lontin
ally to the series of 'lbv

of a fine musical comedy ...

Join our party soon...Theres' nor much time left!
. Please reserve_ tickets at $40.00 each for
our "Welcome '70" party under the name of,
1

Hersey High School stage

Lundeen. who came

bun Ha much sttakr had ho
members of the chorus been

And 01 12 pm - FESTIVE FAVORS, HATS, AND NOISEMAKERS.

.

Ely 'Word IS, mood of th
show and the B916.6,9,911110

'Mame had all the dement

maim Pnew and Cookies

0
?:,
--- -__

good looks.and line voice.
Probably the hest character
was Agnes Gooch, played by

tined moons that hit the au.

I if po si l i n'c'41u,c1.ed)
a

-

uniformly high. Cesttnft, de
sinned by Sarah Levin, wer
little short of sensational
Dan Dove's settings admire

Mrs. Upson. The two were the-

per couple

FULL COURSE DINNER -WITH YOUR CHOICE OF:
BROILED AFRICAN LOBSTER TAIL or PRIME FILET MIGNON

:v.,

CL MOOD
for Reservations

gee the hairdresser.
Production standards over

short-term' husband. Clad
Gustafson brought with him
an airy naturalneth showily.

ran, i ng condition

guise on Ito,

Aryans from Darien. Mr. and

sao.00

Phone: 529-8840

by the time they
the footlights. As

Reauregard Jackson Pickette
Itormitk, r Auntie Mame',

Emile.'

in the

Mama's houseboy. And Phil
lip 01115ant was a droll Sof
loon es the limprwrisled Cre

execotal.
Princiotls
were excellent. moskally. But
the total effect would have

°0 ..

"Elegance of Old Field Gun Club"
Higgins and Fieldale Roads
Hoffman Estates, III. 60172

geared

ing had a dynamic fluidity
set a tight pace and kept it no
big with directorial finesse

It

THE DALE HOUSE

.

good humor every time hoop

tinges the blatantly bourgeois

New Year's Eve, Wednesday, December 31, 1969
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Mother Burnside.
Don Potter projeeted a flash o

cuckian blustem were gentle

chuml

atRatage jo theyears

fearsome

and. for tha mcol part. pre-

\

0

0
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p.m. Saturdays and Suridairs.

0

eseellnt mot, end chant,to
woody Loum ,g0dlo was

And Hurry Brown's Bak
breaths

We Ameade fovomit

nand

is Uncle loft dya,.

phy was expertly conceived
cisely

0

aut

but MK tampens MA with her

Mundelein..111inois &PO.

f,q

Happening

Mk bit pLiore worm woe!

Ion Bob Clang a 1,

greatly Irani the comic activi.
ics °Flury Butt and Pan Es

COUNTRY CLUB

1[1011, hospital. selling

punch llean

Chorus numbers were big,
bright and Knuth. Choreogra-

U
Thompson Co

orythmk tho Ind in thormty of

grim.=

m es. between Nal, Day
and Mundelein

"WELCOME IN 1970" PARTY
come join us for

u.S.148U.S.e5

Hilarious
Hypnotic

KNAILCS by John

the 10,1 00 performances of ith hit musical Mame 011th, presented 1011011.1nd Saturday J1
Hemet High School In A dinoon Height, Picturril ahoy, aA 'Agree( °Dins of Palermo nIbo pless
the glamorous 51,00 Demos and a group of her zany Mee,

tiguous.
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Nor 51.00 and 2.00
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For reser,Illilins: 299,681

PICTURE OF THE YEAR
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There were many bright moments. hut they were not con-

PHONE 362-3910 FOR RESERVATIONS
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int. special holiday getter m-

'

pacity bravo musical theater.
It is unfortimate that this ca-

rea', 3'27. neo

DAY

The productions for the
month of Ithecnther include:

final
scene.
Best Off Broadway
players dernonstratal their ca-

Other Hendee Favorite Entrees Available

iTARTING CHRISTMAS

,ver 5.0110 children.

their eyes as they walked to the
lobby Ton the intermission.

THERE'D BE PARTIES LIKE THIS!

I oh, Jain t

Page 11

thenco cotton and bald lath es

oomods

stronhls dim do moo -monk
and .singing. Sarah. Levin
somehow lucked the bitchy
bite of a Broadway star like
Venial:Wes.

chorus rendition of the title

Dessert & Beverage

tor

ion, mom.' I ha slave L411Mul

the golden momtht.
Beginning with a mildly funny oteeplectum the Aerie built
steadily Al a climactic

Vegetable

Salad

RI mu.

knurl

the tam I,,,. mono momont
ohullionoo of Santo Mame
dumb. her nun mu,II sown,

so,. liven alter the apples:se

Appetizer

a

Ionous moment shen tho
Rot 011 lira Id. I, PI nor
rm.% into the lint ot lin do
tmo
at
tho Lump, ono
Broadway -bright. lean filled
with heautilid people singing
and dancing their hearts out.

Everything Starts Al Rye,. $25.00 per couple

TV SETS PARTY NOVELTIES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

MA, Woo ilmk sounk scum
and

lo It.

p

ristrhasEtvDinnor

THEIR JAUNTY JALOPIES"

11.(111411411 71a."

cogniA, haw been tripling II'
dry nointh. Inc October. If,,
thigure o,ned and thtered to

from

in

foAt.

"THOSE DARING
YOUNG MEN IN

FEATURING: Too Brand Womens Clothes

fror.

tho

lmm r

w
tht.
I or
nilatnnuon ind 11.411.5,111.144
s tll 211 5400 [Timor inn

Settings. costunres. performers
arid music combinal. to create

NOW THOU TUESDAY
fOLOSED MOM, EVE)

Wheeling, Ill. LE 7-4350

Rodin Howli, 0 30.1414,11.

; flemity and the 1101s1. al

shot

TIM M.

oil rn int tl

Milwaukee 8, HintK Rood

May he ten:tined by calling

A (krictmas Carol. et

,
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The rc.opcning. of Mill Ron
Pthl boiese. the only professional childtom, theatre in the
midwowt. has met with complete moue.. Audience,. nude
Pp of children traveling Mom
Ai far a, Indkona and Wis-

or, maxil toms ind tonna.
nu.no Mina. the Oh 1.1.141.
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to,
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lorinesN and ...ewes mote
dad than Englanon.

Grad. A brilliant brass choir
will play :loom:tat arra,ement

invited to kin

'Mame'
great experience

toe -chants on the road back in

Rentomime" from Hansel and

will

gaud

rot' completed. That pm de

on's "Sleigh Ride (complete

with hells and hors0 Whir,.
Pmicr" tind'"Dream

diem:
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at I nt
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II,
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it, um nom
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run

reepen on Monday, Elec. 15.
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Christmas." Leroy Ander-
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erred after being etched for
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Wood Sc.. Palatine. The pnOKA will include many rams
iar therm.. Among them will
he
Irving Berlin's "While

I
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main,. the p
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Super party days
tribute to supermen
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League -leading

Cards try to protect league lead at EG
By Six; Ire and

2-2 overall. Elk' rove is 1-I in
the NISI. and 2.3 overall. The

Swindle. also play Luther

Arlington. co -lender with
Prospect in the kfid-Suburkin
Logue basketball race,rill

to Imp

its slate

night.

ELK GROVE will throw

tonight ssilen it takes on Elk
Oil
the Grenadier's
`Mune onat.

something et Arlington uhat
the Cardinals won'l he able to

,(iring

three bad gam. since heating

forward for the Grenadiers.

French I think our nmord al
this point should be better than

sophomore to he the answer to

will move from foriverd

all our prayers, hut well have

505
mead.
The haCkallori will he

more

balanced

rebounding
with four guys who can get the

find in Nei scouting reports.
Pat Holmes. a well-built 6-3. hall.

Arlington. aller.upsel wins

er Hersey and F... VI.,

sophomore who has been 1011ing for Ihe
wes muses up to

Mantis I.11 in Gage play mil

natural position," Rees said,
kilt ability and that's the kind
of kid Mat can ad
to n new
Pend.. ii he li,s.'
The remainder of Rees
lineup will he the same. Jeff

to

thy 6-0 senior. who
.e

`GUARD ISNT Flash's

I

head COnell

Eigman

George

"an have a

wares and Mark Hopkins will

long way to go) We heat two
conference mintenden. but I
Say again that ton
given
night. any team can Mat any
other lean,

be the center.
"though two

nor:' 'Lipman continued. "a

guards. Gene Pinder will arum
up with Holmes at the fur.

lames.tion to this season's five

felt we had to retake a
change bemuse se,. played

shelves.

Boyer will join Mach at the

...Med at fonyttrd all lest year

"1

triumphs for the Cards have
tun their funs hopeful of an-,
other conference championship trophy to place on their

shut he hes elm of natural nth.

"I think well be a better rebounding bean. with Holm. i% 2-3...
(hero. " Elk Grove imach Bob
With Holmes ...king the
Rees said. "We don esp.! a alerting lineup. John Flesch

North in Chicago tomornnv

clean

the ..andly and will open at a

elb he a conference winconference

Hersey, Whe elfing-rene 1 x. bitter rivalry
K. AM Stuart
I hew will
kw1!taught

he

Mlle. lois

al

Wheeling
shim
1110

High
School
Wildcat 0.1P 21N

clash

Heise, e one of the

sule.

Whmling tall lookhig Mr
ail ant win ax the season
and gels, having hen
sel
Arlington 91101. rofiMuriesbat

sear.

The

says

nava

6:45 p.m.
110111
rosins hese Falun
senmlad
slum
s9
99P
el LIT
9
this
pier.

key

last

gra,
and the relsngding and he

will.

Imam,

two

vigtottal

either. although
Hersey
much
/totem
Meingraher
wasn't
owrly
disappoints. with the sc.

hater
val., in the
.Soho iwi 1.mgoe. 1 he jays., a ill go at it in the pm -

!wing

THE HI MMES
didn't
exactly roll over. Ilik Grove
week.

of that 43-31! vitory.
"A Its tif people sly 50

plawd

game' he
said. ''hut actually the only

he -helicon

with geingraber

and

pude

end

,ally

free

lot

lem-

01

nobody's

hitting

that's

Steingralwr

depend.,

pleased

is

of Hersey and Roger W..
a a Wheeling. They just naty

aid.

confidence, espe,
throw

shooting.

WORKED

on

phases of shunting and

bilked

ill i

A

ahlIgi
kids

it"

he

'1 he

theyre

hinter Amens than

know

Knights put league
lead on line versus
Glenbard N. tonight
..,

II, )9188 Hamilton
Spero Idiom
With a very fine dunce to
he lettling de: league through
the.r,est of 1).p.m...std.: and torn

4'

.i..i. !might to Glean.. Mirth to
n., meet what mid Bill Slayton
r..,:.... -not a bad mum:.
....,.
Lambent has hen in the
t1.-1 eidlar

of the

fi Imefie r. just

w!Xa'n'.1,:gilfiZrtotp un
tholr lining wass. Re!
led Ming last in thenn-

Ilei if

i we in liob. hs gaining
lie. and

le

hew already

,nzesaktrt;Izti;,,..neinlxzazf,,nuze,

PANTHERS'

I-1

..!.reconl it. the league M.them
Ike third place w elm.. of the
uthe good
plat
in the MSI..
.4.Pnnpect and Arlington am.
rather

surpriigly.

perched

r.p.eigh other handily.

.,.- ,..---...-

....gp in the driver's seat if they
PC81 989 pm Genial. tonight.
... A Mill al North would carry

isn't bad ca-

am" Hat's Dan Crabtree.
Ow forward.

THE OTHER forward

is

Terry Horan.

pon into lis pme with

&Lin::
!rtii:ipit
team.

11

'They know what
they're Ong to do and they,
OM anti do it."
Ghnikird won ip tiro
league game ever when o de.

throw

angle lanyewr. 11189,1,,

short ;maim,

,(891h rely oit 6-3 Sill Wright as

la

d the
the

A.d

he top scoren in the leame
year mid is brak
thc

in', Boor leader.
*st
e!,,lon, Pauline js

Spry

played

Big

6-5

an

our

forward

la

for

the

...lid

week in a row.
"Hex the tell
...,_.,....,,,,,.....,
N,.__

,...z.:.

,,,,:,:r.s.z..,:.

Glenberd North lais Men a

h.

league in

past:"
coach

the

thinks

mistake,

".mm

Imm.asa

Mr

m"-Niedlinn

i.pro,,,ved.., lingl.r....1

lln.
.i.he

Pone." .11 lied as im
tonight. IV go to (Belford

wino., hes been waning at
one forward oceoionally. Met
he has a good shot end line mu.

bility which would unable him
to adapt to the guard position.
If ilk kite :Won cones that
loth Cullen arid Rosh are

Mating St. J.wph last Fridas

Fru. and Dick Powell on

the other

.01 al 5-111. and oppiufna

oh SLIM., says "Anastasi

9 Pr,

It1si bob
WHEELING COACH Ted

lick. isn't definite on his
plans for the game. but he
knows it is a 'bumf' game

if a totally Mush.. !MOH
is to he liveried.
-The

L.

haven't

let

diem) and it's caw to NM
the! they really whit this
fine."; he said.

.11Onte momentum and palatine

till be kerbing -for that
(hence 111,10. when he twor

}Toll '.: olf tonight or the

cay. Ile has seen wine action
with the varsity this season af.

'

i,0",,,, did not ass beyond the
first round ef the CP1. tourney

ta onoutstanding iitehman

m the outs. of the season.

comma,

." M.'
morrolw. with the line backbaMPEZ"

coun Jaw of Terry Cullen and
Bob Roth both listed as only
Possible shiners. Cellen who
h nn
I h
_.
recently .return....

"

pra,

Ileac cowl! Bass Brothers
hi. Vlaine East tool-

mue. will he seeking .5011
milkmen: record when they

an.
Rah had had nut as'a re-

sit league.lendlim

Hinsdale
Central tonight in a %Visa Sub-

suit of illhem, and berearna1
torpractice Wednesday. With

urban Conference encounter.
After splitting a pair of

be gives the Lions one

of phe kw amuard tanden.

Mime conies. last weekend.

whew they're heoltliV

they

Mc Demons gh a "Mother

un the wrong end of

an 0.2 renord.
'

m nx or 14. Sehnert. Clwrley
Phillips and Chris Andriano.
the rest of the stating five, all
chipped in withsome 6.81 fri.

s

.

PALATINE. however. show
etf improvement.. last week's

/888919,01981 win over a much

rebounding a good mboundmop team, by about -15 With

throw shooting.
The Vikings rRy on the oul-

Accirdey,.%.

taller. Wheelie, unit. Thla host also .finproWd Ohl) .AlgalioNhrarm are not as fortunate as hitting nine of 17 from the

their crowtownship rivals.s

.

Dow Hssbach mid Jeff Algag each getting nine and

Rutty Sch.. six.

field and Hasbach connecting

ZIGMAN 1101.0.4 respect
for the Elk (irovellegidd as he

'Mb

said.

new

club

was

nten.

the

The purmsw of the club is to
foster the spread of safety and
enjoynwer uf snowmoNlin
wo h fainilt partipition
'I

ready won two conference
gamin. They are 2-U in theconTerence and we have got to be
ready."

PinSler and N.M. These. two
have had some het inghts. hut
then again
Ital num

ming Tuesday night. 4,47.

meted.
ford

"They m

Conference.

reaming to the frimdly
.....:. ,,[0,,,,,,,,,, Niles !,.... so&,,,1 .,t..onnolinti.

room.
with Quigley North. Holy
Cm. and St Vial
but WM
(hes...hell, boils ,Nilin:West and

Man

were MnallY oniieow. "This could he u tough
he

They

visiting
Aurora
East. 711.17: ln a non.confer-

the

9,, 1,,,,. their whole isms-

{tads.

terday.

Coach Phil Pardue's Gre-

The 'v

nadiers

n

It' III:kik! 'r
,n.ghinn.,:hnoorh',..ir,:',,,',',.
!Tr:1;13;1'dgC'. )1'.1it Cirre'r'it'n'

,n, dd,ne,. bu. ,:n:

.a

Acconli4 :Mow.

two sons mming up

the
this

week will lk "t , gh nes" et
Fr .' max a' st' ''s .. .."

Hi71"gTaai'd. -They'mare7reLmuy

AMITHER LINE-10,witch
for I
Lions will involve
center i. Dave Kaiak. The
'

6-5 sedim may be used al forward in place .6-2 Steve Car.
ley. If this happents, 6-4 Joe

Tniwiaski will move into the
pivot. Along with 6-3 sailor

dual

win. They don%thave another

,

hook up with Notre Dame

ELK GROVE won every
ent in the Auras F.9.8 MR,
8918 and Spencer Huebner
and the freestyle relay loam of

Nee 12

SP/RTS

honor to aphold.

,

IN THE 1969

year. they have yet to loah
the

I

championship 101rn end

By Jim moan
HerseY%

glminiss'

dm ream looked like Nat
champienship

material

last

night as the Huskies rolled
owr isiting Conant. 136.1.
87.61,vfor their second straight

Mid -Suburban Lean. victory
and their fifth of the season

E,

and Hear the Sensational NEW

;

'

without a loss.
An impartial observer at tile
Hersey
gym would
haw
though the Huskies already
had taken state, because when
Craig Sjogrenn 01101 ring
score of 81/5 and the fantastic

final score of 13,1 were anneal.the place went wild.

BELL El HOWELL
HOME MOVIE OUTFIT

HERSEY (1)PIPLISTELY
dominated the niect, taking..
cry event and thc ...around.

Conaurs ism skirt wws
17.45 oil the free exercise, and

the Huskim yam Mal one with
a 20.30.

Gory Morava, Heacy's
enated limn' who is improving.
with every meet, averaged
fine 7.2 to 4.31 for Conant's
Bill Anderson. He svould hum
bettered that Ware had he not
slipped on the side horse and

1 he Ave.:Ise looked flat in the

easy win over Si, Joseph IM
Friday, then followed with n

commit with a disapPeinfina

highly-ratcd Hawks on Satur-

Morava started the evenim

4.45.

fine performance :mail. the

fon held them

a 6.65 and Rob Rebmann of

height advantage or the ability
to mold up to tall. opponents.

er:Mob.

one

scheilii. hoot.

THE 1/011.11 games last
wwk p ass:a a bit too much for

the :gain., :is their fins play
inn winning cause against Pro-

vim West failed to carry over
until Saturday night's Rh,

ersid.Brookfield mtch.

Brothers is probably saws-

side shooting of Mike Kola.

manship el a 21,nt
yeagetting
phis
but she's

clip.

enough support from his tean,

THE LA51 bead Coach is

still employing six or 'even
players into Me slanting lineup

Reinnnin arc

pages 13 and 14

marks-

to try and sstablish a winning.
Still bidding 101 a slat with
the

Bondman

brothers. Jay and Mark, Jack
Cronin, Bill Knapik, Dale
Deschamps and Don Ussery.
The Demons will take 10 the
rood next week as well as they

hy to bring n holiday trophy
ome from the Debalh tournament. 1 -he 'tourney begins
Friday, Dec. 26.
.

I

brook was a participant in the

cards of all four divers in the
meet.

H. there

been

dis-

A

qualification of the one A.
tomtit diver or all of the din
tom

games under their belts. Glen -

"I think this is the correct
decision,"
Anderson
said.
'There have been a lot of dis-

crepancier on divers' cards
over the years and a lot of mod

results would have. be chant
ed if the officals were to get
over -technical.

att GOOD example look

Anderson, who had been

college

ismeveneet recently.

out of town Me last couple Of

Four times during this meet

days, received the news of Bar-

diver, difficulty rating had to

lett, decision from Cardinal

be corrected on his card Won
he performed. 1 have a strong
suspicion about 50 per cent of

director Russ Attis.
Anderson was understagably
happy with the result,
athletic

ball

game on Me Coogan'

these cards have been filled out

came away with
in

the

consolation

They can% match the War-

SIDE HORSE 1. Woo,
dridge, H. 7.95; 2. Hembd. H.

6,65;.5. Rambo, C, 5.7; O. Andemon. C. 4.55,

Frodin,

Cougars are 3-2 overall.

FOREST VIEW lost

a

thrilling 59-58 decision to Arlington and Conant dropped a
contest

62-5/1

to

HORIZONTAL BAR: I.

P""

g

crew. Hankie highlights in

TRAMPOLINE:
I. \V

H.8.25; 2.14orava,

H. 7.1; 3. Hard, H, 6.2; 4.

H.2. Whaled. C, 3.3; 3.
Knutson, H, 2.6; 4. Media, C.
2.0; 5. Cohen. C, 1.9; 6.

2. Milius, H

H, 5.1; 2. Miller, H, 3.5: 3
Johnson, H. 3.2;4, MeCkIlm
C. 2.0t 5. Miller, C. 2.1,
Gardner. C, 22.

PARALLEL BARM I. Ma-

7.11; 3. Fa r

,, H. 7.6; 4. An
Wield, C. 5.6, S. Magi, C.

1.5;6. Farad, C, 1.1.

5.2; 6. Antietam, C,4A5.

RINGS: I. Shepherd, H.zS
4.2:2, Knutson.
(tie

RINGS:
Sjogmn, H,
8.05 2. Bartley, C.7.15;3. BoH. 7.05; 4. Morava, H.

lope, C end Meyers. H. 3;

Elk Grove's gynmmtics machine kept telling Gst nigh as
Grenadiers scored a
124.0741.67
victory over

the

The score was e lower than
the exceptional 132.6 Elk
Grove posted against Addison
Trail last Saturday, but it was

era. 'They

have a goad ball
'club,' Hoover said.

final of the year which

"They're big and strong arnt
go to the boards well whmh is a

(0hre00theuirtrrereak ttl:tyeorff,vhith

Freeman said he also has
plans
ricsf,,c.,,r r6i.:1n13eenLe Kerr if the
loPli

lbis contest will be Wenn

coach)

teams."

in

Glenbrook South. Jan. 9.

tradematk of Gaston Fr.man
t by a d Warrior basketball

WHAT IS generally known

"They oho

have some nice juniors in the

be much of a break for the

linmp and a good guard in

hat

Anderson," Hoover
coneluded.
Freeman, on We other

hand, thinks that this will he
bis charge' roughest test of

involved in a holiday tourney
mcnt, Freeman will have his
team hard Si work beginning
Dec.27 in holiday practice 'o&ions.

cause of disciplinary reasons.
Wt day Will be back in action
tonight.

shot and get rebounds for us
and, while the conwelition
mon% too tough, Keith did.
both"

Ammon Pam

to me
George Bauer, who lad been
the starting center, at forward

as well . in the pivot against

OLSON WILL team

up

Conant. Bauer hakt1.1 been us

with Greg Shevell at the
guards for Forest View and
Wayne Meier and Dave Long
will be at the forwards. Keith
Phillips, who got his firm start
loll Saturday and scored 21
points against Stevenson, gets
.e nod again at center.

aggressive as Arneson would
like and the veteran coach is

"Phillips

earned

another
start with his play against Ste-

want our center toles the short

hoping the competition from
Phillips will bring out the bed

Monday's practice and will be
WI for seven to nine weeks.

This leaves Conant's man,
ing lineup up for grabs. Tha
guards will definitely be Brant
Barton and John Macdonald,
while Bruce Newman will

open at cit., a forward or et
center. Redlinger will pick his
other starters from among
mark Harold, John White ford, Ed Brandi and Dave

Lloyd.

Comas firepower comes
from its guards, Barton and

in the husky junior.

WHILE ARNESON. gets
Olson and Cavalier° back for
tonight's game, things just
keep getting worse for Redlin-

ger. Ratter Dave Kellermeyyer suffered severely torn ligamem in his ankle during

Macdonald. Barton is the con.
ference's leading scorer with a
29.point average. Forest Vkw
will try to blanket the 6.0

guard with Dave Long, who
has
been
throttling high
orcrs for two scmon.

f.reeting#

TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS, OLD
AND NEW, WE EXTEND OUR WISH

3,

FOR A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS.

Iv

AND AT THIS TIME WE'D LIKE TO
SAY, "THANK YOU" FOR BEING SUCH
GOOD CUSTOMERS....

_41

and STAFF

4t

MEET RESULTS

FREE EXRCISE:
0.
I.
sen, FY. 6.6;

01.

Brennan EG,

-

nandez. EG. 5.551 6.
hole. FV, 4.0.

Buck -

SIDE HORSE: I. Olson,

EG, 7.6; 2. Skata, EG, 7.25, 3.*'

the Mid.Suburban League and

FV, 2.15, 0, Waison,FV, 2.5.

FOR YOUR
NEW YEAR'S EVE.
DINING PLEASURE
WE WILL OFFER A SPECIAL
DINNER MENU

made, EG, 4.43; 3. Pierce,

HORIZONTAL RAIL

OPEN 11:00 A.M. NEW YEARS DAY

I.

Swenson. EG, 7.0; 2. L Fernandez. EG, 6.2; 3. Berglund,
FV, 625; 4, B. Fernandez,

HAPPY NEW YEAR WHY NOT HAVE NEW YEAR'S
DINNER WITH US? WE'RE READY TO SERVE YOU.

Benriy

Fernandes

6. Olsen, FV, 4.115.

6,07.5.47. The
Grenadier senior had 5.35 in
the free exercise, 4.45 on the

TRAMPOLINE! I. Belle,
EG, 7.55; 2, Mils, PG, Cl;

side hope, 5.95 on the high
bar, 7.0 on the pandlel burs

6.1;5 Tosby, EV, 6.05;

3. Cote, FV,

IikEti 110010

6.2; 4. Dorsey,
6

Remitted, EV.3.95.

iatitzturant

PARALLEL BAR: I. Berg lend. FV, 7.15,2.0k) B. Fernandez, BS, 70 and L. E'er.

118 E. GREEN ST.
BENSENVILLE

Sullivan
nandez, EG.
EV, 5.75; S. Stenoien,EG, 4.9
6. Pomander. FV, 425.

Grove's Dave Swenson with

7.0 on

Hersey gymnast Kyle Wooldridge displays broom the side hero
That earned hlm a 7.95 and a first place lot night against Conan,

attack.

5. ledovina, C. 2.8; 6. Morse.
C, 19,

Berglund, FV, 425; 4. B. Few

Elk Grove's Wayne Olson
with 7.6 Dame side horse, Elk

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

fens, although they have been
known to stay in a zone.
thinks that rebounding will belle key to this
game, but respects Maine's tab

ottasfig

mod enough to boost the
Grenadiers' record to 2-0 in

Tog men in the mm were
Forest View's Norm Olsen
with 66'n the free exercise,

& MANY OTHER ITEMS

to the

,tilt

Forest View in the Falcon's 6.55; 3. Waltz. KG, 6:05; 4.
gym Ina. night.
Berglund. Fl 5.6; 5. B. Fer-

and 7.4 on the rings.

(featured above)

has contributed his

well-balenced Moine scoring -

Gymnasts groundFV

Berglund,

WE ALSO RENT OUT SOUND EQUIPMENT,'

ANDERSON
JOINING
again in the backcourt will ho
junior George Woodley. who

HORIZONTAL BAR,

topped Forest View's Bob

&UP

quick.

nom. H,

3. Shepherd, H 2.1;4. Flein.
ing, C. LB; 5. Evangelista,

Grove's

$3000°

"oceptional

THE HOSTS will then fill
back into a man-to-man de-

rt0

C

IN THE important allaround competition, Elk EG, 6.2; Grimm, FV, ,90:

(except floodlights)

having

co'nnftoinmiesto

si

PARALLEL BARS: I. Moreve, H. 7.95; 2. Borne,

I-2 overall.

COMPLETE OUTFITS

crash the boards,
attedy'ltlhhirodye wIlethir.fituthd,infor

yen, IL 3.3; 2..Kuhns, EL

3.0 overall. Forest View fell
to 0-2 in the conference and

NOW, CAPTURE THE EXCITING SOUNDS ALONG WITH THE
BEAUTIFUL
COLOR AND MOTION OF YOUR KIDS AT HOME, YOUR TRIP
AWAY...
AND THE BIG, BRIGHT, WONDERFUL WORLD AROUND YOU!

pert of the meet official's mom
for me to comprehend," Aukerman said

difficult

venson," Arneson said. "We

Forest View played the A r -

IRAMPOLINFa I. Tracy

Gardner. C, 3.85; &Siena, C,
3.6; 6. Pete.on.C, 2.4.

frosbsoph gym -

on the

'This in

mer and Fred Horn. all 6-4,

stars Langer, Oakes and Noha

(Willie)

Glenbard

North. Both results were conildered surprises, but the Falcons and Cougars both played
without key players.

12.

Knutson, H.

failed to place because he was.
narrowly edged by thnse other
Hersey strongmen.

Hersey&

questioned Arlington's
victory or protested the meet
result, het al/ not happy with
Barrett's decision. He claims
there was an imonsistency in
the officiating because Barrett
went by the rulebook in disqualifying a Forsst Vic
swimmer earlier in the
the meet
and disregarded Me
in the diving situation.

lington game without starting

SIDE HORSE: 1. Meyers.

5.45;6. Anderson, C, 5.1.

5.15; e. RigM. C, 62.

7.15

by Huskic Eil

6.65; 3. Rebmann. H. 6.55; 4.
Gardner, C. 5.7; 5, Farris, H,

Where Mc Huskies racked up
23.35 point, 1110 depth of the
hosts was clearly demonstrated on that event when Todd
Klehr came up with a 7.5 but

The event with a 7.95. layette
8/899.82088 with al R. and Far
ris came in third with 17.6.

he

guard Rich Olson and sixth
nun Pew Cavalier°. The two
backcourt men wem suspended for the weekend be-

sorra bones in his feet. Neither
texpected to piny the rest of

1.6; 6. Ascardidis, C. 1.4.

MORAVA TOOK first in

says

Bob Wallin, who dislocated

mfield. C. 5.7:5. Anderson, C.

hers,

Ankermah who

test Yeah a 1-1 league mark and

Conant coach Dick
without starting
guard Scott Johnson, who quit
learn, and starting forward

rated. Penis, H.7.1; 4. Ab

parallel

wrong over the years."

Dthen'ildisthW°Will'isorrn7ToT linma-

Warriors will be Glonbrook's

rior's 2.0 conference mark.

a 42 overall mark. Conant is
also 1-1 in MSL play and the

ga was

night on the

eP

7 South Center St. Bensenville Phone:
766-0617

If foul trouble thrmtene the
Spartans, heed coach Chuck

up with its hat effort of the

Kyle Wooldridge Pa an

WILKINSON PHARMACY

vantage with twice as many

Morava, W. 8.55; 2. We) Bo-

t4

Bob Rim:inn

who Hoover singled out as

footers, run the club.

2. Viscount. H. 3.0, 4,
Theide. C, 2.0, 5. Miller, C,

6.55.

waion, and foor juniors
g
senior comprise the starting
line up

guard

Spartans
third -place

full coon zone press which

Hardt was third for the Hoskin with a 6.2.
Don Von Elleri club came

nests were also victorious with

combination.,

More sports

junior John Weaver. Doug

gar11.5 we over the Cou-

corilnues1 bis acute

the

nation
round.

FREE EXERCISE; I.
FREE EXERCISE: I. Ma Schwabe, H. 4.5; 2.1241orenze
ram H. 8.9; 2 Peterson, C, H. 28; 3. Gardner, C. 2.7, 4.

5. Morava, H. 4.45; 4.

Hersey was right behind with

79J A

the trampoline and an 11.9 on
the rings.

Jungwirth, C, 2.9; 5. Miller, C,
2.5;6. Anderson, C, 2.3.

quite a allOW on the side horse.

Senior

as

honors with a win over St. Ig-

home noon
Coach Ken Arneson% For
est View club enters the con -

8.25 performance by Hemy

6.0 the event with a
caulk winng

ing foul control to hie players
this week since. three of his
starters Were fore. MI Or thc
Bulkkg gen, on personals.
A noticeable author mining
for the Maine East hottemre is
wellsbalrineed scoring attack.

1969

for second place behind a great

remeseniativ..

Duct: Wi kum, Dave Wicke
sham,
lrob Molozaik. DesDuct 6.1.

all-around, Morava mom up
with ,.1 but still had to settle

no prin.., with the Maris!

inside work by Rick Gaarc and
a
which involves

penal lid

On Me trampoline. the one

7,05 by Borne and a 6.65 by
Morava John Bartley of Con -

son orConant WES stcond with

this wake. with

beneficial

ly regarded Niles West but re
bounded with a win over
Deerfield.
Another new feature for the

Northerners would get the ad-

Mid -Suburban League basket.

event that does not count in the

ning, and he. was assisted by a

but a Vilma- team defensive els

cram Ala year ni say Melee.

with very res....

the frcc exercise. Slew Peter-

forwent Mark Rohm. the
lbw should give Vieux.

Maine Senth last Saturday.
The performances oldie Viator ouiMet have nut becn con -

The tourney itself proved

the young season He respects
Glenbrook s height but thinks

Spartans

figures in the final some, the

six -

FROSHROPH MEET

in style by turning Susan 11.4,in

They have
only oac starter back from lust

cane pines

the

and -Rich Langer, both

December II,

MEET RESULTS

th previous night,

levinitiN charms should have

four

Prmed.

as

shared rebounds. Mike Oakes

get back on the winning track
against each other tonight in

MORAVA MADE his pres.
ence known on the horizontal
bur with a first -place leas of
R.55. Husk io Lance Boyette
and Jeff Farris tied for second

94 poir

Ed Wok.

for the

however

drop.. then opener to high

IF PLAYING experience

Page G
Friday,

that one inClUdal an llg on

day. KM, Shah had mired
53.

Mack s Thanksgiving
armament which accounts
St

Cougars, Falcons try to rebound

Hennna was the only aore
close to Sins as all of the Cougar entries finished in the 2's.

Same, g.05 on the rings
cap.. Me memorable eve-

TOing all this into consid-

5.9 omor usually the first.

he season,

arm gonlksin this sinsonthe
nosh Demons heveye to nitfor a los,

hone movies

bench wtth Stan Bananas,
6 3 sentor end Steve Gelatin

Both guards Rso get their

Hersey, Morava hit 136.1
in triumph over Cougarts

The
realm spot in the
gluing liast High Sc ml MsKahan .program is, Mout a

FILMOSOUIlD 8

coach

event. Then, the day after the
meet, it was learned that Barrmail decision concerned the

lv.

91.- =eV Ilteauki "k)l'elt'l end. r:

wins Imforuhang in the sum

points

SP/RTS

Bach. both won impressive

3frineEast

a

get the nod.

Forest View and Conant,
both of which
ffered upset
try to
loss. last weekend,

Toler, Bub Jacobson and Mike

.

cathedra

ence football backfield, round
out the North front line.

By MUSe Mom

teem of Cliff .11,4. Dave

kist 50 weeks.

shil, N.re Monte h. mother

Grove

THERE WAS some qua.
lion o1 the time of the meet
over the diving form of Arlin.g., third -place finisher in the

The medley inky team of
Mike Callahan, Bill Putoll.

1969

irrop"a"k

norill(Ihil

Hoover on look to a wing

Wace at the New Trier West

December 19,

%rd...,.hadveor ,y: ,,,,,t o

le udditirm(lo the

IL dossn t stop than
though as 6 4 Tom Huldun
son and 6-3 Ed Noha who.a
was selected to the all,onfer-

it would have had aimed,
egg.on the outome of the
Barrett had decided to allow' mem In eit havesme, Forest
the rah to and dsspiteacom View would
emerged as
novelly over the divines... the mat victor by one paint.

Cliff Schlak. Dan Toler, Hob
Jacobson and Mike Bachus.
but won impressively.

Friday.

finish tail this

wide

me le..

Elk

coach nor Anderson said yesterday that meet referee Don

free.

Alas Kinn and Spencer Huebner and the freestyle relay

I cap,. hut ham also suffered

Pat

came on Toler, second in the
2001M, Hucbner's third in the
50 fro, Pat Dunning's second
in diving, Kinn', second in the
butterfly. Jacobson's 91280181
in the HQ fro, Callehan's second in the backstroke and
Huebner% second in the 400

1119 medley relay team of mike

1969 season with 13 straight

See

Other

meet until Jan. R when they

aged to hold off Carmel with

fine outs. sho 'n

their

meet record to .3-1 with the

,..Nnr" Nile' pen' ,,"'
0,Terfrotsi'lz win

boosted

in diving,

Massey in the 100 hutterrly,
Becher in the 100 free. Toler
in the 100 backstroke, Scblak
in the 400 free and Purcell Is
We 100 hrewstroke.

Callings Bill Purce11, Mike

Zed

months! has afro won taxce
the lohurhan l atholim

Sant Martin

Junior High. School pool yes-

and hiek Huh at forwards.
%Inman Ad.. "Inc got Pe. ,mono floor."

mgrl _leant NM from km cilrglr

"' .

IM, Jacobson M the 50 free,

ace dual omen in the Lively

alreadY won the SI. Charles
Holiday
Tournament
and
won all of their conference
stance
mem. 'I heir teem ball
with plenty of mcganience.
'I heft! he rough nit their

a

a lot better Man 1M year as

rims were poste. by Bachus in
the 200 fret, Scblak in the 200

clobbered

0.:(higcliaihns

Forest View coach Gordy
armr m a
and Arlington

The Grenadiers' individual

scourKKyVIJpapa 'p.rovsta'nektsnrias7

umiak pith

n° Spertans execute their

. It's finally officialwArling.
ton beat Forest View in swim-

9882. Elk Lim heat Free.
and it will he u ph game for

to

rolling to four straight wins.ter losing the season lid -lifter
to Forest View.

tak

Grove swimmers
Swim results tand; Arlmgton wen s
torpedo Aurora

they haw to flag forbards in

West

been dominating the boards in

Moe, a 6.6 junior jumping.

Canlinals a ill travel to Aurora

ters popping in and mit of play
as he is one or %Annan.% key

in the prssence of a big man
lip till now, the Warriors have

offense nround pivamiut John

Ishe'rricti ihpordse colon; rrihon'unTbuitr

cing.",....,d.i.

first varsits game." The Card
boomers tonight will find re.

B U T PROBABLY the
greatest challenge. facing Was

Maine's four.

losookeapceially cm their home

og tho ,gg ,.., ,,,,,.[89,911,9
of an midefeated team
Niemen cemmenls .1..t who i9 tk989118,. 9 chumpiontwo conthrence opponents thip
weekend. meeting St. Franc{,

al ready es compared w

last week. Maine tumed bads a

rim

predicted

dropping tan,

ONE OF THE many high."
lights in the Mann encounter
last friths! ms Ihe discovery of
OinglIontore ilish Ken Piens
Peters plums. in eight points
for his !cam while playing a

have o height advantage and
also an experience edge since
they have played eight vanes

North, the Warriors beat a
driving Viking squad while

'

Demons shoot for .500
mark at hot Hinsdale C.

WHINY QeD illness may

coral at kt 15..with Pixs,Orm.

The Vikingn were 1.0.1611
isv Elk Grone in their line
tfid-Suburban league lest,
ibut rebounded last week veith

be seeking their sixth mad sc {

enth straight ba1etball wins
takenn

good shooters. and haw al-

.

Vikings invade Pirate court
Ford rill I, trying to gain

Dame

dla

unable to play, Men mph. ' A lack of height w. certainly
more Brian Carley will gin the evident in Me 51-16 loss to

.

'bah°. call cm inleeriain sit -

Maj18.- -'

"Lhs):2=rialie2 : iel:t.'" ...Z.4p %,,7.77: , win
IllketImil.
.. " ers Ocell "Mi.': 9,711
how tough its hosts arc at N15

riu Notre

shooters of Ithnh Hinger wi 1

.

his

only one

Maine West varsity basketball
ssartyTwo weer, ago at N1111

tars, 111011 Kieck..bnd !Gary!
111100.."

run shoot Nen True West
anent

Tonight, tocounter
et
Each weds prom., s ma, Glenbrook North wall bs no
and different challenge for the eXecption The Spartan. will

EL

one 1rd

game against Elk
CrP,ve lied Will IN, the cm

I

-whotnided sis time, hut both
' lhoss mak or! below aveaw.

to

Lindstrom.

"Har really has an down on

move into the backcourt. 11e-

The Irons have a I -I mark

is, li

Eiageiirro nark rcloasjbdr ser

('am-

8;99119 919 9[189190 8 .
the Mntral
beings tomorntw night. for
ward klike Pettniamee will

lam Friday
luit falling to SI. Patriek two
s2,Ist Palatine when he popped in, ...mks ape. The hapless Red.
i4pt hoimx for a team high.
shins have fallen twice to CPI.

tdon

that

Me hunch when

in the CP1. so far this Sagisono

...1 eel. a thew,

Kl

Don

'I 7.

end.

, dads. and Bob Kline at fortweilards and Dave Lundsreilt at
smer. Rueker had his hat

II18r9 I anki

hlark

away cont. They have won

-

Bo leo Cool
awl Sports Pal

bouts threatenDon streak:

emblem

elnence of the Mimed

the

Army Trail Rd. near Addison.
Turn right :LW go :Mom five

game they will play this week-

:.ANY Rush at rho guards. Brad

....MI

their

solved

Palatine,

Wheeling
and Des Flame, recently. The

or iindinn n MTh stance in

them, . knee., tut the next

morrow night hoping to inlpaw. their ream! in the only

tios. pan-

lla! field and
44,7",',1,",,,r1,,,,,,
0,,,,ittp

have

Heights.

to2

THE HUSKIES seem

North. bike Rt. 53 south us

tit. Valor tnivels tel Marin to-

1.1 -,,,,,Etyr

Arlington Heights. Ptomains

without

they (Conant, nlayed an extmmely hid pray or because
the

Mount Pros... Elk Orme.

tan

help

fewest

Carrying e .liar raam! m

hers wall Mu White and u'..

ye!!

,,g,r,n,fl

:
:.1.....

,..,-Thet..m.,,e,I.L.n,..,,,

The Knight

the Chicagoland Prep League.

a, ii.

will

agreed

A new snowmohileclub was

For that mason and Other,
Aoralx will guard Wood

ant s player, eight have been 4
Mt enthataued in the loss to
U1988981 duo week but sa. .

mt. for

by Garage 1.1.

"IoblsI View Jam 4 with a elm

mmd line, at

the

Thu wild-

Form snowmobileolub

important

,

good chance of winding

knights

most

!hey

utator guard duty may
be hurting against Marts

..; ben s-, Waller last Salon!,

awhe'ir

And this ft's

S t.

!might. a team which
it. knieked oil a 3-1/ Fremd and
it.

Ile

iri.gthvap. tal:ge,,iilAtdhiLc,...;11:!

Slayton

bemuse if the Hakies min

battle of till Mr the MO. Ilemuse it will show each of
them emtetly how much he

,rnn , .,,,,,

night Ina none.lenkste contest: mil. to Gay Rd. Turn !eh
But thaLwas the game Slayton
and gimbout one.nuarter mile
saw. and he Wes krill ingemed . and then turn right ai the lino
with Bill Coma,' crew in ilw nod. The who.' 1, ;thine a
low
.. d
.
mile pre, 11...t interumion.

stop theMSI. with 2. records.
fine Cardinals new play. Elk

:,

respected list too 'Wright WaS

I onant nod high.sswing Brant Barton. The Pan-

they .lid all lam year.
11111

fame: hen."
.
Skron adds Wright to his

Slit,Suburive
ebOut epvery

the

lower.

teems sewn to he on Lemosite ends of Me standings.

imPuriant one

n. by Whkvling

any

will

in
Me
Onnville
HalidaY
Tournameni
and
in
the
state tournammt regionals.

for.

sink

Hemeis

Tony Sehuld.
The gems is an extremely

he

.

heat the Huskies twice
last year. handing them a
shellacking al Hersey. be
it is
new season and the

tangle three more this season..in a scheduled game.

wool

14 -gum. es anyone in the eon-

well could he
or sophomore

Stem

Bob

SteMgraber says this my

said.

W011 their only home gams but
find themselves
in

although he is fairly certain when they will rermin the
'reserves.
he will go with Wisod at. services of Lindstrom
and
The starting quintet for A e
center. Gary Kewell and, Tim Nagle.
lime. will he the familiar
Jon PM at the forwards and
BUT IT iti at least as im- group of junior John Brialnan
beeki Berriade ai, a guard., portant
to die leis. who
The other Fgmol will pro!, are already 11-2 in the eon. and senior Bill Heffernan as
guards. junior Mike /dandle at
ably he Slunk Beneriscutto. ference and cm) afford
to eenter. and seniors Jim Mimi
but it very

Iv

Ice

mental

on

-.TIE
all

with the otrot l play of his
team so afar.,specially hi,

trying

pre. the pohn Mat a

all

you need to win."

it Wits Singlr a matter of
them losing confidence al,

have a decent road record:.
The Cardinals, overall. have

slurp oFensive game. %Inman
jalid, .4 !,his,i,s,Z0..dirli:11n..e

Eck. isn't even sere . . take a 2-1 fellj. min. am
his starting lineup . Yet.
the
pt. -holiday
emir.

that asp., of the counters b.ween sopho.
tills too. 4n pristine. nom giega Andy Pan

phasimd

it

forced

club

the

.

.

they showed last Wear end

i,

,,,,;.

thing that sal had nes our
shooting Oct dell:me alb
mse Elk Gram: 2.1 ,bots
ma.. and in a game where

.

wen win tmed of la games Fr they started missing earlong . the rent can hold ly in the game."
their mcn in shootina
Tonight's ten will Ica'
e,. ,....,., the Oral or ,,,y, en.
'tile

had

.,

onato.tososn

ballclub must Out . home and

I

est tests tall SBA

the

high

bar,

Elk

Bill Heibig with 7.55
on the trampoline, Berglund
with 7.15 on the parallel bars
and Elk Grove's Jack Maim.dad with 7.65 on the rings.

RINGS: I. Malmedahld
EG, 7.45; 2. B. Fernandez,
EG, 7.4:3. L. Fernando, EG,
6.8; 4. Berglund, FV, 15, 5.
Oben, FY. 3.45; 6. Parader,
FV, 3.4.

Phone 766-5454
L

-
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James Heisig

Steger case hastens 1HSA to pass insurance bill
1 A parshwd Ira

By run Cook
AgdApOrIS Ed

i

the as

down

Al that ums hag m.hool
On Sept 28 1969 Gar) SO.
gar, starting quarterback for
take Park High School, was
IONFely injured during a pmc
and was taken to the hospital
where X-rays showed that he

MIAMI! covmags w -ss only e

pliable for the first 55,000 or
in sonic cases, 110.000. AS

anyone knows, medical bills in
this day and age ean mount OP
to small fortunes.

THIS HILL not ht. the to

cal

expenras

from

Me stn, snymore beams,

5100 000 for MG ytudent in

1, the Illmuis lia,19

Y ceemted me

1110111,1

School A neer-aloe ed sped
scatty Rah Heger,
Yesterday mornine. the sixmember board of directors of
the IFISA passed n big which
will. in effect. cover :di meth-

C117:29

policy will pay the remomm

15 001

bill, up to 5100 000

THE BILL is mph,nIy do
inset to mclude ammith oth

IHWSA'mnbiers laTransschhoehls':11

speechr
han

continue their insthance penficy, but only :fejt:a 35.00UZ
From that point on. the IFISA

teams, school55(11

programs,
13.:,

'irecbbittin2E

musicals

etc. Also included in the nest
insurance plan is coverage to

'W T i

Knight. gymnasts trample. Vikin s
9.-..,

By

to Rich Valentian with a 535.

..ii,I.da 11;tn..1,1101

but

despite several missed tour
linei andsorne widely varying
'edges' decision. Prospect

Fned's John William,

hado 5.7 for second.
In 1111 ell-aremd.

Pros-

and 10 an the mires to pee
the Knighb. Jim 'Niche.
earned a 3.5 in fme ex end

0.0; 6. Stinson, F. 3.05; SIDE
HORSE: 1. Wilcox. P. 6.05; 2.

Mark Junplahl poued a 3.2 on

4. Perkins, F. 3.21 5. IL Hisel.
Tr, 2.85;6. Minute, F, 2.15;

peas Steve Owen bested

the parallel hers. LW, Krug

Stieson. 4-784.3.

won the rings with a 3.1).

F

THE SOPHOMORE mem

gymnirsoce /AAr km night.
13;38-78.80.
The Vikings did End a

win Welll 10 the Knights. 47.130.9. Sam Graham 'monied a
fine sophomore score 114.4 in

bright spot in he last event of

the free exercise and also came

IhMevening when Terry galdocphi. Toni Stinson and Jim

through with a 2.8 an tramp

Witter hit a 16.75 total to out sepia the Knights in Pros-

MEETRESULTS
FREE EXER'CLSE: 1. He

&mhos P. N.N. 2. Henson. P.
6.75: 3. Counney. P. 595: 4..
5. Koller. F.
Mellin. Ir.

F, 3.6; 6. Whiting. F. 2.851

cach of the four Knight con.
tesfunts missed his routine.

The Prospect Knight, ree

THE 16.75 was Freers

ding wad handy mimed a

hightot mom and Spinners

411GS' BAR: 1. Wold, P.
7.3; 2. lum.P. 0513. Sam P.
6.35: 4. Stinmn, E, 5.94 5.
Herring: E. 48; T Winer, F.
3.5; TRAMPOLINE: 1. Ben.
on, P,.7.: 3. Hendershot. P.
n.25: 3 Osborne. F. 5.45: 4.

meant the difference in the Me

to 3-0.

disidnal miring.. The lone pin
was recorded in the final

The mon mu surprisingly
set -minded Glen., North glom. Them were a fax thaw
crew last menthe. but hung on
for a narrow 20.19 win to

sided decisions. but generally
only one or two match points

10Bensen 1.104,43 the hon.
tai Tot fires
Berne tweed his way
through a fine trampoline routine. for a 7.75 overage on

.

PARALLEL BARS: I. R.
Yalention P. 5.95:.2. Wil.

fra state m the nation to ex
cad a $25,000 catastrophe in,
program. Most coaches were elated with the policy,
saying that the 'thlanket coverage is necessary.
Payment of the program is

made with receipts from the
tournament
toward the end or the mason.
state

basketball

Last year, for example, -each

tt'intly 'we

M the
granted

about

A. TEAM WHICH was
ousted in its first CAGA

In this way all Peonies are
put into a "big pot" with the

picked up the 5185 for thefr

5.6; 4. Wold, P. 3551 5. Stinson. F. k.75: 6. 1.090, 0, 4.25:
RINGS: I. (tie) Stinson. F.Ossowski. P. 6.2;3. Raldriced.
F, 5.85; 4. Klingamen, P. 5.0;
5. Witmir, F,4.6; 6.R. Velem
lino. P. 45,

shoWing, but a school such as

Proviro Fast, who won Me

MOH Of tie 00111Millfe IS the

mans complsitng then tlw

ity

first. Roughly speaking. me

loom! studies It Timhni will
ha ordained to the priesthood.

HIO

directors, Charles qkft,

sedan. program will amount
d'A'skUeelS4ery0011-717p'onliby

muoiTilth:g!hrh:9:t:79fik

148'rei le'

One of the seminariara 6
Rev. Imes Heisig, 5.0.0..

i

c
C'rer e"WaotlP'i
the

seededand
I'nd

of

walimWed

es:r:7yd

-

OTHER FEATURES rif

Heights, the IHSA's executive
secretary explained that a bill
close to the one adopted, had
already passed both houses in

deal!

three sistem

catty provides 51.000 died MP.
erage for all four of astudent's

An .0., legislature ad won

see the program in favor of

with the bill. Ifs an'excellent

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

their proposed bill. It was ye-

policy."

deleted

no, SCUM, 0Orning 0011 on
the In3side of 13.0 verdict
over

uck Garrett at 107.

Mit Glenbard cam back
fast and tied things up at 6-6,

Their Bat points of the evening were put on the board at

675 second on

115.

where

Don

Flowshaw

knocked off Prospect's John
layer, 10-1. A deadlock was

After hitting the 19.50 mark
in free ex. Prospect dropped to
a 17.30 on side horse as an all junior tea
still more than
doubled them Viking scum Jim

able to gain a tie, but this time
it took three matches to

The Panthers knotted thitig5M

,

the

Chuck
Hem 4-2. Scott Mole captured
137 with a fine 8-_ decision
over Panther Jim Deem

with two first -place perform-

Once again Glenbard moo

plating the Cardinal swap was

ighten completely.

of Prospect ho. Climber. Monk Saseriago in
trouble here. Nelson mine through with a
9.3 win. he and
junior Don Koehler saved a 20-19 meet win far Me unbeaten

re parallel tors Will went

Knights.

fending champ Rockford East.
Forest View, Lake Park. York
Downers Grove North, Glen hard East and Niles West. First

03.99

gem his club a big boost at the

round action will commence

WIG SPRAY

lower seling with a big 9-3
victory aver Frank Savenago.

this evening in the

his

completed his
vitiate at Divine
inary, Conmus.
went to Maine

poor.

Word
Word

e

S

Ih

Word Col se, Fpworth. Iowa.
for his ft year of college,
I

Chnstmn Dostrms) programs
IN 1966 Father Hetsig

Chicago, as a part-time student

dureg the rectory school ear

hem It 7 pm

11a
annual

Festival of Lights comen
al two churches in Glenview
on Sunday. ion. 4. At 4 p.m.
they will appear al immanuelo°

training with the

Society of the Divine Word at
E ast Troy, Wix, seminary
1958. After three years

in
of
study' at East Troy (skipping,.
Isis junior year) he went to the

society's seminary at Dual.

-

1593 Ellinwood St.

loin our Christmas Club

HOURS: Day 9-9 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 p.m.

AND RECEIVE 4% INTEREST ALONG
WITH A FREE GIFT
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

THE
BANK
& Trust Company of Art ngton Heights

,HEW.

vAirn LanAmlen

in

IF YOU SEE IT
YOU BUY IT

csr. $2195

HOIDEN 89'

nom, although he had to
share the tramp Gctory wet
manmale Kim Moore. Com.

VonEThm and Isaacs M free ex
when he hit a strong 7.1 for the

host school. Pat Mousse. was

the winner on the side hone

king was second at 6.63.

THE CARDS concede:I the
rings first place to Pirate Pete

Botthof with a 7.7. Wilson just
11101-1 BAR: I. Boylan, A.
nosed out Palatineb Jim Yee. 6.45; 2. Sheldeon, P, 575:3.
ger for second
the 6.9 to Broaden. A, 53; 4. Wilson. A.
Wieggr's 6.05. and Card Grog.. 445; 5. Schethan, P. 3.60 6.
Danko had a6.8.
Compton. 14 43; 'IRAMPO
The Arlington frosh-soph LINE: I. (tic) Moore.
scored a 53.9-27.6 victory A-VonEbers. A. 6.85;
3.

t

e Arlington Market
hopping Center

Each thee, Insured to MAO
13,1-16 redAol Deposit !mamma
Corporation.

ASK ABOUT OUR
GIFT CERTIFICATES

DOD EAST KENSINGTON BOAC
TELEPHONE 255.7900

Hey! ELMHURST ROAD IS NOW OPEN!
Your Favori e Spots Are Now Back In Business!

bade. A, 5.4; 4. Chance. P.
3.4; 5. Cox. P.1.051

MEET RESULTS
FREE EX: I. VonEbers, A,

low, P.7.1;4. Moore, 0,5.6;5.
Cox. P, 5.05; T Schergan, P,
4.05;
SIDE HORSE:
E
Brotimeau, A, 80; 2. Boyden,
A, 6.61 3. Bossung, A. 6.3; 4.
Met. P. 6.1; 5. Schergan,'P,

PARALLEL BARS: I.
Boylan. A. 7.0; 2. Engelke&

Sorry for the inconvenit ce...but it's now easier than ever to reach us: COME AND SEE US. TODAY

4. &bergs°, P. 541 5. Le.
breck. P. 40, 6. Mallow. P,

WWII! MIEEEEEE1117

(.772)
jaw

2.7; RINGS: 1. Botthuf. P. 7.7.

3.Wilson.A1 6.9:3- Yamer.P.
6.85;4. Dando, A.6.8;5. Ken -

1 179 So. Elmhurst Rd
Des Plaines, Illinois

nedy, A. 6.25; 6. Bowel, P.

NEVER

Telephone 439-4373

2.05; 6. Cox. P, 1.25;

CHRISTMAS
HOURS:

"COMPLETE CAR CARE"

MT. PROSPECT STANDARD

PHONE: 37-9515

_14..00001

ELMHURST RD et

AMERICAN OIL MOTOR CLUB

ALGONQUIN RD.

TUNE.UPS - TIRES . BRAKES - MINORDEPAIRS

DES PLAINER

437-9838

RT. 83 AT DEMPSTER
MT. PROSPECT, ILL 60056

DICK VANCE

REACH 63 000 HOMES
BY ADVERTISING IN THE

DAY PAPERS

PHONE 593-5300

FOR INFORMATION
PHONE

Money for shopping...
for a merrier holiday

'ag

CHUCK'S MARATHON SERVICE

1183 ELMHURST a, DES PLAINES

,g6-1111ST

FROM ALL THE FOLKS AT'

TOWING - ROAD SERVICE
CALL 439-1334

TUNE-UPS BRAKES

8-12 FOOD MART

Monday thru Friday 9-9
Saturday 9-5

Ern.*

Chicago Mid -Was t customers con ger mom cosh fora, worthwhile purpose.
And what's moo Important than family shopping? Just phone. Well give
you the' money you need and odd it ',your present account so you'll RE

PRESENTS

255-7200 OR 296-6640

THE NEW HOLIDAY LOOK

S

I

hove one easy payment per month.

Season's Greetings from

Aim-117ffr

850 ON YOUR
AM RADIO DIAL

4
014 Elmhurst Rd., Des Moines, Illinois
in whiting
glom
(Licensedby
by ilte Mike al Illinois)

FP,MTIT
1225 ELMHURST RD DES PLAINES

SIMONIZ
CAR WASH

HOURS: MON-THURS 11 or,,, f0 1 a.m.

956-0565

FRSLISIATT-11.1.,0:17.;

Midnite

tt

AT THE CORNER OF
ELMHURST RD.

MAL'S
CHRISTMAS
SHOW

DES PLAINES

Open: Tues. thou Fri. 4 p.m. -11 p.m.
Sat. and Sun. 11 0. in. -1 1 p.m.

Noon until 4:15 pm

GAS DISCOUNT PLAN
5c PER GALLON OFF
THE CAR WASH PRICE.
BUY GAS NOW, WASH LATER!

-k

AWARD

-

WINNING

STAFF of
EIGHT MALE HAIR

ALGONQUIN RD.

Sunday, December 21

,6),64,

He

HEADS

990'

confines of the Prospect field -

I

&tot

studies.

studied at Loyola University,

CL0fE

qaditem:s

theological

directed
eed by1,

Schnell will present

year of theology study (68 69)
Assigned to Divine Word
at the University of Notre
Missionarim Northern prow
Dame, where he received his ince with headquarters at master's degree M theology Techny, the Rev. Selr. Heisig
Lutheran Church, [630 Chest2
this pmt June.
will be ordained with his Mass- OM Av., and at 7p.m. at Holy 41'7
Having completed his them mates Dec. 20, and then return Trinity Lutheran Chum
logical sables in three years to Epworth.
2326 Central Al.
"FT'

came to Tcchny to complete
his

The Lutheran Choir of Chi
acg

WIGS
.°A

sEMIED

590

friendly'

0.4; 2. lea, A, 7/5, 3. Mal- A. 6.651 3. Brogdan, A. 5.05;

SA in free exercise and anoth
er 685 on the trampoline.
VonEbers thus was credited

Lauren Nelsen

Holiday Invitational are dee

the heavyweight match. He accomplished the feat in 415.
The meet was the final Dines
up for Prospect before it hosts
en eight -team tourney begin -

began

the

WIG

WIG CASES,

Malmborg.

when he pinned Paul Beck in

Thit Rev. Mr. Heisig Wm

doing pet rat work among

at DiGne Word College Eth
worth Iowa He is twitting ss
mar theology and philsophy

F'Org=rjEC:11=1%

Prospect

lington swept both the temp
and parallel bar competition
with Boylan pointing to a 7.0
on the bars, and Glen G.&

I 30 and 137 and managed to
push the score 0 10.6. Ar the
lower weight, Prospect senior
nipped

ahead to stay with 550040 bads wins at 175 and IRS.
Knight senior Lauren Nelson

11th

'Tao

Glenbard North's Jay Eddy
made the final score very close

Om Plum Grove Club in Pala.
line from 2105 p.m.

(her ordination year) teaching

,TAPERED NECKLINE

02.50 I 06 50 105.50

Win m tonight. The other seen
teams who will be competing

also.

panty control of the mect al

Brush

THE KNIGHTS went

Panther Eric

courses there

philosophy from Loyola Ilna
past sumlner
With special permission
horn his superiors he was

OF WHERE
AS PURCHASED

I

with an 8 -flat routine. He was
followed by John Boylan's 6.6.
The high bar went to Boylan
With Gene Sheldon of PaIalloe
taking a second with 5.75. An

6.8 and 5.3.

Dan

165.

REG AR
HAIR P1EC

average compare! to Punta
Tom Silage s 3.91.

the event on judges' scores of

.

with u scant 3-1 conquest of

-

allowed to complete his third

he was asked tospend this }ear

PHONE 298-2299

ffs

HI -FASHION
SING
STYLING

Mike hams with 0 54.
Paul Mallow of Palatine
took 0 third place behind

STEVE VONEDERS led
the scoring parade with a line

Slew

web. John Cropper. 6-5, at

Donny Koehler
clinched the meet for Prospect

kw lesel and worked with

Schedule
concert

mete. of the customary four

immtring his MA to

Choose from over 600 styled Wigs -Cascades -Polls

Arlington scored 120.85
points last night to take mother conference win. this Lime at
the expense of host Palatine
which had 78.91.
Bob Wilson was the Cardinal all-around mon with a 4.48

Wilcox scored a 6.05 to win

p01.0 WAS first on Me

Junior

tions

Page IS

Cards' 129.85 beats Palatine

reached 01 123 when Panther
Don Lipphardt muscled his
way past Les Verde, 52.
Prospect rmassumed tem-

.

14.011 when their 165 -pounder
Jim Bottles annotated by Pros -

and during his summer vacs

Northwest Hwyll River Rd.

ask-on

athletics and related

PoL:i-

hIso Thomas Om. Lake

programb pagination.
events. The IHSA, learning of Moisten concluded that he
the DU asked the governor to was.vcry happy ,and pleased
eluded

brother,

a

where he received his B A in
1,111105079} While at Epworth
he taught Spanish it the col

*

LARGEST ;L4IRG0005 DISPLAY SHOWROOM IN IWN015i

head football coach Bob Mon.

THE MANDATORY poi. ken, "The Gary Steger case
icy called for coverage from hewed the need for such a
95,0004600(10.2 ha< only M. mlicy." Alm imteutimatill iu

has

Mr, Jerome Phillips.

Resqyamies He

1c1At.,..diynrois Tat1chro,L.

beig examined by the gover.non

and

He

THE DAY

Fnday December 19 1969

Gong the wear high school sanionIn the Du
-010.11
".0.110010400.of
1963 Worked In the out buque anthdiocew enrolled in
Follow rig tht
masse wm P
lying pan, of Mom ° Cot, C C
(Contrarmy
ts
of
lio n in his honor will be bid a

Ion Heights where he attended
St. Jame grammar school. He

.Rolling Meadows.

i

ry Mass Id 100 ye Its 01 Ill

Whilt a 13mtstry ha. ow
klfirr
8fi1 editor
eWf of student pals
homeparts St!cations

THE REV. Mr. Heisig is

hers of St. Colette parish in

lhe"7..'S,fltamlfithi:901,..

-

Wrn
9°11°, 0115,
his
family later movedto ArlinW

one of the five chiklren of Mr.
anCMG. Garth Heisig, 3655.
Elmwood LT, Palatine. man.

in the- meeting at L ,A Park

Zurich and Amy and Iohn
Inong 4 home

Paldine.

Ax

had not come sooner, Harry
Fitzhugh , of Arlington

state title, netted about 91,665
for their nine game, of act on.
No matter how many games
team psMcipated in. 525 was

from their Items"

till Smurdm Twine won

help of WIND radios ptiblie.

IFISA taking its

10

Rob Hager then took the

Viten advisor Ind 9:15

.

Dams, F, 5.7: 3, Klidgaman. P.

achieve it. They started their
match of the evening. after the trek at 145 when Dan Cole
ime had been dithidcd.
topped Knight lino Madam on
a close 2.0 judgment. ProsPROSPECT MOVED out poxes Tim Loeffel tried to put
to a quick 6-0 Iced on wiru by the skids 011 the Glenbard
Ron Throbold and Ken Klein. North rally at 155. but the start
Theobold won o whopping 12- footballer had to settle for a
0 decision over the Panthers' 5-5 draw with Steve Horan.
Doug Ifleckinger at 97. Letters
man Klein topped his IMO -

some of 83 and 72 Benson
:Molted a 675'n the free exert& for a second. Kurt Hendelhot was first in the tumbling event with a 63. Hender-

Mg which, due to a raopermion, dins not

thus

Beck. P. 6.01 3. Baker. P.5.151

mow their contemnse record

strong performance by an op.

6.2:veus the highest individual
fnr the home tram.
o the
Prospect's high
hodzontal bar when Steve
Sadth. Ron Wold and Jeff Lutz
cogibined for a 00.15. Wold's
7.3,90, the second highest indikidual mom of the meet with

and'b

1111105,

....tros:,,,17110d1,,,,bb-ufotcy

thr.

ordimtion int, at Comm.
ord Ssminam Teshm III

teal

and toed a, paa men: for then
my

will oifittalt

ego

fights off Panther wrestling bid
Prospect ii

pect's bust event. Prospect RH
to low of i 5.7 in that event as

shm scored
the tramp.

Colima,. Pi 493; 5. Arnie.,

mid from ACIDISIM all ma the
eds.

di s Emmet loIw Cardin
roily ArObnhop of Cho

be ordained

PHONE AHEAD -YOUR ORDER
WILL BE WAITING

CONVENI
Sundays 8

T HOURS.

o um to 4 00 pm

BROWN'S
FRIED CHICKEN
IN WISHING WELL PLAZA

820 ELMHURST RD.
DES PLAINES

437-4567

t

`',

0

STYLISTS

4

TO SERVE YOU

ir

1173 PE113111elljITSIYIalrointment Now
DES PLAINES

439-7755

iS

THE 0,41

Piet la

(rid, Dckunber 19 1909

Director writes
special concert
Si Pius 1,Ihernn t hush
udl provni shut mayi
dna
brimmts gMs.h.

Mary.

rogunna.

Christr.," will
Linda/One.

A Landklight ow
mn III

the five choirs of the
church will participate will be
which

with communion. 11,1
Eucharist service will be
broadcast over WEX1-FM

'demential in song and drama
ai the .1 p.m. mu -ship service.
The primary. middle -school

presented at Our Saviour's Lutheran
Church,
Arlington
Weights, on Sunday evening at
7,30. Paul 1. Hanson, °Menial choirmaster. and Mm, Edward

Children's Choir

oral Junior high departmenis

Two services will It held

Ann Barnett 0e atinglon

Haigh.uncofChristmas Eve, a family su-

nili a ehancel drama. "Adon.

ave. named "Idol Sister" 'vie m 7:30 p.m. and the thr.
by Sigma Tau Garr., Bets vice with holy commie!. ni

s from the Hebrew meanirm..My Lord." It is used as a
d'

Kappa chapter, at Msconsin

mibRitute for the sacred awl
helloed name of "Jehovah."

I

p.m. The festival of Christ -

I

slant uniy,,agy a1 4ftme,nos will be obsenuoi
The live girls wen chosen

10,311

in

0

and

Mines my Wm my worship:

am aline,
ihe mire roared ion is under the dim.on of him. lel-

silver special
for the holidays

cue Baru, who wrote the scrvim. She is umisial by the facidly and sniff of St. Peter tariberan Church. Lever Rush.
principal. slaws Mai the am -

i.

Ting

lope Air, WO.1104.d

CL 34.7

BIBLE

[1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

.

the New sf car with a mowing
%luring enter! asholoniM

St. John
United Chore'
of Christ

MOW,

Ms. Winifred 1. Lams. at
800 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 6,
at the All Star bowling Lanes.

Mn, Gan.. a resident of
anima RSl

OFFERING GIFTS o the Christ ChM wW be a purl of the children's Christmas services at Crew
and Craven Lutheran Church, 1133 Rand Rd., ArIMMun Helens. litre Ronnie Railer, Melts

Church sketches displayed at bank
church

buildings es well.
Sketches of both old amt new

the .1..A.

Plaines

13c5

throughout December. coup

toy Christi. An Murcia.

lamer. Min.,. and Associversity of Illinois. Mr. Sun.

shine is presently a lecturer at
the University's Chicago Chic

Campus. Dem.. of Ar.

Plaines.

large architectural trims in the

:doily]. architopwith his
m:plunor milt on hi, oric
significant

Me

contemporay

He holds a catificace of the
National Council of Archi.
Mound Registration
s
has received numerous

A GRADUATE of the Uni-

SlinshInc. s newer Des
Plaints resident. is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sunshine. 1075 W. [Mani Dr.. Des

timed with

several

er und architect for many di versified huliWing wpm.

chased through Me C.A.A.

of the
American [minim, of Arch it

a

inernher

men, and former eh:don:in of

on

Cool Conies 1110,0101 Sid-

ney R. Olson liwed the liillwlug mat ,note tramfem it
Maine and Wheeling to

INTERNATIONAL

DEEPS ILVER'

ship for the week ending Dec.
11. Price u indicated by SI in
stale nhvaitin glanin, for each
51010 in marker value.
IHMS PLAINIMit

E Frierson. Homed Hammerman to Swart- U. Schulman. S39: 1830 Pratt Av..
Richards., Carlsoreto Wesen

9:30, 10:95, 12:00

ARLINGTON IIISIGITrSt
914 W. Lynnwood `Av.. Nli.
elatel J. LaneitS John N. Fro-

wn. 530i 626 Lynt.

11010111d Ii. 1,9011 In Marry L.

gr t

At

ooner

h.'', 99l'7,11 1."'s 1'11 "1.1139
farm
.se.Prilesmhceor
ihe
PmPe.Y. The
familiar 150-yearmid +/Mid
farmhouse will remain un the
property as an Early American
museum.

road

threWerth, of a mile frond.

ing on Barrington Rd. tha RiV.
er Irec Village site ,heu ono.
fourih
from th Nookwen Teller:iv exit and entrance
pd.

.

11
e1
gonspepii.
being hushed by hohin COO.
stniction Co. Architects ire
Wwyman and Salk. Engineers

PLANS FOR establishing
this complete community arc
the result or exhaustive re.

going and offering a feeling of

ebrilleesh
even south suburb.. areas
areas WM
toys

nornt Co. will he the exclusive

torch by Robin into satisfying
Ow requirement. for the 1970s

life-style all as own that will

of large und small famitim.
young WarrieS =tithe incr.°
ing number of homeowners
whose children have grown

henclits of ownership without

through the C Ineami A Ninth

the responsibilities. setel these

Wm.'', 07, and The MM

in

Itivy:Cirm Village of what will
es-onto:ills
he 6.1I0 rental
apartment -homes. Attending
were officials of Finffinen Es,

thus. ills. end Robin Construe -

Wm Co. Occupancy is prom.
ised.for early spring, as work Ls

really companion. "is to create

permanence and belonging.
River 1 rce Village will have

provide residents the living
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uHristmas Lu, a

THE DAY

we sing

Saint Peter

-

Lutheran Church

birth was in song. Hymns, carols, cantatas and symphonic

These are the first lines, of

'arrangements have thus be-

widely: sung of all Christmas
hymns, Its origin is unknown
except that it was a Latin verse
first sung by French monks on

CHRISTMAS WORSHIP SERVICES
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 21

7:00 p.m.

Sunday School Christmas Service

3100 p.m.

Day School Christmas Eve Service

4:30 p.m.

Day School Christmas Eve Service

6:00 p.m.

Day School Christmas Eve Service

7:30 p.m.

Christmas Eve Midnight Choral Eucharist

11:00 p.m. *

son.

sea-

From the simplest melodies

sung by little children to the

It is said that upon that first
occasion the monks sang the
hymn as they walked along the-snow-covered trail from the
monastery to the village
church. Centuries later "0
Come All ye Faithful or
"Adeste Fideles" is sung in

of celebrating His birth. Nearly all of the Christmas hymns
which we sing today are traditional songs of Latin origin or
carols based upon old English
and French melodies.

guages.

Day School Kindergarten Christmas Eve Service

his joy pf the Christmas

a Christmas Evei pore thati

more than 120 different lan-

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 24

come man's way of expressing

majestic oratorio of George E.
Handel's "The Messiah," mu-

200 years' ago:

"GLORY TO GOD in the
Highest," Luke records the
angels as saying on that first.
ChristMas, and traditidn' insists that this praising of His

by Frances -Altman

carols

"0 come, all ye faithful,
-- -joyful ansl:friurpphant,"
one,' of.. the oldest arid''

Page 3 ,

sic has surpassed all other ways

To St. Francis of Assisi is attributed the singing of the very

was a form of worship and as
such should be incorporated
into the worship service. In his
native Germany he wrote
many hymns which he taught
to his congregation. And each
year as the Christmas season
neared he wrote many of his
loveliest poems and set them to
music. To this day children everywhere love to sing his

first Christmas carol and the
arranging of a creche around
which he and his fellow monks
could praise the Christ Child's
birth.

Martin Luther, a choir stu-

BUTAT WAS not until after

dent in his youth, grew to manhood with the belief that music

9:00 a.m.

Christmas Day Festival Service of Holy Communion.

11:00 a.m...

I

men may honor Him.

Child. These gifts will later be
taken to Cathedral Shelter for
distribution to needy children.

J.

10:00 a.m.

-

* WEX1-HA 92.7 Broadcast Service
This Holiday Worship Schedule is your invitation to lay aside your
burdens and problems and the obligations to "things' which are
material and only of a fleeting moment and re-enter the stability of
those things eternal_ and of God.

Figurines depicting the Nativity bring meaning to the Christmas story for children
of many
denominations. Here Linda Grubbs (from left) Jenny Harris and Russel !Cost
arrange the traditional
scene at the Christian Church of Arlington Heights.
-

Anniversary communion marks
decade of service at Grace
Christmas week

iiiiiiMEiii

Evangelical

1111111111111111111110

Church,

10111
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0 co

o

sosasursirm
1!-!'"e'Lltetrr°7.

42.
dlo

Prospect

Grace
Lutheran
Heights,

at

will begin with a special 10th
anniversary communion ser vice at both the 9 and I I a.m.

.2

6.7

0

worship services, as the 1,000 member congregation celebrates its first decade of ser-

Rev. K.V. Grotheer

Rev. W.J. Wenck

vice.

Special guest minister will

be Dr. Gerald K. 4ohnson,

I

ous way through which .all

During the play the children

t

A

Christ it became the most joy-

The Cathedral Shelter is one of

the Episcopal social agencies
ministering to the inner city of
Chicago.

IIIIII

president of the lllinoi Synod

I

of the Lutheran Church in
America. The celebrant and

assistant at the service will he

the Rev. Albert W. Weidlich,

i;

pastor at Grace, and the vicar,
,

o'r

forms of ex-

pression. With the birth of

at 4 p.m. this Sunday, Dec. 21.

7:30 p.m.

New Year's Day Service with Holy Communion

Rev. R.O. Bartz 259-4114

Song is said to be one of

man's oldest

A "Christmas Mystery"
play will be presented by the
church school of St. Simon's
Episcopal Church, 717 Kirchoff Rd., Arlington Heights,

THURSDAY, JANUARY 1

411131.11111101

mas story.

Children's play gathers
gifts for Shelter

IP%

4./

the

During the 17th and 18th cen-

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 31

6
Alt
UMMOPb
I INIIN MO .

designed to relate the Christ,

in
the
congregation will
present gifts to the Christ

New Year's Eve Service with Holy Communion

St.

Thomas School, adapted sev-

nings as a series of meditations

eventsof the Infant's birth.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 25

Christmas Day Worship Service

around

training of the boys at

Second Chapter of the Gospel
of St. Luke" to his "Christmas
Oratorio." His work was in
reality six cantatas which were
performed on separate eve-

the Reformation period that

centered

who supervised the musical

cluding "A Children's Hymn
for Christmas Eve on the
Child Jesus, Taken from. the

Manger," which he composed
for his own family.

tatas

mas, Easter and Ascension festival days.
Johann Sebastian Bach,

eral of Luther's' hymns in-

gentle rendition "Away in a

Christmas music reached its
most glorious proportions.
The Christmas festival at that
time extended from Christmas
Day to the Twelfth Night, and
according to the old Christian
custom the theme of their can-

turies many special concertos
were composed for the Christ-

Michael Kivi. A nursery will
be available during the services.

THE ANNUAL Sunday
school Christmas program will
be presented at 6:30 p.m. The
children of the pre-school de-

partment will he featured in
the first part under the direction of Mrs. Don Eckman and
Mrs. Wayne Straessle. Youth
in the primary, junior and senior departments will present
the second portion of the program' directed by Mrs. Elroy
Bruescher. In addition to individual. toles, all children of the
congregation will participate
in the processional and -songs.

John Hanson, church school
superintendent, is director.
Two services will be held on
Christmas Eve at 6 and 1 1 p.m.

The earlier service is designed

especially for family, but both
will he the traditional candlelight and carol service. Special
music will he presented under
the direction of the two choir
directors, Harold Klumpp and
Mrs. Ray DeVries.
Also included in the week's
observance will be the decorating of a I4 -foot Christmas
tree erected by Robert Kopke
and Roy Dietz. '1-wo hundred
Chrismon ornaments have
been made by the women of
the

congregation under the
leadership of Mrs. William

Ziehell. Chrismons are sym-

bols for the name of Jesus
Christ, and the word originated

as

a

composite

"Christ's monograms."

of

On Christmas Eve at 11:15

p.m. there will be a choral cele-

bration of the Christmas Eucharist with the church's adult
choir. Special music at this service will include"Break 'Forth
0 Beauteous Heavenly Light"
by Schop, "Let Our Gladness
Know No End" by Sellew and
"On This Day Christ Is Born"
by Clearambault.
At 9:30 a.m. Christmas Day
there will be another celebra-

tion of the Christmas Eucharist with the children's

choir singing "Lo,
Rose" by Praetorius.

How A

St. Peter sets
students services

"Christpias is Church" is
the theme of the several worship services scheduled by St.
Peter Lutheran Church of Arlington Heights. At 7 p.m. this
Sunday the Sunday school will
hold its Christmas service.

The day school kindergarten will have its Christmas Eve
service at 3 p.m. Three day

al Eucharist will be celebrated

at II p.m.

On Christmas Day two services will he held, at 9 a.m. a
worship service and At II a.m.
a Christmas Day festival service of Holy Communion.
At 7:30 p.m. on New Year's
Eve a service with Holy Com-

4:30. 6 and 7:30 p.m. The

schO'ol services will follow at

munion will be held, and a similar service with Holy Com-

Christmas Eve midnight chor-

a.m. on New Year's Day.

munion will he served at

10

Candlelight
communion
A Christmas Eve Candlelight Communion Service will
highlight the Christmas activi-

ties

at

Peace

Reforri;ed
Church, Golf Rd. and S. Meier

Rd., Mount Prospect. Carols
will be sung and the Rev. Randall B. Bosch, pastor, will
brim?, the Christmas Eve message at the 7:30 p.m. service.

at 9:30 a.m. the choir will sing
special Christmas music and
the

pastor

will

preach

on

"God Brings You Happiness." The Sunday school will
present the annual Christmas
program Sunday evening at 7
p.m.

Christmas stories will be
given over Inspiration Phone

The adults of Peace Church '"( 4 3 9-9 I 10),
the
Dial will go caroling tonight. A
A -Message service sponsored
Christmas party will he held -by Peace Church.
Peace
afterwards at the home of Dr.
Church is affiliated with The
and Mrs. Armando Perez,
Reformed Church in America,
Palatine.

Sunday morning, Dec. 21.

Dr. Norman Vincent
president.

Peale,

.

THE DAY
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Northwest Covenant plans
Christmas dawn service
This

year

the

Northwest

Covenant Church is celebrating Christmas in a -number of

ways, as small groups of the
congregation get together for
Christmas dinners and fellow-

ship. The highlight of their

holiday activities will he a
Christmas morning service at
6 a.m.

Last year Northwest Covenant started the early Christmas Day service, and the re-

sponse was so meaningful that
it will he repeated.
"It was an exciting ex-

Sponsored by these Florist Shops:

perience to begin worship in
the darkness and to discover

111111111gull I mug al tit
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the daylight breaking as we left

the sanctuary," said the Rev.
Jerome Engseth, pasta.
Coffee and a fellowship
time will follow the service.
This Sunday, Dec. 21, at 7

the boughs of
holly..,ill,
1ekgeii rl.lillogd

fiL.d.' oor ssnh-huii is
he
lileileht on she ..tar -shaped
poinsettia --these ale the -floral tradi-

,

p.m. the Sunday school will

t

Haberkamp's Flowers
15 N. Elmhurst Rd.

tions of Christmas passed on to us

a.

through custom and legend. From the
beginning of time the glory of God has

present its program.

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

been heightened by the use of blossoms
and greens, particularly in commenor-

Church of the Incarnation
_United Methodist.

ating Christ's birth.
Holly is considered to be the burning
bush or symbol of Mary. Its red berries
are representative of the drops of blood
from the crown of thorns worn by Jesus. Its always -green waxen leaysllignify eternal life. In ancient days the entire holly tree
was used in churches
during Christmastide and was called the holy tree.

330 W. Golf Road, Arlington Heights

Rev. William R. Miller 956-1510

December 21
9:30 a.m. Church School
10:30 a.m. Worship Service

Against a background mural of shepherds Janie Jensen rehearses for her 'role as Mary in the Christmas pageant to be

December 24
7:00 p.m. Family Candlelight Service

of Arlington Heights

Pageant highlights
holiday activities

.

Sunday, Dec. 21st

9 and 10:20 a.m

"The Birth of a ( hild" - Dr. Jarvis
11:40 a.m.

"God With Us" - Mr. Walkington
Christmas Eve - December 24th
6 - 8 - 11 p.m.
Candlelight Services
Charles S. Jarvis
Gerald 13. Robinson
J. P, Walkington

1903 E. Euclid
Arlington Hts., CL 5-5112

C. Edward Mixon

Fhe pageant. "Daddy, what
does Christmas redly mean'.

will highlight holiday activities at the Mount Prospect
Bible Church. 505 W. Golf

This class will also he Christ-

churchs annual Sunday

mas caroling on Dec. 22 beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Dr. John Booth is the pastor

school children's program at 7
p.m. this Sunday.

at Bible Church, with David
Forbes serving at youth min-

dlelight service will be held for
church families and their
friends.
1 he

1 eat 's

ister.

`Our Gift' is
youth's theme
wh

Bible Church'', Nev.

live service will begin

at 9 p.n.. Wtlh the shoaling ot
the fleN% colOr film.- "Downbeat.- I his film has been made

with a psychedelic format yet
is tender and moving in its content. It portrays the mood .of

our world combined with a
universal plea.

Following
the
showing
there will be a short, informal
fellowship hour in the gym, after which the congregation
will welcome in the New Year
with a traditional communion

\\

The Hi-Schoolers class will
attend the New. Year's services
and then attend an early morning ice skating party at the Elm
Skating Rink in Elmhurst.

'Rd. The play, Written and directed by' Judith Hardman,
will he presented at the

At 9 p.m. Christmas Eve a
traditional and inspiring can-

service.

"Our Christmas Gift" is'the
theme of the traditional chil-

-

SOLVE your Christmas gift prob-

lems by letting us send a gift of
beautiful flowers or plants for
you.

love and peace. A part of their ritual was to give each member of
their cult a
piece to hang over his doorway, the green leaves standing for
peace. As the
symbol of paganism it was barred from the early English church,
but it was
adopted as part of their seasonal home decoration. Each Christmas,
bundle of mistletoe is brought to the altar of the Cathedral of York however, a
as a symbol
of Christ, the divine healer of nations:
The delicate white Christmas Rose is woven around the legend of the little
shepherdess who, hec'ing of the angel's message, followed the shepherds
Bethlehem. When she reached the manger she suddenly realized that she had to
no
gift to give the Christ Child. Saddened, she began to weep, and it is
said that
where each tear touched the ground a beautiful white rose blossomed. These
she
gathered as her gift.

Busse Flowers & Gifts Inc.
Elm St. and Evergreen Ave.

Mt. Prospect, III.
259-2210

ROSEMARY IS another Christmas flower which legend has entwined with
the story of His birth, and the plant is often given in remembrance. In old
Judea
rosemary grew beneath the olive trees where Mary and Joseph passed on their
flight into Egypt. It is said that when they paused to rest, Mary hung the Infant's
clothing on the branches of the plant.
The poinsettia is known to the people of Mexico as the "flower of the holy
night." It is told that once on a Christmas Eve a little peasant girl went
to her
village chapel. It was the custom of her people to take flowers to offer the Infant,
but the little girl had none. And so she knelt outside the church to pray rather
than enter. When she arose she saw growing nearby the poinsettia. As though
answer to her prayer its top leaves had turned crimson, a suitable gift for in
a
Prince.

Hallmark
Greeting Cards
Visit Our New
Antique Shoppe

dren's sety ice this year at Trinity Lutheran Church. 3201

Meadow Dr.. Rolling Mead-

ows, at 4 p.m. Sunday. Dec. 21.

The combined Saturday
school and Sunday school par-

ticipation will bring together

some 225 children.

The candlelight service will
begin at 11 p.m. on Christmas
Eve. Christmas Day service

10:30 a.m. Holy

begins at

communion will be celebrated
at both services with special
anthems

presented

by

choir.

the

8++

ittint1S,

MANY LEGENDS are told about St. Patrick, who brought the celebration
of Christmas to Irelthid in the year 493. One of these is the story of the hawhorne bush.

FROM

INSPIRATION PHONE

41.,L.14
01-

439-9110

Dr. Robert E. Matthews
Rev. Harvey R. Neuman

392-6346
629-8463

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 21

&al A way'

9:30 and I :00 a.m.

"The Word of God, Unveiling"
Reception of New Members - 1 1:00 a.m.

A NEW INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGE DAILY. Sponsored by Peace Church, Golf

Road, Mount Prospeci. Affiliated with The Reformed Church 'in America.,
.Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, President.

Christmas Sunday Service, Dec. '21 - 9:30 A.M.
Christmas Eve Candlelight Communion Dec. 24 7:30 P.M.
The Rev. Randall Bayles Bosch, Pastor

Trinity United Methodist
Church

Christmas day. Coming to the River Loire where there was no bridge, he

plunged into the icy water and swam across. He spread his cape on the shore to
dry and, where the cape rested, there grew a hawthorne bush which by nature
blooms only in summer. When Patrick removed his cloak he saw the bush in full
bloom, weighted down with snowy and fragrant blossoms. Since then, at Christmastime, the bush has always bloomed though other bushes remain bare.
Another old English legend credits Joseph of Arimathea with bringing the
hawthorne into Britain along with the Gospel. When Joseph came to Glastonbury and set about building the first Christian church, he planted his staff on
the hilltop, and there it took root. From it grew a beautiful white -blossomed tree
which bloomed during the Christmas season in remembrance of the Nativity.

A MASTERPIECE

618 Gclf Road, Mt. Prospect, Ill.
253-5130
.

tree once sheltered the holy family during a storm, and that since that day
lightening will not strike it. For this reason many people still carry bay branches
into their homes as a symbol of protection.
The rose of Jerico, often called the Resurrection Plant, is said to have
sprung to life as the feet of the donkey bearing Mary and the Infant fled into
Egypt. Though not really a flower but a species of mustard, the plant flowers
during the Christmas season, stops about Good Friday and begins blooming
again at Easter.

mmuummmtuntisrmumununmwsiiimmummuarawomm

HARDI - GARDENS
Merry Christmas
and
Happy New Year

Thus again this season, wreathe the holly and twine the bay, deck the halls and

garland the door and in good health continue the traditions of Christmas as we
honor Him-He whom we have proclaimed the Rose of Sharon and The Everlasting Prince of Peace.

7:00 and 8:15 p.m. - Family Services
11:00 p.m. - Communion Service

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 25
8:00 to
1 1:00 p.m.

LIVE POINSETTIAS
and HOLLY
26 W. Golf Road, Schaumburg, Ill.

College Students Social: Parsonage
Christmas Offering Ones To The

Marvin Volfords, Our Missionary
Family In The Cono,
Nursery

Ample Parking

painted in color studded trees.

A SYMPHONY of bells and toys drums.
A TIME

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 24
*.*.

4"

When Patrick was a young missionary in France he chose to go walking one

SINCE the days of the Roman Empire bay leaves clustered with bright purple
berries have been the symbol of victory and triumph. Legend tells that the bay

439-9110

litiettei A

CL 3-1187

ONE LEGEND tells us that the mistletoe was once a proud tree, but because
it was used as the Cross it hid in shame in the tops of other trees.
The druids of ancient Britain held the mistletoe as a sacred plant,
a symbol of

presented at Grace Lutheran Church, Prospect Heights.

First United Methodist Church

otot

Legends of the Christmas flowers

trtl 411111
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Guitar -hymns
enrich service
Chandel

with both the Chancel and

Night, Holy Night" accompanied by a guitar, since this

Chapel choirs singing under
the direction of Donald Peterson.

'

Two Christmas Eve candlelight services also will feature
Christmas music at 8 p.m. with
the three youth choirs, Chapel,

Church

of the
Master

continued
The observance of Christ-

mas will continue at The First

United Church of Christ Baptist Church of Palatine,
1023 E. Palatine Rd., with its
Rand and Central
tPastor Keith Davis 827-7229 Sunday evening Sunday

Christmas Eve
Wed. Dee. 24

7:30 P.M.
11:00 P.M.

school program, after which

there will be caroling and Santa Claus will make an early appearance.

A special Christmas Eve
service will be held at 7:30
p.m. to observe the Lord's
Supper.

et ag &ad! Citurch
Community -Baylis!

501 South Emerson, Mount Prospect
December 21 -

9:30 A.M. Morning Worship for Christmas Sunday
11:o0 A.M.. Morning Worship for Christmas Sunday
5:00 P.M. Candlelight Carol Service and Christmas Tea

December 24- 8:00 P.M. - Christmas Eve Youth Choirs Candlelight Service
11:00 P.M. -"Christmas Eve Midnight Candlelight Service

Pastors: Edwin I. Stevens, Paul L. Sandin, J, Wesley Bahian
An American Baptist Convention Church

Redeemer Lutheran
Church, 304 W. Palatine Rd.,
Prospect Heights, at 7 p.m.

man C. Noll, pastor. The public is invited to share in these

this Sunday, Dec. 21. Each

school

presents this service in which
the entire congregation participates.*

On Christmas Eve a family
service .,entitled "Christ and.

conducted by the Rev. Her-

with their families. The I1
p.m. service will be a tradition-

al midnight celebration.
Four different choirs of the

11

Song celebration
opens holidays

Word 'Xmas'
has religious

origin, meaning
There has been much com-

The Junior and Senior Lu-

cruciform shape led to an early

When all are lit, the congregation will sing "Si-

figure and symbol of Christ. X
is frequently found on walls of
the catacombs.

darkness.

tion of the Trinity, they would
place either a cross or an X be-

ther Leagues of Grace Luther- side the names of the Father
an Church, Prospect Heights, and the Holy Ghost. From this
will commemorate Christmas came the shortened form
with -two evenings of caroling. ,Xmas, instead of Christmas.

On Dec. 21 the senior leaguers will carol at one of the
homes for the aged in the area,
then meet later for supper and
a party.

The Junior Luther League

will carol at the homes of area
shut-ins Monday evening,
Dec. 22. Following the carol-

ing there will be a party for

those who participate. League
advisers are Mr. and Mrs. William Ziebell of Des Plaines.

St. Paul's
program set
for Sunday
The annual church school

Christmas program will be incorporated into the regular

9:30 a.m. worship hour on
Sunday, Dec. 21, at St. Paul

333 West Thomas St., Arlington HeightS--", Illinois

and individual children will
participate in its presentation.

Worship service for adults

will be held at I I a.m. Between

services a fellowship period
will be held in the fellowship
hall.

A Christmas Eve service,
highlighting the music of the
season, will be held in the
church sanctuary, beginning
at 11 p.m.

Heathens added
to Yule customs
Christianity spread from the
Mediterranean to northern

Europe where it became inculcated with many new beliefs and observances. Some
heathen tree -cult no doubt is
the basis for the custom of mis-

tletoe, the yule log and the
Christmas tree, all symbolic in
some way with man's hope.

The climax of all observances will be the
if
p.

Meadows Baptist presents
"Christmas is a miracle'
be presented this Sunday, Dec.
21, at 7 p.m. at Meadows Baptist Church, 2401 Kirchoff
Rd., Rolling Meadows.
It is the story of a boy's discovery of John 3:16 and a revel ent recounting of the story
of Bethlehem. All children
from nursery age through

At 8 p.m. the film "Charlie

Churchman and the Teen-age
Masquerade" will be shown
followed by. .a coffee hour. At

8:50 p.m. a second film entitled "The Stones Cry Out"

Word," will be shown at the

Christ as

el Christmas at
'

symbolizing

the Light of the

World, play a very important
part in Irish Christmas tradi-

tion. On Christmas Eve the

mother or father of the house
lights a candle and the whole
family prays for their loVed
ones, living arid dead. In some

parts of Ireland, no one

Duane Ainley, Wheeling. The
Rev. Dennis Anderson, pastor,
will

preach on the subject

"Where is God Today?"

night service will be held from
9 p.m. to midnight, featuring a
film, refreshments and a communion service.

DO You

Do you find yourself tiring
of the tinsel and gift -giving
pressure of holiday time?

MOUNT

gift when He said:

A new commandment I
glee unto you..

love one

another." This love goes
beyond loving only one's
547

11;

December 21

11:00 a.m.

7:00 p.m.
December 25

6:00 a.m.

Fourth Sunday in Advent

family and friends.

"The Peace of God"
Nursery & Toddler Care
Sunday School Christmas Program

Christmas Morning Service
Join Us As We
Welcome Christmas Day

Pastor Jerome Engseth preaching

1414i4-iatetlIM134-4W.X17041714- $1041211-210kaaablekaatelt

Candles
symbolize
Christ
Candles,

ELMHURST AVE.

will be viewed.

ments at 10:45 p.m. A candlelight communion service will
be held at 11:30 p.m., with dismissal at midnight.

mo, Arlington Heights, and

Christ Jesus gave a great
300 N.
PROSPECT

teens and several adults will

church.

NORTHWEST
COVENANT CHURCH

Meadows Baptist will bring
the year to a close with a full
evening's program on Dec. 31.

An international students'
program will be presented at
9:45 p.m., followed by a fellowship period and refresh-

participate.
On Dec. 28 at 7 p.m. the motion picture "Four Letter.

Sunday evening, Dec. 28,
the youth' of the church will
give a dramatic presentation

Church entitled "Our Heri-

II

Cheryl Elgh will be featured at
all three services. Soloists for
the services will be Judy Dok-

To You?

a.m.

morn.

I

I I

tage and Future."
A New Year's Eve Watch -

superintendent.

A Christmas Day worship.
service will be held at 10:30

This merry Christmas

8

The Senior Choir will also
lead in the worship at the
p.m. service. A flute solo by

op the history of the Free

their' program at 7 p.m. Jerry
Scholl is the church school

And keep us out of

Christmas Day Festival Service at 10 a.m., Dec.
25. Special music played upon brass instruments
vs and accompanied by the organ are felt to better
express the joys of Christmas upon this day.

sing.

Wish
Christmas
meant
More

nior high grades will begin

And may He prosper
harm,
And teach us still
His sweet good will

Dec. 21. The nursery

through primary departments
will present their program at
4:30 p.m. The junior and se-

great and small,

lent Night" as their candles shine forth in the

"Christmas is a Miracle" is
the title of the annual Sunday
schOol Christmas program to

day,

stones warm;

The usheri then light theirs from the pastor's
Ind pass the light on to the other worshipers.

adoption of this letter as the

ington Heights, will hold its
Christmas program this Sun- .

With hearts and hearth-

Scietei-; lighti his candle tiorn the altar candles.

is that the initial letter of the

Greek name for Christ is X
and the coincidence of its

The Sunday school of the

Evangelical Free Church, 217
S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arl--

one and all,

Kefilieth R.

the 6 30 p.m. service At the 8
p.m. service the Confirmation
Choir 11, under the direction
of Lois Elgh, Prospect
Heights, and the Senior Choir,
directed by Duane Ainley, will

Christmas services
open. Free Church

So now, God bless you,

Each worshiper will be given a candle as he

comes when the pastor, Rev.

Mount Prospect, will sing at

an old rhyme

enters the sanctuary. The climax of the worship

use the shortened form, Xmas.
The explanation of its origin

When the early Christians
wished to make a representa-

Carol and Junior choirs, under
the direction of Jan Meyer of

CHRISTMAS

"A Time for Singing" will begin the celebration of Christmas at The Living Christ Lutheran
Church, 625 W. Dundee Rd., Buffalo Grove, at
7:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec: 21. Especially designed
the younger audience in mind, the program
'will include a filmstrip by the same title, presenting, the Christmas story in contemporary and
traditional music along with the Biblical account
from Luke 2.
At 7:30 p.m. Dec. 24, the traditional Christmas Eve candlelight service will be celebrated.

I

Luther Leaguers
caroling
for shut-ins

congregation will be participating in these services. The

1

Beth and Jane Ferguson, daughters of the Bruce Ferguson,
pause while helping hang greens at First United Methodist
Church to admire the bountiful Advent wreath placed on the
church's altar.

the ment on the abbreviated form

light communion service will
take place with music by the
senior choir.
The Christmas Day Festival
service will begin at 10 a.m.
and include the junior and se -

Tile Christian Church 0. Arlington Heights
unday Chyrc h School 9:30a.m
Wors
a 10:4Sa.m .e-

will be welcomed at the altar

World" will begin at 7 p.m. for Christmas that is comwith the junior choir partici- monly used. Many think it inpating. At I p.m. a candle- appropriate and undignified to

t I or Goa
hr stmas Eve Service 4:30p.m.

Shepherd, Prospect Heights.
The 6:30 and 8 p.m. services
are oriented toward family
participation. The children

services.

United Church of Christ,
Palatine. Entire departments

William R.Robertson,Pastor

theran Church of the Good

"

Edwin 1. Stevens and Rev.
Paul L. Sandin, and by pastor in -training, J. Wesley Bahian.

0ur

Christmas Around

6:30, 8 and I I p.m. at the Lu-

vices by the two pastors, Rev.

nior choirs. All services will be

Sunday

Christmas Eve service with

candlelight, carols and communion will be celebrated 'at

was the way this much -loved
hymn was first sung.
Christmas scriptures and

A special children's service
will begin Christmas week at

the

Three services set
for Christmas Eve

made of the hymn "Silent

Carol and candles
will commemorate
world customs
year

Page 7

poetry will be read at these ser-

Choristers, and Carol, and at

Holy week
observances

THE DAY

1130 "p m with the adult
Choir singing At
both Christmas Eve services a
special presentation will be

Three candlelight services
are featured at The South
Church. Community -Baptist,
Mount Prospect, on Christmas
week. This Sunday, a candlelight carol service will be held

Brianna and Kurt Wiebe, children of the Thomas Wiebes, decorate a tree with special Christmas ornaments made by the Christian art class at Grace Lutheran Church, Prospect Heights. The
ornaments, based on the Scripture story, are made of materials
pertinent to the time of Christ such as straw, wood, and seeds.

Fnday, December 19, 1969

is

allowed to snuff out the Christ-

mas candle exFept those with
the name Maryi

Community
Presbyterian
Church

407 N. Main St., Mount Prospect
PASTORS: Gilbert Bowen
Thomas B. Howells
392-3111

Science literature can help

you discover this deeper
sense of love. You're welcome to read them In our

Sunday, December 21
9:15 a.m.
Worship & Church School Program
11:15 a.m.
Worship & Church School Program
7:00 p.m.
Special Speaker

The Rev. Clyde Allison
Emerald Ave Presbyterian Church, Chicago "Peace On Earth"
3

Wednesday, December 24 - Christmas Eve

7:00 p.m.
I 1:00 p.m.

.*4*

,c
The Bible and Christian
)

Family Service with Carol Singing
Celebration of Holy Communion

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READING ROOM
8 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
CHURCH SERVICES:

Sunday at 11:00 A.M.
Wednesday at 8:00 P.M.
491 S. Evergreen St.
Arlicigton Heights ,
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Fnday, December 19, 1969

First hymn
was Italian
The earliest known Christmas hymn is Jesus refulsit orm-

num (Jesus. Light of All the

=111...,

N.-loons).

Na t 'lien

Its

Friday, December 19, 1969

.

have hands and feet carved from apples, treated with lemon juice
to keep them from turning dark. The carved applehead theft

was
slowly dried, either naturally or oven -dried, foro short time at
a
very low temperature.

Six special services wilt be

Saint

Rand

Arlington
Heights, has suspended from
the ceiling of its chancel area

Evangelical Free Church
8 W. St. James, Arlington Heights

Rd.,

four large Advent candles and
wreaths. On Christmas Day a
fifth candle in a crib -like holder will be hung above the altar
representing the birth of
Christ, the Light of the World.

(new location - 1331 N. Belmont)

Rev. E. Ongna, Pastor 392-4840

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 21
4:30 P.M. 6 7:00 P.M.
Sunday School Program

At 4 p.m.. this Sunday the

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 25

Sunday school Christmas pro-

10:30 A.M.
Christmas Day Worship Service

gram will be highlighted by
children bringing articles of
food as gifts to the Christ
Child. These will be given to

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 28

7:00 P.M.

needy families.

Special Youth Program

Christmas Eve service will
begin at 7:30 p.m. and will be
held in a candlelight setting.

Cumberland

Baptist

Church will feature a musical

Sunday School Christmas Worship
Pastor Carl Anderson, Preaching

"The Hope of Advent"

Christmas Eve, Wed., Dec. 24 5:00, 8:00,
11:00 P.M.

Christmas Eve Worship
Pastor David J. Quill, Preaching
"At The Center of The Centuries"
Christmas Day, Thurs., Dec. 2511:00 A.M.
Festival Worship
Pastor Nolan A. Watson, Preaching
"Our Unchanging God"

.

PASTORS: E.A. Zeile, Clifford C. Kaufmann,
John E. Golisch, David R. Wurm (Youth
Mitiister)

Sunday, December 21 4:30 P.M. (M -Z) 6:30 P.M.
(A -L)
Children's Christmas Pageant

Christmas Eve, Wed., Dec. 24 6:00 P.M., 7:30
P.M., 11:15 P.M.
Family Christmas Eve Service
Midnight Candlelight Eucharist

Be One Of Us"

Christmas Eve, Wed., Dec. 24 6:00 P.M.

Sunday School Service
"Christ and Christmas

Christmas Day, Thurs., Dec. 25 9:30 A.M., 11:00

7:30 P.M.

Christmas Festival Eucharist

Day School Service
"The Saviour Comes"

Wednesday, December 31 7:30 P.M.
New Year's Eve Eucharist

Christmas Day, Thurs., Dec. 25 10:30 A.M.

"The Miracle of Christ's Birth"
(Mass Choir)

Thursday, January 1 9:30 A.M., 11:00 A.M.
1s1,ew Year's Day Matids
.

'

'

'

)1 A,

'

1

s

.

.''

Lincoln, Palatine% will hold
their Sunday school Christmas
pageant this Sunday at 4 p.m.
in the church sanctuary.
Three Christmas Eve services will be conducted for the
Immanuel Lutheran School
children at 4, 6 and 8 p.m. At
11 p.m. a choral eucharist will

Evolution is
lesson -sermon

.

a

Christmas
means...

daily in the church at 7:15 p.m.
An old fashioned tree decora-

ting and carol party will be
sponsored

Man, evolved by atomic
force?" This question constitutes the subject of Sunday's

Christian Science lesson-sermon. The lesson contains this
verse from Revelation: "We
give thee thanks, 0 Lord God
Almighty, which art, and wast,

and art to come; because thou
hast taken to thee thy great
power, and has reigned."
A related passage from the
denominational
textbook
"Science and Health with Key

to the Scriptures" by Mary

Baker Eddy states: "The central fact of the Bible is the superiority of spiritual over
physical power."
Christian Science churches
in the northwest area are First
Church of Christ, Scientist,
401

S.

Evergreen, Arlington

Heights; First Church of
Christ, Scientist, of Palatine,
.

S. Rohlwing Rd., and First
Church of Christ, Scientist,

the

Couple's

vided.

7:30 p.m. The Children's
Christmas Pageant, "What
Is This?"
__Child
will be

Pattern vespers
after South
Indian rites

A celebration of the Holy
Name of Jesus will be herd at
10 a.m. New Year's Day. On
Jan. 7 at 9:30 a.m., the regular
Wednesday Eucharist will celebrate the Epiphany.

16111100:40:411r .40.0:40:

.

Grace
Christmas Eve vesper services will be held at the Chris- ..1 Evangelical Lutheran :
tian Church of Arlington
Church
Heights at 4:30 p.m. and will
Dec. 21st: 9:00 8 11:00 a.m. lit
follow the liturgy "The Great
10th Anniversary
Thanksgiving." Every memCommunion Service
ber will receive communion fit .
Dec. 24th:,00
and ,in turn serve some other
p.m.
member of the congregation.

The service will include the
"Passing of the Peace- as used
in a similar service in the

Church of South India.

Many things to many
people --the warm handclasp of

-

Candlelight and

ell.

Carol Service

.

: Vistre4piar*111110...4 vv. .1,
'or
Prospect Heights 824-740811

eii*Odeftkaid Bafaiisi eatvacA

1500 East Central Road
Mount Prospect, illinoi
Phone 296-3242

friends, the heart quickened
with hope; bells chiming and
snowflakes falling; giving to
others and receiving humbly

CHRISTMAS SEASON SERVICES
Sunday, December 21
9:30 A.M. Bible School
10:45 A.M. Worship Service
"A Baby Makes All the Difference"
7:00 P.M. Annual Bible School Christmas
Presentation

and for little ones, an anticipation as expressed here by twoyear old Erik Hammerstrom.

Christmas Eve Wednesday, December 24
11:00 P.M.' Candlelight Service
with Rev. Edward Hales

Sunday, December 28
9:30 A.M. 0/ale School
10.45 A.M. Worh,p Service
N. i-cirl,ng Here
7:00 P.M. C -Ten Bible Hour

New Year's Eve Wednesday, -December 31
8,30 P.M

Concert with
SUZANNE JOHNSON
Former Miss Illinois and

Miss America Finalist and
Talent Winner

10:00 P.M. Swedish Smorgasbord
Served to All
11:00 P.M. Consecration 8. Dedication Service
with Rev. Edward Hales
Communion Service

First gifts for Infant
are still as valuable

Three Wise Men were gold,
frankincense and myrrh.

used as a medicine. Today it is

principally used as incense in
Roman Catholic churches,
and also in Indian and Chinese

Myrrh is a, gum resin also
To the modern world there
is no mystery about the value
of a gift of gold. Yet in ancient
times, this precious metal was
possessed only by kings and

very rich men. Thus, the gift

Three

for a king.

First

and precious as well.

candlelighting

ser-

United

Methodist

II

N

a
11

1

is a resin obtained from the
bark of trees v:hieh gross on
hare rock in the mountains of

northern

Fritz Schmoyer. a ill bring the
special music at i I p.m.
On Dec. 28 ...tti&nts in the
congregation will hrinc the
message til each of the three

N

mutriling services at 9.
I :40 a.m. as a part

0

111:211 and

.

I

iI

A joyous holiday season
iito all

Immanuel Lutheran Church will conduct the follow ing services during the holiday season to aid you in
finding real and lasting joy in Jesus Christ.
December 21, 4:30 P.M.
Sunday School Children's Christmas Pageant

December 24, 4:00 P.M., 6:00 P.M., 8:00 P.M.
Immanuel School Children's Christmas Programs

6.

ill
r1,1

61
511

1.1

N
g
hI.

December 25, 8:30 A.M., 10:00 P.M.

ili

5111151,1

Braem, Pastor

2

laChristmas Eve, Holy Eucharist Service

p.m. service. and the Chancel

Choir, under the direction of

Frankincense. Or olibanum.

Rev. Theo.

December 24, 11:00 P.M.

The Wesley Choir, under
the direction of Mrs. Gerald
Robinson, will sing at the 6

for the infant Jesus came from
the mines of Indian Mysore.

kv4-is'

used commercially today.

Immanuel
Lutheran Church
NN. PLUM GROVE AT WOOD ST., PALATINE, ILL.

lington Heights.

gold they brought with them

Once

1

Church, 1903 E. Euclid, Ar-

Since St. Matthew says that
the Three Wise Men were front
the. East, it is assumed that the

1275 Marion, Des Plaines.

N

been used as a base for per-

vices at 6, 8 and I I p.m. on
Christmas Eve will mark the
celebration of the Nativity at

The other gifts were rare

Asia told

obtained from the bark of trees
which grow in Africa and
Arabia. Since early times it has

Candlelight marks
Nativity celebration

was especially precious one fit

southei n

11 10 riii fa\ Ma 111 Piii M Mil fel Mil 1-"a Eill iel g

fume and incense and is still so

temples.

Africa.

c""

by

Club on Friday, Dec. 19, at

---ger§teletV-.

Christ Child received from the

1

.

evening prayer will be read

ft

According to the Book of
Matthew, the first gifts the

"Is the Universe, including

Sunday, December 21 8:00 and 10:30 A.M.
"The King Comes To

regularly scheduled services
Throughout Advent the

Church, N. Plum Grove and

10 a.m.

Streufert

music.

presented by the EYC and Junior Choir on Dec 21 at 5 p m
The Senior Choir will
present a Christmas concert at
10 30 p m Christmas Eve
The Midnight Mass will begin
at 11 p.m. On Christmas Day
the Junior Choir will sing
traditional Christmas music
for the Family Eucharist,
which will begin at 10 a.m. An
infant nursery will he pro-

St
Martin's Episcopal
Church, Thacker and Margaret, has planned additional
holiday activities as well as its

Lutheran

On Christmas Day two services will be held at 8:30 and

Around the World"

A.M.

Immanuel

begin.

St. John Lutheran Church

ing and playing of Christmas

A Christmas Eve service for

Immanuel's
pageant Sun.

Christmas Day, Thurs., Dec. 25 10:00 A.M.

1100 S. Linneman, Mt. Prospect
PASTOR: Waldemar B.

lege youth will lead in the sing-

located at 1500 E. Central Rd.,
Mount Prospect.

Candlelight Christmas Eve
Worship Services

The Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod
100 S. School St., Mt. Prospect

grades of the Sunday school
and the children's choir will
tell the story of Christ's birth.

The public is invited to
share in this special evening.
Cumberland Baptist Church is

The

Sunday Worship Services 9:30 & 10:45 A.M.

ing contemporary songs and
guitar accompaniment to the.
liturgy. High school and col-

third, fourth, fifth and sixth

the meditation.

Martha & Mary

Christmas Eve. Wed., Dec. 24 11:00 P.M.

a.m. there will be a service us-

of stewardship of the Baptist
General Conference will bring

and sacred music.

Festival Worship with
Holy Communion

St. Paul Lutheran Church

will be the theme of the children's service at 6:30 p.m. on
Christmas Eve. In recitation
and song the students of the

minate in a consecreation and
dedication service with communion being served. The
Rev. Edward J. Hales, director

pageant and talent winner, is
furthering a career in classical

Annual Sunday School
Christmas Program

A service of Holy Communion will also be held on
Christmas morning at 10 a.m.
The Rev. Vernon R. Schreiber. pastor of the congregation, will preach, and the senior choir will sing.
On Sunday, Dec. 28 at 9:30

served. The evening will cul-

finalist in the Miss America

Sunday, December 21 7:00 P.M.

message.

a Swedish smorgasbord will be

program by Miss Suzanne
Johnson at its New Year's Eve

606 W. Golf Road (3 blkd W. of Rte. 83)
PASTOR: Joseph P. Hullerstrum

Sunday

Following her performance

The Lutheran Chard' of.

PASTORS: David J. Quill,
Nolan A. Watson, Carl L. Anderson
Sunday, December 21 8:30, 9:45, 11:00 A.M.

this

"God Loves Me Dearly"

Cumberland begins
new year in song \
The

service

morning at 9:30 a.m. Later in
the day, at 4 p.m., the children
of the pi imary department will
lead the worship.

contact Mrs. Hellene
McPeake at 259-3937 or Mrs.
Shirley Ehrenberg at 3942562.

The. American Lutheran Church
200.S. Wille St., Mt. Prospect

tional

may

last course of the dinner will be

Rev. C. David Stuckmeyer, assistant pastor, bringing the

school will hold their tradi-

ested in making reservations

Lutheran Churches of Mount Prospect
Si'..MARK Luthern Church

The nursery and kindergarten departments of the Sunday

eaten at the parsonage at midnight. Those persons inter-

service, 8:30 p.m. Miss Johnson, former Miss Illinois and a

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 31
9:00 P.M. to 12 MIDNIGHT
Watch Night Service
Film "A New Love For Candy"

28

Chancel candles light
Cross and CrownLutheran
1122

gation will read the Scripture
lessons, and the youth choir
will sing Holy Communion
will be celebrated with the

during the week of Dec 21 to

rancisi_an monks.

To usher in the new year a
New Year's Eve progressive
dinner will he held from 8 p.m.
to I a.m. with a service at the
church starting at I I p.m. The

the entire family will be held at
8 30 p m Youth of the congre-

h e I d"- at Faith Lutheran
Church, Arlington Heights,

Hoveser a the first
hristmas carol i.t.ith the traditionally lighter tone was
horn in Italy among the early

In observance of the Christmas season the Cross and
Crown
Lutheran
Church,

artin's plans
full holiday week
St.

Faith's Christ as w k

century

The dried, carved applehead sculpture by Mrs. Eric H.
Church, 1703 Prospect Av., is being displayed in the glass case of
the lobby of the Des Plaines Public Library. Some of the heads
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Six services

Hilary 01 Poitieis in the 4th

Singing the story

THE DAY

0

0.11

Christmas Day, Holy Eucharist Service

December 31, 7:30 P.M.
New Year's Eve, Holy Eucharist Service

January 1, 10:00 A.M.
INNew Year's Day. Holy Eucharist Service

WE EXTEND AN INVITATION TO ALL.
EVERYONE WELCOME.,
ci

N

I
1..

a MIIILIMPAI.PritIM.M1V-WiMtIM ma - i
d L._1
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THE DAY

Friday, December 19, 1969

A -Yule

essage

The Le en

of the Fir Tr

God spoke, and suddenly life made sense.

Sponsored by these Organizations:

Two thousand years ago a miraculous event
occurred. God intervened in the affairs of man to
show the true meaning of life and what it could be
in completeness of living. Through the birtkof
the Christ Child, God introduced divine loveUto
the world in a living person; and in this act, God
showed man the extent of His love for man. He
showed Man what life could be if compassion,
hope and understanding had their rightful place
in living. He cut through the trappings of material things and selfish desires, and revealed in the

Once, on a cold snowy night, it is

said that a group of angels went out into-

all the world. They had in mind a mighty
oak or a majestic birch. But since it was
winter, most of the trees were not suit-

life of Christ the creative release that can come to
those who have the courage and insight to trust,
hope and love.

able. The oak and the birch had lost
their leaves. The birch was too brittle;
the willow's weeping branches por-

To those who discover this truth today, sud-

denly life makes sense.

The tragedy today is that too few people have
found this to he true. Another tragedy is that we
are still bound by our selfishness and blind to the
sufferings of the world. The miracle, however, is
that every year some do find this truth, for God
has given man all the necessary ingredients to
make life meaningful and rewarding. An additional miracle is that each Christmas we see again
the hope and promise of a better way.
God speaks, and suddenly life makes sense.
Thomas M. Pryor
Bishop, Chicago Area
The United Methodist Church

The large Advent wreath in the sant:hairy of the Christian
Church of Arlington Heights attracted these youngsters as they
came to choir practice. From left, Lisa Wold, Donnie Grubbs,
Donna [Cost and Angela 'rouge, who all sing in the church's Carol

Choir.

Two festival Eucharists

FAITH
LUTHERAN
CHURCH

planned for St. Paul
Special Christmas services
at St. Paul Lutheran Church,
Mount Prospect, will include.
two Christmas Festival Eucharists to he held on Christ-

431 S. Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights

253-4839

mas Day at 9:30 and 11

PASTORS:
Vernon R. Schreiber

Three Christmas Eve ser-

vices will he held, a family ser-

C. David Stuckmeyer

Sehool choir

SUNDAY SERVICES: 8:00 and 10:45 A.M,
SUNDAY SCHOOL: 9:30 (All ages), 10:45 (Ages 3-7)
Nursery Care at 10:45

Two special services of worship are planned for this Sunday at

SUNDAY, Dec. 21, 9:30 A.M.

- Nursery -Kindergarten

SUNDLY, Dec. 21, 4:00 P.M.

- Primary Department

CHRISTMAS EVE 6:30 P.M.

- Children's Service

CHRISTMAS EVE 8:30 P.M.

- Family Holy Communion

A BLESSED CHRISTMAS TO ALL

the

First Congregational Church of Des Plaines.
The 9:30 a.m. service will he
conducted by the youth of the
church and will have special
music by the youth choirs. At
11 a.m. the Chancel Choir will
have

CHRISTMAS DAY 10:00 A.M. - Festival Communion
SUNDAY, DEC. 28, 9:30 A.M. - Youth (Contemporary Liturgy)

a

special

Christmas music.

service

On Christmas Eve at
-

of
I1

p.m.. the High School Chapel
Choir will present a cantata as
a climax to the services of the
season.

505 West Golf Road
Mt. Pro.ivect, Illinois
Dr. John Booth, Pastor
Dave Forbes, Youth Pastor

St

the world. The prOgram will be

Christ now brings.
The celebration will feature
numerous Christmas carols, li-

Anselm's, Episcopal
Church, 1600 N. Greenwood,
Park Ridge, will host the RE.
.

Rev. Gerald Francis Burrill,
Bishop of the Chicago diocese,

for a day of visitation Sunday,
Dec. 21.

Bishop Burrill will serve at
the 10 a.m. communion ser-

vice and preach the sermon.
He will spend the rest of the
day visiting. A coffee hour and

reception will follow the
vice in his honor.

ser-

Candlelight Service

Wednesday, December 31

NEW YEARS'S EVE
Color film "DOwnbeat" 9:00 p.m.
followed by fellowhip hour and
Traditional Communion Service

According to another ancient legend
the angel Gabriel came to earth on that
first Christmas Eve, and wherever he passed the trees began to bloom and
bear fruits. For this reason it became the custom to hang fruits and blossoms
on the evergreen boughs.

THE REFORMER Martin Luther is said to have been the first person to
decorate a fir tree in his home. Legend has it that one Christmas Eve Luther
went for a walk along a quiet snow-covered trail. As he walked and meditated,
he thought of the scriptures and how it might have been on that first Christmas
Eve centuries before in Bethlehem.
Now the hillsides of his native Germany abounded with shaggy evergreens.
When he looked up into the star -filled sky the stars seemed to nestle on the
boughs of the trees. It was an awe-inspiring sight. Luther felt was a suitable'
syntbol of God's love and strength and an inspiration worthy of sharing.
That night he cut a small fir and took it home with him. On its branches he
tied tiny candles, and when they were lit they simulated the stars and filled
his home with a new source of inspiration.

NELSON
`. FUNERAL HOME
820 Talcott Road
Park Ridge, Illinois
823-5122

ANOTHER MEDIEVEL legend tells how on Christmas night all of the trees
and flowers and animals came to the manger to pay homage to the Christ Child.

There were among the trees many beautiful and majestic varieties: the giant
redwoods and stately oaks, the brilliantly colored maples, the sycamore, the

5149 N. Ashland Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
LO 1-5147

supple -branched willows and hemlocks.

into the presence of these forest monarchs crept a scrawny little fir. Ap-

tured as the soprano soloist.

Tonight" and the excitement
and hope that the birth of

207 N. Vail Ave.
Arlington Heights, Illinois
253-0168

was a worthy choice.

palled at such brashnesso.the other frees tried to hide the intruder.

ton Heights, Christmas Eve, at
7:30 p.m. and 11 p.m. The
worship service. has been specially written by, Rev. Larry D.
Cartford and Mrs. Bob Steinke

entitled "Hope Tonight."

Mrs. David Soderberg of
Mount Prospect will be fea-

On Christmas Day at 10
a.m. a special celebration of
holy communion will be held.
This service will focus on the
presence of Christ now in life
and the responsibility of his
people to give him a place in
their daily lives.
These services are open- to.

anyone.

Suddenly a great shower of stars began to fall. Many of them collected on

the long nettles of the fir like snowflakes until the little tree was covered
with a beautiful mantel of celestial lights. Its brilliance so fascinated the Infant
that he smiled upon the fir, much to the envy of the other trees.

ANOTHER LEGEND tells of how St. Boniface discovered a band of heathens about to sacrifice a young prince on a blood oak deep in the German

WHEELING
FUNERAL HOME

forest. Angered St. Boniface cut down the oak and in its place suddenly sprang
up a young fir. This he told the people was the new tree of life. The people of
this region continued to worship trees, and when they became Christians the
evergreens remained a part of their religious festivals.

By way of legend and song, the custom of the Christmas tree became a
permenent part of the early Anglo-Saxon observance and from the humblest

& Ambulance Service

home to the most stately castle it became a symbol of the season.

4,

The celebration of Christmas will begin on Christmas
Eve with a midnight. service

The Christmas tree may have been introduced in America by Hessian soldiers during the American Revolutionary War. It is said 'that mercenaries,
homesick for their native Black Forest, cut down pines and brought them

beginning at 11:45 p.m.

inside their tepts, trimming them with crude ornaments, symbols of their hope
to onellay return to their homeland.
The first American Christmas tree was believed to have been set up in the

10 a.m. a communion service

paper decorations and candles.

On Christmas morning at

will he held. There will be a

189 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling, Illinois

537-6600

Ohio home of August lmgart, a German immigrant, who decorated it with
e

children's sermon at this service.

Sunday School Children's Program
what does Christmas really mean?"

CHRISTMAS EVE

two New Year's Day Matins at
9:30 and I 1 a.m.

tanies, drama and a meditation

and will stress "The World.

Only the fir with its fragrant evergreen boughs and symmetrical shape

New Year's Eve Eucharist
will be held at 7:30 p.m. and

Special candlelight worship
services will be featured at the
Lutheran Church of the Cross,

2025 S. Goebert Rd., Arling-

trayed sorrow rather than joy.

eighth grades.

Original drama

Sunday, December 21, 7:00 p.m.

Wednesday, December 24, 9:00 p.m.

gram is for the first through

St. Anselm's plans 12 -day
observance, Bishop will visit

Mt. Prospect

Mt. Prospect Bible Church

The Children's Christmas
pageant will he held on Dec.
21, its theme denoting Christ
as the "light" which came into

held at 4:30 p.m. for M -Z and
at 6:30 p.m. for A -L. This pro-

Yule night previews

offers concert

CHRISTMAS SERVICES

vice at 6 and 7:30 p.m. and at
11:15 p.m. a midnight candlelight Eucharist.

HAIRE FUNERAL
HOME

the forest to find a Christmas free for

OUR REDEEMER
LUTHERAN CHURCH
Regular Services: 8 and 11 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Advent Services: Wed. Dec. 3, 10 and 17, 7:30 p.m.
Young Childrens Christn Is Program: Sun. Dec. 21, 7 p.m.
Christmas Eve Family Ser ice: Dec 24, 7 p,m.
Christmas Eve Candleligh Service: Dec 24, 11 p.m.
Christmas Day Festival Ser' ice: 10 a.m.

...pq4 W. Palatine Road Prg.spect Heights, Illinois
LE 7-4430
Herman C. Noll, Pastor HOME: CL 9-2071

The Christmas Day service
will mark the beginning of the
12 days of Christmas observance. During this time there
will be a daily 10 a.m. communion service.
These services will continue

But it was not until 1851 that the Rev. Henry C. Schwan, pastor of the Zion
Lutheran Church in Cleveland, Ohio, brought the first Christmas tree inside
a church. Many in the community felt the action was sacrilegious. But the
custom continued, and as the years passed the tree and such other traditiong
as the hanging of the greens has come to play a significant part in the observance of the Christ Child's birth.

until Tuesday, Jan. 6, when the

Feast of the Epiphany will be

celebrated at 6:30 p.m.

DRAKE & SON INC.
FUNERAL HOMES

Candles are.
legendary

- Throughout

625 Busse Hwy.
Park Ridge, Illinois
698-3368

the

world
wherever Christmas is celebrated is it customary to place
a lighted candle in the window.
The legend is that candles originally were set out to light the
Christ Child's way as he made
his visits to the children,.

11:11
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5303 N. Western Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
561-6874
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WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight. Partly cloudy,
colder, low near 15; Tomorrow: Cloudy, chance
or snow, little tempera-

2554400

ture chan,,e,
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`Trailer p rk' a Elk Grove town
Displaced families to use
awl'

ship f eirtieo temporari

The Elk Grove Twp. Board
of Auditors has agreed to allow

temporary parking of house
trailers for emergency housing
on the town hall property,
2400 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., according to William
RohlWing, township super-

"We agreed that we would
let them (NAW) park the trailers in the lot," Rohlwing said,
"and they could use our toilet

visor.

facilities and our water and

The auditors met Saturday
with representatives of Neigh-

that we would hook our electricity up to them."

A group of 25 boys who wished only to be identified as Hersey High School Students spent yesterday

The advisory committee of

afternoon playing hockey at ,Hilicrest Lake, North of Willow, and East of Illinois 83 in Prospect

NORWESCO
Opportunity
Center has voted funds to aid

Botanical Gardens flood
control inspected by village
Mount

Prospect

Village

Rds., in Chicago, he said.

Manager Virgil Barnett, four

SIXTY ACRES of the total

members of the Clean Streams

Commission and two others
met last Saturday with a Bauer
Engineering Co. representative to observe the lagoon sys-

acreage is used for water reten-

tion, Barnett said.

The group spent approxi-

the lagoon system Barnett said

the site has a normal flow of
water from a treatment plant
north of the property moving
through the area in a natural

tem used for flood control at
the Chicago Botanical Gar-

cuss the potential of such a sys-

ditch.
The flow of water is directed
through a pipe that empties out

dens.

tem for Mount Prospect, he

on the other, side of the siteand

said.

eventually flows to the Chi-

The Botanical Gardens is
run by the Chicago Horticulture Society, he said and be-

cago river.
He said there are three levels in the system, with the pipe
at the lowest level for regular
flow.

Barnett said Bauer Engineering is one of the companies the village has con-

sulted on the problem of flood
control for Weller Creek.
The
Chicago
Botanical
Gardens is a 300 acre site just
east of Edens expressway between Dundee and Lake Cook

mately an hour examining the
system at the location to dis-

cause they plan to develop the

area and build an administration building, the flood control system is an essential factor for their project.
WHEN ASKED to describe

5 youths arrested
in shotgun incident
Five youths were arrested
on varying charges early Sunday morning after a fight with
seven men in the parking lot of
the Red Balloon restaurant at
55 E. Rand, Des Plaines.

Mount Prospect and Des
Plaines police responded to a
call that a.man was in the parking lot of the Red Balloon with
a shotgun.

POLICE SAID Daniel W.
Krueger of 15 E. Henry, Ar-

18, of 967 Zinnia Ln., Palatine.

POLICE SAID the group
stopped off at Born's house

reportedly met him.
Police said tire irons, breaker bars, or ratchet handles
were found at the scene.

evening. At the time, he had

it

Fitzpatrick of 805 N. Mitchell, Arlington Heights, ordered Kreuger to leave.

Police sail Kreuger left the
restaurant and contacted several friends and asked them to

meet him later and return to

the Red Balloon to wait for
Fitzpatrick to leave.

The friends were Michael
Redenbaugh, 19, of 2045
Cherry Hill Dr., John W. Firesmuth, 19, of 1937 Evergreen,
James A. Merlins, 18, of 1417

N. Rand Rd., all of Arlington
Heights and James L. Born,

neled
said.

through the pipe,

he

This is the low profile area
where the water is allowed to
bypass the pipe and flow to a
drainage area.

When the water at the second level rises beyond feet it

flows over to the third stage
into the lagoon where it is em pounded and retained in-

definitely until the heavy rain
stops and the water subsides.

THE WATER is then reWhen Fitzpatrick came out leased to maintain a specific
of the building, Kreuger water level in the, lagoon area,

POLICE SAID,
Redenbaugh got the shotgun, aimed

and the bartender, Thomas

flow is too heavy to be chan-

and got the unloaded 12 guage
shotgun.

lington Heights, was in the
Red Balloon earlier in the
allegedly caused a disturbance

THE SECOND level is used
during heavy rainfall when the

at the crowd and ordered
Fitzpatrick and his friends

to stay where they were.

Kreuger was taken to Holy
Family Hospital for facial cuts

and bruises and he and his
friends were arrested.

Kreuger was charged with

battery and disorderly con-

he said.

Barnett said he considered

the trip beneficial and when
the
Drainage and
Clean
Streams Commission meets
again in January they will
probably discuss the system

and the possibilities of applying that system or portions of
the plan to the Village and pursue the issue from there.

The commission

meets

regularly
on
the
second
Wednesday of each month at 8

p.m. in the Mount Prospect
Village Hall.

with aggravated assault,

unlawful use of a weapon,
and disorderly conduct. Born,

Mertins and Friesmuth were
charged with disorderly -conduct.
The bond was set at $1,000

for each offense, and the five
are to appear in Des Plaines
court, Jan. 9.

Meeting
Tonight
School District 59 Budget Committee, 2123 S. Arlington Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.

for emergency purposes.

there

is

ing and for storing belongings
of families that have been
evicted from unsuitable housing. He said the auditors would
not agree to the proposal.

"How can you'?. Rohl wing said. "There's no room
for it. There was talk about it
but there was no agreement
about it."
John Sheehan, NAW vice

evicted families in the northwest

said.

suburbs,

according to

Mrs. William Trevor, committee treasurer.

The opportunity center has
supplies of food for emer-

"The committee has voted
to allocate some of the funds
that have been contributed by

gencies and has received offers
of housing for evicted families,

the community hike for the

Money from churches, or-

hungry to he used on an emergency basis in the current

housing crisis situation." Mrs.
Trevor said.

"If there are evictions and

said NAW also

president,

asked the township officials to
assist in relocating families

no way of finding

housing, the center will take
care and provide for anybody
that is in this situation," she

Where's

Santa?

the Mount Prospect Plaza.

On Mondays through Fridays 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

and 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Sat-

Mrs. Trevor said.

urdays 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

and Sundays 11 a.m. to 5

ganizations and individuals, as
well as $17,000 from the
"Hike for the Hungry," is

At the Randhurst Mall
everyday from 9:30 a.m. to
9:30 p.m.

the nortBsvest suburbs.

.

By Ben Clarke

her car in a shopping center

While we are often told that
it is "more blessed to give than
to receive," it is more pleasant
when the recipient is someone
of the donor's choice. Mount
Prospect's police chief Newell
Esmond told The Day Friday
how to insure this.
He said that proper safeguarding of autos in the parking lot at Randhurst would
make for a happier Christmas
for many area shoppers.

"All autos should be kept
locked, even though die stop is

to he brief,'' said the chief.
"Keys should never be left in

the car, and above all doo't
stop, leave the engine running
and run in and out of a store."

MOTORISTS OFTEN for-

parking lot. Strangely enough,
that faithful old family bus
that has never faltered at even
10 below zero won't even murmur.
A courteous gentleman ap-

promises to "look
under the hood and see what's

car's engine, having stealthily
pulled the distributor wires or
some

nection

"Put no presents or anything of value on the seats of
your car," said Esmond. The
best rule. whGn a shopper is to
make another trek back or stop
on the way home, is to lock all
presents in the trunk of the car.
he said.

TIE TOLD of a deception to
trick unwary motorists, re-

ported by Federal Bureau of
Investigation bulletins.

A lady shopper returns to

Gripe
Of The
Day

to

con-

re -connect

Hoeske

proper!),

1031

NV

Higgins, in local motels until
adequate housing can he Mund
for them i he), include

NIr and Nils Armando Go-mez and their 2 -month -old
child Mr sand Mrs Santana
Gomez and their two children,

a

Mr. and Mrs Raymond Cer-

scarcity of motel rooms in the

vantes and their lour children,

Sheehan

said

there

is

and Mr and Mis Henry Misa

area.

According to NAW Presi-

and their flee children

dent Rita Gara, the group has
placed four families, all for -

1101 .SKI. property is

1111

one of lour

2 charged

1- 11. Grove I wp

properties where county building inspectors last week found
numerous building code viola-

in 2 -car
collision

tions
Nlis

in a two -car crash at Algon-

quin Rd. and Elmhurst Rd.
near Des Plaines Wednesday
afternoon.
State police said that an auto
driven by Jean Williams, 20, of
336 Woodbridge. Des Plaines,

Miss Williams and Maned
and a passenger in the Williams auto, Kenneth Greenberg, 20, of 2525 Debra Ln..
Glenview, were taken to Holy
Family Hospital. Miss Williams was reported in satisfac-

believes he can start the engine. Slipping into the driver's
seat he makes a few "adjust-

nor tes,dents of the Nlaigaiet

tory condition last night after
suffering a contusion. The
others were treated and released.

Miss Williams and Mancel
were charged with driving too
fast for conditions.

Gara said he: group
sent telegrams to the American Red Cioss the Salvation

Arm) C oak C (unity Board
President George Dunne,

School Dist' let 59 and School
District 214 requesting aid for
75 Elk Clove 11..13 residents
1 he

telegrams

said

tom]

clothing, blankets and medical
supplies w ill be needed lor the
evicted lanulies hs tomorrows
NIrs Cara said the only reply she ieecised was from the
Nliel-Amemcan haptef of the
American Red C rosy declining
any assistance

She said the Red (toss said

had been ad\ tied that Elk
Grove Village officials have
it

adequate planning to meet any
emergeneies

who could he et feted from
present housing In court order. According to Nils Gala
the Red ( loss said u does not
get invoked in eases t). here le-

gal action is the eats. (or distress

ments," turns the key in the ig-

nition, and the engine roars
into life.

MEANIVIIILE,
"mechanic"

has,

THE

if luck

is

with him, slipped open milady's purse mid extracted a few
greenbacks.

If the lady is very methodical, it might he that she checks
her purchases, shopping list

2 youths
charged with
auto trespass

gINION

SUBURB

MA=
Bachelors who play chess should worn.
and they could he mated.

One wrung move

( Contimted to Page 2

Two youths from Maryville
Academy in Des Plaines were
charged with criminal trespass

to an auto Friday night after
they alledgedly stole an auto
belonging to Gerald McIntyre
of 1302 Euclid, Prospect
Heights, while it was at the
Standard Station on Rand Rd.,
Mount Prospect.
Charged were Ronald Rodriguez. 17, and Paul A. Stuart,
18.

Police said

that the

two

youths were first arrested by
the Park Ridge police, but they
were not going to press charges
against them. -1-hey contacted
the Mount Prospect police

who then went to Park Ridge
to pick the youths up.
Police said the two admitted

that they had stolen the ear

./.1
c

easy

electrical

while the shopper was in the

get to close all windows tightly. he said.

other

temporary site for house trailers within the village.

Plaines.

The "mechanic" fiddles
with the wires, then announces
to the stranded shopper that he

The

volunteer mechanic
then proceeds to check the

NAW HAS been working
with Elk Grove Village officials in an effort to obtain a

was eastbound on Algonquin
Rd., when it collided with an
auto driven by George Manccl, 58, of 441 Lillian Ln., Des

p.m.

available )for poor families in

evicted and in paying some
portion of house trailer rents
for poor families.

Three persons were injured

At his headquarters in

Watch out for unwanted
strangers on your giftlist

duct. Redenbaugh was charged

ROHLWING SAID there
was discussion about using the
town hall and garage for hous-

NORWESCO /center
votes funds for evicted

[

Heights. (Photo brDan Batas)

bors at Work (NAW), a local
community group, to discuss
the usd of township facilities

Chicago

Bears.

D.Y.

from the service station.
Rodriguez and Stuart were
released on a $1,000 bond.

They are to appear in Mount
Prospect Court Jan. 8.

Sgt. Samuel Bromme of the 24th bat., 4th Reserve Division of the U. S. Mamie C Corps accepts
gifts for Toys for Tots program at Yarnall-Todd Chevrolet, 700 W. Dundee Rd
, Wheeling, one of
the many drop-off points in the northwest suburbs. The Cub Sctiits froni North
West (ounul,
Pack 261, are from Mount Prospect. Billy Pierson hands over the first gilt Others (from left)
are
Stephen Wood, John Oppenlander, Ken Blaschke,
Jim Pierson, Greg Simko, Richard Warrington, Ed Keiffer and Don Oppenlander.

Deadline tomorrow for The Day's Christmas pro.ect
Tomorrow is the last day for all donationg to the Day's appeal for Christmas
gifts for foster children in Cook County.
After Tuesday. a final trip will be made

to the Chicago Regional Office of Children and Family Services to deliver the
gifts.
Last Thursday, a load of presents and
$69 in cash was delivered to Chicago.
The Day hopes to make Christmas a spe-

dal day for many of the more than 1,20()
They will have made these lonely and
foster children now wards of the state ir? forgotten children's lives a little brighter
Cook County.
and possibly have given them hope in
Although, all persons who have mader knowing that someone does care.
donations and still plan to will not he able,(9:4
Children like Alfie, 4 years old, who was
to see the happy smiles of these children
placed in a foster home recently when his
when they find that there really is a Santa
family was broken up, often become hardClaus, they will have the personal satisfaction of knowing they have done what they
could.

reach out to him until he can trust them
enough to share his hurts with them.

Jimmy's mother

is in a mental institution and because of this his early life
was marked with instability.
When he first came to his foster home.
Jimmy was a timid, frightened child who

ened to life at a very young age because of a

seldom spoke.

lack of love and security.
Altie's foster family must now patiently

With the patient loving care of the foster
family he has at last begun to relax and talk

about his concern for his mother.
Gifts for these children should he
wrapped and accompanied by a small card
indicating what the gift is, if it is for a boy
or a girl and what age of child the gift is for.
The collection locations are:

The Prospect 1-).i% oilier 117 S \ lain
St.. Mount Prospect hoot,'
9 a m to
midnight.

The Arlington Day office. 217 S. Arling
ton Heights Rd., Arlington Heights: hour
for collection today and tomorrow are: 9

Nlorse Av.. Elk (it o,. illage how:. are 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Make all checks pa \ able to( Inklroi and
Fancily' Services ( hildi ell 1 G itt I and

a.m. to 5 p.m.

Des

D, \ obit 722 ( oiler

St.. Des Plaines. hour ,ii 9,a ni to; p
Nletropolitan Pi infing ( ompan
SS s

TAR 1.1
Mend, Dcismher 12 /069

P ne 2

Watch out for unwanted
strangers on your gift list
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trtunoters. whoa.

-At counters don't let your
purse remain open For a,
loot

" ere
r"ewhat are

lime! thieves

Obituaries

known as lust studies.?
--Never leave your purse
unattendol as many women

nRtwork of home stylists. To
day the company is generating
more than 550 million in an-

shoppers do Melly.

In addition 10 his chairman-

n the boon! of dirmtors of
Family Hospital. Des.

M

Ecklund, of h17 N.

Russel St., Mount PrObpael,

died at the geol./IT
Ho is survived by his sonh
Herman of Mount Prospect
and Sigurd of Chicago. eight

II. Edison Itirginal

Services for H. Edison !En - grandchildren end 11 great
gin, Ill, of 2101 Dover. Ice Smndchildmn.
eernew. ere held Saturday at
Services will he conducted
lauterhorwg A Oehler Funeral by the Rev. Gilbert Bowen toMore in Arlington Heighti. morrow al 0(30 a.m. at
Mn. Ifirginat . who( died at Friedrichs Funeral Home in
home Wednesday. ram en. Mount Prospect and atrial
tomhal in Memory (ierdens.
will ire in Memory Gardens in
Mr. Hirginal was founder Arlington Heights
and chairman of the hoard of
Beeline Fashions. Inc. of Hen -

vile.

nationwide

Recoreq auto

din.tributr

of women', appurel.
He and his wife Beatrice, for
whom

An auto behmaing

was namal

Beeline

foundal the amnia, in 1045

nn a 52001i tLI. loan. Acting us
his

Wil-

liam Hoskin of 210 E. Lonnos

own wlesman. Hirginal

Ilnispeci Heights, which
stolen Sawn!, night
X115Shakey's Pima Parlor. mHM15

Want steer 10 door
Illinois
and WiscOnsin selling hosiery.
by tin. start °Idle lehOs. the

S. Elmhurst. Des Plaines.
wus raeabered Sunday hy the

Cook County Police. at Old
Higgins and York Rd.. new

cornea, had achieved national distribution ,01,1 ayalved its

Elk Grove Village.

lawrenceOsillne. Meant Prespeas chairman el We fire arid Mice cemmimiw, sena.. four
new policemen, to bring the ilegintment,treneth to 32 mot. They are, from loll, Andrew Toth,
23; Hobert handolph, .32; lhomas 2:35,18, Mt and Theodore Gorski, 25.

He nmed aut.= if the hip

pocket is buttoned this A but a

small ohnaele for a nod 'ta.

Th.'1

13.1.

shilln.

of theordinencel and and established pursnant to the
it under 5-2 roiling &v. following premium: '

Ani,rica a Oil

end

frontage on Main St. (Illinois
1131 and 122 feet frontage on

Kensington. The old ono,
ing ordinal.. They call for a
:Mon. saki Graham, a porce- 4C -setback on Illinois 53 (Main

lain -steel budding would be re

placed by a brick, colonial

Oil would
Oa

Christmas caution a some idan.

Now if you etto remember
all the ndes Enjoy yourself,
and have Metry Christmas!

Super Right

t

BONELESS CHUCK ROAST

7 to.

Super Right -Whole 'or Half

SEMI -BONELESS HAMS

99`,.,
8 -pound Size

Jumbo
59c Doz,
.ssr--451t

Washington

-

DELICIOUS APPLES

BRAU

agreeable to
a row of six.foot ever

IR oF. dep. boll.

hemccn the Dace pruner
ty and the south border of the

325

station

20 Pound Bag

Famous Liquor Stores

OUR 9th STORE

..

EA

The Saving Is Yours,

t;

IMPORTED

Rosalor or Drol,

tan

BEER

.ganinal
10 az cons

195

COTTAGE

A8Y
BRAND

BEEFEATER

HAMM'S

PET RITZ
FROZEN

Golden

AND IT'S ALL TRUE

1307 gond Rd. ArlinglOn 1101,10.

Jumbo
88 Size

Red or

. there's a lot of talk about
the low prices at

Case of 24

ton"green tress as an "esthetic buf

RUSSETS

-,n4H11,8751

Draft or Regular Beer

he

5

,EA.

The Saving Is Yours!

MEISTER

NORTHERN GROWN

0

88 Size

Distilled
Gin

A&P
OR
BORDENS

CHEESE2LB.
59
TN.

479

C

TUESDAY
TOPS of dm Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadp.m.

Main Street

,J9 to.

FANCY ROASTERS At%Ib

10 tog 1.13.Sizes

NAVEL ORANGES

Award Winning Liquor Stores

Thisodent, in preparmi an a pubbeserviceby
the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any orgeni7ation wishing to comribute should
all Mrs. Helen Becker.CI. 3-7469. Deadline for
listing Is Tuesday of the preceding week. This
calendar coven the weeliof Dec. 20 to 27.

just lar, enough to idle pre -

LB,

Oven Ready

TURKEYS

Sat
CC

CALIFORNIA

of events

...nage of persons who wish to
make the shopper's holisiO
less dnerry is a wadi one but

cation,

neg.

18 to 22 Lb. Sizes

Calendar

The chid said that the pea

and strengthen the company%
program of written und nudist visual communications with
its employes.
Satanki will he editor of the
company's commercial publi-

teelb.
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feet

LB.

A&P BRAND

client would not have any

Hwtxlbed one tee, wpnl _Mingle family residential) unof advec for shoppers. With der Mount Prospect's toning

days. shoppers are still ...co °ter

151

ing. raid Graham.
After
before the
Poo,
commi.ion
of Ors. Phil Dace.
of 714 N. Main St., who asked
about signs en might blank
her -view when bncking tot of
hcr driveway. Graham said his

the fivoucre singlc.family
the hest place is the breast, residential o.
pocket of a sports jacket but
, west of Meier
eee,e, eeiereb, ,ree Rd. and020
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Community Center. Monhers
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e - custom form long
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A Blend

Heaton Heights, 8 p.m

Customer to oakum( "Im
both hungry and Wed. All I

279,

Comma', Center, 11 p.m.

kind wird,"

SILVER SPRING\\
BEVERAGES

5,51URDAY

A bit latcr..1 have the eggs
and the Mao het where are
the kind wordsr

Holid, Matt sponsored by youth of Mount

Prospect area and Mount Prospect youth Cornission, Pam/horst
8 pnatomidnight.

Wait., 10,1 0101 Wow

Ginger Ale -Sp.rng

6

COLLECTOR'S BUTIK
nnvc

battles

IMPORTED FROM
DENMARK

98.

r5rnof

you heard about our exciting new place?
We Proudly Present....

BRANDY, coliternio
the saving yam

COUROC CONVERSATION PIECE GIFTS
One of a kind: TRAYS BOWLS CANAPIES GLASSES
All designed by world famous Guthrie Conf./tinier of
Monterey @ San FrenciscoPrIced Team DSO

sign by the amtrihution of a
toy. Ten large cartons of lop
we. aolvatod.
'we received about 5600
worth of toys:. reported prin.

00

FtEG wt
dep,

Vermouthfly

179

Cola -goat Beer

Late Christmas Arrival...
For the Lest Minute Shoppers!

Fifth

AALBORG

AKVAVIT

reed

1111

309

459

FALSTAFF Tapper

GALLONS

Publications animal Christ -

VERMOUTH

&.'n leek Couroa Wean it

enwal-e-krad ma. by a

wombat et umwm

Cook County.
THE JUNIOR

Wantoli, comes deigns Inch.

Luther
Lutheran
go
caroling

Church will
tonight at homes of shot.ion-

me.

nom montemy Boy, es wan
was

rare co., mewls and

traditional activity of the

The senior high kids from
South Church will go caroling

tonight and then have party.

WerknenneM141.6th plece of
amen anbila
PattotaGGS

Nrabillsr Finished tleligna ore

sarerfessatly ha Ins Owns,
[Ara phenolic resin ineFerlel ender

Menad thoamnIs el pounds al

FlnishIn.n. Repealed Wining re.
sults A tho Loa bet,, and boo

SAVE 8c
!bitchy,

FRUIT CAKE

BUTTERMILK BISCUITS

1429

1618 N. Rood Road 111. Ill
mango. Heighte,111.
Tel: 259.4077

SAVE 5c

SAVE 10c

Gaymont Dips

A8 P

3 -FLAVORS

DESSERT TOPPING

3:Z:25c
With this coupon nod any purchase
ot any Chicago Division ASP Store thru
December 27, 1969
'

CREAM
TOPPING

61/2-0Z. AEROSOL
CAN

fective thru Dec. 24, 1969 in all Chgo, Div. ASP Store

lone Partner

New holiday gift -shopping hours

39(

e, -g: 34c
With this coupon and any purchase
of any Chicago Division RIP Store dire
December 17,1969

SAVE

Came a,. Marx

yes

walla soupy cab. dohs ond

I1/2 Mho nwth el Itendlent
Shopping Center
Open Evenings RI Christml,.
Sat e11 Su

10,

...

Plaidlands Open ]O -S
Every Day, except Sunday

Inaoringt Beauty. bean R.ter,
aleshol sr demist. oho Sono a
ARLINGTON NTS.

1307 Rand Road

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOM -YOU /ALMOST WELCOME
SA RASMUSSEN

French Green
Beans
9 oz

Pkgs.
For

SAVE 30c

A&P REAL

SAVE 5c

With (his coupon and one /cnchase
at any Chicago Division P&P Dors llaru
December 27 1969

SAVE 10c

MO,

prow..

practice which has become
a

$ 00

SAVE 30c

mu campaign to mtlem gifts
end cash for foster children in

League of

Fordhook Lima Beans io oz.

WHOLE 'a

Wilhlhis <Gutzon end ony purchase
many Chicago Division ARP Store Ihru
December 17, 1969

Imported

home, 1116 00101- 11100 INK{Oln

were contrihm8 to the MP

SPICED
PEACHES

Size

SAVAS

C

for MC by ...Med chiWren
was sent to an appropriate

A&P FROZEN FOODS
Broccoli Spears 10 oz Mixed Vegetables is oz
Baby Lima Beans io oz
Cut Green Beans

TII
VALLEY

5 -lb.

The Soy ng 15 Yours]

cipal Robert Ferguson.
One carton of Mys suitable

STUFFED OLIVES

10 -oz.
Pkgs.

'295

CANADIAN WHISKY
p

Peas & Carrots

& ROSSI
Sweet or Dry

and other Hovers

RASMUSSEN'S GIFTS

Chopped Spinach to oz.

MARTINI

FRIDAY
Memel Prospect Chao Club, Mount Prospect

went for breakfast is two soft
boiled eggs. coffee and some

A&P BRAND

Green Peas lo oz
Cut Corn 10 oz
Chopped Broccoli 10 oz, t. Leaf Spinach

299

OgenatIon10 S. Arlington Heights Rd..

IYORST JOKE, of the Day:

A&P FROZEN FOODS

Ns,

Distilled 5 Mended
in Scotland

Trinity Lutheran Church, 8:15 rain.
Wheeling Township Democratic WoonnW

thmorrow

High kids kid their Christmas
dunce last week with admis-

7°youth
group. After
the enroll/his program is a fascia of
ing, they'll have a party.

the one from last Christmas
which was such a weals OW
a will probably
La:camel. tn...

will carol

1 think the parents of the
kids here have rodly made

Ailkoklies who:Mended..
1,1110 1,1 hot chocolate and

con. ?resident of the group is
John Martino: eiappresitkM

gene Chores, Woments Barbels), Chorus,

the college -age youth 60,
South
night.

KING
Whiskey

items of food

hundred such wake Were premoot. and Mow that were not
neolol at the party were sent
to needy children.

Indy schedules such aCtiVilieS
and works
ennenunity proj.

cum.

of historical vat,. hut th, we
providing today's pleb with

Paid al 115.010. Sleigh is 01001.

w :assn.

His-

Early Times

Country Chords Chapter. Sweet Addlines. In.
lernational, St. John's United Church Of Christ,
R; IS pot,

The Roving Is Yours{

IMPORTED
SCOTCH

By do Makers

Community Center. 7,811 p.m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hell. 8

Floros
ladwo

The Saying Is Thorn

al Home, 1,)0 Pm.
Suburban Aquerist Society. Mount Prospect

there's o la of .Silk abate
the low prices or
Famous 5,quer Stores...
AND IT'S AL1. TRUE,

iClosing at 5 P.M. Christmas Eve)
ARLINGTON NTS.
1818 N. State Rd.

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

Plaidland

ILLINOIS
Aurora -637 East New York Street
Chicago -250 North Cicero Avenue
3002 West Peterson event.
6006 South Pulaski Street
1317 East 79th Sheet

32 East 113th Ma,
Cicero -5245 West Carmak Road

Joliel-117 Richards Street
Niles -8009 Milwaukee Avenue
Oak Park -6109 West North Avenue
Ottawa -115 West Madison Street
Rockford -421E East Stale Street
Rock /eland' -4124.26.111h Street
Ville Park -sat East ST Charles Road
Waukegan -316 North Genesee Street

INDIANA
Gary -5105 West 5th Avenue
South Bend

DES PLAINES

ELK GROVE

815 Lee St.

Devon 8 Tonne Rd.

?Ltd Stamp Gtft feataire..,

SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road
8 Rte. 58

321 Sou. Lalayetto Blvd.

ARLINGTON HTS.

1601 W. Campbell

BARRINGTON
300 N. Hough St.

PALATINE

276 Northwest Hwy

Day light
By Joseph Stubeorauch

to ems of cfleonvi. Name

AR we ,dg, our w ty sou
togisly two
spanking new
twevononth fo1k1 who WSW.
a she'd A pro,nostications at
1

us oros

Crustal ball

feeling of unease

local forecast are al.

most bound to be sure-fire,
fis
given a hit of time and lame

Pal residents

John Woods mil

Virginia M istionsid on
the nu..
whits P darns,
dountou n
priamm
turn tint se). sommundy con
Mist

its axis before the villages get
properly oriented.

Ordinary assistance by the chi-

THERE WILL be referendum town hall meetings on
For instance we fearlessly GM pros and eons of flood con
announce that Schaumburg trot. night racing, Mier gar
will continue to keep busting Inc pickup arrangements and
at the sea.. both with porno at least a token filling -in of
lotion and Ailding. For that chuckholes on area highways.
matter. the whole northwest
Police ofthers will find a good
suburban area will abound in rstoto of their time spool rn
new deas. vigor0115 expansion
asking ',Mem why they am
and exciting happenings.
Arlington Heights will
newsworthy. particularly

Iand in hauling in
be

in

misguided typm who think
they can give their weak minds

a lift With a whiff f of "gam`

Optometrists novelty
Ye.
Li".are
company and stare
tell danger td°:h.,-20,',T,','irstrIcr,
se...

it
more Man

the

holiday
is mtiatated that
2.000 children will
1060

ham the brilliance of Chris,

FOUR LIST will probably

naiad, highs wee

nuns

unstrissh ride dollam
grass in 100 bockthed

crib

Why bathe soth fns gill
or Madman, with &moons
ill if sem, mot 010.1 01111

rnIhr .11rd o kin

1,10

1

int Mout th, km worlds al 11
limn or I emus, the 00

ward and 1, endrote. me,hr
nem l ooted m Fabulous is

soltrd addles 01 de ptrlmd
ol am
builthrs tin Inn

mon.
Lames instead of tower in
your chewing .1apTRIOS. in-

h Ind to do th, com
puaa 405 for hunans!

clot

weasel postage rates and .an
urgent need for new tines for

THAT NOTABLE figures

Going a sten beyond such
routine foreeitsrs, you will, of
course. find yourself longing
for an all -lens.
de who
s -an seem you which mact
course

to

take- through the

mace of the 16.? days. ahead.

TNs

the hordes of

avid students of astroloith, hOO

romps and scanners of god,
Real clues stho. in an mparent.

ly shaky world. want ...hock
of precise sandy tinder the

110111

tha

the Lodi Ntss niornar. Iho
UFOs whirsing about in an 0 rnosphere of deniah and affirmysterious eventa cumnikul in

the hooks by ( harks Fort or

record. But we csnnto recoil

IL

Franklin. Cop.,
of
Lincoln. Washington
Galileo. Faraday. Edison.
Don, Aristotle.
Hippocrates
and similar persons of lop

er Omer.' le

Ben

phoomorplo

Fronk F.dwartls

esmIne photo-

Item is a faudnation
th.,
rusing the predictions of Fdachiesoment ever punched a Pr Chyle, Jeanne Ohm', and
other spokesmen of what lim
tirne-el ock in their lima Of
beyond mortal ken.
If we Neern skeptical
.

of specific eveno on staled uto

ties. We adroit

and

more favor Man we do on u
methodic, Olds of ones work.
Ith most desirable to get
through the day, turmoil by

onions. you can blame it on
having blueprints
slistiko
laid ten for humanity, ini
eluding Mi. Amble person:as

We don't think you will ho-

using measured procoduns of
clocking and assigning proper

doom much.' tb, Nod... of
doom and disaster which for -

quota of minuto oaviator of
tasks.

we hear of those who /ay claim

to E.SP and other special
ai
0101
there
be those whonove.experienced
special mendestations down
the centuries.

the Chimpe pelt it. so 1511 we
are commdted to a ,chedulgso

We assert that our sense of
wonder is just as 11,11 develaped
that ebony fellow man.

,..

tight that a woold -shame the
,1 North Western
mains 'niche:mice this made
wash nt suburban ace.

Chicago

'

kgs

John E. S

William I. KM.Jaisch

'You, Clifford Dersi, age 6,
brried off his duties as ring -

Exposed nail points, which

Ikhmly large threat and em-

,ablisned anih. Mood. thrwma D181.6I nab MOM.
1MS. Mda Mount Pmtpmi.111. emus
!Vona uoirem
al? artinctom fieleles leth. Adamson Mad.. Jig wan
722 ream, thu Plslie, la. Walla

phasize the comet
need
for shopping Sarum to closely
inspect their gifts for faulty
construction and design.
Another eye saf101
ety measure
is to tasgmt the 01
handles

Suter Mahn tune Memo. a ME lame dente..

of toy brooms, mops, sweep.
era. and some toddler's push
toys to be certain they have

Prem.,. mom Odd ter Mona. Prmpech III. 6110S1.

the marriage of his sister Car -

just foR hq...@to

OWN'S Yrrbbb.,P0s, P1,-

Mg amen i'd. mar. Stlelluseanagm ter ismrsiths

yo Bars, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Joe P. Barsi of Mount
Prospect, to David P. Haney,
son of Mr. and Mrs. lames R.
Haney of Arlington Heights.
The couple become IMO
and wife Sept.
A St. Reymond Catholic Church in
Mount Prospeet, with Father

woqlei famous pedurnes...

rounded edges. Howeed, such
tom are not meommeneed for

Carroll conducting the ceremony and Judy Sommerfield
performing no soloist. Arrangements of white Bowers

children under

bedecked the altar.

...Ifamily, there was little time (or

kindly Ad lady died. Her fu-

formW education. In her boom

popularity

neral wan one of exceptional

Mother

Tor:pvirhrIV:a.7"Z

inendance. not because of her
storybook lone boo rather

two, who

coMbination, the long-fleeved

bodices of dark brown cre,
pef
and collar, cuffs and skirt o
off-white satin. The' carried
emell nosegays of tiny mile
pink roses and white baby's
breath.

The bride's mother chose c
dark brown smin jacket dress

with turquoise trim. With it
Mc Won: turquoise flowers.
The groom's mother wore
dress and jacket M pak blue
brocade, with a gale pink coo

c n easily poke the stick in

THE BRIDE wore a full-

their eye.

Hideaword

D ans.

and

white chiffon gown
with heavy cotton lace bodice.
[Blom, full sleeves with cotton
lace cuftb. its flowing skin and
length

arrows. dingehots,

other

missile.throwing

games should be kept out of

CHADHET

Tomorrow
Is Today

Make as many four let
or more words 00 of
these letters as you can.

In addition, find the word
g all seven of these
have had several mutants to do u seriem on Karma. to, this
eed, we will begin a discureion on that subject.
Thelma of Karma is catAe and effect. The ordinary personbas
very little I nawlvilge, if any. A the low ot mum and effect. To
I

ninny it is soomMing that someone I,,,, idled about- nothing

definite. nothing co.., more theory than anything

dee.

sides, they have Meir own problems and arc having a difficult
lime trying to straighten out their affairs.
The ordinary person tries to do what is right, but yet. because
of fearful emotions. his adions turn to ankmr, jealousy, to greed
and even dishonesty.

-Karma" is a Sanskrit word which has been translated to
numn -conduct.' or "doing" or "the result 017 A better defini.
Iron is an aCtion. an outgoing force.
To be continued Wednesdey

LEITERS:

letters.

long detachable train gave a
"Julie," AIM. In place of a

proper way to handle these potentially dangerous ° toys and
supervise such play particular.
ly in 1110 beginning when play

bow headpiece. For her bridal
bouquet she attend o noscpy

Answer on Comic lisle

habits are develop,.
with suclion cup figs sre slightly safer.
but most
loya ere mime

I feel your decision to give up the Dab, m this lime makes sense.

You will have another chance for happiness. Give yourself

brook. Prepare yourself for a better future. Right now you an net
equipped to handle mature situations but I feel a return leached
will help you. U do feel you'll hear from the guy in Vietnam.

Dear ME DcLaulste

Plana tell me wham we will be living Iwo yarn from now.
Also, our eldest sop has o problem. Will he ever be able to solve

Dear Man;

Please make your questions more specific If you should write

PHIle N DeLaulse In ran, of Day Publications, 722 Center St,
Hakes 60016.

A. Molumhy of Mount Pro,

gem 0c, I I, 1969, was the
date of the 0A0 p.m commany, followed by o reception al
the Oak Park Country Club.
White bridal satin with
Alcnoon lace created the bridat gown fashioned with
moldetl bodice. jewel neckline
and long bishop sleeves cuffed
with lace. The bell -shaped

they arememetuated through
the old customs, songs, lullabies, games and street cries
included In the Mother Goose

ven.

"The Red

For las.minute gill ter
Christmas baby what better
selection don his very own

"THIS HAS BEEN a bast

volume of Mother Goose?

length. A satin toque held the
matching lace mantilla

MAID OF HONOR Bun
beta Taylor and bridesmaids
Mrs. John Gosling, Susan No-

All and Lynn Coleman were
mtired in antique gold crepe
designed wiM jewel neckline,
scarfed, tucked bodice, bishop
sleeves and easy sheath floor length skirt.
Best man was Kenneth 01.

eon. Ushers ,vote J. Hall Twtor, Michael Youngman and
John 130rs Ain.

The tride received her AIL
Agree from Western College

skirt with lace appliques was

for women. The grm h a

floor lengM A detachable
main with lace accents llowrs1
into a modified cathedral

graduate of Notre Dame and

the

-

received his NI.A. degree front

Mrs. Robert E. 0111011

the University of California.

eld

SERVE

wed-

FOR

THE

reconfirm at Seven Eagles Res =rant. Des Plaines. The

couple spent a brief honey et the Manion in Park

Bridesmaids Wine Patricia Al -

Mr. and Mrs. David R. Haney

THE

FINEST

BUSH oz.

HOLIDAYS

Non

Ridge.

son 0000a mosonettest ertaaatteses sactseaose noatto Fabosaatio tianee co
Page

5

Owl be signed. Sui
;pones .11 be pahhell up.

Pa realms leleers

Avoid be as Clef as pos.
rifinerinen. Ideaos.
Mgr, and should
in
an ageism or plow nom.

cal, nails, or whatever. Safe-

atogit

ly goggles are also a must for
junior chemists, In addition,
ime budding scientists shoukl
have instruction in Nord.
safe laboratory procidures.
Inexpensive
safety

yet

1

airsh

Engaged 314 t

chased at
at moet hobby or craft

shops, or through the family

f
1

Wondering which perfume to give her? A scent tawny and todrid?
A floral blend... redolent of daw.drenched garden? Perhaps a
sophisticated oriental fragrance? Whatever her preforms,
there's an Ideal choice In our wide selection of perfumes sure to please her.
Come see us today-tonIght!

IS SCROOGE HERE?
Deer Lee. Somehow, I hate to see Christmas come. This may not

seem Wry important to you, but it is to me. There are lots of
ponies, and my parents go to so many of them. That's OK, except
that means I have to stay home and balaysit for um little deter. It
-cm moans I can't do some things I'd like to do, and I'll miss some
parties.
Christtnos vacation is too short as it is, and, want some enjoyment from it. My parenrs just don't seem to understand.

Bad Vacation, Rolling Meadows
Stud.na need a rest and some fun. I can't believe your parents
would keep you in every night. Why not slt down and yank out a
schedule? Maybe they'll lel you get a babysther If Ws a special
e ight. Hope the a happy vacation.

RULES TO BE BROKEN

Deal Lce Janson,
Do you believe in resolutions? With the New Year's keening
up. Fon already writing resolutions. My boyfriend Idle me I'm
Is. He says nobody keeps resolutions, and the whole thing is a

every year I keep them.

-

tr
//

it

Cor du Temps by Nina Ricci $10.50 to $32.00
Madame Roches by Marcel Rocha. 56.50 to 545.00
Shalimar by Guarlain $8.00 to $75.00
Coeur Joie by NIne Ricci 85.50 to $25.00

'

5' 5, 5 !IV '.!.!

555

20% F

'

I

rye rly

CONTINENTAL WIG STUDIO . THE 11:0TMUSE;CIUMITT

IP

'HcAnt.R1G'0' '09D75°.

li li

1

CHRISTMAS - EXPANSION SALE

,

ljj

AU OF THESE ITEMS 20% OFF ADVERTISED PRICE WITH COUPON

HAND -MADE WIGS

DELUXE WEFTED WIGS

$ nn95

NOW$7996
,m,n

616n0

; LONG DELUXE WIGLETTES

always plenty of meter -free parking

$'

BRII,heb,,rri. R.

hats.i

lire.

Lin and the late Mr. Rolin.
Beverly

is a graduate of

Prospect High School am' attended Culver Rockton Col1.1..

CL 9-1450

ig} wa$29 ° SNOWS 2 3 96

Mounta

iH.corrII0

nC4CADIn

ll

MINI -FALLS

w153°5 NOW $431°

`...-

Heigh.

Now

"" $2250
wawa$27.50n
"

n

Wai

pS

trakilN,rssE
e

essOlb-00
0,0

CHRISTMAS COOKIES

Try our
Whipped Cream
Specialties!

ASSI*1.'

GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR THE WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE

University
"""h'"
end is now"""0
employed by N.

a El

IMO,. ToolWork.'
The nodding will take place

*wgIlE 'GUARANTEED

Mtg.:-1910.

SOT. 111.0,0

ROC1Q SI

"Oji4f.,itist)er
e_ 00,
rrE,

FROSTED AND SPECIAL CMOS AVAILABLE IN AD RAMPAGES

Iran i'or's=i71.G.T.i 04 MEN'S CUSTOM HAIRPIECES

HARRIS PHARfa ACYDunton Court in Downtown Arlington

59°Now $1 276
Ciwr
area

was

,

env
.

117

REGULAR DELUXE WIGLETTES 41)

SYNTHETIC STRETCH WIGS

A 7 NOW A

g
Z

BLACK FORREST CAKE

OD

111

open evenings 'III 10 p.m.
Sunday 'fil 6 p.m.

-

24995,,,ow $3996

LONG FALLS

* ,1795%..

rsr.,W,,i,11,1car E. Rodely I, t

OUR FAVORITE

M

NEVER -TO -BE -REPEATED PRICES!

lVil

daZetere.'lige'verlyt.'isr ht;
announced by her pm. Mr.

Co'R

411CiS

Coupon Exp.

a lkkjlklitkltlikitil ,I thil,

of,
Beverly Jo Roddy

'I

.

MO w.. 7 7

Fora Good New Year
St, I believe In medullae. For others, drat Is.

Send pave wagons Or Lee Janson. 'f° Day Publiraliees,

!.i !5 55 55

?,

a

know lots of people don't, but I do.

117 S. Max SI.. Moan, Prospea, Illinois 60036.

QVOtt %." pod tot

Mon .1 December 22. 1969

durable

optometrist.

,

I li

can be pur-

waste of time. Every year I make some good resolutions. and

JOSEPH DE CRUISE. aadoually lumen ',gel*. and ant the yxeubnr Day Haden In MD minim. Lem,' should
be Heard. at norms well be omitted If the lather

FOLLOWING

Older boys experimenting
with carpentry
is should
wear safety goggles to protect

MAP. Mount Prospect

cgain. Regarding your general question, I feel you'll be living
West. I feel your son will solve his problem, sooner limn you
think.

Forest. and Robert E. Mohan.
hy, son of ME and Mrs. Joseph

ding, 150 guests attended the

of Norwalk. Conn.

Formic

Mn, ES., Arlington Heights

LOB.. Ben enville

been definitely determined

Goose.' first published by the house In 1916.

ham nerved as ushers.

Matron of hotor was Carol

dm,

Idan't see youselling your hew Ibis year. I Feel If your stn -ton

INur 1..D.00

Bridge, Gloucester 'and-.+

EWAN. Though mu Al have

their eyes from flying hits of
Air knees lo Ike cc,

13014

Dear air. Del.auise:
I am PG and am giving the baby up. Ant 1 uneable? Will my
future be any borer inul will !become all right? Also, I have guy
in Vietnam and he doesn't wthe Havel ion him or will Minya be
all right?

don

Christopher Beni, the bride's 'I
brothel,. and Michael Dilling-

rows with streamers.

Behove, these. year and half Mlles well.Yoos dmpter
oilcominue to be nerroue fur while yet, hot eventually this
will correct itself.
to

Taylor. daughter of Mg and
Mrs. Ames A Taylor of River

of Cresco,n Iowa, Curtis and, rs...-,

of tiny pale pink and white

bushwas. Will he make good? My daughter is very nervous. Is
,oreething wrong with her?

Id r Mrs. ES.:

Best ma was James McGee

Grace Episcopal Church in
Oak Park, 111., ma the setting
for the marriage of Edith Nina

elk the bride wore a chiffon

safety of youngsters under six
men or age.

,

on Or checked,

Will we all our home this mar? My son in law

of

and

thetas a threat to the visual

her w door ootheero

Dear Mr. Del...auk.

the hands of younger children:
with older children, parents
shoold he sure to explain the

Arr.«,

first of Mother
other Goose's verse,
published under the tide 'of
"Songs For the Nursery or

Elizabeth

Pound in the reference of Lon-

the rhyme, but who is to me
'that in her day she did not
swing a mean song. Who can
throw rocks at a literary comb
poser who has lasted as long

modal ask Conroy Erickson.
of the Rand McNally Publishing Co., about the dinette

tier of Arlington Heights.
Linda Sarli of Elk Grove Village nod Annette Dillingham
of Stillwater. Okla. All the
girls wore Empire gowns in a
dark brown and ivory color

earer with great aplomb at

mild

h

meter. the word selection had

iot demo e.t.a..
gublication. The

Queen

Miss Meet was Mary Queen
of Scots. More history is lo bc

There's more than Christmas bells ringing

eter's eyes.

accidentally poke into an In-

I

Papa
phrases

was

There has been criticism
through the years as to the

Nook.

pieces of plastic: into a young.

t

and Pidthigue

Foster.

to become a
the Old South

up
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=it

FULL TIME

JOIN THE

14

II

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

namable. whh onoeulien sempladal

BRUNING

for

Artists
C

R

777-5555

394-1800

TEM

CALL ED 35,5269
MI

GALL MRS. POO, 9,13.4.170

HAMMER
INC.

SWEDISH COVENANT
HOSPITAL

OW-FON

10711

(1111:.,

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.

242-2200

TYPISTS

Corm!

31=11%.`sii,
255-1200

Suburban Openings

: 1:i'FIL Ei S

Osweormwe

Itada-TV Repair

CALL 10 A.M. - 1 P.M.

Vault Clerk Receptionist

SECRETARY

5555 We,' Tould Ave.

An equal pp

392 6111,

Masonry

r iar7

FOREMAN

We Train 8 Provide Customers

25579414

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

GROUNDS CUSTODIAN

"adrla

loGrugge Pork
AMY

a's7

-- TELETYPE CORPORATION

le ISO

I

aria ,nor

455-8350

7

TOP PROFITS NO INVESTMENT

POWER 1001 CO.

°cam raw

SUBSIDIARY OF NUCLEAR DATA
2206 PrEginglon
Franklin Rork

PZIrianchoul
,54301 W. Satoh St Ar

1,11, Rome

rou

CUTLER -

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

For New National Party Plan

THOR

ing conditions.

COST ACCOUNTING

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES

Scheel Maras, is

CI.2 6100

r07,1fC;J:3011"1::/?' TOP
IAN

mos OF ALL TYPES

holidays. 40 hour work
week, good stoning
wages and good work-

wIllIrm TO 1PM Tor I1T

INTERNAL AUDITING

pp

Sal

122

TAXED. SPA, SCT

.24.7310

TOF PITTMAN

[own Me own.

WWI PAINT,

0.3-0349
Dog. ATIMplog His.

sory. improved. medico
plan, pension plan, paid

WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

tronic, firm, requires lool cod Ale maker, evperienced
all phases of tool building and
maintenance. Minimum 50 hours per week.
CONTACT V MORGAN

3 NA la II PM Ohli Apply in

WI NEC ELMAN'S
115

BENSENVILLE

nee,.

DEMONSTRATORS

?Xe're"gii;

ly or
Inds
C'
77110.2020
Mr..L'ITsF

Printed circuit hoard d,,,ion of expanding elec

Cbalwaos. SO5

BICYCLE' 'AVC'C'E'S'SORIFS

DAN SP11°P.71'''

FABRICATORS.
Rnper,pee not

012

sr 0stur 81.

Mune( Swilehhom.

openings

has

lurer

f or SHEET METAL

ionment

AodiTHEI.

TOOL AND DIE MAKER

TIMEKEEPER

pew, cw

7665950

if Help Wanted NU

lowed

d

khans

WOMEN

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 2ND SHIFTS

General
Office

FABRICATORS
Electrical control mond

melee in am data awnnuankotions

.

.9 ARM

ERRACE SUPPLY

ACCOUNTING FUTURE

-L.Z.,_OVrENJTATICWA4

d

a

I

SHEET METAL

.,

r Aire h4iPh Nie

h!'anh 1817V,"'

259.9204 or 009-0009

Art Servge

-

AV OM ',WV=

.s

SelostOme r -Chic 000 Div.

BLUE PERSON MALE CAT.

MISSI

1 PAPER

To. The buMe

Home Mbintenance

3S9.3509

icivrtftonnomu

La Salle Pore

FOGPI.798 44.70

:17:1=1 '21V. TIO

YOU CAN' I

250 2770

FULL TIME

ADD UP?

5

OPT.,,L ZLE,,,E,STIMATES

Call la2.50

1111ritilioiv

Collegian

Goode

06,'440

S7713000

Call Mr.

KANZLER BROTHERS

fabl Fed a, pn
el 6m la
PENN, MANUFACTURING

S10-15,00

HARPER COLLEGE

6,0eyr eh, 7ould, vola

ah

Laboratory Technician

allelp Wanted Women

CL

:,ron,L7
CALTIRS FOGEL 290 4.11

Happy New Year!

lac

and reach 60,000 Household,
D

Merry Christmas!

HOW DOES YOURI --

80.7000

Lob Tech

Page 9

26-He1p Wanted Women

INTERVIEWERS

4

HOSPITAL

v -a000
no,,,t Trainee.. 57.9,000
Jr Ace,
$7-10.000

Monday December 22 196
26 Help Wanted Women

BO 5 2
6
school L 4crtv cloy

DRIVER

APPLY

25Egenneet Amin -Rom

RGEaR

Soles PuP

V.., Ad win appeer'd..,v to the

Hearing Aids

ar PI

.1.

Ir

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

24 Help Wanted Men

18

ST. ALEXIUS

AD

U81M115

LVENIGGG

La Salle Personnel

Gifte

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Cement Work

PART TIME

rwedit tall rem peespn

,1771a

'Pets

19 Help Wanted Men

'411'NGT'1,1'ErAeTh

ENGINEER

TTEI

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY
CALL

ddres

24 Help Wanted Men

MAIL DRIVER

STATIONARY

L

in

24 Help Wanted Men

Happy New Yearl

DAY

Consult this daily guide of reliable sere
offered by reputable business people
your community... CALL ONE NOW

21EMplOrnent Optic et -Men

IFT

TAKE AIM

M

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.
321 Band S1

RNATIONAl
Call Mrs. Welke
for oppaitemegt

4'55-3600

mar

Mr. Casper

593-5400

ADDRESSOGRAPH
MULTIGRAPH CORP

Page 10

Mondas December 22 1969
77 To Rent Mores Offices

42 WA& 10 BUY
12-M14ehaneouc merphandre

26 Help Wanted Women

Conow bird

WANTED TO 811.4

PRSTIGE °EDGE ',PACE

',.°..7..7,2iFE,11°,' ""

Bookkeeping
Balancing Clerk

Orq

B11 700

rV7 '11"

offer lei 4121, 6

Elk Ope V aqe

Rd

Muitang

FULL TIME
Apply to

72

Co'prav Av: r"o7'22,"'ll"Z
Hts

, B020

NORTHWEST TRUST

''cr;rC

CONDITION

r"an efIr e:d71

'Pa'r

,394-1800

NORWOOD FORD

mi. 4.4..

61 SALOON

766-4954

CALL

Seasons Greetings
from

5349240

494% with Terms.

391 496E1

& SAVINGS BANK

P.

67,64, MI

Pe.

r

Auto

V8

1960 CHEVROLET COUPE Good

168eirstiteilouses

dee 697 3,3

Con /

68

con, SI,S odi 6/0

ER loge Pet, S Equipment

Wolf

auto shopping ce

112 Automobiles For Sale

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

3,0000 down, 51.S0

"49,7n

8241eal Estate -Vacant

nag origin

-...

s.....,..

M.7

rn

"=Da'rd Ve'pwe
qo

Paola Skoglund 35, OID

1969

8W -Ode
259-1SES

CLEARANCE SALE

/9//67." 36 6 6/r/ 66 e

UP TO $1000.00 OFF

V/Z.

9,3

THE MAGIC DOLLAR SIGN IS STILL

RePoweased

1969 AMBASSADORS 4 DR. J

p,

oNdeig

Pine

ELECTROLUX VACUUM Alorriech

lue, dig.

moms 515, v.12

A.M. CASTLE

roo,160 Call 358 1,1

WON wolf Rd aeonadm

FIREWOOD 5

ISS.7111 ext. 223

d

d

pl

418eme fornishiegsf value

WOMEN

SNOWBLOWERS

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO LEARN
DRAFTING?

lUrerl

a

R.

Monday, Decoenber 22, 1969

RAMBLER 4 DR.

89 Real Estatelius.Property

Full Factory Warranty
5 Year -50,000 Miles
These are not Fleet

'3;rir'rgcc1C%,"cr,"ecr"

2 82

5

DAY PUBLICATIONS

JAVELINS AND REBELS

.118,1613

IO2-Truch,Trailers

or Lease Cars
IS Del 6 30 gel lied ...an

trilr M"".'

NW*

C"'"

437.7516

HAVE YOU DONE
SOME DRAFTING
AND LIKE TO

1500 Rand Road -Des Plaines, III.

NEW 5 II,X,9,1.0

I,

Not Only Maverick But Also

PHONE 824-3196

RETURN TO IT?
3183.1,9-2357

$1995

107.AutoParts and Aces,

NEW '69 FULL SIZE FORDS
a/ -74.011,

150.19

wmaw,i-...mm

47.

ammo ses

Call for Interview

OM

egos

Moldings 497.6,5
43 86,1iLo new, IIS

$995

Hot, CM.5615

4 Dr. Hardtop, P/S,1913, Elec. Windows.

MACH/NE
OPERATORS

RSO

amp 5/5 253 79013

1964 Pontiac Catalina

salary God
henonas. Fer

60,4300 .1.206

, P/5

De

$795
1964 Mercury Path Lane
2 Or. Hardtop P/SAM Electric Rear Win.

nre°,
JOHNSON WATER
CONDE/10131N° CO.
255 1107 or 159 320D

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

anal snap tar

Bouthcket

Excellent Condition

'"

bout lie FINEST

IP

394,64

1969 (New) Avanti

Pew. r

No C.d. Disc Drakes, PIS, Radio, Hea,et

A LIMITED NUMBER of new

.

rpd. Awe, Radio, Heater Excellent Condi- ..

BRONCOS

(With Seow Now(
8,7903 oft 4.10

$2795

.

1964 Ford 250 3/4 Ton Truck
1.10,5 LeMonel Law

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
clCUTLER -

525 DIPICERTIFICALT

HAMMER,
INC.
1349 B yn Maw,
Itos or III.
773-2020

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAW
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

s

odrd.

°"

BARRINGTON

JOHNSON WATER
359 MO

255 1107

'BAR R INGTON
11.1E

31151 and Antiques

EXCLUSIVE

1967 OLDS CUTLASS

1967 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON

ARLINGTON HTS. ILL.

381-0899
Virfiscellaneous Metchaudise

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

1968 FORD XL

1020 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

IMPORT MOTORS

CONDITIONING CO.

PHONE 253-2707

DEALER

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE
.41

1967 GALAXIE "SOO"
ANTIQUES/

Flea Marker Sale.
idg

.0381

RS1.O1 17

dladrio, pool

r. Gold

,4,5300

COURT 6 SWIMMING POOL.
144.1. S
Busse Rd. 43,4100

62eAllft

'

U11111Inslaments

14"

16 -To RentRouses

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

SCHAUMBURG

New

4

Bed,

room Bile., Icie foray room,

GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE!

Famous Name Branch!
ION to 30%. Off on Display Merchandise!

1

z,7;141,i°1;;Z:Em

11 -To Rent, Stoles, OWEnS

40-0.

Chevy PftCrew

f°13

LATTOF
ARLINGTON ITS.

Many Used Specials1

CONVENIENT ..

4404P-44.-41"

Ilimberloliel

CASH
FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

1965 FORD GALAXIE "500"
limo All White.

3991359
MT. PROSPECT

42 Wanted To Day

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

'"rpos'olr'DOil

Des Pl. Lrg mod

/

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years
OPEN EVENINGS

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

mas

n eager faces telling Santa Claus what they
are wishing for

---in tiny shiny eyes seeing the "prettiest
Christmas tree yet"

t"

--in busy hands helping make gingerbread
in a crudely wrapped homemade present
just for them have felt the magic and excitement
of Christmas morning. They have been blessed
with the opportunity to do something for some-

one else.

ECONOLINE VANS

"Who lights the Christmas flame in children's
eyes." ("Gift for Children" by Monroe)
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
--marilyn heifers editor

DELIVERY!

ARLINGTON
MOTORS INC.

pod,

miliar carols; popcorn chains and candy canes.
But a mother and father who have seen Christ-

IMMEDIATE

Gr

oft

Gvoup.

FOR

$875

24.10 Rent Apartments
Sub!

VItilaility

Melding, Reel

6 Cylinder 3 Speed, Utility Body

VaDialor Hi Speed Ppm.*

ories of a dazzling. Christmas tree with lots of
colorful packages underneath; crisp white snow
falling softly; choirs raising their voices in fa,

"He walks gift -laden, under ancient skies,

1963 Avanti

11 .Arts, end Rooms to Share

ASSEMBLERS

CALL0.9.11,

Tawas., Viewl

Price ?

PAMIILSRS

''.43O-3405

HARD TOPS
ve
pt
:.421t:Itnattelle It ::;'1e= "'

5

DedY M

Special Paint and Interior.

'111'S'ERV"Zgg

2 -DOOR

.

500

$1175

69.trursery Schnols.Rhed Rare

ColICE 3 9461

GALAXIE

New Tires Sharp Condition

7, 6670

this holiday.

men to hang on the Christmas tree

1965 Oldsmobile 442 4/SPD.
INA one! a.11, Koala mcelleor

16eq Mershall Or.

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLE

$680

filthrshess Opportunities

dles NA

FEMALE

/575

Or. Hardtop 2+2 New Radial Ply Tires

1,67Chevroler SeN-CD.
DAM egoppod,F666.3

O..

callee

Les, 1,-9253 aft 5 P

2

Coll, 3 3610
1965 plsmo
sooca f ew V6

S20.39,6612

Ulirocriod

L.T.D. 2 Dr. Hardtop

$895

2465

1968 98 Old, wdoir e.power.tow

FACTORY

marring

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

1964 Oldsmobile 98

55 -Musical Instruments

Good
wern,

On All Cars In Stock

Dr. Hardtop Sports Sedan -Loaded

1130 Desi, Wiwi, Itasca, III

Tiut,=11:tlir

Don't Buy any Car Til You
Get Our Special New Year Savings Prices

1965 Chevrolet Impala

CUTLER

HAMMER,
INC.
SI ES

TO CHOOSE FROM

eyes of a child, you haven't really experienced
You may have treasured your childhood mem-

MOTORS INC.

112.Airtonm6lles For Sale

or, BEST OFFER

"

(0;7"-i

6P M

IKONLNIKKOP damn LENSE

773-2020

MANY IN STOCK

ARLINGTON

111Motorcycles and Scooters

Christmas is always a special time of year --but
it is particularly special for parents of small children. Until you have seen Christmas through the

CLOSED SUNDAY

OAVE"

1964 CADDYSEDAN DEVILLE
618 Pew., oar awditioninq, attayl road. white Ode wall ID, ad

1963° FORD SQUIRE
rally EquipPed

$1795

9695
$1495
$1395

9395
$895
$695

Medea:Judy and Karen Tided
Plena by AlPhO

MO( WA mix len Mary Agnes. Arlington Heights
Daughter's robe Hem Ilagenbrintes.ArlIngten Heights

9195
$495
0

I

It 10.t,

TM' D91

PI I_

htIIjii' 11011(1
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NH Os titlidLIL u1111
la Or nly IO,ol
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n
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the

.91010 0in do
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Onm thinm lo rimminlar n
that age is not the only crite.
non for. judging furniture.

krtoni. m L ditnit

True beauty depends primarily
Con line and preportion..Each
poet has internttl eeidence go

wen records and local
tories have

iond

plum, trom the mediocre.
.1 tald3,.. edict. oill deal
with American lunthurim. Old
.1,1110make00. Alen Undtl a
combination ol month. in one
piece HI furniture. hecause

told

SneakIng of
nelmakers-heve

us

One

yon

hismuch.
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simn'

mime of the fine.piem niadc
by Christian C"]." ThiS
Jerful Arlington 1 Iciehis rod.

dent.mode Fignitiful (umber.
he Arlinemn Heights Historical &who,
Sluscunt has

...times mahogany and the
select reitise hankie,d, windil
rub Ion. and thes hold to use
oh:deco else the, had. Most

some. I kn. the Nolo family

the nme thoe different

Moo. and I know that then: are

Bututl mere tArd Ibt 160 side,

some choice nice. owned hy

ot

Butt s to,a. crud to m dim

punk m tik Os

Imunal about some of the un.
%towns.
OR newsmen.

photos and esamples of
fusniture one can very

wino. uP
hnOt in

Ind sou m

unit

makers who hove not been ramWhere have ste

caled eyu in sour nom imporient ess0. II,,,.. looks -entomb

, dm makes a ion 1..1,

s

lh IL in

to ils authenticity. The Mom
MP Mime, to. help you mein.
Mtn a true. antique :Dv
proportion and internal evidime. 01 geniiitioness.
Always look /Dr marks
made by the enbinetmekces

ilappy ifoidatla

,

ot,
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BERN!

end

HILDEGARD

mil ho mmi, oil
o,lIt,o
ln,00n,n,,sulu,t,uOonoq
Rementlwr that the under-

dao oaf 00 lichth

1.1.1. hoc', and Mori..., all

will he seen or.sily felt.
The saws used by the old

Early American furniture was

left raw. Any piece that has
stai. shellac or varnish in
i/me places is suspect. ft

is

that a reprotHation or a reconstruction..

GITTA'S FLOWERS
206 N. Donlon
Arlington Heights
392-4440

1

ARRANGEMENTS

WREATHS

GIFT PLANTS
NOVELTIES

IN 1970
AND

Ill H

It uhr

01 di

with rIlIluClonools Mud to it
tunia lad, ispl mad I Irs

to 0, Muni Ink rt. ind
bId thmm to m
diosic Is
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UDPNIS kit

in

tour through ila Ls

is

MN shoos In onm Limp tho
conduckd

studmnts

mints onh motor

thmr oxn

Lug01,

mg paper. string and hhs

Judy. who has been a teach.

er1in District 25 for six mos.
teaches in the school system

wood.

Besides conventional

crayon or pen and ink draw.
logs. the children painted in

parmtime and handlds a heavy

tempera. created African4nflUeneed designo and created

schedule -al Countryside An
center.

loose' gager mad. bowls.
They; 1so.eahibited ikomins st
their Locations mak with
lardening clay, which mire
"painted.

One A tlem nba..acic..

marks are scratcher left by the

'old craftsmen and how hey
worked. It ecinie of a highly
orgeni0d opprentice system

grandparent, hand me -downs
and plumed every last inch
with white enamel paint. Just
prior to the 1900s. black teal.

scribe's

These ate usually
found where corners me dove-

aud" with Elmer's (6100 mit
ell to harden. 'This was then

nut and yellow oak .re the

tailed together. And the most
tell -talc of all art the Roman
'numerals

uked with o brayer AM used
nuke prints.
Judy Captain.. that she also

enews° many One mahogany.

poem wire stain:J./or this ef-

different pane of a Piece m
help,the workman when he

fect.

went to put it togel her. When a

furniture we, similar in the
way it iv. node It wire all pr,
that
ducal with hand tool,

All furniture made with
hand tools has une very dinthiguishable mark. The tracks
and Undersurfuee of the to.

.jCetm displayed wits u printmaking nation. o here designs
mere drawn of1 the "IlloSier

(Ma very common tool

scratched trn tho

ried to mirk Some art apprc.

were

individual

as

Jampen
her
thusiasm.

ma

handwriting.

AS TO THE

gin Jan. 91. Judy will teach
&sees for 8 to 1.yearodds.
I

used end the chammer of the
old cabinetmakers.

In our next article we will

Early Annie. mano, furniture has 101,1,100 booming liusinms'
copies, sin* a. this pine huRet and Mach In 1100 century style fanoKrt
0 ers
c
American Settler collection.

he

Some ideas for last minute Santos
'lls the seamen for a woman
10 001 pampered and splendid-

gems -Estee Loder's YouthDet.colleetion in Christmas

ly spoiled. By all means bright,
en her Christmas with Me lost

sapphire wrapping.

everything -sables
and
yachts ma precious fragrance

holiday wrap is paltomnfil with
gem-ciu sapphires of color on

This swoon one brilliant

of

THE ROYAL

a field 11 snowy white. tied up
with sapphire -blue ribbon.

Sapphire

BeautyTraveler Is 11 0P -OP
The mber remunoloop p. tOsnwIit tnnel hag that Inns

lining.

would

It

from all of us at

(Inn of the African masks elitism In thiklren In elms Is being taped up for exhibit boo,,,
WIllmarllo It, of 107 (Milano Arlington Height. Jan is also a student in the rinses
the

phirebbie neloar ied with any trip in% a Grand Tour:Of
brighter bluwand-white suit, sapphire.. embossed velvet
end ribbon.
with matching handles and a

mike a beautiful nift alone

0.0

Roy's

paonaonlaororby Judy ilehee.

Americana

,

4'

But its contents an even love

J

tier. They include Ninlh-Dew

&Ay Malin.. Emmy Mill

Financhi ing

Clemnser. Skin I.otion. EMU

dernie Emulsion. Ninth -Den
Oil. Scented Dusting

ix.08)

F OR ,--

z

the Invokes Treasure
Chest. you'll find the French
In

r7,EIZIV.Zr

Gift Certificates Available In. Fancy Miniature Wig CaNes.r

coidon Weave Compel con -

Mr. Henry's Wiggery
Cumberland Shopping Piam
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Northwest Hwy., Des Plain es

re CAVittLig.

Trans.nsu

I. 114taingt..0 1

ecal Building-Suite 4

line jeeler,
w

.11--.111Y.-
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BIG HOU E ANTIQUES
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V8,5 Hardware

113 E. olte Street

a
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\
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8

E

Each 01,10910F insured to C15.0001, We DODD Deposit torsiance Corporation

Slto,te Ave.

-,70
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A tic,.
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.
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31150,1 n ABLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD -.ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. Toon,
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ATry.ord Sell
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CALL 255-7200

;
,
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TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS COLUMN

NBA =It ",

ADMISSIONS*

39%0353

639.9/102

h

11 9NOSISSIIS man
on sis fat tall. and as he stood

staring at me with his hon. on
his ohm t hi.. Al I mould think
oa, a movie stai9
-You
lielpotheominhersr I stammered. and then

ins knees beg. to knock as I
clutched at Ow side of the hip
chair.

watch TV. or talk on Me
phone. or do what you want

I

yin

need

mint to give you what

I

ehair without an interruption
day. mul moire things nint-like
dusting. vacuuming. scrubb-

the guest closet. picking up a
room full dims shoveling the
walks. walking Cl,, dog. wiishing

the window, and even

do anything that y011 need
clenched in his smile. and the done. quickly, painlessly and
at no ant. I am your Santasmoke rings unlined v.yre not

now 1,1,, believe in you.1 I mid

form of

hC

working...home
intrywhere--old

homemade soup and rolls after
In, Ind finished tin: cookies.

-You'er

unbelievable-hut
,g:r,,idii::i:Vhe.r..i.n:

11010 ,1111
e

mother, do eye, day
tiolnlievable

OM year -you're

innmhled. I reached for

the list on my kitchen Inky).
kord and hunikd it tiddm. He
tool it Amid010w II.
lean gitrageoempn

artificial lights elm he reges,q
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Our Hoirstyksts ore experts

or creating Ha hairdo you
desire. Change your look
with o iat are new set
WE SPECIALIZE IN
WIG STYLING
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' VAN"
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21,0 E. Grove
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In. And laying a finger asideof
his MAC. and. giving a nod. up
Ihe chimney he. rose!
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into the toll slush and looked
up. Couldn't six thing.
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By just joining our Christina SavingS Club, you'll hale mOre under
you, tree. Select the payment plan you desire and we'll pay you
4% interest, compounded quarterly - and when you come in, take
your choice of a famous Christmas record album 01 190 Good
Housekeeping Christmas book that contains 100% of ideas to make
your Holiday SeaSOn a joyous One. 'While they last.

Flint 5 SIBLEY ANTIQUES

' Illoom'ogdale
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Son of Santa - for tired moms

Powder with a shaker top and
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Inshi ton el Oat in in shod.
ol rat only. Do the same with
the ribbons 'mai jmria.
YOU mesh! douse Nock
and while with red. Then 0.11
ffie seam ads of the paper can
hensed With Mg red yarn lames.
Or try ennultnering your

a41212t

tree and your packages. Keep
your papers simple and keyed

to one olm. such am blue.
Then hay MA of blue ribbon.
all ffie mime. "f ie all your packages with this same -ribbon.
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AND
MARY WATZ
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sets. New red
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Leh. Make them count. And

ow. Wong. and room base thut ivell planned 10010.

Christmas ist around the

The, are handsome la a read,
clonal selling as well. if properly styled.and placed in suitable

pleasure

containers.
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MAGNOLIA NRANCHES.

beauty?

available now 1.1 many florist

Thc wpm, though ages

shops. am especially appropriate

old. hen icst none cilia polencp. Beautify your home with
cut green Foliage.

Nothing do, morc

en-

hance a roe nthat such low cost
and with such link effort-then .figsh greenery. Greens

contemporary

101.

The Rociety of American
Florists tells how to preserve

he be to t i fu I magnolia
bra rte Lacs and Dews inFirst. crush the
woody stem ends Co ,My be -

archftecluro.
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Thaw harddouvrap pek-
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CHRISTMAS DAY

cubed in a smart new lunch
Ism, mut arc made lo order to
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show off your yarn tie with

Warm g Happy liolidum
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Wind. casing: and lathe floor. nom !he amide.
The lint iwo length. lend
Id. almost .110,1, drairehle
themselves to informal treat
nuke do rods emend Wood
minus -et&
or mina. 1100 illtIOW casing far cooled, to

VIRGO (August 23 -September 22), Affairs sewn to
be confused in wool ahead Virg. Take
sort the
wheat from oho chaff and situation clears. Tension will

NO sides of the loaves will
haw turned to warm chow

SCORPIO (October 23 -November 21)1 You've certainly
had your ups and downs in the past year, Scorn, but in
emelt ahead you just may find reward waiting. And I

lam brown, and their shininess
and snmoihne ss is armory,.

r

don't mean the kind found under the Christmas tree.
either. Relax and enjoy, enjoy. U.S. important phone
call on WO day of week.

forever. Ntaunwhile. you will
have enjoyed. the arrangement
throughout the preservative

SAGITTARIUS (November 22 -December 21): Wow,
Sal,. this is melt, year week. You'll be full of vines.,

process.

Ad grog. Use energy productively. Fora change. Love
smiles ow you before week is ever. Ready) Get net. Go,

Four magnolia Namhp cat
to assorted lengths can make
especially

Bab, go!

beautifular-

CAPRICORN (December 22.1oneory19), Absolutely
wild week facing you Cap. Party. 1mM, Puri, Aro you
p I, it7 01 course you are. Have fun. and have one on

rangemeno. The miles, branch
should be three limes thc

height of your conlainer. Use
fur the center. perpendicular

AQUARIUS (January 20 -February

line. The mu right and loft

near ihe rim of tho container.
Magnolia. incidelly.
imprrasive enough
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is

leaves or owers.
onvolealar green

in short supply. consider
these
emally-hcautiffil
alhe
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MOUNT PROSPECT

arlingthn ark towers
CAROUSEL RESTAURANT

iernutivest mountain laurel.
huckhdherry. end the evergreensmmonymus. pine and
Or hrunches. These cannoi he
permanently unmoved. No.
nethelow. ibuy will remain

fresh thromehouo now of the
holiday smsots

Mognolko looves-ddb, shlny green an one Ade and velvety
home on the effierware drimintkally beaullrulin.humwcale en
mwouents. Vint can nem the clenla1.1111

Shelves

hew, aids.

ON ALL

Here are some ideas lo swo your

-you

OR

For reservations call:

mare
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SOUTH
EVERGREEN

emtiful 764 Nair Asilitus
Nee

MERLE nopman
.cosonnies
ComplintentargErmons

The

Chin-Z.1M

Individual
Gift

43,18D7ao''''"r"d "ZOnZooiniment

SALE!
Reg. $1.00-$1.25
OVER 20 Patterns
and colors to choose

ABILITY GLASS &
MIRROR CO.

are ncods. Assign
Intelymes for your

leaning gear.

KASSEL STUDIOS OF DANCE

slick -on Bowers or decals.

house -

macrA I. KITCHEN gnu-

illICl/LA with two clathy helpers Lan example. a nylon
nom in and dishrloth in non.
wretchg,g easy on the bands.
glean, 0114 scours berm) real
aino hightult rings and whaler needs a little extra rub. A

en HO up like

Fin Ono sop in Wilding Wane, sleigh la making the sleigh
seat or Inosio. Mice off the end of hie rake in a smd-cirele, as
showsn lop phi..
extra cake, made from one-half of the
Miler, hook] he flamed as is and tried to conserve your sleigh
cake. Ilse a
holtentype fronting to npluell Ihe sleigh back to

1.

tee cake at its nosed

Rejoice!

It's Christmas

of finding out thg Santa isn't
really real is probably greedy
exaggerachted.

this season.

in the holiday crowds.

TAKE YOUR family to me

Num that your shopping is
don,, gifts wrapped. cards
tunilul. house decorated nod

the annual Christmas tree exWhit at Plc Museumof Science
and Industry. Each tree is dm°rated hy a different natiOnal

baking and nothing done or

group. You might pick up

under control. please take the
time oo rejoice and enjoy the

some ornament ideas for your

beauty and good will of Christ-

Speaking of tee.. our own
library has a beautiful ow
bedecked with handmade or-

.

Al least.

I

hope your pro-

jects are all done now and you

reins. If things ore under

naments. Ids surprising to see
how
lovely paper doilies.

control at your house. perhaps
sou could try one of these sup

Norma and pi. cones can be

orations.

Tau might like to stun your
own family Christmas scrap -

START A family reading
circle. Small children love

esbe

need to end the ohler ones

being Mc performer.
You prubebly hese your fa-

made.

hook. Fill it with clippings If
appropriate prose and poetry
from newspapers and maga-

enjoy

zines.

vorims. such
Dickens'
°Christmas
Carer

While yotrre thinking of
the true moaning of Christmas.
share you happiness with otim

on,

Night Before Christmas" and.
of course. doe Christmas story
foam doe New Testament.

Other books your children

mull enjoy arm. "okt Under
the Chrism,. Tree." u collection of stories and poem,
The Animal's Christmas,"
ogled hy AnneThamer Eaton;
°Christmas on the May-

Invite a lonely neighbor
over to enjoy your tree. some
sioffee and cookies. Make al.
ets.

lowance in your holiday budget for .giftm charitable or.
ganisation.

TU MAKE this Chrism=
really worthwhile. you 'might
consider

adapting

a

row,

child uverwas. Your MO or

Boa of legends and Stories."

olio. by Elva S. Smith and

1110011 the difference of Item

MAKE A patchwork pillow

Alice I. Ilatoltine.

Iwo the brightest quilted ones

The library hit, large S.-

.can Ilnd and patch them

hatlion of books suitable for
holiday reading. It also h. a
nice seleclion of Christmas
records which can he hors

together.

SOLVE THE .shelPtpace
problem for it pal: ohm her an
01101

aide Owlf for hem.

aids. 1 he aPecial Mon moil the

,r.....n.

nutching crewa roe under the
slot( I he jun ore cad coo
hailers for Falls peena hair
lid..

top jilid.

101

clips. arisen peas. etc.

thrert seem to take

Most

&urn so you arc there when
Erne of the choral groups is
singing Christmas music. If
your own shopping is done.
you can any enjoy being out

515 contribution month wall
men abandoned90000'

Wt.
Here id
to

meaningful

and

which

flume

do 1 believe in Santa Omar I
wees in hot grade and almost

everybodyin my claw kept
sifyini that Sanw ,Clatnija,sd

Christmas ,Dinner. To cele-

hum of "the Messiah."

May you and your tbmily

-

front two
tames Plate wnra under eake

In

.CARPET
RUGS

So I know it was my parent,
who had been booing all !he
Wifegifts..

ALSO

But believing in Sta.

sure cal ot of lton while

Service Mester

it

omo,

!cooed.'

....noure

Vol ur new ...ion

(Cop yrighl 1919 by Meg:mall
Instill. of Child Dead.
opnient. Inc.,

672 E. Northwest Hwy
Palatine 358-1500

presents if he wasn't real. rater I fountl out that parents
hring the presents but I wish

i

that Soma Chun was still a real

person to m.

from
ANNA, BARBARA
NANCY 8, RON

And lastly. another buy tolls
ashat "Mao children stop he.
liming in Sante Chun when
their friends who are older tell
them there is no such thing.

That wasn't the way aim nth.
Whao happen. was thao one
day my
per and I were in
I

1835
OAKTON ST.

824-9347

DES PLAINES

I

sorry she was ohm San-

est an imaginary man.
that she and
r.11y Save the p.m..
found this pretty amusing and
hewn to laugh -to think of
pantos. parents being this rat
ta
and

fol.
I

jolly
'Xs 1,141iig7h0c"dt:lj"IdoccRaid

out the truth. bola) dope 1111150
little Children in
tv.141
have as nice a time as. did believing in Santa Claus.°

Another little girl says that
she mos about 6 when she
allappitd believing in Santa be-

ause shc went into the living
room rtes.:,w her ar
out ring prese
. under thc tree.
She says sadly, "1 Mink
ls

kind of a lonely limling not to
believe in Sant Clam anymore
Inca.e he is a child's terse
friend."

A ROY tells

I Lie COLE SLOW
1 DOZe RUNS

us.. perhanes ps

WITH 20 PIECE CHICKEN ORDER

1.1°.°

really matter ahuut finding out
about Sun. Claus, When real
1µ'm.5-oth is all the presents

mom touchingly, -up

says.
gn1,1

C C TT
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Brown's

EARN A WIG!

CI N

The-SwvR lag Shop
Onitt IC,'

hove a very Mary Christmas,

51.1.1=t't

TOMB

AlinG

FAEE

,4

20 PCs. REGULARLY

57.0.5
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OFFER EXPIRES

To enable our employees to enjoy the Holidays with their families, banking hours
on Christmas Eve 8 New Years Eve at our Walk -Up and Drive -In will be:

Wednesday, December 24th - 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Wednesday, December 31st - 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.
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If you have not yet received your pocket calendar, please stop in for one soon.
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We would like to take this opportunity to wish you and your family a vent Meriy
Chef, Estas and a Happy New Year.
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'Offer good for Roiling Meadows store only

ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTEQ

C1.5-7310 Rolling Meadows, III
(,n the West Arcade)

Tees Wed Thurc , Friday 4 pm to 71 pm,
Saturday 11 can to 1 1 pm Sunday 11 am to 9 pm
Closed Mondays
PHONE AI, NO YOUR ORDER WILL BE WAITINC
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fns
heal performance of 174.3
fourth. Challenging Inn WarriOn were Dave Whimhead.

KWh. who led

all

the West fOursorne of Larry
B ierwirth, fan
Kuntz, Dein
s,o.nb

nr

I

n

with three at 14-11.
G I e n b r o o k , however.
turned the satne trick in the 50-

rird freestyle with Mark Toyt.'hilordin:

in

the

200 -yard

freestyle.

101 arid Perlet bettering
Zap and Larsen. Taylor

Reels led a third quarter rally

at the end of the Mini period,

fine rebounding

a

alp. In the final statistics. Vi.
wor munthounded do Red-

THE TUTOR effort cam
helped by Me fact that Rol -

skins 57.21.

5t. YINIIIR also got excellent performances from
Mark Keehn,. Mike Pet.
nuazo and Hob Rech. Rechan

played hi, finest attme of the
season, getting 14 point; and

skins John Mc:Cambridge rind
(till 'Dotty hoth fouled out
within one second of each other
in
the third quarter.

Mt:Cambridge, who had 15
poin0. headed for the boleti
with 2,07 100 in the period.

rebounds. Pelle:nu-Lee add.

then Treaey. who had record.

cd another 14 markers and
grabbed eight rebounds even

col 10 points, left at 2,116.
It 111011 appotr as if the

though he sat Out 1110)0 Of the

Lions

I

Ent half with three 6.19
Poch iontributed 12 points.
live rebounds and son fine
defensive PRY.

the

Lions

needed

nted to win ou all in

a

mimes
the
fir, quarter. Afier Keeton ten

the openwaing
the

fine

two point. of the

game.110 !bulkier took
lead
the kirms were guilty or
hair turnovers and sit fouls.

sib.ritrirs,-

Id

by

McCambridge.

111,111y
Mew Carney.
Starlit expadol Imil to 111.

11 at the end of the guar.,
Thy second quarter was a
complete turnabout. Kredie
and Cullen Tocok
ofroveve
thvithl. end the defense. led by
Carley. hold the Redskins to

points in the first four
not utes.

the

41X4 ON

Peterson w. in

al

a new pool and school nmord

in thc 160. -yard brentstroke
with an excellent 1105.7.

three haskets in a row es Viaton
took
27-26 hod. However.

points as Viet made the nor.
gin 17 at 59-41 ISettentitto.

Cullen and Wien Carley fin.

ithial up the thrri. es the
Liom coastal to a 6ll-51. rain.
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ClIWAGOLAND PREP
LEAGUE BASKETBALL

kleCambriolp and
1 reacy Whet a pair of charity

Three tied

5

I

n 0
4
8
Pettouszth
S. Curley
1i
2.
11
H. Curley
0
Trawinski
0 II II
Totals
26 16 16 07
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Maine South
Niles West

1

scoring with a whopping vie. -

Curt Keohno and Bierwirth.

7
2

I

SCORE BY QUARTERS

16.1.,

le411

10-tiLTURBA
LEACEE
BAtiht, !BALL
STAND-

hathet

5

The warm, :::pain edged
Titan Mike Nowt who picked

performance of the year.
Glenhrook closed out /lie

Maine's

gritiBed second and third, re-

The Lions continued the
binge throughout the Routh
period. Keskic. Keeton and
Pellentttur each tallied four

l ale in the quarter. Rah.Hersey

With-.
the outcome of the
meet no longer in qua
n,
Kent% neverthelch, 101

after capturing a fost and third' of the season and the young in the 100 -yard butterfly. Par- Wm is only a freshman.
ant continued his domination

Ihne of 1:00.3..

in

the end of the quarter.

a

W0:a0r11-(o'r's'11-1chl':Ud61.41.1.0hitrorh'elrirnt

Gleehrook's 011on and Bob

.,D A H L AND Peterson

10000 by leechan and Starlit
led 30-29.
THE 11JAM9 traded manes

establish

andyrdit,

of the event with , winning

11

3

2
4
4

4:26.7 with Dahl right behind

while

rn(8,7,,,,,,,

2:22.2caped

1

11

scorers. also helped the Lion,

4:14.7.

It was Inc same stray in the
104yard
backstroke
V6111

Lhebricitr,lci 1611,b punch to

GI

0

but Rich. Keenan and Irenethat put the Lions ahead 47-39 mow node it 10 just before

the

freestyle but again had to.
yield to Hillis' winning dote of

1:02.7.

Olson

rimer

0

20 12 III 20

Conant

tor, a28-30_ load. Mar-

speed vely

with his fourth place time of

topping

VIEW 152/

PORES I'

ist closed the gab tolls., atoms.

again rallied to cake a 40-39 Carley came through with the
advantage going into the haul. other fi no game. playing ont-

Appleyard

24 13 13 44

0

ever. Keehun. Pelle.'n and

ership a winning team needs in
addition to seven points. Steve

.7: ocrin-tTin'a01',117:5.20..1

9

leading 30-29 at the halt How-

al 3627 withTr 14
in
the bind {scrim). but Conant

Ciz

'3

Marist Seturday night.

0111en. who despite a laid
back, provided the Mier lead-

SOUTH OPENED some
breathing room by scarping
yja
yja is probably one of the top the 100.yard freestyle with
three slivers in the confer- Taylor. and Booth hefting
owe." said Med..... "end If limit Gyssier and Page. Tayhe met improve on his.. and loth 1.53,0 won the event with .
one -hell twist. he could he Booth's :511 good for second,

Matyja hit 211.4 wino to
puce the competition while
t cam m . I c Dave Moore

2
I

60-511. in 0 barkelball game at

THE FALCONS then jump'
ed hick ShrecbY PEW Nein

number one."

Bowen
Brandt

Phillips
Cavalier°
Toads

Pooh

1:30.3. 2.7 seconds faster thanthe

dunned in a winning time

soh-

Carley and Keehan hit for

1:36.7.

3

Olson
Shevell
Bauer

Ruch got five points and Irene-

ifr,t1h1e,

1:06.2. Glenbrook's gill Chaff
rounded out the competition

3

through IMINI of dm first half.wo
chipped in a pair as thc
ntLions

couple,of perthrmantth thin

for 110i.I.
litan Eiryeink..nailed down
with teammate per in CO. mecond in 1:02.7 but Warrior
ploing the awep in :24.9. Hudson touched for thin! in

9

Me first quarter and holding it

year.

touched in :23.7

10

to own. the s.ond half. then

Tot put the finishing towbar
on the but Viator game of the

rezi

Lloyd
Newman
Harold
Whiteford

Long
Meier

Viator Lions put their act to.
nether and defeated Mario.

17

poims and 24 rebounds. the St.

off 44 to only 20 for Forest
View,

I

6

Kathie
Cullen
Keeton

.me

through.
Lloyd also led everybody in
rebounds with 10. The story of

0

Marist threw a scare into the
Liom by taking u 19-11 lead in

nscr gave hint .olker don.
,

2

...ding ...se While

Led by Dave Kmkie's

Pore

doubtful starter after a Poor
shovAng hot wool, but Redli-

Maine West then regroupInct next matches
and clinch Ike meet win. Von
McAndrews routed Tom MeCanby ct 162 pounds. I--

bout by forfeit.

ce

through 27 points. Lloyd WOO

Rod to win

to Glenbrook Nonh. Denny
Henna, edged Cris Willi at
185 pounds. 4.3. and Math
Rockoff won the heayywight

basket

I

8

Nog for Potential..

repeatedly shook low

match.) -4.

The taw two notches went

By Gm.. Hal.

OMwoo 6-1 center Dave Lloyd,

155 -pound

and Bill Tillman hem Howie

traint..

111G11 SCORER for Con -

the

2

Barton

Lions crush lilarist, 68.50

thqu:rseprciss,,Brcus,alice,Lottwoughiin.

undo

Macdonald

4E-43.

Conant blunted any Forest
View comeback hopes, howConent quickly took corn- ever, by going on 6-1 spree to
mend in the fourth quarto. Ed We a 54-44 lead with 3;37 th
B radt sank two free throws go in the gamo The Falcons
and Barton hit a pair of layups never I:111 the deficit to less
to poi the lout to 46-39..For. than who% rest of the way.
en View's (keg Shovel) put
CVNANT 1611
through four points around a Player
It T P 0

In the final 0anzu was Berton,
the 6-0 guard who entered the
game with n 29:point average
in league play. He was held to
eight points in the firs: three
od und firnshed with

narlon bucketm culthegapto

stanza.

The ringleader for Conant

After that,
however. the Spartans boom

wall.

pinion. Lloyd gave the COUgars the lead WI a hook shot
with sewn wands to go in the

unship came after the Coo-

and Larsen finished in

COLOR-IFIC CRAFT

0
0

1

2

1

,1

-

Palter.

gan had hogged only 1601'44
shots in the first three period..

contest.

Maine was a photo -finish sco
so Skip Parent tosing to
and with
Titan
Jim Hillas by a

*00 SP.. FL

of

5 pc. Cosco

06

Warrior tankers dunked by Titans

\o}

color.

and sne.
ceCroak
at ihe nen el a handle. Xourr
oreorvapitt vttfe.

This more

pounds.

t0U
1

Jacoby
Strench

the win .111is deploy of musks-

fourdnatch win streak snap -

Dave Peterson tipped Al Vuo

123

Mhbg

Prase

licollingcr, club hit all eight
of ids shots from the fold in
the fourth quarter to pull out

gars huve lost three starters for
various reasons since this sea-

4-17.

at

the 145 -pound match. 4.3: and

Carlini's muted a 144 nil-

0

the Home.

This more wits a tremendous enriching
job by not -year mentor Dick
lased

followed with his first
victory. n 7-5 triumph over
Gary Hebein at 107 pounds

of the third perthd

9

1

1969

CONANT 1121 now match its win natal of the entire
1961-69 season when it fin-

pound match. Larry Krusin-

1:21

I

3

'

victory boosted Com

Thus

ing mart with A 9-4 viclorY

at
at

Put
Stanon44

Wheeling,

ii,

Was Iv gut TI,COPti 102-1 and
its over.d1 mark to 4-2. Forest
View stumbled to 1-2 in 1.191
play and 4-3 overall.

over Phil Morreule in the 911.

than scored a 7-3 victory over
llish Peskin at 115 pounds and
Wanior Gory Weecher climaxed the foor.match winninn
sneak by pinning Steve Riley

4

0
6
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est View Friday night.

topped Bob Wolfgram in the
137 -Purina 191.11, TP. Eno
Procter edged Gary Klein in

the %%trios owned u
6.01ead.
mei. West., gill Beam

Kam!!

0
2

"on,

nollinger because. the Cots-

straight wins GI. Cumuli',"

and

0

Conant's hot 4th period shoots down Falcons

UNBEATEN BRUCE Beam

ski

Hull

tnat runs rehouncled by Jacoby

the Wheeling onslaught. The

Ral!

0.201

5

4
0
I

to

sparkplug missed Me one and
one situation and Kassel! came
down with the rebound.
lhe Wildcats moved the
ball down sow and Frasc waX

was followed by buckets by
Kwelf, Pill. genesis:gnu and

I

2

Fel,

1Wifhed the not shot and was
surrounded by a mob of fans.

the fusel 53-51 in favor of

2

2

Wood
2
5
1
7
F01 ALA
16 21 16 27
s. /JERSEY HO
Floor
B .0`P
Don.
0 -I
2

ing on the Hersey :id: and it

away the second toss to make

I

THtt

was whi1e2 WI
g. side
mained perfectly silent Pitt

After :he refetees doted the
fens from the floor Poll put

BTIPR

& tribute
Bencrmanto

throws- He calmly stepped to
the One with the fens scream -

bar to think that ho Id, :mothet time out left. This technical
hurt Hersey in the scoring do
penmen: and also Fa:Melly.
Wood hit on the free lose he
was awarded but Pin missed
the technical doom
Wheeling called a time out
.811122 showings), the Mock

Wood .10 MISSCd a jumper

Q1111 1 11,10 (531

Neer

UP TO TIIIS tints Ill had
hit on seven of nine Ina.

the I:c.c.s:per (ed Swing.-

IS that114.

the 1,1

pit) of Preto. to

and

read) c illcd the long numhcr

per cant

knsys
irds through the
^tit threi quarters but Puled

ta, Bo

%%sub° Ythmptedslast ao

dumped m an cosy I:wan:With

ball
to

pound

$777

The most fascinating now dimension In

winch was

crag tel Sp, WLR gln. id,

the 'Cuts got the ball out of

the

cross....

was elm elf velth

mid to tic 10: soon It 51 all
with 24 scconds left %net
took th, hill out dr this &toil
110103soi rcconds where
lethhs took
tool I short Jumper

tit

and Nemo]
Feige
who

stole

Waniors home mats Friday.

a

picket noted drove for aids in 100% Antra,

MAGIC LITE

ed

1.113 lett
in the thin]
frame noneraty emninitted his
fifth personal foul and was tak-

League wrebtling nwo . the

in

got main, wat off to a Re-

Perfection
Has Its Price

!',:,

With

perk but protected the 14 point lead by bun.. Glen brook Nunh's Terry Orr te
1 041 standoff in the 150-

BROMLEY

Racing orbies Indio the scald. roglan sleeve

$18.00

,,

1110 MAU. hit on 12 per Lent

Thew vms Me second in a
. for 1441'1 0110 Cerfini's whittling al the lord.
iqued and boosted its record to e
2-3 overall tent 1:3 in league
Gl.liNBILOOK CUT the
u ttlon.
advantage to 16-11 with Ora

Tonka TRENCHER

$.00

1111 SCOR1 nn now 111
32 with the -Huskies trying to

ball victory over visiting For-

insidc

toward du ball Cool hand l'.
sank the first making thc. score
50 51 and was awarded

to

SI hINGR1BIR HOD el

quick bucket. Guard replacement Mark Jacoby stole the

Maine West won the Orst
four metches and mint on to
defeat Glenbrook North, 22-

Itiolio WRECKER

$400 Value

W.,

qu tner

fund

C its h irl worked up tots) 46
',strum with 3139 rem time

MW defeats GBS

'4.33

a$7A9

WOODBURNING SET

their

Mid -Suburban League basket-

19.

Change-O-Matic

hama.

loll from Wood and sank a

al

Mighty -Tondo LOADER

'3.89

poelthnd ma hump end tlx
Iluslmo ea
tune out to or

Barton's five beak., shot 100
per cent from the field in the
founh quarter to post n 61-52

fouled by Frasc. Wood cornpined the three-point play to

,) Value

push tha scone to 16 22 in Her
1,1 f Ivor B wthult. then

goals before DP
ildcats hit on their first from
the floor with 1:36 remaining
in the half. Paneraty stok the

the half with c score of 29.(6
in Hersey's favor. Wood!. En

Tonka HYDRAULIC DUMP

own

Mirk

Bob Slots Ind

Renenteutto

Wfield

'40.00

9e.1

$10.00 Vales

Rhsslins algal

the

struck quickly with

sey kept up this constant pressuring defense until 1,2614 in

$6.00 Value

r

IN THE SECOND frame
Hersey

left of the top of the key. Her-

05,95

t m Barthulc dross downcourt
led dunked
I gap 101011,

field goals, five free tomes and
collected seven rchounds.

ball end passed to junior Bruce
Fruse who sank an easy laws,
Pancratz then stole the ball
end Spry swished one from the

$8.00 Volt,

and one from the line After
nboundm, i Poesli shot lee

enla, three free throwt sod II
rebounds. Wood hit on two

Skew S.61

di

lonlin "Wilily" DUMP

tield pals and macs fro. tomes
to Hersey s ern from die floor

d",.','-`,
mod wilh h'4BoYthant, Mthect their singoint lead.

...v.v.,-

lo

r

Wheeling tarn back wren
in the third quarter with 0n

110,1.0. whir
Rota, Satr the- .d that RIO Ill, Pet in romper to

$797

so

the treublial

He st Hod a, 5151
put
rink nn km. with no tinir
tinier., on the ekul to pull

Skier's Love!

-I°

and thr frilf 4 29 19 Hersey

In
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West makes comeback for 5th straight

Knights tame GBN Panthers
IP I Inds Demiluni
Spud 1door

lit

abun 'nosed his meth

o Odd gal but tmalln 'funds
ad, Rucker Sales ind White

Arm I haul nhounded Ind
node
`tint, shot to help In
tie to the Prospect la id to 24

combined to eking Ihtl

t

knohts m tin

Prospect

nat.
f red q night ts theteadn.

mad

limed a. cal Panther club al

Gentsad North..50.
Glenbard hid
th MN
...tie
Nlid-Suburhrin
evehthe prang.. Isiday when

4n 10 hal earns into

Itomthe kr,hts tan mg

booth q.ner,

lo some of their own ideas

the
Glen -

and

when Gambeid heayo to get
the Mill at hr.:mks. But the

close Hi that was five of seven

Peahen couldn't hat. .10

gnastasi. however. finally

the ball either as White and

,which this week knocked off

three
shots in a row from the corner.

In all. Glenhard gayri up the
KAI three lima while Prospect
Ined it fair in just one minute

But Lundstedt and Jeff Mei.
e er also found the, shooting

taro. I meg View. Hut the
Panther, of Bill Comas lad

the

ores and each.began to wore.
Lunducdt made four quick
points while Meissner hit Three
buckets in a row and Prospect
atowal ton I] -point Dad.

and

Ruck, and Sales tannectdd

Hard, !Ws*. I :sap Mewl 1.1
oints. and Lundstesh pulled

JAL1( ER1TSLTIE entered

again Nis I Rucker am le mth-

sue game and male Arm of
four free tharws and :added
five rebounds In the hal four
Omelet a he Prospect subs

of play.'

Mile steam loll and Prospect
wen in a cakewalk.

LES10.113/T AND Sales

pee Nap. luck

THE KNIGHTSWens 101
by their only returning letterrnim.

Dunn

lantlstedt

in

groove with an

er grabbing sewn. Innithweb
re.injunal hie frad left ankle

ylari,Lhe lip off lire the weond quarter. hut the unary mo
nill senors and he returned to
May most of the gune.

pool stepped. tall 10
halftime advantuw.

it

34-19
'

Rucker% performance..
especially ekes!, a he has

Glen.rd,

Outplayed

Oral

btu

seMor Chris Sales. who also

gm break his gins al the line.

goal uttempts.

a al.1 in the victory. Sales pick-

While selned nff the sect*
hall by stealing the hall.

goals and had 400.11 rebounds
wide not playing the lull

The Knight are idle now.

larndsualt Hocked an Anasani

until meeting ...out. High

ga

to George
n I helfire While
took the hall awe, again. Terry

the Knights jungwd out fa
are early lead a, 1.1111111011 re-

Imundeda Slacked shim by On
sey Rush and put it in for two.

Panther lead. Don Anasuni
missed a shot amigo. %Yin. re-

tet ctaldn't get untracked in
period. missing all
nine field
airemos and

Rucker each hawked a shot in

the Intl pedal and Isnatedi
also stole the .11 mi.,
The Knights weren't whit-

en their Nub rot as they'
missed 12 field goal. attempts.

but then:iglu the) made plus if
pair Tram the line by Rucker
added up to .1.1 quarter ad-vonege.

Lundst.li turned Iii, ankle

a thenc, all amlSales en.
tinJ the pieturc,
strength is one of Prospecth
long sults. and Saks ei.

11,40 0.1.110 in

11

Sk0111111i110100111U1s1 al St. VI,.
1,v 1 rid. night. Ille Huskies

la Isrnew to Hersey. a tom

A kit.thst ithteetial hl its fir.
tn.-Scala. eiraelan Charlie

lisc

mid Bill Cella agetml
.001sIsller

only once

harcier

his Inn -its they each pitched
in with 10 points.

counted Inn an impthaive 62-

contest the. both squads Is
Ong the other's defense as

The initial Maul. of Ike

4h..11, lams to the Aaron WCSI
Blackhawks.
Hie
Seeoncerro am.. of
the Redbird
e throw 1030000

none

Friday night against the lag-

three minute, while the Grey

ging Grenadiers won the
match fer Arlington m the

nadlem were only awe to come

Cardinal 0111(001100101 hit On

eluding

MI of M On annosdtnmsl per
cunt. The (ffenadien 21 per.
sottul finds helped the Card
cause considerably. as did
their weal, field eriaidmoting
in the nothing half,
111011. SCORER' In the
meeting was Elk Cirow's John
(he'll av the 11141111 senior
contributed 17 points in a los-

a,L,. Arlington's lohn

ran

in

:he 30 Me Sealion

00110
through the

the

push

.11
hoop.

waiting
rows by the Cards

mowF alle

er0 al Mey could maw, in
through with three Points. inbucket

a

Fl.h.

by

ace

The charity

kept on

rolling in for Arlington. and
with 1:3e remaining itP the
quarter rho Redbirds sank
their first basket of the game, a
final

the

seconds,

Brodnan

added two more hack. und
Arlington enjoyed a 12-5 had

at the lirsl brok.
THE CARDINALS didn't

'fhe Des Plaines wrealers cap-

tured every.

incet one

7.11e DP has who won bye
pin were Tony Ferrero at 7I1

pounds. Jim Mdiuiw al 77.

01111
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24.0 timinu Than

IIAD

pre

The Iwo teems played even

ball for

rot tithe half, the

Cants maintaining a 10 point

advantage Me entire time. The

Redbiths walk. off the court

the intermit,. the

at

own.% of a 10-20 wnre.
Arlington couldn't quite

keep the blidering pace Ms
Grenadiers set

ermlaibuted

M. Ham. OH Ink. pn1.0.01111 lir the

capped

Il

elm.

.

the 101 backstroke. and like

Hinson was third for' The
Huskies. Lynch gills,. with
was followed by Jim Fuh.,
nions orI,,,,
Va. and LaSalle of
Hersey.
Ilarrhon wathe

meond period as ilm

oustanding performer in

111C

snouts it had o ho Alike Rich who took 1,001 firsts for
Hersey on the frusksoph

He won the 50 and the I1X1
freaglo in 25.8 and 59.6 newer:thug. upsetting some

cocky S.M..

The VinSe wad got wins
from Mike gRambi" Salerno
he 100 backstroke. Mike

Schroeder in the 2110 free. Eddie Moore in Ow 400 free. Jeff

back tind fourth in the finaI15
aritthies of the game with Haw
per:gaining the lath three dif-

.
ferent times.
Eric Shuster led the 'Hawks v/59-511. Two minute, Inter
-1-thinday,nighl with 16 points NIcHenry held the advantage,
nd 18 rebound, bur had no 1w1-61. and Moved it to four
take . a swond place to
.mints in another three- minMdienry man for scoring
bor. with 19.
pip widened to fern. 75,
711. with 2:45 to gie lilt Harper

it.
"the

Senshe 'finish.' And moved to
within.unc point in 25 seconds

hut'% McHenry

as they held the Scots from

H 51 points to :Harper%

.tring Each lea. node tine

Breather.

3

Ing up their le. as they tallied
ten points in the eighteminute
span. Faking Me third period
score. 0127.
NO PROGRESS could Ith
made for Me Cards in then.
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Lendb.

while CI0n111,10k N11111111 Rich Langer complet. the readwich. The Maine quintet pined ea.&
th this play hut had tu trome from behind In pin their -111th straight triumph and remeln unbeaten
rth top of the Centntl Sulturhan League ,ranting,. (Photo by Jim Cook)
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Arlington

B dh Rathman won the (we're lay.

tempt, Me the fighting Ca.
fell. 62-57.

fora

74 tier vent ever.

chant. were the

their Md.. play

held

Cards. outscoring I.. M rte

shot and went to the line to

the 'Cats would try to come
out and
the lull. This
opened up the midalc. cab'

This

sparked

the

hard and IMMO up with sir

throws. Wile. guard

Bob

.Jropped one 110111
eighteen led and another /rum

III fan for four points.
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111n1101
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CIGARETTES MILK
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794

PACK

ing et the hither in hopes of
hitting the first MO rtlis110 of
the game.T. dr. missed Inn
their rebounding and board
antral was excellent ihr the

shots if they expected to come
through with a victory. As the

gunner ended. Hopkins had
dropped in seven poi. for an

alms and couldn't continue,

Pleyer

certainly for
the better of the team.. The
Thts had their hen quarter of

North 14.

12. IA. Padgett and Made

In the rows quarter of
play. Elk Grow pushed hard
for a .11 earned 21 Porintncluding

five free throws. Hop -

YOUR TICKET TO TRAVEL.
Acapulco a, low as
$87.90 round trip

throw.
.

ON1111113THER hand. the
'Cats changed their tactics and

in:period, but ones again the

Dans were able ty, adjust and

points and held Grove to only
son cads bad hi% 00110 ill the
third quarter surge. boil
squads
four gee throws but
Elk Grow wes charked with a

eQht minutes closed out, the
visiting Green and White had
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showed that the efforts of one
man. Reekert, made the differ-
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with both teem breathing
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nee record into the game. and
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1

irst quick basket on the first
sh

t

or the game after

6.5

Recken captured the opening
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41-12 third period advantage

g
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1

Iptsng

enough In limit them to only
five points in ...word period

formae sloethe

0

0

6

Don climb. but NO probably
has the best set or individual
players in the era and took a

11

0

19 10 16

King

defense in an

0

Tabibi

5

ress seerned to s hake Montini

4

Garvin
Heller

K achan

Montini ante back with a
rot throw, but Kachan let ny
wi h the second ND heckcl fur
h
third and fourth points
as inn a tight 2-2-1 zone ex -

3

O

lhans meanwhile used outside

overall ability rather than free

0

Les
FLratIr

deliMrme style which shut
off the two big guns for Mon.
each
only 10
Pont: for the contest. The

the work of the whist leblowers
Insured
contat dwided on

19

2

O

milk

Badger and Norm KraPil.

3

Pontixes

Raker)

BUT ONCE the N ilm team

lead in a game which wall left
to the players 0.3 officials ES

1

5

5

bounding. and sumrisingly,
the play of their fine guards as
the early first quarter Damned

The game slowly !anal to
the Dons advantage as the
hosts continued to Wild the

3a

8

4

Elk Grove
17 21 11 11-fi0
Luther North -14 12 17 14-57

full-time

tell to
find our oho.

'ague.

had taken the lead, they

6

Shepard

E

drove the own for an nay

ND's Kato han and Kinn.

B P P TP

NOTRE DAME 1551.

basket came after he intercepted o Mominl pass and

CO -C112/1416 rolled lo the first of

IN TILE home.. effen

Matslimo sunk slnC of the free
Shots, In the process of trying

Let

Stop or Call
PH: 392-3220

hi panted !aping jump

the play of the Montini back counters rather than that of

,

Mond.. B

King's first effort was one of

bOburb. Catholic defendieg

Hmgcr's

to catch up. Madison found
himself with too many fouls.
and was asked to leave the

LESS

Algonquin and Busse Roads, Arlington Heights III

quished.

authority. His

.

with the ND sub, to build the

Pilger
Ann crino. A

on two fine plays to give the
Dons a Mad timy nova relin-

with

hod a run and shorn con.

ST. FRANC1514111

It was Men Bryon
look
charge. and added foal points

manta they outdid their
initial effort by metrics 25
points. but this time the book

th it weekend conference twi
wi 0.

ly had nvo baskets each and

our new

.

from Notre Dame.

to ...A the

nip

SUPER SERVICE STATION

.,

der year far the line team

for

shooting
Mongol done.

I

BFPR
00

the four year Id school
last thee 7-1.

second

CIA.10

21I 27 19 49

.

find sumre to 50-07 and insure
00 undefeated
conference
record during-thc 1116e calen.

Comarre. returned the game to

shots whi. mammal the net

floor. Madison and Tom Bage.

BEAUTY

tale.

The final eight minutes fat, -

NOTRE DAME came back
on Russ Pohl's score, hut the
second big gun for Mancini.

cight-point lead. I n t he seCt

22

AIR TRAVEL

5

Tu.

BV THE TIME the .1

.

VAGABOND

5.

Coduto.

added four talks each.

RTSMonday

of 01ISSing baskets. Padgett
missed free throw,. The 'Cats Padgett
hit two of five throws. and Loan
`icured LI points fMat the To.

for $10 deposit

pints being scored by Strelo

SUR whey kept it as they played

HARPER OM

Sauna,

Rua Pohl and Tom Red.
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as low as
$102
mond

ebiatiga4 /4017t
2

Watt

showed a balanced attack by
the visitor, a each of the Don
shiners hit the net in the 24.
point quarter.
Gabriel Eaton scored eight.
Kevin Kachan six, Byron King
contributed two points and

.

instead

y

1...

-

trouble tripping Deerlield. 75(10. while the Indians scalped
New Trier West, 77.75. Niles
Nonh, minus its twatop play.
era. nipped Glenhrook South.
5350. In overtime.

ed Maine's lead to 5146. Horn

Dame to a 41 -point half.

Europe

MUIVC1100

.

gan. 0. . lem nee fr.

ai half Lime

the game as they scald 17

Japers.
Burke
Guff u

kilns gm the baskets and each

ogee of the five Grens in the

the lather Noh locker room

excellent start. leaving the
wore Ill Gnrve 17. Luther

firs/ minute and 20 regent', tit

GALLON

wirtr EVER happened in'

Free

the main reason for the Elk
Grow win. Grove hit El of 15
from the line but only scored
three baskets in the period.
Pinder, John Resell and Hop-

I

and that they had to hit their

19-14.

this onarter and proved 10 be

and Lothar,was unable to drop
in the paha
sits that wen: .41.1
to catch
(now squad.
Braun nas 1111 only Vat who
hi! 010.10011111} for his ham.

311-26.

Wildcats

throw, were the big factor in

The Cat, appeared. he In,
ing quickly trying to keep up
with the hustling

atoinste pushover tam. that

play. but 1011 it

the

in the conference.
The Hawks had

Kummer's fine unites MSC
with five minuto left resulted

engaged in a much mom delibt

IVar game by the Purple and
Yellow as both teilnIS could
onl total 27 ints in the first

the fourth wan. to a... Flesch

some suceensful shots off.

field goals.

the

Grnm regrouped it, form in

tug Hopkins and Pinder to go

four out of five shoo. Al the
end of the quarter Grim led.

ELK GROVE received the
jump ball in the fine quarter of

vor of Elk Grove. but

r..

with the Warriors for lop spot.

tune of a 22.point scoring

Ralph Hinger's charges were

vas a threatening 50.40. in fa.

Rinse wide spread in Sinus that

lather

pants which included two (we

for a stunning two points es the
quarter was brought to
cad.
The score at the end of
f three

would

171E GRENA1)1ERS then
magma that they wen: not up

Cats brought the hall in
oat nf hounds and started fir-

see

quarter

wore. Elk Grove kg% in of-

squad. and the lest four min.
utcs turned into
scoring
rampage for the 'Cats. MIldi,
son fought hard under the

haunds, hit Imo 00 ft. out

the Gr. that

Larry
Howard was fouled during his

they had to control their fools.

(Value Equal To 8c Per Gallon)

that all of
played that

alto
winning margin for Grose
both the Gros and the. Wildcats had an equal amount of
lice

line form and the few booston
her traveled the distance

despite reviving. With one., Hen.

9

thro.

dinlely On LI Ina/cling case The

Tashi

1

LARGE

II,

and... Hoch and Dave Ris.
tau both hail, I. Grow vow
also commendable from the
line
it hit 25 ot 14 free

The Cardinals started elf 111

to go Harper, mmaptain
'Duffy was knocked uneon-

Nokia6 5'

th 4:10 left II play in the

Pinder and Dirac Rise all

Taylor

P

Luther North wnsthe hie shot

ky Jeff Royer dropped in

1St arms exchanged IS,

but Me Hawks went

MCHENRY 031.

er took the nill as playmaker
for the Grens and made sure

get

themselves falling quckly to
the Grenadiers who were CellWiently dropping in points.

Pinder was next with 14. spun-

set the mark hick 10 5101011

had a hand int...hick at-

period

f irst

again

technical foul. Braun hit the
throw for the Vas. and after
the bell WM brought in

paice from the caner for four
n e and hustling guard Boy.

er hit a 304omer for two. Boy.

and in /he doubk figures
range. Mark Hopkins led the
Glen five with 16 point, Gene

kem, hut a quick final drive by
Elk Grew, cut the gap. Buyer,

The

stole the ball away. The slippery senior knifed
7,

of .1w attack a they each

spin found themselves unable

The Grenadiers began to
doe thrs.ernth kos. than five
minutes 10 .1 ill the hal genie

Immkin

'

and live points. Rhau hit

sink two free throws.

basket in Me ensuing 50 sec.

ond 10 go. McHeeM got Off a
daperation shot that kanfil its
Way through tbe nee to make
the final a three-point spread.

king and Pinder were leaders

vias superb as all of its starters

period. 15-7. The heir endol

ahead. E0.79 with :30 logo.McHenry regained the lead
in the next seven seconds, 81H O. and with.just kw seconds

the game. Elk Grow finally
inn hold Elf the hall and sot

Ill reach the goal and hand

Center Colic Madison

EGGS

hands

stolethe

and Niles West both kept pace.

ison and Horn popping to the

Until King's mow, the via.
s. During the second perihad beenable to stay with
od Ittesenia center hit 13 of h
the ND markers. lifting Num bNDon Me basis of StipadOe re-

EG Grenadiers cash final quarter
free throws to trip Luther, 69-57
65-57.

(With 10 Gallon Minimum Purchase)

A minute later, Aselarsan's

Warriors Tom Kummer (511 and Ihonis WIlkon (35)

Holmes.

two buckets el the Grenadiers

scoring.

tempt swished the cords.

hand far thin brae hall

final eight minutes with the
front line of Kummer. Will-

story was Notre Dame

his attempt and hauled down
the rebound until his Kurth at-

Grove Gnuadiers we
vi.
torious over the Wildcat. of
Luther North High School.
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In the Friday 018. ND"

three
cessful
Anon. Each time. hounsucwemr. the

2

Bill Mi... Boyer and I'm

alictionor

sladling upsets. Maine South
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first guar.. Wildcat

and

"Win, bled Ardor'

Oaf.

2
0

H"H THE Warrior. down
by five at 19.14. Woe., re.

Heffernan
Stipp

Elk Grow

2
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of the night, eluding his el.
fend. and scoring 2.0 big
points. In return. Elk (WW1

wa

-

Pleyer

the Black Hawks wenhuild. '
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not

Iverson in the 2011.M.. Dan thoughts of Inc previous eye.
OR
in divim, girt an. ning and its natal, Arlington
ran in the 100 fly. ,and Pete lumped out mac 124 lead with
Draught. in the HO breast- a few secondsbe Oar, in
stroke. Dan Burns. Rand
the initial quarter..
51.04
relays Dan Burns, Randy quite a scum into the
Robertson. Dun Glover and Hawks.
D ick Fitzsimmons won the
Wont slowly fought heck in
malley and Mika Michuda, the second soma and evenJoe Bariy. Larry Coha. and tually overtook Ihe tired out

onsis,

crs in the quarter. Ermnwhile.

Royer

3

Kenyon
Anderson

Hopkins free for the first Sold

IF ONE HAD to. pick un

he swam for Vintor
fnqh.
man before trunderring t.
Wheeling. tha to 11.seY.
Gallagher and Ed &Nina.
then plecallirst and second in
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S

goal of the comae The .C.

pedal 'meet with John Ors -clicked on a pair to Mel, the
Elk Grove dub to within

in

Mike Mandne.h..1 .1.2._

ere apron held to sewn mark.
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In an away game to the near

them hack to an OA. point
advent.. but another set of

weond. Yam Oleo.' was

non marl. nhile teammate
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North Side Saturday. the Elk

eight. The upstempahle tee
throws hy Ow Cards thought

fa the
Salina and Dan atrophy was

unable to hit from the floor or
from the chary stripe as they

0

to

win.

hack on two igniting offensive`

the

Iran winning the 400 free relay
in 0159.0.

.

The second half food the
.rtled Arlington planers

Pinder

Saturday
59.37.

by Noha. but Went hauled

the Gienaelkni hound and de -

aldne's nand of

54215 0nemnigh 1,1 Wu his
Salton alumna.'
Daw kikma picked Ill a
oin
thc RIO butterfly.. and

Hopkins

lingtolis John Ilrodnan again
stood 11111 in the Cardinal low
mg es. as he tossed in this-

Wheaton Friday night. 88-411,

opening second quarter bucket

the final eight mimes of play.

colt:O'Hara. Mundy and Bel-

Ing. and

1/S111 Monier olio Ind 14. Ar-

thjg

red then returned In Niles

spcctively.

deesn't base 0 eromure. The Knights able the bell Ban the Panthers 14 rimes Edda night and
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ly onto.ar the warmentered
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Dam0 Ian

Maine split its opening peer..In the SI. Francis game, the
od scaring amongst the flue stab ranked ND hardeouners
sectors. 0-0 George W.dicY blew the home team off itsown
01. 6-0 Willie Anderson 131, coun by racking op 49 big
6-1 Tom Kummer III. 6-1 points in the first half In lead
Dennis
111 and Etby. 19 at the break. arid then
Fred Horn (Al for its 10 points. rested their scoring marching
Glatt:rook upped its edvan- in the final dwo quarters as
nine to seven points on an they coasted to another easy

THE GAME WAS eumai m

as

first -period

with Svc and four voints. to-

her. Cleo.. Don Arland MO reel. he

up the tempo of 'hepatic in the

take the final horn in frond

weekend and stretched their
undefeated string to seven as
they downed Et. Francis in

16-31 and Toni Hutchinson IQ
41 aided the Spartan attack

,

ahead to stay with one of his
patenied twisting drivm al 3796. Willison. in crashing thehoards as he him in nn other

league. there weren't loo many

Ranked Dons take 2 more
Proving they can win play.
ing any style of basketball,the

solid itinior

BLbEWIIFRE. around the

IBIS WARRIORS picked

in a three-point play and boost -

Ity Role Heileman

marker, Forwards Ed Noha

game with key field pal. by

the Huskies.
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six

Two and one hilt mottos

46

later.Anderson put the visitOrs

basket for hailed niatehup un.
SI with 5:28 left, Maim took
'Eha fighting Spartans
advantage of a Spartan turn.' closed the gap to a slim one.

was faking advantage of Moe'scoaa
hot hand as

the hugger

spree.

NORTH, MEANWHILE Doge of Not,,

from the Poor saw the Eli

Arlin.. was

and

jumpers and --cripples."

Grow fans son:Mingo, cheer
about while closing 1. gap to
eight as the your. ended.

Cards.

passes

aunt edge wnh a 20 Rot. al

duringthe quarter and leave
for the intermission trailing contest this -year gave his teamonly 27-25.
mates some breathing room
with a iccond.effort rebound
111E THIRD tomwr was a and shot. 4I -3R.

connect on their first few S1100

in the third
hand

maned Iownake

to

when they did get it over the
104econd line. they failed to

Des Plainez grapplers will he
blonday ut an Open invitational tournament held a
klah. East High Selwynl.

with Aurora tiding hy a .41111
three pains. 23-20

"baseball"

to Lonely, a them p111n1 plat
these two secondaltort
gems memed to accelerate

.

Smith main..ed the time

'

for.. to move the hall with

The 'next eppearanw Tor the

,

Mandela knit the Grenadiers

the scoring column and .0.

long

from North s Stan Breitsmnn

Men tontributsd atno of
mark. to strd. the mato

point deficit hot substitute Jell

&dim,

the own tom 1011,1 A foul

Maine's charge as it SVOntOn
e
Glenbrook 15-12

The Warriors had son6 noticeable difficulty salving the,
Spartan pre, as they .re

sands.

:env

honat by plopping in a IQ
haler.

attack, al though he wa, very effective in

nine
Whatss away is a
the
defense.

U17

i-F"'s.17.-.:

Warrior

but the fact that he got only

Dartell at 1311 and John DImelte at 145. Dave Lundahl

p

,Inr Elk Grove with a,pair of
pantos. but Arlington%

Evan Ile p.na of a bit,
man in trlenbrook s 66 Jon
Moe laded to rank, the bal.

thh charity stripe III 20 points,

Dan Mprka at 123. al.
94 dwision at

closer rolling00.0

anced

ther with hummer aonsertino
to bring the gone into 41111

fenme for an acrohnue 1 grup at

Moc led the ritual tahluation
with a near -perfect night of 7-9

Rub11rannuel o 5.0, Mark
Schillth t 911..Kcir
s
Wt. Ernie Wickgrom al IN

won

through tho entm Spartan M.

=Fetus.. bull

Gap their
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., wen, maroon. in the di,.

fighting SUM: pro111 op to

half,

lM1Cthe staring his quintet in

ws after ones Spartan
but M line h N both IN.

Prow. 18 16 12 20-66
fileebera 3 16 II 211-5°

The Grenadiers stayed in the

victor in .200 breaststroke

Go... third for Hency.

then name and took,. win.
Al 14:40 of the second/ea
each want hail half.a.hundal
points. but Herm finally
emitted aim a lead at 111:54.

:the

court diamond.andand pre.

momentum tad the tdent

from the floor and 6.6 from

anher 1Qpirint dvarnm,
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Ken
eter, Brod., and Madolv.

by Frank Lolly. En.
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lead going into the lockeroom
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Teals
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11

Reeve
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that head oath Gaston Ina

this
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encounter get the soot.eta
and Mar Ines hit his
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hts teun
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Hawks fall in final minute

The sore rip-Ing0

brag North.

Khufu to he taken though. a

n0,11011111111110 Gallagher came

a win in the 41el frisk.aiid lie

ennui a thrill with ti very, close

in o.

on the line aguinst the Spar.

nanny. 67-51. own hat Glen-

Anatan
llonin

eanni a, Fla.'s Fan

Scheidt was clocked in 24.7

newt a home.... because

SCHEI1X1' 'and
Tom . Gallagher gave
the

mkt mantling 0001. 5,4,
Dee. II in Rolling kleado.

short jumper by Brodnan. In

tree. pee.' or 11 uskie Jeff 1 .x-

MARK
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II look the Al am sew
XI Gar km. urn., sera dl
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Wright
Howell
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ris %Qs think
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s win ill the 200 individdal
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DP grapplers win match

Iszsi.,0:1,141,1ttliiipttlon,

.

Salle:OH. nes clocked ip

kithna the crest of

salm7

5

of their own. Iflesch retaliated

IEEE .5P1111.211.1. Lavin

John

0

27 14 23 44
GLENBARD NORD] 1501

Totals

ling. spurt wft0 ftelti gods

(jokes hail a I:07.8. John Ala
ran plweil third for Viator.
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3

th markers. while teammate

.11111: Nloke Salerno and Ricli

flew O'Hare

Lom e Insin behind
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OUT OUR WAY -

On TV Today

Monday, December 22, 1969

TONIGHT

OUR LOADING HOUSE
u -I

/ WELL, rtit GLAD YOU'RE ON THE
MEND AND FEELING BETTER!
BUT I TOLD YOU NOT TO CLIMB
TREES-FvE wARNE17, YOU TIME
AND AGAIN YOU MIGHT FALL
OUT ANC GET HURT! I W151 YOU'D LISTENED TO ME

O'

$0 PO

-

THAT I HAPPENED

PONTT GO IN 71 7.PE,

ALONG AT THIS TIME!
AS A RENOWNED

THERE MAY BE TROUBLE!

A BIT!

WE'VE HAD THS PLACE.
UNDER SURVEILLANCE AND
OUR UNDERCOVER MAN IS

BE OF SERVICE!
HAK- KAPP

puE TO MAKE A PuNCH
ANY MOMENT!

Dick Van Dyke

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

NOT

6:10

-7:45

i

THE WORRY WART '

6:30.
Gunsmokc
A contemptible
brute pretends to

12-22
k,.

kr I.,

u

11 Book Beat

have a change of

other beach story.
With James Darren.
Pamela Tiffin.
7 The Survivors
"Chapter
12."

Duncan tells Tracy

way President Nixon

that he suspects Phil-

Was sold to the Amer-

ip murdered Baylor.

ican voting ppblic in
his new hook. "The
Selling of the President: 1968.26 Wrestling
32 News

three

nuns confront him.
With Lynn Hamilton, Susan Batson

ROBIN MALONF
a

and Gloria Calomee.
5
WRONG WITH Y011,

.50PRI YOU WASTED

5C01-1! GET- BACK INrD
YOUR CoCK Pit .1
5A-ri5FiED,
Boss -LADY?

SCOT'

comes

i-tiRosi6H
HI5

YOUR VALUABLE TIME,

George Hamilton.
11 NET Journal
In"Ghandi's

" W a r Between
Men and Women."
William
Windom,
Joan Hotchkis with
Henry Morgan and

WHY POIIT. YOU TELL.

Our ,MY WIFE HA5 A
WILD IMAGINATION!

HER THE Goof? NEWS?

CHECK-UP

WITH
FLYING
COLORS

11-1E Kiri& IS &CIO
ALL OUT FOR XMAS
1-tiS YEAR.

Ray Walston.
7 Music Scene
9
Star Trek

26 Today's Racing
32 Voyage to the

ee

Bottom of the Sea

12.22

6:55

NIA. I., TM Iq US

26 Big Play

i it
C o mmemorating
the
100th anniversary of

d

.

5

BUGS BUNNY

"Kathy' 0." Story

lloroscope

DO YOU HAVE SOME TASK

FOR TUESDAY

I CAN PERFORM IN

YA BET,

EXCHANGE FOR A
FREE MEAL,

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 201 -Courtesy takes you
where you want to go today.

SUM'

GU\PNOR my A "I
Bukt7E754R!

4

\

HALIBLIF-

Wig

Surprise packages give the af-

AN' WASH THAT
RILE 0' DIRTY DISHES
IN THE KITCHEN'

termini) a festive air. Prepare
for holidays.

BUS FARE TO THE

"WEARY WAYFARER'S"
SOUP KITCHEN ?

44146M -.ii

32

tion to Indian inde-

11 Fact of the Mat-

pendence and to nonviolence.
32 Of Lands and'

ter

companions with care. Don't
jump the gun where holiday
Itin is concerned. Keep a se-

7:15
1 t ' s Christmas
Time in the City
A special features

a

Christmas story read
by Paul Benzaquin.
W ..... 1,m

0.12

r.,

IM

ou.

12

41!Ijk

MORTY MEEKLE

The Doris Day

2

IX) IF 1 WERE

Doris invites MiNicholson,
Myrna Gibbons and
Ron Harvey to have

family Christmas

a

on

32 Truth

ARIES (March 22 -April
201 --Ask too many questions

TO 1-1IT
W177 -I
THIS SNOWBALL,

and you nary have them an-

I'D MOVE THE
DATE OF OUR
WEDDING LIP

dis-

---

SHE 5L/12E KNOWS
HOW TO SHAKE

1:33

9 Movie

"The 'Great Mr.
Nobody." A newspaper advertising

10:11(1

News
News
News
News

7
9

man cares for an injured newspaper, boy.

With Eddie Albert.
Enforce-

ment and Criminal

2:05

Justice

2

McHale's Navy

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

"Rights of the Accused."

2:35

of the News

they all have more
glamorous plans and .

32

'F h e

Honey-

2:40

mooners

decline. Doris Day,
Denver Pyle, Philip

10:30

Brown, Tod Starke.
20 TV College

3:00

Mery Griffin

2

Five Minutes to
Live fly
9

Show

ID LIKE S MIUJO1/41 CELLARS

%LEWD

BECAUSE T I.LAJJT TO BE
FILTHY RICH I

501

SETTLE

rciz. CAE MILLION' THEAJ

501 taxo B,E FiLn-rr

OpFER. MIDDLE CLASS I

UAW,

A GUY UP/

TO

CINDY?

or Con-

sequences

EEK & MEEK

THL 1.--VirS,CEE OF THE

DICK

1:30

7 Reflections

26 A Black's View

ranch, but

the

UKE To MAKE A LCA.UI

GSALLI

1:05

11 Law

c'EKTAker
fr.50 MuCH
WOULD krEt., LIKE AND IMAM'S

WHAT WOULD YOU

to your

chael

Chicago and

cret.

swered --ouch

Show

sounds and moods of

kindly toward one who has a
habit of rubbing you the
55rong way.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
2 H -Select your leisure -time

Show

appointment. Don't spoil the
days ahead.

TAURUS (April

21 -May

17-

211 --New

responsibilities on
the employment scene must lie

-20

met --holidays or not. Let the

spirit of giving overflow into
working hours.
GEMINI (May

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

22 -June

211 -Take a realistic view of
your financial status. The
promises you make at this time
may prove particularly unhappy ones otherwise.

m.1,

11.0.1s r., m

taqz

CANCER

(June 22 -July
23i --Complete projects that

ACROSS

1 - skating

have been underway for longer

4 -flakes
8 - runs

than necessary. A good time
for planning ahead. Appear
eager.

11 Salt (pharm.)
12 Weight
deduction
13 Yugoslav
leader
15 Turkish title
of respect
16 Shot forth

LEO

(July 24 -Aug. 231-1'ake care that your face

doesn't register all your emo-

tions today. A morning disappointment should be kept
frtViii others. if possible.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 231-Notify those who depend
.

upon your activities for their
own well-being that you will
be making a change. Keep no
one in the dark.
'
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 231-Take action as soon as possible where children's futures
are concerned. This is no time
for putting things off.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov,
221 --Attend to your own duties
and others will attend to theirs.
Refuse to allow others to.interfere with the manner in which
you work.

rays of light

CAPTAIN EASY
YONDER

COMES PR.
WALRUSKI,

IP HE TRIES TO GET MONEY, ON.

ANY PRETEXT; REFUSE FIRMLY...1.01
tt CAN'T SWINDLE YOU IF NO
MARIN' AT
MONEY CHANGES 1418951
ANY
THOSE HIPPIE
IDIOT
ANTI -WAR
KNOWS
PICKETS:
THAT

I PORT NEED A HIGH PRICED
LAWYtR. TO PRATTLE OBVIOUS

NO -NO'S( IF HE / 15H. HE'LL
RUE THL5REY °HE'S
5CUMPLING
WITH THOSE

HIPPIES:

COULD THEY HAVE GOT WIND HE MAY
HELP ON OUR NEW DEFENSE CONWACT

THEY'RE PROTESTING;

liPMP

SAGITTARIUS (Nov, 23 Dec. 221 -The approval of
thoSe in authority should be
forthcoming today, especially
if you've been 'demonstrating
your eagerness.

CAMPUS CLATTER
i5 a - youIDO

YOUR

mtoi

HATCHED
hate

dace
ache
aced
acted
each

hatch

etch
teach

1 Danube

heat

head
heath

hath
cheat
chat
cadet

L1 F

ON
AC

CEO

AG 0
LA
RAN
NE T

OD

F-

tributary
2 Confining box
for birds
3 Elastic
substance
4 Soak, as tea

5 Fragrant
ointment

A

G
L

PE 0

7 Married

4119.,

V

STU
AL
ANNA
STAL

28 Dogs of a

certain breed

39 Japanese coin

41 Whirlwinds
42 One who fails
43 Deed
44 Close

45 Of wrath

29 Cut
(Latin)
30 Russian leader 46 Facts
32 Presence in
47 Ancient Irish
33 Steamship
debt (ab.)
capital
19 It exists
(ab.)
48 Heroic
(contr.)
35 Small food
50 Attempt
22 Jewish ascetic
fish
51 Miss West
t

2

3

4

11

12

15

16

18

5

42 Guided
43 Stage whisper

31

6

7

8

9

13

14

7

19
21

24

\_0,44"
ea,

53 Malay title
of respect

22

25

23

26

27

32

34

28

29

30

33

35

140
43

36

III38

37

44

39

41

42

45

46

54 Chide

12

--1.0....-yrro,

it...10

55 Biblical.
character
56

.

Golfing gadget

57 12 months

58 Algonquian
Indian

S

A
ATLA,SMINHALES
PROSPERO
TITO
SAVE
ROTCELT
'ZAP
EYED ANA
23 Discover
24 Regulations
25 English river
26 Moslem faith

6 Openings
(anat.)

40 Italian city

Give
49 December
holiday
52 Race course
circuit

S
NA

C AL B
BR

8 Main
18 Relaxed
commodities
20 Musical drama
9 Flying toy
21 Apex
10 Roman road
22 Jewish month
14 Harem room
24 Asian
17 Record of a

kingdom
26 Verb suffix
27 Direction
31 Intention
32 Hired
murderers
34 Contenders by
grappling
- 36 Pacific
turmeric
37 Antitoxic
fluids
38 Girl's name

R

46

AND I'LL DO MINE I

date
death

0

DOWN

39 Soothsayer

Answers to
Hi deaword

Answer to Previous Puzzle

December

THE BORN LOSER

49

50

53
56.

.

Paul Harvey
9:30

2

8:30

12:35

.

9 Flash Gordon

9 News

5

variety of roles.
11 World Press
26 Turn
Acevedo

a look at the sights,

long way. Hake an effort to be

12:30

Memorandum

5

1:00
7 Perspectives

C'onime it Ls

Laugh -1n

7

irer- fl

AQUA R I US (Jan. 21 -Feb.
I91 --A day when a little goes a

ON SECOND THOUGHT,
COULD 'YOU LEND ME

child star. With Patty
McCormack.

9:25

Mahatma
Gandhi,
the
documentary
records his contribu-

Tiny Tim plays a

Movie

of a temperamental

Don Hunt is host

Your

2

McGinnis

the birth of the late

for a trip to Africa.

Chicago Show
12:05

Seas

7:00

7

gives the behind -the scenes look at the

Joe

Lana Turner,

My World and

Welcome to It

6HE5 WANING OUrSIDE,

Ann -Soth--

Think Young." An-

when

Top Plays of the
NFL
5 Midnight Report
2

ern.
9 Perry Mason

2

heart

A. I

11:35

:Edward

and the Bachelor':
stars Brandon' de

Mayberry RFD
Movie
"For Those Who

2
5

111

Hedison.

8100

-

it

11

-

32 100
Paintings,
Great Music

Andrews, and -Love

torial
26 Quiz

VOu RE 50
O RIGHT, MAWR

11:30

32 News Final

Ann Mobley. David

WBBM-TV Edi-

2

32 The Itig Valley

Ann
Rutherford.
"Love and the Other
Love" features Mary

20 TV College
Biology.

6:25

SALE

are

S

E

dell,

Love, American

"Love and the
Positive Man" stars
Hamilton
Camp.

guests.

11 TV College
Economics. '

Cagney. Joan Won -

guests.

Style

Ross Martin

m'

Edward Villetla are
7

Carol Burnett and

6:15

Singer Steve Lawrence and ballet star

Movie
"Footlight
Parade.- A NCY show.
himale. With James
9

Show

Show
32 Password

20 TV College
Typing.

?TT

9:00
Carol
Burnett

2

Mike Douglas

9

ATIOANUTX0EAAsIZIT.X

no

1 onight Show
.1 o e y
Bishop
Show
5
7

secretary to assist
her. Lucille Ball,
Gale Gordon and
Lucie A rnaz.

EVERYONE 1 -1 -A -T'S

L'M INSPECTOR. SLEAKLEY
01-AKEL:Y OF THE KlMI-Y
DIAMOND TRUST!

L,

9

Show

Itt4z-....\;1!

LAPIDARY, I cout_p

5

6:00
News
News

2

111

EGAD, HOW FORTUNATE

'CAUSPE

'IOU AIN'T
CHANGED

Business writing

7:30

Here's Lucy
Harry decides to
make Lucy's life eas-.
ier by hiring another
2)

51

47

48

52'.

54

55

57

58

_

22

ontjusion rei ns over race or sc ools su erinten ent
By Jan Bone

eligible to run
THE LAW (House Bill 511 sponsored
by Eugene Schlickman, R -Arlington
Heights) says that no one shall he eligible
to file his petition at any primary election
for the nomination of candidate for the ofticc of county superintendent of schools
unless -he meets certain specific quali-

No one knows today if there 'Ione candi-

date --- or two --- in the race tor C ook
County superintendent of schools

Democratic candidate William R Ver-

non

of

Chicago and

Republican

in-

cumheht Robert P. Hanrahan each have
filed for the office --- which keeps tabs on

Hanrahan meets this requirement But
does Vernon'
Ray Page's Office of Public Instruction
in Springfield signed Vernon's eligibility
certificate in December, saying Vernon
had the educational qualifications necessary to run.

Among them is a requirement that a
candidate must hold either a valid all -grade'
supervisory certificate, a valid state -limit -

NOW, HOWEVER, the head of the

state teacher certification hoard says Vernon does not have two years of supervisory

Apparently they had not

experience anal does not hold a valid certificate to be a candidate
Robert L Brissenden told I he Day that
Vernon h id completed academic requirements in a University of Chicago program
for the administrative certificate.
"However," said Brissenden, "we assumed that the University of Chicago had
checked Out Vernon's supervisory experience. Two ytars is a requirement.

Chicago said they would return Vernon's
entitlement card for the certificate
' The matter has been referred to our

"UPON INQUIRY, the University of

legal counsel "

Filing dates for the March primary
closed last week. Officials of the Democratic Cook County Central Committee,
and Vernon, could not he reached for com-

ment on what the next political 'move will
he.

'

Pro5pert *Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Clearing, colder;

low near 15. Tomorrow:
change

endorsement

ficai ions.

all Cook County suburban school districts.
But because of a new law signed by Gov.
Ogilvie in September, Vernon may he in -

Cloudy,
temperature.

IA supervisory certificate, a valid state- lila
supervisory certificate, or a valid administrative certificate with superintendent's

in

Telephone

2554400
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Palatine Road safety parley set
Fired postal worker to tell
story in sworn affidavit
4

Edward Peale of Arlington
Heights who was fired from his
job at the Mount Prospect Post

Office after wearing a black

'k

It was after these comments
were made Peale said that. he
was asked by his floor supervisor to remove the armband.

sworn

statement

concerning
the incident, today at his attorney's office in Chicago.

He said the sworn affidavit
will give his side of the story.;)
Following
his
dismissal

Peale notified the American
Civil i Liberties Union who
then hired Patrick J. Reilly to
represent him in his fight to
contest the Post Office officials decision.

HE -SAID HE wore the arm-

the frontage road to the north
of Palatine Rd., between
Schoenbeck Rd. and Windsor

he refused to because the Con-

stitution guarantees the right
of silent dissent.

On the morning of Nov. 14
while Peale was sorting mail
and preparing to start out on
his route he said one of his fellow workers noticing his arm -

hand said, "You're a regular
ding -a -ling."

PEALE SAID another work-

er commented, "Love your
country or leave it."
Peale said most of the comments came from the older
persons he worked with.

Post Master.

Reilly who was hired by the

American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) said the case
will he taken to the Civil Service Commission (CSC) for a
hearing.

1301 Arlington Heights Rd.,
Elk Grove Village, was robbed
by a lone man last night.
Police said cashier Inger
Overland. 16, was approach-

ed by the man at

6

Cub scouts from Den 5 Pack 235 in Mount Prospect portray a scene front the first Christmas
during a skit at last Friday's pack meeting and Christmasliarty. They are from left: James
McCaffrey, 618 Jon Ln., Des Plaines; Steve Martenson, 541 Bershire Ln., Des Plaines; Scott
Shields, 1418 Lowden Ln.; Paul Schoessling, 212 N. Deneen Lti.; David Bieniacki, 101 N. Stevenson Ln.; Tony Kash, 1515 Wasmer, 1504 Emmerson Lis, all of Mount Prospect. The cub scouts
also presented the Christmas skit at St. Emily's Catholic Church after Mass last Sunday. (Photo by
Dan Batas)

The CSC has set up a grievance system to allow employes

and former employes of the
Civil Service to have a hearing
after submitting a grievance in
writing.
Under the rules established
for the CSC hearings the

plaintiff- is allowed to have a
representative to present
complaint.

his

week. Last Wednesday. One

Hour Martinizing at 1010 S.
Elmhurst Rd., Mount Prospect was robbed by a man with

a similar description who also
used a note on an envelope.

p.m.

Snowfall snarls traffic,
assures White Christmas
By Ben Clarke
A change in the official U.S.
Weather Bureau forecast at
5:05 a.m. this morning brought
with it the prediction of an ad-

ditional four inches of snow
over the "fox inches by noon
Tuesday- predicted at 4 p.m.
Monday.
The Ivlonday forecast came.

said one of the weather forecasters, as the result of a storm

system that had started in the
Northern Rockies over the
weekend to keep public work

He handed her a note written

on an envelope which read,
"quiet, put all_ your money
in a paper bag quickly, and
don't make any noise.

Miss.OVerland stared at the

100,000 shoppers

jam Randhurst

says."
She opened the cash register

counter, grabbed several rolls
of quarters, and fled.
The robber was described as
20-25 years old, 5 feet 7 inches,
180-190 pounds, greasy blond
hair and an unshaven tan face.

He was wearing an orange
shirt arid a blue jean type jacket.

This is the second robbery

of this type in the area in a

Day
a leg.

A.O.

had been some notable White
Christmases in the past 98
years according to the records,

could rest assured that when
they left work their streets
Continued On page 2)

would come to rely on the fact
of no traffic at those times, and

Residents of the Northwest

tage road Dec. 12.

make Christmas calls to out cif
town relatives and friends
should try to make the calls befbre 8 a.m. and after 10 p.m.,

THE 5CI1001.

faces

the

frontage road on the south side
of Palatine Rd.

Gene Montgomery of Illinois
Bell Telephone told the Day
yesterday.

All day Christmas will naturally be very busy, he said and
the circuits are likely to be carrying a heavy load of calls.
"SEENIINC1,1' EN,'ERYBODY wants to call on Christmas Day and this eventually,
ties up the network and the op-

Officials of the Illinois Division of Highways, in answering Krinsky's September letter. said that blocking of the
frontage road would impair its
efficiency as part of a collec-

erators who must place some

tor -distributor traffic system.

the day before or day after

of these calls." he said.
"Customers will stand a better chance of completing their

calls to relatives and friends if
they would place calls either

SIMON
gUBLI 103
SAYS
Shoppers who wear maxieuats could become a drag on the
market place.

"We have always tried to create an atmosphere pleasant for
shopping," said Dasso. "We hope the shoppers will enjoy them-

selves and visit us again. (Full page of Randhurst Christmas

The Stevenson for Senator

Citizens Committee for the

named chairman. of the group.
The committee will be respon-

northwest suburbs met Saturday evening in the home of a
former Con -Con candidate.

sible for all independent Stevenson activities in Wheeling,
Maine, Elk Grove and Pala-

Les

Bonaguro of Arlington

Heights.

tine Townships.

Those interested in join*

Robert A. Hellerman. 9344
Knight, Des Plaines, was
)

may contact Hellerman
299-6751.

at

should be reasonably certain
of getting through, he said.

LOW RATES for operator
handled calls goes into effect
at 7 p.m. Wednesday and will

remain in effect until 7 a.m.
F

said, the lows will he on direct dial

Montgomeryyte.

cal Is.

He
there will be an exceptionally large force of
workers on duty at the phone

company during the holidays
and from
130-150 people
working Christmas Day.

2 -car crash
causes injury
Hanover Park, was slightly injured in a two -car -crash yesterday morning at Arlington

Heights and Central Rds. in
Arlington Heights.
Police said a payloader driven by Werner C. Becker, 55, of
1441)
N.
Race, Arlington
Heights, was northbound on
Arlington Heights Rd. and

In the past the village offices
have closed at noon on Dec. 24.

Mount Prospect

Village

Manager Virgil Barnett said
the Public Works Department
will be on call for emergencies
on Christmas Day.
C.

'fit ere's
San ta

immt."

Al his headquarters in

"snowtime" was reached, and
within minutes Weeks was on
the phone calling out the "first
'team," 'five men to handle the.
village's five salters.

1969-70 winter had begun.

If the calls are spread out
during the holidays, customers

The Mount Prospect Vil-

pect, said at 10 p.m. that he had

BY 11:39 P.M. the first salter left the Public Works Building at 12 S. Pine and the first
significant snow -battle of the

Christmas," Montgomery said.

. lage Hall will remain open un-.
til 5 p.m. their regular closing
time tomorrow despite the fact
that it is Christmas Eve.

soon its the snow accumulation
reached an inch.
Shortly after II p.m. the

Cikeens group aids Stevenson

Krinsky said that the letter
stated details of the proposed
meeting would he sent later.

Village Hall
to be open
until 5 p.m.

heard the forecast, and that
with the forecast through police. and get his crews out as

resentatives of Krinsky's or-

Hospital where she was treated
and released.

a

Heaven-sent answer to their
prayers, but. something else
again to mothers and a small
nightmare to the "commuters
by
Kennedy" and other

Herbert Weeks, his chief assistant, would be keeping in touch

nicipal officials, as well as rep-

was making a left turn to Central Rd. when the auto driven
by Mrs. Kingsley southbound
on Arlington Heights Rd.
slammed into it.
Mrs. Kingsley suffered a
fractured nose and was taken
to
Northwest Community

'HIE PREDICTION of an
80 per cent chance of snow
Monday afternoon had escaso, general manager of the center described as "the busiest weeklated to "100 per. cent" by 10
end ever at Randhurst."
p.m., and shortly after that
Dasso said the estimated throng of more than 80,000 Saturday hour, the first flakes of snow
smashed the single day record of 72,000 which was set the day began to fall in Mount Prosafter Thanksgiving, 1967. "It's more difficult to make an accu- pect.
rate estimate of Sunday's crowd," Dasso explained, "because of
David Creamer, director of
the abbreviated btisiness hours." He indicated, however, that it public works for Mount Proswas at least 20,000.

Krinsky said that in his reply March said he hoped the,
meeting would include state,
county, school and local mu-

Hilda G. Kingsley, 41, of

the most recent in 1951 when
between 10 and 15 inches fell,
depending upon Which part of

To children and skiers

morning, a crossing guard
failed to show up and place the
barricade.

Illinois Bell tells best time
to make holiday calls
suburbs who are planning to

road that Krinsky. as a representative of the Arlington Vista organization, had asked in
September to be closed to all
traffic during morning and afternoon hours when children
were going to and front MacArthur Junior High School.

could rbe in trouble if, some

ganization.

HE SAID IIE felt children

More than 100,000 Christmas shoppers crowded into Randhurst Shopping Center Saturday and Sunday in what l'aul Das-

(r

Wet slippery leaves that
cause one to fall and break

HE RECALLED that there

of frontage road twice each
day was "too risky."

assorted highways.

photos on page 6.)

Gripe
Of The

period that the Chicago bureau
has kept records (since 1872). is
37 per cent. explained the
weatherman.

completed and plowing tvas begun. 13y 5 a.m., 13 men were on
the snow team. and able plows and a snowblower la new piece
of equipment) were in operation.
NIonin Prospect residents

still cOnsidered temporary barricading of the 1/2 -mile stretch

in.

man said, "well do what it

The man then reached over the

By .3 r1.111. the salting ()revery

intersection in the village was

operatyns, who had answered
KrinskV's earlier letter for

the Chicagoland area you lived

man a second and then the

and placed $143 in thq sack.

crews up through the night and

conlound morning motorists.
The precedent for a White
Christmas-at least one inch of
snow on the mound-over the

to March in charge of

injured by a truck on the fron-

The Nettles boy, a Mae Arthur Junior High. School
student, was injured on the

an official statement by the

tant

re-

ton Heights, in the Arlington
Vista subdivision, was fatally

dismissal, Ralph Palubicki, superintendent of over-all operations at the Post Office said,
"He (Peale) was causing a disturbance."

PEALE'S A'FFY. Patrick J.

11.

ceived the letter from George
Nlarch, district engineer of
Dist. 10 (Cook County), whom
he wrote after Ronald Nettles,
15. of 1633 Lilac Ter., Arling-

visor said, "I don't care."
In an interview with a Day
reporter shortly after Peale's

`Envelope bandit'
The 7 -Eleven Food Store at

Krinsky said that

give me the right to voice my
opinion as long as it not in a
violent' fashion," thri-'super-

incident should be answered in

country is doing in Vietnam is
wrong.
When he was asked to remove the armband, Peale said

Dr.

ernment is the very people who

cauF he believes that what this

Mara, told The Day that he

cuss possible safety changes in

the supervisor that, "Our gov-

Palubicki said he believes
any further comments on the

has received a reply from Illinois highway division offitive date for a meeting to dis-

PEALE SAID after telling

band on that day to show his
suppprt of the moratorium be-

Following the Nettles trag,
edy. Charles McLean, assis-

cials. setting Dec. 30 as a tenta-

armband on the Nov. 14 mora-

torium day said he will sign a

The president of the Arlington Vista Homeowners Assn.,
Alan Krinsky,: of 2027 Rose hill Ter.: Arlington Heights,
told 'lite Day last night that he

the Mount Prospect Plaza.
On Mondays through .Fridays 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

and 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Sat=
urdays 10 a.m. to 5:30 pan.

and Sundays II a.m. to 5
xi

Al the Randhurst Mall
Two Mount Prospect firemen and their wives fill their plates with lots of good food served at last
night's Christmas party held for village employes at the Mount Prospect yrw
Hall. They are from
left: Mrs. 1.nd Mr. Leonard Kaiser and Mrs. and Mr. Robert Koch.

everyday from 9:30 a.m. to
9:30 p.m.

Cclist. 13
struck
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More art contest
winners listed

Snowfall snarls traffic.
assures White Christmas
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87 Ifichard ODD
The northwest suburbs will
have a Dember on fore of the

DUE TO THE with due.
nor tiles were the enly nthos boot us.. Dustin said

nine Con -Con committees that
will reweiM the state eon.
stitution. Under willhe eon.
vehtion rules. ihey
baleen

Tie wo.5 'Garr/ , OSLO az :5
mian.he bra- 3..sinsued bus
amt. Me mart,. mid takagels
is slot -thrtneothathithoot
.13.1,1.3

opportunity io debate the pro-

pawls of Me other four cammimes.
Members of the from
sthutional Convention from
the
northwest suburbs are

:env tile

Durum snit

onothment

seer. se Ms pis nom Is3D p.m

Munoz:: mg.

Saletv-council warns:
II

drinki

(

,

awaiting. their assignment to

member of tin jet. riders wig bt Richard Dreher. a third,
alohInt
a. Do

,

rIVI Fig

wit.. Motmi Poiptel...serthltranthe.

con,
VentiOn's fingl 1969 meeting
last week, each member will

and and third prelbrences.
The five delegates from the
subtirbs
northwest
listed

work on one committee.

IS preferences. II: wrestle*.
they listed seven of the nine

rules

the
ICvita dn.Con committeeshe workhorses of the program

for wriiing a new constillitiOn.
There are but nine
thme

r:amities. Accoraing to the

adopted

in

the

PRESIDENT SAMUEL
W. Witwef plans to announce
the committees
(thereurincess. It's probable tha the an
1010
noneement
will not come unlit
this week or early next.

Witwer is also emsoed fo
seleet the commkte chairman
oral vice-chairmen.
Before

the

deleg015

lefta

Springfield la51 week, Witwer
ssked them each to list
ComMitteet on which they
would like to serve. ice asked.
thin they be listed as first, see,

Mrs. Anne Evans of Des

(25 suffrage and constitutional
endmenl and (3)
governmern

:specific proposals In Match"

MRS. VIRGINIA Macdonald of Arlington Height Ill

nald hopes to be placed on the
judkial committee. `Them

judicial, (2) education and 13)

). be a need for lay persons

revenue and finance.

o n this committee.

NONE OF the nonhwest

the ...WI.

on the BM of Right or tfibffinis
mince on the Legislator°.

nancc committee and she ex-

John G. Woods of &Rug ton Heights
local Over.

will be mm11.0110 in the noll

1
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Santa, the all good driver, knows the value of stopping often fora break from the pressures of

.uprf m 3E202 papal.. or
33 4,
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:1 ffir. tin Ilitnno .inn Gan.
Mrs
dot sob

ities in the National Coffee Safely Stop ProgramN annual campaign to prevent aceidenb with free
coffee hooks during Chris.. and New Yeses. U. S. Secretory of Transportation John Volpe Ls

Out give Cbeol Zimmerman the world for Chris...
alter he h., Actrdls. Cbeol Manna globe. and bodging to
her mith-1.1.c .1. it might be a good pethent. Teo, ear.

honorary chairman of the effort. If you're driving home for the holidays stop for rut hreaks
where you see the free coffee sign. If you don't toe One, stop anyway. The rut will help keep you
alert and alive," said Volpe.
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Hospital elects
new'officers
SERVICE WITH A PERSONAL TOUCH!
FROM OUR DECORATORS.
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SHOP AT HOME SERVICE. PM 255-6060
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'can College grants the ELF

WHEN THE LONG LOST
RELATIVES ARE TOGETHER

2 31.3460

Serving Chrisonco dinner
nose m IC p.m.
Relosed Atmosphere for
Causal Dining.

"I DID ASSURE President
Witwer that 1 would accept
position on one of
of Deasther
committees, but there wert

commit. of the whole to de:

heavy work for this committee
has already been done.
"If appointed, I will nerve.

but 1 would much prefer to be

placed on the calendar eon,
mince which Will Lecarge an
important holly when the con -

out Mc
appointments," Parker said.
bate and consider every propoon, it is not nearly
important to find place. the committee of first preference. In
the committee of the whole
sessions, 1 ant going to hammy
full say on educational Matters
anyway;' he added.

M.D.. secretary -treasurer, and
Fawcett.
M.D..- and

Mona M.D.. ex ecuTThomas
tive committe e members.

designation

to

persons

en-

gaged in nelivities relating in
the inswing of hunt. life val-

Ex officio members of the
executive committee Ore Mort s Squire, administrator,
Rudolph Novick. NI.D.. med
iculdircemr.
and Stanislaw
MOSIankli, M.D., treasurer of
the hospital foundation.

it. examinations and meet

Forest Hospital, a privaW
psychiatric institution, serves

Me stringent experience end

education, research and the

ethical requirements of the
college.

menially ill. It h located at 515
Wilson Ln., Des Plainek

ues, who pussy series of gores.

for Reservations

THEATRE for CHILDREN
SAT. MATINEE

THE BANK

di Trust Company of Arlington Heights
9110 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONL4317400

Award Winning Liquor Stores
The Saving Is Yours!

MEISTER
BRAU
Draft or Regular Beer

...there's a lot of folk about
the low prices at
Famous Liquor Stores...

325

AND IT'S ALL TRUE

OUR 9th STORE

The 5aving Is Yours!

130/ Rand Rd. Arlington Heights

BEEFEATER

HAMM'S

IMPORTED

Regular or 0,4

London Distilled
Dry Gin

BEER

479

195
DINNER it THEATRE
from

$5.95

THEATRE ONLY
from

$3.00

AMPLE

PARKING

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre presents:

"a girl could
get lucky"

. \\

The Sovl,e117.''10

The Saving Is roursl

By the Mahn of

IMPORTED

FarlY Times

by Don Appel!

Divined 6 Blended

Whiskey

in Scotland

A Blend

299

279

MARTINI
ROSSI

SPRING\

Vermouth

-"BEVERAGES

Sweet or Dry

Dinner Ale- SOLIS.", W.'s'
Cola -Riot new
and other flavors

6

179

Fuer:Dort 1 00

8 ANDY, California
the soba is your.

ffilffiffiffi

theatre is closed Monday, Tuesday and Wedneahly.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee,
Butch Cassidy and The Sundffice Kith Daily and wake
1131. 1:40, 5:50, 8 and 10:05 p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount 'Pros,
Chitty Chitty Bang Bong and Yours, Mine and Omst Daily
and weekends, 1:111, 3:01, 5:35. 7:54 and 10119 p.m.

FOR THE BEST IN HOLIDAY PICTURES
our Personal Jeweler.

PICKWICK THEATRE. 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
Chitty Chilly Bang Bang: Daily. 0:30 andin p.m.; Saturday and

Marlow: Daily and Saturday, 7:19qind 9:18 p.m.;
3:19, 5,

day,

1,17 and 946 p.m.

oi the Done

459

FALSTAFF Tapper

This is a coco-nut.

9:30 nth.: Saturday and Sunday, 4:30. 7:05 and 9310 pm.;

Sunday, 1:30, 4, 6:45 and 9:20 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.

295
309

r FM

rted1,111

DES PLAINES THEATRE. 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Romeo and Juliet: Daily. 6.55 and 9:35 p.m.; Friday, 7 and

THE BEST IN PICTURE FRAMING

AALBORG
AKVAVIT

NA N WHISKY

The Undefeated: Daily and weekends, 8 p.m.
Run Wild, Run thew Sunday only. 3 p.m.

kiVxl

IMPORTED SROm

dap. bon,

t01anoganat=ironorted

CATO* THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington.

.4 Distinctive
Christmas Gift From

-

SCOTCH

KING

WEDNESDAY MATINEE

ARLINGTON :THEATRE. 115 N. Evergreen. Arington
Height.
Those Daring Young Mee In Dude Jaunty Maui= no times

For the all
important person
in your life.

The Saving Is 9ourisi

SAVAS

Coco being Chanel, of course. And our girlimeardigan being abso
lately bats over the look Coco started fifty years ago. But then, our
girl is only one of many. Coco -nuts in cardigans arc popping Up all
over the country. Some arc buttoned. Surnc nut. Bony:arc knitted.
(We Lull these sweaters.) Some aren't. (We call these Sub jackets.)
And some are co.rs for glittery dresses. Some are even rovers for

Imported

79

VERMOUTH

5

glittery dresses that go all the way to ihe door. But all, without,
exception, are long, lean and smashing. If you're a Cciai-out yourself, we recommend two, things. (I) Catch the great musical about
her on Broadway. (2) Come BCC toner influence all through the store.

RANDHURST CINEMA, Ran.. Shopping Centers,
Prospect.

N. Proton St.

tGtntifte Nett.,

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

"Since we arc to meet as

available.

lialcoty ,eivel.eAs

We sincerely hope that this will not inconvenience you

MOVIES

LOUNGE

-LEGAL
NOTICES

Wednesday, December 24-9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday, December 31-9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Clyde Parker hopes to be

Amusement
calendar

RESTAURANTa COCKTAIL

and Dinner is Being Served!

hours.will be the same as regular Saturday hours.

SILVER

reflect good taste
and rour affection

our Table is Waiting

dent, Washington, D.C.

To enable our employees to spend more time with their
families this Christmas Eve and New Year's Eve, banking

Doi cons

was

Life Underwriters, The Amer -

Elegance...

V-Oked

AGO executive vice presi-

Iowa, John Rohner. trustee.

Gave of 12

la n

recently
awarded the chartered life unCo.,

derwriter designation (CLEF
by the American College of

ono cod Month) mat the
net had teen wmpged in 03
wn: pap= when re-wegMen.
led dor acununt. far the MY

h3

350 Pinehurst, Des Plaines, a special
agent for the Prodentinl Irotto
Ns

Gifts
of

rCale

Hamer president Robert E.

and

placed oil Me Education Committee. He had a long career as
teacher and school administrate,. having retired only
recently as superintendent of
an important school district in
the northwest suburbs.

Gracious
Every Night at

college administrators
and trustees from five states.

presidents

PROSPEC7

HiiRDWARE

101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

PHONE: 253-4601

ARLINGTON NTS.
1307 Rood Rood

The Good Guys and The Bad Goys and Those Daring Young
Men In Their Jaunty Jebel.: Daily and weekends. WS, 4, 6195.
8:16 and 10:30 p.m.

LIQUOR STORES
there s o lot of tolk oboe

THEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Proved,
A Girl Could Cu Ludtyt Daily, 8:30 p.m.; Saturday, 7:30 and
10120

2

Sunday, 7:30 p.m.

44 W. Palatine Road
Palatine
FL 8-7310

26 S. Minton Court
Arlington Heights
CL 3.1766

CASH AND CASIO SPECIALS

IN 414NLN

Lod

:

president, Montcalm Community College, Sidney, Mich.:
M. Boyd, trustee.
Robert Cobb,w Michigan
Come> Comma/14y ead College Administrators, Lansing, :3
Mich., and I. L. Zwibgle,

moment." says Woods.

perienced group contintla to
work together. Actually.. the

country club

Dover Roth, M.D., has
been elected president of the.
Forest Hospital medical staff.
Other, elected were Louis
Steinberg. M.D.. vice-president, Melvin Nudelman,

wadi fs SHP:

(1)

College

with

of but that 1 fecl 1 haven sp.

Rand 6 Euclid Roods
Noun. Prosper/

He,..

at

trustees attending the cooleraxe were: fames McKinney,
dean of Marshollthwn Community College, Marshalltown

dal contribution to make on
the committee on Deal goy -

ditfithltie in

desk from The Day.

E.

nad evrwetplut x gage of

winched

-The AGB formulated plans
Palatine
fora

C19-5400

Mann, Fa. Suns

fuS.pc p10010 It

Groth, assistant to the dean of
continuing education, hosted
thd visitors.

president

14:11al or toed

in the
Old Orchard Country Club

Saar 1.01010 1. the
Nonlbweat

Attended a planning meeting of
The Assn. of Governing
Boards of Universities and
Colleges (AGB) last week Friday at Horne. College.

Richard Caster

Mineral Area College Flat
River, Mo.; Donald D. Fink,

WOULD feel
equally at home on any of the
511, committees he listed for,

together," Mrs. Evans told
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you nimeld gin. her giftm01Rmle. Shell get the

Euelt

made

our home for the mdlectiom"

From then on another angel wasaided emit year. 5000
wore gifts: some I brought

manual enamor, navanid with

1J -what Is the differ.es

My holland hes

very speeM1 corner shelves in

seeing this little angel cherub
in a shop on beilwauben Av...
and I paid all of 15 wins for it.

Of course. that soak a kit of
money to roc in those days."
Eleanor ma
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inches high.

were living in Logan Square in
can remember
Chicago.
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11.111,111.
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she front une iiwh millet:Nee
Hummel addition from- the
-Virgin Islandc, which is 10

jot a little girl in 1933. and we

MG EXCHANGE

nnasedi Warns

i

a:aline it looks like she did
When she we little."

Raines is a collector of angels.

heavenly host god they appro.

Dm. foe Janson:
Every Christmas group of us girls exchange gifts. We're sn
high school now. but we 'm been_ together ever since grade

ut then for bibre tat- snows, and a mind., team to
draw it or one reindeer if

-
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nem on the hard and fines

The study shows that a art
r proportion of our than
women are former smokers,
hat the Inenerlion is increa,ins faster UMW. WOrtioll.

A ...tint grusesers.

Bells, Books end Ameba

LISTENS

ryn
pontes, Thy hen.
instegd of

hater, others china.
"I made one
myself.
It is bisque. but my favorite is
the little hibc and white praying angel that my daughter
gave ate reveady. I think )1 ls

Fiately are "from all ova,"

S"Vton
't
For she only ease this year.

And now hefom you go
Jam cram her mocking with
goodie
From the top clean down to
the toe."

paper. others bisque, some ula-

(Lai in the settee Mien.

all!

nd 50000 in lull.
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He runs so very last! He .
Now Dasher! Now Dancer,
races like the wind. The swif.
tart hone would soon he left Now Prancer and Vb.!.
behind. tie neVerMenn m00.. On Comet! On Cupid! On
and ho hardly ever Chows that Donner and DliDenI
To the top ILI.he nordets,
he would like to stop,.howeech
far he goes. Flow stately he the top of Om wall! Now Moll
looks with his branching away"! dash away! dash May

Lee Janson

wise.

renu of the Conthree successive years-

Blne.1966, August, 1967 and
August. 1960. The survey was
bmcd on a nationwide sampling of households, with 35.000
households included in 1966,
52.501/ households in .1967.
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That hoe. le ihd 000.nen.

yconducted for the Center

by the
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um, sorm susar for at nal and

horns.

age and sex grouping, boil in

numbers of people and as a per
cent cif each group.

l muds to

Isom

tYeah
In 1969. Conner smokers.
mpretented 13.2 per cent. of

It

sit thso ho mesh( well pull
dab, for doe he will set fed
Ind manumit hr. will Ix ps

.Write. -This' is :Ise baby's
stocking

Came, for Health Statistics.

Health Services arid Mental
Helth
OutiAdministration.
brings to 211 mil.
lion the number who have
joined the ranks of former
cigareite smokers since Juno.
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think him much moo stater,
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found of
yours Imes he random I d1
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dour how hvtd on mountmn

For inythint, half so small
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The Day's Prospects

A Christmas poem

The athem divided them.

hilr a punch howl with km

E lehTs010alts sour anstm

2 none. enOur
Co
all ingredients exsum cool.. blend wen: Make

girl. and with torches in their
homy Ioy went ream bathe.

th.eiehth With reed.

.

inch dole in the center. Reuntil 0 half how he
fore lolling. Nam mold on
plate. fill an. with easier

.

-Little Chrism.,"

and

deconac

with
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I cu p miter

day all' work brewing, ludsing
and onion chores must be fin-

whok

household

worked all during the night to
complete tae tasks. A break-gut was prepared in the early

wining houm-and from this
hive the coffee -drinking,
early Lucia mingling.
00'

The customs

changed, hut

Bored by the came old
dipsand dr..? Here are some
different and colorful dips and
punches to spice op your hot,

the tradition, lived on. Now
the youth took hold and, in.

dny entertaining. These Ample

Mead of workSI Tex ine yolk -

recipe, are 00 delectable you'll

ing night of revelry. Flaying
games, telling old talm7song

and dance held the. awake
thmegh the night. and Ant before dawn some
the iris
wine dressed in white and one
selected

as the queen 'who
wan u crown lighted can,

dies.

a

hut gourmeoinspired holiday
use them again

moue

Symp.( unteme 6.1 tea. hour
hoc

and

yparkling

water.

501Vess.111.

Gaon:

Plc

ondeught

of

holiday entertaiminnti, here's
hint to relax tension. Pour
ampari add Polish todka
over rocks in an old fashioned

pokyglass. rattle them anions!. sit

atria,

Christmas senson, and me this

The

cur,. .air in NM

circular mold. leaving Pro-

drink, sung and light.

indicating thgloginning of the

'

3. eta net

HEdm

ohm equally mound each

THIS DAY was also ceic.
Mated

Mellon finely shopped

I genii sparkling water

2hultlad the bed baudim

with your feet propped up and

ety your lint sip °fa Choi1. nmed
a
for Itely's great
liberator. Guirppe Garibaldi.
ha

Co
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Knights shine in own mat tournament

Shoppers jam Randhurst; 'busiest weekend ever'
sun y on page 1

4 record creedal mon
than 80 000 Clentena.
whoop, r, nomad
Center Sa tended. intd
shopper, WOOS kepi

, film es, evenporkinp
Pharr in the live Int
filkO till day long.
Theiltint of Illinois,

'

by

a

margin

curnfertable 33-poini
over
second -0t.

dna tyia.ilint eroed, during

44n4s,Irt

,k,loldroll,l,rd 4E,

Do%

pang contingent.. b% t skink
four indimdu II mks the Prof
peel Knisht n rts11 re, mu id
their
up 6.1 poem to win
their own Holiday Invitational
Tournament his pmeweeliend

Rundlionn Shop,*

Prsopeel Si 2 NM, W...9

I

the Wined Staten and
.Randinntt fly ahoge the

el

kb

r

otplEnh.oryinent.scan,n,

I

%lee 19

Nod VZ 7 Gmn
11 4 Lily Is al 4

bard L

1111 011 21 hill uradi.

!oughts' frlaCillIA fieldhouse,
appeared to he a success. both

Boman aim. angle and from

Wm.

the semi fin th
win. S ounLa. ilti-rnoon Ind
Mt Imam, sanann and Scoop
day. night with the champion-

the

ship and consolation matches.

pent

eLemng

d

1-1,,,ont on to .)
dna the Prospuoran ascent

phthed P.m dun, tint h

never been done before in the

Winning coach Dave Pic.

a spectator imerest standpoint.

nick

In addition to mat., some

definitely pleased

was

with. the Knight' perform-

of the top wrentling.squads in
NiThl'ewrnal standings sheaved

-

lye had on de %miry lust

am. "I would soy that this

northern Illinois. the !outlay

wasoneof the NM trim efforts

mir,n Ihn t team Ms LL, with a

team advanced II wit of 12
wrestler to the wrote -snob,
and it was the largest winning

Fite art. Ion,tlen saptund
the top mot in their vosifit
ells, Die q.t., mks com
pond of knights Ron Theo
bold. Ken Klein. Scott Soda
and urn I °cant, mid Forest

match.

KLEIN MADE it two in a

row for the Knights with a vietwo thinls while
Falcons ` tory it 107, He pinned flan Sohad two runners-up .d one hupimuin of Downeis Grove,.

pounds. He ;yob his fill round
smash, nor, EaoldraDrarria o5
Lake Park. I-0. and moved
into the championship pairing

Ingelhaton o gonta.rlanidd

in the distorter beyond
the muss of autos.
General Manager Paul
. Mosso said the weekend
crowds added ep
"ter eerie rt ireekene,
even. RannYterst...

End, therefore. forfeited their

added 0.0 secondpLues and

ThcoboId brtinght home
Prospeces opening first at 08

centernnd thr

SI

his first opponent, in 52 seconds. The sods, letterman advanced to the nil° pairing by
whipping Rockford East's
2.132teS.hawym 9/-1 31s. caned

off Mc top wpm by defeating
Bob.Dick df York. 4,0. Forcst

111111..._

Tree, of 1342 S.

Tuesday,
December 23.

Denton, Mingle,

1969

I

.

Tim Locffel of Prospect Heights brought home one of four
individod championships won hv du victorious Knight team

llandhlsSn'I'd'it

o p.. Innen by Ntly. 90.0
Bell Fuhrr 19
lohn La:3r of Pr.:mpg-a took

third plat, at 115 He shut out
Den Smith of Glenbard,
to begin with, kit WM then

the
fin

nt.xt to one anallEr m
thy final mandin, Prospect
tithed

Dan Brush was the ronner-up

sod was follow. by Forest

Mike Pin.. Blush
moved to the second slot with

solation

topped

4,54 pin over York's Jack

Murk Hyriernan of Forma
View. 11-4. Hyneman had.
made it into the third -place
match by topping Chuck Be.
yer
f Rockford, 4-1. and
being 'nes1m, by CAT. Sande
der of Niles, 6-1.

Couch, a el decision over Pin

match.

he

and a 0-8 lost to champion

Mare Gilbert of Niles Welt.
Limon sandwiched a pin ever
Lake Park's Randy Hoff end a

AT 123, Falcon Moore, re,

Rotatent's
Whittington. in the consolation amt. anound his loss
to Brteh.

peated as champion. In last.
yeerh tournament. the scrappy senior won the ISO -pound

completely donhnated the activity et 107. Only one match

'moved to the 123 crown by
pinning Don Wolff of Down-

rs Grove in 2,1, blanking
Rory Tuyna of Glenbard, 11-0

17 -1 -pounder.

let-

'anion ividt

143 anksBmsso
Ed

Prospect junior Scott fat
point
noon

was scored against Meitt...
letterman a, he dell:

teed hi, way io Me title. In
the first. round pairing,'Srola
Weer. by Forest View's Mike
Martin.
The semifinel
saw Sroli take a 4-0 declaim'
over Downers Grove's Doh
Hubbell and in the title sluffvdown. Scala blanked Rock I

1

ford's Ron Anderson. 3.0.

inhite hardend red

THE TWO local

'

Photos by
"'Gary Shy:futon
1tiv

and
130 poundms

View's

terman Les Verde, was do-

many defeated Robinson 9-1

round 0 2
Mi.
Aeons

by Downers Groves
lint Brinkman.... In the conbeaten

Prospecgs

Here he has Dion ...son of Lake Park Inn bad way ad oven-

IcmaJ by down in thi. eruning

Km3hts

and stopping Barry Rosen of
Niles in Ile: final pairing. 4.1,

Heights, the itlghlight

a brief dun with the

Vhw
munant
Don hod
IlubtireuXh was btann In his

champions., This year. hc

Page 7

For Shane and Chris
0

trod.

Hecopp.d Ile.
ode M einem Boll Monty of
Gknbird Eon in 3 58 Torest
lew entered no Mr pounder

oiledToni Moor, Prospect

NIT WAS THE first time a

7 2 wm nu

Mess

hod

1
Lett. -Torn Moore repeated
his Prospect Wrestling Tear raiment chompioinhip fhb
year to become the only Funst
View grappler td win a weight

Ed Minarik of I430
Anthony, Wheeling,
has earned ram
Opinion,. muneyat
Randhgent by 'Winn

en. 5.10. by Chuck DePaepein
the Boa nancli Prospeak
Mickey Cicbert fired slightly
better. winning his first match.

6.1. over Rockford', Robby
Pee. but dropping the semi -ft -

nal. In the semi-final. Gebert

0

class. ;Hoare was the victor last

end .hlling colorful

schools

were blanked in terms of top
three finishers al 145. Forest
Viewk Mark Bowe vats ban -

year in the 120 pound class
while tide year he woo at 123.

was the vicDane,
victim

of a 4.511pin by

DirP11, Weld on to

deem Ken Doty of Dawn.
Grove. 11-7, for In, title.

..

Th., Knights' Loeffql

1

brought some respectability
back to the arca camp by 1414.
ing the 155 title. He tooput nit

excellent display or wreeding, winning his first match,

9.1, over Dion Robinson of
Lake Park, his second pairing.
...whkh soon finned
their guy into the hands
of Rids Re Eddie Klee

2.0. eismr Pete Witt of Niles

r ---John Cropper boa the nest ef Penal Vimeis Greg Swan,m here in the semifinals held Saturday
evening. Cropper of Prospect berted the rotten. 4-3.

49501 Sumer, Des
Plaines. Enlefit nel

Cards 2d,Prospect 4th atDemo gym invite

HAnayth

fundersCoporatin

re er he lost his

Inuther.Jon in one of
the heron Pandliwnt
policeman Ed Mennen le.

High

School

spectators, Maine South tan

whipped the not of the Mid-

ished just .20 points hehiMI the
Cantina's. and Prospect was a
claw fourth In 39.95. Ile
Knights Msl squeezed our the
Suburb:in Leagues Nee Trier

Witulagon

Sliburbas League in the third
annual 11.1/1110 East Gym.
modes
Invitational.
The
Bulldog; ruored 42.01 points
to nip defending stab chumpion Ae.ington with 41.95.
In Me tight
Friday

. kept the hay company

mg his mother picked
nips no.

el

Sri

Mani

arhit

before

.

Arlington followed up Von

Ehers. I. Nark floor exercise

Itherk Win on the mats as PM
Bromman was a winner on the
side home with 0 7.85. Prospent gel into the act when Ron
Wold scores, fourth 7.4111on

hr winning that competition with on 1.25. Prow
them

MAINE

th, clad

12051.

Groves

Elk

bar,

theei,b, it cent,

pe.fin nton en

or

AP. Sports Eck

4.34
010nst 00k Park, settling for a

klaine West gyninmtics

2.05 while Kunz added a 5.11

hem

1.101n I. Houston. PW. 6.65;
I. Ericson. PW, 6.3; 3. Kunz.

team sulfend through its fifth
Ism in a row Friday. this lime
t tong deg 44h4PPihe
orovid to be a Pole
hits
much fee three-

at the handr
Well. 94,011-66.23.

Pnwiso

tranold Christine

norhern,
;

rests
bench behind

Pniviso put Ise:ether worm

of 4.3. 63 arid 965 to 1.11
Red-

mond and Dawnsr contrib.

easier. MW. 4.2: 4. MM.,

ned a balanced scoring moick

PW. 3.8; All -Around: I. On.
drus. PW. 4.76: 22R1ch Den.

Gary Wiser turned in their

on the parallel Iwo. with 2.35.
2.95 and 3.9 .
pactively, hut

but performances of the year

I,,,,,

young and inexperienced Warriors. Poth Bob Slipke and

a rnintorteille. Her

Hwy.. PW. 5.7; 2. Ondrus.
MY 115: 1. Ilancaster.MW.
19: 4. Chkerna. PW. 3.15;
3.9:

en ml

Ondrus. PW. 5.45; 2.
Wiser. MW, 5.25; 3. Dan.

The nem. however... not
comdete disaster for the

'h. th of

OW. 5.0. 5. Reheat. PW, 4.3;
PARALLEL BAIL% 1.

win the event.
Tons thhari.

Rings:

Mike

mow. MW.2 08

4.8 and

Prospect's Jay denser defend.
ing his semond-intheetate finish idlest year, nerving up too
first at Maine East Friday,

Rensonk cone . . an 11.2. Al
MMus di 311 an wc took 4i

with his second 4ni .1111m.

THREE'S individual performance paced Maine to
win on Me rings competition.
theonlymnnt where they came
0110 on nip. They did put tip a

11

good battle on the high bar and
side horse events.

Ssmbdtnflhf h! Unln

After u slow siert. door ems

Ms earn in Kcal end a

ercise nub Bud McNabb is

ChnvIntor int on

simmt dye..
edema, An

110W

diveltp el one 111194

O

nnip decocted
gandluett

11

kon

Rich Danctister contributed a
.2.25 while Steve I inmheek hit

The ringing ora tloy

1.7 to give klainc a 8.95 total
for the event.

bell and the dowel
fen coin, dropping
into the Soli alien Amy

Proviso. however. countered with 5.25, 5.0 and 7.25 to
Mein the edge in the
event. 18.43895.

collection Annie -the
'nand tg Christine's
charily In teal I al

111E. RINGS ....cm ea.
pnilsibly the bighted). .4 the
day for the Warriors as Chmk
12.71. Muenster 0.21

SLIFER CAME through

V

PARALLEL BARE
I.
Dmine, PW. 1.6; L Carne,

1.6:4. Rinildi. PW, 1.2;

PW. 1.5; 3. Wdawiarg, PW.

IA; 4. Yackey, MW. 1.2:
RINGS: I. %roam, MW. 2.6;

MW. 2.11: 2. Mitsui. PW. 2.0;
3. DePrato. MW, 1.6: 4. Yoo

2. Stevens. MW, 2.4:3. Kanck.
PW. I 8. 4 Coonde.MW.I.h.

I.

5.45.
In

and whild they dropped an 115.

tit Red Devils' home emin,

the Dawns of

74

poition. Pi 0, in,.

com
On

dais 011101 11cd

HAI

iheir bee gme. ,if the year.

ear nest.

110110 11.10, PhItod one of
matched ihe powerful!

Dancaster.
she frosh-sigh

14:100 In three of the your pc-

wponing a 29.1-26.3 decision

riod, falling on a poor third
quarter effort in which Hin-

from the underclass Panthers.

sdale

1 hex

Warrior.
were much more "'Lawful in

IN TAKING fear of the In
events. the Warrior gymnast,

their initiul view,

of the season.

managed

to

an

a

able Rine,: and was replaced !timing the hall dyer on em!
by
Knanik whit 0117 mill 'errors. They walked. ;nude bad
left to play. Knopf committed puns end continued to coml. fouls himself before the nit the costly infractions
first hone against the 6.7 Con- which forced them to vary the
loll :Amman.
lineup time and again in and.
fort to suve the hest for kat.
WHILE 1115(30 was scotBy the time the fourth pen.
inglift.feggi shots. the Demons ad started. Hinsdale had
fought Nth to taken 10-9 lead movEd to an II point Iced. h5 at one 50in one the lbw play 54, and matched the final cf.
of Jack Cro
Ion of the visitors io take their
The

inanalnin.

period

ended.

fourth conference win while

with Maine down only two handing Maine its .1.1 league
poi. against the numerically

loss In four tries.

superior Hinsdale five WI Cro-

douhk figure. lead.

nin vms credited with Ineetfiir

'The pune opened with on
1112 NM as Ow 11. five look
an initial
ono
7-1 lead and menus
its way to IOW of the vis-

in the fins eight Minutes.'

MAINE EAST 1611
Plnyer

hOnc competition, meting a

4.7.4.4, the side horse. 5.2-5.0.

Ussery

dm high bar. 5.8-2.5. and the
nap,. 66-3.8. the Warriors
werc able to stay deadlocked

dent
1.1C would use allHe
eonference center
Rinck

added one more tally to their

5.1 to lead the Warriors. Tom
Jeckson, 4 4 and Jay Jacobs'
3.95 also aided the Maine's

to the fullesi against soph pi stamen Mark Bonsimon in an

time Rinck only hit nine'while

highest scoring event.
11Ie Prather, though. earne

through the first five events.
'Their margin in the rings com.

event,

ellen to ....the win.

peon. vros the dilTerence in
foam! teal score.

.thc

VARSITY MEET

B

F

The only problem was that. Reimann
Rinck tallied 14 fouCented
Cronin
The moond quarter as 41 Dedham
'

IN FACT, Bondman maw
mimed his. first personal foul
against the bigger. heavier

The biggest problem the Demon, faced however was in the

Tends

Brinck before a RCM had even
Rincles free
hem made.

Foul

celled Mree times before tan

thmw whie/i game Hinsdale

half. and then fouled out early

Baron

whistled 27 times in the 32

test.

Fiorentino

0
0

5.9 to sneak by 11.0-10.25.

4315:

The Panthen Zontinued in
their barrage with a con.
vincing 17.25-945 advamege
311 the trampoline event. War,

nor John Leer wm far off his

Hinsdale served

sulied in 3_ points for ME.

01141 BAR: 1. Ondrus.
PW. 5.0; L Gillespie. MW.
4.55:

3.

Dean, PW.. 4.2: 4.

Koh, MW. 3.1; TRAMP°

points

nom the charity sink while
the kol Devils' 22 fouls re-

'

CONTINUED

his scoring din in the third
stnnea.

but

Maine seemed

M fall apart before the hot

shooting Nam from the westBefore the end of the first an suburbs. 'While Hinsmind. Bondeson had picked dale was hitting outside shots
up three nennuals against the__ with consistency. East kept

"Die 0111 was cline
1. it the last evens the rings.

mAgspouNg,

I.

first of its Iwo scrand-place
finishes at 175 fnim Bruce

7.25: 5.1ivena Watt. 6.80;

Brod. Tie sentOr `PerkPlug

E LL

b. Moore, A. 6:05; 7. Shore.
NW. 6.00E1169 Weibel. NTE-

m,,,,... wt,,75; 110 mum.

as moths, winner. They don't

PARALLEL BAILS: I. Mo9a-. NW. 7.310 2. Ham. MS.
tool: 3. Ihmerich. Wale 6.80:

Inv e anyone sensat
hut
the O did 0 good johin
n winning
the mem."
Chew end then nt of the tap
gymnastics mums in the state
will ibld 11111 Ver,
ever. which totm has the hesl
overall
Four of the six Dist. 214

0

4.

Seheelan.

NE. 6710

5.

0

5

11

1

16

1

1

4
0
.

Skilboursitun. F

3

3

Skilboorsten, I)
Flynn

0

Swift
Toads

0

0
0
0

7

Nelson. eaptund Mush

ren

place. Ile pinned Rick Galante

lan. A -Smith. N5M. 6.25:

in 3:41. but was then topped by
Rohm. 1162. in the semi -11.1.

11.

Fernandez. F,..15; 9. Vulemon.

1'.

4.55: Ill. Stigler,

Idly. 4.510
.

In the consolation nunch. hr
IOW to kless on 0 referrer's*111511111.

Pr... sophomore Rick

0.45; 2. Baldocchi. ME. 11.15;

indicathin who the state
champion will he 40 only the

S1111. A. 11.91/1

Schuh. eoPPcd the tnnturete
slot m185. He opened by sum.
ping Km: Sakes of Nile. W04.
5-2, and then nipping Wayne

top wane arc invited.

Ossowski: P. 915; N. Farny, Marshall 01 611.111,111 11 Mei nn
MS. .III); Y. Itiel Biog. WI,. ii Mkt,. deeision .Iles 0 1MS
dtudkok. Eventual champion
Hakim. Wail. 5.75.

mEtx

.

R1IR.11:11i

3. Pam., NTE. 0115:4. Wil5. Krause, NE,
6.60: 6. Goidem. NW. 6.25: 7.

II Kension dekated Schultz
ir the final with n 1.10 pin.
Fon,. View's John Walker
- was in and b Kendon in the
NI

TEAM STANDINGS: I.
Walks:gm 42.20; 2. Arlin g
ton. 41.05; 3. Maine Smith,
Jews;1. 4_ Prospect. 39.95: 5_

Tn

Krittiar
IV/ il II er 41I

.n ,

S / VI M ///eel
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1180,

3,4003. 630

777,325.73135

394-1800

INTERVIEWERS

EXPERIENCED

.65 Dadso Dort. 1e0v0t.1.11

se, born Spa.:

omed

2 -DOOR

500
'7" g'G"6 A1

CONTACT MISS KC.
ISS7-4613

GALAXIE

71 Apts. and Rums to SIMP

3343200

Flea Marko, Sole.

For Brown & Sharp(' Single Spindles
EARN UP TO S4.40 AN HOUR

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLE

69 Nursery SchoolsCluld Care

BRONCOS

WO .11

NORTHWEST TRUST

'2375

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

55 -Musical Instruments

CUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

FULL TIME

CALL.,
255 701 0

L.T.D. 2 Dr. Hardtop

56Nficg FornitureLkainn

NV;44171F Ill'R'S'ERTSC=L
324Mcellaneous Meichandse

,5E Oakton in Des Plaines

Apply fo Mr.

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

M

JEWEL FOOD

PART TIME

experience.

Get Our Special New Year Savings Prices
On All Cars In Stock

Rfiggsiness Owortuilles

mciri1771

LPN's

EXPERIENCED SCREW MACHINE OPERS.

KENNY MANUFACTUIDNG

107.0utoPans 81 8110855.

Melrose Pork

Travel Agency

Don't Buy any Car Til You

Col
lolelo.

e,00

yoo

1955 W. North Ave.

CALL -112,1017

, repus.

55-Musicallnstruments

sou cost

Office Personnel Dept.

MRS. FALZONE
PERSONNEL MANAGER

BEAUTY OPERATOR

MANY IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

"7'7.7=3'E=1170

TERRACE SUPPLY

EXPERIENCED MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS. EARN UP TO $5.00 AN HOUR

rye,.

Coll 2343193

S135

Fl 5-0500 Evt 599

APPLY IN PERSON TO

E C.F RN's

nuts TIME

Talk to Teletype about these jobs today!

Hood

unircel. Excellent tang.
b000fin.

Light Typing

School Bus, Inc.

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW

wiR

good

minded girl.

6 30-8 30 am.

::::"Por'IrebnoZZ

no longer rintAl sleds. a II:bong.. or the inerca-

dive rsi

A.M. ROUTES

WE NEED MEN . .

o

them all! Ice sgaics 5111011 11.111 5110 ofigrow n.

Light

lied duties mimed to wee advertising, for coreo

P.M. ROUTES
I

okd

Outstonding Company Benefits
No Experience Necessary

MALE

AURORA STEEL

6

24181p Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

KROGER

to Sone Personnel

rurnediate openings in
our oxecutive office tor
gi.ls with sser.elarial ex
as, or re. Strong dergal

FREE PARKING

13 Lost and fund

TIS':17'..7:°.:1.°Il`T

FULL TIME

ADVERTISING
GIRL FRIDAY

sur.serneme easy

APPLY STORE MGR.

Set Up Man

937 PAOS

SECRETARIES

777-5555

"B Punnor Pool

2962/70

Press Room

NEW '69 FUR SIZE FORDS

10211u0sTrailers

ts.i0W7i;

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.

7aLttilinit'tZ

eni

St wearies 8 tots

3594116

CALL 10 A.M. - 1 P.M.

GIRL $560

Pub

111*050400, "

0';O'To'or to:Cnoah7. '1-

TOP PROFITS - NO INVESTMENT

TRAINEES

Merry Christmas!

Shipping

Coll offer 7 PM

455-7111 ext. 229

BABY DOCTOR'S

o ASST MGR.
23E5915yment dgencgs-Male

Not Only Maverick But Also

or, 9,37 OFFER

We ffeie b Provide Customers

:Sre

Paint Department

A.M. CASTLE
.00 N .11 Rd. Donlon Pa.

For New National Party Plon

o GROCERY CLERKS
Shift: Night Premium

89-ReolEstate-Bus.Property

NIROWNIKKOP ZoomPENSF

DEMONSTRATORS

010

FULL TIME

Openings All Ibis on Artsmoon

sEs.

oPPOintment

.147,r

JOIN THE
KROGER
REVOLUTION

Fine quallry. Moore

w/buokas
Whop... 6 Chao. .1. Roo
90- COUCH 6 Makbinp CHAIR
Call 3.3 .7,1

455-3600

2,712%/17RNAZO,,/f/n

2605 No. le Avs., TUCSON, Arizona 85719

prins Ural

blue

ir colonial

eles S65.

seam S65. 3.16105

Tél IVA

re br. sonbialemed and small or.ough to
friendly
Send resume. Personnel pep...roans

t:

ICOr',IT'SZna3Z.

41.9 SISO .6430.

FILE CLERKS

Skates
Things

:numbs old....4.

O

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

:°:1;',71117 71'1,1Z netellant

a

Reaching

=1"

.ernorusosse. Rd.

mos

t.13,03Z

bed

CAC MR. FOGG, 2...70

EX. SEMI.CONDUCTOR PROCESS ENGINEERS

255-7200 or 296-6640

0.00. 044

73

/Rewrap wolber L dry . C

'coin you conspMs.

AMY

To Sell Yours, Phone

:es'Zien71

igervice Desk)

$7.13000

37-3,030
$7.10,000
$6 7000
$7.8000
$10-15,000

ASSEMBLERS

Cusfonner

OPPORTUNITIES

1,90

E. E. ANALOG CIRCUIT DESIGNERS

6374536

CAREER

ARLINGTON

NORTHWEST DAY

/

irlf:Far

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years

Day NAM., b.c.

6333 N. HARLEM
Dally 9 to 9

317 5. /KIM, Rd.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OPEN EVENINGS

60005

-r

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
C
4100

CLOSED SUNDAY

SUNDAYS 11 to 5 30

nioilum9=nlm

11M

RCI 3-1500

ranremetes

From Honiel

Just Minutes

+ WWI

*1,

SHORT RIBS

a

Page 12

MR.KORDIAK HIRED
ME 'TO DELIVER
THESE HARDWARE

OF STUFF HE f-LASTC:,...,a

MAYBE 10% APIECE
OF WHATEVER HE'S
JUST FOR

COMPANY.'

GET RID OF HE'S

601.1KIA WEED ALL
THE ENCOURAGEMENT l'VE CA/.1

THE COMPA1.110h1-

SHIP, WOULDN'T
YOU SAY?

-2-

FENSTER MUST BE
DELAYING THE PINCH! SORRY
TO HAVE INCONVENIENCED

you, MAJOR:

GIVE HIM!

5

WHAT A coNcica.NcE!

BUT COULD I BE OF SERVICE
AS A REGIONAL INSPECTOR
FOR THE DIAMOND TRUST, I'VE
BEEN ABLE TO PURCHASE
A FEW BAUBLES AT 75
PERCENT DI CUNT/

' tory professes William McNeill and Peter Novick for a discussion of the "Stat-

6:00
News
News
News,

2

I THINK 15% WOULD '4'
BE MORE FAIR/AFTER
ALL, WITH THATSTACK

SHOULD BE WORTH

--CAME ON ALONG
AND KEEP ME

riT4A11146 MATTER?

TONIGHT

WITH HIM IT

I STORE HANDBILLS

t

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

FLIA!..--IF WE WALK
THE. WHOLE ROUTE

7
9
Mike
Show

Douglas

SOMETHING

11 Italian

Pan-

TRINKET FOP MY

SUITABLE FOR
PINNER
PARTIES!

%;:tsir

PoN'f

2
Red
Show

"The

11 TV College

the show,

6:20

FarNE

WATctreES

26 Today's Racing
6:25

I

CHRISTMt

torial
26 Quiz

SALE
LUCKY
DAY

II -2.5

6:30..
The Nutcracker

2

OOMEHODys
Co.c.b.4.0.4

WBBM-TV Edi-

2

t

ROBIN MALONE

DOCTOR ?

6.

by.

severe asthma at-.tacks, deUldes to quit

OF IT, ''/CAJ NEVER DID

011ie Christmas Spe-

Comments

7:45

FOR WEDNESDAY

Don Chastain with
OF MY MITTENS
CAME OFF;

WEATHER IS A REAL
CHORE I

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 20) --The excitement of

Dick Gautier and
Hans Conried.
9 Pro Basketball

WELL, PUT IT BACK
ON...YA CAN'T BE
THAT HELPLESS!

The Bulls vs. the
Celtics at Boston.

Lord." A "gospel"
musical adapted

from the hook
"God's Trombones," a collection
of seven sermons in
free verse from
American
Negro

folklore by the late
poet James Weldon
Johnson.

26 Motorsports International
32 Of Lands

and

2

lapse of the Third Re-

and J.J.

public" and University of Chicago his -

Frank Converse
guest stars as a por-

handle.

Ask for help from
younger family members --and
accept it.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
211 -The
Pisces who
puts
things off another day will find
that he's Made his decision too
late. Decide now what to do.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Tomorrow's pleasure depends greatly upon today's

preparation. Do what you can

to help another make things

12:30

Sevareid

5

Everyman

7

9

1:00
Perspectives
News

7

Reflections

26 Luis Carlos Uribe

1:30

32 Christmas with
Oral Roberts.
Anita Bryant, Oregon Sen. Mark Hat-

Movie
"Painting
the
Clouds with Sunshine." A trio of
9

field, the World Ac-

tion

Singers,

the

Ralph Carmichael

golddiggers search
for rich husbands.

Orchestra and skaters George Arnold

Virginia Mayo.

and

thor of "The Col-

too much for one person to

host.

William Rogers
11 French Chef

11 NET Festival
"Trumpets of the

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

more than you can chew.

Midnight Report
Chicago Show
Paul Benzaquin is

hosts a conversation

I 91 --Home chores may prove

make promises you cannot
keep. Take care not to bite off

5

7

with Sec; of State

Seas

children could cause you to

Paul Harvey

Eric

11 University
of
Chicago Roundtable
Host Kenneth
Northcott welcomes
William Shirere, au-

Jan.

bui Id a, children's dispensary.

cial

20 TV College
8:00

DebReynolds and

nuns living in New
England who try to

9:30

Basket-

"Guru-vy."
bie

"Come to the
Stable." French

CBS News Spe-

2

Humanities.

Show

Movie

9:25

Michael

7:00
Debbie Reynolds

12:00
2

l'erry Mason
32 News

cial."
32 Password

Dartmouth at Pur-

5

HEY, BUGS, ONE

-

32

to the
Bottom of the Sea
(

DRESSIN' CICERO -1" PLAY
OUTSIDE IN THIS COLD

(.(

ball

32 IOU
Paintings,
Great Music

Riorden, whom Dr.
Weilly is treating for,

1I Chicago Festival
"Kukla, Fran and

26 Purdue

11:35

Father.- Hqrf'

5

32 Voyage

BUGS BUNNY

Welby,

M.D.

9

due.

Your
I loroscope

Marcus

7

that the man claim-

ton.

11:30

32 News Final

ing to be her husband
isn't.

Cole. Clarence Williams Ili, Peggy LipBut COME 10 -THINK

in Medieval Eu-

rope.

dren. Eddie Albert is
host and narrator.

I Dream of

26 Roller Derby
32 Big Valley

Repertoire
WOrkshop series is
2's

woman tries to prove

Break."

n.2.5

nel

. set.

Movie
"Honeymoon

Legs_" Adaptation of
the Jean Webster
novel. Leslie Caron,
Fred Astaire.
11 The Forsyte Saga

cal written for Chan-

the priesthood. Robert Young and James
Brolin.

Fuzz an Even

HAVE you PEEN HIDING THAT ?

features

Movie

"Daddy Long

.

with a Stranger:" A

"Never Give the

ANY IDEAS,) neow-or couR6E! gcorly WHY ot4EARTH

AfrOP1-10orrH

9

The ballet about
the fanciful fairytale
dream world of chil-

SIMPLE, fyligniQG mortom --SHARP PAN, WR15f 1-0

RE515(.5 sco1r.5

26 Victor

tress Linda Sue Risk
and ballerina Jillana.
5 Movie
"White
Christmas." A holiday musical starring Danny
Kaye and Bing Cros7

Jeannie
7 Mod Squad
THE LOCKET; o0og

Show

An original musi-

Howard Keel, Joan
Freeman, child ac-,

Shakespeare.

ff EWE

20 TV College
Typing

7

9:00
2
T h e Christmas
Chimes

Christmas

Tonight Show
Joey Bishop

5

Skelton

Urchin," a special
holiday broadcast of

6:15

FEEL- SO
GOOD.

Show

Ortega
Pan -Am Show

7:30

32 Munsters

4F

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

Julie Sommars, James
Callahan

20 Business Wilting,

orama
26 Spanish News

ONE OF OUR

trait punter doing
the governor's likeness. Dan Dailey,

us of the Great Western Powers."

I'VE BEEN TOYING
WITH THE IDEA OF
PICKING UP A LITTLE

L

THE SHAKE -UP AND THE SHAKEDOWN

14VO,

aye,
Tuesday, December 23, 1969

OUT OUR WAY

3.1V.

A

Phil Richards
are featured.

1:55
2

McHale's Navy

2

2:25
Late News

2

Meditation

26 A Black's View

9

of the News

Five Minutes to

Live By

10:00
News
5 News
7 News
9 News
11 Canterbury Tales
"The
Friar's
Tale."
2

The second leg of
an African safari.
8:30

T ti e Governor

2:30

3:15

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE
WANT

TO SAVE CelfRISEI:j

IT MAY BC -OWE THAT THE

A I.DT OF TROUCLE, wieFae..1

I THINK Ya_1(

MEANNESS

le JUST A

I THINK DEEP DOWN
INSIDE laSRE A
WARM, GENTLE PEN.

Doe.
czwALLI

RISK OF LENCIIILG. l5 HIGH.. BUT

KHE RISK OF NOT LEUDIKK,
IS EVEN HIGHER!

(s......
YOL1 LJOST TA L/C,ED YCYJR5ELF

INTO A MILLION DOLLAR

SLANDER SUIT/

FRONT;

NASTY...

merry.

TAURUS (April 2I -May
2 I )--An admission made now
need not become a confession
made later. Own up to a fault
and feel free to enjoy the holidays ahead.

GEMINI

(May

:*

tain views are

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

22 -June

211 -Don't let others stand in
the way of your sharing holiday joy with loved ones. Cerbest left

on-

p -z2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

Hodgepodge

stated.

CANCER

(June

231 --Do what

is

22 -July
of

ACROSS

you today and then retire into
the background, there to enjoy
the preparations being mad(
by others.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) --An

special one for children.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 231-Discharge your duties as early

in the .day as possible. Then

°

spend time in last-minute prep-

(Oct.

24 -Nov.

22) --Charity and the present
holidays begin at home. Don't
be surprised if others misunderstand your motives; try to
explain them.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221 --Return

favors

CAPTAIN EASY
SORRY
YOU HAD TO
SCUFFLE WITH

I VUNDERI I MERELY SAM."IN

RUSSIA YOU UNWASHED PESTS
VOULD BE BANISH TO SIBERIA!'

THOSE HIPPIE
PROTESTERS, PR.
WALRUSKI: WOT

THEY APPEARED
YESTERDAY AFTER

OUR NEW MILITARY
CONTRACT WAS

REPORTED:

VUN VAS QUITE

MILITANT; Nexr
TIME L PUNCH

HESS NOSE!

beFoRe WE 1015c1.155 CONTRACT YAM: BUT
TERMS YOU MUST MEET THE
YE HURRY:
SCIENTISTS YOU'D WORK WITH!
DISTURBING
NEWS REACH
ME VEECH Z

STARTED ITS

mTusrAT INVEES-

IG'.

be-

should be a day when the proof

is definitely in the pudding.
Look for it.

MONTAGE
MAGNETO
moan
mean
meant
meat

mote
moat
mate
mane

mange
oaten
omen
omega

note
name
neat
gate
gane

goat
gone
gnat
gnome
team
tome
tame

tang
tong
tango
tone
agent
aten
amen
ament
atone
atom
among
mange

plea46 Boy's

10 L

'

fore the sun goes down. This

Answers to
Hideaword

1 Body's nerve
blackbird
center
4 Follower
MW dill
6 Boy's name
Wr4E1
5 Roman.
11 30 (Fr,)
emperor
12 Idolized
OMIT RA
6 Girl'S name
14 More facile
7
Dutch
city
15 Fail to follow
NIOrn v EN
8 Electrified
arfflg n 1E
suit in cards
particle
16 Ignited
9 Surgical saw 25 Musical
etc.
17 Individual
quality
37 Male sheep
19 Metal fastener 10 Mohammed:s
flight from
26 Female sheep
20 Bewildered
Mecca
27 Biblical name 38 Indian water
22 Preposition
11 Anatomical
29 Is able
vessel
(PL) .
23 Weight
tissue
32 Indicate
40 Mimicked
deduction
13 Low sand hill 33 Certain legal 43 oy.snameAccomplishes
24 Redacted
18 Slight bow
27 Food fish
21 Sick ones
34 Sea eagle
47 Whirlwinds
28 Near the
23 Hip -length
35 Occupant
49 Legal rule
horizon
coats
36 Iowa, Ohio,
50 Epoch
29 Against
'30 Compass point
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
31 Arab name
32 Challenge
11
12
13
34 Makes into
14
law
15
37 Confederates 16
17
18
19
(coll.)
38 Credit (ab.)
'21
2
23
39 Bristle
41 Collection
25 26
27
of quotes

WNMM MgM
OmMMUP
MEW
MMN

others. Make this evening a

loved ones.
SCORPIO

MMMUMO
WAWM
WOW
MM
M
MMER
UMM AMMU
MUM ORMIDOUZ

2 Paused
3 Cuckoo

OMmD OMM Rg1PW

excellent day for the Leo who
enjoys preparing surprises for

arations for tomorrow.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 231 Don't
yourself to special activities tomorrow. You
may find when the time comes
that you under remaining with

gMON am

Offlra

required

/gfirueR

/1-23
r 1%9

Mkt.. TA& try. U.S. tw. Oil

CAMPUS CLATTER
SPECIAL DELIVERY
FOR PRESIDENT
POMP.;

42 Too
44 Snooze
MERRY CHRISTMAS

FROM THE 5.0.5.1

GUESS WHAT, DEAR
-A PEACE OFFERING
FROM THE CAMPUS

RADICALS!

45 Meeting

proposal
48 Oleic acid salt
51 Solid
(cofnb. form)
52 Merited
53 Expunge
54 Hits hard
DOWN

28

29

30

31

34

37

118

41

42

45

46

51

47

35

36

39
43
4.8

40

44
49

50

52

1 European
sea bream

23

4

e. 03TiOttnct0.4)
gs

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Snow likely, low
low 20s; Tomorrow:
Snow flurries, little change
in temperature
in

Your Homni;!Nelrspupvr

Volume 4. Number 172
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255-4400

The Prospect Day

16 Pages.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Metropolitan Small:tarty Board
budget- record$124 million
By Ben Clarke

Melas, chairman Of the' fi-

The Metropolitan Sanitary
Board of Greater Chicago

nance committee, disagreed.
"I feel that this btidget we
passed was a wise move. It is

(MSD) passed a record budget - not inflationary to hire dediof $124 million yesterday, cated and effective employees.
with the only trustee who
"This budget has recogvoted against the budget,
nized the needs of the employe
George Thiem, calling the anto perform duties for the
nual appropriation bill "inpeople. The public has had

flationary."
Said Thiem, "The levels of
salaries have been increased
more than I feel is necessary to

obtain good people."

He added, "We are not

helping each other and this
budget should be less than it
is."

The

Illinois
reported

Legislative
Tuesday

THE QUESTIONS raised
are

complicated that
widespread inequities in -- Schlickman may ask the Conthe tax assessments exist in
stitutional Convention to conschool districts that cross
sider resolving the problem in
county lines.
rewriting the state conRep. Eugene Schlickman
stitution.
(R -Arlington
Heights)
inThe problem affects all
that

itiated the inquiry to deter-

mine wehther an inequitable
assessment was being made
in the Barrington school districts which serve both Cook
and Lake County areas.

"Barrington is far from the'
only school district confronted

. with this problem," Schlickman told The Day yesterday.
"The Legislative Council's report shows that there are over-

lapping county boundaries in
101 of the 102 counties of Illinois."

Disabled
train stalls
commuters

A disabled Chicago &
North . Western Ry. freight
train northwest of Barrington,
delayed rush hour commuters
yesterday morning for about
an hour. A spokesman for the
North Western explained that

so

three Barrington school districts --elementary Districts
and 4 and High School District
I

224.

The problem does not affect
the big high school districts
serving Palatine, Arlington

assessing officials, the School
Problems Commission and
other groups interested in public school districts.

IN OCTOBER Schlickman
asked the Legislative Council,
research bureau for the General Assembly, to study assessment inequities of school districts overlapping county

boundaries at the request of
conderned taxpayers.

"I understand that the assessment

differences
have
resentment among

Heights, Mount Prospect or aroused
voters who feel that they are

Des Plaines. These high school

districts, such as District 214,

are entirely located in Cook
County.
Legislative Council Director William Day told Schlickman that the report aroused
such interest among council
members that the Council

Gripe
Of The
Day

"IT MAY WELL hee that

Bosses

applicants

who
require
to take apti-

tude tests but don't give

broke during the early morn-

arc

raises

bearing an unfair share of the
schools' costs. This affects
their attitude toward the
school, even though the inequity is not the school district's
fault," Schlickman said.
Schlickman said he is still
studying the Legislative Council report, entitled "Inequality
in School District Property
Tax Assessments," and may
request further study on the,,
matter.

a coupling on a freight car

ing hours and caused a delay of

voted to send a copy to all state

once

hired. A.V.

people

trains using that track.

and

re -plowing ajeas
SOME OF THE areas had
to be plowed two or three

times, Creamer said, and salting wasn't expected to be start-

ed again until all the plowing
was finished.

pounds

of canned

goods, averaging 6.04 lbs. per
student.
Sophomores led the food

collection competition with a
6,050 lb. contribution followed by Freshmen, 5,284 lbs;
juniors, 2,891 lbs.; and seniors, 2,508 lbs.

No paper
Christmas
There will be no issue of
The Day tomorrow, Christmas Day.
Day Publications wishes
everyone a
Christmas.

very Merry

And we'll be back again
Friday.
Noel!

By the time the nine trustees
had voted on all of the recomincreases

and

de-

creases, the result was a net in-

budget that had been available
for viewing by the public at the

MSD headquarters at 100 E.
Erie in Chicago for some time.

A LARGE amount of the
increases went into higher salaries-1pr both regular employes and ",_-.:,isiders" working on

special projects for MSD, but
being paid salaries by MSD.
Board president John
Egan's annual message was
read into the record rather
than being read by him.

Said Egan, "The time has
come for the federal and state
governments to match or ex-

ceed district funds to accom-

worked on the snow with all II
of the plows in operation.
Some of the men who started work at I p.m. on Monday
went home at 4 p.m. Tuesday.
he said, and others who started
at 2 a.m. on Tuesday- were still

pected to begin work again at 8
a.m. today.

working last night and would
probably continue until 4 a.m.

and night, he said. When they

this morning.

pends on the weather, he said.
Heavy traffic could also

1

After the crew finished the
plowing they had several parking lots to clear, he said.

THE MEN who finished at

4 a.m. on Tuesday were ex-

If it continues to snow the
crews will have to work day

will complete the work de-

ferring to water pollution).

"THE STATE of Illinois
should revive its billion dollar
Egan referred to the $380
million given referendum approval last year, as "a $380
million ticket to carry on the
job during the next seven to 10
years."
Mentioning that and the defeated billion dollar pure water
bill, 'Egan said,."It will take all
of that money and more to effeet a lasting solution.

"If an adequate amount of
money is not provided, then we
will face a decade of decadence
rather than progress in the
70's."

EGAN SAID that in the
the $380 million
bond funds would be spent
meantime

"wisely."
The first issue, $20 million,
series

December,

1969,

has

been sold and is committed to

water and land reclamation,
and air pollution control projects for 1970.
Sale of $60 million in bonds
each year for the next six years

is the district's plan to implement its 10 year cleanup and
flood control program.
Said Egan, "We hope that
an act of Congress will provide

The

Neighbors

Work

members have already gotten

plan to have eight families who
were recently evicted from
their. homes come to the homes

she said, and some have even
gone to church together.

of members of NAW to share
Christmas dinner with them.
Julie Fass, of Elk Grove Village, a member of NAW said
the eight families are currently
staying in motels where room
was found for them after they

the Elk Grove Holiday Inn,,.

at

(NAW) of Elk Grove Village

were evicted.

SHE SAID

acquainted with the families,
The families are staying at

the Air Lane Motel, in Elk

through a housing allowance
from the township.
BECAUSE MANY of these
families are already eligible for
aid there is a good chance,that

the funds could be obtained,
she said.

Grove and the Elk Grove

Many individuals have do-

Hotel, according to Mrs. Foss.
She said possibly a portion
of the cost for caring for these

nated money to help cover the

people in motels will he met

cost and the NAW will cover
the expenses if no other funds
are available, Mrs. Foss said.

be

evicted this week and if that
happens the NAW will provide a place for them to go on
Christmas Day.
On the following Saturday,
she said the NAW will host tt

SIMON

SUBLIItB
SAY'S

dinner for the families. They
will have chicken dinners that
were donated by the Little Red

lion federal unit -pollution bill
a prayer."

EGAN SAID that the $10
billion program to control pollution throughout the nation,
as proposed by the Secretary of

more,

the InteriOr2Walter J. Hickel
last Wednesday, "is much
realistic."
Among the
"important
projects" in the 10 -year program
were:

that Egan

mentioned

--cleanup of 71 miles of waterways under the district's jurisdiction.

--installation of new interceptor sewers to carry the increased volume.of wastes from
communities that are con-

that possibly

two more families will

the top. The present $800 mil-

Merry Christmas, Peace on Earth,
Goodwill to man --all races, creeds and colors.

said.

stantly growing in population
and industry.

The nominating committee
of the General Caucus of
School District 57 is seeking
three candidates for seats on
the Board.

Residents of District 57 who

Four boxes of toys from

--a final solution to the air
pollution problem.

EGAN SAID that during
the next 10 years Sanitary Dis-

trict taxes should be "appreciably less" than the average
amounts of the past ten years.

Egan said that the bond is sue carries with it an estimated

16 per cent tax reduction for
1970 to an estimated 28.2
cents per $100 of equalized assessed real estate valuation.
He added that a tax abate -

merit of $651,630 levied this

year will result in a

three -

tenths of one cent reduction in
the 1969 tax rate of 34 cents,

and noted that "the district's
annual budget tax rate has
been reduced in seven of the
eight years between 1962 and
1970."

NOTING THAT some $17
million had been spent during

1969 on new construction.
These included the new sewer

built "in record time" of six
months to accommodate Harper College.
Egan said that the district's
bonded indebtedness has been

reduced from $141 million in
1952 to approximately $30
million by Jan. I, 1970.
He gave special mention to
the approval given by the 1969

Illinois General Assembly to
the district's request to issue
general obligation notes for
short term financing of day to -day operations.

Egan said that the sanitary
district "is the only govern -

mental body" in the city and
county to receive this type of
financing in lieu of the issuance of tax anticipation warrants.

Th2 savings on the notes,
with their lower interest rate,
as against the warrants, said
Egan, amounts to an annual
savings of about $300,000 on
$18 million in such notes.

are interested in the schools
and in taking part in conducting the business of the dis-

trict may he recommended to
the nominating committee or
may

contact a committee
member on his own behalf.
'Chairman of the nominating committee is Robert

Novy, 206 E. Council Trail,
392-3181.
Other members

to the NAW to distribute to
children for Christmas.
Mrs. Foss said the NAW has
not found a place for the din-

the

David

Kluxdall

include:
and Mrs.

Richard Miller, delegates
'from Busse School.

ner to be held but they are hop-

ing to find a church in the

Robert Kraft, Robert Gullet
James Jirak, delegates
from Gregory School.

community that will let them

and

use some space.

MANY OF THE NAW

Andrew Bitta, John Gobeille and Gary Sams from

Christmas eve

Lions Park School.

another day

John Griggs from Westbrook School and Mrs. David
Hanria Sunset Park School

at postoffice

delegate.

The day before Christmas
will be just another working

Alternates are: Warner Beh-

day, for Mount Prospect post -

ley, Mrs. James DeValle and

office workers, according to
Ralph Palubicki, superintendent of overall operations, although the rush of Christmas

Robert Iverson.
Caucus boxes and signs will
soon be appearing in' stores so

mail has slowed to a trickle.
Palubicki said 'Monday that

that names of candidates for
the School Board may be submitted.

its

regular hours of 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. tomorrow (Wed.), but deliveries on Christmas Day will
be restricted to special delivery
mail.
Palubicki. said that there

Vandalism

will be pick-ups of mail from
the postoffice on Christmas
day, however, but not from
other mailbox:stations through-

out the Mount Prospect mailing area.

efits.

3 candidates for board

the Toys for Tots were given

keep

_

--implementation of a land
reclamation project, using di gested sludge from treatment
plants for agricultural ben-

Dist. 57 caucus seeking

age from 2 months to 10 years.

the postoffice will

--co-opeartion with the City
of Chicago's underflow drainage system to alleviate storm
overflows over a 300 squaremile area.

pure water bill, defeated in last
year's election."

Neighbors at work to share
Christmas with evicted families

The families include from
25 to 30 children, ranging in

16,733

"rubber stamp" approval.'

proximate $119 million dollar

plish the job for all time. (rel

now before the President is just

Schlickman said.

Forest View High School

of which gained

almost all

ap-

enough funds to put us over

He said a crew of 15 men

Hen Country Chicken restaurant in Elk Grove Village, she

16,733 lbs
of food for
needy collected

,

ments in the amounts alloted
to a number of budget items,

the

slow up the plows and salters,
Creamer said.

this problem should be called'
to
the
attention of the
Constitutional Convention,"

students recently shipped two
tons of canned food to needy
residents of Cairo, III.
The 2,500 students collected the food in a pre -Christmas
drive.
They packed a total of

It was a Job for a snow blower yesterday and William Busse of
100 S. Louis, Mount Prospect, had the necessary equipment to
clean nearly a foot of snow from the sidewalks in front of his
home.

NICHOLAS

Mount Prospect Public
Works crews worked all night
Monday salting the main intersections in the village and continued all day Tuesday plowing

Council

st Melas had read a list of
recommending amend-

$5,161,990.03 over

Public works crews plow, salt,
re -plow through snowy nights

A

Schlickman query reveals tax
inequities in school districts

bud
iten

mended

TRUSTEE

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
TO ALL

enough of pollution."
Jr I prior to the vote on the

trease in the 1970 budget of

Day carrier Tom Hillerte, 823 Dresser, Mount Prospect, makes his way through the snow after

heavy blanket fell over the city Monday night and Tuesday, td make certain that none of hisa
customers are left without the Prospect Day. (Photo by Dan Balas)
C;

'

Two windows in the front of
the A & P Food Store at 36 N.
Main St., Mount Prospect
were damaged yesterday when
a vandal shot pellets from an
itir gun through them.

.

,

More art contest

A
MT PROSPECT
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

t 014,,tr'b

SORRY, We

winners listed

must limn

nsfe

ROTE: Most Wa1

carry

LI I

advertised

ID -Arlington Heights) was
noppointed to the state legislathe Status
week.

Terrific

BANK CARD"

In 21 Flavors

FOR

Regular or Mint. (Limit 1)
(Includes 6c off label)

and

4 -OZ. CAN (limit II

pito 10,000 WONDERPRICE

y DISCOUNTS 7 DAYS A WEEK!

C -77171--D

(price

ints.,?!`

J

Choose Me All
Purpose size or
Under -the -bed.

Decorative 14x50"

Stronglas.filern leakpruf!

$1

/handle.

Cup

99C

$4.49 FRAMED
DOOR MIRROR
Embossed hard -

344

wood frame in
gold finish.

Regular $6.29!

Men's Combed Cotton

BABY BEN
ALARM CLOCK

First Quality

inthides
6c off

bars

label)

pack

Luminous dial!

2

or white
disc't'd modelsBlack

on'a. cwelc

states.

"I una especially pleased to

standars.

c -on cassette d
tape, personal
earphone plus
batteries. Now
modelTP-739,

shin on the Status of Women
was 'formed permanently in
June. 1967. eller the General
Assemhly revimeal and a,.
proved the work air two tem.
.porary bodies during the four

Ilrevic. years. The commis-

Nine -year -old Bruce is a four

and labor law.

Regularly 3701

27,

a

Close -Out Savings!

dents. May many
ha
items that our witage residents
want and need. For instanms.
Please, dear Santa, hring n

Box of 25

_o.

for cosnmuters on the Chicago
& North Western Re. The station we have now is terrible!

valued at dollars more! Now

And, dear may rat men, it
would he nice if you brought
underpasses or overran.s ror the downtown aura.

some

'Rea Hone' Deluxe, Solid States

Wakes you to music! Snooze alarm allows
dial,

wide

and AFC for FM. Now
WONDER

29 -

..

'Polka Dot Daisy'

Bright Prints!

Coiffure Protector

First Quality

4 -PACK of

SATIRIZED

BATH TOWELS

DISH CLOTHS

Bright prints;
frosty
backgrounds.

97

es hands,
range speaker,

.

7)(Cpastel

& color choice!

WONDER

tai

HEET

4130

COUP07-.

WONDER

`D' SIZE

ANTI -FREEZE

4

tr
,
Del 27th.
ktipleirilDa '1"
selgile.-

COUPON

COULI) YOU possibly
hew tucked in your suck a few

Favorite candies and nuts!
P.S.C. brand.

heel

4119

NYLONS

4110

C

Limit four, with coupon
thrc Sat., Dec. 27th.

IP

4 10

GIN or VODKA

1970

pit. ONLY

4111

`,IC

DATE
BOOKS
Limit two, with this coupon thru Sat., Dec. 27th.

SP,

met of Apiculture and Deof Puhlic Health.
They will Ire granted. "only
portnment

when there

OP , 4114

lit6dari

lag

'Kerby House' or
'White Velvet'

19

QUART

7-Yr. Old BOURBON

ante, a really big gin
that), u could bring everyone
in the urea is a t
light system
Randhurst that doesn't
,

pots
or

welfare of the citizens of Illinois and when no other effec-

tive pesticide is available':

'IDE NEW regulations in
the

Control
Law also completely bun the of DDT in the treatment of
Pesticide

state

Sellers of DDT must mullein records of all

in -

SalCS,

eluding corks of the per

'

have

1111101101 Of the pesticide sold.

John W. Lewis. director of
the Da:ormolu or Agricola
tuns is chairman al' the OW-

' 1861ER NIEMSERN

pdnrh being

co7dr

Perhaps.. Saner you could
bring the residents of Goer
hunt . bridge over Weller
Creek)

HOW shout Edith
Freund and the Mount Prospect Historical Society! Could
you bring them the land and
bonding in which to loom an

zr,:;ritie

.

Founders' Choice by

Pak & Tilford 86

pr

319
3.51
a)

079

Maybe, Santa, you could

roake Barrington Trucking
Co. really happy by supplying
all residents with several mend
garbage cans 'with lids Met fir
and stay put,
For School District Si. it

would be nice .if you could

to, Action.

which the °enactment of A,

The Lake Forest Republi-

riculture will issue a permit for

can said that tlw White House

invitation. initiated hy U. S.

poses. Gov.
standpoint
the depairtments stapin

House Republican Whip Leslie Arands
Melvin. 111., wan

that naves mi recommend the
use of the pesticide for any agicultural pursuit.
action also strengths the governor's role in the
Great Lakes Governor's Conference on Pollution in its efforts to halt further detcriora.

7vcry

things in your sack. Santa, its

all right. This is the greatest
iiltie
n in the world. filled
wonderful.

wonderful

people( We are willing and
able tomtit toward providing
ther. things for ourselVes!

MERRY CHRISTMAS,

PI'

don of our water. 1211l1 and
Lets said.

Dr. Yoder said he with:L.1ml the Department of Puha
lie Health would issue permits
only under a strict control
basis.
ally,
we would
expect to issue u per it if a
contagious epidemic occurred
that could only be combatted
most effectively and swiftly
through the use of DDT.
'The Department of Public

Rrn6 lade' Ring --and by

he is particularly anxio. to relain the Senate seat formerly
occupinl with such distinction
by Everett Dirksen.

outstanding
company.

bigger step than has ever been
taken in Illinois 10 protein 01.1r
environmena." he said.

and a Ikea Plaines boy have
gahall recognition liar their
photographic aims in the Elk

.DEMOCRATIC LEADthe
ENS in Washingmn, including
award for his ingenuity in the
Sen.
Daniel
Inouye,
ID- -writing, producing and 55 Hawaii), chairman of the
ordinating of a new Kraft
Democratic Senatorial' CamDairy Seminar, the company
mtign Committee. have stated
says.
their belief that tile recently
eppoinied Repubcan
Shill senator
from Illinois.
Smith of

v, area

black and ts bite prink

Alton. will be Me mien

IP
8
Adinnion NMI Shopping Collier

I.

Southwest Corner Route 83 and Estes

.... ..

fee

Prospect

Commission bring the
patience orlon. the wisdom of
Solomon anal the wealth of
Plan

OnaAssis.

Stmt. and Drainage Commission and to residents whose

basements flood a long -overdue flood control program.
Also, Santa, bring the
down
Iowa merchants an enormous
parking lot
located right
smack downtown.

FO R THE

Clip This Valuable Coupon and SAVE 2Orgrfea Every
Pair from Our Entire Regular Stock of SHOES, BOOTS,
KEDS and SLIPPERS. COME EARLY AND SAVEI

INSTANT CHARGE!
E HONOR ANY RECOGNIZED CHARGE OR CREDIT CARD
AND ANY MIDWEST BANK CARD

LaTaffriALUABLE POUPONITMEN1

deliver and inetallatraffie
aline corner of Busse and Cen-

tml.
Si would be nice, too, if you
brought to commuters who
drive and park all day 5,000
parking spaces just 10 feet
from the station door.
'Aga. dear Santa, bring 1.0 all
taxpayers lower taxes.

SALE :

50% OFF

I ON ANY ITEM IN THE STORE I
STARTS FRIDAY DEC. 26th
:
ENDS WEDNESDAY DEC. 31st

: SORRY: NO REFUNDS -NO EXCHANGES -NO LAYAWAYS
ON MERCHANDISE BOUGHT DURING THIS SALE!

Yieatbrook

PTA, it would be nix if you'd

ON EVERY PAIR OF SHOES,
BOOTS, KEDS b. SLIPPERS

OECM

Otte toter

Wed ow 31 6 ant

JOAL SHOES
OARVNGTON MARKET SHOPPING

:

LIKE

'

'

P.Y.

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 2SS 7R00

WE GIVE YOU ONE BIG BARGAIN

Also, chubby fellow, bring

FORGET OUR WINDOW PRICES!

Mario. service to the cam

tint of all GOP senators on the

Fri Trust Company of Arlington Heights

Prospect

SHOES for the entire family

The Jade Ring Award was
initiated in 1933 and is given
for special recognition or meo

SORRY ABOUT THAT -WE DON'T JUST MARK DOWN
A FEW ITEMS AND ADVERTISE "CLEARANCE"

Cooper a liquor licenser

gig of ESP to aomeone who
would reveal "who bought

the

He received the award in a

DO YOU LIKE CLEARANCE SALES?

I Mini -

nine,: Division.
Rick GariNdali had the whilife clot
color entry and Mine

LOTS OF people would be

to

Dee. 8 office ceremony.
Oroniger was given

Vilitage

00

An Elk Grove Village hot

by

.

service

A Division of Underwriters Salvage Co.
Specializing in Sales of Insurance Claim Merchandise

contest

would be nice if you'd bring
the pro.se of no more mora-

Kraft Foods in recognition of

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

boystioc Win

High a championship basketball team in 1970!
For Postmaster Geocaris. it

hen presented with the 1. L-

1970 -who Will eisaW in-Fasiiirg
his legislative proposals, and

THE BANK

Health Jots the new DDT,
trepllations represent a much

Elk Grove

the

-

L David Grmiger, 314 N.
Russell, Mount Prospect. h.

urgent challenges of the 19706.

We sincerely hope that this will not inconvenience you
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

Dr. Franklin Yo-

had

Present Jade
Ring award

jam primary in theitest

tnidition
Republitetilistnt
einito exam, my views on the

Wednesday, December 24-9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday, December 31-9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

der. director of the Demi,

MclItoy

I

hours will ise the settle as regular Saturday hours.

the Department of Can-

Grove High School

gratifying." While in

Ian

AND GOLLY, Santa, bring

torium armbands worn

ballot in 1970. This 13 of deep

To enable our employees to spend snore time with their
families this Christmas Evm and New Year's Eve, banking

are

the new owner of Farmer

ntrdo bring to the Clean

lean

a nog beige of late

N111i01131 Program for Volum

William Rutherford, dirmator

these

--Lil Moo,

Central School."
For the Mount

They're still a bit sore over the

s

authorising purchase, anal
make an annual report on the

Director I owN said: 1
or no emergency for

ken ne

end Dr. George Spume!. thief

create endless delays?

mands on his time?

hietorical museum?

IMPORTED SCOTCH

QUART WHISKYt

an immediate

is

serious threat by
health
the.
;and

and
to

Survey.

litioi male,. of agri.ltund.

If If you don't

with

year.

happy, Santa, if you'd deliver a

sat

4 10

PACKS

With coupon rho; Dec
27, 1969. Limit I pack.

BONUS LIQUOR BUYS

FREEDA

SOLD

BATTERY
Made
'Patriot'

S

WONDER

hring a -guarantee &She consptetio
Its building program
at Li
School beforethe
start
he 1970-71 school

more hours in each day for
Mayor Teichert so that he
Could meet chile many deAnd, gosh, could you bring
Bob Jackson and the park
board lots of cold weather to
satisfy the ice skating buffs?

DA

FIRST QUALITY

Permits are to he issued only
he the jireelons of the Depart -

workers at the post office.

BRIDGE MIX

Preserves your

2CIN
-PR.

it

FOR

B61

DA

RE(. 2 for 270

GAS LINE

with coupon

problems when
trains go through town.

WO

Regular 290.

Limit 5,

linn traffic

CHOCOLATE

hairdo. New..

toss,

4E101=1

5 vV

Static

4

They would sure help to re-

One -Pound Bag

PILLOW SLIP

Quality cotton
knit. Pattern

um of DDT for fanning pur-

White Sense 111Celillgl in connection with his duties. a special :adviser to the President's

ment of Public Health: V(ilRam Cell.. director of the 1,

new railroad station building

Christmas Cards
An

was filed. He was there for

n amed hist week hy the Illinois
Interagency Committee on
Pesticides at a public hearing.

persistent poricidowere

Lit /gums Ilifol
H3

An

Washington when his petition

moment of Public Works and
Buildings: Orville Item IC,
Jean or the University of II.

4 for

stop in Mount Prospect. Lees
' hope your bag is overflowing
with g6bdics for our local r

"President Nixon wants to
elect Republican senatom in

strong race for the U.S, Senate
nomination in 19611, MIS in

of Inc Illinois Natural History

'FLAIR' PEN
Dear Santa,
As Ode
m take your famous
sleigh
tonight. be sure to

Additionally. Nentschler sold
that speculation on when he
-would file would bettelithifn:

Rentschler, who made a

he mile or use of DDT in
Illinois will he prohibitml. cf.
fective do, I. except by special permit.
Regulations restricting the

2

$1

rather than devide our party.

t

Stop in Mount Prospect

PAPER -MATE

jacquards. A SPECIAL VA UE,
NOW AT WALGREENS, ONLY

CLOCK RADIO

the interests of
women. Thesedeal with cdo
cation. volunteer work, legal
rights. employment, family

.the slate in

:Vain Street

Jumbo 22x44" size, in choice of colorfUl solids, gay stripes o rich

FM -AM Soundesign

graderat SI. Raymond's School.

pak

sion atwy investigate or
with,ny olher group in

as.w..Woy, ors tarviradl Powell
is empowered to place names
PoShai ballot as be wishes.
waill had male it known that
..he wears'] award the top spots.
on the ballot to incumbents.

illegal after Jan. 1

Dutch elm ilisease.

...

CANNON First Quality
BATH TOWELS

Sate, use of DDT

THE ILLINOIS Cannons.

Illinois Bell, are you listening? Bruce Balding, wants a telephone for Christmas. Just insall it at 205 S. Owen St. Bruce op
his brother wants a phone because he wants to call up his girlfriend and In, always gels hollered es for tying up the line.

Save on Fine Quality 'White Goods'!

solid state set includes microphone,

tered on education and child
advancement. Education and
home ',atter,. a. m closely USMeiated with the major iner
ests of Illinois women shin
membership on the Status of
Women minnussion helps me
in all of iny legislative work."
Mrs. Chapman was House

Sylvania

4 -SHOT CUBES

TAPE RECORDER

ests in she legislature have cen-

bodying one of
nommen.
dations of the cnonimion.
Approved by thine overnor.
Mis measure provido
milks. Financird grams are
made to not -for-profit Jaw ore tanners which meet state

PACK OF 3

'AIWA' CASSETTE

Women." Mn. Chapman said
yestenhay. "Sly armor inter-

FLASHCUBESC

$1

GREAT VALUES IN
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Commission of he Status of
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DIAL SOAP
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Chapman attended the While
'House Conference on the stut.'
us of women in the American
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mooting for Christmas. Ninoyearaold Laura attends Lieae is being encouragml by Prod.
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dent Nixon. President John F
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national study group on the
Mato, of women. Since then
state commissions have hem
Ovelopcd in all 50 el she
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continue my work with the

Spray DEODORANT
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THERMOS
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Smile and look at the birdie! Photographer Latina Musser may
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Keapsit Pint Sir
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CREST Toothpaste
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Everyday Discount
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Storage Chest
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sin= 1967. She appointment
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of Women this

Rentschler decowed his candidacy with IIVSeshtngton

concern to Republican someem in the race for the RecOngreasmen. He also__ gists in.. Washington- 'TINY
publicalTOOMMitioh to ifie
want to see the strong.. ono
held as press macron= for
S. Senate to stay." William H. Members of the Washington Ohio Republican on the ballot
lEentsehler etLgko Feel told' pros corps ',Larvik Illinois neat -fan to tangle with Mayor'
The Day yesterday.'
nempapers.
Dam's choice. Adlai StevenThere was spoulation
'
son III.
shut the seriousnos of
RENTSCHLER SAID in
.1 have been promised the
Rentschler's candidacy eddier his Day,,t/cy(
hia camfull support of Me achninisthismonth His opponent. Sen.
N ino h been purposelylows ...cation and the Republican
'Saint, Smith of Alton, filed On
key Marano Decirnhcr. Ile said National Committee in the
the opening day. pee R.
Thal the tempo will roe quickly genera/ election next fall. after
Rentschle,did not file until ahem. first of the year and the primary in March. Consid'several da5 hater.
until the primary March 17. "I
cring my long-standing relo
shall continue to honor
tionship with Poesident Ninon
, RENTSCHLER
GAVE pledge to twee a hard, clean. and
.role in his election to
moron...5 for she &lard m- end hcPc colighterting.en.- She, presidency: this is hardly
ing_ Under the proem state
tho will strengthen. surprising,. said Rentschler.

tures Illinois Commission.on

BARGAINS!
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By Richard C..
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Rentschler vows he is
`in Senate race to stay'

Ilk Richard (rd.
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manager. Lerner Stores Corp.

...IRM', Directors." Krill

said. we unanimous in their
choice of Mundy to succeed
- Joe Meek as president and
chief executive off., on Jan.
I. Munms stavice as ettecuive ire president and general
manager. intimate knowledge
of Illinois retailing anal IRMA
nperations provide the ideal
background

for this
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Minn s leadership position A it

lime when the needs of me
chants atc changing rapidly,
The opportunities 10 effectively serve consumer interests
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radio bra chatting,
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of the Chic., ApricullUre
C'luh: on the Consumer Information Soh -committee irl the
Illinois Status of Woman
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p,ve program in the Imislative.
hlic relations and Slore operating fields,
functioning

Q -Is Toxemia of pregnancy
common? What can be done
to prevent it?

-The aria

At
May

.
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of prcg-

include

perniciota
vomiting Mot simple morning
Mekeness). acute yellow atrophy of the liver and ecalmpsia.
Although they are Me coinmonest complications of pregnancy. prompt recognition
and treatment still usually permit the delivery of a live, fullterm baby by a live, healthy,
mother. The best prevtion is
regular visits to youenr obstetrician starting early ni pregnancy and reporting all symm
toms

to him without delay.

especially

scanty
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headache, swelling of the sm.

kick jaundiceor blurred vision.
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had six or more children or 'cancer is not increased. All
who her endernetrilla lin- women who am pad 40, howfininisistiOne or ale uterus). It is

often associated /H. serious
hemorrhage.
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Q -What tenses a hydatidiform mole? Is a recurrence
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mint cif the pc/pub/lion is under 2i.n In a few years they'll he
running everything. They are our only real hope for the future.
I\ specs they do something about the things they've hoe
mn[Ng Ehout fore /PPP They PrP/mhir won, commit es lo
conflict that isn't awar. hilt in which we've losbmore than 40,000

holiday, menu of
roast turkey, cranberry sauce
and mincemeat pie. -

and lakes
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clocks.:

lovely Frens
clock which data back to the
10th =oho, its chime sounds
like a small music hos. The..
majestic

Q -I have fulciparum In
lads. After four weeks I soli

C

slight fever. Inhere any cure
for this!

A -This tamer is an Minor' mal form of pregnancy.
occurs c hiefly in women who are
M or approaching 1110 to
%Naas and alma! never cm -

A-Chloroquine is the drug
of choice. If this fail; pyrimethamine with quinine followed by a course of .psodane

woolly brings ebout cure.

clock
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concern for the pro.

The rooms of the masion,
ough lag and bautiful, are
mumavhat of a hodgepodge in

their decor. Thme is a wild

.combinationofmodern.
Frmch pnwincial. Chippcm

dale and othellgeriods. Some

.1 supposed everyone was

down. but

I

Mk

would pan oblivinne thS
tetanal all
of the building.

and when I want through the
carriage house I discovered

that by just opening up two
mote entrances 'nthe stalls
them would be plenty otroom
for tw o more
Th e nicest pert of sharing
Christmas at the mansion was
thin the governor, lady hat

the saine prohnrcs decorating
we do. The light
plugs did not go together Ind
after the trees were all up and
decorated in the huge rooms it

..the trees

dhcovcred vol thg were
too tall.
"I just

can't face taking

them down ta' shorten the
trunks this year.- Mrs. Ogilvie
confided. "so they will have to

hunch little et the calling"

COLLEGE Insductorti tell to that the Mode. are goihg to IN

top scientists. TIM means they'll find ways to clean up pollution
.

Hideaword
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'lout be kidding yourself if you dent think they'll find

Ma, as many four letter
more words out of
thaejetters as you can.
or

In addition. find the word
using all seven of these

letters.

ways

to close the poverty gap. (That doesn't mean collecting canacd
goods, which is important now.) They're not about to see people
go hungry. They don't seem to understand why a rich land like
on with its enormous ability. allows people to go hungry.
Most importantly: they're not bigots. They accept people as
they are. That means they'll probably find a solution to the con.
stant problem of race relations. Wouldn't that be wonderful?
Beeense of the teenagers and young minim. it will be an especially happy Christmas. I hope you believe in them. us I do. If we
can't trust them, there's nothing left.
.Merry Christmes.

22 good. 28 excellent

.

Lee Janson
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It's the time of
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Mrs. Richard B. Ogilvie findsChristmas in the executive mansionashappyno experience.. her
Fame in Northbrook. The twin Christmas trees are artificial becaese of Way featura I,ul add the
look of the season to the huge rm.ms of the got
s home.
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fart

gether wherever they
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might be at this

The First Lad, of Illinois ha holy In evert sense or the word. In addition to fulfilling a staggering
daily schedule us wife m u public maysot end mother of high ...a11001 freshmen Elizabeth, she Is a
hostess who sets her Ruestsal amend Ix interaterl In the preservation of the household finance end
in the restoralins elite Maude heritage or her home. IPludes by Dolores Haugh,

special time.
Dolores Haugh -Woman's Editor
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HAVE not dong much
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feel that when the
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the en -

`Dick and 1 will not be here
for Christmas." Dorothy said.
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wooden work ;Move them. The
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"Recently od had to hem.

artificial be
of the safety
(canoe," Mr, Ogilvie began:
Placed throughout the huge
rooms in the mansion were
many bright scarlet poinsettia
and silver urns filled with froth

to.
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semi,
wives. Their true value

Mon org.i.1.5 Mrs.

et
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cent from last year; said Mn.
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9n the history of these clocks,
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.0,11:11 within the appropriate
ere and rewoled for Notre

historians Whir restored
Ithe Old Slab rapist,' BaildiaV.
Hickey, and Earl Hendon.
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It ought he that they'll welt. [I) .i.il[n Coal sod anon dr.at
enough that they'll do something about cleaning op the Gres.

r

....NoSsecords hwe-

-There is no defnite' app..
Ohm: ahead.

rmndo
-found the cupids gape-

dating back to she 1700s were
MOUnted as lamps in the

stpred in the basement."
mmlided.
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prank n as yet, Mt "care plan -

much this year because of our
plans for ine restoration of the

Garlands of pine and brightly colored lights encircle the huge gothic columns ut the Governor's
Mansion in Senna-hid, echoing the message of those within --"Merry Christmas to all."
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central telephone company of Illinois

competing with millions of other
holiday callers and occasional
delays may occur. If
this happens on your call,

.

please make it again

after
a reasonable interval.
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he secnd-place trophy.

Wall only Inct second am

pcarance for Maine South in
the Hers. freshman basketball tournamee. hut the unJamie. Hawks now have two
championship trophis.
It was the km Huskies arliti

Yesterdays early _morning
affair sow the hosts emerge
from prokthly the most thrilling contest of the invitational.
in,, nip -and -tuck battle all the

bowed in the Ihrds lo the high

0111111,1 hue Wahl, itm TIUn

n on.
Hsrscl

174 hut thy
nywnhylkss

tbIsal ...mid pi uy tout n
n um honors Ind

RTs,
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set up so the teams will be able

ett play at kn,1 two games. in.
mead of the conventional "one

Pike 6

Deerfield. a
winner over Maine West Mon.
against

ml lllll I

yen aka- 11(1

top bony.

They played up to their reputation. to alp the least. Work-

ing from a devastating halfcourt zone press. they m=6,
Sized the Merameguards lato

numerous violations anal built
II 15-3 first quarter lead,
The Hawks relied on Bruce

centage shut under the boards.
Big Huskie center Greg

scoring the Park Ridge gain-

Mnle Control.. the boards at
Tuman to movidc theadhesive - hoth ends. but the lighining

quickly gal
beck -on the .coring attack, to
pull farther ahead titter 41
minutes, 52-20.
Heeey's John Kanellis, Ke-

Edstrom. Bit Harbeck. Jerry,
Jones. Tony Reihel end Tom

-Wick Hawk fasubreak usually
ended in a two -point layup.
THE HUSKIES, meanThe advantagd ran ha 36-9
While, were struggling to get in favor of Maine South at the
1-2-2 half cone press.
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1101.111AT SKI REPORTS
Wisconsin
Alpine Valley. 12 hose. 0 new. good -very good
Clascade Mountain.4 Nue. 3 new. thir-good
Rih Mountain. n -I0 base. good
Mount Telemark. 14 base. 2 new. excellent

all.
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gain M two weeks
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gymnastics couch IN,' 11111111

will 1111,11
touring 1111s1ar
team from Leverkusen. West
Germany. Monday. im't
main is lasurpriacd thin
vohnl against one of Europet
outstanding amateur gymnaw
tic clubs.

elVe felt all along that our

irolidaY

11111 the Chik:,v will sport a 5-1

dual meet record against tiW
West GerMans and are Pad
success,. tht,
cunning olT
win. one low trip to Imola:um

ROM US TO YOU

Semndly. the meet 1.111 1,,'
held under National Cone-

tulle Athletic Assn. IN0AA1
rulm rather that. international
allot:. never done helltre whei,
Atnerican and international
g1im tru
have conitleted

TO
SERVE

YOU!

7 N. Elmhurst Rd.

anorher.

CL

diremor

Freeman,

The meet will :LIM mark the
rind ti lll e full-fletimid varsity

ol

team will compete on a dual
meet basis against un inter -

Howroth. of Chicago. hmh of
whom once trained with g e v
e re issue then of the mom in

1.1i011111 1.111.

Germany.

-A lot will depend on the

'THE MAIN

difference

between Me mo nilm." he
I, 111111 11 15, NCAA
only two gymnasts have to he
declared adetround Mr a meet
hut every gymnast has to perform alkaround under in tee.

One of those experts who
have rated Chicago Circle .

favorite is Ed Gann.,
lown State gymnastics coach
who finnual an alumni -varsity
the

judges.- Ereenum said. -Eunmeann lend to have cleaner
executions than Antedates
but the Cinde might have the

r

edge since they'll have specialists:,

The nu. outmoding indi.

vidual on Inc West Ciennan
team is Age Storhaug. two.
time Olympic performer and
currently the Scandinavian
and
Norwegian all -.,round

champion. Ho also

World anti

three

has,

l.a,t

European

championships.

STORIIAUG

IS

most re-

membered for his surpd.pg

elub that met a similar Wtat

win over the lop United
Stales' all-around gymnast.

(Somme club two mars ago.

Masao Sukamoto. in the1964

"11,0 West Germans have
mine outstanding individuals
but they are mit accustomed to

Olympic Gam..
Roetzheim, who is hopeful
of ...lung Chicago Circle to

performing u a tea. against
sp.:intim." he sold.

national chanipionship after
leading the Navy Pier branch
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visiting Glenbrook

North, 411-211.

In a num- marked by pins
and forfeiter.. an oddity was

a

pin of Gary

lit oydat nu. n

15.0 lead. The quickest pin of
the night, however. was nigh-

'clad by Warrior Nick Avant,
old turned the kick in only
:211.

Al 1311 pounds. Gary Hid minski accounted for the nfth
straight stick OVer Mark Sultan
in 1:17 to per the Warriors
ahead. 2541 Roger Blunter

didn't Id up. though, as he
completed the pin streak over
Ray O'Kerm 01 3:22,

5-6174)

fling Elk Grove. 13-18. hut net
even this could put a damper
on the weekendr
of Grenadier Jerry Ancona.
Ancorm, 0 98 -pounder who
ig Undefeated this season. pinnod Arlington's Frank Dalcompo at 1:25 of their mach
Friday, then 01.11 1:1 10 take

to play in 1070 should bring

Kosa l secki at I:42 and getting

nution.

the Olympics.- he said -We
lumn't hired well in the pust
and we won't unlmswe upgrade our level of competition."

new preside.. Edward Kam
lin, WO Washington, Niles,
announced

that

registration
will hegin on Jun. 17 al Rugen
fhtek.

ROKIEHEIM

NOTED
that a U.S. team had not wOn
III intermtionnl chamPionItiP
outside of the Western heno-

All hoys n years old 1w -Tore
AUg.

I. through 15 mom old

by July 31. who live within the

St. Charles' Keith Nelson In
the final. 5-0.

THE ONLY

other

Elk

Plagued by a forfeit in the
heavyweight

division.

the

Main found the short end of a
36-12 score at Glenbrook
North.

CL' 5-4600

662 F. Northwest Flory.

The Wurriori put up stiff

pounds.
,

2-18

Siehold

Hemphill

at

heat

III

the same reasons, both Ilk:ma-

The

Willows;

opportunity to play according
to their own capabilities. For
jor and intermediate divisions
will expand from six to eight

KARLINS SAID the regisnation period is for boys who

competition in the initial
mitbhes but were edged by the
narrowed 0 nragins. Three
POE 11 1111 155. 175 and 115.
panne clawks iced the moot for
the 3Ipanunt.

IN THE 98 -pound match.
t.4

past

Anderson

deadlocked

Perry Camp. 4-4 al 137.

In

their

first.

what

I he last two Years the Di: -

could he :heir most import:ltt
conference match OF the ma.
son. the Maine Emu armIling
team delea. visitina Pnwiso

mons edged Pnwim for the

:1111

conference

championship,

and this year with the match
coming so early Ill the -your,
Melt was a little surprised, by
the large margin hi: nem compiled in the impdtant Win.

At 145 -Maine's Mike Pa.
lamole Canle Obt on the Mort
end of a 9.3 score maids, John
Trummater.
Glmbnutles
pin 01 0110 Ricotta at 155.

AFFEIII THAT bd.-flurry,
it was all Glenbrook as they
pinned the Warriors in the 175

and INS-point/I divisions and
were honored another five
points in the heavyweight forfeiture

Maine's Jim Mandik got the

Fred Trete linallymn the
Warrior, on the build with u
niplind-inck 2-1 &vision over
luacral 115 Meat North's

WITFI THE nneet still very
much , for grabs, at 13-7, the

oon. clots. With only 1:45

Spartans opened son00 breath-

advent:tee in Miff. 6-3.

ing room with dedsiOnand

Mandik stuck Rick Reminaer
ID bring the Warrior closer at

WthcarlarbnLiknit Mattini rgitin'he

21-12.

'mond period.

Spartan .Craig Corbin out,

five, points back in

pin in the next two matches.

137 -pound match. 0-4. and nits
It, the Froysland.Douglass
deadlock, the Cards reeled 011

five consecutive wins ill the O.
fill five matches of the meet.
Don Stumpf pinned .Webh
3."2.

the

155.pound
115

ild's!"4

1P1e1t'l'i,H

p1

nod leircgr.Berto at 4.22 of the
175 -pound
match:
Andy
11.:04rort. t7,',7,15_,t.'ndGTtc1011:
and let, Selkirk won the
heavyweight match by for fail for the final Cardinal

margin.

tingent 01 fathers to hdp get
the field in shape this spring.
Other new MNLL officers for
1970 include Manny Lobel f110, 11I51' Home Ave.. 0,5
Plaines, treasurer and Jerry
Mendralla, 9300 Greenwood.
Des Plaines, secretary.

mary mcCarty. Des Plaines.
According to league vim

mmident lack Maly. 38 Mi-

year olds could be accepted

chael Manor, Glenview. Zenith Radio Corp.. which Per -

this season due to an expansion

chased the property on which
MNLL' two diamonds hk has
granted the league permission
to continue 10 011 the property

for the present. Maly mid Mat
he's counting on n large con-

Arlene
Marcus.
Kai
Glenview, memory, Lois
Niles. treasurer, Joy Sutphen. Glenview. team molltr
chairman, and Bert HOWL
Glenview. purchasing
president:

OPENING DATES will he
announced

when

schedules

compl,ent.

East whips Proviso with team effort

to the school's only national '.Wes( High School. -24-14. last
title in 1949 use perfomter.
Friday evening in the Maine
' limes this 11111 0111 stimulate
multi-room.

Ross

WEBER THE.. .lopped Elk
Grove's Joe Digarigi in -the

A.M., officers arc Rose-

teams.

played 1111 season as well as
newcomers, and he addedthat
only a limited number of eight

dates were selected to allow the

and

officers and managers more
time to make up equal teams

Ill Noon,' 3 pan.

River 04,1 ,1,4 who would like

two -mamhes were fought to
nandmills. *1 130, Mike Binafly tied Gienbrook's Kevin
Chuck Olsen increased the
Procter. 2.0, while Warrior "lead to 21-7 with a third pried

squeaking

130 -pound match.

Ott

and to give more boys unequal

Japan.

Jim Grp.. 9-11. It Was the same
story .in the 10e -pound divi-

Krurnpos. 3-2 for
Warrior
a .1 Sperian

ning Ron Kota] al 3136 of the

ttra
Wehh with 1: fourth:place fin-

Park and sign up0l we of the
following times: Sat., Jan. 17.
9 a.m. to noon, and Sunx..lun.

Dempster St- Shermer and

painted Maine's Keith Foilrenbacher. 7-4. before the neXt

Livingston

rolling for the Cards by pin-

inutchi'/Uarl Andeoon shut

Elltt,15Av71,":,Li"thre'ridne%
hree M.ches. Bill Evans heat
Tom Dakompo at 107

dircot or guardian to Rote,

Trails

Maine's Ken Gmtalam mayd
eight points hull,,,. to Nonh's

sion with Glenhfoon Steve

er match.. though Elk Grove's
Jeff 5100111nd managed to tic
Scou Douglas at 145 pidnds.
ft -6, Rich Stancgak got he ball

at

"1'1' WAS A real team

nIl," Will laid, "I thought we
did real well as many kids
sie7Ffired equal when they came
but 111:1

won thseo

Maine got off on the wrong

elask as he beat Sam Pulia. 5 2.

score tu 24.6 with ,aily two

Seven pounds later Doug
Stuart easily topped West's
firma: Memm..8-1.
All state hopeful Dam
lined the Mainc

nenches left.

IMeaTtl '1h7poinnts, 15.1.11 hO

foot as D ,nny Gold lost to Provases
Ebbege, 5--.
the

demolished Bill Hmnig 11.0
Maine string saw 145 Craig

host's then captured six &xi -

the M-

At 175. Spartan Roy Horne,
.p,in,39edamthneinnen's.,Stcycpc.dEmlwhnail:

gone in the opening period.

loom by he 1116e the 05Pll.'1,11, Nt the mat.

Scot Verner started Me Dc.
mon comeback as he downed
Jim 019903011 6-0, picking ap
live points in the second period
to ussu te the win

The conference bridesmaids

then made a little good news
for their Inns taking the 115
and heavyweight contests to
make the t inal score 24-14.

at 137. The final match in rho

IN REVIEWING the thatch

Brockman top Go. Slider

bath Pete Gross and Dave

with

Maple indicated they thought
the win. Win
real Baal vic-

dons in arow tEt run up an 111-3

(01. 83 d McDonald 041,

01 123 pounds. 6.4. In 0100 the
Grenadiers a 14-0 lead,
Arlington didn't 1011 [moths

place finish at 115 pounds, Joe

sh at 155 pounds.

Chuck Haley lopped Glen brook's scoring with a pin over
Scdtt Smith at 3:1 I to account
tor the final 40-20 smoe,

4-0: and Mike
McCormack heat Bob Wilson

Grove waders to move past
the first round at Ridgewood
were Ken Sit:bold with tlhird
de'dPtl'a

feit.

chtimpionship as a member of
the American team that mitred

aANI.I. !mondani. dake-Eu.
side horse 'did Rd.. including Timber

sphere since 19511, the year he

-

tough little Grenadier 11161 out

ing up his One points via for-

of the major and intermediute
divisions. Rugen '.1k Is located on Harrison St. al Sheryl
Ln., Glenview.
The
antler registration

won the Asiatie

in the Sides1Wood
Invitational Saturday. '11.0

p 1101111.

anuary 1,7 signup for MNLL

national mum throughout the
-The United States desper-

Dill -pill,

which lasted through 145. 155

Little Leastie brisehall loterens and rookies will have an
opportunity 1,1 sign up for the
1970 season while the year is
still in in infancy. Melee.
Northfield
Link League's

finally pm an end to the Waravalanche by sticking Len

future ...petition with inter-

ately 'needs international exposure in order to compote on
an equal husk with other countries in internetional meets like

They had, however, stand
a small streak of their own

rior.
SPARTAN RALPH Pried

id-Subur-

ban Lougee victory over vis-

mon at 5:41 while Kay Naegie
timeof it by pick-

1969

undefeated after
Cardinal sweep

team, on the bawd;

had an

December 24,

-.
j. AncOna st ill
Arlington's wrestling Darn

The Warriors put it out of
rmch utter that, though, by
taking In, next two matchts.
one by p0100 one by forfeit..
Tom Willming put the meet in
the bag fly falling Don Nor.

Wednesday,

,

rolled up a 3.1.16

Maine's Dave Sado .1 5:43.

3-2 v.rdt,,,,.r Main.

PIMPS

Any child in the arek
whether a member of a club or
not, can compete in theClass B

and 165. Dick Siebert pinned
Warrior Kevin Wallin at 5:22
to make it 30-10 before Rick
Martini turned the tables on

;3717dr5:ti4da.

Pagy

10 Km. dad preliminary

three in a n.v when he stuck
Jim Mika in 1:32 of the first
period to launch his team'. a

blare

1S,.pl1h

137.41 tfir towon Weight, Spar.
tan Bernie Parricen captured a
Ken Pest.

heels will stud at 11:30.

Maine W.I freshmen clob.

Stauffer at .:21 of the third pcrit d. Tin, k ' pt the harrage elm 11.
sine Don Pee-

the

final

a els It

the

his

hIlling with

YMCA in Chicago. and On

tutus.n

ttophy
rounds

Torn 1..amioni
made the -score 8-3 in favor 01
Maine by defeating 01u00
Gano at I 15 7-6 Warrior
'the 123

.'

Regismation for skatms starts
at

MOOMre.
.Spertan

speed skating to try n out at at
lb. Moult l'19" ,591 Win
Cernival Speed Skating Meet.

in the Mount Prospect me..

though way behind at 30-5.

pounds. Ed Rappey got Woo

Upper Michigan
Powderhorn. 1211.0.2 new. excellent

hs

Lon lllll d Ito [top., Ind thy
tiny...yrs will In. for tSear

Warrior jayvees dropped to mat by GBN
MiMe Weal jayvee wrestling

MT. PROSPECT

.1,Li11,1

don from Glenhrooka Scott

_.°11ratrhatilyl Erty'dbc7nwiehreostehdt

of these top skaters to compete

al

BEG IN SING sr 911

Sugarloaf, I 0 ham, 0 new.good

ch ampionship h imcs dill

1

kr in I 46 of Ill, upon, parr

nor frosh came 1011 On top.

LOWER MICHIGAN

chances were ve& good." said
Rueteheim when notified that
several area gymnastic unman
ndes.
and n rival college coach
-111a1 means that we'll have
agMed that the Circle e an specialists in every event. All eddh-on-fiworile to win' dm. attend men have difficulty godual meet. wheal... for It ing agahm specially men. so
p.m. it the Arlington High
n atundly ive'll have an advan.
ROF:17.11EIMN
am!Mance is suppinted hy 11,1 1.1

TOO ES

PlayhoyClub. 10-24 hase.4new.excellent
Skyline, 6 hose 2 new. good

as/

Rahn, ny
111111, pins and
muumount MK 11111 lytd
albs thy lint ses
oklm. lb..

Chicago Circle gymnasts meet
W. German counterparts at ArIS
Bill Roetcheint. Iniveraty
of Illinois to Chicago Circle

aPPY

.

Maine IT est rosh romp

I

sake

it' ( 1 lllllll las and a 1.1app Sc.,' Year. See ,,,..

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

the cons. mon Ind

Both

railed hy decision. It was either
stick or get stuck. and the War.

ail! he taking off nem week for a Mil anea-

1

St

.. there was no match de-

Wheilevi possible. It
...II. advisable
111.ii lite la. school. particularly in/mined ,i111

1.1

thy

blow, of 501100 Gmay Sin
II M ins 01 Mundthan
whith will
1.1 ,0,4 it 12 on
SOU.. In the yhtmmonyhot

Athm,ton 17 10 behind thy
12 ponds ol Inc lib.r and the

in OHM 11 I.` ner 1:11Mnillorzi ill 1111.1.1/11.1111 pacer

ths ob. in

Viatoi cam

W mt. toppyd SI 1..01

dosteeked all nom

Hermes towering center Greg Dele slums
kndy control In
g etting off pamper limiest Maine Smith Inn Melo, Hale Binned Me
clitt 14 [Mills as the freshman Mats grabbed tile second
THE TWO victors will play
place Monte. i Pin.. by Mike 1 lllll l
al 1:15 mm. Saturday in the

111.. to wish eerellody a alet

11,1111111d be 111.1.1

!boo is II'' a bon taking

E....

rums We mast move Mis

ntlea wanater eunnof omtinne
once he Int.Imen unconsmou. mil.. he has Mien
check,1 bye doctor first. !Mc ...the tact no nha
III siii 11111 III
good wrioller
elintinatcyl from the totiinament.
1

silo:did, provide for a 1.11,111ll 10 1,1 ill
1E1,1111E1T

berchancleio ... lower

trio. poim mt. Moine adJON RICIIARD,R. the vantugo by taking an 3-1 tied,

Ha:IM'l i-91 'thnet 4091. 7.T0peci club said that registration
and the race: for the older skators will be delayed until later
in the afternoon to allow many

2 advance in SV t °limey

son -ME 11:12.81

100 -YARD FREESTYLE:
I. Mueller -MC 112.112. Moo
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good cheer-

' et Christmas!

hopes of holiday alloyrent for all our friends
and neighbors. Our

"nook You" is warm

74.44 Inn rem

and sincere - serving

Zosyei "Warm. jte

PALATINE DREGS
'PALATINE

To our very good friends,

MARY AGNES

J & B MEAT MARKET
0 s. Main St.

Mt. Pros,.

Company

ES ERCREEN PLAZA
S111,1,1 -ON 11E1,111S

15 H. nosse

JOYOUS HOLIDAY

best wishes for the holiday season

1111111111111111111111

I'll'.

II

GREETINGS

ZIMMER HARDWARE

We

PALATINE
Hope Your Holiday is a Driving Success

a elite
k Mialft%

111

Cool; County

School Bus

rAth

613A Main St.

to our /yonder/ all
Ni patrons

f riends

you, our pleasum.

7.54

wish you a Christmas
that is beautiful in every way!
Wolter -Magalyet
Nona. Coo

Merry Christmas

MR. G'S TIRE STORE

FROM

Van Oak's Pet Shop

(:;)LIANS
BARBER SHOP

Mount Prospect Shopping Pia.
Rand & Central Mt. Prospect

Mt. Prospect

DEN ION SHOPPING CENTER

... to all our good friends! We ve

11111111110111111'

enjoyed serving you - we look
forward to serving you again!

OF THE

LASER E DISPOSAL CO.

(

sason

8 S. Wanton

Arlington Heights

--tplY. A Purr -feet
Holiday to all

oh,

nImolitIiimiIiuEo mumniin

Ill liii

Thank you

FROM A MERRY OLD SOLE
AND HIS COBBLER

for your loyal patronage

Kentucky Fried
Chicken
132 W. Northwest Hwy.

May the holiday season
abound with all the good things in
life for you, our patrons. It's been a

Ill ill ill

Weinrich's Shoe Service
/0 W Campbell Adopt ,21its

Arlington Heights

pleasure to serve you!

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

A hearty "thank you!'
to all cam Patrons...May this
Christmas be your merriest ever!
COUNTRY SIDE RESTAURANT
AND LOUNGE
wes; Campbell

Arlington Height, III.
George, Rill & Jim 040000

*4*

Mum

'

olidaY4

Claw

1765 Busse

Nit. Proopeet
Des Plaines

(has

1(12 'Nest Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights. III.

10-12
East Miner St.

,

111.er:ince Counselors
wiimgen go. ea
%nine..., thigh,

Esc t .. "0/1V1i1Z11
tr111101111 I

HAPpYHOADAY

Arlington
Heights

In

ilaVitei16-1444

is

.ft4496

We wish all our cus-

BIERMAN Co.

act

TRUE VALUE HARDWARE

Your hourly, heirs). ul burrilrors s,trut

wish for you and your
family -III the best the
siSason has to offer.
Hop, hollAnys1

201 W. Central

110IPPYG
Heartiest thanks to our customers

GON FINE 1 IAIL
DELIG A 'F1,:;SEN

BUSSE,

RESTALIRANI::

spreads its meads, wo

WT. PROSPECT
& DES PLAINES
AUTO PARTS

Ark Pets

Iit)ys

311:11111.rfc 30ail11)1fill.11:11

ElItISt the tarp!

tomers and friends
holiday rimer.

FROM US TO 500
MILLNPON

As the season's glow

Istif

°I

ra
Liti:

8 BUSSE AVE.

MT. PROSPECT

Happy Holiday

4tizt111.01,,

INN

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
902 E NORTHWEST HWY:,
ARLINGTON HTS. ILL.

Phone 394-5100
OPEN MONDAY 11.1U.PRIDAY 6:30
SAT. BOO SUN, 9:00

To you and your familp,merry Christmas!
And thank you warmly for the pleasure

having served you.

PROSPECT OPTICIANS
Optician
Iii
.5.

of

our deep thanks to all
our friends, with seasonol greetings.

DICK BAUMSTARK'S TEXACO
14 E. Not/burst Hwy. Mt. Prospect

fN

To all our
patrons.

Santa's sleigh balls echo

L -NOR
CLEANERS
7 N. Elmhurst Rd.

Prospect Heights

oel
Good hcaith, now/i foil, happy 'holidayn!

?Stop

Book Store

EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

it

"Fit-tiag" Wish to all our Friends

Jack's Men's Shop
1eIt.1-"rospect Plaza

May your holidays
be all you hope for!

\\:'
is

CU NN-INC HAM

BYHRING
JEWELRY

siettrrtis, A'rlit.rt
IPilS'\T

,a1.1=s;rotris

-,.-;.tor Yale

ly

-

-Palatine PInza

Shopping ('einer

*0000000a
Peace On Earth

MERRY CHRISTMAS

The gue Christmas
',Licit is Peace on,

HAPPY NEW YEAR

CHRISTMAS CHEER
Best Wishes for the best
of holidays
BRAVOS
OLDSMOBILE

Fashion Nook
In the heart

HOLIDAY GREETIL,

MAGIC HOUR

CHRISTMAS

WARD

Be Yours This Day

of frataarre
53 W. Slade

0'

Friedrich's Funeral Home
329 We, Cent'

Peace on earth,
SENDING YOU

MERRY.

TO MI

1ST

May True Joy

Atztfostrge4

GREETING

ALDERMAN

Moore's

-Itrimprsnamport

A .JOAS

THOMAS J. KOPLOS

Earth. let's. make it a
gift to one another,

Batongton

-.:110"
sok,

ANS)

good will toward men

gilawitest qudingn

I'ala(inf

tiro Seasdo So

Frame &

isu ettelentetu

FRO

Rolling Meadows

17 N. Bothwell
Downtown Palatine
In Old Town

W NORTHWEST HWY.
NIT PROSPECT

Garden Center
RT 14

Wilke Rd. & Northwest Hwy.

May the blessed peace of the Christmas
season spread through all the world. We

thee is right. Hope
Santo's wick makes

Ray's

extend our warmest greetings to you, our

customers, and express ow gratitude for

your Christmas Wight.

Radio Ar TV Repair

a

pleasure serving

Peace

dad lioliday 6/teetift# to
Ag Ota eratometa

your faithful patronage. Best wishes.

Palatine
Paint & Glass
Downtown Palatine

lidedi
Spots -64/14 Gam's

Season's best wishes

to all! It. has been

K. GRIMM
D. ROIGARD
G. JAMES
G. MAKELA
L. MALMBERG
L. PARKER
D. ['RENE
B. SHANNON
L. SNOW
M. SWANSON
D. WILLIAMSON

.

PALATINE ILL.
We are ready and the

6treetin

H. CRABB
C. ELIASSEN
K. ERICKSON

PARK SITE

PET SHOP

H
SHOE
SERVICE
o

.1. ANDERSON

of our friends: thank. you!

TOWN & COUNTRY

ANDY'S

CLEANERS

Mount Prospeer

To each and every one

4

AN.

4 E. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Illinois
Phone 359-3655

Barsella Corrado

r.dd aaa4oia

CORRADO'S RESTAURANT

310 W. Rand

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

May your Christmas
be

259-5050

CLASSIFIED
DEPARTMENT

bright with ley,

and the warmth of
true friendships.

It's time

you during this past year!

Arlington Heights
Content Shop

to greet our many

S. Donlon.
ArlIORIOn

friends and wish them the best!

253 RAND RD.
MT. PROSPECT

:ARLINGTON FURNITURE

II JOYOUS

211-13 So. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arling on His. III. - CL 9-1500

YULETIDE!

253-3300

easopis
C7"

'"irtr="1"="
FIGURE SALON

MAY IT CON1F.
.ST (Aims -Di AS
Glidden Country

7n.ettl

Paint Store
41,0.

NILO. s

SRI IM.ION

,

R.S.S.260C.

Christmas
Joy

-1R147

HOLIDAY GREETINGS!

Wishing you and yours
holiday happiness!

And a very sincere thank you
FROM ALL OF US AT

WINKELMAN'S

OPENOIRISTMAL

11111111111'111111111111

Bicycle Shop
115 So. Clovis Street
Arlington Hts.

Wishing you all

no-.93%lnmacV
IOOSPEC" CI 5 31. Lo

mid Happiness
LA TEJANITA

aiistsnas
TO EVERYONE!

Elm's Foods,
Inc.

Yft

Just want to say

11,111-1-

V11.1.51U1r11,

Arlington Heights

e hope you have

... to all our fine customers!
We hope your holiday stocking
is stuffed with lots of goodies!
Best wishes train everyone at

GreeZ9s
L,e1

May Christmas "unlock" Much Happiness
C.¢oseget Lletu.a.se

fi)

12 E. BUSSE, MOUNT PROSPECT

We wish You a Christmas
that's happy

the

L vro

e o1

to

friends

and

neighbors oll over town.
Sincere Monks for your

the merriest

of Christmases.

Arlington

,

Downtown
Beauty Shop

1401),;PZSPECT

\ACE

ss Seem, erneueete.

The very best from

and filled with every good thing
Mish vuu a Christmas that's cheery

pith the warmth Friendships bring

Kentucky

"PEACE

ON EARTH"

MERRY

CHRISTMAS

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

Wishing you 'a Yale

WAREHOUSE FOODS

complete with the

1300. E. NorthWest Highway
Palatine

DUNTON COURT

trimming!
CLEANERS
Of, DONTON
ARLINGTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS. ILL

7a Owe 7viewvea

GOLDEN
EAGLE
1432 RAND RD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

We wish you all
lots of holiday cheer

Ritzenthaler Bus Line
Arlington Heights

Fried
GREETINGS

Warmest wishes are
going your way from
all of us', and a grate=,

NI "Thank You" for
letting us serve you.

MUELLER'S
Stationery Store

s.

food eitwe to fiat

Mount Prospect
Package ,Liquor
16 N. Main

Mount Prospect

Joy To All at Christmas!

of the season Iron,
all the folks at

a wreath of best wishes to all
our wonderful loyal friends.

NORTHWEST,

Northwest Office

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

AUTO WASH

EVERGREEN PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

900 W. EUCLID
ARLINGTON WS. III.

Machines, Inc.
1428 Miner

Des Plaines

Chicken
254 N. NW. HA*

PALATINE
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Driver's license re-examination
tests knowledge o tra is laws
(This is the second of twkarUcles by the Illinois State Bar

Tomorrow
Is Today
fh Joseph Dil.)111iSe

Association dealing with the
state's

re-examination pro grain for licensed drivers.)
Do you know enough about
Illinois traffic laws to pass
ybuf-- dirver's license re-examination?
According to the Illinois
State' Bar Association, 'many
drivers who thought they knew
all the answers are Minking the
re-examination .which is now
required of all licensed drivers

ax"'

KARMA Continued from Monday
The lawofcaus,e and ellect is put inter -action by -man: -It is he
who produces the effect by firSt acting out the cause; and when
effect becomes apparent, man tries to console himself by
of tering explanations or excuses for his actions and viewpoirts.
Vhen man produces the out -going action.' he little realizes
that -this is only the beginning of the action. The action, in completing its mission, is like that -of a curve or a boomerang which
returns to the thrower. The returning action is then known as reaction. It is interesting to note that there is an equalization between the action and the re -action.
When .the action and the re -action have completed their
course in.the world of se1,1-cons49d),',N.Q- have Karma.
The people of ancient civilizations portrayed Karma by the
symbol of a serpent swallowing. ilsown tail.
To be continued Friday

every. nine..yeacs.

A": 'part of the state's retest-

hig program, ,yoti could 'rc,
ceive a notice 'to. report for reexamination the next time

'

your license conies up for reriCY.al. 'Even if you receive a
notice that your license will he
renewed automatically. upon

(b) 200 feet: (el 100 feet.

solid yellow line on
your side of the white center
line on the road means: (a) use.
caution when Passing:(b) you
may not pass,

merging lanes must yield if
9. Vehicles traveling in the' HCCeSSary to, OvOilt ,cojOon
right hand (outside) lane of an, 4\10-(a).

4

Yuletide cleanup for the green thumber who creates lovely
Beep' displays -or festive wreaths with ease but finds the iiddance
of the chlorophyll; pine rosin, or other plant stains a messy chore
is easier now. The new aerosol foam cleanser, Painter's Formula

400, amt ,o" ^r Ktkinois Bronze Powder and Paint Co. of Lake
Zurich, not only gets rid of grass stain and sticky gums from pine
boughs, but also grease, India ink, adhesives; -shoe polish, and

ground -in dirt from the skin, while leaving the skin soft and

smooth, Available 'at $1.49 in the 8 -ounce size can at urea paint,
hardware and department stores.

later.

The -examination for licens
adrivers is the same as the tes

Ito be sure you can see wel
enough. with or without corrective eve lenses, to drive
safely) and a written test.

The written test

in two

is

parts. One tet:ts your ability to

ftlentify traffic signs by their
shapes and understand

plo:i ed. Are we making the right moves and how long will it hike
to sell our house?

their

meaning (the subject of the
first article in this two-part
series). The other part of the

G.N., Des Plaines

Dear C.N.:
I don't see you selling your house immediately.
I feel good
with your move at work. Later I feel you may be changing jobs
completely, perhaps in about two years.

test deals with traffic laws and
consists of 25 multiple choice
questions, 20 of which must he
answered correctly if you are
to score a passing grade.

Dear N I r. Del .ouise:
Will I be able to make my husband come to see my side? It is, as
of noss . impossible for me as I sense everything about him and the

To test your present knowl.
edge of traffic laws, the ISBA
has devised the following qui-,
which
includes
questions
which are similar to, if not tut
same as, those appearing or

things he does. Can I and my husband make something of our
home. Can we sell it. as tie are having problems with his brother
and don't knots ehai do do.
E.A.S.. Elk Grove Village
Dear E.A.S.:
I do feel your home will be sold within the next two years. I
also feel )our problems will continue but I sec you adjusting to
Mein.

the official test. Of the 1(1questions, the ISBA says you

should he able to answer at
least eight correctly (Correct
answers are given at the end of
the article.)

Dear Mr. Delouise:
My husband and I have been hardworking people all our lives.
Now we're "up in age- and my husband is in rather poor health
although still working. I am so afraid of the future. I have a ticket
in the "Sweeps Hurdle." Will this he a lucky number?
M.M., Des Plaines

1. Upon hearing. the siren o
an approaching emergency ye
hide you Should:, la) slov,

down and proceed with caution: (b) pull to the side of the
road and stop: (c) keep goinE
hut yield right of way.

Dear M.M.:
Fear is man's, and woman's, worst enemy. You are creating
your own shadows. Change your 'attitude. People should look to
the future, regardless of what it brings. Stop worrying. Everything will work out all right.

2. You must turn on the
headlamps of your car: (a)
within one hour after sunset:

Deity NI v. Del .ouise:

I had fallen in love with a man who was divorced and went out (b) at sunset.
3. You have moved into an
with him for about six months when suddenly he married a widow with money. I still think of this man, and somehow I feel he is intersection and stopped pre unhappy and will come hack to me. Can you tell me what is going
to happen'? Will he come back, or will there he someone else for.
me? I have been widowed lOr several
years now. Willi marry
-

2 will march
at Rose Bowl

agai II ?

N.S.A., Schaumburg

CHR ISTMA S.

crossing within: (a) 300 feet:

business or residential district
trol devices. you must yield The
you shcifild display the approright of way to pedestrians us-: ..
ing a marked or -unmarked. priaie turn signal continously
'before turning for: 131
feet
crosswalk. (a) True (b) False
(b) 21)0 feet
8. The maximum allowable
.speed on a rural highway
(ANSWERS:.. S -(h',
Where there is no speed limit
5 -(b),6 -(a), 7:(10,
posted is: la) 55 mph. (b) 60 8-(b), 9 -(b) --all
vehicles' in'
mph: (c) 65 mph.

datory. -It includes an eye -test

Dear \I r. Del.ouise:
After much deliberation my husband and I are going to sell
our house and move into an apartment. I am also considering
transferring from one department to another where I am em-

an especially good time to remind ourselves of that. MERRY

not pass another vehicle if -you
approaching a railroad

are

10. When planning to make

a right or left turn within a

driving skills.
1 -he -inside- test is man-

Mrs. D.J.T.. Arlington Heights
Dear Mrs.
I feel your parents win sell their business by next fall. I definitely feel a change for your husband, but not for at least another
seven mon ths.

that the hest way to get love is to give love. This season of love is

7. At any street intersection.
where there are no traffic con-

may not he required to take tht.
-outside- road test of their

near future? AlsiV. my husband is not content in his present position. Do you see any change for him?

A MESSAGE '11) MY READERS
So many of the letters that come across my desk are from
people who are desperately seeking love. It
is a universal truth

position (a) True (b) False

to make your turn.
14. When traveling on a two-

limited -access high-

given to first-time applicant.
for a driver's license. excep
that licensed drivers may o

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
My folks would like to retire but have been unsuccessful in
selling their small business. Do you see any hope for them in the

I do feel this mass is not out of your life, but I do feel there'll be
another man to take Isis place until he returns.

highway or to pull into a traffic lane from a parallel parked

the traffic can move around
you: Ic) proceed with caution
lane highway (traffic moving
in both directions), you may

express

way have the right of way over
vehicles coming into their lane
from in access road that merges with it. (a) True Ib) False

your plans to change lanes on a

and payment o
the $8 license fee, your tur
for re-examination will cam

1-1.1.11'RS:

Dear N.S.A.:

6. You must use the appro-

priate turn signal to indicate

application

-

I

paratory to making a left turn
when the light changes from
green to red You must tat
hack up to clear the intersection (b) remain stopped so

Two area students, Norman
Carroll, 416 I -Oka, Mount
Prospect, and Robert Belar,
219 Fletcher, Wheeling, will

march in the Tournament of
Roses Parade and the Rose
Bowl game on Jan.

Both students attend the

Univerity of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, and are members of the
.1nSk.I'll DP:
nationally known pxychic, trill ans- University of Michigan
wer the gilt's firitt it/ rho' ;Toilers in this column. Letters should
Marching Band,
he %i,i,oted, hut MUM'S Will be !matted if the writer
The band will arrive in Los
requests it.
Write to Ilelmilise iri care of 1)ay
Angeles Dec. 26 and begin an
l'uhlications,
722
Center
St.,
1)e% Plaine% 6001o.
intensive practice and rehear-

WHERE CAN YOU BETTER preserve your capital investment and receive
assured

earnings with ready availability? '

EVERY TICK -OF -THE -CLOCK compounds your interest. No financial
institution offers

you a higher and'speedier return.

- OUR GOLDEN DAYS SAVINGS CERTIFICATE ACCOUNT is available
from $1,000 up in
multiples of $100. Certificates may be purchased at any time with 6 -month or 1 -year
terms. They earn interest with every clock -tick from the date of purchase.
Interest is
credited every three months. Accounts are insured to $15,000 by the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC), an agency of the U.S.
Government.
OUR REGULAR PASSBOOK SAVINGS ACCOUNT pays 43/4 per cent annual interest,
also compounded instantly and paid quarterly. No minimum balance is required before
earnings are paid.
SAVE WHERE YOU LIVE! It's wise to invest your money in the northwest
suburbs. When
you save with us, you strengthen your home value because through

us you make funds
available for potential home purchasers. A more plentiful supply of home loan mortgage money in this area means qualified buyers when you are ready to sell.

TRANSFER YOUR SAVINGS? It's easy if you use the New
Account Form below. Just
fill it in and mail to us. We'll take care of all details:

sal period before the big game.

A New Year's Eve party

is

scheduled at UCLA's Sproul
Hall,' but there is an II p.m.
curfew since the bandsmen
will have to be up at 6 a.m. Jan.
1.

NEW ACCOUNT FORM

TO: Wayne Edward Isom
Lake Zurich, Illinois
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that petitions

praying for the adoption of Adora
Lynne Isom and Karyn Leslie IsoM
foster children together with. agreements to adopt and consents pursuant to the Domestic Relations Law
will be presented to the Family Court
of the Store of New York, Onondaga
County, or Syracuse, New York at the

Onondaga County Court House on
the 23rd day of January, 1970 at 10
o'clock in the forenoon of that day
anti on application will be mode for
an order approving and allowing the
said adoptions and for other relief,
at which time and place all persons
having any interest therein will be
heard.
November 21, 1969
Syracuse, New York
Philip L. Washburn
Attorney for Petitioners
Office and P.O. Address
700 Midtown Plaza
Syracuse, New York
Tel: Area Code 315, 475-8461
Published in the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Wednesday, December 24, 1969

Legal
Notice

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 9th day of January, 1970 at the
hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a

public hearing of the Village Hall,
112 E.
Northwest Highway,

con-

cerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of

1

the

THE MOUNT

PROSPECT

PLAN COMMISSION
e

Variation in parking requirements
in
B-2 Zoning District located at 209
South Main Street to allow construction of a 2 -story office building. Variation to allow 15 parking spaces instead of 22 spaces.
Property is legally described at Lot 4
tcf Block
in Meier's Addition
to
Prospect in

o Passbook Savings Account (43/4% annual Interest, any amount)

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE

Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO, 70-2A

Mount

Please open my Arlington Heights Federal Savings Account as follows:

Northwest

quarter of Section 12, Township 41
North, Range 11, East of the Third
Principal Meridian.
All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois, this
24 Clay of December, 1969.
GEORGE JACOBSMEYER; Chairman

Mount Prospect Board of Appeals
Published in the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Wednesday, December 24, 1969

Name of Savings InatItuNn

ID Golden Days Savings Certificate Account (51/4% annual Interest, $1,000 minimum)
to transfer from my account to.ArlIngton Heights Federal Savings $
plus eamtnps to date

My passbook or certificate Is enclosed.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 16 day Of January, 1970 at the

hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a
public ,hearing at the Village Hall,
112

E.

Northwest Highway,

con-

cerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 70-2P

Amendment to Section 2 of the Zon.
ing Ordinance, paragraph E regarding multiple occupancy permits.
All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard.
Date at Mount Prospect, Illinois, this
24 clay of December, 1969.
'MALCOLM G. YOUNG, Chairman
Mount Prospect Plan Commission
Published In the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Wednesday, December 24, 19691

Please Von names or names exactly es shown on passbook or certificate.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
25 EAST CAMPBELL -STREET, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILI_ 5600'5 Phone: 255-9000

ort west su ur s a
By Boh Casey

themselves joining more than
90 other suburbs that will buy
water from Chicago.

A recently -completed engi-

neering study for the City of

Seventy-one suharlis

Chicago predicts that increased demand for water and

Chicago.

Daily per capita water used

will rise from 101 gallons to
122 gallons for Mount Prospect, from t29 gallons to 147
gallons for Des Plaines and
from 148 gallons to 169 gal-

now

buy water from Chicago, including Des Plaines, which
also gets some water from its
own wells.

dwindling well supplies may
force several northwest suburbs to buy their water from

lons for Elk Grove village over
the next 3(1 years.

The study, by the Chicago

The study also predicts pop-

engineering firm of Alvord.

The study, titled "Report
Upon Adequate Water Supply
for the Chicago Metropolitan
Area 1969 to 2000," says Arlington Heights, Mount Pros.

pect,

Rolling Meadows and
Elk Grove Village may find

ulation growth that wiJI raise
total water consumption even
further by the year 2000. Arlington Heights will have

Burdick and Howson, predicts
steady increases in per capita
water consumption over the
next
30
years. Arlington
Heights, the report 'estimates

80.500

population, Mount
Prospect 74,200, Des Plaines
80,800 and Elk Grove Village
52,100 by' that year, the study

will' go from 85 gallons per
person each day in 1970 to 115'
gallons iii '2000.
.

ave to u water ro

estimates..

.

At the same time, water levin northwest suburban
wells will be dropping, the report says. Using state water
survey records, the engineer-

wells will be from 200 to 500
feet lower than present levels

ing firm predicted steady declines in wells used by Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect
and Elk Grove Village.

level in two of its ,wells drop
more than 200 feet' by 2000,

Emphasizing that its predictions are alit 'exact, the
study says that water levels in
two Mount Prospect wells will

ground water

els

their present well supplies."

drop more than 600 feet and
the levels in a third will drop

that if conditions remain un-

about 300 feet,
Predicted' water levels for
_three.. of .Arlington Heights

changed ultimately these suburbs will require a supple--

mentary -source of water to

-

WE

from Chicago will have a max-

The engineers predict that
maximum water demand will
remain constant in Chicago
but rise dramatically in suburbs now buying water from.
Chicago arid in those suburbs
that will start buying Chicago

the study predicts.
"The prediction

cline...cannot
an exact prediction of ground
water levels at some future
date, but, rather an indication

urbs not now buying water

the study concluded.

in 2000 if pumping trends continue, according to the study.
Elk Grove will see the water

of the
level dehe considered

ica o

water.
Chicago's

.

maximum

imum demand of 225 million
gallons per hour in 2000, the
report says.
The portion

of Chicago produced water being used by
.suburb. ill rise from 14 3 per
cent in 19-68 to 30.6 per cent in

2000, according to the study
In 1940. Chicago used 95 per
cent of the water it produced
To accommodate the predicted suburban demand the

de-

mand will stay at 1.8 billion
gallons per hour through the
year 2000 but demand from
present suburban water customers will go from 344 million gallons per hour to 56;t
million gallons per hour. Sub-

study recornmendsexpenditures'.
'Chicago of
5370,432.000, for improvements to the water system
,

ap

Tonight:. Partly cloudy,
low near 17; Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy.

Telephone

255-7200
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NW suburbs lead ne
home building pares
By Richard Crabb

1969 shows that all of the top

live municipalities in Illinois

The tidal wave of home

in the issuing of new home per-

building in the northwest suburbs is

rolling on west and ,

north of Arlington Heights.

When the final totals are
available in a few days. they
will show that in 1969 the Village of Schaumburg issued
more building permits for
single family residences than
any other municipality in Illinois. Arlington Heights will

f.6

be second and Schaumburg's
only challenger.
The home building records

of three municipAlitiel,,,
Plaines.

Arlington Heights
and Schaumburg, provide all
establish the northwest suburbs as the fastest growing area

Mount Prospect, decided

in Illinois during the last

heads of municipalities in both

is

the

have

being strongly urged to appoint

of the

Constitutional Convention.
Municipal, leaders in the
Con -Cog committee on Local
Government. This committee
is generally recognized to he
facing the toughest decisions
in the convention.
The committee must frame

the home rule recommendation to the convention, amissue

which is said to concern Mayor Richard J. Daley more than
any other before Con -Con.

'nil: ILLINOIS Municipal
League, the. Northwest Municipal Conference and many

from this area will be playing
pianos at the winter recital
Sunday at the Mount Prospect
Music Center. Main and

chairman.

have

emphasized that
Woods is the most experienced

"I KNOW THE pressure

member of the convention in
the conduct of local govern-

President

Witwer is under.
The Chicago delegation to the
convention want to have one
of their number head up this
committee. They would be ap-

ment and the problems facing
municipalities in Illinois.
The decision is not
easy
one for Witwer. While not
close personal friCIldS, Witwer

prehensive about having an individual from the Chicago
suburbs in this key position.

and Woods have been acquainted for a long while and

"Frankly, it would not surprise me to see Chicagatud

have a mutual regard for each
01 her.

the

IT IS A decision that may

all need to preserve effective
political relationships within

the convention.
The Chicago Democrats, by

far the hest organized block
Within the convention. include

Busse.

Students are from Rolling.
Meadows. Arlington Heights.

David E. Stahl. the deputy
mayor of Chicago. The Demo-

Mount

crats.would like nothing better

Des

Plaines.

Award pins will be given to
all girl students and harmonicas will be given to the boys by

the Music Center. Pat Carbe-

ry. of 428 S. Dale. Arlington
Heights. will conclude the program by presenting the awards.
awards.

their number ;5 -year old

than to see one of their number

lhhlr nrcade
&(n(() Saint -dal :VI area high school and
college students are invited 10
enter

\pple -Arcade at
Randhurst Saturday evening,
for a holiday youth dance
the

sponsored by the young people

Gripe
Of The

of Nlotint Prospect.
'Hie mixer will be held in the
Randhurst Mall from 8 p m. to

Day

Continous
entertainment
will be provided by the NI suds

12 p.m.

" The unrollable rolls of

and Four Days and a Night.

'tissue in public rest rooms..

Casual attire is in order.
Door tickets are 52.
Entrance s ill he t'lirough
the Apple Arcade only.

suburbs

neutralize each

other in this matter with the
appointment going to some

very well have to he settled not

in

and

Witwer is pessimistic about his

chances of being appointed

delegate
said.

candidate s'o much as the over-

Eighty-three music students

Prospect

Woods who listed the Com-

mittee on Local Government
as his number one choice for

upon the qualifications of the

83 in recital

suburbs.

They

are

Heights, Thllialo Grove. Hoffman Estates and Palatine.

clear. the basis of growth already recorded and land available, that Des Plaines, Arlington Heights and Schaumburg
are emerging as the three big
municipalities of the area.

The five villages during the
first II months of 1969 issued
more than 3000 new home permits.

The new bionics, exclusive of the land, cost ap-

Both Des Plaines and Arlington Heights are to have
populations of approximately
100.009. Schaumburg is ex-

proximately 570,000,000.

'HIREE OV, TIIE next five
home. building lead Ts lire in
Do Page County imi Ldi:101-1.
io the south. The ne) t five are

years.

THIS IS the first year since

downstate." Woods

The question of the vice

the decade of the 196 )s no oth-

er municipality could match
the
record
of Arlington
Heights in home huikling. The
evidence is accumulating that

the Schaumburg is to be the

home building leader of Illinois in the decade of the
1970s.

Each month, Bell Federal
Savings issues a report on new

home permits for the entire
Chicago area. The Bell report
covering the first I I months of

committee. Under some circumstances,

the
position
might represent an important
opportunity to serve the con-

it

HAVING BEEN so active
in

local government matters

f,ir the past 10 years, the posi-

thing she ahvays wanted.

By Maureen MeNassar

. A truckload of toys, a sled.
stuffed animals, games and
brightly wrapped presents,

along with, 5123 in cash was
delivered early Wednesday to
the Chicago Regional office of
the
Illinois Department of
Children and Family Services.

tion of the importance of Chicago to the state.

Schaumburg told The Day this
terest rates that prevailed a few

months ago, there would he
mits issued in Schaumburg in
1970.

"What happens nest year
depends on the money People
are having diffiCillt% 14101 the
higher down payments that tie
necessary now.
I hey also

home in Schaumburg in 1969, think that interest Imes maN'
.of the land. is come down in the item luture
as
compared to
Atelier does not rapid gen$30,763 in Arlington Heights. eral building costs to decline
The records being set this
"There are those who hope
year in the northwest suburbs that inflation control ma. loware all the more remarkable in er the cost of hone building
view of the general decline in said Atcher. -but I doubt that
home building during the hill.
this is going to happen (Sec
In November. the Bell orga- chart on page 2) -

This was the final load of
collected
The
foster children
giCts"'l
tedbyin
ty.

for
3i
Coun-

The gifts came from indi-

-

is
ed ItnhicisluYdei:(11r

first delivery

ISI 11e02

were nine boxes of toys donated by students lions Central
.School in Mount. Prospect.

g-

41

Organisation
1NV10121
of
which Anderson is the Public-

ity Director.
I WA tear the W I RD gave
gifts 10 -10 children and this
year they provided gills for 85
children.
Catherine

NIL Shirt ough

chairman of the ( hi istmas
(nits Committee at the ( hi club()

of lice.

said

Oleic

are

county.
I hey are hying in foster
homes. institutions boarding
homes and in indepoident liv-

ing arrangements. she said
THU, ('1111.1)1211IN tange in

age from infancy through adolescence and many of them ale
handicapped

that there are only 351; stu-

and sytfering
from severe emotional plob

dents at Central and 3)11) toys

lein,. she said.
She said. "our children
were delighted with the luvcly

gifts they received tion, 0,

17. a

and your associates. Iasi ie,ar
and they Mill he most giatetul

In 1968 three car loads of
toys and$341) in cash were col-

The tradition of collecting
these gifts began iii 1067-when

James Anderson of Arlington
Heights first told The Day that
many of these children are not
for at Christmas and
birthdays.
cared

-I here are many of them
who were abandoned 'as infants and have never know a
Christmas at home with their
own fa Mi by .

IN 1967 the Day collected

r

fur what your gent:loam has
promoted this year...
Another group that has
helped these children this year
is the -1-H club front Nilington

-

Day Publications employes Tom Byrnes (left) and Greg Everhart carry toys and packages out of the Prospect Day office to be
loaded into a truck and taken to the Chicago Regional office of
the Illinois Department of Children apd Family Services to he
distributed to foster children in Cook County.

For the past 2 years the chil-

dren have also received gilts
from the Wheeling 1 ownship

school and charged one toy for
admission.
Central School's student
council
president.
Bruce
Melge. 405 MoNrilitir Dr..
Mount Prospect said the Special Project~ Committee sponsored. the dance :old that the
turn out was good considering

ting, the gifts on Dec.

demonstrated by this fine
group of people. We arc grate-

presents and 5800 10 cash

more than 1.200 toski children being cared for in the

week earlier than last year.

"We are extremely edified
by., the spirit of brotherhood

more than four truck loads of

The students collected the
toys from a dance held at the

started collec-

unteer project in 1968

our hospital," Brother
Ferdinand Leyva. C.F.A., hospital administrator said speaking for the entire hospital staff.

ported to be 521,093.235. Value of new homes in Arlington

in cash. The total cash collect

Clifford Chatman, an Elk

and

homes in Schaumburg is re-

was collected along with S60

hospital volunteers as a result
the Christian holiday
with their families.

cial help to the City of Chicago. He has a keen apprecia-

Flew

THE FIRST delivery was

spent

ful to them 'for their interest
and concern for our patients

1969

made Dec. 18 when a car load

tions varying front the information desk to patient floors.
Many regular employes and

Woods has long been sensitive to the need for more finan-

the

the northwest suburbs

tion or the tOrmer 'mayor of, Grove Village resident. origiArlington Heights is well nally organized the Jewish volknown on most of the great is Sties to come before the Con Con Committee on Local
Government.

Mayor Robert 0 Atcher of

twice as many OCW 110111e per-

Value of

viduals ihid organization, in

Day.

tion. a Hoffman Estates Jewish
Reform temple, helped man
strategic non -medical posts at
St. Alexius
Hospital, Elk
Grove
Volunteers were in loca-

for Flew records in the northwest suburbs in 1970

Truckload of toys collecte
in the Day's annual drtre

project that made it possible
for Catholic hospital workers

For the second year, members of Beth Tikvah Congrega-

ceptance, but I could not give a
decision on the matter until after .we know the makeup of the

gave my wife a Christmas gift that she can return for some-

Ecumenism is the spirit underlying a Jewish volunteer

would accept the vice chairmanship, Woods said "Certainly, I would consider ac-

ation is clouding the prospects

exclusive
523;103

Ecumenism
persontfted
at hospital
to be home with their families
Christmas Eve and Christmas

.

THE TIGHT money situ-

Palatine.

is estimated to be 519,719.600.

SAY'S
I

area were down by 55 per cent
as compared with a November
of 1968.

week that if money for home
building were available at in-

The average value of a new

IN THE LAST years of the

chairman of the Committee on
Local Government also figures in the matter. Asked if he

vention. Under others,
might be, disruptive".

SIMON
54.180 al3

nization, reported that family
home permits in the Chicago

Schaumburg issued 913 new
home permits as compared to
641 for Arlington Heights.
623 for Buffalo Grove, 496 for
Holtman Estates and 349 for

Heights for the first II months

1950s Des Plaines became the

boomingest town in Illinois. In

1963 that Arlington Heights
has not been the Illinois leader
in the building of new homes.
The peak came in 1967 when
805 single family residence
permits were issued in Arlington Heights. In 1968 the number was almost as great, ending
with a total of 788 permits.
This year in II months

pected to lw 200.000 within 15

Downers Grove, Woodridge.

and population boom that has
occurred in northwest Cook
County since 1955.

is to he decided.

All of these ninnicipal leaders

t

Schaumburg. Arlington

tion can match the building

Chicago to levy an income tax

ment.

the

It is probable that no other
area of the same size in the na-

head up this committee in
which the issue of the right of

downstate

Committee on Local Govern-

suburbs and downstate are sol-

idly backing Woods for

and

communicated with
President Witwer in the last 10
days. asking him to give every
possible
consideration
to
Woods as chairman of the

John G. Woods of Arlington
Heights to the toughest committee chairmanship

suburbs

15

years.

Witwer urged to name
Woods to important post
Con -Con President Samuel

V., e s

perville.
The population of all the villages in the northwest suburbs
is rising rapidiy. It is now

the evidence that is needed to

He had some time on his hands, so Mimi§ Walbrandt of 102
to clear the snow from his neighbors walks this week.

W. Witwer of Kenilworth

mits are located in the north -

South Holland. (south Cook
County), Northbrook and Na-

Heights.
;

Carolyn Andrews of Al ling -

ton Heights the :Mutt leader
for the group said each monIler took an individual child
and provided a gin t'or them
.1 -here are 31 boys and gills
in the group. she, said and they

were all very moved by the
ease history's on the children

is

THE IAN
Enda, December 26

P ibs

THE DAY

1969

Nary controls
Nike base land
Within the :needy fence
at the Arlington Heights Army

1140 HOME. PVILDISu LEADERS.

au Dee. NI

wards.

the number ot radar units has

!bestows of the land," Aid

i.t..ss:
*EY.,

an offer for it.

monthS

ago

we

mental the land: said Cone /11110 10 10, Pentagon." said
n1 an d e
dward ..Sulliva- :iliormonrl'alsout thel statusof
Public Information .01.11ma at

Great Ialess Naval Trisinini
COML. 'The Atoll. used it

..

the land. The Pentagon Ned
there Was no change and the
land h needed bar thAdefense
of the ecurnry "
..'
The punk dews, iannol the V i

COMMANDER

SULU.

own,

Wild homing mph Navallson.
del lion l ilenvkm.
Air
Station.
We indisretud the desire to
110 11111 land: poi money tho a

drainage system: und
!sad an archilmit andengineer.
Y for a hdiusing 5
Y
optiong." said Commantler
Sullivan.
,,, 111

With that, the 'Navy aslaot
the govermnent for the money

no the loaning. he will. 555,
were Rental Jahnm'lu:rehire.

Navy has no

innediag, plane hg, will will

ere'. the skating good?

No one seems to know
ice" nee la, Mnont Pres-

peo Doi ri et k in the .11ida id a

52.4 million mpansion end &veloment plan, following moutgc of a bond referendum last
Fel.. 22. and appremly some
of the callers thotteht this um
tilled all residents to instant
0a, shophe weather consid.

I humus Coupe, pink dire,
tor tar the Mount Prospect

Park District. his :Folsom,
and Robert Jackson. president
of the park district. ocre
flooded oith phone calls holm

try fora housing dWelopment; -.irate citizens Monday. alter a
photograph steno inn n going
he mid.
of schotabisys playing hockey
THOUGH 'imE Navy hes oh a pond in PrilMeet Heights
uppeareti on the trunt pity,' of
lington ficigM, Park Distiet MthEittY, PthsPoff GM.

mations.

Sacksoit told 'Me Gay that
his collet, mote guile abusive.

innn,, r,, II, Ar.

,..i. ,,,, ,, iL, r, .
.,,,,,, ,n ,,.,, a,,,,,,,,,

seed that "there is skating eve.
rywherc but Masan ProspecC

Net."

The oft -repeated question of

all callers was. -W.V.. our

WELL. ACCORDING to,

Vain Street

tt iest ntigt so.' and
11. Dub. Inlcheekjng wills direcurs of the iwo neighboring.
park disoko. River Trails
Park District and Pnopect
11,00,11

!Mahn. Park District. figInd
milli:se hut statements conFirming Jackson's Lontentkm.

Paul Caldwell. aWistant to
Cooper and director of reerea.
thus. said. "Basically. wese
been working several .Jaya to
establish ico

,He .plainel thm even in
honked arsos. as all of the
parking perk district, five

wain, 4111 with us, there, a
wenn Air, ihit, should he told.
It's the story of how wane
bleamt Ponpect girls made

Chrism. a Bute Nt brighter
kw a link old lady in town.

Last Ilkley night Mollie

Li/ Elortm

IN:

neighborho. As

they

HOWEVER, HE Fioa!

Barb's help. wishing her a met..

low 20 deg secs to torm the Hot

of the girls, having been A

ry. merry Christmas.

Bach ..Naks Pam Germ,
buying had All years of the

Girls in the group are Pm
Pat, 'Orton. Kathy

Ile sai Am a to tal of dine
men wear making ice al High

nreecc.Cothy Hayes. Julie Ar-

Ridge
11011
Meadows parks. In addition.

old. Janice. Nancy Fkiros.
Lyn Neel.. Melinda Smarm

language in high school. two in

and Susi-Gronmanl

who sleepwalksr

wished her a *cry happy WE Jay seasn.

--A

L.. the siogiog would be as
pciallt uppreeimml.

hear the boar% hey speak hei
maim: tongue. I hey hada happy conwirsation for ir few inin-

ONE glCH home nes that
of M r, Carl Ikenagner of 317
Pnopect hlanor.
Juliana. is
hors.
Musky elder!, . bib who
beav, German
speaks with

tu.n. Then 1,1 iss

In

burned m

,the gjr1, and .aid.
member the gime you learned

when ice went crimping at
Camp Palos L., Nor
In loud mtd clear 10110, the

Oda sang. "Dank, Ater. Fur

.1/15 ov aren't eollecting
they

assured

"We just wanted to sing

Park -.151m-

dot When." sthieh
"Hunk you. Father. for the

Court pried less than one day
after the Cook County Circuit
Court action that township tax
collectors should continue

until tholligh-court

roaming

atholie.-.

cub ludga Daniel 3. 0 limn
4651 week, declared that only
the

Fortunately,"
said the

Dersquist

&gnome
Court hes wisely delayed car.

ryingourthe Circuit CourroF

CIRCUIT Churt bes---

money -back guarantee!

4e

Hwy mop many old Tamils

nv
Mrs. Hoagner
iar Qtrols. M
thanked them many 11101 and

wished them all a wry Merry
Chrisunas with her rich Lim
man amm.

Marvin Weise. director of
"Ile had

in

is

one

the
ACCl/MPANTING
gists on their way was Miss

Barb Johnson. a 20-yearmIti
gal who works in the Chicago
Comp Fire (Sri office. She was

morning in the sun. abuse 11
o'clock. Its readings naried

from 35.017 degrees despite
'the air temperature or OR deAid Weiss.
FIeally

r

le date aos at High Ridge

Til)0AILI thatlofofm
good ice it was necessary

to ham maim -atoms 545.10
degree,

7.717.70

NortEpruok

7,125.107

'44.51*

4

.

I

D

DURING THE HOLIDAYS?

OO

^

HEAVY DUTY
DOUBLE
TREATED
RECORD

Rolling

ARTISTS

Stone.

Hendrix,
Impressions, Ray Charles, Frank Sinatra, Roger Williams, Jock
Jones, De'. Martin, Wes Montgomery, Cannonball' Adderley
Jim,

and Hank Williams.

FEATURINC1 THESE LABELS:

London, Warner Bros., M.G.M.,

purchase of 1.50 or

It's all yours-with every
recorded cartridge tapes.
mo

in LP records or

recorti -sac cloth

Poramountkplus many more.

cleans - protects your

Get your

keeps them in top %rm.
per customer.
free cloth today. Limit: one

ON
MRIFRS.
ST
PCE!

BEST

SELLING
STEREO

8 TRACK DOUBLE LENGTH
STEREO CARTRIDGE TAPES

RECORDS &
CARTRIDGE
TAPES

THEEOUIVALENT OF 2 LP RECORDS!
Pei:At/in such Rock, Country and Western
Jimi Hendrix, Buck Owens, Glen
Carnibell, Mothers of Invention, Bee Gees,

39

stars Ios

Midtlght 'String Quartet, George Jones,
Wekb Pierce, plus dozens more. Come see
land hear/ for yourself. Astounding buyl

1

O.

2

EACH

LIST 9 98

S'ECIAL PURCHASE! 2 RECORD
COUNTRY & WESTERN LP SETS

77

'AVAILABLE AT

STARTS FRIDAY DEC. 26th

THE LEFT BANK

ENDS WEDNESDAY DEC. 31st

BOOK AND ART SUPPLIES

: SORRY:

394-1080

Randhurst, Lower Level

-

Auriole Wier
Sally Stringham
Debby Todd

,,,

Z=6

?

Chris Pouchins

.....

2

..

Vanilla Fudge
Mamas & Papas
Roger Williams
Connie Francis
Grass Roots
Wes Montgomery
Country Joe & the Fish
The Turtles

and many, many more
Mamas & Pappas

. r.a
SteppenwollLam Jon es

Completelat 2 LP Sot

Menster9

awe et las Woo,

renuotions- Porde People

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Fantastic
Savings!

MAJOR LABEL
HI -FIDELITY
LP RECORDS

EACH
UST PRICE 4.98 & 5.98 ea.

WELCOME THESE FAMOUS ARTISTS INTO YOUR HOME:
Jackie Gleason

0einsords neon.
Animals

Fronk Sinatra

Web MOMIJOlery

Roy Charles

bean Marlin
Connie Francis
Mamas & Papas
Covaills

50% OFF!

CHILDREN'S 8 -TRACK
CARTRIDGE TAPES

ORIGINAL 'MOVIE

Impressions
Gross Roots

Roy Gibbon
Roots Randolph

THESE ARE THE LABELS YOU CAN EXPECT TO FIND:

Capitol Verve MGM ABC Paramount Decca
Monument Warner Bros. Reprise RCA Epic Kopp

PRICED FAR BELOW
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER'S LIST!

SAVE OVER 1/2

ON ANY ITEM IN THE STORE

V41;'`

CL 3-1218

Cowboy Copes, plus many traditional all
tine favorites. They're yours while guanti

% OFF

NEW

PaOsaFG

1167

List 6 98

rota Joins-- live el los VA,

OlG mai4 erect

ON, LARGE SELECTION OF
CHRISTMAS CARDS - JUST ARRIVED
ALL CHRISTMAS TYPE
MERCHANDISE

EACH
RECORDS

EACH
TAPES

Fe Wring such distinctive performers as
Sick Owens, Roger Miller, David Houston,
Gorge Jones, Webb Pierce, Patsy Cline,

SALE'

77

Lest 6.98

a

000t

AA

1." -

5 TOP

SAVE OVER 1/2

A Group Cells Swab

They wrote Mm. HOIW3111101

sa
FEATURING THESE ARTISTS

-

tics last!

meaningful caroling session.

STOCK UP NOW FOR YOUR HOME OR CAR 0 -TRACK PLAYER!

Reprise, Vpve, Kapp, RCA, Capitol, Roulette, Dunhill, ABC

LIKE

cry." she said.
And she did.
The gals went hack to their
party feeling warm and glow.

SALE! 8 -TRACK
CARTRIDGE TAPES!

Rascals

CLEANING
CLOTH
FEATURINp THESE

4ro'

OVER 42% OFF LIST!

TO ALL OUR RECORD
AND TAPE CUSTOMERS:

.

A FEW ITEMS AND ADVERTISE "CLEARANCE"

going to

NV,/

FREE!

EACH

SORRY ABOUT THAT -WE DON'T JUST MARK DOWN

WE GIVE YOU ONE BIG BARGAIN

D

D

4'2';°:.t.

5

DO YOU LIKE CLEARANCE SALES'.

tag her hand to kr forehead.

D

D

Pi

MAJOR LABEL STEREO
LONG PLAY RECORDS

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

TRY OUR FONDUE
COOKBOOK

&req.'s.

and III.
wort, h na pt.rontltd it for all
thaw lairs This math, should
u kgislative function and
ILL

r

A Division of Underwriters Salvage Co.
Specializing in Sales of Insurance Claim Merchandise

The gin repeau.5.1 the omit=

1/2 OFF

0 °

6.494.020

Southwest Corner Route 83 and Estes

repeated over and over as she

&atm, is

.

"Although Judge Olden

w

Vage

ei

Knolls. whine the ice had
stat.en- the hest.

ENTERTAINING FRIENDS

rN

.1!!'!5."'!0.

South Rutland

HARDI - GARDENS

down on theedgc of the ice this

ng. and in Ger.

ing. They had redly had

.

MFRS.

-°N PRICE!
UST

CHILDREN'S LP RECORDS
FEATURING: SONGS, STORIES, GAMES

SOUNDTRACK

Perfect for that long, long car ride home,
these kiddy tape. provide hours of great
ereertainment featuring stories, games,

NO REFUNDS -NO EXCHANGES -NO LAYAWAYS
ON MERCHANDISE BOUGHT DURING THIS SALE!

STORE HOURS: 9:30 AM - 5:30 PM
MON. thru SATURDAY

:
a

ALBUM

\

99

Happy Birthday and other party .ones
Perfect for children of all ages-a built in
babysitterl

"HELLO DOLLY"

2

EACH

List 6 98

INCLUDES BOX OF CRAYONS AND COLORING ROOK, TO01

AuditiERR

97

'
war

List Prise
5 98

7c

tr.

FIRST CARD

TOWN 8. COUNTRY
AND OTHER

MEMSERS PLANS ARE ACCEPTED
=

values

to $1 98

For the cold wintry days and nights,
ahead why red scoop up a hondfal
of then educabonal records-your
kiddies

PHONE 4371434

EACH

II km amt

tot

,

all
.

all
.

1'

I

3

rho Ahurban township mike
tors unconstitotioAl." Bengoyim reported, "he faded to the courts should not be
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Our Entire*Stock Of Groceries, Meat, Produce, Sundries, Beauty Aid Needs And Housewares At Everyday Low Discount Prices
COPYRIGH1

Ivey By .91#

es

911

9. B9'9

w
Select From Your Favorite Brands
Of Fine Frozen Foods At
Everyday Low Discount Prices'

Wide Selection Of National
Brand Groceries At Our
Everyday Low Discount Prices!

Famous Name Health
And Beauty Products
Cost Less With Eagle

CORN

Over 150 VarietiesOf
Fine Quality "Top Fr zsh" Produce At
Everyday Low Discount
Prices.

FLAKES

Discount Prices'

-Everyday Low Discount
Prices On Flavorful

CLOSED NEW `YEAR'S DAY

`

Bonded Beef And

itirtivs/HIP

Other Fine Bonded Meats'

Wide Variety Of Fresh
Wholesome Dairy Foods
At Everyday Low
Discount Prices!

to,

-

-

Enjoy Fresh, Wholesome
"Harvest Day".Bread Products

Hickory Smoked Bacon

At Everyday Low
Discount Prices'

if

net wt.

lb

ri

TOMATO

:MP

1:RAIII");

.. 4

Open Sunday
to 5P. M.

Ada.

9

-

Ft:

10A.M.

Our fresh meat cases are continually

replenished with a wide selection

tomato Juice

"_ 27'

mgr wath Eagle Everyday Low Discount Meat Prices

0: sign

mrtmRotisserie
\

Roast

": 38'

ggY-B

aFruif Drink": 27'

iirtirEZe

Swiss
Steak

s

Shasta Beverage '.° 22'

Vienna Sausage

28'

ISpOm Spread

21'

POCi4

15'

BONE, DEES

0 5 0 A INSPECTED

Round

Ripe Olives

.' 36'

SADIST

COO

'..:s2"

Shrimp Cocktail

3'.° 89'

Lobster Meat

Lz s2"

Canned Ham

,55=.

center you II find a complete fine quality selection
of

1.011171113

-In

Flashcubes

Film
$118

Gem Cheese

°.7.; 29'

-

Diaper
ITT Liners

7-fikr) Hot Steam

,Rin Vaporizer

'"" ° """

W mu

Portfolio
Box

Envelopes

39'

Vgg

:10'"'" 374

Yee II be delghted wok the
tetedne el bush feuds ond
vegetabler ofinderle fin you year
round or Eagle And Engle s nogerne NHs you
you rn gercen n rod calve .n good
nosing Our E oyday toy Pnce on
Red Panne. u mese an example el

01.)1711M

OrangeJuice

71'

Cheddar Cheese

99'

Snacks
4Party

I Horseradish
Swiss Cheese
Cream Cheese

s

Aucurcro

74'

Steak

44117

Chicken Livers

Minute Steak °

26'

Summer Sausage

:' 19'

Si

Steak

99'
32'
VAL.

Corned
Beef

794

39'

48'

DressingNOP9U551PNCR

,' 34'

Ii;;;Or Sauce

Cool Spray

1.Geenlili;es

cninec you!! find ,n Eagle,

MAC,

gap

_,Luncheon

Meat

Fresh

Oysters

Style Hair Spray

Golden
Bananas
AMY

is s1R'

98'

1199

34'

Boneless
Picnics

Key Buy
atlas PICk ietti,t
mail prom or ly a Hrs.
lemporery promotional Amaze.

Pretzels

7_

27' Che;z-its

apwr®RICE'

f,iffifjp,Bowl Set

Sandwich Bread '°.:; 29'

144

29'

Snow
Shovel

Cocktail Rye

32'

CoffeeeZSO

49'

$177

WIESZN
15'61'1Q -6;n 77

66'
ihsees Pops

2 46'

I igheWNuts
Crackers

Scope Mouthwash

Li;Prio

aic -Triscuit Wafers

Battery Charger
36'Ritz

41

be' A;riai;;;
Gillette Foamy

6

Anti -Freeze
Hoot

1559 Irving Park Road, Han'od.tier'd-t)rk, Illinois

.t°: 24'

Stye Bread't'.;
RyepBreadT.::

Head /Shoulders
AbicK;MS

63'

aGreen Olives

Red
'Potatoes

':: 33'

Paper Plates

dm Ute,

the

.,t 29'

INOI;PiCkles

334

- Vaporizer

$299

Grade A

490

7 -Bone

Cards
555

;E .Fryers

'4 79'
nano° fire

m91;7E/A piaying

128

r1-21---1.

Dressing

Facial Tissues

U 5 NO

.; 39'

49'

health

housewares,

pyyy,

LOW INCE Sylvania

rii'

Produce Deporireent

Kraft Cheese

hardware

day Low Discount Prices

fy[REMy

-

Link Sausage

stattongry

beauty fled< and automottve needs, all at Every-

11

48'

Little Smokies

Why Pay More

you money on the products you prefer In our Horne

you can save up to 15%, and sometimes even more,

Sinai:11d;
113;;;;X;eige7°73):

ono

56'

EST

Peeled Shrimp

Steak

84'
Beef Stew

GOLDEN

it's true

Everyday tow Discount Prices in our

Homecenter, are still another way Eagle saves

From fine quality fresh meats and produce to famous -brand frozen foods, from
farm -fresh dairy foods to nationally advertised pre packaged grocery products, you
save on item after item of the wholesome foods you want for your family, When you
take your order to the check out stand and it's all added up, you'll find you've
saved a considerable per-entage of the total price you'd pay for the same or comparable foods elsewhere You'll find- that you too can enjoy cash savings like these,
at your new Hanover Palk Eagle,

iOffi;e'iCystals
Cocktail

Here Is Why Your, Dollar Buys More
At Eagle Discount Supermarkets

and that means you save on nearly every item you put into your shopping cart,

AA

$2'n

AtionlIONIS.747,777,:77-.110(18ns'0,-DATAINIIIIVD.

on an average weekly order of groceries at Eagle, How is it possible/ It's possible
because Eagle offers you Everyday Low Discount prices on more than 7,500 items

no

510

Coffee'

of freshly

gummed cuts of Bonded Beef pork veal and Iamb
- all Volu Trammed of excess fat and bone be
fore weightng These items like our fresh poultry
and fine sea food are priced for substantaal say

yl Hawaiian Punch": 31'
Instant Coffee

I

n,E.,

6a:, 68' Anacin Tablets

31'

35'

89' P;;;;in 8,Hour
t 97' Vicks NyQuil

tr 87' Neo Synephrine
0..s1" Coricidin

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

60'

jOin';Pizza
iiiOcktail Tacos

71'

64'

IOVOCctitipers

35'

I Peas id Onions

31'

Iiii;n;a7ke

92'

spa

88`
97'

We Discount Everything Except
-sr, Quality Courtesy And Service!

eagle

a Pizza Rolls

Orange Juice

'L°.: 35'

SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS
MONDAY AND TUESDAY 9 A M TO 9 P

Wed.

'
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mas,

rose
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boxes

churchts and distributing the
emdents to the needy or the
the day that Christmrish

Hideaword

WHILE MANY area resi-

as. Others claim that il startepprim-

KESPICT

TO YOU

Mak as many four letter
or

SINGING THE BLIT.

In addition. 1110 the word

WI:, ',EMI.

Mc punch

went lie worn other Md. about going steady. Ifs roillY and11
if it ends. I wish this terrible finding I have would stop
All Alone. Mount Praspect
Ship a smile on mm face und.hunp bock in. The longer you sit
alone. the worse 11 will be. There., noire than one Mee boy io this
414141.6.11ea probably find out hes looking for you

,11

F110

ANOTIIER Olt IET work er whn has been busy ulone

"hir enimervation linm

111(1 ISGMAN,
who
replaced Rich Dumterhaus, now

try Companim Infuriates 2111

with Me Natural .Rerources

.Heights, who has halm chiefly'
ineratineniel in getting spacial
comprehensive conservation
kits with rarefully 401PCIMI
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workers in the U. S. department of agriculture who have
helped build more than 5.000

A 1.111( hANSI/NISM:

her Ill their
ran breherked.

bl's Men with

to

Denton.. Arlington

"

groups.

the

If oe Anon anything about
the kind of people they arc.
that -II be Items enough for
Meek
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MON

NEW FLOOR

NEW 1969
BRAND
SAMPLES --

Rev. Msgr. lames V. Moscow.

the Cardinal's representative
for hospitals in the archdiocese of Chicago.

BEEF.SIDE
IN CR ATESI
1970'S
[NEW

OTHER

BEEF 'AVAILABLE
FROM 55.4

Pre-tnarriage
workshop

Ellyn Ann

Reese,

Mi.

The

Miss Samna° litimson, for.
mar Miss Illinois and finalist

The

and talent winner. will prment

Grove

in .the Miss America page.

DEMONSTRATI

REDUCTIONS

-

.

college -vacation period. Tenby

had a. Baptist Church. 1500

Thomas E. Smith, call for a

my, Des Plaines, and Miss enrol Ann Semrow of Park

E. Central Rd, Mount Pro.

me -day session from 10 am.
to 10 p.m. An exact date and

pect al 8:30 p.m. New Year's

skills of study and experience.
Vol presentations are inmiring and illuminating to nu -

Eve.

Ridge.

dents,

place will be determined br the
response of interested persons.
Foe
fu h0 information
contact Smith at 593.6690

These young women will

tative

plans,

announced

musical program at

liu'Ai=

I

PHONE: 766-6750

SALE -

I

.

.

Ctd"Ns
HEW ID'S
Oder. .lyk
Are Simp
Reduce

These

li1,,e:soory

40 70 OFF

to

Offered

ALSO

R

en all Christmas merchandise.:,

including the famous "Mr. Christmas"

0

Miss lolmsonbi ear0r

HEW 69'S111
Most

Woo

Thom

Stack

Left Over
Old.
A Good Puy.

Less

SELECT LATE MODEL RE CONDITIONED WASHERS AND DRYERS

KARMA Contineed from Wednesday
During the lives allotted os, each of to is performing many
=liens of every with kind, each action then interacting In
thousands of ways with Me actions being performed by others
With whom we are brought into contact, either sully or remotl, closely or at a istanc.

GUARANTEED

WHIRLPOOL

KENMORE

FRIGIDAIRE

NORGE

GAS DRYER

MAYTAG

GAS DRYER

AUTO WASHER

DRYER

GAS DRYER

AUTO. WASHER

$109
'an

R

14
0

$69

,,-$74

R

100

$59

$59

24 W. GOLF ROAD

(U.S. 12)

(ROUTE 58)

HARDI-GARDENS
24 W. GOLF RD. IN SCRAMMED-1AG PH: 529-4102

(Just west t Roselle Rd -next N Lams)

Mu

CALL 392-2800

culminate inn Consecration
and Dedication Service with

Army band. He in presently
special in
00e In mum at
Wheaton

DIRECTED BY

Arthur

ACE
WASHER &

CALL 894-1900

DRYER CO

'

9:30 P.M.

Wheeling.

gatonlay, Dec. 27. at V:30 a.m.

',Celebration

and

Ovenure,

Op. el" by Paul Creston.
Following the intermission.
Will

band

axe

play "Sym-

phonic Movement" by Vaclav
Heihyhel. "Valdres - Nona.

March-- by 106011444
Hansen, "hieherstod from
Theme and Isolde by Wagner.

...riche...13.4y

for

®St dance

College girls who be10Ag
AOPi are invited to 4 Christ.'
Oceanwaves Square
mu coffee on Tuesday, Dec. Dance Club of Lombard will
la, at 10 a.m. Students from held their annual Tidal Wave
many area schools are ea - on Sunday. Jaw 25. from 7:30
to 10:30

The hyliday party Ls being
on -urban

suburban

lunmae Chapter: Hostess is
chapter president Mrs. Laurence Frerk of Arlin...
Heights. Mrs. Robed Poldt of

Dm Plaines a. Mrs. Fred

two of us? we've just been cesual friends so Far.
1.14., Rolling Meadows

Bernhard o(,Park Ridge, 5.0.

Dear .1.1(.1

hostesses.

cial chuirmen will act . co-

I dome a divorce farm. 6.1 don't feel Mb ether man will be
the annver you moseeithm, I know von ere delegate batsman
and Nee, will, 1/1,11.10. turn out all right for you.

Invitations to collegians
have been sent by Mrs, Donald

Keenan of Park Ridge and
Mn. Donald
He Underwood of
Any ADM
Adington
collegian who has not received
an invitation and wotdd like to
attend is asked to call Mrs. Un.
derwood at 255-7008.

Cub Scouts

7435

W. Telco,

from

Gene Tidwell. Doe Adams,
Pat Maffei, Foggy Thommon
end Jim Smith will call. Round
dance leaders will belerry and
Hot Deluca.

For (um.Ie information regarding the club or dews call
627-7476.

Alpha Phi
Members of the Northwest

Suburban Alumnae Chapter
of Alpha Phi sorority have invited area Alpha Phis who are
home from school for the holi-

Hostms for the teat will he
Mrs. L. E. Dickerson 90401S.
Bristol in Arlington Heights.

St. John
ma

}heron,Lut Chore

.Broa
Rest. Waldemar regimen.

Pastor

Chicago.

Resurrection

High.

Ye'lnlat?

41 rz

Throughout all the patient
floors and in every department

911

some outside help, es career change at this point might be

10:45....

United Church of Christ

827-7229
mvemnd Noah Doris
Chord, school -Morning Worshh

Comrhunity'
Presbyterian'
- Church

Dear Mr, Delaranse:
1 Mae a very bad case Macao and lam had it for about three,
years now. I have hardly any social life because of this. Could you:

PASTORS

tell me if you see it clearing up or getdng hell., in the near
future/

Gilbert Bowen'
Thames B. Howells

R.B., Mount Prospect'

407 N. Mem St. - Mt. treated.
PHONE 39p.3111

'

Northwest Suburban DenMI Assistants soil! hold cl

Alumnae of Zeta Tau Alpha's
meeting, 7:45 p.m.. Tueaday,

night Jan. IS, 970. at Holiday

Jan,

\,

SERVICES of worship will
be held on Sunday.... 211, at
9(30 min. and II a.m.

0, at the home of Mn.

Inn, 200 E. Rand Rd., Mount

A New Year's Eve family

Curl '
Ridge.
P
t
1.0110.0 w
discus stocks
The social hour will begin at and bonds for the ladies -He is
7 p.m. followed by dinner at the husband in Judy LeBlanc,
7,30. The clink wig be a member of the alumnae.
pressoted by the assistants at 1E
Plans for the annual Febro-

Mutton of
lost orments...
Margaret Keller. education
chairman, will demonstrate
"How to make your own
bridge cleaner." Carmelite
Valha. publicity chairman.

goltsT

this service, permitting people

to conk when ail

aged as a whole. A
used
der ills ervice will be used at

(''FAITHII

tics."

LUTHERAN CHURCH

'.1

,

r

li

Sunday Services 8:00 and 10:45 A.M.

Sand, Sehool 9:30 (all pipe) 1 0.5 loges 3-7/
Numery for Tiny Tatr 11643 A.M.

asr;;.;.T 14

Si.

Sunday Seim,
A.M.

Morning 15°.hip:
Wartilk

mrainzerra

11

0 Bor.

I

maw
a v. thabrat
.0raarathe

ROO

I 1 W. OUVE
ARLINGTON

SERVICES

7 30 0,0

HEIGHTS

11.1111ine0.144

It's on 36 Illinois stations
including:
00010.011sa

Rev

Evening Services:

this

an

amt 'Pita aka Clap,

1060

aacmeskr some hoer.
insights
question.

DNOo,;Setriebur
Telephottr753Tag

CHURCH

Listen this 3undor to Do
Christian Scimcs Radio
sting

the Trinly

.131 S. Arlington Hi.. Rd. -Arlington Heights

lie

"What Determines
What You
Read and See?"

ate welcome to attend

acrid= at

Lutheran Church, Algonquin
and Fifth.

BAPTIST

will discuss 'Telephone Tac-

with end

leave when they must. between
7 p.m. and 8 p.m.

communion service is scheduled fur Deo
amo 7 asn.to
1,1111MCS al, againthese
0--

p.m. Clinicians include Bar- ury theater patty with lumbers Ile:timing. 001111,1 Miller Islands will he tfineuesed. For
and Marion Folgers. Flo
further information all 392 Johns will
present "Mery ,4937.

Dm Boom rall"
Nursery Provided for
All Services

11011

N.

Poston Albert A. tucchi
CI 3-2407

w.1.88 stweo.

BIBLE :SPEAKS
'IQ YOU,

First Presbyterian Church

naos.kaktomakka4

(ORGANIZED 1855)

mann= ma lummuiumiumumumitinurb.2

Trinity United Methodist

Mos,.
s
tp

259.9110

1217 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

I

10

1'

°11Aggr" 0.561.
anYAr

605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect

ussumboevr

or. WaVarrhows
Rem Hervey

"IMPa'Z'X'at:=:.'O' thy
.44 Chunk 51041 WM

1 IMAM

t.3ainc$ Church

paimmumalmmmoasimmmUmmuinummunumwsztt

4AINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

S()11

841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

STREET

7E4tr"
ve

Sondoy Mosses:
0:05, 0;00,5,5,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,

SCHOOL

-

Rectory:
CL 3-6305

RMOUNTPROSPECT

MA

Parish Center

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

ti

a -ma 4.,..IATTILWMT

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

300 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT
graomt ENGSETH. PASTOR - 255,671

Ingey 100.1.

non

114441114144.01114 1,10

.4,

a In Christmas"

wor114Usia

Child Core &Churc'hnLhool
9:15 & 11:15
Join Us In Sunday Worship

Deer R.B.:
I feel your acne will clear up, and I admired an Increase. your
intake of water, particularly distilled water, will be of great help.

sets special services

Northwest Suburban

l all rriancilLChorth with the Vital Montage

I do feel things will Mange for your hmband and that he

Trinity Lutheran

Wayne LeBlanc of Merrill.
Lynch. Fenner and Pierce will
be the featured speaker ut the

disastrous.

should sell. I feel he wig coy wish the present firm.

& VIEWS

Zeta Tau Alphal

Dental
assistants
to meet

PosiosS

Church of the Master -Rand end Central I --

neously." ICendrick said.

NEWS

Tickets arc 514 per couple.

CHURCH

there arc decorations for the
holiday xc

career and staying with the same company. Do you feel he has
future in selling, Do you feel he should remain with this firm he
Ina been with for 10 years? You can imagine that we would like

MY -

.1 particularly enjoy cree.
log scuiratim with basic hunun sipificence, fmquently
on several levels sinful. -

foesoa

vations by calling 194-2271.

"Roads from Christmas.

WerAlp 50101

Chicago.

specifically money. He has begun thinking about changing his

and

Religion

AMPLE Penna.
lerrund

School, 7500 W. Talc. Al.,

Dose Mr. DeLouise:
My husband has been having some trouble on his current job,

family

dignity,

autumn

requested to make their reser-

begun Dec.

10 by Glee Club members

L.C.G. Arlington Heights

is 13 per marale.

on Tuesday, Dec. 30. from

20 at Resurrection Hospital..
The caroling was

1-1. at Olenberd East

High School, Main and Wil.
Ion S., Lombard. Admission

Into 1130 ern

Cub Scouts from Our Lady
of Hope School. 9700 W. Hig.
yet, caroled for patients Dec.

equality, low, peace, human

or
sixth, seventh and eighth are
this

days to a collegiate Christmas

carol at
hospital

ly wrapped around her little finger that he ignores his brothers
sod also me, his mother. Please, if you can tell me who elm he
done I'd appreciate it.

du
lolllass
church school

fet will he served. Gums are

"Concerto for 'Trombone end
Sand" by Pinisky-Kurseltom

Oceanwaves

peeled to attend.

the viewer."
He is interested in humanigarian subjects, such as racial

an.

fi designer

Geller

"most works are designed to
communicate a statement to

merchdly manufactured home
decorative seulpture'and Irish

-

party

AlNorthwest

Plc

St. glarmIline, Holy ItamL

Overture from "Nabuiee by
Giuseppe Verdi, "First Suite
In E Flat" by Gustav Hold,

.r.tMgt the bond All PleY the

by 'Alpha

years.

is

Mks Rihrmon

Bend. by Morton Gould.

given

offici-

tu te-"Rental

Aornt

rea"li:taic's7ykle,h0ePaanumse',r.n'e'rnmys,':

conntryside, (mottle -1 and his
wife, Helen, and sons, David,
14, and Jon, 13, i
Timberlake. The Kendricks have
been member. of North Shore
Unitarian Church for eight

will
Ilk Bar M itr.vah at
the Sabbath morning smvicoi

Society has planned its second
annual New Year% Eve party.
Dancing. favors and a hot buf-

served.

and

-

reason. I am not in love with my husband and considered di-

You're playing right into her hands by being overly acrd..
You should pay no 01ention to their Bale. but 1 don'ts.. you

being

communion

Katterjahn. assistant professor

Sorority hosts
collegians

me from working and going places with people. It has been suggested to me through counseling that my marriage is part of the

Dear L.C.G.:

Beverly Dr.,

913

St. Marcellinc
plans dance

her performance, a

ion

Dear LA..:

Open

Men

mnotable national confer-

CURTIS BROS

IN SCHAUMBURG

1615 N. RAND ROAD

''-$129

Swedish smorgasbord will he
served to all. The evening will

soloml with both the 5th and
the 29th Army bands, and for
six months directed till 29th

Rd., CktTficid.
A resident of the Barrington

ill fine an sculpture. He con-

and have established her
soprano soloist.

end Me United Statm. She has
manyat the White House end af

A Wheaton graduate, Keen

mated brooms ti.:

North

hiiircNhurt2h1,510110Hre,,,U, npitaay-

sional rm.., as well as Inv
as Afterdi

Trombone soloist George

.

taking my advice. You do your son no service by making his life
tug-of-war between you and ills wife.

MAYTAG

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

line of artificial trees.

6 hMAiis

Algae,Neeimm atm of Ter.
Charles Nevnium.

and Mr

and maks-

teachers,

taken her to Plies in Somalinovia, Israel, Africa. Caned.

Thum will be featured in the
winter
for the vandal
Colicee Concert band, Saturday, ban. 10, at 8L5 p.m. in
Edmth Memorial chapel.

Deer Mr. DeLouiset
I
for advice. I am widow of only two months and a
few drys.kig
I have four sons, all married.
One son, wife is always hurting me and I cannot understand

SAMPLES
NEW fLOOR
Out of Car.
Used, Just
Some
NeVer
tops For ThspInf Use
Than 60 MOO

Jan

mences at 8:30 p.m. and is fol.

Wheaton concert
features trombonist

Tomorrow
Is Today

why. My son doesn't Come over whenever this happens. Am I too
ate-fashioned1 f canny understand her. She has my son so tight-

CARTONSont

in

ences, conventions and symphony halls,
no

motion. 101111. /01 synagogue

interpretation, projection, the

classical and sacred music has

I don't see you moving within She nee ample elyears. However, I do see thetwimppy condition correcting Ittself. nod 7019
find It easier to get around.

11

e Cum-

dem Kendrick has sold and

Sculpture by Vaughn Kentrich is can darp1x.y now through

Family Sabbath service tight
M.T.J.C. The service com-

brings to life in each perform ance technique, musicianship,

Prospect, Miss Christine Casey of Arlington Heights, Miss
&man Jett of Maryville Acade-

Dem Mr. Debouisei
I rod your column in The Day end enjoy it very much. We ere
not happy where we live and Die lost all ambition. Do you think
if we try to get in closer to town again we will be happier PS I do
not drive? EM you me us raring at any time,
Mrs. F.L., Mount Prospect

N

clarity,

for engaged couples dunng the

On.. Mn,. EL.:

BENSENYILLE. FREEZER MEATS
1214 WEST IRVING PARK RD. BENSENVILLE

PENSFriATE9G
Somme
%bets.

of Moum

Costello, all

vorce. We both contacted a lawyer. He threatened to make it a
meat' divorce with false testimony. I've been through a lot for
the suke of my children.
Do you see me getting over these etnotional problems and
new getting enough can
to get my diroise Also, there is
another person like a lot- Do you see any kind of future for the

ON SCRATCHED

WITH

dated through°. theyeer.

Kendrick exhibit
at Unitarian Church

Eve event. Vor ford= inter-

Rabbi lay Kamen

Village
Cynthia Nay Vogt, Miss Sarah Commits Service wiR co:inAnn Crotch and Miss Cheryl duct pre-martMge workshop
Elk

'

Dec. 31. Reserve-

atcund deliver the charge.
Every Friday owning

To he presented met Miss

,

oflieea297-2000.and Sales

Concert and smorgasbord
begins Cumberland's year

Dear Mr. DeLoune:
I have had terrible emotional problem forma mem It keeps

f

U.S.O.A. CHOICE

CU

be the hospital. PrOceeds

come... The entity has mom seeds of many actions, The
occurring long after the passing of the entity. The law
of the returning curve or boomerang
101 to be fulfilled. The
question arises: Where is this to be done? In what place? The
answer is the only
possible. In the world. and in the
condition, under which the action, either completed or not
completed. wand ginal, performed.
To be continued on Menthe
LEITERS:

;

RFC STORAGE

Standard Cut
With Purchase of Bee/ Ralf or More

Hospital

When death occurs and the physical body is left, like a garmem
that has served its purpose and finally Men Did aside, (tonsentit
who leaves the earth plane also leaves many transactio in-

I'

Pki. consists of

,

is for all 004 and

DISHWASHERS -- DISPOSERS

a:Almelo

NET WGT

p Sp, IS

rumorcggest in return

ered 10 arca seined, on 1010111

GUARANTEED!

Coll for Ann,!nrmem o

hl return IN the hest return
home, s

conservation Medals deliv-

m:ate, m 71 S. Ohl
1LM.
P.O. Bus 180. in Lake Zurich
Details Mout these Ah.

Uhl ta Mr 10 years a, knows

A

let

No Payments 'til Feb. 1970

the years ahead.

ciative awed. smitten, to help
maim:tin prOgerly every projcui put into knee by SCS db.
trim- workers und sponsoring

ranstion district. with he:W-

Ell F

FREE FINANCING

just for 1,70 hut through all

LEARANCE

an whiren 01 phone Minn

105 Days same as Cash

continual benefits. come not

of the Soil and Water Inn

watershed lakes and reservoim
in the lost 15 years across the

cad has Jr

thoold he ds Itwel at tot ,tilt/e. tylwritren. rl ut.

wide. and ;humid rant.

FREE 40 PORK
CHOPS

is

lomd citimnry:

.an offhand p.m..
Nam
promise a

Family

Christine Casey

Maxillary in natIng Ikea :or

80 /OM, am

a re...Lt. Leitr

Bete. 1111111 your team wt. them all.,

Chops -`Roasts -`Steaks
Spare Ribs - Soon I Hint

ooioterns

more hew% in such

Holy

the

Mil be used to pirebare addidm Arlington Park Towers tional cadiavasiou end rrausHotel, where they've,11 be for. eltation.tinhs.
many presented to the Very

ACE'S JANUARY-

Comic Page

.111 balm to the Si.
fur most he signed. low
',wow ntil he Kuhheld

and listen to somome like that. Flows:an we tell her to get lial?
School Spirit

40 1.8.
PORK
PKG.

Its hea:nit. isehave one

.rapplito
0404144 6, each SI spent.

of Me area ea looking ruiviord
to the gala Cotillion IV Ball at

Me splendor of the ball to assist

The Editor

Dear 10 daimon:
Every week this gid 5111 with mat the haskedrall game. She
doesn't iraitch the germ She just comic to see who's with %obis
She spend, all hereime cutting everyone down. She keeps on
talking, hut if. never alfhut the game. If no fun to go
a game

BUYS IN

the inb's dry on !he cheek.

city water
reurticil 52

San. Ann Cmich

Cynthia Kay Vogt

As Dee. 27 apposal, On ono oscind you, debutantes

Letters To

11111 h1111."111

BEST

one spent saran Mere

developed

acres.

Cheryl Lee Coddle

add theft beauty end talent to

25 good. 31 exechent
Answer

wens to

recognition Ms Imam- us

3111S1' end-0411rayear

1000 damage. emirs..

there.ernal4-.

Service Center at 'Morten At.
Kamm in I.isle, is active here
assni onc of the unobtrusive

thought that one
icaed wank'::
group ofd 10012
hestmv sloth
whom me

houses

in

wedntis erdsy.

runpon of nor youth

letter..

Men very bail for me. The phone doesn't ring. I9h very
kineraine. His grainy doesn't pull up in fnint. Nu hum honks. I
cm a lot. I just knew that he won) he back.' don't swim to go out
with unyone else. All I do is think of him.

JONI loll her. PK up and mats If she hoists OP ipering the

prmiation.
WI therefore a particularly

men. mail sweepers 1111d other
until recmtly.
servicemen.

ming all seven of thew

For the yews I went adds the same guy. After you've been
all someone that lung. specially when you're in high school
mu, wry ainichal. Now tans gone.

pelves or ha'pennies to their
gm. muse.

Tin:Nor cum,. the post.

these Iola sw us you can.

Dear

on our hchell ell year Icing and
do not bother shtIwing our ap-

pleasant

inn 0

ords

more

the gentle reminder 10 diS/11141 Of spuru tug.

are still being accepted
forththis affair.
Dinner, dancing. a floor
show end other surprises are
wheduled for One New Year's

Jerry Vanderaieer. of Coun-

panted the quiet work done

"hose." with

Mge Of sell. water and other reNeil the full
SO far till national 70500111 -.kstwees. it

in
nn
more than.
511101.10 yearly. 1.0111, hese e
the
right In brighten up

sports.

deserving of recognition at this
-of us take for
imison.

lines to their masks, custom.
as. metalling celthrawieve

will usher in the secular
New Year with a pan party

Pr.r.

Morning and evening deity re !igloos servievn arc adM

lows by an bneg Shabbat socinl hour- Sabbath allernonn
praydre are 'recited at 4 p.m.

.1144011

Ballard

tering ail! chalk up any gains
in the uram
rawded to conserve our neri-

6,1 upstream watersheds has
prevented abut .511111 million

reereimon. as fishing. ram.
Ming. Owing, and winter

Maine Township
Congregation. 8800

If the nsio decade we are en-

baud by narthworamit subutrban folks.

dot damages to. these comm.
nitim from Salt (reek flooding

eider

lining action

list
and will he gratefully 101110111-

Lmb 'mire Refi..
Especially
he
salon sou

Lerthusiustic

and 4444 411411414 111111 Ihg MM.
arc 0 pen al way of strain -

our hontw "thank yo p"

What you dlieck iht; leas

deaf make a paint of singling
oaf halivithial. who have been

0 with the Vihilh

LISTENS

Incf lakes to the Salt Creek

studeins

about the wise me of our Mod

So 11 seems there are some
others in our area 0110 are'on

Lethal to provide flood contnd for Palatine. Rolling
Alcmkr.. Seheunthavg. Hoffnian Estates and Elk Grove

their annual

wince or the holiday so that
net 0 the wrathill
swapped for lerash Yuletide
gifts before. not after. Christ-

t

plodfor the installation of

moved the dew aloud. with
many tromopies presenting

raps,
"who

debate still
in 10404 01

The

Prosewrammranine.ramo teniain tem et 'Reuel 1144041. III. 111110

Lee Janson

in

manwealth. pads of Canada
the formerly in Poland. where
the 261hof theenth Dills been
marked 0 Boning ay, Sinai

'swished doll, thindoi through Friditi.Idu drat !shwa
117S. ,,, i , -moors. Brom,. !timings
,
Bruno otravo

tho am
snd ol Doobra
Bureau in (irayslakc. the Lake
Zurich office. nr Jerry himfalf.
We should he trying to get

young

Page 7

IIITJC plans gfs la
New Year party

intsptnons noun d

.

H. Bridgman, SCS district
anmervationist for Lake and
North Cook months. that me
liminnry plans are being com-

mm gifts, hut is rather a wily of
getting recognition of services
through the year now ending.
-Ewe 0, England. todny
firms accept the idea: thin. lasue Charnines bonus enough
employes. Not all. hut nough
to sustain do old custom.
With typical maenad.,
we've taken over the idea hut.

The day after Christmas' his

been slighted, pnerally ex-

11,tto 11

holiday mail auras the low.
toned announcement by lee

Friday Decemoer 26 19STE 031

staid u,lnaa ar hophung to

Itax things shout his job
The bow purrlaie ill II
t ill IN. Lass is flood pm.
says
Bridgman.
..ht0 recreation is an 'official'
second purpose at 511 lakes
where local watershed pitrakt
sponsors are mying ahom Iralf
a the added awls."

.\11000 100 III lilt oaths ant

idally hi, to do with Christ -

nrtrl Poltlo ran,

to rust, n

Le.

bonus

gas are the only upholders of
the traditional tap at the Iran
with one had extended.
The gentle nudge has era

midnight deadline for filing in come taxgreturns

Friday. December 26. 1969

piny...me that many girls really realiie mell
a boy uhun qin bourn,. in n certain way':

r thud for

through in In

nra shit}, and sand moon

than its springtime rival. the

Page 6

John F 'stamen. Lira

Da) after Christmas neglected

tac the. et now forbids'. mil

ulen"o thou 11 Ai
du pap tint hot, and ml Iht
int11,tit,
0.10 /0/11 ah/0111

Debutantes to bow at Cotillion

1903E EUCLID Cl 5 51 12
SUNDAY SERVICES Church School and Worship

nrooruu.

9:00 A.M 10 20AM 11 40 AM
Nursery Con or oil 4Nlaat

I

.1

The day's prospect

A 1970 Brunch
for the bunch
into

By Dolores Dough

Stunt the New Year with.

tha tom' tint

j.
lrsinFmk,

lopping Rr wnllpc
nut and ten! cups whipped des-

sert lopping, .weetanied

'0iris Scent dr Co and serve

whipped or sour creank .epoon
defroStetl. dotted. yen:atoned

French -Omelette Ana
.Herbea

Fines

look

aisikad portion

1.ilkas

uncookad mmum

son

tall frosted `ilasiws Of
chilled' apricot iuica with

shimmering Mee sherbet...Pawns it with to
baked pork.
sausage links. baked till hron
in a 4110-ddgree oven, and an
assortment of round the workl
masts. using French Ismail. nii.
sin cinnamon swirls or English
muffins.

Mee t makes brunch for the bunch a special 1970 unit. Served
with French mast Or herb omelet it make, for a Ilearly beginning

to nutritional eating with a holiday Rare. Otani by American
Mmt Institute,

k- -- ..t,,

3 eggs
1 habletanon water
1/2 teaspoon salt

age who. rice pudding?

dough.

should be 2 to 2, cum dock.
When meat is cool. remove
bones and white membrane.

-

:wee. 2,pdtwaM kitchen

Tum out dough and knead

who hove ihnoduced you

and let rise until double in

stock and bring to a boil. Pour

hulk. On, In ono and one-half
hours. Putsch down aminAct
rise until double in bulk. about

into loaf pan. 4, -by -M5 -by.
2E.O
inches. Chill M veleta era tor several hours or over.

rood,

Mu. Eric Sahlherg...Couk of
the Day, makes shine of !bent
ahead and buys some in Swett.

in gmused basal. cover well

ono hour.

teaspoini white pepper
.blespenen mch of minced
chives, clamped parsley,
chapped Chervil, damped taw

way or :mintier. she always hie

then. -for the holidays. The
Sahlhergs would Mel that had
reolly misted somettung if they

Atria /ottve a fora ineluding
thew torah. Even damp their
families um on the 1a4. they
anomie a celehrmion with
some SvAdish friends. Au.
thcntic

Swedish

ikatratinin

add to the festive feeling in
their home. which is furnished
with interesting pieces belong.
ing tin their parents and'
rid.
parents.

The recipes .Marilyn Sahl.
berg kelvin; E. meld he used
met only by Nov Year's. hul
any timc during the year Mai
you might choose ite serve
1110111.

COPRA- BREAD
IVEllt BROD)

Ill cops milli
1 cake compressed seam or

I pelmet. dr, ,tettl

-

la cep lokewurm water
5 cup sifted all purpose
near
ta emp huller or margarine
ko. Cap mg.

I Memo. all

ring. For tea ring. roll one por-

M',rare :tangle IN by

inches. Brush whh
tablespoon melted hunter
and
I

1 tablespoon budge

"Mss 5" whme kitchin is sit

napkins.

Zr in 30sciaindk Brown hinter
slightly over high heat in Eke°

insert

into

time. WO down I feel voed all
like to En that mysterious

rings.

Sprinkle entire table liherally
with bright colored confetti.
You can start the new year

Criteria omelet pan Pour in
egg mixture all at once. Pismire shmild hegira to conk in
median:1y at outer Whin. With

La's pt down to mantic.
there ant a few thing. that ow
in the kitchen more enjoyable
and amuck us to work More el.

rooli sinew

as nip finely clumped el.
egg, slightly hamtea or

emt yolk and 2 tablespoons

t mal traumatic experience.
Force yourself, he firm!
At lead put rhos, scSlont
I wed things in carton and

For almond ring. roll so,

cup sugar and Incup almonds.
Roll like a jelly roll into roll 14

double boiler, Cover and cook
over gently boiling water until
rice A tender, Mout one hour.
Stir in hurter. Cool.
Beat egg yolks until light.
Ron 'lb cop sops and ult.

inches long and form into -a

Add

circle. Pinch and together.

and ras. Beat egg whites

rend portion of dough into a
rectangle 14 hr N inches.
Sprinkle with remaining Vs

in

armed

eight -inch

to

into rice mixture.

straight

dry frying pan and h. slowly.
stirring almost comm.!), unlit sugar is melted and a light
golden color. Carefully stir in

into

Maws

dough

en egg or egg yolk mixed with

ulm. Hake almnd
to ring at 350

to 35 mi.

ces.

JELLIED VEAL
IKAINSYLTAI

Weft% Add yew and I tabk
spoon sugar to lukewarm wa.

Vs cup diet. Amy

With 'poultry continuing to
he unc of the best teem hum
ovailahk. we arc always happy

when we find a new, yet do.
Scioto my of serving chicken.

A cups mg. into

Pouo Mallow nine -inch
..kingdomand tilt pan mom
sideY. Add ri. mixture. Cover
pen with aluminum foil. Place
pan in a larger pan containing
crate oven, 310 degrees, 50 to
riff minutes or until a 'silver

of
crises)

'knife inserted M comer komm
out clean. RSMOSP from water
End let stand 10 minutes. Turn
out upside down on large
serving plate. If syrup remaina

3 anal bay leaver
6 whole cloves
whole allspiee

Wilma,. aril

in pan. heat pun slightly. then

spoon syrup over pudding.

3 cups water

,nucellen, Add

Serve. eight.

This elegant yet budget-0cent
sal may he served to company and family alike. Also a

good way to use my leltroor

g...,,

4,_,

Dram. Ilangli-O imams Caro

gsputeessostotao ....... US0.30110esSOSSILS

In depth j ihns
Paul

Mho Susan ('. Summers. a
Drake Unieersitt.
Des Moines . l sma
namald
to -Who's Who
Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities- for
the 1%9-711 medallic sou.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mn. William J. Summers
of Prosptaa Heights.
senior al

A.

Shreivoyel.

Oldri

6...Skid CI..Mount mow.
peo. h. written eight in-depth
studies if sh m films .
"Toys. "Overawe: Ile.
vio." 1The Little Nand."

h..henD.. i

on/limes*.

Al teaspoon poultry Wall.

+l spoon all

froddy ground pepper 10
leak

4 ounces shredded win

.

.

chicken

ions

h.',

In college
"Who's.Who"

hoc h., dint. Add tr.

timepiece" and "Night
and Eng. will be ready for

dt.ss.

publication Pty Ian. 15.

ehili.0' 00

It makes all other
"Golden 5%"accounts obsolete!

Pink with
a plus
Meriting tile. the omens=

of grape, with

flash

crun.

lumens neutrally in the Ds-

wricer.

MOM.
3 ons fresh cranberries
1

Irene

orange,

sepias

cut

i

But here's the bast part:
Suppose you need temporary cash-say $500 or $1,000.

110 rum mew
is cup cold mew
2
envelop. enamored

INSTANT WRITE -A -CHECK
LOANS AT ONLY 7%

gelatin

13 sup boiling inter
enti lee saw
cup Pen] Masson Pink
wine
I

(others charge up to18%)

Put one cup eliiallenich into
blender nontainer. cover and

I-4MM ai CHOP o Hh urid
- OFF !moral times to coarsely

MEANTIME WE PAY YOU
5%ON THE SAME MONEY

chop cranberries. If novessury.

-.,...,...,,,...d

hinter
II ounces frettl mudionms
2 lablommos mile
tablespoon mkt ad dry on-

topetenetalglee

1 cna ries.

I cup suer log end Ind!
Bohm beef. pnio.'0104
green pepper in hotter in a

Empty into a mining hots I and
repeat with remaining cran.

4

Frid ty, December 26. 1969
1/1100

mush.

away in your framer.

4 ouncesea

Ey

I.I.ouncest

Mush 'wale; front sides of
container into waiter and repeat chopping procalum.

turkey you might have stashed

boiling water. 51. in itQa-

1 onion. sliced

l'Inee v.

Pour

spoon at a ie. Sti r until monMl is smooth

375.degree oven 25 to 30 min-

3 pounds

SCALIA/PEI/ CHICKEN

1/2 cup bal. P.,. a MN..

adic Swedish tea ring in a
dcgrem about

Thy.

until stuff peaks form. Fold

tube pan. (sal with wanton St
00w -inch
interval, cutting

:Mout one inch deep. Brush
coffee Fre, with slightly Nat.

hale in your cifpheanls and
dram, after mt ham done:

our. Add almonds

can

rnams.dinIned
2 teaspoons all

CRANISIMIT PINK MOLD

1/0'!';',!`"=,,,

.h additionat'ruom you'll

Mrs. Erie &Mihail. Cook of the ilay, adjusts a hand -painted woad candelabra on her serving
table. In the caner herr...ley boked cardamom coffee ed.. a Mang finale for a emorgasbord.

tomato

Slender. This delickan
Cranberry Pink Mold is n new
ilea Met will bbighten holiday

other year or too II will to
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CITIZENS BANK INTRODUCES THE

Happy New Year
Resolved?

berries.
Put orange

ion blender

container. awer and Mom at
(' 11 0 P (Hit until finely
chopped. Add m cranberries.
Add sap, and mit.. well. Let
stand at rimm tempi:name
about two hours. soma inca.

Now you can take advantage of a remarkable bank plan
that lets you put your cash reserves to work earning you

a full 5% interest-yet have all or part of your money
instantly usable whenever you need temporary cash
without disturbing the full 5% earnings on a single

'skoney.
blennwhile. soften gelatin
in COW water. add boiling wa-

er and stir until gelatin is din.

slved. hold
mom md
wine. inking hell. Pour lmo
4 -cup mold and chill until

penny of your money)

i

or
.

3 apt chicken booth

firm. about three lawn. Serves
night.

-1.steguage of Faces.' end Or -

tinge and Blue" will he ready
are publication by George A.

Pnaum. an Ohio publisher.
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Citizens' FDIC -insured "Golden Double -Dollars Plan"
is the on/jibafik account in America that gives you this
extraordinary, money -saving "borrowing power!"

Here's how it works:

by Pin. I

Open a Citizens "Golden Double -Dollars Plan" for
$2,500 or more. You start earning 5% compound -inter-

electro-View ?V, Jac.
SALES

& SERVICE

COLOR SPECIALISTS

Instead of going through the time-consuming bother
of applying for a loan (at annual interest rates up to
18% or more) or using a regular "Line-df-Credit" plan,
"revolving charge" or credit card (again at interest
rates of up to 18% or more) you can simply write a check.

When the bank pays your check this creates an automatic loan at a simple interest rate of only 7% per year
against the credit of your account. But in the meantime,
even the money behind this loan continues to earn you
the full 5% interest. So in effect, you pay a net interest
rate of only 2% per year until you repay the money at
your convenience-either in full or in partial payments.
And your interest is only for the exact number of days

In addition to saving money, you've also saved your
self a lot of time, bother and paperwork! And you'Ve
avoided dipping into your cash reserves. There are no
"service" charges of any kind for this unique plan.

The "Golden Double -Dollars Pfian" makes all other
"Golden 5%" accounts obsolete because it's the only
one that lets your dollars do double -duty ...

Federal Reserve Member Banks in the United States.

est from the very first day of deposit. You can add to

... they are instantly usable as credit whenever

your account at any time, in any amount. You can make
a direct withdrawal with just 90 days' notice, or without
any notice at all after 90 days, during the first 10 days of
any January or July.

you need temporary cash ... as simply and quickly
as writing a check , . at a net interest rate which is
far Jess than any other check -credit or "revolving
.

charge" plan in the UnitediStates.

CITIZENS BANK
,..

MOTOROLA
Mary
Hendee',
,

Ann

Scala,

with the works
in a drawer

1015

n.. Mount Too-

peck it a menther of the Bolo
man clam at Meat College, to
Lake 1 ores, III.

$50OFFI

710 E. NW. Hwy

.392-8080
Mt. Neap.,

& TRUST CO.

THE BIG DANK IN THE CHICAGO,O.HARE AREA

HARDI-GARDENS

Or use the coupon to open your account conveniently
by mail. Include your check-or your passbook or
certificate if you want to transfer the money from
another bank or Savings and Loan.

r

TO: "Golden Double -Dollars Plan"
Cit Mons Bank & Trust Company

One Northwest Highway
Pack Ridge, Illinois 60068

R. US Po/melt I, itit

D.101

Please open a "Golden Double -Dollars Plan" United Security Account
for me. I understand I will earn interest from, the wry first day of

receipt, and you will immediately Send my automatic checkloan
agreement.
blamels)

A. ass

Social SocuplY rvo

Cly

State

My check for

TRANSFER FORM

ONE NORTHWEST HIGHWAY. PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS BOOBS

Open your new account 8:30 to 2:30 Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday / 8:30 to 8:00 Friday / 8:30 to 12:00 Saturday
Phone 823-1155 or 631-4270 fur further information.
L-"

Account No.

Pay to Ma °,

Zip

is enclosed (min. 52.500).

D Please pensler money from my account worn

... they earn a full 5% interest, which is as much or
more than any other "time" or "investment" account
or certificate of deposit (under $100,000) in all other

"Bankers and Trustmen"

by.

at Citizens-the 5170,000,000 "on -the -grow" bank.

you use the money.

See QUASAR'

Color TV

Start putting Citizens 5% "Golden Double -Dollars Plan"
United Security Account to work for you. Just stop- in

C t se

Bank

s

Please enclose your passliOOk OF [COOP..

ome

uyers

ui

e
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Moore House, Yorktown Virginia
The Moore House property was purchased in
1768 by Augustine Moore, a merchant of Yorktown, and the Moore family lived in the house
throughout the siege. Augustine Moore died in
1788, but his widow continued to occupy the

house until her death in 1797. In 1931,

\-74*

-411.0r4

-&o Fridav *In.

Make all your
new home dreams come true, faster.

4

PLENTY

2

OF Ft2E.
viva01'

41Teloc

vARK.ING-

Restored as nearly as possible to its condition in
1781, and refurnished through the cooperation
of various patriotic groups, the Moore House is
administered as a part of Colonial National
Historical Park.

Photo courtesy of National Park Service, United
States Department of the Interior.

SA L C 1DA-TF:

Friday Dec. 2-6

it

became the property of the United States.

.Guaranteed
Interest
on Saving's Certificates.
Only SIRES Minimum Deposit. Chose
G-menth to S -year maturilies.01,

New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happensfaster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago --51/4% Guaranteed Interest on
savings certificates (Bell even offers a Tax Deferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden
Bonus Passbook account and 43/4% on regular
passbook savings...all accounts cofttpounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
you're looking for a mortgagIrdbme in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find
that home owning can be easy and fast, too.
Build your tombrrows with Bell, today.

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association

l&lchaeghoaegnoot,:e6I06

03

.

:ZenVeTneornic=n0 r, Monroe and Clark,
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List real estate
transfers

Total community
idea requires
careful design
apartments,

ing gamo. But, Me dwellin.

community'. Colonial
theme/. and all autlientically
styled. Single-family "warmth
and charm' were created with

.stival "meld" together to make

the elegant and extensivEuse

a winning hand.'
COmpatibilay of residential
design is credited for much of

of wood. All windows, doors

the gleams id a new -tote

adal

single-family
homes 411/11 to.houses is a
whe opening hid in the hoes-

community" sing_ 55 miles
outside New York City DuelMoment of Panther Valley to
2.00k acre cmhomehtein
lamuchy,

was'predicateal

on three esseniid,
Country -manor

Drachms
atmosphere.

comervation of the arms nab
crag beauty, and ermtinn of
amraltmeld"
!lotting-units varied to suit individual.
Woes, yet coordinated with the
site and with each other. '

More than half the homes
Panther Valley are apart
ments--somc
con.mporarg

Maple Av., Hans Schmidt to

Arlington Heights:
N.
Ridge. Kent Z Pedersen to
Kent F. Gilm. 529; 1006 N.
Gibbons, Joseph
11mlian to
Anthony. S"
532.50,
035 N Yale Av.. Frank.R. De
Rosa to Pasquale Do Fazio,
117.50, 1214 W. Crabtree Dr..
kleister-Neiberk
lee. to

bows and bays.
.
In contemporary
units,
wide -view easement windows,
mud

ern" look. arc stained to blend

TI1E PRIVATE lime "feel ing" was so mrellilly adhered
to that it's difficult to
tell-enCent for the number of
mailboxes at each en -

The charming itsnmily home erecting" reflected in these
M. and the Inmainiatire use of wood. Elegant entryway,with

To .emphesign the community's Colonial aura. street
INare hand.painted and rus-

Two attend Realtors Institute

man

Solar 'window greenhouse
brightens winter days

bepnia, cactus, collo lily.
colt., crocus, daffodil. free sin, gardenia, geranium, kw
lanchoe, haulm. sedum and
other sumulents.

Pm shaded window. Eng.
ivy, orchids. philodendron. episcias. fleas. fusehis.
and so on are recommended.
Whilesven in north windows.
Andean violets. fem. )m Bah

potions. dracaena. philoden.
dron and
pepgmmiu will

thrive.
For the amateur Or the ex pen gardener these is a wide
range of possibilities in the so.

the Pere Marquette Hotel in
Peoria. 111.

inn
The Realtors institute of 11-

lints
Over WM red estate people

arrived in Peoria nn Nov. Et,
to attend the Sixth Annual
Realtors iO3 WI of Illinois

ammuned by the Illinois Assn.

is

a three-Nage study

course designed M increase the
professional competence of

members of the real mate inoutcry. Those who successful-

ly complete all three coca

A new English combry ,tyle.

Scott ran nitsdual match
record to I MD Ibi past weekend When he won the 137.
Pm
CTrapionahis
k
Prospect Holiday Wrestling

about

young

Meadows.

an eximptional outs.

mho
ter bedom
suite. whkh in.
dm. dressing room. bath.

features and ideas we've devel-

Bon alsc modems a deluxe
model alaninum cold frame.

ciouskiaten has u sr:proteinformal dining area. and very
handy storage pantry. A main

scape of private winding roads.

floor latmdry room limy's!.

no mo re then eight homes on

direct access
well as the

single

to uteri.

hued. of the

Situated in a rolling landCreedoffers the priracg of
I

me with etch

ho me

was Commting at 137 for only
the second time this season.
Up until Mc Knights' final
tournament trip -top, Seott.on-

one -Mini -acre Mt to prevent
the monotony of tar

family

nansanl roofs and a matey
country and colonial exterior
styling, all help to make a
pleasing environment. A near-

through

either

the

room, or kitchen dining ma.
A separate formal sin dining
room and large panelled fami-

ly room with ranch plank

Mutruction

Cedar

wrestling for close
years. In

Wayne Miller who seeped 32

A

"The Travel Rag.11
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The fifth annual Notre
Dame High School Christmas

testants will be four Chicago
Public Schools, three Catholic

Tom Reckon, forwards Russ

season was over my record Wes

But

Scot,s

rookie

year

didn't end there. "After die
regular season, I entered the
state AAU tournament. 1 won

and

and Kevin Kachan.

Lake

pt

tote

1gf6;`-'''U/is

ing

SCOTTS

all

pretty

Coach

ane the

He's

a

bard

worker,

balludon"Not to mention that

sic ages -,0 100

5.0 male). he

her of the Nalloial Honor

ay hiseunreen

vs.

coach

against

the

good,

Heights on Rand Rd. This

via High School just north

play like it.

apartment complex featmeg
the most
up-to-date con-

of Aurora.

Arneson was particularly
upset with his team's rebound-

"THEY
MAD'. Dave
Lloyd look like an All-American," Arneson said, referring
to the Conant center who
scored 23 points against the
Falcons. "Neither did much
rebounding end neither More

veniences mailable. Laundry
and locker rooms are found on

Conant, however, I felt we had

the better tom but we di.y

ing and overall offensive play
against Conant. The Cougars
out -rebounded the Falcons by
a healthy 34-20 margin.

cd good on defense. IM going

"OUR
REBOUNDING
was just terrible," Ammon
said. "We didn't even

View will have Rich Olson and
Greg ghevug at thu guards and
Wayne Meier and Dave Long
as the forwards. All four start ed with Phillips boll weekend.
Arneson said he thinks For
tit View has a good chance of

mhool Batavia faces YorkMlle to
night in other
on.
Orat-rand action.

each floor, .d o separate recreation area gas sauna baths,
game moms, and a large party

1443 Ashland
Des Plaines

Industry and the Loop. O'Hare
Airport is just

THE TOURNAMENT' hms

both championship and ansOlation

10 mi..

brackets,

50 YEARS OF SERVICE
259 E. Rand Road
(RT. 12)
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Listing Service
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Pm for the b.,

assuring

Cad loom at least two gam..
If Forest Niew beats St. EdWards it plays the winner of the
Batavia -Yorkville game at
8:30 Monday night. Should

and

breaking losses, "Against

Geneva
plays
McHenry
and Morris tackles
Beat
Academy
tonight and boat

corejust

stood aloud and waieho4
tam. At the start of the sea.
son I thought wed be able
to rebound with km about
anybody,

they would play the Batavia-

"Our problem is we don't
have any rebounding Pm-

Forest View X. its litst

petition in practice and we've
been picking up bad habits.
Now I've started working my

dm Falcons lose their opener,

yrngymo 'me, 7 p.m. Mom
three pines this Eason hereto

Ming upon bed tin., The
Falcons have

siece

lest

to

Deerfield, Ara.* end Conant, with only I vIctory over.

r

top six rebound em in three -onthree situations
p000 On to

improve on this."
Arneson is still trying to
find IN anewer et center. Hes
-

Rai_ Haney would to
up
with Stu

White at Ward.

Notre Dame soph eagers
take 2 code rence games
The sophomore hmkethall
SOh001

Society.

matched

varsity

its

UMerpart 1.1 weekend by

NE LISTS.his favorite nub
leas as English and math end
is fairly clear on what college
he'd like M attend. "If
possible," he observes in his customary understatement, "I'd
like to go to an 0030 League
school. I've also been thinking.

In Suburban Catholic play by
defeating St. Francis of Whea-

ton 'Friday bight, 64-29, and
then completing Me double
head, with
60.42 victory
over Month, theism evening.
The St. Isramis game was

fere. story Mr the first, half.
but the ending was the same as
the hornecourt °OAS spotted

the visiting M
and Yellen, a 26-21 halftime lead, .6
theta rep rid their third peri-

od heroics. scoring IS poi.
while limiting the losers to
only three during the Mind sew ZA minute smoke.

oyeTalmost before it began as

Legal

Karole doubled the host saw-

ing in the.. pert,. 13-5, and
mission.

eryone on the ND bench was
able to se action an Emote

But after MI of his ecehm-

Dame put the game away with

",r

Scott is probably best summed

C2rpPG'in in"the i mar r,
holding the opposition to only

up by a classmate who saW.

7.

"Scoll's really a great guy."

Bill Abraham and Kevin
Mullaney led MI scorers
sc
with
20 Martell each.

Dave Mama woMdn't dis-

The Monti ni game was a dif-

3 at mat irvitational
Maine West Will

aCCOM-

pony Arlington and Hersey at
the Lake Park InvitMionat

Scott Scala

WWrestling 1.011rburnsfa Tues.
llay in a meeting of eight war-,
shy manis.
Also entering the competition will be Geneva . Glen bard Bask Lockport West;

SPartiore and of comae, the
host Lancers.

EACH sCHOoL win by

shooting for the
anphirs
awarded se the That mid second

second game will be at 6:30
p.m. Monday if it beats Carthage and 4 p.m. Monday if it

with hot silo...

loses tr, the Blueboys.

BOrer

in MidSuburban Comm play and
3.4 overall, gave its hopes

Flerth and Dave Rismn with weight class.
it apiece accounted fog Elk
Another added is
Grove's balanced scoring will be ;in award for the "fastmains) Luther North. The eat pits winner" of the meek A
first four will start aMng with traveling banner will he woo
Holmes against Carthage.
dining the tournament by the

Elk Um, 1-2

a little boost with a good
showing in fa last gnme, a
victory

69-57

over

Luther

North in Chicago last Saturday.

place finishers while
natty, Medals will be presented

Mork Hopkins with 16, Jeff

to the firm second. third and
consolation winner, in each

13

and

John

individual recording the fast tick. After that, he may
keep the banner to acknowledgement of Ills accom-
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Team scoring will be on a

paint bmis with the winner re10 points.
Seco.
place will he pod fer sevm,
while a third place finish will
earn four. A founh place fin-

ceiving

:7;1 him

.

ish is worth two points nod the
consolation, one.

T II E

mannand

TOURNAMENT

will be eh.

with the f6s, round beginning
at noon and the second round
following at Am. The second
consisiting of the third
round and the championship,
will begin at 7 p.m. and 8:30.
respectively.
Riding time will not he used
in the tottrnemen,
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Flesch's performance lest
weekend also added to Ellt

&yen in the MSL.

"WE SHOT 40 Per cam
front the fold against Luther
North and that's our high for
Me season. It always melon
you look better overall when
you're shooting well. I Del
mu ham do shoot at least 40
per cent to beat .the plod
Field
been

goal accuracy has
one of Elk Grove's
problems this season.

major
The Grenadiers bad nobody
bigger Man 6.2 until they begas using 6-3 sophomore Pet
Holmes last weekend and they
haven't been able to con,

THE WESTERN Marne
gives Elk Grove the opportun-

he m see how the game ia
played in the rest of the state.
East Peoria is the defending
champion. hut Dunbar and
others are expected to make
strong inns for the MD

.Carthage is pre.' tough."
Roes said of his opponents
from the Western pars of the

state. "I think they've only

Arlington Hts. 4374880

been heaten once so far, and
they like
press lled fast
break. They've been scoring a'

lot of pointv so weir try

Algongisin (tte. 62)
*at Arlington His. Rd.

to

slow them down a little."

to start Bauer, though, because

sock it
away!

NURSERY

join our Christmas Club

he's looked a little better in

AND RECEIVE 4% INTEREST ALONG
WITH A FREE GIFT

practice this week."

Along with Bauer, Pallet

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

Miming the Merriam., "if
we're in the right frame of
mind, and I plan on making
sure they're in the right lame

of mind by the end of the
week"

THE
BANK
& Trust Company of. Arlington Heights

The school h located on
West Main Steel. To got to
-

Batavia. take. Rt. 59 south to
.11t. W. TakeRt. 64 mat to Rt.
31 just pat the Fox River and
go south on 31 tirItatavia.

OB,

and 2535 odn BIM

"We had a real good non Grove's optimistic mood. The
half in that game," Grenadier 6-0 senior was moved from
patch Both Rceg odd "We fM- forward to guard and respond lured little in the third quarted with double figures in both
er. but then we mime back for rebounds and seining in cmh
a awe fourth miarteb We bad game. II was Flesch's best
good. balanced scentne in the showing Coon last season.
game with five players in when he Wes one of the top
double figures.

I

will be held in a double session

Gene Pinder with 18 points.
with

HEIGHTS ZONING

ARLINGTON

DURING TIN game, evplayed he first five only the
first and third periods. A was
in the 1000nd rwr gut Mode

agree.

Notice 1

then took a 14 point lead into
the locker room al inter-

think I'd have to drop mt.,

plishments boot been listed,

all on lung

in the backcourt

consistent

said, referring to the two heart-

Deerfield

poi. Friday,

jumpers. He also engineered a
steal from Panther 0011 Anets-

and Keith Phillips In Ike pivot.
neither has given the veteran

.1 woo euisfied math our

performances

one for two. the Lae
Honey came off the bench
to same his first six MSL

been alternating George Hauer

ehontdd.

faces

While

IN rActi MSL gams Sales
has contributed (our babas

senior pun up a good enough

the three sports, but if nat. I

Grove meets pressing
problems in Macomb
Elk Drove, coming off a

.

hapless Stevenson interrupting

Font View, reeling Isom

limes

11

contesa.

Nash when Dave Lundrtedt
injure his ankle, old the 6-5

Hes not nun he will on Mute his sports activity io'collee..lf they gave me a scholarihip would contmue In anyor:

coachable and an excelknt
leader." The veleten maim

St. Edwards of Elgin 017 p.m.
tomorrow in theopening.reend
of the Fax Valley Holiday
Baaketball Tournament at Bat-

newest apartment complexes-

rebounded

playing just part-time in two

of five alMmpts and has mule

invemif9N, Tthe youfig Dons of coachTotry

petiole for the eke deficiency

winning haSit when it

-Stonebridge Hill in Arlington

non -conference 066,',
Sales came into last week's
conference game at Glertbard

Sc. Louis sod Lawrence College in Wisconsin..

vary

game hers looking for.

MembegM.A.P.

also i;on the student council,
the of board and is a mem-

rrig a 4,7 scholas-

Hes just a tremendous boy.

Forest View seeking
winning combination
at Fox Valley tourney
poet, will try to regain the

ATTENTION INVESTORS!!
ADJOINING PROPERTIES -- 8-5 ZONING
84 % 150

M ;CAB E

the award. Asht was, he would
up '&77 high in .0 lest

don to

couldn't say enough aboutSeale.
It's a pleasure to coach

competition has always been
ALL TEAMS are enured of
good and that fans an expect playing at least two games in
sou.. .very InteredIng bah. the atate, watch has a eon.
bell..
solation bracket. Elk Groves

hum Ms., hes hat for

ss=tmbar

"model
they
have at carry( n mind. In addi-

qual-

Arlington,"
Falcon coach Ken Arneson

Hollywood Bundets at 3525
W. Peterson, Chico..

week's Holiday Tournament.
"After the first bect rounds,
all of the costchcs were mg,
tinning him in connection with

7iemek

don, if they hope to stop Menden UMW .d Mon the hip green.
mouth vs.
sbnell-Prairk
In regard to the tournament City.
itself, Hinger said that the

sag Mee Immo

$30,900

ly,"o

seven entrants had haw be Oshawa Costa, East Pemia Va.

View at 9 pus
First round losers wil then
enter h consolation hacked,
Insuring. least Iwo ganes for
ench team while the winners

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

turned. In the Mid -Suburban
League play so far, Sales has

it because

laNtse, two covdmanca PAMM

fined to wrestling as his four
varsity if IICES Will testify. In

a duo but for the map.- Northwestern, Macomb

mighty Dons take on Lae

3 imamon, 1.0 bath mar lavel, Mllh M eon

Units will begin renting
sometime during December,
but WOMB Can currently
make application directly to

aonoe,
When They
they Milled lhe

PARTICIPA-

like
indicated, "We (NO) would Point Central, Peoria Bergen
to get back in there." ys. Alecto Princeton vs. Westfair This warning means the other ern Chicago Dunbar vs. Ga.

as link Flower meets

Austin at 7,30

A NEW HOME
FOR THE NEW YEAR

away.

dom. eviachmtheOrassanal-

have a shot Et II

he'll still

TION M athletics het con-

fourth last season to break the pine against Crthage.
MK. MOW.
Other opcning-rounn pair As for dais year Hinger Poi find Canton
Camp

The tourney'sEat round

any in the gaMe

MOWIng

evsn when Lundstedt re

it%

like to take Pother look so.
dancy and Salesnaid Slay-

125 -pound

three championships, as cam play in the 24thomorrow
Annual West wring the initial throe casks, ern Invitational Basketball
bm they only managed
Tournament Carta 6:30 p.m.

will continue Saturday even-

DeCtiba

easy access to both suburban

Thaw who earned another

Snots ."

'

at 7, while Farrago t and
Lane will contest an 830 at.

west of Rt. 53 Coke
miles north of the Northwest
Tollway.

dun t know If cloy II

thd time to do

shot ate Maying role are Chris
Saks,
Doug Haney. Don
Lewis anti -Jeff Meissner...1'd

"Then," he adds modestly, "1

victory against Luther North
Daring the first four years of in la last outing. travels to
'the Gummy, the Duns won Macomb t
to open

at
will ph Ridgewood and St. VI.

Frontage Rd, orpholf aMe
south of Kirehoff Rd. -just

Des Plaines

"We'd like to take a
Miller and see how he plays,.
said Slayton. "Then we'd
make an aseignment with
Kline," But M the meantime,

1

longer look at them, end this

rny four match. op here and

Pohl and Gabe Eaton. and
slick playmakers Byron King

The opening game loblIbl

Stonebridge Hill units begin renting

petithe for the arm and there

s with his coach.

Knights and runs a 10.6-wo-

Nave Dame must be favored in the classic, as Ralph
Hinger's five has yet to lose
game this year bchind their
(Mc Planing team of center

Nonidge.

and. shopping centers -on la

ton

sly! bin Id lam to take

the man to defense him,

Wrestler Award in last

els for the top spot.

eight teams will talm to the
Don court in Niles in the in-

highs. The lone "ungroupcd.

1453 Ashland

wants to make sere Elute is

would MA to timesAe With a
team called Northfield. I decided to try it and before the

will compete the following
Monday night in the sea*
Goals, and Thesday in the no.

Basketball Classic will begin
this evening as the lirSt of

entry .11 be Ridgewood of

by dub far rmidents. v.IM

room. Rena will be co.

Will be mong next m
Hymn going over Miler s

ond 100,01g -second 440 and
leg on the mile relay tears for
the Prospect track muad.
When asked to pick his favor-

Notre Dame cage
tourney tonight

Mora., Austin

pressways, O'Hare Field.
trallamptation,

UM of Hollywood Builders'

khne

hen

added hut belt amp very

them

Crort.ele is located only,
minutes away from major ex-

president look over a model of

Inthans

ite sport, he replied, "I really
estuldn't pick any one. I like

pond, 00006 courts. clubhome

mid Manuel S. Kramer, vice

in the

conference gams and Shyton

and, her. Layer (teammate
John% tether) asked me if I

his own words, he

Page 11

suburban entry. The Chicago
representatives will be Lane,

Jack F. Nen., president,

ten' fine def.bika Pkwer and
Memoutab has, boy named

a top halfback for the grid

achools and one Northwest

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

n

points

four

described how he first enema tered the sport,"In eighth

itial round of play for 1969.
Numbered among the con-

shake

is

addition to his seal work, he is

catefully pleced on its wan

home. Styled in the "California manner," the patio of the
Buckingham may he reached

IFS JUST that Kliee

to coach a boy like Scott. won the state
Scott, a junior, has been championship."

dynamo's

winning the title was Mat he

'Mined

The second leer is high-

added that earliecthis smson
couldn't pick any one. IsRke
'
,'..:grettypstithq.'/Coach
7icrnek muklu't
oduag.h
about Smile. "It's a pleasure

Tournament. The odd thing

Albert Riley Builder.. in their
Criekside development in the
Plum Grove arm of

roped since offering our original models."

high.

ing and advertising.

Holiday

travelog., an
art exhibit. a soup bar featuring "Whoopee" soup abd

TAR a mac or lake over mike floe,
food om ,IhnucEhe soon bush's move dui can
ruse your misc. WIA A SAVING N RENT.

real Nate principle, franchis

High School
Tournament Same,

birds, packing

iudorl, once building,. gosh ideally
situated ...te:c
aane many unusual comfort,
and luxuries. Central heating. air conditioning.
reliable Illinois dell telephone service. parting
on premises end much mom

exchanging. management. eon istruction. creative
selling

team if they all moved down in
wetcht. vol it
Scotes own
dmision to drop t 137." He

Prospect's Scab S.D.

St. Viator and Little Flower

Boor lb,. The bright spa-

wide, 72 inches

demonstrations,

NoLv IRESI.LI Too brmd new four stns'ultram

axes, ethics. dosing. trading.
listings. financing, appraising.

mek, explained Mc reason for
the switch," I told the team be-

the Day's Athlete of the Week,

walking distance.

doors lead into a large slate

^od;;-7,e,li..:770;ra:

tropic.

58.50.

fon ovantlge unge to mom

second Year
Courses were taught in law.

fore Me toornament that I
thought we'd he a stronger

level.

hygrometer -thermometer
dual purpose growing aid. The

bindles who want to brighten up dreary stmt. days 'tithe...a

the di:Mention

beaten at two different weights

ION coAco Dan ne-

Other displays will feature

to Charles B. Hen -

lineup

team of Notre Dame High

M one seas.. Onc who can is

HAIL. has been announced by

lighting uevice

it,t7 width l3 ineN+. u

receive

"G.R.I." (Graduate. Realtors
Institute). Mm. Ellis and Mrs.
Parker have completed their

'Del

,

tend. 1452

Catholic representation
vldl include host Notre Dame

cunvenienus and luxuries.
ItillasOMC double. miry

pries. specify window width
and Night. A menden! solar
start :St Ircight 5;

&an dancers said be prtwided.

last few games.

Few wreaden can remain
undefeated granted, at just
e= Weight. Still fewer can
stick in the ranks of the un-

And other facilities. is within

compuralenkm the cas
mnya
we
r
in
rertside, whihleoe striding some

shout

entertaininent, including nutriachis, Greek music and In -

.

Mating and beamed ceiling
arc also located on the main

the Intat modern American

When inquiring

12R

they ve put on the court to the

Kline will howeset
Still play most of flu. Mater

hie players who have been lid.
Mg the bench Htely, and he
also' may keep regular armor

court)17" "

modal hale, the BULKING-

which abo caseim 4 line of

drive.

will

Plum Grove model
has English styling

NEW model," said
Albert Riley. president. "has
been eamfully designed
to

easily assembled with mew -

plantsend Names in thisprmileM, easily maintained window sill
garden spot, a product of Lord 8 Burnham, Irvington, N.V.

teem concluded with written

long edueitional =ed., ut examinations Samelay morn-

Corp., lg., N.Y. 10533. 4bmlish penny Manor with

A maw window greenhouse to bring color end outdoor piety
Into your home all year round is a timely winter idea for subur-

of Real Estate Boards. drones
began at 8 a.m. Monday and

wakand-abhalt Ilitth design:
the Buckingham vombincs the
elegant yet usual flavor of the

der.

A boutique of travel clothes
and acce.ories will be housed

The better the
business home
the better the
Living

Held ESN

kr window grecn.uses made
end distributed by
Burnham, division Burnham

rtding pow-

Mg ISM Mond.,

BUFFALO GROVE: 223
Timherhill Dr., Hugh F. cog

DOM Ellis and Fran Parker
of Baird &Warner. Inc. in Des
Plaints attended the week-

point, eight major
't!..Oftl'prO/707--

1017 N. Beverly, Klaus K.

Fran Prker

nfoul

Waahnes
lt.h eml011
Holiday madmeme

to Emile Klein,
S.% 1.21
Kennicott, Edward
Lutes
to
H Morgan. ISIS

hortrts

sum you tan grow melee. wax

as

145:
N. in a Caribetttypc unit cmPhelps Sc, Frank Brancato Sr. .. in the auditorium. Dally

Guilfoyle,

as gracious old New England,

If your window faces the

week event will he to promote
air avel. With Me auditorium

Ways Dreger to Richard J.

light the street, And, service
buildingt like the bank, pos
lion and motel are kisguised"

eties.

'Ile 'objective' of the mo.

Lund to Theodore A. Home.
yer. 19; 1306 Heather Le., R.

tic and weathered. Gas lance

Toe can have your January
Ifs also a "hospital" for Surber. "Helena Hints",
days brightened up with tulips. house plants which Nan to pwhiele has full chapter on this
hyacinths, narcissus. daffodils show droop or sag. Just put phase of window sill gardenand other lovely lilm ans.
them in the greenhouse and ing.
The Solar Window Green- they"11 gnome growing
There ere literally scores of
house is a year -around Boon to
Bowes and vegetoblei you can
all suburban gardeners. bin of
OR PUT SOME spice it grow in this greenhouse, no
course it has special appeal per
by growing Your own mutter whether you decide on
winen
are
grcemthembers
hake, a simple enough or.. early sming, ate summer or
forced to say indoors.
mica if you follow Lord & fall. instead of winter, to raise
staniktrd plants or exotic vari-

12 through 24 at their State
Soon store.

]Jos m,

"6-

tran.--that the units ork realti.family.

to the Sun" promotion, Jon.

Vernon O. Follett. 558; 506
W. Corp.
Dr., 3H Buddha; Corp. to Allan Richards.

traditionally rtyled pmel doom, multi -pone miede
shutters are nil stock units of ponder.. pine.

handsome Colonia apartrilents was created with authentic de-

The sun will east on extra
warm glow when Carson Phie
Scott &Co. opens its ..1970let

Deb khan out of the tending

S vain switches weights, winning in 137 pound class

JPt to Sun

ot.. $27,12.

et

Slayton is planning on let ting another look" at four of

they might be pretty
LOT s take trip

Peterson, 526.

Karnatz to Constmlinos A.

side -

siding.

5314.50:

1233 ('enter St.. Dorothy E.

lights: nuilt ight double -hung
wood windowws and elegant

with textured wood

Schorr. $36.50: 17110

Amschlinger,

High School has done any
scouting of the Proapect

1501

Roberta. to Continental Cas.
unity Co., 135.50, 319 Eudid
Ct. West, Geed H. Spirek to
John W. Simmons. 61150.
Wheeling:. 1205 Palm Dr.,
Cad L Blanchard to Mary A.

to Nikolaj Fedirko. $261 2607
Nick

Heights

If anybody from Masemnalt

linden Ln.. Alexander M.

Sycamore, Martin L Reosch

pine --stock

.. with

did it with authenticity of de.
sign, quality construction and
luxury Mature,

D. Plain., 130 E. Fremom Av.. William I. Duffy to

nn ds with a rich. custom look,
The Colonial
apartment,
femur, handsome wood panel
...Jelleatoks 2-crsv

Wand sash sliding doers had
- dare awee Ev I, hiskjEmit, to spacious bahure
gEnectiOsktel, -6chited0 wen apartments offer as much Ynrdirected 10 design all
ng
ins space and ne many aceBthe
warmth
nide, as smatc.roggi, horn.,
charm and homelike character nom, rh,
of single family honks." The,
far less arnn.q,

519.50.
Prospect

51,000 in market value.

Inc. t.rimNadnvo,
staircases and men-

which multasin the

Mount Prospect: Robert LNelson to Robert G. Rohde,

2. Price is indicated by SI in
state revenue stamp for each

and woodwork buelt m mold -

I p m The lusq,Ins may
not leak Mash hka the team

Weds Editor

hull 112

shim for the week ending Dec.

Allen

By I Indy Hanulton

A NINA, In to Guild R

mg teal 1,6 a instas in
Maim and Whed. town

the

Ments and

In to !Wimp M Dambiough
SI I W4 Inch at Hdl Worn

Cook Count, Ranortkr Sal
nty R Olsen 1660 tho follow

A community "mix" of Assist traditional lie line with

Knights to make 'different' appearance

in the Arlington Markel
5ml, Mentor insurodto GIMP
So MsFedent Meek Insurance
Corporeal:an.

Shopping Center
900 FAST KENSINGTON POrtlx

TalPHONE 255.2900

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Harper registrar on information tour

THE

Pap. IT

RESTAURANT ON 7HE R h CA

Fndav Deseinher 26 1969

WeekEnd

ByK C Radlks
Inth shoals it

THE BRASS RAIL
with true continental sous.
the man of the finest chefs - con be found at
the Bross Rail in the Sheraton O'Hare on hi..
Gourmet

Ea'

Mein, Road. It's one of the best in our areal The

Rals decor is lavish, but The prices on well
within the realm
everyone to enjoy. Plenty or

Dining...Daneinc,-Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

Tem wiM mining
4a

1

Poci.

swinging dancing on Friday and Saturday nights

rho La, Brent Trle...hmetul piano with trio
background, lust righttfer mme special ,lerliday

45k

fool

New Year's Eve

ax

0

(10301TP!P*7!It
--

COUPLE INCLUDING

0 NOISEMAKERS

Potato, Toast,
Salad, too!

784 S Milwaukee
Wheeling, III.
PHONE 537.9500

HOLIDAYS
BRING YOUR GUESTS TO THE

$149

Any One for Only

"The Perfect Choice"

SCANDA HOUSE

;m!ei Arlingtan Park Towers
IIKG,,,Chicagols new MM.
I Arlington Heinha,

"LAMPLIGHTERS NEW MEETING PLACE"

Call Miss Kim
Telephone 294.2000

:;

oa

Ie wish more people knew about it.
you have not tried this every.

Pea Fur those arriving ever

CL 5 2025

i

non, cranplimentary champagne

Rand Rd. & Euclid Ave.
Mt. Prospect
L___

ENTERTAINMENT
DANCING

c..P

EACH ROOM,

0

01

NOISEMAK ERS

FLOOR MOW

.90

REGULAR MENU

co;

Ample Parking
Route 31 North of Route 72, Carpentersville, Ill.
Phone: 312-426-3446

o-

Yowl, slit

*

Zr72`f
NEW YEARS

PAY

inn

"Old World Recipe"
World's Finest Pizza

Dancin9'til 3 a.m.

CELEBRATION.
FROM 10 P.M. to 3 A.M.

10 E. Nerfhwest Hwy:
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6450

We ?Ittt to 6e Open 91,0 qua Eve

®

°

t:

529-8840
Only reservations made and paid for
. advance will be guaranteed.

DRIVE-IN
A special hand to Hormokt Sausage.. Drive-1n
In Wheeling. They ore behind the teams in every
sense of the word. Bon and Willie give special
prices for extra points at basketball games...and

socouroge rho kids to go alt out 1. MA,. Hon
oak's features homemade sausage and deli.

cosies Mar et, member of V... ....V

svMv. Err it In your ear or lain the fun inside to

sort We toltlos. EU. may You dine at Hos.
go ban for more and morel

Trignr'eX=on'o'v=

(Ind tax

If you prefer a la cart dining

ONLY

in the Deep Pon
is w.eano

RANDY HUSTER TRIO
-

RAND RD.

kb...swm ma

APPEARING IN THE LOUNGE

PHONE
PARTIEs

259-4974
MEETiNGS

PANOUETS

Ma Prtap

The Dr;ve In

with the

CALL 537-2200

Exceptional
Menu,

Buffalo Grove, Ill.

$20"

PICKWICK
HOUSE

Par Parson

LEE ANDR'E TRIO

ZA:=0.1'

UNCLE ANDY'S

:TT t:2

f)pD?COW PALACE
STILL HAS A FEW
RESERVATIONS OPEN
FOR NEW

DINING AND DANCING

NEW YEARS EVE PARTY
YOUR CHOICE OF COMPLETE DINNERS

$4500 PER

CHAMPAGNE AND WINE INCLUDED

N.Nirt

WIHnn

n

TIL MIDNIGHTS

EVERYTHING INCLUDED

COUPLE

NoMwest Hwy. (Rt. IP) and
Quentin Rd.
Palatine, III.

WATCH

cur

cinipoon speEioLs

n :he "Dor'

GALA NU; YEAR'S EVE PARTY
AT THE NEW

cos mama'

MARCHETTI'S
EBB P.M.

PIZZA FOR WHOM
Pre -order your pino..
ll be piping hot for
you when you arrive.

CALL

- 255-9181

On Roum 12 just 3 blocks Sou h of Palatine Road

Carry Outs 255-9181

rise

100 AM.

FEATURING:

Cocktails 10,, the Entire Evening
HAVE HOLIDAY CHEER WITH US

Lagir,ti
frotattrant

Plus a Bottle of Wine to Enjoy
with Your Dinner Selection of

PRIME RIB OF BEEF

FILET MIGNON LOBSTER TAIL
Enjoy Dancing to the Mow of the
HATS, FAVORS PLUS ENTERTAINMENT

$2250

=.

65

PHONE

NOISEMAKERS
o HATS

E3RT9AIN44L:47

Sing along

with LEON BERRY
at THE ORGAN BAR

-ASO
Lunch

JERRY CIGLER TRIO
PHONE 299-0011
Make Tour Rertervatne New

FOR

NEW YEAR'S
EVE AT
NIELSEN'S

(1/1.Na
Rt. 11 at Ouentins Rd.

1711 RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Come for lunch II km.

PHONE

537 8866

10 NORTHWEST HWY. - PALATINE - OPEN 'TIL 4 A.M.

THE FUN PLACE TO EAT
BRING THE FAMILY
& ENJOY
OUR CASUAL ATMOSPHERE

LITER DARK

cAPPT Our sERVicE Tool

.111re, for further information

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY

OF BEER $125

600 S Mowooktte
Wheeling III

358-2800

.

MT. PROSPECT

,AUSAGE INN

ADVANCED RESERVATIONS

Village Inn Pancake House Restaurant
740 E. RAND RD.

RUC=

sedan

Dundee Rd. Q Buffalo Gr. Rd.

or

LARGE PITCHER

MT.. PROSPECT

Join
Your Friends
at

Served Sizzling FIC4

SPECIAL OF THE' WEEK

JUST EAST OP RANON0RST SNoPINNG CENTER

qad Direr,

tickets at $40.00 each for r

rn

392-3750

SPEND NEW YEAR'S EVE WITH US!

RESTAURANT

WE CATER

our "Welcome '70" party under the name of,

AT

NEW YEARS EVE

Etzelion St F004 8 Semite

253-3300

DINING

ll'l '--

THE HUDDLE LOUNGE

ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF TIMIS LOBSTER TAILS
NEW YORK STRIP STEAK

PANCAKE HOUSE

071F°13'RTT

O

calk's, mull want

in our "Jimmy Diirant" room

OPEN NEW YEARS DAY

°,6°.2

\Village/

We are now serving
Cocktails
With our Luncheons

-

Join our party soon....There's not much time left!
Please reserve

1.

OPEN NEW YEAR'S EVE FREE FAVORS
CARRY OUTS ALL EVENING

usa..
BHLra NDWIC
ROAST

-

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:
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HARDI - GARDENS

'

And at 12 pm - FESTIVE FAVORS, HATS, AND NOISEMAKERS.
Continuous Dancing and Entertainment!

e

ALL DRINKS INCLUDED!

253 RAND RD. MT..PROSPEC.1

foryour pleasure, comm..

'

&aro or n aritificate in a me -

Featuring The
Fabulous Galen

NO COVER NO MINIMUM

Nek Up or
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-
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MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY

CL 5-2441
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Dining...Dancing...Entertainntent in the Northwest Suburbs

we offer our
two famous dininrooms

FAVORS

Main Dining Room Lounge
Turf Room Gold Room

WAYNE

tips included)

FULL COURSE DINNER -WITH YOUR CHOICE OF:
Chefs Tossed Green Salad

0

YE OLD TOWN INN

PLUS

llofda

IS

5

'

plectril7.:et

Phone: 529-8840

BROILED AZI,T,I.,,CLBZR,T4Lor PRIME FILET MIGNON

BRUNSWICK ROSE BOWL

30. per to

(Choice of 4 entrees)

1

$40.00

"Elegance of Old Fiold Gun Club"
Higgins and Fieldale Roads
Hoffman Estates, Ill. 60172

THE DALE HOUSE

-1144110EO RfSERVA110115 ONLY
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FOR THE NEW YEAR!

O

lame moues and indi-

Complete 7 -course Champagne
Dinner

COMPLETE DINNER

%
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O
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10:30 a.m. to 2 p.ro.
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WQOP DALE, ILL,
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RI W. neat
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now about getting Mai all-
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L
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09,14110 RESERVATIONS ONLY

All yok eke to Eat
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third and founh our 01 0 four-
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stud
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THE DAY
Fnday December 21 1969

RESERVATIONS

INIELSEN'S
Mannheim and Higgins Rds.

MOTO

Reservations Accepted

PH: 438-2188

827-1819

fashim6howstleily
4innteertin*ews

GOLDEN'i'
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THE DAY
Fnday December 26 1969

Enda, December 26 1969

Hersey High announces first semester honor roll

Hersey WO %shoal atImm
is -tutors base announced the

Min Rola

students. the senior andjun.
ler honor rolls for the first semester of the 1969.79 school

MICHAEL A. Ryder.
Kathryn T. Samaras. Ken W.

Scherpelz. Nancy L. Sch.den, Lynn

-SENIORS:

Mara ht.* lobe

Psi

chiral Woodward.

SOPHOMORES:

Shirley Sultiechi, Mitchell

der. Valerie Andrew, Lynn

John S. Williams, Marilyn S.
Willow. Sandra H. Zajac
Debra A. Zdkowski.

Vickie G. Clack, Diana C
Decker. Gregory Dryanskl.
William 61. Dunne, John

Danits.

M.. Adrana, Kim D. Alezan-

Szymanski, MarieJ.Westphal.

AM,non,

Linda Ayer, Mb

chalk Bch,,, Ted Bierdeman,
Mary J. Bolding, Diane
Brown, Robert L. Brown:

HIMMEL% Yvonne I. Allic.
K.
4. Andarson. Cynthia

Rd T. Echols, Lynn R. Stbled. Clifford Emory. Jane

Karen Mae Chmel, Sally

.

BARBARA Mamm, Her-

Dela It. 31tishcr. Dan T. Muo
cianti. Gary R. Myers, Steven

gout Neap:Num. Gail M.
Newman. John &heard
Shin.

Owens.

O'Connor. Richard I..

Faith D. Drury. Judith I..

Noel C Ottray. Arian Pres

Mona. Paw N. PosImPaY.
Richard Powell. Michael

mar, 'Thomas C. PRHYPTIS.
(Nada. ViClorin E.

James

biski.D.iel V. Ratner. Kath.
leen M. Reeves. Jeanette
Refill, Steven 1. Remp
Califan
Chriztine Robinson.

Rosen.

John A. ch, Judith

A. Scharf.,

ars

Sehnir

ing, Matt E. Sahubert, Ann

laic.

Mark 1-angndth, Lindynue

L.e.r. Nancy I.. Martin, Roben

K. Meld., Morinc L
Tom Nighringain

Effie Pallas, Robert Pettigrew,

hen

Sucher,

Itindsay Trick,
'Ferenc, J. Thar. Michael A.

ter. Marilynn louse. Corinne
Kniscr, Elizabeth Kamm, Sarah Kaull, Carrie G. Lacher.
Parricia

Claudia
Libman, Moniku Michels,
Lannoye,

SCOTT

Misr Collins presents both

din. show md

a

cabamt

thaw weigh. Tuesday and

Friday. Droner is at 6:30 p.m.

end the Mar show is al

11:30

pan. TIN caltaret show without

dinner i, lit to:30 p.m.
On Rhuiday. Dec. 27 and
Saturday, Jan. I there are two
. dinner shows Early dinner at
3:30 p.m. with show at 7:30

p.m. and late dinner al 9:30
p.m. with :how ae 11:00 p.m.

On Su.ay,
Thursday,

Dec.

J.

I

28

and

here is

a

fi4.9,9 Matinee slimier al 2:00
P.M. and a show at 170 p.m.

and ...ins dinner 01 6110
ihm with show.at 000 p.m. All
dekan including dinner are
57.95 and 38.75. Cabaret slimy
tickets are $4.00. 'Co Guy Fri-

.. combo Oats for dancing.

On New Year's Eve early
show dinner is ot 6 p.m. with
the show ar7:30 p.m. and nil
tickets are 512.50. The late

New WS, Eve dinner is al

Micsfeldt.

Mark E. Putter, Karen S. Purcell. Nancy C Ramer. Debra
Lee Ray.

Debra J. Renner. Michael.
W. Rtschke, Nola Ring canto., Elizabeth Ryder. Sumime Sandlund, Marie Schiff -

haler. Tom M. Schnell, Edward F. Seder, Leonard A.
Shaw...an M. Shiliano.
Diane C. Sim, Pamela J.

Dolour, Victor T. Traub,

9:30 p.m. with an 11:30 pm. Denise K. Turley, Debra K.
show and ticket prices are Willow, Edwin F. Wire. De$15.00.
nise L Wojtowict, Donald A.
Other .New Year's Eve ac- Zelm.
F eits at Pheasant Run include a gala party at 9 p.m. in
JUNIOR HONOR ROLL
the New Orleans *Iibnotn
SENIORS: Judith L. Mo.;
with music by Al Carver.
Thomas J. Anderson, Debra
dancing, h., hots. :Ms, M, Arnold, Barbara AsultaLL
makers and a midnight bult
Manklin Amvaz, Smart- Baste,. Tickers are 510 ehr couple. table, Bruce E. Mix, Paul' R.
In addition, Bourbon torten Bodenhab, Nancy L. Robe.

will have ...all semi. end

huff. Kathleen Borgardt.

and Her Escorts.
For reservations for the Pot

Boy.

dancing to the musk of Linda

W. Dale Bow., Ro bert L
Mary

M.

Brennan.

Burger, Kathy T.

Collins show call SE4.6t54 or

Cairo, John M. Catalan, CloCarlson, Jeanne B.
Came, Marcia Clarke, Daniel
irons the number is 584-6300 A. Covelli.
and tM Chicago number is
Douglas J. Dean, Doom M.
the

Chicago

number

261-

MG. For Ballroom reserve061-7566.

Doke, Nancy

Pattie Swarm Richard Swishar, Cathy A Taylor. Chant
fiihrdnIbRon. Frank Walsworth
Monte! J. Watson. LIR Whee.
Mn Weaver, Carol Weinberg.
ler, Michael Wharton, :Janet Sloven 'Wiehar.
L. Winans, Jack H. Woods.
Henry Wilthergw, Guy
Kimberly Zaehler, Cathy J.
Wilkerson, Jeri Yost, Jennifer
7.owada, Diane Zukowaki. '
Zeller, David Zold,
FRESHMAN: Debra M.
GRACE M. Vandever. Wil.

Tram

Michael

Adams, Steven Alesch, Diana
Anderson, Robin Anderson,

A.

Burge,

John Andrews, Michelle M.
Atwood, Jame, A. Balck,
boBa Barker, Rosalyn Barker,

her -

James J. Barrett.

Mark Bartkowiak, Michael

Paula

Bourne,
Debora

Flory, Joann E. Bringas. Cathy

Brodnan.

Debonth

L.

chek,

L.

Frances

tells, Linda Coughlan, Brenda
Damian., Carol

Digiowanni

man. David Uher,

Pram
Edward. Gall Edwards, Glen

Eirich, Lan, Fischer, Peter

Doug K. Hail, Mary L.

Jou. Conn, Johnson,

IUNIORN Kathleen Anderson, Cheryl Ann Amieri.

thy Giannini, Karen Oceannini, David Gosling, Kay E.

Barnard, David E. Bays, Bon.

ray Halliday, Doug!. Haney,
Amy EMIR, Marilyn Harvey.
Jahn flutings, Diane Hawk-

clad Delamarian, Mary Bosh
E. Evans, Stephanie Farkas.
Carol Ann Finney. Dian,
Prederichs, Robert K. Four,
Hugh B. Gallagher.

J. Halverson, Don. L. Ha Monica M. 509001,
Hernil. Donald F. Herr..
Steven D. Hickey, Sm. C.
Hofmann, Debra Lynn Ho Patricia L. Hughes, Kat!
M.n fashula.

Johnson,

A. Koch, ChM& C. Kalb..
Thomas Krakowink. Jill

Krim

Debruh

L.

Kuehl,

mantra, Donna La Rocco, Pa-

RANDFORI) Sherwood,
'Christine Snarski, lanai Sotimbers, Jill Springhon. Scott

tricia March.
n. Thomas Loch Barbara
Lynn, Stephen Mackay, Rath.
teen MacNamara, C.imbmly.

Denise

hInkuh; Robert Marc. Patti-

eta McGowan, Edw.! Me.
Stephen.

Miller,

Szarabujka,

Erik

"Tom
Matzke,

Morrison.
Dean

Rhonda
.Muenzer.

CQNTACT V. MORGAN

Holiday, there have been 141
deaths from auto accidents nationally.

prothethi number of fatalities

actual number will probably
benearer the bottom estiMate

Ina similar 0-das period,

od, there. have been no fatalities in the area.
The spokesmen said he fell
Mat the Chicago area lad been

nation
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over the weekend h, "ismit

the heavy snowfall.
The spokesman said that the
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LOOKING FOR A FUTURE!

IDe recent Thanksgiving Holiday. thc National Sahty Council predicted between 700400

Although he had no local
check of
norihwest suburban law en - fatalitie, but when the actual
Enticement agcncim revealed
statisic,
only 696 perdm fact hat in the same pad- sons had lost their liyes an the
Statistics available.
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Miss Joan F. Weesthaus reenter), 756 W. Algonquin, Des Plaines.

and be perhaps below that.
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WANT ADS

Robert Willard hi en an educational psychologist, eland..
informal evening graduate elmses in the Forest Hospihd Post
Graduate Center, 555 Wilson Ln., D. Plaines. The hospital
pyyry, She Nouns
entfopemtiort with the National
Education and Mortheastecn Skim College. Shown vAllt the
teacher are hlrs. Marshall Hirsbman (left) Murton Grove and

ladle C- Crouch frame J. new, Cm

at -

Michael W. Lavcrick. Mark
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perienced In Mb phosea of tool building and

' Maureen Yams Jeffry Vetter.

Northwest suburbs have
no holiday traffic death
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French Fries, Cole Slaw & Tartar Sauce,h i00. $ 1

R. Laser.

TOOL AND DIE MAKER
Mar

/33.3,3513

EVERY DAY- FRIED PERCH

cm Laurie R. Lacher, Jaw

Laura

,ol.opesh

EVERY DAY -FRIED CHICKEN $1149

Jean

2441e1 WantalMen

'

With the grew selection of food, beverages, parries, and
extras ofiered by our great res... of Me Northwest

Marie Kuhns. Dennis J. La.

jTmJ

Timmins, David Traub, Tens
Turnbull.
Rick Viktor. Christine

HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR!

EVERY DAY -PASCAL BURGER

Randal L Kane

Christopher Kelsey, Jill E.
Kern. Linda S. Kessler, Steven

agar, Dimic4Shafer.
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served day & night 'til closing.
Lunch! Dinner Family Party!
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3akird

EAT'

gen, John H. Dim. Robed

Roshagar.

men

s
sh.

Mi.

Mary,

Bar-

ns, John Heide...

Cederhlad. Gary F. Cannier].

Melvin L

ANDREW Karig.,

13imployirtAgermlble

t Red

¢.a

READ THE

Rahman, hrlie Ravak Kevin
Roby, Andrea Role, Pamela

Steven J. Grant, John L
Emack, Kenneth Halm, Geaff-

Rod Balloon

E. it

id O'Hara, Debbrah Oliver.

ban Cobb,. Raymond Klein.

Inseirndres

i $1 854,225 A WEEK:,

Nancy Osiers, Theresa Ottery.
Douglas
Ran, Gayle

Gottorens.

come .to an old -fashioned

W. Paul Ay., Frank A
nie L. Bowler, Mrk

ROBERTA Finch, Neal
Firth. Robert- Ford. Casey
Frenkiewicz, Lawrance Friedrichs. Gad Gagliano, Ca-

THOMAS Durso.

Watson,

-

berg. Carol Ann Cortes. Joan
Callan, Donna Decker, Jean
Delghingaro, Eli. Di
non. James Dobbs. Linda
Drain. Philip Ellen, Raymond Ellis,

lean Conlon. Dramas Cos-

Hall, Melinda L. liemog,NoN
nth Hob., Michael Hoffman,
Suzanne L. Will, Jerome Marsha Holmes, Robert Hu7.ienty. Susan A.an Zimmer- Mc, Walk. Inkster, Beryl
Maryll. Weaver,

Bolinger,
Susan
Lynda Blaney..
Boyett,
Katherine

Kern: CokaM, Alan Col

Matthew Comerford. K nth-

Fowler, William Gmke, Olen
E.G., Karen A Green, Robrt Orierian, Debbie Guy,

Rake,

Sherrie
Brennan, Charles Connell,
flehands Chamberlain.

Chamberlain, Malt. Child.,

Peggy E. Umlauted, Gm E, Vaughan, Nancy Vre-

Ntorgaret

Bicomaris

Burke. Michael Byrne. Valeri

Gary M. Strom:cash Gary R.

yen., Janet

Lee Nagel, Amy D. Mather.
ger, Michael J. Patton, Marc
Peter.. Linda A. Plzen

Janet Sonar, James Stafford.
Scott Stier, Kim Stronezek,

Damage,
William Stark, Nancy Cheryl Danegger, Nick
Dan
Stottlemire, Jack B. Streich, ma, Robert OWL Debra

HOLLY L. Sonnoun, Mich.
elle Taylor, Mary J. Thompson.
Ruth
S.
Trafford,
Christine man

nowski.
I.ouise Inman, Mary F. Jes-

Schooner.
ICeri
Schreiner. 1. Darrell Shaw.
Nancy Shaw, Mary E. Singer,
David Siouan, Robin Snell,
Linda'

Twaddle.

Ann HorWilly

Judy

Mold

Meek Echlinker, Jean S

Stewart, Elio M. Short, 'Mary
Sutton.
Keith Shishajka,
Julie A. Tacchi, Roberto Tay tor, Deborah Tortorien Sandy
J. Tow/trend. Harry E.

SOPHOMORES.

Hook

Cheri Howe, Gregory Jacob.
Patricia Jacoby, Keen Jekn.

yes,

Southard, Steve Spangler.
Randy Steiner, Hotly

Thomas Black.

Skomek, Zany J. Slawik, Monique D. Smith, George Solo-

Anson, Gad i.. Bohnholf, Dan
W. brabeck. Ill, Deborah S.
Brown, Randolph L. Byrd.
Ralph A Carlson.

Kay Hine, lames Holbrook.
L Hoye, Lwra Ig-

,,Martho S. Smith, Rodney

tlienkman,

E.

Swanson.

,Debra

Beth O'Leary, Keith Pinkonsly, Janet P00. Thomas

A. Schulze, Spring C Sedlak,
Cathy

K. JaMs Moore,

LAURA NEUMANN, Valerie Nolen, Linda Norman.

no. \Vibram Shubert, Linda John F. Clarke. DebraJ. Clos.
Shockley,

Lau-

Melvin Curl Mille, William

Ratner, David Ricci°, John C.
Robins
Diane
Random,
Christine Sabelfeidt. Robcrt
Saildgen, Debbie Shafer,
Candy Shelnr, Karen Simard.

mods, Anita L Berry. Carl

Iarski, Lesky.A. Sala, Robin

Karen

sang. Carol McCombs, Landis

Radke.
Paarieia 1. Rankin. Ember

Tom Berger. Edward

Sal-

Igulla,

Marione N.Liants, Erik Ma -

John J. Becker. Sully Benson.

and Rohde, Bonnie J. Romano.

FRESHMAN:
James E.
Anions, Donna K. Andrews.
lernes C. Andrick, Crystal

Funk, Roseann Gorecki. Ellen

L. Potter, Cynthia A. Punch.
David R. Quigley. Bruce A.

Armen Crystal

Peterson. Marliss A. Prase.
Dann, L. Rahike.
Glen T. Ream, Janet. Regm. Snranne Reebok Rich-

Carol

John

Delo, Kathleen Hofer, Cindy

Dwvs

10Y

Michele Newham, Jam.
Nichols. Diane O'Dea, Oatr-

Jeff W. Hickey, Walter Min.

J ohn kanellis.

tenschlager, Peggy Lockhart.
Jan Loyal, Richard Lynn.

Aarons, Jane Antrim, Robert

Barbaro Petersen. H. Kendall

K. Scherer, Douglas Schmidt.
lean Scholten, Jane Schwa-

Judith E Freebus, Mary Bath

Hyonntist Pat Collins headlines
holiday suppehelnh
Mow it Pheasant Run Playhouse tonight through Jan. 3.

Peters.

Barham Riser, Gabriolle Ron.
nett, Catherine &M OM,. Step-

Dermal. Patricia A. Ernest,

Hypnotist Pat Collins
opens at Pheasant Run

L.

Daniel Rm.., Janet

Jeffrey Clayton, Sandra J.

Pal Colli,

Janet

William J. Pool. Ruth Pregerror
Alan Pritz, Laura Raynor.

Tura. Pamela Walsh.
Barbara J. Welch, Jan L.
Williams. Steven S. wine
l
Wronew, Catherine
Vetter. Roberi Zaleiski.

1'

O 'Connell,

Kraemer, Gary Krieg.

Meek, lama S. Poe, Karen

ith Gustafson, Gwen Hammmgran.

Christine Hofer, Marilyn R.
Mb Nancy D. Epsky. Cheryl
Clancy, Frank Colligan. Susan
Hunt, Sumo Iglawski, George
Fantuezi, John Fitzpatrick; K. Brown, Robin K. BrunCrorn, Deborah' J. Day,
E. Liras.
Fosselman. John T. detR. Diane MoIlyrd, Timothy en, Malik Kathleen
r,
Nancy S. Kay, Daryl LKei,
Frank.ilo.
B.Calsr, Mazgmet A.CoRips. .ohaniFettebotah I. Eklund.
ly, Linda K. Kinkel, Richard
C.
Ca iheiine.Freisniiih; -klaq A. ChM rd. liadiara A. Debra J. F
thEth V. Fa- KreING ld, \ 'algae KAMP.,
'
M. Gains, Dianne CZ Cox. Natalie J. Croon
s
Jill Ann KOrtz, Mailin Le
Gardner. Gregoly
Gawlik.
- Dianne I. Eklund. H. Joy
Laura Fitzpatrick, Phillip
Faber?, Beth K. Lieupo Mark
BradleY C. Gibson.
L. Erickson. Janice I. Ericson, B. Fuller. Jim M. Gelds,
A, Lindstrom, Nancy E.
Guthrie, Carolyn G. ;Cobbs. Joanne C. (Remy. David N. Lynne M. Gran. Jennifer
Lou..
Nancy A: Hoffman.
Haney.
As Helbling. Giese. Eileen E. awn
Robert P. Mackey, N.
Nancy E. Hansley. Richard Georgina L. Harris, Dawn M.
WILLIAM E. Hutton Holbrook, Sandra K. Holland. Hedherg, Judy A. Heideman. Christine Maloney, Brum L,
Mesnurd, Michael Moirano,
Catherine Johns. Jay Johnson. Tina Mane Johnson
Judith A Hensley.
Kathy
A. Moore, GarED Mu3gPelin,,R..John.Cn.-Ellea
Keith
lohnston. James
rava, Theodore Moravec, Kat ryde
Kes0P Krucknicyar, Ann E. Langley,
ROBERT D. Hill. Rochelle thy S. Mueller. Greg Mullin,
Thom. a Klingner. Diane Margaret Langley. Cynthia H. Hinrichs,
Barbara
Hobbs; Jul. Munson.
M. Knutson. Kathryn A.
Diana li. Lloyd. Karen Stephen Ha:Marcy, Robert H.
Kuntz -Nannette A. Lass.
1 ounshery, Ben W. Melvin, Juranek, JCP110 A.
Kargol.
Shell. M.
MARY J. Murphy. TimI.indsay L
Kris Ann Miller. Gretchen
Trudy Killen., William
MIN Nagel, I.yn R. Newren,
S. Bryan Miller. No
Debra E. King, Kathy S. Judith Nichols. Brendan
talk C. SI behall. Robert J.

Mash Mary K....Moriarty..

JAMES G. Ostem, Matthew
Marilynn Parnisi.
Petersen, Shirley

Pancratz,
Debra I.

Good, Bruce I. Grogram, bud-

S. Hedberg, Constance Slayer,

Thomas' Knight. Gary KqaKathleen Koenig, Kip
Koenig, Jeffrey Cobb. Lisa

John Oldenburg.

J. GREGORY °Hookah,
Joseph W. Gaske, Barbara
Bechart, Lizaheth Gisu, Ste.
ven Giovanni, David J.

William W. Hut. Douglas
E. Hard, Thomas R. Horny,
Kenneth 0. Hayden: Wendy

Jackie
Jordan. Song.
Joyce,
Pamela
FJemenh

Angela Morrison. Michael C.
Muse,' Joseph M. Newman,

Faiinger.IMMet Fara., Sandra K. Fischer.

Oar,RoRichard

-

Manx, WiR6m &

Bar-

Sara Tomtit°, Barbara wan-

des,.

Dill E. Callahan. Steven R.
Carson. Milton Chen.

Sutherland.

der. Carol A. WIlthoff, Mb

nessy, Craig H. Mamma. lin
liana L.Ste.rt,Dave N. Stro-

Akin, Nancy Airman. Debra
Sandal°, Karen Bierdernan,
Lawrence hirkmz., Isrmenee
Brandau, Patricia A. Brown,

A.

Beth

C Scott, Pm K. margin

Christopher

Sic

nicki. Zandra Sledge, Ruosell
Steele,' Karen
Steigelman,
Charles Shinoeher.

Mhyso

WII
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Racine, Wis.

1721 Packard Ay,
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MEN!

15.1istructial
CRIS...Hebb/6H
Issue nOw
drah

°peeing. Avoiloble en Afternoon
SW% Night Pfeelliefe

M1 beellifielb

SAT, MATINEE

Thny, crazy -dust plain fun for all. That's Me Three Twins
currently appearing at Allgauer's et the O'Hare Concord,
There's no reason why anyone should feet haw during the
helidays...nol with this meat group of merrymakers. They,
one of my Moodie groups and I recommend hem

1.11remen Town Mentions

Northwest Suburbs Only

DINNER 8 THEATRE
from

$5.95

THEATRE ONLY

fpm

$3.00

AMPLE

PARKING

Professionol Theatre P.M..

THOUGHT FOR THE 1970'S

"a girl could
get lucky"
by Don

George Elliot

s.

to Km roma har ha wbwo
h.,
less Alen Ilse.
moon
',ono sooaro-loot
aNa. lN'ee GJO, qw.n GN

out Increasi

N annotool Arco

I

/..4-111WOOLF

Dr.io

3 SHOWS DAILY AT S0-4:45-8030

ARCO& NRSTE-MaY

abg

Mat. $1.00 and $2.00 Eve. $1.25 and $2.50

"DAY"
HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!

the

val.? Avenue em mew feet
el. Me <hey re he mah.

MP ',eat be anprooefol, subleu
hs thow.e,
of no norm.
se.prellivo

ells. upon earl. flew
eleeeed by rem., mode br

cam., he rebind dem,

tenre==.""

In tar

TM piers. use re M. wupo L

rk. b... 'amss rips and

. Paint Department

web.n

Depl.

of MIS,

noorolom omo

i.vested

Seen. [Menu

No GoerienemNecessary

Welding

r-

r-

end eela*. opoodunny t,
iONIFIG BOARD of MIMS
THE cm, or DES Puttee

CS)

ashen L Ouneelo.C.r.ry
Putriieme
he
DAY Pusuasnotll,In

rddvA Deeeeele.

1.169

IBM COMPUTE

AURORA STEEL
PRODUCTS

Ir0,,tn,
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cr)

oo

Set Up Man
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r. 150 NO FEE
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be hen.

Shipping

theionvide

haying lies. oh he home,

t..tps mow

1

BEST WISHES FROM THE

imo

Me hod ..

scan. and cherry.. uekes.

(Whit Ace he o. In
mos.,

Win biln.1.

Maher moped valuation

e

ilm11711Z
PAP, POO E. Hat..

892-7696
An forrol OPOorheith Employer

.

+no IN11A A13.3V.S )4 V CIO M
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12441111Wanted Men

HMI DOES TOUR

0

C051 ana

255-7200 OR 296-6640

COST ACCOUNTING

ond reach 60600 Households

Photogrophy

Hearing Aids

KAN Z LEO BROTHERS'

CALL 7665512

No ph.° bra et Nowell
ALTERATIONS.. HAMS

Touch.Add

nal

Plastering

Walloa

oaocoab piced.
lomat E. Petro

PAINTER OR ELB.C.16,

ria7

TYPIST

YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND'

in

the

graphic

IVIGhOF ALL TYPES
CLEANED. SIVIED. SET

29,6751

CALL 025-3710

Dancing School 8 Supplier.
VIVIAN'S

MUSIC

SC HOLT

ICE CALL LE 7 19 /6

ws7ia. C'Ton7.7!:

LF 7 0171

schoel graduate. 31 re 213. d,vi,00saplaoa cinema's. and
mechanical experience ar moiled& Mal be neat reliable

lug

255 76,3,

dd

d

064640

3-3500 FL 11255

y

I

Inc.

pont

Decorating;

h

do re

h

wed! 'any

255-7200

537.12.6
Meyett

Are You Going- P haws

Iris

EDMOND

Ontne,s'

827 4637

GRAY

4

GERALDIPIES
Lectrpmgds

394.2576

8

Decorating

D CARPENTRY

do

CATE WN:n1;11";7ei

ne

Schnot.

I.e

R

MOVE Y S URSELF UP WITH...

SCHOOL BUS

mun

Prod Truro,
levy Plowing

.
ra,n mine. ..... s

lw

P

CAP P95.0740

Debesget

Peas. Sarno

a

Sump Pumps)

ed

622.1.01

6 pen,

eurpoop

FULL BASEMENT

Tile
cke aef

23

FREE ESTIMATES.

0.66SIDECCRATING

%mgr. ConinurmniCe.

AIREPACE WOOD
WILL PLOVER AND STACK

Pee 296 5085

.10

"-

5 8477

ROLAND P. JOHNSON

Sia.gna

255..14

rano.% %win,

255.1 ID)

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

359.3200

5150 Coll

shorthand ,rte necessary Stifling

MT. PROSPECT

mensonoo with experience and ability plus *0000
bandit Pnagram

fri.

CALL HARR NELSON

fn

L.T.D. 2 Dr. ibtop

k

'C'G314
1.1.1

S.

Busse Rd.

439.4100

$2575

292-2501
II

SECRETARIES

cl

SHARP STENOS:

dr 2469

Ce Id

Immediate openings

in

our executive office .r

VEYPUNCH OPERATORS:
Why Sit.Stili

girls with secretarial experience. Strong dencal
and figure aptitude.
0r.d
Light
shorthand
good typing skills re)
guired. Excellent fringe
benefits.

Fl 5-0500 Em. 59e
Office Personnel Dept.

JEWEL FOOD
STORES

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR.
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

I

.e.

24.402 *11 Antiques

-ENPERIENCED

FULL TIME

+when you can

42-11ante6 To Buy

CASH

Moue Ahead?
-

FOR ORIENTAL REG,

ll'am."''""""""'"

Z""henT

X you LIM freedom. iniennang Nark. challenging assignment,

27,51120

C*w

A

'r""225"'Nr7;I

t

B

old 6 hop

Full Factory Warranty
5 Year -50,000 Miles
These are not Fleet
or Lease Cars

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

'5'26.';XT "AC"'

66.

p

392 0405

-

g

d

h6p

for High

Upholstery

537.3110

CUSTOM UPHOISTERY

Reaching

Center On Milwaukee Aro. be..
trieen Euclid 6 Lake PP. &Glee.

437.2884
AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

PP. Rd Next in 616, bridge.

02,966

Results

ahrx.

ww";grE=ES

toe

Stan with a pica of

Mu. cm

heavy paper seven incites

CPSTOMPACORAYING

191.12ITC.

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

With ruler and pencil.

Catering

mark the senor!, (Figure I)

FluorRefMishMoi
pcniZr.'O rild=.'rs'otne
I4P 4 52495
MAXIE

FANO HORS EFOEUVERS
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY PARTIES
per
255.3033.
ST 5
100
1

Furniture Refiershingi

Decorate Now
Pay Later

turnent& Blachtop
.8 45e

Pent .Peights

UoltelsteOlyl

6600 6

MO rid Id Sn TI,.

Lausitz Jensen

General Hauling

CL 9-0495,
ennonent *kr]

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

Phone
McKLAREN INTERIORS 827.0411

d

d

gofer, use the non -writing

end of a pen. Thu main
H

LICESSMOMUTY OPERATOR

CI. 18202

3511544

Put Day WSW Ads

exposed. Figure 2 show!
what that side of Me papa
should now look like.
Provide a mcatakenur as

I marking stick, or, if you

Vacuum Repair:
R

W/NHDA1112TO'N'GZItC4'

on both sides of the paper.
On one side, flue Done inch squares of carbon paper with the carbon surface

6P6I366. Colt CL 3-4065 Pros -

Decorators

Get Results

fg
Be Cep, INek
Thisissarmaing game.

FlooriMaintenance

ttes.CL 0-0153

GUESSING GENIE,

mama UPHOLSTERING

CUSTOM CAREETING

PATCH S PANTRY

ANEW

To Work For You

296-66445

thing ho urs any such device that will leave no
marl. on the paper.
Place the special paper

carbonideldown on'

Mher piece of Wiper of ine
same des, but with no
squares drawn on it. Hand
the neat ,Imwer to the Ere
player and instruct him to
1057k

PHONE 824-3196

We are seeking five cirLlation assistants, 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Monday through Friday. We wish you to assist us In checking
established routes, motivate our young carriers and such special
assignment as the manager will indicate with our Northwest Day
newspaper.

Applicants must be In the upper third of their class, be able to
furnish their own transpOrtatien and indicate an ability to Work

3! 7, tin any 10

NOW. of his choice Mc

with our carriers.

squatEo facing him will be
Hanks, the carbon quanta

him to lift IS, paper ands,

FIG 2

Beginning wage $1.70 per hour, plus 7 cents per mile car allowcme. If interested, phone Mr. Mackey (255-72001 for details and
appointment.

the result. For every "X.
reproduced on the boom

Seam

.

points.

Inab 0100. cleat them
of paper on the table, cover

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

IL with the special paper
carbon -side -down. give the
meat skewer to another

ery carbon "X" he See re-

player and let him try his
skill at guMaing where to
mark carbon "Xs." He

shect.The player whoeann

too, earns 10 points for ev-

produced on the bottom
the moat points alter all
'hone had a Mar= is the
winner of the game.

1967 OLDS CUTLASS

6/veethp
14014

9 395

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$895
$695

.

'404IP

9195

1963 FORD SQUIRE

$495

Fully Equtpped

NORWOOD

pea

ARTINGTOR HTS.

$1795
$1695
$1495
$139k_

1967 GALAXIE "500"

0964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILED

LATTOF

duet in carbon, he carnal°

1968 FORD XL

1965 FORD GALAXIE '500"

ewe bpi, hidden from
view). When he has drawn
invisible nXs" on the
squares of his choice. allow

DELIVERY!

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE

1500 Rand Road -Des Plaines, III.

Young Hobby Cl b

IMMEDIATE

1967 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON

WITH CAR -PART TIME

MEAN A CaN'T olorav
CUT PEE 155166MENY,

ECONOUNE VANS

FOR

RAMBLER 4 DR.

27 Help WantedAlen & Women

Melt,o, gear ediegarir

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

1969 AMBASSADORS 4 DR,

F

WPONG _JOST OECALIBE

BRONCOS

(With Snow Plow)

UP TO $1000.00 OFF

10

VIrdhillty o,ocp gay

TrorershiNe. Steel User,
Body MaRag.

arld Rear Seeder.

JAVELINS AND REBELS
[2711111 WnntedMen & Women

) Cylinder, OrvIsnormer,
Aelemetin
%win Peering, Rado

Extras

CLEA11;,NCE S LE

5555 W. Jou, Ave.

9 v10,044.40 Hard T41,

Miner lads Top,

P.Oaer lima top,

Ltlieftlie

1969

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Nund

tld'etallZ.ZgYI

DEALER

THE EIZETERVICEY

1..

'41;-F1'0;

Miss loon Denny at 676-1000 Ext. 5243

)(NO

381.0899
62HE EXCLUSIVE

HARD TOPS

Muer,

tr't

VAIRFIV)00 U.,

44logs, Pets and IqeopeonS

2 -DOOR

SOO
119.0.

-

TeIeNPei

Skokie,

GALAXIE

IMPORT MOTORS

PRESTIGE OFFICE SPACE

..xPe recognises talent ma we. tor N E51e410

OTHER MODELS AT GOMPARABLE SAVINGS.DXAMPLE

BARRINGTON

17Th Rent Stores, Offices

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork
174Ielp Waded Men & Women

G0N6 TO PPM

MERL ARGERIS. INC

S25 A TON OGIVERED

WANT AD!

Good aary and marry

bend.

for secreDdies. These poste., ZIP for Baccobvn
as well m Jr. Secretary. Good typing shill. sod

A urso DOGE?

92,51.10 xe

USE A DAY

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Iv

C:4(fiRroi=nAnTi:rg

Cell LE 24490

AP

8276205

Pw'Cw'd

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO,

Helene Curtis Industries haa a numb,' Or elimahys

LOVEsorMeg

WAS laglrE gr rRIATIT r

Carpet Cleaning

'N'/CiTri"c'enric'iUfs CW'"

For.

ler

Ge

ID COME PEPE IN V,IINTLPON0PN PO

Don't Buy any Car Til You
Get Our Special New Year Savings Prices
On All Cars In Stock

5

E111771.0E7

SEASONED

Tie. Roark. PlumbIng Oar.

FAMIW

437

XX, KIN ROOF

525 GIP CERTIFICATE

112,156.

BOIS PPY1CKS

M Yee%

5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD,

ILL

T

1194.51317

Mark ?tail

utersamr soma
Ing

p

&

9

II

1.9,4 1663

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
'Ve2

C

d

7410 Rent AparMents

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

SO

PLA

5 YEAR GUARANIFF

%Re

a

WALL PAPERING

ft
SEASONED Ft

Save Up To 40%

et

ARLIN=16,49HpS

a

NEW WAY PAINIING

Firewood

-.61ef171r=rif

MAINTENANCE

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT

3 04 0 S Bosse Rd.

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

MGM,

distr.! meet 54.06 per haw.

EARN MORE - 1030 NIGHT SHIFT BONUS
1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFTS OPEN

School Bus, Inc.

Gd

FOOD STORES

SECRETARIES

PIPEFITTERS

Cook County

1564811

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

7,C,t7 ""t

2:30-5 p.m.

DEAD SHOPE IMPROVEMEMS

Fire Extinguishers

General Contractors

experienced
doing
pie% layout ...ark

P.M. ROUTES

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

Iv

ELECTRICIANS
am km experienced .6 doon

6:30-8:30 am.

E

Storm Windows'

ag,Pred251.7127

surlece

A.M. ROUTES

PINSWU3;=

o MAINTENANCE

o INSPECTOR
ANALYSTS

DRIVERS

BRVOLER DECORATING

5555 West Tou by Ave.
Skokie, III.

eaaociorsee000riooisocioorm .....

. 39e 10151

& SAVINGS BANK

76 -in Rent Hams

7 A.M. to .1 P.M

MALE

JEWEL

NORTHWEST TRUST

011115 Wanted Women

001

gaisirday

gel

MANY IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

d

61

new

tact etc. We wig train yea an

AMY

fora confidential interview_
676-1000 Ext. 6117
Call R. Podgarski today at

TELETYPE CORPORATION
Skokie, III.'

Eorn Extra Cosh

ors

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

5555 West Touhy

LASHIO. SLIKOPER CO.
Specialising

Sp

Apply lo Ma. W.G Wolf

3wrwl

ice. Same corms...ace.

Prsers.

Apply In Pe MOE of

BRIRTS 6 DROS0S HEMMED

159.1.151

Presentable

DElid '69 FULL SIZE FORDS

1960 CheveInt RuP9 .....

Office

ssembly shelm nme. MB.

A 2864602

09 Se Personnel

394-1800

are looking .

Not Only Maverick But Also

fildlursery Schools&hdd Care
.

FULL TIME

pan sudenvimal

.0',,,

RAMBLERS

Fl 5-0500 ext. 594

General

NuedIn wonommi,
... mg ler introduce
di
ChAOS dseekeaaOi at

o PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
o DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
o MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
EARN UP TO 53.63 AN HOUR

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Share Interiors

QUALITY DECORATING

trIMIWIne;
find ikon.. i9,3

olonr end

Flar

2E5.9414

AMY

Mechanical ENGINEERS

MACHINE REPAIR MAC-

Shop At 1 lome Serrke
Mi
0.rameed

E.J. ERICSSON

to

rammer pi.onctokearesn.
some Ng10 sm., end Apure
work. Good compeer Woe,

:',o'niC'd'a=rnOX;PaPVn=e'r:s7'''

ulociud

100's of %brihs
(echoers from

537-0737

Deessnurking-Severng

3811210

56&Ilice urniturellesices

CALL

with.

Electrical ENGINEERS

IN ISTS. EARN UP TO $5.0,0 AN HOUR

SIE50 per merlon On fabric

ornson Bros.

APEE E'STIMA.16

of

Talk to Teletype about these jabs today!

EXPERIENCED

:1"reerr:Irgt"

293159 Or 360'90

Carpentry-RemodelIng?,
Contractors

5425. 2271572

Coll of ter 7PM...059-3116

Bookkeeping
Balancing Cleric

now -

50% OFF
SNAIL LABOR

INTERIOR 6 EXTERIOR

Cneobell 259-6160

wsi halt yer
alumni office

Bacheitir Degree itt flelTILOI Engineer!, cinema. wady iu

SLIP COVERS'

Pointing

Pa

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

337-0903

554,1us1callostruments

BEST OFFER

[Service Desk)

We n did docketed. talented peepN In !WM choke positions

Winter Sale

20Mllermare

B0g,TEZEfRwe'A'ATZT.

line

EXPERIENCED SCREW MACHINE OPERS.
For Brown E. Sharpe Single Spindles
EARN UP TO $4.40 AN HOUR

lip Covers

omen.

Id

REPAIR

MOPING,

BUY '07t1;6121

e

WINDO=OPMICO.

Sheet Metal

!Auto AWN..

't`r7";."";

immernamo Pre.

handle arm order desk Wm

EXPERIENCED

Prlingion Fleigins.111.

11241u5mehdes For Sale

ot 966 6788

NIP

instothaion

Moving

S.Arlingsan Ws.

Palential.

shape

Sewing Machine Repair

255 2570

201 W

orr

324 5484

A Ilkeien of

Customer
Relations

or Standing Still?

CAU ED 358 53.

POODLE GROOMING
1. rxxx

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

x

IV SERVICE

'T=P=7;ATES

ALL

Dog Service

't

BEECRANICAL Et.IGINEEFt:

entry. A Complete

woremen.

alitomir

'"'Wr MA600

I(

b

dm, 37% keur

reenters.
25-Em1loyment Agenciaalomen

genimile.Numarvion

Radio -TV Repair

Masonry

ny ex.

lighs

moor

Pe.

SA palms mem yawns
crack.
Nhor.

rm.! R o

55.13 rot e0eI, 1. f me

w.45llo

4.0,100

otnedi. Perrseirsni °
nig in air ea.. dace ler
ersrvinneed Conmernmer

We we

or rom.

Skokie, III.

RR. ELECTRICAL OR

AND WE NEED '5500

'ng Services
951,

Morew01 s

or
CI 3 896D

8

P1661E1'19: , ten POROD.

-

5555 West Pout, nye..

0.eff., r jR:td aclioong!:

Pone?

ot

2.12.121.

COMPTOMETER

TELETYPE CORP.

ENGINEERS

Waldo,. Well Covers
lAN

S51.30 To. Included

hip
PENNY MANNEACAURING

un MED bEM

Ed

IL7I°
InstrUctiori

>

1969 Singer Zig Zlig

n

5555 West Booby Ave
Skokie, I.

.0e
350-6190.

Co1,2057,

NIKON/241.0R nom LEESE

'BnZ 63'ole;enten[e lee 'OBI!

PAW, ENTERTAINMENT SERV

SERVICE

Window Wedging'

Plumbing

f`rkeee

unmiuixi

W1M

ART

22

POWER TOOL CO.
LaGrange Pc.

TELETYPE CORPORATION

ME MAGIC DOI.LAR 50605 IS STILL

r

9D" COUCH 6 Meech, CHAIR

TVIOR

mmunea"
71'nond.

Boll

25949264 or 359 6000
"VDN'S'll'R';',ML01(Zte'e"

766E1351

CALL

I eld

FULLY INSURED CALL 5621975

'Irere'lhh".shirer

D 7 ON

ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 2ND SHIFTS

errs

Ad

.6eeh36'5V800.5f

L,EX,SITSAKER CABINET NEW

WE WILL TRAIN ON

UNIQUE JOBS FOR

SERVING PARK RIDGE 8 NORTHERN SUBURBS
Ine

bl

324disnellaneous Merchandise

510 EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

09? -5730

4

527-1630

put. carat
HAMMOND M3 ORGAN AND

WOMEN

REASONABLE - REFERENCES

An Service

m

A

Aran. COMMISSIONS, EXPENSE% PROFIT SNARING AND

.eltSIV'P'SLW'XE"P'7=';

O'47:17

on All onimpesa GOA.
"
3.540

A

FON,KNEFB PRO., TOPPED TO MONT MAN. NO.

676.1000 Ext,17

aloreri. P. JENSEN

(MING OUT FRUNItURE 6

Arte=i,noin

259-S730
serum dimmer Am, and em

well pa peri ng

TONERICH PHOPOOPPXY

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

ses,ot'hhsze',"gAztl'or°

'11'311terIX:70',:7

& SAVINGS BANK

TERRACE SUPPLY

TRAINEE
American Photocopy Ca.

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

Cement Work

Cox IMO

SD9-1Dn

DRIVER

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

y

Addressing

Suburban
965-7070

REPRESENTATIVE

The Prospect Doy. and The Des Plaines Day

llIUmrForUS'LLHONIOO

NORTHWEST TRUST

SERVICE

lour Ad will appear doily in the

sek Send mime

dap

1,

Annutore. W.0 won

FULL TIME

INTERNAL AUDITING

Northwest Day, The Arlington Day

Recerthenosi

ion

in

5113-5147

THE DAY DOES IT!

WE HEED YOU NOW IN:

Page 1 9

auto shopping center

ea 8,41633

FULL TIME

336-4200

yodel December 26 1969

Weirs m.. You sell leanly col

WAUKEGAN

651 5 UTICA ST.

Pee

TOADVEREISE IchlATLFILIS DIRECTORY,

Set wage ewers.

Chicago

MOSCO, IDISCORPORATED

164Ie11 Estate -Hansen

Bu Ines, Assistant

Cleet-

Apply in person or call

a'91Z071.11,1

C,rk 5475;.,;

MONEY,

KENNY MANUFACTURiN0

069%40

THE DAY

441Iogs, Pets & Equmment

2611114 Wanted dionyn

OILINPN SH,PPERD PORGAure

Good Iamb.

2nd shift PD5D,DA
3-11 P.M.

od

2641e1p12anted Woolen

DO YOU

old estehl hed Renee.,

Alto Litho Press Room Helper

modern mill,rsensMIIT

I

NEED

roomim.ath dm, come
pocte up g nenettec mime,

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
reputable business people in
your COM M U nay
CALL ONE NOW

261Ielplianted Women

EXPERIENCED

LITHO STRIPPER

ACCOUNTING MERE

by

2411111 Wanted Men

SNIPPING BIER&

ADD HP?
offered

24 Elf Wanted Men

/

CHEVROLET'

INC.
6333 N. HARLEM

mo

RO 3-1500

.

NORTHWEST DAY
Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years
OPEN EVENINGS

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

CLOSED SUNDAY

Lek._

Doily 9 to 9
P

su

Just Minutes

Fffilli HOW

a

c

Page 20

SHORT RIBS
HI 1 WI-IA1 OID

Friday, December 26, 1969

OUT OUR WAY
/BEAUTIFUL!
NOW JUST A

OUR 1 BOARDING HOUSE

!

DON'T WORRY

HIS MOTHER -

CHRISTMAS TIES

LOOK
NATURAL

ASK MY WIFE.
SHE THINKS
THEY'RE

CHRISTMAS

GIVES NSA AN

EnT WHY RUIN

EXCUSE OR

wi-wr-rikYA. MARE OF
IT? THE AAA,4102 HAG

HE WAS

BOWS FOR THE NEW
COAT BUT HE DIDN'T
HAVE ENOUGH TO

2

7
9

I'

A PONY, A BASKETBALL.-

y#

torial

Spain.
5
Name

CBS' News Spe-

cial

TO TELL

"End of a

Dec-

ade. CBS newsmen

Charles

Howl°

ROSIN.

4;0 APOLOGPES AND NO

NK,Y0D, KNOW HOW

iF A NYE3OCY.'5

'(HANKS, PLEASE!

GRATEFUL 11'5
MALONE EMRPRI5e'5!
'BYO, AND 6000 LUCK!

HAPPY trAuliJPNED our leval.

APOLOGiZE

-1.0 BOTH

OF Y0tj)//'

GLICK -

F111 -1-Y Mint-

teur

Victi-

7
9

26 A Black's View

Show

of the News

32 Password

32 Honeymooners

MA.

FOR SATURDAY
CAPRICORN (Dec.

7:00

VOICE? V ONLY

7

YAKKED FER
TEN MINUTES!

23 -

Jan. 20) --You may well find
yourself in a position of lead-

11 Italian

Movie

26 Luis Carlos Ur-.
7:15

11 German

Fairy

Tales

1:20
9

Cromie Circle

7

Reflections

_2:45

11 Washington

A black lumberman threatens to quit
the Bolt logging operation unless a bride
is found for him.

Blues

32 Movie
" T h e Foreman
Went to France." A

Robert Brown, Joan
Blondell and Bobby

factory foreman is
trapped in France by
an onrush of Nazis.

2:50
Britain:
The
Changing Guard
9

3:10
2

McHale's Navy

2

3:40
Late Report

2

3:45
Meditation

9

3:50
News
3:55
Movie

11:00

Mery Griffin

2

Show

11 Investing in the
Stock Market
Jim Bostain describes the factors af-

9:00

fecting a stock's

5

Bracken's World
Davey Evans perm its a hungover
stuntman to perform

price and offers one
reputable
expert's

9

advice for

a dangerous task with

with stocks.

comedy musical.

a tragic result. Eleanor Parker, Peter

"The Lost Child,"
a Polish legend, tells

"Sherlock Holmes
the Deadly
Necklace."

Monroe.

Pan-

ibe

Haskell and

success

"About Face" A

Gordon Macrae.

12:00

Eliza-

Midnight Report

5

9

5:35
Biography

MORTY MEEKLE

works for an opportunity to

EEK & MEEK.

display knowledge.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --You won't find it easy to

Bar 1 porg'r
WANT' PEOPLE
70 Garmia.

I'D LIKETO GO
AND WAITOOT-510E

go your own way today. The
wise Aries will agree to cooperate with others in work or

7HE W-1001._.
Rf2 WINTHROP 70

LET ME HALE 1t50,CGO L
ttAls,JT 1D PVT IT Cssu Iss
HORSE

10140 SAID AAPIRZIAJG

ABCAJT A RACEHORSE
I'M RATIAJC. IT 01,1

IDEA7HAT fiN
A 51S..\.....2-1412

COME Oar...

play.

'
TAURUS (April

7

and

meetin g Marilyn

Here Come the

orama

to he of real value this morning.. Make sure you respond
modestly to another's praise.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
2I) --The arts have much to offer you today. Turn your critical eye toward old, established

The Brady

Bunch

ership this morning. Don't
hesitate to grasp an opportunity to shine.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2I -Feb.'
I 9) --New friendships are seen

12:50
News

,

Love." Yves Mon tang wants to join a
cast to a show after

11 NET Playhouse
32 Of Land and Seas
Col. Craig is host
for a film trip to the
Mediterranean and
Europe.

WHATSMATTER,

PETUNIA.- LOSE YER

9

s iosz5sE s

MY

E.

r's

21 -May

2I) --Don't commit yourself or
any member of your family to

(BANKTi

activities which you may or
may not he able to enter into.

1 BANK

freely.

GEMINI (May 22 -June.
21) --Point your sights in new
directions now as the new year.

approaches. The months to
come
require exceptional
goal's and work to match.
CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Make good on recent
promises today. Otherwise,
you may find that not only out-

(1:1)%0 H NL1, Itz

7.5. Liz US. rat

OIL.

12-2c

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Winter
PreguT0S, WOW A

1 Rain turns

to -

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)-The more promising a new

buckwheat

8 Too

for golf
12 Tributary of
the Ouse
13 Guido's note

at a moment's notice. An op-

14 Region
15 Drag in the

vancement may come today,

- - (pl.)
17 Kill

CAPTAIN EASY
RIGHT, MCKEGI DURING THIS

YOUR

IN VIEW

OF YOUR

EMERGENCY

ctiED<9 MJ5T Be C.OUNTEROIGNEO
TEB65 AND mu:

BY

WALRuSKI REPORT
[MYNOTHING
MEN TAILING
5u9PictouSi A LETTER.

POOR RECORD
WITH 15H WE

FROM RUssiA UPSET HIM, NO Poesr
THE SAD NEWS ABOUT HIS RELATIVES

SLIT WOULDN'T DI5CUS5..,

EVEN MY WERT° HEIN
DOES THAT SOUND LIKE

HE MENTIONED..

1 setp

!, peck

stick
speck
septic
sick
skit
step
spit
spite

kite
kept
' kepi
pike
pest
peck
pick
pets

'tick

EXACTLY!

birth (var.)
18 Observe
8 Gambling
19 Inertnesses
house
21 Not at home
23 Time division 9 Plinth (arch.)
24 More rational 10 Lank
11 Periods of
26 Incursions
time
30 Deposited
16 Prevaricator
31 Fabulous
humorist
33 Reply (ab.)
34 Feminine
appellation
35 Abate
36 Debase
38 Lessened
39 Snare
AO Shakespear-

'CAMPUS CLATTER THIS IS MY FIRST SWIMMING
MEET, BI MO. WHAT'S WITH
THAT FELLOW GETTING OUT
OF THE POOL'.

01-1,

THAT'S GEORGE

WEBBER. HE'S OUR
BACKSTROKE

ACE--

ties
tips
ices

cite
epic

-AND AN
ADVERTISING

MAJOR:

1

24 Czech, for

example
25 Cynocephalus
(Egypt)
26 "Last Days
of Pompeii"
heroine
2T7 Dissect

28 Unit of force
29 Plant ovule
31 Venomous

3

4

5

[13

15

16

18

RI9
21

'IT=

ean character

30

41 Dismaying
45 Diminutive of

33

Margaret
48 Ruminant
49 Pertaining to
Erastmus
51 Sixty minims

2

snakes

12

36

6

7

34 Sisera's killer
(Bib.)
35 Joker
37 Surrounds
38 Sacks
40 Not suitable
41 Puts to

42 Persian fairy
43 Fruit
44 Of anger
(Latin)
46 Swiss river
47 Growl
50 Number
8

10

11

27

28

29

17

20

22

23
26
31

1,, 32

34

35

37

38

44

45

52 Sharp blow
53 Biblical

48

`sseomy,49

50

prophet

51

52

53

54

55

respect (pl.)
55 Put in place.

9

14

..,.

54 Title of

1

20 Rocky hills
22 Married

.

birds
32 American

your intuitive feelings, espe-I

pick

611.1N)*1

McRa

cially where relationships with!
others are concerned.

pits

okar ON

THEN THEW

sAFEGUARe:

Dec. 22) --Take your cues from

spice
spike

DANGLES SUBTLE BAIT
YOU

SIGN THIS

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-:

skin
sect
site

A StNINDLERTL

vE5...15H: HE NEVER

ASKS FOR, Poixn(..sltr

FALLS INl

DECIDED ON
ANOTHER.
SAFEGUARD:

day.

SKEPTIC
PICKETS

1 Remarks
2 Austronesian
language
3 Adherent of
French royal
line
4 Tiny
5 Cultivated
flower
6 Seaweed
7 Condition of

-cakes

. porfunity for employment ad-

Answers to
Hideaword

DOWN

5 Time for

venture looks the more careful
you will have to he not to compromise your present position
in its favor.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)-Keep yourself prepared to act

opments behind the scenes.
With the approach of the new
year, old friendships take on.
new significance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --Take nothing for granted!
now and for the next few days.'
Family members should prove!
sources of great pleasure to -I

56 At no time
(contr.)

ACROSS

THOUGHTFUL, COMSIDERATE, LOVABLE,
COWARDLY 14058AND!

siders but family, too, begin to
find fault.

though it's Saturday.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-Keep your eye on devel-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

Clark

'1:00

Tonight Show
Joey Bilhop

"Let's Make

Sherman.
6:55

26 Big Play

fs

Laughton,
Gable.

10:30
News

Week in Review
26 Red Hot and

a

Bottom of the Sea

BUGS BUNNY

rannical Captain

Bligh.Charles

Show
9 Movie

the

Brides

26 Today's Racing
32 Voyage to the

Your
Horoscope

7

and

7

Deal
9 Star Trek

TH Ks, U S la. Off.

2

children.
Rex Harrison.

Manolito make the
mistake of trying to

)/:2E'

zs If41

"Mutiny on the
Bounty." Account of
mutiny against ty-

.10:00
News
News
News

to Town
'9 Mike Douglas

rem

tlers, Buck and

reform them.
7 Let's Make
1111111.-

of the

12:35
Movie

2

sequences

King of Siam." An
English woman arrives in Bangkok to
tutor the king's ha-

but charming
teen -aged cattle rus-

AS lr 1.5At30(1f
FOR
ROBIN.

11 NET Journal
32 Truth or Con-

5

mized by two ama-

tr ROMS oL5r-

9:30

John
Ivan:2

8:00
Movie
'Anna and

"The Little

Thieves."

Movie
"Paranoiac."
thriller set in a large
`English estate.
5

,

Comments

11 German Traveler

5 -High Chaparral

55(-Do54
APPRECIAID

9:2S

12:30

Top Plays of the
NFL
2

Paul Harvey

5

ding.

commoosry

Great Music

7 Mr. Devils Goes

amid assess the year
and decade just en-

ftlAt FICKLO

Martino, Eddie Jackson and Sonny King.
9 Perry Mason
32 News

7:45

kite and Eric Sev-

12:20
Paintings,

32 100

Coiling -

wood, Walter Cron -

)BIN MALONE1

12:15

32 News Final

Raymond Burr, Al

Game
6:30
2

Jimmy Durante

32

Dixon with Fay

26 Quiz

gr5 HARP

7:30
Hogan's Heroes

Klemperer,'
Banner and

6:25

Chicago Show

7

Guests include

my atomic installation.Bob
Crane,Werner

2 WBBM-TV Edi-

,1(151 PONY KNOW I Patel

Presents the Lennon
Sisters Hour

fort to discover and
destroy a secret ene-

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

GRASS Tcucu UP

7

his bedroom just before his twelfth birth-

The Heroes use
Schultz a's their secret weapon in an ef-

Pennyw'histlers, Bernice Reagon and
Tony Saletan join
Pete Seeger for a
holiday songfest.

01-1, 1 GOT A BIKE, A PAIR
OF SKIS, A !TENNIS RACQUET.

,a

through the floor of

2

Doc Watson, the

.NEvJ s-t-iLs I

szxb

beth Allen with Marlyn Mason.

day.

Dick Van Dyke

11 Circle of Lights

........

-

of a nobleman's only
son who disappears

Show

AND I THOUGHT
IT WAS 17U57 A

BUY THE MOTHBALLS
CHRISTMAS EVE!

6:00
News
News
News

5

JUST ABOUT POP

HOOPLE'S SIZE!

BEENI TARIM' THE

RID OF IT!

MACHINE SPATTERS! To55 IT?

GUY IN A RED SLIM HANGINV

TWIGGS, YOURS

---Ns\ AROUND! HE LEFT BEFORE
THELOCALSWAMIS1
COULD GET CLASS BUT

REASON 70 CST

IT ?-IAHY
NOT JUST

TONIGHT

(WELL I PIP SEE A LITTLE

CHUCK LIKES WIC')
MOTHER-IN-LAW

IM THE BEST
IN-LAW
LITTLE MORE GREASE PAuEER ALWAYS GIVES
'N'CANT THROW
GREASE AT
AROUND/I 00
HIM A HIDEOUS ANYTHING AWAY
THE BOTTOM
ALL MY
TIE FOR
-W THIS
TO MAKE IT

GET FOR GIRJSTMAs?

46 47

.

MOU N T f-)POSDECT

PU3IX

:)

WEATHER'
Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
low In lower 20s; Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy, little

Telephone

-J

temperature change.

2554400
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Warman pre ant
for Cra e rema
By Richard Crabb

the seat in a special election to
fill the vacancy caused in May

,

Rep. Edward A. Warman,
Democrat of Skokie, is this
week launching his re -match
campaign with Philip M.
Crane for the 13th Congressional District seat in the U. S.
Congress.

Last month Warman and

into thwace against Crane for

of Economic Opportunity.
Crane won the 13th congressional district seat for the
final year of the Rumsfeld

WARMAN FIGURES that
he will have a number of ad-

was only 20,000 votes, thin

tion in 1970.
vantages

again," Warman told The Day
over the weekend. "Crane's
recent vote against the extension of Donald Rumsfeld's Office of Economic Opportunity
program now reveals his true

in

the November
election that he did not have -in
the
1969 special election.

Foremost among these is that

Wheeling Twp. committeeman
ton Ct.,

Heights, Wheeling Township

Donald

Democratic
committeeman,
predicted yesterday that 1970

Chestnut, Arlington Heights;

will be the most successful
year the Wheeling Township
Democratic organization has

sor,

Two . fires early yesterday
morning swept through an office and a wooden storage box
in the concession stand of the
Oasis Drive -In Theatre at

7500 N. Elmhurst Rd.. in an
unincorporated area

of Elk

Grove Twp. causing damage

to the contents of the building.
Both Cook County Sherri's

Police and Mount

Police said the manager,
John E. Bryant, closed the

building at 1:00 a.m. He returned at 2:15 a.m. to leave a
note for the janitor. As he entered he noticed the fire and
called the police. The police

by arson. The state tire marshal has been called to make an

then called the Mount Prospect Fire Department.
Police said "evidence indicated one prime suspect as

the arsoni' Also they said
the sole purpose of the person
involved seems to be only that
of arson because nothing was
taken from the building.

the building within the last five
days.

A stereo tape player valued
at $60 and three tapes belong-

investigation.

Police said that the arsonist
probably hid in the concession

ing to G. Arnold Lorch of 34
N. Reuter, Arlington Heights
were stolen Sunday from his
car in the driveway at his

stand at the theater until the
manager closed it and then
started the fires because there

home.

Death toll
far below
estimate

Bruce Durband Jr., a Day carrier, needs his
bicycle to deliver his route. The hike was stolen in

Wheeling and Bruce has written the following
appeal to The Day:
Editor:
Has a parent .noticed that his boy or girl has
suddenly become the owner of a girl's blue bike
with no fenders, blue tape on the seat and the
word "Kyote" painted on the chain guard? It's
mine.

I used it for my paper route. It was taken at
5:45 p.m. on Friday. Dec. 19, from in front of the
Wheeling 7 -Eleven store, and my route bag was
thrown on the ground.
Please return it to 1441 Marcy Ln. in Wheeling.

Bruce Durband Jr.

Nature played Santa Claus" as
deaths across the nation due to
auto accidents amounted to a

number far below the council's estimate.

The spokesman explained
that because of large winter
storms in the United States,
many persons remained at
home and most of those who
did venture out onto the nation's highways
tremely cautious.

were

ex-

The Safety Council earlier
had predicted that 800 to 920
persons would die on the high Ways during the 4 -day Christ-

mas Holiday, hut with only 4
hours remaining in the period,
only 540 had died. The spokes-

man said that the new estimate had been reduced to 600
to 625.

Although he had no local
information or statistics avail-

Courts rule employers
can't charge to withhold
The courts have ruled that
employers cannot charge the
state a fee for withholding state

income tax, Illinois Attorney
General William J. Scott announced last week.
'

The court decision came in
a suit brought on behalf of all

Illinois employers by Sherman
Reynolds, Inc., a Chicago metal
products manufacturing

firm. The suit asked that the
state

'be

required to com-

pensate employers for work
they perform in withholding
employes' income tax for the

statiVy

Aeek, Cook County

Meeting
School District 57, 701
W. Gregory; 8 p.m.

able, a check of police stations
in the area revealed no deaths
in the northwest suburbs.

Scholarship
Bobst Scholarship Fund in
recognition of professional
achievement as a salesman for

the Warner-Chilcott Laboratories.

Vice president

O'Brien dismissed the Sherman Reynolds suit, at the

has been appointed vice president -material of Eskay Screw

request of Calvin C. Campbell.

Products. A veteran of 24
years in the industry, he was

Re' nue Litigation De-

partment.

Dr., Wheeling; Jack Griffin,
415

N. Beverly, Arlington
Heights; Edward Downs, 110
W. Willow, Prospect Heights;
Art Johnson, 202 N. Salem,
Arlington Heights; Nello Benedetti, 4 N. Edwards, Mount

Money rolls

Arlington

Last May, Spec. 4 Jerry Enright was shot seven times in

side while stationed 15
miles northwest of Saigon in
the

the village of Cu Chi.
,

Last week his. mother, Mrs.
James Enright, 121 N. Dun ton, and his sister Patti, flew to
'

Denver to see Jerry Fitzsimmons General Hospital. Al-

vice, Jerry's younger brother
Jim replied. "I suppose I'll

alyzed from the waist down,

Some people enjoy receiving kitchen gadgets for gifts.
And then again, some people
like Mrs. Martin Cavanaugh, 7
N. Prindle, Arlington Heights,
do not.
But this time Mrs. Cav-

previously
ager.

warehouse

man-

and white in the United States
Congress.

I intend to remind
the voters of his flip-flops on

important issues from now unI believe the

voters of the

door on the west side of the
building.

13th

District

SIMON - gUI3U118
SAY'S =
If you wonder why your friends don't thank sou for good advice, its because you only told them what the were going to do

asked if he would enter theser-

in the first place.

have to."

Winter carnival a success due to crews's hard war
By Ben Clarke

The answer of most Mount
Prospect

tioned

as

residents if questo whether the

Mount Prospect Winter Carwent ahead as planned, was
probably, "Of course, they always hold it if at all possible."

Backing up that statement
took a lot of hard work --certainly that done by members of
the sponsoring group, the
Mount Prospect Skating Club;

but even more, the yeoman did not allow Darling and his
crews to give the ice The final
rection of Ralph Darling, su- treatment they would have

rough --not

service of 10 men under the di-

perintendent of the grounds
maintenance for the

and

Mount Prospect Park District.
For them it meant Working
right up to meet time --shortly

before noon. "The final "pol-

to hold a meet

HE EXPLAIN!. D that
instead of the iegulation

take

off "about one -sixteenth of an inch" of the ser-

THE TEMPERATURE --

Lions Park rink
But, it it hadn t been for the

foresight of Darling and his
men there wouldn t have been
a meet.
At a.m. S iturday morning

the

I

meet director, said just after
events

started,

"The

six -

lap track, to use the best part of

vice surface before a final
ish -up" for the meet consisted spray to finish the procedure.
of removing the light one -inch giving a super smooth 'surface
blanket of snow that fell in the for skating.
early morning hours.
R. J. Zuckermandel,

just below the freezing mark--

an

eight -lap track had been ,et up

over the ice with an ice shaver
to

what we would

have liked --but good enough

liked.
That would have been a nut

Darling told a D,ty reporter at
Lions Park that he had been
consulting the Weather Bureau throughout the night, and
was hoping that the possible
rain promised for Sunday did
not materializc

ice is

At that time Darling said
that his pond had i good base

of "from 2

kitchen gadgets",
she said, "And this was another kitchen gadget.

"My husband insisted on
showing me how it worked,"
Mrs. Cavanaugh said. "So he

I

r

-dear

to

3

inches

hut

was still rough atter five coats
The 5 -degree weather promised by the U. S Weather Bureau had not occurred at at I
a.m. the temperature
(,it
O'Hare Field) stood at 21 degrees.

DARLING PI kNNED to

-

As the paper came rolling
fives, tens and twenties.
"I like in I like it!", said
Mrs. Cavanaugh when she saw

votes are on record in black

want and deserve an intellectually honest Congressman."

hate

down, 100 one -dollar bills appeared, along with a numbei of

change to suit the political climate," said Warman, "his

gained entry by breaking in a

Christmas.

wax

amendment and
against extension of these pro-

til election day

ceived from her husband for

down."andthe

p h y -type

"Although his colors may

used for waxed paper, she re-

pressed the buttonrol

voted this month as our Congressman in favor of the Murgrams.

anaugh could not refuse the
"touch and tear" dispenser,

"I

con-

card slips were stolen.
Police said the burglar

High School, Jerry won letters

ry would be permanently parThe Day learned last night that

"CRANE ACTED

The Union "76" gas station
1202 W. Algonquin Rd.,
Arlington Heights, was burglarized Friday night and $150
in currency and $50 in credit

Kerry 6. While at Arlington
in football and track. When

Murphy -type amendment in
Such an amendment. against Rumsfeld's

trary to his pledge when he

at

the first report was incorrect.
Jerry, who graduated from
Arlington High School in
1967, was walking with the aid
of crutches. If all goes well, he
should be home in the spring
and fully recovered.
The Enrights other children
are James, 16; Peggy, 14 and

"My friend, Don (Rumsfeld)"
as head of OEO and said he
would oppose the proposed

programs.

Burglarize
gas station

area

though it was reported last
week in another paper that Jer-

nival, scheduled for yesterday,

like waxpaper
from dispenser

the

work his men through the
night at Lions High Ridge
Knolls. and Emerson Parks
Park officials had explained

earlier in the week when they
took a great deal of abuse Irons
park. district residents because

"Everyone has ice hut Mount
Prospect" that there had not
been enough cold weather in
the northwest suburban area

couldn't stop laughing."
Edward K. Janis, 307 N.
Mrs. Cavanaugh probably
Maple, Mount Prospect, has will not stop laughing...all the
been awarded an Elmer H.

Circuit Court Judge Donald J.

al's

team of 10 area supervisors for
1970. These area chairmen are
to be Harvey Sturman, 499 Isa

E.

election,

chairmen will have important
roles in a series of Wheeling
Township Democratic quarterly town meetings.

confidence in the judgment of

wishes, would have given the
states veto power over OEO

tory

general

Jaycees at Edens Plaza, Crane
unequivocally affirmed his

the electorate to see during the
recent campaign."

the cash. "It was so fanny I

James N. Spiel, 1002 N.
Drury Ln., Arlington Heights,

chief of the Attorney Gener-

As the result of the addition
of more precincts to Wheeling
Township,
Committeeman
McCabe next week will begin a
new system of area chairmen
who will supervise the efforts
of the precinct workers.
McCabe is appointing a

Prospect; Ray Stevens. 523 S.
Donald, Arlington Heights;
Eugenia Chapman, 16 Prince -

According to a National
Safety Council spokesman in
Chicago last night, "Mother

Day carrier asks help
in hunt for stolen bike

"WE WERE successful in

missioners."

ond attempt to start a fire in

Tape player,
tapes stolen

general election.

slating for re-election from the
3d District to the Illinois legis-'
lature Rep. Eugenia Chapman
of Arlington Heights. We also
secured the slating of Donald
1. Norman, Arlington Heights
attorney, as a memlier of ti,e

Police said this was the sec-

Prospect

Firemen who responded to the
call said there is reason to believe that the fires were caused
.

were no signs of forcible entry
to the building.

Ter.,

603

In addition to the preparawork for the March
primary and the November

'

Warinan reported that on
Nov. 6 betore the Wilmette

Congress.

then trying to cultivate the favor of the voters, he promised
oppose state control of Community Action and other anti -

Vietnam casualty not
paralyzed; will recover

Democratic vote in Wheeling
Township in the March 17
primary and the November

Cook County Board of Com-

N.

Arlington Heights, and

Thorntree
Heights.

dence would come in a record

Police, firemen suspect
arson in drive-in fire

1840

Eugene Griffin,

McCabe said that the eviCook County Sheriff's Police and Mount

Norman,

David Griffin, 308 N. Wind-

had.

Prospect firemen said last night they believe the fires
which caused damage to the office and a wooden storage box in the concession stand of the
Oasis-.
Drive -In Theatre was caused by an arsonist. Firemen said the state fire marshal has
been called,
and he will begin investigations of the fires today. (Photo by Dan Batas)

Arlington Heights;

poverty prbjects

colors. They are quite different from' the ones he allowed

WARMAN
FURTHER
charged, "While Crane was

sees record year for Democrats
James McCabe of Arlington

he will have Crane's record in
Congress to exploit.

the full -term that will be de"Crane, the-changirg chacided in the November glee-. meleon, has switched colors

term. The margin of victory

Crane opposed each other for

enough to bring Warman -back

by the resignation of former
Cong. Donald Rumsfeld who
became director of the Office

way to the bank.

for good ice.
'

"Everyone" did not have

a day sursey of the
northwest suburban area

Gripe
Of The

ice --as

proved --mainly

because

it

takes temperatures below 20

Day
Spending $5 on flowers
for a sick friend and finding
out he is allergic to flowers.
D.S.

degrees to get a good ice base
down.
Darling said early Saturday
. morning "We've been chasing
youngsters off the ice all day

Sherrie Metcalf, (left), 617 Larkdale Ln., Mount Prospect, winner of the gingerbread house
given annually by McCabe Realty, 259 Rand Rd., Mount Praspect, smiles as her mother M6.

had a job to do --get the Lions

local residents have an opportunity to register for the drawing held to select a winner for the

day's Jrneet, and the other two

Bruce Metcalf (center and Hank Prochaska (right) sales manager for MCabe look on. Each year
gingerbread house.

He explained that his crews

Park rink in shape for Sun(Continued Olt ptIQ,

-a

"R

N

as

9

D

Confident Atcher plans
his race for county clerk
By Reamed Cabb

Luria good .peas m the city

hehaumburg 0, Manama to
erne I new pia in Cook

Coma political aeon
19,0

in

moan onul Aug I Near
will gat. ma/or Maim afan

Finally Attar hn another

XI rolg of palm scram.
Through glectise office a es
Isis

(,ozzitaua I In ot Poo II

to buddlne organization in the
ndlu
and the wards

nor the 'Mg. mow

1910

SUPER -RIGHT

Ckd

sea

Rena, of his emor u gn

Cook Cenwits Clerk

ATCIIER KNOWS she

in mama rid In at

face,

namtint to wrenth the Leant,

2 to 3-11 AVERAGE

Oaks

from aleurd 3
Baran of Ch4 mo curs of II
home top DCRIMMle d Wad

SnpieT-Right

of the bed mg of onu of the
countrL s mot powerful bay
000 politico oreasoitiony
Ateher will In alumni man

51r...,

OlifirNS

off-year election in which the
out party, the Democrats, can

PORK

be apected to pick up some
Moon. This is especially tat.

with Ad lei Stevenson Ill mak-

CHUCK

ing his his run in Minas for a
U. S. Senate seat.
Maher's record

CHOPS

ROAST CHUCK STEAK
BLADE -CUT 591

in local
government is cook County is
acknowledged on all sides to
be boatanding He is 15 years
younger than the 70.year-old

1/4 PORK LOIN-SLICED
9 TO 11 CHOPS

----

Barrett,

910109 IS A skilled communicator, easily one of the
top requirements in this period
of electoron,c news reporting.
Acknowledged to be a mas-

/0

TEMPLE
NOES

ter craftsman in the handling

ma is too to

Heights: Barb HuMe. of 600 S.
School; Lou De/gadillo, af 806

-

Elmhurst, and Roy Ma
Laurin Jr, of 1202 Glenn
S.

Ln., all from Mount Prospect.
The students had bean allotted 7400 in activity fonds to

hold o Christmas dope. Indead, they chose to buy 20

SELTZER

Christmas flood baskets for the
needy. Included in the baskets

Btl. of 25

ASP BRAND

Tablets

RE D LCREAMTOPK1

JANE PARKER

AaP BRAND

61/2 oz.

POTATO CHIPS
12 oz.
Twin -Pack

47

Aerosol Can

JANE PARKER

Save 12o

Sugared
Plain

d

Dozen
in
Pkg.

Large or
Small Curd

ANN PAGE

distinct periods, each with a
1 function.

2590

will visit /way gwombil, sud
ward in the county, some of
in more an owe.
This is the general outline of

llic,lannarv-FehruarY Periwill be devoted to organiza-

tion building his not likely to
produce many new,coordt.
also or public appearnces.
Although A teher wig not be
in the March 17
Peary, some other candidates on the Republican ticket
will be. and he will help them.
opposed

His first campaign talks will
mac in the last days or tee
primary

For inventors

OE plan which Air., expects r- Mooring the determination which
con result In skating she
'dem Is Samantha Dodge, 2, of 36 Judith Ann Drive, Mount
clerk in Cook County and the Prospect, on iec amt. for the first time,
yaterday at Emerson
not Republican in Nat office
Park, Gregory and Emcee. Mount Prospect. (Phoef by Dm
in 60 years.
B aal
will TIrat,C hill-I/111,11601000V,

from toy companies and machine tool makers to house-

ware a. appliance onnufaelists the

corporations
end outline, the types of products in which their interne/MID.
A copy of that directory
may be obtained by writing to
that
at 250 Park

Av., Ncw York.

Smash. 2 K -Mart
windows
Two windows in la front of
No K -Mart at 1155 E. Oakion.
Des Plaines, were broken dur-

ing Friday night by RR. pellets.

Obituaries

Vista homeowners to meet with
yighway dept. on road safety
Vista

will 0510 000 Ham to give

them a plan for safety to pm.

Homeowners

Association,(AVHAI will be

tect children walking an mid

attending a meeting mrnortow

from school.

at 2 pep. in the Marina City
office of George March. Dis-

The homeowners are con -

moot with the area for the
North

Rd, benscun Shoenack
Rd. and Windsor Dr. near the
location where Ronald Nettles, a 14-yettoold mcArthor
Jr. High School student was fax

Alan Krinsky, praident of

the AVILA mid the ho

ASP BRAND

18 inches by
25 feet

HEAVY DUTY
WONDERFOIL

Save
Ito

5

GRATED

Prices effective three Dec.

-

More than 100 growers
to attend conferences
More than 100 area vegctable growers are expected to
attend a game, conference to
be held at the Blue Moon Res-

range from disease, insect and

weed control. new varieties,
harvesting arid marketing high

quality produce to problems
taineet, Elgin on tan. S and widwor and wa.PollonNl.
12, according to Merlyn Herm. Cook County Asmeiate
A daily iegistralio.n fee of
Extension Adviser. The con- four dollen will IN mode To
arena is being sponsored by cover the cost of a noon meal
the University of Illinois Co- and material provided at the
operative Extension service.
mewing. Advanced registra.
Topics to be coven:if will
lion is requested.

YOUR TICKET -TO TRAVEL..

ore!

1175717

in (170 Plaines.

Budd will be in Ridgewood

SULTANA

For your car
your home
your life
and your health

ter`

Asa

310,1969

rally Injured when strode by a
car Dec. 12.
When Nadas was snuck he

was within 2 blocks of Bircb.
wood Ln. were two Wheeling
High School girls
e fatally

Wood

sch
bus -auto
accM ent, Sept. 22, 1,1511.

Krinsky said trey have not
prepared any specific plans to
be presented to the state. Hc
said, 'Wow the wag sloes it
won't malve any difference
as it a made. safe for tha
children."
He said school officials
from Prospect Heights School

Dad. 2) are also expected to
attend the meeting.
When a Day reporter spoke
to March last work he said he

would like any people intermud in the an
a wen as
homeowners and school official to attend the meeting.

her cartifiation booty in

by qualified to serve as Cook
County
Superintendent a of
Schools if elected, William R.
Version remains cis the Demo.
cratic candidate in the March

name was not even mentioned.

Since the date for filing fors
inal obDettons to candidates
and the date for voluntary

wOhdrawal has passed..-Ver-

non's name will stay on the
primary hallot.

ACCORDING TO a new
law signed in Suptandaw by

Gov. Ogilvie, candidata for
the

county

superintendent's

office must filo a certificate of
eligibility from the state superintendent of public instruction
certifying that
from the

records of his effice, condidates have Me requited quail.
fications.

Vernon got such a cenificate in Decemba and attached
it to his petition as required

Bin0.41 the 1,u1 of the

hey hadn't. The whoa gueslion has been referred to otir

card for tha required certifiate.
111E PROBLEM: Vernon

17 came,

When the County Electoral
aned met Friday to hear objections to pentium, Vernon's

checked out the experience requivement.Then we found out

Sprirmfield says Ms office
made a mistake, and has called
back
Vernon's entitlement

Eno though he might not

needs to have anyone or these

four certificates in order to be
a valid cmdidatc..all.gredeste
prcriccry certificate, State linfi
ited supervisory certificate,
6111.0 if

supersin,

oruo

legal CallniSal."

Vernon's Republican opporant. Robert P. Harahan.
now the Cook County superin-

tendons. JO. mew the
quired qualifications. though
id an incumbent. he is not required to.

cate or a valid administrative

certificate with superinDnr
dent endorsement.
Robert Brissenden. teacher

cortilicarion head id dm Rate

Office of Public Instruction.
told The Day that Vernon does

SINCE VERNON is stay trig en the pallet for the primer

ry. any move to replace him
m6
have to involve either'
Vernon, voluntary withdraw al after the Minch primary..
a

suit against

certificates.
"Ha has adMplCled

ace-

demic work al the University
et Chicago for his superintens
dent

endorsement." Brissen-

den said. 'Howeeer. one oche

rattans... for the WW1cam is tow alas ef supervisory
aperience.

"AT

Haw.

we Nought

the University ef Chicago ad

Unanswered is the question

non should win the general
election nee November.

It might take a coon ale 10

decide if he could serve as
Cook County Superintendent.
for the legality of any action he

might take in that position
mend he tlemioad.

fs

coil to

1030 F. Northwest Hwy.

M, PrmP°,, all.

WESSON OIL

Ian

r(U4i

RESTAURANT Et COCKTAIL

NEW YEAR'S DINNER

JOHNSON'S

State Farm is all you need
to know about insurance.

GLO COAT

2j i=7. 52'

a

Every Night at

being served after 5 P.m.

Give me a call.

with this
,papea end
onv nummee

ACP C. 'btu
loo 3, IWO

212 E. Nadhwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights,

sonny Clilmao
ASP mop thro
Jon. 3,1970

PH: 253-5678

SAVE 101
SAVE
MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

You are invited

HAROLD E. NEBEL

ot on.. Chin,. Div.

DES PLAINES
815 Lee St.

ELK GROVE
Devon 5. Tonne Rd.

SCHAUMBUR
Higgins Rood
8. Rte. 58

ARLINGTON HTS.

BARRINGTON

1601 W. Campbell

300 N. Hough St.

12e

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

-/.

CARSONS

BRIDAL
FASHION
SHOW

to the most beautiful bridal fashion
show for spring and summer brides Tuesdayjanuary
6
MO p.m. at CorsonS Randhuret. Come see how
Carsons
romances the brides-to-be of spring -summer '70. Beauti
ful gowns, bridesmaids' and mother -of -the -bride
dress
es. Trousseau fashions, including

lingerie end leisure
wear. See some of the loveliesebridal
fashions in all
the years we've been courting beautiful brides.
Corson,
Randhurst: Elmhurst and Rand Roads in Mt.
Prospect

Monday through Friday 10:00 to 9:30; Saturday
9 30
to 5:30.

election

of what would happen if Ver.

Acapulco as low as
$87.90 round nip

FREE TRW To HAWAII

the

not have any of the first am boanIto get him off the Wilton

our Table is Waiting

FROZENORANGE

1818 N. State Rd.

Eligibility question net
deter Vernon's candidacy

LOUNGE

SAVE 20c

NIP

ARLINGTON HTS.

order to hold. Our

by the Rev. R. K. Wobbe tor
Morrow al l gm. at Oehler Po-

111,0

no puma surtax Nat had to
be flooded Ind Maul first iis

bald op of fine au. t mmnamly
and the northwest suburbsn

for $10 deposit

in oil Chicago Division ASP Stores.

.1`'

neural t011,1111t,I1

and his sister Ethel Jackson of
River Woods, III.
Services will lac goadUCted

3 6`1;': 690

W. this

that ea within

nailer Minnie of Whaling

Cemetery in Des Plaines.

WHITE ALBACORE TUNA

so.

IS amine Oh. ooAeg nput

ean he

Edgar Lucbdce

POTATO SALAD

SEA CALL

YUKON CLUB

3 tn 41'

Frontage Rd. on Pala -

P.dgur Lambda, 55. of 221
N. Witte Sg, Mount Prospect.
died Pridw at Northeitst
Community Hospital.
Survivors include his wife,
Ann. his sons Rod of Streamwood and Warren of Benton,

ASP BRAND

WHITE BREAD

ILIKE

finals put +Ma lira

frog n sloukh where the Me
had many nights to arm under

la., Iwo gondukilkIran. his

JANE PARKER

''3i

taloned a mu env of weer

By Jug Bone

A delegation from the Ar-

These 70,Onli071 range

hose has acre akting on a

AT 5 DEGREES Pas
lm

tang flooded might talsg cunt
in spark distnct whose of

was hams, chickens, amoral '
fruits. vegetables and caddies.
They were delivered to five
communities in Jackson Coun.

COTTAGE CHEESE

ann.

year L to be divided into four

The cabana now perk

dame in the ease irrt that

16 sight appearances a day. He

trict 10 engineer of the Illinois
Division of Highways
safety improvements for Palatine Rd.

They are Frank Bianca, of
E Olive. Arlington

C

0dd-

now until Nov. 3 nay

The Dwdid brae etch, photo
on the lira age

aro and e d,erees

Darien, said that lie in
tended to 0,t his crews worl

111 the dew He will 4 impugn
Lan don a wsek and make up

seeking new product idem.

op-

students to give to /he poor in a
Christmas program.
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Small or
Large

AMPAH.N AnalMom.

once and tfp mechanics of se-

television

were among more than 1,600
Stonhern filinois University

0 QUART

October Asher x,11 pull out
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1111
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Soya Mount

bed Is the Ripubhcan ramdt

ariaor of pl inning gooier
os x11% Rrpublis
Igadt,

Lad n.sdens may argue
N at they ow the photograph

Truk park drstnem to tom/

roily seating for some
was on wrath moo, m WAll
ono child

nant he 010 041711 be

w in ha not had this type of

did the park chkrpors rd ern
by Prospvel Daghts and Root

DARLING 1DDLD the a

Muttons s possible At

lington

Students give up'
dance for needy

A&P OR
BORDENS

DOZEN

SIZE

ansa. hi. was deed
late
Ninember Alshrr hav attend
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weather yet

Howes er fl4 empbastmd a.

bale

clot will appear at et many of
the

The
yet and 0011.

0.0 set hurt

From April to *utast At

The Raymond Lee Organ,
s a 10 Internationsl New
Product developers has published a 1970 directory of 500
leading carom:Wore that are

of radio

EGG NOU

on hie 1 me for the anise Cl

1969

use, an ere.% s SLOW% an
Into n Mcddowr Park la loon
Sund.y e meet au mu

rinks sod he expiated

ago
sn even entertainer he le in coml.
Roart 0 tt 6o r raga, tva seL_ tollogred
o^,
_
daiL cv.1110 411.6
eandidsk for Cool Cm. non, top vnhrtamers insheuena
st
dr olar fns sad sada
Clerk is Landau he Moll tc
ern and wont mum, Mae, vnts
comeIlx hat Rapubhenn .ape ts to see both ha ...men

CA,k Count,

December 29

Winter carnival a success -due to crew's harf, work

BROM III urne of the

ind mhurban prase

Bob D Abhor mayor of

ffiF DAy
Mond y

Daylight
By Joseph Stubenrauch

calendar research
assure

Mom than 100 }Lars .to

Abraham Cowl,
pont end ewanst

a arena retme for in

you re

that lama,fdd
goon

English
la It oa

faced god or gates and doors
selected b, Mod Caesar m the
Oka] patron el the month In
his new calendar.
The old Roman deity is still
pictured on old thins with one

man to write ot himself; it grates his own heart io say any-

wit mere momenn during

Ample m Whir
a common
mess noul she thew the papa

name ham Tams the

howl and nice sub,..4 fora

mat and muds a paint ol

Mtn, 16, lob from numon
EXPANDING our siehts to
wider fields. the idea meltsa
sense for many of our leaders

IF THIS happens to sou
net
ming both at

the last data of do. old soar

don t

awns tom at tar madam.
,ntakni a look to
find Mr on grottos, row on
rowel don. I ihromh H. ad

amt bi..onium, mated liel

unions

The day'N praspeet

Old State Capitol Invaded by holidays

sonua no, W s ue mdined
Mom that .van I taus bow
wary of the tradition he start

I

od of keeping a weather cye
both the past and on rho future.
So don't exhaust yourself a.
visage facing the new twel.
in
suburban
communities. when the
January came you embark on this new Way.
vemonth, and the other look
They may have been alerted so
around.
handling
s new tour'. pmt
leg backward at the past year.
ogni by their fellow villagers
Unfortunetely. she got so Imo. IIIt parking a new Wadi.
Don, talk yeirelnimile payneassimanEeottkpmaimmtbet.timm ..ragged ,psin-gdling-ditto-tietricks yousemedresmhmtodry

thing Cl disparagemed. and

the reader's ears to Ion?. any-

thing of praise from him."
This observation is portico.
gam

Start a tradition

W

ding the New Year. This way.
die explained proudly. she
avoided any mistakes in dating

EMding that you doTt know
make a roil: of carefully jot.
the mod and the bad that MP- .ling theindeivn on the agenda
pored to you and yours in
for ow village town meeting

Year's resolutions.
quote Cowley because

weCV,,
hpyo the smurfeeling that
i mdc.laning us ar many

1969, Perhaps It was the year.
Nanbaby cut its liras tooth, or p
grandchild took its first step,

night, Then. just as religiously.

trail is littered with broken res.
olutionk itutead of a handful ht
serape or torn -up lists.

neatly heading rho pages.

.

non.

Tapping his forehead. 'Wil-

joined the golden years

gmdP
liam C. Fitch. secretary to the
MEW, docum.t.- - -When you- nob. amide lots
of
lafe lane CM -01W
rY please Ale-Ae
money or took a beaung Enan.
told me 'Mr.
Ier carries
find that we haven't done. daily.. enjoyed good health
or ...the importam Mines no 14N.,
well 'tehat
i90
-dialark.1 ad operation. broke
At Ono tune, 1.e. 141 was
hot
1110 or Ale. your whole tel
Mad of the', S. Me: Corp.
after n11 he nct result of proof golf Xlule-and, Nom of
and hud Men nem,: personal
gress during 1969 hasn't been
ing
ha

Mho the writer,Then if roar

lends she typed in biter/men,bur weld out with the new year

they never get around to ac -

ot pm got that promotion. or

WHEN IT comes to Med.

miitake. that mine of the last

HIDEAWORD
GAMLUPE

'

tand

all that bud.

If you want to moon &smug
look also, you're entitled:

Chances ore you did , better

these events will IN; reflected
in the list you sit down to make

emissary hs FINg to 0 . Vatican. If such a notable dot not

en the sands of 1969 trickle
into the bottom of the hour-

depend en hiss of paper to keep
him posted on key mends, you

,

noThorse than the next fellow.

AT TEARS bnd all of to

mg resolutions has developed
into an entire literature. There
are folks who assure you they

may display more cordial alth
tudes to our fellow man and.
actiamed by the warns glow of
resolve neves tors.. others Christen:1a; show less self.
who talk of picking out such ishnea. more generosity to his
simple details of everyday life now and sorrows. The sad
which they feel they can ins. Vol in that while we 311 know
Wove, still another group who no lam in an island. nowt of us
work at looping their resole- live as if we want ...pan of the
uora so religiously all your mainland. Our resolutions into, that they become a plegue cline to he personal and selfish
to family friends and co -wad- ones.
How will tearing op the list
We think Cl, time has come help to improve you penon.
to suggest a totally nese op- ally?

"How about doing the draft lottery two outta three?"

flrogpect 33ap
the mvinal dredon

mooch to the moved soul-

taping

Northing.

the paper...freedom and Weikel.? inledrily.

using all seven °Mese letters.

not mkt, est it

glans.

whole business of mak-

.Make as many four letter ur more words 'out of
these letters as you can. In addition. find the word

'

a valuable
procedure to imitate.
Inenknin11. if At, find
yourself early in IMO still datMaietta, no instance. Jan. B.

Ill good. 27 excellent

109, you may lad it helpful
to be told Moto a newly hired
typist some years ago who

Ansoer

.Tke doorway to the restored State Googol Building in

This nee bin orliocoln Ammar seven it oxistenee and it mut
wren year. to find die one now in a prime lin-wino in the state
library' It: tier restore., capitol building. Au old newspaper,
horned candle, and reliance books give the rot. Mal lived in
leak a. urn oleo t in 1ln:entire Milding. The windoos ot dm hock
and sexyirregular In dud flay are rolled glom The silur.r. old
neon, into the was and conceal the modern air conditioning.

Comic Page

g,ttb

Springfield Ls invaded by Chrlattnns.Old Inablonen holly wreaths
fled with bright red ribbon welcome

\

The welnethbeffilelered stairway leading to the upper rooms of the capitol building gleam In the

glow of a Christmas tree lung with popcorn and cranberries. James Hickey coordinates the
holiday decor a well as all other artifacts within the capitol.

''1"9,11"41,
By Dolma Hough

par one deep down you

Christmas invades the Old Stale Capitol Building in
Springfield.
The old fashioned holly wreaths with Might red hews welcome
%sitars. young and old. known and unknown.

know or have even been told
hy others what your weak spots

WE OFF. tbe idea that ore. but when you Nee up to

Marshall Held III

you sit down and check your

P.Ne

alonday
John E. Stanton Edit

1

Wilk, I

Ezell'

'h

Omember 29.195

rirmetryong Eld

sins -of omission and commis.
don during 1919, carefully

them by listing then. then
throvdng the list away. you

4'.yr
lig

oddly enrol,. may often burn
write down your rcsolueons teal fica your mind even
iimM at remedying your de- more deeply then if you just
fens, then just as definitely kept them safely tucked awm
pa

tear the list up.

a.
We are reminded of one
appears. If you am up on your housewife who could never

!In i, otibt.ommtb. Slam threads Priam. by IM1y PaNnronin.
In B. MM. Mann Nevus. M. mess

High.Life Beer
NO DEPOSIT

lion dowel Ns. man rm. MON mars Wm no mnsmhs
Gamma arks.. imam . rem

LISTENS

Pro,. nes: nweed4leo p.m pald as Mauer Name, Ill. room

CHAMPAGNE
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5'g°,14,2

Lee Janson

worm. nom 35 rents, mu, ham mike..

his authoritative ability.
I mked Jiro Mw he got the job of restoring the building and he
answered. "I asked for it:' Jim fooncly taught interior &Sign in
the University of Illinois. This plus his intense interest in history
makes him the perfect person to tack. what scented to be en
inthow.MW project. [ash Mick of the matted was taken doom
numbered, reassembled, and every piece of wood. fabric and

SALE

HAMM'S

about the
Liquor

hi

ALL TRUEI

none has Men replaced to the best of the abilities of Dm and Earl
He
don't del that the authentic pieces which we have been able

BEER

Letters To The Editor
The lice. In story on page
relates to ''Boy's death spun
I

action for change in highway." ones odd that the county
welts for disaster before taking

action. In a cue lad year

a

school bus was involved in an
accident and the stoplights

that 'very planned'. were installed very quickly.

this comer before doing something ur are you wailing for the
railroad to solve your prob-

Ims?
Get on that comer at gum
or 5:30 p.m. and ask your.
selves if Ms worth injuries or
deaths 10 keep waiting for the
railroad to solve the village
problem.

Auto nut lie heading C,151 waits

fora delayed green light while
the westbound traffic has
about a 10 -second start with

num eas turning left

Central.

one

Mier 1Meastbounds gets
Moir green light the traftle
from he opposite direction
keeps right Q11,0i, until a car
going east linally forces the
flow to stop. Are mat city officials wailing fora disaster on

lnrmi

rte

r

NtIPo

I riters

bald be m lirtel as eno.

iiiiennom. y par.
Ale. and ,holdcontain
an redo. A phone neinn
Oct in ihor aiiihrrinehy
ran Or ohm AN

Food jhr thought
Editor:

The

Wheeling

Village
Board's refusal to furnish vow

ter for tler park district's ice
skating facility should give ta
all food for thought.
This, like other rinks. gives

our mum. people the opportunity for whNosonte physical

activity that provides rotmly

park dome, theiliiy. 11 is not
lolly the 1,..Jrad, of skaters

really dig thaw sessions, and 1 went to he pan .of them. Ifs the
gran
A jhuse groups with my fiwrorite music. Du mu know
eg. .i.
h .

rink who gain fium it, the real
it to
mitre
leMelilel ',I,;

he able to renew their decision

end fin,

for enemies that mot he

live.

sus-

thgec, ,ffier..
J.M.C.

,La:s.Z.r.,1

1,

NO RED TAPE application, 1969 identification card, the
license fee and for $1.00 we will take care

bad .shape he len it at the capitol where it was used Or .1i:strayed. If

his term was short, however, he usually took his desk home with
him. Some were stored for many years by the families. That was

how we did manage to acquire the large desk in the auditing

.The tes anent grye oin authepM delis to the uudtlta r tam b thaa,, erylolt lobe pigeonholes

NEW YEAR'S EVE

PARTY

FAVORS
The Soy., Is Your.

Assortment for 4 people

CANFIELD'S
Beverages

LI Mit HATS

4'.4
""ri'." "'I'd'
Sr../ your month. to /./.,.

.1, iini. 'MAYA.,
I I7 S. MA Ch. CiAiii lino,, AAA.
i. il& 'OW6. Ifyini nisi, ii inn:

PACKAGE

wool reply. voila ielfiaddreoril enrelope.

2 eoaLP49c
s , Is

'

.... ..

6

o sasossoonsesessogartrfg

gAlyaiL E

49c
ours.'

COLD DUCK

NT, leo-A Blend

Lary, Bottle

fifth
269

I49

tams

Looks Like Glass

TUMBLERS

474
PM. raid

CLEAR PLASTIC

aOe

way from the Eli covers on the desks which enabled those

writing with the quill pens the proper preswre. to the long

month -.ome's Thitor

......

........

Successful bettefit ball

ay, Oeu,oW,r 29, 19
1

Attended Jingle Bell Ball

stale much merchandew was shipthal up the klissimippi from the
guff port.
The invasion of the holidays duo not disrupt thu old fashioned

faun, for Christmas trees arc trimmed with P.M= and
-Mem
oninges.ang apples, mem., too, NO no b1111211123
In
to dmorate the trees.' lin. said. "All of thew car.. 160 river
tsxe fir the pioneers' Christmas..

IMPORTED

FROM SCOTLAND

Start a new
decade with color

12" 719
brain

HO Gallon

00

1

0

SCORN

ei Trust Company of Arlington Heights

ARLINGTON HIS.
1307 Rand Road

When planning your first
apartment or home and when
redecorating. remember the
importance of color. It Lan set

P/A41111g
ODOR STOUES
®ARLINGTON HTS
1307 Rand Road

Sweet smites of sum...light the feces of hies, Wilk. Coiner., project ebaInnon, Sim Robed
Trochuck, president of the M011111 Prospect Center of Infant VVelfare, :aid proud btaband Bolo
Stoat... The small group or only 17 women staged a most stmeewful Firth Annual ChriMmat

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255.7900

FamoustlavarSooras,
CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS

atmosphere of -you LLEa there
ntrange. but once you begin
scorch mo are con.
mainly awme of items needeil. They turn up in the drones.. Ways.
Sornaliales lacy wolILE Wora various sit, of the 'country: soma,
times they are buried in lond auks. I he greamt problem is
finding artisans and cransmen who can Joon...MU line work
in wood, nsetal and fabric." hest.id
Jan ermsnally designed the choirs within the
chamber
of the capitol building. Some were recreatal it. Michigan, others
in Illinois. The seven reproductions of Me eagle damped black
doves were made in Galena. The Old eagle was found in New

Wean,. were loony other Mots. xincein dm early days of the

SCOTCH

1

777
THE BANK

ROOM was like Jim% own sped al separate world. He

The patiensw, dh o persiSICIICC. Ore constant awareness of each

Pree t.

LOUIS

SPRINGS

rAcii

stemmed clay pipes left unlighted of a dank omtribute to the

CHATEAU

DIXON

Douglas and the other great legislators of the state." he said.

would Mil the interesting story that accompanied every item
from the old script -written Mims to the gigantic campaign ban-

LEIS

The Sum,

Yours]

old nipitol building. It given a person the feeling that someone
just announced that everyone should leave thehuilding and they
toot did
"We do not lahel things like MOM historical museums da We
want this place to propel visitors hack so the Into of Lincoln.

ner of Litursdn's presidential campaign.
06

TI1F DAN

el BALLOONS

ILLINOIS

LAND OF LINCOLN

Lecteres arc Oven to all V..,Illy1104111M answered. The seating net,, pewter 4,11104 gull
pen and pertinent papers Need the feelh, Mgt the pal with lee pretml.

d HORNS

COMPLETE

Monday thou Saturday - 9:00 A.M. to 3:00
Friday evening - 5:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.

1970

Jim HIrkey. stale bitted, and Nosier laeher carefully najants an old wooden eagle. -the eagle
ww, used en ma, Alec/sin the eurly da, of our nation and slide. This ane vow ant up from New
Orleans. / wok/siert/I and painted 11 Mewling in die green and gold so Mal Me entke object looks
thrum, Ilse Ida porch pillar is on was brought in OM or the local residents. There were Me
and he claimed Ile, Awn, solirl .:11not. reallj dirt. believe It hut iv0e we so all tae Insora of
pa al nil', he O.
Wholos
Ihilerew Haugh,

are filled with let . ot the ION found in the Mae old file cabbsts in Jacksonville, 10. The mop
and calendar were prnerved iritlhin llhe doors anal the attend:, who is well versed. me woo, of
the items explained IsowI
well eoncealed nompanotesst m the front lop was discovered.

1

tan '1 oNsut to let a
dad
them.
...year wingers. nub or
pompano all aver the country. The Woodstock promoters are

of all the details. You will receive your
plates immediately, no waiting until the
last minute, as is the case by mail.

AS WE wandered leisurely from room to rearm Ire:Wino the
same floors where the great men In Illinois history had walked
Jim pointed out some of
items. Some are described in
the acemmmying photographs.
"When a representative cane to the legislature he Nought his
own fur
with hon. If hr, term win
w
long and the remind in

I asked lint why Mere was such an Unusual atmosphere in the

nu.

WE HAVE LICENSE PLATES
FOR YOUR CAR! (NO TRUCKS)
ai
Just stop in anytime between December
1969 and February 14, 1970, with your

2 49

"That am many other pieces that act older and in melees

Charcoal Shared

TI

NO WAITING

condition which warrant attention alto:'

FAMOUS. Newark Nave

I'mat yew rm. and flip, cannot othmusons tithes, hold s.ne. I

1.

the

289

VODKA

- : :: 7 --7,,,-,rai.re'ling Girl. Rolling Meadows

cxRerne

to preserve should get all of the public's attention:' Jim said.

ROCK LOVER

Last,yearItheyheld ille Woodstock klusiml Festival in New
York S ate. waned la go. but my nanher wouldn't
101 me. Now

utilizing this Min..,

1.39

FLEUR DE Ill, Now York Sion

The Saving Is Yours]

.

Clearly, the village board
relfieleellCeEellet4h:mdeePtt.

fitness btun esmIls. outlet
pended.

in., I., Janson.

CHATEAU LOUIS...dm

IL

How do you go aNsut getting confidence in yourself!! gee.
'm good at sonar things, OM 1 sure feel inadequate and unsur
about a lot of others. Stone people warm to ham so much setconfidence thm can do practically anything. I'd like to he like
roe Nemeth. Hejust sounds like bed he a recces at any sport or
job he decided on. I'm never sure things will work out. I worry
nd worry. It just seems that there nmst he some way liars sieve'.
p more confidence. but t can't Geo. to (Ind C you helpl
Still Seeking. bloont Prospect
loin the mullitude. Tho develop self-confitleoce
hy Ming
Noes thine you nne h. at and enjoy mow.
on from
Mere. Everyone doubts hi, own :thinner, at omen,
route
trouble only ire keeps on. is cau worry to much It keeps you
fr at doing a Rod Jab, That% moselem.

H. W. Item.,

Whet arc the mount Prospect of Finals waiting for in re.
gad oi the intersection Green.
mai Rd.
did
NOrlh,V, t Hwy.?

,hr
be Anted.
gantry pill be withheld
n ,14(11.
.all

389

SO UNSLIEB.

Jeer bee,

iVhat are officials wailing for?
Editor:

All Lotie Bolder

TO YOU

CAPITOL was dedicated. the close of the Illinois Set.

been present. The feature which appeared in The Day described
the building thromb the eyes of Tim Hickey. noted Illinois historian and metnber Of the Illinois Historical Society. However. the
building was completely empty.
Jim conducted a personal tour lest week of the capitol us it is
today, and the pride with which he does this is =waded only by

MILLER

This is not so radical as it

Brown tarns
317 set...a ISSN. Mt. trine. firiehoLit. heath
3224emr,
mhm lit meta

Tor

quit:entertain year, a. this miter w. fon.= enough to have

there's o lot of toll about

Ball al the Omen Country ChM, attended by 142 cosithes. A great many simonise reunions with oid
friends added to the gaiety of the affair. The benefit netted Ilse group $2,262 to emtribute 10 the
Infant Welfare timid" of Chicago fur um In the new Child Development Center apenh, sash,.

the low prices tat
Famous Liquor Stores'

AND IT'S ALL TRUE,

lbe MI* Bell Ball at the Make Hotel, given Um. 12 by the Carondolet for the benefit of St.

suitable Mr a kitchen.

the mood of a nom and 910r

Color can also be used to in.
crease or detmssed the sire of a

borne.

mom. Neutral colors, such us

Cobra influence motivetiom. uctions undmiooda
ome colors are soothing and

oft -white.

restful'. ohm exciting end

dark shades cddlend to make a
mom appear stiMler.

stimulative.Sonmeam.

beige.

gray

and

greige. eon make a mom look
larger.

Very vivid. bright or

Maenads are harinonious to

A VERO SMALL, ddd-

Me eye: otlEws arc discordam.

shaped or dark room will look
larger and brighter when the
same neutral color bused for

IT IS important to choose
the colors of a room to match
its activities. For instunee.

100hin0 Home for the Headley, attracted a group of The Mount Propeel coop!. who paused
for a anion. hefon Immix to sttend1h. gals dtnner aanct Couplth, left to right arehlr and Mn

bedroom

Ilerbiel 5.11. Mr and Ma W Kaiak Mr and Mn Leonard !Anson Mr and MN Mho

Nolen
tints

Bailer and Mr and Stn Robot Ndsh

On tho other hand, bright
colon arc especially

no

nstful

colors should be
'tined loud d tom

mst.dd shoos.. soltxr

walls. floor awnings. ceiling
and large pitted, ot turniture.

The relationship of color
s m holy is3 planning a color
miume. Red. yelkov old blue
tre the three
eolpa

Vikings ride twin -win to NN finals
off M men 6- . Thesein

Bs Gents, II das

PRIMO WAsi led Sm..,

S aurd n mnt ihe lin, Vtkinth

I need

tam NM,
"
ind then

ben

korth I nd et i r
ne colt sewed i Is pint lad
%nod n in
"mond mond
1nod.mt

.0 filt eleinthomhtp round

it

hen.ht

Milo. furl,, otth 21

seth r inked

t

but new!, n.inst end

N1133 Wed

points

The box Scum al 8 fill

then hest output Pan. tent

hand

Ittel,

Grin

h id

D en Wiekesh em

cal
the

11

et the intememon
Iwo nl the hest Voles 13111hl
mil but 1 renni is Mowed
only II Inc throws made.
heed 27 di

North I donth hit , It point
0031 horn MILL Vohs for

Jumped in 26 points in Fed 13

letthee user the h.. ten

!they'll°. the I, Ink Whob

teal W trn.n %medal theeme
lims in Mt third quarter

toilhuhurh en I eakue school
nundis nikht the Bla

41 to Inmd s 21 Homy. in

Oa we rod Me, stand all of

the find seconds Hume sup
plied needed rebounds n the

the seven paints Fremd got in

th it elm titer the KO. 33 le

14

Devils of Wmna vital coed
tlx l unto in the third qua-

VAee stalled ter the win.

scored then highest point Intel
of trio year Saturday afternoon

Sports Editer

en they IN all the way in de

tournument.

, ..
'TheKnights" lielika

f e a I i n g ...Rah High

-110 - en.,,,, g,,,,,,,. , Miner I'd holiday basked,.

Wayside toppled in
hi championship

hile three

jr

Same Maria of Mundelein

mond.

2U-27. J. Cm..

side....54... yesterday after.

It points versus

11000 111 Wm 1110 char,ionshin

which was.led hy Mike Warors' II. For Wayside an Saturday. Jim Lynch had eight

oldie St. Via. Holiday Jun-.

lieh

ion

School Ilmkohull
lournament. held at the An

'I he homey oas held°. a
one.weel, period with eight
area 'mho
junior high caw

13.

and

Mena&

311.113. troth. wore

prime

preened ne Si Mary's of refandGo.. for thortstemship
and to the cheerleaders of N.
Ray monad's id Mount Prosmet.

ShalLFINAL action on
Sawn. had Siena Maria de-

fedi. SI. Mary
Wind. topping

n3-26. und
Si.

Rae-

losers'

molly ha:

our

or keep. ot condition

rem La the .0ar and the

then

1.,,,,

gam
uc' ken

f..1

steals hut :Stu committed two
turnovers. Stu White had his
Pm scoring game
into of the year

Fernald( once again led his
club in paint -making. the time
with a big 24 Pilfer hit nine Inn.

Heights' Sr. Alphonsus hearing Des Plaines St. Mary.

had eight and Lynch. Jerry
DeSimone and Wegener each

46.29.

popped in a felkkeen.

- who linel the equipment tort

pect in an early lend.

.

powerful Mire Dame High

with ped. on ille downhill
rail. ioin de increasing group
ot enthusiasts who are turn-

win, nadnd,

snow shuffle
and enjoy all the rip and fun of

skiing without the hoards of
eatthentic ,Mimine dope -eliding.

Ski touring is the mime or the

pow.

elm 'MAY that teed.
dem progn. of winter life
a mind clue In the pop..
lathy or the ski touring.which
nnw even has regular work.

don't

warn

the

risks

and

cnwoied conditions . down hill skiiing, not to mention the
I I ni merlInliniing
chairlift

If planning saki tour in this
area is .old huff ulready with
pur family. or you want Soh
Molds lo coequor or just
Stevens T. klaxon Ilidg.. Ian-

thes.
ski tour workshop
hod am

fan...

pun snge, old single and e
ama

even sought by the folks who

shuttle :Mum .111 .111 turn to
the Michigan Tourist Council.

mhom in operation at many
he better known ski are
pee

in

rid..

base been taking 10 thi. en,

ty to

complddy proem
meal style are expected or

cures

xy: ;L.,

nil's,,coonc of pen,.

'IuY night.

scoring record as they moved
into this evening's secon
round play along with Si.

years tourney and appear as

tor, Earragui end Little Row.

when YAM I he first three clan-

ignited
rally in the third
gum ler as the Lions autscored
11

tem, st. veto, come alive h.
the third entailer ancr a slopm
first
half Jond annihilated

the Rebels 24-i From rhea, it
um all downhill no Viator.
Reell Cashed a pir of charity shots In start the Lions off
in the first quarter, then CulIon find Anti added a helot

Ridgewood. :129. in ilw fin!
gee ,,,. the None Dame
Christmas Cleo..
In addition to Boor leader
Cullen, Joy.. jonier forward
Mike

Pettentithn added

11.0.. Elmira', scored the
first RI points tor th.Rebels.

12

hut Viator was the to lake an

while gum. Imh Rmh ectetv
earl

I

I 1.10 parter lead as (Mien.

I men. Dave Koski.:

Mark Keel, and Melt WIT.

IN Ow games rchennders with
1 D. Rid g ex. o o .1 ' s Dave
Dreschler led all scorers with
18.1an got al support from his

hived for five maims.

Ridgewood only got Iwo

baskets in the secOnd :mailer

as Vim, .got Ili. Cullen

teammates.

four free throws at Me outset
of the period. then lic added a
field goal tel buckets by Keelen and Reith tom. the Lions

'HIE: LIONS did not play
well in the first hall'. and they
managed only a 21-14 lead at

a 21-14 halftime lead.

to

loanik peed the Vikings as

stole

twice

hall

the

and rebounded five times for
second...the-warn honors.

The Knights look an As -

Kelm opened the nomad
gunner withsis poinis ine now
while Warren was herd aweslem.'11. Blue Devils were gettins no breaks, missing lamp
and accumulating a number of
fouls. Hague and Dave Wick-

look et

rand°min as a fine

stroim this year. The Dons.
1961(

IN THE OPENING tour.

finished

fourth.

nument pmes Haw night

In Ow lake View contest.

the Liorn of St. Vinton downed
Ridgewood 51-29, while highly.toUted Ferragut miled over
Lane Tech, 80-54.

the host flue used one of their
p a t e n t e el opening period

Nees, ctgrging to a 2 r.r, rip
perind lead. and then stretching the our
tem 40-16 at the

half. The only ipliolion which
the fuel two
unovered
sou whether the Dons meld

how of mikking Notry IMme
in tonight's second game by

ing for the geed percentage
shot.

to the Imen effort. but prob.

scorer

The canthaign itself began
us a nightmare for both pied,

and Elk Grove head coach
Ithb Roes :0 the Gram leading
and rebounded dove

ahly the num impreseiee stalls-

lie was Ont.'s 44 per cent oecuracy from the floor coupled
with 70 per mill trim the char.

into the stands during a pro,
.

lice semi.. Friday and hit
his head.

,

Keel,.

2

S. Carley
Kathie

0

theme. Penmen/0
pals and Roth added a
pair while a vicious Vinton defense held the Rebels to a
single foul shnt.

Toe&

as they broke. early I.V pre.
with fine

hall heath. and

miming which pm them se,
end easy lay. Mum
OfferisiorlY de Chime.
school tried a run and shoot
3110311

and

co clog the ND 2.0ini defense.

ate offense. end the Dons wen
Nick into the sec e. forcing the
a.
e

I

!

2

NO
what the los.
did. the well -couched
(keen and White adjusted per.

I

I

a

0

feully . tray ,r.ntaKt home

5

2

'

2

Roll

Pettentem
Trawinski

visitors outside and co...leg
to add 10 then.. big Intel.

1

2

Menden
Totals

Druchler cashed a pair of foul

Rogers

while Pence.. and
combined

for three

In the fourth quarter. both
teams hes. sobutituting eatenevely, and the Lions ant-

0

j

0

3

0

I

12 26

22

Mayer
Dreschler

heckle
points.

0

12 11 19 10

If

B

ers

the first round victory.

Thus T99(9 D9919 will 1.19.

little Dower at 9 tonight after
0:311.
.
or takes on ',Magill at

RIDGEWOOD (291
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8

Dominion

(

MetroRady

I
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I

4
4

o

Ofenlock
Olsherg
Poremhski

II

motels

II
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Lytle

BY Jim Cook

2

2
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0
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13 22
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WIIILE CARTHAGE was

struggling toe 32 per con,
shooting average, the Gros
were ha, cracking me film.
boys' half -court 1-2-2 nine
press.

With Mark Hopkins at the
high post and Pinder and Flesh

deep, guardndeff goy, Dave
Risen and Pal Holmes had nu

ju epLA tiff Ina focriming first big bandage around his head
quarter lead and never trailed appeared to still hue his
after that as they set the pace shooting eye and defensive,
with a controlled Weak play. prowess, however.

pressure from the Press.

tense shot than into a
opening .

12-8

period

advanam
which they increase. 10 25-11
after 16 minutes.

CHUCK HUTCHINS ear-

,

ried Me Blueboys scoring load

in Me first half, but was qui..
ly joined by Martenntes Craig
Livermore. and Jim littruns.rter the intermission.
Carthage outscored Grove
by a pair of points in the third

period to cut their deficit to
37,32. but the final eight min-

1

utcs moved the clincher for
Elk Grove.
They erupted for 21 points
while Carthage was countering with but 14. Free throws

payed an important role for
the Grens in the closing min.
as the Blueboys were

utes

fared to foul to gain canal
of the hall end this provedlo be

I

4

Ant. Spurts Ed.

P.M by Mark Sondes.%

eight points and Cronin's half
In one of their beat efforts of dozen, East moved OM
to a
the year ocording to head skimpy three-point firsepriod
'ache theme Hrothers, the D. edvantag° Rock Falls 51110.1

muns of Maine East hem- clew . Mike Milt: eight
horded Rock Rho m-65. to markets and One Hardy's de.
ndpnen inta site 'Ann..% rancip apim,
bracket al the 42nd ennual
After jumping nut to a 4.
.Dhe.K4,.... H,aliday

While

Basketball

lead. the Demons watched the

Rockets launch
admittedly

in

the

0

six -point

sire. to pin the advantage.

dark as Par as scouting or
se
the Rack Fulls squad.

fiol. Their lest margin came at
8-7 hut after that it was iell

s,,,,,,,,trt?,L,TIde '17,ihrmi*,%t=
pinizzge..a, and Will
gargle

M.''.
SPARKED BY a krtirful:
offensive gem hy Jay

fort

111E DEMONS' starting
Inc included 5.10 nen.
guard 11oh Reirnann 6-0junior

II cm nd es u n . tie Easterners

crept tip by m at 27-21 mid.
way through the see:Ind qua,
ter. They maintained that edge

;nerd rmk Cronin. forwards until, with one minute len.
0.5 junior Dee Duchamps Mark Hondeson popped in two
and 0.2 lay Bondman and
buck. and Deschamps added
soph, center 6. Mark Bond- another without a rePlY from
an,
Rock Falls Mr a 19.26 half.
The

Rockets.

meanwhile,

time advantage.

were countering with 0.5 Ron

One noti.the factor lackEddinpr, I Bob Megli. 6-2 ing from the Maine halftime
Mike Mills 5-9 Bill
,.,..z..11,.in
iLact,,,,,I.ILer.i.

va,.,
and 5_2, Greg Harty.

1

the eady going. East was they.

am. The league', second lead.
ing scorer was held to a measly

only I.. in

Pair of charity

to

in

the

Bet Ivalf and didn't regftter his
first bucket until their was
only 15 seconds tell in 'she
game.

0

2

4

(Miley

Ca...

,,,....By 4,...inti

Worchespr
TOTALS

1

I

5

I

4

THE GAME WAS much
After dropping their open.

8 17 41

ing paw kV. DeKalb Haft-

made their hid
the consolation bracket by thumping
Roth Fas, 73-63.
They might still he cum.
pefing in the winncth circle

Monday
December 29,

had Pas
not a couple of lapps
gone astray as limy hauled per

1969

2

ware

5

II

0

2

spiking Me Rockets' full court picked up ihe slack, howver.
3.1.2 sane press, but the fast His six -point third period

2

I

recorded 20 buckets, Carthage

attempted 17 more Mon than

the G.,' C.onversely, Grove
cashed in on Ili of their free
thueboys

coUld only hit on viz of 20
from the chanty stripe.

The Grenadiers ako finishal with an edge in the re bounding department. 31-25,
which is the ionic.ep in their
deliberate offense.

Elk Grove gets hack in ac -

dun tonight at 6:30 against

Hersey and Wheeling are
tithing a hricf respite from the

3
2

Abraham
RoNnson
Totals

Mid-Suburhan League basket-

ball wars in distant Danville.

2

2

where Mth are participating in
the Danville Holiday Touren-

35 24 17 31

mem. The mune, hegan to.
depend will run ler three dap

SCORE. BY QUARTERS
Lake View 6 10 7 12 -35

Her, 4,,

scheduled' to
open play this afternoon at
3.5 with a game against whet
Central. und Wheeling ige

14 13-04

21

having some difficulty

Cronin, hft running Male.

Meek wiped out the Mort..

THERE IS

consolation crown.

Mother: was especially deed
in noting that four of hh see-

Both the Huskies and the
Wildcats have been weeding

ers Nt for double lip. with
Can
leading the wade

in the MST race with identical
1-2 records, but help may be
NM Mend Me corner for Hoo
scy. Mark Lindstrom and Tim
Nagle. who have Men injured
and out of action since rho sm.
son started. got dick Oasts aff
recently and possibly will he
available at Danville.

with 19 mints.
Oack was exceptional mday:. Brothers said..Hc had
to have a good day because
Boh theirnanr0 was off him

usual germ." Another plea,

mIs'h'isle;:m' c'fith'etiddin'ring'
:They rimmed real weil sind

-I don't really think they'll
be ready to the tournament,

cleared the ball out quickly,.
Mothers cod, The Mainite's
next encounter was
against

Sul there is an outside chance
!bey might play." said Hersey

this afternoon et

Arline,. in the tosunamene
oreni. game, 57.52.

IIFPR
.

I

The University of Illinois al

Chicago Circle will record a
Pot in collegihm gymnastics

Cronin
M. BOndesOn

history tonight when the
Chika vamity will compete
e metics a touring all-star gym-

Descent.
Knapik

metics from Leverkusen. W.

Ussery

VanderPloes
Buchweita
Wagner

aggin althodsh. they
11.11

the final 16 minutes. Hardy
broke loose on the offend. in

Me secant hif, pumping in
14-40

P'Ele"we"nT.I'an 7M11:1:10int
scoring hinge at the end of We

Scheduled to begin al
at
the Grace Gymnasium of Arlindon High School, the dual

I

WW1 will match for the lire
time ever a Unit. States col-

11

F

P

I

6

I

lege varsity Mal against all inemotional club under Nation-

al Collegiate Athletic Assoei.
glion rules. International rules

ger

..

WolfD' "'Id0
Kygcr
Tn..

0

The fourth annual Lutheran

17 Chicago.

The

Lutheran

tonight.
.11w event is cospowsored
by the Council of Assodates of
the lotheran Welfme Services

of Illinois end the Lutheran
Athletic Asada.. ad Great.

The

Mumament,

which

min. up Morrow night, f..
Wee defending champion
Wartburg of Waverly. het

.11

performers

particime althround
but in the DCAA only two per.
formers art,
declared ult.
around. This provides Mr

Hoagland
I

greater smcialication in the

25 15 25 31
SCORE BY QUARTERS

. NCAA ranks.

(Thu international teams

19 20 21 16-76
16 12 17 20-65

way.

The Wildkits employed a
runhout offense while the

Cards

pulled even no le. than 10
times throughout the emelt

Cards took their fin:insetting
up apinst Evanston's man°,

and trail. by only a point with

ran defense.

12 seconds left.
The final tabulation also in-

'The first period wns a tossup
with both tenms holding a twopoint cam in the linal minutes.

diemm Arlington's deliberate

much Roper Steingmber. 71
thee, if they're net
though.
ready though. I don't want to
jeopurdice the rest of Me sea.
son..

i.6

shuffled in res.
serves dining the first three

(ewers in an elion to find'
combine°. that would dick.

III just play some of the other

burst by converting a bond.'

well."

pass fromfromRamfield aml thee

Michigan -Lutheran of Detroit: Concordia of Moorhead,

Falcons added six free throws
in the lest low minutes to salt
away the win.

Despite the victory, Arne-

Minn.: and Luther College of
Decorah, I..

nnes

O

0

0

0

Werner

O

0

0

0

national tam of this caliber
will perform in the Chicago

free
1

II

Rich Centre is u solid team

Willie Miller

led the second period scoring

with seven poi., Brodnan
chipped in fivc to pace Me

but Mike Mandell: and lint
Stipp again brought the score
emn x137-1] Lifter 14 minutes.

A brief dryspell intim initial
1:38 of the founh quarter led
downfall es
Eva
was putting five
Evanston

year who was responsible for
trying the, debt -team setup.

et 53-52 with 27 seconds 100,

he added. But both are Cute hut the Pi co ht the Pres.
athletes and it has to be only
nity was el great that this year
a matter of time before they. be nil °celled to icy, 16

Wildkies in order me gain pos-

wrong with Fram's she....

sclmols :Rain

come

WHEELING'S
WILD CATS and their ace free throw

shouter. Ion Pitt, could hale
some momentum now .t tea

their exciting win.. Ilene,
It was the 'Cats' first win of the
season but they had hew Katy.

ing all. horrendous Inch in
!inchm tonic. and that lids;
',MUGU vietray Mould be a

area." Roetchciic said. "I am
hopeful this will stimulate fn.

12 paints. far from hissenthn,

11111

against

t°

4
5

Mattiscn
Wheeler

Although the Hawks have
sparkled in Muirjunior college
competition. they will be getling a stirl 0/31 1.1.1 the best of
the big college,.

The fouls of Ow tour, moon will begin at 7:30 p.n.
tomorrow. Two sessions will
be held may. ut I p.m and

TOO p.m. and a third mTickets are priced

as

RI -

Tuesday's first melon with the
finals
for students and
.52.00 for cdulls.
FULL' SESSION posses are
also available of 34 for students wel
for adells. The

will he held in the one
war

old

High

Lyons Township
School gymnasium

i

r -11 .1

liitif,
i

t

1

Johnson

Godwin

3

0

0

0

0

3

3

4

2

0

4

23 II II

.

gundY.

$298

$1 98
fifth

I--

1

Hull

1

Mandelc
Brodnan
Heffernan
Harris

II

2

0

0

2

2

& diode

4

2
I

0

Ilratko

0
0

Peon

row.

0

9 23

10

Evan°. -13

cashed their final eigIn dui coy

Arlington

13

11
1

13 20
13

15

BRANDY

fifth

-$4

19

.

57

complete [Moth..

98c

on

MOGEN
DAVID

QUART

IMPORTED

LONDON DRY

RUM

GIN
or

LIGHT

VODKA

$319

$298

FULL QUART

PROOF
ICIaiftnh.f

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WILLIAMS
LOW, LOW CASE PRICES

52

MANISCHEWITZ

DARK

100
fifth

COLD DUCK

Or

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

genre by Omura

The strmegy backfired, however as the victors

IMPORTED
-- FRENCH

$2 9 8

fifth

fifth

SCOTCH $2 98

SEP It

m

°tented es all greet
cheimpagne is. Ex. Ory,
Pink, or Sparkling Bun.

ARLINGTON 1521
Playa(
Siipp

A3

Champagne
Naturally bottle -fen.

IMPORTED

24

69c L'up'..

ellatala

24

,

2

Miller

1

0

eld's Soda
AZO,R07:50

C

a.

1,100S,
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NEW YEAR'S EVE GALA
in the Grand Ballroom at

HEIIIIICIT O'HARE INN

4 Nitt,otoAsS11.
0

`Celebrate in grand style!
$3= per couple

C1111111111MIIN
N00

1-168 including tax
COMPLETE HENRICI'S DINNER

ing in the seventh Annurl
Midlands Wnstling Chain.
plumb. which our today at
Lyons Township High School,
La Grange.

-

bottles

BOURBON

BFPR
4

Phu.'
Anion

SPLIT OF CHAMPAGNE FOR TWO
CONTINUOUS DANCE MUSIC/TWO BANDS

The Harper Hawks will M

8
16 -ca.

Kentucky Straight Whiskey

the Wien."

amoans the teams parlicipat-

$98

into the second
consolation gat,
Morton East TI

Raw -with the in.
Wm competition
throughout
lernazional

Midlands open

PEPS1-COLA

BUDWEISER

the

were forted to foul the

session.

12

O 000

OLD STYLE

ammune.

KVANSION
went ahead by lac with 5:31
left in the third quaner. 31-20.

II 8 1(.1

St Edmund

T'heM'dlankany se'nnio'n'm'ani'ag:e7thialt

Cards toa 24-24 standoff at the
intermission.

minisam the boa..
The Redbirds battled leek

lows: Monday fine( session, $1
students.. SI adults: second sesTen. SI students, SI.50 adults.
The same prices apPlY for

Cimk's dual meet record.
-Ian. very pleased en Meer

for studeMs. Childrtn under
10 yeas old will be admitted

inGWdhirille*W''Itkit

The Huskies and the Cats
should he facing some topflight IMIMS in this tourney.

1

DOMESTIC or IMPORTED
WIDE SELECTION
AVAILABLE

tempts, Allington's little play.

eth dem..

2

are

minutes. While recording endy
three Eeld goals in II at-

Evanston on its mos with his
quick hands and zone.hreuk-

2

Ca.11aro
methId

MI, brad..

Redbirds

Bill Hem. kept

2

VAN HAS THE ANSWERS TO YOUR NEW YEAR'S NEEDS

63. The victory numed

maker

1

0 12

tosses to move into the lei,

WiWkits broke even at 13-13

r.,...t.,.,,,,,,u.17:thk,t;

t

I

II 6 14 17
TOTAL*,
MORI. Ill Qt. SR 11 RS
loess Vow 1015 10 III 51

840 ELMHURST RD -IN WISHING WELL PLAZA

mom ahead, 7-4. 0.7...113II. but the highlyneprded
afte.r;iihnghtr

Matlock

I

2

4

WILLIAMS CUT-RATE LIQUORS

Arlington played again on
Saturday and remained alive
by eliminating Rock Falls,

to

School had u new principal last

Bede. varsity Wm, and WI
have comr.ted under inter-

SUMMer. said that the meet
will he included in Chicago

underdogs

Rams. Wm Danville High

Hatred the Mi Idle Earl WI

Tickeeprices for the tonnement are 53 for adulta aid $2

the

gain his confidence." he said.
.1just don) understand what's

day.

returned as men's coach of the
U.S. gymnastics team that

enabled

BFPR
2

2

II

ertfhth

2111

Wiedrer

2

1

14

mn math% bonnie with the play
ed his larm.The veteran With

Card defense in shutting off
Artiste who h. already been

111F. CARD ZONE pro.

3

seconds when limier Int 0 fa. %peg
bred lay. and Marlin got a
nue,
short One off the man. The
hyllips

the outside shooting of Larry

vented Evanston from getting
the good percentage slmt and

Phew

EMI 11110111)

I

0

.11F4R

Long

IT WAS A credit to the

Johnson and Orestes Amiens.

ST

2

FOREST VI W (8.11

Sauer add. a shout Revd. Pima

WildUts quickly came hack on

villein let him relax and re-

in the
pest hut none have met full-

w ads who has only recently

four on buckets hy Jack Halt
and John Ilrodnan btu the

LaMar

.

jute, from the corner.

r o u nd

antly mrprised lately with thc with a front line that averages
play of 6-7 senior Dun Spry. 6.4, and the Olympians are
who moved into:: stoning role picked to lake the Southenst
in rho Hoskies. fourth game
Suburban Conference title.
and has kept il since then. hut
Danville Schlarman. Blue
he has been a link Jellied by Island F.0111111.31. Marian
BR. Frase's off shooting and CotCatholic and loliel Catholic
Smut Edge's dropfnet his all.
oche teams that could
confemme performance of makemne norm m
luxe year.
The tournament has Men
Swing.. may keep Feige reItirnol
If teams after a
on the bench a little at Dun- onRyear trail of only eight

mon will begin at noon Tom-

national rules. Hill Roeteheind
Chicago Circle's gymnastics

Arlington Imike in from by

great boost Mr coach Ted Eck.

Meingrober has been pleas-

imeo. competed against Anted.

e. gymnastics

4th Lutheran tourney
Denelit Holiday Catnip One. Brotherhood Insurance Com.
MINH Tournament duns at ffmrft dm providing
a grant
Premed High School at 6 Lo help underwrite the
tour-

most of

11

0
2.6° 2'4 107 473

Maine East
Rock Falls

largest margin built hy either

club. Although Evaton
lie
IN

Ger.

ROCK FALLS (65)

Wescott
Hardy

dim... live mints yeas the

W. Germans take
on Circle today

1:30. The Wild kits handled

!by&

consolation

if either or both area teams
*odd lea modal they will m01
remain in contention for the

A F T E R THE coated.

Rehm.

n

bracket in the tournament. so

tots' gap.

timer-

Warrior the Demons OMR
played

12 i3 12 21-58

8 In le

egain. Lewiston.

&hoe that

Score he QuarIMM

Elk Grove
carthage

Imo Peon tonight at 9:30

third guar.' but still couldn't
ignite a rally to cut she Do -

Player

closer then the final score in

Hersey, wheeling
Danville tournament

Pond

Evanston

Evanston applied a 1-2-2 dullcourt press throughout the
contest. the
only
counteed with thek 1-1.1
pre. in the opening peritsd.

. ..

SU11.1111

Notre

style of of bum thAt keg live
scoring no a minimum. While

I

0

24

so claw to umetting cone of the

tournamern bonnie WNW's.

7
2

Sheffer

Tolehr

slow start, mainly bemuse they

2

W H.I LA BOTH squads

Monmouth.

0

I

!anon.

the

2

2

the difference in the final tabu-

throws while

I

Ill for Rock Falls to ,e1 up.

TIE DEMONS got off toe
I)

I

4

3

!men

Gt.11.,

1

LONGSTARTED the kids if the me. aren't doing

Cards win in consolation round

IIFPR

ME advances at DeKalb

cc.. fast break.

G..=

I

7.

Faber
Skinner
Stratton

R

P

Cronin who ignited a eery suc-

Player
Auburn

Eaton
Pohl
Recker!
Les

ing nn the defensive boards
and firing haselvall perens to

2

King

Hillinger

NOIRE DAME (04)

NOIRE DAME scored the

accuracy.
When I ake View tried a weave

j

Cullen

another free throw, The Rehole 7eame alive" in the ciming seconds of the period,.
shots

0
0

1

it

1

gotWhile trailing

more Keen. added three. and
Kathie and Ilech got two
apiece while Ridgeivend

The Grenadiers' relaxed of-

Pinderj 19 points. the Gem Grove tharkplug. clad with a

20 22 14 23

SPIRTS
2
6

Mc paw with

2

1

20 11 11 40

Tatars

have much mental alertness. so

2.

I

Page 6

1

Player

opening haslet as Kachun he.
gall the rota wish ii fine driving
twoluninter.
Fnm that point on, the
game hem.: a matter of Lake
View trying every move in the
hook to unbalanced the Dons.
while NO showed it could adgun to any situation and win,

1.113

SE. VIA1OR 153)
g g P

B. Chwey

PlITENUEEO GOT live

Pa Follette
Harding
Overby

lake View then teed a defiler-

defensively. Mier a kaskie
free
theme

. painful headache, causcd
LED RV INJURS3).Gene Kees sone concern. The
it

ling Shod] 1401 of !Crest View reaches an kr 100. basketball Intl:Audio, am, against
rtit. Edvard of Elgin. Other players are Tom Medi. 1341 and Jolni-Hateen 151110 St Eves and
Wayne Melerrif She balana,ll'butaby Bab RIthilel

sit.

cations.

The Imt two Forest Vie. Meier
hasiets nme in
matter of . Ohon'

of the way. but shoddy play
prevented them from pulling

It)

2

eluding three one

.fuligar three quarters with :gas
E
which stuma bled into

3
I

iea siarti.1 its 16.0

ta increase the lead to 43-31

record. The Falcons led most

co

tournament include host Mawr Dei, Okawville and Tinley

in Ketch.. Ilyron King and

zann,-iln9Lan. rt;siur: .,nd.

Kim.'

serious trouble releasing the

.

-1-1

day Tournanwm to Evanston.

°TREE WINNERS at the

mainder or the first unit. Ku-

Hinges team adjusted with a

Vial or weni will in the thin)
quarter. hothoffensively and

The knock required tour
stitches vthik offering Pinder

Uygur.-

I

Martin

Steven

Center arid Shevell from guard
to fonvard.

Form View five had its hands

R

Park.

'The Notre Dame front line
scoring was as halanced as
any match could wish as °an-

pee, 1.11 carer Mated by the

53-29

ed to a 53-79 victory.

,,,,,,
launched in holiday campaign
ca,,,,fli,
at Macomh Saturday tithe resounding 511-46 tritnnph over
the Carthage Bluebore
Several laethrs contributed

COACH KEN Arneson,

57-52. the Arlington Cardin-

Jonesboro.

a

hit

to take the tournament. As.I

EG rips Carthage; advance at Macomb
Grop

2
0

6

Mayer
Smiley
Rubarge
Gulden
Robbins

sumption of St. Louis today. a
Ram which could be favored

...

Ftk

needless

WARREN (56)

wham got into dead both of.
fensiycly and defensively to
help Fromd to 38-23 halftime

ILO

Yorkville,

mason

Hague
Wickum
TOTALS

Ow end

of first period.

cot

Todines other semifinal
contest pits McHenry against
Morris at 3:30 pan.

Wickersham
Hanks
Game

nical foul holm and Beh Mo.

ego

con

aml Hague and Genre pace.
rally that pee Frond the

if .free

helped boa heard bench tech-

they got a 21-14Iead

sthrifir, gun.

vantage of Warren's mistakes

ape. Don Lawishad fix mod
who scored 21 points in their
name with amn paints.first-mend
win over Anna.

points.

THE ADMIRAIR won leet

cr.sins. KM neck swamp
den
. When they

overRickemood,
12

Of the four boys coach Bill
wanted

Rush

meant

rehnunds.

Slayton

attempts and. hit two of three
from the line.
Playing en inspired game.

Tom Rickert yuck tallied 10

Cullen sparks St. Vicit()r,Lions
led by 'I erry Celle.

Lundstedt

only II ministate hauler in 16

scored mne pumice, and the re-

row.

Binger tied the all.. school

Ilfile Flower won the 'dubious

However. Pe...nand Rand

lead.

en Gale Eaton and Russ Pohl

championship contest tome-

The mighty Duns of Ralph

len rawest nor their Inv map
!uf snow fun heath.. and in-

rime and of Pic second quarter.

the

Farragtel

moat be favored to meet in the

tour se, tour program.

IR Gear, Halos

when Dave Lundstedt fouled
dut with 3:111 le go. but the
Prospectors were able to nuly
on their strong bench to keep

ew win the f.r year tourney.

Mum Dame and

1.999'1 ........

In the nut Saturdm cont.

for

Off the initiel mem.
anees. the only Iwo 1.111. lo

La......ke,..V, kw ....or ,Itte,,Ch_iLsea.g°.
O

ming. hi ich. 411920. with a 'writ

Inman. on key spots

scare

Mak the school record.

52.

Holiday Basketball Classic this
weekend by

It's a quieter sport. in one
le thning
ben

ogn

ailtmlien.
Mutt to the

w ill

ambitious Alpine skiing.

u

Meissner none. Big Doh Kline.

wily outscoring Austin. 71-

overwhelming
tie risky and helm

teal it's

The Knights got

Rush made five of six field goal

some

I ong

I.e.!, In honlyel7.32. 1'4,11.1 .thadeeTyr.played
evith 5.2 h. es, St Edward Toowell until the fount...
hurt itaelf , c, ing five Sec sac." Arneson said of the Se
throws dining iho time. in- FA's game, "We don't seem to

Tore, View. now 5-3.playes

both

thitgra Kola: lend Hague- .Jease
eihnbined.foiseven fastpoims
while Warren mulched them
PRETIOD OM
'point for coon.
B F- P
Player
Women went cold for prac- Kola
5 11 3
deafly all the remainder of the Mold Pik
2 0
2
MIL evn though they were Loughlin
0 I 0

fensive showing since P..

pee played Libertyville in the
second game of the season.

into

Forest

School Satlirday.

64.62 conqueror of host B.

trs.
Sul Frenuf took adsumo'

up m ticnit period

Fox Valley Holiday Basketball
Torimaivendiat RaOcia

tonight

forced

start

thut lineup wrapped fin game Rom Muter from forward to

!

Me in the openingmoments.

the Blue Coeds held the Vikings scoreless for the fiat minpair

to

51 32 melon Ilk in
opening round game of the
post

Dons shatter school scoring record

ethensi, and 'Ie fun

exciting. in
lesser degme.
when stacked op against neve

Pmspect entry.

with a 17.point
He v. Lees had four rebounds and
three for three Inter Me line was three for four at the line
and .5011 from rho field with with nye af four from the TRW.
seven of 14. He alto stole the
Chris Sales and Do. Hatwice and sparked Pros- net led two points and Jeff

%pith while lay Coll..

Prospect

no only one third of

kb, odd grad awe.. eight of
24. but made of eight of II
from the line. He had nen

behind to may.

mph of Round Lake, 50-30.
Mike Scott led Si. Huh. with
22 lent
wile Me losers were P..
hy
Nichols' .12 the sec-

weaved

his way in for a 24 -point high
to make hint the game% hest
'comp over Moscoutahh Way.
nen Miller with ml. hither had
eared .12 points in his last

Joe Pfifer foul. oul. they fell

Enjoy ski zip and fun,
shift to 'snow shuffle'
I

BRAD Rio

trouble and when Radio scorer

title, deka°, Si. Jo-

...place game

ewe

throw 65.5 mark was enough
to carry the Knights through.
ft was the hest name in both
departments for the Mount

-..

THE

W,,,,,,,,

Sunday in de .111301111101.

bracket. Sr. Hubert of Hoffman Estates emerged with the

eentage of 41:1 and its hot fro:

ilk.

championship
game. Santa Merin displayed
fine lellhandling upinsi a
tough Wayside pee. The

um. competing. Ile.. rho
championship

M one of two Rams in the Inteam tournamefin to beat. 'the
other is stethranked Okaw

a

IN

"[le;

,,,,,,t
he wAiner's,,,,,,r.a c.khdi

was high for Si. Reymond with

and Mark Wegener seven. SL
Raymond, worms were led by
Murk Boll with nine and Dave
Sims with six.

!Memo Ileigh° high school.

1011110. Prospect played this af.
ternoon at 21311. eh continue in

won hy Si. Mary. 36.34. over
St. Raymund. Jim O'Donnell
To nine imled Iles winners with
portant makers.
Keane

Mary,

St.

penueinaghs

players enjoyed

the 1.1122 of the t

Tile (meth °miner woo cm
The,

a

1611 dunnv

Edward col E1,111

citing, as the teams traded bespressure

will

and Don le loin it tin. Wayne Mc. and Rich 01
,,ands Dale I one and Grek son all of whom opened
Sheutll it the fora Rd, and at, und Si Edward but Buns
George. Btu. at them Ind held .11 replace Bauer Thin

FoRd Smell ontskoted St

the p.n. and all were at the
outset. Warftn jot IS mane,

beige opened the contest with
quick baskets for Warren, and

dropped in

laths PrerpeeffsurprirenherPf -entrees titlable togcl off more
desengtate eimohni ans. The
len one Mot. lie darget four
Knights tell cold, lieweven in
nthqundS.
the second period and Mare
eoutah caught up to within
CASEY RUSH 'scored 12
lieu points at the half.
punMa in a sort of comeback
for him. Iteish has not been
FROM 1111EN to its was sowing well lately. and per.
nip and tuck. hut Pnopect's
haps the threat of beim bench
fine overall field goal per.
Nspurred Wen to his hest of-

their highest individual point

The thinfeene game was

ongteinfIur lady °file W.- paced the Mundelciners with

-

ihcir

hest, the.ing

-

.

who drew the defensingneigne
fromthe field in the .first quar, incneuegMllier,Julann t antes:

,

,Scho01, 75.70. in the }Irene-

,

narElaken the hod will. 4:40
en in the contra,
Bob Orthey and Merry R.

He fin elle settled on Ed Bins
held

11461111.00 Kick Gar. boon., Jcpvamane 14310.,the.
led tho rally invite final four 5111,They.hauld down II to
1111,.
...Mae v_fur Ili
1.1131.1

White man five-fui-tive

'

..

Ss Mile Imam

bui their advantage in the re.

Rueker bags -24- as' Knightk -set- ne
season scoring highs over Mascoutah
By Linde Ilundlion

F R L M D COLLAPSED

The Diet 211 school pm in ter arm a &smooth lira hit
27 held pits m tn f4 the dal W men his rehnondm,dm

eommund ti. the mound hilt of

beetled sem. or the el.

Hague added 11 mirk.' and
10
'Pounds
Kobe
hid

,

ht.,. bd. nt.

meht k winnme ellort %emu
Niles North end w rte nth the

meht hr heh moon, wen)

FV defense key in 53-32 win

NOISEMAKERS, HATS
DOOR PRIZE DRAWINGS -COLOR TV 12 BOTTLES OF CHAMPAGNE,

5 "GETAWAY FROM IT ALL WEEKENDS
FOR TWO AT O'HARE INN

111

II

eilcr.:

si
mi

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW!

Telephone 299-6681
New Year's Eve at Henrici's Golden Barrel
Supper Club, $40. per couple including tax
Harriette Blake entertains
Dancing to the music of Don Davis

II

IMM1111320,0 12011(11WESI SIMMS

OkARE

ll
E

4s,

..r7i.

MN

a OMR

is

x,srns:enue,waIll
'

3

,!..:61.. "2'

II

,,,,

Z11.
a scowl

mn

11.
solosi x

,I6.

1

.

Mannheim & Higgins/Des Plaines, Illinois

II

... ii

11. run m main vas, ie. mew. 011.1.11. MI.. MAIM sm.
11 o,,,
mamma
NO NO310. 111111.0 UPI. 10/ 010111111....
Iowan wars 1.110.10111W a solo nde so
III ''."°'"' ' '''............... '.....'
.. T...................."....... T......'
-

ilEinaiCrs O'HARE INN

II

.

I

II II II II II II II II II 11 11 II 11 II 11 II II II 11 II II
Our flight schedule to and from O'Hare
Is reised, effective Jon. I. Everything

elm. the same.
Some great 'TIRO!. smiling Meets.
Greco on conditioning. Gramme*, seats
that recline. Great overhead IFightS

.r

for personal use. And preen help from
...es and senvea agents co O'Hare.
Realry.Cut it out.

AIR niskasoaser COMPANY

For addthonal inform.. 1211
Continental at 726 8720 or

contact liglif local timel mons

ique world
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More ways to identify

early American furniture
Your Weekly Horoscope ARIES (March 21 to April ISO 001,00 entering into a period ;

by Dee force

Once yriu have seernhis dd.

were .not nen. but. 'although

of your lie which will in some w, rekernble,any commuter trails.

decoration in homey. very
-

DAY PUKLicATIONs
Monday. Delanohcr 29. 1969

ilia Chrisimm card was sent to

an Arlie,. fleightsyjz

from England with the corm ., et. you believe peat,
bus chi., card.

-

.

.

Ring in the -New!

friend;;gathee on this most special of ocrasions,to drink abard l to
dn old year. and ring in the new as the hands of the clock move
,lonh to twelve.

'Ain toast Mt posing of a decade-an 99believThis Nc4'.
able. Awa0t. len year, which. despite our many intimate !Demories.9ill itroladdy be characterized hy futon. generations EIS the

Other look tic, those of

yist. We discussed a number of
Ocelot.q. .^v.v'd.
One of the surest ways to do.

no nutter low well the piece

Hoe quaint some people ore. This (mum never happen here.
Could it?

..

11110

..

i; 11.-',7--.\

WI0

11111011.

has cut a wide swath in the sixlies and yet
continues to Offer us the'quiet-elegance shown here today. Above,
right. the sophisticated wool sheath that only designer Geoffrey

1

.

ST

,

t! i!.,

!

"-w,.

F.;

!. '4. 16

Sharon Kassel

4

TAP BALLET

.

PRESCHOOL

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

NEV YEA It!

unvarnished

,,......c.-.

SLOWLY 1110 Chippendale influence mule bOoth
felt. This is when the so-called
wind 01 woods- 0a1110 into

its ewrinochorms, II ise.the

ma.

so popular arid so much in de-

-t]

-

'lif

/
-

i'l
i ,,

.

you

are

patina of oldjuntinished wood
will 0000 blimith, while Mat

of new wood stained so imitate am will have a dull dMy

Flowers-

look.

13 16 N. Arlinoon !frights lid.
Arlington Heights

Wont corrdng into their own
and our mercantile Ileet was
being recognized throughout
110 100110 Imported wood. bct

earn available for Me alive
cabinetmaker. This I. not to
my that the native herdwoods

,,zikrp, cArakkal,

HOLIDAYS

new*

'

By this ,;ere American ihips

interethel in
where sunlight will 0.1 11. The

Sylvia'

Ronny OM P.m(

mahogany.

Look" at the piece of furniture

WARM & HAPPY

'A=,

mand that very shortly fine
furniture was made only in

10% OFF ON WIGLETS
AND FALLS
WITH THIS AD

4

GOOD UNTIL 1.29.70

a &fate

,,,,,,--

CI. 5-4680

,coogtvugzE

Sa/ort

0, 0000, really Rains to ard.
while delaying bit education

until this elteive skill

TAURUS (April 20 to May OHS: Taurus. you don't always

fortunate You will influence those around

.

"eran

daywhoare going to be slow

who may very likely, in the
course of their school careers.

sinsgLfaiXerhnomr.t.
with them, since my .rit just

being educated_ But now there
are many children in our
achools who probably will neven learn to read very well.
We place all our eggs in the

reading basket. Could we not

Certainly every effort should

NORMAN AND Margaret
Silberbers, in. tinduct 1969 IsOlin of the Journal of Learning
Disabilities, make the sensible

our schools

should provide a booking curriculum for the many who arc
not going th he able to learn to
mad.

They point out that our
standard requirement that
child most be able no reed, in

other methods for nonreaders?
be rrwle to teach all children to

read. But if and when wc foil.

00010 100 a, try ta, 00004ers. books on records. films.
projectors, art music, tole
playing, field trips, discussion.
guest lectures?
In what is called a -beakless

learn to mad (something he of-

ooment, Inc.)

Ultra modern Ungaro
UNGARO belongs 0 the alms with warm pinks. reds
ultramodern school of design. and sepias on a light background.

short skin, pant. ou tlitsiamts
ning. In In,, schoolgirl. shortskined. filled - and . flared
011.110. it i1 also d meticulously
Iniltred Collectian, onC Ihql
gives a neoneut a youllnIta look.
even though her daughter may
a

flit

dresses

comae.

printed gabanline
Iortk like ahstra,

paintings and this year they

Talking point of his collecdun were the cam worn with

the daytime's. nom end with
broad.

no wileop peaks. the
hair scramd back in a sculptured cltig on or in a rigid
ponytail. Senrutional
thc
models' ey make-up, colored
dims of w rioutt sims painted

itround

DON'T
CALL

ABILITY
GLASS 8 MIRROR CO.
IPALATINE PLAZA
PALATINE, ILL

ill,

eyes

back-

ground of mnge. green. Hue
ar yellow cymthadow.

THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY
HAVE YOUR STORM WINDOWS
AND DOORS REPAIRED NOW.

/

VIRGO (Aug. 20-0010. 221, If yotthe boon patiently waiting
for a certain special person to contact you. this well may herbs
week. Stick near the phone If you must Inve. keep In commt
with office or home, As week draws ma close a hold advance will
be nude by member of opposite see. Try nor to 'Ink. a.- In.
stead. consider if a complinwnt th Per
LIBRA (Scpt. 93 to Oct. 221: My dear. beautiful Libras arc in
for a heunti.I week indeed. Fun and excitement 1011160 every-

where. Romthtic flirts wilt tempt. And variety will beckon. tool
day of week may prove especially yummY.
emnieg o,f loot day
drink a toast zooid Olga. 15001 she'll drink one to you. Howmt for
a trade! Happy New.

SCORPIO tOct. 23 to Nov. Ill Busy. hurry week ahead.

attractive person relenthesly. this may he week for thepayoff.On
last day of week. think of old Olga and send hor mental meetings.

the non-mading will be

sell InstitUre of Child Deed -

eve-

Score or another Leo. Handle situation with finesse. Week ends
on note of joy.

ing

conveying knowledge without
requiring litereCV 1 ineool,
able. Some efforts at remedy.

drilled toward being able to

is

one who will balk. This person is of opposite mooed Md.,

Scoria However. after you 001 011 your lassies

-

thorn, ,srstoe

relationship needs -attention. perhaps. 11 so. get intro gear before

all is lost. Y. rte doubt need this person like you need Mr and
sunlight, 000 not postpone action. On last two dam of week

curriculum." a, ma.t of

order effectively to pursue continued, and any child who
education as it is offered today is suited should be moved into
in our schools, demises many a wading vukrmMum.
of comfortable avenues of
But for those who am not
learning.
suited. learning shou..not be
For the non-reader, ulna. delayed unth the,' Psriket what
lion the hi:comes 11010 matter may turn out to be noneSistent
of receiving knowledge but skill.
rather an experience of being
(Copyrig),t 15169 by the CA: -

be wearing

CANCER (lune 21 to July 22): Home plays an important tole
ailegibmily.intenscly pennon,

l0000* 1"-7 T.

LEO tloll 23 to Pm, 221: You will oaca again be paccsester
in week ahead. Le. You low the roll and yeti know it. However.
though most of your associates will follow you meekly. there is

Cation?

in. For daytime his line

-

AS THE Hinerstems pains
out. historically it nude sense
to bac learning on the ability
00 0000, It used to be appro.
PriMe for the type of student

and should we not consider

NUi. Ankle length, for

.

relax and 011,0 11111. 191111110,1 like rt year for all my Moonhabies
to really make tracks. BIG mocks- Good Luck!

sand them all home anti refuse
00 60 responsible for their edit-

that

.

GRICHNI. (May 2 1 10 lune 20i: This is not he week to go
fishing. Gent, even though the is one who would happily swal-

=atrlswIto

"l
Th
chidrer7in
ourtls7.

suggestion

you and with,.

them 001101 11,1 will act in ways beneficial to you. Your worldly
goals nyuy seem distunt. but Olga wants 000lObn0001hallllopulr
closer than you think. Look ahefd to 1910 with hope und faith.
As mars goja could be a real smasheroo

is at -

Wined.

1. It should-

snd curly

remained in demand.
This vogue hes never kn 00.

grayer than the varnished aurface of the wood.

Seeihinnd Shopping Center
Ell, 392,2218

I as tsro on toad ,s((oardd:o

have

hogany is always lighter and

--marilyn ,human

rigmibr'hor
simPirca

or flowers.

time un the irregular Indus

Time and (hist give unfinished
wood a look that even theckv.
ems( copyi, cannot false. vilw
soli woods such as maple look
golden Mown: Nrch cheny
and
walnut, Fr "clipper -red.
Time -aged

How about a beakless cm-

ving. The pattern of this car.
ving eks gemometric designs

maple became popular and
were used a great deal- It was
during this period that burl or
crotch walnut veneer made.its
appearance. Up to this Chile.
the taste had been for woods
01160 regular grain. loom this

never stained or
varnished, win tell the story.

-

week ahead with them who slum same interests. On last day of
week he prepared to meet an interesting strunger. Verrry inter -

By LOuise Baur Ann, Ph. D.

such as mapic. walnut and

craftsman

-

low your lure- Wait. 010 001 Better days arc corning Enjoy

A bookless curriculum?

ware used.
The Furniture was very
Ample in design and structure.

cherry. Bit,

,
-

have your own way. but in week ahead you will he exceedingly

stranger.

yeloned cabinetmakers used
00000 0) the native hardwoods.

never compktely robed. Modem nem CORK from the ma.
chino mathematically per-

ings.

,Parents ask

and Queen Anne Penni, de.

Whet, dowels me us,S. re.

help? Remember that moth).
sight parts. which the old

HAWAIIAN

iliclated that furniture .0011w

As nu William and Mary

proof or ago. How not this

JAZZ BATON
BALLROOM
.

piece. A tan. sca Hop and very
ninall0W work in the proof of
the usc of one of the early cegineririven machines.

WE HAVE mentioned pa ti. in our previoth article as a

TOE MODERN

.

If the rooms

Nato+ a Mark. "famish-

sev-

The sideo usually had a wain cot paneling and the ornamen.
tution. If any, w, shallow cur-

fect.

,

d

cages &mod t,uther hy cut.

member that the old onts come

directed by

f

even0fl mo ls

he edgm I

Fine

used for Ilw ordinary pieces- At times. lecA soil woods.
witb nullities similar to pine.

In the very earliest dovetail demotion is never

.

structure.

tier.andrepulsion fdeluaitry

enteenth century pieces were
always 00,10 1, oak. with pine

e equal, it [i.e Pith Century

KASSEL STUDIOS Of DANCE

At lower left, Gino Charles' draniatic sweep of a coat, classic
and understated-a look for all seasons. priced in the $1()0 range.
And. encompassing the look that's so right as we enter the
silenties. below. is French designer Jeanne 1.ain.dn's black-andhite ivendi mat and rant, vuscni

.

OFFER EXP. Loot), 1970

1133M9.12.','.! '.,

style

drawn.

ing

ON ALL WIGSo WITH

824-9347

tirrn joint.

ling wedges that fit into mach
other or by scribing m groov-

DES

Berne mid call a T-shirt, now being offered id his New York
RemBazaar for a carefree 585.

A

20% OFF:

LI

too.

21

1tur

\.íi

00,1 (,Inake

1

specu..

,

,

fnshions

have always bern.pan of., the
troots of the lime. Even honhating .-13HW oPytars.egtithere Ame
em.
manes jn .wond. 0,000110, in

This was done Am at the cm ners of square or rectangular
frames. such us in chests of

NEW YEA

N

' - 7- ..-- --

0.
,

sggsrg,
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Now, what could be more simple than that?
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Creative corner

Monday December 29 1%9

Can't draw a straight line?
Then this is just for you
Who'

panty top. Ai.

oconpfinthoe is eV!!
mMiilolAthisT

."strettIll,

a lae,

spective.

gut wo, muds e

Bilani.cut parmyhow comes in tam versions:

perfect

loosen up and help you see
and appreciate the world m

twhich is terrific for dingy drenessinee %panty
warm Afoul. Why not try a pair?

' of 11. dram that pad only, and
..drandEvery
--R. Distort part of it et -thaw
Draw without lining your pen from the

Don't spend more than 50
FIR -ST ASSF.MBI.E the folnon dround the house:

I. find a cornetist, eo-play
.objet. one that 1011 might nor-.
monk overlook: a throb brush.

a light bulb. an oldlhoe or a
pork chop.
2.

By Chef) Woldg"
-Man

didn't

knot that

people. Dm Babylonian wodi.
on was drowned for adultery:

t%n given a small One,
thou was.
.Pktipla believed in a tithin lo
won
oe X act and preg%mu sexuality and the fruitnancy Mr themands of years.'
fulness of the earth. During
That was just one Of the fas-

the

cinating statements made by
Rev. Walter Imbiorski thead

of Cane Conferen% of Chi.
%not in a icomm adult alum.
lion letere.
c
So it warm MA didn't on.
demand women then. and he
%demands her only partially
today. -

EVERYONE IS aware that
the role of women as well es
the institution of the family is
undergoing eountlesi changon
in our world of change todey.

Victorian era.

something

that

sex

wits

Find

veM ugly ohillet.

000 Noll is homely, vulgar
and in poor taste. You may
m. may not have any of these
mround your house so V00

ight eqjoy

I. Find a beautiful treasured
object.Be.verydiseriminating.
The materials you will need
-are nary annac,
,

PAWNS SNOTTY be in.
%minim enough so that you
won't mind using thrall freelyNewsprint end drawing pads
are available at am supply .
stores

and

many

discount

stores. Gel large ones. Other
Musibiliti% ore Wthng
paper.

a

its shape.

Pro.

GM vareity of soft pencils,

felt-tip pens with a medium
point, or

charcoal

was

never

line
drawing of it. That is. draw the
object without ever lifting your

Scrihblen bit with them to see
what you 1.10 to use_

'

done very fast and fairly lama.
No tight, hard, little drawings.
Ilona Is spoiled, throw it away
and start over Put don't try 100
hard. I? is not necessary to have

drawing from memory.
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hest?

If yuu fiCC something now

objects and draw them the fol.
lowing whys:

that you oauld like to draw,

1.Set the object Cl eye level.

line. Take your pad of paper
and do 15 or maybe more dif-

draw what you scc.
2. Se h
near the ceiling.

m m m 4 on. for Ilia
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State and kunon

don't worry about that straight
Rrent sketches. One will surely
Please you.
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Nolan

Inim
tradition.

al Nolan gaiety typical

the holiday season including

colorful Pinata.
NELLIE OFFERS a devisitors menu. much of which
visitors to Mexico will lied

Abolition but not at all too
highly seasoned for those

tailor shop." he

sampling Mexican cooking thr

said.

t% limt time. If you prefer
Your food :hot" Ipiquannth

-Die average child spends
0.00 hours watelniny TY be.
fore he goes in mhool. Them
he learns that family life is filled with anguish and bong -

buns ind anal
itch
intuit.
tJ Id
14

this

n

owl dm,

learned from the Mai. Ni 'The
Bomb..nwn is now capable of
demolishing hirneelt consletely 151 Exploration of
tiSpace-we are children of

Tranquillity Low. there
toottuns out

there

is

hat

we

don't understand.

On the future of manage
and the family. he mediated
loony changes: the Catholic
Church will taloa its divorce
laws; the new technology of
gene manipulation will enable
us to north% ortain type of
human thing at will. There will
be married priests as well as
celibate, and
maIm
con.
traramtive, will he acceptable
and mrketed. Ile said that the
-pill culture" has caused 0
revolittion. and that about

HO per am of the American
people usc contraceptives.

HE SPOKE of the attitude,
of the kids. AVe have tried to

tell our children dot the best
way to show love for another is
monogamy. Now. the kith say
"Yeah -prove it. Why or many
unhappy pimple who are bored

in the bedroom and in the liv.

ing oo?"

Imbitirski said
that the family thin a sumieat
unit throughout 1110st of our
1 he

Rev.

history. as people neetkd each

other in order to sursoe.
Per thousands of years
women .werat %mittens'

By A, Fromm

with a fora and .spoon as the

New Year's is Me oldest and

num universally celebrated of
all festivals. Practically all
woolen/Mimi niodern.sam
age or civilithd. have observed

it in me tinny or mother. Of
course. Me doom and methods

of observance bum varied. In

mo

One of the odor customs is
that

of %changing gifts on
Nosy Yells Doti. le %me

countrio. today, this practice

1551111 carried on instead of giv-

ing protects at Christmas.

If you're prong visiting on
New Year's Eve or Day. you
might like to present one of the
following items and %Main its
symbolism.
The ancient Persians sent
each ohmeggs because They

are a symbol of regemration.
Early Britons distrilmod twins
of mistletoe us in rens considered e panacea for all sicknesses and MAI. potent owner
of demons and witches.
Apples were and still are favored es New Year's gifts,
probably becoup Me apple is a

symbol of fertility. In Glom..
tershire, England, the apple is
set en three wooden legs and
has a Ind of cc men hung

tree

Jorge,

the

pastel

satins of
they have

last winter. for
gone the way of 10611. Instead.

mudimpatterned setin colored
in deep wine. cream and navy
blue are the look.
Fluid, limp and gleaming.
These striking satin prints look

best in simple easy dressed
such an Muth with a sell cowl
neck. skinny sleeves. or bias
skid.

none murky satin mhos
will provide you with that new
look you've been wanting for
partying this 1,01140) W.01,
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erne of the lulthr.
applarrad sduloture ice just
exactly wart it hounds like-

ripples that ere carved to 100k

bray, is located at Mt Gras,'
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ry to Mr. and Mn. Doneld

it fascinating to see thlr dinplay and then make their own
arrvinto.
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Give your
plant a bath
House

appreciste
good grooming. Jon as people

receptive
thoughts.

to

different

do! About once a weck, take
each of your small plants to Mc

kitchen PM, end spray gently
with tepid water. It's a beauty
troatre that not only
prove. appear -an= but also
prolong, their lives. says the
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Mt. Prospect
YES Hordware

253-4601
101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

1115 555,552

BIG HOUSE ANTIQUES
113 E. Lake51reet

NT1.1.5 ME, ANTIQUES

Bloomiondole
520-2653 or 1394.7572
ColleclaleNJUnque

Consignwent

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES
9535.
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GROVE
URNITURE, CUSGSASS,
PRIMITIVE ESCETRA

operators serve
you this Christmas

575 Lee SI. Us, Pluines,
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WE SPECIALIZE IN
WIG STYLING
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funks

196-71391
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Bjornson Bros.
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Pastor and Mn. David J.
have Davidb mother
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to affell all Am of remodeling
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EJ. ERICSSON
QUALITY DECORATING

192.10..

General Contractors
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N

Hew

0011.2322
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N. Oa. nielmn,
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SOKSIMO

ethumar ammo
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FULL BASEMENT
mksd Hr., crufa sfAAR

40%

Save Up

YEAR GUARANTEE
TO

.211.150

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

AREHAcE
WILL DELIVER AND STACK

H..

Malin Naheoper

Hwy.

"a:V.:::°'

ESTIMATES

.131.4093

EXTERIOR.INHRIOR

EVA TON STACKED

SEAN.

NEWVINI PAINTING

e..oararnsteoriedrion

ctsFrgoOr'rrM'sb

hem

has

356.0677

...conco acc Repo.
FREE

DIE LOCAL YMCA on
Northwran

DICK, IRE SERVICE
Won. and

SEASONED

FIREWOOU
!ESA TON DELIVERED

With them for the winter. Sheb
a delightful Im11.1

man for the last three Sun-

WALL PAPERING

avail-

TZflAtiG'115

C45,04I UPHOLSIERY

specials.: in toad,.

cr,

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Roma..
Coll CI SAMS Prof
.M1n Upholvervd OA 6

CUP. UPLIOLSII.

OMR L. ARGERIS. INC.
CliSnaM CARPETING

fIohaltiA, DfaraAef

""Egi:=8,;:1117

00'..

'''FVff%'117AnliS

inter-

rent a Safe Deposit Box today

AI, stain, Ifaving an AFS

PAIN. OR FIX 11. MIAN
P.,SONA 61-f RUE5E1C0
1-1111Y INSIJPED

1327.8285

voOMMELE

or

'daughter' in your
home intik a new dimension to
your life and to Prospect Hig.h

[Alt S61.1975

FLOOR AND V.1.1. WASHING

vSAAO "C"1722Pr"o71L;11:'

lott7Why run the risk? For pennies a day. venom
get maximum orotectionwith a Sale Deposit 850.
Don't wait any longer, see us about one today.

We would like to take this opportunity to wish you
and your family a Happy New Year.

On long Rips orshort, carry"thesafemoner
AMERICAN EXPRESS
TRAVELERS CHEQUES

KANZLER BROTHERS'

community. Somewhere in the worN is a young
and

the

man or woman wanting

to

'reach out' %d connting on an

open door and a worm welome from his new 'American
Family.' Will that family he

yours? If you are interested.
plume call Jaz Prinslow, 352.

WIGS 01,11.1 TYPE'

LICHASED MAMA( OPERAIC

CA11.132.740

Lome

thorthinkwhat you'd do If your important priers
and valuables were stolen, destroyed by fire, or

Plonmrtmg

No lolHoo h..
CluoMI,Hr°

PROFESSIONAL

f HA.
DAN KRKSH

.67

MARI PLASTERING

SANALER.I. SON

exuenrCunfroctors

REMODELING

cask, mak. modem.

Sideualla,

5000, or Edith Gusto. 592.
4008.
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30

1100

oven num ivoIn imagrictlirmatal
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aSerenno,

255 7664 hm Est.

MAGIC BY 'DENY 1HE MAGIC
CLOVVN

"We certainty do!"
"Because they're all told at

inmbtw

WINDOW WELL covER co

Mat To all the stories and jokes
told about your asked the
ArneriCRa weLeager.

ILORIMWLST SIMMS

9SIS IMM
IV parmemen
Amthhte. pham
554460

WORST JOKE of the Day:
-Do you Scottish people ob.'

0111150505 HEIGHTS, ILL ROODS

RECONCAT1ONED VACS 900.
VER EURRALUM AND OTHERS
11595 AND UP. AMY SAIES

PAT.'S MIRY

The Prospect Chapter of

If you have not yet received your pocket calendar,
please stop in for one soon.

II SOU -IRA RLINGTON HEIGHTS 5000

00000m Renoir

SERVILE'

petition lost

AFC (American Field Service)
is beginning its search fora
host family tbr next years

Heights

392-0062,

.SNOW PLOWINCBY INSURED WORKMEN

!Teraina Exchange committee

Arlington

thestm %ma Heal

CL 9-0495

Sc1=1:39.4%67

214 E. Grove

MA %rem notable lot nu,

North Shore Interiors

SKIRTS & DRE5555 NEMEC,

CAI-1.1(EN PrIER SRA

Quill

IN CASE you are

of Arlington

cape
for funhel latucootoo Stleate
thnonsthim crewman.

EXPER1 CARPENTER

CAD Now 251-7767

ested, the following request
comes from Prospect High's

'

9roak el who
S,ain norm., IfyAadel Movelor
funks

Can

to %%seism

Boron in Chicago.

The Directors, Officers, and Staff

ran heir.. Um& sum

Rona5P. and ;Nel pro.

Decorators
Carpentry -Remodeling

1 001 of Fabrics

winds up Imlay. The tournament is being hold at the Chi.
%%Chess Club at 64 E. Van

Wednesday, December 31st - 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.

with a sot or a now sot

JENSEN

10

School Chem 'Tournament
that started Saturday and

To enable our employees to enjoy the Holidays with
their families,
banking hours on New Years Eve at
our Walk -Up and Drive -In will be:

erection th: heIltrd,,,e,y.o,1

dey=not

tartrif t=

ralro

Lauritz

Int

217

50% OFF

So.% cm iseth4les lade

Five members of Prospect
High School am participating
in the Illinois State High

sumed.

.5065,51.1"

hex're great!

ninth in state co

pine branch. and use 12 small
sigh lights to mark the hours,

.3159 of MARAS

now.

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS COLUMN

9117

293 and Brownie Troop 214.

Competing ore junior Ed
['spelt, senior Dane Hooky.
junior Jim King. senior Mark
Pontiac%
freshman
John Turner. I' -pect plead

Our Hairstylist. 000 experts

ON ALL LABOR

rangement and further Sunday
openings are being evaluated

TOP DEALERS
COMPLETE ONES

-

Antiques Et,tare Managow
ADMISSION0/
014

If you are entertaining on
New Year's Eve, you might
like to make a clock centerpiece. Set :1
and mirror on

INTERIOR 1ANRICIR

for use by families and
adults. 'This was a cial ar.

259-2210

be cleaned with a sort cloth or

n

COMM.

able

ANTIOn FX.,0,,ISRPFT

brush. Nom model- care will

New Year's Eve. This is kept
until Twelfth Night when the
=WIT swain fawns withco a

ova

SL

...

Mork Lutheran Church hoe

days. The building was

Engler -el, groups of children
used to give their friends roi
apple or orange stuck with

MERU flORM1111

tomorrow night

p.

34 6 Ounton Course Arlington Heights

0.8

BUS E'S FLOWERS 8 GIFTS

rum., Wed, Sa .
e.3330

PHONE: CL 5-6888

OPEN DAM II .5,35
6,1 9802
HOWE

SUN BY AM

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

Mry

Let
Oflt HAW

Surrc

MANOR ME.

5215030

92.0303

YE OLD CHINA 8 GLASS

small pyramid made of leaves,
apples, nuts and other) ruits,
gilded, In Nottinghamshire,

bottle of wine and huh are

Baptist i:ttrezi,n,g; Collegteiatmneitn.d

ncr

uomy,

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Church -Community

dime large evergreen trees lo.
creed cat Main
rein St. and
Hwy.
home life
drpartment of the Mount
Prospect
Junior Woman's
Club nude them with the help
of
Scow Troops 770 and

LOCAL MIEN

ANT QUES EICETRA

.4/5;5 55/Ion

I..PROSPECT

ANTIQUES

cloves or rosemary.
Peanuts in Friesen, Derma In. bring Men, girl frielenaf.
d
coffee ring or twisted
on

Winter Sole

Christmas ornaments for the

kel SEASONS
COUNTRY HOUSE

Viger"

Flea Market Sale

Pay hIllwlsome divideRdS. Fo-

South

CUSTOM DRAPERIES

255-7200

Av. It's their nth!

more. Can should he parked in
private driveways or 01151rMS
khan hoe thready hecn plowed.
The rolice can iSSUR tickets to
violators. The fine can be 525
to 0500. Wow!
Bo the way. aren't the

Phanweh13;-9974

Society or American florins.
The has, of plant, moo large
for moving to the kitchen can

Bedford of 520 N. Eastwood

Tived, remember that there A
to he no parking on all village
streets for 24 hours after a
ox .dl of two inChee or

100 niTon.tld Rd,

selves

plants

SLIP COVERS

296-1638

HAPPY. happy ennIvol66'

'Now that winter has or.

ANTIQUE ARE
Cif RISNED GM'S

cloth

front

BOB8 DOUG

392 2516

ege dodos% tomorrow nMht.

books the libmry Moon it.

your mind open to now Ideas
end ways of doing Minn,. The
'Veneration gap" might not he
%wide if we tried to keep our.

Soudan,.

c"

The Des Plaines Public Li -1

like taco and heads and thee
dried. le, an art limn that
toting and old can enjoy sec.
tag and
creating. Youth

oil

Perhaps most Importantly of
all in this Now Year, My NI keep

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.

Lil Floras

uebealuled a reunion for col.

even pick o subject Mat

tom, amour,. an -and

Woke &non,

RvIling .

^" "a7

H

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM

own. furniture rainiMing, or
.Per. Ptnvcr making. You

light much.ups with rug shamao
Ionia go a

1886

Apple head sculpture

s LOU

Turn it around and draw it from different angle

i, mon eeryinterests you and read all the

mon, g, oinn and

r/14II

liquor licence, so if you
wish it. ,U0 Mull bring your

CAROUSEL

a different religion than your

IN.

it

pointing, dress making, stud ing

II may surmise you to know

I

11(li II SW14'1

Cl larocho does not hove

month. The possibilities areun.
limited: 0 foreign language,
knitting or crocheting, ice. skat.
ing. wider Piing, water skiing,
bonsai 'gardeninggourmet

store. For place oaths you can

CAtt

lives In Golf.

you might rmolye to try or
ham something new every

with haul nuts. The whole roe,. lug. ill sl+ine-free of
smithies a miniature Christmas
and Insect egth-ond you Will
discourage the desouctive thin other English counties. rands of Nth spider mina,
the usual New Year's gift is a
Satin prints are positively
the newest way tu break intu
print. But when out shopping.

u6

At thesis. of this Now Year

branch.

monolith in a Sower pot or
vase. Tied lo it are chiLdren's
wrist watches from the dime

is a rebirth of 1110-1110 start of

or to the gods for a fruitful her.

small

Ors Plo ere Ds

TI

fn wo at ,

ALTERAI55, L. HE I,
01, ALL GARPIENII
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2

MciIale's Navy
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Late Report
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2:50
Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

of the News

2:15

The Honey-

32

mooners

2:45

Mery Griffin
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Show
5 Tonight Show
7
PREMIERE:
Dick Covet) Show

3:15

A new variety -talk
show stars Dick Cav-

Live By

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

celebration. Ask another to help.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --An important day in your
life. Don't miss out on bend! its
simply because you were being

inattentive. Make friends

is

1:00
Perspectives

10:30

8:30

7:15
The New People
Wash

7'

!2:30

10:00

Fran William Hall

captures the natural

starts as a regular.
11 World Press
26 Turn Acevedo

cent behavior in terms of
tears and stresses.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
211 -lake some time late in the

12:55
News

2
5

32 Of Land and Seas

guest -stars as a hippie
and Lily Tomlin

the very person you would

9

ance of his widow.
11 NET Journal

tween police and the
Panthers, will be
presented.

Nancy Sinatra

12:25

32 Truth or ('on -

by recent battle be-

7:00
Laugh -In

fee house performer
finds himself an in..nocent .suspect in a
murder case.

ter

A panel con-

6:55
26 Big Play

TH ' RIGHT /

The Survivors

cerning the Black
Panthers prompted

Bottom of the Sea
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'PACRUS (April 2I -May

.

,

2 H -Help another make plans
fur the holiday ahead. You can

GYA,

do more toward making the
big day successful than you

o 1, .1.. 6, 7,4 to VIN

think.

GEMINI (May 22 -June
2I I -Respond eagerly to an in-

---,--,

I

.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

vitation to demonstrate your

I

knowledge about the relatively
new

subject. take a calculated

risk.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

Boundaries

CANCER (June 22 -July 31-

-Make certain that your

fic-

tions today are the result of

.vp

your Own free will. Accept no
interference imill outside.

LEO (July

24 -Aug.

/ A r (k et

23 ).

-Modify sour plans to suit an other's wishes. The cooling
holiday is meant to he enjoyed
by all: see that it is.

ill

I

11

the only certain way to get the
best performance out of yourself.

LIBRA )Sept. 24 -Oct. 231-Your well-being
depends

52411:0,

CAPTAIN EASY
HEY. MAkk,80U'RE TH. SQUARE
WHO RESENTS OUR RIGHT TO
DEMONSTRATE I

IRRESPONSIBLE

KOOKS= DON'T
YOU BRUISE DR.
WALRUSKI

JUST VAIT) NEXT

TIME I WRING
THEIR NECK:

MORE IMPORTANT
15 TO SAVE
YOU HAVING TO GO

BACK TO RV59IA:

more important that you aspire to great things than that

I HAP NO CHOICE: Aid FEEBLE PARENTS,

WIFE AND

KIDS VOULD BE BANISH TO 9it5ERual, IT VILETAKE ME YEARS IV SAVE ENOUGH

,TO suy THEIR ESCAPE:

THAT

sAP: Bur

AN SALARY

you achieve them. Keep your
aim high.

OFFER WILT.
Po MUCH TO
EASE YOUR
PAIN I

sAcurrikitis (Nov. 23 -

Dec. 22.I --A Day when excitement may, prove too touch
for concentration -in which

case. you would be well-advised to shelve present activi1219

Answers to
Hideaword
PLUMAGE
plume
gulp
plum
glum

page
plea
peal

gleam
glue
-gale

pule a-

game
gape
Male
meal
mule
maul
alum
ague
ampule

pale
puma
palm
plug
lump
lame
leap
lamp

13 Ohio college

town

ever you're doing today. It's

vous tension at this time. Seek
an atmosphere of calm amorti.
good friends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
221 --For the time being. it is

57 Vivid color
58 Soaks flax
DOWN
1 Ashler
2 White poplar
3 Confine
4 Traveler of a

name

II

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 231-Put your whole self into what-

upon your being free of ner-

ACROSS
1 Fence stake
5 Border
8 Brink
12 Feminine

1 by NIA. I.e. Tu.

BUT WHO

INVITED OLD

MISS FITTS 3

73r2

27 Candlenut

5

2

36 Peruse
37 Steer wild

13

15

16

38,English

dramatist

painting

28 Marry
43 Legally
29 Put down
correct (Mane
30 Yellow bugle 44 Paradises
plant
45 Near East
31 Recent
garments
33 Line of
46 Volcanic
division.
outflow
38 Places
47 Chemical
39 Ethiopian
suffix
title
48 Omit
40 Brim
51 Disencumber

35 Decompose

(naut.)

42 Kind of

tree

6?

8

9

fO

26

27

11

14
17

s.

18

19

21

(1855-1934)

CAMPUS CLATTER
ISN'T THIS A
GROOVY SKI
PARTY, BI MO

5 Rodent
6 Mental image
7 Having a
distinct edge
8 Select group
9 Man's name
10 Fill to excess
11 Alleviate
17 Small rodents
19 Before
discontent
24 Outer
X16 Hedge (hint.)
boundary of a
29 State
figure
32 Historical
25 Heavy metal
period
26 Shade of color
33 Smoke
34 State
expressively

,

CAI

kind

14 Syllables of
song
15 Illuminating
device
16 Boundary
18
Zola
20 Stir up
21 Machine part
22 Froken water
23 Feel

40 Vagabond
NOBODY! SHES
KIND OF A
SELF-APPOINTED
CHAPERON!

THE ABOMINABLE
SNOW BUNNY STRIKES

AGAIN!

(slang)
41 Point of view
45 Warned to be
ready
49 Spirited horse
50 Baluster
52 "Gloomy
Dean"
53 Shakespearean river
54 Biblical high

priest

55 "Emerald Isle"
56 Polio vaccine

inventor

.

aa

a.:.%

_

23
29 30
34

31'

24

25

32

33

35

36

28

146

50
53

Per-

9:30
Fact of the Mat-

I

sequences

the baiting and light-

ing of a tuna is fea-

"Mix Me a

son." A teen-age cof-

Memorandum

"Chapter
Thirteen." The reading of
Baylor's will is interrupted by the appear-

"Tuna A ngling.A demonstration of

12:05

Movie

.2

5

as a stooge for his act.

Fish-

Chicago Show

I' all I Ifarvey
Comments

Dean Martin.

11 Holiday

rf WOULD BE NICE 10 h4A1E
A FEW BEFORE THE EARTH
PE -oar TOOK 11-1EM ALL.

0,1A

Music Scene

7

32

adds a song plugger

Star Trek

--

of the

9:25

T It e Stooge."
Story of a singer who

chkis.

).

\

star tries to hit the

Windom, Lisa Gerritsen and Joan Hot-

)

THE

A former cowboy

Mating
William

c

-

NFL
5 , Midnight Repilft

ger Perry.
9 Perry Mason
11 /look Beat
'Daily News editorial writer Huke Norris talks about his
new novel. "It's INtot
Far, But 1. -Don't.,
Know the Wiry."
26 Wrestling
32 News

8:00
Mayberry RFD

2

My 'World and

etiR.5MARfivilsFiPoOm,

-

Biology.

dan, Steve Carlson.

Adt
't-ikiFikic4

11:35
Paintin gs,

2 'lop Plays

features

Barry Gordon. Melodic Johnson, and
"Love and the Bed"
stars Sue I.Fon, Ro-

'

Marshal Dillon and
Festus from a prison
van. With Ted Jor5

32 1(10

love and

116p-Oid-

20 TV College

ager is rescued by

ROBIN MALONE

the
Great 1

I e 1:1
G0 -i
,

'guests.

A wounded teen-

MOON ROCKS? WHY DO /
`Al WANT MOON ROCKS?

ge-naytan

and

32 News Final

Medium" stars Vi-

NI

26 Quiz

12.2g

11:30

'Love, American

Style
..Love

and

Bob crane.' are

torial

GRAMPAW

7

Aren?:Rya;:i and

=

6:25

-TRIAL AND ERROR -

Burnett

32 Password

-

6:30
Gurgmok'e

Carol

Guests include

Show
,----

g r o o m -to -he with
plans for a long holiday after he gets married.
32. The Big Valley

Nancy Wilson, Donald O'Connor.

Ball, Gale Gordon.

6:15

2

Grant plays a bride -

Show

pay for their own
telephones. Lucille

ryping

2

2

2

20 TV College

'S4utek

eft from New York.
Movie
"Holiday." Cary

9

9:1)1)

6:10

CLUB!

Denver Pyle,
Rose Marie.
20 TV College
Business writing.
Dav,

Itfe

7:33

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

gOOKEL, AT
THE OWLS

hts

their camp as a spy.

Show

I PREFER TO
MY
\ TRANSLATION
THE FAMILY'
FAMILSAWSMAINTAIN
SAWS
HE'S
NAME!
AA -READY

A PArE AND WELL
ALL GO TO 'THE

WON'T FIX.'

J

sczuKS BRpS

and

threatened by black
separatists who believe he was sent to

6:00
News
News
News

2
5

REALLY FATHER, YOU

oned

52

54

55

56
29

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Chance of snow,

low in mid 20s; Tomorrow:
Cloudy, colder, chance of
snow flurries.

_J

255-4400
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Regner proposes plan
"Inv -0e schools

/
11):

=-7

By Richard Crabb

exemptions for children in pri-

...1( eigger ( It -

.

Mount

mentary

Prospect) will introduce an entirely new pro-

posal

posal

would not run into difficulty

bly early next year. The Day
learned Monday.
Regner's plan could become effective within as year. It

open and shut on this question

of using public funds to aid

REGNER HAD refused to
support any of the plans previously advanced for aiding

private schools," Regner told
The Day.

state

"I've read Article Eight on
education in our constitution

with public funds, including

over and, over again. Then

proposal made early in
1968 by Gov. Ogilvie under
which $32,000,000 was earmarked in the current Illinois

someone makesanother proposal and I read it again. It is

the

my view that there simply is no

way under our present con -

Day exclusive

Police open files;
tell ra urder fact@
The label on the front of the
cardboard

notebook

Phil

Olszewski,

Gene

Deck and Ronald Van Raalte-

the

thumbed.

deleted in last night's interview
are the names of persons who

helped police during the investigation.

"Many things flash through
the mind of a policeman when
he arrives at the scene of this
type of crime." Said VanRaalte. "There are many questions that arise immediately

emotional factor that comes

to disregard these
emotions, but it was something

photos at the murder scene and
combed the area for evidence.

was found amid the fragments
of an 8 -by -Ill -foot plate glass
service station window which
was smashed in the apparent
struggle between Taillon and

his attachers. Footprints, betendant

was

being

chased,

parked semi -trailer truck on

Edens

near

is released from the hospital.

Church St. in Niles Twp.
Illinois State Police report-

He will then he given a date for
his appearance in Mount Prospect Court.

$250.

The

ex-

there

were

more

secondary

schools

in

The Chicago Motor Club -

AAA reminds motorists to
headlights clean.
cleaning dirty lenses
keep

By
the

amount of light often can he
increased by as much as a
third.

ASKED IF he regarded his
proposal as being in any way

competitive with the work of
the Constitutional Convention
now in session, Regner said,

"I am sure that the Constitutional Convention will
consider the question of public
aid to private schtiols. At this
time we do not know whether
the convention will change the
language of our present constitution. Further, we do not
whether

know

change

a

worked out by Con -Con will
be approved by the citizens in

the statewide referendum to
which
all
proposed
constitutional changes must be
submitted.

in hunt for water sources
By Bob Casey

Declining water levels in
municipal wells will force
member communities of the

Des Plaines, Arlington

Mount
Prospect,
Palatine (DAMP) Water ComHeights,
mission

to

seek

alternate

sources of water within

the

next five years, according to a

report DAMP has submitted
to municipal officials.
Engineering studies commissioned
by
DAMP in-

vestigated several methods of
obtaining the needed water, including prolonged use of local

wells and purchase of water
from Chicago.
But DAMP concludes, as it
did 10 years ago, that an independent supply of Lake Michigan water would he "most fa-

vorable" for the four commu-

vate high school was $438," he
said. The total number of

"NI y proposal is something
I feel the General Assembly could pass promptly. Then
if Con -Con provides some additional opportunity, the legislature can act upon that in due

students enrolled in both pri-

time.

vate elementary and secondary

have the opportunities for as-

schools in 1968 was 528,814.

says, "that building a pipeline
directly to Lake Michigan
from the member communities in conjunction with the

sistance

schools

Of this number 416207 were
enrolled in private elementary

through my tax credit plan."

Tree Town communities of

that

If not we will
to

private

at

least

Regner said.

nities.

Elmhurst. Villa Park ;toil Lom-

eluded from the most recent

Simon Suburb Says: Roses are red and violets are blue, Who
cares, it's winter.

Man charged in 3 -vehicle
crash; wanted on warrants
A Des Plaines man, wanted

crash in front of the Prospect

basement floor in her apart-

A youth armed with an

ment building the day after the
murder. It was later determined that one of the residents
had received a cut the day before."

automatic pistol attempted to
rob the manager of the Thom

"THERE WERE times,"
said Deck, "wheri it seemed
like we were hitting one dead
end after another. There were
many frustrations. The best exan elderly man who lives near
the gas station.

He does not sleep well at
night because of illness and he

would always sit in his living
room watching the autos pass
and watching Fred at the station. The morning of the murder was the only time in years
(Continued to Page 3)
-

McAn Shoe Store at 916 E.
Rand Rd., Mount Prospect,
Saturday night, the manager
was locking the store.

Police said that as Joseph
Ferguson locked the door, he
was approached by the youth.

He ordered Ferguson to give
up his money, but Ferguson
turned to the boy and replied,
"I'll give you $10."

The youth then said "oh,
'BLEEP' " and ran away.
The would-be robber was
described as 18 to 19 years old,

5 feet 9 inches tall, weighing
145 pounds, wearing a medium

brown

finger

length

jacket, a light shirt, and dark
pants.

DAMP study said that an in-

Under the second plan,
DAMP and the Elmhurst Villa

crease of only 20 per cent

Park -Lombard

would wipe out the cost advantage of buying Chicago water.

mission would jointly finance
Lake Michigan intake and wa-

Before the recent increasethe'

ENGINEERING
by

The Illinois Department of
Children and Family Services
is accepting applications from
local government units, voluntary agencies and non-profit
associations for grants-in-aid
to extend day care services for

quired for the construction of
necessary facilities for an independent' lake supply would he

"the DAMP commu-

says,

applications and make awards
thereafter on at%litrterly basis.

GOV. OGILVIE signed the

fegislation providing fir

the

grant-in-aid program on Sept.

The governor said the
shortage of day care facilities
26.

for children had reached
"near -crisis proportions" in

engineering study for the City

productive adults on welfare

of his truck. The truck then
went out of control and

of Chicago also concluded that
lower water levels would force

roll, he said, the shortage was
severely hindering the normal
educational and emotional de -

parked auto belonging to Alfred Sasser Jr., 45, of ISIS E.
Central Rd., Arlington
Heights.

Sasser's

auto

was

then pushed into the rear of a
second parked car belonging

to Robert A.`Arnold of Glenview..
Both owners were in the theater at the time.

Police said that Myros told

them he had been drinking
beer before the accident.
Police said Myros was want-

ed on warrants from.Chicago
on numerous other charges in-

cluding driving with

a

sus-

pended license.
Myros is being held in lieu of

$500 bond at the Mount Prospect police station. Police said

that after he is released, the
Chicago police will arrest him.
He is to appear in Mount Prospect court, Feb. 4.

pumping facilities
(C 'mitt/wed/0 rat,'e

but

velopineni of their children.
Weaver

said

most

funds

would be channeled to child
care facilities serving the poor.

Extension of services to children, of recipients of public assistance, enabling the parents
to secure employment or par-

of other agencies.

Weaver said last week.
Weaver urged interested organizations to write imme-

Dempster St., Des Plaines.
Police said Myros was
southbound on Maine St.
when he fell asleep at the wheel

slammed into the rear end of a

ter

Water Com-

garding awards will be made
by feh. 1. Approved awards
will be effective Mar. I.
the department will accept

to decide on the action to be
taken for an alternate or supplemental lake supply."

`chicken,' says
`bleep,' runs

thousand gallons.

before the year 200(1, the useful life of wells in the three
communities is less than 11)
years, the report says.
"Since the lead time re-

without a valid driver's license
was William Myros, 48, of 725

Robber turns

to 27.5 cents per 1,000 gallons.

voirs would he 51 cents per

preferably

nities have less than five years

eral persons reported seeing a
suspicious auto about the time
of the murder.

full 25 per cent, from 22 cents

be retired from revenues over a
Cost to the
communities at their reser40 -year period.

depressed

vehicle, and driving

vehicle

recently raised water rates a

This plan would require a
bond issue of $24,350,000 to

must he received by the department by Jan. 15. Decisions re-

Mount Prospect police after
the truck he was driving was
three

cago water charges have been
going up at a rate of 10 per cent
each year. the report says.
Chicago's City
Council

and instructions. Applications

"Throughout the investigation we handled many calls -often anonymous-from persons who wanted to help us,"
Ekblad recalled. "Much of the
information was vague. Sev-

a

plemental water source. Chi-

diately for application forms

arrested

involved in

cept Des Plaines.

against using Chicago as a sup-

While DAMP does not, expect deep water -bearing rock
formations to run out of water

years.

tended

trol over the price of Chicago
water, DAMP recommends

Palatine, would have
DAMP construct its own Lake
Michigan supply and filtration
facilities and provide water to
all member communities ex-

priority provided by statute.
Another priority is location
of centers in economically

about three years," the report

by

Chicago.
But because of a lack of con-

and

children, Director Edward T.

Charged with driving while
intoxicated, striking an unat-

night

urbs now buying water from

water lake supply for Mount
Prospect, Arlington Heights

engineering studies because it
now buys a portion of its water
from Chicago and presuthahly
would not want to invest in the
Lake Michigan supply system.

Theatre, 18 S. Main St.

Sunday

Mount
Prospect,
Rolling Meadows and Elk
Grove Village might he forced
to join the more than 70 subHeights,

State grants available
for day care services

member of DAMP. was ex -

SAYS

supply plans.
The first, an independent

THE

such a supply."
Des Plaines. still officially a

SUBlias

DAMP outlined three water

port predicted that Arlington

studies commissioned

bard would be the most economical means of obtaining

SIMON \--

seek alternate supplies. The re-

"FF IS THE conclusion of
the commission," the report

tions in Chicago in 1967 was

ample I can think of is that of

Clean headlights

before the '1970 meeting of the
legislature begins April I.

DAMP sees 5 -year limit

filling station in the last three

the road and struck the rear of

Valley Hospital 'where he was
admitted for observation and

by

pool of dried blood on the

there last night.
State police said Campa
would be charged with driving
too fast for conditions when he

Evansville, Ind.. was uninjured.
Campa was taken to Skokie

Illinois Income Tax Act for
families with children in pri-

the year. He plans to discuss
the matter with Gov. Ogilvie

Frosting the winter scene at Harper College, Palatine, icicles draped concrete ledges and snow

blanketed walkways and stairs on the campus vacated and closed in its own solitude for the
Christmas holidays. (Photo by Jac Stafford)

on warrants for traffic viola-

A woman in Hoffman Es-

terday morning when the car

the truck. 'The truck ()river.
of
George Coffman, 32,

increase exemptions under the

tates reported that she found a

treated for cuts and bruises. He

Edens when the car went off

neighborhood
interviewing
residents and questioning all
employes and applicants at the

An article of mens clothing

was reported in fair condition

Campa, 24. of 320 N. 12th St.,
Wheeling. was northbound on

DETECTIVES SPENT the
next five days canvasing the

DETECTIVES TOOK 40

Pedro Perez, 28, of 291 N.

ed that a car driven by Jose

nesses also said they saw a red
auto in the station driveway.

proach the case logically."

12th, Wheeling, was killed yes-

Expressway

THE REGNER bill would

income tax.
Regner will discuss his plan
with his colleagues in the General Assembly after the first of

was being chaSed. The wit-

we had to do in order to ap-

in car, truck accident
slammed into the rear of a

Regner has in first draft a
bill which will take the form of
an amendment to the Illinois
Income Tax Act.

federal income tax but under
the recently enacted Illinois

that passed on Wilke as Taillon

difficult

Wheeling man is killed

riding

A vague description of one
of the attackers was furnished
by two occupants of an auto

had known Fred for many

were discovered at the side of
Wilke Rd.

was

Not found, however, were
the murder weapon and fingerprints.

years. I have known the family
for more than 15 years. It was

sible witnesses and evidence.
"There is also a certain

he

what-

tarian denomination
ever..."

tuition for a student in a pri-

lieved to he made while the at-

which

university or other literary or
scientific
institution,
controlled by any church or sec-

state was $226 and the average

concerning the motives. MO
(method of operation), pos-

in

widely used not only under the

private schools throughout the

but this was especially true in
this case because most of us

On advice from the State's
Attorney's Office, the detectives withheld
information
which is not expected to he
made public until the four suspects are brought to trial. Also

support or sustain any school.
academy, seminary, college.

"The average tuition paid
for grade school children in

page -by -page,

through the thick notebook.

The principle of extending
income tax credits has been

public fund whatever.

Illinois," Regner said.

into play in any major crime

as

thing in aid of any church or
sectarian purpose, or to help

propriation or pay from. any

and

they

investigation

any-

ration shall ever make an ap-

attending private elementary

Arlington Heights Detectives Gene Deck (left) and Ronald Van
Raalte with stiletto believed to be murder weapon.

THE REGNER proposal
appears to rest on clearly established precedents. Illinois
has provided public scholarships for high school graduates
for years. Students have used
the _scholarship grants to attend private colleges as well as
state institutions.

trict, or other public corpo-

than half a million children

-opened the murder file to a
Day reporter, commenting on

"Neither the General Assembly nor any county, city.
town, township, school dis-

available,

Taillon, 60, was stabbed to.
death Nov. l I in a $90 robbery
at the Arlington Park Shell
Service Station, Wilke and Euclid, where he was working as
the lone attendant on the midnight shift. Four persons were
charged with the murder yesterday morning.

Sgt.

con-

"In 1968, the last year for
which complete reports are

investigation

IN AN exclusive three-hour
interview last night, four detectives --Lt. George Ekblad,

T H E PRESENT
stitution says:

increased by $450.

of Taillon's murder.

schools and 111,313 were enrolled in privately operated
high -schools.

emption for a boy or girl in a
private high school would be

Inside the notebook are 164
single-spaced typewritten
pages giving the day-ny-uay,
minute -by -minute account of
The Arlington Heights detecintensive

private schools."

creased

reads: "Fred T. Taillon, 661
N. Wilke Rd., Arlington
Heights (HOMICIDE)."

tives'

which

be ttfr&V over, to

vate schools. The exemption
for a child in a private elementary school would be in-

By Gary Skillman
brown

by,

"Our present constitution is

in the courts.

private schools in the

stitution

ant'',

schools.

Regner believes that his prois constitui-Jnal
and

for aiding private
schools in the General Assem-

could not have been advanced
before Illinois enacted a state
income tax law. The plan
would allow families larger tax

budget for aid to' private ele-

vate schools.

A RECENTLY completed

several northwest suburbs to

Illinois.
Besides

freezing otherwise

Fire hits race track
grandstand, little damage
Arlington Heights 1. ire Sta;Ind 2 were called yes-

tions

I

terday to extinguish a fire on
the north side of the 'grandstand at Arlington Park Race
Track.
Firemen said sparks created
by torches of welders working
on a new addition to the grandstand at the track fell from the

fourth Iloor where they were
working to the first lloor and
ignited sonic plastic coverings.

The fire then spread from
the first floor. climbing sonic
other plastic temporary coverings on

Mini -bike stolen

beams and went
through an enclosure onto the
second floor,.
flue welders began smothering the flames and when the
firemen came. the fire w:is Linder control.

A mini -hike belonging to Al
Bartlett of 501 W. Lincoln St.,

damage, however.
firemen
said there was no structural

There was no estimate of
Mount Prospect, was stolen
from his home Sunday night.

damage. and there were no injuries.

ticipate in work training, is a

in

neighborhoods,
multi -service

centers with the cooperation

THE DIRECTOR said the
grant-in-aid program is designed to assist in extension

and improvement of services
provided by existing day care
centers and to encourage de-

velopment and operation of
new Mei lilies.
He stressed that grant lands

may he used only for operational

costs

or

program

equipment. funds cannot he
used to construct, remodel or
purchase buildings.
Centers

may

seek

grant

funds spread over three years
tin a decreasing scale. hut all
funding is dependent on future
appropriations. by the General
Assembly.

Application forms and information may lie obtained by
writing to Director Edward T.
Weaver. Department of Children and Family Services. 41)4

State Office Building. Springfield, 111. 62706.

Gripe
Of The
Day
After cleaning the dust
off a beautiful metal ornament I got as a gift, I found
out that was the antique fin-

ish not dust.

E.S.

Police open files;

,1441,4

Tell murder facts

lie'0CO 440

e ill, marl air 1,

NEAR, 90 PERSONS
sums imo the mat, as pa'

its hat 4,1 throe,. the Limn
nit,ht nnhout an atm,
wuA ilk; the murder
Van.. talk Old Dal oho h
Man thiemd to the cm on
lull Dm hit s Mean gum
homnk smpkno and purom

BAVARIA
GERMANY

sud

ehetk lithe -min

IS duit two men were

lout in [to oomkout in dr.
un, posabilittes
These

saint
shut II

oat°

o.

Calder...0dt gas
moist hand i.hw.1, all pm-

pine but he cop. not

renienYbeaine

°ENTRY POSSIBLE Po,

vehement n. the

EKBLAD AND Detect.,

Joseph Schreiber flew to At involving
THE REPORTS that wed. laset, Deo. 20 and mitioned
Malwo lettes4- was 'checked included a tip nom the owner
suspects, Raymond' D. Kat-.
outr Olsmwskt said. "plate: of an all-night service station muLy,
19, a( Elgin and Rob
mere only p hand, of plates which had been visited earlier en H. Fucini, 18, of Naper-which turned out in ho Mod by Dark and -Van
nre- 'ilk'
possibilitim. We checked them port from a State Police sow
Dec. 23 two Naperville real further hut they all drew gaud on a maraca. au tO
dents, Ronald A. Helton. IS,
blanks:'
matching the description of and James A, (also Minas
Police also drew blank one the auto used in the mprders s Lie Travis Starr), 24,..wiere

bitten, of letters

-

Check these outstanding features:
&different patterns.io 3 shapes
Imported Bavarian porcelain

Guaranteed no: to craze
Gold and platinum trim

Durable - high fired

!Botching serving pieces
Open stock warranty
Dishwasher safe

Fine bell -like tone
Pearly white translucent body

knife that has found in Sall

Creek near Ihicli&Av. A crime
ta

not the murder ..pan
DRIeetives

tt-F-

holding a

moors from 25 area law enforcement agencies were gemn
details
the murder 'in-

in a special meeting Nov. 35 111 the Carousel
'Restaurant. It wee during this
matting that Fkblad received a
long distance phone call nolifying lihn that a potential sus-

oebt was in custody in Hut
Hot Sprirngs the next day. AfUr seveal hours of question Mg the maleavas cleared deny

investigation that week

bY

VanRoalte and Deck was the

...dims
of milt .
0/Hore Airport and question-

Miss Sumnnelohnson, will be
in Mount Prospect tomarrmy
night for Now Year's Eve. She

Wedding Rmg

plans to print a musical pro-

d/me cal the Cumberland Baptist Church. MOO E. Central
Rd- Mount Prospect. The pro-

Simply add $25 to your savings account or $100 to your checking

gram starts at 8,0 pm. Miss
Johnson was a finalist in the

amount, and you will receive your FREE 3 -piece place setting in
your choice of pattern. See the display in our lobby and you will
want to start immediately.

Miss America pageant as well
as the holder of the pate Mk.

Auer Miss Johnsoris appearance tomorrow night, a
Swedish smorgasbord will be

served. There will also he a

This enrolls you in our FINE CHINA CLUB. Then, you thereaftermay purchase a 99 (plus tax) stamp every time you make a
deposit of $25 or more to your savings account or $100 to your
checking account. Stamps must be purchased when you make
your deposits. Naturally, a $50 savings account deposit or a $200
checking account deposit entitles you to two coupons at 99, each,

consecration and dedication

Silver Wheat

service with communion

serval.
Tomorrow evening the college

a,

at

youth

South

&MORI
Chulee.Cemmunity
arc having a Nave year, Eve

SleepsIn at the Rev. Paul Sand=

etc.

ins home.

When you have purchased 22 stamps ($21.78 plus tax), you will
receive a 28 -piece set of the pattern of your choice that consists
of 4 dinner plates, 4 cups, 4 saucers, 4 salad plates, 4 bread and
butter plates, 4 fruit -vegetable dishes and 4 soup dishes worth

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to -

lo Kathy:foie!

TWO MOUNT PiPea

Sweetheart Rose

$37.00

6.

able.to build enough of a case

to chai them," Fkblad said.

Boy Scout troops went on

winter weekend camping tripe

couple of wake ago. 'Otis is
an annual trip the wools en-

When you have completed the above plan in our FINE CHINA
CLUB, we will add 4 additional pieces FREE so that you will
have 5 complete sets of 7. Should you desire to add an additional
set, it may be purch-ased for $7.40 plus tax, a discount of 20%.
Or, better yet, start another club card.

joy. Tips 223 and 23 made
thee...don along ith ahoy

At any time that you are a member of our FINE CHINA

yesaround tem,rature in the
His. During the day the hop

CLUB, you may purchase various service pieces in your pattern,
It is possible for you to complete your entire set of fine china
immediately. Just open a new Savings Account for $500 or more
or add $500 or more to your present savings account and you
may purchase a complete four place setting of 28 pieces for just
$21.78 (plus tax) plus a complete 7 -piece place setting FREE.
Sony, only one FREE place setting per family.
Ends October 10, 1970

A FULL

!Mother boy sauna
The boys slept in Eagle

Cave in southwest Wisconsin%
B lackhawk country. The cave.
Wisconsin's large, has a

Blue Garland

explored the cave. hiked. en -

Hall. Boys in Troop 2:20 on the
trip were Dave Anderson.

Mien,, Dave Wale, Rob
Bennett, Bill Leone. Bill and

ICheitiettetl /dom., I t

ompeent

DAMP's share for this plan.

including its treatment plant
would Tequila: a bond issue of

Ber'7.1fire
revenues after 40 yeas. CoM
Ftt/Pms

would be 44 cents.

wan.

FOR THE 1111101 plan

DAMP and We lice Tins
commimion would share all
water pumping and treatment
facilities. DAMP, 40 -year

r es anon bond

issoe

of
520,097,000 would result in a
water price of 42 cants per
thousand gallons.
In the first plan, with
DAMP going to the lake by in

llh'r
mette,

pick your maturity data from 3 to 94 months. Minium
certificate $1000, interest earned from date of purchase.
6%- 5 -YEAR GROWTH SAVINGS BONDS -15% interest compounded
the date of purchase.
daily, guaranteed from

600 See.Gwun. For rnorc in formation. call the park din -

Uy

The

deer nFRa ell ISECI Write as many ehe uri reguilemmt Ii that yvou have e
You wont - juet don ago under
an simple as toot.

Mrs. Anne Esans Of Dec
mo accepted appointment

intake

To=
raw water bans
rWeIblattOf

K. C. Rod&e

majority

rules.

The second plan, with joim

intake id transmission facilities but separate treatment

plants, w ,Id have a 72 -inch
intake

e going into the lake

DAMP has O. forced to op ply for a portion of the 3,200

former secretary of the Illinois
AgrPicultural Assn.

that Illinois has been allowed

hold apress conference today
to announce the chairman and
vice chairman of the nine cum
vention standing committees.
Although Witwer had Ota.

to withdraw from the lake. The

Under Me third plan. with
DAMP and Sc Tree Towns
taimmison jointly owning all

t.a.,,. the inta,c, and insmission tnain woo, in he in
Glencoe and along the Chicago & North Western rightofway.

Winners of five first place
awards in recent competition.
the OHS bend in foregoing a
performance
tiro annual Sugar Bowlhe parade at

...tour principals to submit a
proposal to amend the sanction
rules and have the membership
vote on it. However. as long as
the rule is a part al the By.laws.

the Board a Directors has no
choke but to enforce it."
T II h: BAND memhens
would have traveled to New

TI,, Towns proposed withdrawal of late stir for their
DAMP has asked for 5.2

en..

feet

mated

Per mcoed, e.-

requirement of the
DAMP communities for 1980.
The State of Illinois has the re-

spoosibility of allocating the
take water in the slate.

athletics,

speech and dolsaw

CANEVA RECOM-

The 1HSA will have the opportunity to make the rule
noel meeting.

meant

kitten, the natio n were in

to

be

broken.

ex-

.plons tee not always permissible..

1I 11S SIT/15EN, and
hand members kis them ka
another Sugar Eh/will, also

sited to the bowl actties

he their Sugar
Bowl -the bookie, Festivals.

hand invited.

statewide civic organisation

Hersey was the onle

4Iis an honor just to h

chosen?'
Donald Cane.
Hersey hand director said.

"If it would jeopardize jus
the hand, we wtmld go." Ca-

know
an

could

independaitt

nomprofit.

sponsoring the parade has invited the Hersey hand to play
year.
And the band will
rule ie muddied.

the Convention of new articles
forte smte constitMion.
In addition there will he

fine

eon lOreleek

on

up of Convention delegate.
pea

,(Me of lawseyw111 he

marmot ConiWitted on Rules
and Credentials. This committee will renliwe he wm-

emery Ruler Committee on
which Mrs. Evans tarns' m a
mamba.
Fora reprt
o on the thinland
fourth meetings of Me Con.
rainnional (Convention. as repined hy Con.Con delegates
from the Nonhwest vuhurhs.
turn to Me editorial page of to -

days Day.

Suburbs get
county traffic
ticket funds

Matthew J. Danaher, clerk
of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, recently announced

the amount of revenue

Court of Cook County.
Arlington Heights.
61, h 1 . Buffalo Grive.
53.2111,
Palatine, 531.213.
Wheeling, 517.433, Barrington. 53.011, Dos Maims,
5101.1142, Elk Gn.ve Village. "
S6n.616. Hoffman Estatm,
524.035. Mount
Prospect.
$22.097
and Schatanamg.
I

SID.SO2.

eau

Obituaries
Juliette Williams
mete M. Williams 73, of
SO1 E. Prospect Av.. Mount
Prospect.

died lei., at

Ithe

program consisting

How to
bo
broke

Northwest Community Hospital.

Survivors include her sons
Rabat S. Talbot of PentnylIva-

nia arid Fred Williams Jr. of
Franklin Park, her daughter
Marilyn Van Zevern of Wil-

its easy. Own a busi

Male and her sisters Alice Flagenback of Arlington BeiChtt

Or have a customer

wisss. And heee a me

. no fire insurance.

axe a ...Dent' lab

and Mabel Quill of Chino.

on

Visitation will he until 10
tonight at Emu:Wang and

no liability protection.

Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Services will
he conducted hy the Rev. Gil.
hort Bowen tomorrow at
any rn the funeral home chap.
I

g,

el. Burial will

in Ridgewood
Cemetery in Des Plait

a louse stair -with

Your Country cornPenies agent is highly
trained in business io
surance. He knows how
lo
a businessman's
worries with a protec.

ion package that plugs
the loopholes.

So call me soon.
break my back O Neap
you from going broke.

of four

Thursday Mg, annosions tO
the Eta trails Ski Area with

001.1n.tr3rtrCel,,..y.b

lessons lior adults or children is
available.
Cast of 11w instructional

progam is $30, which

i

dudes transportation, gdmis.
non. equipment and tow fees
For

those

with their

uwri

DiNNER

c,.,

wa bold a Bobla Heath? ea the ISO ace a/

Or inelchttionteeehbe
the Flakes. a... ta
folhaving

"a girl could
get lucky"
by Don Appel

from

$3.00

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

rd 640 P

PeOieo
Coro 70 2 ..164E Rand Rood1
RequIrog
from 11 2 SINC. MOOT RESIDENTS

Country
Companies.

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

gE.T

=To

Theatre far
Children
CINDERELLA

DONTON eV!

Arlenn

dl'
PH IDA
3.6441

C 2 COMSOKIP.I. DIM, on ihe,floaing

desedhad a.opene
The Hly 183 It df

Wly el 15.1 dr Ely 11.1.

1.1 5 in

14, Sub, of Lot IA in 4. Hodges...lin.of panal Section
16 and

41 North. 11

7

12, al adIn [pal.

Caao/nre lepol desolollari and Nan of Sarver was be

intoected In the aid at the Build. °EPROM 1.15.1

- NORTHWEST Twit Savikup,BANK
311 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD

Each depositor insured to 420,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

394-1800

a fronloko on ern South

dad

.111Id Road of 46.26 b.

Foesono berg a ivsv Law or ....146.6 so N.
Ern.

Arts 'tt btos
EXCELLENT MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

COMMON, KHOWN AS: 1643 RAND ROAD, DES ANNIE,

iturscai vt.tem.ct. Hood Lamm.
Owner, Doll

noreeed permes doold aced and win to man the

PIANO GUITAR ORGAN
DRUMS. VOICE

antlaEO/ey la he
Appeoh
.The Cily al Des Waken

-

An?. °Mimi, Seer.,
addsksOWea
OM POMMY&

rundov.iesbwRi tsi

CL9-4618
10 N. Manton, Arlington Hgts,

me.

quired by 41111e suburban corn militias from the Circuit

Park District is offering folks
who'd like to learn to ski! A

twits lois c.swatat 44 sta., Board of

DISTRICT' to
to

will

-

amnion procedures also made

pain, the Mount Prospect

'5.95

al Das

Convention

hold a position on one of the
standing committew that will
work ma recommendations to

egrec.

..111 Administrative Coen
ail of the Jail supported th

Has, band trip.
SISTEltar HIGII school

committees before the Conventinn meets for its it 1970

changed. Ibis hand members

But ell is not Ian. The band
wtubers understand that
hile ruin were perhaps

parent organisation.

to be able to announce the

MENDS that the IHSA rule he

Friday, Jan. I.
Their expenses for trans

Hers, Instrumental Leap

Con gidays. ps is to reouire a few
more
Wier stilt hopes

stitutional

va added, mindful of the fan
es

licr hop, to he ahle to announce today the membership
of all standing committees. the
teak or arranging Me membership of Woe importaot Con -

announce thc committees
Friday or Saturday. Each of
the Ili members of the Com

that the IHSA influences activities of ether school arganisuch

'

session in Springfield Jan. R.
The president now expectsto

clum, nest October at its an -

would have Flan paid by th

resident Wits, was to

suit sts, brought by several
neighboring states eller the

Orleans Sunday, Dec. 211 an
returned to Arlington Height

,nation. food and hots

Convention's

Supr e me Court decision.

66 -inch transmission
pipe
would use the Chicago &,

North Western Rwy. right -ofway from County lane Rd. to
Centml Rd.

lion,

Coed

Educaiim, Committee.
111a Chaim. is to hr Paul
Slethiai of filoonlingsin, III..

cub, feet per second dim

"If Mk is true," aitehugli
...amid emir -

sometimes the majority rules
out.
That% what happened to
New Yew, EVO honor for the
Henry High School band.

.

Central Rds.. Des Plaines.
As mresult of a 1067 U. S.

on ern Glencoe, near the
lake.Cook county line. The
in

continued.
but

inuele.V. Witwer to the'poi.
lion or vice-chairman on the

The filo, plant tms , would he located on the Mary1, station would have aJaly
lk Academy site. at the
eapaoke of 1, nelli.,nylbmnorthwest corner of River and

TNEITRE

ato
Ttg,t), tag tVY11.2on

to Con -Con post

.plleannt) t.hrourgEpap,tictl:...1.1pEicc..,0..pn...11;........:

quarto*.

it CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT

Mrs. Evans named -''
a Monday fawn Pout,.

nation int,

SNOWMOBILE buffs .can
Jim Loftus. Bill haillard. Phil "do their thing" this ye. at
Rives. Glen Shaer, Dm May- Eisse Woods. near Elk Grove
cr..Sleve Slob, Alike Wood Village, Groves six, seven and New Orleanal4E Dec. 311.
and Jody Woollen.
eight, south of Higgins Rd.
Four adults went with and west of Arlington Heights
THE ILLINOIS High
Troop of They ire Low, Rd.. are being set aside for this School Association said "no"
Ackinn, Frank Baldwin. exciting sport. Thu is the first to the OHS band trip her
ft
George Winterstan and Ralph time the Busse Woods area ken long-standing rule forbids any
Young. Boys in Troop 23 on been my designated.
high school organisation lo
the trip werc Don Elmore,
Snowmobilers am asked to travel more than 130 miles.
Norm Koziol, Dale Baldwin, wat until there are four inches
Many Ritschdorff, Dave Win. of'snow on the ground. The
It may be that the time has
tenni, Phil Young. Joe Holt areas may then be used daily now
atimc where the princiirk, Daryl Dcbtar, Jim Dot. from 8 am to di pah of IHSA member schooh
tilt Skip Dawson, George and
Dotter JOKE of the Day: feels that the sanction mimosa
Rich Swage. Bill and Jim
Teenage girl to another in a ,too restrictive and should he
Bethel l, Doug Hampton, to...graph., pool:
changed,- wrote Harry FIleDoug Klaus. Scott Donahue rim kid spells ridiculously.'
hugh. SHSA esceutive accres
and Ice and Bob Aoki,.
The other. .71s, its ibout qty Ft a km to Roland K.
AND SPEAKING of win- the o dywo,,, gar can epcll."
Goias. Hersey High principal.
ter aaiviliet, what a great

GOLDEN STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS pay 5% with no minimum deinesit
or balance.
Funds must remain on deposit for 90 days, with interest paid and compounded

BANK

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255-7900

gram, bolo the park distriMoB

Rich and Steve Hall, John M.. 255-5280,

REGULAR STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS paying 4% with deposits
or withdrawals in.
any amount at any time. Interest is paid and compounded qnarterly.

SERVICE

THE
BANK
& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

RAMP sees 5..year limit
in hunt for water sources

Hersey High Band won't
travel to Sugar Bowl

Boll. Bob Anderson a. Dick rice at the Community Center,

Bouley, 1607 Palm St.

a-

wiM

Troop 723. They were Howard

and

is MEandllia-ElinalantE14211tHickary.., Mount Prospeed The conteavvisponsorid by - rycryPled'e171605W1:;:m"b&k. 7- :Mk": l'OrPthee'ilr oreo:nn'clid:
-.Me Elk Ridge Homemmer's Association of Elk Ridge Villa in Mount Prospect. Judging was
FOr Inc house award the decorations this year and in
Sunday,
winners arc, ME. wail Sirs. pitons years.

transmitted to HMV's trawl

joyed some winter sports and equipment, the total cost Is
did their own cooking.
only $26.
Three- adults went with
To register for Ow Ski pro -

The winners of the window

&comb, award are Mn

Winners lt the ,house and yard sward for Christmas decorations in the Elk Ridge Villa subdivi-

Lil Florot

account or open a new savings or checking account in a like

5.

ing of the four that we were

Musical treat

Here's how this exciting plan works:

4.

ingoisaian-

Twilight Rose

The former Miss Illinois.

3.

aort

the

"YOU MIGHT say that it against the four were obtained
was a roundabont requite of yesterday from Chcuit Coon
evens that kr1 us to the four Megistrete Paid A. O'Malley.

Beautiful Baitarian China Patter.-,s
In three distinjitly different shapes:

2.

throughout

lain Street

YOUR CHOICE OF SIX

1.

end

Rubber y-warrants

County Jail.

involvement in t. murder.

Moss Rose

Ponce and charged with the
theft of the checks Vim the

anonymous tip on a possible and Fucini about the time of
suspect in Lake County end a the mad, but returned home
call from DhAlliAllY Police before the other two were mwno said they found a 7 -inch rested in Atlanta.
in
hunting
gu.
auto.
"cc WAS THROUGH the
lot:hided in Me
evidence and statements gath-

Spring, Ar.
Ekblud and Deck new In inc of several inmates al the

_

byslia795,P.Erounty

possible suspect. Naperville factory.
posaible suspects in Elk Grose
Hcllon and Ales reported!
Village and
Palatine. can trawled south w iM Kalsensky

alminis-

end

phon

all, Dist.
Chicago Police who . were

lab analysis sived that it was

vestigationon

te

4130 ann.

1411 Bowe Sr

la42.0,1-1;

were found on the suspects and

One week. ids quite a
variety of leads which were ill
followed up,

mac

to Mn Ind Mrs klun 1424

,RcochewacnS:. ,aond.hcanconrciab.lcr.i...

of
Thew
and yard award arc. Mr. and

glary at a Naperville factory

from

honorank. =mon

an

said two awards were given in Mr) Willtam Karavidm. 1101

fled by the Atlanta authorities
bemuse several payroll checks
which- were- Stolen in a bur -

they were both pgst 11 tmace

4.11

Christmas decoratton _ani

DaPagL Coon, ...Oa

NS

Robert Thiel ISIS Cypress St

Home

o1

Ridge Villa in Memot P taped
announced Sunday most l l.
for
tbeir annual

the ar

17:Crft WtIVR''Zifig,r173.4sTOI#''';7b472a-trthlttattrt=%sl'i',:fnl
Ike

The Elk Ridge
owner s ASsoe...

robber, eh., A large dog

gariionlEcated

third major witness who saki' sible suspects and leads That
he =dad seeing n tai auto inyolved aim of leg work Oaf;
matching the description fur- haurhof the d, and night:.
cqished by the id; ,mow id
"Look 0 that, ,Ltd Deck
passed the murder scene.
thumbing through more than

avings,;orcheeking'aceount.

In

di in Atlanta Ga on armed

persons atms in
thormAtils The
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Homeowners group gives
yule decorations awards

We were notified hi the
DoPege Conn, Pollee Dec

Most wen cleared alts

t

%aloe% inn in mini
Mains, in ths northesst sub
whin irsa which Ed to

A three piece place setting of genuine Johann Haviland Bavarian China when you join our FINE CHINA CLUB. Yes; absolutely FREE, we will Start- you out on your
own dinnerware service of beautiful crested imported China while you build up your

quosects who are prestatly

moody abled mid

ohls onuses the heuttnant

at

i!O&

THE DA1

Tuesday December 30 /969

555 Exmoor, Barrington

A MUSIC SCHOOL, NOT A STORE

-- -9

Day light
loseph Stubenrastah

A., 1970 dawns and rim old
AY Mundt" a s 1.1110111111
to hot the 10 bast ltd
worst

disct.
Wholnr ton talm m

tstnts or folks best or worn
JnwcJ btaittitsat of in

fns.

tad

has

imisnt

...111,11101.11 1.0des osen Whit

OHUPPI

h yrsmnts

Ippvsndl sick mown tho

h

igen WI.. molutals do not

way ths soups in our suburbs
dros or out thou hum or

son the tutu, with al inn

whothor
national

el
hion pan ol Ms his

inun mono lid in limo ofdu
carnal blooddzd n
itt
n

liddh Fast and clic
whin, I hsre hes never born e vothin...icknec, and othw ills
such a ,ncerted effort

flimsily ,d world .Wide,

in.

Hunger,. Miease.ond all she
ills that ravage humanity today

. n.IS no lobger. the:Wiwi

the is :henuie in manv of

Mee a strong. clionce ofhungObese
ing the at home and in Biafra.
more must be done to achieve
this goal.

-We may just hove another Narnath-on our bonds!"

Nobody in his right mind
wilt -visualize the 1970 will
bringnothing lie stmelnew
and light to every segment Of

Vie -Frogmen 33ap

ankind. We do say tie...Sing right here in our own sohurban backprd in every community in the
suburbs.

there

I- yam

Wiliam I. kied

Mom's°,

miti..Tell me the disease, then

Icon prop., a cure."

threats

st

1.0 snit... !meth gd.. Arneson ltridobnkrimad

ziothmur.t. eatteneknenta
...myth...rm. Deems. anng ause.thered.

eetion.

the

grei matrs which haw

tient omit .R wall ram Slogs nun footainoM wthins

conduct is to apply it to our-

mid at Obset Prune°, tit 60056

What do you me

selves.

What do you hear?
What do you feel?
What do you smell?
What do you taste?

to

If you cheek the lie, of end

Illinois Censtituitmal

In its second week of exist en 0 0. the Illinois Constitutinal Convention held its
stint and fourth meetings. The
Temporary Rules Committee

Convection has held its Des
molter meetings,
tided iiiifs work in 1969,
here
is remitted
every ittbrief
import.m development:4C the convention's

also met during the wont.

The convention adjourned
its final semi ,, n of 1969 Into
Wednesday.

Con's first

Third and Fourth Mee-

k..

Dec. 17. Con 1970 scusion will

ConUnii Ohms son,

We great issues facing the
contention.

urge

n. Rules1 concerns u
disclosure of holding by deli-

Pla. Rule 62 would require
lobbies to report

their ex-

penditures in their work with
the convention.

the same. and myriads

RULE 73 was added. II
makes it manadatory for the
convention to adopt a ti me
shin Sc, completing the vital
steps in the sitavamma% work.

The only deadline adopted by

THIRD MEETING. DEC.
Ile convention to Mis time is
16. 0i69-Therc were three min only proposal
supported the March t dale by which
major devempments during the by three or more mem., of et member proposals to the con.

committee ihall be reported to vention must have been sub Any_ Gem William SOOT the convention for the same milled.
advised the Wep . ohm the study accorded n majority reFollowing the work tin
Constinitiortal Convention is pan.
rules, the convention rented
independent. the, it is five to
The Third Meeting of the the remaining officers. Three
oar
many vice presidents convention adjourns! at 0:20 vice
Residents of coequal

or such other °film. . it

may wish. The attorney miner-

al reported. however. [Windy

FOURTH MEETING.

standing and u seenstary were
elected.

1969 -The con.
completed consid-

Thomas G. Lyons. 3n. of

DEC.

the office,' mho'. pnwided vent's,

17.

loo in the CON -CON Enahl- ...Mon of the mks. /Novices

Mg An could he paid. Any ad- Rule 61 which provided for exditional offices created by dm pelting onmhos for mssconvention send 'only he conduct was eliminided. Rule
fills! Ist permits willing 10 46 was amended to provide a
without additional pay.
deadline for member proposOs Teiimorary Ruk. Com- oh for changes in the conMince ircomilleilded Ihne the slitution,
',URIC Mc con-

conomtion confer upon' the fen upon thir Rules and Cre.
°invention
president.
the dentials Committee end the
runsLo name members of all
mmrlo determine. apon th0

comintficm. the committee
chairmen mal mooning,: Mee chairmen.

request

from the prosident,
whether a proposal is Magda-

live in nth. and will he re-

111E R1.1E4 Committee' (erred to the General Assamrecommendation cane: on u 6

bly,

to . vote. 11 Ming novessary for

Witwer to break the

tie in lows of giving the eon

smi, nnnidenl
app.Ills powers. The minority la-

Rubs 61 and 62 were sent
hack to committee and later
considerution

th, inJneard
yen

nn

con-

CON -CON SIDELIGHTS
AND HIGHLIGHTS
GRPAT ISSUES-Thema:a

R, nine committees to work no

Constrain:1r report and voted
President WilHoef the power to
appoint
mimmittees of the
corigemliel.
The eonvention received

linnt the Rules Committee 17
proposed rules or regulation..

Som. of Cpcingtield. ond sec -

Mud E Elward.

&hue! Mach and Madison I..
Brown of Chickgii. There was
no opposition and the vote Was
made unanimous.
Elbert Y Smith. 511. of

[Demur,

a

former state ser. war the

second person torch. elected

wise premlent He was nominand by John C. Parkhurst of
Peoria. and seconded by Paul

F. Elward of Chicago. Franklin E. Doss of 'Shelbyville and

Pi.°F. Fib for the new ten.
stituti on. Euch one of them is
fit cal with onc or more hard-

ect,

quostions.

Ge nerolly agreq iis that We
hones t single question hi

is the Chien.

the c

ered?

EXECUTIVE -Wilhite elm lion of state officials 'other
than governor and lieutenant
governor ba discmtinued with
the. governor appointing the
secretary of state, ueasure,siF

perIntenoem Si pumainstruction, auditor and attorney emend?

Duce. Rule 24 has to do with
the viml process of inking
prosios,s to the convention.
The nmvention returned Role

simila r taxes.
Comm ittee 'by on
Co mat issues before Con Con ow appear to ho:

NANCE-Will there be a mil-

BIL L OF RIGHTS -Elm -

ing placed on the stale income
NO Will there be a graduated

proposals.

The Rules Committee sobsepently met and revised
revised its
recroihmendation. Ti,
approved at the Fourth -Maping of the Convention. The le-

visa/ rule provides War any

William A. Sommers...Id of
Elmhurst and seconded by
Joan G. AnkleDon of Western
Springs. David Connor of Chi-

cago. and David Kenney of
Carbondale.
Alexander wits ouncescd by

Committee on Bill of

Mrs. Raymond Howard of St.

Committee on The
rum -11

Committee on the Exem.
.

1110-.1 I

Come on

Committee on Suffmge and

Constitutional Ammdments..9

C om mit ce on Local

of Lake Forest and seconded

tioair-11

of 78 to 29 Gbh eight delegates
abstaining. Do a motion by

aln. 'lowed the election of

Alexander was made
mouo. Alexander is a teacher
and is one of Bur members of

Judi -

Finance --IS

Ouvernment--15

by Leonard N. Fost. of Chicup. Almond, won bye vote

the

cialrY..mitte
Committee on Revenue and

Charles. Mrs. Homan! was
nominated hy Jahn D. Wen

C om m it tee on Ella..
Committee on

General

Government -I I

President Witwer an.

nrsineed that he would make
the committee endgame.

years ol

The rules adopted h the
convention provide for the appointment of three pnveedural
committers end nine ROMInitICHS lb In dinsaly concerned with developing new
sections for the sate COOlit1111011.

'DIE THREE pnamdural
COMMillein ere I D Committee
on Rules and Credentials, 121

Committee on Sty., Drafting
and Submission and 131 Com-

mittee on Public Infortootion.
The nine snbstantive mm -

Committbe sessions during
the proposal 'adhering period
which ends March 3 may hold
heelers, throughout the state.
Thew public hearings will be
hold only in those oommu-

it"
lat

neon. tax. any Mher
cities in the 11.'3. heve

eavesdropping, wink be
made legal?

-LEG ISLATURE-Wia cuMali ve voting be continued?

Will Ih e number of npresentei
be mocked from dose is

lb.

JUDICIARY -Will judges
be appointed instead of elated/

REV ENUE AND

income

LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
-Will municipalities he given
greeter freedom to make dedittoes and handle their own
probkensrt

PUBUC EDUCATIONthe PihMliki of Pail.
aid to private schools he writ-

In into Me constitution? Willthem.ne made primarily responsible for financing public
school education.

GENERAL
GOVEAN.
MENT-Will capital punishMent be abrilhhed in We new
its

Will personal
property taxes be eliminated?
Will food, medicine an other
necesses be exempt from

WHEN -The convention m ay
come to grips with.the Ikeda -

mlee taxes?

endure immediately after the

tax.

AMENDMENTS -Will

VOTING -HOW AND
mentals of then tate-wide refe°
holiday recess.

it

Big quenione modem how

when. New constitutions pr.
tented as a singk lake me or
leave nve Package heve
Inn (Mini
VOIR, in New Maxims eat-

Nor this month 0.5.1 their
new constitution whi, was
pate

0.: a singte packagWIII e.

An alternative would be to
submit the new constitution
article by article. Volem wourd
be almost certain:o approve

sons article, if they are given
Ihe opportunity co Moose.

The Enabling Act requires
the new constitution be voted
upon no less twat two months
or more than six months after
the work of the constitutional
convention is complete. If it is

completed in August, them.
wide referendum would come
between October of 1969 and

February of 1970. The co,
vention has Me right to decide
both Ole 'when" and the

carry -all for the lesbian field of the Soaring Sevoitirs. Designed
by Walhon, RG78 model is poked at abed 033.

Rothschild

e do Oa ssillsoll ,see re 0000n6life eat.13800 Sant

Haugh)
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Older. liat

thliont

Tuesday. Dees Met 10. 1969

eled by Mrs.James Cole, mem-

Club. The
sleeved simple sheath

long-

Nurses'

is se-

ent. again at the heir with
two rhinestone buttons. Silver
slippers repeat the silver ton.
of he bottom. The dress ie

available at Maurice
Rothsehildg, Rendherst.

No. You amii own a hone. or even hon. nut I Mel see you
ridden diem.

Donna seas turbos

Nowy Wmgerin,

Bedlam Tana

Sharp eyes can tell which
treckshavelmen mule ny a cat
Sr dog, and which have hem
male by a fox Or a squirrel.

IF YOU LOOK neire closely you might me tiny tracks of

JOSEPII 1111
rintinnelly known psychic nil! ans.
mnr the question, etr Way manors In this tninnw. Letters sham&
be signed, hut twines will be wanted if the wife, mequents it
Write to Wel tiebe he won of Day Publication, 7?2 Center A,
Iles Mint 600

hinds. mice. or even unis. mak-

running

through

the

snow.

eyes when studying trucks in
the snow. Yuu also need to
think.
Could goll leant to tell
where animals were going and
what they were doing hynudy-

ing tracks? Pioneers end In.
dians needed to know if they

Mr. and Mrs. JohnKurhejec of Mount Pi -inner an.
naunce the enpgement of

Apr daughter. Donna Lynn.
teWIllioni P. Warner Jr., son
of Mr. and Mts. W. P. Werner
Sr. of Sterling. Ill.

HIDEAWORD

Michaelsen

LEDPUNG

Pumas Without Parana,
Make as many four letter or more words
out of
those letters as you can. In oddition. find the
word
using. seven Of these letters.

1m.,
Norl hwcn Suburban
Chepter 168 will have n guest
at its lam 2 meeting Robert
Michaelsen, director of iM"
struction
school district 39,

-

uhre hunting for food or if
You mn learn more about
tracks iron, hook,

a

1464

Mount Prospect. is enrolled in

hlr. and Mrs. Nowlin!

the Depirtment of Music in

Tea of Mount Isnspect have

of their daughter,

Valperaiso University. Valm.
rain% Ind. Van Kampenis altending Cze. lintitute ortech.

gamma nt

Nancy El.... to

Craig

Yen Kampen. ittin of Mr. and
Mrs Russell Van Kampen of
Mount Prothmo.

Miss Wangerin. who min
lenity holds the title of Miss

nology in Cleveland. Ohio.
A wedding date will he an nourawd in the future.

J.

announced the engagement of

their daughter. Barbaro to
Yilliton Link. son of bit. and
Ors. William T
Link of
Winding.
bliss

Tit. u

a graduate of

Sher. Heart

ail

Mury High

School end is currently attend.

tamNorthern Illinois Univer-

sity. in IleKalklink. a gratin
ate of Wheeling High School.
is also a student at Northert.
sothling is planned the

loos 1170.

graduate of Northern Illinois
!University end is teaching sp-

rat education in Beloit. Wis.
Her fiance is stationed with the

Army in Fiirisanks. Make.

A July. IWO, wedding

is

',fanned.

Father:.

14 good. 19 numlient

Michaelsen

WOHELO

animal

Muni in you...v.

Yor i.

RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Join our Gala

son Camp Fine Girls of He

tale and nursing homes while

MOunt Prospect area are at
their hest. For weeks the girls
have been busily making and

the younger ones sang in each

wrapping gifts. It has oho been

dm were delighted to have
Mrs. Willard Gran/in as their
guar al their first eereinonial.
hIrs. Gra., is Leaders 'Assn,
daimon and volunteer or the
year. Horizon Club girls Carol

good time for them to have
apecial holiday ceremonials

Ko Iri Dug On Co girls

It

red and green rug pro
into baskets and filled them
with cookie, They took the

EVE PAPTV
Dancing - 3 Piece Combo
Delicious Food - Favors
- Balloons
Complete. Dinners $4.25
to $6.95
FREE CHAMPAGNE AT MIDNIGHT
NEW YEARS DAY

From 9 004:4000

of the two mwns

Cub Los Helm fourth un-

Floros

and

Metzger

Marie

filled baskets to the Arlington

helped out and A El Psa Yo

Heigh° re, hoe..

girls were also guests.

Go -Go

NEWYEAIS

his

MIDNIGHT

Univenity of
Maine and New York State
UniceMity. He has then in
degree at the

P

INN

received

B.A. degree from the Chicago
Teachers College and his M.A.

Dein Or Christmas my- and me. the roar. of kepis

Reservations Accepted

is

Mr. and Mr, Rudolph
Wangerin announce the on.

Glen Ellyn. His topic will be
'Ilse Diminishing Soh 01 the

Weir liveiwere

902 E. Northwest Hwy.
Phone 394-5100

Miss Kurh01os

to speak at PWP

host in a Con -Con hearing.

rho 101015 odd

Rhinestones on gold or rhinestone. on silver, this ban evening

bog with glimmer. The woven Metal handle makes it a nifty

D.11.. Rolling Meade.

Dear 13.11-,

ted a marked intern in being

Prem.. 5o

fashion Odd like our new

ear wishes me shiny bright,

wit hear from your Lobar Dee friend, hot don't expect Domech
Dom thk. There's linnenne eke In your future.

aies which have demons,.

the new constitution will hi

Another

ber of the Mount ProSpeet

Ever Was I can tannembur I have wanted to Pal farm and
rake thoroughbreds. lit you sue this in my future?

You need more than sharp

whoM.1

d

creation. (Photo, by Dolores

I met goy on Lahor Day and have gone out with him twith
nut was over a month ego. We hit it off great, but I have not;

Dear his, Dol.H1lihar.

ing tracks like fine stitching

Committon sessions will in
general he held during the
morning with committee
ports being
being admitted in theufMinton to the convention sit.
ling as a laimmilitie 'of the

tearholi-

'ilglIfc'aL011'10ok 4the

this is one slope,
home that can go on -the -town,

Doer Mr. Del mix:'

After a tinq has panel, if
'you take a Intik in your yard.

holiday rin05%.
menthe
of the conventirm will serve on

committers.

oom-

Mouse,

LEFT: A saucy hack inter. black velvet dress is mod-

ter a sn owfall at night.

shmes end sins,

olognme

plemesting the richest of eve-

with matching vest sparkling
with tiny. metallic buttons.
Worn with or without a

the Red. My impreelon Is dad you shoe. start creating new
Ideas end you'll he sorprind how fast things will change far..

Mount Parapet
Deur AN.:
I du see an airlInei job Dr pie. early In 1970,1 elm fed you

you will we straight and zigzug tradrs, tracks of Jiff...rent

This aro tho mark

at !tome in a hostess slack suit
modeled by Mrs. James Foley.
The Mmpiece ensemble boasts
lone Bashbotturned slacks

where.

,he neNt three mt. ,HM bring many changes and ninny
minuet people around yea. Bull feel all the changes will he for

maw ow: row or very large foOlprints coining /sward my
houseouse.
The yard VVIIS
,
blanket

and we wouldn't expect many
tracks early in the morning af-

ro

Ds Ms. L.S.r

heard from him. Will he call? Also, do you see ajob in the airlines
for me next year?

white with no footprints.

boaof,the 30s.
SWingyihdlifter strap lop

of

I would like to know what the future holds for our family.
Mrs. LS., Des Plaines

thin Chriornas snowfall. when
1 opened my front door to gel
my milk front the milkman. 1

and a.m. Eachthuring the

the convention run mg_36--unc of the nine substantive

be !Fadeless difficult to anew
the Illinois constitution?

demo nil for the right to levy its

and safeguarding Si minority

Rights --15

RepuNimun and

The convention at this session
considered the firm 45 rhIck
All hut me,
24, was ap-

29 to committee for bother

JOHN ALEXANDER, 27.
of Virden located in the hart

ON THE tint morning after

.5ibbselOtifteilne77'

hnlItunto

Dear Mr. Derwin.:

RIM when temperatures fall
brow 32 &pers. Snow probably makes more work for
lawmen. but they welt.. Me
snow for protection of the

a Xelemhanle to gut warm.

an.

Modether, stronger dregs. Your chances of marrying this bey
ore very slim. But that, to your benefit. I feel be is weak. / don't
see him finishing college and domes are he'll develop other
psychological 'habits..

plants Ore kept alive under en

hitter to
weather. I
have seen birds dive right into

too telt

slopes Ind tor tru, opoloneo

marque, eseepi that he is trying to escape. He may nave already

Con -Con sidelights and highlights

Commincea to select members
of the Conlillittein.
In what mum he regarded as
he'
Constitutional
Con-

inn the orminizaitirmal pedod,
the delegates. by n voice vote

the

was ratininal, by Maurits W.
by

millets and the nuottsr of
members Milo.

southwest of Springfield. wits
hosted third vice president.
Alexander was notnina tat by

other make such u pram white
blanket.

In

I -stems b

look al tht son in brilliant
fabrics studded with rhine

the brushed gold rtstangles
trunk

Othi.r. Omni, in

a fur that is "pumsfect" any-

LW Arlington Heights
Den L.W.,
There is no ranee lu the world that he should he smoking

THE,

nd having a Committee on

vention, major degision Jur.

by

Chicago. generally renamed
as head of the large Democrat.
ic delegidion in the con vention, was the frail to he
elecgal a vice nresidcm. Lyons
ended

Charley W. Shuman of Sol/ian. Then was no opposition.

Sparktkm shoe doe wring. deigned by Woltz, sped. op
any outfit. Shaped in the round with a curving zipper serum the
top, the hag is completely rimmed with glittering rhinestones
repealed in the renter motif. fir No. 2039, priced at about Sit,
Available ai leading stores in the area.

menial in five years. I am 19 years old and so is my boyfriend.
Please tell me if you see any fume in oar relationship. Ake. do
you Mink he'll take any stronger drop?

it up to make snowballs is
warm blanket after all. Many

of them piled on top of each

If a farming arm 25 miles

stranger. I care about hill, very much and we had planned to he

moms so cold when feu stoop

Con -Con to reconvene in Springfield Jan. 6
Sy Richard Math

. years. Lately he Ine Mss smoking marijuana. I don't sm..,
and I would like to know if you sec Fun going on Io anything

That white hlanke which

What do you see? Snow,
snow. beautiful snow. Each
rumhtitl is different. no

ot out of hand.t the first ruled'

`smooth F41,19054490

ere., i Oa, Seend-rsos

demand

fight is already under soy.
hesonin,p is the ken' no.
for pon. or, dm,. m'm'
front the o ar lit, a Inner mirld
is being waged And of coune.

Vs Alborg prosents the

shapiA

RIGHT: Fake fur curls up

Concluded in friday% column

Deur Mr. Delounief
I haw been dating the same boy for the past thrm and a half

By Esther F. Colton

So in% Ststatirs

in venom

Witten. iroin mm said ovals

surely God, the upfater.d."(oll Mines. including a dead eel( orb_
yellow metal man has named ge10. sans not oldie
things since God mated all theca's. and all the gold in that.

northwestern

th"n 10711, it's imPot

slim.,

not he a law set down by God. If it wen: a all possible to change
change also. Au for a bribe.
this law. then Clod, other law,

universal

Talk with
a teacher

Mt Ian,,,, dm and ,tukt
nor, comphmtats Loans
Loh p im
sm. teoush tor
tin 1101R.W., refkti
hnhht row vice look of the

.a.f at.t, bi sacrifices to
If the low isn't we, ohm p,,
God is utterly Mule.. If 'cv'l pi. Ames evil, Ii,, praying and
mail, sagest:es to God. oh.thig a bribe to Him,
not
law If
way, the i ould
. cl enged in
change

Not with alarm. hut with the

a

amd will therce

not &M.O. God is nor...! Wianoever amen sows.; thdfsm

hi

consider that while vandalism. the drug menu& to our

Dues enspesi.m.suare

What 1 sow. oat nut 1 map A meat teacher once said, nee'

slemwand set to the lasg.of a

vide eventually
pattern.

sh,imer of velvet .'"". There in" 81.1.1118
tha Ns white brocade,
ond
moo
'easy
oily
care
made fnbrick that
ye, Eve skim and
like champape when eh- n?"
.Febulous fake fun invade
Tire

Kaman An eie for an eye and, tooth for ,00th."

sill. op our

ric to ,Ionn on tin hole n

season?

LEITERS:

youth. highway irresponsihiliy
n
;tad similar

Ilrr

tee

at home .ind abr.,. there he Wadi. belief that fimt insist
never been a time when haown villa, and the 40r .
mthity this so informcd oho.
suburban srea we eall homes.
the Owe,
..-,,s1,..,%achirsCfogolktstantly. the
A wise phystetan it shisiolto
hyoid iu mows that will pit.

TO FOCUS properly on the
problems confronting us in

Tinsley. December 30. Mt69

unison ond tth indttidu 1 IR UM H., sou think so an. yen
w
Watch your thoughts .rtaini1m, to othiF.
Wheiy! hate, hate comes hack to me, Vet if I clung. iinshawto low. then love will come back brine. One way of trisouring

WE DO SAY thytt is not
distrust that

Holiday fashions i.litttr no the ludo she ',limn
whim worn by boil Indict soon 9 'Airs, Woo.
What better tine of sou- for
NIELVET
NOI fin only
the beauty of labs, Ilseand
Llimmerin, shim...net deb
dump thin ai run

(Mood from Inday
KARM
1 hook., in anon, Fhoukhl to the link Mut octet..., Ms

with a spirit of trepidation and

screolletl
orations sr credibility. and
despite
viol,. of disacni

Merithell F'leld Ill

P., 4

rhinintonts marls and mull
Ire braid At honm or on tht

lino hon. in our uhuds or

world more Babble fa alrfringe. of she' rarlver end those.who will ill.
chola. of gen- kus

pe

an atmosphere that should inspire. not
alarm, all of on,

her the original tiering by nine, trahnoly Wenn,
We pipe jrchilow and inrenertnid Wendt,.

s nthltsm dr, WM. sn

sod sonel sr ni mon Wulf m

mon in pr., ddmielhe hos.
and when are the factors demending control.

India and other lend.. much

I tt0 net 104e

salved..

ounces, for it,,, to limit.

than
sea het'sre. We
We say this. know-

Tomorrow
Is Today

mon

Pa het ill 11a-0 ,than
a tramosoik et sims tautup
rirrsdies dleoloo sun khan
Mon tro Ind info holut n
5.515.6
odd., mf`f.h'
al

Glowing fashions for
soaring seventies

il

in unifenpiiVilefied lands. you.

to

contain war and build a house

abashed or

ih,

How to ...Mt in ill, sus

mots rho guar whothorn n ths \ mutant s n
pria.upanons and fits end Sihar spa, RI, 600
mon I othir ufidd tho son
torn, th mod ur mi al P.
sons
thi nerd NA.. at do not hurt our h. 11l m tin
with dr. naffs. undo.' Ind
and ind votha nhtn 1,1 1,
hot Woods we. tad st
on tho h soon ill Hill In

\Rh AND rumor,
wars h

(11(11111

tromondou prohkm I
on. of us

cgs, to honk nosh as flood
tantrol tombs noon loo
sum sir and wan- pollution
Dunn ei highs. !Filth

estrous limn% or hornh

.6

Not ottli

mantra the are on dm wads
corner of tht. nods)
sou
idmit the control n ills

The day't prospects

Bluebirds

'

Aeon Ko Tapes girls under

Mowed their Christmas spirit.

Wks of the Anna Circle of
the Community Presbyterian

Church delivered them to
COOk Comm Hospital, where
they will be used as tray favors.

The Bluebirds worked very
herd at the task and didn't men
Win
a sleigh for theinSHIVHS.1
All ended
however.

Old, leader, Mrs. Foible Boreurprised the. by making

km his talk.

CO. and Mke will

the guardianshipprof Ma. Edfilled
a
ward Brefeld
on the meaning of Camp Fire

PARENTS Without Part PARENTS
Inc.,

.

an

intemotion.

non-profit, nousectarian, ed.

=alio'

organization,

de-

voted to the welfare end in

trueof single parents and
children.
The organization,

which
chapters- from coast to
mash England, Canada, Au,
troth and Hawaii, enrolls
single parents (widowed, sepa-

emotion. at which the fifth

and women, with or without

rated, or divorced), both men
custody, so that they can ben-

Camp Fire Girls and Meir

efit from the help of professional people in the areas of

families got together for a
Chrinmns party in Prospect
Heights
on Dec. I
at the
Community Church. The

child rearing.
Northwest Suburban Chapter 16/3 of PWP, Inc carries
on an extensive program of am

beads.

I

ThiS is confetti.

ALL

$200

YOU
CAN
EAT!

PLR PERSON

has

fort heir parents on Dec. 12.
They combined the skit with,

gr.. were nom*, het.

BRUNCHon

be

served after the mating.

the

really

They elate tiny shies and
them with candy. The

e ducation for 19 gee..
A discussion period will fol-

Mines for parents and their

No reservations needed....t stop in after the
party horn midnight 11111

CAMP FIRE GirlsVished

with a bag of lollipops ,vhich
passed outsto the young -

writs PWP, inc., Box 441,

stem The girls ech.ged per
beg gigs cod .9lImd

200 E. Rand Rood

Palatine, or call 358-2924, or
me the membership chairman

255-8800

Dec. 20. Older Orb took a bus

mails to their fandlim.

H the general sneedags.

Eye as it really should be.

ikt(!eulla.,A

'children. Membership is open
to all qualified single perm..
For further information,

Uric.. by singing .roboo

with a deeply V'd Chanel-ish neck. Like to see our confetti Minus?
Do. Any one uf them will make your New Year's Eve as New Year's

HASH BROWNS. BEVERAGE

fourth graders had a ceremoninl, Christmas carols wen
meg, and Santa was even there
he

number three, but into and
dl'
Among Me things we'd like 333 sow.. Something Daniel
pants-that-313toce. Something that glitters. (Really glittenit
thing black. Something bias cot. Something satin. Anil amshing

JUICES AND ASSORTED FRUITS
SWEET 001.1.S FRENCH TOAST
YOUR FAVORITE BACON AND EGGS

same of hcr own- the gine
Cbristm. party.
the people of Mount Prospect
end Prospect Heights a may

It means New Year's Esc is milting. It means what dress? Whal
wrap? What marvelous thing to do Ill your holy? We 13116 11c113 with

Of Mount Prospect
44 W. Palatine Road
Palatine
FL
8-7350

1g S. Semen Cool
Arlington Heights
CL
3.1766

+ IftilIA A1.34V.S WVC10)41

Falcons move into championship
Br Nude Imre.,

winah

milled for I Si 19
talumph user WM-my in yea-

Forest View took command

in the tint quarter and stormally pulled away to heat York stile last night. h3-13. and
move into tonight's champion-

ship game of the Fos Valley
Holt.% Haskethall '11111ma
ment at Ilannia High ii
The /ikons will zany
Li

61 reran! into the
pow mainnt Morris.
1:311title

tin held 4t; AraI t

t.% other semifinal con-

2t, per
cent. and outychemnded theme,
43-31.

tem Batavia and Geneva will

Greg Shevell. the any Em-

battle for the
bracket crown at

FOREST

consolation
tonight.
VIEW, which

was dopy while beating St.
Edward of Elgin in its opens
ing.round game. put on a

much

better

performance

aminst Yorkville. The Feleons wit -shot the bones fron;

est View starter who played up

to par against St. Ed'. put on
another good show with game.
high totals of 16 'points and 15
rehOunds. The 6-3 st

moved from. his usual guard
post to forward. Making mon

in the starting linsm hit Ed
Bandield.

3 or! slur,

up

opened

I

three-point advantage dun,
the early going. but baskets hy

Wayne Meier and have lime
shot Fore. View into the lead
at 1¢9.
it The Falcons never
trailed again.
TWO LONG jump shots by
1.nslield and another by Rich
Olson

stretched

Hoot

the

11 int, L k

ondh to go.

through a push shot from hc.
yond mid -court to col the gap

sealed the

Forest View's defense took
over in the third quarter. hold-

to 16.12 ad the end of the peri..

ing Yorkville without a Odd
goal for the first 5:48. the

straight baskets at the end of
the period. Sherd! and Olson

Ex!.

then

swished

.

The teams paged 'inn even
terms throughoul the second
period with Forest Vine's lead

earying betWeen hr. end six

Vim,' lead 10 16-4 before York, intermission with ti 31.26 ads
vine reserve Dan Henbrek vent., after Otram cashed in a
countered o ith a free throw. fast break basket with HI sec-

GEORGE BAUER hit

0

0,1N111.1.E.. ILL.
'I he
1 ler./ Huskies abandons!

forced so /awe the game as ilk))

their usual tulbetain pre, lad

qune hstleil yet.

night in hnob ol getting on.
winni. Inch against kick

isintitronis
departure got free 11.r
brought in Sant heige. who which missed

1...entral in the 14anville Hole

hui a 25 -pint mitnurd in the
final period delland those am.

Noon,
Inc Huskies led alimit all
the coy men Rich
.ntral
nulled ahead in the linal min-

ate it st in, 63.57. Mg Ihm
paest tit
the
Heights main
Sprs
and

I

Arlinglon
11

heavy defensive ;flay, and it
nos 111. los. lade in the fourth
period that finally owl the

lint.round dans.

Huskies

moral's irs kands linizengs
that linal charge. finally
tree from the ....ride men on

the min.
WAS

the return of Mark Lindslront
sulMed for Paneriu2 early
und tor Sort in the dosing

minutes. hut Lindstrom. one
of Mc Slid-Suhurban League's
leading mailers

Iasi

season.

Lyon

was scamd in the NISI. in scor-

hustling play on defense.

Mil has gotten intim hirer,
f
Irut and co.h Roger Stein
kg has put the swifuterter 011

'Ihe Iluskien ahandoned
their fullautut pressing tactics

the bench for awhile. 'The two
talked Liver the problems and

ogned Mitt perhow a stint on
he bench entail impnwe
Ieige ' confidence in himself.
!he Huskies r
Rich Central tearn
in the
period. °imbuing
the Olympian, 14-11 Hersey
edged out to it 30-25 margin by
the halland seemed destined to

pull aim some more with a
45-38 advantage by the end of
the third quarter.

John Durso to open the fourth
period. and Durso raced in for
a lay. to extend the margin to

points. but then Patten.
ens charged with his !berth
foul and both he and Spry eere
forced to play more eon.

seemed math's! by the hand
injor, that has kept him out of
action this emus. Lindstrom

servalively throughout the 11. 1 stanza.

ondlonly pick up a thul during he stint. and ith about

DURS21.14110 seem to do
well in holiday tournament ac-

ran minuto,to go, he too was

Lets:nil

their mark.
spoiling his hid for a 20-poird
game. He also Mooed piod.

?anent/ tipmd the hall ao

EMT/I-HALING

tithe,

Gmai
1 Lunn:mu:in last ;sin finished
the game with 11
huh
I

had been sitting on the b.ch
III:oughtn't the game. Frige

points

rehontals mat vim,

I

injured hand pnwed ohasn

,

tion the scored 16 points home

fanY or a hellyourt man !omen defense which al times

lookett plod and lore. turn-

jafints 00 live mitskle liekl.
sashes

'

- The Ihnkies then were never headed until 3,3! in the
fourth quarter what thee tied

the gam tor the tine tine. U.
Olympians then wok the boll
and went ahead. 55-53. and Me
Huskies.
never
complete's

.'"It,"',F h., M. ball
pm

Central

Rich

:EMI

through

three los., as the Olt ;miens

feral the lb. Friday in the an-

nual Glenheink Ruth Holiday Wrestling Tournament as
the Huskies ran up 77 points

for seoind place. lye
points behind champion La-

gond

Grange.

thirds while Me Huskies had
One shover. Maine Eon alto
picked up two fourths while
the FYond Vikings had onc.
The Demons of Maine East

Mrn fiftl,place finishes.
the Huskies one and the Oikings one. Prospect grabbed a
peer of sixths.

mans standings

I. LaGrange. Mr: I. Hers,, 77: 3.
Maine FAO. rie. 4. Ilk, Glen.
and point 101111, were:

An all -area match decided
the 911 -pound champion

Hese, Man Robinson out pointed spunky Ron Theuhold

braok South and Niles North.
OIL 6. Gknhrook North. 5/1:
Addison Trail. 5h: a n
Bar-

of Memel. 64. to take the

noggin and Prom,. 45: 10,
Maine South. 41: 11. West

Tom Campbell of the Huskies

Chim.L. 31; 12. Cary Gorne.
29; 11 Frerrid. 24: 14. Niles
East and New 'flier West. 22;
Wheeling. 18.

crown. Scott Vemer of Maine

East was Mini at 107 while
was

minor

wrestlerer

IIM BATTAGLIA gave the

two fourth and Fretod's K.

variution.

firsts and ell of them sone in
lighter weight divisions.
Maine East was the only other
arca contingent that could
manage a find. Prospect had
two nmnersom and Wheeling
single

second.

picked up Iwo

13'

tFntl.:9.'4.;111e"t:IFilgliSrthelLir"::Ill

awl Ilt nom !kris often
n all. the Huskies were
guilty ol 19 oinks., but the,

gy Jim Cook
Amt. Spurs Ed.

Goliath%

holding the Huskies
only 12.

of Eremd.
but unlike the Biblical version.

to

MITI1 ThANIS abut woll
over half from the field with
Rich C'entrl gaining just a
slight edge al

even .600 to

Hersey's .574.

Hersey took the lead with
one minute!. in the first peri-

an ea Pancritz hi, field pial

The championship game at

the Niles North holiday bas.

kethall nommen! pined the
from
;mains the he

Powell played petite, his hot
game of the seison with II

Niles

Wen

Me little

Vikings lost Iba
battle. 96.62 hilt night.
The rowering Indians
in.
noted every department

cludim the ull-immoant cab,
gory of rebounds, 52-33. Led
by 6-10 all.mlerence sets>
tion Nlark Ctwright and hot handed

and Dick Powell dropped in a

fro: throw. Despite the lob.

Gluck fifth-

Hackie Homo-

. Brad Sdlith

added

his

cluh's third and final title of
the afternoon at 123. In the
same

weight class. Maine
East's Rick Johnson was fifth.

Gary Schweitzer of Wheel.
ing Niels. had to settle for second at I.
losing 4.5 to Bob

Welch of Munnetra At 137.
Dm Maple of Maine East woo
third and previously unbeaten
Scott 51.1a III Prospect was
sixth.
No

glirsky. West
the contest early es

the opening period ad' was
never seriously challenged af.

ter that

one

from

the

emu

the 155 title. Frernd's Rick So -

lines was fourth with Maine

3

IT

0

2

3

grabby

caught .the Huskies up end

Stumho

Bailey .

SP1RT

Deceter My

Tools

I

1.11EMD.110WEVER, never
played dead until the final
gun sounded. and us a spokesman for the Vikings sold.

-They (the boys, have no-

Gary Ecklund of Maine

founh pcsona,mly M the final period, hut even without

with a fullmourt 3-1.1L press.
but West didn't

him the Westerners could rely
on 26 -point cushion they held

slow

to

lost to agent team."

hem& Mike Kulahad an
excellent night with 26 points
and a score of deals anti recovheight deficit

Itxt in toll us Niles constantly
not three or four shoe on the

offend. hoards while Freud
was limited to juat one Mot
most of the way.

One thing the Vikes did

overcome the press. the Vik-

With dill Six mime. nrn

defense which consisted of a
2 -2 zone with ritanA.man
coverage on can
When Mc Smont1 thlriffILT
began. Fremd dropped back
into a half.court press. hut
while West was in tho process
of increasing its advantage to
45.31 at Me intermission. they
switched back In the full -court

cmehes emptied their bench es. Even the subs had peel.

blanket.

The lint ball might ha.

have going for Mutt. however.
vem their patented fam break.
A shot by the Indians usually
found KOlae and his running
mute Bob Moloatik streaking
toward there other bucket In
hopes of
orning a baseball
pass front either Dave W.ker.

East was the only area Placer

in the 165 division. finishing
fourth. Things were brighter

bulb guards usually turned in
some line dribbling and shoot-

for the Meal contingents al 175
though. sea Pete Gnus of

ing in gaining dm field goal.

Maine Eau pushed his way it
the title. He decisional Howie
Mack of Glenbrook North
capture the top spot.
to capture
Ron
of Hersey
wtts third.
the

185.poond division. The heavdweight championship mitring
sew Scott Byram of Niles

North ph, Greg Turpin of
Hesey in I:44. Demon John
Ellsworth aim fifth. winning
the white consolation snatch.

BM more liners than not. Wen
was cashing in on short jump era anal

cripples.

at 7347.

ings set up in a -.slimy,- training in the contest. both

played their hearts out but

Randy Hamm.
When the strategy did work,

pect managed a sixth in

down the pace of the game

When Niles was able

thing to be ashamed of. They

eries. Bo the

Fremd tried to

path.

been closer had not the Vikings

numerous
turnovers. Theracon,mitostly miscues

nullified any ideas of a stn.

ty good

at it as Niles ran to a

27 -point quarter and Freda]

2

3

0

I

1

I

2

FOR
WHIPPING host
Niles North and Warren in the
preliminari., 'the Viking
were awarded the handsome
simond place tournament fro AndM

And as an added feature.
Jim Heiniger. the tournament

director look a poll of the

frombehiml rally and instead.

coaches by secret ballot and
named an elite andounsment

gave

team.

the

Indians

another

chance to put points an the

Acemning medals for their
achievements

e-mai

intermimion.

Frond held Nile. to just six
baskets during the next eight
minutes, hut eight Viking
fouls were converted into 12
points for the Indians and increased their margin to 6945.

Cartwright picked up

KOLEEN CONVERSION
of a fast break brought the
Vikm even at 66 with a minute and ontohalf gone in the

his

0

I

0

2

I

/

3

were

Kolse.
Cartwright. Merski,
Mike
Sachs of Niles North and Gene
StotWard of Wooebtock.

0

little Lewistown. 76.42.

one of the tourney favorites.
They, beat Crete-Mbnee yes-

462 from the free throw line

its hot game of the year ex.ns

Grotto.

2
9

2

/

5

4 12

3

2

6

2

7

IruiL;mukti

5

1

Guttman
Henning
Weil
Kopp
Kerman
Mara
Welter

for the final three minuto
they fell to the Admirals of
Fkmigut. 5-59. in he semi.
final coma of the Nia
'

,

Chrism.

Classic

Notre

111

Dame last night.

3

0

2

2

I

0

O

1

0

I

Mt. Prospect

skate club

Harper ('ones,. Rey Vitim
advanced 10 the semifinals or
tim

150 -pound weight class
in the Midlands
Wrestling Championships at

la Grange's. Lyons Township
High School.
Vit.% a graduate of Forest

Mow High School, will enter

.mifinal

match

at

7

tonight. Should Inc win, he
would wrestle in the Until% lab

ei ill

111, 1WWWW

ir-tound match.

15-1

and

VITRA GOT into the seriafinals by drawing a bye in the

heel

first round: wning his Seltand -Hama match. 4-1, win ning his third -round match.

round match. 3-1. The Hawk
start then lost his next bon,
however. 103.

7.4: and 'gabbing a quarte
final victory on a forfeit by
Mark Fur lane.

Harper's Tom Nimes also
had some worn., in the 150

pound dm, Newts was his

former state champion

Mike Cookus in

a

second -

Mike Ferguson of Harper
also won ovo snatches. topping

Hall StuttN Marco Teton. 7.1.
and Milwaukee's Robert Per.
rms. 10.3. He woo then eliminated

from

the

142 -pound

one Club hosted the Tenth An-

seal Winter Carnival

Speed

Skating Meet at lions Park on
Suedeg. A large group of out.
uf-stme Toners helped in.
minnow Me first outdoor

skming of the year on the
lion% Park Rink.

idea for making ice. the Mount
Proseeet

mew

Pad,

I

!whme fm as

wrneient

eight -lap nack.
0

Totals

21 52

35 2

THE RLGINTRATION Mr
eta

the

to allow many of them to aimpew a! an 01.mic Style Meet

!REMIT 161/

DEPR

Ekcberg

!Coln
Molosnik
Loughlin
Wickenham

O

1

9

g

5
O

Hanks

1

3

I

0

1

2
I

I

in Wm

Wi1'.

morning.

ir tke

Bobby Knight. me
or
ou Primmer% top skaters.
Mnt

I

0

O

Rendre.

sham. wgg &lard

0
10

2

I

After posting
Allis,

West

hest

times in

returned

lie

to

Lions Park in lime to win the
Intermediate Boys Champion.

Bruns
Game

2

Wickutn

O

'2

Here

3

2

0

5

Totals

ship With impressive wins in
I

the one on. and 000.yard

4

events. Knight finished third

22 II 21 33

in the 221iyanl sprint due to n

the sten of Teri ce.

Teammate Toni Tan..

SCORE BY QUARTERSt
Niles West

23 22 24 27 96

Frond

14

17

ww%

14 17 62

t

z

three wards with a
str.g finish in third place in
monad

the one mite and a fourth place
in the 880.yanl
Jay

Kuivinen showed steady ini
Otis chew and

provement

qualified fo, final race. With
Bob Hamsh still on the disaNed list. the club had no opportunity to scum in the Senior Boys C loan.

-

TOM GRUNNAII gathered a medal fora fourth place
finish in the Midget Boys 220.
yard sprint and a third place in

the Indians were on the woe

Rh
ace

Vol,,

3immy Tang.

missed the finds due to
gills in the preliminary heats.

Thc club
Main. next

companion on ti referees de on after drawing with East-

travels to Des
Saturday fur a

meet on Lake Opeka and to
Glen Ellyn on Sunday for the

ern Michigan's Ion Johnson,

tithes Stake Chimpimvships.

WRESTLERS
who lost in the first round were
Tom Wahlund at 118 pound.
Conrad Martinez a.
126
pounds. Bill Sundblom at 142

pounds nail Don Mi... at
158 pounds.

By Undo Humebn
about
Milling home with' lenhveina
ning streak werc shatierixl yes.

tacky afternoon at the greenMater Dei Holiday Basketball

oraw
Mike Kolze 031 of Fremd prepares to scissors beMeen teammate
West's Mike Gelman! (M) in an attempt to eat off the Indian, high Rich Game (51) and Niles
scoring guard Marc Mitsky
(30). Both Kolze and Ojirsky led
their respective teams in scoring, but the Westerners
96-62 decision in the championship game of the Niles North holiday
romped to tx
Cook)
tournament. (Photo by Jim

Polish ski boots, casts
Dedicated ski buffs know
ihat perParmanu4 ors Meehan.
is improved by well -fitting. dry

boots with sturdy tippers that
provide liras support. Siam a

good pair of ski boots costs

'

about 545. it makesgoad sense
bloke the best possible care of
them.

the opening round, 4-1, and then drubbing Carlos Gonzales, 7.4,

a the quarter finals. The meet, one of the best in the nation, is

currently being held at Lyons Townshlp High School in La
Gunge.

usage

Of

the

Ion Pitt to steal the hall nii
m:rolls times :and dump in

limo, Although

type of erms in

last

night's

LEWISIOWN HAILS from
near Peuria and is a school
of about MO students. The
Indians lacked much height

new prim might mirk

well for team scoring honors.

n eel it to 22 8 a the end of
the hot quart. shot to 37 10
midway through the Wand

Kawell had nine rebounds.

period, then began substitut-

Al times. Wood showed

forward Rill Mraanich who
led all scoters with 18 mod who
was second. EKE game lit rebounding with 10.

flashes of greatness to come
and' he looked especially dm /terms on a fine left-handed
hook. It was Wood who per Me
G as ahead to open the game
so he volleyed We ball over the
heads of the Vol little Indians

big _sophomore.

Finn& finally was able io tip it

had little trouble
clearing the beards with 15 as
ha towered over the teant with

' 1103 SCREWS Wildcats

and

punch

the

wasn't much of an opponent.
the

11 points tun, inns with ha

heel

except

for 64

Roger

moved, to a 6.0 advantage, in-

went to the locker room at the
half with 29-25 margin. They
led until 2:40 remained in the
fourth quarter. when Farragut

liatila 1141.1130madell 3.2.411
tt tip -in.

RECH WIDENED the gap

with Mra points of his With
bur Kelly hit again for Parra.

ALTER KUMAR sank
another field goal for the
Lions. Leonard Rogers and

slam. Wright rallied the Ad.
minds to a 43.42 dcfieff However. Rea and Pettentazo 4742. Mack scored foil/ points in

lid the score 57-57. The Admirals outplayed the Lions in
Itailf1.0.TticOPPkylin- the

gut. However. after a Ferrante

a row. but Viator got away

victon

free films, Pettenuzzo. Kce.
Iran end Riokie

with four nick field gook.

the ad perm,

DAVE KASKIE WAS 0111,
of the tennis many standouts

during the gam, scoring

points and

grabbing

IS

20

mhounds. while Terry Cullen
hod 14 points and the sam
number of rebounds. Junktre
guard Bob Rah pot 11 points
and Mark Keehan rounded out

the miring with six.
Jeffrey Mack led Farragut
with 16 point. and Louis K.:Itain the

for nearly the en -

rite game one, the tone,
Farrept fivesome because of
a distinct :0v:image in the re.

bound.,

Fitment closed the gap to 149 at thc end of the first period.

Cullen. Kaskie end Kahan
scored quickly to rim the

A few simple precautions
will protect boob. and keep
them from coming down with
their most common ailments:

curling of soles. softening of
uppers or upper. that crack.

A FEW HINTS will help
eliminate these prolate.. prolong hoot life and add to the
joys of schussing.

Ceiling of soles is usually
the result of moisturelt working its stray in between the lay-

ers of leather, Moisture penbed. can he reduced by rahbins several emus of pasteshoe
polish into the edge of the
solds

Since nears foot oil and
teddle

soap tend to soften

leather to the point of limpgenet they shouldn't he used

on tanners. A good paste pal.
Mt. applied after each noting.
should keep the leather from
,Thing out.
Frequent polishing both en hances the looks of the boots
and helps make them water re,patient. At the end of the season

they should be polished
and stored on hoot Web in a
moderately dry place.
FOR THOSE whose Season
ends early. some liquid polish

aho will keep arm and ley
casts neat andcloin.

monnumd .116 I I scoringw

seal the Vleus 1001,0 good to

rintage an to Mush out the

him in their opener and that
having a gymnasium full DI

ing when it was 41-14 and the

gaffe,
Encouraging was the play of
young Jay Rusek.a fine athlete

half wasn't even over yd. tc-

who looked good at one fon

wislon retafialrd with six
points to finish out the half 21
points behind,
The regulars started the sec-

ward. He showed some speed
in stealing the ball and had the
poise to score on 0 breallnffm/

and half, but with, We third
'quarter score 60-51, Ecker
cleared his bench for the final
period. Dwpite having several

layup.

ALTHOUGH FOUR

to were

in double

-

figures,

Eckel- wasn't happy with the
way the team played and is
jayvee players up and in the somewhat worried about the
gam, the Wheeling entry still ' Danville zame tonight. Ecker

.Tou rri.apnithegt iriLF. 041 St..

7

I

7

3

5

TrewInski

I

7

Tolls

16

year. Man.

last

0

I

f

b

p

flei
}Gwen'
Barthule
Schuh

1

23 13 14 46

Kau
Groot
0

Tyler
Teeth

0 E
13 32
LIsIVISTQN ( 219
0

27

&zenith

10

Sipe

&meet

Rogers. Kelley and Mack

Graham
Boo
Greaclaude

then' gnited a rally that even-

tually led to the final scare.
They forced the Lions into

Glum

the ballCullen got a field goal.
'Mat it was too little and Relate.

Player
Mack

5

pulled the Admirals to 36.34.

Wright

5

Rogers

5

Kelly

7

2

1

O

3

0
0

O

0

0

0

2

2

It

Sill
Edward
Totals

6 19 17

IS

FARRAGUT
SCORE BY QUARTERS
P

R

5

10

6

Wheeling
Lewistown

8
2

3

3

/5N S

5

asks give the Lions a 4631

,edLL.

Viator opened the contest
hy taking a 3.0 lead on a free
throw by Koski,: .da 20..otKelly
.he.
cr'',

Page 7
Tuesday.

ht.* shy!
were.forh

1969

g

12

11-42

I

1

The annual Chick Ems s
College scholarship; for the
197(41971 school your have
Golf awarded by the Weitern
Golf Association to
Chicap area boys. :and l8-Yenrold Thomas Mortar of 419 1

nn.-

December 30,

22 19 19 1676

sch,),firship

3e

RP

noted the board, The team

Mark Keel.. (32, white jersey) of SL Motor grabs this rebound away from Louts Kelly (32, dark
krney) and Larry Gordon (42) of Farrago during me second holf of the Lion, 65-59 loss
the

1ka Av.. Mount Prospect.

Admirals. (Photo by Gorge Halm)

was one of the recipients.

Dons in championship match after 67-39 win
ny pan liellerwan

hot been its /mimic, in many
gamws this year. but it did hold

Rolling

their

;ode-

tournament basketball
victory and their ninth win in a
row, the michty Dons of Notre
day

a flee -point advantage alter
the first eight minutes of play.

The Dons began the game
with a press, honing to shake
Dime advanced to 1w final the Lancers, and fora time the
and in their own Christmas strategy of coach Ralph Hind.
Classic with a 67-39 rout of er worked 01.11 Little Flower
little Flower cif the Smith was unable to score a point for
Central Confer.. lad night. the list Once minutes of play.
Notre Dame will now, meet taking only three shots. while
Farragut of the Chic.° PuNic the don. ormned the game
League tonight at 9 for the with a Gab, Eaton tee throve
toumament championship as and followed with three
the Admirals also turned in a simight baskets be owed BY victory last evening. ticketing ran King. That gave ND a 7-0
11

R. Vinton

the conclusion of the third
Nana. 55.20.

per up by

mom wide open contest with
much running and shooting.

Sexton
Ryan

Me Vial1013 seemed

hut with comparatively little
Wring as the score became

Bolentin
Funk
Storle

wielcdpread Don defense toward the end of Me opening

mood to elom within five of
the tough Dons.
In the second period Hinge,
adjusted to the Little Flower
offense by collapsing his zone
10 stop any gooff percentage
shots, giving the outside to the

sistently from the
Notre Dame was

exudingile

an IN -point lead into Me locker room at the half.

Ne for the first -place honors.
otre Dane is shooting for its

fans have seen time and again.

fourth championship in five- BUT 111E visitors would
years, and Ferment is out to not be shaken as easily as other
ND victims have been. Work-

. the Little Flower game, leg a deliberate and widely
ND was unable to grab a big_ spout offense, Little Flower
tend in the, opening period m managed to maim a brief cam at

fah,l,
Flinge,
quad.

In

points to lead thc dub in scoting. Mcissiter also got three
rebound. second on the team
tosubstilum CMis Sides' tom.

Farrow. The big game will

score.

follow a third place contest be-

dark jeseys of Notre Rime
In

turd

the host five out-

rebounded their victims 11-3

Rite floor ring and excellent
passing had loosed a Don near
the hoop.

ream of Ealon King. Kevin
Keck. Russ Pohl and Tom
Keck. and the Don second

T114: THIRD quarter put

line carried the hordes of
holding the big lead ND left at

Kim Walter had his finest
performance of the year with
nine

points

after

replacing

v.rnade...,usirmeo.f Moi,rnheo jighont

couldn't gel holmn yesterday's

wi t h Lt 49 -teed
o n : 51 I a s a. u, I, it

enter the

fold goals

Lewis

Doug Haney also played

Bob
6-2
PROSPECT'S
K line, a defensive demon

and had two points on one

against moat big men, again

goal from his backcourt slot.

nod

drew the assignment to guard

A L T H 0 U G HALL I I

the other team's best player.
But Kline run into foul trouble

Knighb made it into Ihe box

for three a.

score. Assumption coach Dick

ping the

Despite the large score. Asgumption had just three play.
err in double figures as Jim

Glue son poured in 18 and Ed

rIA:h.7"i:eth:!,:idinpc:kt,iiLiF,'
which played last night.
The Pioneen fed big Suttle
every chance Wey could get
end dominated the entire Brat
quarter, breaking out to a 21-8
lead.The Knights, however,
have teen big, men before and
ontseered the cocky Pioneers,
21-18. in the second stanza ea
Prospect went into its tested
half -court

zone

press

TOWARD TFIE end of the
quarter. Binger hegen to soh dilute for his fine starting

martins fiv. tonal P101,0,..0'
tire pma; and Bade stayed in

2

2

0

4

2-3 zone defense and their fast -

3
3

3

Meissner

4

2

THE KNIGHTS are

3

namcnt all Mgether. They will

1
3

4

2

Kline
Saks
Fritsche
Lewis

Tabs

2

3
I

I

I

White

re -

2

P

Rush

radon home
h,,,,ome.e to.odtayorthcdle.log,

2

2

Walter
Luadstedt

Prospect played Saturday.

2
0

17 15 18

gunner guard, McGinnis, and
his running mate in the back -

M had the Mascoulah Earn
poll deficit of the first period,
though, and a fired -up As

8

BF

left-handed

take the ball away from them

LITTLE FLOWER (39)

Tales

0

I

0

6

2

4

5

4
0

3

2

5

1

0

3

3

Faber
Skinner
Stratton
Sullivan

O

0

0

0

AbrPeriell

IS

0
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I

;

0
U

0

I

0

20 12 23 15
SCORE BY QUARTERS
ProePtut
Ol 10 13'43
Assumikion 23 18 23 23.-91

!impart
Hillinger

D

I
11

5
1

9 13 14

Eaton
Pohl

5

I)

4
0

I

3

0

0
I

1

4

3
2

10

O

0

0
O

2
2

I

0

0
0

Abraham
Robinson
Parish

9
1

I

11

I

I

0

11

2

II

1

0
0

0

0

0

I

0
0

11

ly

0

11

26 15 15 28

Trade

I

1

I/

1

F

Koch.

I

I

5

NOTRE DAME 1671
P layer

6

SCORE. BY QUARTERS

Link Mower
Notre Dame

11 12 4 11.-fle
17 25 13 12-67

Grove gunned down by
East Peoria, 73-48
MACOMB, ILL. -The Elk

Grove

Grenadiers

were

knocked out of the MmombHoliday Basketball
Tournament last night by a
hotchooting quintet from
EMI Peoria. 70-48,
The Gren. loss came in the
third quajter-11.1 game or the
16-teurn tourney. The Grover%
bad stleseted to the contest by
Western

der with 14 and next was jum-

Sam Firach with a dom..
Thi only other player in
double figures 'was East de
dies Kramer who dumped in
10.

ELK GROVE was light in
the opening quarter and the

By the lime Elk Grove hail
made the

defensive

ands,the
meRaiders were on
top 47-30.

711E GAME was practially
decided as thefourth quarter
opened. kloth' mann played
reckless hall throughout

period. and the wild play pro-

sourness to um up '1, 1] -Slew(.
The IWO teams traded hoeticis

stanza of the hansom.

at dun outset, and Itillowins X
second Raider basket imd

Gran free throw. the score
mad at 4-3. But then the Gan
point draught vet in. and the
G mve. were unable to score

inc.

rho

h*bmt

411 final.

for over five mintai. Flesch
finally

broke

the

smileless

ELK GROVE FRO

r

Myer

downfall was the excellent
shooting of the East Peoria

That swished through with the

RiSlatt

2

0

clock reading 1:30. The your
ended with East Peoria
way out in front.

Pinder
Hopkins

7

0

Meech

4

4

It was an entirely differ...

Boyer
Holmes

2

Miedema

I

Call

phenemonal 74 nor cent horn

he field and added 27 free
throw5, hitting 04 per cent
from the line Surprisingly, the

Gives controlled the boards,

Nulling down 33

rebounds

comphred to the Raiders. M.
A .Intijorhy of Elk Grove's
bounds came off of bile often
Irm hoard.
Puhing the Grove retrievers
toes senior standout Gene Fin-

story in periml two. however.
as the limns loosened up and
o utsand the FAst Peoria five.

B

11,16. Using a ISM court sane
press. the Gravers caused see-

Schloten

m' turnovers ;hit resulted in

Tabs

baskets, Flex. was insult.
mental in the Areas, seeds%
Iwo fist -break buckets fol-

lowing deals. The Greta re-

Thompson
Bowles
Luederf

Hopkins

'Mooherry
ledger.
Kramer
But in the third stanza Elk -Quick
Grove reverted to its mistakes
Bauer
of the opening gunner. Their Boynton
_outside shooting fell apart and
Rogers
East Peoria Mean
to use
tricky 1.3-1 offense that en- Toads
half en the dark side of a 33-23

In the point-makmg depart meat. the Raiders' Luederf led

both teams with 29 markers.
Following him was teammate

Rich Bowles with IS Pol.,
High for Elk Grove was

Pin -

abled then; to drop the ball
down to Luederf on the baseline for on easy driving lay-up.

4

3
2

I

0
0

I

II

0

2

0

0

8 33 24
EAST PPORIA 173)

fired to the locker room at the

Zrncr.,

5

1

PruittI 0

der who snared a dozep.M;t
Eyed Luederf pulled in 14
irtnOmilUdrsZdfole:rminete Roger

'undue

Both estehm began in... toting freely with just over
minute left and the reseifts
filled the scoreboard to 1.73.

string with a 211-fi. jumper

The Raiders hit a mu

the

Raiders capitalized on the ner.

THE STORY of the Orme

REAP squad.

McGinnis
2
2
3
5
Birddell
2
2
2
I
'inlets
3513 29 17
PROSPFLT (52)A

Haney

poinb

we
Crew came out onto
the flom for the second IMI to
again Now the Knighb off the

Pioneer

stray shots.
Assumption's

.

THOSE THREE

conch Bill shoon had wanted
10 glee a change to play anyway. Meissner arced' 10

the

in the contest and stole the ball
much less than they are accus-

Edmiston
Soule
Blake

13

Gentile
Montag

King

move to the champlintship lest
tonight.

Glon
ecs

pectors pulled down only

Viator and Link

Flower et 7,30 in the Niles

View team. The IOW yesterday

again.

,Lecalguceoml leading Knights. 17=

named to doing. Rebounding
was also a factor as the Pros -

tween St.

not until Jan. 9 when they put
cif
gtle. 1.5.01e,

shots made a 25-10 third war- at Pooped% memll mark
ter scoring difference.
hack to 54.
A second straight 20.point
lailburst put the game far oat
ASSUMPTION (011
of reach for the Mid -Suburban Player

were

some success.

et'You"'gh tuor'v'currcothmc"11,7151.

on

i ns as w0000 send Minheffort

The only team left for Mart
Dame to conquer this year is

taking a 58-46 decision froni
the Carthage Blueboys Saturday evening. EaSI Peoria Will
play the winner of We MonmotaleUnity game this afternoon. and the victor there will

hoc

with

big fellow in the. Ryan chose to leave in his
eke quaver, and had to term sealers throughout 150 gams
in an effort to ran up the biy.
He was replaced by defy gest scare possible. Suttle and
Meintner, a seinen' whom Dan McGinnis were the only

ballplayers

,aidr_s

forced me leave on five fouls.

B la, 1,, e, °not h. e, d, ht.0...,

,Wdhoi.le7i

slpit.7se.nim.

ming record. McGinnis was

final homer.

O FPR

Play.

crowds' around the basket.
during the slow period.

court. This fink de Pioneers

67.a39 at 110

sewer. by one of dm severee

During the second period,
dm Dons used their cute individual abilities in the big
Green fast break to soon time
and again from close in after

until he summed the tourney

The lag eight minutes saw a

reluctant us try and score as
they persisted in passing the
ball around and around the
outside perimeter of the Don
defense rather than try for a

When the shot finally did
The move paid off well m come. it ens usually in Little Flower was unable to accurate, and the rehnund was

eplodfor 25 points to take

1n.1 and seemed on its way to
one of the sawing blitzes Don

Flog tight

lOsens

hod before a charily taw enNotre Dame ran the seats io

repeat last year's tide.

leaders with a vet. or the Mine On t Lake as Little
closcin shots by cutting for. Flowers was only able to score
wards who penetrated the four points aganst
matte the continthe

abled LF to hit the scorehook.

THU. THE only nvo teams
10 have ever wen the Noire
Dame classic will once again

prop, ,,,,

early, whistled

2

Keeban

It

Sheet

Ruck

Admiral center Mack. Lbmi
site

611/ki We tor.s..ded Nmeem game and so Slayton brought
Netted tIl5ff 655th cm .9/87, in Walter. Everybody on the
WI, ,,,,,
e s -pans off the WWII. StIttie
...7.6 Jack Noche and Don Lewis
er c c. o, r,d

Cullen

Pm ,0000

5 RI

P

land
Normal
Eisenhower.
COMmunity, a member td the

Herrick

it 29-25 at Me half.
Cullen got three points and
Rech got four as the Lions
again expanded their 16d.
Larry Gordon and Kelley

bad

itiaced by 6-10 junior Rick

Hach

F
3
7

four point lead,

statistics. Kaskie.
though Mnly a shadetuller than

.

6

Other winners in the lower
bracket, which Melody. Her
ay :Ind Wheeling. an. Dan
vine, Rich Central and Mor
Ion CornmunitrsY. The lamer
bracket winne were Blue le

Player

stayed right with them and Vi.

turnovers and repeatedly WOW

mask it 40.34.

Kaskie

many supporters that mide the
long trip.

Schlarman or Lockport West.
WHEELING 1761

Kaskie and Cullen opened

make it 25.23.
gut rallied
Cullen and Fetterman, mch
mntributed a bucket to make

Kaskie

1

1

hug

asset as Wheeling dida t /um

the fourth quarter with six
coins, but the Admirals

:nor never had mare than a

Pelt... and

0

2

hometown Ens would be

Catholic and either Danstlk

pt the

Lions a 20-11 lead M the early
moments. of the second querter. then the wants Looted off
and traded lurnovers.
'rhe Admirals closed the pp
to 21-15. but Cullen and Kas.
kie made it r,5.17: then Parra-

he

Yilk

Gordon
4
2
'Totals
26 13 14 31
ST. VIAPOR 1591

Knights victimized as Suttle
shatters tourney scoring mark

HARPER

lands Wrestling tournament last night by whipping Jim Kelly in

Whetting,

snitching Ades enabled. Kevin
Barthule, Gary Kavihl and'

L 5 9 toruard Wood. bo.btxd

there

wok advantage of both meets.

Prospee'r dreams

Peter Langnkkel of West Germany perfordned on the side horse, the rings and the long home
against the University of Illinois, Chicago Circle Campus last night. The West Germans went on to
dean, their oppown.060.35.154.15 In the meet held at Adington High School Imt night. (Photo
by Toni Rowel

Wheeling used a 'different'

The Lions were able to re -

worked diligently to provide

1

never mlinquired.
Only a 25-fonter by Kul= at
the fiat period blizoir kept the
Vikes within nine at 23-14. but

Harper s Rat Vithn ethane. to the semi finals of the Mid

though the In-

Spoon River Conference entry

ly added 14.

with M. temP5mwmg

W. Germans top Circle

-

through it

Mare weren't even therx

S

rebuilds. Junior Mike Pelleho. put 13 markers on the
hoar LI and laded se

Mount Prospect Skat

Too

fall at

7

terday.

The Lions IN 14-9 at the
end of the first quarter and

Viator made in best effort of the season and played

PIMPS WEST (96)
Merski
Grzybowski

Press but the Wildcats glided

against the other Warns down

,

By Geauge Minas

4 11.3:

Id.

-

Cartwright

Myer

h sing a sernind deireeman
come up la help as in a zone
press. Lewistown vied a ma.

Vtator loses in tnal 2 1/2 minutes 65-59

,4

000

1

mem., but Niles quickly

clicked off RI straight point.
four by Misty. to, open up a
166 advantage which they

.

I

00
/

Wolff

countered with 17.

THE WIN earned the Wild.
lag the right to meet host Dantough contest for 0-dWildeuts
as Ihe homonym Vikings are

ply outclassing their initial
foes in 'very
Wheeling gelded a.525 basket
percentage but went down to

3

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Yorke View 1214 15 17-63
Yorkville
12 14 7 10-43

this afternoon.

line.

kiu gm, mm to min but

ville tonight at 11,15.11 will be a

43

4

Penn
Malhesma

rkerda

/

11P:RSEY PLAYED a an
solation game mitty at 3:45

91

4

'

Hanback
Schubert
Lynd

Williams

the field and .375 Iron the

TM Wildcats get everybody
into the um as they clobbered

., i ..p' 4Lk

'

sey was six points away from
toonament eontention.

at about HI Austen do it.

froba:;.,?..,.....1111FEE." ---

lei,. came in a ith a pair of
clutch free throe, which

then the root' euved in and Her -

rouml game of the Danville
Holiday Tournament to start

15

to smell the victory.
Lindstrom was removed and

knotted thesc'' -`,!`'''' f -r'''
jos, minute left us PIZY. It

0
0
0

11

27 .

'

began

sham. center Rick Ware or

O wl's Scot Boucher fifth.

DON KOEIILER of Pros-

whs.% finished in dm I, gee
car
145. Tony Hall of Glenhrook South pinned Knight
Tim Loeffel in 1,24 of the
chummonship match to take

4

Height overcomes Fremd in finale

also imposed their ;sill on the
Olympia ields squad to make
them low Meisel' Iglimes.ltut
Rich Crnind pa hot in Met final period. making 15 points
and

6

but

m Atm ill eh unties Wm
town ha I flatboat. 140 flow

0

Mier. Paul Sebby.with Ry; 4,,,g

'

7

Vitha in championship berth

Each

eliminated has to low two.
The Huskies paced the area
chile with three individual

fniM Gisen 'and

3

°3
0
0

In addition iti Shevelli 16

pint. Forest View got

I

night.

last

the 440 -yard race. 1.mmte

win guaranteed 111
matches and lo he

notched a
Maine East

re,

Hersey team WI second weight
:111,11111'S. Demon Ray limes

111E. Mtn ono ruts undo
the same conditions as the
state wrestling meet is. with
urie

::;.,--,...h:ioL7mcv.z.

'Lain; Lind. inn Forest View

7

Falcon scoring was spread out . Cavellaro
during the burst with Shawl! Melons
gelling four points, Meier Emus
three and Bauer, Olson and .Wemer
Mark Elwin two mail..
Martin

&meth for a 40.29 Iced.
Yorkville made waves with
baikels,.M. 'John. %line and

,

I

Wind
um. of

had to wait until the final first-

FPR
0 4 h
34 6

B
S

.

Hersey grapplers 2d at CBS
Of the live 141mt squads sa
peting. the Hersey Huskies

a

T. .teams of. traded 'fse
._

Player
Long

reaatin

the

FOREST VIEW 163/

poured

In the fourth quench York- Sheeell,
rill. our the lead to I I heroic Benefield
Purest View went on a 13-2 Bauer
opree to win going away. The Phillips

Eon. View 0 36-28 lead with
4:24 to go in fhe third stanza.

,

Bauer

OMI s' on'

jumper and a free throw to give

.

ones from undek

and

DANIII 11 111
Inc won Its sukond

was Yorkville s only player to
tweak into double lipms.

been

through a long jumper to push
the lead to 11 points.

points. The Falcons left for the

Hersey bid for peniitig victory
.. f t 2 lls in tinalmmute defeat
g0

ninth

Foxes managed only two basMb and seven points in the en.
tire period us the Falcons
ratted. to a 46-33 lead,

,

..

hit short

Loftin with

'Cats advance at Danville, 7642

20

SFR
3

7
9

2
11

03
0
0
It

1

I

.
3

1

1

t

5

4

2

2
I

I

I

Meadow0
23 27 26 17
0

0

q

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Elk Grove
East Peoria

5 .107 11.40
17 16 14 26-73

10e/ la Medal, r . 1969

24 Help Phnted Men

'1 Employment Auencles KEN

TRY

Busineas SekviaTh

IBM COMPUTER

'OUR

1FFT

At

or

oily CALL ONE NOW!

ISI

I

BARTENDERS
Full or port tame

107

ior

II

ani

1

394-5100

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

SALES TRAINEE :AR BCNI,

elorthwes, Day. the ;Arlington Doy
The EfaSE!. Dam and The Des PininPS Soy

TRAINEE
American Photocopy CO,

Masonry,

Rodio-TV Repair

.

1.1
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FULL TIME
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0. Reed ark

0,
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676 1000 en 611/

FUIL 'BENEFIT PROGRAM MEND 10 RIGHT MilN.

girls with recretarial ex
'Doren.. Strong' cleric°
and
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259-6458
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.

To lent I umished Apartments
in

.r emcee., office To

No crotO"TlY drTaIrTocs.

.

shorthand

Light
good

COUNTER SALES

THE MAGIC DOLLAR SIGN IS STILL

11./106. 21111Rooms to Share

314110111MM fileldamho

IrronediDED openings

HELP WANTED -DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

)101W"6"1:11) FORD

A LIMnED NUMBER of now cA17

SECRETARIES

YANKEE DOODLE

All NO.

1984770

71110

1909

auto shopping center

El tiurqery Shack -ChM' Cam

593-5747
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La -Salle Personnel
.

2PM 6PM
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11 Office Furaire BUM
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Das

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Alierotions

1119.rnidnulkt

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND
0
1000000 com
er

ARLINGTON INN

Mud

/ 2 Muff Open

P

THE DAY DOES ITI

10,

A rt I

'Egged, thcemlar 10

33-111uTicallstrunientL

Counter Girl

askEE

ban Undo,,,'

r

iP

r

pr. de

5 15 5 dosi

r

A TR

16 Help Wanted Women

PIANO, BENCH

Warehouse Man

T

1

or

IA
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r

r

1550 NO FEE
62,

mg

A

26 Help 911111 Women

FULL TIME

MAIL DRIVER

TRAINEE

INDEX

Consult the dally guide of reliable Serwcee offered
by reputable Inmnest poop), En gag( comma

TI Help WInteil Men
229011 Planted Men

CLASS IH ED

ZI12.'27,2'ar n',".1"ora,",
8 CI 3 0.260

and

/

typing
roared. Excellent fringe

.

14To Rent Apartments

L

benefits.
IN, SOO

CAD M. JE

r52

Cost Accountant

527-0300

MR. THIELMAN

Sewing Machine Repair
119.1

Dog Service

REICHARDT
CLEANERS

C011706.1351

Fl 5.0000 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept.
250.2699

MEN

AY; Serv'me

TYPIST
SSeet Motel

Draperies

ART

Moving

Pointing

BOB 8 DOUG

.392 2576

6

DRIVER -1

uuuuu mud. RA 11531

F

" VICTOR

SLIP COVERS

Winter Sale

fre:=8's.t=cyl

2.11S, or 356-8705"

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

"

to choose Dorn

Decorators
Contractors

st

Bjornson Bros.

WOE DOAN CONSTRUCNON

537-0737

El ectricia Work

For Fast Results

E.J. ERICSSON

R110406

W 1,

S

QUALITY DECORATING

GenerulContractors

352 4650

Sumo Pumps
Firewood

'enn.'6'11°Z.Z'

SEASONED 1111EMIACE LC4S

SUMO. BUILDER>

46,6 KINN

362 WON

Tile

111,1

52113

USD

FULL BASEMENT

DNS

NOSS.36166.11.

DIEN Mr SERVICE

SEASONED

Diert'=6.:1S7N.

FIREPSACE vraa0

Save Up To 40%

WILL DELIVER ANCESINCX

eore
[N1117144

Also

WAR GUARANTEE

FRU !VW., all 40.3

SMORIOR-INISIDON

FIREWOOD
C

try.

Mi. Pimp.° SI/ w NW
CI SIN,

T72 rilM'C'Ir

52679,,

ul

NEW WAN PAINSING

347431110

Contact our Employment
Deportment for details

SUPER-

Training

READand USE

A.M. ROUTES

DAYWANTADS

6:30-8:30 am.

-.0.

ll_llllIOLl000n

MAKING

MAINTENANCE

ANALYSTS
1

/

Comer..

Furniture RefinithIng

Er=ntr=nTar:te

NNW

tees

DRIVERS 11111.1 I

"

Nrighlk LIDWIDery/83 6

McALAREN INTERIORS RE/ 0941

392 0 05

General Hauling

ep

KEW L ARSENIO INC.

II Mass Swans
6.111,11/11,

KNOWN
AS A

a 5 P232

".""'";111Tz,z.

uP ABBEY SALES 6

Heating Service.

co reties

p

11166

All

Wollpopenng

kg

KAM

WALLPAPER

3W.0192

"16°137:;;;;I"'

Horne Maintenance

63, OMR

'5r7ara°77071o787,7"nr.'"'"'

RISTiCH PAM% AND CEMENT
CIA1502-10.7S

'rNTI=TOT*ENN'

Cement Work

'ed'reu. tZ.Ar

Wigs

Permanent Waves
LICENSED MAU, OPERATOR

CAN 825.3710

06 00 CO 2206 or

KAN/ I III 1,110THERS

CP2 3381

Window Woshing

Plastering
95R.0.26O":!,1511.191/11
11

1

I

Mee. 7 if MORS SO,

1

DAN KRY511

255-1022

Window Well Covers

TRETA:EIVLIPTG"

InSItuctiOn

,

OE OR PA'

T.'

0

k

oom pm*. lenealloWn

DAY

AD
Convert usable
but
vnneeded
items into ready
cash with a far
reaching Want Ad
in The Day. Phone
255-7200 or 2966640 to start your
Soporific Quick
Cash -Making
Machinel

if

DOWNES MINIS _SCHOOL Of
CANONS ENROLL NOW FOR
MN CI 5 3500 HAI 11,5

Piano Tuning Service.

Put nay Want Ado

Nod William,

392-6812

66 -Real EstateLiouses

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLE

352.3200

ARLINGTON NTS

12-Wanterl To Buy

Arl Ws We Isgift

5550

NI. EVEDYBOON.SESS
Go PITO 111E SNACK

Sh

P110-11,1,1

ol aravirann alsor hull air
INCL. I i m Lan

110'

111e111 10 11011011. 01:11100,
Dien01 01111 pl.1,1, el

01

their Ewes yleol in Neon
soil oh:row
him Ng area spans DunnI

lyric

I

Haim:

2

show hoututch lige. will
lee alio ihe sorrel911
Incrs hare hem anhaliel
NIale the led ot welt
%Mine .,,,L.Ei .I. pu.s.iIile11

the ounploc4 Boum mil
99.1 vivo on,our Ookur

255-72011

OR

Ire,ocr.

1

II

P

12 6

r

ut2271 aTL'IL'22°Z

rhaviroarr.

/1 1125, 2,Boor Hard E.P.

11-Cylired.r. Aulemedle
Eeenue.on, Ifinel Reol.
Body MAE,.

Hotel Night Auditor
Work in luxury Northwest suburban
Hotel and Convention Center. Ideal
job for night owl with accounting or
bookkeeping
experience. Hours mid
night to A.M.

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

TRONCOS

(With Snow Plow)

511

t"J"

26 Help Wanted kni.

16.44 Wanted Women

0!

ECONOLINE VANS

FOR
60100.2
no dleCurley boa
lurAzC Wlvie 6 wl SICO

IMMEDIATE

c.1.0. AIIm

mint.,

III.

wired Delzo

al

-

226.79/1.

DELIVERY!
Coll MAY 237.267R oir.

1795

111.Autornobles for Sale

1967 OLDS CUTLASS

259,30

Slooring, Radm.
1116113i My OroJli
Rod,
Favegir

d

101 SuloParts antl Access.

3460

e rato,R.Ilour Hard Top,

311

C011 027-1326

DALMATIAN 50.6 Mos.
Papers, Shots, Trained,
Gd. w/children. Will
sacrifice 394-5405

1695

967 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON

1967 FORD GALAXIE .500 CONVERT:0LE

474hfrefenishie5s4uI059e

381,MR

i unit./ idiii

1495$

$1395

tar

SET.

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500"

walnuk welre

Ons1

M1dhoord

Pro..,

reggarte

1965 Forrlone 289

C611122 0571

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

earring the sISIEWEND II
Gill
1111010.1aLV ita the kw. in

TELETYPE OPERATOR

.r the pine spume.

851.30 Tax Included
294.1661

il

conmo our Employment Department far detaik.

1110 01010.

FIG 2

PARTY 100)614 It
Illiehen.! II pui nerd
some new ideas Dr pair
C1111t111111,
Nettie.. rou'll

union

4.17.445S

'""'

N6667206

1.1900

Wa51,17

LWOW latnments

Oil Division

1963

Chowder

Biscayne

2

lard n rich apply in I nap,

Niel.,

tiliniptit

S.." Iraikid

Pane

i., 0/Patn
cop,. Wild ,I LVIII iil
coinatubro9nyed.05.li.94
Jr,991 ...lope in 1.11'
,o

PY

TIE Is

BOOKI I: I',

I'LL. nes 51911. I Norge.,

rdik.111. ford:.

I4)51)WRom: 1101011
slava, erniest!

nillar, globe,"

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 80057'
Telephone (312)529-7700

Al Equal Opportunity Employer

$895

695
1195

963 FORD SQUIRE

Seeking experienced TELETYPE OPERATOR to do vocalion relief work

ell,.,, vituchme die lace in
dried smear ing do Inini "I

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE

1969 Singer Zig Zoo

We hoye on immediate IC,, 10 for experienced DICTAPHONE OPER,
ATORS or we will train irho duoly wiih good typing skills.

adenineio the horde, sr.

-"'

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

Coll 226-1352
337 1930
BEDROOM

$1395

in

NEW YEAR

WITH A NEW JOB

967 GALAXIE "500"

3,2 0107
SETTING OUT fRUNITINIR

idea in make die lel.t.

I

.trenCrIOnr

RING IN THE

clip he boil Amp 0111,11,,
lai.V. AcILIng, III IS it purl

lba Slie oil II,- ,11.1,76111,1,

Iwo lig., in

Advertise uith Day
Want Ads

155-0°

END A WAY TO
GET ISERE

ir u Mid u II Am

darriluldc

60.0,

tleto rrarri

1THelp Wanted Men & Women

-,434

11.1,1101 II

, Lin Nat' wins pieces

HARD TOPS

$OD

SALES MANAGER
TRAINEES

III Clipping a 1.iee fell 01 ,.

PIMPLE,

2 -DOOR

.

I ,II,

II, loom DM,

GALAXIE

d

114elp Wanted Men & Women

Young Hobby Club
1l1011

1955W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

phone

n'oeuigtV

041..

MY WISE HAS SOME
COMEE CN EIE STOVE!

II

CASH

Apemen seamen.

F

25V0

FOOD STORES

ARLINGTON PARK TOWERS HOTEL

AT A OREM GIDE
LIKE En IS DOING IN
131,5 [DOZEN PLACE!

shove a lypicrul sham loon
116.1110 myrallorn and the

CA1.1.

.

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

1968 MORE XL

-

awn. he aside

Need Help?

MAGIC BY 'DENT THE MAGIC

IYA'N'EFN'F'NFESR'IA'11TIA'f
W.16
7 0171

ICE CAD IF

6,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

e;uillrve_LA'ro'o.
aor WE GOT

FAMILY
WANT

263,1M0

Magic

Dos Pl. Girl friday

AU. roe. Curt Some*

OE COURSE NV ASE WELC
NET.ELIT
CANTF IMAGE

WILDLIFE MIEN .

WINDOW WELL COVER CO

Doming School A Sue/rhos

139 0020

APPLy INPERSON

DERE AND MARIC.MEET
ECG 41A4E, ONE OF OUR

Arogelde.Phoim one.*

Plumbing

r''".6.67.POZZ:E,r6

255.1107

JEWEL

255-9414

16 Help Wanted Women

CUSTOM DECORATING

Cement 0 EloditOP
FLAW INSURED

5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

362 15.1

HEMONG SERVICE

Fl 9-0500 ear. 594
Office Penonnel

lop,

Mark Trail

CUSTOMCARPETING

'117'17'gRRTO;11"GTrg'

rlcoZsr.6'6

Mount Prospect

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT

Came McDonald Rd Pre..

BETTER

Amy Personnel
16 W. Northwest Hwy.

3.90

EARN MORE- 10', NIGHT SHIFT BONDS
1st, 2nd 8 3rd SHIFTS OPEN

ArrAlone

'13

5 DAYS
ONLY

PIPEEITTERS

I

CUSTOM UPXOLSIERY

3 LINES

/575

NES DINECESEISECASE

CALL

PE 6-5302
Now Is The
Time To Get Your
'1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In To

fr.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
-

=1E=

ELECTRICIANS

15180880H

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY FALItsp

ROLAND E JOHNSON

0000

P

AMERICAN 1.1;HOLSTIRING.

Flo

-1111""

L.T.D. 2 Dr. Hardtop

FICE SPACE

frorn"rOg

JOHN HANCOCK
INSURANCE COMPANY

14Pusauls

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

nrIr-u7nUartie"rs.

TI TS PAL. Moms, Ofttes

Heip.E.MML,

for a new cocktail lounge

An Equal Opportunity Employer

[115TOM UPHOLSTERY

RICWS DECORATING.

COCKTAIL
WAITRESSES

GENERAL OFFICE

Paleline.111inois 80057
Telephone 13121529-7700

CAM -

cnri

394-5100

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road.

Schoolc
06
oo6

26To Rent HOBS.

sena

I,n

ARLINGTON INN

NEW OFFICES

2:30-5 p

MAINTENANCE
Furnace installation

Needs Complete Staff

11110101

Cook County

el y

oP

or

union

P.M. ROUTES

ULARIN!

RIFIC
QUICK

MACHINE

3924,1S0

wALL PARKINS

Taking application:

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

INSPECTOR

Uphalswv

SAS

CLY3P91

SCHOOL BUS

P

Get OUT Special New Year Savings Prices
On All Cars In Stock

OPERATORS

427.3105

DRIVERS

Storm Windows

Don't Buy any Car Iii You

MING POOL.

COMPTOMETER

No experience necessary

E urn Extra Cosh

711,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MALE

CAE 1126 37.10

2 B Trm

1

6 00 and of k rerLy...

INDUSTRIAL GAMMA

5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.

rl'2.?6=BNYAEN

359.6110

1M1porares

Evening hours,

c121 1.1.1.11

MANY IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

ho

P

BLAIR

Regionol Office

JANITORS

'

Snow Plowing

CL 9-0495

359

Coleman Floor Co.

CALL NOW 251.7167
North Shore Daeriors

Corpentry.Remodelme

a

GIRL FRIDAY

EXECUTIVE SALES

trarat==

JENSEN

beppy.

Simployment Agencies-Wurnen

N Murp Sum, IMA Mee,. 60609

IX,," Fabrics

NEW '69 FULL SIZE FORDS

.7;V: 1=tt.tr-1

work oda

der We, Nuns

ON ALL LABOR

Lauritz

Mod jobs& ha.,

Daniel Woodhpod Co
GENERAL OFFICE

TERRACE SUPPLY'

tarar!:::1':rVIL

Dressmaking.Sewing
NYS Ar1wW66111E Pd

Not Only Maverick But Also

ere

COMPTOMETER CORP.
BUSINESS SERVICES DIVISION

FUE TIME

50% OFF
CUSTOM DRAPERIES

Be A Blair

14 Yelp Planted Men

296-1638

C:niireiRKIViestoora

255-7200

CAR BILLER

MR SCHAGER 78,6244

Decorating

8

$1995

0 20 P.M sue 5736

0009W. North Aye.
Melrose Perk

7r'd'oTrry Eppre Moyers,

PANUART SALE

'CM ell:

259-5730

SEND RESUME OR CALL

GERALDINE'S

RCA 7116 FM ET am, mere

STORES

"r

r°,19'

SERVICE

JEWEL FOOD

LOOKING FOR A FUTURE!

"111,:

255-67S1
Foo;co,y Arr,,

Coll ScoricSkroZirdrt.1020

:0

op. 0,0 :r1
1'""Z
:r

'01r: fisaT raP 111O'i
Naftnal wog aansa. SOO ti

Vow Wee. OREM SECOND CAR.

Rey, 7W. Rodman. CL

S100.114.51120

I.

$495

SHORT RIBS

a
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OUT OUR WAY

Tuesday, December 30, 1969

o__ay

WAVE A
BABA/ DRAGON FOR A PET.

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

7

6:00
News
News
News

9

Dick Van Dyke

2
5

7600D NIGHT, DON'T YOU EVER
QUIT YOU'RE RIGHT BEHINPME
WITH A MOP WHEN I COME NI-

WHAT ELSE, WHEN
SOLI MAKE A FRIED

E66 SANDWICH
AN' LEAVE IT 50

NOW YOU'RE FOLLOWIN'

\...41,,1' ME, '60IN' OUT!

WHEN ARE tent DULLARDS
GOING TO Pt -AN 'OUR 1970
PROGRAM SO THAT )OU
CAN FINALLY ADVANCE
THE WORLD? DESPITE MY
ACCOMPLISHMENTS I INTEND

JUICY?

LISTEN TO HIM"--ANI7
HE WAS A WET MATCH

ALL THROUGH '691__,

FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND
WRITE A CONCERTO FOR
THE XYLOPHONE!

REALLY? .DOES IT

6:15

BREATHE: FLAMES?

RETuRIN SLOT!

1I TV College
Shakespeare.

.

6:25

torial 0
26 Quiz

,

PoNor WORRY!

I CHIEF MURANNA!

THE TRIOCigg, PEPI!

PEPI.E.-f; A
VERY GENTLE
MAN UNLESS
HE EL -5 SURE
OF WINNING!

SLIDDF.- SLY

STARK
AND FE -RI

YOU 14/.'W

GIFT FOR

TRAM?

LOOKIVE BEARDED

ARE BUSINESS MEN/

ONE! HE E-.5 NO/

NO1 f3(11-CHERS !

ARE- NO

7\

LONGER

12,5o

I

IT rcarn of

den Rorke and Bill
Daily.
Mod Squad

a

7

ALONE -7...

20 Tv College

11 The Forsyte Saga,

Your

sensitivity training
session that helped
cool a racial, crisis in
East St. Louis, Ill.
7
Marcus Welby,

Horoscope
For Wednesday
CAPRICORN (Dec.

I'M

PARTY, PETUNIA:

GLAD
YOU
COULD COME,
BUGS :

COME ALONG, I'LL

A young basket-

INTRODUCE YOU TO

THE REST OF THE
GUESTS'

Capricorn who doesn't

another's verbal animosity too seriously. Keep
alert to changes of mood.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb..
19( --Spirits should he extremely high this evening.
Take care that you don't run a
risk of accident late in the day.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
211 -Take care that the resolu-

tions you make this evening
aren't rash ones. Think over
carefully directions in which
you wish to improve.
ARIES (March 22 -April

citement.
Mills.

Port.

....

Hayley

4-y_i'r2E- THE

9

12:25 News

p h o n y Orchestra's

5

Everyman

new music director
talks with Chicago
Tribune music critic

9

Movie

"House of Wax."
A horror tale.

7

1:00
Perspectives

7

Reflections

9:30

1:30

II French Chef
26 Luis Carlos Ur-

1:40

elaborate visions of

John Crank, contains a complete per-

11 Canterbury Tales
" T h e Clerk's

docuperform-

formance

McHale's Navy

,i2

let and its director,

of

12:55

tico

a

stardom.

12:30

26 Boulevard Artis-

7
9

of

Cranko's "0 to 1."

10:00
News

2

2:10

5' News

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

News
News

2:15

Talc."

2:40

26 A Black's View

Five Minutes to
Live By
9

of the News

EEK & MEEK
I- IUMIT TO NISH WU A
I-IAPPf AND MospeRcos

' LAMIxoRD I

Yai

11 Chicago Festival
"A Conversation
with Georg Solti.-

ance special on the
Stuttgart Opera Bal-

A

AE.y. 5E.Yma.R.11-lIS IS

FOSTER...

Chicago Show

ibe

J. RNA_ GHETTO, YOUR.

/CONE ON IXThN,

7

from

11 University

MORTY MEEKLE

Midnight Report

a

Castle."
mentary

glamorous

:2-30

5

surgery, goes to
faith healer instead.

7:00
Debbie Reynolds
Show

movie
studio
prompts
Debbie's

,

flick..

must undergo knee

11 NET Festival
"Cranko's

A contract offer
the head of

Jan. 20) --An amusing day for
the
take

to create a little ex-

5

__

Movie

"A Matter of In-

Lincoln."

", . .

23 -

8:00

nocence."
A
21 year -old girl decides

'Scallops

by

Dr. Wclby that he

his plans for the Symphony.

erman

TN' CLOAKROOM 15 7744T WAY)

12:00

Movie
"The Prince of
Darkness Affair." A
man for U.N.C.L.E.

2

M.D.
ball player, 'told

11:35

(00 Paintings,
Great Music
32

.

Thomas Willis about

5

met

LOOKS LIKE A FUN

re-'

Rudd

Hughes

20 Tv College

26 Today's Racing
32 Galloping Gour-

11:30

32 News Final

newsman, -

Ochs on a .unique.,

7:45

The Bulls vs. the

BUGS BUNNY

CBS News Spe-

2

cial
CBS

The Chicago Sym-

Knicks at New York.
11 Holiday
Fish-

Wrift AN oPTIou

TD RENEW IN FEBRUARY!

MOUTH CF JANuARY...

COW(' WANT

TO BE

DI FFEIZENT'FIZAA

20) --Though you may not realize it at once, you have an op-

ONLY KID IN

portunity today to do another
great service. Don't hand

HAVEN'T- BEAT

EVERYBODY
ELSE, (X) YOU?

TOWN THAT I

a-4.
sin.
UPI

LJP.

a

back.

TAURUS (April

vulnerable at this time. Strive

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

today

arise

which you are in no way prepared for. 'lake things in
stride, however.' and the year

THE BORN LOSER.
Answer to Previous 'Puzzle

(June

22 -July

ACROSS

your future; do with them as
you will, they nevertheless
prove vital.,

1Feminine
appellation
7 Filmi

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 231 --Go

about your work as efficiently
as possible, though you may be
in need of more help, than you
higher-ups.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)-Keep things moving precisely
on schedule today. Evening

CAPTAIN EASY

-Keep your self-control even
others

losing

are

their

equillibrium. Attend to business in spite of personal ex-

NO..a. CANNOT LIVE IN LUXURY HERE
WHILE MY FAMILY SUFFER BECAUSE I 1111"-.61111cAMIT
DEFECT! I MUST GO SACK THEY !RISE

THEIR WAY
OUT LIKE

citement.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
221 -Overcome a feeling of
helplessness

in

the

face

YOU PIPE

NOT ON CREDIT: I PLEAD WI,
MY UNDERGROUND CONTACT..

143W MUCH WILL

IT COST TO GET

BUT IN VAIN: TOO MANY
THEM °Ulf ICAN
PALMS TO GREASE' I ADVANCE YOUR
NOT MONTH'S
SALARY!

FOR ALL NINE RELATIVES ROCK BOTTOM

PRICE IS IF27,314l VOULD TAKE TOO LONE
TO SAVE IT FROM MY FAY-

McKEE:

GOTTA
SPEAK_TO

YOU Aloe:

of

present assignments by wading
in courageously. Ydu are more
prepared than you know.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec.

221 --Don't

leave

the

scene until details are well tak-

en care of. A good day for
I%

swer, questions.

PLI INGED
plug
plunge
pond
pule
pled
pung
nude
glen

glue

gulp

geld
dung
dupe
duel
dune
unpeg

lung
lunge
lend
'tune

RM

ALA
NU
T TB
t. -

CE
N E HA

UME

O -r I:R MAP
4 Biblical name A V
A
5 Present
13 Dormant
B
N
month (ab.)
-r e e D
14 Beast
A L R T rz)
6
Perfume
B AN
NGE
15 Sketcher
VON
7 Entangle
ERIN
16 Vine fruit
RE
,RETS\
S t17 English river 8 Donkey
(comb, form)
44 Enervates
seat (pl.)
18 Faucet
9 Vigor
27 Ending of
46 Render mad
20 Driving
.0 Likenesses
a prayer
(coll.)
command
11 Devoured
29 City in Latvia 48 Shoshonean
21 Broadway.
12 American.
31 Employs
Indians
sign
wild plum
35 Freebooter
50 Scottish
23 Wand
36 Loiter behind
sheepfold
25 Oriental coin 19 School of
whales
38 Compound
51 Social insect
26 Health resort
22 Musical
ethers
52 Size of shot
28 Moves
dramas
39 Mere trifle
suddenly
(p1.)
24 Challenge
41 Coupled
54 - Animas,
'30 Australian
25 Milkmaid's
Colorado
43 Emaciate
ostrich
32 River (Sp.)
3
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12
33 Legal point
34 Freudian term 13
14
35 TV quiz group r.
15
37 Malt brew
16
39 Bud's sibling
17
18
19
40 Droop '
42 Matinees
'121
22
24
23
26
direction
28
29
27
44 Steamer (ab.)
45 Jellylike
'

clearing up old problems. An-

Answers to
Hideaword

90GB

I

AP

w-kRB

are being allowed. Approach

as.

MP
EM L
(Roman relig.) ROT
0R
3 Musteline
R
mammals
L
L

231 -Start the day early. Morning hours are important to

brings the celebration you've
been waiting for; enjoy it.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-

ALE R
AL

Variety

ends well.

CANCER

12:30

YES, I
DO.

to get along with others, especially during the evening celebra ion.
GEMINI (May 22 -June
211 -Problems

-----,4,---.A-....--

s.. nust, Ku... TA tn ., . ...

21 -May

211 -Your ambitions make you

CAMPUS CLATTER
IT'S TIME TO

YOU'LL NEVER QUITS IT

TAKES CHARACTER,

MAKE MY ANNUAL
RESOLUTION TO

BACKBONE, FORTITUDE

QUIT SMOKING!.

AND WILLPOWER'

THAT'S HOW X
GAVE iT UP, A
COUPLE OF

YEARS AGO!

NEVER 1 I WAS GOING TO
START WHEN I GOT TO COLLEGE.

-- OUT I GAVE IT UPI

t/..t ht

OM

-

"--' 30

material
47 Greek letter
mountain

.

40

.55 ()Pen to

public perUsal
56 Card game
57 Confectionery
58 Privations

55

*DOWN-

Joyoua

2 Tutelary gab

57

3738
46
63

.56
50

51

52

42

41

45

44

49

34

36

35

53 Bother

1

32

31

3.3

49 Biblical

John

32 Big Valley

lord.

Humanities.

Pas-

Country
workers come to the
city each year for

Mills.

Lynde as her land-

Lipton.
9 Pro Basketball
11:5-'`

sion."

9:00

"The Debt.- MiWilliams III, Peggy

of

"Season

their fling.

Julia
Julia and Hannah
Yarby form their
own kind of Iiibor.
union. Diahann Carroll. Lloyd Nolan,
Marc Copage.
7
Movie
"Gidget
Grows
Up." Stars Karen
Valatine and Paul

chael Cole, Clarence

Movie

9

Typing.

5

Jeannie on a Budget." Barbara Eden,
Larry Hagman. Hay-

el,
-,

32 1969 Peach Bowl

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

5

Show

Barbara Bain and the
Sweetwater
- rock
group.

"Never Put a
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Show
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Show
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career as a singer in
the mining camps of
northerArCafifornia.
5

aLimcy !

terview. Dan Dailey,
Julie Sonimars,Neva
Patterson and James
Callahan.

7:30
2
Red
Skelton
Shaw

daughter

9 -year -old

ROBIN MALONE

7

10:30
,

South Carolina

friend dies,'Murdcek
Lancer finds himself
responsible for his

en. fiK 6-,e;

derground ' press in-

Comments

and ii.
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profes-
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When an lioed
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8:30
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Classic

6:30
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2

THE WORRY WART

Governor
Drinkwater becomes
the subject of an un-.

WBBM-TV Edi-

2

DIFFERENT
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10:25
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- and Yale Brozen and
Beryl Sprinkel, senior vice president
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Harris Trust.
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2

32 News
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sors Walter Fackler
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Palatin tioad problem nsol
New Year's
dr
way
be the last

B g urestion is: Who

will pay for sidewa s?

"Toasting the holiday season is regularly a part of New

Years parties," said Howard
Pyle, president of the National

Safety Council in Chicago.
"But toastmasters should exercise caution if they plan to;
drive."
"There is no question that
the best policy is for individ-

By Ben Cbute

Members of the Arlington

7t

uals not to drink if they are going to perform any activity requiring judgment .and skill.

away from a meeting yesterday, called to lessen traffic
dangers to schoolchildren using the Palatine North Fron-

But for the driver who insists
on celebrating, the next best
solution is to drink in such a

tage Rd. between Schoenbeck
Rd. and Windsor Dr.
The key to the solution

manner that he will not be un-

der the influence when he
drives," said Pyle.
"This is done by allowing at

seems to be sidewalks.

ti

The question is, who will

one hour per average

least

drink consumed

before

Vista Homeowners Assn. were
disappointed when they came

a

at-

tempting to drive. And that

count must start from the first

drink --not after two or three
quick drinks. Once you be-.
come impaired, only time will
eliminate alcohol from the

pay for the sidewalks in the
unincorporated area which
lies just to the east of the Arlington Vista subdivision.
Arlington Vista is a wholly
residential section of eastern
Arlington Heights that has
200 children attending schools

body.

in

"Black coffee, cold showers.
physical exercise may'
make a drinker more alert, but

High, Ross, and Sullivan
schools complex on a 40 -acre
campus salthwest of Schoenbeck and Palatine Rds.
It was explained at the meet-

and

they do not make him sober.
The best solution is to stay
unimpaired," said Pyle.
involve

Chicago

alcohol. A

By Richard Crabb

John G. Woods, Con -Con

delegate from Arlington

ments for college should contact Robert P. Hanrahan, su-.?
perintendent,
Educational
.Service Region of Cook County, Room 407, Chicago Civic

1.

A student

19 -years -old

must show written evidence
from his former high school
administrator that he has not
attended school for one year or
more.

2. The student must obtain
another letter from a college
registrar.

between Chicago. and down -

No paper
Thursday

vention committee in return
for an assurance that he will he

appointed to the pivotal Committee on Local Government.

Hanrahan said, "A poten-

and effort by following these

scheduled for Jan. 6.
In trying to secure a balance

Heights, declined to head an
important Constitutional Con-

Center.

procedures:

sion of Highways.
Therefore, under these conditions, if a sidewalk is eventually to run from Schoenbeck
to Birchwood Ln..(to the west),

over March's signature, answered by Charles McLean,

the first access road into Ar-

way division's disapproval of

lington Vista from the frontage road, the 3,000 foot concrete strip would have to be almost next to the road, a "curbside walk" as one official
termed it.

It was just west of Birchwood Ln. on the frontage road
that Ronald Nettles, a 15 -year -

School student, was fatally injured Dec. 12.
The youth's death triggered

action by the Arlington Vista
Homeowners Assn., under the
leadership of its president,

Alan Krinsky, of 2027 Rose -

the barricade plan.
McLean said that

any

change in 'the flow of traffic
along the frontage road would
interfere with its function as a
necessary part of a collector distributor system.

He later said that he also

old MacArthur Junior High

hill Dr.

March's assistant in charge of
operations, that told the high-

The Chicago "home rule"
program, features of which

There Mill be no issue
of the Day tomorrow, New

could be developed at the expense of the suburbs, will be
hammered out in the Committee on Local Government.
President Samuel W. Wit-

Plan repairs
to bridge

wer of Kenilworth yesterday
nominated the chairmen and

over toll way

vice chairmen of the 12 standing Con -Con committees. The
heads of the committees must

The Dept. of Public Works
and Buildings of Illinois, has
contracted Albin Carlson Co.,
Melrose Park to do repair
work on the Elmhurst Rd.
(Illinois -83) bridge over the
Northwest Twy. in Elk Grove.
The repair work consisting

be

approved by the con-_
vention, whose next meeting is

'

tg.

of bridge deck repair, resurfacing, and waterproofing will begin in spring because of more

SIMON
SLIBUI113\

favorable working conditions
brought ori by warmer weath-

gilYS

Barricades

and

warning

signs will be erected to direct
and protect traffic.
The contract sets up thirtyfive working days in which the

On New Year's eve, remember ,that slcohol and gasoline
don't mix --try gin and vermouth.

state and. between Democrats,
Republicans and
Indepen-

dents, Witwer all but overlooked the Chicago suburbs.
Including Witwer only five of
the 24 committee heads live in
the Chicago suburbs, and ironically three of them live within
five miles of one another in the
Oak Park - River Forest - Riverside area.
DuPage Comity,

Years Day.

repairs are to he completed.

meeting Monday night.

The final resolutions were
"ratified, approved and adopted", a necessary procedure before issuing of the
bonds, J. C. Busenhart, assistant superintendant, said.

BOTH BOND issues were
sold on Dec. 15 when bids
were accepted and read at a
regular meeting of the school
board.

second

most populous in. the state,
Lake County, .McHenry

County and Kane County in
the Chicago suburbs have no
committee heads in the convention.

The $274,500 issue went to
Mount Prospect State

the

Bank at an interest rate of 6 per

cent, with the total interest to
be
paid
by
ail: district
$101,910.
The $550,000 issue Was sold

to the La Salle National Bank
of Chicago at an interest rate
of 7 per cent for the years
1970-80, 6 3/4 per cent for
1980 and 7 per cent for 198182, with the total interest to be
paid by the district $411,665.

In other action the school
board accepted the bid of the

National Bank Note Co.

to

prim the bonds, $446 plus $15
per change in interest rate. The
bonds expected to be issued in
January.

Water was orange -but without cyclamates

Besides Witwer and the
three committee officials from

the Oak Park area, the only
suburban committee official is
Mrs. Anne Evans of Des
Plaines. Mrs.
Evans was

named vice-chairman of the
Education Committee.

WITWER CALLED John
Woods last weekend and asked

him to accept the vice -chairmanship of a Con -Con com-

mittee. Woods told Witwer
that he had sought to become a

Constitutional
Convention
delegate in the first place because of his deep interest in local government.
In the end Witwer agreed to
(Continued to Page 2)

Vista Homeowners Assn , one
agency that could be the key to
the problem was inadvertently
overlooked

That was Wheeling Township. The open farmland that
extends almost 3,000 feet west

from Schoenbeck north of the
frontage road, is under township jurisdiction
It was suggested that "perhaps" the township might
have funds to construct a sidewalk. Arlington Heights Mayor Jack Walsh volunteered to

contact Lawrence Corrozza,
Wheeling
Township Road
Commissioner, to see if there is

eastbound

any possibility of relief along

dren,

who walk

against traffic along the road,
could result in another tragedy
should a crossing guard fail to
appear and replace the barricades, some morning.
The solution, and a sidewalk
seemed to be the most feasible

yesterday's

District 57 School Board

School Districts 23 and 214,
the Illinois Division of Highways and the Cook County
Highway Dept , m addition to
three men from the Arlington

feared that reliance on the barricading by the schoolchil-

foot, or $9,000, and no one at

Gregory and Sunset School
and $550,000 for the addition
to Lincoln School at a special

government committee

plan- to use the high school
equivalency (GED) tests to
complete admission require-

ploma will save himself time

school day, in the morning and
afternoon when children were
using the road.
Krinsky received a reply

Dist. 57 adopts tax levy
resolutions for bond sales from where that item would
passed the final tax levy resolutions on the recent bond sale of
$740,500 for improvements at

Woods to sit on Con -Con

Persons 19 years of age who

school .di-

that

County) of the Illinois Divi-

if the frontage road could be
barricaded to traffic each

men, money --about $2 a lineal

The intersection at Central Rd. and Northwest Hwy. in Mount Prospect experienced a succession of traffic jams yesterday when the traffic lights failed. Workmen finally put the lights back in
order late last night.

Gives details
on GED tests

high

headquarters,

by George March, district engineer for district 10 (Cook

Krinsky had written a letter
to March in September, asking

solution to the 19 assembled

false sence of confidence, endangering himself and others
on the road with him.
"Therefore, driving while
unimpaired should be the major concern of motorists. Passengers should be concerned
with the driver's condition
also."

not have a

Junior

there is a seven -foot right-of-

drunken driver developes a

tial college student who does

MacArthur

ing at the highway division's

"Fully half of all traffic fa-'
talities

the

way north from the curb on the
north side of the two-lane, oneway frontage road.
The meeting was conducted

meeting

knew

come.

that avenue, though no one at
the meeting was very hopeful
March said that the solution
by pedestrian overpass across
Palatine Rd and the two frontage roads, opposite Birchwood Ln., was not feasible for
two reasons
The cost,
'$80,000 to
$90,000, was one reason The
second, said Mai ch, was that
such overpasses are "beautiful

on paper," but impractical in

Edward Grodsky, superintendent of Prospect Heights

practice.
He said that given both traf-

School District 23, of which. fic lights and an overpass at an
MacArthur and the other intersection, experience shows

schools are a part, noted that
the school district was already
"well into" tax anticipation

that most children will cross at
street level.
When March suggested that

warrant financing and in no

all three "E's" should be studied, "engineering, education
and enforcement," Superintendent Grodsky commended
the MacArthur School princi(Continued on page 2)

position to volunteer.
In addition, Grodsky said he

did not feel that it was "the

business" of school districts to
put in such sidewalks, and
Krinsky, who is member of the

District 23 board, concurred
as to the lack of money.

Gripe
Of The

March explained that the
highway division is not in the
"sidewalk business", and constructs them only where they
have been displaced by new
construction and must be re -

Day
People who discard an
unused book of matches
enabling small children to

..placed.

While there were representatives at the meeting from the

find and lipid them. W.H.

Village of Arlington Heights,

Kelly high band
to play at Orange Bowl

Mount Prospect residents plagued with
orange water yesterday may have wondered where it came from, what caused it and
how to correct it.

When employes at The Day discover-

It's true that a band from

ed late in the afternoon that the water was
running orange from cold water faucets at

the office, at 117 S. Main St., they attempted to reach Public Works Director
David Creamer but found he was out of

Hersey

Bowl events on New Year's

parade

But officials have said that

Herbert Weeks, Creamer's assistant
was then contacted. He admitted that
there was "some trouble at one of the
pump stations" but declined further com-

the hand will be attending as a

neighborhood group and not
as an Illinois high school.
The explanation helps clarify any misunderstandings that

ment.

He said that any further statement

School's

marching band by-passed an

invitation to the Sugar Bowl

in New Orleans in
order to meet IHSA regula-

Day.

town for the day.

High

Kelly High School in Chicago
will be playing in the Orange

the Chicago band is making

should come from his superior, Creamer,

the trip with the sanction of the

who was to be back on the job today.

Illinois High School Association (IHSA).

tions forbidding a high s,..hool
organization to tras el more
than 150 miles from home
If the antique rule is
changed at the 1970 IHSA

convention, a possibility now
under consideration, the Hersey musicians may be able to
accept

the Sugar

B041 in-

vitation which has been extended for the 1970 parade

Apartment rent hikes may be small in 19 ,
Chicago area tenants are

getting a belated and maybe a
backhanded Christmas present, according to Edward

N. Kelley, vice president of
Baird & Warner, Inc., which

age, compared to the 4 to 10
per cent range and 7 per cent
average

increase

in

1969,"

said Kelley.

THE SMALLEST increas-

manages over 15,000 apartments in the city and suburbs.

es --one to 3 per cent will come

"Apartment rents will not be

in the city and in apartments in
many "over -built" suburban

going up as much in 1970 as in
1969. But in 1971, watch out!
"Generally speaking, the
range of rent increases in 1970

will be from one to7 per cent,
with 3 to 4 per cent the aver-

in the new high-rise buildings

areas, he said.

"In the Northwest Suburbs
this market continues to soften
because of a glut of new apart-

ments," said Kelley. "Raises

will range from one to 3 per
cent."
He said 2 -year leases still
will be offered. Two -bedroom
units will be in comparatively
short supply, while three -bedroom apartments will be
plentiful.

"THERE ARE reports that
a few -landlords have even offered concessions (such as free
rent for a month or two)," Kelley said.
Well -maintained
walk-up

buildings in good neighborhoods will be an exception to
the rule, Kelley said. Rents for
apartments in these buildings

May I, 1970."
HE SAID stiffer raises will
be evident in leases expiring

will be increased as much as 10

creases being even greater.

per cent. And in some and
7 -year -old

buildings, "catch-

up" increases as much as 15
per cent may be imposed.

"As always, increases will
he selective," he said, "depending on area, operating
-,costs, demand, and vacancy

rates. The mildest increases
will be felt in leases beginning

later in the year, with 1971 in-

"It's a case of supply and
demand," said Kelley. "In the
past few years, the market has

been flooded with new apartments, especially in the suburbs.

"Building outstripped demand, leading to a vacancy
rate of as much as 2 and 3 per

cent," he said, "which is high!'

er than the rate which has
recently been normal.

the demand again will outstrip

"WITH SUPPLY slightly
greater

than demand right
now, owners will not be able to
raise rents to cover all of their
increased operating costs,"
said Kelley.
"However, duet to tight
money and higher construction costs, the last half of 1969

saw comparatively few new /
apartments ' start,"

he

stank. This means that by 1971,

said: --

"Demand, though, kept con -

supply, making it teastble for
owners to increase rents more
than now."

Landlords for the most part
will offer only one-yiar leases
in 1970, said Kelley, to protect
themselves against higher expenses and operating costs in
1971.

"In expected tightening
markets," said Kelley, "short,er leases are the general rule "

THE BAN
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3 injured in fire
that guts h ine
Three Thomas ,era 1151011455
In f foe early yesterday morn

hoot door of the hour. tack
'visor and ht.
hot
re
to lump out of

lonsom to John D knsor at
801

Westgate Rd
Mount
Prospect
Taken to Halo F411111, Hot

window on the seeped floor of
the (0/00tory home

pun Ind nested for stook in

Emor later told Mem.
that in ghost he had bun

Mildred 51 and his son lack
d were m portedlsIn
pint
Mod con, dmon last night PILL

Firemen mooned that Oa
Mae started in the (snub
in the northeast comer
of the house
the lint floor

to

Nom loll" 13 Amor Ind M.

F

Les:

'

,!I

home of IoM D

P 14,1041,en,,t

day that Republican women of
the northweg suburbs will

sponsor a "Ralph Tykr Smith

Lutheran Geller 1 Hospital
observes 10th anniversary

Rentschler of Lake Forest.

Smith was

appointed by

U. by the
, seat Comedy held

late Sen. Everett M. Dirksen.

A decade of service to noire
thun 00,000 people will be
commemorated at Lutheran

Day'. 1:01.

Sep Smith will speak briefly
and be a guest at reception et

the Mount Plospem Holiday
Inn on Rand Rd. at 1p.m.
Wheeling Township Res

raliCa.
Veva

Committees's..

Meyer

Arlington

of

Heights will be chairman of
the reception for Smith, ans,

ed by other township coot
Illi110.001a1 from the north-

Sen. Smith win eliend the
,ire day in Cook County on

t.,

the BM. In the Inorntog he mill
meet first with Rich Township
Women's Republican Club
and later with the Words
Township Regular Repot&
ca. Women, GriianimPtm.

This is Sen. Smith's first
campaign Visit t
the north.
west suburbs. Het15 running in

In, March 17 primary and Is

million hospi-

sided.

DEDICATED Dec. 14.
1959. with 31(, beds and 32

Mail; Street

plops and 900 volunteers.
me hospital's tradition
,105 hulk to the 19th Century
when Lutheran deaconesses
came to America to eetablish
hospitals, homes and social

d'n19P6r6e-7;1..2.

tal expansion began in Novem-

ber, eventually increasing the
hospital's capacity to over 380
beds.

agencies. Among Mose who
mime were a small group or

I965 --A

named her Amy Kristin.

Mown] be 9.1 years old on Fri-

AS YOU TRAVEL to and
from panics to mkbratc the

day, Jun.:. He's den and well
and enjoys the companionship
he

gets

the

at

old people's

honk whore ho is doting no,
He enjoys reading and would
particularly enjoy receiving
birthday greeting cards and
letters.

Do send him

s

greeting!

Mail h to the Lutheran Home
for the Aged. SOD W. Oakton

In Arlington Heigh.
is

able!

The Holiday lind across the
nation arc going to try to help
prevent amidents with Coyfee Safety Stop Program, Any,
one who stops at the .1-101iday
010,19

000
will
be """11""n"ItoP`
free cafe, The
objective

Herman was born on a farm

In the area that

entrance of the new year.
theres lots of free coffee avail-

now Elk

Grove Village. The 'old home-

stead. of Oakton and Mount

to get people err

is

the highways for 1,5111411155.

Also, on the Illinois Tollway. nix oases will serve crone
coffee at the
Hurvey nes-

Prspect Rd. was recently tom
down and
1145151,, devel-

a.

ga,a,c

11

opment

there

is

now.

Her-

mon's brother. martina lives in
one of the new homes. Herman

has another brother. Albert. in
Des Plaines.

Herman Beer retired at the

(ion coffee are olocated Oh*
at
O'Hare Field, Des Plaines,

rev years ago. They had Nor

bet, limo at the Wide St. home

where Herman had been liv
ing.

Happy

Birthday,

Herman

Beer!

ITS ANOTHER daughter,
Susan Mork, for the Jim Burroughs family of 707 Prospect
Manor. She has throe sisters....

frau first baby, a girl, for Greg
end margin rsombrow. They

were saddened by the Christ mss Day death of former
Mount
Pros c
Robert
Wood. He is probably best re.
otembened in town as a mein -

bur of the District 57 School
Board.

poinkd for
T$0. ft.:*

woo
.1..f__a.1

1963._
to

106.6.

Ireo lis'main re

00 P.

were personnel and
study $,tiO'ttar1.ttt!tfo

salary

I...Se P.M.-N....PL.

and CI',,, moved to Atlanta.
Oa., e.o.m.: of years ago.
Bob had been wa 4110 a
"tt
bailie
LmR.Tr hoary.
Friends here nay he was in his

Take advantage of these coxfee safety breaks!

early SECies.

THME ANN
bake sessions going on at the
Dan
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Kincr
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e
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b

H10 d...1

week. last week-. they ma c
of Grim, hrea
Oneloaf
One
loaf was m aniseslemon

Dan is

really

the

10-ymr
y'histor ncld
1960-The 316 -bed hospital
30. It whit 17
opened

patients admitted. By the end
of the year, 20,000 people had
performed

believe
.vc you."

Right reserved taint* quantities
item: in IN ad at all Wa !glean

mince.
Mrs.

NortInvest Suburban Welfare
Council.

minces have

Rosa, hie sons Henry of Mount

Prospect and lack W. of At.
Biwa, Heights, foss grand-

1

I

Revenue Corionittm has

IS

Tynal,

who kips both

children and adults. lieu de -

August of Highland Park and

logist to several agencies.

his nomination for members or

The Welfare Council Mee,
log is held the second Thurs.

week. The committees are ash

the

convention when it meets next

Northwest Suburban YMCA,

Tiede, The committees will

LOU patient capacity to 666.

in the funeral home chapel.

I

fits, open heart surgery at the
boy.

la62-First col:eh therapy
unit in the nethwest suburbs

ICE CRE

Asstd. Mallows

Mrs. Virginie Macdonald of
Arlington Heights asked for a
position on the Judkial COTmittcc.

5;$

111/2

lb

Old Fashioned
NNE y DROPS

OR 2 pounds

Gay Nineties
coated grahams
or mint cookies

74.1.talia5kabee

Put smoking
pleasure in

6JS-ounce bag

Real buy!

day of each month at

'

Northwest
Plaints, where
served at noon.
300

Riley..
a

Wesel to be affirmed by the

Des

probably hold their organizestional meetings Wednesday
morning.

buffet is
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W
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549
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Q,
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"
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100 VITAMIN

C
100 mg potency, Reg. $1.19

TWIChewabA
N PACK!

298le

Total 2001

Dical. Phosphate
Bottle 100,

CI 11`

vandalized
The home of Everett Cain

11

703 S. Louis, mount Prospect
was burglarized Monday, and
SS in coins, a knife and a ring
wee 'taken.
Police said entry was gained
through u window in the bas

1-----)1

12

9I

9

67e
79

11

GJ

LI,11

---6 i

house were broken,

SNOOZ-ALARM

Liquid Planar

Reg. 4.97

397

-

6-yr -01r1 Str.

QUART SIZE!

Reg. 83t

Big choice
of subjects

88

f
Preserves pot,

NON -SLIP 6 -FT.

231/2x16" PLASTIC

Vinyl Runner

BOOT TRAY
Keeps mess

off floor.

58

Array of sizes

78C

CANNON

5% compounded daily on a balance as small as $25.00
Now, what could be more simple than that?

Youngsters and Oldsters, we hope that your selection of the gift for that 'pedal someone 'clicked'

*Z146.).% 2nivit
our Gift

NEW WAIX.IN

Menttloy, luestla,Mersder
SAO om
6:00 pan.

Of Mann Prospect

Boo Beauties For their special personalised n000000

Thanks ago.,

200 E. Rand Road

Sue "N" Soot

wadmrster .a.ea um,* AM a.m.

(Across horn Randbuoti
-7111111

255-0800

FM,
e

wran p.m

raaseerIlan min le t00 p.m.

Pop -out poly grid. Reg. 99c Pack 2 go

MAIN ...AM llitilaNg HOURS

1.11V.11.

90.1.1.140 NOIRE

ICE CUBE TRAYS al

HEELING

Monekty, Tustleg011uraltry.

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
A145101.55501105F10/15

1,111.1

MI

MO am. la .0 p.m.
Clem! on Weelpeatl,

Two 6 -fool, one 9 -foot, brown color

Bubbles kids clean.
With this coupon
turn Jan. 3, 1970

REG. 37'

12 OUNCES

somtdoy kb.... to IMO

93,

ry irregulars; so colorful!

Now,

13
(Limit I)

$1

ToothbruOt
Hard or medium

j

14,1

tie;hr
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Vitamins
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Dear Reader,.

Tomorrow it will he MO. the start of a new Jecack. It will

TO AVOID Inc dangers of n'Ttn,I'll'O'scwgVWVC,'::71=I'V..0it"'YelValli"ink'a new lottery
carbon monox.e. the motor determine their standing in the droll.

t

If you can remember hack to the time you turned 13, you%

--Never rim the motor of a

open to imee....... 19
air.

-lie sure to shut off the motor if.youare sitting in a park.
Car for more than a few minores.

-Check pair engine for

proper combo...

-Check all poMis of the ex-

maser Jibe eii,PeIfi,rfr..'.C.,,,,',eap., WaanS2 oni.,',Xclbyk...is.7...
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ea.!. sc, if -they tell
dot
leadsd
he
Ito

it

like it is." The accusation, no, is the

-do as I my. not do as I do." This le supple
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will
betw.n parents and their children. the generetion gap will
exist.

Fortuoucly. however. Me world is hill of bright, competent.
sensitive. wonderful youngsters who am going toad things right.

I think they can. I think they will.
The futuns looks bright.
HAPPY NEW YEAR.
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'70'3 WITH FUN, GIFTS AND PRIZES

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!

During the
troops holb
days BI Cadette troops from
me Buffalo Grove area sang
at the PMatine BM*.
Mot. Donald HoonhAirt. orgy

Buf7alo Grove Polio Depart -

,

rvaid ism
!

km cm! Scout mope
from Mt Jo, Kilmer EellOol
participat,d in IN. school
Youth
Recognition NOM
Brownie troops demonstrated
an investiture anremony. Jun -

a candle light
lion ceremony. and the Ca lasses performed a fon, dance

OPEN

6 P.M.

THE RIGHT TO LIMIT atIEWOTIES

NEW YEAR'S DAY
JANUARY I

129126

I

December 11th through January 17M! Here's a great way to welcome
the new year and the new decade of the 70:s. Visit North West
!Moral and get started on your savings plan for security
and gel
gifted besides! Mull be gifted with valuable, beautiful thrift gifts.
And you Ian enter NWE's :'Save for tbe '70's'' hourglass -money
guessing contest. You might win one of 711 exciting pri,s. To start
the '70's, NWI offers you many now conveniences and services at the
newly remodeled and expanded quarters of the Family Savings
Center. NWI's "new -for -the -70's". service is for you. Stop in soon
and we for yourself.
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...get your
choice of 3
great gift

`
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I

or

Free!
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NZ\ -,v1
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NOTICE

t-1

Set of 4 genuine Plait zgral
Stoneware Mugs I h, to ,11 h rh..ign,

or open a nein/certificate account.

.

Ames Aluminum
Snow Shovel

Choose a lleaUlifUl set of four stoneware coffee mugs with
TFE r t ;Xing!
made by the famous Pfaltzgraff potters, Pennsylvania Rugged and lightweight
and
craftsmen since 1811. Chip resistant and dishwasher - snow won't stick to the...TFE
sale. They slack easily, too. Choose from six different
coated blade. A repeat offer bepatterns, while supplies last.
cause of your many requests.

Your savings elsewhere can he trans-

ferred free to your NWF account.
One gift choice per family. December 1 I th through January 17th.

IS BRAND NEW
MANY GROUPS
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\
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$75°1-no0-tigClitka
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got of tough
lion Ottictal

onstrucand weight
Set ant lucles inflator pump
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k im I
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4,78us'pittow EASES, I.
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SHEETS,E

.Start

aeri mamma
rant amount in 1111.11,

the7N

gum. on ge ditir ial

Mud, avail... in eur

a Winner!

You

of money Ill OUT

'Save for the7M-

Dc Aim, Sunbeam

Ittl(lt NT' I PRI7E5
',Nth, am

Coffee Urns

(Olin, Allke

il)FIF FII PRIZES.-

hourglass and win
611v of 70 prizes!

1,11.1d1111.1., It,

r

*to $375,100

of $525,800

SNOWBIRD SNOW THROWER

5 THIRD PRIZES..
ks

OLD

AT 3-,100,000

FIRST PRIZE

can win..
-1St COND
Gaston 0igit.11(

Guess 111(1 amount

TO

In

a

roll

Free Souvenirs, too! Slop in for your free mementos of NWF
s 70 s cclebralion-a durable ice scraper for your car and a five year calendar
for your
home. Nothing required. lust ask any teller.

SH IRTS

HOURS: Full Off ice Sen4ce:

VALUED AT

Monday and Thliraday-e AM to 8.PM
Tuesday and Frlday-9 AM to 4 PM
Wednesday -9 AM to 12 Noon

Salerno y --B AM to 12:30 PM.
Wa/k-Up Teller Service:
Monday through Saturday-8 AM to 9 AM
Tuesday and Friday -4 PM to El PM.

OUT
TO BE SOLD

OF WESCOR
ELECTRIC -22

TO BE SOLD OUT

TO BE SOLD OUT

AT 9,326,000

f$53 00,0 0

YS of EVERY DESCRIPTION

UP

103Y

of

TO BE SOLD OUT

VALUED AT

AT $276,800
TOP 40 LP STEREO ALBUMS
TO BE SOLD OUT

VALUED AT

\T

HISTORY

AT $72,400

6126,000

SPECIAL PURCHASE

WITH
RONA-FIDE

°I
pfsf

CclItiugR7:1Nnit

SAVINGS

gsiNtitYD-RUAP

70%

4901 W. IRVING PARK ROAD/CHICAGO, ILLINOIS-60641/SPRING
7-1200
John D. Reed, President

ItO

I

PLEASE

6375,000 BUY -UP c't
WESIDIGHOlISE
APPLIANCES

AT $218,000

MEMBERS PLANS ARE ACCEPTED

I

I,

I

THESE SPECIALS

ARE AVAILABLE

THIS SPECTACULAR
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II

REMEMBER

ONLY DURING

SMA ALL NO RADIOS

TO
bS01.0001301
m8E

I

SETS
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stoosisvitiks

I

-12 INCH

TELEVISION

AT 5179,000

siNshess&

FIRST CARD

OF 3000

VALUED AT 5300,000
TO 8E SOLD

AT $1,475,000

TOWN 8. COUNTRY
CHARGE
AND OTHER

61,981,000

'932,000

OUR FAMOUS.

DISCOUNT

ROLLER

VALUED AT

NAIR CURLER KITS

PRICE SLASHES

REGAL
EAR
14ITW-LIP

i

HI -FASHION PANTS
SPECIAL

7 HOUR SALE

Over 3, acres of free parking to the rear of the Ube.

NORTH WEST FEDERAL SAVINGS

4 1 4LADIES' IMPORTED

POSITIVELY
OFFER YOU
SOME OF THE
MOST
DRAMATIC

SOLD

spOHT

ALL EARNINGS COMPOUNDED DAILY AND PAID QUARTERLY.

of

PURCHASE
?Aamitlf
SPECIAL
& ICE SKES
POOL TABLES
243,500
at
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WORTH
of $2,780,000
PURCHASE
TO BE
SPECIAL
THE HOME for
of GISW ARES PUBLIC at 1,576,000
OUT to the
QUALITY
MEWS TOP& DRESS

LI

H

BELOW WHOLESALE!

,,,no II mil

IA I L'A 1

* SPECTACULARLY REDUCED FOR 7 HOURS ONLY

ALL MERCHANDISE

Take home any of these three beautiful and useful gifts FREE when you
save $2110 or more in a new or existing NWF savings account. Start or
add 'to a regular passbook account

r,sels over $140

need thb joint amyl,

11 A.M. to

NORTH. WEST FEDERAL SAVINGS
JOIN NWF AND WELCOME THE
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Inc ponder smelled

Lillie Flower in the third place game of the No. Dame Christnais Clunk won by the Lions, 51.36,1m night. (thioto by Bab
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championship by debuting
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while

Notre
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Flower.
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View and Little
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Llninv third. I Plinio bs 11111 ok,

Forest View ran into a red.

hot, well.
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championship game of the Pox
Valley Holiday Tournament

at Batavia High 5.101
lle loss was en especially
Niter one for Forest View
coach Rot Arneson, who wan
born in Morris and lived there
for 25 noon, Many a the vetcran coaclis friends wore on.
hand for last nighth title game.

Huskies show well again

11, Jim Conk

with their towl ot 42.

Amt. Seim PA.

The team scoring was hased

the Deney 1Inskim rock

Jim

tit 115 1.1111.1, 10
Park
u

honor% with

on 10 points for the winner,
seven Mr second place

four

championship

for third. two for fourth and

1111, lake

one point for the consolation
winner.
Brum Beam. ill whipping

porne

70 pin
o ts..ment

Arlington nes a clone we-

.11 11,
oh she,
crowned Don Stumpf the winarer

ner at 155. The Warriors of
Nlailie West. normwhile. held
their own al 511 points and the
third piDili011
ihu tourney

with eh:swims at On and 130
in the permits of Boum Beam
soul
Barrinpn. respectively.
'

.

IIIMT LAKE Park finished
in the fourth slot Remise
with Oh total points while
Sycamore won right behind

ith 51. Lockport West. also
with two tournament winners.
finished sixth with 48 markers
while Geneva was seventh

with 44 and Glenbard East
rounded out der competition

three ...4h on mule to his
trophy nrn. began his sannk
with a Hell decision over Tom

lumber! of Lockport

Weal.

B ruce is now 041 he the strits
Hill

of Glenhard
Ent was Bear. second victim otn a pin at 3:52. while
Murray'

Hersey's Don Robinson 1051

the championship in a prod.
inn duel. 8.7.

THE 107.1100ND crown
Pecnt to Geneva's Craig Hankhan

alb& hdecision.
Hersey's Torn Campbell, 7.2.
Arlington's
Greg
Matins
BB,IPal

Maine's Larry Km -

Inglis downed Dan Smith of
Glenbard East. 8-3, pinned
Wanior Bill Beam, at 3:20 and

whitewashed Sycamm. Jeff
Lane, 14.11 for the tromy.
Beam honors to captitre third

Noce honors, while Arlingtons Wayne Pierre took the
consolation match.
Brad

Sndth,

over

Lockport 's

Greg

Mani at 5.2. Ma., Gary
Waecker took e sixth with his
4.0 loss in the consolution
round to Arlington's Bob Wit -

.0.

THE WARRIORS got bid'
on lire winning track et 130
with Barringer Jobbing Geneva'sNike Forni, 8-2, shutting

Lockport'- Bill Rya, 5-0,
Ind nipping Arlington's Rieg
mod
4-3,

with a pie 0 2.41. Cole Ind
previously whipped Fluskie
Munk Catrnecki. 4-2. tWalt',ga
Maine
t's

Bab Wolfmom continued on
to,Bain the consolation mire.

Huskic

a

sophomore. was the highest
qualifier in the area us he
grabbed dm third prize with R
pin

was unstoppable al 177 us he
eliminated Cardinal Andy
Cole in the championship bout

The Cerds. Scott Douglas
R dged - Warrior Gary -Klein.
8.6. at the 145.pound division

to capture Oath pkack bona

Huskie Jim Catanrana took

Al 115. the Huskies' But -

thin! plam honors, I-0.
SyeamOre's Willie Smith

Redskins led by 13 at the half
and stretched .e margin to as
much as 20 points before For.

View on the gap against
die reserve,
Forme View look early 2-0
and 4-2 lends. hot Morris went
ahead on Vince Hodgson's

free throw with 4:46 to go in

the opening period md the
Redskins never trailed again.
Morris had a phenomenal

first half. hitting ml per cent of
its shots front the held against
awry &Meese Arneson could

throw Cl it. When liormt Vie,
opened in mando-man my ma

14.,

k can

for easy haskms underneathWhen the Falcons cwitched td
a cone. giards Ed liameim and
Ralph Voland shot holes in it
with long lump shots.

FOREST VIEW never cut

while ankle Rick Adenine. the margin
went on 6, take the consolotion
round. 10-3.

ARLINGTON mbounded
et 155 aa Don Stumpf proved

to less than 10
points in the second hull', and
Ma
eventually got Me lead.

Ofneetoth9rOW0ard1;la I.V7/Prr'ent*-

ing in the third thater. The
unbeatable while racking up Fakom closed to within 15 at
pins °reach of the three opponents he faced. Hersey's Tad

DeLuca had the last shot al

the

siesta, 4.2. for third place hon-

MORRIS' V1001IRY was
much more onovincing than
the WO. might indicate. 'Ile

..

. in the

semi-liribls,

the end of Me Period. hqwever.

M.P..

Morris hod its only real

-4apse.corly in the fourth quar-

Stumpf stuck him al I:43 of ter, but Forest View 0014401
the opening period.
(Ike advantage of the Red.

watched Nu total
slowly dwindle until tlie last
quarter when only five points
separated the struggling home
wont
and
the
onrushing
speedster, from Chicago.

With 00/ 11019 left in Ihe
.11.51, 00110D01 united 54.49

and has . the verge of duplicating its Monday night effort
when they overcame a SE Via-

tor bulge and won a 65-59
thriller to gain entry to the
cal game.

But m.eaptain Gabe Eaton.

FV bows in tourney final
By Mike Innen

their marg. to 13 by the hulf.
and

The Admirals had won the
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5
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0
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I
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Din .,4 0
Mason

ReimediMm

4

2

Heilman

2

1,1111.33
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4
0

DrurY
Anderson
Bergren
Kuiken
Challand

0

0

Tools
Player

0

who

played an outstanding game all evening,

took personal charge of the sit-

Aim' mistokes. When the Faimns mum within 12 al 65-53
with 5:15 remaining. dm

downstate school old. off
six points in less beano minute
to em the victory on
Meier paced Forest View
with 20 points, while Greg
Shevell pitched M with 17 and

Dave Long with 10. Hodgson

mu the big gun with 25 (or
Minds with 5 tallies.

THE FALCONS are idle
until they meet Preopect in
key Mid-Suhurban
battle Jan. 9.

R
5

1

Olson
ahead!

5

Bonifield

1

nation, and hit the one jump
shoK to give the Duns a nu,
more breathg
100 thorn. Shortly
tournaments

Most Valuable Player, Kevin
Kachan, put up another two
pointer.

and

7

difference, 62-51. and put dm
game out of reach for the run.

nano,.

11-10 GAME opened with
the strong effort. of ND can.
ter Toni Bricker! who domis

MID SUBURBAN LEAGUE
REBOUNDING LEADERS
Mayer school
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Toads
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8
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Werner

gal

13

9 P.M., Hency

I

Bill..
-

assisted

pass. That quickly lifted the
scam Lock to a double figure

,

Tab&

Eaton

Ruos Pohl, basket with a fine

League
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Meow
BF P
Long
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26
26
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18 12 17

they only had Six more poi.
than the 'Cuts in the second
half.

points.

In the second period Ferrigut opened wall pless which
the Dom effectively broke, in.
their load to 3S-25 at
the half.

BUT' BY the third quarter,
the pressure lacdes used

Admirals began to take effect
as they gained three porch in
06106 and made
the perod

attAempts,

lthough the Vikings didn't
have anyone the sloe of 6.10
Roger Wood. their 6-3 and 6-4
players dominated the rc.
bounding. hauling down 43 to

17
Morris
23 19 21 10-73
'Gallant and Palaline Lath Forest View 16 13 19 16-64 lies incomplete

field

in one m ore rebound than his
senior scoring mate at six.

SENIOR KEVIN Banhule
was the only other Wildcat to
make more than one lards&
and he 1010104 just four points.
The opposition relied on a balanced scoring attack with four

men in doable figures and a

fifth with nine Point, BOIL.
Forrest

Charles

and

Evans

each bad nine rebounds to
claim second place honors to

Much. Wheeling's Ion PM

3
3

limb today and is fawned in
the tournament.

&AWN.

2

Wheeling simply couldn't
cope with the ilindY Danville
'n the eontml. The Vikings only lost the ball eight
IlnThe

games in a row this .son and

Nil bundlers.

Charles Burton and Evans to
pump Wheeling from the out.

side am namy the Wild.

one championship already to
its credit.

After the game the awards
totha top teams were madeand
the selection of the allotor
team announced.
..

DESPITE VIE loss. Wood
pm en perhaps his Inept performance of the year. making

nine of 13 field goal otter..

CHICKEN Of Mt S
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long sh., but the thisel per .
Rimy) the,

DOG F it

3
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to supplement some of
theenst of facilities demanded
by todays campers said direcI

tor Wilton. L. Rutherford of
the mile Dwwwww M Cm
He said campers will

4

7 12 30

SCORE BY QUARTERS
10 51

13

13

19

16 19 12 66

15

a site withou
gravel parking
pad. licnvever. trailers. pickup
campers and tent trailers must
use a. site with a gavel pad."
Rutherford explained.

want

cessity for the inereusal fees.

Rutherford said "An individual sith. that is. the grovel pad.

the electrical

to install. A FN. involving

Spry

Pat..

0

P
3

2

4

I/

I

Dramik

no

Sukley

3

I

0

0
0
0

told'

0
0
30

ft

o

II 21

21

SCORE BY QUART!RS
Honey
15 0 14
Joliet Catholic 10 12 7 1

1

-51

tett

pinking

pads.

IVias award

'5'2g :51011'01N t71Zit ntn'o'r1rn

ehotrical

facilities.
honer

roads

and

mom campsites at II parks."

will Mr completed by June 15.
However. this is just a start.

We plan 10 make more improvements at other parka or
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I

1
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0

0

24 11 14 13
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Meyer
Kachan

P

13

4

1

Eaton
PoN
Recker
Taltds

8
6

5
2

2

7

3

4
1

10

9

30 13 12 27
. SCORE BY QUARTERS

Farrago!

Nowc Dan.

.8 17 IS 10-59
122013 22-73

790 lb.

SMOKED POLISH

.late Parks in

winners in Ripon College ill,

CHIPPED BEEF -HAM -TURKEY

1V611 showed

umber of

50c mpers

at

our

arks." Rutherford con-

Your

The award was made by
head cinch and athletic director John Storm..

All

oec cot eat

Start the New Year
the Mount Prospect
Federal Way

with Savings

-..Ali

IDAHO
.Ift
POTATOES /

MANOR HOUSE

COFFEE
I

39

APPLES

MOD-VrOPUMV1VMMASAUM.AffslOO.V3s1,1kr.af

KRUN-CHEE
OR
GREEN ONIONS POTATO CHIPS

2

lac
II

BUNCHES

BOX

DAIRY

SLICED BEEF

ASST. DINNERS

48c

21b.

St9c

PKG.41

LIQUOR
SPECIAL.

BANQUET

BISCUITS

001

I2 6/ PKG,

7'

ASST. DINNERS....
ONION RINGS
PINT

MARGARINE. , IL ..35'

COFFEE RICH

LAND -0. LAKES

BIRDSEYE

1

lb. PKG.

330

BUDWEISER

53e

BEER

BIRO EYE

63'

IMPERIAL

BUMF{

ON-COR
TURKEY, SALISBURY STEAK

FROZEN FOODS,

PILLSBURY

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings
IS EAST PROSPECT AVE. CLearirrook 5-6400

BONUS FEATURE

BONUS FEATURE

RED RADISHES

All you eaite _to Eat

Vast 7waped

1.

WITH THIS COUPON

AMERICAN SLICES

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

,

3, lb.

15` OFF!

RED DELICIOUS

CHOICE OF 14 SAIADS

Fed

89e lb.

BONUS FEATURE:

BAG

CHOICE OF 11 DESSERTS

1018
l0/8 14 ?raped "Na

BONELESS

68c lb.

10 lb.

41

(5% and 51/4% certificate
of deposit now available)

-

OAST

CUT INTO
PORK CHOPS

e,7

KRAFT

%up. R. W Sts

TIP

IZEMMIVIIMMINM e-WW,TiP
frl

Ready Availability

GillOREN EVEN LESS
BAKED CHICKEN ROAST BEEF 05-101
SWEDISH MEAT BALLS BAKED COD

SIRLOIN

3/9 on

Choice

High Earnings
Insured Safety

$1.99

1/4
PORK LOIN

ch.&

You'll have:

OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY,

ECONOMY

83` lb.

SMOKED BUTTS

ell.

your donors into our ossociotien.

smorgasbord

WELL TRIMMED

OSCAR MAYER

CELLO BAGS

PLUS

0

MAKOWSKI

LAND -O -FROST

No risk or speculation is involved when you put

SPAGHETTI with MEAT BALLS

2

33e lb.

SPLIT BROILERS

Raglan Heights was one 01 28
freshman fOreball
numeral

that Illinois ranked Muncenth
gales in the
moag the

GROUND CHILI MEAT

33' lb.

FRESH

more than 5100.000 when the
actual campground and other
facilities ore monpleted.

Ilccently. Gov. Richard IL

GROUND ROUND

showers. link miles and electricity when they rough it.
'Camping traffi c is heavy
at our state narks. A study by
the National Conferencemn

Wayne Bartholomew of A

78c lb.
88` lb.
53c lb.

GROUND CHUCK

1h.

ROASTING CHICKEN
1

55c

GROUND BEEF

JUNIOR

minority. Today mot mnipers
gravel

The Best Ground Beef in Town!

(LEGS 8. THIGHS)

35e

Duchene.

Tomesmo
McShane
Scahill

ZUMMVSAVS

L/ABRERAKsTs)NiEAT

1

B F II
1

WCI(T)jiPTIII:

FRESH, QUARTERED

ALL

2

18 15

26C lb.

LIMIT
3

ALL WHITE MEAT

P

You Can Depend On

FARRAGUT ISO)

Kelly

WHOLE
FRYING CHICKEN

ing units at a pork will cost

four -day tournament.

Player

GRADE "A" FRESH

Talkie
Rink

may cholose

MAMA

Government Inspected

JOLIET CATHOLIC (4I

13 per night.

EXPLAINING 'WE ne.

Plow

Player

able.

1.?

21b TIN

LOVNATCATITMCAMMT

it AUS..367 told both warns hit
exactly .500 front the line.
HERSEY (311

Totals

he

the finest in the 1969 classic.
They wae Tom Heckert, Gabe

KACFIAN WAS clown

COFFEE

curacy as the 1-1 Iltoppers node

lamb,

soon as fonds hecome avail-

33

.

OP 1010.3

61105

to

Erase
Powell
Durso

can pitch his tent is now in the

hookups.

nuts

percent.

SI. The charge for sites 4.e
nine carry a 01.50 fee will he

toilet

1`

ca

impress with 10 points and

The Huskies stunk to their
lineu panne day before wiM

0111E CAMPER who only
needs a shady spot where he

the road to

&sive('
CAKE

starting five. Only Mark Jaco-

22

Jar. PKG.

TOMATO
SALICVAii0c
OUNC.I 1.05 45509.

five from the lira. Running
matel.11 DkirS0 continued to

The ere
Hersey squad had

'A lent

C

I

5

night for
El
unimproved sites that now cost

chimed

Six boys were honored by

from these lie as the out standing individual during the

JELLO

ies worked tho ball in for Me
of shots and stayed with
ir man-to-man half-roort
defense which again proved
extremely effective
Dick Powell again Nosed
another fine game at the Hersey playmaker and had I
points on thrce nail goals and

four rube...

Camping fees rise
in Ill. state parks

June

2

MOOS

by came in @lithe beneh.

Wheeling
Danville

ASST. CANS

Assonren RAO

.

Bruce lat. msepleting

Tot&

.....

T
ALPO

point deficit in hold goul &p
2

Or Off Lobel

29'
69'

GM. Sla

ass in the first half with its

the onte of the coaches aibeing

Eaton and Kevin Kitchen of
Notre Dame, Jim Sexton of
Little Flower, Dam Knikie of
St. nMgidotor and Jim Wright of

RED SALE9061

the boards
The Huskies u ouldn I allow

Rogge

Rutherford said. -0)4 work

heads for the new you with

RAGGEDY ANN

_

bb men crowd anuthAbIL on

8

Ilam

the construction of 1011 camp-

third

I

lewd
DANVILLE (001

live and was guilty of 22 turn -

and

bf 0pr

9

N

eight

our

rimer

9

hookups. water lines and other
refinements that nog campers
want today cost ai 1..m SI POO

settled

U

37 12 14 43

Wood
Benerisculio

Nervation.

fast-braiking home
squad employed the quick and
deadly backcourt duo of

King

IS

ine

o

0

VIIIIHILING 1511

Rawl,

Wheeling, 30, mostly on the
strength of Dan March's 11

final
was finally stymied
by Eaton and company in the
last feth minutes.
With Inc victory, Ralph
Hilmar, tcam has nom won 10
rush

'1

0

I

they only ...Ned 21

field
gomilS 10 the Viking marl of 27.
d 1 poor .389 percentage
Mum the line sank any chance
of guying close. Denville
nmeted with BOO on charily

0

Dickson
Totals

Pitt

fire .415 from 11:0floor.hut

tote homore Wood pulled

unable to match the hot shoot.
Mg Dam who ran up a KO lead
before the opposition could hit
the scoreboard, and took a I11 II lead at the 0110 horn

23

19.

DIDN'T

WHEELING

play a bad go.,hooting

goals and thmo free throws.

speed offense also. Mu were

Ntts

20
19

'

Danville entemd the semi-

cab scoring

Panama tried to rue the

24

23

outside
his usual radius. He was guard-

Both Wood and Gary Rowell put on strong displays.
scormg all but nine of WheelCamping fees in Illinois
ingh point,. The mo shared
the 21.point scoring honors. state parks will be increased

nated the boaids in the emir

25

23

1369

while shooting from

snags.

after chalking dEe
/tome
the Era basket of the game a6
ter a fine meson a fast break by
Pohl.

Rostra
Wright
Gordon
Mack

26

December 3l

ed by March. a big and tonal.
(onward, and at times was
drble-tenined.
Rowell quietly put in his 21

quarter. even though

emyday.toai 'Aces/
99c

claim a distinct height udvam

fond fa filer, but that was all
de Danville five would allow

0

kW,*

the right time ...mu ill, In
the Mint period ohm the Iwo

Jegeolter Spry mut Paperoto
in Me
sthtiouplocv
6-4 to 6.5 range. But dm Husk-

p

Wheeling came within a

0

I

had
the
rebounds
be In the mahl pl lee
sckmxd

who

they effectively. cleared dm

Page

point at I 9-18 in the tirst of the

fans outscoring Wheeling

SHOP OUR

goo

mg as halmblc defensively
oath nine rt... to Is:]
both le tau Both I, Ind tars

boards ca. time and set up
Hers, score.
COULD
not
HISRSEV

last night to
must 311, Wildcati boom from
the holiday basketball tournament will a I -I record.

2

ca

a

Pane rats proved their worth m

undermined

00

gnaw.

P

ffe
tomh on onse
but pros.t

, -

-

-A led 35-28 at the half. The
home town Vikings pleased
the large 0:0100 or partisan

turnaround ',drat,

Ildwas then that Spry and

Ginville team
'

the

the Hilltuppeth to get m close
for percentage shots tiwoughout the game. lolim had sum

it really poured on the steam

1

00

Totals

was

30
30
28
26

them eamine on some 10 t5

and outclassed. 61H51. by a
quick, good rebounding hug

1

2

Arlington will. entertain in'
SCORE BY QUARTERS
the Gram gym a week from
DeKalb
22 18 16 14-71
Friday Ilan, 9) as the Conant Arlington
12 11 9 14--4a

They saved the best for Mat umn, the game was never realat the fifth annual Notre Dame ly safe for the hosts until the
Holiday Basketball Classic as final honk
Notre
Dame
the host Dom won their founh jumped off to a Ilippig, Wad
title by defeating a strong Far- in the first perio
increased

Terry Cullen of St Vlator Mimi for

0

O

'99.

1

Host Dons glide to
4th tourney title

,>

)

Deeembei 11

Amundsen
,Prairic .State
Harper
Morton

Mason. The junior standout
romped M six fink! goah and
four charity tosses for his 10
point effort. The top notches
Broth. anti btandele as they

SCORE BY QUARTERS

exsm (Vint., and New

Carley each nipped in a dia.

war Delealb's big 14 Mike

in the game for the Cards was

DIE MAINE West 11 gym

hamlet., Mohan and Brian

25.

lidn tens again latered with
the teltht mistake, Pooh and
turnovers by the Cards. with

FR

B

_'0

20 14 23
ARIENGTON 'MAIMS Tmills
SCORE BY QUARTERS
from
4'4 th the Arlington14 7 21 76-70
dosingIll "P'ni".''
buzzer, never trace

The gap grew wider in dm
second period. at one point
being as lots, as seventeen

Din the elmest lbw muld pull

eratt had ft. held mlis dl of

duo not enough to
stop hod

p

F

B

eve ,icing they had

2

2

AST

the

puking together a succEsful,
threatening drive. The failing
Cardinals eould only push 12
markers through the hoop the
opening quarter, quite
hit
less than
tallied by the

as dr mute a hind on the Her
ses lead but the three points

that had 0011116 Hods, their
tun nom in the Domini.
Tournament on Moeda, Pm

Whee ing% dynaTrlinee

16

Hower

i

,

en atim Jolla hshan mama
up in thermal 'muto stuad

0.11,42111

r:;:;;;;3;

kl
.1 a , hours before
d. op..1 the young Redbirds of

0

I

Yellin
Trawinski
Totals

ch thmon

............

phtelv exhausted and lacking
m strength and desire sa the

Barbs.

5

IA an muds as 10 In the 1M
marter and appthrod to be

the Hdho.peen in she. Otte

.2;

leads

D.,.

11

PD11.110.

points in Ma third quarter to
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These Northwest Businesses
young and old
welcome a new year to serve you.

Thanks for your patronage
Established...

1855

Established...

1925

.

.inerainannononararauvaatarenoraurra

214 N. Donlan Arlington Heights

1953

1(.7"F

Established ....

LOAN ASSOCIATION

Established...

1959

Established...

1961

MIKES BIKE SHOP
36 W. Wilson
Palatine, Ill.

anjwehr's
In Business Since 1947 with Quality
Merchandise Backed by friendly Service

1962

Established...

ABILITY GLASS & MIRROR CO.

1964

A,pami

Palatine Plaza
Palatine, III.

Insurance claims promptly attended.

.

1968
FABRIC

ti -

I 'at

WORLD
ROLLING MEADOWS
SHOPPING PLAZA

255-7474

1969

- MITCHELL'S
JEWELERS
Ow elaa Zioarit & puelAy
20 S. Evergreen
EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER

Arlington Heights

394-0820

...

1965

Established...

PhIrly L WashbEn

Attar, IN NoNenstA

Round Elmce workshop NA

reratrAgtie

Nit

46, MP

1967

255-1270

Established ...

1967

CARD STUDIO

672 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine, III.

VARIETY OF THE FINEST,
ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING PLAZA
KIRCHOFF RD IN ROLLING MEADOWS

Established ...

1969

HARDI-GARDENS
s.

WITH THE FINEST IN
GARDENING NEEDS.

26 W. GOLF ROAD
SCHAUMBURG, ILL.
(Nevi to

PH: 529-6102
Established ...

1969

Just o,econrJ

EXTRA DRY
DEODORANT

1

1969

46 E. Palatine -Rd.

Palatine, Ill.

can

%Pra%

anti-pervpir-

I Teel there will he an epidenfic of mime in the solaria. doe in
large part to the effect of drugs. I.0, no solution insight.
I me a terrible water shortage in suns: ...Mem Chicago sub hi
y
Within the next tew months I feel three plane crushes in the
O'Hare moo, twoorithin only a fee weeks of %Itch other.
I predict :1 suburban police chief will he din:harp-A and investigated.

aa-s_eltzr,

Them will he a actiod of heavy rainstorms. resulting in Bondsuburban ammunitio%
loan% tic ...wan the havn. hut I feel a woman will he killed in
the northwest suburbs who is. in NOM way. connected to politim.

i. in north,

PROPANE

WE ARE

FUEL

ALKA-SELTZER

E

.1

I,,,,,,

1 also feel several train wrecks in 1100 nortMeist suburban area.
One will take lives and he considered serious.

TANK

If venter -1y 4r Rm.!

D -CELL BATTERIESI
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39C
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SHOP
1

MET AL FOOTLOCKERS

50

L

hilintii

Palatine, Plaza
Palatine, III.

Arlington Heights

Vora and Pot ore the owners of the New Infants 8
Children% Shoppe in the Plaza. Sizes Infants to 19.

P-

a. m.

PHONE 358-77 2

I

foliar,

aura,Fe

Ion

rsenal.

1 pralici Me nation will hear of a wa dimmer involving a large
ship tire and explosion. -I here will he be
iticasnallim.
foal the IM Moines
it River Will be dredged. though MI in
1970. I feel eventually
river wink clean and minable for fkli

/BRIEFS ori

3

cm SOCKS

g list.

II u11.117

f

1471

1

I RE -MOLDED DIAPERS

our lakes and steams. hoe wmtes will I
001 before Ming returned to the nalmae

Xl I.I

L
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I fea Mc water
pniblem in Lake Michigan tall he so
great it will endanker human life. feel that fluid win, a ill he
aimed undergrinmd in huge rewrvoir. instead of sinning into

l2-1.ark Curio/

259

L

Itsera ahbia haul middle fold.

J

STORES CLOSE AT 6:00 P.M. ON NEW YEAR'S EVE.
MOUNT PROSPECT 5'acial Holiday Hours,
201 WEST RAND ROAD AT ELMHURST RD.M.P
RANDHLIRSTCFN1ER

THERE WILL 1111 a Imakiliningh in building maierial.-some
kind of new phone brick. -which will bring done :he .v.t of

feel thu SIM and other revolutionary orgartirations will he
mei with immaliate ailion by the federal government. I
the next live yars guts laws will be
iigid that it will be
almost impassible for any ammunition to accumulate a Wry,:

T-SHIRTS:

1969

to D
ACROSS FROM
,AL 10 I

I yell. MERE will he no airport in lake Michigan. hut I do
wea future airport south of Chicago.
I predict a break M the stock Bucket in the early part of the
year ... for the latter.
I feel Ilan Barhot 51011n1 will 10
homindia. M111:1 nouns
eondilion
believe U.S. involvement with Thailand mold Maid io another Vianam-type operation on a snedla sate.
Nixon will Wm a new law And order" force. besides the
FBI..o counter -act revolutionary force. in thi. eating).
1 reel there will be n samdal in Alinka involving Ng names.

noel

MEN'S!

STRETCH

255-7700

will not he successful.

1

Hee. 3 for 2.29

I

cessories and sun glosses. He also repuirAglasses,

1 feel a hover -craft type of Neu will he
discussed for use in
lake Michigan and eventually, though nnl in IMO. this will
reateriaiirs.
An attempt will lw made on Vice Pnsiikni Agnew's life. but it

kind °Rya, and prim eontiols.

33c

97 W. Slade St. Palatine, III.
Brand new to the Palatine area is The °pawl Center. Robert W. Ovaries, Optician will occurateiy fill,
your prescriptions. He carries
a complete line of ac-

1 fed Mayor Daley will rani gain awl win.again.
I pram terrible subway accidan in Chicago and u possible

Strike. will cease hang effective. 11,01 man.enumt .1 take.,
Arm stead to fight
thentuall, liege, amain IV

lt

12 South Evergreen
Evergreen Shopping Center

On the braider scenes

1

PHONE 359-6297

FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

PANTY HOSE

694
In

p.m.

With 14 years experience in the decoratine business,
Richard Wescott owner of Richards Paint & Wallpaper offers his customers professional
decoratine help.

ENTER

MY PREDICTIONS FOR 1970

In ate arms

L.

-1

CONVENIENCE

Palatine, Ill.

Infants & Children Shoppe

to police authorities in Nye County. they firm -ran into the
hippie cult that was linen), held nsponsibk. by
for the

slayings.

mu deodorant.

1

Itue. I la

42 E. Palatine Rd.

1969

In August, too.I pinpointed the dates Sepi. 14 and 15 as a time
when there would he a break in the case. On Sept. 14. according

NUTS

of

STATIONERY SETS

(eTI CAL

255-0212

As you know. one suspect MIS :nested in Texas and the killers
were lust out to kill" according to statements by one of the girls
reportedly involved.

Rea, 1.19

"Tools & Equipment
for Work & Play"

CLEANERS

Se pute and see their complete Baby Gift Dept.

fit

88c

63,

SHOPPING

1968

Established ...

that no..

.

RICHARD'S PAINT & WALLPAPER

PHONE 359-3655

1.510.

that It would go down to 750 by the end of 1969.1i is very close to

fee; sorry about il, they're excited uhout it. Tbey had no motive.
but were lust oil to kill. One of the suspccis meld he in Texas. -

YOUR

dlily10:30 ro 6' closed Weds.

di .batiol4

SAVE 40% -SON ON "SECONDS"

PLANTERS
MIXED

L

FOR

PHONE 359-4526

Although Spots -Gard Cleaners is only o year old,
Dick Badhuly the owner has several years in the
cleaning business te offer his customers.

I warned or a tragedy for Tad Kennedy involving water and
odd Elisabeth Taylor would have scrious MOMS and retire. And
1 said, at a Mae the stock market onset 905 and

Conf., paper I said, "Their joy was killing. so it didn't matter if
they killed five or Gar IS. 'ley have no conscience. They don't

COUPON

I IIt

:1,`,

W.'C=Pk:11"*uNWe atoms.

Established...

plane crushed into commercial airliner on the approach to
indisigroig 84 were killed and it happened at 3:31.

for its %mita concert Apr.19.

ARRID

91 ,..Iva

g

1969

Established...

'frill P.m.

I

$1

SPOTS-GARD

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

Brehm's Lichaliedcr waltzes

GASOLINE

Service.

Established ...

Gene Arnfield from 7:30 to

East Colfax 8 Northwest Hwy.
Palatine, III.

With 24 years behind them Bill 8 Marilyn Owen can
offer their customers specialized carpet Soles and

PHONE 358-1500

members Bain the northwest
will begin teaming

POLLARD BROS.
RENTAL

PREDICTED a plane crash involving Oasts planes near Indianapoh% and said there sunshine el teat 79 demi-nand Man the
flight number or the time of dm accident would he 330. A private

The &dtm. which accepts
area.

MEET' ADDITIVE

1966
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1

begin weekly Wedncsaluyprac.

shop instruction by Edna and

o

ammo, jewelry,

255-1300

ithin live weekson a foggy night aad which nuald involve Inn
trains. On Jan.
foggy night. two traits
to near tin
Montauk Ill. wasconsidered the worst train disaster for the
IC

of Mn. Willtarn Cowin, will

HEET

Give a gilt of beauty!
sve ow-co/holm or

16

weed' train wrack south of Chnago which would take place

-

820 Bade Rd.. Schaumburg

Dance Club will have work-

vreouPON

COSMETICS
Evergreen Shopping Center
22 S. Evergreen

TI
H
Hallmark
mixed chorus or Schaumburg
Township undoi the dinixtion

tims al Bp. m beginninglan.7
in Keller Junior High Schaaf.

squared:met: winlo/tow.
On Sunday the second seNNW of the Basic Round

I

27
.ax..yrn,er-onsianbraillagont person
would claim to be. Out Ong Menem that ends today I hamhad
number of nry pradiC110.15 Como lo Dais Last MC _9 1

pr.40106 San.

Ewen N and atall pm. A

°Tvz-tp.r.-

endihe National Enquirer. in o of its January Mum is using
nry prediationsaenneof the leptons myeltiminthe country.

square...Mace. Cli°r"Sto

Saturday the 13,11s & Llows
Square Dance Club will haven

LitessnetEttw

I am pleased to note
I have been written up in
issue of Fate Magazine as ono onehe top payaties in the country.

Hoffman

Building. 1602 N. Rend Rd..
.Arlineton Heights

MI

information.

IN TIM Sharon Tole killings. back in August 1 said du mur.
dem were the work of three people. Ina stray in wt.°, Bench.

DISCOUNT WORLD:

MERLE NORMAN

HILLTOP BOOK SHOP

rther
cell 301a,011.

s'sl,A914.,

rtmemnr M. Inn

ernunity

PHONE 359-5220

OWEN CARPET

IRCHOFF ROAD

...

PHONE 358.6588
Established

:Three area

roi

nag.
Fho*r

COUPON GOOD ONLY ON JANUARY 1

28 years.

RON - MEL

f0

Established

and creates his own Jewelry.

PH: 392-2063

PH: 259-6120

Established...

the past 34 years. He makes Byhring Watches

10 N. DUNTON ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

i.

1961

Dalmatian of Indmendenm.
and the proper use and display

ryor.o.o.

One of the largest selections of .porting ernenmail
on be found at Pro Sport Center. Gus Holzrichter
has been in the sporting goads boldness for the post

Arlington Heights

Established ...

.

Ted Byhring has been in the Jewelry business for

WHERZFASHION IS A LOOK NOT A PRICE!
.... AND FRIENDLINESS PERVAILS.

PHONE 359-1004

.

Established ....

SAMPLE SHOP

Lloyd Campbell owner at Ability Grass I Minor has
mirror for every mom in your home. They repair
broken glen in your Mine or their store.

_

it

nd los oth. rad
9,11 ollooe11

Palatine Plaza
Palatine, III.

Palatine Plaza
Palatine, Ill.

PHONE 358-0948

PH: CL 5-0700

Established...

will be
o^d

one

NEW YEARS DAY
From 9:00 A.M.

PRO SPORT CENTER

Before you buy a Bike, see Mikes.
He carries one of the finest-..8-,Arystp,,, He repairs oll
makes and sells new and used
bikes.

HOME APPLIANCES

.

ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING PLAZA
KIRCHOFF RD. o ROLLING MEADOWS

CL 3-9879

1000 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

an

SPECIAL BRUNCH

FINEST FOOD o FINEST SERVICE

EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,

i:.e.,=otoonottei ghts,111. 60005

CL 9-1150

1956

Sad dos ol Mrsora

in

hikli.h kr.

v

mar Anil agitating. social stud.
ks. general science. and general mathematics.
Mina% law also reviles the
GED examinee to be tested on
the
Constitution, of the
UMW t'.1kSS anti Illinois. the

Square dance
clubs slate
3 workshops'

v5ve rim

FREE CHAMPAGNE AT MIDNIGHT

&Maas".

CLO ti-st batten
clinks

I. Adults must he 19 years

W.,

Tomorrow
Is Today

al application

2. Adults must have lived in
the State of !Iliad% for sit leasi

DelicioN,0441
Complete Dinners $4.25 to $6.95
Phone 394-5100

A 59 It% ie ratumd at On

apply for the tests d they meet
the following requirements:
pf

eve

ot Cook Counts

certificate. are encouraged lo
Vert. Vona

malraters Prior m

I Ada% must bi. rmuf.nts

Mo high
tyuisalenry team
for

,duo
who
wish a high school equivalency

DAY EINICAtl: INC

26 S. Evergreen

P.1ge 11

cationappl

sthool
I

PLF4IF TAKE NOTICE ilia. p.m.

Rezor cutting

FEDERAL/SAVINGS
25 Fest Campbell

'

Join our Gala

902 I North"--"--;

Established...

ons

mitten RAG test/
Cook Couna
who
gm. .rot Larapl.nd An
Ann hi,h

Notice

RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Hair styling
Hair coloring

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

.

PHONE FL 9-0512

1954

ethaul

Vhstneseley.Deoensbar.

Carpet and Furniture Specialists

Established

Leg61

Dancing - 3 Piece Combo

Casual clothing can he found there.

ban °acme

h

FASHION NOOK

Ad, and Doe hove been serving the Palatine area
for over 20 years. A large selection id Sport and

lo

loon Ctn.,. ink campus

TOM'S BARBER SHOP

ARLINGTON . FURNITUskRE
arepoton toii. mad

211-13 5. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

k new !tame cent.

sated . tht thaw. of II

1949

1111, OF PALATINE

ISIS

test center announced

NEW YEARS BE PARIY

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

Also at 135 Vine, Pork Ridge

...

Established

Established ...

IN THE

18 W. CAMPBELL

CL 3-5338

PHONE 358-5400

1949

CL 3-5909

-

High School equivalency

let us serve you again thruout the coming year.

treating custhmers as good
friends for 20 years!

.

't WEBBER PAINT CO.

business

.

.torizautz Aux Slop

COLOR CONSULTANTS

AC. Zimmer Imandfather. by marriage) war the
original owner of Zimmer Hardware. When he dier8
Ins mainfmn Mennen fremenin calnieri ao wai. the

.

Established...

ZIMMER HARDWARE
16 N. Brockway
Palatine, III.

.

THE. DAY

Wednesday December 11

hip nu Midnight

ALL STORES OPEN

10 AM to 10 PM
SUNDAY NNUATO 6PM

...CHARGE IT
WITH ANY MIDWEST CARD

While shopping,
it our
SNACK BAR. Have a

snack, lunch or

sup-

per...or one of our superb
desserts!
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

psyclijAnty will make o I,ie Neal thri u4, m ua 11111
mentally ill.
Windage. as we know it. is on Iht AM, inn widen tin in 51 III
years. lfien will be num change% in mint
I tw
predict that plane hijacking will diminah dm
not Ica
and internationel agreements following t talibk di.nta hu.h
will bring immediate :union and promo h,

involved.
I predict the Mai of a Imo: airplane tri
a alp I. they
country.
I ansfict that due to the air pollution ms hlum fin u,anmam
will subsidize the amo indusiry to push I
of the

demric car.

We reserve the

right to ilmit
quantitiee.

mouaal mil pun

I

six, well a cur nuking an mei ulna. in 19,

There will also be a breakthrough in a non t p
l dunty.11 %
battery developed.in comwei ion with tin poi Mimi mile.,
JOSEPII DE 071.11.CE.

minimally In tin man nil, in t
liar dm qarslirins rilDny nada.,
4110101 i irk
.rigned.
minire trill he
WIRY
Del.fitdsr ifi rare
Day Publirat
Ira., St
Ors Molars 600th.
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ILLLsmher 11 1969

Altl I Walled Men

CLASSIFIED

Bilidine43 Seiwiet

MEN

ARE

LOOKING FOR A FUTURE!

",

EYE CATCHING!

nay CALL ONE NOW!

24 Help Wanted Men

DAY WANT ADS

INDEX

Co mull this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in your comma

j

11

248eIp Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

WorOsouse Man
SlAT 91,461,69

of0b d Rae,

,

EVERY DAY MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

SEND RESUME OR CALL

MR. SCHAGER 707.6244
I

24.Help Wanted Men

HIll Wald Men

ROUTE SALESMAN
Experienced

VICTOR

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

JANITORS

255-7200 OR 296-6640

264Ieln Wanted Women

2 Shia, Open

CAR BILLER

17 N. Stine Sur, /314

593-5747

rt:::in:t;Ier.txr/1.7ae:

Chicago 60.602

Shoot Motel
Mowing

CROWN PERSONNEL
RERSONNEL

427-3185

392-5151

Taking applications

MAIL DRIVER

BOB 8 500G
7

394-5100

Ons'ettat'tiOrr'Stn.
CALL

Fl 5-0500 wt. 504
Office Personnel

JEWEL

FOOD STORES

CREATIVE ART

Winter Sole
50, OFF

SERVICE

ON ALL LABOR

Glk

" f:211"ter stIlr=

YOUNG MAN

I

ork

53400

JIM AIKEY'S
1970UCK

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

'15rGro '5..Voina'dter'

WAITRESSES
1970

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

259 5730

G.,r1

rsoriVZ

"too

TENNIS

MOTs for Ambitious Girls

OPERATORS

Full Time Days or Nights

796;;Inpo0 reg.

.1 lope, and Ion ream 60e

TRUCK CENTER

GIRL $560

350.4405

GENERAL OFFICE

"d

WOO
1969 FORD PICKUPS

Baxter Laboratories

xrd

Dressmaking -Seating

Corponl1il

WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

10Crs of Fabrics
choose foam

!NH RNA! AULNIINCI

JENSEN

I

CALL NOW 2Sl-7767
North Shore Insenors

Decorators
9H01., .. 011661

Cohl ACC OUNIINC.

PLEASE

CHECK YOUR ADSI

E.J. ERICSSON
QUALITY DECORATING

iiTt't =it rf

Sump Pimps

- ,

Tile

1111114/1bl MINI

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH...

SEASONED

Stedinnobe696.

TITTT

fen EStIMMIS

427 e093

EXTERIOR GrIERIOR

005Ie 9.17.06.0. OSt

XP2N/...iy..5ANTING
Derorornis Ronsedekon

s 1,0.011.1111,

MAINTENANCE

ANAL 1,16

ELECTRICIANS
Gun
een:irznszli in do.no

FUN TIME

PHONE 255-7200

Upholstery

PIPEFITTERS

TERRACE SUP.

7z4.:c2,..f,E.03"'"

AMERICAN SITMOSSINING

,READand USF
DAYWANTADS

LublOre urnotsue

GULARLY!

BARTENDERS
Full or port tone

ARLINGTON INN

394-5100

ST ROOSEVELT HO

CHICAGO, ILLINCHS

ROLAND E JOHNSON

Furnace installation
131ssl and icing
GLISTOMFOIRIESITRT
mg

.,...
92,0902

Furniture Refinishing

vos7 nos

ap

Hocwn, Repair

NCR Data Center

"a beauty
ill as day!"

Dental Assistant

P.M. ROUTES

Fl 5-0500E3i. 599

23015 p.m.

Office Personnel Dept

YANKEE DOODLE

SERVICE .356 1544

Ta.r. Va. Gel

TlItILSt3air's.""
WaSpoperinu end emerior
ore

g All

k"
hilly insured.

2.6e.

Wallpapering

40401. Busse Tut
MAI Hoe.

ARLI

14.1tsmals

es1

ON /GS

%O.

&Help Wanted Women

ILL

JEWEL FOOD

259-6458

G

429:0/06

Pennanent Waves

I Iliggess Tences

Cement Work
K x6117

ItII

RING IN THE

Wigs

NEW YEAR

Home Maintenance

Hu

WITH A NEW JOB

,

F=RrI2E5
11A11,1115 .0 CALL S62.197S

Window Washing

Plastering

1960 LTO Wagon

Miss Joan Denny at 676-1000 E.. 5293

1967 ..20,

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 W. ToPhy Ave.
Skokie, III.

51995

WAITRESSES
BUS BOYS
"Srs"r"Aeurrth"

11

NEW PRODUCTS

I0,

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

Window Well Cow.

We hove on irnolediote opening HT experienced DICTAPHONE OPERATORS or we our troin individuals with good typing skills.

27 -Employment Agenein MU,

11010 en* A [ample.
inw
mien. In.,.

Plumbing
.r.rooe Amities Po.
vG .0 5950233

WI.HID 'It

F. 1010

=tons IIIERS

lIlt IC

E(1.0201

OF

Magic

Aralloble.Phonennyline
2254140

MARDOWWELL COVER CO

Need Help?
Piano Tuning Services

Advertise with Oar
Want Ads

CAL!.
255-72011

a

on

79arl.SIFTI00doR 7"'or'
ist

sore

sessm Setae os

1967 Irrorlono

2

Cr

NT VA

47071e fuminlingsfuniture

Smo or %oar eller. 3518015

DAY 511IFT 7 AM. CO 3:30 P.M

SALES MANAGER
TRAINEES

ShVG

Zud:'

dot15%37-Altol/orr

-

e5000P00 fnIe1e00n0 lob OLIn MANY, MANY Gee,.

Shelby GT 500 2,2

1967

SAW

GT 550 ,7A.4
ET.,,,Slrolloy

1969 Singer Zig Zug

IMPROVED STARTING PAY
PLUS GENEROUS BONUS PLAN
GOOD PAY PLUS BONUS

951 800,0 In'sluded

LIFE INSURANCE
PENSION PLAN MEDICAL PLAN

.1 Crake foam..
'NG Aeo reasonable .1e,

1966 Ford Gnuok, Senile 1G
Coll

dc:1",itr:4"

Apply or Coll -

51005

TRW ELECTRONICS

3100 675-.0

1, .1A

r::Lstraeo
1965

Polio,-

cyl

GPO

S1 200

r

dr

phone

299-6629

.

SAVE

3111m0age &GmageSale
v!O?"cIll

s natclem

TELETYPE OPERATOR

95X.

Dancing School A Supplies

DALMATIAN M. 6 'Co..
Papers. shoes, !rained.
Gd. wkiNldren. Won soon.
fice 394-5405

DES PLAINES

5.111.1oblemSami719

pelint

'5

2

1.9'67'TZd'Z'nLo !"or'.

E17,J/ielp Wanted -Men & Women

BOB GARLAND PLACE Dm Rand near Dempster)

1100RAND WALL WARNING

CALLUS She

on'T. wOrnt

551MulcaInstiuments

22 SiluatIons Wanted Women

Dr.

945-0500

STORES
HMS W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

iselibr7S

1969 Plymouth fury III

112.Autemobihs Fee Sale

We Offer all Company Benefits Including:

Cement A IlklI!I

174. ckevelle

Deorfield

WOMEN!

HELP WANTEDDAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

0.,-..1v41

_

Laboratories Inc.

-

benefits.

School Bus, Inc.
General Hauling

/968 kluslono GT 2
107 AuloParls and:Bass.

in

quired. Excellent Mole

6:30-8:30 a.m.

SAVE

SAVE

0erience. Strong clerical
and
figure aplotude
Light
shorthand
and
good Typing skills re-

A.M. ROUTES

Cook County

SAVE

boor GO

oer executive office for

Earn Extra Cosh
Paid Training

C tA0sE7.

200WIlmat Rood

g

DRIVERS

Vea

Baxter

.TILOVIwarkinaeateln,er

SCHOOL BUS

1AV!

a

Ext. 242

FULL TIME

26 Help Ulm] Women

al.

5.ea66

COST. PEARSON

lawn 8:0000 & 4.120pne

SECRETARIES

Irnmealne open..

T.'

Call Carolyn Carlson

Why Sit Still
when you can
Move Ahead?

.

MALE

Ceenle

Dr

GT red

IN.

;WsE714..-

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

5200

112':G

440111. Pets F. Equipment

EXPERIENCED

Gall Mc Helm
7olocro Gen OPITe

190/ 1641. 2

.1

437-4071

SHARP STENOS:

255-.14

AollIng meadreas 259,6010

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT
'Jen m

CASH

Slle

98-Mohile Homes

Amy Personnel
16 W. Northwest Hwy.

d

E

EARN MORE 10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS
1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFTS OPEN

For Fast Riesults

or Refinishing

,I000cOl005. 5402 Fe, EO,

MAINTENANCE

.151.1.121.10151TRY

" "=""7"''
Fl

vi

YOUNG MEN

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In To

1AVE

trore
our.

Now, GIVE YOURSELF a
Worthwhile lovestnGent

42410niet To Buy

380 Lake Cook Road
(West of Waukegan Rd.)
Deerfield
OR CALL 995.3770

Mount Prospect

DRIVER

FIRFW1201..

Vi

359-4200 For. 253

event ol

'OrIV

TINE INFFRIoR RseliNG.

HARPER COLLEGE

liNeet of Waukegan 3d)

90.Investnen1Property

HOLIDAYS OVER!

RESTAURANT

Deelield.111innis

reo be nun. in

oasts.. ratiolACSLCMS

311Pats andMmine Supplies

PANCAKE HOUSE
TCAVERS MOTET

!La;

MOO

GOLDEN BEAR

Mr. R. Helin, Sup

F

869ealfstatell51sei

The New

9rsVi'sisTs4=

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Finnyead

'22'555,
A -I USED CARS A -I

.5AVE

ROOM CLERKS
2911.2720

RESTAURANT
300 Lao Cook Road

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

La Salle Personnel

nano

Secretaries

Apply Now

POWER PLANT
OPERATORS

PANCAKE HOUSE

SIV60.6 UP.

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

JOHN HANCOCK
INSURANCE COMPANY

PE 6-5302

GOLDEN BEAR

ADVERTISERS

.53-0737

PAID VACATION
Needs Complete Staff
NEW OFFICES

APPLY NOW

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

Storm WIndosys

111111.0 6 at

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

YOU'I I SIAM WII1I 1111 IY1,1 III CAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE,

Bjornson Bros.

Genenil

..

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

Snova Plowing

CL 9-0495

I loom NI Wink

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

PAID VACATIONS

rt.

No v11 web 12 If

167o Rent Houses

[aorta

spank

lJ],o0ot0O0oS,,4ee

MY Went Ads

BABY DOCTOR'S

.e oppanueify fa 2110 plus cr week in

A..... and

0400000,,

oroisliV4tisa'2UrtrolT: "rgrgsears

DISH MACHINE

.fffff

ff

91G. Ade

D

317.1S

AMPHENOL
iCONNECTOR
DIVISION

HARPER COLLEGE
TYPIST - TEMPORARY

remonshere arse .3 Res hes ...Heed

SLIP COVERS

296-163B

.

Typists

ARLINGTON INN

no. nen GOLAN eFAM PAN.. NOUSE R.T.M.Rni

lorn, Ao

SP

$21111

Secretaries

ADD UP?

,

6G. Er.

WAITRESSES
140 o Tow cocktail lounge

6.091.01011.5

f9.C.

3'3'9.1'5'1/73
day.7743 hoof

THE BUNKER RAMO CORPORATION

ACCOUNTING FUTURE

Decorating

OPERATORS

0:ero/orr.

HOW DOES YOUR

goo...neon Ainers

C5'ff.f.

-

Perpoorible girl io shore 26.1.

COMPTOMETER

BUS MEN

Slip Corers'

1

fac

An Equal Opnoc antyE"IIIII

51

C

COCKTAIL

Full Time Days or Nights

255-7200

Wdracoller snap in m

299-4446

WAUKEGAN

336-4200

C inni try PIC:adorn.
Union
200 Easl Grill lload
Paygnie. Illinois 6000r
'relephene .312,529.7700

Dog Service

Art Sere...

JIM Al EY'S
HI.PERM,RAAA.A4,1VONTER

7.14o Rent Apartments

INDUSTRIAL CAFETERIA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

2544ornatAges,W.Wmun

NOSCO, INCORPORATED
651 1 UTICA ST.

Cl Dispear

Sewing Machine Repair

Executive

TELETYPE CORP
5555 WeG To0h,Ave.

.2nd slab posrhon5
3-11 P.M.
Apply In person or call

827,2163

7110 Rent famished Apartments

Secretary

COUNSELOR

LITHO STRIPPER

union

v11N,GAioGay

Des Plaines, HI

Co ernan Floor Co.

Aloe Litho Press Room Helper
Radtn-TV Repair

Fry

FF017

1561 Northwest Pw.

Box 1236

' SERVKE STATION ATTENDANT

,

JIM AIKEY FORD

';se, ry'.717.

GENERAL OFFICE

L -NOR CLEANERS

F00,1101- 6.011 doing some

&

Business Assistant

DUNKIN DONUTS

EXPERIENCED

Contoct our Employment
Deportment for details

Painting

center

10looms8opl-Houselminn%

ZI:c,l7;"7sle

An Eau, Opportunity Employer

No experience necessary

I FINE'S

xin Map boos '
4. Inge.

Jo

5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.

Draperies

2IVA .6PM

Page 13

'=nr'nr7L°11-"'

Coll MrBorkowskl

Van jobs S.

12 midnight ABM

Wainesdas December 31 1969
66-11uneH Schools -CHIT Cate

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

Counter Girl

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

37Munellaneous Perchandise

11401Od Romig Store

COMPTOMETER CORP.
BUSINESS SERVICES DIVISION

Evening hours,

Decorating

26 Help Wanted Women

Be A Blair Temporaryl

n 220 503 ofrer

rcji2c

Mein Rated Women

2611eIp Warden Women

Seeking experienced TELETYPE OPERATOR to do vocation NtRel.work.

mu! for the bemities
of todov, see The IMy's

77-Nelp WanleEMen 660014

Contort our Employment Deportrnent for derails.

union
Oil Division

Union Oil Company of California

Auto Shopping Cada

V8

21.1Ielp WantedMen & Women

200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An Equal Opparlunity Employer

APPLY 'MIRROR

ARLINGTON PARK TOWERS HOTEL
AlieAlighwoy

NErGronNipbn

co.1/

1590s1cal Instruments

Hotel Night Auditor
....Work in 10,Kury Northwest suburban
Hotel and Convention Center. Ideal
job for night owl with accounting or
bookkeeping
experience. Hours midnight to El A.M.

627 'Ouro7n7oroP

KUSTOM MUSIC CE,NTERS'

VA

Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.
10% to 30% Off on Display Merchandise!
Many Used Specials!
WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
RENOIR GOVT
204 Hicks Place, Palarne,111. 359-2251

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

BARRINGTON

Many more to choose

frorn including
strangline of high
performance cars and
dune buggies.

IMPORT MOTORS
126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

- 381-0899

JIM AIKEY FOR
TOOL Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaint, III.

827-2163

a

Page 14

OUT OUR WAY
YES, MY MOTHER

SHORT RIBS
Wednesday, December 31, 1969
I

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

0 'IOU FIND THAT You
REPEAT YOURSELF AS
YOU GET OLDER?

TONIGHT

AM' SINCE I'M EXFIGURED I AIN'T THAT PECTED ID PUT
FAR ADVANCED IN
MY TWO CENTS
MY THINKING -1
WORTH At THIS
GOT A NICE SET
POINT, HOW DOES
OF CHECKERS!
TIDDLY WINKS GRAB
YOU? THAT'S WHAT I
GOT --AN' HO FURTHER

COMMENT-- FROM
ANYBODY!

AH - SELECTING A
MAGAZINE!

6:00
News
News
News

2

5
7
9

THAT BIG HOOT
woczp MARTHA, I SEEM
TO BE OUT OF PIPE TOBACCO!
I GUESS I Lt- STROLL DOWN
TO 'THE NEWSSTAND FOR A
CAN. INCIDENTALLY, I_ -MAY
BE A FEW MOMENTS -HER)
MY

he'll go to jail for los-

OWL-,- I WAS

worADeszitsaG )40v..)
LONG HE'D LAST

confesses to the police. Bill Bixby,
Brandon Cruz.
11 To Save Tomorrow
"Operation
Re -

Dick Van Dyke

Show

BEFORE HE
HEADED FOR THE
OWLS CLUB!

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

NIGHT I THINK ILL.

6:15

Bubbleand

11

-Squeak

7-7

6:25

26 Quiz

2

6:30
flee -Haw

Guests include
Hank, Williams 'Jr.

/OUT FAINT, SHE S
3, 0-05T a-OKING--

12-15

Lorne Greene and
Anita Bryant co -host

You 0E7 01PfR?

-..1

live coverage of the
6 t h annual New
Year's Eve spectacle

ROBIN MALONE
!It: CC2ME FROM ...LY/11.:ON PPP
SMAS!!, EVT.HE FLOAT LIKE:- TWATHEP !
HURT ilc:AP ON ROG K.-AI:J(2H or OOP'

lil

I.----.--,

:,'

---""--------

PLANE

eiPP OM LIKE SMALL

cp.Asti!

CHILI,. YOU ASK --HE CO:
WE KEEF',,f0 AFPE116C
--1,.......0096 . 2

'E MI -101 (.5

'CHIYrEf7

MINN !

Boulevard.

HE5 CRACKERS HEIZ. kcLND7Nr<
FENpli,c)0KAT-Itio5E EYES

7

fA0

comes the writer of
an advice to the love-

12.N

1

6

1

lorn newspaper col-

)0",

-

umn.
9 Pro Hockey
vs.

the

Rangers at

New York.
11 Holiday
TY 1,, US 501

S. 1114

Fish-

26 Today's Racing
32 Astro Blue Bonnet Bowl
Auburn
battles

Z

011

11\_311,11

BUGS BUNNY

our
lloroseope

Scott
IT'S THAT

FOR THURSDAY
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 201-:Ehe first day of the
new year should bring you an
interesting glimpse of the fu-

WELAX,
WOVER,
ARP: YOU
Woof:
HAVEN'T
AR'0001 MISSED
ANYTHING!

in California. shows
the use of tokens for

Show

rewards in

Alook at American

large

a

HE'S IN LOVE WITH THE CUTE
POODLE ON THAT DO&
FOOD COMMERCIAL!

and

Paul

6:55

other.

with scenes of the
Hawaii Five -0

11 R&D Review

Square.

A surprise birthday .party for Steve
ItleGarrett ends with:

"Progress Report
on Batten
ti1'

'

an attempt on his life
when he is blinded.

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

Then Came

5

ibe

Bronson

Bronsonisattracted to

11:50

pretty
girl butt cannot accept her belief that
a

Chicago Down-

7

town '70 '
Live from State
and Randolph.

she's a witch., Michael
Parks with
Renne Jarrett and

12:00

Michael Lipton.

Top Plays of the

2

Year -In -Review

NFL
5
Midnight Report
26 Rex
Humbard

-

One hour of 'news'
from 19119 with John

Drury.

Cathedral of Tomorrow, New Year's

Artur Rubenstein

Special

One of the better

Akron,
Ohio's,
Cathedral of Tomor-

known pianists plays
"Spinning
Soma
"Liebestratim,"

row is the scene of
12th

"Waltz in C Sharp"
and a selection of
Chopin numbers.
26 Boulevard -Artis-

12:05

tic°

"The Road to
Bali." A Bob Hope
9:25

and

32
P a 11 I Harvey
Comments

.flick.

Bing

9

News

7

Chicago Show

5

Farm Forum

32 News

The Courtship of
Eddie's Father

5

Eddie, convinced
by a playmate that

young intern learns

2

that only one resi-

5

12:15

Medical Center

A promising

Crosby

7 Playback of Cavett

9:30

-

7

10:00
News
News

12:30

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2 I -Feb.
sleeping

191-4..et

dogs

lie.

Where family relationships arc
concerned. keep your nets found knowledge at another to
yoursell.
PISCES &eh. 20 -March

EEK & MEEK
ILOK_ AT ECU... SLOSHED

LOC< AT YOU... spe,E.R.
AS A Jt.PEY.E. hr.Nr...)dJ
#,KLU Yr-AM EVE

ID THE GILLS ..r.AI/0 op.)
NEW YEARS EVE!

MORTY MEEKLE

211 --Refuse help if you like-but don't blame others, then,
if the present project Mils.
Home chores MEMe swiftly to

OS E CF US IS OJT CF

courAcr vurn-t

THE QuEsaloto is.
vu-ticti os.16

-I-

Y.

completion.

ARIES' (March 22 -April
201 -Waste no time plunging
into new activities. The new

Per

-0

year should prove an excellent
time for creating a new you.

TAURUS (April

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

before you can walk: learn the
basic steps involved in a new
enterprise.

(May 22 -June
21) --Demonstrate your devotion to loved 011C!. Don't wait

until you're called upon to
make your affections know.
CANCER (June 22 -July
nothing

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS
1 English
novelist,

today that
to your.

Thomas -

would be injurious

6 E glish

health. Live off yesterdays indulgences for the time being.

LEO (July

24 -Aug.

novelist,

Walter --

231-

-Circumstances are not -gener-

11 Conscious
12 English

ally in favor of your beginning
a journey.now. Pitt off your departure until Well into the new

novelist,

Joseph -

year.

14 Cavities
15 Clothes
.17 Fermented

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 231-You should he in a position to
intercede for another in a dis-

pute with higher-ups. Correct
an error and help raise another's ego.
1.113RA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 231-You should he in the best pos-

'brews
18 Against
19 Conger
20 Cry loudly
22 Electric unit
(ab.)

CAPTAIN EASY

sible position to ask for advancement on the employment
Phrase your request
carefully.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
221 -Only meaningful activiscene.

IF I KNEW. HEJ

17R.WALIZUSKI

MIGHT ADVANCE HIM THE 0271514: MP
TAKE ir OUT OF HI5 5A1-AttY-

YOU'RE LETTING WISHFUL.
THINKING LULL YOUR BRAIN

Da

TO SLEEP: HES

THAT AND
YOU'LL. NEVER

A TYPICAL SWINDLE:

OH.MY SOUL.
WASH -YOU'RE
RIGHT: FOR ONCE
YOU HELPED SNAP

ME BACK TO
REALITY:

AGAIN:

ties are worth your time and
effort. Don't waste either by
entering into sophomoric en-

50 YOU HAP THE GALL TO
'THINK YOU COULD FLEECE ME

AGAIMEH., IJCIVIA

WHO{ EL-5147MT
VILE LOOK IN YOUR

If_gl EYE', McKEEI HAF
YOU GONE MAD{ 1.
GO NOW --

FAST:

czo

least for a day. Take others
into your cOnfidence where
.441. 314

39 -

area

42 Mislaying

45 Circle part
46 Soft-tissued

plant
48 Sharp
50 English

author, Daniel
52 Challenge
54 City in Iowa
56 Italian

currency
57 Weapons
,58 Arboreal

habitat
60 Sign of

'consent
61 Pointed tool

prude

ITS GREAT TO BE
INVITED TO PLAY

pend
pure
pule

TOURNAMENT!

tt..1A1-10LIDAY

BUT MY BOYS

AREN'T USED
TO THE GAIETY
AND GLAMOR OF
THE BIG CITY:

), rot 0.

38 English
novelist,

19

Charles -

CAMPUS CLATTER

PLUNDER
IT'S DARNED HARD TO
KEEP THEIR MINDS ON

THE GAME'

41 Peruvian coin
43 Turkish VIP
44 Payable
45 Exclamation
47 New Zealand

32

49 Aged
51 Lively color
.53 Cicatrix
55 Dash
59 The skull
61 Burning
62 English:
novelist,

63 Maggots

-

33

37

bird

Charlotte
r

absent (slang)
3 Chest rattle
4 Garment
25 High card
5 Word of assent 26 Armed
6 Scrutinize
conflict
7 Terra
27 Units of work
8 Not late
29 Operatic
(2 words)
soprano
9 Three
31 Bound
(comb, form) 33 Cubicle
10 Biblical weed 35 African
13 Consider
antelope
16 Crafty
36 Peer Gynt's
18 Biblical
mother
victim
21 Donkey
Stravinski
(comb. form) 40 Coolidge's
23 Tree -covered
nickname

(Latin)

chance is concerned.

prune
purl
pled
under
upend

Educational.

64 Borders
05 Smallest
in size
DOWN
1 Laughter
sound
2 Illegally

30 Consume
32 English writer,
Lewis
34 Baltic city
37 Therefore

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dee: 221 -Start the new year
right. I.ive up to resolutions at

duel,
dupe
dune
nude
lure
lend
rend
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